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Summary 
A comprehensive ethnobotanical study was conducted in the Little Karoo region of 
the western Cape Province in South Africa with an emphasis on traditional medicinal 
plant uses. This detailed ethnobotanical study revealed a wealth of traditional 
medicinal plant knowledge that has hitherto remained unrecorded. The main results 
are summarised in the form of a comprehensive inventory of all Little Karoo plants 
(ca. 3773 taxa) in which the main uses (if any) of all the plants are indicated (see 
Appendix 7). This complete inventory is a valuable contribution that eliminates the 
many shortcomings of traditional checklists (i.e. the popularity or importance of the 
plants that cannot be judged since no indication is given; the absence of 
acknowledgements that should be given in the information as to indicate if a single 
entry or multiple entries refer to the same species and use and the lack of 
determining the most popular species).  
Based on qualitative and quantitative surveys, including the scientific and local 
literature (Rood, 1994; Anonymous, 1998, 2001; De Jager, 2010; Britz, 2011; 
Mostert and Van Elfen, unpublished and Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 2016), a total of 287 
medicinal plants from 181 genera and 79 families, 772 grazing plants from 284 
genera and 83 families, 119 edible plants from 70 genera and 44 families and 45 
craft plants from 34 genera and 26 families are listed. This inventory allows for an 
assessment of new records, i.e. previously unrecorded vernacular names and uses 
of Little Karoo plants.  
As a contribution to a better understanding of the Cape Herbal Medicine 
system, quantitative ethnobotanical surveys were conducted in nine towns of the 
Little Karoo: four in the western part (Barrydale, Calitzdorp, Vanwyksdorp and Zoar) 
and five in the eastern parts (De Rust, Dysselsdorp, Haarlem, Uniondale and 
Volmoed). A total of 101 local participants were involved in this study of which 86 
participants took part in formal interviews using the Matrix Method as the main 
research tool.  
The relative popularity or importance of the selected species in the flip-file is 
determined with the aid of this method by calculating the Species Popularity Index 
(SPI) and also the spatial distribution of medicinal plant knowledge in the Little Karoo 
by calculating the Ethnobotanical Knowledge Index (EKI). A new quantitative index, 
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the Homogeneity Index (HI) is developed to evaluate the uniformity of data collected 
in the different villages of the study area (and to compare different study areas). The 
Homogeneity Index indicated high similarity for shared species while vernacular 
names were relatively low with numerous variations thereof. Other useful indices 
enabled comparisons at multiple levels. A Specificity Index (SI) indicated whether a 
plant has a single specific medicinal use and a Generalist Index (GI) that is indirectly 
related to the SI, measured the multiplicity of medicinal uses. The Fidelity Level (FL) 
from Friedman et al. (1986) was calculated to quantify the importance of the species 
for a specific ailment. The Informant Agreement Ratio Index (IAR) of Trotter and 
Logan (1986) was used to measure informant consensus about favoured treatments 
for specific ailments. The Cultural Importance Index (CII) of Tardio and Pardo-De-
Santayana (2008) determined the medicinal importance of a species to the culture 
and was compared, along with the Relative Frequency of Citation Index (RFC), with 
the SPI values obtained from the Matrix data. The non-random selection of medicinal 
plants was confirmed with the application of a regression analysis (Moerman, 1979 
and 1991).  
From this study, fascinating comparisons can be made between villages, 
cultures and even regions across the world, provided that suitable high quality data 
become available. The phytochemistry and pharmacognosy of selected, scientifically 
poorly known species were included in this study (see Appendix 5). These included 
species of major importance to local communities such as Pegolettia baccharidifolia 
Less., Pentzia incana (Thunb.) Kuntze and Elytropappus rhinocerotis (L.f.) Less. 
This study represents a novel contribution to Khoi-San ethnobotany and the 
conservation of indigenous plant use knowledge as well as an important contribution 
to deepening the insights into the nature and characteristics of Cape Herbal 
Medicine. 





‘n Omvattende etnobotaniese studie was gedoen in the Klein Karoo streek van die 
Wes Kaap Provinsie in Suid Afrika met ‘n klem op die tradisionele medisinale plant 
gebruike. Hierdie gedetailleerde etnobotaniese studie het aan die lig gebring ‘n 
rykdom van tradisionele medisinale plant kennis wat tot nou toe onaangetekend 
gebly het. Die hoof resultate is opgesom in die vorm van ‘n omvattende inventaris 
van alle Klein Karoo plante (ong. 3773 taksa) waarin die hoof gebruike (as enige) 
van al die plante aangedui is (sien Bylaag 7). Hierdie volledige inventaris is ‘n 
waardevolle bydra wat enige tekortkominge van tradisionele kontrolelyste elimineer 
(d.w.s. die gewildheid of belangrikheid van die plante kan nie beoordeel word nie 
aangesien geen aanduiding gegee is nie, die afwesigheid van erkennings wat gegee 
moet word in die inligting om so aan te dui of ‘n enkele inskrywing of meertallige 
inskrywings verwys na dieselfde spesies en gebruik en die gebrek van bepaling van 
die mees gewildste spesies).  
Gebaseer op kwalitatiewe en kwantitatiewe opnames, insluitend die 
wetenskaplike en plaaslike literatuur (Rood, 1994; Anoniem, 1998, 2001; De Jager, 
2010; Britz, 2011; Mostert en Van Elfen, ongepubliseerd en Vlok en Schutte-Vlok, 
2016), ‘n total van 287 medisinale plante vanaf 181 genera en 79 families, 772 
weidings plante vanaf 287 genera en 83 families, 119 eetbare plante vanaf 70 
genera en 44 families en 45 handwerk plante vanaf 34 genera en 26 families is 
gelys. Hierdie inventaris laat die assessering van nuwe rekords toe, d.w.s. voorheen 
onaangetekende volksname en gebruike van Klein Karoo plante.  
As ‘n bydra tot ‘n beter begrip van die Kaapse Kruie Medisinale sisteem, 
kwantitatiewe etnobotaniese opnames was gedoen in nege dorpe van die Klein 
Karoo: vier in die westelike deel (Barrydale, Calitzdorp, Vanwyksdorp en Zoar) en vyf 
in die oostelike deel (De Rust, Dysselsdorp, Haarlem, Uniondale en Volmoed). ‘n 
Totaal van 101 plaaslike deelnemers was betrokke in die studie waarvan 86 
deelnemers deelgeneem het aan die formele onderhoude waarvan die Matrix 
Metode as hoof navorsings hulpmiddel gebruik was.  
Die relatiewe gewildheid of belangrikheid van die verkiesde spesies in die 
swaai-lêer (flip-file) is bepaal met die hulp van hierdie metode deur die berekening 
van die Spesies Gewildheid Indeks (SPI) en ook die ruimtelike verspreiding van die 
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medisinale plant kennis in die Klein Karoo deur berekening van die Etnobotaniese 
Kennis Indeks (EKI). ‘n Nuwe kwantitatiewe indeks, die Homogeniteit Indeks (HI) is 
ontwikkel om die eenvormigheid van die versamelde data wat in verskillende dorpe 
van die studie area (en om die verskillende studie areas te vergelyk) te evalueer. Die 
Homogeniteit Indeks dui aan hoë ooreenkoms vir gedeelde spesies terwyl die 
volksname relatief laag was met talle variasies daarvan. Ander nuttige indekse stel 
vergelykings op veelvuldige vlakke in staat. ‘n Spesifisiteit Indeks (SI) dui aan of ‘n 
plant ‘n enkele spesifieke medisinale gebruik het en ‘n Generiese Indeks (GI) wat 
indirek verwant is aan die SI, meet die veelheid van medisinale gebruike. Die 
Getrouheid Vlak (FL) van Friedman e.a. (1986) was bereken om die belangrikheid 
van die spesie vir ‘n spesifieke kwaal te kwantifiseer. Die Informant Ooreenkoms 
Verhouding Indeks (IAR) van Trotter en Logan (1986) was gebruik om die informant 
konsensus van bevoordeelde behandelings vir spesifieke kwale te meet. Die 
Kulturele Belangrikheid Indeks (CII) van Tardio en Pardo-De-Santayana (2008) 
bepaal die medisinale belangrikheid van ‘n spesies vir die kultuur en was vergelyk, 
saam met die Relatiewe Frekwensie van Aanhaling Indeks (RFC), met die SPI 
waardes verkry van die Matrix data. Die nie-ewekansige seleksie van medisinale 
plante was bevestig met die toepassing van ‘n regressive analise (Moerman, 1979 
en 1991).  
Van hierdie studie kan fassinerende vergelykings gemaak word tussen dorpe, 
kulture en streke regoor die wêreld, met dien verstande dat geskikte hoë kwaliteit 
data beskikbaar word. Die plant chemie en farmakognosie van geselekteerde, 
wetenskaplike swak bekende spesies was ingesluit in hierdie studie (sien Bylaag 5). 
Hierdie sluit in spesies van groot belangrikheid vir die plaaslike gemeenskappe soos 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia Less., Pentzia incana (Thunb.) Kuntze en Elytropappus 
rhinocerotis (L.f.) Less. Hierdie studie verteenwoordig ‘n nuwe bydrae tot Koi-San 
etnobotanie en die bewaring van inheemse plant gebruik kennis sowel as ‘n 
belangrike bydrae tot die verdieping van insig in die aard en eienskappe van Kaapse 
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(2002): [1] = Abbiw (1990); [2] = Anokbonggo (1992); [3] = Archer (1990); [4] = 
Archer (1994); [5] = Assi (1988); [6] = Ayensu (1978); [7] = Ayensu (1981); [8] = 
Batten (1986); [9] = Batten and Bokelman (1966); [10] = Bekele-tesemma et al. 
(1993); [11] = Biegel (1979); [12] = Burkhill (1985); [13] = Burkhill (1994); [14] = Chiej 
(1984); [15] = Coates Palgrave (1977); [16] = Codd (1985 a); [17] = Codd (1985 b); 
[18] = Courtenay-latimer et al. (1967); [19] = Cunningham (1988); [20] = Cunningham 
and Zondi (1991); [21] = Dalziel (1936); [22] = De Castro and Van Wyk (1994); [23] = 
Dlamini (1981); [24] = Dyson (1994); [25] = Ellis (1989); [26] = Gachathi (1989); [27] 
= Gbile et al. (1988); [28] = Gelfand et al. (1985); [29] = Giess and Snyman (1986); 
[30] = Githens (1948); [31] = Graven et al. (1988); [32] = Hahn (1997); [33] = Hardy 
and Fabian (1992); [34] = Heckle (1910); [35] = Hedberg and Staugard (1989); [36] = 
Hilton-Taylor and Smith (1994); [37] = Hulme (1954); [38] = Hutchings et al. (1996); 
[39] = Jacot Guillarmod (1971); [40] = Jansen (1981); [41] = Jansen and Mendes 
(1983 a); [42] = Jansen and Mendes (1983 b); [43] = Jansen and Mendes (1990); 
[44] = Hobson et al. (1970); [45] = Johnson and Sokutu (1985); [46] = Johnson and 
Hutchings (1986); [47] = Katende et al. (1995); [48] = Kellerman et al. (1988); [49] = 
Killick (1963); [50] = Kokwaro (1976); [51] = Kokwaro (1988); [52] = Lazarides and 
Hince (1993); [53] = Le Roux (1971); [54] = Le Roux and Schelpe (1981); [55] = Le 
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Roux et al. (1994); [56] = Liengme (1981); [57] = Lindsay (1978); [58] = Lucas and 
Pike (1971); [59] = Mabogo (1990); [60] = Madango and Bandole (1988); [61] = 
Maiden (1889); [62] = Makgakga (1995); [63] = Malan and Owen-Smith (1974); [64] 
= Mavi (1994); [65] = Mbuya et al. (1994); [66] = Mitich (1984); [67] = Mofett (1997); 
[68] = Neuwinger (1996); [69] = Nkunya (1992); [70] = Obermeijer (1937 – 1939); 
[71] = Oliver-Bever (1986); [72] = Palmer (1985); [73] = Palmer (1995); [74] = Pearse 
(1978); [75] = Phillips (1917); [76] = Plowes and Drummond (1976); [77] = Pooley 
(1993); [78] = Quisumbing (1951); [79] = Reynolds (1970); [80] = Roberts (1983); 
[81] = Roberts (1985); [82] = Roberts (1992); [83] = Rodin (1985); [84] = Rood 
(1994); [85] = Schmitz (1980); [86] = Shearing (1994); [87] = Smith (1895); [88] = 
Smith (1966); [89] = Steyn (1934); [90] = Sussman (1988); [91] = Tadesse and 
Demissew (1992); [92] = Timberlake (1980); [93] = Tredgold (1990); [94] = Van 
Breda and Barnard (1991); [95] = Van Den Eyden et al. (1992); [96] = Van Wyk et al. 
(1997); [97] = Venter and Venter (1996); [98] = Von Koenen (1977); [99] = Von Reis 
Altschul (1973); [100] = Waite (1988); [101] = Walker (1996); [102] = Walsh (1931); 
[103] = Watt and Breyer-Brandwijk (1962); [104] = Webb (1948); [105] = Wild et al. 
(1975); [106] = Williams (2007); [107] = Williamson (1955); [108] = Wilman (1946); 
[109] = Wright (1963)…….………...……………………………………………..……….32 
 
Table 5.1: An inventory of useful plants of the Little Karoo, South Africa, 
compiled from literature data and recent ethnobotanical surveys. The 
comprehensive list of the total flora is presented as Appendix 7. Species names for 
new use records are shown in bold; naturalised aliens are marked with a single 
asterisk; cultivated aliens (of special significance in the Little Karoo) are marked with 
a double asterisk. Grazing values were obtained from: E1 = Esler et al. (2006), L1 = 
Le Roux et al. (1994), M3 = Marincowitz, personal notes, S2 = Shearing et al. 
(1994), V2 = Van Breda and Barnard (1991), and Vlok & Schutte-Vlok = based on 
personal observations. Poisonous (according to Van Wyk et al., 2002 – see 
experimental). Literature of uses consulted: M1 = Montagu Museum (Anon 1998, 
2001), M2 = Mostert and Van Elfen (unpublished), R1 = Rood (1994), R2 = Rood 
(2008), D1 = De Jager (2010), B1 = Britz (2011) and V1 = Vlok and Schutte-Vlok 
(2016)………………………………………………………………………………………..95 
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Table 5.2: A summary of pasture plant species grazed by certain animals as 
recorded in the Little Karoo. The towns are abbreviated as B for Barrydale, Z for 
Zoar, C for Calitzdorp and VW for Vanwyksdorp, V for Volmoed, DR for De Rust, D 
for Dysselsdorp, U for Uniondale, H for Haarlem and PA for Prince Albert. For a 
detailed account of all recorded anecdotes and associated key participants (i.e., the 
primary data), see Tables 6.2 to 6.5 and 7.2………………………………………….178 
 
Table 5.3: A summary of craft and other plant use species as recorded in the 
Little Karoo. The towns are abbreviated as B for Barrydale, Z for Zoar, C for 
Calitzdorp and VW for Vanwyksdorp, V for Volmoed, DR for De Rust, D for 
Dysselsdorp, U for Uniondale, H for Haarlem and PA for Prince Albert. For a detailed 
account of all recorded anecdotes and associated key participants (i.e., the primary 
data), see Tables 6.2 to 6.5 and 7.2……………………………………………………181 
 
Table 5.4 Primary data of all useful non-plant products collected during 
ethnobotanical field surveys in the Little Karoo. Non-plant products used 
medicinally in the Little Karoo. The towns are abbreviated as B for Barrydale, Z for 
Zoar, C for Calitzdorp and VW for Vanwyksdorp, V for Volmoed, DR for De Rust, D 
for Dysselsdorp, U for Uniondale, H for Haarlem and PA for Prince Albert. For a 
detailed account of all recorded anecdotes and associated key participants (i.e., the 
primary data), see Tables 6.2 to 6.5 and 7.2……………………………..…………...186   
 
Table 5.5: Summary of the conservation status assessments for Little Karoo 
plants (Raimondo et al., 2009 and as updated in http://redlist.sanbi.org). Data 
taken from Table 5.1 and Appendix 7. (EN = Endangered, VU = Vulnerable, R = 
Rare, CR = Critically Endangered, CR PE = Critically Endangered (Possibly Extinct), 
CR R = Critically Rare, NT = Near Threatened, Decl = Declining, LC = Least 
Concern, DDT = Data Deficient – Taxonomically Problematic, DDD = Data Deficient 
– Insufficiently Known, NE = Not Evaluated)……..……………………………………194 
 
Table 5.6: Comparison of useful plants of the Succulent Karoo Biome (Little 
Karoo) and the Grassland Biome (Lesotho and the eastern Free State). Data for 
the Succulent Karoo taken from Table 5.1 and Appendix 7; data for the Grassland 
Biome taken from Moffet (2010)…...........……………………………………………..196 
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Table 6.1: Participants in the survey of medicinal plant uses in Barrydale 
(Swellendam Municipality) and towns within the Kannaland Municipality 
(western Little Karoo, South Africa). Nicknames (“klein name”) are considered 
essential for identifying a person in the Little Karoo and are therefore given in 
brackets. Participants are listed per village and in alphabetical order by their first 
names to simplify the abbreviations that are used in the text and in other tables…199 
 
Table 6.2: Primary data of all useful plants collected during ethnobotanical 
field surveys in Barrydale, the western Little Karoo. Abbreviations for 29 
participants: Christine Maasdorp (CM), Daniel (“Davie Apeka”, “Zolile”) Afrika (DA), 
Dawid (“Rooi Dawid”) Lombard (DL), Dian Pieterse (DP1), Dora (“Doortjie”, “Doors”) 
Pieterse (DP), Eben Willem Le Grange (EG), Elise (“Elsie”) Pieterse (EP), Elvaro 
(“Vario”) Afrika (EA), Hendrik Hopley (HH), Jakoba (“Ant Kowa”) Soldaat (JS), Jan 
(“Jotti”) Boshoff (JB), Jan (“Jockey”) Plaatjies (JP), Jan Plaatjies junior (JP1), 
Keneels Conradie (KC), Koos Oransie (KO), Lizelle Hopley (LH), Lya Michaels (LM), 
Magdalena (“Leen”) Pieterse (MP2), Magrieta (“Griekie”) Pieterse (MP1), Maria 
Katrina Lombard, néé Rooi (ML), Maria Plaatjies (MP), Martinus Jakobus Windvogel 
(MW), Michael Ruiters (MR), Mina (“Muis”) Johanna Afrika (MA),Rachel Ruiters 
(RR), Raymond Classen (RC), Rodene (“Spona”, “Worsie”) Middelbos (RM), Willem 
(“Willempie Koper”) Pieterse (WP), William Arthur Nel (WN), Maria Katrina Lombard 
(ML)………………………………………………………………………………………...202 
 
Table 6.3: Primary data of all useful plants collected during ethnobotanical 
field surveys in Zoar, western Little Karoo. Abbreviations for 20 participants: 
Abbreviations for 20 participants: Alisa (“Suster Allie”) Jantjies (AJ), Anna (“Annie”) 
Booysen (AB1), Anne Fortuin (AF), Antonie (“Mannie”) Parson (AP), Barnard 
(“Baan”) Linderts (BL), Cavall (“Cavii”) Adams (CA), Dianne Hardien (DH), Dina 
Linderts (DL), Elise Festus (EF), Elisabet (“Elise”) Herandien (EH), Elizabeth Ambros 
(EA), Joseph (“Soppie”) Fourie (JF), Katriena Fourie (KF), Katriena van Ster (KV), 
Lesley Dale (“Gaza”) Ludick (LL), Maria (“Sussie Rooiberg”) Herandien (MH), Martha 
(“Makkie”) Roos (MR), Mona Wonderlik (MW), Regina (“Gina”) Fortuin (FR), Sias 
Smit (SS)......……………………………………………………………………………...233 
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Table 6.4: Primary data of all useful plants collected during ethnobotanical 
field surveys in Calitzdorp, western Little Karoo. Abbreviations for six 
participants:  Elizabeth (“Bettie”) van Staden (ES) – unpublished historical notes, 
Elroy (“Shorty”) Quantini (EQ), Hans Arendse (HA) – information given by SD, 
Joseph (“Oom Soppie”) Ludck (JL), Salomie de Jager (SD) and Stephanus 
Johannes (“Fanie”, “Klaasie”) Claasen (SC).………………………………………….265 
 
Table 6.5: Primary data of all useful plants collected during ethnobotanical 
field surveys in Vanwyksdorp, western Little Karoo. Abbreviations for 24 
participants: Andries (“André”) Johannes Britz (AB), Anna (“Antjie”) néé Koopman 
van Wyk (AW), Anna (“Tannie Meid”) Opperman (AO), Anna Claasen (AC), Charlotte 
Bosman (CB), Elsie (“Els”) Dillman (ED), Evelina (“Vroutjie”) van Wyk (EW), Evelyn 
Cloete (EC), Jacoba (“Mammie”) Makriga (JM), Japaulus (“Piet”) Cloete (JC), Job 
Makriga (JM1), Katriena Jantjies (KJ), Katriena (“Katrien”) Opperman (KO), 
Magdalene (“Tannie Leentjie”) Opperman (MO), Maria (“Marie”) Katriena Jakobs 
(MJ), Maria (“Miem”) van Wyk (MW), Maria (“Ous”) Swanepoel (MS), Martha 
Makriga (MM), Morette Cloete (MC), Nokalene Dillman (ND), Petrus (“Knapsak Piet”) 
Williams (PW), Rosina (“Sina”, “Tienie”) Pretorius (RP), Susanna (“Den”) Joubert 
(SJ), Willemiena (“Miena”) Cloete (WC)..................................................................278 
 
Table 6.6: Medicinal plant species and a lichen, a summary (in English) of their 
uses as recorded in the western Little Karoo, South Africa. The towns are 
abbreviated as B for Barrydale, Z for Zoar, C for Calitzdorp and V for Vanwyksdorp. 
For a detailed account of all recorded anecdotes and associated key participants 
(i.e., the primary data), see Tables 6.2 to 6.5. 
Column 1: Species number; Newly recorded medicinal plants in the Little Karoo are 
given in bold text; the most frequently used vernacular name(s) within the western 
Little Karoo are underlined; newly recorded Little Karoo vernacular names are 
indicated by superscripta while new variations of known vernacular names are 
indicated by superscriptb; exotic species are indicated by superscriptc; Conservation 
statuses follow directly after the family name; voucher specimens (all in JRAU) area 
listed as follow: [HV] = Hulley and Van Wyk; [H] = Hulley; [VV] = Van Wyk and Vlok; 
[RV] = Ruiters and Van Wyk; [PHV] = photographic vouchers. The Cultural 
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Importance Index (CII), the Anecdote Frequency Index (AFI), the Relative Frequency 
of Citation (RFC) and Species Popularity Index (SPI) are given as statistic values [in 
square brackets]; 
Column 2: newly recorded medicinal uses for Kannaland (western Little Karoo) are 
given in bold and the main (primary) medicinal uses are underlined. The three 
numerical values in square brackets e.g. [16,16,25] refer to (1) the total number of 
participants (16) mentioning amedicinal use for the plant species; (2) the total 
number of use-records (16); (3) the rank of the species (25) according to the number 
of use-records.the total number of participants mentioning a medicinal use for the 
plant species; total number of use-records; rank of the species. The Index of 
Agreement on Remedies (IAR), Specificity Index (SI) and Generalistic Index (GI) are 
also given as statistic values in square brackets……………………………………...309 
 
Table 6.7: Alphabetical list of medical conditions treated with plants in the 
western Little Karoo and the medicinal species that are used.  
The towns are abbreviated as B for Barrydale, Z for Zoar, C for Calitzdorp and V for 
Vanwyksdorp. Column 1: The first three values in square brackets are the (1) the 
total number of plant species used for that ailment, (2) the total number of 
anecdotes, (3) the rank of the ailment (i.e. the ailment with the highest frequency of 
use-reports). The second square bracket gives the value calculated for the Informant 
Consensus Factor (Fic), i.e., a measure of the consistency of the knowledge 
presented by all the informants (see Materials and Methods, section 3.5).  
Column 2:  An evaluation of the importance of each plant species for each of the 
ailments is expressed as the number of anecdotes for that species (given in 
brackets) and by the “Species Therapeutic Index” [STI]. The STI for each specific 
ailment is calculated as the number of anecdotes for the species for that ailment 
divided by the overall total number of anecdotes for that ailment. The Fidelity Level 
[FL] is a percentage value calculated by dividing the number of use-records per plant 
species per ailment by the total number of participants mentioning one or more 
medicinal use(s) for the species. The STI and FL values are also given in square 
brackets respectively. References explaining the various indices are given in the text 
(Chapter 3)………………………………………………………………………………...348 
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Table 6.8: Quantification matrix for 146 medicinal plant species, three non-
plant products and 70 participants as recorded in four villages (Barrydale, 
Zoar, Calitzdorp, Vanwyksdorp) in the western Little Karoo, South Africa. 
Explanation of the four digits in each cell: (1) does the participant know the plant? – 
score 1 or 0; (2) does the participant have a name for the plant? - score 2 or 0; (3) 
can the participant name a medicinal use for the plant? - score 3 or 0; (4) total score 
(out of 6); SPI = Species Popularity Index (e.g. for Aloe ferox at Barrydale) = ratio of 
total species score (147) divided by maximum possible score for the species (29 
participants × 6 = 174) = 147/174 = 0.84; EKI = Ethnobotanical Knowledge Index 
(e.g. for MW1 at Barrydale) = ratio of total participant score (for all the species, 204) 
divided by maximum possible score (149 species × 6 = 894) = 216/894 = 0.23 – see 
section 3.6.   
 
Table 6.8.1: Matrix scores for Barrydale (146 medicinal plant species, three 
non-plant products, 29 participants). Participants (in the order of descending age, 
see Table 6.1 for dates of birth): MW1 = Martinus Jakobus Windvogel; MA = Mina 
(“Muis”) Johanna Afrika; ML = Maria Katrina Lombard, néé Rooi; CM1 = Christine 
Maasdorp; MR = Michael Ruiters; JB = Jan (“Jotti”) Boshoff; RR = Rachel Ruiters; 
EP = Elise (“Elsie”) Pieterse; EG = Eben Willem Le Grange; WN = William Arthur 
Nel; JS = Jakoba (“Ant Kowa”) Soldaat; MP = Maria Plaatjies; LM = Lya Michaels; 
WP = Willem (“Willempie Koper”) Pieterse; JP = Jan (“Jockey”) Plaatjies; RC = 
Raymond Classen; HH = Hendrik Hopley; DL = Dawid (“Rooi Dawid”) Lombard; JP1 
= Jan Plaatjies; LH = Lizelle Hopley; MP2 = Magdalena (“Leen”) Pieterse; KC = 
Keneels Conradie; MP1 = Magrieta (“Griekie”) Pieterse; RM = Rodene (“Worsie”) 
Middelbos; EA = Elvaro (“Vario”) Afrika; DP = Dora (“Doortjie”) Pieterse; DP1 = Dian 
Pieterse; DA = Daniël (“Davie Apeka”, ”Zolile”) Afrika; KO = Koos 
Oransie……………….……………………………………………………………………374 
 
Table 6.8.2: Matrix scores for Zoar (146 medicinal plant species, three non-
plant products, 16 participants). Participants (in the order of descending age, see 
Table 6.1 for dates of birth): AB1 = Anna (“Annie”) Booysen; JF = Joseph (“Soppie”) 
Fourie; AF = Anne Fortuin; MR = Martha (“Makkie”) Roos; EH = Elisabet (“Elise”) 
Herandien; SS = Sias Smit; KF = Katrina Fourie; MH1 = Maria (“Sussie Rooiberg”) 
Herandien; AJ = Alisa (“Suster Allie”) Jantjies; DL1 = Dina Linderts; AP = Antonie 
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(“Mannie”) Parson; BL = Barnard (“Baan”) Linderts; RF = Regina (“Gina”) Fortuin; EF 
= Elise Festus (Ladismith); LL = Lesley Dale (“Gaza”) Ludick; CA = Cavall (“Cavii”) 
Adams……………………………………………………………………………………..388  
 
Table 6.8.3: Matrix scores for Calitzdorp (146 medicinal plant species, three 
non-plant products, two participants). Qualitative scores for a further four 
participants. Participants (in the order of descending age, see Table 6.1 for dates of 
birth): SC = Stephanus Johannes (“Fanie, Klaasie”) Claasen; SD = Salomie De 
Jager. The other four participants also provided information about some of the 
species even though they did not participate in the formal interviews. These are EV = 
Elisabeth (“Bettie”) van Staden; HA = Hans Arendse; JL = Joseph (“Oom Soppie”) 
Ludck and EQ = Elroy (“Shorty”) Quantini……………………………………….…….396   
 
Table 6.8.4: Matrix scores for Vanwyksdorp (146 medicinal plant species, three 
non-plant products, 23 participants). Participants (in the order of descending age, 
see Table 6.1 for dates of birth): MO = Magdalene (“Tannie Leentjie”) Opperman; 
PW = Petrus (“Knapsak Piet”) Williams; AC = Anna Claasen (Mother of AW); MW = 
Maria (“Miem”) van Wyk; EC = Evelyn Cloete; MS = Maria (“Ous”) Swanepoel; CB = 
Charlotte Bosman; ED = Elsie (“Els”) Dillman; MM = Martha Makriga; KJ = Katriena 
Jantjies; JM1 = Job Makriga; ND = Nokalene Dillman; AO = Anna (“Tannie Meid”) 
Opperman; MJ = Maria (“Marie”) Katriena Jakobs; AB = Andries (“André”) Johannes 
Britz; AW = Anna (“Antjie Koopman”) van Wyk (daughter of AC); JM = Jacoba 
(“Mammie”) Makriga; JC = Japaulus (“Piet”) Cloete; RP = Rosina (“Sina. Tienie”) 
Pretorius; EW = Evelina (“Vroutjie”) van Wyk WC = Willemiena (“Miena”) Cloete; SJ 
= Susanna (“Den”) Joubert; MC = Morette Cloete...................................................399 
 
Table 6.9 Summary of comparative ethnobotanical survey data as recorded in 
four villages in the western Little Karoo, South Africa. The Homogeneity Index 
(HI) values are given in square brackets. Data from Nortje (unpublished dissertation, 
2011) and Nortje and Van Wyk (2015) were used to compare the HI values of 
Kannaland with those of a similar study in the Kamiesberg, Namaqualand, South 
Africa……………………….......................................................................................411 
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Table 7.1 Participants in the survey of medicinal plant uses in the eastern Little 
Karoo and Prince Albert, South Africa. Nicknames (“klein name”) are considered 
essential for identifying a person in the Little Karoo and are therefore given in 
brackets. Participants are listed per village (from west to east) and in alphabetical 
order by their first names to simplify the abbreviations that are used in the text and in 
other tables………………………………………………………………………………..419 
 
Table 7.2 Primary data of all useful plants collected during ethnobotanical field 
surveys in the eastern Little Karoo. Abbreviations for 16 participants: Charles 
Patrick Marincowitz (CM), Maraai Isaacs (MI); Annie Cornelius (AC1), Elisabeth 
Maart (EM), Sophie Le Roux (SR), Wesley Hendrik Esau (WE); Johanna Baardman 
(JB1); Dora (“Ouma Doortjie”) Wannies (DW), Hendrik (“Kedat”) De Jongh (HD); Jan 
September (JS); Leena (“Antjie”) Wagenaar (LW1), Dawid Blok (DB), Flora Ewerts 
(FE), Koos Horn (KH), Louis Jordaan (LJ), Maggie Horn (MH)...............................420 
 
Table 7.3: Medicinal plant species and a summary (in English) of their uses as 
recorded in the eastern Little Karoo and Prince Albert in the southern Great 
Karoo, South Africa. For a detailed account of all recorded anecdotes and 
associated key participants (i.e. the primary data), see Table 7.2. 
Column 1: Species number; Newly recorded medicinal plants in the Little Karoo are 
given in bold text; the most frequently used vernacular name(s) are underlined; 
newly recorded Little Karoo vernacular names are indicated by superscripta while 
new variations of known vernacular names are indicated by superscriptb; exotic 
species are indicated by superscriptc and indigenous species not occurring in the 
eastern Little Karoo are indicated by superscriptd; Conservation statuses are given 
(in brackets taken from Raimondo et al., 2009 and as updated in 
http://redlist.sanbi.org); voucher specimens (all in JRAU) are listed as follow: [HV] = 
Hulley and Van Wyk; [H] = Hulley; [VV] = Van Wyk and Vlok; [RV] = Ruiters and Van 
Wyk; [PHV] = photographic vouchers. The Cultural Importance Index (CII), the 
Anecdote Frequency Index (AFI), the Relative Frequency of Citation (RFC) and 
Species Popularity Index (SPI) are given as statistic values [in square brackets]; 
Column 2: newly recorded medicinal uses for the eastern Little Karoo are given in 
bold and the main (primary) medicinal uses are underlined. The three numerical 
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values in square brackets e.g. [16,16,25] refer to (1) the total number of participants 
(16) mentioning amedicinal use for the plant species; (2) the total number of use-
records (16); (3) the rank of the species (25) according to the number of use-records. 
The Index of Agreement on Remedies (IAR), Specificity Index (SI) and Generalistic 
Index (GI) are also given as statistic values in square brackets………………….....475 
 
Table 7.4: Alphabetical list of medical conditions treated with plants (and a 
lichen: Xanthoparmelia spp.) in the eastern Little Karoo and Prince Albert, and 
the medicinal plant species that are used. Column 1: The first three values in 
square brackets are (1) the total number of plant species used for that ailment, (2) 
the total number of anecdotes, (3) the rank of the ailment (i.e. the ailment with the 
highest frequency of use-reports). The second square bracket gives the value 
calculated for the Informant Consensus Factor (Fic), i.e. a measure of the 
consistency of the knowledge presented by all the informants (see Materials and 
Methods, section 3.5).  
Column 2:  An evaluation of the importance of each plant species for each of the 
ailments is expressed as the number of anecdotes for that species (given in 
brackets) and by the “Species Therapeutic Index” [STI]. The STI for each specific 
ailment is calculated as the number of anecdotes for the species for that ailment 
divided by the overall total number of anecdotes for that ailment. The Fidelity Level 
[FL] is a percentage value calculated by dividing the number of use-records per plant 
species per ailment by the total number of participants mentioning one or more 
medicinal use(s) for the species. The STI and FL values are also given in square 
brackets respectively. References explaining the various indices are given in the text 
(Chapter 3)………………………………………………………………………………...487 
 
Table 7.5: Quantification matrix for 146 medicinal plant species, three non-
plant products and 16 participants of the eastern Little Karoo and Prince 
Albert, South Africa. Towns are abbreviated as PA for Prince Albert, H for Haarlem, 
U for Uniondale, DR for De Rust, D for Dysselsdorp and V for Volmoed. 
Participants (in the order of descending age, see Table 7.1 for dates of birth): The 16 
participants are CM = Charles Patrick Marincowitz; MI = Maraai Isaacs; AC1 = Annie 
Cornelius; EM = Elisabeth Maart; SR = Sophie Le Roux; WE = Wesley Hendrik 
Esau; JB1 = Johanna Baardman; DW = Dora (“Ouma Doortjie”) Wannies; HD = 
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Hendrik (“Kedat”) De Jongh; JS = Jan September; LW1 = Leena (“Antjie”) 
Wagenaar; DB = Dawid Blok; FE = Flora Ewerts; KH = Koos Horn; LJ = Louis 
Jordaan; MH = Maggie Horn. The scores reflect the recognition of each plant (first 
digit, 0 or 1), its name (second digit, 0 or 2) and its medicinal use or uses (third digit, 
0 or 3), as well as the total score (fourth digit, 0, 1, 3, 4 or 6); the SPI = Species 
Popularity Index = ratio of total species score divided by maximum possible score for 
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Chapter 1: Introduction  
1.3 Introduction  
Studies of the interaction of local people with their natural surroundings is known as 
Ethno-science (Eldeen et al., 2016). Ethnobotany, a subdivision of Ethno-science, is 
a multidisciplinary subject (Eldeen et al., 2016) which enjoys more interest today 
than at any time in the history of this discipline (Bennett, 2005). As early as 1874, the 
first referral to this discipline was in a paper by Stephen Powers and Professor 
Bolander where they discussed “Aboriginal Botany”. John W. Harshberger was the 
first to refer to this subject as “Ethnobotany” in 1896. Over the past century, many 
definitions of ethnobotany have been proposed by researchers such as Jones in 
1941, Ford in 1978, Schultes (who is considered to be the father of modern 
ethnobotany) in 1992, Balee in 1994, Turner in 1995, Balick and Cox in1996 and 
Cotton in 1996 (Bennett, 2005). These definitions all basically refer to ethnobotany 
as being the interaction between people and plants. However, all people-plant 
interactions should be included in an ethnobotanical study and not just those of 
traditional cultures (Bennett, 2005).   
Southern African ethnobotany in general, only has a few publications available 
(Van Wyk, 2002) which creates the urgent need and potential for detailed 
ethnobotanical studies. The Shenzen Declaration on Plant Sciences (Crane et al., 
2017) highlighted the value of local plant knowledge and the importance of protecting 
and preserving this knowledge for future generations.  
Some previous ethnobotanical studies have focussed on gaining information by 
free listing (Heinrich et al., 2009; Hough and Ferraris, 2010), thus asking a 
participant to list the number of plants he or she knows for a certain use. Free listing 
has been applied in the past to aid in the identification of the culturally most 
important diseases (Heinrich et al., 2009). Although free listing is regarded as a 
powerful technique (Bernard, 2002), it undoubtedly leads to false negative reports 
(i.e., species that were momentarily forgotten by the participants) and hence 
incomplete data. 
Many quantitative methods to analyse primary ethnobotanical data have been 
suggested and developed over the past three decades (Etkin,1988; Friedman et al., 
1986; Trotter and Logan, 1986; Prance et al., 1987; Turner, 1988; Johns et al., 1990; 
Moerman,1991; Phillips and Gentry, 1993a, b; Phillips, 1996; Frei et al.,1999; Höft et 
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al., 1999; Leduc et al., 2006; Hoffman and Gallaher, 2007; Tardio and Pardo de 
Santayana, 2008; De Beer and Van Wyk, 2011; Silva et al., 2014a, b).  
A critical point to consider when collecting ethnobotanical data, is the 
influence of the interviewer on the quantity and quality of the knowledge of the 
interviewees (Paniagua-Zambrana et al., 2018). It is suggested to make use of 
indigenous interviewers and a very large set of participants to elucidate the 
maximum possible ethnobotanical knowledge (Paniagua-Zambrana et al., 2018). 
Another important point is that index values are meaningless when the numbers of 
participants are not specified.     
 
1.2 Hypotheses, theories and key questions 
The following seven hypotheses, theories or questions provide a theoretical 
framework for this detailed quantitative ethnobotanical study of the Little Karoo: 
1. The selection of medicinal plants in the Little Karoo is not random. This 
hypothesis will test the theory of non-random medicinal plant selection of Moerman 
(1979, 1991) by using regression analysis. Further information on the theory can be 
found in Kapur et al. (1992), Phillips and Gentry (1993a), Moerman (1996), Moerman 
and Estabrook (2003), Amiguet et al. (2006), Bennett and Husby (2008), Salis-
Lagoudakis et al. (2014), Yessoufou et al. (2015) and Ford and Gaoue (2017).  
2. The choice of medicinal plant species in the Little Karoo is related to their 
phytochemical constituents, and more specifically plants with essential oils 
(aromatica, carminatives) and plants with bitter substances (amara, amara-
aromatica). Such compounds stimulate the secretion of gastric and digestive fluids 
and counteract dyspepsia and lack of appetite. They may also have spasmolytic, 
anti-inflammatory and antimicrobial effects (Olivier and Van Wyk, 2013; Van Wyk 
and Wink, 2004, 2018). Given the fact that stomach ailments and stomach-ache 
appear to be the dominant self-terminating ailments for which people of Khoisan 
decent use plant medicines (Nortje and Van Wyk, 2015), the expectation is that 
aromatic plants will have a high probability of being selected as medicine. 
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Hypotheses related to phytochemical constituents are usually focussed on anti-
herbivory and ecological considerations, as reviewed by Gaoue et al. (2017).  
3. Women have a greater knowledge of Little Karoo medicinal plants than men. 
This hypothesis is closely related to the age, gender and dynamics of knowledge 
hypothesis of Voeks (2004, 2007). The use of the Matrix Method, first proposed by 
De Beer and Van Wyk (2011), may provide sufficient quantitative data to also 
explore, through simple descriptive statistics, the effects of age and the origin of the 
knowledge.   
4. Does the Matrix methodology, with its use of visual cues, consistent 
(rigorous) evaluation and use of local language provide better quality data 
than other methods? This question can be answered by not only considering the 
quantity and quality of the data generated, but also the number of potential 
comparisons and future applications that the data can be used for. The rigour of the 
evaluations, for example, should greatly reduce or practically eliminate both false 
negative and false positive records, so that the data are expected to be of sufficient 
high quality to be subjected to statistical analyses.  
 
5. Traditional medicinal plant use in the Little Karoo has minimal impact on the 
conservation statuses of popular species. This hypothesis can be tested by 
comparing importance index values with IUCN conservation statuses for the most 
popular medicinal species. Does the utilitarian redundancy model (Albuquerque and 
de Oliveira, 2007; Ferreira et al., 2012) apply to medicinal plants in the Little Karoo? 
According to this model, several species that have the same therapeutic uses will 
tend to be under less conservation pressure because the use load is spread over all 
of them.  
6. Despite the available literature on local medicinal uses of plants, traditional 
knowledge in the Little Karoo differs substantially from what has been 
published and is more diverse and rich in content. In literate societies, the 
opposite is true (Leonti, 2011). This hypothesis can be tested by comparing the 
numbers and types of uses between newly recorded and already published data.   
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7. The diversification hypothesis of Albuquerque (2006) applies to the 
medicinal ethnobotany of the Little Karoo. Medicinal plant use in the region is 
dynamic, adaptive and subject to post-colonial and contemporary changes, reflecting 
older and more recent innovations in the selection of plants. This hypothesis can be 
tested by comparing the relative popularity of introduced species with indigenous 
ones and by also comparing the main local uses of exotic species with the main uses 
in their regions of origin. 
In general, the aims of this research project are: 
 
Firstly, to provide a comprehensive inventory of all Little Karoo plants with 
complete notes about their uses found in local literature, general literature as well as 
own information gathered during ethnobotanical field work and interviews;  
 
Secondly, to do a quantitative ethnobotanical survey in local villages where the 
traditional knowledge can be collected systematically by means of the Matrix 
Method; 
 
Thirdly, to conduct detailed studies of selected, hitherto poorly studied Little 
Karoo medicinal plants with emphasis of pharmacognosy, essential oils and 
antimicrobial activity. The rationale behind the last-mentioned aim is to explore the 
extent to which culturally important Little Karoo plants has already been subjected to 
scientific investigation of their active compounds and the possible reasons for their 
popularity.  
 
The main aim of this study is to generate quantitative primary data of high 
quality (Verpoorte, 2012) about the medicinal ethnobotany of the Little Karoo. This 
primary data, collected in the mother tongue of the participants, will allow for an 
accurate recording of the emic (insider) perspective of the local participants, in 
addition to the more usual etic (outsider) evaluation and analysis of data (Morris et 
al., 1999). The value of such data is not only that it provides a first comprehensive 
inventory of medicinal plants but also that it serves to prevent the loss of indigenous 
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knowledge, with its associated historical, cultural and potential commercial 
relevance.  
High quality primary data will also serve as a basis for future comparisons with 
other areas, in order to ultimately gain a more profound understanding of Cape 
Herbal Medicine (Van Wyk, 2008). For example, which species are mostly used for 
particular ailments and which ones are diagnostic for this traditional system?  
The data can also be used to evaluate and validate the reliability and rigour of 
literature data, almost all of which are based on popular publications. Existing 
records all rely on lists of species and their uses, with no indication of the number of 
anecdotes on which the record was based. A single anecdote or an unknown 
number of anecdotes unfortunately leave much doubt about the accuracy and 
importance of the recorded use. High quality data may help to identify inaccurate and 
erroneous identifications of species, which are often based on uncritical applications 
of vernacular names; furthermore, species records are sometimes not based on local 
uses but on uses recorded elsewhere.  
Perhaps the most important value of high quality data, from a scientific 
perspective, is that it can serve as a source of hypotheses for further research – e.g. 
to explore the chemical composition and possible modes of actions of previously 
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Chapter 2: Study area 
2.1 Introduction 
The Little Karoo or Klein Karoo (as it is locally known), meaning ‘the small region of 
thirst’, is a well-demarcated arid region of 23 500 km2 (Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 2016) 
situated in the rain shadow to the north of the Langeberg and Outeniqua Mountains 
in the Western Cape Province of South Africa (Figure 2.1). The southern boundary is 
the coastal mountain chain consisting of the Langeberg and Tsitsikamma Mountains 
and the northern boundary, a second mountain chain further inland which is the 
Witteberg to Swartberg Mountains (Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 2016). It stretches for 
more than 200 km from the towns of Montagu in the west to Uniondale in the east 
(Figure 2.1). The most important variables which have shaped the diverse flora of 
the Little Karoo include the geology and soils, the climate, the relatively low and 
highly seasonal rainfall and the effects of fire.  
The villages that were selected for ethnobotanical interviews in the western 
Little Karoo included Barrydale, Zoar, Vanwyksdorp and Calitzdorp. In the eastern 
Little Karoo, the five villages that were chosen for conducting ethnobotanical 
interviews are Volmoed, Dysselsdorp, De Rust, Uniondale and Haarlem.   
 
Figure 2.1: Map of the Little Karoo, Western Cape, South Africa. Ethnobotanical 
surveys to enrich the data captured in Tables 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 7.2 were 
conducted in all villages shown in bold.   
 
Vlok and Schutte-Vlok (2016) estimated that the total Little Karoo vascular plant 
flora includes 3 200 species. Manning and Goldblatt (2012) listed 2 404 species (out 
of a total of 9 383 species of Core Cape plants) that are at least partly distributed in 
the region. The Little Karoo falls within three of the eight South African biomes, 
namely the Succulent Karoo, Fynbos and Albany Subtropical Thicket biomes.  
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2.2 Vegetation and habitat types of the Little Karoo 
Loamy to clayey, nutrient-rich soils occur in the lowlands where high summer 
temperatures can reach up to 40°C with moderate frost in winter and a very low 
annual average rainfall of only 200 mm. The mountains have sandy, nutrient-poor 
soils with cooler temperatures below 20°C which could be related to the high annual 
rainfall of up to 1000 mm. Areas with higher rainfall produces plants with sufficient 
biomass to allow for periodic fires that are necessary for the regeneration of the 
vegetation. According to Vlok and Schutte-Vlok (2016), there are five vegetation type 
units, namely Fresh- and Brackwater systems, Subtropical Thicket, Succulent Karoo, 
Transitional shrublands and Fynbos that can be further subdivided into 19 major 
habitat types. These are discussed below along with species examples (Vlok and 
Schutte-Vlok, 2016). 
 
2.2.1 Freshwater and Brackwater Systems 
The water drainage areas provide oxygenated water to certain places of the Little 
Karoo and remove waste from other parts towards the sea.  
The freshwater streams habitat consists of mist, rainwater and melted snow 
that collects down the mountain slopes and provides the oxygenated water of the 
Little Karoo. The upper regions of this habitat consist mainly of grasses, sedges and 
restios including fine-leaved shrubs. The lower regions are dominated by indicator 
species for fresh drinkable water, these are tall shrubs (e.g. Empleurum unicapsulare 
and Psoralea affinis), cone bushes (e.g. Leucadendron conicum) and broad-leaved 
herbs (e.g. Gunnera perpensa). Freshwater stream species that are drought-
resistant remain in areas where the freshwater supply has been cut off from the 
lower habitat sections, these species include Juncus effuses, J. oxycarpus and 
Zantedeschia aethiopica. The upper sections of the Freshwater Stream habitat have 
many localised and endemic plant species like for example Disa elegans, Erica 
astroites, Gladiolus aquamontanus, Liparia racemosa, Penaea dahlgrenii, Psoralea 
elegans and Stirtonanthus taylorianus (Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 2016). 
Accumulating salts in the soft loamy soils increase the saline concentration and 
is known as Brackwater systems. Brackish water contains between 0.05 to 3% 
dissolved salts. Many plants are adapted to these saline conditions such as Salsola 
and Suaeda species. Trees such as Vachellia karroo, Tamarix usneoides and 
Searsia lancea form dense stands in this habitat type. Another tree, Schotia afra 
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occurs in seasonal drainage areas in the western part of the Little Karoo. Different 
types of reeds (e.g. Phragmites australis and Arundo donax) and grasses (e.g. 
Cenchrus ciliaris) prevents serious soil erosion on the floodplain. No endemic plant 
species are present in this habitat (Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 2016). 
 
2.2.2 Subtropical Thicket 
The Subtropical Thicket habitat types generally occur on clayey, nutrient-rich soils 
where fire and frost are absent. Where the soil is sandy and nutrient-poor, 
Portulacaria afra is often found in isolated patches. It plays an important role in 
preventing soil erosion and encourage rainwater infiltration. These habitat types are 
dependent on some winter rain and are easily recognised by the richness of shrubs 
(Carissa haematocarpa, Nymania capensis, Lycium ferocissimum and Rhigozum 
obovatum), climbers, succulents and trees (Euclea undulata, Searsia glauca, 
Pappea capensis and Schotia afra). The Subtropical Thicket habitat types provide 
migration passages to mammals and food sources to both birds and mammals (Vlok 
and Schutte-Vlok, 2016).  
 
Three habitat types occur here: 
1. Pruim Spekboomveld habitat type, where Pappea capensis is the indicator 
species and Portulacaria afra was once plentiful but has been removed by 
browsing stock. Despite dry periods, this is one of the best habitat types 
providing a variety of palatable plants for game (Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 
2016). 
2. Gwarrie Spekboomveld habitat type where Euclea undulata replaces 
Pappea capensis. An abundance of Portulacaria afra occurs on the north-
facing slopes but the presence of Crassula rupestris, Aloe striata and short-
lived grasses (e.g. Fingerhuthia and Cenchrus species) are good indicator 
species of overgrazed areas. Tall shrubs (e.g. Nymania capensis), 
succulents (Aloe and Crassula species), scrambling succulents 
(Pelargonium tetragonum) and thorny climbers (Asparagus species) are 
present (Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 2016).   
3. Gwarrieveld habitat type has smaller shrubs such as Pteronia species which 
‘nurse’ many succulents (e.g. Cotyledon and Tylecodon species) making 
this habitat type species-rich. Euclea undulata trees are unusually long-lived 
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with large underground stems which produce new branches in decent rain 
years or after being damaged. Palatable grasses only occur in abundance 
after summer thunderstorms which makes this habitat type suitable for 
grazers (Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 2016).    
 
2.2.3 Succulent Karoo 
The Succulent Karoo habitat types are easily recognised by the absence of trees 
and tall shrubs and the abundance of shorter succulent-leafed shrubs and grasses 
(e.g. Ehrharta calycina and Stipagrostis species). Succulent plant growth and 
survival is dependent on winter precipitation due to the below freezing temperatures 
which will cause ‘black-frost’. Ancient termite nests (known as ‘heuweltjies’) are 
prominent in the Succulent Karoo habitat types and contain distinctly different 
vegetation due to the changed soil conditions and regular disturbance of animals 
(Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 2016). 
 
Five habitat types are recognised: 
1. Ranteveld habitat type is limited to the ridges and lowland hills in the 
western Little Karoo. Lichens and moss coverage occurrence caused by 
early morning dew provides enough moisture to ensure the survival of 
succulents (e.g. Conotophytum joubertii, Gibbaeum dispar, Tanquana 
hilmarii). Typical species are palatable shrubs (e.g. Berkheya cuneata and 
Hermannia filifolia) and succulents (e.g. Cylindrophyllum comptonii) (Vlok 
and Schutte-Vlok, 2016). 
2. Apronveld habitat type can be found on the moderate lower slopes of ridges 
and hills with surface rocks and loamy to clayey soils. Dominant vegetation 
includes small shrubs (e.g. Eriocephalus, Hirpicium and Hermannia species) 
and grasses (e.g. Aristida, Digitaria and Eragrostis species) after good 
rainfall. Apronveld contains a high endemic species diversity of bulbous 
plants and leaf- and stem-succulents. Unpalatable shrubs (e.g. Galenia 
africana and Elytropappus rhinocerotis) and succulents (e.g. Aloe 
microstigma and Cotyledon orbicularis) increase in heavily grazed areas 
(Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 2016). 
3. Gannaveld habitat type has saline soils favoured by the most prominent 
local shrub, Salsola aphylla. Trees are lacking except in certain western 
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Little Karoo parts where Schotia afra may be present. This habitat type is 
not very species-rich and contains a few endemic annuals (e.g. Diascia 
species) and grasses (e.g. Stipagrostis and Eragrostis species) after good 
rainfall. Disturbed Gannaveld caused especially by ostriches, contains many 
short-lived succulents (e.g. Augea capensis and Mesembryanthemum 
crystallinum) (Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 2016). 
4. Scholtzbosveld habitat type, where Pteronia pallens is the dominant shrub, 
is not very extensive. Due to the allelopathic nature of P. pallens, only a few 
shrubs (e.g. Aptosimum procumbens, Osteospermum sinuatum) and 
succulents (e.g. Cotyledon and Crassula species) are present (Vlok and 
Schutte-Vlok, 2016).  
5. Kalkveld, where only a few stunted Euclea undulata trees are present, has a 
surprisingly high number of small shrubs (e.g. Felicia and Pentzia species), 
succulents (e.g. Euphorbia and Gibbaeum species), geophytes and small 
grasses (e.g. Eragrostis bergiana) of which many are restricted to this 
habitat type. Most of the Kalkveld has been previously overgrazed but the 
related shrubs are robust and can recover fairly quickly (Vlok and Schutte-
Vlok, 2016). 
     
2.2.4 Transitional Shrublands 
The four habitat types of Transitional Shrublands are characterised by a single, 
usually unpalatable, shrub species and are dependent on periodic fires, which 
results in plentiful grasses, short-lived herbs (e.g. Diascia and Pelargonium species) 
and geophytes (Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 2016).  
 
1. Asbosveld habitat type has Pteronia incana as the dominant shrub, which is 
highly aromatic due to its volatile oil (Hulley, 2010), making it unpalatable 
and flammable under high temperatures. Present trees (e.g. Olea europaea 
subsp. cuspidata, Cussonia spicata and Searsia undulata) grow in fire-
protected sites where the vegetation is less fire-prone. Geophytes (e.g. 
Freesia and Moraea species), succulents (e.g. Tylecodon paniculatus and 
Drosanthemum species), climbers (e.g. Ceropegia species) and rare 
endemics (e.g. Gibbaeum and Haworthia species) occur here. Indigenous 
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plants are often displaced by invader grass species (e.g.  Avena and Lolium 
species) due to overgrazing (Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 2016).  
2. Arid Renosterveld habitat type exists where shrubs (e.g. Elytropappus, 
Eriocephalus, Euryops, Osteospermum and Pteronia species) and 
succulents are present. Restios and proteas occur in deep sandy soil. After 
good winter rainfall, unpalatable grasses (e.g. Aristida, Capeochloa and 
Pentameris species), annuals and geophytes (Ixia and Oxalis species) are 
abundant. Many rare species (e.g. Pelargonium hystrix and Strumaria 
karoopoortensis) are present in this distinctive habitat type (Vlok and 
Schutte-Vlok, 2016). 
3. Moist Renosterveld habitat type has the unpalatable Elytropappus 
rhinocerotis as the predominant shrub. Palatable grasses (e.g. Themeda 
triandra) occur after fire but are replaced by Elytropappus rhinocerotis when 
too heavily grazed. Trees (e.g. Searsia laevigata) that invade this habitat, 
alter the environment by shading other plants which leads to the loss of 
restricted species (Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 2016).  
4. Sandolienveld habitat type is dominated by Dodonaea viscosa which 
replaces Elytropappus rhinocerotis in sandier soil and has a low fire 
frequency and low rainfall. Fynbos shrubs (e.g. Agathosma and Phylica 
species) and restios (e.g. Rhodocoma arida and Thamnochortus karooicum) 
occur in deep sandy soils where there are less Dodonaea viscosa. Fire 
increases grasses (e.g. Aristida and Pentameris species) but succulents 
(e.g. Aloe ferox and A. microstigma) and trees (e.g. Euclea undulata and 
Maytenus oleoides) are only found in fire-protected areas. Few species are 
endemic to this habitat type due to suppression by common species (Vlok 
and Schutte-Vlok, 2016). 
 
2.2.5 Fynbos 
The five Fynbos habitat types are identified by the presence of restios, ericas and 
proteas. Rainfall and soil condition differences defines these five Fynbos habitat 
types. Mature plants are removed by fires which releases nutrients into the soil which 
in turn, allows Fynbos species to regenerate from seeds and/or through resprouting 
from underground rootstocks. Major threats to this habitat can be inappropriate fire 
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regimes, invasive alien plants and grazing by domestic stock after a fire (Vlok and 
Schutte-Vlok, 2016).  
 
1 Grassy Fynbos habitat type occurs on nutrient-rich, sandy to loamy soils in 
upland areas with exposed shale bands. Grasses (e.g. Aristida and 
Pentameris species) are abundant and a few proteas (mostly Protea 
repens, P. neriifolia and Leucospermum species) and restios (e.g. Restio 
and Rhodocoma species) are present. Possible dominant shrubs in an 
unburned Grassy Fynbos habitat include species such as those of 
Agathosma, Felicia and Passerina. Species abundant after fire include 
geophytes and succulents (e.g. Othonna and Senecio species, Aloe ferox or 
A. lineata) that grow on rocky outcrops (Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 2016).  
2.  Waboomveld habitat type is identified by the presence of Protea nitida. After 
a fire, a large abundance of grasses (e.g. Aristida and Pentameris species) 
and fewer restios (e.g. Cannomois and Rhodocoma species) are present. 
Waboomveld was a domestic stock grazing area in the past which has led 
to fewer other proteas occurring in this habitat and also due to past burning 
practises. Many shrubs (e.g. Cliffortia and Pelargonium species), 
geophytes, some succulents (e.g. Aloe ferox), trees (e.g. Gymnosporia and 
Searsia species) and sometimes climbing plants (e.g. Cassytha and 
Rhynchosia species) are present in the Waboomveld. Numerous localised 
endemic species also occur in the Waboomveld habitat type (Vlok and 
Schutte-Vlok, 2016).  
3.  Arid Protea Fynbos habitat type has nutrient-poor soils and low annual 
rainfall with extreme seasonal temperatures making it a harsh environment. 
Proteas (e.g. Leucadendron and Protea species), fine-leaved shrubs (e.g. 
Erica species) and restios are abundant. The presence of a diversity of 
geophytes and succulents (e.g. Gasteria vlokii), makes this a species-rich 
habitat type (Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 2016). 
4. The Moist Protea Fynbos habitat type occurs in areas with a higher rainfall. 
It has a high density of proteoid shrubs, and depending on the fire history, 
could form a closed canopy consisting of Leucadendron salignum, L. 
eucalyptifolium, Protea neriifolia, P. punctata and Leucospermum 
cuneiforme along with sedges (e.g. Tetraria species), small leaved shrubs 
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(e.g. Erica species) and geophytes (e.g. Bobartia and Watsonia species). 
Typical restios that occur in this habitat include Cannomois virgata and 
Elegia juncea. The Moist Protea Fynbos habitat type has a high number of 
locally endemic species (Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 2016).  
5. The Erica Fynbos habitat type occurs in the highest rainfall parts of the 
Little Karoo, where mist and snow accumulate. Erica species are the 
dominant fine-leaved shrubs, but restios, sedges and geophytes (of which 
many are rare and localised endemic species) are also abundant. Low 
growing proteas (e.g. Protea scolopendriifolia) and rare and endemic 
species (e.g. Leucadendron dregei, P. pruinosa and P. venusta) are 
present here. Few succulents (e.g. Crassula obtusa and C. peculiaris) 
occur in this habitat because of the freezing conditions during winter (Vlok 
and Schutte-Vlok, 2016).  
 
2.3 People of the Little Karoo  
Historically the Little Karoo was first inhabited by San hunters who were replaced by 
Khoi herders approximately 2000 years ago (Schapera, 1930; Boonzaier et al., 
1996). The colonial era saw an invasion of European settlers (mainly Dutch farmers), 
starting in the late 17th century. The original inhabitants of the Little Karoo were Khoi 
herders of the Attaqua group (Schapera, 1930; Boonzaier et al., 1996) but limited 
information about their culture has survived. Peter Kolben (1719) was the first to 
record information of the Attaqua tribe but incorrectly located them north, close to 
Namaqualand. To this day, livestock farming forms an important component of 
agricultural activities; especially in places were irrigation is not possible. Although the 
colonial settlers of the area in the 17th and 18th centuries must have had a profound 
effect on the local plant use traditions, it is reasonable to assume that at least a 
portion of the traditional plant knowledge has been passed down orally to the current 
inhabitants of Kannaland, many of whom are of Khoi decent. The paucity of recorded 
Khoi-San ethnobotany has repeatedly been emphasized by several authors (e.g. 
Laidler, 1928; Liengme, 1983 and Van Wyk, 2008) and the documentation of 
indigenous knowledge has become an urgent priority, in view of the rapid cultural 
changes that are taking place. At present, livestock and game farming forms an 
important component of agricultural activities. Farming with ostriches became highly 
lucrative between 1875 and 1885, with a second major boom experienced around 
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the turn of the twentieth century (up to 1913), when ostrich feathers became a much 
sought-after fashion item. Since then, the main products became low-fat red meat 
and high quality leather. In recent decades, Nguni cattle and game animals have 
also become increasingly important as a source of income for local farmers. 
The Eden District Municipality (recently renamed to the Garden Route District 
Municipality) covers regions in the south-eastern part of the Western Cape of South 
Africa which includes the Garden Route and the Little Karoo area. This district is 
divided into seven Local Municipalities of which four are in the Little Karoo: (1) 
Kannaland Municipality (Ladismith-Zoar, Calitzdorp and Vanwyksdorp); (2) 
Oudtshoorn Municipality (Volmoed, Dysselsdorp and De Rust); (3) George 
Municipality (Uniondale and Haarlem) and (4) Swellendam Municipality (Barrydale).  
According to Census (2011), 85% of the population of the Kannaland 
Municipality are of Khoi descent, and 95% have Afrikaans as their first language. 
The Oudtshoorn Municipality’s population consists of 77% of Khoi descent and 91% 
has their first language as Afrikaans and 50% of the George Municipality population 
are of Khoi descent and 67.2% have Afrikaans as their first language (Census, 
2011). Barrydale has 91% Afrikaans first language speaking people and 83% of Khoi 
descent. Prince Albert has its own Municipality in the Central Karoo of the Western 
Cape and has 84.5% of its population being of Khoi descent with 93.5% that have 
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Chapter 3: Materials and methods 
  
3.1  Introduction  
Ethical guidelines as stipulated in the latest (2008) version of the International 
Society of Ethnobiology (2006) were strictly followed. The principle of educated prior 
informed consent was adhered to, with all participants giving permission to use their 
names, birth dates, portrait photographs, the source(s) of their traditional knowledge 
and the recorded ethnobotanical information for publication. The study was formally 
approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Science of the University of 
Johannesburg (Protocol number: 13 January 2015 – see Appendix 2). Herbarium 
voucher specimens were collected, with a collecting permit obtained from 
CapeNature (permit No. 0028-AAA008-00194 – see Appendix 3). For well-known 
species, digital photographs were taken by B.-E. van Wyk, J.H. Vlok and A.L. 
Schutte-Vlok to serve as voucher specimens (Appendix 8). 
Since the main focus of this study is the medicinal ethnobotany, the other 
categories of use are mentioned in Chapter 5 but not elaborated on. Although some 
photographed species in the flip-file are first and foremost food plants that also have 
medicinal uses, their edibility are not discussed in this study.   
 
3.2 Reconnaissance field work and selection of participants  
A reconnaissance field trip was undertaken in December 2013 to identify 
knowledgeable persons to participate in this study. A rapid ethnobotanical appraisal 
approach was followed during the reconnaissance phase to aid with the gathering of 
these knowledgeable participants. Towns along the main Route 62 (Figure 3.1) were 
visited as well as some isolated towns like Vanwyksdorp. During this exploratory 
phase, logistic support was received from Peter Takelo (Barrydale), André Britz and 
Katriena Opperman (Vanwyksdorp), Dianne Hardien (Zoar) and Louis Jordaan 
(Volmoed), who helped to identify people with traditional ethnobotanical knowledge 
who would be willing to participate in this study.  




Figure 3.1: Route taken to selected towns during the reconnaissance field trip in 
December 2013 (www.googlemaps.com). 
 
These identified participants are recognized by the local communities as 
knowledgeable people with high levels of traditional medicinal plant information. By 
calculating the Ethnobotanical Knowledge Index (EKI) for each of these informants, 
the Social network and knowledge dynamics hypothesis by Hopkins (2011) will be 
tested which predicts that the level of knowledge of an individual is influenced or 
shaped by the individual’s position in their social network and the collective 
knowledge of that network. Thus, individuals who are more connected will have a 
greater knowledge and a more uniform distribution of the knowledge.     
 
3.2.1  Western Little Karoo  
Quantitative ethnobotanical surveys were conducted in four towns in the western 
Little Karoo of which three are part of the Kannaland Municipality (Figure 3.2), 
namely Zoar, Calitzdorp and Vanwyksdorp. Barrydale falls within the Swellendam 
Municipality. According to Raper et al. (2014), the original concept of Kannaland 
extended from Platte Kloof (an old pass north of Heidelberg) in the west, to 
Ezeljachtpoort, southeast of Oudtshoorn (Figure 2.1). Kannaland is named after 
kanna or canna (Mesembryanthemum tortuosum L.), a popular medicinal plant of the 
family Aizoaceae. Local Khoi inhabitants produced and traded kanna or kon since 
the early 1770's, as reported by Thunberg in 1773 (Forbes, 1986) and Sparrman in 
1786 (Skead, 2009). Today, Kannaland also refers to the Kannaland Municipality, 
which has jurisdiction over an area that stretches from east of Barrydale to near 
Oudtshoorn in the east (Figure 3.2).  




Figure 3.2: Map of the western part of the Little Karoo, showing the municipal 
boundary of the Kannaland Municipality and the selected towns (Vanwyksdorp, Zoar 
and Calitzdorp) and Barrydale from the Swellendam Municipality, where quantitative 
ethnobotanical surveys were conducted. 
 
On the extreme western boundary of the Little Karoo the town Montagu is 
located, some 63 km west of Barrydale and therefore far beyond the boundary of 
Kannaland. As a result, not all of the species that occur in Montagu are relevant to 
the study area. A list of medicinal plants and their uses (herbal remedies) from 
Montagu, published by the Montagu Museum, was originally compiled by a local 
farmer, Kobus Kriel, and was partly based on the knowledge of a Khoisan women 
named Doortjie Dories (Pieter Burger, pers. comm. to BEvW). It was later expanded 
by other contributors. 
Barrydale is a village located 42 km north-east of Swellendam, on the border of 
the Overberg, at the northern end of the Tradouw’s Pass. It became a municipality in 
1921 and is named after a well-known merchant from the 19th century, Joseph Barry 
(Raper, 2014). Zoar is a sprawling rural settlement that lies 21 km east of Ladismith. 
It was founded by the South African Missionary Society in 1817 on the farm 
Elandsfontein (Raper, 2014). The town is named after Zoar on the Red Sea and 
signifies a ‘refuge’ or ‘haven’ (Raper, 2014). Calitzdorp is a small town 30 km east of 
Zoar and was established in 1821. It was named after Frederik Calitz who donated 
the land (Raper, 2014). Vanwyksdorp is an isolated rural village 55 km southeast of 
Ladismith. It was founded in 1904 and named after the Van Wyk family (Raper, 
2014; Britz, 2011). Barrydale, Zoar and Calitzdorp are situated on the main road, the 
R62 route from Montagu to Oudtshoorn, with easy access to hospitals and clinics 
(Figure 3.2). In contrast, Vanwyksdorp is remote and not easily accessible, without a 
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local hospital or clinic, so that the people are more likely to depend on medicinal 
plants for their everyday health care needs. 
 
3.2.2  Eastern Little Karoo  
Five towns located in the eastern Little Karoo were selected to take part in this study. 
These villages are part of two municipalities namely the Oudtshoorn Municipality 
(Volmoed, Dysselsdorp and De Rust) and the George Municipality (Uniondale and 
Haarlem).  
The town Volmoed was previously known as ‘Armoed’ and is a small town 
located 15 km south-west of Oudtshoorn.  Dysselsdorp is 30 km east of Oudtshoorn 
and is the site of a London Mission station that was established in 1838 (Raper, 
2014). At the foot of the Swartberg mountain range, between Oudsthoorn and 
Beaufort West, the village De Rust is located. De Rust is not only known for the 
Meiringspoort Pass that connects the Little Karoo with the Greater Karoo, but also 
for the many ostrich farms in its vicinity. It was laid out in 1900 on the farm De Rust, 
from which it takes its name, Dutch for ‘rest’, ‘repose’ (Raper, 2014). Uniondale is 
situated 11 km north of Avontuur and 92 km north-east of George. Founded in 1865 
with the union of two villages (Hopedale established in 1856 and Lyon established in 
1860), the town ‘Uniondale’ came into existence and attained municipal status in 
1881 (Raper, 2014). Haarlem (named after the city of Haarlem in the Netherlands) is 
situated 29 km south-east of Uniondale, originally laid out in 1856, it was taken over 
by the Berlin Missionary Society in 1860. 
 
3.2.3 Prince Albert 
Prince Albert, a village in the Central Karoo (Figure 2.1 and Figure 3.2.1), was added 
to this study because the Succulent Karoo biome extends into this area. It would be 
interesting to compare the plant use knowledge of Prince Albert with that of the 
eastern Little Karoo to determine if there are any major differences or similarities. 
Prince Albert was named after the Prince Consort and is a town at the northern 
foot of the Swartberg Mountains, 67 km north-west of Oudtshoorn. It was laid out on 
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3.3  Preparing the inventory and flip-file  
The inventory was compiled using all literature on Little Karoo plants, including 
general literature on the flora (Manning and Goldblatt, 2012; Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 
2016), sources devoted entirely to Little Karoo plants and their uses (Anonymous, 
1998 and 2001; De Jager, 2010; Britz, 2011 and Mostert and Van Elfen, 
unpublished) and a general book where Little Karoo uses could be separated from 
those in other parts of Southern Africa (Rood, 1994). To this basic list several 
previously unrecorded useful plants encountered during ethnobotanical field surveys 
over the period from 2014 to 2017 were added. The grazing values were obtained 
from Van Breda and Barnard (1991), Le Roux et al. (1994), Shearing (1994), Esler et 
al. (2006) and unpublished data from personal communications (Patrick Charles 
Marincowitz, and Jan Vlok and AnneLise Schutte-Vlok). Data on the conservation 
status of the plants came from The Red List of South African Plants (Raimondo et 
al., 2009 and as updated on http://redlist.sanbi.org/) and was enriched by own 
observations. 
Based on a comprehensive study of local literature and informal interviews with 
local people, a flip-file of 146 local medicinal plants and three non-plant products was 
compiled. All medicinal plant species recorded in local literature were included 
(Mostert and Van Elfen, undated; Rood, 1994; Anonymous, 1998 and 2001; De 
Jager, 2010; Britz, 2011; Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 2016), as well as some well-known 
Cape herbal medicines recorded in previous projects (e.g. Van Wyk et al., 2008; De 
Beer and Van Wyk, 2011; Nortje and Van Wyk, 2015). There are no scientific 
publications on the ethnobotany of the Little Karoo, but several popular and informal 
publications that give insights into local medicinal plants. Of special value are the 
publications of the Montagu Museum (Anonymous, 1998, 2001) where a list of 153 
medicinal plants and their uses are provided. A second important contribution was a 
book on the medicinal plants of the Little Karroo (De Jager, 2010). It included 122 
South African medicinal plant species, of which only 38 had recorded local uses (De 
Jager, pers. comm.). Other contributions were by Mostert and Van Elfen (undated), 
who listed the uses of 27 medicinal plants in Gamkaskloof (an isolated area known 
as “Die Hel”); Rood (1994), who included some Little Karoo plant uses in her book; 
Britz (2011), who listed the home remedies of Vanwyksdorp, including the uses of 19 
medicinal plants and Vlok and Schutte-Vlok (2016), who listed 44 species as having 
medicinal uses (without giving further details).    
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A major task was to photograph all these species to compile a flip-file of 
photographs as the main research tool. The flip-file is a critical component of the 
Matrix Method of De Beer and Van Wyk (2011) because it ensures rigorous and high 
quality comparative data (Verpoorte, 2012). The flip-file included images (mostly one 
species per page for each of the 146 plant species and three non-plant products), 
illustrating the habit of the plant, with close-up details of the leaves, flowers or fruits, 
usually with a hand or finger included in the photo to serve as a scale. During the 
interviews, all local traditional uses and vernacular names were recorded. Some 
previously unrecorded species were also documented. Voucher specimens of 
previously unrecorded species and scientifically poorly known species were collected 
and are housed in the herbarium of the University of Johannesburg (JRAU).  
  
3.4  Data collection and formal interviews 
Informal interviews by means of rapid ethnobotanical appraisal took place during the 
reconnaissance phase, when 26 local people from certain villages contributed 
information towards this study but was not necessarily involved in the formal 
interviews which included the Matrix Method (Figure 3.3). Primary ethnobotanical 
data of high quality were collIected during formal, structured interviews which 
included a total of 86 participants. These interviews took place in January 2015 in 
Zoar and Calitzdorp, February 2015 in Barrydale, May 2015 in Vanwyksdorp, May 
2016 in Volmoed, Dysselsdorp, Haarlem, Uniondale and Prince Albert, August 2016 
in Volmoed again and the last interview in April 2017 in De Rust (Figure 3.3). 
 
Figure 3.3: The number of research participants involved in this study during the 
reconnaissance phase and the quantitative surveys. 
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3.5  Quantitative ethnobotanical methods 
The statistical data on the plant species were calculated and compared with other 
quantification methods which are all included in Tables 6.6 and 7.3. These are the 
Cultural Importance Index (CII) and the Relative Frequency of Citation index (RFC) 
of Tardío and Pardo-de-Santayana (2008), as well as the Index of Agreement on 
Remedies (IAR) of Trotter and Logan (1986).  
The CII refers to the cultural importance of a specific plant species and is 
calculated by taking into consideration the diversity of the species’ medicinal uses as 
well as the agreement of these uses between the participants (Tardío and Pardo-De-
Santayana, 2008; Mutheeswaran et al. 2011). To calculate the CII, the number of 
participants who have mentioned a specific ailment category for a certain plant 
species is divided by the total number of participants (10 in this example, one 
participant mentioned two different uses) in that exact village. For example, in 
Vanwyksdorp (total number of participants were 23), the CII value for Adromischus 
triflorus is calculated as follows: 
 
CIIAdromischus triflorus = 6 ÷ 23 (sores and calluses) + 4 ÷ 23 (earache and otitis) + 1 ÷ 23 
(foot warts)        = 0.26 + 0.17 + 0.04 
         = 0.47 
 
The RFC theoretically varies from a value of 0, when nobody referred to the 
specific plant species as useful, to a maximum of 1 when every participant has 
mentioned the use of this plant species. It is calculated by dividing the number of 
persons who have mentioned an anecdote by the total number of participants in that 
village, for example, the RFC value for Adromischus triflorus in Vanwyksdorp is 
calculated as: 
 
RFCAdromischus triflorus = 10 (one participant mentioned two different uses, hence 10 and 
not 11) ÷ 23 
              = 0.43 
 
The IAR focusses on the agreement of the participants for the specific uses of a 
plant species (Trotter and Logan, 1986; Mutheeswaran et al. 2011). To calculate the 
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IAR, the total number of use-records (anecdotes) and the number of ailment 
categories for which the specific plant species is used, is taken into account. This 
single decimal index value ranges between 0 (when only one anecdote has been 
mentioned or the use-record number is equal to that of the number of ailment 
categories) and 1 (when more than one use-record is given for a specific ailment 
category). To calculate the IAR, the difference between the total number of ailment 
categories and the total number of anecdotes must be divided by the total number of 
anecdotes minus one. For example, the IAR value for Adromischus triflorus in 
Vanwyksdorp is calculated in the following way: 
 
IARAdromischus triflorus = [11 (total number of anecdotes) − 3 (total number of ailments)]      
                             (11 − 1) 
                              = 0.8 
Also included here for the first time is the Anecdote Frequency Index (AFI) 
which is based on the number of participants who mentioned a vernacular name 
and/or a use for a particular plant species. This index is calculated by dividing the 
number of persons mentioning a name and/or use for a particular plant species by 
the total number of participants for that village. In this example, two participants only 
mentioned a vernacular name, while another 10 mentioned a use, thus the AFI for 
Adromischus triflorus in Vanwyksdorp is calculated as: 
 
AFIAdromischus triflorus = 12 (participants mentioning a vernacular name and/or use) 
    23 (total number of participants for Vanwyksdorp) 
         = 0.52 
 
The Specificity Index (SI) and Generalist Index (GI) can be calculated for each 
of the plant species but are based on the ailment categories a certain plant species 
is used for as treatment. The 22 ailment categories according to which all medicinal 
plants of South Africa are listed in Van Wyk et al. (2009), are used to calculate the SI 
and the inverted value thereof, known as the GI. SI is thus calculated by dividing a 
constant value of one by the difference of the total number of ailment categories and 
those that the specific plant species is NOT used for. For Adromischus triflorus, two 
ailment categories (dental and earache; topical use) of the 22 categories were 
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recorded. For example, the SI for Adromischus triflorus in Vanwyksdorp is calculated 
as: 
 
SIAdromischus triflorus =   1 (constant value) ÷ [22 (total number of ailment categories 
according to Van Wyk et al. (2009) − 20 (the number of ailment categories that the 
species is NOT used for)] 
     = 1 ÷ 2  
                          = 0.50 
 
The GI is calculated as the difference of the constant value one and the SI, thus 
the GI for Adromischus triflorus in Vanwyksdorp is calculated as: 
 
GIAdromischus triflorus = 1 − SIAdromischus triflorus 
      = 1 − 0.50 
      = 0.50 
 
Statistical comparisons of ailments with previous quantification methods are 
listed in Tables 6.7 and 7.4, with the inclusion of the Fidelity Level (FL) of Friedman 
et al. (1986), the Informant Consensus Factor (Fic) of Trotter and Logan (1986) and 
the Species Therapeutic Index (STI) of Nortje and Van Wyk (2015). Details as to 
how these indices are calculated along with the quantification methods are reviewed 
by Heinrich et al. (2009 and 2018). 
 
The Fic is calculated for each ailment and refers to the uniformity of the 
participants stating a treatment for a specific ailment, it is an index value between 0 
and 1. If all the participants have mentioned a similar use-record (anecdote) for a 
specific plant species used for treating that particular ailment, a Fic value of 1 is 
obtained (Trotter and Logan, 1986). Calculation of the Fic index involves the number 
of species used for that specific ailment as well as the total number of anecdotes 
(use-records) collected. For example, to calculate the Fic for backache for the 
Vanwyksdorp village, the number of plant species used for backache will be 
subtracted from the total number of anecdotes (use-records) collected for backache 
and this value will be divided by the number of use-records minus 1: 




Fic backache = (89 − 15) ÷ (89 − 1) 
                     = 74 ÷ 88 
          = 0.84 
 
The FL from Friedman et al. (1986) indicates the importance of each plant 
species for a specific ailment category. The species can then be arranged according 
to the percentage of participants referring to the same ailment category for a 
particular plant species compared to the total number of persons reporting any 
medicinal use for the same plant (Friedman et al., 1986). Calculation of the FL is 
thus the percentage of participants mentioning the same use for a certain plant 
species, divided by the total number of persons referring to a medicinal use. For 
example, in Vanwyksdorp a total of 10 participants mentioned a medicinal use (one 
participant mentioned two different uses) for Adromischus triflorus of which four 
participants said that this plant species is used for the treatment of earache 
(including otitis), thus, the FL for Adromischus triflorus for earache in the 
Vanwyksdorp village is calculated as: 
 
FLAdromischus triflorus (earache) = (4 participants  100) ÷ (10 participants in total) 
        = 40% 
 
The STI (Nortje and Van Wyk, 2015) is calculated as the number of anecdotes 
(use-records) of a given plant species for a certain ailment divided by the total 
number of anecdotes (use-records) for that ailment (a value between zero and one). 
A low STI value refers to the lack of medicinal use specificity of that particular plant 
species (Nortje and Van Wyk, 2015). For example, the STI value for Adromischus 
triflorus for earache in the Vanwyksdorp village is calculated as: 
 
STIAdromischus triflorus (earache) = 4 ÷ 49 
         = 0.08 
 
A new quantitative index, the Homogeneity Index (HI) is proposed here to 
evaluate the uniformity of data collected in different villages of a study area (or to 
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compare different study areas, Table 6.9 and 7.6). The index can also be used to 
compare the similarities and differences between different regions and cultures, as 
long as high quality comparative data are available. This index is calculated by 
dividing the total number of shared species (or shared vernacular names) by the 
combined total of all the species recorded for the shared villages or regions. The 
value will be zero (0.00) if there are no shared species, and 1.00 if all species are 
shared. For example, the HI value for the number of shared species between Zoar 
and Vanwyksdorp is calculated as follows: 
 
HIshared species (Zoar and Vanwyksdorp) = 86 ÷ 196 (total number of species recorded in Kannaland)  
       = 0.44 
 
To determine whether the hypotheses stated in Chapter 1 are supported by this 
study, certain calculations had to be done. To test the first hypothesis which is the 
theory of non-random plant selection by Moerman (1979, 1991), a simple linear 
regression analysis was performed by statistically calculating the residual values 
between the actual number of medicinal plant species used in the Little Karoo and 
the predicted number of medicinal plant species. The number of locally available 
species for each plant family must be available or must be accurately determined by 
compiling a comprehensive checklist. The relation between the total number of 
locally available species per family and the number of medicinal species per family is 
expected to be linear, if selection is random. The formula will then be y = A + Bx, 
where y is the dependent variable (the predicted number of medicinal plant species 
per family), x is the independent variable (the total number of locally available 
species per family), A is a constant which represents the y-intercept value (where the 
equation crosses the y axis and x = 0) and B is a coefficient which represents the 
slope of the regression line. The A and B values are determined by using a least-
squares regression method in the Excel computer programme (Moerman, 1991). In 
this study, the Microsoft Office 365 ProPlus Excel programme was used to calculate 
the co-efficients (A and B) with the LINEST formula function. Two columns in Excel 
is made, one containing the number of locally available species per family and the 
other the corresponding number of medicinal species. Since the LINEST function is 
an array function, the appropriate number of cells (slope, y-intercept, thus two cells) 
need to be highlighted first, and then the following formula is typed in Excel: 
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=LINEST(highlight the y-dependent variable column; highlight the x-independent 
variable column) press shift-control-enter. Two values will be calculated, the first 
value is the slope (B) and the second value is the y-intercept (A). The complete 
regression equation can now be written as:  
 
Predicted number of medicinal species per family in the Little Karoo (y) = 
1.37934 (A) + 0.05783 (B)  Total number of locally available species per family (x).  
 
These calculated co-efficient values can be checked by using the Data analysis 
tool pack. Select ‘Data Analysis’ in the toolbar, choose ‘Regression’, for the ‘Input Y 
Range’, select the y-dependent variable column, for the ‘Input X Range’ select the x-
independent variable column. Tick the ‘Lables’ block and place the ‘Output Range’ 
on a clear cell and press ‘OK’. The static output information provides the R2 value 
and the co-efficient values which must match up with the earlier calculated values 
(slope and y-intercept). The formula can now be applied to the data set to calculate 
the predicted number of species. The regression values are calculated by 
subtracting the predicted number of medicinal species from the actual number of 
medicinal species (see Table 10.1).  
  
This graph can also be used to refer to the second hypothesis. The third and 
fourth hypotheses can be tested by the data results gained from the Matrix Method. 
During the compilation of the complete checklist of all Little Karoo plants, the 
International Union for Conservation (IUCN) red list statuses were awarded to all 
plant species by consulting the The Red List of South African Plants (Raimondo et 
al., 2009 and as updated in http://redlist.sanbi.org). This information is used to test 
hypothesis five, by studying the conservation statuses of the useful plants. Results 
gathered during the ethnobotanical field surveys are consulted to test hypothesis six 
and seven.    
The quantitative methodologies described here were aimed at providing 
quantitative medicinal ethnobotanical data of high quality that will not only preserve 
indigenous knowledge for future generations but that can also be used in future 
comparative studies.  
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3.6  The Matrix Method  
The methodology of the Matrix Method of De Beer and Van Wyk (2011) was followed 
during the formal interviews. All interviews were conducted in the participants’ 
mother tongue which is Afrikaans to avoid the loss of subtle nuances that may be 
lost in translation as well as interpretation. The method involves a careful study of 
each of the 146 plant species and three non-plant products, presented in the flip-file, 
followed by answers to the following questions: (1) do you know/recognise this 
plant? (2) Do you have a name for this plant? (3) Do you know of any uses for this 
plant? Positive answers were scored as 1, 2 and 3 respectively, giving a total 
potential score of 6 for each plant (i.e. when the participant recognised the plant, had 
a name for it and could describe at least one use).  
The collected data were entered into a matrix of participants against species so 
that the totals could be calculated. By adding the total scores (out of 6 for each 
participant for each species), the quantitative measure of each participant’s 
ethnobotanical knowledge of medicinal plants is obtained (De Beer and Van Wyk, 
2011). This measurement is expressed as a fraction of the maximum possible score 
(876) calculated by multiplying the number of plants in the flip-file (146) with the 
maximum possible score for each species (6). This Ethnobotanical Knowledge Index 
(EKI) varies between 0 and 1 and the most knowledgable participant will score an 
EKI value closer to 1. For example, the most knowledgeable person in Vanwyksdorp 
was Jacoba Makriga who scored an EKI value of 0.68; [595 (total score obtained ÷ 
(146 x 6) = 0.68]. The EKI values have also been calculated for three different age 
groups where applicable [senior citizens (age 60 and above), adults (age range 
between 20 and 59) and children between the ages of 13 and 19]. 
The importance or popularity of each plant in the flip-file was determined by a 
value known as the Species Popularity Index (SPI). This index is also expressed as 
a fraction that is calculated of the maximum score obtained by the multiplication of 
the number of participants from a specific town, with the maximum score for each 
species (6). For example, in Barrydale the highest SPI was 1.00 for Vachellia karroo 
(one of the few indigenous trees in the Little Karoo), all 29 participants recognised 
this tree, had a name(s) for it and a use(s) [174 (maximum possible score) ÷ (29 x 6) 
= 1,00].   
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3.7 Detailed species-level studies 
This study revealed poorly known medicinal plants and interesting use-records 
that indicated the need for detailed anatomical, phytochemical and antimicrobial 
studies. The first three examples of such ongoing studies have already been 
published and are presented here in Appendix 5: Pegolettia baccharidifolia (Başer et 
al., 2017), Pentzia incana (Hulley et al., 2018a) and Elytropappus rhinocerotis 
(Hulley et al., 2018b). The methods used in these studies are given in the relevant 
publications in Appendix 5.   
These examples serve to demonstrate the following general principles that 
probably apply to many other poorly studied regions and cultures of southern Africa: 
 
• The main chemical compounds and biological activities of some widely 
distributed and well-known plants have remained unknown (e.g. Pentzia 
incana)  
 
• Some poorly known plants with localised distribution areas have 
remained scientifically totally unexplored, despite their local importance 
as major medicinal plants (e.g. Pegolettia baccharidifolia) 
 
 
• The traditional uses are scientifically rational and were probably 
empirically determined through many years of trail and error, resulting in 
profound and important biological activities that have not yet been 
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Chapter 4: Literature review 
 
4.1 Introduction  
The many and varied uses of Little Karoo plants are relatively poorly recorded. The 
problem with general literature is that the recorded uses do not necessarily reflect 
the local uses. This leads to an impression that the recorded uses of Little Karoo 
plants are incorrect and misleading. Much of the focus of the available literature has 
been on medicinal plants (Rood, 1994; Anonymous, 1998, 2001; De Jager, 2010; 
Britz, 2011; Mostert and Van Elfen, unpublished and Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 2016) 
with little or no information on edible plants. Other general uses of plants (e.g. 
timber, firewood, dyes, tannins, lye ash etc.) have not yet been systematically 
recorded. The aim of this literature review is to give an overview of the limited 
historical data available for the Little Karoo, the general medicinal ethnobotanical 
literature for Southern Africa and especially the Little Karoo literature, i.e. 
publications that report local medicinal uses. 
 
4.2 Historical Literature (Khoisan culture and medicinal plants) 
Laidler (1928) referred to Graevenbroeck (1685) and Kolben (1736) as the first 
people to record the medicinal plant culture of the Khoisan, but it was still poorly 
recorded (Liengme, 1983; Van Wyk, 2002). The Little Karoo was first inhabited by 
the San hunters who were replaced by the Khoi herders 2000 years ago (Schapera, 
1930; Boonzaier et al., 1996). Minor ailments were treated by herbalists (also known 
today as “bossiedokters”) and for major diseases, a witch doctor (diviner) was 
consulted (Van Wyk, 2008). Many diseases appeared after the arrival of the Dutch 
settlers for which more recent medicinal plants are used as treatment. The Khoisan 
culture and medicinal plants that were used are reviewed by Van Wyk (2008). This 
review covers about 170 species, most of which are indigenous and endemic, and 
are still being used at present. A detailed study of this review article has enabled it to 
be compared to the results of this project and is discussed in Chapter 9.  
 
4.3 General Literature (Southern African medicinal plants) 
The South African folk remedies, first published by the South African Academy of 
Science and Art in 1965 (SAASA, 2010), lists numerous remedies consisting of not 
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only plants, but also different commercial products as treatments against different 
ailments. Although the number of anecdotes is mentioned in the publication, no 
localities are indicated and the details to this literature source could not be added to 
this study. General information was collected from relevant sources and focussed on 
Southern African medicinal plants, their vernacular names and uses. These sources 
included Smith (1966), Rood (1994, general anecdotes only), Van Wyk et al. (2009), 
Van Wyk et al. (2002), Powrie (2004), Van Wyk (2008), Van Wyk et al. (2008), Long 
et al. (2010), Hulley et al. (2010), De Beer and Van Wyk (2011), Philander (2011) 
and Nortje and Van Wyk (2015) and the information is presented in Table 4.1. Other 
literature from 109 sources as summarised in Arnold et al. (2002) was consulted and 
the information on relevant species is also refered to in Table 4.1 by the same 
numbering system as recorded in Arnold et al. (2002). 
 
4.4 Little Karoo Literature (Attaqua culture and medicinal plants) 
Kolben (1917) has incorrectly referred to the Attaqua tribe’s location and it was again 
mentioned in Boonzaier (1996) as the only source recording the location of the 
Attaqua tribe. The six local literature sources referred to in Chapter 3 were studied in 
detail to compile a complete summary table (Table 4.1) of all known medicinal plants 
in the Little Karoo. A flip-file was created of the most popular medicinal plants 
including a few lesser known and totally unknown plant species to quantify the 
ethnobotanical knowledge of each participant from all communities studied.    
Rood (1994) referred to many medicinal plant species and their origins (town) 
as indicated in Table 4.1 under Little Karoo anecdotes. Another western Little Karoo 
literature source listing medicinal plants used in the Montagu area is “Herbal 
Remedies of Montagu Museum (Anonymous, 1998)/ Kruierate van die Montagu 
Museum (Anonymous, 2001)”. The English version listed 122 species with 105 
vernacular names and the Afrikaans version listed 141 species with 117 vernacular 
names. A total of 153 species with 213 vernacular names (mainly in Afrikaans but 
some also in English) were listed in both versions. Shortcomings of these types of 
sources are the validity and reliability of the information published, i.e. were the 
anecdotes provided by a single participant or confirmed by many others? In the case 
of the Montagu Museum literature sources, the oral cultural information was provided 
by a single Khoisan participant, Doortjie Dories, and collected by Kobus Kriel from 
Pietersfontein. Montagu Museum staff and trustee members compiled all information 
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into these booklets. Another observed shortcoming is the correct identification of the 
plant species, e.g. ghwarrieson which is a vernacular name for Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia according to the Afrikaans version (Anonymous, 2001) and was also 
confirmed by certain other literature sources and all participants who referred to this 
specific species during the ethnobotanical surveys of this study but was incorrectly 
identified as Athanasia cuneifolia in the English version (Anonymous, 1998). 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia is also incorrectly identified as P. retrofracta in De Jager 
(2010). De Jager (2010) listed many species (122) but it is uncertain whether the 
information is based on local knowledge due to the cited bibliography. Salomie De 
Jager (Author of “Veld medicine from the Klein Karoo”) was interviewed to confirm 
which of the entrees were local (recorded under Little Karoo ancedotes in Table 4.1) 
and which were based on the given literature (recorded under general anecdotes in 
Table 4.1). De Jager (2010) also collected some of the plant use information for her 
book from two participants namely the late Oom Hans Arendse, whose origin of oral 
Khoi medicinal plant knowledge was passed onto him by his grandparents from 
many generations back on a farm in Oudtshoorn, and a Rastafarian named Iman 
Judah Pietersen. The Rastafarian knowledge is considered as not ‘pure Little Karoo’ 
information since it is contaminated with literature and knowledge from different 
areas. 
Britz (2011) listed 19 medicinal plants with boererate (home remedies) used in 
Vanwyksdorp, a town in the western Little Karoo. Three of the 19 species are exotic 
(Artemisia afra, Centaurea benedicta and Datura stramonium) and two species 
(Vachellia karroo and Cyclopia intermedia) also had edible (beverages) uses besides 
being medicinal. “Blits en ander Helse rate van Hennie Hoed” by Mostert and van 
Elfen (unpublished) is based on medicinal plants from “The Hell” (Die Hel) which is 
located in Gamkaskloof, a valley in the Swartberg Mountains. A total of 27 species 
are mentioned in this literature source. The field guide “Plants of the Klein Karoo” by 
Vlok and Schutte-Vlok (2016) was not only useful in assembling the inventory of all 
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Table 4.1: Literature information on medicinal plants of the Little Karoo. 
Literature references are given in abbreviated form, as shown below.  
 
Published anecdotes and vernacular names based on Little Karoo publications 
only: R1 = Rood (1994, Little Karoo anecdotes only), M1 = Montagu Museum (Anon, 
1998; 2001), D1 = De Jager (2010, published by the author), B1 = Britz (2011), V1 = 
Vlok and Schutte-Vlok (2016), M2 = Mostert and Van Elfen (unpublished). 
Published data and vernacular names based on general publications: S1 = 
Smith (1966), R1 = Rood (1994, general anecdotes only), VW3 = Van Wyk, Van 
Heerden and Van Oudtshoorn (2002), P1 = Powrie (2004), VW1 = Van Wyk et al. 
(2008), VW4 = Van Wyk (2008), L1 = Long et al. (2010), VW2 = Van Wyk et al. 
(2009), H1 = Hulley et al. (2010), D2 = De Beer and Van Wyk (2011), P2 = Philander 
(2010, 2011), N1 = Nortje and Van Wyk (2015). 
Other literature: secondary literature sources numbered as recorded in Arnold et al. 
(2002): [1] = Abbiw (1990); [2] = Anokbonggo (1992); [3] = Archer (1990); [4] = 
Archer (1994); [5] = Assi (1988); [6] = Ayensu (1978); [7] = Ayensu (1981); [8] = 
Batten (1986); [9] = Batten and Bokelman (1966); [10] = Bekele-Tesemma et al. 
(1993); [11] = Biegel (1979); [12] = Burkhill (1985); [13] = Burkhill (1994); [14] = Chiej 
(1984); [15] = Coates Palgrave (1977); [16] = Codd (1985 a); [17] = Codd (1985 b); 
[18] = Courtenay-Latimer et al. (1967); [19] = Cunningham (1988); [20] = 
Cunningham and Zondi (1991); [21] = Dalziel (1936); [22] = De Castro and Van Wyk 
(1994); [23] = Dlamini (1981); [24] = Dyson (1994); [25] = Ellis (1989); [26] = 
Gachathi (1989); [27] = Gbile et al. (1988); [28] = Gelfand et al. (1985); [29] = Giess 
and Snyman (1986); [30] = Githens (1948); [31] = Graven et al. (1988); [32] = Hahn 
(1997); [33] = Hardy and Fabian (1992); [34] = Heckle (1910); [35] = Hedberg and 
Staugard (1989); [36] = Hilton-Taylor and Smith (1994); [37] = Hulme (1954); [38] = 
Hutchings et al. (1996); [39] = Jacot-Guillarmod (1971); [40] = Jansen (1981); [41] = 
Jansen and Mendes (1983 a); [42] = Jansen and Mendes (1983 b); [43] = Jansen 
and Mendes (1990); [44] = Hobson et al. (1970); [45] = Johnson and Sokutu (1985); 
[46] = Johnson and Hutchings (1986); [47] = Katende et al. (1995); [48] = Kellerman 
et al. (1988); [49] = Killick (1963); [50] = Kokwaro (1976); [51] = Kokwaro (1988); [52] 
= Lazarides and Hince (1993); [53] = Le Roux (1971); [54] = Le Roux and Schelpe 
(1981); [55] = Le Roux et al. (1994); [56] = Liengme (1981); [57] = Lindsay (1978); 
[58] = Lucas and Pike (1971); [59] = Mabogo (1990); [60] = Madango and Bandole 
(1988); [61] = Maiden (1889); [62] = Makgakga (1995); [63] = Malan and Owen-
Smith (1974); [64] = Mavi (1994); [65] = Mbuya et al. (1994); [66] = Mitich (1984); 
[67] = Mofett (1997); [68] = Neuwinger (1996); [69] = Nkunya (1992); [70] = 
Obermeijer (1937 – 1939); [71] = Oliver-Bever (1986); [72] = Palmer (1985); [73] = 
Palmer (1995); [74] = Pearse (1978); [75] = Phillips (1917); [76] = Plowes and 
Drummond (1976); [77] = Pooley (1993); [78] = Quisumbing (1951); [79] = Reynolds 
(1970); [80] = Roberts (1983); [81] = Roberts (1985); [82] = Roberts (1992); [83] = 
Rodin (1985); [84] = Rood (1994); [85] = Schmitz (1980); [86] = Shearing (1994); [87] 
= Smith (1895); [88] = Smith (1966); [89] = Steyn (1934); [90] = Sussman (1988); 
[91] = Tadesse and Demissew (1992); [92] = Timberlake (1980); [93] = Tredgold 
(1990); [94] = Van Breda and Barnard (1991); [95] = Van Den Eyden et al. (1992); 
[96] = Van Wyk et al. (1997); [97] = Venter and Venter (1996); [98] = Von Koenen 
(1977); [99] = Von Reis Altschul (1973); [100] = Waite (1988); [101] = Walker (1996); 
[102] = Walsh (1931); [103] = Watt and Breyer-Brandwijk (1962); [104] = Webb 
(1948); [105] = Wild et al. (1975); [106] = Williams (2007); [107] = Williamson (1955); 
[108] = Wilman (1946); [109] = Wright (1963). 





Published anecdotes and literature data  
1. Acmadenia matroos-
bergensis (Rutaceae)  
[M1: boegoe] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “verkoue, vrouekwale, griep, maagkwale – 
trek soos tee.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 





Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “rug, niere, impotensie – trek soos tee.”; 
M2: “Die San en Khoi het kosmeties hul lywe ingesmeer en sere behandel 
met boegoe vermeng met diervet; herkoutjies en aftreksels van die blare 
is huisrate vir veral maag- en blaassiektes. Boegoebrandewyn verhelp 
omgekrapte maag en boegoewyn op ‘n lap verlig die swelling en pyn van 
verstuitings en insektebyte.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
3. Agathosma betulina 
(Rutaceae)  
[B1, VW2: boegoe 
P2, VW2: buchu 
VW2: ibuchu 
VW4: boegoe, buchu, 
letulina, bookoo] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: B1: “Die gedroogte blare is saam met skaapvet 
gebruik om die pyn van jig en rumatiek te verlig. Daar is ook geroem op 
die antibiotiese waarde van sulke smeermiddels. Maagkwale is verhelp 
deur die droë blare te kou, terwyl boegoe-asyn as smeermiddel en 
boegoebrandewyn as inwendige “smeer” teen maagkwale gebruik is. As 
wondwasmiddel moes boegoebrandewyn ook sy plek volstaan in menige 
huisapteek. Boegoetee was ‘n staatmaker teen enige nier- en 
blaaskwaal.” 
General anecdotes: P2: “Stomach problems, kidney and bladder 
ailments, used as a diuretic and general tonic. Applied externally for 
sprains and concussion.”; VW2: “Buchu is part of the cultural heritage of 
the San and Khoi people. A. betulina (and other plants) were used to 
anoint the body (after mixing the powdered, dried leaves with sheep fat), 
probably both for cosmetic reasons and as an antibiotic protection. For 
medicinal use, the leaves were chewed to relieve stomach complaints. 
The early Dutch settlers steeped it in brandy and the tincture 
(“boegoebrandewyn”) was an everyday remedy for stomach problems. 
Buchu vinegar (“boegoe-asyn”) was highly regarded for the washing and 
cleaning of wounds. Buchu is still a widely used household medicine in 
South Africa, with a great reputation for treating kidney and urinary tract 
diseases, for the symptomatic relief of rheumatism, and also for external 
application on wounds and bruises. Nowadays. An infusion of buchu is 
taken as a diuretic, often in supportive treatment of urinary infection as it is 
thought to be a mild urinary antiseptic. The product is also used to treat 
minor digestive disturbances.”; VW4: “Leaves; kidney and bladder 
ailments; diuretic, tonic; leaves in vinegar for wounds, sprains and 
contusions” 
Other literature: - 
4. Agathosma capensis 
(Rutaceae) 
[M1, M2, S1: boegoe 
V1: steenbokboegoe] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “verkoue, vrouekwale, griep, maagkwale – 
trek soos tee.”; M2: “Die San en Khoi het kosmeties hul lywe ingesmeer 
en sere behandel met boegoe vermeng met diervet; herkoutjies en 
aftreksels van die blare is huisrate vir veral maag- en blaassiektes. 
Boegoebrandewyn verhelp omgekrapte maag en boegoewyn op ‘n lap 
verlig die swelling en pyn van verstuitings en insektebyte.” 
General anecdotes: -  
Other literature: A1: [103] 
5. Agathosma cerefolium 
(Rutaceae) 
[M1, M2: boegoe 
S1: anysboegoe, klam-, 
steenbok-, stands-] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “verkoue, vrouekwale, griep, maagkwale – 
trek soos tee.”; M2: “Die San en Khoi het kosmeties hul lywe ingesmeer 
en sere behandel met boegoe vermeng met diervet; herkoutjies en 
aftreksels van die blare is huisrate vir veral maag- en blaassiektes. 
Boegoebrandewyn verhelp omgekrapte maag en boegoewyn op ‘n lap 
verlig die swelling en pyn van verstuitings en insektebyte.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: A1: [18] 
6. Agathosma crenulata 
(Rutaceae) 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “kneusplekke, niere en blaas – trek paar 
dae in asyn met rooisteelrabas; water op hart – trek op asyn; borskwale, 





Published anecdotes and literature data  
[M1: bergboegoe 
M2: boegoe 
P2: peppermint lemon 
buchu 
S1, M1: long leaf buchu 
S1: asynboegoe, berg-, 
bos-, fontein-, olifants-, 
regte-, rivier- 
VW4: boegoe, buchu] 
jig, rumatiek – trek soos tee.” – “bruises, kidneys, bladder – draw in 
vinegar with roosteelrabas for few days; dropsy, chest complaints, gout, 
rheumatism – draw like tea.”; 
M2: “Die San en Khoi het kosmeties hul lywe ingesmeer en sere behandel 
met boegoe vermeng met diervet; herkoutjies en aftreksels van die blare 
is huisrate vir veral maag- en blaassiektes. Boegoebrandewyn verhelp 
omgekrapte maag en boegoewyn op ‘n lap verlig die swelling en pyn van 
verstuitings en insektebyte.” 
General anecdotes: P2: “Stomach problems, kidney and bladder 
ailments, used as a diuretic and general tonic.”; VW4: “Leaves; kidney and 
bladder ailments; diuretic, tonic; leaves in vinegar for wounds, sprains and 
contusions” 
Other literature: A1: [24], [25], [30], [72], [82], [84], [88], [96], [103] 
7. Agathosma elegans 
(Rutaceae)  
[M1, M2: boegoe] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “verkoue, vrouekwale, griep, maagkwale – 
trek soos tee.”; M2: “Die San en Khoi het kosmeties hul lywe ingesmeer 
en sere behandel met boegoe vermeng met diervet; herkoutjies en 
aftreksels van die blare is huisrate vir veral maag- en blaassiektes. 
Boegoebrandewyn verhelp omgekrapte maag en boegoewyn op ‘n lap 
verlig die swelling en pyn van verstuitings en insektebyte.” 
8. Agathosma ovata 
(Rutaceae) 
[M1: rondeblaarboegoe 
M2, VW1: boegoe 
M1, S1: false buchu 
S1: basterboegoe, bos-, 
rivier-, wilde- 
V1: basterboegoe] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “hartkwale, koors, maagkwale, blaas en 
niere – trek soos tee.” – “heart problems, fever, stomach complaints, 
bladder and kidneys – draw like tea.”; M2: “Die San en Khoi het kosmeties 
hul lywe ingesmeer en sere behandel met boegoe vermeng met diervet; 
herkoutjies en aftreksels van die blare is huisrate vir veral maag- en 
blaassiektes. Boegoebrandewyn verhelp omgekrapte maag en 
boegoewyn op ‘n lap verlig die swelling en pyn van verstuitings en 
insektebyte.” 
General anecdotes: VW1: “AS: colds. KS: back pain, asthma and kidney 
failure (“nierstuipe”).” 
Other literature: A1: [9], [18], [19], [24], [38], [106] 
9. Agathosma recurvifolia 
(Rutaceae)  
[M2: boegoe 
S1: kanferboegoe, wilde-, -
buchu 
V1: kanferboegoe] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M2: “Die San en Khoi het kosmeties hul lywe 
ingesmeer en sere behandel met boegoe vermeng met diervet; 
herkoutjies en aftreksels van die blare is huisrate vir veral maag- en 
blaassiektes. Boegoebrandewyn verhelp omgekrapte maag en 
boegoewyn op ‘n lap verlig die swelling en pyn van verstuitings en 
insektebyte.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
10. Agathosma sp. nov 
(Rutaceae)  
[D1: steenbokboegoe] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “This plant is mostly used as a medicine for 
babies. An infusion is made in milk or in water and given to the baby to 
ease colic, cramps and restlessness. This infusion can also be used to 
ease bloatedness, stomach-ache, nausea and indigestion in adults. 
Bladder problems and other urinal discomfort can be treated by drinking 
this infusion and by using it as a wash or a lotion.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
11. Agathosma virgata 
(Rutaceae)  
[M1, M2: boegoe 
P2: coffee buchu 
S1: skaapboegoe, buchu] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “verkoue, vrouekwale, griep, maagkwale – 
trek soos tee.”; M2: “Die San en Khoi het kosmeties hul lywe ingesmeer 
en sere behandel met boegoe vermeng met diervet; herkoutjies en 
aftreksels van die blare is huisrate vir veral maag- en blaassiektes. 
Boegoebrandewyn verhelp omgekrapte maag en boegoewyn op ‘n lap 
verlig die swelling en pyn van verstuitings en insektebyte.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
12. Agave americana 
(Asparagaceae)  
[R1: garingboom] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: R1: “Die sap van die blare kan die groei van 
ontbindende bakterieë in die maag en dermkanaal teëwerk. Dit dien ook 
as lakseermiddel, uriendrywer en ontsmettingsmiddel. Dit is al vir 
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longtering, lewersiektes en geelsug toegedien. Die water waarin die 
vesels van die blare ‘n dag lank geweek het kan gebruik word as 
ontsmettingsmiddel vir kopvelsiektes en as tonikum vir hare wat uitval.” 
Other literature: -   
13. Alepidea amatymbica 
(Apiaceae)  
[D1: black calamus, swart-
kalmoes 
P2: Iqwili, black calmus 
VW2: kalmoes, lesoko, 
iqwili, ikhathazo] 
 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “The rhizomes and the roots are used. The 
rhizomes and roots are sold commercially in many parts of South Africa. 
They are widely used to treat colds, influenza and chest complaints, as 
well as abdominal cramps. The fresh rhizomes and roots are chewed, or a 
decoction of the dried product can be made, and honey added to it. The 
dried rhizomes and roots can be ground to a fine powder and taken as a 
snuff, or they can be burned, and the smoke inhaled. The smoke from the 
burning roots is mildly sedative. An infusion is made, together with 
Cannabis sativa, for treating asthma. An infusion of the roots can be taken 
to treat high blood pressure, diabetes and arthritis.  The effect will be 
stronger if Kalmoes is used with Cannabis sativa. Tests showed 
antimicrobial and diuretic activity.”; P2: “Ulcers, colds, flu, cramps, 
gastrointestinal complaints, and chewed for chest complains.”; VW2: “The 
product is sold commercially in many parts of South Africa and is widely 
used for colds and chest complaints, as well as for asthma, influenza and 
abdominal cramps.”   
Other literature: -   
14. Allium dregeanum 
(Alliaceae)  
[M1: boesmanknoffel; S1: 
ajuin, wildelook, wild leek] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “griep – eet, gebruik in kos.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
15. Aloe ferox 
(Asphodelaceae)  
[D1, M2, VW2, VW4: bitter-
aalwyn 
D1: Cape aloe 
B1, M2, P1, VW4: aalwyn 
M2, V1, R1, P1: tapaalwyn 





R1, P1: makaalwyn 
S1: alwee, aalwyn, berg-, 




V1, VW2: bitter aloe 
VW2: Kaapse aalwyn, 
umhlaba] 
 
Little Karoo anecdotes: B1: “Baie van die aalwyn is oorsee verwerk vir 
gebruik in medisyne. Plaaslik het die mense al meer bewus geword van 
die voordele van aalwyn. Die kristalle is fyngemaak en gebruik as 
doseermiddel teen inwendige en uitwendige parasiete by vee en ook as 
purgeermiddel vir mense. Die jelgedeelte van die blare is gebruik as salf 
op sere en brandwonde. Dit is ook gebruik wanneer erge bysteek 
voorgekom het as heuning uitgehaal word. Afkooksels van die blare en 
soms ook wortels is gebruik as smeermiddel by jig en veluitslag. Die sagte 
wit weefsel in die aalwynblare word vandag selfs gebruik om konfyt te 
kook.”; M2: “Verpoeierde of gekristalliseerde getapte blaarsap is gewild as 
lakseermiddel, bloedreiniger en galafdrywer. ‘n Kosmetiese jel en 
verfrissende drankies word van die vlesige wit binneblaar gemaak.”; V1: 
“Commercial medicinal and cosmetic products.”; R1: “Mev. H. Briel van 
Brits vertel van aalwynpille vir rumatiek en die voorkoming van malaria. 
Die uitgetapte sap van A. marlothii (bergaalwyn) sowel as die van die 
bontaalwyn is geskik daarvoor. Met ‘n drupper word druppeltjies in ‘n bord 
gedrup en met ‘n bietjie boermeel gemeng tot ‘n pil. Die pil word 
drooggemaak en twee of drie soggens en saans al om die ander dag 
gedrink totdat die pasiënt beter of gesond is. As purgeermiddel bevel mnr. 
P. van Breda van Worcester die sap van die bitteraalwyn aan; mev. S. 
Viljoen van Britstown beaam dit. Mev. H. van Zyl van Prins Albert sê die 
sap wat met water verdun is, is goed vir duiseligheid en galagtigheid. 
Aalwynsap aan die naels gesmeer, is ‘n goeie teenmiddel vir naelbytery. 
Die blare is deurgesny en oor die vel gevryf vir sonbrand en ander kleiner 
brandwonde, insekbyte, vel irritasies, snye en skaafplekke. Vir geswelde 
voete, sê mnr. J. Kriel van Montagu, kan ‘n dun, plat skyfie van die 
aalwynblaar onder die voetsole in die skoen gesit word. Mev. H. van Zyl 
van Robertson beweer dat skoon water met ‘n stukkie aalwynblaar daarin 
goed is vir hardlywigheid.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “An important medicinal plant, both 
internationally and locally. The bitter, yellow juice which exudes from just 
below the surface of the leaf, is dried to form a dark, brown, resinous solid 
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known as Aloe lump or Cape aloes. This is an important commercial 
laxative medicine used as an ingredient of several well-used mixtures. 
The leaves or roots, boiled in water, are taken as a laxative. The same 
decoction is used to treat arthritis, eczema, conjunctivitis, hypertension, 
stress and high cholesterol levels. Aloe gel comes from the inner, fleshy 
part of the leaf. It is used in hair- and skincare products. The gel is known 
for its wound-healing properties, which seem to be due to its hydrating, 
insulating and protective effects. Leaf sap is applied externally to treat skin 
irritations, bruises and burns. It is also used fresh to treat sinusitis. The 
dried leaves are ground to a fine powder and used as a snuff to treat 
sinusitis. The fresh leaf sap is applied directly to the eyes to treat 
conjunctivitis, and it is warmed and dripped into the ears for earache. It 
can be applied to scratches, cuts and burns and will provide relief from 
sunburn. It will also to some extent protect the skin from the sun. Aloe pills 
[for constipation]: Drop aloe juice into flour. Each drop will form a ‘pill’. 
Allow to dry before using. Aloe ferox is ‘taken’ by wild, and domesticated, 
animals against internal and external parasites. It will also protect your 
fowls against parasites if it is added to their drinking water.”; VW2: “Cape 
aloes is still an important commercial laxative medicine. The larger part of 
the annual production is exported, but substantial quantities are marketed 
and used locally. The popular self-care remedies “Lewensessens” and 
“Schweden bitters” contain Cape aloes. A. ferox and other species are 
used to a great extent in traditional human and livestock medicines. The 
leaves or roots, boiled in water, are taken as a laxative, but also for 
arthritis, eczema, conjunctivitis, hypertension and stress.”; VW4: “Juice 
taken as laxative” 
Other literature: A1: [9], [14], [15], [24], [25], [30], [38], [39], [45], [46], 
[68], [72], [75], [77], [79], [81], [82], [84], [87], [88], [96], [103], [106] 
16. Aloe sp. 
(Asphodelaceae)  
[M1: aalwyn, aloe] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “suur, gal, suiker, ongemaklike maag. 1 ons 
aalwynpoeier met heuning gebind tot pilvorm, 1 pil na ontbyt.” – “acidity, 
gall – 1 oz aloe powder; diabetes – mixed with honey; uncomfortable 
stomach – into pil form, take 1 pill after breakfast.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
17. Ammocharis coranica 
(Amaryllidaceae)  
[R1, S1: gifbol 
S1: berglelie  
D1, R1, S1, V1: 
seeroogblom] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: R1: “Die giftige plant is nie eetbaar nie, maar 
word as geneesmiddel gebruik. Volgens mev. A. Scholtz van Kimberley, 
Connie van Zyl van Ladismith, Helena Marincowitz van Prins Albert en 
Susan Viljoen van Britstown word die nat, vars skubbe van die bol liggies 
gebraai totdat dit soepel is en dan uitwendig gebruik om oop wonde, 
pitsere en bloedvergiftiging te behandel.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “This plant is highly toxic, but in proper doses it 
can be used medicinally. The pounded bulb is mixed with water and taken 
as an emetic. It stimulates the uterus and may be active against some 
forms of leukaemia. Ammocharis contains an alkaloid that acts and an 
analgesic similar to morphine, but it is too toxic to be used in modern 
medicine.” 
Other literature: A1: [37], [38], [84], [86], [88], [98]  
18. Ammocharis falcata 
(Amaryllidaceae)  
[M1: gifbol] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “wounds, whitlow, burns, asthma – blister 
plaster with sweet oil cushion, TOXIC, DO NOT DRINK.” 
General anecdotes: - 





Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “whitlow, abscess – warmed leaves used as 
dressing.” 
General anecdotes: - 




Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “spysvertering, niere – trek soos tee.” – 
“digestive system, kidneys – draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: - 
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[M1: gansmis, moerbossie 
S1: gansmis, haaskos, 
kareebossie, -moer 
(bossie), ki(e)riemoer(-), 
moer-, -houtjie, -plantjie] 







haas-, -suring, steenbok-, 
suring] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “fyt, swere – blare verwarm en opgesit.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
22. Aptosimum indivisum 
(Scrophulariaceae) 
[D2: kannie 
D2, V1: kinkhoesbos 
P1: karoo violet, karooviool, 
karooviooltjie, veld violet 
S1: karoo violet, veld-, wild-
V1: karoo-viooltjie 
P1, V1: karoo violet] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: V1: “In the past, plants were used for medicinal 
purposes, including as treatment for sunburn – hence the common name 
‘Brandbossie’.” 
General anecdotes: D2: “An infusion of the whole plant is used to treat 
stomach-ache/upset stomach (JB, confirmed by CB, FB); toothache and 
headache (JB).” 





[D1: karoo violet, 
karooviooltjie, brandbossie] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “An infusion made from the roots is also 
used to treat scalds and burns and to cure scalp problems.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “Infusions of this plant will treat ‘krimpsiekte’ in 
sheep.” 
Other literature: - 
24. Arctopus echinatus 
(Apiaceae)  
[P2, VW4: platdoring 
S1: bitterwortel, platdoring, 
pokkies-, sieketroos 
D1, V1: platdoring 
D1, V1, VW2: sieketroos; 
VW4: sieketroos(t) 
VW2: Kaapse platdoring] 
 
Little Karoo anecdotes: V1: “The white sap that oozes from broken roots 
has long been used for medicinal purposes, including the treatment of 
venereal diseases.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “Sieketroos means literally to comfort the sick. 
This is an old Khoi remedy still popularly used today. The thick, fleshy 
taproot is used medicinally. Infusions, decoctions and tinctures of the root 
are traditionally used for blood purification. It is taken orally to treat 
venereal diseases. The same mixture can be applied topically to soothe 
inflammatory skin conditions, sores and ulcers. The resin is a topical 
remedy for ringworm. Preparations have been used for urinary tract 
ailments. A piece of the fresh taproot is chewed, and the juice swallowed 
to treat a productive cough and TB. A decoction of the root acts as a 
sedative and can be taken in cases of sleeplessness and anxiety and 
given to restless children. It has also been used for threating epilepsy.”; 
P2: “Stomach ulcers, cancer and diabetes.”; VW2: “Sieketroos” was a 
popular early Cape remedy for numerous diseases and the use of the 
plant probably had its origin in the Khoi culture. The vernacular name is 
derived from the medicinal value of the tuberous rootstock, which brings 
comfort (Afrikaans: “troos”) to the sick (Afrikaans: “sieke”). Decoctions, 
infusions or tinctures of the root have been used to treat venereal 
diseases. The medicine is said to be diuretic, demulcent and purgative, 
and is widely used to treat bladder ailments and skin irritations. Other 
traditional uses include the treatment of epilepsy.”; VW4: “Tuberous root; 
demulcent, diuretic; syphilis (mixed with rabas), gonorrhoea; general 
medicine; blood purifier” 
Other literature: - 
25. Artemisia absinthium 
(Asteraceae)  
[M1, VW4: groenamara 
M1, S1: wormwood 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “maagkwale, hoes, borskwale, koors – trek 
soos tee.” – “stomach ailments, cough, fever, chest complaints – draw like 
tea.” 
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P2: groenemara 
S1: wildeals(ies)] 
General anecdotes: P2: “Stomach ulcers, colic, diarrhea and women’s 
problems.” 
VW4: “Leaf; stomach ailments” 
Other literature: - 
26. Artemisia afra 
(Asteraceae) 
[D1, M1, VW4: wildeals; 
D1: wild wormwood 
M2, VW2: African 
wormwood 
B1, M2, R1, VW2, VW4: 
wildeals 
P2: wilde als 
P2, VW2, VW4: als 
R1: alsemkruid 
M1, S1: wormwood 
S1: wilde-als(em), -alsies 
VW2, VW4: alsem 
VW2: lengana, umhloyane] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: B1: “Dit is beskou as die beste middel teen 
griep, verkoue en hoes (saam met heuning). Dit is ook gebruik teen koors, 
verlies van eetlus, koliek, hoofpyn, oorpyn, malaria en inwendige wurms.”; 
M1: “brongitis, verkoues, kroep, wurms – tee met heuning; jig, rumatiek – 
op lampolie; sweetvoete – blare in skoene; koors – spat blare met boegoe 
asyn, bind op hart; hoë bloeddruk, senuwees, swak maag – trek soos 
tee.” – “bronchitis, colds, croup, worms – brew like tea, add honey; gout, 
rheumatism – lamp oil tincture; sweaty feet – leaves in shoes; fever – 
sprinkle leaves with buchu vinegar, put on heart; high blood pressure, 
weak stomach, nerves – draw like tea.”; M2: “Die blare, soms die wortels, 
afgetrek en verstroop met suiker of heuning, is tradisioneel gedrink vir 
hoes en asma of die dampe ingeasem vir toeneus.”; R1: “Mnr. J. Kriel van 
Montagu se raad vir hoë koors is om ‘n aftreksel te drink. Gekneusde 
takkies wat natgespat is met boegoe asyn, word op die kop gesit vir 
hoofpyn.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “This is one of the oldest and best-known of all 
the indigenous medicines in South Africa. It has so many different uses 
that it should be considered a significant tonic in its own right. Use it with 
care, because high doses can cause confusion, convulsions and come, as 
it is psychoactive. Usually the fresh and dried leaves and young stems are 
used, in the form of infusions, decoctions and tinctures. The roots are also 
sometimes used. Fevers, colds and flu, sore throats, coughs, asthma, 
pneumonia, and headache can be treated by taking it orally or inhaling it 
as a steam bath.  Gastritis, indigestion, poor appetite, flatulence and colic 
can be effectively treated with appropriate doses. It can also be taken to 
treat intestinal worms, constipation and gout. Diabetes is sometimes 
treated with Als, but it seems as if plants from certain areas are more 
effective than others. The dried leaves can be powdered and used as a 
snuff for sinusitis and headaches. Research shows that the essential oil 
from this plant has definite antimicrobial, anti-oxidant and anti-histamine 
properties.”; P2: “Cough, cold, and flu. General health tonic, an 
antispasmodic, an anthelmintic and eye drop.”; VW2: “Wildeals” is one of 
the most widely used traditional medicines in South Africa. Numerous 
ailments are treated with is – mainly coughs, colds and influenza – but 
also fever, loss of appetite, colic, headache, earache, malaria and 
intestinal worms, amongst others. The most common practice is to insert 
fresh leaves into the nostrils to clear blocked nasal passages. The roots, 
known as “inyathelo”, are used to treat colds and fever.”; VW4: “Leaves; 
tonic, antispasmodic, anthelmintic; various uses; colds, influenza, cough, 
fever; eye drops.” 
Other literature: A1: [19], [24], [25], [28], [30], [31], [35], [38], [39], [40], 
[46], [50], [57], [69], [72], [73], [75], [80], [81], [82], [84], [85], [86], [87], 
[88], [91], [96], [98], [101], [103, [106], [108] 
27. Arundo donax 
(Poaceae) 
[B1: spaansriet] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: B1: “Spaansriet wat veral langs die bergriviere 
voorgekom het, is vanaf die vroegste tyd geoes om te dien as plafonne vir 
die eerste huise wat in die Vanwyksdorp-omgewing gebou is.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
28. Asparagus africanus 
(Asparagaceae)  




Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “This plant is generally used for the treatment of 
kidney and bladder ailments, lung conditions, TB, and as a diuretic. The 
young shoots are edible [cooked same as asparagus and served with 
melted butter and lemon juice]. A tea made by boiling the shoots in water 
is used to clear TB of the lungs. A weaker brew is used for bladder and 
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kidney ailments, to cleanse the liver, and for stomach complaints and 
cystitis. The Zulu use this tea for nausea and colic and to induce 
vomiting.”; VW2: “Asparagus species are traditionally used in southern 
Africa as a treatment for tuberculosis, kidney ailments and rheumatism.” 
Other literature: - 
29. Asparagus capensis 
(Asparagaceae)  
[M1, P1, V1, VW2: 
katdoring; P1: kattendoring; 
P2: katdoring                S1: 
katdoring, wag-‘n-bietjie, 
wildeaspersie; VW2: wild 
asparagus] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “beroerte, lewerkwale, inwendige aambeie – 
trek soos tee; tering – blasies aan wortels.” 
General anecdotes: P2: “A blood purifier, hypertension.”; VW2: 
“Asparagus species are traditionally used in southern Africa as a 
treatment for tuberculosis, kidney ailments and rheumatism.” 
Other literature: A1: [88], [98], [103] 
 
30. Asparagus lignosus 
(Asparagaceae)  
[M1, VW2: katdoring; M1: 
cat’s thorn; VW2: wild 
asparagus] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “beroerte, lewerkwale, inwendige aambeie – 
trek soos tee; tering – blasies aan wortels.” – “stroke, liver complaints, 
internal haemorrhoids – draw like tea; tuberculosis – use balloon-like 
roots.” 
General anecdotes: VW2: “Asparagus species are traditionally used in 
southern Africa as a treatment for tuberculosis, kidney ailments and 
rheumatism.” 
Other literature: - 
31. Asparagus mucronatus 
(Asparagaceae)  
[D1, VW2: wild asparagus; 
P1: katbossie, 
katdoringbossie, 
katkriedoring; D1, V1, P1, 
VW2: katdoring] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “An infusion or a decoction of the roots was 
used in the treatment of advanced tuberculosis.”; VW2: “Asparagus 
species are traditionally used in Southern Africa as a treatment for 
tuberculosis, kidney ailments and rheumatism.” 
Other literature: A1: [86]  
 
32. Asparagus rubricundus 
(Asparagaceae)  
[M1, VW2: katdoring; M1: 
cat’s thorn; VW2: wild 
asparagus] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “beroerte, lewerkwale, inwendige aambeie – 
trek soos tee; tering – blasies aan wortels.” – “stroke, liver complaints, 
internal haemorrhoids – draw like tea; tuberculosis – use balloon-like 
roots.” 
General anecdotes: VW2: “Asparagus species are traditionally used in 
southern Africa as a treatment for tuberculosis, kidney ailments and 
rheumatism.” 
Other literature: - 
33. Athanasia cuneifolia 
(Asteraceae)  
[M1: ghwarrieson] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “heart troubles, fevers, stomach ailments, 
abdominal disorders – bruise leaves, make brandy tincture, dilute, 1 cup 
3x per day; dropsy, bladder, skin cancer, kidney disorders, weak old 
people – draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
34. Augea capensis 
(Zygophyllaceae)  
[D1: baboon’s food, 
bobbejaankos, (HA: 
kinderpieletjies)] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “Bobbejaankos is still today being used 
medicinally for the treatment of bladder infection and kidney problems.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
35. Ballota africana 
(Lamiaceae)  
[D1, D2, M1, P1, S1, V1: 
kattekruie; M1: groot 
kattekruie; 
B1, D2, M2, R1, VW1, 
VW2: kattekruid; M1: cat 
herb; M2: katbos; P2, VW2, 
VW4: katte-kruie; V1: 
horehound] 
 
Little Karoo anecdotes: B1: “Kattekruid is koors en masels se tier. 
Verkoue, griep, asma, brongitis, hartmoeilikheid, histerie, lewerkwale, 
aambeie, artritis (voetbad), is almal hiermee behandel.”; M1: “verkoue, 
griep – trek soos tee; sere, sproei – aftreksel.” – “colds, influenza – draw 
like tea; sprue, sores – decoction.”; M2: “’n Brandewynaftreksel is glo 
goed vir griep, verkoue, brongitis, skok, koors, slaaploosheid, kopseer, 
galserigheid en aambeie; artritis baat by weking van die voete in warm 
water wat die gekneusde blare bevat.”; R1: “Mev. H. Mulder sê die kruid 
wat soos tee getrek is, word vir ‘n toegetrekte bors, griep en ‘n hees keel 
toegedien. Mev. M. Agenbach van Soebatsfontein, C. Nortier van 
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 Oudtshoorn en S. Kotze van Piketberg (waar die plante volop voorkom), 
beaam dit.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “A famous Khoi remedy, used as a tea to treat 
fevers. Widely used for pulmonary complaints and asthmatic conditions. It 
may be used as an infusion or as a tincture. For a wide variety of ailments, 
including fever, flu, headache, haemorrhoids, stress and for thrush. It may 
also be taken as an expectorant. It is used by many local people to treat 
kidney and bladder infections. Sometimes it is applied directly, tied to the 
head for headache, or to the knee for joint pain. This is also a calming 
herb, helping for sleeplessness, hyperactivity and nervous headaches, 
either by inhaling or by taking infusions. It will calm restless and anxious 
children at bedtime.”; D2: “Leaf infusions are used by women, who gave 
birth (afterbirth), and to stimulate milk production in pregnant women (JB, 
confirmed by CB, FB); put leaves in hot water, to make a tea, to treat fever 
(JB); wash aching legs with it (HB, confirmed by RT, HB).”; VW1: “AS: for 
general ailments, female ailments (unspecified) and colds. EW: colds — 
mixed with wildeals (especially for adults), steep like tea (confirmed by 
Awand SG). JO: infuse leaves for colds and influenza; KS: drunk for 
stomach pain and headache; PT: for colds, only the leaves are used; it 
also works well when mixed with other plants, especially lewerbossie.”; 
VW2: “The medicinal use of this plant probably originates from the Khoi 
(and Nama) cultures, who used the leaves (often with the addition of 
various Salvia species) to treat fevers and measles. To this day, infusions 
or brandy tinctures are popular in the Western Cape for the treatment of 
colds and influenza, asthma, bronchitis, hoarseness, heart trouble, 
hysteria, insomnia, typhoid fever, headaches, liver problems, piles and as 
a footh bath for arthritis.”; P2: “Stomach and heart problems. Improves 
blood circulation, insect repellent.”; VW4: “Leaf infusions used for colds, 
fever, measles, influenza” 
Other literature: A1: [3], [4], [24], [25], [30], [72], [82], [84], [86], [88], [96], 
[103] 
36. Berula thunbergii 
(Apiaceae)  
[D1, VW2: water parsnip; 




Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “The leaf-bearing stems are connected to each 
other below the ground by numerous thin, white rhizomes, referred to as 
“roots”. These are used as a highly regarded remedy for toothache. The 
fresh root is held in the mouth or chewed. It can also be made into an 
infusion to be used as a body wash to treat headache.”; VW2: “As the 
Afrikaans common name suggests, the rhizome has been highly regarded 
as a remedy for toothache.”; VW4: “Root (rhizome) held in mouth or 
chewed for toothache.” 
Other literature: - 
37. Blepharis capensis 
(Acanthaceae)  
[D1: scorpion tail bush, 
skerpioenstert, 
jakkalsdoring] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “A leaf paste is applied directly to the tooth and 
to the gum to alleviate toothache.” 
Other literature: - 
38. Boophone disticha 
(Amaryllidaceae)  
[D1, VW2: bushman poison 
bulb; B1, D1, M1, V1, P1, 
P2, VW2, VW4, S1: gifbol; 
P1: boesmangif, 
candelabra flower, Cape 
poison bulb, century plant, 
gifui, kopseerblom, malgif, 
mal-kopgif, poison bulb, 
sore-eye flower; P1, R1, 
S1: seeroogblom; S1: 
Little Karoo anecdotes: B1: “Die droë buiteblare of “rokke” van die bol is 
gebruik op pitsere. Dit is ook gedoop in melk of olie om ettersere te 
dreineer.”; M1: “wonde, fyte, brandwonde, asma – trekpleister met 
soetoliekussing, MOENIE DRINK NIE.”; R1: “Volgens die naam word die 
oë aangetas wanneer die plant se stuifmeel daarin waai of wanneer lank 
na die blom gestaar word. Die groot bolgewase, wat oral in Suid-Afrika 
groei, is giftig maar ‘n waardelolle geneesmiddel. Mev. Johanna de Jager 
van Kareedouw, mnre. J. Kriel van Montagu en F. van Breda van 
Worcester meld dat die skubbe, in soet- of lynolie geweek, op septiese 
snywonde geplaas word om pyn te verlig en etter uit te trek.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “The bulb contains fast-acting cardiac 
glycosides and used to be one of the main hunting-poisons used by the 
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kopseerblom, mal(kop)gif, 
century plant, poison bulb; 
VW2: muwandwe, 
leshoma, incwadi, incotha] 
 
San. This plant has a reputation as a powerful hallucinogen. It is still 
sometimes used as such in male adolescent initiation rites, and in the 
initiation of diviners. Since a very small overdose can be fatal, great care 
has to be taken when preparing the medicine. The bulb also contains 
neurotoxins. Many deaths have been documented from using it. The bulb 
is widely used as medicine. It is used for headache, chest pain, abdominal 
pain and for insomnia. The dry bulb scales, sometimes first soaked in oil, 
are applied topically as an antiseptic and pain-relieving dressing to 
circumcision wounds and to burns, to help the healing and to reduce 
swelling. They are also applied to infected sores, boils, abscesses, skin 
rashes and painful joints. A weak decoction of the bulb scales is 
commonly given as a strong sedative to violent, psychotic patients. Once 
it starts affecting the patient, it is no longer necessary to restrain him, and 
he can be given milder herbal medicines.”; P2: “Topically applied after 
circumcision rites, stitches deep cuts and draws out puss. Planted around 
home for protection. One leaf ingested is an internal wash and to quit 
drinking alcohol.”; VW2: “The dry outer scales of the bulb are used as an 
outer dressing after circumcision and are also applied to boils or septic 
wounds (often mixed with water, milk or oil) to alleviate pain and to “draw 
out” the pus. Weak decoctions of the bulb scales are administered by 
mouth or as an enema for various complaints such as headaches, 
abdominal pain, weakness and eye conditions. In the Karoo near Touws 
River there is an old belief that sleeping on a mattress filled with bulb 
scales will relieve hysteria and insomnia. Very weak decoctions are used 
as an effective sedative. Higher doses induce visual hallucinations, which 
are sometimes used for divination and even higher doses can be fatal. 
The discovery of a ca. 2000-year-old Khoi-San mummy showed that the 
bulb scales have been traditionally used in Southern Africa for 
mummification.”; VW4: “Bulb scales; skin diseases” 
Other literature: A1: [9], [11], [19], [23], [28], [30], [38], [39], [41], [64], 
[68], [72], [73], [76], [80], [82], [84], [85], [87], [88], [89], [96], [98], [101], 
[103], [105], [106], [108], [109] 
39. Brunsvigia josephinae 
(Amaryllidaceae)  
[M1: gifbol; S1: 
kandelaarblom, lantanter; 
V1: lantanter] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “wonde, fyte, brandwonde, asma – 
trekpleister met soetoliekussing, MOENIE DRINK NIE.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
40. Buddleja saligna 
(Buddlejaceae)  
[D1: false olive, witolien, 
basterolien; M1: widevlier, 
witolien; M1, S1: bastard 
olive; 1: basterolien(hout), 
bergolien(-), bossalie, 
salie(hout), troubos, vaal-, 
vlierboom, wildevlier(-), 
withoutolien, -olien(hout), -
salie(-)                             
V1: witolienhout] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “tandesproei, sere – sterk getrek, was; 
suiker, tering – krap wortel, trek, drink.” – “sprue, sores – rinse with 
decoction; diabetes, tuberculosis – scrape root, draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “A decoction of the leaves is used to treat 
coughs and colds. A strong decoction of the roots is taken as a purgative 
and emeticum.” 
Other literature: A1: [15], [30], [38], [45], [77], [84], [88], [97], [103] 
 
41. Buddleja salviifolia 
(Buddlejaceae)  
[D1, S1, V1: sagewood, 
saliehout                          
S1: bergsalie(hout), 
kleinsalie (-), salie, 
salieboom, witsalie, 
mountain sage] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “An infusion of the leaves of this plant is used as 
a lotion to soothe sore and tired eyes. A decoction made from the roots is 
used to treat coughs and colic. Fresh or dried leaves can be boiled and 
used as tea. Take it without milk but sweetened with a little honey.” 
Other literature: A1: [15], [30], [38], [39], [45], [75], [77], [82], [85], [88], 
[97], [103], [106] 
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42. Bulbine abyssinica 
(Asphodelaceae)  
[P1: copaiva, geelkatstert, 
kopieva, wildekopieva 
VW1: wilde kopieva] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: V1: “Most species exude a yellowish sap from 
broken leaves which has been used for medicinal purposes for many 
years and is excellent for treating skin disorders, wounds, burns, insect 
bites and even cracked lips.” 
General anecdotes: VW1: “AS: root is used by women for unspecified 
ailments, infertility and back pain. EW: tea (leaves) taken orally by women 
to treat vaginal and bladder problems and generally for back pain and 
cough (confirmed by AW and SG). JO: mostly women (cleaning the 
bladder and kidneys) – tea (fresh leaves and especially roots, small cupful 
every morning). KS: used by women (unspecified).PT: for healthy kidneys 
and to clean the alimentary tract – whole plant soaked in water in large 
bottle – drink until plant dies, then you will be healed (“male plants have 
flowers; female plants do not flower”).” 
Other literature: A1: [35], [39] 
43. Bulbine frutescens 
(Asphodelaceae)  
[B1: katstert, snotterbel 
D1: cat’s tail, balsam-
kopieva, (HA: snotbossie) 
M1: bulbine, bulbinella, 
yellow bulbinella 
P1: slangkop 
S1, V1: rankkopieva  
VW2: rankkopiva, 
balsemkopiva, ibhucu, 
ithethe elimpofu, burn jelly 
plant   
VW4: wildekopieva, 
geelkatstert] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: B1: “Die slymerige sap is gebruik op sere, 
omlope en gebarste lippe en is ook goed teen sonbrand.”; D1: “The fresh 
leaf produces a soothing jelly-like juice which is a wonderful treatment for 
burns, rashes, blisters, insect bites, dry and cracked lips, acne, prickly 
heat, cold sores, mouth ulcers and areas of cracked skin.”; M1: “ekseem, 
insekbyte, bysteek, wonde, bloeding stop, brandwonde, koorsblare, vratte, 
liddorings, sonbrand – vryf sap van blaar aan.” – “eczema – rub leaves 
on.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “One of nature’s finest medicinal plants. Some 
commercial shampoos include it as a moisturizer. The Rastafarians make 
an infusion of a few fresh leaves in a cup of boiling water. It is strained 
and taken for coughs, colds and arthritis. A warm poultice of leaves is 
applied to affected areas to treat eczema, arthritis, insect bites, cracked 
skin, sunburn, rashes and burns.”; VW2: “The slimy leaves of B. 
frutescens are very popular for the treatment of wounds, burns, rashes, 
itches, ringworm, cracked lips and herpes.”; VW4: “Rhizome and roots; 
scrofula; juice used as styptic” 
Other literature: A1: [24], [37], [38], [73], [75], [82], [96], [101], [103], 
[106] 
44. Bulbine logopus 
(Asphodelaceae)  
[M1: bulbine, bulbinella, 
orange bulbinella 
P1: copaiva, geelkatstert, 
kopieva, wildekopieva] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “ekseem, insekbyte, bysteek, wonde, 
bloeding stop, brandwonde, koorsblare, vratte, liddorings, sonbrand – vryf 
sap van blaar aan” – “eczema – rub leaves on.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
45. Cadaba aphylla 
(Brassicaceae)  
[D1, M1, P1, V1, VW1: 
swartstorm  




Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “A decoction made of the black root is used 
to treat epileptic fits and backache.”; M1: “diarree – rasper stuk gedroogde 
wortel, trek soos tee en drink.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “A decoction made of the black root is used to 
treat colic, fevers, toothache, scalp problems and venereal disease, and it 
is also used as a purgative. Hold a burning root in front of the nose of 
someone having an epileptic fit. A drawing poultice is made from finely 
ground stems placed between layers of gauze.”; VW1: “EW: to expel evil 
(tikoloshe, bad spirits) — burn stems to make the house safe.” 
Other literature: - 
46. Capsella bursa-pastoris 
(Brassicaceae) 
[M1, R1, S1, P1: 
herderstassie 
M1, P1: shepard’s purse 
R1, S1: geldbeursie; S1: 
shepherd’s purse] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “vrouekwale, bloeding stop by geboorte of 
nageboorte – trek soos tee; wonde – maak pap, sit op.” – “women’s 
ailments, coagulant during and after birth – draw like tea; wounds – 
poultice.” 
General anecdotes: R1: “Hy het ‘n skerp, bitter smaak en word gebruik 
as tonikum, vir skeurbuik, en ook as uriendrywende en bloedstolmiddel.” 
Other literature: A1: [12], [14], [39], [40], [72], [80], [84], [88], [103], [104] 
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47. Carpha glomerata 
(Cyperaceae)  
[D1: calamus, sweet-flag, 
waterkalmoes, (HA: 
kalmoes)] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “Calamus is traditionally used to treat 
indigestion. It will relieve stomach cramps and can be taken as an 
antibiotic in cases of flu and fever.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “The rhizome is used fresh, dried or powdered. 
It can be made into a tincture, but dried or candied rhizomes may be 
directly chewed, or taken as an infusion in boiling water. Calamus is 
traditionally used to treat flatulence and to stimulate the appetite. 
Sometimes it is used to induce vomiting. It will relieve chronic dysentery 
and asthma. It is also used to expel intestinal worms. It is believed to have 
a strengthening effect on the nervous system. A decoction using a 
combination of calamus and river pumpkin roots is taken to treat male 
impotence. It is believed that it will cleanse the blood and clear the way for 
an erection. A decoction is made by adding 25 g of powdered root to 750 
ml water. Heat to boiling point. Boil down slowly to 500 ml. A wineglassful 
can be taken for fever. An infusion is made using 5 ml powdered root to 
350 ml of boiling water. Leave to draw in a closed container for 15 
minutes. Add ground ginger and take 25 ml for colic or flatulence. Take 15 
– 30 drops of the tincture to stimulate the appetite. An infusion is a good 
treatment for any feeling of weakness. It may be gargled for a sore throat. 
Infusions or decoctions or pounded fresh root may be applied externally to 
suppurating sores, wounds and burns. The smoke from burning roots is a 
quite potent sedative.” 
Other literature: - 
48. Carpobrotus deliciosus 
(Aizoaceae)  
[D1: sour fig, suurvy, 
ghoena, (HA: suurvygie)] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “The leaf juice can be applied to eczema – 
also to wet eczema, and also in babies. The juice is used to ease sore 
throat. It can be applied to mouth thrush and for teething problems in 
babies. It can be applied to cracked lips and to cold sores on and around 
the lips.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
49. Carpobrotus edulis 
(Aizoaceae)  
[B1: ghoena 
D2: rankvye  
D2, VW4: nautsi amma 
D2, VW2, VW4: vyerank 
M1: ghoenavy 
M2: vyeranke 
M2, R1, VW2: perdevy 
P1: elandsvy, t’kôbô-vy 
P2: Hootentot fig 
P2, VW2: sourfig 
D2, P1, VW2, VW4: 
ghaukum 
B1, M2, P1, P2, V1, VW1, 
VW2, VW4: suurvy 
D2, M2, P1, V1: sour fig 
R1, S1: hottentotsvy 
S1, M1: hottentots fig 
S1: ghaukum, ghoenavy, 
ghouna-, Kaapse-, perde-, 
rank-, wilde vijg, !gaukum  
S1, VW2: gaukum 
R1, VW1: hotnotsvy] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: B1: “Dit is gebruik teen mond- en keelkwale, 
ekseem en ook as stollingsmiddel op wonde.”; M1: “water op longe en 
hart – was goed, druk sap uit, 1 eetl. Op heuning 3x per dag; tandesproei 
– vryf sap in; sere in mond, seerkeel – gorrel die sap; belroos – 
trekpleister.” – “dropsy – press juice from leaves, 1 tablesp with honey 3x 
per day; sprue – rub with juice; mouth sores, sore throat – gargle with 
juice; St. Anthony’s fire– blister plaster.”; M2: “Die sap is vir seerkeel 
gegorrel en aan mondsere en koorsblare gesmeer, inwendig is dit vir 
diaree, menstruele stortings en vogretensie benut. Op die vel is dit ‘n 
saamtrekmiddel wat lastige brand- en jeukplekke soos ekseem verlig.”; 
V1: “The watery leaf juice has been used for medicinal purposes for many 
years, especially to treat mouth and throat infections as it has antibacterial 
and antifungal properties.” 
General anecdotes: D2: “Fruit is edible (JB, confirmed by JT, HG, CB, 
FB, DB, EB, MT); the leaf juice is used to treat oral thrush (tandesproei) 
(JB, confirmed by CB, FB, AT, DB, EB, IW, MT); used for sores and 
wounds (rub skin with plant) (RT).”; VW1: “AS: to treat a sore throat, 
stomach ulcers and painful lungs. EW: oral thrush and mouth sores – eat 
the sap (confirmed by AW and SG). PT: oral thrush, mouth sores or sore 
throat – chew the leaves.”; P2: “Topical for burns, bites, cuts, bruises, 
toothache and earache.”; R1: “Die spesie is ‘n rankplant met lang, 
driehoekige, vlesige blare. C. edulis word net soos C. acinaciformis 
(suurvy) inwendig sowel as uitwendig as medisyne aangewend. Carl 
Thunberg het in 1770 aangeteken dat die vrug en die blare vir verskillende 
siektetoestande gebruik word. Die hottentotsvy se sap, sê mev. A. van Zyl 
van Robertson, word aangesmeer as ‘n mens by die see met bloublasies 
in aanraking was. Wyle mev. Sannie.”; VW2: “The leaf juice is traditionally 
gargled to treat infections of the mouth and throat. It is taken orally for 
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dysentery, digestive troubles, tuberculosis and as a diuretic and styptic. 
Juice is applied to treat eczema, wounds and burns and is said to be 
effective against toothache, earache and oral and vaginal thrush.”; VW4: 
“Leaf juice gargled for diphtheria, sore throat, mouth infections, excessive 
salivation; swallowed (dysentery); burns and scalds; delayed labour, 
retained afterbirth” 
Other literature: A1: [4], [18], [19], [38], [46], [72], [73], [80], [81], [82], 
[84], [88], [96], [103], [109] 
50. Centaurea benedicta 
(=Cnicus benedictus) 
(Asteraceae) 
[B1, M1, M2, R1, S1: 
karmedik 
M1: spear thistle 
M2: holy thistle 
R1: makdissel 
S1: makdisse] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: B1: “Uitwendig is hierdie plant gebruik op wonde 
en sere. Tinkture met brandewyn is gebruik vir inwendige kankers.”; M1: 
“maagkwale, omlope, vergrote kliere, gal, witseerkeel, gordelroos, suiker, 
artritis – droog, stamp, 1 eetl. Fyngemaak op 1 bottel brandewyn, trek 8 
dae in son, neem 1 eetl. 3x per dag; kanker – verpoeier, meng met 
blomswael en heuning.” – “stomach complaints, ringworm, gall, enlarged 
glands, diphtheria, diabetes, St. Anthony’s fire, arthritis – dry, pound 1 
tablesp on 1 bottle brandy, allow to draw in sun for 8 days, take 1 tablesp. 
3x per day; cancer – powdered leaves mixed with flowers of sulphur and 
honey.”; M2: “Tee van die droë blare en stingels wek eet- en lewenslus en 
deug glo vir artritis, asma en diabetes; ‘n aftreksel op brandewyn is ‘n 
beproefde raad vir maagkwale en ‘n opkikker.”; R1: “Mnr. G. Joubert van 
Montagu sê ‘n aftreksel wat met swael en heuning gemeng is, is 
uitstekend vir maagongesteldhede. Mnr. J. Kriel van Montagu kweek die 
plant omdat hy al feitlik uitgeroei is. Hy beweer dat dit ‘n wonderlike 
middel is teen kanker; so ook Mev. Kotze. Meng 25 ml heuning, 5 ml 
blomswael en 5 ml gedroogde, fyngemaakte, gesifte karmedik deeglik en 
neem 5 ml soggens en 5 ml saans na ete.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: A1: [14], [72], [84], [88], [96], [103], [104] 
51. Centella asiatica 
(Apiaceae)  
[D1, VW2: pennywort 




Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “The most important use of Centella is for quick 
healing of wounds, burns and ulcers, and to prevent the formation of scar 
tissue, also after surgery. It treats eczema, psoriasis, scleroderma and 
keloids. Infusions are taken orally at the same time to strengthen the 
effect. It has been applied as fresh, pulped herb, and as infusions, 
tinctures and ointments to dress sores, wounds, burns, varicose ulcers 
and haemorrhoids. For skin treatment a wide range of extracts, creams 
and ointments is commercially available. Apart from being widely used to 
treat skin conditions, it has been used to treat fever, diarrhoea, leprosy 
wounds, tuberculosis, cancer, rheumatoid arthritis and high blood 
pressure. It also helps in cases of hardening of the arteries. It is taken 
orally to relieve the symptoms of blood vessel and lymphatic vessel 
insufficient. It acts as a multi-functional general tonic, or adaptogen. Dried, 
powdered leaf is taken as a snuff to produce a calming, sedative effect in 
about half an hour. Laboratory testing showed anti-cancer activity, and 
also anti-bacterial, anti-fungal, anti-inflammatory, anti-allergic and sedative 
properties. Infusions of 0.6 g dried leaves can be taken three times per 
day. If the leaves are fresh, use more.”; VW2: “In South Africa and 
elsewhere, Centella has been used to treat leprosy, wounds and cancer. It 
is widely used for wound treatment, fever, syphilis and as a diuretic and 
purgative. Centella is an important constituent of dermatologcal products. 
Between 40 and 60 tons are exported annualy from Madagascar to 
Europe. It is taken orally to relieve the symptoms of venous and lymphatic 
vessel insufficiency. It is also a popular constituent of homoeopathic 
remedies claimed to be useful for treating acne and allergies.”; VW4: 
“Herb; topical to treat wounds and sores (leprosy)” 
Other literature: - 
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Little Karoo anecdotes: V1: “Some species have valuable medicinal 
properties, including wound healing as they contain chemicals with 
antibacterial, antifungal and even anti-tumour properties.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
53. Chaenostoma 
caeruleum 




Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “griep – drink soos tee.” – “influenza – draw 
like tea.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
54. Chamarea capensis 
(Apiaceae) 
[D1, R1: vinkelwortel 
D1, R1, S1: vinkelbol, 
wildevinkel 
R1, S1: gammare 
S1, VW4: chamare 
S1: finkelwortel, Cape 
caraway] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “Used as a diuretic and for indigestion and 
bloatedness.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “Warm the root and apply externally to relieve 
the pain of gout and arthiritis. An infusion of the seeds will calm a restless 
baby. The fresh leaves are pulped, and the juice is applied directly to the 
gums of a teething baby.”; R1: “Dit breek die wind en laat die water vry. As 
die knol verhit word, kan dit uitwendig aangewend word om pyn te verlig. 
Die saad wat op kookwater getrek is, word vir babas gegee wanneer hulle 
rusteloos is, sê mev. Sussie Kotze van Piketberg.”; VW4: “Root; 
carminative” 
Other literature: A1: [84], [88], [103] 
55. Cheilanthes hirta 
(Pteridaceae)  
[D1: parsley fern, 
pietersielievaring] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “A decoction if this fern is taken as a treatment 
for colds and sore throats.” 
Other literature: - 
56. Chironia baccifera 
(Gentianaceae)  
[D1: toothache berry, 
meidjiewillemse, 
tandpynbossie 
D1, M1: wild gentian 
D1, S1: piles bush 
D1, M1, P1, VW4: 
aambeibos 
M1: bitterbos, skilpadbos;  
P2: bittabos 
R1, S1, VW2: 
aambeibossie 
R1, S1: barsbessie, 
kalwerbossie, lymbossie, 
oondbossie, perdebossie 






tandpyn-, sarsaparilla, wild 
gentian 




Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “An infusion made of the leaves, stems, 
roots and flowers is famous as a blood purifier to cleanse the body in the 
treatment of acne, skin diseases, heat rash, veld sores, boils, abscesses 
and venereal sores. It has a purgative action. The best-known use is as a 
purgative for those suffering from haemorrhoids. [Hence the name 
Aambeibossie]. The infusion used as a lotion is said to soothe and shrink 
the piles. A tea can be taken to ease and cure diarrhoea.”; M1: “aambeie 
– trek, spoel daarmee, drink 1 koppie 3x per dag; gal, slaaploosheid – trek 
soos tee, drink ½ koppie 3x per dag; maagprobleme – trek soos tee.” – 
“piles – draw like tea and use as rinse; gall – draw like a tea; 
sleeplessness – drink half cup 3x per day.”; V1: “It is a well-known 
medicinal plant used for many ailments, particularly as a blood purifier and 
to treat haemorrhoids and diarrhoea.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “A tea or decoction made of the whole plant is 
taken as a cleanser for skin problems and haemorrhoids. [A quarter cup 
fresh herb to 1 cup boiling water – draw for 3 minutes, then strain]. This 
same brew is used as a wash and as a lotion applied to the area 4 to 8 
times daily. Caution: It is a strong plant and can produce sleepiness and 
increased perspiration.  Some African tribes make a strong tea as a 
remedy for leprosy, which they drink and use as an external application. 
Pound the leaves, stems and roots, add warm water and use as a poultice 
bound in place over boils and abscesses and left on overnight. This is 
very effective. It is safe for children and old people too. In olden days it 
was used both internally and externally to treat syphilis. Mixtures were 
made which were sold to the sailors for good profit.”; P2: “Treats 
hypertension, diabetes and woman’s ailments.”; R1 (general anecdote): 
“Die plant word in botter gebraai en aan sere gesmeer deur sowel swart 
as wit mense. ‘n Aftreksel word as wasmiddel vir dieselfde doel gebruik. ‘n 
Brousel van die hele plant, insluitend die wortels, word gedrink om die 
bloed te suiwer an kwale soos aknee, hitte-uitslag, velsere en karbonkels. 
Die plant is bitter en daar word beweer dat preparate daarvan sweet en 
lomerigheid in die hand werk. Die swart mense gebruik dit as middel teen 
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melaatsheid en die Koikoi as snelwerkende purgeermiddel. 
Aambeibossie, omdat hy gebruik is vir aambeie, bitterbossie, omdat jy 
maagongesteldheid verlig, oondbossie want die blare word in kookwater 
getrek en die stoom ingeasem vir borskwale, of die aftreksel word gedrink 
vir maagkwale en selfs hartkwale, en sarsaparilla, omrede ‘n brousel as 
bloedsuiweraar gebruik word.”; VW2: “This is an important medicine in 
South Africa, traditionally used by the Khoi as a purgative and to treat 
boils. The purgative use, especially for haemorrhoids, is widely known. A 
decoction of the whole plant is taken as a blood purifier to treat acne, 
sores and boils. Infusions may be used as a remedy for diarrhoea, or for 
leprosy. The plant is bitter and is said to cause perspiration and 
sleepiness.”; VW4: “Leaves, stems and fruits; used post-partum to expel a 
retained placenta; traditional Khoi medicine.” 
Other literature: A1: [9], [24], [25], [30], [38], [72], [82], [84], [88], [96], 
[103] 
57. Chrysocoma ciliata 
(Asteraceae)  
[D2, M1: beesbos 
D1, P1, R1, V1: bitterbos  
D1, P1, R1: bitterkaroo 









Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “A decoction is used as an external 
treatment for syphilis and is also claimed toba a remedy for constipation.”; 
M1: “vrugbaarheid – in mengsels vir vrugbaarheid, trek soos tee.”; V1: “It 
was used for medicinal purposes to treat gout and rheumatism in the 
past.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “A decoction is used for the washing of wounds 
and sores. This decoction is also claimed to be a remedy for gout and 
rheumatism, for jaundice, gastric fever and appendicitis.”; D2: “A leaf 
decoction is used for colds (boil with Tulbaghia sp.) (JT); medicine for the 
stomach (JB); pain (especially aching legs) (HB).”; R1: “In Wes-Kaapland, 
waar dit soos ‘n aftreksel gebruik is, was dit ‘n beproefde middel teen jig 
(“gout”), rumatiek en sifilis. ‘n Aftreksel van die plant word vir 
blindedermontsteking, galagtigheid, geelsug, hardlywigheid, maagkoors 
en belroos gebruik. Saam met bergseldery word ‘n aftreksel berei vir die 
behandeling van watersug. Van die wortels is ‘n aftreksel berei wat as 
wasmiddel gedien het by die behandeling van wonde, veral oop 
spataarsere.” 
Other literature: A1: [9], [44], [48], [55], [84], [85], [86], [88], [89], [98], 
[103], [106] 
58. Cichorium intybus 
(Asteraceae)  
[D1, VW2: sigorei, (HA: 
bloublommetjie) 
D1, S1, VW2: chicory 
S1: tjiekoriebos(sie)  
R1, S1: sigoreibos] 
 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “The most important use of the plant is to 
treat digestive disturbances and biliousness and is used as a blood 
purifier. Chicory syrup is a traditional tonic for people with gout or 
rheumatism.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “Medicinally mainly the root is used, but 
sometimes the whole plant. The most important use of the plant is to treat 
loss of appetite. It acts as a bitter tonic and a laxative. It is also used as a 
diuretic to stimulate the kidneys and bladder to get rid of toxins in the 
body. An infusion is made by adding 1 L boiling water to 40 g dried herb. 
Take half a cup 3 times per day [or less] for 3 days. Chicory syrup is a 
traditional tonic for babies suffering from colic.”; R1: “Dit suiwer die hele 
liggaam, wakker die eetlus aan, werk bloedarmoede teen, stimuleer die 
maag en ingewande en suiwer die bloed, lewer, milt en niere. Dit word 
aanbeveel vir chroniese katar van die maag, lewermoeilikheid en aambeie 
by mense met spysverteringsprobleme (ongemak en pyn na etes, 
chroniese hardlywigheid, ens.). Medisinaal word dit as ‘n tee gebruik vir 
die afdrywing van galstene. Dit is goed vir mense wat oorwerk is en hul 
kragte uitgeput het, diegene wat ly aan ontsteking van die urienstelsel, 
diabete (dit laat die bloedsuikervlak daal) en mense met watersug, 
rumatiek of huidontsteking (puisies, ekseem, ens.) as gevolg van die swak 
uitwerping van afvalstowwe. Ook diegene wat aan kongestie, galstene, 
geelsug of gewone galagtige probleme ly. Om verlamde ledemate te 
versterk en verkrimping te voorkom.”; VW2: “In Europe, the root is used as 
a tonic, laxative and diuretic. It is used as choleretic and cholagogue, to 
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enhance kidney function and to relieve the symptoms of digestive 
disturbances. In South Africa, it is a traditional tonic to purify the blood, 
liver and kidneys and to improve appetite and indigestion.” 
Other literature: A1: [14], [52], [81], [84], [88], [96], [103] 
59. Cissampelos capensis 
(Menispermaceae)  
[D1, R1, VW4: 
dawidjieswortel 
M1, VW4: dawedjies 
M1, M2, P1, V1: 
davidjieswortel 
P1: bitterhoud, bitterwortel, 
dawidjiewortel, 
fynblaarklimop 









Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “The fresh leaves are pulped and applied to 
snake-bite, as a poultice to draw out the poison. Infusions and decoctions 
are taken for diabetes, TB, stomach cancer and skin cancers. The 
rhizomes are also used for dysentery, urinary stones and glandular 
swellings. An infusion of the rhizome is taken as a pain-killer.”; M1: 
“slangbyt, swere – pap van blare op wond; swak maag – trek soos tee. 
Aambeie, purgeermiddel – trek op brandewyn; hoofpyn – steek gedroogde 
wortel aan brand, snuif rook in.” – “Snake-bite, abscess – poultice of 
leaves on wound; weak stomach – draw like tea. Piles, purgative – use 
tincture.”; M2: “Die wortels op brandewyn getrek, is ‘n ou raad as 
bloedreiniger en heler van bloedvinte en sifilis. ‘n Tee is ‘n lakseermiddel. 
‘n Pap van die blare genees velsere.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “Poultices are also used to draw sores and boils. 
Pieces of root are commonly worn as protective charms, round the neck, 
arms or waist. Members of this plant family contain alkaloids which are 
often the active ingredients of various types of cures – the famous dart 
and arrow poisons of South America. The sedative, antispasmodic and 
anti-tumour properties of Dawidjieswortel have been ascribed to these 
same alkaloids. The cut rhizome is easily identified by the star-shaped 
pattern formed by the ray cells, almost like a lemon cut in half. These 
rhizomes are rich in alkaloids. The fresh or dry rhizomes are popular, 
chewed directly or taken as infusions or as tinctures, as blood-purifiers 
and purgatives. The dried rhizome is burned, and the smoke inhaled 
through the nostrils to treat headaches. A small portion is chewed as an 
effective sedative. To treat spastic colon, irritable bowel syndrome and 
constipation: pulp the root and boil in 1 L of water for 2 minutes. Use 1 
tablespoonful with every meal, until the discomfort is eased. Breathing in 
the smoke from the roots is believed to improve the memory.”; P2: “Treats 
diabetes and is a protective amulet bringing strength, communication with 
spirits and luck in court cases.”; VW1: “AS: general malaise - drink an 
infusion of the powdered roots (not very bitter); also for stomach problems 
(then add voëlent); for diarrhoea - mix with koorshout. Leaves are not 
used. EW: high blood pressure (“hoë bloed”) - steep the root; 
gastroenteritis (infants) - powdered root mixture of dawidjie, without and 
bitterhout (confirmed by Awand SG). JO: to purify blood - drink infusion of 
one piece of root. The leaves have no use. KS: stomach pain - drink as a 
tea; influenza - mix dawidjie with boegoe. PC: severe stomach pain - chew 
the root; toothache - drink root infusion; fever - drink root infusion (one 
cup) with “grandpa powder”, and one teaspoon each of vinegar and sugar. 
PT: measles or rashes - infusion of bruised roots with half a teaspoon of 
Epsom salt.”; VW2: “This is a well known and much used medicinal plant, 
particulary in the Western Cape Province. It is traditionally taken as a 
blood purifier, for boils and syphilis, but also for bladder ailments, 
diarrhoea, colic and cholera. A paste of the leaves may be applied to boils 
and sores.”; VW4: “Root, rhizome; emetic, purgative; tincture for 
dysentery, syphilis; snake-bite (leaf paste, root decoction)”; R1 (general 
anecdote): “’n Wortelaftreksel word soos sarsaparilla as medisyne vir 
braking en bloedsuiwering, en as purgasie gebruik. ‘n Pasta word van die 
blare gemaak en soos ‘n pleister op bloedvinte en slangbytplekke 
geplaas. ‘n Aftreksel van die wortel word met brandewyn gemeng en as 
medisyne vir disenterie gebruik. ‘n Aftreksel van die plant is gedrink vir 
blaaskwale, asook vir slymvliesonsteking, graveelstene en klieragtige 
swelsels.” 
Other literature: - 
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60. Cissampelos torulosa 
(Menispermaceae)  
[D1: dawidjieswortel] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “A decoction of the roots is used for pain and 
stiffness of the back. It can be taken orally or added to bath water to ‘soak 
out’ the aches and pains of tired and cramped muscles. An infusion made 
with crushed or chopped roots have a calming and soothing effect on 
over-stressed nerves.” 
Other literature: - 
61. Clematis brachiata 
(Ranunculaceae)  
[D1: traveller’s joy, old 
man’s beard, 
oumansbaard] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “The leaves packed into the shoes were used to 
treat blisters on the feet, and to ease the aches and pains of tired, sore 
feet. The leaves were packed under the saddles to prevent saddle sores 
on horses. Fresh leaves pushed into the crown of a hat kept the wearer 
cool and energetic, preventing heatstroke and sunstroke. An infusion can 
be made, using a quarter cup of fresh leaves to 1 cup of boiling water. 
Leave to draw for 5 minutes, and strain. This drink is very refreshing, and 
used to soothe headaches, coughs and colds, chest ailments and 
abdominal upsets. This tea can be used as a wash for weary feet after a 
long hike. Some people bruise the stem and inhale the rather pungent 
smell to clear the head during a cold, to soothe painful sinuses and to 
induce sneezing. The steam from a hot decoction of roots, stems and 
leaves is inhaled to ease colds, sinus infections, asthma and malaria. It is 
used for venereal diseases and thrush, for bots in horses, and for snake-
bite.” 
Other literature: - 
62. Cliffortia odorata 
(Rosaceae)  
[M1, S1, VW4: wilde-
wingerd; P2: wildewingerd] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “rugpyn, blaas, niere, inwendige aambeie – 
trek soos tee.” – “backache, bladder, kidneys, internal haemorrhoids – 
draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: P2: “Treats gout, kidney pain, swelling, arthritis, 
bladder ailments and aids dieting.”; VW4: “Tips (toppe); strong infusion for 
haemorrhoids, amenorrhoea” 
Other literature: A1: [24], [25], [82], [103] 
63. Cliffortia strobilifera 
(Rosaceae)  




Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “vrouekwale, borskwale, rug, maagwerk – 
trek, drink 1 koppie 3x per dag; kinkhoes – drink met kareeblare; keelseer 
– trek, gorrel; blaaskwale na bevalling – trek soos tee.” – “women’s 
ailments, chest complaints, bad back, diarrhoea – draw like tea, drink 1 
cup 3x per day; whooping cough – infusion with leaves of Karoo tree; sore 
throat – draw like tea, gargle.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
64. Commelina africana 
(Commelinaceae)  
[D1: yellow wandering jew, 
mouse ears, wandelende 
jood] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “This plant is much sought-after for tribal 
medicines in the treatment of hysteria, anxiety, nervousness, barrenness 
in young women and venereal diseases. The leaves and stems are dried 
and burned to an ash, which is mixed into a medicine and applied directly 
to the loins to treat sterility. A tea is made of the ash and a small dose is 
taken daily as a medicine. Decoctions of the roots are used to ease 
menstrual cramps. A decoction of the roots also treats bladder ailments, 
hip pains and venereal disease. An infusion made of the whole plant is 
used as a bath or a wash to soothe a restless child. A leaf is also rubbed 
over the pillow to calm the child. This infusion can also be taken orally for 
hysteria, anxiety and nervousness. A cut, bruised leaf is used as a burn 
dressing and the juice from the stem is used as a salve, squeezed directly 
onto a sore or a burn.” 
Other literature: - 
65. Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) 
(M1: C. ivaefolia) 
(Asteraceae) 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “inflammasie – sprinkle met asyn en sit op; 
sere – was met aftreksel; koors, maagwerk – trek soos tee.” – 
“inflammation, sores – sprinkle with vinegar and apply; fever, diarrhoea – 
draw like tea.”; M2: “’n Tee van die droë blare help vir inflammasie, 
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[D1, M1: oven bush 
D2, V1: meidebos, 
perskebos,  
D2, V1, VW4: 
oondbesembos 
D1, D2, M1, V1, VW1, 
VW2, VW4: oondbos 
M1, V1, VW2: bakbos 
M2: ruingama, kruiebos 
M2, R1: bakbossie, 
oondbossie 
P2: bakbossie, bakbos, 
oondbos 
R1: kruiebossie] 
lyfseer, koorsigheid en borskwale. ‘n Staatmaker in die 1918-griep. Maak 
‘n strelende inflammasiepleister met pap van gekneusde bakbossieblare 
en boegoe-asyn.”; R1: “Aftreksel van die plant is gedrink as 
inflammasiemiddel, sê mnr. J. Kriel van Montagu, wat ook ‘n pleister of 
pap van die gekneusde blare met boegoe-asyn besprinkle en op ‘n 
inflammasieplek (veral op die maag) plaas. Terwyl die aftreksel kook, is 
die wasem vir bors- en longmoeilikheid ingeasem. Die swart mense drink 
ook ‘n blaaraftreksel vir verkoue en hoes, of dien dit as klisma toe.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “Twigs of this plant were popular for sweeping 
ovens clean of coals and ash, hence the name. It is a well-known 
treatment for flu and was widely used in the 1918 flu epidemic. Infusions 
were made to treat fever and chest problems, and to ease body aches. 
Steaming with Oondbos opened up the air passages and made breathing 
easier.  It was also used for heart trouble and seizures and to clear 
inflammation. Infusions were given to women in labour to hasten the 
production of the afterbirth.”; D2: “Leaf infusions used for cramps after 
labour and pain (trek plant vir nageboorte krampe en pyn) (JB, confirmed 
by RT); used for pain and bladder infections (RT, confirmed by KB, HB, 
EB); used to treat colds (steam under a blanket) (AT, confirmed by HG, 
MT); for swollen feet and hands (CB, confirmed by FB).”; P2: “Arthritis, 
chest, women’s and heart ailments, fever, diabetes, rheumatism, colds, 
flu, inflammation, gout and gall.”; VW1: “AS: used by women 
(unspecified); also used for a weak heart. EW: women problems (“to draw 
cold from a women’s stomach”) - leaves used for steaming of genitals or 
drunk as a tea (pure or mixed with wildeals) (confirmed by Awand SG). 
JO: women’s ailments, to clean the uterus - use a whole branch, boil in a 
pot of water, bathe in the warm infusion, cover the whole body with a 
blanket (to perspire) and then drink some of the infusion. KS: colds, 
headache - infusion with ballerja; also used orally by pregnant women and 
to clean the uterus after birth. PT: for problems with female genitals - drink 
tea (with ballerja).”; VW2: “Oondbos is traditionally used for ailments of the 
stomach, chest and heart. It was popular during the influenza epdemic of 
1918 and is still widely used against inflammation, fever and pain. It is 
used topically (as poultice or by steaming), especially for women’s 
ailments. In the Eastern Cape Province, infusions of powdered leaves 
(snuff) are used for cough, colds and fever. In the Bredasdorp region, the 
plant is still popular for inflammation, colds and flue, rheumatism, 
diabetes, fever, as well as chest and heart ailments.”; VW4: “Herb; 
infusions for stomach, chest, heart. Influenza (1918); topical (steaming) for 
women’s ailments” 
Other literature: A1: [30], [38], [84], [86], [87], [88], [98], [103] 
66. Cotyledon orbiculata 
(Crassulaceae) 
[B1: plakkie, varkoorplakkie 
D1: pig’s ear cotyledon, 
varkoorplakkie, kouterbos, 
(HA: plakkie) 
D1, M2, VW2: kouterie 
M1, M2, P1, V1, VW2, 
VW4: plakkie 
M1, M2, P1, V1, VW2: pig’s 
ears 
P1: hondeoorplakkie, 




P2: pig’s ear 
Little Karoo anecdotes: B1: “Hierdie plant is gebruik as trekmiddel op 
eelte en voetvratte. Dit is ook effens lou gemaak en gebruik teen oorpyn.”; 
D1: “The word ‘Plakkie’ is aptly used to describe plants that are used as 
poultices. The leaf can be pulped, and hot water poured over it, then 
drained and used as a poultice, or the leaf can be placed in a folded cloth 
and warmed thoroughly in a low oven before being used as a poultice. 
The warmed leaf is applied to boils, abscesses and corms, and the cut 
leaf surface heals nappy rash. The warmed leaf-sap is used as soothing 
drops for earache and toothache.”; M1: “swerende ore, liddorings, eelte – 
blare oopgesny; swere, abses – warm trekpleister.” – “festering ears – 
sliced leaf applied; festering sores, abscess – warm blister plaster.”; M2: 
“’n Blaar is as wurmafdrywer gedrink; ‘n deurkloofde blaar of blaarsap 
vreet vratte of eelte pynloos weg; van die sap is vir oorpyn in die oor 
gedrup; ‘n warm pap van die blare is gebruik om bloedvinte en swere “ryp 
te trek.”; V1: “The leaves and leaf juice of some species have been used 
for medicinal purposes, for example to remove warts and to treat 
earache.” 
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R1: witplakkie, nentabos 
S1: kooltrie, kotrie, koutrie, 
varkiesblaar, varkore, pig’s 
ears 
VW2: imphewula, seredile 
VW4: varkoor 
kout(e)rie(bos)] 
General anecdotes: D1: “The Tswana use the leaf warmed in hot water 
for drawing infection out of wounds and sores. The leaf is a remarkably 
effective dressing for planter’s warts and verrucas. A piece of scraped, 
softened leaf, or a piece of leaf with a ‘window’ the size of the wart, is 
placed over the wart and secured with sticky plaster. A fresh leaf is 
applied every night for 10 to 14 days, and the wart left uncovered during 
the day. At the end of the treatment the softened wart falls out and the 
area is healed. It will treat a blister on your heel. Wear a sock or a 
bandage to keep the leaf in place with the ‘window’ over the blister. A 
poultice of warmed leaves is held behind the ear to ease otitis media or 
packed on the jaw to draw a tooth-abscess. Fresh juice can be rubbed 
into the gum to ease toothache. Juice from a fresh leaf is swallowed once 
a day for sore throat and a single leaf is eaten to expel worms. The sap is 
also used on cuts and burns. The Khoi would eat a leaf after eating the 
meat of and animal that had died of anthrax. It is toxic to animals – more 
so in summer.”; P2: “Topical toothache and skin ailment remedy.”; R1: 
“Die blare se vlesige pulp word lokaal aangewend om van liddorings 
ontslae te raak. Die verhitte blare is deur die San as warm kompresse 
gebruik. Die vars plant is giftig. Hy veroorsaak slymerige diaree en ook 
bloeiende dermontsteking.”; VW2: “The plant is widely used for medicinal 
purposes. The fleshy part of the leaf is applied to corns and warts to 
soften and remove them. A single leaf is eaten as a vermifuge. The 
warmed leaf juice is used as drops for earache and toothache. It may also 
be applied in the form of a hot poultice to treat boils, earache or 
inflammation. The juice has been used to treat epilepsy.”; VW4: “Fresh 
leaves applied to remove warts; gargle for sore throat; treatment of 
epilepsy; warm leaf juice (earache)” 
Other literature: A1: [4], [8], [18], [24], [25], [30], [38], [39], [48], [58], [72], 
[73], [75], [80], [81], [82], [84], [86], [87], [88], [96], [98], [103] 
67. Crassula arborescens 
(Crassulaceae)  
[D1: beestebul] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “This plant was used in the treatment of 
epilepsy. It has local anaesthetic effects and acts as a central nervous 
system depressant.” 
Other literature: - 
68. Crassula muscosa 
(Crassulaceae) 





P1: akkedisstert, concertina 
plant, lizard’s tail, 
skoenveterbossie 
V1: boesmanveters, lizard 
tail] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “This plant is used medicinally by the local 
people to treat biliousness.”; M1: “koors, aambeie, jig, diarree – trek blare 
soos tee.” – “fever, haemorrhoids, gout – draw leaves like tea.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “This plant is used medicinally by the local 
people to treat abdominal pain and diarrhoea. Infusions of the whole plant 
are made and used sparingly.” 
Other literature: A1: [4], [30], [88], [98], [103] 
 
69. Crassula subaphylla 
(Crassulaceae)  
[D1: louhout] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “People chew the leaves to treat and upset 
stomach and abdominal pain. It will help for diarrhoea, flatulence and 
cramps.” 
Other literature: - 
70. Cussonia spicata 
(Araliaceae) 
[D1: common cabbage tree, 
gewone kiepersol 
R1, S1: nooiensboom, 
sambreelboom 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “This tree is widely respected for its many 
medicinal uses. Some African tribes plant them with great care near their 
homes, as they believe this will ensure strong, healthy, fat children. A 
new-born baby is washed with and infusion of the crushed and pounded 
root. This is done daily until the baby is taken out of the hut to see the 
outside world. This is to make the baby strong and prevent skin rashes 
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S1: kiepersol(boom), 
nooi(en)s-, oumeidbout, 
waai-, wei-, cabbage tree 
R1, V1: kiepersol] 
and pimples from forming. The cold tea is also used as a lotion to treat 
adolescent pimples and oily skin. The bark is shaved and grated and used 
in hot water as a poultice, bound in place over the area, to relieve cramp 
and muscle spasm. A tea is made by shaving pieces of root into hot water 
– 1 cup root pieces to 4 cups boiling water, leave to draw until cold, strain. 
Take in small frequent doses to treat malaria and to bring down fever. The 
bark [as a tea and as a wash] is also used to treat malaria and fevers. The 
dried and ground flowers are added to snuff and tobacco to improve the 
taste. The thickened stem at the base of the flower is considered to be 
helpful, taken as a tea, as and emetic for nausea and biliousness. The 
root is also used in this way and is thought to be and effective treatment 
for venereal disease. Pieces of the underground root are chewed for 
strength and virility. Above-ground parts are avoided as they taste bitter. 
The roots are edible, fleshy, tender and fatty, with a succulent sweetness, 
and are eaten as a survival food in times of scarcity. The leaves are used 
in a weak tea as a colic remedy. The leaves can be pulped and applied to 
blisters on the feet to ensure quick healing of the raw area. It can be used 
to calm the nerves and for the mentally defective. The heat and smoke 
from a smouldering chunk of wood from the trunk, if directed onto the 
patient, gives relief from the pain of rheumatism.”; R1: “Die swart mense 
berei van die afgeskilde, sappige, knolagtige wortels ‘n aftreksel as 
braakmiddel teen galagtigheid en ook as koorswerende middel. Hulle glo 
‘n pasgebore baba moet gewas word met ‘n koue aftreksel wat van die 
verpoeierde wortels berei is, want dit werk velirritasie en puisies teen en 
maak die kleintjie sterk en vet.” 
Other literature: A1: [9], [15], [23], [24], [30], [38], [50], [57], [59], [77], 
[82], [84], [97], [101], [103], [106], [109] 
71. Cyclopia aurescens 
(Fabaceae) 
Little Karoo anecdotes: V1: “The leaves and flowers of several species 
have long been used as a tea, which is believed to have medicinal 
properties.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: A1: [103] 




M1: honey tea 
M1, R1: heuningtee 
P2: nerve tea 
R1, V1: bergtee 
V1: Kougabergtee] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: B1: “Heuningbostee is as ‘n gesondheidsdrankie 
gebruik wat urinewegkwale en slegte spysvertering genees het. Hierdie 
heerlike inheemse drankie bevat geen kafeïen nie”; M1: “hoes, verkoue – 
trek soos tee.” – “cough, colds, sinus – draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: P2: “Nerves, respiratory ailments; diuretic. Aids 
sleep, relaxation and digestion.”; R1: “Heuningtee is ‘n 
melkstimuleermiddel vir vroue met min melk vir honger babas en help ook 
vir ‘n omgekrapte maag by babas. Vroeër is ‘n aftreksel van die blare as 
spuug- of hoesmiddel in die geval van chroniese slymvliesontseking en 
longtering gebruik.” 
Other literature: - 
73. Cysticapnos vesicaria 
(Fumariaceae)  
[D1: african fumitory, 
klappertjies] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “Fumitory is used in the form of and infusion as 
a wash to cleanse and heal sores and wounds. It is also used in the 
treatment of syphilis. For biliousness, a cupful of the tea is taken before 
every meal. [2 – 3g dry herb to 1 cup boiling water, draw 5 minutes].” 
Other literature: - 
74. Datura stramonium 
(Solanaceae) 
[D1: malpitte 
B1, D1, M1, VW2: 
stinkblaar 
P1, VW4: olieboom 
D1, M1, S1, VW2: thorn 
apple 
Little Karoo anecdotes: B1: “Die vars blaar is warm gemaak op ‘n 
potdeksel en daarna is dit op pitsere, swere en op rumatiekplekke 
geplaas. Die blare is ook opgerol en gerook teen asma.”; D1: 
“Preparations of the seeds, or pellets of fresh leaves are used topically for 
earache. Poultices and ointments of fresh or dried leaves are applied 
topically to relieve inflammation and pain including for fractures, sprains, 
rheumatism.”; M1: “headache – bind leaves on head; breast pains – 
leaves on chest; sores – poultice; asthma – steam inhalation TOXIC, DO 
NOT DRINK.” 









boom, -neut, pietjielaporte, 
stink(olie)blaar, -olieboom, 
stramonium, prickly apple, 
(purple) stink weed, (-)thorn 
apple 
VW2: lethsowe, lechoe, 
zaba-zaba, ijoyi, 
umhlabavuthwa, iloyi, iloqi 
VW4: stinkblare] 
General anecdotes: D1: “This plant is toxic. Accidental and deliberate 
human deaths are not rare. The leaves are dried and smoked to treat 
asthma and other respiratory disorders, and headache. An infusion of the 
fresh leaves, or the fumes from warmed, fresh leaves, can be used as a 
sedative and as a pain-killer in cases of rheumatism, nervous pains and 
other aches and pains. The fresh leaves can be crushed and warmed and 
applied as a poultice on cancerous sores. In modern medicine different 
chemical substances are extracted from the plant and used. Atropine is 
used to help in eye examinations. Scopolamine is used in skin patches to 
treat motion sickness. It may also be injected as a treatment for 
Parkinson’s Disease. Infusions and decoctions of fresh and dried leaves 
are used in carefully determined doses to calm hysterical and psychotic 
patients. Weak infusions of the leaves are used for insomnia by elderly 
people, and as aphrodisiacs by lovers. Poultices and ointments of fresh or 
dried leaves are applied topically to draw abscesses and soothe painful 
bruises, wounds and septic sores. Dried and powdered roots and leaves 
are used as a consciousness-altering snuff by diviners. Adequate doses of 
any part of the plant will cause mental confusion and vivid visual 
hallucinations, which may last for several hours.”; VW2: “The plant is 
much used in traditional medicine, mainly to relieve asthma and to reduce 
pain. Weak infusions are used as hypnotics by the elderly and as 
aphrodisiacs by adults.”; VW4: “Wilted leaves as hot poultice; powdered 
leaf (with potassium nitrate) as asthma powder” 
Other literature: A1: [1], [2], [7], [11], [14], [21], [23], [26], [28], [30], [38], 
[40], [48], [50], [51], [59], [64], [68], [72], [75], [80], [84], [85], [86], [87], 
[88], [89], [91], [93], [96], [98], [102], [103], [104], [105], [106], [107], [108], 
[109] 
75. Dianthus caespitosus 




angelier; S1: baardangelier, 
grashoutjie; V1: koper-
angelier] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M2: “’n Pap van die blare is op snye en sere 
geplaas, ‘n aftreksel van die wortels verhelp maagprobleme.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: A1: [39], [88] 
 




Little Karoo anecdotes: V1: “The soft pith of the stems was used for 
medicinal purposes in the past. Porcupines often eat the pith, despite the 
fact that it contains steroids and alkaloids, perhaps another reason why 
their fat was often used to treat ailments in earlier times.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “Used by the indigenous people as a starch 
food. The plant contains a primitive type of cortisone. It was used to treat 
blood poisoning. The inside of the tuber was worked into a pulp. Then it 
was thickened with flour and applied as a poultice.” 
Other literature: - 




Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “verkoue, vrouekwale, griep, maagkwale – 
trek soos tee.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: A1: [88], [103] 
78. Diosma oppositifolia 
(Rutaceae)  
[M1: boegoe 
P2: buchu, beach or sand 
S1: bitterboegoe, kanfer(-)-, 
-bossie, karooboegoe, 
wilde-, karoo buchu, wild-] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “verkoue, vrouekwale, griep, maagkwale – 
trek soos tee.” 
General anecdotes: P2: “Treats stomach problems, kidney and bladder 
ailments, diuretic, general tonic. External for sprains and concussion.” 
Other literature: A1: [30], [88], [103] 
 
79. Diosma passerinoides 
(Rutaceae)  
[M1: boegoe] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “verkoue, vrouekwale, griep, maagkwale – 
trek soos tee.” 
General anecdotes: - 
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Other literature: - 
80. Diospyros lycioides 
(Ebenaceae) 
[D1, P1: star apple; P1: 
bloubessiebos, swartbas, 
umbhongisa D1, M2, P1, 
V1: bloubos R1, S1: 
bloubos, bloubessie                    





Little Karoo anecdotes: M2: “‘n Aftreksel van die bas stop krampe en 
diaree.”; R1: “Mev Hester van Vuuren van Prins Albert beskryf die plant 
as ‘n bosagtige struik met wortelsuiers wat na die winter blom. Sy sê die 
nat, vars bas word gekook en die water gedrink vir maagaandoenings.”; 
V1: “Roots of this species are a popular ‘chewing stick’ and contain 
chemicals with antibacterial properties but can stain teeth.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “The roots are used as chewing sticks, which 
will impart a yellow colour to the teeth. It has been shown that the roots 
contain antibacterial substances. The roots and the twigs are also used as 
toothbrushes. Many older people firmly believe that this shrub grows on a 
water bearing vein. Superstition has it that it attracts lightning. [Which is 
why it is also called the Bliksembos]. The seeds can be used as a coffee 
substitute.” 
Other literature: - 
81. Dittrichia graveolens 
(=Inula graveolens) 
(Asteraceae)  
[M1: kakiebos (Kaapse); 
M1, S1: khaki bush 
S1: Kaapsekakiebos, 
kanfer-, kakie-, khakiweed 
P2: khakibos] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “tering – saam met wortelblasies van 
katdoring, trek soos tee; niere, onvrugbaarheid – trek soos tee.” – 
“tuberculosis – use with balloon-like roots of katdoring, draw like tea; 
kidneys, barrenness – draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: P2: “Cleanses womb, lungs, and blood, general 
health tonic, diabetes. An abortifacient.” 
Other literature: - 
82. Dodonaea viscosa  
(D. viscosa subsp. 
angustifolia) 
(Sapindaceae)  
[M1, P1, VW4: ysterhout 
D1, M2: ysterbos 
D1: (HA: ystertoppe) 
R1, M2, VW4: 
ysterhouttoppe 
M2: sand olive 
D1, M2, R1, P1, VW4: 
sandolien 
D1, P1: sand olive  
R1, P1: bosysterhout 
P1: koorsboom, t’goubee, 
Kwêkwêgouwap, 
khoekoegowab              
P2: ystahouttoppe, 
sandolien, sand olive 




V1: sandolien, ysterbos 
VW4: t’koubi] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “The best-known medicinal uses for this 
plant is for stomach disorders and fever. An infusion is made by pouring 1 
cup of boiling water on a quarter cup leaves and a few fruits. Draw 5 
minutes, strain. This brew will help to bring down a fever. The same tea is 
good to ease chest conditions. Crushed leaves can be applied to help bad 
chest conditions. Crushed leaves can be bound over the lower back for 
back strain and pain. A decoction of the roots will treat colds, bronchitis 
and coughs. Quite often only one or two doses are needed.” M1: 
“tandesproei, roos, inflammasie – gebruik toppe, trek soos tee, was met; 
keelseer– gorrel; koors, maagwerking, hoë bloeddruk, rumatiek – trek 
soos tee, drink ½ koppie 3x per dag.” – “sprue, St. Anthony’s Fire, 
inflammation – draw like tea and bathe affected area; sore throat – gargle; 
fever, diarrhoea, high blood pressure, rheumatism – draw like tea.” M2: 
“Aftreksels van jong blare en taktoppe is deur die Khoi en Kaapse setlaars 
gedrink vir koors, griep, hoes, tering, indigestie en mondsproei. Steeds 
baie gewild.”; R1: “Mnr. J.F.D. Kriel van Montagu beweer dat die toppe 
goed is vir hoes en borskwale, en selfs vir tering.”; V1: “Twig tips and 
leaves have long been used for medicinal purposes, especially to treat 
fever, colds and stomach problems.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “An infusion is made by pouring 1 cup of boiling 
water on a quarter cup leaves and a few fruits. Draw 5 minutes, strain. Sip 
slowly to ease colic, gripes, diarrhoea and nausea. Make a large quantity 
and use as a wash when cooled, to bring down a fever and to ease the 
discomfort of heat rash, heat stroke, sunburn and inflammations. Use only 
the shiny leaves at the tips of the branches. Keep a little of the brew and 
apply frequently as a lotion. It will quickly ease and heal a rash or a 
sunburned area. The same tea is good as a gargle for a sore throat. 
Crush a leaf and warm it and apply as a dressing for haemorrhoids. The 
leaves can be used as a compress over sprained muscles.”; P2: 
“Increases circulation, expectorant, scurvy, inflammation, ulcers, kidney 
pain, arthritis and sore throat.”; VW4: “’Toppe’ (tips) used for colds and 
fever; general tonic, inflammation; lung ailments, tuberculosis” 
Other literature: A1: [1], [3], [10], [15], [26], [30], [34], [40], [45], [47], [50], 
[65], [68], [72], [77], [78], [82], [84], [88], [91], [96], [103], [104] 
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Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “rugpyn, maag – trek soos tee.” – 
“backache, stomach complaints – draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: A1: [99] 
84. Drimia elata 
(Hyacinthaceae)  
[P2: red onion, jeukoi, 
roijukei, red intelezi, 
mascaban 
VW2: brandui] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: P2: “Topical arthritis remedy, brings back sensation 
after a stroke, opens pores, cleanses the body, and applied for swelling, 
washes off bad luck and after release from prison, chases away spirits in 
the house.”; VW2: “Drimia species have been used as expectorants and 
emetics. D. elata leaves are said to be diuretic and are used to clean the 
bladder and to treat diseases of the uterus.” 
Other literature: - 
 85. Drimia robusta 
(Hyacinthaceae)  
[D1: maerman, gifbol] 
 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “The bulb is poisonous but is often used in 
traditional medicine. Infusions are made of the scales of the bulbs and 
used as expectorants, emetics, diuretics and heart tonics. It is also used 
to ease pain. The bulb is cut into slices, warmed and applied externally as 
poultices to treat tonsillitis, toothache, boils and wet sores. A warmed slice 
of the bulb, or a bulb scale, can be applied as a poultice to draw out a 
thorn.” 
Other literature: - 
86. Drimia exuviata 
(Hyacinthaceae)  
[V1: gifbol] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: V1: “Some species were used for medicinal 
purposes in the past and some are highly toxic to domestic stock.” 
General anecdotes: - 






Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “maagsere – tee saam met ghwarrie.” – 
“bladder and kidney stones, ulcers, stomach cancer – tincture of shoots in 
brandy.” 
General anecdotes: - 






[D1: black rhino bush, 
swartrenosterbos  
B1, D2, M1, M2, P1, P2, 
V1, VW1, VW4: renoster-
bos 




M2, P1: arnosterbossie 








Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “An infusion is taken several times per day 
to bring relief from fevers and the aches and pains of influenza. Young 
sprigs are drawn on wine or brandy and taken in small doses for stomach 
problems. This tincture is also used to break fever.”; B1: “Die bos is getrek 
op brandewyn en so gebruik teen slegte spysvertering, maagsere en 
kanker. Dit is ook met sukses gebruik tydens die 1918-griepepidemie.”; 
M1: “graweel, maagkanker – toppe in brandewyn getrek.” – “bladder and 
kidney stones, ulcers, stomach cancer – tincture of shoots in brandy.”; M2: 
“Aftreksels of verpoeierde, gedroogde, jong toppe help vir asma, 
maagkoors, diaree, koorsigheid, selfs stuipe. ‘n Pruimpie, (hoewel bitter) 
les dors.”; R1: “Mnr. J. Kriel van Montagu sê 125 ml van die deurgesygde 
aftreksel van renosterbostoppe drie keer per dag is goed vir ‘n 
maagseer.”; V1: “In the past, young growth tips were used for medicinal 
purposes, especially to treat chest and stomach trouble. The smoke of 
green branches is said to cure ‘winter feet’. 
General anecdotes: D1: “A well-known flu remedy, widely used during 
the 1918 flu epidemic. An infusion is taken several times per day to bring 
relief from sore throat and coughs. It is also used as a cure for 
‘krimpsiekte’ in sheep. Chew the tips of the twigs and keep them in the 
mouth for thirst – it is bitter, but it helps. Young sprigs are drawn on wine 
or brandy and taken in small doses for diarrhoea, indigestion and to 
induce sweating. This tincture is also used to treat cholera, febrile 
convulsions and for ulcers. Ulcers can be treated with and infusion. [125 
ml of infusion 3 times daily]. An infusion of Rhino Bush together with 
Kedrostis is made and 125 ml per day taken as contraceptive.”; D2: “Used 
as firewood (DB).”; P2: “Burn over winter hands and feet to draw out water 
and swelling, pain in feet and hands.”; VW1: “AS: cough - drink infusion of 
stem tips. EW: back pain - drink infusion of young stems. JO: weak legs or 
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cramps in legs - wash legs with a decoction of the tips. KS: severe colds, 
influenza, whooping cough - drink and infusion and inhale steam. PC: 
influenza - drink and infusion and inhale the smoke from burning plants 
(close the doors and windows of the house, i.e. fumigate the house); this 
treatment saved him and his family during the Spanish flu of 1918.”; VW4: 
“Twigs (“toppe”, tips); bitter for dyspepsia, indigestion, diarrhoea, tincture 
for gravel; vermifuge; fumigant” 
Other literature: A1: [72], [73], [82], [84], [86], [88], [96], [103] 
89. Empleurum serrulatum 
(Rutaceae)  
[M1: klipbokboegoe, vals-
boegoe, rivierboegoe, false 
buchu] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “edeem – tee saam met bergseldery, ½ 
koppie soggens en saans; rug, verkoue, beroerte, niere – trek soos tee.” – 
“bad back – draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: - 





D1, S1: vlei-boegoe 





VW4: hottentot’s buchu] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: V1: “A well-known medicinal plant mostly used 
to treat chest and stomach problems and infections of the urinary tract.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “Vleiboegoe is taken as a tea to ease backache 
and to treat ailments of the kidneys and the bladder.”; VW4: “Leaf; bruises 
(oral and topical)” 
Other literature: A1: [88], [103] 
 
91. Eriocephalus africanus 
(Asteraceae) 
[D1, P1, V1: wild rosemary; 
D1, P1, R1, V1, VW4: 




veldkapok, roosmaryn                  
P2: kapokbos, infection 
bush; S1, VW4: kapok-
bossie; S1, R1, VW4: 
wilderoosmaryn] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: V1: “Several of the species have long been used 
for medicinal purposes and the essential oils form the leaves are still 
distilled for medicinal purposes.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “This plant can be used in the kitchen in the 
same way as ordinary rosemary. It is especially good with mutton and 
chicken. Medicinally it is used in the form of and infusion to bring down a 
fever, and to treat kidney and bladder problems. It can be taken for heart 
trouble [for the weakness and the feeling of being out of breath], and is 
therefore also called Hartbossie.”; P2: “Treats fever, migraine and 
women’s ailments.”; R1: “In Wes-Kaapland beskou sommige mense die 
aftreksel van die plant as ‘n uitstekende middel teen hartversaking”; VW4: 
“Herb; traditional diuretic (for dropsy); colds and chest ailments; stomach 
pain; weak stomach” 
Other literature: A1: [24], [30], [72], [82], [84], [96], [103] 




P1, V1, VW1: kapokbos 
P1: bergroos-maryn, 










Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “maagwerk, griep, bloedverlies, bloeding, 
blaas, niere – trek soos tee.” – “diarrhoea, loss of blood, bleeding – draw 
like tea.” 
General anecdotes: VW1: “EW: to “ripen” measles — drink and infusion 
of kapokbos, karoobos and the droppings of and angora goat. JO: chest 
ailments in children — make and infusion of the seed hairs and a few 
green twigs, add a few drops of “harlemensies”, place in a bag and apply 
to chest. PT: cold — drink and infusion of kapokbos with bitterbos.” 





Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “maagwerk, griep, bloedverlies, bloeding, 
blaas, niere – trek soos tee.” – “diarrhoea, loss of blood, bleeding – draw 
like tea.” 
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[M1: wilderoosmaryn, 




General anecdotes: D1: “E. paniculatus is used to deter fleas and lice. 
An infusion is taken to stimulate the kidneys to get rid of excess water, 
and to treat cancer. The same infusion can be rubbed on the scalp for 
balding. E. punctulatus [Boegoekapok] the leaves are used as a buchu-
substitute. An infusion is taken to treat kidney and bladder problems, for 
swollen ankles, and for stomach trouble.” 
Other literature: - 
94. Eriocephalus spp. 
(Asteraceae)  
[D1: kapok bush] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “E. paniculatus is used to deter fleas and lice. 
An infusion is taken to stimulate the kidneys to get rid of excess water, 
and to treat cancer. The same infusion can be rubbed on the scalp for 
balding. E. punctulatus [Boegoekapok] the leaves are used as a buchu-
substitute. An infusion is taken to treat kidney and bladder problems, for 
swollen ankles, and for stomach trouble.” 
Other literature: - 
95. Eriospermum capense 
(Ruscaceae)  
[D1: baboon’s ear, bobbe-
jaanoor 
S1: bobbejaanoor, 
olifantsoor, elephant’s ear 
VW4: bobbejaanore] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “The tuber is sliced, and the juice is applied to 
blisters, chafes, sores, abscesses, boils, carbuncles and skin cancers. 
The tuber is peeled, warmed and applied to frostbitten hands and feet. An 
infusion of the chopped tuber is taken daily during the last three months of 
pregnancy to prevent still births, and to ensure a healthy baby.”; VW4: 
“Tuber; topical for ulcers, sores; in decoction for amenorrhoea” 
Other literature: - 
96. Euclea undulata 
(Ebenaceae) 
[D1: guarri 
D1, M1, P1, R1: ghwarrie 
M1: guarri bush 
M2: gewone ghwarriebos 





S1: ghwarriebos, -hout, 






Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “diarree, maagkwale – kneus blare, trek op 
koue water, 1 koppie 3x per dag; mangels – gorrel.” – “diarrhoea, stomach 
complaints – bruise leaves, draw in cold water, 1 cup 3x per day; tonsils – 
gargle.”; M2: “’n Aftreksel van verpoeierde ghwarriewortels, soms die bas 
en bessies, is ‘n ou Kaapse raad vir hartkwaal, hoof-en tandpyn, 
hardlywigheid en inflammasie.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “The roots of this tree are ground to a powder, 
then the powder is made into and infusion to be used as a purgative. A 
decoction made from the black bark of the root is used to treat heart 
problems and to bring relief from toothache and headache. The black 
berries are edible and are loved by both birds and children.”; P2: “Gargle 
with for sore throat.” 
VW4: “Leaves; infusions for heart problems” 
Other literature: A1: [15], [35], [38], [45], [77], [84], [96], [98], [103] 
97. Euphorbia mauritanica 
(Euphorbiaceae) 
[M1: melktou 
P1: beesmelkbos, gifmelk, 
gifmelkbos, jakkalsbos, 
kaalmelkbos, kleinmelkbos, 
vingerpol, yellow milk bush 
D1, P1, V1: geelmelkbos 
D1: (HA: melkbos) 
P1, V1, VW1: melkbos  
P2: milk thistle 
S1: beesmelkbos, 
geelmelk-, gifmelk-, 
kaalmelk-, kleinmelk-, melk] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “The white latex exuding from this plant may 
be applied to warts.”; M1: “vratte, velkanker – smeer melk 3x per dag 
aan.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “The white latex exuding from this plant may be 
applied to corns. Apply it often and you will soon be rid of them.”; P2: 
“Applied to warts.” 
VW1: “EW: warts — apply latex to the warts (confirmed by Awand SG). 
PT: toothache — infuse the root in boiling water — rinse mouth with the 
warm extract; apply latex to warts.” 
Other literature: - 
98. Euryops tenuissimus 
(Asteraceae)  
[M1: harpuis 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “brandsalf, dorings, sere – trekpleister; 
rugkwale – trek soos tee.” – “burns, thorns, sores – blister plaster; back 
problems – draw like tea.” 









P1, V1: grootharpuisbos 
S1: grootharpuis(bos), 
harpuis-, rapuis- 
M1, P1, S1: resin bush 
VW4: harpuisbos, 
t’goonu(?), nu-nu] 
General anecdotes: VW4: “Resin; a few drops of the infusion or tincture 
in water, for headaches, influenza; resin mixed with fat for sores” 
Other literature: - 




Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “Mixed with balderjan and other herbs 
Steenbokbossie is a good remedy for chest problems, asthma and 
bronchitis. An infusion of the leaves can be taken to ease the discomfort 
of a cold. A decoction of Steenbokbossie [roots and all] with Wilde-als and 
2 spoonfuls of the droppings of steenbuck added, was used in cases of 
measles, to make the spots come out. This mixture is still used to treat 
shingles. But it has to be taken 3 times per day for at least 10 days.” 
Other literature: - 
100. Foeniculum vulgare 
(Apiaceae) 
[D1, M1, S1, VW4: vinkel 
D1, M1, S1, P2: fennel  
R1: vinkelbossie] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “hart, rumatiek – trek soos tee; verslanking 
– meng met seldery.” – “heart problems, rheumatism – draw like tea; 
weight reducer – use with celery.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “The small, dried fruits [seeds] are mainly used, 
rarely the leaves or roots. Fennel has been used since early times to treat 
flatulence and to reduce the griping effects of laxatives. Fennel seeds are 
used to prepare a domestic gripe water to treat flatulence and cramps in 
babies. It is commonly used for the treatment of indigestion and poor 
appetite. Infusions [25 – 40 g seeds in 1 L of boiling water], or tinctures 
[60 – 80 g seeds soaked for several days in 1 L of wine] are well known as 
domestic remedies.   Syrup made from the juice has been used to treat 
chronic coughs. The roots are used to stimulate the kidneys in the 
excretion of water. An infusion of the leaves is used by new mothers to 
stimulate the flow of milk. Sore and infected eyes and eyelids can be 
steamed using this same infusion. For inflammation of the eyes a warm 
poultice can be made by soaking 10 ml of seeds in 500 ml of boiling 
water. Wrap the seeds in a cloth, dip it in the liquid and use it to cover the 
eyes for 10 to 15 minutes. This infusion also treats chronic headaches and 
migraine. Boil the seeds in milk to treat influenza. Fennel can be used to 
treat stomach-ache, bronchitis, gastritis, enteritis and anemia, as well as 
for problems of the gall bladder, the kidneys and the bladder.”; P2: 
“Carminative, cough, diuretic and indigestion.”; R1: “Hippokrates het vinkel 
aanbeveel vir vroue wat borsvoed om die melkafskeiding te stimuleer. ‘n 
Stoombehandeling met ‘n aftreksel van vinkelblare en ‘n handdoek oor die 
kop, is goed vir kwale van die ooglede en oë. Dit word ook louwarm of 
koud gebruik om chroniese hoofpyn en migraine te verlig. ‘n Aftreksel van 
die saad word gedrink vir opgeblasenheid, winderigheid of sooibrand. Vir 
slegte spysvertering word warm aftreksel twee tot drie keer per dag 
gedrink. Dit kan ook in melk gekook word en is goed vir griep. Vir 
inflammasie van die oë. ‘n Aftreksel van die gedroogte sade is voorgeskryf 
vir maagpyn, spysverteringsprobleme, swak eetlus, inflammasie van die 
inwendige slymvliese, brongitis, gastritis en enteritis. Met die sade kan 
ook ‘n uitmuntende aptytwekker en versterkmiddel berei word, wat 
aanbeveel word vir bloedarmoede en algemene swakheid. Dit is ook 
uriendrywend en word deur menige deskundiges aanbeveel vir 
wanfunkies van die galblaas, niere en blaas.”; VW4: “Leaves and/or fruits; 
carminative, eye drops” 
Other literature: A1: [7], [14], [19], [38], [45], [50], [72], [78], [80], [81], 
[84], [91], [96], [103], [106] 
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101. Galenia africana 
(Aizoaceae)  
[D2: t’kooi dabee 
D1: geelbrakbos 
D1, D2, M1, P1, V1, VW1, 
VW4: kraalbos 
D2, P1, V1: geelbos 
P1: groenkraalbos, yellow 
bush 
P2: kraalbos 
S1: geelbos, kraal-, muis-, 
waterpens- 
VW1: kraalhoutjie 
VW4: t’kooi dabee] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “blaasprobleme, oumansklier, sere, 
versterkmiddel, bad vir babas – trek soos tee; skilfers – was hare.” – 
“bladder problems, prostate gland, sores, tonic, bathe (infants) – draw like 
tea.”; V1: “been used medicinally to relieve toothache and as a conditioner 
to give hair a lovely shine.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “The plant is chewed to relieve toothache. If too 
much is used it will blister the mucous membrane of the mouth. A leaf 
infusion can be used in the morning and in the evening as a mouth rinse 
for toothache. A mixture consisting of Kraalbos and Dassiepis [Hyraceum] 
is used to treat impotence and to push up the sperm count. It has to be 
used for at least 3 weeks.”; D2: “Make a leaf infusion, and wash head to 
treat pimples, rashes on head (kopsere) (JB, confirmed by CB, RT, AT, 
DB, EB, BB); used to treat dandruff and lice (JB, confirmed by JT); 
treatment of dry skull (KB); leg pains and swollen legs (KB, confirmed by 
IW); used to clean wooden floors (CB); used as lye when drying fruits, e.g. 
prunes (loog van pruime) (Anna Visagie, confirmed by CB).”; P2: 
“Topically skin ailments and toothache.”; VW1: “JO: rheumatism - bath in 
a weak infusion. KS: wounds - boil in water with a little salt and wash 
wounds. WdT: rough skin (“skurfte”) - steep stems in water and apply 
topically.”; VW4: “Small amount of leaves chewed for toothache (too much 
results in blisters); eye drops (inflammation)” 
Other literature: A1: [3], [48], [88], [98], [103]  
102. Galium capense 
(Rubiaceae)  
[M1: nooit vergeet 
S1, V1: tiny-tots] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “maag, vrugbaarheid – in mengsels, trek 
soos tee.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: A1: [23], [39], [103] 
103. Galium tomentosum 
(Rubiaceae)  
[D1: old man’s beard, rooi-
vergeet, kleefkruid 
D2: rooistorm, rooivergeet 
D2, M1: nooit vergeet 
D2, V1: kleefa 
D2, VW1: rooihoutjie 
D1, S1, V1: kleefgras 
P2: red storm] 
 
 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “Rooi-vergeet is used medicinally especially 
for backaches. Infusions are taken to ease pain in the lower back. The 
same infusions are used for diabetes. The roots are chopped, and a 
decoction made to give to babies. To gain weight after a long sickbed and 
as a tonic for babies, boil 5 roots in 1 L of water for 3 minutes. Store in a 
glass bottle and take 4 tablespoons 3 times per day.”; M1: “maag, 
vrugbaarheid – in mengsels, trek soos tee.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “The roots are chopped, and a decoction made 
to give to the elderly and recuperating patients as a strengthening tonic. 
An infusion of the leaves is used as a laxative and and emetic to cleanse 
the blood in cases of acne, boils and sores. It is antiseptic and can be 
used as a lotion or a wash. This lotion was also applied to the marks of 
leprosy. Made into a concoction together with bark from guarri and oak 
trees, it was taken to cleanse the uterus and to treat female infertility. Boil 
8 roots in 1 L of water for 5 minutes. Allow to cool and pour into a glass 
bottle. Add the roots as well. Use to soothe heartache and a feeling of 
loss. Add 7 roots to 1 L of water together with about 2 tablespoons of 
dried loquat leaves. Boil for 30 minutes. Allow to cool and pour into a 
glass bottle. Take 3 tablespoons of the medicine 3 times per day to 
stimulate the pancreas to stabilize and maybe even cure diabetes. Use 
daily until blood sugar levels are normal. Then use 1 L of the medicine 
every 3 months to keep them normal. This mixture can also be used after 
blood loss and after operations, especially heart-surgery.”; D2: “Make a 
root infusion, and use as a general tonic (DB, confirmed by JT) (root can 
also be chewed raw); used against witchcraft spells (paljas) (JB, 
confirmed by AT); wash body (with salt solution) to assist in relieving pains 
(JB).”; P2: “Diabetes, heartburn, gall, removes excess acid, inflammation, 
cancer, HIV, bladder problems, and emetic. Amulet used for luck, love and 
court cases.”; VW1: “AS: acid in babies - infuse the root and drink like tea. 
EW: to “remove” acid in babies - infuse the roots (add a little sugar) 
(confirmed by AW and SG). JO: diabetes (“bloedsuiker”) - drink tea(roots) 
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every morning (before breakfast). PT: for babies (better than gripe water) - 
tea from roots (it turns bright red).”  
Other literature: A1: [3], [4], [86] 
104. Garuleum bipinnatum 
(Asteraceae)  
[M1, R1, P1, VW4: gifhout-
jie 
M1, P1, R1, S1, V1, VW4: 
slanghoutjie 
P1, M1: snake root 
P1, VW4: kowerbossie 
R1, S1: kowerbossie, 
slangwortel 
VW4: kowerbos] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “Bloedvinte, kroep, vergrote kliere – trek 
soos tee.” – “boils, croup, enlarged glands – draw like tea.”; R1: “Volgens 
mnr. G. Joubert van Montagu groei die vertakte plant regop tot sowat 50 
cm hoog en het afwisselende, dubbelgeveerde blare, blou lint- of geel 
buisblommetjies en lang, aromatiese wortels. Die plant kom voor by 
Riversdal en Montagu, in die Karoo, Griekwaland-Wes en die Vrystaat, is 
droogtebestand en groei maklik as dit reën. Die wortels word gebruik in 
brousels en tinktuur vir borskwale (om die slym los te maak e nook as 
smeermiddel). Die brousel dien ook as uriendryfmiddel in die geval van jig 
en watersug.” 
General anecdotes: VW4: “Root; chest ailments, expectorant, 
diaphoretic, diuretic in gout and dropsy, antidote for snake-bite; weak 
stomach” 
Other literature: A1: [44], [72], [84], [86], [88], [103] 
105. Gasteria brachyphylla 
(Asphodelaceae)  
[D1: ox tongue, beestong, 
oukossies 
V1: beestong] 
 Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “The flowers are edible, and can be eaten 
fresh from the plant, or in salads. They can be cooked added to stew, or to 
rice. The flowers are called Bushman Rice, because they were part of the 
Khoisan diet.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “Infusions and decoctions of the rhizomes are 
taken for all kinds of stomach trouble. The plant is believed to give 
protection against black magic and witchery. 
Other literature: - 
106. Gasteria disticha 
(Asphodelaceae)  
[M1: kanniedood 
S1: bontaalwee, -aalwyn] 
 Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “sere – sny blare deur, sit op.” – “sores – 
slice leaves, apply.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
107. Geranium caffrum 
(Geraniaceae)  
[M1: hoendervoetrabas] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “geelsug, vrouekwale, sinus – trek soos 
tee.” – “jaundice, women’s ailments – draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 





Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “A decoction of the fruit is used to treat stomach 
disorders. A tincture is made from a few ripe fruits in a bottle of brandy of 
‘witblits’. This is also used for stomach disorders, like colic and 
indigestion. The fruit is also used to draw boils. The fruit is believed to be 
and aphrodisiac, and if it is given to and unfaithful husband or wife, he or 
she would never again look at another woman or man.” 
Other literature: - 
109. Gethyllis spp. 
(Amaryllidaceae) 




S1: G. afra – bramakranka, 
koekoemakranka, kuku-;  
G. ciliaris – 
hottentotskoekoemakranka, 
kuku-;  
G. longistyla – 
kokoemakranka, kuku-;  
G. spiralis – koekoema-
kranka, kuku-, sandkuku-; 
G. undulata – 
koekoemakranka, kuku-; 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “maagkrampe, koliek, winderigheid – trek 
op brandewyn; longontsteking – kook stroop van aftreksel.” – “stomach 
cramps, colic, flatulence – brandy tincture; pneumonia – boil decoction 
until syrup.” 
General anecdotes: R1:” Mev. A. Walters van Malmesbury se die vrug is 
deur die Koikoi sowel as wit mense gekook en die ekstrak vir 
maagongesteldhede gebruik. Vir dieselfde doel is dit op brandewyn of 
witblits getrek. Andersins is dit gebruik om pitsere en bloedvinte oop te 
trek. ‘n Verdunde aftreksel van die blomme is goed vir tandpyn by kinders.  
Die vrug was ook as geslagsprikkel onder die Koikoi bekend. Die Maleiers 
het geglo dat as ‘n man ‘n vrou ongemerk ‘n koekemakranka laat eet, sy 
nooit weer na ‘n ander man sou kyk nie.”; VW4: “Fresh frangrant fruit in 
tincture for colic, flatulence, dyspepsia”  
Other literature: A1: [88], [96], [103] 
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G. verticellata – 
koekoemakranka, kuku-;  
G. villosa – 
koekoemakranka, kuku-;  





[D1: ostrich feet, volstruis-
tone] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “The sap from the leaves is astringent. It is 
squeezed out and rubbed on to the gums of and infant with teething 
problems. The leaf-sap is also applied to oral thrush and to acne.” 
Other literature: - 
111. Glycyrrhiza glabra 
(Fabaceae) 
[D1: liquorice root, soet-
houtwortel 
R1, S1: soethout 
P2: sweet root] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “This plant is and important commercial source 
of sweetener, especially popular for hiding the unpleasant taste of 
medicines. The sweetener derived from it is 50 to 100 times sweeter than 
sugar. Extracts are also used to flavour food and drinks and to make 
liquorice sweets – ‘drop’. Since ancient times the rhizomes or extracts of 
the rhizomes have been used to treat ulcers and coughs. In the western 
Cape it was a remedy for appendicitis and tuberculosis. It is still popular in 
modern medicine and is used in laxative teas to treat stomach cramps. 
Liquorice and its derivatives are used to treat coughs, as laxatives and for 
gastritis and peptic ulcers. It is also used in medicines to treat digestive 
ailments like epigastric bloating and flatulence. A very important value of 
the rhizome is for the extraction of a substance which is applied externally 
for its anti-inflammatory properties, especially for pruritis, piles, sunburn 
and insect bites. To make the brew, pour half a cup of boiling water over 1 
teaspoon of coarsely powdered root. Steep for 15 minutes and strain. This 
infusion should not be used daily for more than four weeks without 
consulting a doctor. For a cough mixture, first cover some roots with water 
and boil for half an hour. Let stand to cool and strain. Bring the liquid back 
to boiling point and simmer until most of the water has evaporated and 
drink a teaspoonful at a time, every 2 to 3 hours. It fights inflammation and 
helps in cases of viral and bacterial infection. It stimulates the immune 
system.”; P2: “Treats chest ailments and winds. Amulet for luck, love and 
court cases.”; R1 (general anecdote): “Dit is onder meer gebruik vir kwale 
van die bors en longe, asook in maagkruie vir ‘n tonikum. Die plant is 
gebruik deur asmalyers en vir pynlike maagsere. Fyngemaak word dit 
gebruik om “liquorice” of droppasta vir ‘n borsmiddel te berei. Behalwe dat 
dit ‘n hoes- en purgeermiddel is, is dit versagtend en uriendrywend. Dit is 
oorspronklik vir brongiale, blaas- en nierkwale gebruik. In Wes-Kaapland 
word ‘n aftreksel van die wortels gebruik vir blindedermontsteking en 
longtering, en as wasmiddel vir oogkwale.” 
Other literature: A1: [14], [84], [96], [103] 










Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “tering – drink soos tee.” – “tuberculosis – 
draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: - 





M1, R1, P1: melkbos 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “The latex was also used to treat warts. An 
infusion was taken for colds and coughs. An infusion of the roots was 
made to treat dysentery, diarrhoea, colic and other stomach ailments.”; 
M1: “vratte – smeer melk aan; tering – snuif verpoeierde blare.” – “warts – 
rub with milk; tuberculosis – use powered leaves as snuff.” 
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S1, M1: (shrubby) 
milkweed 
R1, S1: kapokbossie, 
gansiebos 
S1: blaasoppies, gansies 
(fruit), -bos, katoen-(sie), 
melkbos, tontel-, 
vleiklapper, -klappers (fruit), 
wildegaring, -kapok, 
firesticks, wild cotton 
D1, D2: tontelbos 
D2, P1: melkbos 









P1, V1: katoenbos 
D1, S1: (shrubby) 
milkweed, wild cotton 
S1: blaasoppies, gansies 
(fruit), -bos, kapokbossie, 
katoen-(sie), melkbos, 
tontel-, vleiklapper, -
klappers (fruit), wildegaring, 
-kapok, firesticks] 
General anecdotes: D1: “The latex of this plant formed part of the arrow-
poison made by San hunters. It was also used to treat skin eruptions, 
scratches, wounds and corns. The white, silky hairs, when dry, were used 
for tinder. In the Anglo-Boer War it was used for makeshift cotton to dress 
wounds. The ‘cotton’ was also used to stuff pillows. The flowers, seeds 
and leaves boiled together in water was used as a colic remedy. An 
infusion was used as a lotion to wash wounds and infected sores. It was 
also used as a poultice, by soaking a cloth in it and binding it over the 
area. Roots were dried, ground and powdered into a snuff to relieve 
headaches. An infusion of the fresh root is used as a tea to bring down 
fevers.”; D2: “Wash painful legs with a decoction of leaves (JB).”; R1 
(general anecdote): “Die verpoeierde, gedroogde blare word algemeen 
deur die wit mense as snuif by die behandeling van longtering gebruik. ‘n 
Blaar- en melk-sapaftreksel word as klisma toegedien.” 
Other literature: A1: [4], [12], [19], [28], [34], [35], [38], [39], [40], [42], 
[48], [50], [57], [59], [72], [75], [82], [84], [85], [86], [89], [91], [96], [98], 
[103], [104], [106] 
 




D1, P1, S1, V1, VW1, VW4: 
kanniedood 
S1: bontaalwyn 
V1: partridgebreast aloe] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: V1: “species has been a popular pot plant for 
many years and is often planted on graves in the Klein Karoo.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “The sap and gel of this little aloe is applied to 
sores on the fingers and around the finger nails. It is claimed to be very 
effective. It is also sometimes used on ingrown toenails to relieve the pain 
and to heal. A leaf can be warmed under hot ashes and used to draw out 
a thorn. Warm 3 leaves under hot ashes to soften then gel. Cut open the 
leaves and rub the gel onto the rash caused by shingles. Do this every 
night before going to bed.”; D2: “Leaf is cut open, and used as a warm 
compress for wounds (CB, confirmed by FB, KB, DB, EB, JT, HG); 
cleanse the body (JB); used in spells (JB); flower colour used for 
forecasting the weather – bright red indicates rain, dull pink indicates 
drought (JB); rub legs with leaf pulp to treat pains (RT).”; VW1: “JO: 
callosities or bunions (eelte) – heat leaves in warm ash, cut open and 
apply (cover with an old sock and keep on for a whole day). PT: boils 
(bloedvinte and pitpuisies) – same method as described by JO. KS: 
inflamed burn wounds and wounds (brandsere and wonde)”; VW4: “Fresh 
leaf; whitlow” 
Other literature: A1: [8], [79], [86], [88], [103] 
115. Grewia robusta 
(Malvaceae)  
[D1: karoo cross berry, 
karookruisbessie] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “The wood of the Grewia was used by the 
Khoisan to make their bows and arrows, because it is strong, but flexible. 
The bark is soaked in hot water and used as a dressing for wounds and 
sores, and to keep a poultice in place” 
Other literature: - 
116. Gunnera perpensa 
(Gunneraceae) 
[D1, S1: rivierpampoen 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “hoofpyn – bind blare op kop; na bevalling, 
blaas, erge maandstonde – trek blare soos tee.” – “headache – apply 
leaves to head.”; V1: “Its rootstock is still important in traditional medicine, 
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D1, S1, M1: rivier pumpkin 
M1: wildekalbas 
S1: wilde-, -ramenas 
P2: river pumpkin, ubhoqo, 





used mostly to treat problems relating to the uterus, but also for stomach 
trouble.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “The rhizomes are used to treat stomach 
trouble, rheumatic fever, swellings, menstrual pain and stomach bleeding, 
or applied externally for the dressing of wounds and for psoriasis. A weak 
decoction of the root is used. A decoction of fresh or dry roots causes the 
uterus to contract strongly and is given after the birth of a baby to the 
mother to expel a retained placenta. Because of its potency it should 
never be given during labour, as it can result in torn uteral tissue, and 
even death. The root is used to treat female infertility or mixed with 
kalmoes for male impotence. It can be taken in very small doses during 
pregnancy to tone the uterus.”; P2: “Wash, steam, and wear to promote 
dignity and respect; remove evil spirits and throw in the yard to protect the 
home. Ingest to remove excess fluids or blood.”; VW4: “Root; dyspepsia, 
indigestion, gravel, pulmonary ailments; fresh leaf applied to ulcers and 
wounds” 
Other literature: - 
117. Gymnosporia buxifolia 
(Celastraceae)  
[D1: spike thorn, stinkpen-
doring] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “Spike Thorn is taken, in the form of an infusion, 
to treat tuberculosis, especially in cases where the patient coughs up 
blood, or there is blood in the spittle. It is also taken to treat internal 
bruising. Parts of this plant are used in magic – in love potions. The bark 
is used as a remedy for amoebic dysentery and diarrhoea and extracts 
from the roots, spikes and leaves are used to treat flu and other bronchial 
ailments” 




[D1: april fool, rooikwas 
VW4: velskoenblaar] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “A fresh leaf is applied as a dressing to sores 
and septic ulcers, and also to the pustules of anthrax. The sliced bulb, 
boiled in vinegar, mixed with honey, was used as a diuretic and for 
asthma.”; VW4: “Sliced bulb in vinegar: expectorant, diuretic; asthma, 
dropsy; fresh leaves for ulcers and septic wounds” 
Other literature: - 
119. Haworthia pumila 
(Asphodelaceae)  
[M1: kanniedood] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “sere – sny blare deur, sit op.” – “sores – 
slice leaves, apply.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
120. Helichrysum spp. 
(Asteraceae)  
[B1: kooigoed] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: B1: “Dit is gebruik teen verkoue, infeksie en 
koors. Aansprake is ook gemaak daarop dat dit suksesvol gebruik word 
teen hoë bloeddruk.” 
General anecdotes: VW4: “Herb; nervous conditions, hysteria” 
Other literature: - 
121. Helichrysum crispum 
(Asteraceae)  
[M1: kooigoed, hottentot’s 
bedding] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “heart ailments, influenza, nervous 
disorders, backache, angina, St. Anthony’s Fire, tonic after pregnancy – 
draw like tea, half cup 3x per day.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 






Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “For coughs and colds, a tea is prepared, or 
the leaves are boiled in milk. An infusion is used to treat problems of the 
kidneys and bladder. It will ease backache and helps for sleeplessness. 
For sleeplessness, the tea can be taken, or your pillow can be stuffed with 
the soft twigs, leaves and flowers. The smell will keep all insects away, 
and calm the nerves and promote a good, deep, invigorating sleep.”; V1: 
“Several species are important medicinal plants as they have pain-
relieving and anti-inflammatory properties. In the past, some were used as 
bedding (‘kooigoed’) to repel parasites.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “The smoke of many Helichrysum species is a 
ritual incense, called ‘imphepho’. The leaves and twigs are mainly used 
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medicinally, and sometimes the roots.”; P2: “Strengthens hair and eyes. 
Treats cardiovascular and pulmonary problems, varicose veins and 
women’s problems.” 
Other literature: A1: [12], [50], [96] 
123. Helichrysum excisum 
(Asteraceae)  
[M1: ouvroubossie] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “kanker – trek soos tee; vrugbaarheid – tee 
met klipblomblaar.” – “cancer – draw like tea; fertility – infusion with 
klipblom.” 
General anecdotes: - 







Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “griep, verkoue, rumatiek, borskwale – trek 
soos tee; ontsmettingsmiddel vir sere – kook saam met pietersielie.” – 
“influenza, colds, rheumatism, chest ailments – draw like tea; antiseptic for 
sores – boil with parsley.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
125. Helichrysum 
nudifolium (Asteraceae)  
[M1: wilde tee 
M1, S1: hottentot’s tea  
S1: hottentotstee, wilde-(-), 





Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “vrugbaarheid – in mengsel, trek soos tee; 
borskwale – trek soos tee.” – “fertility – in mixtures, draw like tea; chest 
complaints – draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: R1: “Die Natalse swart mense het die bossie as ‘n 
tee getrek en ‘n brousel van die wortel saam met melk gedrink vir slegte 
hoes, seerkeel en borskwale, of ook as braakmiddel. Die Suid-Sotho’s 
maak ‘n stoombad vir pasiënte met ‘n kwaai koors deur die warm aftreksel 
op baie warm stene te gooi. Hulle het die plant ook as pap gebruik vir 
swelsels. Die wortel is gebruik vir hoes en verkoue, en die blare as 
wondverband. ‘n Aftreksel van die blare wat soos tee getrek is, is gebruik 
vir katar of slymvliesontsteking en longaandoening.” 
Other literature: A1: [12], [23], [25], [30], [38], [39], [50], [59], [72], [75], 
[82], [84], [87], [88], [96], [103] 




Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “hartkwale, senuwees, rugpyn, griep, 
angina, aansterkmiddel na swangerskap, cholesterol – trek soos tee, ½ 
koppie 3x per dag; koors – besprinkel blare met asyn, maak louwarm in 
oond, pak op maag en bors en draai toe; gorrelroos, beroerte – tee saam 
met kattekruie.” 
General anecdotes: P2: “Treats heart, chest, stomach and kidney 
problems, cramps and hypertension.” 
Other literature: A1: [103] 





D2, M1: geneesbossie, 
pleisterbossie 
D2, VW1: kwaaiman 
P1: agtdaegeneesbos, 
geelbroodbos 
P1, V1: geelpleisterbos] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “sweerplekke, sere op kopvel – smeer op; 
suur en koliek by babas – trek soos tee.” – “abscess, sores on head – rub 
on; acidity, colic (infants) – draw like tea.”; V1: “Rural children relish the 
flowers of some species and some have been used for medicinal 
purposes, especially to treat wounds hence the common name 
‘Pleisterbos’.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “An infusion of the plant was used as a wash for 
open wounds and as a poultice to treat the wound. The same infusion was 
used as a lotion applied to the skin for rashes, acne, sores and boils. It is 
claimed that this treatment will heal a wound or a sore within 8 days.”; D2: 
“Use and infusion of the leaves to treat diabetes (JB); used to treat cancer 
(JB); and as a remedy for colds (JB).”; VW1: “AS: sore throat - infusion of 
a leafy twig (it burns the throat, hence kwaaiman = “angry man”). JO: to 
“ripen” influenza and to loosen phlegm - use and infusion of one twig of 
“the one with red flowers (= “male”)” and one twig of “the one with yellow 
flowers (= “female”); it burns the throat. KS: colds and asthma. PT: colds 
(“it burns like pepper”).” 




Little Karoo anecdotes: V1: “Most plant parts, but especially the roots, 
have long been used for medicinal purposes as they contain chemicals 
with antibacterial and antifungal properties.” 





Published anecdotes and literature data  
[D1, S1: wildepietersielie 
D1, V1: parsley tree 
S1: kraaibos, -hout, 
stinkbos 
V1: wildepietersieliebos] 
General anecdotes: D1: “The roots are mainly used, but sometimes also 
the stem, bark and leaves. The main use of this plant is to treat scrofula, 
abdominal pain and colic. Decoctions of the roots or leaves may be used, 
and sometimes also the root bark. It is widely used to treat nervous and 
mental disorders, headaches, fever, shortness of breath, asthma, coughs, 
dysentery, infertility, weakness, intestinal worm, and for purifying the 
blood, stomach or kidneys. Smoke from the burning plant is inhaled to 
treat headaches.” 
Other literature: A1: [15], [30], [35], [59], [75], [82], [86], [87], [96], [103], 
[107] 
129. Hibiscus pusillus 
(Malvaceae)  
[D1: bladder weed, 
terblansbossie] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “An infusion made of the leaves of this plant is 
used to treat bladder complaints.” 
Other literature: -  
130. Hippa frutescens 
(Asteraceae)  
[M1: kanferbossie, rankals 
S1: rankals] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “verkoue, tandpyn – trek soos tee.” – “colds, 
tooth-ache – draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
131. Hoodia grandis 
(Apocynaceae)  
[V1: ghaap] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: V1: “The stems of many of the species have 
long been used as a source of water, appetite suppressant and 
sometimes for medicinal purposes.” 
General anecdotes: - 




[D1: African potato, Afrika-
aartappel, inkomfe 
P2: African potato, nonkwe] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “Infusions of the corm are used as emetics, to 
treat dizziness, bladder problems and insanity. The plant is used as a 
tonic for people with wasting diseases. A weak infusion or decoction is 
taken three times a day for a month. Decoctions are given to weak 
children as tonic. The juice is applied to burns. The stems and leaves, in 
combination with other ingredients, are used to treat prostate problems. 
Traditionally it was used for tumours of the testicles, prostate hypertrophy, 
and urinary infections. It is used as a laxative and to get rid of intestinal 
worms. It is also used for anxiety, heart palpitations and depression. The 
corm can be roughly grated and dried for future use. The Rastafarians 
make and ointment using the grated corms and white Vaseline, to treat 
wounds, skin problems and also frost-bite. A wound-healing oil is made by 
adding grated corms to sunflower oil and heating it for three hours. Do not 
boil or fry. Do not use oil on burns. A tincture is made by covering grated 
corms completely with vodka, brandy or witblits. Leaves to stand for two to 
three weeks before using.”; P2: “Treats HIV and arthritis; immune system 
booster; strengthens the blood, purging.” 
Other literature: - 






Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “The tuber is used as a cleansing emetic and as 
a laxative. An infusion mixed with honey is taken for haemorrhoids. 
Infusions are used for diabetes and for cancer, also in low doses for 
diarrhoea. A decoction of the baked tuber, combined with Rhino Bush, is 
taken as a contraceptive, which may have and abortifacient action. An 
infusion of the tuber will stabilize the metabolism. It tastes terrible, but at 
the end of winter it will speed up your metabolism to adapt to warmer 
seasons. Pour 1L of boiling water on 1 heaped teaspoon of grated tuber. 
Allow to cool. Keep in the fridge in a glass bottle. Take 3 tablespoons 3 
times a day. Winter fat will melt away and it will also help control 
cravings.”; VW4: “Tuber; emetic, purgative, diuretic; dropsy, syphilis” 
Other literature: - 
134. Kedrostis capensis 
(Cucurbitaceae)  
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 





Published anecdotes and literature data  
[D1: Cape bryony, 
basterdawidjieswortel] 
General anecdotes: D1: “An infusion of the plant in wine or brandy is 
used as a purgative, to treat abdominal pain, flatulence, stomach cramps, 
biliousness and other stomach problems.” 
Other literature: - 
135. Knowltonia vesicatoria 
(Ranunculaceae)  
[D1: blister bush, peper-
wortel, kaatjiedrieblaar 





Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “Blister Bush is and old Cape remedy for 
rheumatism. Fresh leaves or roots are bruised and applied to the skin, 
producing blisters. Infusions may be used for the same purpose. In the 
process the pain of rheumatism is treated. The fresh leaves and roots of 
some species are bruised and directly applied to the gum and the tooth to 
alleviate toothache. A small piece of fresh or dried root is inserted into the 
cavity of a decayed, painful tooth. The root causes a sudden, sharp 
increase in pain, which then subsides. One treatment is enough.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “Blister Bush is and old Cape remedy for 
lumbago and inflammation. The fresh roots and leaves of some species 
are sniffed for headaches. Smoke from burning fresh leaves, or the fumes 
from crushed leaves, may be inhaled for headaches. The roots have no 
local anaesthetic effect, but the activity may be because of a toxic, irritant 
oil which destroys the exposed nerve. Weak decoctions of the roots have 
been used to treat colds and influenza.” R1: “Die vars blare word getrek 
en vir rumatiek en jig aangewend. Die sap van die ryp steenvruggies en 
die wortels is prikkelend. Die bruin mense in die Boland het ‘n warm 
aftreksdel van die wortels met rooirabas gemeng, en in groot dosisse vir 
verkoue en griep toegedien. Die aftreksel het die pasiënt laat sweet. Die 
blare is gebruik as middel teen tandpyn.”; VW4: “Leaves; counter-irritant 
to treat rheumatism, lumbago” 
Other literature: - 
136. Leonotis leonurus 
(Lamiaceae) 
[B1: klipdagga 
D1: lion’s ear 
D1, S1: minaret flower 
B1, D1, M1, M2, R1, V1, 
VW4: wildedagga 




P2: wild dagga 
S1: duiwelstabak, -twak, 
koppiesdagga, rooi-, wilde-, 
cape hemp, red dacha, -
dagga, wild- 
M1, V1: minaret flower 
VW4: dagga, rooi dagga] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: B1: “’n Blaaraftreksel is gemaak en gebruik teen 
jeuk, veluitslag of ekseem.”; M1: “katar, beroerte, geelsug, maagkanker – 
trek soos tee, ½ koppie 3x per dag; vergiftiging – teëgif; senutrekkings – 
met stukkie doepa, stukkie duiwelsdrek trek, drink daagliks.” – “catarrh, 
stroke, jaundice, stomach cancer – draw like tea ½ cup 3x per day; 
poisoning – anti-toxin; convulsions – use with 1 piece doepa, 1 piece 
duiwelsdrek, draw like tea and drink daily.”; M2: “Die blare is vir epilepsie 
gerook, ‘n aftreksel van die blare en stingels vir verskeie siektes ingeneem 
en die blare en wortels vir velaandoenings, wisselende van ekseem tot 
insektebyte, aangesmeer.”; R1: “Mnr. G. Joubert van Montagu sê ‘n 
aftreksel van die blare is goed vir hoë bloeddruk.”; V1: “The species are 
also known for their medicinal value and are still used by rural people to 
treat chest trouble and skin diseases.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “This plant is also a respected treatment for 
animals. A strong brew can be applied as and enema for sheep, goats, 
cattle and humans. It can be dosed to animals to treat respiratory 
problems and applied as a lotion to sores on stock and dogs, and as a 
wash for wounds, scratches, bites and stings. Leaf infusions and 
decoctions are taken for many ailments, including coughs and colds, flu 
bronchitis, asthma, high blood pressure and headaches. The Khoisan 
smoked it and chewed it instead of tobacco. Smoked through a water-pipe 
it causes a mild sedation. An infusion of twigs, leaves and flowers is used 
to treat skin eruptions, including leprosy. Added to the bath the twigs give 
relief of muscular aches and pains, itchy skin and eczema. A strong 
infusion added to the bath soothes cramp and leg pains. The same brew 
is used to dab onto sores, bites, bee and wasp stings, and is claimed to 
help scorpion stings and snake-bites. A strong brew can be made of 
leaves boiled in water as an application for snake-bite. An infusion of the 
flowers is a soothing cough and cold remedy. It can also be used to treat 
jaundice, cardiac asthma, headaches, haemorrhoids, chest ailments, 
bronchitis and epilepsy. The leaves can be smoked to treat epilepsy and 
partial paralysis. A tea of leaves and flowers can be taken daily as a 





Published anecdotes and literature data  
diuretic for water retention, obesity and haemorrhoids.”; P2: “Treats 
cancer, ulcers, aches pains, gout and dandruff. Taken as a blood 
purifier.”; VW4: “Leaves; purgative; emmenagogue; headache; bronchitis; 
eye ointment; seeds for bronchitis; headaches; snake-bite antidote; first 
aid in poisoning” 
Other literature: A1: [8], [9], [18], [19], [24], [25], [30], [37], [38], [72], [73], 
[74], [82], [84], [87], [88], [96], [101], [103], [109] 
137. Leonotis ocymifolia 
(Lamiaceae) 
[D1: minaret flower 
D1, R1: wildedagga 
M1: lion’s ear 
M1, R1, V1, VW4: klip-
dagga 
R1: rooidagga] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “kanker, beroerte, hoë bloeddruk, 
bloedarmoede, maag, suiker – getrek, 1 kelkie 3x per dag.” – “cancer, 
stroke, high blood pressure, anaemia, diabetes, stomach complaints – 
draw like tea, 1 egg cupful 3x per day.”; R1: “Ook in die omgewing van 
Montagu en in die bergagtige dele van die Breërivier word ‘n tinktuur van 
die blomme gebruik vir strottehoofontsteking. Mev. Netta van Zyl van 
Robertson sê as die plant soos tee getrek word, is dit uitstekend vir hoë 
bloeddruk, beroerte, swak bloedsirkulasie en die hart. Dit word bevestig 
deur mev. H. van Rooyen van Prins Albert, C. van Zyl van Ladismith en 
mnr. P. van Breda van Worcester.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “This plant has a wide range of uses. Research 
is being done to find out whether it can be used in the treatment of HIV / 
AIDS. It is used to treat snake-bite, whooping cough and laryngitis. It 
treats high blood pressure as well as low blood pressure, stroke, heart 
trouble and bad blood circulation. An infusion also helps for rheumatism 
and diabetes.”; VW4: “Leaves; purgative; emmenagogue; headache; 
bronchitis; eye ointment; seeds for bronchitis; headaches; snake-bite 
antidote; first aid in poisoning” 
Other literature: A1: [84], [86], [91] 




peperbossie, -gras, sterk-, 
bird seed, (Cape) pepper 
cress] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “tering, swak longe, hoesmiddel – trek soos 
tee.” – “tuberculosis, weak lungs, cough – draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: A1: [72], [80], [82], [88] 
 






B1, D2, M1: kankerbossie 
D2, P1: kalkoenbos, 
kalkoenblom 
M2: keurtjie, jantjie berend 
M2, R1: kalkoentjiebos 
D1, M1, M2, P1: cancer 
bush 
R1: jantjieberend 
R1, P1: rooi-keurtjie 








pers, rooigansie, rooikeur, 
turkey flower, wildekeur 
Little Karoo anecdotes: B1: “As ‘n tee-aftrelsel is hierdie bossie ‘n ou 
middel teen maagprobleme en inwendige kankers. Dit is algemeen 
gebruik as tonikum en aansprake van genesing van rugpyn tot 
waterpokkies is aangeteken. Uitwendig is dit ook gebruik om wonde te 
was.”; D1: “Half a cup sipped every half hour [of the same tea] is and old-
fashioned remedy used to bring down fevers. A weak infusion of the 
leaves [2 leaves in 1 cup boiling water] was taken for flu, bladder and 
backache. A decoction of the roots and leaves is used as an eyewash. A 
decoction of the above-ground plant parts can be added to the bath to 
bring down a fever and to ease the aches and pains of flu. Sutherlandia is 
taken to treat diabetes. A weak infusion has a sedative effect and can be 
taken for stress and anxiety.”; M1: “kanker, wonde, koors, bloed suiwer – 
sterk getrek, 2/3 koppie per dag; maagkwale – vruggie kou.” – “cancer, 
wounds, fever, blood purifier – strong infusion, drink 2/3 cups per day; 
stomach complaints – chew fruit.”; M2: “Die Khoi reinig wonde daarmee 
en neem dit in vir talle skete. Keurtjieblare op brandewyn getrek, is ‘n 
bitter tonikum en raad vir verkoue, griep, rugpyn, maagprobleme, lewer- 
en nierkwaal en kanker.”; R1: “J. Kriel van Montagu sê die blomme van 
die plant is gekook tot ‘n sterk aftreksel wat vir koors gebruik en waarmee 
wonde gewas is.”; V1: “The leaves of this species are used as a medicine 
to treat flu, stomach ailments and even as a treatment against cancer.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “Traditionally this plant and its close relative 
Sutherlandia microphylla were used for the same purposes. It was 
introduced to the colonists in the early days of the Cape by the Khoisan. 
These two plants are among the most useful medicinal plants in South 





Published anecdotes and literature data  
P2: cancer bush, kanker-
bos 
D2, D1, M2, P1, R1, V1, 
VW1: kankerbos 




Africa – excellent adaptogens, but do not take during pregnancy. 
Sutherlandia is used in the form of tinctures, infusions and decoctions of 
the leaves and the young stems of the plant. One cup leaves steeped in 1 
liter of boiling water makes and excellent wash for wounds. Half a cup 
sipped every half hour [of the same tea] is and old-fashioned remedy used 
to treat chickenpox. It is also a soothing lotion for the itching of the 
blisters, and still the same is taken to treat internal cancers, especially of 
the pancreas. It is at least effective in treating wasting in cancer and AIDS. 
A weak infusion of the leaves [2 leaves in 1 cup boiling water] was taken 
for rheumatism, liver ailments, haemorrhoids, uterus and ‘female’ 
complaints, for diarrhoea, stomach ailments, and it is also used as a tonic 
to aid digestion and to stimulate the appetite. The seeds and leaves of S. 
frutescens have been smoked as a dagga substitute. The plant has been 
used a as douche in cases of prolapse of the uterus. A decoction is taken 
orally after delivery of a baby, on the same day, to expel retained blood, to 
treat after-birth pain and to help heal the uterus.”; D2: “Leaf infusions 
taken for numerous ailments, e.g. nausea (JB); diabetes/“treating sugar” 
(JB, confirmed by CB, FB); high blood pressure (JB); kidney stones; gall; 
cleanse the bladder (JB, confirmed by AT, KB, HB, DB, EB); if chewed in 
mouth and placed on tooth, it helps with toothache (JB, confirmed by CB, 
FB); rashes on skin (JB); backache (JB, confirmed by CB, FB, HG, MT); 
stomach problems (EB, confirmed by BB, AnT); for treating colds and 
influenza (JT).”; P2: “Hypertension, ulcers, gastrointestinal complaints, 
and gall. Fertility treatment; topical for skin cancer.”; VW1: “EW (and AW, 
SG): stomach problems — drink as tea; “the short one (S. frutescens) is 
female and is used for men’s problems and the long one (S. microphylla) 
is male and is used for women’s problems.” 
Other literature: -   
140. Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. microphylla  
(Sutherlandia microphylla) 
(Fabaceae) 






D1, V1: gansies 
VW1: wildekeur, kalkoenbel 
D1, V1, VW1: kankerbos] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “kanker, wonde, koors, bloed suiwer – sterk 
getrek, 2/3 koppie per dag; maagkwale – vruggie kou.”; V1: “leaves of this 
species are used as a treatment for flu, stomach ailments and some 
believe it is a cure for cancer. 
General anecdotes: D1: “This plant can be used in the same way as S. 
frutescens, for the treatment of cancers, wounds, fevers, rheumatism, 
bladder, stomach ailments, backache, anxiety, stress, the uterus and 
‘female’ problems. In the olden days an infusion was taken as quick and 
effective contraception. It is also used to regulate menstruation. Smoking 
the leaves has a sedative effect.”; VW1: “AS: high blood pressure - drink 
powdered leaf as tea (can be drunk often; kortbeenwildekeur is better - 
confirmed by JO, KS, PC,). JO: back pain and kidney pain (as general 
cleanser or blood purifier) - steep the leaves of three twigs in a small pot 
and drink after a meal (not on and empty stomach). KS: back pain or 
stomach pain. PC: general medicine - drink with honey. PT: cancer (for 
improvement, not as a cure - but no own experience) - infusion of fresh or 
dried leaves (two twigs per cup; not poisonous). WdT: cancer and “all 
ailments.”; R1: “’n Flou aftreksel of brousel van die blare word in enige 
hoeveelheid gebruik vir maag- en ingewandskwale, inwendige kanker, 
blaasongesteldhede, griep, lewerkwale, rumatiek, inflammasie, aambeie, 
watersug en rugpyn. Dit die nook as tonikum of versterkmiddel. Die 
verpoeierde blare, gemeng met stroop, is ‘n uitstekende hoesmiddel. Die 
aftreksel kan ‘n mens baie laat sweet en is effens purgerend. As dit te 
sterk is, veroorsaak dit braking. Die Namas het ‘n brousel van die plant 
gebruik om wonde mee te was. Dit is ook gedrink vir tuberkulose, koors 
en waterpokkies. ‘n Flou aftreksel voor maaltye kan gedrink word as ‘n 
bitter versterkmiddel wat die aptyt en die spysvertering aanwakker.” 
Other literature: 
141. Leucas capensis 
(Lamiaceae) 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
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General anecdotes: D1: “The flowering branches are used as chewing 
sticks, to clean the teeth, and the dry twigs are used as toothbrushes.” 
Other literature: - 
142. Leysera gnaphalodes 
 (Asteraceae) 
[D1: naaldetee 
D1, P1, R1, S1, VW4: 
hongertee 
M1: geelblommetjie teebos, 
hongerteebos, honey tea 
M1, V1: teringteebos 
P1: geeltee 
R1, VW4: duinetee, 
geelblommetjiestee 




Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “The tea can be taken 3 times daily as an 
appetite-stimulant by thin, wasting persons.”; M1: “tering, verkoue, griep, 
borskwale, maagkwale – trek soos tee, drink ½ koppie 3x per dag.” – 
“tuberculosis, influenza, colds, chest complaints, stomach ailments – draw 
like tea.”; V1: “In the past, the leaves and flowers of L. gnaphalodes were 
used to brew a pleasant, sweet tea and also for medicinal purposes, 
especially to ease the cough of people with tuberculosis” 
General anecdotes: D1: “An infusion of the above-ground parts of the 
plant can be taken as an aromatic tonic drink. This infusion can treat 
coughs, bronchitis and tuberculosis. It can be given as a general tonic to 
recuperating patients. Apparently, it has been used to treat rheumatic 
fever.”; R1 (general anecdote): “Aftreksels van die plant is as medisinale 
tee vir borskwale aanbeveel. ‘n Brousel van die hongertee was vroeër 
algemeen bekend as ‘n middel teen verlies van aptyt – vandaar die naam 
– en teen slegte spysvertering. Die blare word in die omgewing van 
Bredasdorp en Riversdal soos tee getrek en gedrink by die behandeling 
van tuberkulose en ook as middel teen ander borskwale soos katar en 
hoes.”; VW4: “Herb; cattarh, cough, ‘consumption’” 
Other literature: A1: [25], [84], [88], [98], [103] 
143. Lobostemon spp. 
(Boraginaceae)  
 
Little Karoo anecdotes: V1: “Some species have valuable medicinal 
properties and have long been used to treat wounds, burns and ringworm 
infections, hence their general common name ‘Agdaegeneesbos’.” 
General anecdotes: - 




[B1, M1: agdaegeneesbos] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: B1: “Hierdie bos genees wonde “binne agt dae”. 
Dit is ook gebruik om douwurm gesond te maak.”; M1: “sere – kneus 
blaar, sit op seer en plak toe met pleister, braai blare met soetolie, sit op.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: A1: [86] 
145. Lobostemon echioides 
(Boraginaceae)  
[M1: agdaegeneesbos] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “sere – kneus blaar, sit op seer en plak toe 
met pleister, braai blare met soetolie, sit op.” – “sores – fry in sweet oil, 
apply to sores.”; V1: “Some species have valuable medicinal properties 
and have long been used to treat wounds, burns and ringworm infections, 
hence their general common name ‘Agdaegeneesbos’.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 






Little Karoo anecdotes: V1: “This species has most often been used for 
medicinal purposes.” 
General anecdotes: P2: “Topical treatment for ringworm and skin 
ailments. Chewed leaf pulp applied as a plaster for sores. Blood purifier 
and stomachache.”; VW4: “Chewed leaf pulp applied as plaster; ointments 
for sores” 





Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “sere – kneus blaar, sit op seer en plak toe 
met pleister, braai blare met soetolie, sit op.” – “sores – fry in sweet oil, 
apply to sores.”; V1: “Some species have valuable medicinal properties 
and have long been used to treat wounds, burns and ringworm infections, 
hence their general common name ‘Agdaegeneesbos’.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
148. Lycium tetrandrum 
(Solanaceae) 
[M1: tandpynbos 
M1, S1: Cape box thorn  
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “brandwonde – bak, maal, gooi poeier op 
met soetolie, braai met skaapvet, sit pap op.” – “burns – bake leaves and 
pound, cover area with sweet oil, apply powder fry with mutton fat, apply 
poultice.” 
General anecdotes: - 
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Other literature: - 
149. Malva parviflora 
(Malvaceae) 
[M1, P1, VW4: kiesieblaar 
M1, S1: bread-and-cheese                           
S1: kasie(s)blaar, kesies-, 
kissie- 
R1, S1: brood-en-botter, 
kiesieblaar, pampoentjie 
R1, S1, VW4: kasies]   
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “seerkeel – maak pap, sit op; wonde, 
karbonkels – trekpleister; aambeie – drink, sitbad.” – “sore throat – 
poultice; wounds, carbuncles – blister plaster; piles – draw like tea, bathe 
in.”
General anecdotes: R1: “’n Aftreksel van die blare is as 
senuweeversterkmiddel en vir keelongesteldhede gedrink en as pleister 
en warm pap vir senuweepyne en swere gebruik. ‘n Ou gebruik in Wes-
Kaapland is om ‘n aftreksel van die blare as wasmiddel vir etterende oë 
en karkatjies te gebruik.”; VW4: “Poultices (sores); decoctions (neuralgia, 
sore throat)” 
Other literature: A1: [30], [38], [39], [40], [46], [48], [52], [72], [75], [80], 
[84], [86], [87], [88], [89], [91], [98], [102], [103], [104], [106], [108] 




P1: bergsoutbos, seepbos 
P1, V1: spanspekbos] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “krampe, stuipe – een of twee druppels; 
stuipe by babas – kneus blare, druk sap deur moeselien, voeg by melk; 
ekseem – trek, was daarmee.” – “cramps, convulsions – one or two drops 
draw like tea, eczema – bathe.”; V1: “Highly palatable plant and its 
presence is indicative of excellent veld management.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
151. Melianthus comosus 
(Melianthaceae) 
[D2: kriekiebos 





M1: honey flower 
D2, VW1: koffiebos 






Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “For and aching back: Pack warmed leaves 
on the area and hold in place with a bandage. This treatment can also be 
used on boils and abscesses to bring them to a head. This is an excellent 
wash for wounds, ulcers and sores.”; M1: “wonde – warm was; 
rumatiekkoors – warm baddens; salf – braai blare met olie, vet; rou sere – 
was met aftreksel, sit dan blare bo-op, GIFTIG MOENIE DRINK NIE.” – 
“wounds – warm soak; rheumatic fever – warm baths; ointment – fry 
leaves with oil, fat; open sores – rinse with decoction or apply leaves to 
sores, DO NOT DRINK.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “The Khoi were the first to use Melianthus 
medicinally, and they taught the colonists its uses. The leaves are toxic 
and should only be used externally. Boil 6 big leaves in 4 liters of water for 
10 minutes. Allow to stand and cool until it is comfortable enough to use 
as a wash. A piece of gauze dipped into this decoction can be used as a 
compress on sores and ulcers but needs to be changed frequently. For a 
sprained ankle: Boil leaves in 1 L of water for 5 minutes. Bathe the ankle 
in the water, then pack the leaves on it and bind with a bandage. Do this 
in daytime. At night apply buchu. The same remedy can be used to treat 
tennis-elbow, aching back, knees, shoulders and hips. It is, however, not 
to be used where the skin is broken, not until it has already started to heal. 
Some traditional healers will prescribe and infusion of leaves and twigs to 
be taken internally for indigestion and rheumatism. This can be applied as 
a lotion too or added to the bath to treat rheumatism. Boiled leaves can be 
used as a poultice directly on wounds to cure them.”; D2: “A leaf decoction 
is used for swollen feet and leg pains. Bathe feet with it, and cover in 
blankets to keep warm; poisonous, not for internal use (JB, confirmed by 
RT, HB).”; P2: “External poultice for rash, pimples, swelling, pain, strains, 
lumbago, wounds, bruises, cancer, rheumatism and ringworm.” VW1: “AS: 
skin ailments, inflammation of the legs - the herb is applied topically (it 
reduces swelling). EW (and AW, SG): painful legs - boil the leaves and 
bathe legs in the water. JO: rheumatic knees - boil the leaves and apply to 
the knees. KS: knee pain - wash knees with a leaf infusion and apply fresh 
leaves as a poultice (with vinegar). PT: painful legs and rheumatism - 
apply warm leaves as a poultice or use the whole herb in a bucket of 
water for soaking the legs; steaming is also effective for treating painful 
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legs or a painful back (it is poisonous and should never be drunk). WdT: 
sores (topical).”; VW4: “Leaf infusions; gargle for sore throat, gum 
diseases; external for ulcers, sores, snake-bite”; R1 (general anecdote): 
“Die wit mense berei ‘n aftreksel van die blare en lote vir slegte 
spysvertering en rumatiek. Dit kan ook uitwendig vir rumatiek gebruik 
word deur die aftreksel by badwater te voeg. Die stukkend gedrukte, 
gekookte blare is direk op wonde aangewend om dit te genees. Die 
Xhosas behandel slangbyt deur gekoude wortels op die bytplek te plaas of 
‘n aftreksel van die wortels of blare te maak.” 
Other literature: A1: [30], [38], [48], [52], [72], [82], [84], [86], [87], [88], 
[89], [96], [98], [103], [108] 
152. Melianthus major 
(Melianthaceae)  
[M1, P1, P2, VW4: kruidjie-
roer-my-nie 
M1, P1: honey flower 




R1, S1: heuning-blom 
R1, S1, VW4: truitjie-roer-
my-nie] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “wonde – warm was; rumatiekkoors – warm 
baddens; salf – braai blare met olie, vet; rou sere – was met aftreksel, sit 
dan blare bo-op, GIFTIG MOENIE DRINK NIE.” – “wounds – warm soak; 
rheumatic fever – warm baths; ointment – fry leaves with oil, fat; open 
sores – rinse with decoction or apply leaves to sores DO NOT DRINK.” 
General anecdotes: P2: “External poultice for rash, pimples, swelling, 
pain, strains, lumbago, wounds, bruises, cancer, rheumatism and 
ringworm.”; R1: “’n Warm of koue kompres van die blare is gebruik as 
middel teen rugpyn en rumatiek. Met ‘n brousel van die blare is etterene 
sere gesuiwer deur die gekookte blare op die sere te plaas. In Transvaal 
kook die wit mense van die plant en meel ‘n pap in water vir pitsere. Die 
plant is giftig en dus nie vir inwendige gebruik geskik nie, maar ‘n aftreksel 
van die blare is vir seerkeel en seer tandvleis gegorrel en daarna 
uitgespoeg.”; VW4: “Leaf infusions; gargle for sore throat, gum diseases; 
external for ulcers, sores, snake-bite” 
Other literature: A1: [24], [25], [30], [48], [72], [73], [82], [84], [88], [89], 
[96], [103] 
153. Mentha longifolia 
(Lamiaceae)  
[B1, D1, D2: ballerja 
D1: (HA: ballerjan) 
D2, VW4: baldrian, 
t’kamma 
D2, M1, R1, S1, VW4: 
balderjan 
D1, P1, R1, V1: 
wildekruisement 
B1, P1, V1: kruisement 
P2: mint, kruisement 
S1: ballerja kruie, kruis-
(t)ement, kruis(t)emunt, 
wild mint, -thyme 
D1, M1, V1: wild mint 




Little Karoo anecdotes: B1: “Dit is gebruik as geneesmiddel vir 
asemhalingsprobleme. Dit het ook gehelp vir opgeblasenheid en 
urineweginfeksies.”; D1: “Since early times this plant was respected for its 
ability to ease stomach discomfort. Chewing a fresh leaf gives relief from 
heartburn. It aids digestion and relieves flatulence. An infusion can be 
used to treat colds. It will open up the nasal passages and ease the 
discomfort and pain of congested sinuses. Drink it hot for nervousness, 
anxiety, sleeplessness. It will ease nausea. The tea will treat high blood 
pressure and bladder problems.”; M1: “longkwale, slaaploosheid, 
hardlywigheid – trek soos tee; epilepsie – droog wortels, krap, trek soos 
tee.” – “lung complaints – draw like tea; sleeplessness, constipation, 
epilepsy – dry root, scrape, draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “Chewing a fresh leaf gives relief from colic. An 
infusion can be used to treat colic, indigestion and use a quarter of a cup 
of fresh leaves to one cup of boiling water. Draw for 3 to 5 minutes, strain 
and drink. The leaves can be made into a poultice to draw an abscess. It 
can be used as a poultice, applied externally to glandular and other 
swellings. The fresh leaves, rubbed onto pillows and blankets, will act as 
an insect repellent, keeping mosquitoes away. Mix 4 drops of the sap from 
the leaves with sugar and add it to your tea. Drink it hot for migraine, 
cough and fever. It will ease indigestion and vomiting due to nervous 
stress and gall bladder attacks. The tea will treat rheumatism and 
neuralgia. Add the same infusion to the bath to soothe itching skin. Apply 
a poultice of leaves to the head for headache. Keep the poultice in 
position with a bandage. Infusions can also be used to treat kidney 
trouble, haemorrhoids, painful menstruation, backache, coughs, colds, 
croup and other chest ailments. It can be taken after dinner to aid 
digestion. Fresh leaves tied in a piece of muslin make and invigorating 
scrub for tired muscles. Add a sprig of leaves to your water bottle when 
you go hiking or when it is hot. It tastes wonderfully cool and refreshing!”; 
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D2: “Infusion of leaves drank as a tea; warm leaves used as a 
compress (JB); to treat headaches (put a leaf compress under hat on 
head) (JB, confirmed by CB, FB, AT, DB, EB, IW, BB); to treat stomach 
pains (JB); used for paljas, against witchcraft spells (JB); wash aching 
legs (HB); used for kidneys (DB); influenza and colds (JT). Often used 
with other herbs (JB).”; P2: “General health tonic, stomach, women’s and 
respiratory ailments, carminative.”; VW1: “expel lice from the house; 
general malaise (“when you have headache and your eyes do not feel 
well”) — mix with kruisement and drink like tea. JO: effective against head 
lice, lice and fleas — leaf decoctions are sprinkled and sprayed on 
affected areas. KS: colds and headache — drink as tea. PT: postnatal 
medicine (“it purifies from the inside”) — drink a leaf infusion after labour.”; 
VW4: “Herb as tea; antispasmodic, carminative; treatment of colic, 
hysteria; diaphoretic”; R1: “Die Koikoi het ‘n blaaraftreksel gebruik as 
sweetmiddel. Aftreksels is ook gebruik vir opgeblase koliek of sooibrand 
en histerie. Uitwendig is dit aangewend vir klierswelsels.” 





 (P1: Psilocaulon 
articulatum, P. corarium, P. 
junceum)  
[B1: loogas, asbossie 
M1: loogbos, letjiesbos, lye 
bush 
M1, P1: asbos 




S1: P. articulatum – asbos-
vygie, seep-bossie,  
P. corarium – asbos(sie), 
hottentotslooibos, lidjies-
(as)-, -ganna, loogasbos-
(sie), loog-(-), looiers-(-)] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: B1: “Loog-as of loogkristalle is in die vroeë dae 
gebruik om droë vrugte, veral rosyne en tabakblare, in te doop. Die 
loogkristalle is verkry van die asbossie, Psilocaulon utile.”; M1: “vomeer, 
rumatiek – trek soos tee; artritis – was daarmee.” – “vomiting, rheumatism 
– draw like tea; arthritis – wash with infusion.” 
General anecdotes: - 




[B1, D1, M1, S1, V1, VW4: 
kougoed 
P1: olifantslaai 
P2: sceletium, kougoed, 
kanna 
P2, VW4: channa 
S1, VW4: canna 
R1, S1, V1, VW4: kanna 
S1, R1: hottentotskougoed 
VW4: kannawortel] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: B1: “Kougoed is ‘n vygiesoort (ook in die 
volksmond bekend as kanna), wat deur die voormense fyngemaak en 
gegis is. Daarna is dit gedroog en gesluk wat dan ‘n bedwelming tot 
gevolg het. Dit bevat mesembrine, ‘n middel wat as pyndoder en 
spierverslapper gedien het. Die wortels van die plant is deur die Khoi 
gekou om hul tandvleis te verdoof wanneer ‘n tand getrek moes word. Die 
Klein Karoo word ook Kannaland genoem, omdat hier so baie van hierdie 
soort bos voorkom.”; M1: “tandpyn – blaar op seer tand; slaaploosheid – 
pers blare, sit druppel op tong.” – “toothache – leaf on affected tooth; 
insomnia – crush leaf, put drop on tongue.”; V1: “The stems and leaves 
have medicinal properties including anaesthetic properties.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “This plant is likely to have been used by 
Khoisan as mood-altering substances from prehistoric times. Traditionally 
prepared dried plant material is chewed, or smoked, or powdered and 
inhaled as a snuff. In high doses it can cause euphoria, but it does not 
cause hallucinations and no dependency has been found, even after 
years of habitual use. One of the many traditional uses that have been 
recorded is as replacement therapy to wean alcoholics from alcohol. 
Sceletium elevates mood and decreases anxiety, stress and tension. This 
might have been the ‘ecstasy’ that enabled the Khoisan to dance the night 
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through! Indigenous peoples made and infusion of the leaves which was 
taken to relief hunger, thirst and pain. It can be used for toothache, 
stomach-ache and insomnia. It was used in small quantities for colic in 
infants, added to a little breastmilk. Extracts from this plant are used in 
commercial products. Sceletium can be used as a tea, decoction or 
tincture. Dried, powdered herb is also included in tables and capsules and 
available on the market. Selected strains are grown on a small scale in 
South Africa.”; P2: “This moodaltering substance is chewed or drunk for 
depression and anxiety disorders.” 
Other literature: - 




Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “An infusion of Nemesia is used as a wash 
for wounds and sores. A weak infusion can be taken for stomach 
disorders” 
General anecdotes: D1: “A weak infusion can be taken for flatulence, 
abdominal pain and indigestion. It can be applied to skin eruptions and to 
eczema, and it will soothe itchy skin. Keep infusions weak, for this plant is 
quite potent.” 
Other literature: - 
157. Nicotiana glauca 
(Solanaceae) 
[M1, P1: wildetabak, wild 
tobacco 
S1: tabakboom, -bos, 
volstruisgif(boom), 
wildetabak, -twak, 
tabakabume, tobacco plant, 
wild tobacco] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “hoofpyn – blare op kop; GIFTIG, MOENIE 
DRINK NIE.” – “headache – apply leaves to head; TOXIC, DO NOT 
DRINK.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: A1: [3], [4], [28], [48], [52], [64], [84], [85], [86], [89], [95], 
[98], [102], [103], [104], [105] 
 
158. Oedera squarrosa 
(Asteraceae)  
[M1: kambos, visgraatbos] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “versterkmiddel vir kinders, wonde – gebruik 
in mengsel maak pap saam met agdaegeneesbos.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
159. Oenothera biennis 
(Onagraceae)  
[D1: evening primrose] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “To make a decoction: simmer 3 cups leaves 
and flowers in one and a half liters of water for 15 minutes. Allow to cool, 
and strain. To make the tea; Add 1 cup of boiling water to a quarter cup of 
fresh leaves and flowers. Let stand for 5 minutes. Strain. Sip slowly. The 
decoction is effective in the treatment of hyperactive children. It aids 
weight loss and is used to treat eczema – taken internally and used as an 
external lotion and wash. It is taken to treat asthma and other chest 
ailments. It is used in the form of a poultice or lotion for bruises and skin 
disorders. The tea is used to soothe fear, nervousness, panic attacks and 
anxiety, and for aging women. The seed, in the form of seed oil, is used 
as a nutritive supplement, especially for the treatment of eczema. The 
seed oil contains high levels of polyunsaturated fatty acid [GLA]. It is taken 
to relieve the symptoms of skin disorders, like atopic eczema, pruritis, and 
skin inflammations. It is believed to treat irritable bowel syndrome, 
menopausal problems, bad circulation and rheumatism. It helps with the 
dilation of the blood vessels and lowers cholesterol levels and blood 
pressure. It prevents the clumping of blood platelets. The oil can be used 
for PMT, multiple sclerosis, the treatment of wounds, skin eruptions, 
coughs and colds. It corrects menopausal hormone imbalances. This plant 
is recognized as one of the world’s most important medicinal plants.” 
Other literature: - 
160. Olea europaea subsp. 
cuspidata 
(=Olea europaea subsp. 
africana) 
(Oleaceae)  
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “seerkeel, rug, niere – trek soos tee.” – 
“sore throat, kidney complaints, bad back – draw like tea.”; R1: “Mnr. J. 
Kriel van Montagu sê die toppe van die boom word as kruie-aftreksel vir 
vergrote mangels gebruik.” 









M1, P1, R1, V1, VW4: 
olienhout 
P2: wilde olive 
D1, M1, V1: wild olive] 
General anecdotes: D1: “An infusion of the fresh leaf is an excellent eye 
bath. [Ten leaves in 1 cup boiling water. Draw 10 minutes, strain]. It can 
be used for eye infections, inflammation and ophthalmia in man and stock. 
A pad of cottonwool wrung out in the tea and placed on the eye, is 
soothing, relaxing and healing for tired, bloodshot eyes. A decoction of the 
leaves is and effective gargle for sore throats and even for diphtheria. For 
bladder and kidney ailments take a strong decoction of the root first thing 
in the morning before breakfast and last thing at night. It will clear 
infection. This decoction can be taken for flu, headache, fevers and 
rheumatism as well. Dry the fruits, pound them into a powder and mix the 
powder into sweet oil. Leave to draw for 14 days and use as a rub for 
aching joints or rheumatism. [First test for sensitive skin]. For a special 
treat twist a large bunch of leaves into a wad to wash with. It is believed 
that all impurities will be released from the body. Very refreshing!”; L1: 
“Extracts from the leaves have been used medicinally to lower blood 
pressure and to treat colds, sore throat, enlarged tonsils and diphtheria 
and as an eye lotion.” P2: “Treats stroke, heart disease and palpitations. 
Wash with to protect against nightmares and to remember and understand 
your dreams.”; VW4: “Tips (toppe) pounded and applied as cold poultice 
to eye injuries” 
Other literature: A1: [4], [10], [15], [23], [26], [35], [38], [39], [40], [45], 
[47], [50], [51], [57], [65], [72], [75], [77], [80], [82], [84], [85], [86], [88], 
[96], [97], [98], [103] 
161. Oncosiphon piluliferus 
(=Oncosiphon piluliferum) 
(Asteraceae)  
[M1, VW4: stinkkruid 
V1: karoostinkkruid 
VW4: wurmkruid, wurmbos, 
miskruid] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “koors, asma, wurms, stuipe, suiker – 
fyngemaak en natgemaak.” 
General anecdotes: VW4: “Herb; tonic, digestive, anthelmintic, diuretic; 
infantile convulsions; stomach pain; poultice for scorpion stings; typhoid 
fever, rheumatic fever, influenza” 






[D1, M1, R1, VW4: stink-
kruid 
VW4: wurmkruid, wurmbos, 
miskruid] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “fever, asthma, worms, diabetes, 
convulsions – pound and wet.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “This is an old Khoi remedy and is still and 
important medicine today. It is used to sweat out a fever and is also 
diuretic. Infusions of the plant treat asthma and pneumonia. A few drops 
of leaf-juice can be added to milk as a gripe-water for babies with winds 
and cramps.”; R1: “Die vroeër koloniste het dit as tonikum, 
krampweermiddel en wurmdrywende middel gebruik, asook jig daarmee 
behandel. ‘n Aftreksel van die plant word as sweet- en uriendrywende 
middel geruik. ‘n Warm pap van die plant berei, maak enige inflammasie 
gou gesond.”; VW4: “Herb; tonic, digestive, anthelmintic, diuretic; infantile 
convulsions; stomach pain; poultice for scorpion stings; typhoid fever, 
rheumatic fever, influenza” 
Other literature: A1: [72], [84], [88], [98], [103]  
163. Opuntia ficus-indica 
(Cactaceae) 
[M1, R1: turksvy 
M1: prickly pear 
P1: doringturksvy, 
doringlose turksvy, Indian 
fig 
P2: prickly pear 
R1, S1: boereturksvy, 
kaalblad 
S1: indiaansche vij, 
struksvy, stuksvy, 
wyfieturksvy, Indian fig] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “artritis – sny en kook blare; fyte – braai 
blare; rumatiek in hande – kerf 1 blaar, 1 lepel water, kook 5 min, drink 1 
koppie soggens en saans.” – “arthritis – cut and boil leaves; whitlow – fry 
leaves; rheumatism (hands) – slice one leaf, one tablespoon of water, boil 
for 5 mins, drink 1 cup morning and evening.” 
General anecdotes: P2: “Applied topically to skin ailments and as a hair 
conditioner. Edible.”; R1: “In die noordelike provinsies word die blaar 
gestamp en gekook in water vir ‘n half uur, afgegooi, gekook met suiker 
dan aan kinders gegee met kinkhoes. Nadat die dorings van die rooi 
turksy verwyder is, word ‘n jellie daarvan gevorm met koeksoda en 10ml 
hiervan word per dag gedrink vir suikersiekte. Die swart mense gebruik 
die blaarsap om dorings uit hulle voete te trek en ook as raad vir buikloop. 
Die blare word in dun skywe gesny en op brandwonde geplaas.”  
Other literature: A1: [14], [40], [43], [59], [68], [84], [88], [91], [98], [104] 










 (Asteraceae)  
[M1: 
sewedaegeneesbossie 
P1: growwe bietou, 
stekelblaarbietou 
S1: boegoebossie] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “sere, omlope, brandwonde – droog tot 
poeier, sit op of was daarmee.” – “sores, ringworm, burns – dry until 
powder, sprinkle on, or bathe affected area.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 




Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “vrugbaarheid, rugpyn – trek soos tee.” – 
“fertility, backache – draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
166. Otholobium fruticans 
(Fabaceae)  
[M1: katjiedrieblaar] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “vrugbaarheid, rugpyn – trek soos tee.” – 
“fertility, backache – draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
167. Oxalis pes-caprae 
(Oxalidaceae)  
[D1: wood sorrel, 
geelsuring 
VW4: suring] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “A tea made with a few of the leaves and 
sipped slowly, will help for nausea.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “The leaves can be added to soups, stews, 
sauces and curries and this plant has a very special place in traditional 
Cape cooking. The flowers are delicious and enchanting sprinkled onto 
fish dishes and salads. Because of the high oxalic content, it should be 
used sparingly in the diet. Although they are nourishing, too much may 
cause digestive disturbances and heartburn. Sorrel flowers, pounded with 
water and made into a paste, can be spread on acne spots and pimples 
and left to dry there. It will quickly clear the spot of redness and help dry it 
up. The juice from the stems can be dabbed on to hasten the healing. The 
leaves make soothing dressings on burns and scratches, and leaves 
warmed in hot water can be applied as a poultice on boils, abscesses and 
on suppurating sores, held in place by a bandage or sticky plaster. A tea 
made with a few of the leaves and sipped slowly, will help for nausea. The 
plant was much prized in the treatment of scurvy, and the corms were 
taken on board the ships calling at the Cape to keep the sailors healthy. If 
they were dried, they could be soaked in water and still used effectively. A 
dessertspoon of chopped corms on an empty stomach first thing in the 
morning seems to have been what the farm dogs received every spring to 
cleanse them of intestinal worms. One dose per year was enough.”; VW4: 
“Vermifuge” 
Other literature: - 




Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “borskwale – trekpleister; maagmoeilikheid, 
koors – trek soos flou tee, drink 1 koppie 3x per dag.” – “chest trouble – 
blister plaster; stomach troubles, fever – draw like weak tea, drink 1 cup 
3x per day.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
169. Passerina obtusifolia 
(Thymelaeaceae)  
[M1: bakkersbos] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “borskwale – trekpleister; maagmoeilikheid, 
koors – trek soos flou tee, drink 1 koppie 3x per dag.” – “chest trouble – 
blister plaster; stomach troubles, fever – draw like weak tea, drink 1 cup 
3x per day.” 
General anecdotes: - 




[M1, P1: ghwarrieson 
P1: guarrieson 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “hartkwale, koors, maagkwale, ongestelde 
ingewande – kneus blare, trek op brandewyn, 1 koppie 3x per dag; water, 
blaas, velkanker, nieraandoeninge, verswakte ou mense – trek soos tee.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “The fragrant leaves of this plant are used in the 
form of an infusion, to treat backache and high blood pressure. It is said to 
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P2: honeydew 
VW1: heuningbos 
V1: draaibos, gwarrieson 
D1 (incorrectly identified as 
P. retrofracta) heuningdou] 
bring down the blood pressure slowly, but effectively. The leaves, in 
combination with those of Sutherlandia frutescens (Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. frutescens), can be made into an infusion which is claimed to be 
an effective treatment for high blood sugar levels.”; P2: “Treats diabetes, 
tuberculosis, colds and flu.”; VW1: “PT: inflammation (on parts of the body 
or chest), asthma or breathing problems — steep a whole twig and drink 
(“smells like honey”).” 
Other literature: A1: [94] 
171. Pegolettia retrofracta 
(Asteraceae)  
[D1: heuningdou 






Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: incorrectly identified, should be P. 
baccharidifolia 









Little Karoo anecdotes: V1: “tubers of some species are still harvested 
from the veld for medicinal purposes, as they contain higher 
concentrations of the required chemicals than cultivated plants.” 
General anecdotes: D2: “Leaf infusion used for chest problems (JB), and 
for treating colds and influenza (CB, confirmed by FB, AT, BB, MT).”  




[M1: wildemalva, mallow, 
ivy-leafed geranium] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “keelseer – gebruik sap as 
ontsmettingsmiddel; oorpyn, tandpyn – bak blare in soetolie.” – “sore 
throat – use juice as antiseptic; earache, toothache – fry leaves in sweet 
oil.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 




Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “suur by kinders – trek soos tee; aromatiese 
reukweerder – fyngemaakte gedroogde blare.” – “aromatic uses – dried 
pounded leaves; acidity (infants) – draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: - 




[M1: wildemalva, mallow, 
ivy-leafed geranium] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “keelseer – gebruik sap as 
ontsmettingsmiddel; oorpyn, tandpyn – bak blare in soetolie.” – “sore 
throat – use juice as antiseptic; earache, toothache – fry leaves in sweet 
oil.” 
General anecdotes: - 




[D1: rooirabasam, (HA: plat 
malva) 






M1, V1: gooseberry-leaved 
Pelargonium/ geranium 
VW4: rabassam, rooiwortel] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “The San used a decoction of parts of this 
plant to procure abortions and to help with confinements, to speed up the 
birth process and to deliver the placenta. Some of the indigenous tribes 
used infusions to cure diarrhoea and stomach-ache.”; M1: “ekseem, niere, 
vrouekwale, geelsug – trek soos tee; blaas – trek met boegoe; tering – 
trek met peperboomblare.” – “eczema, kidney complaints, women’s 
ailments, jaundice -  draw like tea; bladder problems – infusion with 
buchu; tuberculosis – infusion with pepper tree leaves.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “An infusion can be used as a wash to cleanse 
sore, infected or tired eyes. It can be taken to stimulate the production of 
mother’s milk without being harmful to the baby.”; D2: “Decoction of the 
whole plant used to treat asthma and a tight chest (toe bors) (JB).”; R1 
(general anecdote): “Die Kaapse Maleiers het die Koi-naam “rabas” 
verander na “rooi rahassam” en ‘n brousel van die plant saam met seldery 
en kruisement gebruik om aborsie te bewerkstellig, geboorte te bespoedig 
of die nageboorte af te dryf. Die blare is gekneus en geplaas op die bors 
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van ‘n baba wat brongitis of inflammasie het. Die naam “rooi rabas” 
verwys na die kleur van die wortels en stam.”; VW4: “Red stems; 
amenorrhoea” 
Other literature: A1: [72], [75], [84], [86], [88], [103] 
177. Pelargonium nanum 
(Geraniaceae)  
[M1: witrabas] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “ekseem – droog, maak fyn; blaas – trek 
met boegoe; niere, geelsug, vrouekwale – trek soos tee.” – “eczema – dry, 
pound; bladder – buchu tincture; kidneys, jaundice, women’s ailments – 
draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 




M1: wildemalva, mallow 
M1, S1: ivyleaved geranium 
S1: wildesuring, kol-, 
wildemalva, wilde sorrel] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “keelseer – gebruik sap as 
ontsmettingsmiddel; oorpyn, tandpyn – bak blare in soetolie.” – “sore 
throat – use juice as antiseptic; earache, toothache – fry leaves in sweet 
oil.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “A treatment for earache: The leaves are 
warmed in water or sweet-oil, rolled up and inserted into the ear. A scarf 
or a bandage is wrapped around the head to keep the leaf [and the ear] 
warm. The fleshy roots of several species of Pelargonium are infused to 
treat diarrhoea, colds and flu.” 




[M2: rooirabas, rabas, 
rooipootjie 
R1: t’koertjie, t’ibitaa 
S1: bergaartappel, -patat, 
kykee, norretjie-(patat), 
veld-, nonna, norra, !norra 
V1: norretjie] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M2: “Veeldoelige medisyne: ‘n Tee van die 
gedroogde blare, wortels of hele plant vir diaree, keelseer, inwendige 
bloeding, melkkoors, ekseem; saam met selery en kruisement as 
aborsiemiddel; die gekneusde blare op ‘n baba se bors vir brongitis.”; V1: 
“The Khoi and early settlers roasted, ate and used the tubers for medicinal 
purposes (anti-diarrhoeic).” 
General anecdotes: R1: “Die Koikoi het dit as saamtrekmiddel by die 
behandeling van diarree gebruik.” 
Other literature: A1: [84], [88], [96] 
180. Pelargonium scabrum 
(Geraniaceae)  




Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “keelseer – gebruik sap as 
ontsmettingsmiddel; oorpyn, tandpyn – bak blare in soetolie.” – “sore 
throat – use juice as antiseptic; earache, toothache – fry leaves in sweet 
oil.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 




S1: aandblom, kaneel-, -
bol, nachtbloem, naelblom, 
naeltjie 
P2: kaneelbol, rooirabas 
V1: kaneeltjies 
VW4: rabas, rooirabas] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “maagwerk – kook, trek knol; seerkeel – 
gebruik sap as ontsmettingsmiddel.” – “diarrhoea – decoction of tuber; 
sore throat – use juice as antiseptic.” 
General anecdotes: P2: “Hemorrhoids, internal bleeding, tuberculosis, 
respiratory problems, water retention, chest ailments, dysentery, anemia, 
diarrhea and blood purifier.”; VW4: “Tuberous roots; diarrhoea and 
dysentery” 
Other literature: A1: [24], [72], [82], [84], [88], [96], [103] 
 






V1: wildemalva, horse-shoe 
Pelargonium 
VW1: malva] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “keelseer – gebruik sap as 
ontsmettingsmiddel; oorpyn, tandpyn – bak blare in soetolie.” – “sore 
throat – use juice as antiseptic; earache, toothache – fry leaves in sweet 
oil.” 
General anecdotes: VW1: “EW: earache — use fresh leaves as ear 
plugs.” 
Other literature: - 
183. Pentzia dentata 
(Asteraceae)  
[D1: kaatjiedrieblaar] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “Mainly used to treat gynaecological problems of 
women. An infusion is taken for abdominal pain, or pain in the uterus, 
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menstrual cramps, abnormalities in menstruation, abdominal swelling and 
for fertility.” 
Other literature: - 




Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “verkoue, griep – trek soos tee.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
185. Pentzia globosa 
(Asteraceae)  
[R1: beesbossie, stinkkruid, 
beestekruid, stinknet 
S1: bitterkaroo] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: R1: “Die Koikoi, en later ook die wit mense, het die 
plant met ander plantmateriaal gemeng, dit gestamp en as middel teen 
stuipe by kinders gebruik deur die mengsel in ‘n leer- of linnesakkie te 
plaas en dit om die nek van die kind te hang. ‘n Aftreksel van die plant is 
deur die wit mense vir kinders met stuipe ingegee. Dit was ook ‘n 
Hollandse middel om masels vinniger te laat uitslaan. Die swart mense 
gebruik dit as koorswerende middel, terwyl die Koikoi ‘n aftreksel van die 
blomme en die blare berei en ingewandskoors en ander koorssiektes 
daarmee behandel het. Die gedroogde plant word verpoeier, natgemaak 
en aan skerpioenbytplekke gesmeer.”  
Other literature: A1: [84], [86], [88], [103] 
186. Pentzia incana 
(Asteraceae) 
[D1: anchor karoo bush, 
ankerkaroo 
M1, P1: skaapkaroo 
M1, P1: karoo bush 
P1: alsbos, bewerasie, 




V1, P1: ankerkaroo 
S1: ankerkaroo, goeie-, 
karoobossie, skaap-, -
karoo, soet-, good karoo] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “Maagaandoenings, gal, winderingheid – 
sterk getrek soos tee.” – “stomach complaints, gall, flatulence – brew 
strong tea.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “Used medicinally for the relief of stomach 
complaints. The leaves can be chewed fresh, or an infusion is made, for 
stomach-ache, bloating, constipation and for diarrhoea, cramps or any 
discomfort in the stomach. Chewing young stems gives relief from 
toothache.” 





[M1, R1: bergseldery 
R1: blister bush 
S1, M1: blister(ing) bush; 
S1: bergseldery, duinehout, 
wildeseldery, wild celery] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “rumatiek, verkoue, jig, blaas, 
verslankingsmiddel, sweetmiddel – trek soos tee; niere, edeem – aftreksel 
met klipbokboegoe, drink ½ koppie 2x per dag.” – “rheumatism, colds, 
gout, kidneys, bladder, promote sweating, reduce weight – draw like tea.”; 
R1: “Mnr. J. Kriel van Montagu sê dit is ‘n middel teen water op die longe 
en hart.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: A1: [24], [72], [84], [88], [96], [103], [104] 
188. Phragmites australis 
(Poaceae)  
[D1: common reed, 
fluitjiesriet] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “The seeds were ground to a powder and this 
was made into an ointment to apply to burns and scalds. The sap found 
inside the stems was used as a sweetener. This sap was also used to 
treat pneumonia, because it is expectorant and relieves pain. The 
rhizomes stimulate the kidneys and bladder. The rhizomes will also 
promote sweating.” 
Other literature: - 
189. Plantago lanceolata 
(Plantaginaceae) 
[M1, VW4: weeblaar 




R1, S1: oorpynhoutjie 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “swak ou mense – eet pap van bessies; 
sinus, asma, kinkhoes – 1 teelepel droë blare op 1 koppie water, trek soos 
tee; fyte, swere, versweerde bors – gebak met soetolie.” – “sinus, asthma 
– 1 teaspoon dried leaves; whooping cough – 1 cup water, brew like tea; 
festering sores, whitlow, inflamed chest – leaves baked in sweet oil.” 
General anecdotes: R1: “Die saadjies, wat ryk aan slym en stysel is, 
word soos sago gekook, die deurgesygde vloeistof ‘n halfuur voor maaltye 
gegee aan kinders met ernstige diarree. Ander eienskappe en gebruike is 










as saamtrekmiddel, hoesmiddel, bloedstolmiddel, en vir heeskeel, maag- 
en dermontsteking, asemhalingsprobleme en veral slymvliesonsteking. ‘n 
Brousel van die gedroogde blare bevorder die stolling van bloed. Die vars 
sap wat uit die blare of plant gedruk is, is goed vir chroniese 
katarprobleme, inwendige maagkwale en wurms. Soms het die swart 
mense die blare tussen hul vingers fyngedruk en op wonde gesit. As dit in 
die vel ingevryf word, verlig dit irritasies veroorsaak deur skurfsiekte of 
insekbyte. ‘n Flou afkooksel van die plantsap is gebruik as 
oogspoelmiddel of vir inflammasie van die ooglede en konjunktivitis. 
Uitwendig kan fyngedrukte, vars blare op wonde, sere, skaafplekke, 
insekbyte en selfs aambeie gebruik word. Klein stukkies van die wortel is 
in die buitenste oorkanaal geplaas om oorpyn te verlig.” 
VW4: “Seed infusions used to treat diarrhoea (especially children); leaf as 
poultice for wounds and sores” 
Other literature: A1: [38], [46], [72], [78], [80], [84], [86], [88], [91], [103], 
[104] 
190. Plantago major 
(Plantaginaceae) 
[M1, VW4: weeblaar 
M1: broad-leaf plantain 
P1: breëblaarplantago 
S1: breëblaar, grootwee(g)-
, -weegbree, tongblaar, 
weegbredie, -bree, broad-
leaf] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “swak ou mense – eet pap van bessies; 
sinus, asma, kinkhoes – 1 teelepel droë blare op 1 koppie water, trek soos 
tee; fyte, swere, versweerde bors – gebak met soetolie.” – “weak old 
people – make porridge from berries and eat.” 
General anecdotes: VW4: “Seed infusions used to treat diarrhoea 
(especially children); leaf as poultice for wounds and sores” 
Other literature: A1: [7], [14], [38], [40], [46], [72], [78], [80], [88], [101], 
[103], [104] 
 
191. Polygala leptophylla 
(Polygalaceae) 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “Extracts from this plant are used in cases of 
colds, flu and fevers to produce sweating.” 
Other literature: - 




Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “gal, swak maag, spatare – stamp tot sag; 
winde, suur by babas – trek blare, drink.” – “gall, weak stomach, varicose 
veins – pound till soft; windy infants – make infusion of leaves, drink.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: A1: [14], [39], [84], [98], [103], [104] 
193. Portulaca oleracea 
(Portulacaceae)  
[M1, R1: misbredie 
M1, P1, R1: porselein 
R1: postelein 
M1, P1: purslane] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “liddorings, asma, suur, hartkloppings – in 
asyn getrek.” – “corns, asthma, acidity, palpitations – infusion with 
vinegar.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: A1: [1], [7], [13], [14], [21], [27], [34], [38], [39], [40], [50], 
[52], [61], [63], [72], [75], [78], [80], [83], [84], [88], [98], [103], [104] 
194. Portulacaria afra 
(Portulacaceae) 
 [D1: elephant food tree, 
pork bush 
D1, P1, S1, V1: spekboom] 
 
 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “Honey from the spekboom is unsurpassable in 
flavour and texture. The leaves are thirst-quenching. If a leaf is held in the 
mouth and sucked, it will help over-exhaustion, heat-stroke and 
dehydration. Mothers chew the leaves to stimulate the flow of breast milk. 
Rub juicy leaves over blister and corns on the feet to quickly soothe and 
heal them. It will also calm tired and aching feet. The leaves are chewed 
and sucked to treat sore throat and mouth infections. The soothing and 
antiseptic leaf sap is also good for treating skin spots, pimples, rashes and 
insect stings. The leaves are applied, in the form of a poultice, to sores 
and infected insect bites and stings. [A little sap can even be squeezed 
onto the sore.] The sap of spekboom leaves is also an effective sunburn 
treatment. Just apply! For high blood sugar levels chew, and swallow, two 
or three leaves at a time three times per day. [This is a surprisingly 
effective remedy!] When next you cook tomato stew, and just before 
cooking time is up, place a sprig of Spekboom [more or less the length of 
your hand] on top of the stew. Cover and simmer for 5 more minutes. 
Discard the sprig.” 
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Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “sere – blare op wond; katar – snuif.” – 
“sores – leaves on wound; catarrh – snuff.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
196. Pteronia incana 
(Asteraceae)  
[D1: beeskaroo 






P1: kraakbos, laventelbos, 
scholtzbos, teebos, 
vaalbos, wild lavender bush 
M1: vaa-karoo, 
tinktinkiebos 
S1: asbossie, laventel-, 
leventel-, perde-, vaal-, 
vaalblou- 
V1: asbos, kraakbos] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “An infusion of the leaves and twigs is used 
as stomach bitters, to treat indigestion, abdominal cramps, stomach-ache. 
It is used to ease all kinds of abdominal discomfort.”; M1: “influenza, fever 
– draw like tea; backache – use with wormwood and wild gentian.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “An infusion of the leaves and twigs is used to 
treat nausea and diarrhoea.”; H1: “P. incana is reported to be used as a 
treatment for influenza, fever, kidney ailments and backache.”  
Other literature: - 
197. Quaqua mammilaris 
(Apocynaceae) 
[V1: aroena] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: V1: “The stems of some species have long been 
used as a source of water, an appetite suppressant and sometimes for 
medicinal purposes even to treat a hangover.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
198. Rafnia amplexicaulis 
(Fabaceae)  
[M1: boesmantee, veldtee 
S1: soethoutbossie, veldtee 
VW4: soethoutbossie, 
waboomtee] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “asma, griep, swak rug – trek soos tee; 
onvrugbaarheid – in mengsels, trek soos tee.” – “asthma, influenza, bad 
back – draw like tea; fertility – in mixtures, draw like tea”. 
General anecdotes: VW4: “Root; demulcent, similar to liquorice root; leaf 
infusions asthma, influenza, bad back, infertility”. 
Other literature: A1: [103] 
199. Ranunculus multifidus 
(Ranunculaceae)  
[D1: buttercup 
D1, R1, VW4: kankerblare 
R1: brandblare, botterblom, 
geelbotterblom] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “Although poisonous to humans and animals. 
This plant is widely used in traditional medicine. Leaf poultices are used to 
treat wounds, abscesses, external cancers and rheumatism.”; R1: “Die 
materiaal is verpoeier en in klein hoeveelhede gegee as ‘n hoes medisyne 
of ‘n ekstraksie word geneem vir spysverterings probleme. ‘n Pap wat 
gemaak is van die gestampde blare word op masels, wonde en 
uitwendige kanker geplaas. Swart mense gebruik ‘n flou oplossing as ‘n 
braakmiddel in gevalle van diaree, en ‘n melkbrousel van die plant word 
gebruik vir seerkeel.”  VW4: “Leaf juice; treatment of cancerous sores” 





M1, S1: wild radish 
S1: wildemostert, -radys, 
jointed charlock] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “blaaskwale, water, niere, lae bloedsuiker – 
trek soos tee.” – “bladder complaints, kidneys, dropsy, hypoglycaemia – 
draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: A1: [48], [52], [88], [89], [101], [103], [104], [109] 
201. Rapistrum rugosum 
(Brassicaceae)  
[M1: wildemostert] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “blaas, niere, water – trek soos tee; lewer – 
maak aftreksel, drink met kondensmelk.” – “bladder, kidneys, dropsy – 
draw like tea; liver complaints – draw like tea and drink with condensed 
milk.” 
General anecdotes: - 
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Other literature: - 
202. Ricinus communis 
(Euphorbiaceae) 
[M1, R1, VW4: kasterolie-
boom 





oliepit-, wonder-, castor 
bean, -oil bush, - -plant 
VW4: kasterolie] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “wonde – sit warm gemaakte blare op; sere, 
puisies – trek sade en was daarmee. MOENIE DRINK NIE.” – “wounds – 
apply warmed leaves; sores, pimples – draw seeds, bathe. TOXIC, DO 
NOT DRINK.” 
General anecdotes: P2: “Wrap warm leaves around a child to treat 
stomach-ache.”; R1 (general anecdote): “Die swart mense gebruik dit vir 
maagpyn en as klisma. ‘n Pasta van die wortels is goed vir tandpyn. Die 
verpoeierde, geroosterde sade word aan sere en pitsere gesmeer. Die 
blare word teen die kop geplak om hoofpyn te verlig. Een of twee heel 
sade dien a purgeermiddel en is kragtiger as die bloubottel.”; VW4: “Seed 
oil as purgative” 
Other literature: A1: [1], [2], [4], [6], [7], [10], [11], [13], [14], [19], [21], 
[23], [26], [28], [30], [34], [38], [40], [42], [43], [45], [47], [48], [50], [51], 
[52], [56], [57], [59], [64], [65], [68], [71], [72], [77], [78], [80], [81], [82], 
[83], [84], [87], [88], [89], [91], [95], [96], [98], [103], [104] ,[105], [106], 
[107] 
203. Rorippa nasturtium- 
aquaticum 
(Cruciferae)  
[M1, VW4: bronkorsslaai 
S1: brongras, bronkhorst-
slaai, bronko(r)s(slaai), 
sterkors, sterkkos, water 
cress] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “brongitis, borskwale – trek soos tee.” 
General anecdotes: VW4: “Tea for bronchitis, lung ailments” 
Other literature: - 
204. Rubus pinnatus 
(Rosaceae)  
[D1: brambie, braambos 
VW4: braam(wortels), 
braamboswortel] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “Decoctions of the roots are used to treat 
diarrhoea, stomach cramps and chest ailments. An infusion of the leaves 
is used to soothe tired, sore eyes and also for infections of the eyes.”; 
VW4: “Roots; diarrhoea; haemorrhoids, epilepsy” 
Other literature: - 
205. Rumex crispus 
(Polygonaceae)  
[M1: tongblaar, dock 
R1: tongblaarsuring, 
weeblaar] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “maagaandoenings, suur, winde – trek saad 
soos tee; wonde, bloeding – gebruik blare soos pleister.” – “stomach 
complaints, acidity, flatulence – infusion of seeds.” 
General anecdotes: R1: “Die wortels het ‘n hoe ysterinhoud en ‘n 
aftreksel daarvan is ideal vir bloedarmoede, bleeksug en kragteloosheid. 
Daarby is dit ‘n uitstekende tonikum en opknapper vir die hele liggaam. Dit 
reinig die bloed en is ‘n doeltreffende purgeermiddel en middel teen 
rumatiek en jig. R. crispus is ‘n homeopatiese middel wat hoofsaaklik 
voorgeskryf word vir inflammasie van die lugpype en stembande, sowel as 
vir ‘n aanhouende droë hoes. Vir uitwendige gebruik word ‘n salf vir jeuk, 
sere, swelsels en skurfsiektes berei.” 
Other literature: A1: [52], [78], [80], [84], [88], [96], [99], [103], [104], 
[106] 
206. Rumex lanceolatus 
(Polygonaceae)  
[D1: common dock, tong-
blaar] 
 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “The roots are mainly used, sometimes the 
leaves. It has a laxative effect. Traditionally a remedy for internal parasites 
[tape worm and roundworm]. The whole plant is widely used for vascular 
diseases and internal bleeding. Externally, it is applied to abscesses, boils 
and tumours. The roots or leaves are boiled in water or milk and the 
decoction taken. For topical use, a hot poultice is made from pounded 
roots and leaves.” 
Other literature: A1: [30], [38], [39], [75], [87], [96], [98], [103], [106] 
207. Ruta graveolens 
(Rutaceae)  
[M1, R1, S1, VW4: wynruit 
P2: wynruit, rue 
R1, S1: binnewortel 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “inflammasie, koors, hoë bloeddruk, 
benoude bors, rumatiek, suiker, demp rooiklus – SLEGS ½ teelepel blare 
op 1 koppie kookwater, 1x per dag, WAAK TEEN OORMATIGE 
GEBRUIK.” – “inflammation, fever, diabetes, high blood pressure, 
rheumatism, asthmatic chest – ONLY half teaspoon leaves in 1 cup 
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M1, R1: rue] 
 
boiling water, 1x per day, GUARD AGAINST EXCESSIVE USE.”; R1: 
“Mev. A. van Zyl van Robertson beweer dat mense met hoë bloeddruk 
daarby sal baat vind om vir 14 dae (nie langer nie) ‘n aftreksel van 5 ml 
gekerfde blare op 500 ml water te drink. Mnr. J. Joubert van Montagu 
beaam dit.” 
General anecdotes: P2: “Treats asthma, fever, lung and heart disease, 
gout, hypertension, ear and toothache.”; VW4: “Weak infusions for 
inflammation, rheumatism, fever, chest ailments, diabetes, high blood 
pressure” 
Other literature: A1: [14], [30], [45], [72], [73], [80], [81], [84], [88], [96], 
[103] 
208. Salix mucronata 
(M1: Salix mucronata 
subsp. capensis) 
(Salicaceae)  
[D1: rivierwilg, wild willow 
D2, VW4: wilger 
D2, M1, VW4: rivierwilger 
M1: river willow 
P2: wide wilger, willow 
S1: treurwilge(r)-boom, 
wildewilge(r)-, wilge(r)- 
V1: Kaapse wilg, Cape 
willow 
VW4: wilger-toppe] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “rugkwale, jig, rumatiek, nierkwale, 
beroerte, longkwale – gedroog en fyngemaak.” – “bad back, gout, 
rheumatism, kidney complaints, lung problems – dried and pounded.”; V1: 
“The branch tips and leaves have long been used for medicinal purposes, 
mostly to treat fever and rheumatism, as they contain chemicals that have 
anti-inflammatory properties.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “The branch tips and the leaves are widely used 
to treat rheumatism and fever. It has anti-inflammatory properties. It has 
also been used to treat diseases in domestic animals.”; D2: “Leaves are 
used to treat pain (HB).”; P2: “Relieves water in the body and diabetes. 
Used in blood cleansing dieting and as a diuretic.”; R1: “Die wit mense 
gebruik ‘n brousel van die blare vir rumatiek van die spiere. ‘n Aftreksel 
van die blare is vir koorstoestande gebruik.”; VW4: “Tips (toppe) or bark; 
fever, inflammation, headache; old Khoi remedy for rheumatic fever” 








S1: afrikaanse salie, 
bloublom(metjie)-, perde-, 
wilde-, purple sage] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “gebruike dieselfde as bloublomsalie.”; R1: 
“Dit is ook uitstekend vir bedsere en spataarwonde, waarmee mnr. J. Kriel 
van Montagu saamstem. Hy sê dit is ook ‘n genesende 
ontsmettingsmiddel, en ‘n kruiebad van bloublomsalie, kruidjie-roer-my-nie 
en boegoekweek het sy ma finaal van sinkkoors genees.” 
General anecdotes: P2: “Treats cough, colds, menstrual complaints and 
diarrhea.” 
Other literature: A1: [24], [25], [30], [72], [82], [84], [88], [103] 
210. Salvia africana-lutea 
(Lamiaceae) 
[P1: bossiesalie, rietsalie, 
sandsalie 
P2: red sage 
S1: bruinsalie, geelblom-, 
sand-, strand- 
V1: bruinsalie]   
Little Karoo anecdotes: V1: “Used for medicinal purposes, especially to 
treat chest trouble and abdominal pain.” 
General anecdotes: P2: “Externally for swelling, sprains and sore legs. 
Ingested for diabetes, bronchitis, respiratory ailments and nervous system 
disorders.” 
Other literature: A1: [24], [25], [72], [73], [82], [88], [103] 
 
211. Salvia chamelaeagnea 
(Lamiaceae)  
[M1: bloublomsalie, purple 
sage 
S1: Afrikaanse salie, 
bloublom(metjie)-] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “brandwonde, borskwale, griep, hoofpyn, 
koors, maagpyn, versterking vir maag – trek soos tee, ½ koppie 3x per 
dag; oorpyn – braai met soetolie, sit in ore.” – “burns, chest complaints, 
influenza, headache, fever, stomach-ache, weak stomach – draw like tea, 
drink ½ cup 3x per day; earache – fry in sweet oil, put in ear.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: A1: [82], [72], [88], [103] 





Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “hart, rumatiek, hoë bloeddruk – trek soos 
tee.” – “heart problems, rheumatism, high blood pressure – draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: D2: “Leaf decoctions used to treat swollen feet 
(make water blisters, if feet are kept too long in it) (JB); For treating fungal 
infections on the head (wash skull with plant infusion) (CB, confirmed by 
FB); wash tired feet and painful legs (DB, confirmed by EB).” 
Other literature: A1: [72], [82], [86], [103] 
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213. Salvia runcinata 
(Lamiaceae)  
[D1: salvia, Vrystaatsalie] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “An infusion of the leaves is used to wash the 
hair in cases of scalp problems. An infusion of the leaves of this plant, 
together with Karoo violet is taken for kidney ailments.” 
Other literature: - 
214. Samolus valerandii 
(Primulaceae)  
[M1: bronkors, water-cress] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “brongitis, borskwale – trek soos tee.” – 
“bronchitis, chest ailments – draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 




Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “This plant is chewed by nursing mothers to 
stimulate the flow of milk.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
216. Scabiosa columbaria 
(Dipsacaceae)  
[D1: wild scabious, rice 
flower, speldekussing 
R1, S1: bitterbos 
V1: jonkmansknoop] 
 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “’Scabiosa’ from the word ‘scabies’ – itch or skin 
irritation. This family is used to cure skin irritations. Colonists used the 
roots of the plant as an antiseptic wound wash and as a lotion for sores 
and ulcers. Fresh roots are boiled for 10 minutes in enough water to cover 
them and the resultant tea is strained and used as a lotion. This brew can 
be mixed with borax and the paste applied to the scalp once a week to 
remove dandruff effectively. An effective ointment for veld sores, venereal 
sores and skin ulcers is made by the Sotho by charring the root, pounding 
it in paraffin and applying this paste to the sore. It can also be used for 
sores on cattle and dogs. Its most famous use is as a soothing dusting 
powder with a pleasant fragrance. African name for this powder is ‘makga’ 
– a favourite for babies after a nappy change. The root is washed, dried in 
the sun and pounded between two stones to make this fine powder. The 
fresh root is used as a treatment for colic, dyspepsia and flatulence. The 
root is scraped, washed and chewed a small piece at a time to relieve 
heartburn. The root can be dried and powered and taken in water for all 
these ailments. A decoction can be made of the root and used for colic. 
Sip the warm tea slowly. Add other herbs [like kiepersol leaves] to the 
same brew to aid difficult confinements and painful menstruation.”; R1: 
“Die skaapwagtertjies het die vars blare gekou wanneer hulle maagpyn of 
koliek gehad het. Die gedroogde blare is verpoeier en deur die swart 
mense as gegeurde talkpoeier, veral vir babas, gebruik. Hulle kou of maak 
‘n brousel van die wortels vir koliek en beweer dat die doeltreffendheid 
daarvan medies bewys is. Die Sotho’s gebruik ‘n brousel van die wortels 
saam met ander middels as middel teen onvrugbaarheid. ‘n Salf, gemaak 
van die fyngemaakte wortels gemeng met lampolie, word deur die Sotho’s 
aangewend vir veneriese siektes. Die Xhosas gebruik ‘n aftreksel van die 
wortels vir seer oë.” 
Other literature: A1: [9], [11], [19], [30], [38], [39], [40], [58], [72], [74], 
[75], [82], [84], [85], [86], [87], [88], [96], [98], [101], [103], [106] 
217. Searsia lancea 
(M1: Rhus lancea)  
(Anacardiaceae)  
[D2, V1: kruboom 









rooi(hout), soet-, water-] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “kinkhoes – trek tee saam met pypsteelbos; 
maagseer, sooibrand – trek soos tee; keelseer – trek bas soos tee.” – 
“whooping cough – infusion with pypsteelbos; ulcers, indigestion – draw 
like tea; sore throat– draw bark like tea.” 
General anecdotes: D2: “The small dry fruits are edible (JB, confirmed by 
CB, FB, RT, AT, KB, HB, DB, EB, JT, HG, BB, MT).” 
Other literature: A1: [28], [59] 
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218. Searsia undulata 
(Anacardiaceae) 
[D1: kuni bush 
D1, R1: koeniebos 
R1: kuniebos 
R1, S1: taaibos 
S1: garra(bos), koorsboom, 
kunibos, ysterhout] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “The leaves, bark or roots are used. An infusion 
of the leaves is taken to treat chest colds. Simply chewing the fresh leaves 
has the same results. Decoctions of the leaves are used for post-partum 
problems, like hastening the production of a retained placenta. The roots 
are claimed to be of therapeutic value in infections of the gastro-intestinal 
tract. Decoctions of the roots or bark have definite anti-inflammatory 
activity.”; R1: “Die Koikoi het ‘n brousel van die blare gemaak en dit 
gebruik as komplikasies by ‘n bevalling intree. Die Namakwas kou die 
blare as middel teen borskwale.” 
Other literature: A1: [3], [45], [46], [84], [86], [88], [96], [103] 
219. Selaginella dregei 
(Pteridaceae)  
[D1: resurrection fern, 
opstandingsvaring] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “The whole plant is burnt, and the smoke is 
directed into the mouth to soothe toothache.” 
Other literature: - 
220. Senecio crassulaefolia 
(Asteraceae)  
[M1: Senecio] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “ekseem, insekbyte, bysteek – vryf blaarsap 
aan.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
221. Solanum linnaeanum 
(Solanaceae)  
[D1: bitter apple, 
bitterappel] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “Ringworm and warts can be effectively treated 
by cutting the fruit in half and applying the juice to the area. Throughout 
Southern Africa the pulp from the green fruits of many Solanum species is 
applied directly to the tooth and the adjacent gum for the treatment of 
toothache. In some cases, the pounded roots are applied. Solanum 
species should never be swallowed. They contain toxic substances which 
are used as starting materials in the manufacture of steroidal drugs.” 
Other literature: - 
222. Solanum tomentosum 
(Solanaceae)  
[D1: snake apple 
M1: doringappeltjie 
S1: slangappel(bos) 
D1, V1: slangappel 
V1: gifappeltjie] 
 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “kanker – droog alle dele van plant, trek 
soos tee, GIFTIG WANNEER GROEN.” – “cancer – dry, cut, pound all 
parts of plant, boil and draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “The orange-red berries of this plant can be cut 
in half and the juice applied to warts and to ringworm. Repeat the 
treatment as often as possible for a few days or until the problem has 
gone. Do not take internally.”; D2: “Numerous medicinal uses, e.g. to treat 
open wounds (rou sere) (JB); breathing problems (JB); toothache (put a 
leaf in the mouth, on aching tooth) (CB, confirmed by FB, JT, HG, MT – 
grind leaf, and put ointment on tooth); wash body with it – a general 
medicine (DB).”; VW1: “KS: syphilis – boil the roots and drink. The 
Afrikaans vernacular name vuilsiek or vuilsiekte refers to syphilis. 
Solanum species ae widely used in traditional medicine (e.g. Watt and 
Breyer-Brandwijk, 1962).” 
Other literature: A1: [9], [38], [39], [75], [84], [85], [88], [103] 
223. Sonchus oleraceus 
(Asteraceae)  
[M1: seidissel 
P1, R1: sydissel 
M1, S1: milk thistle 
S1: pypdissel, suig-, sy-, 
tuin-, sow- 
S1, R1: melkdissel] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “bors – kook stroop met brandewyn en 
suiker.” – “chest complaints – boil syrup with brandy and sugar.” 
General anecdotes: R1 (general anecdote): “Die sap van die plant is 
deur die vroeë koloniste gebruik om sere mee te was en swere te genees. 
Ek weet van ‘n brousel van die plant wat as salf gebruik is vir wonde en 
sere. Die sap van die plant is as oogdruppels by oogonsteking 
aangewend. Daarby reinig dit die bloed en dien as geneesmiddel vir 
lewerkwale, insluitende geelsug. Na bewering kan ‘n wortelbrousel teen 
wurms gedrink word. Die plant bevat ook ‘n harsagtige stof wat glo 
purgerend werk. Die stof of bruin gom word verkry deur die plantsap te 
laat verdamp tot droog en dan as suiwerings- of purgeermiddel te gebruik. 
Verslawing aan opium is ook daarmee behandel.” 
Other literature: A1: [2], [12], [30], [50], [52], [72], [78], [80], [82], [84], 
[88], [98], [99], [103], [104] 
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224. Stachys aethiopica 
(Lamiaceae) 
[D1: woundwort, teebossie 
M1: kattekruie (klein) 
S1: kat(pis)bossie, kruie 
V1: katbossie] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “An infusion of the above-ground plant parts 
is used as a wash for wounds and sores. It can also be taken internally to 
treat infections of the uterus, the kidneys and the bladder. The infusion 
may be taken to promote sweating in cases of fever.”; M1: “inwendige 
aambeie, lewerkwale, griep, vrouekwale, rug, niere – trek soos tee” – 
“internal haemorrhoids, liver complaints, influenza, women’s ailments – 
draw like tea.”; V1: “Used to treat asthma, bronchitis and colds and flu.” 
General anecdotes: - 




[D1: wild camphor bush, 
wildekamferbos 
D1, R1: vaalbos 
R1: kanferbos] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “Infusions and tinctures of the leaves and twigs 
are used for stomach disorders, abdominal pain, headache, toothache, 
asthma, bronchitis and also for inflammation. Infusions and tinctures are 
taken orally, or the fresh leaves may be chewed. Hot poultices have also 
been used. A hot poultice on the chest is believed to ease headache, 
asthma, bronchitis and inflammation. The fumes from crushed leaves, 
twigs and branches are inhaled to treat asthma, headache, sinusitis, 
blocked nasal passages and rheumatism. The smoke from burning fresh 
or dried leaves and branches will help for the same ailments. A warmed 
ointment is applied to frostbite on hands and feet. An infusion made from 
the leaves is a good remedy for stomach-ache. The Khoi and San people 
smoked the dried leaves like tobacco. It seems to have had a slight 
narcotic effect.” R1: “Die San het die blare met salie gemeng, ‘n aftreksel 
daarvan berei en hoë koors en masels daarmee behandel. Dit het ‘n suur 
smaak en ‘n effens bedwelmde uitwerking. ‘n Aftreksel van die blare is 
vroeër as sweetmiddel gebruik. Dit is ook gedrink by die behandeling van 
maagkwale, as tonikum en vir tandpyn. ‘n Pap van die blare word op die 
borskas geplaas om asma, brongitis, hees bors en inflammasie te verlig. 
Vir dieselfde kwale is ‘n tinktuur van die plant gebruik. ‘n Sterk tinktuur in 
warm badwater is heilsaam vir verlamming en serebrale bloeding. ‘n Salf 
berei van die blare word ingevryf in wintershande en -voete.” 




[V1: kamferboom, camphor 
tree] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: V1: “The leaves have been used for medicinal 
purposes, especially to treat lung ailments and abdominal pain.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
227. Teucrium africanum 
(Lamiaceae) 




Little Karoo anecdotes: V1: “The leaves were used to treat 
haemorrhoids in the past.” 
General anecdotes: R1: “Die swart mense drink ‘n aftreksel van die blare 
vir slangbyt en seerkeel.” 
Other literature: A1: [16], [30], [72], [84], [87], [88], [103] 
228. Teucrium trifidum 
(Lamiaceae)  
[D1: wood sage, lizard’s 
foot, drievingertee 




Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “It can be taken to treat colds and influenza. 
It can be taken for indigestion and stomach-ache.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “Traditionally this plant was boiled up with the 
meat of an animal that had anthrax to cleanse the meat. An infusion of the 
plant is antiseptic and can be taken to treat sore throat. It can also be 
used as a tonic.”; R1: “Die swart sowel as wit mense drink ‘n aftreksel vir 
koors, griep en aambeie. Die wit mense het dit in brandewyn geweek, 
deurgesyg en as middel teen slegte spysvertering of as tonikum gebruik. 
Hulle het ‘n aftreksel van die blare ook gedrink vir suikersiekte, fyt, 
bysteek en ander wonde, terwyl swart mense dit onder meer vir slangbyt 
en seerkeel aangewend het.” 
Other literature: - 
229. Tribulus terrestris 
(Zygophyllaceae)  
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “This plant is used medicinally as a general 
tonic. A tea is taken to treat diarrhoea. This same tea can be gargled to 
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[D1: devil’s thorn, 
duwweltjie] 
soothe a sore throat. It can also be used as a wash to treat infections of 
the eyes.” 
Other literature: - 
230. Tulbaghia capensis 
(Alliaceae)  
[M1, V1: wildeknoffel 
M1, V1: wild garlic 
P2: wild garlic, wilde 
knoffel] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “koors, griep, hoe bloeddruk – eet, dra 
sakkie om nek.” – “fever, influenza, high blood pressure – eat, wear in bag 
around neck.” 
General anecdotes: P2: “Worms, fever, flu, respiratory and lung ailments, 
arthritis, diabetes, rheumatism, hypertension and tuberculosis. Aids in 
immune system and circulation.” 
Other literature: A1: [25] 




D1, V1: wildeknoffel 
D1, M1, V1: wild garlic] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: It will do much to clear colds, coughs and 
flu, and it has the added benefit that the smell will not outlive the meal! 
The same infusion was used by the Khoi as a purgative. It is claimed that 
wild garlic will lower blood cholesterol and high blood pressure if it’s used 
regularly in the diet.” 
M1: “koors, griep, hoë bloeddruk – eet, dra sakkie om nek.” – “fever, 
influenza, high blood pressure – eat, wear in bag around neck.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “Many believe that the wild garlic plant will keep 
snakes away. The bulbs are used in traditional love potions. Wild garlic 
tastes delicious chopped into soups and stews and can be used lavishly. 
The leaves can add taste to meat and potatoes and can be cooked as a 
spinach dish. The wild garlic contains the same chemical substances that 
ordinary garlic does and can be used medicinally in the same ways and 
for the same ailments. If eaten chopped and fresh on bread or in a daily 
salad, it has remarkable antiseptic qualities. The roots are tied in muslin 
and added to the bath to ease rheumatism, to help paralysis and to bring 
down a fever. Tea made of chopped bulbs and roots and used as a wash 
will have the same effect. Steep 3 to 6 bulbs and roots in 2 liters of boiling 
water, stand until cool, strain and use. 
Other literature: A1: [9], [18], [24], [37], [38], [46], [72], [82], [96], [103], 
[106], [109] 





R1, V1: krimpsiektebos 
V1: krismisnenta] 
 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “This plant is not to be taken internally, as it is 
quite toxic. It is also toxic to animals. The soft part of the stem is warmed 
in hot water, peeled and chopped or pulped, and then used as a poultice 
on sores, boils and abscesses.” 
R1: “Mnr. M. Bosch van Somerset-Oos sê die sagte deel van die stam 
word vanweë die medisinale waarde daarvan gebruik. Die blare word 
verhit, die vlieserige vel verwyder en op absesse en swere geplaas om die 
etter uit te trek.” 
Other literature: A1: [84], [88], [89] 
233. Typha capensis 
(Typhaceae)  
[B1, D1: papkuil 
D1: bulrush] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: B1: “’n Aftreksel van die wortels van die plant is 
gebruik teen veneriese siektes tydens swangerskap om geboorte te 
vergemaklik.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “The rhizomes are dug up and pounded to a 
meal and used as a source of starch. The pollen may also be used as a 
high-protein food. The leaves are used to make hand brooms and to some 
extent in weaving and thatching. Leaves are stitched together to make 
traditional sitting-mats, used to receive women visitors. The rhizomes are 
widely used in traditional medicine, mainly to enhance fertility and 
potency, to improve circulation and to ensure easy delivery of a baby. 
Taken in the form of a porridge, the rhizome is used to ease menstrual 
pain, and for any pain in the uterus. An infusion of the rhizome is given to 
strengthen contractions during labour, and to expel the placenta, in 
humans as well as in animals. Infusions and decoctions of the rhizomes 
are used as male sexual tonics and to improve the circulations. Dysentery, 
diarrhoea, enteritis and kidney and bladder problems are all treated with 
the root infusions, and they are believed to be blood-purifying. A decoction 
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of the root and basal stem is used externally as a wash and taken 
internally as a treatment for venereal diseases. The soft, woolly 
inflorescence can be used to staunch bleeding, packing it around the 
wound. The leaves can be twisted and softened and used as bandages to 
hold a dressing in place. The Xhosa has a water-divining ritual in which a 
flute made from a hollow stem is used to guide them to underground 
water.” 
Other literature: - 
234. Urtica urens 
(Urticaceae) 
[M1: brandnetel 





Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “slegte bors, kinkhoes – kook stroop, droog 
stamp, drink met heuning, 1 teelepel 3x per dag; winterhande – trek, week 
hande; suikersiekte, bloedarmoede, bloeding, waterpokkies, masels – trek 
soos tee.” – “bad chest, whooping cough – dry, pound, boil syrup, drink 
with honey 1 teaspoon 3x per day; chilblains – draw, soak hands; 
diabetes, anaemia haemorrhage – draw like tea.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
235. Urginea altissima 
(Hyacinthaceae)  
[M1: maerman 
S1: jeukbol, maerman(bol), 
-ui] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “sere, wonde, bloedstolling – bind blare van 
bol op sere, wonde; jig – warm blare toegebind, GIFTIG, MOENIE DRINK 
NIE.” – “sores, wounds, blood coagulation – apply leaves; gout – bind with 
warmed leaves DO NOT DRINK.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: A1: [19], [20], [21], [28], [38], [42], [48], [64], [68], [88], 
[89], [103], [105], [106], [107]  
236. Vachellia karroo  
(=Acacia karroo) 
(Fabaceae)  
[B1, VW2: soetdoring 
D1: sweet thorn tree, 
soetdoringboom 
M1, P1, R1: doringboom, 
pendoring 
P1: karoo thorn, 
soetdoringboom, thorn tree 
M2, R1, V1: soetdoring 
M1, M2, P1, V1, VW2: 
sweet thorn 
R1: karoodoring 
S1: doringboom, fyndoring, 
karoodoring (-), khoe-, 
natal-, pendoring, rivier-, 
sambreel-, soet-, suur-, 
swart-, wit-(boom), Cape 
gum, gum-arabic tree, 
karoo thron, mimosa (-), 
sweet-, umbrella-    
VW2: mookana, moshaoka, 
umnga, umunga 
VW4: doringboom] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: B1: “Omdat dit so volop is, is dit ook van ons 
oudste opgetekende medisinale plante. Reeds in 1685 is die gom 
versamel in opdrag van Simon van der Stel en uitgevoer na Nederland as 
bestanddeel vir medikasie. Die bas en blare is as tee gedrink teen diaree 
by mense en ook buikloop by diere. As inwendige bloeding sou voorkom, 
is aftreksels gemaak van die gom, bas en blare wat as saamtrek- en 
stollingsmiddel moes dien. Tee van doringbas is ook gebruik teen sproei 
by babas en ander seerplekke in die mond. In tye van nood is doringpitte 
ook saam met ander grane gebruik om koffie se plek te neem.”; M1: “swak 
hart, bloedverlies, witseerkeel, kroep – trek bas; maagsere – trek 
doringgom.” – “weak heart, croup, loss of blood, diphtheria – infusion of 
bark; ulcers – infusion of gum.”; M2: “Die bas en blare is ‘n ou raad vir 
diaree, die gom en blare vir verkoue, mondsproei, oogonsteking en talle 
ander skete.”; V1: “The bark was historically used for tanning and the 
gum, known as Cape Gum, is edible and suitable for confectionary and for 
use as an adhesive.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “The gum was used as a sweetener in cooking, 
and as gum-arabic. Known as Cape Gum, it was used as emollient and 
pharmaceutical aid: as emulsifier, stabiliser of suspensions and additive 
for solid formulations. The gum, diluted with milk, also was used to cure 
thrush in babies. An infusion is made of the bark [2 tablespoons of bark, 
half a cup of boiling water – leave to draw for 10 minutes] to treat sore 
throat. Gargle with this brew, just one spoonful per day. The sweet thorn 
provides very good firewood, especially in the drier parts of the country. 
The bark can be used for tanning leather. Different parts of the plant are 
still used medicinally today. A dired extract of the heartwood was known 
as Black Catechu and was very useful in the treatment of diarrhoea. An 
infusion of the bark and leaves was an Old Cape remedy for diarrhoea 
and dysentery. This same infusion was used for the treatment of colds, flu, 
conjunctivitis and haemorrhage. The roots were dried, ground to a powder 
and mixed with babyfood to ease colic. The seed was used as a coffee 
substitute. A decoction of the bark is given to cattle with wild ires [tulp] 
poisoning.”; R1 (general anecdote): “Die swart mense vryf die wortels as 
medisyne in klein snytjies in die vel in om lendejig te verlig. ‘n Aftreksel 
word as braakmiddel gebruik, terwyl die fyngestampte wortels met 





Published anecdotes and literature data  
babavoedsel gemeng en aan babas gegee word om koliek te verlig. Die 
verdunde gom dien as mondspoelmiddel teen sproei. ‘n Aftreksel van die 
bas het gedien as braakmiddel en is ook gebruik vir diarree, verkoue en 
inflammasie van die oë.”; VW2: “The bark and leaves are a Cape remedy 
for diarrhoea and dysentery. The gum, bark and leaves have also been 
used as an emollient and astringent for colds, conjunctivitis and 
haemorrhage. The gum is used as food and is taken for oral thrush. Some 
other traditional uses have been recorded.”; VW4: “Gum (Cape gum, 
heyra); emulcent, salve; bark for diarrhoea and dysentery” 
Other literature: [4], [9], [15], [28], [30], [38], [39], [41], [43], [45], [59], 
[68], [72], [75], [77], [82], [84], [88], [92], [93], [96], [97], [98], [103], [106] 
237. Veltheimia capensis 
(Hyacinthaceae)  
[D1, S1, V1: sandlelie 
D1, S1: quarobe 
S1: kwarobe 
V1: quorobe] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: -  
General anecdotes: D1: “This plant was first mentioned in Van der Stel’s 
journal in 1685 – noted that the bulb had a purgative effect. It is one of the 
remedies taught by the Khoisan people, and one of the oldest South 
African plants to have its medicinal value recorded.” 
Other literature: A1: [86], [88] 
238. Viscum capense 
(Santalaceae)  
[D2: voëlink 
D2, M1, M2, P1, R1, S1, 
VW1: voëlent 
D2, M2, R1, V1, VW1: 
lidjiestee 
D1: voëlenttee 
D1, M2: cape mistletoe 
D1, S1: lidjiestee 
M1, P1, V1: mistletoe 
P2: voëlent, mistletoe 
R1, S1: vogelstront 
R1: voëllym] 
 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “The leafless stems of this parasitic plant 
are widely used to prepare an herbal tonic and general health tea and 
were recommended for treating asthma. To treat diabetes, make a 
decoction of the plant: 125 ml plant material on 1 liter water. Boil slowly 
until the volume is halved. Allow to cool and strain. Store in a glass bottle 
in a cool place. Take 25 ml 3 times per day after meals.” M1: “water, blaas 
– trek soos tee; versterkmiddel, angina – trek soos tee; sere – salf van 
bessies.” – “dropsy, bladder problems – draw like tea; recuperative, 
angina – draw like tea; sores – ointment form berries”; M2: “’n Ou Kaapse 
kruietee getrek van die plant en of sy bessies help glo vir asma, brongitis, 
diaree, oormatige maandstondes, ‘n Bessie-aftreksel stop bloeding en 
verwyder vratte.”; V1: “Some species have been used for medicinal 
purposes, especially to treat diarrhoea, asthma and bronchitis.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “Taken as a powder or a decoction the stems 
have also been used to treat epilepsy in children and young women and 
were recommended for treating St Vitus’ dance. This decoction seems to 
have also been used to treat cancer.”; D2: “Stem infusions used as tea or 
tea substitute (JB, confirmed by KB, DB, EB, JT, HG); used to treat 
diabetes (bloedsuiker), stomach cramps and chest diseases in children 
(JB); only those growing on a kruboom (Searsia lancea) were considered 
suitable for use; oral thrush (tandesproei) (CB, confirmed by FB, AT).”; P2: 
“Used externally for venereal disease and internally to treat tuberculosis.”; 
VW1: “EW: for the liver (unspecified) - drink like tea. KS: back pain - drink 
tea. PT: weak heart - drink like tea (with wildeals).”; R1: “Die blaarsap is 
vir die verwydering van vratte gebruik en vir brongiale asma gedrink. ‘n 
Afkooksel van die blare of die vruggies stol glo bloed en word dikwels vir 
neusbloeding aangewend. Die sap het ‘n saamtrekkende eienskap. In die 
vorm van ‘n poeier of aftreksel is dit ook vir vallende siekte en St. Vitus-
dans gebruik.” 
Other literature: A1: [38], [46], [80], [84], [88], [96], [98], [103] 
239. Viscum rotundifolium 
(Santalaceae)  
[D1, M1, P1: voëlent 
D1, M1, P1: mistletoe 
P2: voëlent, mistletoe 
S1: voëlent, vogelstront] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “Mistletoe has been used as a substitute for 
tea. The fresh juice of the fruit was rubbed on to warts to remove them.”; 
M1: “water, blaas – trek soos tee; versterkmiddel, angina – trek soos tee; 
sere – salf van bessies.” – “dropsy, bladder problems – draw like tea; 
recuperative, angina – draw like tea; sores – ointment form berries”. 
General anecdotes: P2: “Used externally for venereal disease and 
internally to treat tuberculosis.” 
Other literature: A1: [38], [46], [84], [86], [98], [103], [108] 
240. Walafrida squarrosa 
(Scrophulariaceae)  
[M1: griepbossie] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “griep – trek soos tee.” – “influenza – draw 
like tea.” 
General anecdotes: - 
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Other literature: - 
241. Withania somnifera 
(Solanaceae)  
[D1: Indian ginseng, winter 
cherry, geneesblaarbossie 
P2: geneesbos] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “The leaf or the root bark is mainly used. 
Leaf poultices are widely used for wound healing. It is applied externally to 
treat open cuts, wounds abscesses, inflammation, haemorrhoids, 
rheumatism and syphilis. A paste of the leaves is applied, or ointments 
can be made with fat or oil. The root is used in the form of infusions, 
decoctions or tinctures which can be taken orally. The whole root is used, 
or, in the case of larger and older roots, only the soft outer covering. 
Withania is taken for fever, colds, flu, asthma, general ill health, fatigue, 
debility, infections, syphilis, abdominal discomfort, diarrhoea and worms. 
The infusion is used as an aphrodisiac. It can even be used as an 
insecticide. It is used as a general tonic, a sedative, and hypnotic. Extracts 
of the roots stimulate the immune system of the body. It improves anxiety 
and mild to moderate depression. It is anti-aging: memory-enhancing and 
an anti-oxidant. It is used as a brain-tonic to help with learning and 
memory retention. In other words: an excellent adaptogen. Preparations of 
Withania have been taken to tone the uterus in women who have had 
miscarriages.” 
General anecdotes: P2: “Used as a soap wash and douche.” 
Other literature: - 
242. Xanthoparmelia spp. 
(=Parmelia spp.) 
(Parmeliaceae)  
[D1, P2, VW4: klipblom 
VW4: klipmos, klipbuchu] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: - 
General anecdotes: D1: “Lichen species are still used as medicines in 
rural areas and were originally used by the Khoi. They can be bought at 
street markets. Infusions of Klipblom are used for cough, sore throat, 
fertility, oral thrush in infants, abdominal pain, backache and kidney and 
bladder diseases. Parmelia is still being used today to treat gastro-
enteritis and appetite loss. Infusions are applied topically to slow-healing 
wounds. A range of different dyes can be obtained from Parmelia, 
producing shades of orange, rust or brown. When dyeing wool with 
lichens, there is no need for a mordant. It is believed that klipblom from 
the southern side of the Swartberg Mountains is the best to treat diarrhoea 
with.”; P2: “Treats caner, women’s problems, aids in fertility and induces 
abortion.”; VW4: “Infusions for back pain; mouth wash for oral thrush; 
aromatic lichen (klipbuchu) used for anointing the body (and as mouth 
wash for teething children)” 







Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “vrugbaarheid – saam met ouvroubos, trek 
soos tee; maagsiektes – trek soos tee; rugpyn – saam met kooigoed, trek 
soos tee; tandesproei – spoel.” – “fertility – draw like tea with ouvroubos; 
stomach disorders – draw like tea; sprue – rinse with; backache – draw 
like tea with bedding.” 
General anecdotes: - 





Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “koliek – kou wortel; maagsere – trek wortel 
in brandewyn.” – “colic – chew root; ulcers – brandy tincture.” 
General anecdotes: - 




[M1, R1: varkblom 
D1, M1, S1, V1: arum lily 
D1, R1, S1: aronskelk, 
varklelie 
P2: arum lily, calla lily, 
varklelie, varkblom 
R1: arumlelie 
R1, S1: hottentotsblare 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “The leaves are mainly used. Rarely the 
rhizomes. The leaves are applied as dressings to treat wounds, sores and 
boils. A leaf is also applied to parts affected by rheumatism and gout. The 
fresh leaf is warmed before application to the affected area. The leaves 
can also be used on burns, bites and stings. The leaves can make a 
soothing poultice to ease the pain of rheumatism, gout, backache and 
headache. Boiled rhizomes are sometimes mixed with honey and taken 
for bronchitis, asthma, heartburn and rheumatism, or gargled for a sore 
throat. Plant parts should not be eaten fresh, as it causes swelling of the 
tongue and throat. The wound-healing is probably due to a protective and 
moisturizing effect, rather than to chemical substances.” 











R1, V1: varkoor] 
M1: “ontsteekte versweerde bors – maak blare warm, bestryk met 
soetolie.” – “inflamed chest – warm leaves.” 
V1: “Rhizomes feed feral pigs. Warmed leaves used for dressing wounds, 
sores, gout and insect bites.” 
P2: “Apply topically to back for lung ailments, sores, gout and arthritis. 
Internally for vomit.” 
General anecdotes: R1: “Die swart mense plaas warm, vars blare op die 
voorkop om hoofpyn te verlig. Dit word ook op insekbytplekke gesit of as 
pleister vir sere en pitsere gebruik. Prof. C.L. Wicht dink die blaar reageer 
soos geoliede sy, deur verdamping te voorkom en sodoende die wond 
klam te hou. Die vroeë koloniste het die blare aangewend vir rumatiek en 
voetjig. Die knol wat glo eers gekook en dan gemeng word met heuning of 
stroop, kan vir brongitis, asma, chroniese katar, sooibrand en rumatiek 
probleme gedrink en vir seerkeel gegorrel word. Die gedroogte wortelstok 
word met heuningstroop gemeng tot ‘n salf vir sere, douwurm en swelsels. 
Wees baie versigtig om enige deel van die plant deur die mond in te 
neem, want die fyn, naaldvormige oksaalsuurkristalle kan ‘n pynlike 
irritasie en swelsel van die tong, mond en keel veroorsaak.” 
Other literature: A1: [8], [9], [18], [23], [24], [30], [59], [72], [74], [75], [80], 




[D1: lion bush, leeubos, 
leeutjies] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “The dry seeds are powdered and used, in 
the form of an infusion, to treat convulsions, stroke and paralysis. A 
decoction of the roots [known as ‘leeutjies’] is used to ease backache and 
to treat kidney problems.” 
General anecdotes: D1: “When in flower all parts of this plant are 
poisonous and using it will cause serious diarrhoea. Interestingly though, 






Little Karoo anecdotes: D1: “Used in much the same way as buchu. An 
infusion is used to induce sweating in case of a cold with fever. Infusions 
are also used for stomach-aches and ulcers. A decoction is used to treat 
eczema and asthma. It is a remedy for treating athlete’s foot.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
248. Zygophyllum sp. 
(Zygophyllaceae)  
[M1: spekbos] 
Little Karoo anecdotes: M1: “artritis – was met aftreksel.” 
General anecdotes: - 
Other literature: - 
 
4.5 Conclusions 
This literature study aided in determining which plants and lichens to include in the 
flip-file. From the 246 plant species and two lichen species listed in Table 4.1, 99 
plant species and one lichen were included in the flip-file and an additional 47 
species were added to the flip-file. There are 51 species that do not have any Little 
Karoo anecdotes in Table 4.1 which is caused by the misinterpretation given by De 
Jager’s “Veld medicine from the Klein Karoo”, in which not all of the anecdotes are 
local information, but some are collected from general literature sources. These 
uncertainties were corrected during an ethnobotanical interview with the author in 
order to separate the Little Karoo anecdotes from the general anecdotes as is now 
indicated in Table 4.1.    
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Chapter 5: General ethnobotany of the Little Karoo 
 
5.1 Introduction  
Data on the botanical diversity of a specified country, region or localised area are 
typically published in the form of a checklist in which all the species that have 
hitherto been recorded are listed in alphabetical or more often taxonomic sequence 
(e.g. by family). Examples are checklists for sub-Saharan Africa (Kloppers et al., 
2006) and for southern Africa (Germishuizen and Meyer, 2003), both of which have 
proven extremely valuable as basic reference sources for plant diversity data. 
Checklists for other countries in the southern African region (Angola, Botswana, 
Lesotho, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland, Zambia, and Zimbabwe) 
were amongst the main outputs of the SABONET project that started in 1996 and 
ended in 2005 (Van Heerden, 2017).  The recent global assessment of plant 
diversity (RBG Kew, 2016) clearly showed the need and value of checklists, 
especially for poorly explored parts of the world. One of the early examples of 
regional checklists that specifically demonstrated the value of a computerised 
approach was a checklist for the southern African flora generated by the PRECIS 
system (PRE Computerised Information System), implemented by Gibbs-Russell et 
al. (1984, 1985, 1987) and Arnold and De Wet (1993). This system has evolved into 
a user-friendly, comprehensive online database called Botanical Database of 
Southern Africa or BODATSA (South African National Biodiversity Institute, 2016). 
The main advantage of digital data is that checklists can easily and continuously be 
updated by adding new records and correcting taxonomic and nomenclatural 
changes.  
Checklists usually include extensive data on the floristic diversity, endemism 
(e.g. Clark et al., 2009) and the conservation status of the species but less often 
traditional uses or an assessment of sustainable use. A recent example is the 
compendium of wild-harvested species informally traded in Cape Town (Petersen et 
al., 2012). With a new emphasis on the need to record traditional knowledge about 
nature and the expansion of the concept of extinction to also apply to traditional 
knowledge according to the Shenzhen Declaration (Crane et al., 2017), there is now 
a need to record such knowledge as an important component of modern checklists. 
As pointed out by Verpoorte (2012), primary data are critical and not the methods of 
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analysis. High quality data, once published, can be analysed or re-analysed 
according to the needs of the reader or researcher.   
Vlok and Schutte-Vlok (2016) estimated that the total Little Karoo vascular plant 
flora includes 3 200 species. Manning and Goldblatt (2012) listed 2 404 species (out 
of a total of 9 383 species of Core Cape plants) that are at least partly distributed in 
the region. As shown in Figure 5.1, three of the eight South African biomes occur 
within the Little Karoo, namely the Succulent Karoo, Fynbos and Albany Thicket 
biomes (Mucina and Rutherford, 2006). Transitional shrublands occur between the 
boundaries of these three biomes. These main vegetation types can be futher 
subdivided into 19 major habitat types as discussed in Chapter 2 (Vlok and Schutte-
Vlok, 2016). 
Figure 5.1: Map of the Little Karoo, South Africa, showing the biomes according to 
Mucina and Rutherford (2006). Ethnobotanical surveys to enrich previously recorded 
literature data were conducted in all villages shown in bold in capital font.    
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The aim of this chapter is to provide an analysis and synthesis of all useful 
vascular indigenous and naturalised exotic plants of the Little Karoo. Cultivated 
plants are excluded, except for a few cultivated medicinal plants that have become 
important in local traditional medicine. Published information was enriched by own 
data from recent field work and from field observations over many years. The starting 
point was a comprehensive inventory of the flora of the Little Karoo, allowing the 
comparison of the species richness at different taxonomic levels and the percentage 
taxa that are used by humans and as fodder by livestock and game. Taxa were 
classified into different use categories, along with their conservation status to 
determine which threatened species are utilised. It allowed for the provision of 
accurate percentages for the total flora that are used for various use categories and 
to determine the conservation status of all useful plants (including those that are 
heavily utilised or under grazing pressure). High quality data are provided to allow for 
future comparisons between biomes, cultural groups and regions, once suitable 
information becomes available.   
 
5.2 Inventory of useful plants of the Little Karoo  
A comprehensive inventory for the flora of the Little Karoo is presented in digital 
format (also in Appendix 7), based on literature data, ethnobotanical surveys and 
collective personal observations. It includes the correct name, author citation (The 
Plant List, 2013 and International Plant Name Index, 2015) and conservation status 
for each of 3773 indigenous and exotic taxa from 697 genera and 152 families 
known to occur in an area of 23 500 km2, as well as 869 taxa from 360 genera and 
102 families that are used for medicine, magic, food and crafts by humans, and as 
food plants/fodder for livestock and game. This checklist allows for a rigorous 
approach to diversity comparisons and is a first example of what is here called a 
‘Stratified checklist’. It is a digital inventory in which several overlapping layers of 
data (e.g. plant use categories, geographical distributions and conservation status) 
can be superimposed onto a primary layer comprising all known taxa. This is a 
useful tool for updating changes in species data over time, such as taxonomic and 
nomenclatural changes, new records of useful plants and new distribution data. High 
quality primary data will therefore be available on an ongoing basis that can be used 
for a wide range of analyses and comparisons of taxa, their distributions and 
attributes. 
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The inventory was compiled using all literature on Little Karoo plants, including 
general literature on the flora (Manning and Goldblatt 2012; Vlok and Schutte-Vlok 
2016), sources devoted entirely or partly to Little Karoo plants and their uses (Rood 
1994; Anonymous 1998, 2001; De Jager 2010; Britz 2011; Mostert and Van Elfen 
unpublished). To this basic list, several previously unrecorded useful plants 
encountered during ethnobotanical field surveys in the period 2014 to 2017 were 
added. The grazing values were obtained from Van Breda and Barnard (1991), Le 
Roux et al. (1994), Shearing (1994), Esler et al. (2006) and unpublished data from 
personal experience of Mr. Charles Patrick Marincowitz, Mr. Jan Vlok and Dr. 
AnneLise Schutte-Vlok.  
The many and varied uses of Little Karoo plants are relatively poorly recorded. 
Much of the focus has been on medicinal plants (Rood, 1994; Anonymous, 1998, 
2001; De Jager, 2010; Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 2016; Mostert and Van Elfen, 
unpublished) with little or no information on edible plants. Other general uses of 
plants such as timber, firewood, dyes, tannins and lye ash have not yet been 
systematically recorded. Publications on fodder plants are likewise incomplete and/or 
focussed on Nama Karoo plants in general. In view of the importance of the 
pastoralist culture of the original Khoi inhabitants of the Little Karoo, no survey of 
useful plants would be complete without including the grazing value of the plants, 
especially for livestock and game.  
Average grazing index values have been calculated by converting the star 
rating system for palatability used in four publications [Van Breda and Barnard 
(1991) – four stars, Le Roux et al. (1994) – five stars, Shearing (1994) – five stars, 
Esler et al. (2006) – five stars] and unpublished data from personal observations of 
Mr. Charles Patrick Marincowitz, Mr. Jan Vlok and Dr. AnneLise Schutte-Vlok – five 
stars each. The grazing index value for Hirpicium alienatum, for example, is 
calculated as (4 + 4 + 5 + 3 + 4 + 5)/29 = 25/29 = 0.86. Poisonous plants are also 
indicated in Table 5.1, using the toxicity scores of Van Wyk et al. (2002): 1 = not 
really poisonous, 2 = poisonous, 3 = very poisonous, 4 = deadly, 5 = causes skin 
allergies or contact dermatitis and 6 = poisonous to animals (usually not important in 
human toxicology). Data on the conservation status of the plants were taken from 
The Red List of South African Plants (Raimondo et al., 2009 and as updated in 
http://redlist.sanbi.org) and was enriched by own observations. The final inventory 
was used for comparisons and is provided here in Appendix 7. It should be noted 
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that species that are harvested for the floral trade or used in commercial agriculture 
or horticulture were not recorded here. A total of 105 exotic taxa from 40 families are 
listed for the Little Karoo, of which 67 exotic plants are recorded as useful. The few 
cultivated exotics that were included are used on a small scale by local people for 
subsistence. Eight of these species are cultivated (Opuntia ficus-indica, Medicago 
sativa, Quercus robur, Punica granatum, Eucalyptus camaldulensis, Eucalyptus 
globulus, Physalis peruviana and Tropaeolum majus). The Poaceae has the highest 
number of exotics (17 taxa), of which four are fodder species (Arundo donax, 
Hordeum murinum, Lolium perenne and Pennisetum clandestinum).  
After a rigorous literature study and many ethnobotanical field surveys, at least 
23.0% taxa are recorded as useful in this area (Table 5.1). The ten most species-rich 
families are Asteraceae (88 genera, 511 species and infra-specific taxa), Fabaceae 
(40, 276), Aizoaceae (50, 260), Iridaceae (21, 210), Ericaceae (1, 199), 
Scrophulariaceae (29, 169), Poaceae (54, 150), Orchidaceae (14, 115), 
Restionaceae (15, 107) and Crassulaceae (4, 105). Note how the ranks of some 
families change, depending on whether the total number of species or the number of 
useful species is considered (Figure 5.2). For instance, the Ericaceae, which is 
among the ten most species-rich families (ranked fifth) for the total flora, has no 
useful species; the same scenario can be observed for Orchidaceae and 
Restionaceae. Fabaceae which leads in second position according to total flora, is 
ranked third for the family with the highest number of useful plants. Another 
fascinating fact is that there are certain families where almost the total number of 
plants are also useful such as for Oxalidaceae (34 taxa, 31 useful taxa – 91.2%), 
Lamiaceae (27 taxa, 18 useful taxa – 66.7%) and Amaranthaceae (26 taxa, 16 
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Table 5.1: An inventory of useful plants of the Little Karoo, South Africa, compiled from literature data and recent ethnobotanical 
surveys.  
The comprehensive list of the total flora is presented as Appendix 7. Species names for new use records are shown in bold; naturalised aliens 
are marked with a single asterisk; cultivated aliens (of special significance in the Little Karoo) are marked with a double asterisk. Grazing values 
were obtained from: E1 = Esler et al. (2006), L1 = Le Roux et al. (1994), M3 = Marincowitz, personal notes, S2 = Shearing et al. (1994), V2 = 
Van Breda and Barnard (1991), and Vlok and Schutte-Vlok = based on personal observations. Poisonous (according to Van Wyk et al., 2002 – 
see experimental). Literature of uses consulted: M1 = Anonymous (1998, 2001), M2 = Mostert and Van Elfen (unpublished), R1 = Rood (1994), 
R2 = Rood (2008), D1 = De Jager (2010), B1 = Britz (2011) and V1 = Vlok and Schutte-Vlok (2016).  




























































































































































































Acanthopsis sp.nov.  
V1: pistoolbos; V1, 
S2: 
verneukhalfmensie 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 1 - 0.3 LC  
Barleria obtusa Nees  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Barleria pungens L.f.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Blepharis capensis 
(L.f.) Pers. 




1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC D1 
Justicia cuneata Vahl V1, V2: bloubos; E1: 
bloubossie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - 3 5 - 0.79 LC 
V2, 
E1 
Justicia orchioides L.f. S2: ribbokbos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 5 - 0.7 LC  
Monechma incanum 
(Nees) C.B.Clarke 
V1, L1, E1, S2: 
netvetbos; E1, S2: 
skaapbloubossie 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 - 4 - 4 - 0.75 LC  
Monechma 
robustum Bond 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - 4 3 4 5 - 0.83 LC  
Achariaceae 
Kiggelaria africana L. V1: wildeperske, wild peach 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - - + 0.4 LC 
 
Acoraceae 





 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Aizoon canariense L.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Aizoon glinoides L.f.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Aizoon karooicum 
Compton 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Aizoon rigidum L.f.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Aizoon 
sarmentosum L.f. 












 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
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 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 DDT  
Carpobrotus 
deliciosus L.Bolus 
D1: sour fig, suurvy, 
ghoena 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC D1 
Carpobrotus edulis 
(L.) L.Bolus 
B1: ghoena; M1: 
ghoenavy; M2: 
vyeranke; M2, R1: 
perdevy; B1, M2, V1, 
E1: suurvy; M2, V1, 
E1: sour fig; R1: 
hottentotsvy, 
hotnotsvy 
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 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Delosperma peersii 
Lavis V1: skaapvygie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 4  0.8 LC  
Delosperma 
pubipetalum L.Bolus 








sunset mesemb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 DDT  
Drosanthemum 
crassum L.Bolus V1: doublaarvygie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 NT  
Drosanthemum 








V1: muisvygie; E1: 
opslagskaapvygie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - - - 1 - 0.3 LC 
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 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 EN  
Galenia africana L.  
D1: geelbrakbos; D1, 
M1, V1, E1, S2: 
kraalbos; V1: geelbos 




Galenia africana L. 
var. secundata 
S2: yellow bush, 
geelbos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 3 - 1 
2, 
6 0.4 LC 
 
Galenia fruticosa (L.f.) 
Sond. 
L1, S2: vanwyksbos; 
V2: vanwyksbrak; E1: 
vanwyksbossie 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 - 2 3 3 - 0.54 LC  
Galenia procumbens 
L.f. 
L1: kraalbos; E1: 
vanwyksopslag 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 - - - 2 - 0.33 LC 
 
Galenia pubescens 




L1, E1, S2: 
vanwyksbrak 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 - 4 
 3 - 0.6 LC  
Galenia secunda (L.f.) 
Sond. 
V1, V2, M3: 
vanwyksopslag; E1: 
geelbos 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - 4 - 4 2 - 0.63 LC  
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 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 VU  
Gibbaeum dispar 
N.E.Br. 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 VU  
Gibbaeum geminum 
N.E.Br. V1: vingervygie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC 
 
Gibbaeum gibbosum 









Thiede & Klak 
(=Muiria hortenseae 
N.E.Br.) 
V1: muiskopvygie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 CR  
Gibbaeum nebrownii 
Tischer V1: vis-oë 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 CR 
 
Gibbaeum nuciforme 
(Haw.) Glen & 
H.E.K.Hartmann 




 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 CR  
Gibbaeum petrense 
(N.E.Br.) Tischer 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 VU  
Gibbaeum pilosulum 










 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 VU  
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 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Gibbaeum velutinum 
(L.Bolus) Schwantes 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 VU  
Gibbaeum sp. nov.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 NE  
Glottiphyllum 
carnosum N.E.Br. 












1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC D1 
Glottiphyllum 
fergusoniae L.Bolus 








 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Glottiphyllum 




 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 VU  
Glottiphyllum suave 
N.E.Br. 








V1, E1, M3: 
springbokvygie 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - 4 - - 1 - 0.47 LC  
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 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Mesembryanthemum 
archeri (L.Bolus) Klak  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 NE  
Mesembryanthemum 
articulatum Thunb. = 
Psilocaulon 
articulatum N.E.Br. 
E1: asbos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - - - - 1 6 0.2 LC  
Mesembryanthemum 
coriarium Burch. ex 
N.E.Br. = Psilocaulon 
absimile N.E.Br. 
L1: asbos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 - - - 1 6 0.2 LC L1 
Mesembryanthemum 
guerichianum Pax 
V1, S2: brakslaai, ice 




M1, V1, E1: asbos, 
M1, V1: loogbos; M1: 
letjiesbos 
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - - - - 1 6 0.2 LC B1, M1 
Mesembryanthemum 
strictum Haw. V1: kanna 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 NE  
Mesembryanthemum 
tortuosum L. 
R1, V1: kanna; D1, 
M1, B1, V1: kougoed; 
R1: 
hottentotskougoed 
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N.E.Br. ex Glen 
V1: kopervygie, 
copper mesemb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 4 - 0.8 LC  
Pleiospilos compactus 
(Aiton) Schwantes 
subsp. canus (Haw.) 
H.E.K.Hartmann & 
Liede 
E1, S2: kwaggavy; 
S2: volstruistoon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - 3 - 2 - 0.47 LC 
 
Ruschia approximata 








V1: doringvygie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Tetragonia 
arbuscula Fenzl 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Tetragonia 
decumbens Mill.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Tetragonia echinata 
Aiton 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - - 1 - 0.4 LC  
Tetragonia fruticosa L. 
V1: kinkelbossie; V1, 
E1: klappiesbrak; V2: 
kleinsaadklappiesbra
k; M3: klappiesbos 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - 5 - 3 4 - 0.84 LC  
Tetragonia glauca 
Fenzl 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Tetragonia 
nigrescens Eckl. & 
Zeyh. 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Tetragonia saligna 
Fenzl 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
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V1: kinkelbossie; S2: 
kinkelbos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 4 - 4 - 0.8 LC 
 




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - - - 4 3 - 0.79 LC  
Tetragonia 
verrucosa Fenzl 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Trichodiadema 
attonsum Schwantes 




E1: hairynipple 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - - - - 2 - 0.6 LC  
Trichodiadema 
burgeri L.Bolus 




 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Trichodiadema 
emarginatum L.Bolus 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Trichodiadema hallii 
L.Bolus 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 DDT  
Trichodiadema 
imitans L.Bolus 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Trichodiadema 




 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Alliaceae 
Allium dregeanum 
Kunth. M1: boesmanknoffel 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC M1 
Tulbaghia capensis L. M1, V1: wildeknoffel; V1: wild garlic 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC M1 
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Harv. subsp. violacea 
D1, V1, M1: wilde-
knoffel; D1; V1: wild 
garlic 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC D1, M1 
Amaranthaceae 
* Amaranthus 
hybridus L. subsp. 
cruentus (L.) Thell. 
E1: misbredie, 
marog, pigweed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1p - - - - 1 6 0.2 NE 
 
*Amaranthus sp.  0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - NE  




L1, S2: blasiebrak; 
S2: Australian 
saltbush 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 - 2 - 1 - 0.4 NE  
* Atriplex lindleyi Moq. 
subsp. quadripartita 
Paul G.Wilson 




saltbush; S2: old 
man's saltbush, 
oumansoutbos 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 - - 3 - 3 - 0.6 NE  
* Atriplex semibaccata 













creeping saltbush 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 4 - - - 4 - 0.8 LC 
 
Atriplex vestita 
(Thunb.) Aellen var. 
appendiculata Aellen 
V1, S2: vaalbrak; V1, 
E1: saltbush; E1, S2: 
Cape saltbush; S2: 
klappiesbrak 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 4 - 4 - 0.8 LC  
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 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - 2 - NE  
Exomis microphylla 
(Thunb.) Aellen V1: brakbossie 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC 
 
Manochlamys 
albicans (Aiton) Aellen 
M1: hondebossie;  
V1, V2, E1, M3: 
spanspekbos 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 - 5 - 3 5 - 0.84 LC M1, V1 
Salsola aphylla L.f. 
V1: gannabos, 
saltbush; S2: lye 
bush, loogasganna; 
S2, M3: rivierganna; 
E1: ganna, 
rivierganna 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 - - 5 - 3 - 0.87 LC  
* Salsola kali L. E1, S2: rolbos, tumbleweed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - 2 - 1 - 0.33 NE 
 
Salsola tuberculata 
Fenzl ex Moq. 
V1, V2, E1: 
blomkoolganna 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - 3 3 6 0.64 LC 
 
Salsola verdoorniae 
Toelken V1: silwerganna 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 VU  
Sericocoma avolans 
Fenzl 
V1, E1, S2: katstert; 
V1: bo-gras-onder-
bos; E1, S2: gras-bo-
bos-onder; M3: 
witaarbos 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - 5 4 - 5 - 0.9 LC  
Suaeda fruticosa (L.) 




(Ker Gawl.) Herb. 
D1, R1, V1: 
seeroogblom; R1, S2: 
gifbol; S2: berglelie 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 1 - - 2 0.2 LC D1, R1 
Boophone disticha 
Herb. 
D1: bushman poison 
bulb; B1, D1, M1, V1, 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1p - - - - - 3 0.2 LC 
B1, 
D1, 
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V1: lantanter; M1: 









1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - NE M1, R1 
Haemanthus 
coccineus L. 
D1: April fool, 
rooikwas 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - 2 - LC D1 
Strumaria gemmata 
Ker Gawl. 





haasballetjies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 1 - 0.3 LC 
 
Anacampseros 
papyracea E.Mey. ex 
Fenzl 
M1, E1: gansmis; M1: 
moerbossie; E1: 
haaskos 
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - - - 1 - 0.3 LC M1 
Anacampseros 
telephiastrum DC. 
M1: fytbossie; V1: 
gemsboksuring 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC M1 
Anacardiaceae 
* Schinus molle L.  0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - 2 - NE  
Searsia glauca 
(Thunb.) Moffett V1: bloukoeniebos 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC 
 
Searsia laevigata (L.) 
F.A.Barkley 
V1: taaibos, dune 
currant 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC 
 
Searsia lancea (L.f.) 
F.A.Barkley 
M1, V1: karee; V1: 
kruboom; E1, S2: 
kareeboom; S2: 
hoenderspoorkaree 
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 - - 2 2 1 - 0.5 LC M1 
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(Burch.) Moffett var. 
pyroides 
S2: fire thorn, 




A.J.Mill. & J.Wen 
D1: kuni bush; D1, 
R1, V1: koeniebos; 
R1: kuniebos, taaibos 
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC D1, R1 
Apiaceae 
Annesorhiza 
macrocarpa Eckl. & 
Zeyh. 
 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC  
Arctopus echinatus L. D1, V1: platdoring, 





D1: water parsnip, 
tandpynwortel 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - - - 2 - - - 0.4 LC D1 
Centella asiatica (L.) 
Urb. 
D1: pennywort, 
varkoortjies 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC D1 
Chamarea capensis 
(Thunb.) Eckl. & Zeyh. 
D1, R1: vinkelwortel, 
vinkelbol, wildevinkel; 
R1: gammare 
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC D1, R1 
Deverra denudata 








D1, M1: vinkel; D1: 
fennel; R1: 
vinkelbossie 














1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC D1, V1 
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M1, R1: bergseldery, 














 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC  
Carissa 
haematocarpa A.DC. 
V1: karoo num-num; 
V2, S2: noem-noem; 
S2: num-num 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 3 1 - 0.43 LC  
Cynanchum viminale 
(L.) L. = 
Sarcostemma 
viminale 
D1, E1, S2: spantou; 
V1, E1, S2: melktou; 
V1: giftou 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1p/3 - - 1 - - 6 0.4 LC D1 
Duvalia caespitosa 
(Masson) Haw. subsp. 
vestita (Meve) Bruyns 
V1: gortjie, toontjies; 
S2: hotnotstoontjie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 2 - 0.4 LC 
 
Fockea capensis 
Endl. V1: kambroo 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC R2 
Fockea comaru 
(E.Mey.) N.E.Br. 
 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC R2 
Fockea edulis 
K.Schum. 
 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC R2 
Fockea sinuata 
(E.Mey.) Druce E1: kambroo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - - 2 - 0.5 LC 
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fruticosus (L.) Aiton f. 
subsp. fruticosus 
D1, S2: tontelbos, 
wild cotton; D1: 
shrubby milkweed, 
V1: balbossie, 
katoenbos; E1, S2: 
milkweed; M1: 
klapperbos; M1, R1, 
E1: melkbos; R1: 
kapokbossie, 
gansiebos 





(N.E.Br.) Plowes V1: ghaap 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC V1 
Hoodia pilifera (L.f.) 
Plowes  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 NT  
Microloma armatum 
(Thunb.) Schltr. ex 
Gilg var. armatum 
V2: ystervarkbos; E1, 
S2: ystervarkbossie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - 3 3 4 - 0.68 LC 
 
Microloma 
sagittatum (L.) R.Br. 
E1: bokhorings; M3: 
bokhoring, soetpeul; 
V2: bokhorings 
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - 5 - 3 4 - 0.79 LC  
Microloma tenuifolium 
(L.) K.Schum. V1: kannetjie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 4 - 0.8 LC  
* Nerium oleander L. E1: oleander, 
selonsroos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1p - - - - - 
4, 









V1, E1, S2: dikvoet 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - 2 - 1 3 0.33 LC  
Piaranthus comptus 
N.E.Br. E1: aasblom 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - - - 1 - 0.3 LC 
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 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Piaranthus parvulus 
N.E.Br.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 
LC  
Quaqua arenicola 
(N.E.Br.) Plowes  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 
LC  
Quaqua arida 
(N.E.Br.) Plowes  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 
LC  
Quaqua linearis 
(N.E.Br.) Bruyns  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 
LC  
Quaqua mammillaris 
(L.) Bruyns V1: aroena 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC V1 
Quaqua ramosa 




E1: makghaap 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - - - 1 - 0.3 LC  
Stapelia hirsuta L. 
var. hirsuta V1: aasblom 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC 
 
Stapelia hirsuta L. 
var. vetula (Masson) 
Bruyns 




M1: bitterkalmoes 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC M1 
Aponogetonaceae 
Aponogeton 
distachyos L.f. V1: waterblommetjie 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC 
 
Araceae 
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M1, R1, E1: 
varkblom; R1, V1: 
varkoor; D1, V1, E1: 
























R1, V1: kiepersol; 
R1: nooiensboom, 
sambreelboom 
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC D1, R1 
Asparagaceae 
* Agave americana L. V1: century plant, 
garingboom 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 NE R1 
Asparagus 
aethiopicus L. S2: haakdoring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - - - 0.4 LC  
Asparagus africanus 
Lam. 




1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - - - - - 0.4 LC D1 
Asparagus burchellii 
Baker 
V1, S2: katdoring; 
S2: wild asparagus, 
katbossie 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - - - 0.4 LC  
Asparagus capensis 
L. var. capensis 
M1, V1: katdoring; 
S2: wild asparagus, 
wag-'n-bietjie 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - - - 0.4 LC M1 
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 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Asparagus lignosus 
Burm.f. M1: katdoring 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - - LC M1 
Asparagus 
mucronatus Jessop 
D1: wild asparagus; 
D1, V1, S2: katdoring 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - - - 0.4 LC D1 
Asparagus 
retrofractus L. V1: katdoring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - - - 0.4 LC 
 
Asparagus rubicundus 
P.J.Bergius M1: katdoring 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC M1 
Asparagus striatus 
(L.f) Thunb. 
V1, E1, S2: 




E1: katdoring, wild 
asparagus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - - - - - 0.4 LC 
 
Asphodelaceae 
Aloe ferox Mill. 
D1, M2, E1: 
bitteraalwyn; D1: 
cape aloe; M2: 
aalwyn; M2, R1, V1: 
tapaalwyn; V1: bitter 
aloe; R1: makaalwyn 







Aloe longistyla Baker 
V1, E1, S2: ramenas; 
E1: aalwyn, karoo-
aalwyn; S2: Karoo 
aloe 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - 2 - - 3 0.47 DDD  
Aloe maculata All.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Aloe microstigma 
Salm-Dyck 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - - - 2 - 1 - 0.3 LC  
Aloe sp. M1: aalwyn 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - NE M1 
Aloe speciosa Baker  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
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Aloe striata Haw. 
V1: makaalwyn; V1, 
S2: coral aloe; E1: 
aalwyn, coral; E1, S2: 
gladdeblaaraalwyn 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - 2 - 1 - 0.33 LC  
Bulbine abyssinica 
A.Rich. S2: kopieva 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 - - 2 - 2 - 0.4 LC 
 
Bulbine foleyi 
E.Phillips  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Bulbine frutescens (L.) 
Willd. 
D1: cat's tail, balsam-
kopieva; M1: bulbine; 
V1, E1, S2: 
rankkopieva; E1, S2: 
snake flower; B1: 
katstert, snotterbel 









V1: waterglasie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Bulbine praemorsa 
(Jacq.) Spreng. 
 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC  
Gasteria 
brachyphylla (Salm-
Dyck) Van Jaarsv. 
var. bayeri Van 
Jaarsv. 
D1: ox tongue, 
oukossies; D1, V1: 
beestong 
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC D1 
Gonialoe variegata 
(L.) Boatwr. & 
J.C.Manning 
D1: bontbees; D1, 
V1, E1, S2: 
kanniedood; V1: 
partridge-breast aloe; 
S2: variegated Aloe 
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 - - 2 - 2 - 0.4 LC D1, V1 
Haworthia pumila 
(L.) Duval 
M1: kanniedood; V1: 
vratjiesaalwyn 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 VU M1 
Haworthia viscosa 
(L.) G.D.Rowley V1: koedoekos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC V1 
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Kniphofia uvaria (L.) 
Oken 
V1, S2: vuurpyl, red-




 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC R2 
Asteraceae 
Amellus tridactylus 
DC. subsp. olivaceus 
Romme 
V1, M3: astertjie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 5 - - 3 - 0.8 LC  
Arctotheca calendula 
(L.) Levyns 
V1: cape weed; E1, 
S2: tonteldoek, cape 
marigold; S2: 
soetgousblom 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - 2 - 1 6 0.33 LC  
Arctotis leiocarpa 
Harv. S2: gousblom 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 1 - 0.3 LC 
 
* Artemisia absinthium 
L. M1: groenamara 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - - - - - - 2 - NE M1 
Artemisia afra Jacq. 
D1, M1, E1, S2: 
wilde-als; D1: wild 
wormwood; M2: 
African wormwood; 
B1, M2, R1: wildeals; 
R1: alsemkruid; S2: 
wormwood 























V1: flenniebos; V1, 
V2, E1: vaalbietou 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - 3 3 - 0.64 LC  
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S2: graweelwortel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 1 - 0.3 LC  
Berkheya spinosa 
(L.f.) Druce 
V1: bokdissel; V1, 
V2: bokbietou; E1: 
vlaktedissel; S2: 
perdebos 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - 2 3 4 - 0.63 LC  
* Centaurea benedicta 
(L.) L. 
B1, M1, M2, R1: 
karmedik; M2: holy 
thistle; R1: makdissel 







D1, R1, V1, L1, E1, 
S2: bitterbos; M1: 
beesbos; D1, R1: 
bitterkaroo 






oblongifolia DC. V2: selderybossie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - 4 1 - 0.56 LC 
 
* Cichorium intybus L. 
D1, S2: sigorei, 
chicory; R1: 
sigoreibos 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 2 - 0.4 NE D1, R1 
Cineraria lobata L’Hér. 
subsp. lasiocaulis 
Cron 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - - - 0.4 R  
Conyza scabrida DC. 
= Nidorella ivifolia (L.) 
J.C.Manning & 
Goldblatt 




M1, V1, S2: oondbos; 
M1, V1: bakbos; M2: 
ruingama, kruiebos; 
M2, R1: bakbossie, 
oondbossie; R1: 
kruiebossie 
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Cotula coronopifolia L. V1, S2: gansgras; V1: eendekos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 1 - 0.3 LC 
 
Cuspidia cernua (L.f.) 
B.L.Burtt 




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - 4 2 - 2 - 0.5 LC  
Dicoma picta (Thunb.) 
Druce 





0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 5 - - 5 - 0.8 LC  
Dimorphotheca 




S2, M3: witbietou; 
S2: white bietou, 
weather prophet; M3: 
reënblom 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1p 2 3 1 - 1 6 0.32 LC  
Dimorphotheca 











(kaapse) 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - - - - - - - - NE M1 
Dolichothrix ericoides 
(Lam.) Hilliard & 
B.L.Burtt 
M1: kliprenoster; V1: 




B1, M1: renosterbos 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC B1, M1 
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D1: black rhino bush, 
swartrenosterbos; 
M1, M2, V1, S2: 
renosterbos; M2: 
arnosterbossie; M2, 
S2: rhinoceros bush; 
R1: anosterbossie, 
renosterbossie 







africanus L. var. 
africanus 
D1, R1, V1: 
kapokbos; D1, V1: 
wild rosemary; R1, 
E1: wilderoosmaryn; 
V2: roosmaryn 













1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - - - 3 - 0.5 LC M1 
Eriocephalus 
decussatus Burch. S2: doringkapok 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 2 - 0.4 LC 
 
Eriocephalus 
ericoides (L.f.) Druce 
subsp. ericoides 








 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 4 - 0.8 R  
Eriocephalus 
punctulatus DC. 
D1: kapok bush; S2: 
boegoekapok 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 1 - 0.3 LC D1 
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wildeharpuisbos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - - - 0.4 LC  
Euryops imbricatus 
(Thunb.) DC. 
S2: resin bush, 




V1: harpuisbos, resin 
bush; E1, S2: 
vetharpuis 




V1: harpuisbos, resin 
bush; E1: 
waterharpuis 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - - - - - 0.4 LC  
Euryops subcarnosus 
DC. subsp. vulgaris L1, S2: soetharpuis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 - 2 - 1 - 0.33 LC 
 
Euryops 
tenuissimus (L.) DC. 
subsp. tenuissimus 
M1: harpuis; V1: 
grootharpuisbos 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC M1 
Euryops sp.nov. 




karoo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 4 - 3 - 0.7 LC 
 
Felicia filifolia (Vent.) 





draaibos; V2, E1, S2: 
persbergdraaibos; 
S2: ghombos; M3: 
skaap-aster 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - 5 1or2 3 3 - 0.67 LC D1 
Felicia filifolia (Vent.) 
Burtt Davy subsp. 
filifolia 
L1: persbergdraaibos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - 3 3 - 0.67 LC L1 
Felicia filifolia (Vent.) 
Burtt Davy subsp. 
schaeferi 
L1: kleinghombos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - 4 4 - 0.89 LC L1 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - - - 4 4 - 0.86 LC  
Felicia muricata 
(Thunb.) Nees subsp. 
muricata 






0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 5 4 4 3 - 0.86 LC  
Felicia ovata (Thunb.) 
Compton 
V1, L1, V2, E1, S2: 




M1, R1, V2: 
gifhoutjie; M1, R1, 










V1, E1, S2: 
botterblom; S2: 
gazania 




V2: rooibotterblom 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - 4 3 - 0.78 LC  
Gazania lichtensteinii 
Less. 
V1, S2: botterblom; 
V1: kougoed; S2: 
gazania 




M3: botterblom 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 5 - - 3 - 0.8 LC 
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(Thunb.) Hilliard & 
B.L. Burtt var. 
albidulum (DC.) 
Hilliard 
V2: geilsiektebossie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - 3 2 - 0.56 LC  
Helichrysum 
crispum D.Don 
 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Helichrysum 
cymosum (L.) D.Don. 
subsp. cymosum 
D1: kooibos; V1: 
sewejaartjie, 
everlasting 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC D1, V1 
Helichrysum excisum 
(Thunb.) Less. M1: ouvroubossie 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC M1 
Helichrysum 
hamulosum E.Mey. ex 
DC. 
M1: desemberbos 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC M1 
Helichrysum 
hebelepis DC. V2: vetkos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - 4 - - 1.00 LC 
 
Helichrysum 
nudifolium (L.) Less. 
var. nudifolium 








B1: kooigoed 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC B1 
Helichrysum patulum 













vaalbergkaroo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - 3 - 2 - 0.53 LC 
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Hippia frutescens (L.) 
L. 
M1: kanferbossie, 









0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 5+ 3 4 5 - 0.86 LC  
Hirpicium integrifolium 
(Thunb.) Less. 
V1, V2, E1: 







0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - 2 - 1 - 0.33 LC  
* Jacobaea maritima 
(L.) Pelser & Meijden 




E1: ganskweek 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1p - - - - 1 6 0.2 LC  
Leysera gnaphalodes 
(L.) L. 
D1: naaldetee; D1, 













Leysera tenella DC. V1: vaalteebos; E1: 
vaalteebossie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - - - 1 - 0.3 LC 
 
Macledium spinosum 
(L.) S.Ortíz E1: karmedik 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - - 2 - 0.5 LC 
 
Oedera squarrosa (L.) 




1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC M1 
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M1, E1, S2: 
stinkkruid; V1: 
karoostinkkruid 








bossie 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC M1 
Osteospermum 
glabrum N.E.Br.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Osteospermum 
incanum Burm.f.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Osteospermum 
junceum P.J.Bergius  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Osteospermum 
moniliferum L.  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Osteospermum 
polygaloides L.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Osteospermum 
scariosum DC. var. 
scariosum 




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 5 5+ 5 - 5 - 1.00 LC  
Osteospermum 
scariosum DC. var. 
integrifolium 
V2: sagtebietou 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - 4 5 - 1.00 NE  
Osteospermum 
sinuatum (DC.) Norl. 
var. lineare (Harv.) 
Norl. 
V1: karoobietou; V2, 
S2: bietou; M3: 
bitterbietou 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 5 5 4 4 - 0.95 LC  
Osteospermum 
sinuatum (DC.) Norl. 
var. sinuatum 
L1: geelbietou 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 5 - - - 4 - 0.9 LC  
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Othonna sp. nov. 
(vanillodora)  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 4 - 0.8 NE  
Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia Less. 
M1, V2, E1: 
ghwarrieson; V1: 
draaibos, gwarrieson 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - 3 3 - 0.64 LC D1, M1 
Pegolettia retrofracta 
(Thunb.) Kies 




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - - 3 6 0.6 LC  
Pentzia dentata (L.) 
Kuntze 
D1: kaatjiedrieblaar; 
V1: eendepootkaroo 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC D1 
Pentzia elegans DC. M1: bergwildeals 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC M1 




L1, E1, S2: 
vaalkaroo; M3: 
groenkaroo 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 3 2 - 3 - 0.48 LC  
Pentzia incana 
(Thunb.) Kuntze 
D1: anchor karoo 
bush; D1, V1, L1, V2, 












0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 4 4 - 3 - 0.73 LC  
Phymaspermum 
aciculare (DC.) Benth. 
& Hook.f. ex Klatt 
S2: heuningkaroo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 3 - 2 - 0.5 LC  
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aphyllum Magee & 
Ruiters 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 5 - 1.00 NE  
Phymaspermum 
parvifolium Benth. & 
Hook.f. 






0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 - 4 4 4 - 0.79 LC  
Printzia polifolia (L.) 
Hutch.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Pseudognaphalium 
luteo-albidum (L.) 
Hilliard & B.L.Burtt 
M1: wit-
agdaegeneesbossie 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - - - - - - - - LC M1 
Pseudognaphalium 
undulatum (L.) Hilliard 
& B.L.Burtt 
S2: cudweed, 






E1: gombos; S2: 
boegoekaroo 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 - 2 - 4 - 0.46 LC  
Pteronia glauca 
Thunb. 





0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 2 2 - 2 - 0.36 LC  
Pteronia glomerata 
L.f. 
E1, S2: gombos, 








1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC D1 
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membranacea L.f. V2, E1: bierbos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - - - 4 4 - 0.86 LC 
 
Pteronia oblanceolata 
E.Phillips M3: vaalperdebos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 2+ - - 3 - 0.5 LC 
 
Pteronia pallens L.f. 
V1, E1, S2: 
scholtzbos; V1: 
aasvoelbos; E1: 
witgatbos; E1, S2: 
armoedsbos 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1p - - 1 - - 6 0.2 LC  
Pteronia paniculata 
Thunb. 
V1, E1, S2: 




V1, L1, E1: swart-




 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 3 - 0.5 LC  
Pteronia succulenta 
Thunb.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 5 - 1.00 LC  
Pteronia viscosa 
Thunb. 
V1: gomknop, V2: 
gombos; E1, S2: 
gombossie 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - 2 3 2 - 0.53 LC  
Relhania speciosa 
(DC.) Harv.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Rosenia glandulosa 





karoo; E1, S2: perde-
karoo; M3: hartbees-
karoo, gemsbokkaroo 






0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - 5 3 - 2 - 0.65 LC  
Senecio crassulifolius 
(DC.) Sch.Bip. M1: senecio 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - DDT  
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 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - - - 0.4 LC  
Senecio paniculaltus 
P.J.Bergius  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Senecio radicans 
Sch.Bip. 
V1: kraaltjies; V1, E1, 
S2: bokkos 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - 3 - 3 - 0.6 LC  
* Sonchus oleraceus 
L. 
M1: seidissel; R1, E1: 
sydissel, melkdissel; 
E1: dandelion 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - - - - - - 0.2 NE M1, R1 
* Tanacetum 
parthenium Sch.Bip. 




camphor tree; D1: 
wild camphor bush, 
wildekamferbos; D1, 
R1, E1, S2: vaalbos; 
R1: kanferbos; E1, 
S2: camphor tree 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 - - 3 - 2 - 0.46 LC V1 
Trichogyne 
decumbens Less. 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - - - 0.4 LC  
Ursinia anethoides 
N.E.Br. 
V1: bergmagriet; M3: 
geelblomslanghoutjie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 5 - - 3 - 0.8 LC 
 
Ursinia nana DC. 
subsp. nana E1: papiertjies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - 2 - 1 - 0.33 LC 
 
Ursinia pilifera 
(P.J.Bergius) Poir. V1, E1: fynkruie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - - - - 5 - 0.9 LC 
 
* Xanthium spinosum 
L. 
S2: burrweed, 
boetebossie 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 1 - - 6 0.2 NE S2 
* Zinnia peruviana 
(L.) L. 




V1, S2: karoo gold; 
V1, V2, E1, M3: 
granaatbos; L1, S2: 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 4 5 5 4 3 - 0.9 LC  
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nietjie; V1, S2: forget-
me-not; S2: 
koringblom 












fruticosus (L.) H.Buek 
B1: 











1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - NE M1, R1 
Heliophila carnosa 
(Thunb.) Steud. S2: blompeperbossie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 1 - 0.3 LC 
 
Heliophila cornuta 
Sond.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Heliophila glauca 
Burch. ex DC.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Heliophila juncea 
(P.J.Bergius) Druce  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Heliophila suavissima 
Burch. ex. DC. 
V1: peperbossie; V1, 
L1, E1, S2: 
bloubekkie; M3: 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 5 3 - 4 - 0.76 LC  
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(Burm.f.) DC. subsp. 
africanum 
M1: rysblommetjie; 
E1: peperbossie 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - - 1 - 0.4 LC M1 
* Nasturtium officinale 
R.Br. M1: bronkorsslaai 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - NE M1 
* Raphanus 
raphanistrum L. M1: ramenas 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - NE M1 
* Rapistrum rugosum 
(L.) All. M1: wildemostert 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - NE M1 
Cactaceae 
** Opuntia ficus-indica 
(L.) Mill. 
M1, R1, E1: turksvy; 
R1: boereturksvy, 
kaalblad; E1: prickly 
pear 













 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Cannabaceae  
* Cannabis sativa L.   0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - NE  
Cannaceae 
* Canna indica L.  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - NE  
Capparaceae 
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D1, M1, V1, E1, S2: 
swartstorm; D1: 
baboon's arm 














1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC M2 
Dianthus thunbergii 
S.S.Hooper 
V1, E1, S2: wilde-
angelier; V1: pink; 
E1, S2: wild pink; S2: 
grashout; M3: 
witgrasangelier 









0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 - 4 4 4 - 0.88 LC  
Silene austriaca 
Dum.Cours. = Silene 
alpestris Jacq. 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 NE  
Silene burchellii Otth  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 NT  
Silene undulata Aiton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Celastraceae 
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V1: spike thorn 




V1, E1: slangkop; V1: 
snake lily; S2: poison 
onion, karoo 
slangkop 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1p - - 1 - - - 0.2 LC  
Commelinaceae 




D1: yellow wandering 
jew, mouse ears, 
wandelende jood; V1: 
wandering jew 




S2: field bindweed, 




S2: wild bindweed, 






eendevoet 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC 
 
Cotyledon orbiculata 
L. var. orbiculata 
D1: pig's ear 
cotyledon, kouterbos; 
B1, D1: varkoorplak-
kie; D1, M2, S2: 
kouterie; B1, M1, M2, 
V1, E1, S2: plakkie; 
V1, E1, S2: pig's 
ears; R1: witplakkie, 
nentabos 
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(Mill.) Willd. subsp. 
arborescens 










V1: miskoekie 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC  
Crassula muscosa L. 





lizard tail; E1: 
veterbos; S2: lizard's 
tail, skoenveterbos 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - 3 - 1 - 0.47 LC D1, M1 
Crassula pyramidalis 
Thunb. 
V1, S2: rygbossie; 
S2: koesnaatjie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 






V1, S2: sosatiebos, 




rupestris   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 1 
- 0.3 LC  
Crassula subaphylla 
(Eckl. & Zeyh.) Harv. 
var. subaphylla 
D1, S2: louhout 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 3 - 1 - 0.4 LC D1 
Tylecodon cacalioides 
(L.f.) Toelken 
D1: nenta; R1: 
karkeibos, 
kandelaarbos; R1, 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - + - LC D1, R1 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 1 - - 6 0.2 LC  
Cucurbitaceae 
Citrullus lanatus 
(Thunb.) Matsum. & 
Nakai 
V1: tsamma, 
makataan; E1, S2: 
t'samma melon 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - 2 - 1 - 0.33 LC  
Kedrostis africana 
(L.) Cogn. 
D1: bitterpatat; S2: 
cape bryony, 
basterdawidjieswortel 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 1 - 0.3 LC D1 
Kedrostis capensis 
(Sond.) A.Meeuse 
D1: cape bryony, 
basterdawidjieswortel 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC D1 
Kedrostis 
foetidissima Cogn.  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Kedrostis nana 
Cogn. 







1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC D1 
Cyperus esculentus 
L. var. esculentus 
 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC B1 
Cyperus laevigatus L. V1: rivierkweek 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 1 - 0.3 LC  
Cyperus textilis 
Thunb. V1: matjiesgoed 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC  
Ficinia bulbosa (L.) 
Nees  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
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(Schrad.) C.B.Clarke  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Ficinia deusta 
(P.J.Bergius) Levyns  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Ficinia indica (Lam.) 
Pfeiff.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Ficinia ixioides Nees  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Ficinia laevis (Vahl) 
Nees  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Ficinia nigrescens 





 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Ficinia oligantha 




goed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - 2 - - - 0.4 LC 
 
Schoenoxiphium 
ecklonii Nees  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Scirpoides dioecys 
(Kunth) Browning E1: biesie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - - - 1 - 0.3 LC 
 
Tetraria capillacea 
(Thunb.) C.B.Clarke   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Tetraria cuspidata 
(Rottb.) C.B.Clarke   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Didiereaceae 
Portulacaria afra Jacq. 
D1: elephant food 
tree, pork bush; D1, 
V1, E1, S2: 
spekboom 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - 4 - 4 - 0.73 LC D1 
Dioscoreaceae 
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D1: olifantvoet V1: 






D1: wild scabious, 
speldekussing; D1, 
S2: rice flower; R1, 
S2: bitterbos; V1: 
jonkmansknoop; S2: 
koringblom 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 3 - 0.5 LC D1, R1 
Ebenaceae 
Diospyros austro-
africana De Winter 
var. microphylla 




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Diospyros austro-
africana De Winter 
S2: kritikom, 





D1, S2: star apple; 



















0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - 2 - 1 - 0.4 LC  
Euclea undulata 
Thunb. 
D1: guarri; D1, M1, 
R1: ghwarrie; M2: 
gewone ghwarriebos; 
V1: gwarrie; E1: 
ghwarrieboom; V2: 
ghwarriebos 
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caerulescens Haw. V1: noors 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Euphorbia 
colliculina A.C.White, 
R.A.Dyer & B.Sloane V1: vingerpol 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 EN  
Euphorbia decepta 
N.E.Br. S2: melkpol 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - - - 0.4 LC  
Euphorbia ferox 
Marloth V1: duikernoors 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Euphorbia 
heptagona L. V1: klipnoors 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Euphorbia 
mauritanica L. 
M1: melktou; V1: 
melkbos; D1, V1, E1, 
S2: geelmelkbos; S2: 
gifmelkbos 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1p - - 1 - 1 6 0.2 LC D1, M1 
Euphorbia multiceps 
A.Berger V1: vingerhoedpol 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Euphorbia 
pseudoglobosa 
Marloth   






0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Euphorbia stolonifera 
Marloth 
V1, S2: rankmelkbos; 
S2: kruipmelkbos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 3 - 0.5 LC 
 
Euphorbia tuberosa 
L.   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
* Ricinus communis L. M1, R1: kasterolie-




* Acacia cyclops 
A.Cunn. ex G.Don 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 NE  
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* Acacia mearnsii De 
Wild 
 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 NE  
* Acacia saligna 
(Labill.) H.L.Wendl. 




 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Amphithalea flava 
(Granby) A.L.Schutte 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Amphithalea 
micrantha Walp.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Amphithalea muirii 
(Granby) A.L.Schutte 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Amphithalea pageae 
(L.Bolus) A.L.Schutte 









 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 EN  
Argyrolobium 
argenteum (Jacq.) 
Eckl. & Zeyh. 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 2 0.6 LC  
Argyrolobium 
filiforme Eckl. & 
Zeyh. 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 2 0.6 LC  
Argyrolobium molle 
Eckl. & Zeyh. 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 2 0.6 LC  
Argyrolobium rarum 
Dümmer 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 2 0.6 R  
Aspalathus aciphylla 
Harv.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
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granulata R.Dahlgren  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Aspalathus hirta 
E.Mey.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Aspalathus hystrix 
L.f.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Aspalathus 
laricifolia P.J.Bergius  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Aspalathus nigra L.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Aspalathus opaca 
Eckl. & Zeyh.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Aspalathus pinguis 
Thunb.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Aspalathus 
quinquefolia L.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 4 - 0.8 LC  
Aspalathus rubens 




 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Aspalathus spinosa 
L.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.2 LC  
Aspalathus 
subtingens Eckl. & 
Zeyh. 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Aspalathus 
vermiculata Lam.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Calobota elongata 
(Thunb.) Boatwr. & B.-
E.van Wyk 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 VU  
Calobota pungens 
(Thunb.) Boatwr. & B.-
E.van Wyk 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
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lebeckioides Bond  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 4 - 0.8 R  
Cullen obtusifolia 
(DC.) C.H.Stirt. 
V1, L1: blue clover; 
V1, L1, E1: blou-
klawer 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 - - - 3 - 0.73 LC  
Cyclopia aurescens 
Kies 





bergtee; M1, R1: 
heuningtee; R1: 
bergtee 




Cyclopia plicata Kies  1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 EN V1 
Cyclopia subternata 
Vogel V1: vleitee 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 
Decl
ining V1 
Dichilus gracilis Eckl. 
& Zeyh. 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 3 - 3 - 0.6 LC  
* Glycyrrhiza glabra L. 
D1: liquorice root, 
soethoutwortel; R1: 
soethout 
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - NE D1, R1 
Indigofera 
heterophylla Thunb. V2: boontjiekaroo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - 4 3 - 0.78 LC 
 
Indigofera meyeriana 
Eckl. & Zeyh. 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Indigofera 
nigromontana Eckl. & 
Zeyh. 
E1: 
stamboontjiekaroo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - - 2 - 0.5 LC 
 
Indigofera obcordata 
Eckl. & Zeyh. E1: skaapertjie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - - - - 3 - 0.7 LC 
 
Lebeckia pauciflora 
Eckl. & Zeyh.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
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E1: skaapertjie; M3: 
vaalwiek, wildewiek, 
rankwiek 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 - 3 - - 1 - 0.6 LC  
Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. frutescens 
(L.) Goldblatt & 
J.C.Manning 
D1, E1, S2: 
hoenderkloek; B1, 
M1: kankerbossie; 
M2: keurtjie, jantjie 
bêrend; D1, M2, R1, 
V1, V2, E1, S2: 
kankerbos; B1, V1: 
gansies; M2, R1: 
kalkoentjiebos; D1, 














(L.) Goldblatt & 
J.C.Manning subsp. 
microphylla (Burch. ex 
DC.) J.C.Manning & 
Boatwr. 
D1: bitterblare, 
cancer bush; M1: 
kankerbossie; R1: 
kalkoenbos; D1, V1: 
gansies; D1, V1, E1, 










Harv.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 4 - 0.8 EN  
Lotononis acocksii 
B.-E.van Wyk 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 EN  
Lotononis comptonii 
B.-E.van Wyk 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 EN  
Lotononis dahlgrenii 
B.-E.van Wyk 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 VU  
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 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 4 - 0.8 LC  
Lotononis elongata 
(Thunb.) D.Dietr. 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 EN  
Lotononis pumila 
Eckl. & Zeyh.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 4 - 0.8 LC  
Lotononis pungens 
Eckl. & Zeyh. E1: opslag ertjie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - - 1 - 0.4 LC  
Lotononis rigida 
Benth. 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 VU  
Lotononis tenella 
(E.Mey.) Eckl. & Zeyh.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 1 - 0.3 LC  
** Medicago sativa L.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 5 - 1.00 NE  
Melolobium candicans 
(E.Mey.) Eckl. & Zeyh. 
V1, S2, M3: 
stroopbos; E1, S2: 
heuningbos; M3: 
gombos 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - 3 2 - 2 2 0.45 LC  
Melolobium exudans 
Harv. 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 2to3 - - 1 2 0.4 LC  
Otholobium candicans 
(Eckl. & Zeyh.) 
C.H.Stirt. 
M1: katjiedrieblaar; 
V2: ertjiekaroo; M3: 
gombos 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 2 - 3 3 - 0.57 LC M1 
Otholobium fruticans 
(L.) C.H.Stirt. M1: katjiedrieblaar 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 R M1 
* Prosopis glandulosa 
Torr. 
S2: mesquite, 
suidwesdoring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 1 - 1 - 0.2 NE 
 
Psoralea sp. 20 
(azureoides) 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Psoralea sp. 29 
(sordida) 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Psoralea affinis Eckl. 
& Zeyh. V1: fonteinbos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
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C.H.Stirt., Muasya & 
Vlok 




veldtee 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC M1 
Schotia afra (L.) 
Thunb. 
V1: karooboerboon, 
karoo boer-bean; E1: 
boerboon; V2: 
karooboerboon 





gewone-haakdoring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC 
 
Vachellia karroo 
(Hayne) Banfi & 
Galasso 
D1: sweet thorn tree; 
D1, S2: soetdoring-
boom; M1, R1: 
doringboom, 
pendoring; M2, R1, 
V1, E1: soetdoring; 
M2, R2, V1, S2: 
sweet thorn; R1: 
karoodoring; S2: 
karoo thorn 















0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - 3 3 - 0.64 LC  
Wiborgia tenuifolia 
E.Mey. 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 NT  
Wiborgia sp. nov. 
(Anysberg)  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 NE  
Wiborgiella 
mucronata (Benth.) 
Boatwr. & B.-E.van 
Wyk 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 4 - 0.8 LC  
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D1: african fumitory; 
D1, V1: klappertjies; 
V1: blasies 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC D1 
Gentianaceae 
Chironia baccifera L. 













sarsparilla; R1, V1: 
bitterbossie, 
christmas berry 







Eckl. & Zeyh. 
M1: 




V1, L1, E1: klipmalva; 




V2: koolmalva; S2: 
blomkoolmalva 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 3 3 3 - 0.64 LC 
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1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 1 - 0.3 LC M1 
Pelargonium crispum 
(P.J.Bergius)  L’Hér 




1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC M1 
Pelargonium 




V1: taaiblaarmalva 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Pelargonium 

















karooicum Compton & 
P.E.Barnes 




 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 1 - 0.3 LC  
Pelargonium nanum 
L'Hér. ex DC. M1: witrabas 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC M1 
Pelargonium peltatum 
(L.) L’Hér 
D1: kolsuring; M1: 
wildemalva; V1: 
rankmalva; D1, V1: 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC D1, M1 
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rapaceum (L.) L’Hér 
M2: rooirabas, rabas, 
rooipootjie; R1: 
t'koertjie, t'ibitaa; V1: 
norretjie 






M1: wildemalva; V1: 
hoenderbos 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC M1 
Pelargonium 
sidoides DC. 




 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 3 - 0.5 LC  
Pelargonium tricolor 
Curtis V1: gesiggiemalva 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Pelargonium triste (L.) 
L'Hér. 
M1: kaneelblom; V1: 
kaneeltjies 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC M1 
Pelargonium zonale 
(L.) L’Hér 
M1, V1: wildemalva; 
V1: horse-shoe 
pelargonium 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC M1 
Gunneraceae 
Gunnera perpensa L. 
D1: rivierpampoen, 
river pumpkin; M1: 
wildekalbas; V1: 
pampoenblaar 





Albuca setosa Jacq. V1: diktamarak; S2: 
snotblom 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 2 - 0.4 LC 
 
Drimia altissima (L.f.) 
Ker Gawl. M1: maerman 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC M1 
Drimia. capensis 
(Burm.f.) Wijnands M1: maerman 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - 
3, 
6 - LC M1 
Drimia elata Jacq. D1: maerman, gifbol 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - DDT D1 
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(Jacq.) Jessop V1: gifbol 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC V1 
Drimia robusta Baker D1: maerman, gifbol 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - 3, 6 - DDT D1 
Veltheimia capensis 
(L.) DC. 
V1: quorobe; D1, V1, 
S2: sandlelie; D1, S2: 
quarobe 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 2 - 0.4 LC D1 
Iridaceae 
Babiana fourcadei 
G.J.Lewis  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC V1 
Babiana sambucina 
(Jacq.) Ker Gawl.  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC V1 
Freesia refracta 
(Jacq.) Klatt  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC V1 
Gladiolus 




edulis (Burch. ex Ker 
Gawl.) Oberm. 
 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC V1 
Gladiolus tristis L.  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC V1 
Ixia orientalis L.Bolus  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC V1 
Moraea bipartita 
L.Bolus  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC V1 
Moraea gawleri 
Spreng.  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC V1 
Moraea lewisiae 
(Goldblatt) Goldblatt  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC V1 
Moraea polystachya 
(Thunb.) V1, E1, S2: bloutulp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1p - - 1 - - 6 0.2 LC  
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Moraea tripetala (L.f.) 
Ker Gawl.  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC V1 
Romulea austinii 
E.Phillips M3: geeltapytjies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 1 - - - - 0.2 LC 
 
Romulea minutiflora 
Klatt  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC V1 
Romulea rosea (L.) 
Eckl. var. australis 
(Ewart) M.P.de Vos 
V1: froetang, 
knikkertjie 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC 
 
Tritonia pallida Ker 
Gawl.  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC V1 
Tritonia securigera 




 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC V1 
Watsonia aletroides 
(Burm.f.) Ker Gawl.  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 NT V1 
Watsonia angusta 




 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC V1 
Watsonia laccata 
(Jacq.) Ker Gawl.  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC V1 
Watsonia marlothii 
L.Bolus  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC V1 
Watsonia schlechteri 
L.Bolus  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC V1 
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 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC V1 
Juncaceae 
Juncus exsertus 
Buchenau S2: biesie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 1 - 0.3 LC 
 
Lamiaceae 
Ballota africana (L.) 
Benth. 
D1, M1, V1, S2: 
kattekruie; M1: groot 
kattekruie; B1, M2, 
R1: kattekruid; M2: 
katbos; V1: 
horehound 






* Lavandula dentata 
L.  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - NE  
Leonotis capensis 
Raf.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC D1 
Leonotis leonurus 
(L.) R.Br. 
D1: lion's ear; B1, 
D1, M1, M2, R1, V1, 
E1: wildedagga; M2: 
rooidagga, wild 
dagga; B1, M2: 
klipdagga, D1, V1: 
minaret flower 









D1, S2: minaret 
flower; D1, R1, S2: 
wilde-dagga; M1, R1, 
V1: klipdagga; R1, 
S2: rooidagga 




* Marrubium vulgare 
L. 
 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - NE  
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B1, D1, S2: ballerja; 
M1, R1: balderjan; 
D1, R1: 
wildekruisement; B1, 
V1: kruisement; D1, 
V1, S2: wild mint; R1, 
S2: balderja; E1: mint 





* Mentha spicata L.  0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 NE  
* Rosmarinus 
officinalis L. 
 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - NE  
Salvia africana-
caerulea L. 
M1, R1: perdesalie; 
R1: bloublommetjie-
salie, wildesalie 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC M1, R1 
Salvia africana-lutea 





purple sage 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC M1 





1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 2 - 0.4 LC M1 
Salvia lanceolata 
Lam. V2: sandsalie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - 3 - - 0.75 LC  
* Salvia microphylla 
Kunth 
 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 NE  
Salvia namaensis 
Schinz V1: klipsalie 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC V1 
Salvia runcinata L.f. D1: salvia, 
vrystaatsalie 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC D1 
Stachys aethiopica L. 
D1: woundwort, 
teebossie; M1: 
kattekruie (klein); V1: 
katbossie 
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R1, V1: paddaklou, 
aambeibossie; R1: 
bitteraambeiebossie 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC R1, V1 
Teucrium trifidum 
Schltdl. 







1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC D1, R1 
Lanariaceae 
Lanaria lanata (L.) 
T.Durand & Schinz 
V1: wildehondegras; 




V1: dodder, devil's 





V1: aarbossie; V1, 
V2, E1, S2: 
koggelmander-
voetkaroo 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 5 5 - 5 4 5 - 1.00 LC  
Linaceae 
Linum aethiopicum 
Thunb.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Linum heterostylum 
C.M.Rogers  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Linum thunbergii 
Eckl. & Zeyh.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Lobeliaceae 
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(Thunb.) Willd. subsp. 
digitata 
 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Lobelia linearis 




V1, E1: vuurhoutjies; 




E1, S2: voëlent; E1: 
pale mistletoe; V1: 
muisvoëlbessie; S2: 
mistletoe 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - 2 - 2 - 0.47 LC  
Lythraceae 
** Punica granatum 
L. 
 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - NE  
Malvaceae 
Anisodontea triloba 
(Thunb.) Bates V1, S2: wildestokroos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 2 - 0.4 LC 
 
Grewia robusta Burch. 
D1: karoo cross 




1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 - 4 - 3 - 0.8 LC D1, R1 
Grewia sp. nov. 
(Rooiberg) 
V1: witblomkruis-
bessie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 4 - 0.8 NE  
Hermannia alnifolia L. M3: witblompleister-







0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 1 3 - 2 - 0.4 LC  
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coccocarpa (Eckl. & 
Zeyh.) Kuntze 
E1, S2: moeder-
kappie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - 3 - 2 - 0.53 LC 
 
Hermannia 




















V1: broodblom; E1: 
mooiblompleisterbos; 
M3: rooipleisterdbos 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 - - - - 5 - 1.00 LC  





0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 5 5 4 4 5 - 0.96 NE  
Hermannia flammula 
Harv. V1: poprosie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Hermannia salviifolia 
L.f. var. grandistipula 
Harv. 
 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Hermannia spinosa 
E.Mey. ex Harv. 
L1, V2, E1, S2: 
steekbossie; M3: 
doringpleisterbos 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 3 2 3 3 - 0.55 LC  
Hibiscus pusillus 
Thunb. 
D1, S2: bladderweed, 
terblansbossie; V1: 
wildehibiskus 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 2 - 0.4 LC D1 
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* Malva parviflora L. 




S2: small mallow 
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1p - - 2 - - - 0.3 NE M1, R1 
Radyera urens (L.f.) 
Bullock 
V1: jeukbos; E1, S2: 
pampoenbossie; S2: 
wildekalbas 




V1, V2, E1: 
klapperbos; V1:  
chinese lantern bush; 
E1: lantern bush 















D1, R1, E1, S2: 
dawidjieswortel; M1: 













V1, S2: braksuring; 
E1, S2: volstruisbrak; 
E1: braksuuring; M3: 
volstruissuring, 
haassuring 





V1, V2: peperbos; 
E1: bergklapperbos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - 3 3 - 0.6 LC 
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Hutch. V1: rotsvy, veld fig 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC 
 






 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 NE  
** Eucalyptus 
globulus Labill. 
 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - NE  
* Psidium guajava L.  0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - NE  
Neuradaceae 
Grielum humifusum 




V1: wilde jasmyn, 
jasminum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Jasminum 
tortuosum Willd. V1: wilde jasmyn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Menodora juncea 
Harv. 




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - 5 3 4 4 - 0.79 LC  
Olea europaea 
subsp. cuspidata 
(Wall. & G.Don) Cif. 
D1: wilde-olien, olien-
houtboom, R1: wilde-
olyf; M1, R1, V1, E1: 
olienhout; D1, V1, 
E1, S2: wild olive; S2: 
swartolienhout 





* Oenothera biennis L. D1: evening primrose 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - NE D1 
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 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - - - 0.4 LC  
Orobanchaceae 
Harveya purpurea 
(L.f.) Harv. Ex Hook 
subsp. euryantha 
(Schltr.) Randy 
V1: persinkblom 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - - - 0.4 DDD  
Oxalidaceae 
Oxalis pes-caprae L. 
var. pes-caprae 
D1, S2: wood sorrel, 
D1, V1, E1, S2: 
geelsuring; S2: 
yellow oxalis 




S2: thorny poppy, 
doringpapawer, 
koringroos 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 1 - 0.3 LC  
Pedaliaceae 
Sesamum capense 
Burm.f. E1, S2: aprilbaadjie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - 2 - - - 0.4 LC 
 
Plantaginaceae 
Plantago lanceolata L. 
M1: weeblaar; R1: 
weegbree, ribbetjies-
gras, oorpynhoutjie; 
S2: lamb's tongue, 
ribgras, tongblaar 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 3 - 1 - 0.4 LC M1 
* Plantago major L. M1: weeblaar, broad-leaf plantain 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - NE M1 
Veronica anagallis-
aquatica L. 
S2: water speedwell, 






 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
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 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  








steekgras 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC 
 
Aristida congesta 
Roem. & Schult. 
subsp. congesta 
V1, E1: steekgras; 
V1: wire grass 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - - - 1 - 0.3 LC 
 
Aristida diffusa Trin. 
subsp. burkei (Stapf) 
Melderis 
V1: koperdraadgras, 
iron grass; E1: klip-
gras 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - - 1 - 0.4 LC  
* Arundo donax L. V1: spaansriet, spanish reed 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 NE V1 
Brachiaria serrata 






V1: olifantsgras 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Cenchrus ciliaris L. 
V1: buffelsgras, 
foxtail buffalo grass; 
V2, E1: 
bloubuffelgras 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - - - 4 3 - 0.79 LC  
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V1: ghagras; V1, E1: 






spiny love grass 






turpentine grass; E1: 
turpentine grass 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - - 2 - 0.5 LC  




grass; E1: kweek 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - - 3 6 0.6 LC  
Cynodon incompletus 
Nees E1: karookweek 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC 
 
Digitaria argyrograpta 




V1, V2, E1: 
vingergras; V1: finger 
grass 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - - - 4 4 - 0.86 LC  
Digitaria ternata 
(A.Rich.) Stapf  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 4 - 0.8 LC  
Ehrharta calycina Sm. 
V1, V2, E1: rooisaad-
gras; V1: common 
Ehrharta 




V2: bobbejaankoring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - 4 2 - 0.67 LC 
 
Ehrharta erecta Lam.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Ehrharta longifolia 
Schrad.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
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(Thunb.) Thunb.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Enneapogon 




V1: reëngrassie; E1: 
haasgras 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - - 1 - 0.4 LC 
 
Eragrostis bergiana 
(Kunth) Trin.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Eragrostis 
chloromelas Steud. 
V1: curly leaf grass; 




V1, E1: oulandsgras; 
V1: weeping love 
grass 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - - - - 4 - 0.8 LC  
Eragrostis obtusa 
Munro ex Ficalho & 
Hiern 
E1: douvatgras 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  




V1, V2, E1: 
vingerhoedgras; V1: 
thimble grass 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - 2 3 - 0.57 LC  
Geochloa decora 
(Nees) N.P.Barker & 
H.P.Linder 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Heteropogon 
contortus Beauv. Ex 
Roem. & Schult. 
V1: pylgras, spear 
grass; E1: spear-
grass, assegaaigras 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - - 2 - 0.5 LC  
* Hordeum murinum 
L. E1: wildegars 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - - - - - - 0.2 NE 
 
Hyparrhenia hirta (L.) 
Stapf 
V1: tamboekiegras, 
thatching grass; E1: 
dekgras 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 - - - - 1 - 0.4 LC V1 
* Lolium perenne L. E1: perennial ryegrass, raaigras 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - - 1 6 0.4 NE 
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Melinis repens subsp. 
grandiflora (Hochst.) 
Zizka 
V1: bergrooigras; V1, 
E1: natal red top; E1: 
rooihaargras 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - - 1 - 0.4 LC  
Panicum coloratum 
L.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 4 - 0.8 LC  
Panicum deustum 
Thunb.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 4 - 0.8 LC  
* Pennisetum 
clandestinum 
Hochst. ex Chiov. 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 5 - 1.00 NE  
Pennisetum 
macrourum Trin.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 4 - 0.8 LC  
Pentameris ampla 
(Nees) Galley & 
H.P.Linder 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Pentameris aurea 
(Steud.) Galley & 
H.P.Linder 




















 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
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(Steud.) Galley & 
H.P.Linder 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Pentameris pallida 
(Thunb.) Galley & 
H.P.Linder 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Phragmites australis 
(Cav.) Trin ex Steud. 
D1, V1, E1, S2: 
fluitjiesriet; D1, V1, 
S2: common reed 
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - - 4 - 4 - 0.6 LC D1 
Setaria sphacelata 





bristle grass; E1: 
creeping bristle grass 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - - - - 4 - 0.8 LC  
Sporobolus 
africanus (Poir.) 
Robyns & Tournay 




 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 5 - 1.00 LC  
Stipa dregeana 
Steud. V1: beesgras 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Stipagrostis ciliata 
(Desf.) De Winter 
V1, V2: 
langbeenboes-
mangras; V1: tall 
bushman grass; E1: 
boesmangras, 
langbeen 






bushman grass; V2, 
E1: steek-kweek 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - - 2 3 - 0.5 LC  
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - - - 3 4 - 0.79 LC  
Stipagrostis zeyheri 




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Tenaxia disticha 
(Nees) N.P.Barker & 
H.P.Linder 





cape wire grass 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Themeda triandra 
Forssk. 
V1, V2, E1: rooigras; 







0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Tribolium hispidum 




 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Tribolium purpurea 
(L.f.) Verboom & 
H.P.Linder 
V1: quaggagras 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 5 - 1.00 LC  
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(L.f.) Renvoize  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 5 - 1.00 LC  
Polygalaceae 
Muraltia macrocarpa 
Eckl. & Zeyh. 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 1 - 0.3 LC  
Muraltia rhamnoides 
Chodat V2: kroesbossie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - 3 1 - 0.44 LC 
 
Muraltia spinosa (L.) 
F.Forest & 
J.C.Manning 
V1, E1: skilpadbessie 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - - - - 3 - 0.7 LC  
Muraltia squarrosa 




E1: blouertjie; S2, E1: 
skaapertjie; M3: 
bloupoeierkwassie 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - 5 4 - 5 - 0.9 LC  
Polygala garcinii DC.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Polygala leptophylla 
Burch. var. leptophylla 
E1, S2: skaapertjie; 
M3: vlerkies 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - 5 4 - 4 - 0.85 LC D1 
Polygala microlopha 
DC.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Polygala scabra L.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Polygala teretifolia L.f.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Polygala virgata 
Thunb.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 5 - 1.00 LC  
Polygonaceae 
* Polygonum aviculare 
L. M1: lidjiesgras 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 NE M1 
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* Rumex crispus L. 
M1: tongblaar; R1: 
tongblaarsuring, 
weeblaar 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - 6 - NE M1, R1 
R. lanceolatus Thunb. 
D1: common dock, 
tongblaar; M1: tong-
blaar, dock; R1: tong-
blaarsuring, weeblaar 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - 6 - LC D1, R1 
Portulacaceae 
* Portulaca oleracea 
L. 




0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 NE  
Primulaceae 






































sceptre  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
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(H.Buek ex Meisn.) 
Kuntze 
V1: scented sceptre 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Paranomus 
longicaulis Salisb. ex 
Knight 










sceptre 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 NT  
Protea nitida Mill. V1: waboom, wagon tree 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  




S2: maidenhair fern, 





E1: klipvaring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - - - - - - 0.2 LC  




D1, S2: parsley fern, 
pietersielievaring 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 1 - 0.3 LC D1 
Pellaea calomelanos 
(Sw.) Link var. 
calomelanos 
S2: hard fern, 
hardevaring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 1 - 0.3 LC 
 
Pellaea rufa A.F.Tryon  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - - - 0.4 LC  
Ranunculaceae 
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D1: blister bush, 
peperwortel, 
kaatjiedrieblaar; D1, 
R1: brandblare; R1: 
katjiedrieblaar, 
tandpynblare 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC D1 
Clematis brachiata 
Thunb. 
D1: old man's beard, 
oumansbaard; D1, 
V1, E1, S2: traveller's 
joy; E1, S2: klimop; 
S2: roosmaryn 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - 1 - 0.3 LC D1 
Ranunculus multifidus 
Forssk. 
D1, S2: buttercup; 
D1, R1: kankerblare; 
R1, S2: brandblare, 
botterblom; R1: 
geelbotterblom 





bamboeskanet 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC V1 
Cannomois virgata 
(Rottb.) Steud.  0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC V1 
Rhodocoma arida 
H.P.Linder & Vlok V1: dekriet 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC V1 
Rhamnaceae 
Noltea africana (L.) 
Endl. 
V1: seepblinkblaar; 
soap dogwood 1  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC V1 
Rosaceae 
Cliffortia odorata L.f. M1: wildewingerd 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC M1 
Cliffortia ruscifolia L. V1: steekbos, climber's friend 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC 
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M1: glasbos, glastee; 
M1, V1: pypsteelbos; 
V1: vleibos 




braambos 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC D1 
Rubiaceae 
Anthospermum 









M1: nooit vergeet; 
V1: tiny-tots 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC M1 
Galium tomentosum 
Thunb. 
D1, S2: old man's 
beard; D1: kleefkruid; 
M1: nooit vergeet; 
D1, V1, S2: kleef-
gras; E1: voëltjienes; 
D1, S2: rooivergeet 








 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 5 - 1.00 R  
Ruscaceae 
Eriospermum capense 
(L.) Thunb. subsp. 
capense 
D1: baboon's ear, 
bobbejaanoor 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC D1 
Rutaceae 
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argillophila I.Williams  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 4 - 0.8 NT  
Acmadenia fruticosa 




M1: boegoe 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 R M1 
Acmadenia sp. nov. 




 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 5 - 1.00 NT  
Agathosma barnesiae 
Compton 
M1: rambos; M2: 





M1, M2: boegoe; V1: 




(Vent.) Bartl. & H.L. 
Wendl. 
M1, M2: boegoe 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC M1, M2 
Agathosma elegans 






boegoe, false buchu; 
M2: boegoe; V1: 
basterboegoe 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC M1, M2 
Agathosma 
recurvifolia Sond. 
M2: boegoe; V1: 
kanferboegoe 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC M2 
Agathosma sp. nov 
(anysbergensis) D1: steenbokboegoe 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 R D1 
Agathosma virgata 
Spreng. ex Bartl. & 
H.L.Wendl. 
M1, M2: boegoe 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC M1, M2 
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Diosma hirsuta L. M1: boegoe 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC M1 
Diosma passerinoides 














* Ruta graveolens L. M1, R1: wynruit; R1: 
binnewortel, rue 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - 
2, 







 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 NE  
Populus deltoides 




D1, S2: rivierwilg; D1: 
wild willow; M1: 
rivierwilger; V: 
kaapse wilg; V1, S2: 
cape willow 






V1: kaapse wilg; V1, 
E1: cape willow; E1: 
willow, kaapse wilger 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - - - - - 0.6 LC  
Santalaceae 
Thesium lineatum L.f. 
V1, L1, S2: witstorm; 
E1: witstormbos, 
kaaiingbos; S2: vaal-
storm; M3: kaiingbos 




2 2 4 or 1 - 2 6 0.52 LC 
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Viscum capense L.f. 
M1, M2, R1, E1: voël-
ent; D1: voëlenttee; 
M2, R1, V1: litjiestee; 
V1: mistletoe; D1, 
M2: cape mistletoe; 
D1, E1: lidjiestee; R1: 
vogelstront, voëllym; 
E1: red berry 
mistletoe 







E.Mey. ex Sprague 
V1: litjiestee; V1, S2: 




D1, M1, S2: voëlent; 
V1: litjiestee; D1, V1, 
S2: mistletoe; S2: tee 









M1: ysterhout; D1, 
M2, R1, V1: 
sandolien; D1, V1: 
ysterbos; M2, R1: 
ysterhouttoppe; D1, 
M2, E1: sand olive; 
R1: bosysterhout 







Eckl. ex Zeyh. 
V1: pruimboom; V2, 
E1: wildepruim; E1: 
doppruim 
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 - - - 4 5 - 0.93 LC  
Scrophulariaceae 
Aptosimum indivisum 
Burch. ex Benth. 
V1, E1, S2: karoo-
viooltjie; V1, E1, S2: 
karoo violet 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - 2 - 1 - 0.33 LC V1 
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V1, E1: brandbossie; 
V1: karoo violet; E1, 
S2: carpet flower; S2: 
kankerbos; D1: karoo 
violet, karooviooltjie, 
brandbossie 













1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC D1, M1 
Buddleja salviifolia (L.) 
Lam. 









griepbossie 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC M1 
Chaenostoma 

















 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 4 - 0.8 LC  
Manulea laxa Schltr. V2: lusernbos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - 4 1 - 0.56 LC  
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E.Mey. ex Benth. V1: leeubekkie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Nemesia bicornis 
(L.) Pers. V1: leeubekkie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Nemesia fruticans 
(Thunb.) Benth. 
D1: nemesia; D1, S2: 
maagpynblommetjie; 
V1: stinkleeubekkie; 
E1, S2: leeubekkie 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - 2 - 1 - 0.33 LC D1 
Nemesia ligulata 
E.Mey. ex Benth. 
V1: langstertleeu-
bekkie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Nemesia pageae 
L.Bolus  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Oftia africana (L.) 
Bocq. 
V1: sukkelbos, lazy 













 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Phyllopodium rustii 




 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
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prostrata Hilliard  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 R  
Selago albida Choisy L1: bergaar; E1, S2: 
witaarbos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 - 3 - 3 - 0.6 LC 
 
Selago distans E.Mey M3: witaarbossie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 5 - - 3 - 0.8 LC  
Selago ferruginea 




persaarbos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 2 - - 3 - 0.5 LC 
 
Selago geniculata L.f. 
V1: persaarbos, 
waterfinder; M3: stink 
walafrieda 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 4 - - 3 - 0.7 LC  
Selago glomerata 
Thunb.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Selago gracilis (Rolfe) 
Hilliard = Walafrida 
squarrosa Rolfe 
D1: indian ginseng, 
geneesblaarbossie; 




1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - - - 2 - 3 1 0.5 LC D1, M1 
Selago linearis Rolfe  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Selago myriophylla 
Hilliard  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Selago pulchra 
Hilliard  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC  
Zaluzianskya 
benthamiana Walp.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Zaluzianskya minima 
(Hiern) Hilliard  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
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(Benth.) Walp.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Zaluzianskya 
venusta Hilliard  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Solanaceae 
* Datura stramonium 
L. 
D1: malpitte, thorn 
apple; B1, D1, M1, 
E1, S2: stinkblaar; 
E1, S2: olieboom; E1: 
pietjielaporte; S2: 
stramonium 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1p - - 1 - - 3 0.2 NE B1, D1 
Lycium cinereum 
Thunb. 
E1, S2: kriedoring; 
S2: slangbessie, 
kareebos 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - 2 - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Lycium 
ferocissimum Miers V1, E1: slangbessie 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC 
 
Lycium horridum 
Thunb.  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC  
Lycium oxycarpum 
Dunal 
V1, E1, S2: 
wolwedoring 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - 2 - 2 - 0.4 LC 
 
Lycium pumilum 
Dammer V1: kleinslangbessie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 2 - 0.4 LC 
 
Lycium tetrandrum 
Thunb. M1: tandpynbos 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC M1 
* Nicotiana glauca 
Graham 
M1, E1, S2: 
wildetabak; S2: wild 
tobacco, jantwak 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1p - - 1 - - 4 0.2 NE M1 
* Nicotiana tabacum 
L. 
 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - 4 - NE  
** Physalis peruviana 
L. 




D1: bitter apple, 
bitterappel 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC D1 
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* Solanum nigrum L. 
E1: gifappel, deadly 
nightshade; E1, S2: 
nastergal; S2: black 
nightshade 
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1p - - 2 - 2 3, 6 0.33 NE R2 
Solanum retroflexum 
Dunal  0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - LC  
Solanum tomentosum 
L. var. tomentosum 
D1: snake apple; M1: 
doringappeltjie; D1, 
V1, S2: slangappel; 
V1: gifappeltjie 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 2 - - - 0.4 LC D1, M1 
Withania somnifera 
(L.) Dunal 
D1: indian ginseng, 
geneesblaarbossie; 
D1, S2: winter cherry; 
S2: geneesbossie, 
wildeappelliefie 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - - - 2 - 2 - 0.4 LC D1 
Tamaricaceae 
Tamarix usneoides 
E.Mey. ex Bunge 
V1, E1, S2: tamarisk; 
E1, S2: soutboom; 
S2: dabbie 





lady's hand 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC V1 
Cyanella lutea L.f.  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 3 - 0.6 LC V1 
Thymelaeaceae 




V1: saffraan; V2: 
verfbossie; L1, E1, 




1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 3 4 3 3 3 - 0.67 LC M1, R1 
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Lasiosiphon sp. nov. 
(Anysberg – Kalkveld)  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 4 - 0.8 NE  
Passerina glomerata 





V1: gonna; M1, V1: 




** Tropaeolum majus 
L. 




D1, E1, S2: bulrush; 
B1, D1, E1, S2: 
papkuil 
1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - - 3 - 1 - 0.47 LC B1, D1 
Urticaceae 
Forsskaolea candida 
L.f. E1, S2: kwaaibul 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - 3 - 1 - 0.4 LC 
 
* Urtica urens L. 
M1: brandnetel; S2: 
small stinging nettle, 
klein brandnetel 




D1: baboon's food; 







1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - 2 2 - 1 - 0.35 LC D1 
Tribulus terrestris L. 
D1, E1, S2: devil's 
thorn; D1: duwweltjie; 
E1, S2: dubbeltjie; 
S2: dubbeltjiedoring 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - - 1or3 - 1 6 0.4 LC D1 
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foetidum Eckl. & 
Zeyh. 
V1: slymbos; E1: 
skilpadbos 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC  
Zygophyllum fulvum 




V1, S2: vaalspekbos; 
V1, E1: vyfpondbos; 




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - 5+ 3 - 4 - 0.8 LC  
Zygophyllum 
morgsana L. 




1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 LC D1 
Zygophyllum 
pygmaeum Eckl. & 
Zeyh. 
V2, E1: 






S2: hondepisbos; S2, 
M3: jakkalsbos; M3: 
skilpadbos 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - 2 2 - 1 - 0.35 LC D1 
Zygophyllum 
rogersii Compton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 5 - 1.00 LC  
Zygophyllum sp. 
nov.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 1 - 0.2 NE  
Zygophyllum sp. M1: spekbos 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - NE M1 
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The complete checklist as presented in Appendix 7, is considered to be 
“stratified” (layered), both in terms of time (reflecting the classification systems, 
nomenclature and taxa records on a specific historical or contemporary date) and 
space (it may be part of a larger area and may also include subsets of smaller 
areas). Checklists typically become rapidly outdated because of new records (of taxa 
and uses) and inevitable taxonomic and nomenclatural changes. If maintained, the 
current checklist will be subject to many changes over time, so that interesting 
comparisons can be made of the historical development of available data. The 
checklist is also geographically stratified because it represents a regional subset or 
layer of the broader, regional (southern African) checklist. It is important to note that 
the Little Karoo checklist, because of the narrower focus, contains several new 
locality records, in addition to the large number of use records. As a result, it 
provides the possibility for feedback of the missing data to improve the resolution 
and /or to expand the scope of the underlying larger (regional) layer.  
Another element of the concept of layering is that the data in the regional 
checklist may not be directly applicable to a subordinate checklist. For example, the 
checklist of medicinal plants of southern Africa (Arnold et al., 2002) represents use 
records for plants which, although part of the Little Karoo flora, are not used locally 
(or are used locally in a different way). The plant use “layer” for the Little Karoo 
should therefore be clearly separated from the regional “layer” when traditional 
knowledge is recorded.  
 
5.3 Pasture plants recorded during ethnobotanical surveys 
Pasture plants are the plant use category that comprises of the largest number of 
plant species in the Little Karoo (772 plants), of which 59 were also recorded during 
the ethnobotanical surveys (Table 5.2). These plants are grazed by a number of 
different animals which are cattle, livestock (unspecified), sheep, birds, dogs, 
baboons, pigs, ostriches, goats, tortoises, porcupines, hyrax (rock rabbits), donkeys, 
horses, chicken and game such as kudu, duiker, eland, gemsbok (oryx), red 
hartebeest, steenbok, Burchell’s zebra, Cape mountain zebra, grey rhebok, 
klipspringer, bushpig, elephant, buffalo and black rhino (in some areas). 
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Table 5.2: A summary of pasture plant species grazed by certain animals as 
recorded in the Little Karoo.  
The towns are abbreviated as B for Barrydale, Z for Zoar, C for Calitzdorp and VW 
for Vanwyksdorp, V for Volmoed, DR for De Rust, D for Dysselsdorp, U for 
Uniondale, H for Haarlem and PA for Prince Albert. For a detailed account of all 
recorded anecdotes and associated key participants (i.e., the primary data), see 
Tables 6.2 to 6.5 and 7.2. 
Species, family, conservation status, [total 
number of records, rank] 
Animals that graze/ consume these species 
as recorded by participants during surveys 
[number of records], (abbreviation for village 
where recordes collected)  
1. Agave americana; Asparagaceae; NE; [28, 2]  
 
1. cattle [22], (B, Z, VW, DR) 
2. livestock (unspecified) [4], (VW, V) 
3. sheep [1], (Z) 
4. birds [1], (D)  
2. Aloe ferox; Asphodelaceae; LC; [2, 13]  1. dogs [1], (V) 
2. baboons [1], (V) 
3. Amaranthus spp.; Amaranthaceae; NE; [1, 14] 1. pigs [1], (B)  
4. Anacampseros papyracea; 
Anacampserotaceae; LC; [1, 14] 
1. ostriches [1], (Z)  
5. Aptosimum indivisum; Scrophulariaceae; LC; 
[2, 13] 
1. sheep [2], (B)  
6. Atriplex nummularia; Amaranthaceae; NE; 
[30, 1] 
1. ostriches [5], (B)  
2. animals (unspecified) [14], (B, VW) 
3. sheep [7], (B, PA, D, V) 
4. cattle [6], (DR, V) 
7. Augea capensis; Zygophyllaceae; LC; [2, 13] 1. ostriches [1], (B) 
2. animals (unspecified) [1], (PA)  
8. Boophone disticha; Amaryllidaceae; LC; [1, 
14] 
1. kudu [1], (PA)  
9. Chrysocoma ciliata; Asteraceae; LC; [13, 3] 1. goats [4], (VW) 
2. animals (unspecified) [6], (Z, VW)  
3. sheep [3], (Z, PA) 
10. Centaurea benedicta; Asteraceae; NE; [4, 
11] 
1. goats [4], (B)  
11. Cotyledon orbiculata; Crassulaceae; LC; [1, 
14] 
1. tortoises [1], (Z) 
12. Cyperus esculentus; Cyperaceae; LC; [4, 11] 1. animals (unspecified) [4], (B)  
13. Dioscorea hemicrypta; Dioscoreaceae; LC; 
[5, 10] 
1. porcupines [4], (B, Z, V)  
2. tortoises [1], (Z)  
14. Diosma hirsuta; Rutaceae; LC; [1, 14] 1. hyrax (rock rabbits) [1], (PA)   
15. Dodonaea viscosa; Sapindaceae; LC; [2, 13] 1. goats [1], (Z) 
2. animals (unspecified) [1], (Z)  
16. Elytropappus rhinocerotis; Asteraceae; LC; 
[1, 14] 
1. donkeys [1], (B)  
17. Euclea undulata; Ebenaceae; LC; [3, 12] 1. starlings (a type of bird) [1], (VW) 
2. livestock (unspecified) [2], (Z)  
18. Euphorbia mauritanica; Euphorbiaceae; LC; 
[6, 9] 
1. ibex [1], (B) 
2. duikers (type of game antelope) [1], (B)  
3. goats [4], (VW)  
19. Euryops tenuissimus; Asteraceae; LC; [2, 
13] 
1. goats [2], (Z, VW)  
20. Galenia africana; Aizoaceae; LC; [4, 11] 1. donkeys [2], (Z)  
2. animals (unspecified) [1], (PA)  
3. elands [1], (V)  
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Species, family, conservation status, [total 
number of records, rank] 
Animals that graze/ consume these species 
as recorded by participants during surveys 
[number of records], (abbreviation for village 
where recordes collected)  
21. Garuleum bipinnatum; Asteraceae; LC; [1, 
14] 
1. animals (unspecified) [1], (PA)  
22. Gomphocarpus fruticosus; Apocynaceae; 
LC; [8, 7] 
1. duikers (type of game antelope) [4], (B) 
2. gemsbok (oryx) [4], (B)  
23. Gonialoe variegata; Asphodelaceae; LC; [1, 
14] 
1. baboons [1], (Z)  
24. Hermannia cuneifolia; Malvaceae; LC; [2, 
13] 
1. goats [1], (Z) 
2. jangroentjies (a certain type of bird) [1], (DR) 
25. Kedrostis foetidissima; Cucurbitaceae; LC; 
[4, 11] 
1. baboons [4], (VW)  
26. Limeum aethiopicum; Limeaceae; LC; [7, 8] 1. animals (unspecified) [4], (Z, VW, V)  
2. sheep [2], (DR, U) 
3. goats [1], (U)  
27. Lycium horridum; Solanaceae; LC; [1, 14] 1. goats [1], (VW) 
28. Malva parviflora; Malvaceae; NE; [12, 4] 1. pigs [8], (B, Z, DR)  
2. chicken [2], (VW, V)  
3. animals (unspecified) [2], (Z) 
29. Manochlamys albicans; Amaranthaceae; LC; 
[2, 13] 
1. animals (unspecified) [2], (B, PA)  
30. Nicotiana glauca; Solanaceae; NE; [3, 12] 1. baboons [3], (B, VW)  
31. Nymania capensis; Meliaceae; LC; [9, 6] 1. porcupines [6], (B, Z, VW) 
2. eland [1], (B) 
3. donkeys [1], (B)   
4. goats [1], (Z)  
32. Olea europaea subsp. cuspidata; Oleaceae; 
LC; [1, 14] 
1. geelbekbosduif (type of bird) [1], (Z)  
33. Opuntia ficus-indica; Cactaceae; NE; [5, 10] 1. cattle [3], (DR, V)  
2. ostriches [1], (V) 
3. goats [1], (V)  
34. Pappea capensis; Sapindaceae; LC; [1, 14] 1. goats [1], (B) 
35. Pentzia incana; Asteraceae; LC; [3, 12] 1. sheep [2], (Z) 
2. livestock (unspecified) [1], (PA)  
36. Pegolettia baccharidifolia; Asteraceae; LC; 
[2, 13] 
1. animals (unspecified) [1], (PA)  
2. goats [1], (V) 
37. Plantago lanceolata; Plantaginaceae; LC; [1, 
14] 
1. ostriches [1], (B)  
38. Plantago major; Plantaginaceae; NE; [1, 14] 1. ostriches [1], (B)  
39. Polygonum aviculare; Polygonaceae; NE; [8, 
7] 
1. pigs [7], (B)  
2. animals (unspecified) [1], (VW) 
40. Portulaca oleracea; Portulacaceae; NE; [4, 
11] 
1. pigs [4], (VW) 
41. Portulacaria afra; Didiereaceae; LC; [1, 14] 1. elephant [1], (PA) 
42. Mesembryanthemum junceum; Aizoaceae; 
LC; [1, 14] 
1. ostriches [1], (B)  
43. Pteronia incana; Asteraceae; LC; [7, 8] 1. sheep [4], (B, Z)  
2. goats [1], (Z) 
3. donkeys [2], (Z) 
44. Quaqua mammilaris and other species; 
Apocynaceae; LC; [1, 14] 
1. animals (unspecified) [1], (B) 
45. Raphanus raphanistrum; Brassicaceae; NE; 
[11, 5] 
1. pigs [11], (B, VW)  
46. Rhigozum obovatum; Bignoniaceae; LC; [4, 
11] 
1. animals (unspecified) [2], (B, PA) 
2. mice [1], (PA) 
3. birds [1], (PA) 
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Species, family, conservation status, [total 
number of records, rank] 
Animals that graze/ consume these species 
as recorded by participants during surveys 
[number of records], (abbreviation for village 
where recordes collected)  
47. Ricinus communis; Euphorbiaceae; NE; [2, 
13] 
1. witbosduif (a type of bird) [1], (V) 
2. cattle [1], (V)  
48. Rosenia humilis; Asteraceae; LC; [2, 13] 1. game [1], (PA) 
2. sheep [1], (PA)  
 
49. Rumex crispus; Polygonaceae; NE; [8, 7] 1. game [4], (B) 
2. porcupines [4], (B)  
50. Schinus molle; Anacardiaceae; NE; [1, 14] 1. birds [1], (DR)  
51. Schotia afra; Fabaceae; LC; [1, 14] 1. baboons [1], (B) 
52. Solanum linnaeanum; Solanaceae; LC; [2, 
13] 
1. birds [2], (Z)  
53. Sonchus oleraceus; Asteraceae; NE; [2, 13] 1. pigs [1], (Z) 
2. chicken [1], (Z) 
54. Tylecodon cacalioides; Crassulaceae; LC; 
[3, 12] 
1. donkeys [1], (PA) 
2. rabbits [1], (PA) 
3. porcupines [1], (PA) 
55. Vachellia karroo; Fabaceae; LC; [9, 6] 1. animals (unspecified) [3], (Z, VW) 
2. goats [4], (VW) 
3. kudu [1], (PA)  
4. baboons [1], (V)  
56. Viscum capense; Santalaceae; LC; [5, 10] 1. animals (unspecified) [5], (B, VW)  
57. Viscum continuum; Santalaceae; LC; [5, 10] 1. goats [1], (U)  
2. birds [4], (V) 
58. Zantedeschia aethiopica; Araceae; LC; [2, 
13] 
1. porcupines [2], (Z)  
59. Zygophyllum retrofractum; Zygophyllaceae; 
LC; [1, 14] 
1. goats [1], (Z)  
 
The most preferred species to be grazed by a variety of animals (according to 
the number of records) as recorded during numerous ethnobotanical surveys, were: 
Atriplex nummularia (30 records, ranked 1); Agave americana (28, 2); Chrysocoma 
ciliata (13, 3); Malva parviflora (12, 4); Raphanus raphanistrum (11, 5); Nymania 
capensis and Vachellia karroo (each with 9 records, ranked 6); Gomphocarpus 
fruticosus, Polygonum aviculare and Rumex crispus (each with 8 records, ranked 7); 
Limeum aethiopicum and Pteronia incana (each with 7 records, ranked 8); Euphorbia 
mauritanica (6, 9) and Dioscorea hemicrypta, Opuntia ficus-indica, Viscum capense 
and Viscum continuum (each with 5 records, ranked 10). Out of the total of 59 
grazing plants recorded during the surveys, a total of 15 species are exotic. The 
conservation statuses of the other grazing plants according to literature and personal 
observations by Mr. P. Marincowitz, Mr. J. Vlok and Dr. AL Schutte-Vlok, can be 
found in Table 5.1. 
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5.4 Craft and other plant uses recorded during ethnobotanical surveys 
A number of craft plants were reported by many participants during the 
ethnobotanical surveys and included the making of ropes, brooms, flowerpots, 
fences, ladders, thatched roofs and other less common uses. A total of 45 craft 
plants of which 34 are new species records were recorded. Other miscellaneous 
plant uses include toys, tannins, dyes, perfumes and firewood and 38 taxa from 20 
families were recorded including 23 taxa noted during the ethnobotanical surveys in 
the Little Karoo. Fourteen plants are new species records for this category. 
 
Table 5.3 A summary of craft and other plant use species as recorded in the 
Little Karoo.  
The towns are abbreviated as B for Barrydale, Z for Zoar, C for Calitzdorp and VW 
for Vanwyksdorp, V for Volmoed, DR for De Rust, D for Dysselsdorp, U for 
Uniondale, H for Haarlem and PA for Prince Albert. For a detailed account of all 
recorded anecdotes and associated key participants (i.e., the primary data), see 
Tables 6.2 to 6.5 and 7.2. 
Species, family, conservation 
status, [total number of use-
records, rank] 
Craft and other used reported during ethnobotanical 
surveys [number of use-records], (abbreviation for 
village where recordes collected) 
1. Agave americana; Asparagaceae; 
NE; [85, 1] 
1. ladders [52], (B, Z, VW, V, DR, D) 
2. birdnests [5], (B, VW, V, D) 
3. water-furrow [2], (Z) 
4. christmas tree [9], (Z, VW) 
5. whip [1], (Z) 
6. timber for building and furniture [11], (VW, V, DR, D, H) 
7. drums [1], (H) 
8. pipe-stems [1], (DR) 
9. flowerpots [1], (D) 
10. firewood (use fibers) [1], (V) 
11. shoe laces (use fibers) [1], (V) 
2. Aloe ferox and other species; 
Asphodelaceae; LC; [6, 18] 
1. soap [6], (VW) 
3. Atriplex nummularia; 
Amaranthaceae; NE; [4, 19] 
1. hedges [4], (VW) 
4. Buddleja saligna; 
Scrophulariaceae; LC; [64, 2] 
1. timber for building and furniture [13], (B, Z, DR) 
2. donkey carts and gangrels [10], (B, Z) 
3. canes and walking sticks [30], (B, Z, C, VW, V, U) 
4. pipe-stems [6], (B, V) 
5. axe and hammer handles [3], (Z, V) 
6. poles for fences [1], (Z) 
7. kitchen implements [1], (VW) 
5. Cassytha ciliolata; Lauraceae; LC; 
[2, 21] 
1. rope [2], (Z, DR) 
6. Cliffortia odorata; Rosaceae; LC; 
[3, 20] 
1. firewood [3], (Z) 
7. Cliffortia strobilifera; Rosaceae; 
LC; [13, 15] 
1. pipe-stems [12], (B, Z, VW, H) 
2. timber for building and furniture [1], (U) 
8. Conyza scabrida; Asteraceae; LC; 
[6, 18] 
1. brooms [5], (Z, V, DR) 
2. firewood [1], (Z) 
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Species, family, conservation 
status, [total number of use-
records, rank] 
Craft and other used reported during ethnobotanical 
surveys [number of use-records], (abbreviation for 
village where recordes collected) 
9. Cyperus esculentus; Cyperaceae; 
LC; [14, 14] 
1. weaved floor mats [2], (PA, DR) 
2. rope [6], (V, DR, H) 
3. basketry [5], (DR, H, U) 
4. building material [1], (DR) 
10. Dioscorea hemicrypta; 
Dioscoreaceae; LC; [1, 22] 
1. water bowl [1], (Z) 
11. Diospyros lycioides; Ebenaceae; 
LC; [3, 20] 
1. cricket bats [1], (C) 
2. toothbrushes [1], (V) 
3. timber for building and furniture [1], (V) 
12. Elytropappus rhinocerotis; 
Asteraceae; LC; [57, 4] 
1. firewood [41], (B, Z, VW, PA, V, D, DR, H, U) 
2. natural toiletpaper [1], (Z) 
3. natural shelter [2], (Z) 
4. brooms [13], (VW, DR) 
13. Euclea undulata; Ebenaceae; LC; 
[30, 10] 
1. firewood [28], (B, Z, VW, PA, V, DR, H, U) 
2. use as tobacco [1], (B) 
3. brooms [1], (V) 
14. Euryops tenuissimus; 
Asteraceae; LC; [23, 12]  
1. violin bow and resin [20], (B, Z, VW, V, PA, U) 
2. firewood [3], (Z) 
15. Galenia africana; Aizoaceae; LC; 
[8, 17] 
1. animal shelter insulation [5], (B) 
2. woodfloor dye [3], (B, C) 
16. Galium tomentosum; Rubiaceae; 
LC; [9, 16] 
1. birdnests [3], (Z, PA, V) 
2. toys and games [5], (VW) 
3. wreath [1], (V) 
17. Garuleum bipinnatum; 
Asteraceae; LC; [1, 22] 
1. ink [1], (VW) 
18. Gomphocarpus fruticosus; 
Apocynaceae; LC; [14, 14] 
1. fire lighter [5], (B, Z) 
2. thatched roofs [1], (Z) 
3. toys and games [7], (VW) 
4. soap [1], (D) 
19. Helichrysum odoratissimum; 
Asteraceae; LC; [16, 13] 
1. bed mattresses [15], (B, Z, PA, V) 
2. fertilizer [1], (B) 
20. Limeum aethiopicum; 
Limeaceae; LC; [23, 12] 
1. smoke (type of tobacco) [23], (B, Z, C, VW, V, D, DR) 
21. Mesembryanthemum junceum; 
Aizoaceae; LC; [36, 9] 
1. making soap [7], (Z, VW) 
2. lye ash (dry fruit, tobacco) [28], (Z, C, VW, PA, V, DR, U) 
3. branch fences [1], (H) 
22. Nymania capensis; Meliaceae; 
LC; [14, 14] 
1. pipe-stems [1], (B) 
2. canes and walking sticks [1], (B) 
3. toys and games [10], (B, Z, VW) 
4. strainingbeam [2], (Z) 
23. Olea europaea subsp. cuspidata; 
Oleaceae; LC; [51, 7] 
1. timber for building and furniture [34], (B, Z, VW, PA, DR, 
V) 
2. firewood [3], (B, H, U) 
3. canes and walking sticks [13], (Z, VW, V) 
4. toys and games [1], (PA) 
24. Pappea capensis; Sapindaceae; 
LC; [39, 8] 
1. timber for building and furniture [9], (B, VW) 
2. firewood [30], (B, Z, VW, PA, DR) 
25. Protea nitida; Proteaceae; LC; 
[30, 10] 
1. timber for building and furniture [5], (B, Z) 
2. wagons, rims and breakpads [4], (B, Z, DR) 
3. firewood [18], (Z, VW, V, DR, H, U) 
4. pipe-stems [3], (C, PA, DR) 
26. Protea repens; Proteaceae; LC; 
[23, 12] 
1. flower arrangements [20], (B, Z, VW) 
2. timber for building and furniture [1], (Z) 
3. firewood [2], (H, U) 
27. Pteronia incana; Asteraceae; LC; 
[23, 12] 
1. toys and games [3], (B, V, DR) 
2. firewood [20], (B, Z, VW, V, U) 
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Species, family, conservation 
status, [total number of use-
records, rank] 
Craft and other used reported during ethnobotanical 
surveys [number of use-records], (abbreviation for 
village where recordes collected) 
28. Rosenia humilis; Asteraceae; LC; 
[6, 18] 
1. jewelry (necklace) [6], (VW) 
29. Salix mucronata; Salicaceae; LC; 
[3, 20] 
1. cricket bats [2], (B, PA) 
2. firewood [1], (Z) 
30. Salsola aphylla; Amaranthaceae; 
LC; [4, 19] 
1. aids in making of lyeash [4], (B, Z, U) 
31. Schinus molle; Anacardiaceae; 
NE; [2, 21] 
1. flower arrangements [2], (Z) 
32. Searsia glauca; Anacardiaceae; 
LC; [1, 22]  
1. firewood [1], (Z) 
33. Searsia laevigata; 
Anacardiaceae; LC; [2, 21] 
1. brooms [2], (Z) 
34. Searsia lancea; Anacardiaceae; 
LC; [63, 3] 
1. firewood [13], (B, Z, PA) 
2. canes and walking sticks [7], (B, Z, U) 
3. timber for building and furniture [24], (B, Z, VW, U, DR, 
D) 
4. tanning [8], (Z) 
5. toys and games (kleilat) [1], (Z) 
6. tools (hammer handle) [2], (Z) 
7. pipe-stems [2], (Z) 
8. dyes [2], (Z) 
9. ladders [3], (Z) 
10. hook rods and catching rods [1], (PA) 
35. Searsia undulata; 
Anacardiaceae; LC; [28, 11] 
1. natural shelter [8], (B, Z)  
2. brooms [7], (B, Z, C) 
3. firewood [4], (Z, DR) 
4. timber for building and furniture [5], (VW) 
5. bows (archery) [4], (V) 
36. Tylecodon paniculatus; 
Crassulaceae; LC; [52, 6] 
1. toys and games [52] (B, Z, C, VW, V, D, DR, U) 
37. Typha capensis; Typhaceae; LC; 
[1, 22] 
1. flower arrangements [1], (Z) 
38. Vachellia karroo; Fabaceae; LC; 
[54, 5] 
1. firewood [42], (B, Z, VW, PA, V, D, DR, H, U) 
2. tanning [4], (B) 
3. rope [4], (Z, C, VW) 
4. christmas tree [3], (VW) 
5. basketry [1], (VW) 
39. Zantedeschia aethiopica; 
Araceae; LC; [39, 8] 
1. flower arrangements [38], (B, Z, VW, V, DR, PA, H) 
2. lid for water bucket [1], (VW) 
 
The primary data in Tables 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 7.2 explain the detail as to 
how these species are used in these categories. A total of 39 plants are used as 
craft (for example rope, brooms, flowerpots, fences, ladders, thatched roofs) and/or 
other uses (such as toys, tannins, dyes, perfumes and firewood). The most popular 
species in these categories are Agave americana with 85 use-records in total and 
ranked 1, it is used mainly to make ladders (52 use-records); Buddleja saligna (64 
use-records in total with 30 use-records for making walking sticks and canes, rank 
2); Searsia lancea (63 use-records of which 24 are for timber, rank 3); Elytropappus 
rhinocerotis (57 use-records with 41 use-records for firewood, rank 4); Vachellia 
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karroo (54 use-records of which 42 are for firewood, rank 5); Tylecodon paniculatus 
(52 use-records, all referring to a game known as “botterboom ry”, rank 6); Olea 
europaea subsp. cuspidata (51 use-records with 34 for timber, rank 7); Zantedeschia 
aethiopica (39 use-records with 38 for flower arrangements, rank 8); 
Mesembryanthemum junceum (36 use-records of which 28 are for lye ash, rank 9) 
and Protea nitida (30 use-records with 18 for firewood, rank 10).  
Firewood has the most records (211) and 16 species (arranged according to 
the number of records: Vachellia karroo, 42; Elytropappus rhinocerotis, 41; Pappea 
capensis, 30; Euclea undulata, 28; Pteronia incana, 20; Protea nitida, 18; Searsia 
lancea, 13; S. undulata, four; Cliffortia odorata, three; Euryops tenuissimus, three; 
Olea europaea subsp. cuspidata, three; Protea repens, two; Agave americana, one; 
Conyza scabrida, one; Salix mucronata, one and Searsia glauca with one record); 
timber used for building and the making of furniture has 104 records and ten species 
(arranged according to the number of records: Olea europaea subsp. cuspidata, 34; 
Searsia lancea, 21; Buddleja saligna, 13; Agave americana, 11; Pappea capensis, 
nine; Protea nitida, five; Searsia undulata, five; Cliffortia strobilifera, one; Diospyros 
lycioides, one and Protea repens with one record) that are used; seven species are 
used as toys and games with a total of 79 records (arranged according to the 
number of records: Tylecodon paniculatus, 52; Nymania capensis, ten; 
Gomphocarpus fruticosus, seven; Galium tomentosum, five; Pteronia incana, three; 
Olea europaea subsp. cuspidata and Searsia lancea with one record each); four 
species are used in flower arrangements with 61 records (arranged according to the 
number of records: Zantedeschia aethiopica, 38; Protea repens, 20; Schinus molle, 
two and Typha capensis with one record) and two species are used to build ladders 
and this use has a total of 55 records (arranged according to the number of records: 
Agave americana, 52 and Searsia lancea with three records).  
 
5.5 Non-plant products used medicinally in the Little Karoo 
Previous studies have recorded the use of certain non-plant products for medicinal 
purposes (Van Wyk and Gericke, 2000, 2018; Van Wyk et al., 2008; Van Wyk, 2008; 
De Beer and Van Wyk, 2011; Philander, 2011; Nortje, 2011; Nortje and Van Wyk, 
2015). Van Wyk (2008) did a review of Khoi-San and Cape Dutch ethnobotanical 
medicine in which he referred to some of the oldest literature (Pappe, 1847, 1850, 
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1857, 1868; Laidler, 1928) where a number of non-plant products, including 
hyraceum, were discussed.  
Hyraceum is the highly concentrated urine of hyrax (dassies) which survives on 
aromatic and resinous plant material, giving the excretion its medicinal properties. It 
is known in Afrikaans as dassiepis and is used for various ailments including back 
pain, stomach pain, hysteria and epilepsy, as recorded in Pappe, 1847, 1850, 1857, 
1868; Dykman, 1908; Kling, 1923 and Laidler, 1928.  In the southeastern Karoo, 
dassiepis is used to treat infant flatulence, as well as chest ailments in children or for 
the purification of women and newborns after birth (Van Wyk et al., 2008). In the 
Agter-Hantam area (Northern Cape Province), dassiepis is used in a mixture 
together with waterboegoe (Veronica anagallis-aquatica) to treat backache (De Beer 
and Van Wyk, 2011). The Western Cape Rastafarians stock-up on dassiepis as one 
of the most popular remedies and is used to treat kidney and bladder ailments, 
inflammation, diabetes and infertility (Philander, 2011). In Namaqualand, dassiepis is 
often used in combination with certain medicinal plants to treat various ailments 
(Nortje and Van Wyk, 2015). In her dissertation, Nortje elaborated on the uses of 
dassiepis to treat heartburn, stomach ailments, flatulence, chest cramps and general 
malaise (Nortje, 2011).   
Another widely used non-plant product known as klipsweet, which is midget 
excretions (Van Wyk, 2008), is often confused with dassiepis (Van Wyk and Gericke, 
2000, 2018). During the ethnobotanical study in Namaqualand, a clear distinction 
could be made between dassiepis and klipsweet, namely that dassiepis is hard, 
made by dassies (hyrax) and occurs on the floor of caves whereas klipsweet is soft, 
made by midgets and can only be found on the roofs of shallow caves (Nortje, 2011). 
The uses of both these non-plant products are different too. Klipsweet is used for the 
treatment of fever, diabetes, heartburn, stomach-ache, flatulence and insomnia, and 
also acts as an appetite suppressant, an anti-venom and can be used to remove a 
retained placenta (Nortje, 2011). According to Philander (2011) and Van Wyk and 
Gericke (2000, 2018), klipsweet is used as a general health tonic. 
Similar types of non-plant products referred to in these studies are also 
recorded in the Little Karoo (Table 5.4), namely porcupine stomach, baboon dung, 
propolis, ostrich egg shell, ant hill sand, tortoise shell, spiderwebs, jackal kidneys, 
sparrow nest clay, as well as dassiepis (hyraceum) and klipsweet (midget 
excrections). The three non-plant products that were included in the flip-file for the 
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Matrix Method was dassiepis, klipsweet and Xanthoparmelia spp. (a lichen) which is 
discussed among the plant species in Chapters 6 and 7. The other nine non-plant 
products were mentioned by at least one participant from one village during the 
ethnobotanical surveys.  
 
Table 5.4 Primary data of all useful non-plant products collected during 
ethnobotanical field surveys in the Little Karoo.  
Non-plant products used medicinally in the Little Karoo. Participants referred to by 
abbreviations (Table 6.1) from all towns in the western Little Karoo (B=Barrydale, 
C=Calitzdorp, VW=Vanwyksdorp and Z=Zoar) and the eastern Little Karoo 
(PA=Prince Albert; H=Haarlem; U=Uniondale; DR=De Rust; D=Dysselsdorp; 
V=Volmoed)   
Medicinal ailments and conditions Non-plant products used as treatment [number of 
anecdotes], (village abbreviation) 
1. Acne, skin ailments (eczema, skin 
pigmentation, skin rash, pimples, skin 
infection, allergies) 
1. klipsweet (1), (ELK) 
2. Backache 1. dassiepis [15], (B, Z, V, ELK)  
2. klipsweet [4], (Z) 
3. miershoop [1], (ELK)  
4. geita [1], (ELK) 
3. Bile (excessive-, liver related ailments) 1. ystervarkmaag [1], (B) 
2. jakkalslewer [1], (ELK) 
4. Bleeding (haemostatics) 1. spinnerakke [4], (ELK) 
5. Burn wounds 1. volstruiseierdop [19], (B, V, ELK)  
2. skilpaddop [1], (B) 
3. volstruismis [2], (V) 
4. hondemis [], (C) 
6. Cancer 1. klipsweet [1], (V) 
2. miershoop [1], (ELK) 
7. Chest ailments (unspecified) 1. dassiepis [4], (V) 
8. Child illnesses (unspecified) 1. dassiepis [10] (B, ELK) 
9. Colds 1. bywerk [1], (ELK) 
10. Colic 1. bobbejaanmis [7], (B) 
2. dassiepis [2], (Z) 
3. klipsweet [2], (Z) 
11. Convulsions 1. dassiepis [3], (B, ELK) 
2. klipsweet [1], (ELK) 
3. jakkalslewer [1], (ELK) 
12. Cough   1. bobbejaanmis [5], (V)  
13. Diabetes 1. miershoop [1], (B) 
2. dassiepis [3], (Z) 
14. Female disorders (woman ailments)  1. dassiepis [9], (B, Z, V, ELK) 
15. Fever 1. dassiepis [1], (ELK) 
2. klipsweet [1], (ELK) 
3. jakkalslewer [1], (ELK) 
16. Flatulence (infants and adults) 1. dassiepis [22], (B, Z, V) 
2. klipsweet [5], (B, V) 
3. ystervarkmaag [1], (B) 
4. volstruiseierdop [13], (B, Z, V)  
5. jakkalslewer [8], (V, ELK)  
6. bobbejaanmis [1], (ELK) 
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Medicinal ailments and conditions Non-plant products used as treatment [number of 
anecdotes], (village abbreviation) 
17. Haemorrhoids 1. dassiepis [1], (B) 
2. bywerk [1], (ELK) 
18. Heartburn  1. dassiepis [2], (B)  
2. miershoop [1], (ELK) 
19. Impurities (internal, purifier blood, body) 1. dassiepis [1], (B) 
20. Infertility, sterility 1. miershoop [5], (V) 
2. dassiepis [1], (ELK) 
21. Influenza 1. dassiepis [1], (ELK) 
22. Kidney ailments (diuretic, kidney stones) 1. dassiepis [12], (B, Z, V, ELK) 
2. klipsweet [4], (B) 
3. miershoop [2], (ELK)  
4. geita [1], (ELK) 
23. Measles 1. bokmis [7], (V, ELK) 
2. steenbokdrolletjies [], (C) 
3. skaapmis [1], (ELK) 
24. Mouth and throat ulcers (sores) 1. miershoop [2], (V) 
25. Oral thrush 1. swaeltjienesklei [3], (Z, V)  
26. Pain, inflammation, arthritis, rheumatism, 
body pains (oral use) 
1. dassiepis [12], (V, ELK) 
2. miershoop [1], (ELK) 
27. Paediatric - oral use (baby acid) 1. dassiepis [5], (Z) 
28. Paediatric - topical use (nappy rash) 1. dassiepis (1), (ELK) 
29. Postnatal (placenta, miscarriage, afterbirth 
cleansing)  
1. dassiepis [5], (V) 
2. klipsweet [2], (V) 
30. Psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
"paljas") 
1. jakkalsniertjies [1], (Z) 
2. bobbejaanmis [1], (Z)  
3. ystervarkmaag [8], (V, ELK) 
4. skilpadkliere [1], (ELK) 
5. jakkalslewer [1], (ELK) 
31. Ringworm (also dry scalp, sores on scalp, 
hair loss, dandruff, stimulation of hair growth)  
1. klipsweet [1], (ELK) 
 
32. Sores, abrasions, blisters, boils, corns, 
open callus, inflammed moles, cracked feet, 
whitlow fingers, abscess, ulcers 
1. volstruiseierdop [9], (B, V)  
33. Stomach ailments (unspecified) 1. dassiepis [2], (V)  
2. ystervarkmaag [11], (V, ELK) 
3. volstruiseierdop [2], (ELK) 
34. Stomach ulcers 1. dassiepis [1], (Z) 
35. Stroke 1. jakkalslewer [1], (ELK) 
2. bergskilpadbloed [1], (ELK) 
36. Thorns (used as blister-plaster, removal of 
thorns) 
1. bywerk [17] (V, ELK) 
37. Tonic (general health) 1. dassiepis [5], (B, Z, ELK) 
2. ystervarkmaag [2], (Z, ELK) 
3. bokafvalwater (goat offal water) [2], (V) 
4. klipsweet [1], (ELK) 
5. volstruisdop [1], (ELK) 
38. Tuberculosis (TB) 1. jakkalslewer [1], (ELK) 
2. miershoop [1], (ELK) 
39. Unspecified (medicine, medicinal) 1. klipsweet [7], (B) 
2. dassiepis [14], (V, ELK) 
40. Urinary ailments (bladder health, urinary 
tract infections) 
1. dassiepis [16], (Z, V, ELK)  
2. klipsweet [2], (Z) 
41. Whooping cough 1. bobbejaanmis [1], (C) 
42. Wounds (cuts, pus) 1. spinnerakke [8], (V) 
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According to the number of anecdotes collected, dassiepis was ranked the 
most popular non-plant product (137 anecdotes), followed by ostrich egg shell (41) 
and thirdly klipsweet (28) as the most medicinally important animal products. A total 
of 64 participants provided medicinal uses for hyraceum and 32 of those participants 
reported the following new records: tonic (16 anecdotes), childrens illnesses (11 
anecdotes), infant convulsions (three anecdotes), colic (two anecdotes), fever, 
influenza, insomnia, haemorrhoids and psychological conditions (one anecdote 
each). Dassiepis is also often used in combination with other plants or non-plant 
products in the Little Karoo to treat seven ailment conditions (Table 5.4). Philander 
(2011) reported the use of ostrich egg shell to treat prostate cancer, woman’s pains, 
stomach-ache and as a carminative, but alternative uses have been reported by 29 
participants in the Little Karoo. The ostrich egg shell is mostly scorched and grinded 
into a fine powder which is applied topically to burn wounds (main use with 12 
anecdotes) and sore spots (nine ancedotes). The ash could be consumed as is or as 
a drink to treat adult and infant flatulence (seven and six ancedotes respectively), 
stomach ailments (two anecdotes) and can act as a calsium supplement and tonic 
(one anecdote each). Ostrich dung was also mentioned as a medicine to treat 
wounds, sores and burn wounds topically. Uses of klipsweet was mentioned by 21 
participants of which 11 participants referred to these newly recorded uses: 
backache (four anecdotes), colic, kidney and urinary ailments (two anecdotes each), 
cancer, eczema, infant convulsions, menstruation pains and ringworm (one anecdote 
each).  
Porcupine stomach is a medicinal non-plant product mentioned by 22 
participants. Archer (1994) recorded that porcupine stomach is used in combination 
with Lessertia frutescens to treat stomach complaints and in the Kamieberg to treat 
infant ailments and flatulence too (Nortje, 2011). In the Little Karoo, the primary 
medicinal use for porcupine stomach is also to treat stomach ailments (11 
anecdotes). Other medicinal uses include the treatment of psychological conditions 
(nine anecdotes), flatulence; it acts as a liver and gall bladder cleanser and as an 
unspecified medicine (one anecdote each). Propolis is recorded as an antimicrobial 
treatment for skin infections (Van Vuuren and Holl, 2017). Propolis has medicinal 
uses in the Little Karoo too, such as to remove thorns, as a blister plaster (primary 
use, 17 ancedotes), to clot blood (one anecdote) and to treat haemorrhoids (one 
anecdote), recorded by 19 participants. Honey is also used to treat colds (one 
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anecdote). Ant hill was recorded in Philander (2011) as an external medicine applied 
to sores, wounds and to the face for mystical protection but also ingested to treat gall 
bladder and kidney pain. In the Little Karoo 15 participants reported medicinal uses 
for miershoop (ant hill) against infertility (primary use, five anecdotes), to treat mouth 
sores of children, kidney ailments (two anecdotes each), backache, cancer, colon 
inflammation, diabetes, heartburn and tuberculosis (one anecdote each). The dung 
of certain animals can also be used as medicinal treatments, such as baboon dung 
against colic (main use, seven anecdotes), cough (five anecdotes), infant flatulence 
and psychological conditions (one anecdote each). Spiderwebs (spinnerakke) are 
used externally mostly to stop bleeding (eight anecdotes) and treat wounds (six 
anecdotes) and sores (three anecdotes), and these uses were mentioned by nine 
participants. The remaining three non-plant products have only one use each; 
tortoise shell is used to treat burn wounds, jackal kidneys to treat psychological 
conditions and sparrow nest clay to treat oral thrush in children.                 
 
5.6 Species diversity of useful plants 
A total of 23.0% of the taxa have one or more human use(s) and/or are utilised by 
livestock and game. Asteraceae, the family with the highest number of taxa, also has 
the most useful taxa (130). However, this pattern does not hold for other species-rich 
families; for instance, the Fabaceae has the second most species but the third most 
number of useful taxa (74) and the Aizoaceae, which is the third most species-rich is 
second in terms of the number of useful taxa (103), followed by Poaceae (65) 
Scrophulariaceae (36), Apocynaceae (29), Geraniaceae and Lamiaceae, both with 
20. On the other hand, certain families, although not particularly species-rich, have 
many species with recorded uses. These include the Lamiaceae (27 taxa, 20 useful 
taxa – 74.1%), Amaranthaceae (26 taxa, 17 useful taxa – 65.4%) and Solanaceae 
(21 taxa, 14 useful taxa – 66.7%). 
Medicinal plants are the second highest category of use in the Little Karoo, with 
287 species and infraspecific taxa from 79 families (Table 5.1). The most species-
rich medicinal plant families are the Asteraceae with 43 taxa followed by Lamiaceae 
(17 taxa), Rutaceae (13 taxa), Fabaceae and Geraniaceae (12 taxa each), Apiaceae 
and Asphodelaceae (nine taxa), Solanaceae (eight taxa each), Aizoaceae, 
Crassulaceae, Asparagaceae, Apocynaceae and Scrophulariaceae (seven taxa 
each) and the Amaryllidaceae, Hyacinthaceae and Zygophyllaceae with six taxa 
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each (Figure 5.2). A total of 46 taxa are newly recorded medicinal plants, of which 21 
are exotic (including five cultivated exotics that are grown specifically for their 
medicinal value) (Table 5.1). Three medicinal species are known to be deadly 
(Nicotiana glauca, Nicotiana tabacum and Ricinus communis) and are used topically 
with great care. A total of 119 taxa belonging to 44 families are edible plants, 60 of 
these are new records for the Little Karoo. Edible species include eight exotics, two 
which are cultivated. Craft plants (45 species and infraspecific taxa from 26 families) 
include those used for making ropes, brooms, flowerpots, thatched roofs, fences and 
other less common uses. Of the craft plants, 34 are new species records with three 
being exotic. A relatively small number of plants (25 from 18 families) are used for 
magical purposes and three of these are exotic (and all of them are new records for 
magical use). The “other” category (miscellaneous uses such as toys, tannins, dyes, 
perfumes and firewood) includes 38 taxa from 20 families, with 14 new records. 
Plants used in veterinary medicine represent the smallest category (eight taxa), but 
all of them are new records for the Little Karoo. Veterinary use includes species from 
Asteraceae (Artemisia absinthium, Chrysocoma ciliata and Garuleum bipinnatum), 
Lamiaceae (Leonotis leonurus and Leonotis ocymifolia), Asphodelaceae (Aloe ferox 
and Aloe microstigma) and Euphorbiaceae (Euphorbia mauritanica).  
The highest number of taxa are utilised by livestock and game for fodder, with 
772 taxa from 83 families. A total of 322 fodder plants are newly recorded for the 
Little Karoo, with the Asteraceae (114 taxa), Aizoaceae (103 taxa), Fabaceae (74 
taxa) and Poaceae (65 taxa) featuring prominently (Figure 5.2). Fifty-nine of the 
grazing plants listed are palatable mainly after fire. A relatively large number (43) of 
the fodder plants are also poisonous (Table 5.1).  
 




Figure 5.2: Useful plants (species and infraspecific taxa) of the Little Karoo, South 
Africa, arranged by family and use category.     
 
5.7 Plant parts used 
The plant parts or organs that are used in traditional medicine depend to a large 
extent on the habitat where the people collect their materia medica. In forests, for 
example, the bark of certain trees is often harvested or collected (e.g. Magwede et 
al., 2018).  
According to the biome map of the Little Karoo (Figure 5.1), the two main 
biomes are the succulent Karoo and the Fynbos, both of which are dominated by 
shrubs as the main plant growth form. Based on the available data for the Little 
Karoo, the relative importance of different plant parts has been determined and is 
shown in Figure 5.3.     




Figure 5.3: Different plant parts that are used for medicinal purposes in the Little 
Karoo. 
 
The fact that aerial parts are mostly used, comes as no surprise (but the extent 
of the dominance is noteworthy). In many parts of the Little and Great Karoo, plants 
are generally referred to as bossies (i.e. smal shrubs). The term for an experienced 
traditional healer in the Karoo is bossiedokter (i.e. a healer who uses small 
shrubs/“little bushes” to heal). This term is also related to the concept of buchu (san 
or son) and the origin of the term bossiesman (which became boesman or bushman) 
(Smith, 1966). The original “true bushmen” were the !Xam, who were once endemic 
to the Karoo and inhabited these barren plains covered in small shrubs. Roots and 
rhizomes play a minor role, and bark and bulbs are relatively unimportant. This 
profile differs dramatically from those of tree-dominated environments and other 
biomes (e.g. Magwede et al., 2018). 
 
5.8 Conservation: human and animal impact on the environment 
A total of 503 taxa (13.3%) of the total flora of the Little Karoo are of conservation 
concern (Table 5.5), with two listed as Critically Endangered, Presumably Extinct 
(CR PE), 26 Critically Endangered (CR), 62 Endangered (EN), 130 Vulnerable (VU), 
55 Near Threatened (NT), 25 Critically Rare (CR R), 199 Rare (R) and two declining.  
(Raimondo et al., 2009 and as updated in http://redlist.sanbi.org). Of the 503 taxa of 
conservation concern, 67 are useful plants (Table 5.5), that are known to be 
regularly utilised by humans and animals. Thirteen of these useful plants are 
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Endangered: one has medicinal uses, is edible and is also a grazing plant (Cyclopia 
plicata) and the other 12 are all grazing plants (Delosperma calitzdorpense, 
Drosanthemum micans, Drosanthemum tuberculiferum, Euphorbia colliculina, 
Glottiphyllum carnosum, Glottiphyllum cruciatum, Glottiphyllum regium, Amphithalea 
vlokii, Lessertia lanata, Lotononis acocksii, Lotononis comptonii and Lotononis 
rigida). Twenty useful plants are Vulnerable, of which two are medicinal (Brunsvigia 
josephinae and Diosma passerinoides) and the remaining 18 are all grazing plants 
(Acmadenia fruticosa, Amphithalea pageae, Calobota elongata, Drosanthemum 
giffenii, Euphorbia pseudoglobosa, Gibbaeum angulipes, Gibbaeum dispar, 
Gibbaeum petrense, Gibbaeum pilosulum, Gibbaeum schwantesii, Gibbaeum 
velutinum, Glottiphyllum linguiforme, Glottiphyllum salmii, Lotononis dahlgrenii, 
Lotononis rigida, Paranomus longicaulis, Salsola verdoorniae and Trichodiadema 
burgeri). Fifteen useful plants are Rare, of which four are used medicinally 
(Acmadenia matroosbergensis, Cyclopia aurescens, Otholobium fruticans and 
Leucospermum erubescens which is also a grazing plant, especially after fire) and 
the remaining 11 are grazing plants (Antimima fergusoniae, Argyrolobium rarum, 
Cineraria lobata, Crassula rupestris subsp. marnierana, Crotalaria lebeckioides, 
Eriocephalus grandiflorus, Leucospermum erubescens, Nenax velutina, Paranomus 
roodebergensis, Pseudoselago prostrata and Psoralea karooensis). There are five 
grazing plants that are listed as Critically Endangered, namely Gibbaeum album, 
Gibbaeum hortenseae, Gibbaeum nebrownii, Gibbaeum pachypodium (all of which 
are often kicked-out or uprooted and eaten by certain game species, especially 
during drought periods) and Selago ferruginea. Twelve grazing species, of which one 
is also edible (Watsonia aletroides), are Near Threatened – these are Acmadenia 
argillophila, Agathosma adenandriflora, Drosanthemum crissum, Glottiphyllum 
fergusoniae, Glottiphyllum suave, Hoodia pilifera, Leucospermum pluridens, 
Paranomus centaureoides, Paranomus spathulatus, Silene burchellii, Watsonia 
aletroides and Wiborgia tenuifolia. Cyclopia intermedia and Cyclopia subternata are 
considered declining, mainly as a result of over-harvesting and are both medicinal, 
edible and grazing plant species. The use of checklists to explore and monitor 
conservation challenges is well-known (e.g. Forzza et al., 2012) but maintaining and 
updating them represents a major challenge (Steyn et al., 2013; Villaseñor, 2016).  
Another observation that has been made are the number of exotic species that 
occur in the Little Karoo; a total of 105 belonging to 40 families, of which 67 taxa are 
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recorded as useful. Ninety-eight species and infraspecific taxa are naturalised and 
eight are cultivated (Opuntia ficus-indica, Medicago sativa, Quercus robur, Punica 
granatum, Eucalyptus camaldulensis, Eucalyptus globulus, Physalis peruviana and 
Tropaeolum majus).  
 
Table 5.5: Summary of the conservation status assessments for Little Karoo 
plants (Raimondo et al., 2009 and as updated in http://redlist.sanbi.org). Data 
taken from Table 5.1 and Appendix 7. (EN = Endangered, VU = Vulnerable, R = 
Rare, CR = Critically Endangered, CR PE = Critically Endangered (Possibly Extinct), 
CR R = Critically Rare, NT = Near Threatened, Decl = Declining, LC = Least 
Concern, DDT = Data Deficient – Taxonomically Problematic, DDD = Data Deficient 
– Insufficiently Known, NE = Not Evaluated). 
 
 Conservation Status Categories 
 EN VU R CR CR 
PE 
CR R NT Decl LC DDT DDD NE 
Total flora 62 130 199 26 2 25 55 2 2990 77 27 171 
% Total 
flora 1.64 3.45 5.31 0.69 0.05 0.66 1.46 0.05 79.38 2.05 0.72 4.54 
Useful 
taxa  13 20 15 5 0 0 12 2 562 10 6 73 
% Useful 
taxa 0.34 0.53 0.40 0.13 0 0 0.32 0.05 14.90 0.27 0.16 1.94 
Medicinal 




0.03 0.05 0.11 0 0 0 0 0.05 5.84 0.05 0 1.36 
Magic 
plant taxa  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 4 
% Magic 
plant taxa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.50 0 0 0.11 
Edible 
plant taxa  0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 99 4 3 14 
% Edible 
plant taxa 0 0 0.03 0 0 0 0.03 0.05 2.63 0.11 0.08 0.37 
Craft plant 
taxa  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 3 
% Craft 
plant taxa 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0.90 0 0 0.08 
Veterinary 




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.19 0 0 0 
Grazing 
plant taxa  12 18 12 5 0 0 12 2 399 4 3 28 
% Grazing 
plant taxa 0.32 0.48 0.23 0.13 0 0 0.32 0.05 10.57 0.11 0.08 0.74 
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The management of useful plants, especially food and medicine, is important to 
all communities. This will ensure continual benefit from local ecosystems in a 
sustainable way (Pardo-de-santayana and Marcía, 2015). 
    
5.9 Regional comparisons of species diversity data from the Little Karoo 
and Lesotho and Eastern Free State 
The data for the Little Karoo (consisting of three biomes; see Figure 5.1) were 
compared with that of Lesotho and the Eastern Free State (mainly Grassland Biome) 
to study the similarities and differences in terms of overall diversity and the diversity 
of the useful flora. The online database called Botanical Database of Southern Africa 
or BODATSA (South African National Biodiversity Institute, 2016) along with Moffet 
(2010) were studied to compile a preliminary checklist of all taxa, as well as all useful 
taxa, for Lesotho and the Eastern Free State. Floristic data for the Little Karoo and 
Lesotho and Eastern Free State regions are compared in Figure 5.3. 
 
Figure 5.3: Number of taxa per family (blue bars) and number of plant taxa utilised 
(red bars) in the Little Karoo in upper histogram and those for Lesotho and the 
Eastern Free State in the lower histogram. Data are provided for the 35 most 
species-rich families.  
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A total of 2753 species and infraspecific taxa (170 families) occur in Lesotho 
and the Eastern Free State (Table 5.6). In this region 796 taxa have been recorded 
as useful. The most popular use category, according to the total number of taxa, is 
medicinal plants (502 species and infraspecific taxa) which represent 18.2% of the 
total flora. The ten most species-rich families in Lesotho and the Eastern Free State 
are Asteraceae (413 taxa), Poaceae (250 taxa), Fabaceae (137 taxa), Cyperaceae 
(115 taxa), Scrophulariaceae (112 taxa), Orchidaceae (90 taxa), Iridaceae (76 taxa), 
Apocynaceae (76 taxa), Hyacinthaceae (54 taxa) and Asphodelaceae (48 taxa) 
(Figure 5.3). As expected, species-rich families dominate in both graphs, but the 
ranks are different in terms of the useful taxa. Asteraceae is the most species-rich 
family, with 122 useful taxa (29.5%), followed by Poaceae with 78 useful taxa 
(31.2%) and Fabaceae with 57 useful taxa (41.6%). Surprising is the high numbers 
of useful taxa in Solanaceae (20 taxa, 57.1%).  
 
Table 5.6: Comparison of useful plants of the Succulent Karoo Biome (Little 
Karoo) and the Grassland Biome (Lesotho and the Eastern Free State). Data for 
the Succulent Karoo taken from Table 5.1 and Appendix 7; data for the Grassland 
Biome taken from Moffet (2010).  
 








Total number of plant families 152 170 
Useful plant families  100 96 
% Useful plant families 65.79 40.6 
Total number of taxa (species and infraspecific taxa) 3773 2753 
Useful taxa  869 796 
% Useful taxa 23.0 28.9 
Total number of exotic plants 105 112 
Medicinal plant taxa  287 502 
% Medicinal plant taxa 7.6 18.2 
Magical plant taxa 25 245 
% Magical plant taxa 0.7 8.9 
Edible plant taxa 119 211 
% Edible plant taxa 3.2 7.7 
Craft plant taxa 45 215 
% Craft plant taxa 1.2 7.8 
Veterinary plant taxa 8 65 
% Veterinary plant taxa 0.2 2.4 
Grazing plant taxa 772 12 
% Grazing plant taxa 20.5 0.4 
Present in both areas 471 471 
% Present in both areas  12.5 17.1 
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Shared useful (i.e., used in the Little Karoo and in 
Lesotho and the eastern Free State) 101 101 
% Shared Useful  2.7 3.7 
Shared Medicinal 55 55 
% Shared Medicinal 1.5 2.0 
Shared Magical 2 2 
% Shared Magical 0.05 0.07 
Shared Edible 14 14 
% Shared Edible 0.4 0.5 
Shared Craft 9 9 
% Shared Craft 0.2 0.3 
Shared Veterinary 1 1 
% Shared Veterinary 0.03 0.04 
Shared Grazing 2 2 
% Shared Grazing 0.05 0.07 
 
The Little Karoo has a lower percentage of useful species (23.0%) compared to 
those of Lesotho and the Eastern Free State (28.9%). A total of 101 taxa are used in 
both regions, 55 of which are medicinal taxa, two magical taxa, 14 edible taxa, nine 
craft taxa, one taxon in the veterinary class and two taxa in the grazing class (Table 
5.6). One hundred and twelve taxa of exotics occur in Lesotho and the Eastern Free 
State and several of these are also recorded as useful. Species richness and 
number of taxa utilised in the two regions (Little Karoo and Lesotho and Eastern 




Traditional checklists have many shortcomings such as the importance of the plants 
that cannot be judged since no indication is given; the absence of acknowledgments 
that should be given in the information as to indicate if a single entry or multiple 
entries refer to the same species and use and the lack of determining the most 
popular species. For these reasons and more, a stratified checklist is proposed in 
this study which will compensate for all these limitations.  
The comprehensive checklist of the Little Karoo flora and its uses (Appendix 7 
and Table 5.1) allows for a detailed analysis and synthesis, not only of the diversity 
patterns of the local flora but also the patterns of traditional and contemporary plant 
use in the Little Karoo (and how they relate to the entire flora). It will help to prevent 
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the extinction of indigenous knowledge (in line with the Shenzhen declaration). It 
also provides the necessary data for current and future comparative studies of 
different regions and biomes.  
The following minimum requirements are proposed when compiling a stratified 
checklist: (1), The checklist should be comprehensive and contain all available 
published and unpublished data. This will allow other researchers to immediately 
recognise new species records and new anecdotes that have remained unrecorded; 
(2), The checklist should be made available in digital format to allow for easy 
manipulation and expansion by future researchers; (3), The checklist should ideally 
be based on correctly identified herbarium voucher specimens or unambiguous 
photographic records (or linked to such records via other publications and 
databases); (4), The checklist should be linked to a specified date, not only to allow 
for the verification of the taxonomic concepts, nomenclature and traditional 
knowledge that are recorded, but also to provide high quality data for future 
comparisons; (5), The checklist should only include the  knowledge for the specific 
region covered  and not data recorded in other areas (or such data should be clearly 
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Chapter 6: Medicinal ethnobotany of the western Little 
Karoo  
 
6.1 Introduction  
The approach for this section was to compare four towns in the western part of the 
Little Karoo mainly known as Kannaland. The aim was to establish to what degree 
the medicinal plant uses, and vernacular names are uniform within this area. For this 
purpose, Barrydale, Calitzdorp and Zoar are close to the main road (known as Route 
62), the expectation was that there will be an exchange of knowledge and vernacular 
names between these three towns, i.e. that Barrydale, Calitzdorp and Zoar should 
show similarities but will differ substantially from Vanwyksdorp which is isolated. 
(The results in this chapter have been published in Hulley and Van Wyk, 2018; see 
Appendix 5).  
 
6.2  Communities and participants 
In Barrydale a total of 29 local participants were interviewed excluding the logistic 
support member Peter Takelo. Vanwyksdorp is an isolated town where André Britz 
and Katriena Opperman were the logistic support group who managed to arrange 23 
participants. In Zoar, a total of 20 participants (of which 16 were interviewed) were 
arranged with the logistic support from Dianne Hardien (Table 6.1). In Calitzdorp 
there were only six participants of which written notes and information from two 
deceased knowledgeable individuals were supplied per kind favour of Professor J. 
van Staden (son of Elizabeth Maria van Staden) and Salomie De Jager (friend of 
Hans Arends). All of the logistic support members are acknowledged and thanked for 
the arrangements and introduction to all the participants. Without their effort and 
support, this study would not have been successful. 
 
Table 6.1: Participants in the survey of medicinal plant uses in Barrydale 
(Swellendam Municipality) and towns within the Kannaland Municipality 
(western Little Karoo, South Africa).  
 
Nicknames (“klein name”) are considered essential for identifying a person in the 
Little Karoo and are therefore given in brackets. Participants are listed per village 
and in alphabetical order by their first names to simplify the abbreviations that are 
used in the text and in other tables. 
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Name of participant (abbreviation)  
 









Christine Maasdorp (CM1) 15 Dec 1940 Frazerburg Mother 
Daniël (“Davie Apeka, Zolile”) Afrika (DA) 9 Dec 1970 Barrydale Mother  
Dawid (“Rooi Dawid”) Lombard (DL) Unknown Barrydale Parents 
Dian Pieterse (DP1) 18 Apr 2002 Barrydale Mother 
Dora (“Doortjie, Doors”) Pieterse (DP) 13 Aug 1968 Barrydale Parents  
Eben Willem Le Grange (EG) 4 Sep 1946 Unknown Unknown 
Elise (“Elsie”) Pieterse (EP) 10 Sep 1945 Barrydale Mother 
Elvaro (“Vario”) Afrika (EA) 21 Jan 2002 Barrydale Parents 
Hendrik Hopley (HH)  9 Sep 1955 Bredarsdorp Parents 
Jakoba (“Ant Kowa”) Soldaat (JS) 15 Jul 1949 Montagu Parents 
Jan (“Jotti”) Boshoff (JB) 2 Mar 1941 Barrydale Father 
Jan (“Jockey”) Plaatjies (JP1) 22 Jan 1952 Barrydale Parents 
Jan Plaatjies junior (JP) 26 Apr 1986 Barrydale Parents 
Keneels Conradie (KC) 3 Mar 1970 Barrydale Parents 
Koos Oransie (KO1) 15 Nov 1971 Barrydale Father 
Lizelle Hopley (LH)  19 Apr 1960 Barrydale Parents  
Lya Michaels (LM) 11 Feb 1950 Barrydale Parents  
Magdalena (“Leen”) Pieterse (MP) 5 Sep 1949 Montagu Parents  
Magrieta (“Griekie”) Pieterse (MP1)  25 Sep 1997 Barrydale Parents  
Maria Katrina Lombard, néé Rooi (ML) 3 Sep 1939 Barrydale Parents  
Maria Plaatjies (MP2) 22 Apr 1959 Barrydale Parents  
Martinus Jakobus Windvogel (MW1) 24 Aug 1924 Barrydale Parents  
Michael Ruiters (MR1) 27 Feb 1940 Barrydale Own experience of 
local knowledge 
Mina Johanna (“Muis”) Afrika (MA)  6 Nov 1937 Barrydale Barrydale people 
Rachel Ruiters (RR) 9 Jun 1944 Barrydale Own experience of 
local knowledge 
Raymond Classen (RC) 1 Sep 1952 Barrydale Employer (Robbie 
Gellis) 
Rodene (“Spona, Worsie”) Middelbos 
(RM) 
17 Jun 2001 Barrydale Parents 
Willem (“Willempie Koper”) Pieterse (WP) 20 Jul 1951 Great Kalahari  Elderly people 
William Arthur Nel (WN) 8 Feb 1946 Barrydale Parents 
Zoar  
Alisa (“Suster Allie”) Jantjies (AJ) 23 Sep 1958 Hoeko Vallei Parents and elders 
Anna (“Tannie Annie”) Booysen (AB1) 1 Aug 1942 Hoeko Vallei Father and elders 
Anne Fortuin (AF) 24 May 1947 Zoar Grandmother, 
Mother-in-law, Kowa 
Herandien (friend) 
Antonie (“Mannie”) Parson (AP) 29 Oct 1965 Zoar Father 
Barnard (“Baan”) Linderts (BL) 6 Feb 1969 Hoeko Vallei Parents and elders 
Cavall (“Cavii”) Adams (CA) 5 Aug 1994 Zoar Rastafarian friends 
Dianne Hardien (DH)  22 Feb 1964 Simonstown Other people 
Dina Linderts (DL1) 4 Oct 1961 Hoeko Vallei Parents and elders 
Elise Festus (EF) 2 May 1972 Caledon Grandparents 
Elisabet (“Tannie Elise, Lissie”) Herandien 
(EH) 
30 Apr 1950 Swellendam 
district  
Grandmother, 
parents and own 
knowledge gained 
Elizabeth Ambros (EA) 9 Des 1971 Opsoek Mother and other 
people 
Joseph (“Oom Soppie”) Fourie (JF) 19 Feb 1944 Groenfontein Grandparents and 
parents 
Katriena Fourie (KF)  16 Jun 1954 Groenfontein Grandparents and 
parents 
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Name of participant (abbreviation)  
 








Katriena van Ster (KS) 5 May 1956 Hoeko Vallei Mother 
Lesley Dale (“Gaza”) Ludick (LL) 24 Apr 1989 Unknown Unknown 
Maria (“Sussie Rooiberg”) Herandien 
(MH1) 
3 Sep 1955 - 




Martha (“Tannie Makkie”) Roos (MR) 1 Jul 1949 Hoeko Vallei Father and elders 
Mona Wonderlik (MW) 9 Sep 1928 Pacaltsdorp Unknown 
Regina (“Gina”) Fortuin (RF) 11 Dec 1970 Zoar Grandmother and 
Mother 
Sias Smit (SS) 18 Aug 1953 Touwsrivier Parents 
Calitzdorp  
Elizabeth (“Bettie”) Maria van Staden (née 
Oosthuizen) [not personally interviewed] 
(EV) 
19 Nov 1917 -         
* 29 Nov 1995 
Calitzdorp Written notes 
supplied per kind 
favour of Prof J. van 
Staden (son) 
Elroy (“Shorty”) Quantini (EQ) 12 Sep 1985 Calitzdorp Grandmother 
Hans Arends [not personally interviewed] 
(HA) 
1 Jan 1926 –             
* Dec 2009 
Oudtshoorn Information via 
Salomie de Jager 
Joseph (“Oom Soppie”) Ludck (JL) 23 Oct 1938 Calitzdorp Own experience of 
local knowledge 
Salomie De Jager (SD) 22 Nov 1951 Calitzdorp Hans Arendse, Iman 
Judah, book 
knowledge 
Stephanus Johannes (“Fanie, Klaasie”) 
Claasen (SC) 
10 Junie 1928 Calitzdorp Own experience of 
local knowledge 
Vanwyksdorp  
Andries (“André”) Johannes Britz (AB) 30 Oct 1961 Vanwyksdorp Grandmother and 
parents 
Anna (“Antjie”) van Wyk née Koopman 
(AW) 
17 Apr 1961 Ladismith Grandparents 
Anna (“Tannie Meid”) Opperman (AO) 23 Jan 1958 Vanwyksdorp Parents 
Anna Claasen (AC) 01 Apr 1945 Ladismith Parents 
Charlotte Bosman (CB) 06 Jun 1950 Vanwyksdorp Parents 
Elsie (Els) Dillman (ED) 02 Sep 1951 Vanwyksdorp Parents 
Evalina (“Vroutjie”) van Wyk (EW) 03 Oct 1965 Vanwyksdorp Parents 
Evelyn (“Eva”) Cloete (EC)  20 Jul 1946 Vanwyksdorp Parents 
Jacoba (“Mammie”) Makriga (JM) 11 Jun 1961 Vanwyksdorp Parents 
Japaulus (“Piet”) Cloete (JC) 26 Feb 1961 Vanwyksdorp Parents 
Job Makriga (JM1)  15 Jan 1956 Vanwyksdorp Parents 
Katriena Jantjies (KJ) 19 Nov 1954 Vanwyksdorp Parents 
Katriena (“Katrien”) Opperman (KO) 28 Mar 1965 Vanwyksdorp Parents 
Magdalena (“Leentjie”) Opperman (MO) 30 Oct 1942 Vanwyksdorp Parents 
Maria (“Marie”) Katriena Jakobs (MJ) 27 May 1959 Vanwyksdorp Parents 
Maria (“Miem”) van Wyk (MW) 31 Jul 1945 Vanwyksdorp Parents 
Maria (“Ou’s”) Swanepoel (MS) 22 Jul 1948 Vanwyksdorp Parents 
Martha Makriga (MM) 06 Nov 1951 Vanwyksdorp Parents 
Morette Cloete (MC)  20 Sep 1985 Vanwyksdorp Parents 
Nokalene Dillman (ND) unknown -            
* 20 Jan 2016 
Vanwyksdorp Grandmother and 
parents 
Petrus (“Knapsak Piet”) Williams (PW) 10 Sep 1944 Vanwyksdorp Parents  
Rosina (“Sina”) Pretorius (RP) 03 Jan 1963 Vanwyksdorp Parents 
Susanna (“Den”) Joubert (SJ) 29 Jul 1972 Vanwyksdorp Parents 
Willemiena (“Miena”) Cloete (WC) 17 Jun 1970 Vanwyksdorp Grandmother 
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6.3 Primary data collected during ethnobotanical surveys 
The detailed primary data, collected during each ethnobotanical field survey, are 
included here for each town (Table 6.2 – Barrydale, Table 6.3 – Zoar, Table 6.4 – 
Calitzdorp and Table 6.5 – Vanwyksdorp). The primary data are presented as 
verbatim in the original language as it was collected in, which was Afrikaans, and 
translated into English (in brackets) after each participant. This allows for a synergy 
between emic and etic perspectives (Morris et al., 1999) and leads to high quality 
primary data (Verpoorte, 2012) that will allow for future researchers to do more 
extensive data analyses if necessary.   
 
Table 6.2: Primary data of all useful plants collected during ethnobotanical 
field surveys in Barrydale, the western Little Karoo. 
Abbreviations for 29 participants: Christine Maasdorp (CM), Daniel (“Davie Apeka”, 
“Zolile”) Afrika (DA), Dawid (“Rooi Dawid”) Lombard (DL), Dian Pieterse (DP1), Dora 
(“Doortjie”, “Doors”) Pieterse (DP), Eben Willem Le Grange (EG), Elise (“Elsie”) 
Pieterse (EP), Elvaro (“Vario”) Afrika (EA), Hendrik Hopley (HH), Jakoba (“Ant 
Kowa”) Soldaat (JS), Jan (“Jotti”) Boshoff (JB), Jan (“Jockey”) Plaatjies (JP), Jan 
Plaatjies junior (JP1), Keneels Conradie (KC), Koos Oransie (KO), Lizelle Hopley 
(LH), Lya Michaels (LM), Magdalena (“Leen”) Pieterse (MP2), Magrieta (“Griekie”) 
Pieterse (MP1), Maria Katrina Lombard, néé Rooi (ML), Maria Plaatjies (MP), 
Martinus Jakobus Windvogel (MW), Michael Ruiters (MR), Mina (“Muis”) Johanna 
Afrika (MA),Rachel Ruiters (RR), Raymond Classen (RC), Rodene (“Spona”, 
“Worsie”) Middelbos (RM), Willem (“Willempie Koper”) Pieterse (WP), William Arthur 
Nel (WN), Maria Katrina Lombard (ML). 
Species (Families) 
[Vernacular names] 
Anecdotes collected during ethnobotanical surveys (Afrikaans 
anecdotes are often grammatically incorrect but are given exactly 
as they were recorded; likewise, the English translations may not 




[MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA: waterkalmoes] 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘staan teen rivierwalle’ (MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA: grows against river banks) 
Adromischus triflorus 
(Crassulaceae)  
[JB, JP, MP, KC, JP1, 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA, KO, CM, EP, 
LM, MW: bontplakkie] 
MR, RR: ‘berg plant, ken nie goed nie’ (MR RR: mountain plant, not well 
known); JB: ‘eet, kou en sluk sap, vrank smaak’ (JB: eat, chew and 
swallow juice, astringent taste); CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘vir steek in die oor en 
loop ore braai uit en sit sap in oor’ (CM, EP, LM, MW: for inflammation 
and infected ears, fry leaf and put juice in the ear); JP, MP, KC, JP1: 
‘braai uit in soet olie vir oorsteek’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: fry out in sweet oil for 
otitis); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘oorsteek by kinders, druk in as 
en druk in oor soos druppels’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: otitis by 
children, place in ash and drop in ear like eardrops); KO: ‘tandpyn, vlek 
oop, maak lou en sit op wang’ (KO: toothache, cut open, make it 
lukewarm and place on cheek) 
Agathosma species 
(Rutaceae)  
MR, RR: ‘voeg by ander kruie, meng of gebruik skoon ook, rugpyn’ (MR 
RR: add other herbs, mix or use on its own as well, back pain); JB: 





Anecdotes collected during ethnobotanical surveys (Afrikaans 
anecdotes are often grammatically incorrect but are given exactly 
as they were recorded; likewise, the English translations may not 
be grammatically perfect but hopefully captures the essence of the 
anecdote) 
[MR, RR, JB, JS, EG, DL, 
ML, CM, EP, LM, MW: 
boegoe] 
‘grootblaarboegoe groei op die berg, trek in brandewyn en drink vir swaar 
griep, liggaam sweet uit, hou liggaam toe daartydens, smalblaarboegoe 
sweet swaar griep uit’ (JB: large leaf buchu grows on the mountain, infuse 
in brandy and drink for heavy influenza, body sweats out, keep body 
covered during, narrow leaf buchu sweats heavy influenza out); 
CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘rugpyn en bene wat pyn (inflammasie)’ (CM, EP, LM, 
MW: backpain and legs that pain, inflammation); JS: ‘trek vir kruie (JS: 
infuse for herbs - unspecified medicine)’; DL, ML: ‘rondeblaar – drink’ (DL, 
ML: round leaf – drink, unspecified medicine) 
Agathosma crenulata 
(Rutaceae)  
[MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA, KO: 
bergboegoe] 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘langblaar, rug, bene (inflammasie) en 
uriendrywend’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: long leaf, back, legs 
(inflammation) and diuretic); KO: ‘medisyne’ (KO: unspecified medicine) 
Agave americana 
(Asparagaceae) 
[MR, RR, JB, JS, JP, MP, 
KC, JP1, CM, EP, LM, 
MW MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA: 
garingboom, WP: 
garingblaai, RC: garing-
blaaie, KO: garing, EG: 
garingsaad, DL, ML: 
garings] 
MR, RR: ‘maak klimlere van takke, lig, hol en sterk’ (MR RR: ladders of 
branches, light, hollow and strong); JB: ‘sterk hout om van klimlere te 
maak’ (JB: strong wood to make ladders); CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘klimlere 
(CM, EP, LM, MW: ladders); JS: ‘klimlere (JS: ladders); JP, MP, KC, JP1: 
‘stroop dorings van die blare af en kerf op vir beesvoer, maak klimlere (JP, 
MP, KC, JP1: strip thorns from the leaves and chop up for cattle fodder, 
make ladders); WP: ‘sny dorings af en sny in stukke - voer vir beeste vir 
melk in die droog jare, nie vir skape nie (WP: cut thorns off and slice in 
pieces - cattle feed for lactation in the drought years, not for sheep); RC: 
‘adulterate Hoodia hiermee’ (RC: Hoodia adulteration); MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA: ‘klimlere’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ladders); KO: 
‘klimlere, beeste vreet dit’ (KO: ladders, cattle eat it); EG: ‘tequila, klimleer, 
voeltjieneste (budgie), sit agter ‘n blikkie, byneste koek onder, kerf een 
duim blokkies vir volstruise’ (EG: tequila, ladder, birdsnests – budgy, place 
behind a can, bee nests gather under it, chop one-inch bloks for 
ostriches); DL, ML: ‘klimlere’ (DL, ML: ladders)  
Aloe ferox 
(Asphodelaceae)  
[MR, RR, JB, JS, JP, MP, 
KC, JP1, WP, MA, MP1, 
RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, 
KO, CM, EP, LM, MW, 
EG, DL, ML: aalwyn] 
 
MR, RR: ‘gooi stukkie van blaar in die water vir hoenders teen bosluise, 
bitter smaak maak dat luis nie kan vas sit op die vel nie, drink van die 
stroop in ‘n koppie water vir die liggaam, sny die blaar oop, skil af, vat 
binneste om op ‘n oop seerplek te sit wat die wond sal toe trek’ (MR RR: 
throw piece of leaf in the water for chickens against ticks, bitter taste make 
lice not stick on the skin, drink the syrup in a cup of water for the body, cut 
the leaf open, peel off the skin, take the inside and put on an open sore so 
that the wound will close); JB: ‘tap vir medisyne teen maagkwale, baie 
bitter, maak ‘n pilletjie in die meel om maag skoon uit te werk, bitter olie of 
sap word gebruik vir asma – maak swart kristalle’ (JB: tap for medicine 
against stomach ailments, very bitter, make a pill in the flour to clean 
stomach out, bitter oil or juice is used for asthma - make black crystals); 
JS: ‘skil blaar af en sit op seer plekke, hardlywigheid, sit in water vir 
hoenders teen bosluise (JS: peel leaf off and place on sores, constipation, 
place in water for chickens against ticks); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘tap – sny 
blaaie af, maak ‘n sloot, sit ‘n seil om met bakkie, soos die son warm skyn 
loop die olie in die kanne vol, gebruik vir hardlywigheid, bloedskoonmaak, 
sit in hoenders se water vir luise (JP, MP, KC, JP1: tap - cut leaf sheets 
off, make a ditch, place a canvas around the plant with a container, as the 
sun shines warmly, the container gets filled with oil, use for constipation, 
blood cleaning, place in chickens’ water for lice); WP: ‘dieregebruik – sny 
stukkie af en sit in die water, jangroentjie (voëltjie) trek sap uit blom, tap 
vir medisyne, bitter, tap in blikkies en gebruik om bloed skoon te maak’ 
(WP: animal use – cut a piece off and place in water, jangroentjie (a type 





Anecdotes collected during ethnobotanical surveys (Afrikaans 
anecdotes are often grammatically incorrect but are given exactly 
as they were recorded; likewise, the English translations may not 
be grammatically perfect but hopefully captures the essence of the 
anecdote) 
of bird) sucks juice out of the flower, tap for medicine, bitter, tap into cans 
and use to purify blood); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘drink, koop 
sap in potjie, gebruik blare vir hoenders (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: 
drink, buy juice in small pot, use leaves for chickens); KO: ‘drink om bloed 
skoon te maak, hardlywigheid, gee vir honde in hul water om luise en piep 
af te werk (KO: drink to purify the blood, constipation, give to dogs in their 
water to remove lice and ‘piep’ (whining); CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘smeer aan 
seerplekke, gooi stukkies in water vir diere (CM, EP, LM, MW: rub onto 
sores, throw pieces in water for animals); DL, ML: ‘maag, maak ‘n 
seerplek gesond, gooi in hoenders se water sodat vlooie af val (DL, ML: 
stomach, makes a sore healthy, throw in chickens’ water so that the fleas 
will fall off) 
Aloe microstigma 
(Asphodelaceae)  
[CM, EP, LM, MW: 
aalwyn] 
CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘smeer aan seerplekke, gooi stukkies in water vir diere 
(CM, EP, LM, MW: rub onto sores, add pieces in water for animals) 
Amaranthus spp. 
(Amaranthaceae)  
[JP, MP, KC, JP1, WP, 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA, KO, JB, DL, ML: 
hanekam; WN: 
hanekame] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘eet dit’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: eat it); WP: ‘varkkos, 
pigweed’ (WP: pig food, pigweed); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: 
‘maak marog om te eet, kook af en gooi speserye in en eet’ (MA, MP1, 
RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: make spinach to eat, boil and add spices and eat); 
KO: ‘eet as nog jonk is soos marog’ (KO: eat when it is still young like 
spinach); JB: ‘kerf soos boontjies, swart mense se kos’ (chop like beans, 
black people’s food) 
Anacampseros papyracea 
(Portulacaceae)  
[JP, MP, KC, JP1: boes-
manmoer, MA, MP1, RM, 




JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘meng met jong bye en brood heuningbier, baie nodig, 
groei by wit klippe’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: mix with young bees and bread 
mead, much needed, grows among white stones); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA: ‘meng suurdeeg, suiker, pynappel en kookwater en gooi water 
by elke dag’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: mix yeast, sugar, 
pineapple and boiling water and add water every day); KO: ‘gebruik wortel 
as moer, gooi heuning water by en drink’ (KO: use root as yeast, add 
honey water and drink); JB: ‘moer – kareemoer, groei tussen wit klippies, 
suurdeeg vir broodbak, gebruik binneste, haal hom uit, rysmeel, 
heuningbier maak’ (JB: yeast – kareemoer, grows among the white 





[JS: moerplantjies,  
KO: moerbossie] 
JS: ‘gebruik as gis’ (JS: use as yeast); KO: ‘gebruik wortel as moer, gooi 




[EG: skilpadbossie, DL, 
ML: agtdaegeneesbos] 




[JB, JS: brandbossie,  
EG: viooltjie] 





[JB: wit kalmoes, CM, EP, 
LM, MW: platdoring] 
JB: ‘kom op die lande voor, gebruik bol (dik wortel) om huis lekker reuk te 
gee – kerf en gooi op kole, wilde kalmoes groei in die veld – kerf en maak 
vuur daarvan’ (JB: can be found on farmlands, use bulb (thick root) to give 
home a pleasant smell - chop and place on coals, wild kalmoes grows in 
the field - chop and make fire with it); CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘trek op water vir 
niere en blaas’ (CM, EP, LM, MW: infuse in water for kidneys and bladder) 
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[MR, RR, HH, LH, JB, JS, 
JP, MP, KC, JP1, CM, 
EP, LM, MW, WP, MP2, 
RC, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA, KO, EG, 
DL, ML: groenamara] 
MR, RR: ‘staan in die tuin, maagkwale’ (MR RR: occur in the garden, 
stomach ailments); HH, LH: ‘bitterbossie, kou en sluk sap vir maag’ (HH, 
LH: bitter bush, chew and swallow juice for stomach);  
JB: ‘bitter, gebruik vir maag’ (JB: bitter, use for stomach); CM, EP, LM, 
MW: ‘vir maagwerk (diarree) en pyn, hoë bloed en suiker, bitter’ (CM, EP, 
LM, MW: for diarrhoea and pain, high blood pressure and diabetes, bitter); 
JS: ‘maagkwale’ (JS: stomach ailments); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘maagpyne en 
maagwerk (diarree) – trek op kookwater’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: stomach 
pains and diarrhoea - infuse on boiling water); WP: ‘groei in die tuin, 
gebruik vir kinders vir koors’ (WP: grows in the garden, use for children for 
fever); MP2: ‘maagkwale’ (MP2: stomach ailments); MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA: ‘drink vir maagseer’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: drink 
for stomach ulcers); KO: ‘maagseer, maagpyn, bitter’ (KO: stomach 
ulcers, stomach-ache, bitter); DL, ML: ‘trek as tee en drink vir suiker en 




[MR, RR, HH, LH, JB, JS, 
JP, MP, KC, JP1, WP, 
MP2, CM, EP, LM, MW, 
RC, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA, KO, EG, 




MR, RR: ‘goeie medisyne, hardlywigheid, gebruik ook saam bakbos vir 
hoofpyn – spat asyn en pak toe op die kop, koors by kinders, pikswart 
getrek’ (MR RR: good medicine, constipation, also used together with 
bakbos (Conyza scabrida / Nidorella ivifolia) for headaches - splash 
leaves with vinegar and pack on the head, fever in children, black 
infused); JB: ‘goeie medisyne, maak stroop vir hoes, gooi suiker in en 
drink ‘n teelepel ook vir asma by kinders, mannetjie plant teel nie aan nie’ 
(JB: good medicine, make syrup for coughs, add sugar and drink a 
teaspoon also for asthma in children, male plant does not breed); CM, EP, 
LM, MW: ‘drink vir verkoue, maak suiker stroop vir hoes, kan alleen of 
saam knoffel in ‘n mengsel gebruik word, maak kussing om nek vir kinders 
as behandeling vir hoes en verkoue, loop met sakkie teen flennie lappie 
net aan een kant voor by die bors’ (CM, EP, LM, MW: drink for colds, 
make diabetes syrinfuse for coughs, can be used alone or together with 
garlic as a mixture, make a pillow for the neck of children as a treatment 
for coughs and colds, walk with bag on flannel cloth only on one side of 
the chest); JS: ‘gebruik saam groenamara en bloublomsalie vir maagpyn, 
kan ook vir verkoue gebruik word, sit sakkie vir kinders om hul nek saam 
knoffel, maak hoesstroop, goed vir als (tonikum)’ (JS: used together with 
groenamara (Artemisia absinthium) and boublomsalie (Salvia africana-
caerulea) for abdominal pain, may also be used for colds, place in bag for 
children around their neck with garlic, make cough syrinfuse, good for 
everything (tonic); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘meng met ander kruie soos 
kooigoedbossie en trek vir verkoue, plaas in sakkie op bors vir kinders as 
bors toe trek, maak stroop van blare met suiker en trek af en kook vir 
hoes’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: mix with other herbs such as kooigoedbossie 
(Helichrysum odoratissimum) and infuse for colds, place in bag on the 
chest for children if chest is affected, make syrup from the leaves with 
diabetes and infuse and boil for cough);  WP: ‘griep, slym op die bors 
(brongitis), koppyne (hoofpyn), drink in kookwater, nie baie bitter nie, 
kinders kan dit ook drink’ (WP: influenza, phlem on the chest (brongitis), 
headache, drink in boiling water, not very bitter, children can also drink it); 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘trek in kookwater vir verkoue, sit sakkie 
om kinders se nek saam groenamara – stamp, werk vir kinders se hoes 
en borskwale, hoesstroop gekook met suiker’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA: infuse in boiling water for colds, place in bag around childrens’ 
necks along with groenamara (Artemisia absinthium) – crush, works for 
childrens cough and chest ailments, coughsyrup boiled with sugar); KO: 
‘griep, verkoue, trek en meng met bakbossie’ (KO: influenza, colds, infuse 
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and mix with bakbossie (Conyza scabrida / Nidorella ivifolia); DL, ML: ‘trek 
en drink vir verkoue’ (DL, ML: infuse and drink for a cold) 
Asclepias crispa 
(Asclepiadaceae)  
[JP, MP, KC, JP1, MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA, JB, EG, DL, KL:  
witvergeet 
WP, EG, DL, ML: 
kalmoes] 
WP: ‘melk in blaar, wortel bitter, maagpyn, rug, niere, bors, slym 
(longontsteking), hardlywigheid’ (WP: milky latex in leaf, root bitter, 
stomach-ache, back, kidneys, chest, phlem (pneumonia), constipation);  
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘drink die melk van die bitter wortel’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: 
drink the milk of the bitter tuber); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘drink 
vir pyne, vloek van die duiwel, hierdie keer dit voor (paljas), tokkelossie uit 
hou, sit in bedkassie, gebruik slegs die wortel’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA: drink for pains, curse of the devil, this will stop it (“paljas” – 
magic medicine (psychological conditions); keep tokelosh out, place in 
bedside table, only use the root); JB: ‘groei bol onder grond, gebruik as 
paljas’ (JB: bulb grows under the ground, use as “paljas” – magic 
medicine (psychological conditions); EG: ‘bitterwortel’ (EG: bitter root) 
Asparagus spp. 
(Asparagaceae) 
[JB, JP, MP, KC, JP1, 
EG: katdoring] 
JB: ‘giftig, hak seer, hak vas in skaapwol’ (JB: toxic, painful when it hooks 
you, get stuck in sheep wool) JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘dit het geen nut, diere 
vreet dit’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: it has no use, animals eat it) 
Asparagus capensis 
(Asparagaceae)  
[CM, EP, LM, MW, DL, 
ML: kattedoring 
EG: katdoring] 
CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘kleintjie, grawe uit en gebruik wortel vir kol op die 
longe (TB)’ (CM, EP, LM, MW: the small one, dig out and use root for spot 
on the lungs (TB); DL, KL: ‘borskwale, maak sakkie saam met wildeals’ 
(DL, ML: chest ailments, make a bag with wildeals (A. afra)  
Atriplex nummularia 
(Amaranthaceae)  
[JP, MP, KC, JP1, KO, 
WN: oumansoutbos 
JB: soutbos] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: volstruiskos (JP, MP, KC, JP1: ostrich food); KO: ‘diere 
vreet dit’ (KO: animals eat it); WN: ‘volstruise vreet oumansoutbos as hulle 
desperaat is’ (WN: ostriches eat oumansoutbos when they are desperate); 
JB: ‘plant vir skaapkos’ (JB: plant as sheep food) 
Augea capensis 
(Zygophyllaceae) 




JS: ‘eetbaar’ (JS: edible); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘eet blare vir dors, gebruik 
wortel vir moer om heuningbier mee te maak – grawe wortel uit, was, krap 
bas af, kerf fyn, maak soos suurdeeg, kan klein bietjie gis bygooi, maak 
jong by heuning, brood heuning, gooi poeier by, gooi eerste water af, gooi 
tweede water ook af sowel as derde, vierde water is sterk, gooi bietjie 
suurdeeg by, maak vyf liter op na tien liter, proe hoe soet om dit te maak 
met heuning’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: eat leaves for thirst, use root as yeast to 
make mead - dig root out, wash,  scratch bark off, chop finely, like yeast, 
can add a little yeast, make young bee honey, bread honey, add powder, 
discard first water, discard second water as well as third, fourth water is 
strong, add a little bit of yeast, make five liters up to ten liters, sweeten 
with honey to taste); KO: ‘les jou dors, volstruise vreet dit baie’ (KO: 




[MR, RR, JB, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1: kattekruie, 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA, EG, DL, ML: 
kattekruid, WN: groot 
kattekruie] 
MR, RR: ‘maak salf deur te kook, smeer aan pyne soos bene 
(inflammasie) (MR RR: make ointment by boiling, rub on pain such as legs 
(inflammation); JB: ‘verkoue, stink, goeie medisyne, moet nie die een met 
groot blare drink nie’ (JB: colds, smelly, good medicine, do not drink the 
one with large leaves); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘trek saam ander kruie vir 
rugpyn’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: infuse together with other herbs for back pain); 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘medisyne vir verkoue, trek soos tee, 
pak op bene vir pyn (inflammasie)’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: 
medicine for colds, infuse like tea, place on legs for pain (inflammation); 
DL, ML: ‘man kan nie gebruik’ (DL, ML: man cannot use it) 
Boophone disticha 
(Amaryllidaceae) 
MR, RR: ‘trek blaar af van bol en sit dit op pynplek’ (MR RR: pull leaf off 
bulb and put it on pain); JB: ‘wonde’ (JB: wounds); CM, EP, LM, MW: 
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[MR, RR, JB, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, WP, CM, EP, LM, 
MW, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA: gifbol] 
‘brandplekke en seerplekke, maak kussing van droë blare vir kind met 
asma’ (CM, EP, LM, MW: burns and sores, make pillow of dry leaves for 
child with asthma); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘geen gebruik, sit blaaie op seerplek, 
smeer iets aan om op te plak’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: no use, put sheets on 
sore, apply something to stick it on); WP: ‘groei in die veld, gebruik bol vir 
seerplekke, trek puisies oop wat nie wil oopgaan nie, genees van binne na 
buite toe, dit is ‘n sterk middel om pyn uit die vel uit te trek, kneus die 
blare van bol en sit dit op ‘n lappie om te help vir pyn, haal pyn uit’ (WP: 
grows in the field, use tuber for sore spots, draws out pimples, heals from 
the inside out, it is a strong substance to draw pain out from the skin, 
bruise the leaves of the tuber and place it onto a cloth to help for pain, 
removes the pain); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘sit droë skille op 
seerplek, trek die pyn uit en maak dit gesond’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 




[MR, RR, JB, JS, CM, EP, 
LM, MW, KO, EG, DL, 
ML: witolien, HH, LH: 
witolienhout, 
JP, MP, KC, JP1, WP: 
witolein] 
MR, RR: ‘sterk hout vir meubels, swingels, donkiekarre, as juk breek kan 
dit reg gemaak word met ‘n witolienstok’ (MR RR: strong wood for 
furniture, gangrels, donkey carts, if yoke breaks, it can be fixed with a 
white olien stick); JB: ‘goeie sterk hout’ (JB: good strong wood); CM, EP, 
LM, MW: ‘goeie hout’ (CM, EP, LM, MW: good wood); JS: ‘goeie hout’ 
(JS: good wood); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘sterk hout vir kieries, maak donkie 
swingels en rookpype’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: strong wood for walking sticks, 
make donkey gangrels and smoking pipes); WP: ‘gebruik hout om 
meubels en kieries mee te maak asook donkiekarparte’ (WP: use wood to 
make furniture and canes (walking sticks) as well as donkey cart parts); 
KO: ‘goeie, hardehout om kieries mee te maak’ (KO: good, hardwood to 
make canes (walking sticks) with); DL, ML: ‘goeie, hardehout, kieries’ (DL, 
ML: good, hardwood, canes (walking sticks) 
Bulbine frutescens 
(Asphodelaceae)  
[MR, RR, MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA: 
snotbossie, JB: 
aalwyntjie, CM, EP, LM, 
MW: geneesui, JP, MP, 
KC, JP1: snotbos, 
EG: snotterbel, DL, ML: 
snotterberg] 
MR, RR: ‘trek wortel en was die lyf daarmee in die aand, vat moegheid en 
siekpyne weg (tonikum)’ (MR RR: infuse root and wash the body with it in 
the evening, take fatigue and sick pains away); JB: ‘druk sap op wond, 
baie reënwater maak die blare dik vir meer olie’ (JB: squeeze juice on 
wound, lots of rain makes the leaves thicker and hence gives more “oil”); 
CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘sere, smeer aan seer plekkies op jou kop (omlope)’ 
(CM, EP, LM, MW: sores, rub on sore spots on your head – ringworm); 
JS: ‘smeer aan brandplekke’ (JS: apply to burn wounds); JP, MP, KC, 
JP1: ‘smeer aan seerplek, rofie val af’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: rub on sore, 
scab falls off); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘gebruik dit vir ‘n 
seerplek, omlope, brandplekkies, bene met sere’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA: use it for a sore spot, ringworm, burn wounds, legs with sores);   
KO: ‘taai lym afgee’ (KO: gives off a sticky glue); EG: ‘muskietbyte’ (EG: 




[MR, RR, JB, CM, EP, 
LM, MW, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, WP, MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA, EG, 
DL, ML: swartstorm]  
JB: ‘dik wortel word gekerf wanneer groen is of opgekap wanneer droog 
is, trek en drink – baie gesond (tonikum)’ (JB: thick root is notched when 
green or chopped infuse when dry, infuse and drink - very healthy); CM, 
EP, LM, MW: ‘vir ontstuimige maag trek die wortel, gebruik vir steek op 
die bors (brongitis)’ (CM, EP, LM, MW: for turbulent stomach infuse the 
root, use for pitch on the chest); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘trek wortel vir rug, 
groei binne ghwarrie bome op’ (JP: infuse root for back, grows within 
ghwarrie trees (Euclea undulata); WP: ‘groei in Karoo veld in die klip 
banke, rank soos ‘n slang, brand in die aand in die huis om geeste te keer 
(paljas), kan drink ook om slym uit te werk (brongitis, longontsteking), 
vuiligheid en vullis uit’ (WP: grows in Karoo veld in the rocky banks, 
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creeps like a snake, burn at night in the house to expel evil spirits (“paljas” 
– magic medicine (psychological conditions), can also be drunk to work 
out phlem (bronchitis/ pneumonia), get rid of filth – evilness); MA, MP1, 
RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘medisyne vir maagontstuimigheid, trek ook vir 
hardlywigheid’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: medicine for stomach 
discomfort, infuse for constipation as well) 
Canna indica 
(Cannaceae)  
[MR, RR: kenna, HH, LH, 
JS, JB, CM, EP, LM, MW, 
JP, MP, KC, JP1, WP, 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA, KO: kanna] 
MR, RR: ‘sit blaar op pyn van lyf soos op bene’ (MR RR: place leaf on 
pain of body like legs); HH, LH: ‘kneus blaar, sit soet olie op of sterk salf, 
trek pyn uit pynlike arm of been’ (HH, LH: bruise leaf, put sweet oil or 
strong ointment on it, infuse pain out of painful arm or leg); JB: ‘tuinplant, 
bind blaar aan kop vir hoofpyn’ (JB: garden plant, bind leaf to head for 
headaches); CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘seer op bene’ (CM, EP, LM, MW: sore on 
legs); JS: ‘pyn, maak lou en sit op pynplek, trek swart by die kwaad’ (JS: 
pain, warm it up and put on pain, turns black); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘tandpyn, 
smeer salf op wang en sit blaar op en bedek, pyn word uitgetrek’ (JP, MP, 
KC, JP1: toothache, apply ointment on cheek and put leaf on as cover, 
removes pain); WP: ‘pyn, swelsel, sweer doring uit en genees, plak blaar 
op en bind met lap’ (WP: pain, swelling, remove thorn and heal, stick leaf 
on and bind with cloth); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘gebruik bruine 
vir seerplek op bene, plak op met asyn’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: 
use the brown one for sores on legs, stick on with vinegar); KO: ‘smeer 




[RC, WN: dagga] 
RC: ‘rook dagga zolle, rook jou skoon, het dieselfde effek as kougoed’ 
(RC: smoke dagga cigarettes, smoke cleanses you, has the same effect 
as kougoed (Mesembryanthemum tortuosum, psychoactive substance); 
WN: ‘goed vir alles (tonikum); gee perde mooi, lewendige, blink hare as 
hulle dit vreet; kan as ‘n tee gedrink word wat goed is vir hartkwale’ (WN: 
good for everything (tonic); gives horses beautiful, lively, shiny hair when 








[MR, RR, JS, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, WP, CM, EP, LM, 
MW, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA, KO, WN, 
DL, ML: ghoenavy 
JB: ghoenas] 
MR, RR: ‘baba wat mondsproei het of seer keel, kan vrug eet’ (MR, RR: 
baby with oral thrush or sore throat, can eat fruit); JB: ‘eet, groei oralste, 
kook en gebruik vir tandesproei, seer keel en mangels’ (JB: eat, grows 
everywhere, boil and use for oral thrush, sore throat and tonsils); CM, EP, 
LM, MW: ‘mondsproei, tandesproei, seerkeel’ (CM, EP, LM, MW: oral 
thrush, sore throat); JS: ‘mondsproei, tandesproei, eet ryp pitte’ (JS: oral 
thrush, eat ripe seeds); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘mondsproei, melksproei, 
tandesproei, eet vrug’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: oral thrush, eat fruit); WP: ‘wit en 
pienk blom, gebruik vir babatjies – buite om, druk sap uit in skoon lappie 
en was monde vir sproei en seertjies in die mond, melkaanpaksel 
skoonmaak, seerkeel, vrank smaak, eet slymerige swart pitjies’ (WP: 
white and pink flowers, use for babies – externally, drop juice onto a clean 
cloth and wash mouths for oral thrush and ulcers in the mouth, clean milk 
residue, sore throat, astringent taste, eat slimy black seeds); MA, MP1, 
RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘mondsere, eet pitjies, gorrel sap vir seerkeel’ (MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: mouth ulcers, eat seeds, gargle juice for 
sore throat); KO: ‘gebruik om tandesproei by kinders te behandel, eet 
vrug, suig pitjies uit’ (KO: use to treat children with oral thrush, eat fruit, 
suck seeds out); WN: ‘bloublasies’ (WN: blue bottle sting); DL, ML: ‘eet 
vrug, kind se tande, mondsproei, seerkeel’ (DL, ML: eat fruit, childrens 
teeth, oral thrush, sore throat) 
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WP: ‘wit en pienk blom, gebruik vir babatjies – buite om, druk sap uit in 
skoon lappie en was monde vir sproei en seertjies in die mond, 
melkaanpaksel skoonmaak, seerkeel, vrank smaak, eet slymerige swart 
pitjies’ (WP: white and pink flowers, use for babies – externally, drop juice 
onto a clean cloth and wash mouths for oral thrush and ulcers in the 




[DL, ML: bojaanhare] 
no uses recorded 
Centaurea benedicta 
(Asteraceae)  
[MR, RR, CM, EP, LM, 
MW, JP, MP, KC, JP1, 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA, WN, EG, DL, 
ML: karmedik, EG: 
doringbietoe] 
MR, RR: ‘tuin ding, ‘vas vat’ – stekerig’ (MR, RR: garden plant, prickly); 
CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘geelblom met dorings, gebruik vir prostaat’ (CM, EP, 
LM, MW: yellow flower with thorns, used for prostate); JP, MP, KC, JP1: 
‘groei in die veld, plat vaal bossie, geen gebruik, bokke vreet dit’ (JP, MP, 
KC, JP1: grows in the field, flat dull shrub, no use, goats eat it); MA, MP1, 
RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘groei in die veld, drink vir medisyne’ (MA, MP1, 
RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: grows in the field, drink for medicine); WN: ‘lyk 
soos volstruisbietou’ (WN: looks like volstruisbietou) 
Chamarea capensis 
(Apiaceae)  
[MR, RR, JB: veldvinkel, 
EG, DL, KL: wildevinkel, 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA, DL, ML: 
vinkelwortel] 
MR, RR: ‘groei in die veld, eet – gesond’ (MR RR: grows in the field, eat – 
healthy); JB: ‘eet binneste van wortel, haal buitenste af, soet, groei in die 
berg’ (JB: eat inside of root, remove outer part, sweet, grows in the 
mountain); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘eet dit’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA: eat it) 
Chironia baccifera 
(Gentianaceae) 
[JB, WP, CM, EP, LM, 
MW: skilpadbossie, 
JS, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA, KO, DL, 
KL: skilpadbos, JP, MP, 
KC, JP1: bitterbos, MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA: aambeibos, DL, ML: 
sesparella] 
JB: ‘trek hele plant vir enige siekte’ (JB: infuse the whole plant for any 
disease (tonic); CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘gebruik blare en rooibessie vir 
maagkwale, baie bitter, gebruik ook vir rumatiek, pynlike bene en suiker’ 
(CM, EP, LM, MW: use leaves and red berries for stomach ailments, very 
bitter, also used for rheumatism, painful legs and diabetes); JS: ‘bitter 
medisyne’ (JS: bitter medicine); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘rugpyn’ (JP, MP, KC, 
JP1: backache); WP: ‘rugpyn, koorsigheid, borskwale, hoofpyne, baie 
bitter soos ghwarrieson, slym uitwerk (brongitis/longontsteking), maak 
bloedskoon, tonikum’ (WP: backache, fever, chest ailments, headaches, 
very bitter like ghwarrieson (Pegolettia baccharidifolia), works out phlem 
(bronchitis/pneumonia), purify blood, tonic); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA: ‘gebruik dit vir die maag’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: use it for 
stomach ailments); KO: ‘behandel TB’ (KO: treat TB)  
Chrysocoma ciliata 
(Asteraceae)  
[JB, JP, MP, KC, JP1, 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA, EG, DL, ML: 
beesbos, WN: 
swaelbossie] 
JB: ‘kook en drink vir koors’ (JB: boil and drink for fever); JP, MP, KC, 
JP1: ‘trek en was vaal oë, spoel in hand, brand bietjie’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: 
infuse and wash pale eyes, rinse in hand, burns a little); MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘medisyne in mengsels’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA: medicine in mixtures); DL, ML: ‘gesonde ding - tonikum’ (DL, ML: 
healthy thing - tonic)   
Cissampelos capensis 
(Menispermaceae) 
[CM, EP, LM, MW, JS, 
JP, MP, KC, JP1, WP, 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA, KO, DL, ML: 
dawidtjiewortel, EG: 
dawidtjie se wortel] 
CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘behandel maag en kopseer’ (CM, EP, LM, MW: treat 
stomach and headache); JS: ‘gebruik vir die maag’ (JS: use for stomach 
ailments); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘rank tussen bome, bad in hom, paljas – was 
die ‘bad luck’ weg, gooi skottel met water oor skouer en kyk nie om nie, 
gooi die ongelukkigheid weg’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: climbing the trees, bath in 
him, “paljas” – magic medicine (psychological conditions) – wash the bad 
luck away, throw dish with water over shoulder and do not look over, 
throws away the unhappiness); WP: ‘twee soorte – langblaar is manlike 
en ronde blaar is vroulike wat vrug dra, saam groei hul in die klip in, grou 
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wortel uit en drink om lekker te voel (tonic), trek blare om lyf mee te was, 
bantoe mense was hulself daarmee vir vuilgoed (paljas), saam wind waai 
kieme wat dan nie vas sal sit aan jou nie, drink vir beskerming van binne, 
vuilheid kom bo of onder uit’ (WP: two types – long leaf is male and round 
leaf is female that carries fruit, together they grow in the rocks, dig root out 
and drink to feel good (tonic), infuse leaves to wash body with, bantu 
people wash themselves with it against evil spells (“paljas” – magic 
medicine (psychological conditions), the wind carries germs that will not 
stick to you, drink for protection from inside, filth comes out from the top 
(vomiting) or bottom (diarrhoea); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: 
‘medisyne’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: unspecified medicine); KO: 
‘paljas, hou vuilgoed uit die huis, brand wortel’ (KO: “paljas” – magic 
medicine (psychological conditions), keeps evil spells out of the house, 
burn root); DL, ML: ‘gebruik vir enige iets, paljas’ (DL, ML: use for 




[MR, RR, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, DL, ML: steekbos] 
MR, RR: ‘haal plant uit voor hy saad kry’ (MR RR: remove plant from soil 
before it bears seed); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘geen nut, groei in berg en op 




[MR, RR, JS, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA, KO, JB, 
EG: pypsteelbos, EG: 
bakbos] 
MR, RR: ‘maak pypstele van takke, steek draad deur’ (MR RR: make 
pipe-stems from branches, pull wire through [the pith is pushed out of the 
pith-channel]); JS: ‘kruie’ (JS: herbs (unspecified medicine); JP, MP, KC, 
JP1: ‘drink as medisyne vir hoë bloed, maak pypstele van hom, steek 
draad deur’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: drink as medicine for high blood pressure, 
makes pipe-stems of it, pull a wire through); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA: ‘medisyne’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: medicine (unspecified); 
KO: ‘maak pypstele’ (KO: make pipe-stems); JB: ‘groei by riviere, maak ‘n 
pyp se steel’ (JB: grows by rivers, make the stem of a pipe); EG: ‘draad 
word deur gesteek en maak ‘n pyp daarvan’ (EG: wire is pulled through 




[MR, RR, JS, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, WP, RC, MA, MP1, 
RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, 
KO, DL, ML: bakbos, HH, 
LH, JB, CM, EP, LM, MW: 
bakbossie] 
MR, RR: ‘behandel koors, pak om lyf, trek koors uit, blare pikswart en 
droog die volgende dag’ (MR RR: treats fever, pack around body, 
removes fever, leaves become pitch black and dried out the next day); 
HH, LH: ‘behandel koors en hoofpyn, kinders met benoude bors’ (HH, LH, 
treat fever and headaches, children with tight chest); JB: ‘sprinkel asyn op 
blare en sit op die maag om koors uit te trek’ (JB: sprinkle vinegar on the 
leaves and put on the belly to remove fever); CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘maak 
blare lou, spat met asyn en gebruik vir koors en inflammasie’ (CM, EP, 
LM, MW: make leaves lukewarm, splashed with vinegar and use for fever 
and inflammation); JS: ‘baie gesonde medisyne’ (JS: very “healthy” 
medicine); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘trek vir alle kwale’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: infuse 
for all illnesses (unspecified medicine); WP: ‘inflammasie – spat nat met 
asyn, sit op pynplek, haal pyn uit’ (WP: inflammation – splash wet with 
vinegar, place on pain, removes the pain); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA: ‘gooi boegoe-asyn op blare en pak kinders en volwassenes toe om 
siekte uit te trek (inflammasie)’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: throw 
buchu vinegar on the leaves and place on children and adults to remove 
illness (inflammation); KO: ‘spat blare met asyn en sit op kop vir hoofpyn’ 
(KO: splash leaves with vinegar and place on head for headache); DL, 
ML: ‘trek vir borskwale’ (DL, ML: infuse for chest ailments)  
Cotyledon orbiculata 
(Crassulaceae) 
MR, RR: ‘eet een of twee plakkies as dors kry’ (MR RR: eat a slice or two 
wads if thirsty); JB: ‘eet dit’ (JB: eat it); CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘eet net as 
uitgeswel is, ingekrimp is giftig’ (CM, EP, LM, MW: eat only when swollen, 
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[MR, RR, JB, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, WP, CM, EP, LM, 
MW, EG, DL, ML: plakkie, 
EG: varkoorplak] 
toxic when crammed); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘wit plakkie – skil blare met mes 
af en eet as dors is in die veld, nie giftig nie’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: white wad 
- peel leaves with knife and eat if thirsty in the field, not toxic); WP: ‘eet dit’ 
(WP: eat it); EG: ‘gebruik streep plak vir aambeie’ (EG: use stripe wad for 




[MR, RR, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, WP, MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA, CM, 
EP, LM, MW: 
heuningbostee, JB: 
heuningbos, EG: bergtee, 
heuningtee, DL, ML: 
heuningtee] 
JB: ‘lekker tee’ (JB: tasty tea); WP: ‘drink dit, werk wat teen die berg af 
groei, kweek, baie lekker soet smaak, heuningbye werk ook op hom, 
gesond (tonikum)’ (WP: drink it, those that grows down the mountain 
works, cultivate, very nice sweet taste, honeybees work on him (pollinate 
flowers), healty (tonic); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘drink dit’ (MA, 





[MR, RR, WP: toue, JB: 
riviertou, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1: palmiet, WN: Italian 
rye, EG: papierus, 
biesiebol, DL, ML: tou] 
MR, RR: ‘kry in veld en vleie, bind koring gerwe vas, gebruik as lyn na sag 
gekap’ (MR, RR: grows in fields and marshes, binds wheat sheaves 
together, use as line after crushed soft); JB: ‘vaal wit deurslaan, gerwe 
vas maak, tou moet verlep wees, lê dit ‘n dag of twee in die son om verlep 
te raak, sterk tou’ (JB: pale white veraison, bind sheaves, rope should be 
wilted, lay it a day or two in the sun to wilt, become strong); JP, MP, KC, 
JP1: ‘groei by water, diere vreet dit, maak toue want dis taai, laat verlep 
om sterker te wees’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: grows near water, animals eat it, 
make ropes because it's tough, let it wilt to be stronger); WP: ‘rivier, water 
plant, maak toue’ (WP: river, water plant, make ropes); WN: ‘bind gerwe 
daarmee’ (WN: bind sheaves with it); EG: ‘maak skuite, mandtjies, kneus 
deur te tik’ (EG: make boats, baskets, bruise by crushing it) 
Cyphia digitata 
(Lobeliaceae)  
[MR, RR, WP: kameroo, 
JB, KO: kamoo, 
JS, JP, MP, KC, JP1: 
kamekoo, EG, DL, ML: 
broesie] 
MR, RR, KO: ‘eet rankie’ (MR, RR: eat tendril); JB: ‘skil af en eet’ (JB: 
peel off and eat); JS: ‘grou uit en eet, donkies eet uit die grond uit’ (JS: dig 
out and eat, donkeys eat out of the ground); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘maak 
konfyt’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: make jam); WP: ‘groot, konfyt, gebruik ysterhout 
stuk tak om uit te grawe’ (WP: big, jam, use ysterhout (Dodonaea viscosa) 
stick to dig it out); EG: ‘groei onder die ghwarriebosse, eet knol’ (EG: 
grows under the ghwarriebosse (Euclea undulata), eat tuber) 
Datura stramonium 
(Solanaceae)  
[MR, RR, JS, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, EG, DL, ML: 
stinkolie, JB: 
stinkolieboom] 
MR, RR: ‘rook blare vir asma – trek blare uit, maak droog en gooi bietjie 
op twak, maak bors oop’ (MR RR: smoke leaves for asthma - infuse 
leaves, dry out and combine a little with tobacco, open chest); JS: ‘plak 
blare op brandplekke’ (JS: paste leaves on burnwounds); JP, MP, KC, 
JP1: ‘pes plant, rook vir asma’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: pest plant, smoke for 
asthma); JB: ‘swart pitte en dorings, vrug kloof oop as ryp is en pitte wys, 
meng pitte met dagga en rook as verdowingsmiddel, maak jou mal, rook 
blare ook’ (JB: black seeds and thorns, fruit breaks open when ripe and 
seeds show, mix seeds with dagga (Cannabis sativa) and smoke as 
psychoactive drug, makes you crazy, smoke leaves too); EG: ‘pitswere, 









DL, ML: bokboegoe] 
no uses recorded 
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[JP, MP, KC, JP1, WP, 
JB, EG, DL, ML: 
kakiebos] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘hou vlooie en weerluise weg (insekafweerder), sit onder 
matras, sit ook in skoene vir stink voete’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: keep fleas and 
bed bugs away, put under mattress, also put in shoes for smelly feet); 
WP: ‘groei in oulande teen dam, was jou lyf daarmee, behandel 
seerplekke, versterking van spiere, vir krag (tonikum), was daarmee en dit 
trek in’ (WP: grows in old farmlands against dam walls, wash your body 
with it, treats sore spots, strengthening of muscles, for strenght (tonic), 




[MR, RR, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, EG, DL, ML: 
ysterbos, JB: 
ysterhoutboom, JP, MP, 
KC, JP1: ysterhoutbos, 
WP, KO: ysterhout, MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA: ysterbossie] 
MR, RR: ‘gooi tussen medisyne, meng, bring die suiker af agv vrank 
smaak’ (MR RR: throw between medicine, mix, decrease diabetes 
because of astringent taste); JB: ‘trek toppe vir TB, mooi dik hout, knip 
boom om mooi te lyk in die tuin, mak gemaak, stele is baie sterk’ (JB: 
infuse tops for TB, nice thick wood, cut tree to look pretty in the garden, 
tamed, stems are very strong); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘hardehout, trek en drink 
die blare vir verkoue, lyfpyne, gebruik saam ander medisyne’ (JP, MP, 
KC, JP1: hardwood, infuse and drink the leaves for colds, body pains, use 
with other medicines); WP: ‘meng saam skaapkaroo vir niere, verkoue, 
slym (brongitis, longontsteking), uriendrywend, goed vir yster in jou 
liggaam, werk koues uit (inflammasie), versterk’ (WP: mix with skaapkaroo 
(Pentzia incana) for kidneys, colds, phlem (bronchitis/ pneumonia), 
diuretic, good for iron in your body (iron supplement), work colds out 
(inflammation), tonic); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘toppe gebruik vir 
mengsels vir medisyne’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: branch tips 
used for mixtures for medicine); EG: ‘indikator’ (EG: indicator species); 
DL, ML: ‘trek en drink vir verkoue en griep’ (DL, ML: infuse and drink for 
colds and influenza) 
Dolichothrix ericoides 
(Asteraceae)  
[JP, MP, KC, JP1, DL, 
ML: klipanoster, JB, MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA, DL, KL: berganoster, 
JB: langbeenanosterbos] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘groei nie hier nie’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: does not grow 
here); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘medisyne’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA: unspecified medicine); JB: ‘plat anosterbos groei tussen die 
klippe, langbeen anosterbos (Elytropappus rhinocerotis) is dik hout, braai 
lekker, maak harde kool om roosterkoek te braai, groei aan die voet van 
die berg, bak lekker brood saam ysterhout’ (JB: flat anosterbos grows 
between the rocks, longleg anosterbos (Elytropappus rhinocerotis) is thick 
wood, braai (barbecue) nicely, makes a hard coal to braai griddle cakes, 
grows at the foot of the mountain, bakes a tasty bread along with 
ysterhout (Dodonaea viscosa) 
Dysphania ambrosioides 
(Amaranthaceae)  
[MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA: wurmbos 
KO: rambos] 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘tandpyn en vlooie (insekafweerder), 
groei by riviere’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: toothache and fleas 
(insect repellent), grows at rivers); KO: ‘pluisie steek in oor vir oorpyn, ruik 
soos ‘n ram’ (KO: bud placed in ear for earache, smells like a goat) 
Elytropappus rhinocerotis 
(Asteraceae) 
[MR, RR, CM, EP, LM, 
MW, JP, MP, KC, JP1, 
WP, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA, KO, WN, 
DL, ML: anosterbos, JS, 
EG: renosterbos, RC: 
anosterbossies, JB: 
platanosterbos] 
MR, RR: ‘tering (TB), trek soggens en drink, gebruik as brandhout – maak 
kole, bak brood en roosterkoek op die kole vir ‘n lekker smaak’ (MR RR: 
tuberculosis (TB), infuse in the morning and drink, used as firewood - 
make fire, bake bread and toasted cake on the coals for a pleasant taste); 
CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘wintervoete’ (CM, EP, LM, MW: winter feet); JS: ‘brand 
lekker vir roosterkoek’ (JS: burns well for griddle cakes); JP, MP, KC, JP1: 
‘gebruik stompies vir vuurmaak, stinkvoete – druk toppe in skoene, drink 
saam ander kruie vir asma bors en alle ander kwale’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: 
use stumps for firewood, smelly feet - place tops inside shoes, drink 
together with other herbs for asthma chest and all other ailments); WP: 
‘kole vir roosterkoek, Sanna Ruiters sê toppies moet gekou word en sap 
ingesluk word vir maagkrampe, pyne in die maag’ (WP: coals for griddle 
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cakes, Sanna Ruiters said the tops must be chewed and the juices 
swallowed for stomach cramps, pain in the stomach); MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA: ‘gebruik droë houte vir roosterkoek’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA: use dry wood for griddle cakes); KO: ‘vuurmaak hout, sit 
onder in skoene vir stinkvoete’ (KO: firewood, place inside shoes for 
smelly feet); WN: ‘lyk soos gannabos, inkbos’ (WN: looks like gannabos 
(Salsola aphylla), inkbos); JB: ‘toppe gepluk vir medisyne, vryf toppies en 
ruik, meng met bywerk om dorings uit te trek, plak stukke op voet en maak 
toe met lappie om doring uit voet te trek’ (JB: tops plucked for medicine, 
rub tops and smell, mix with propelis to remove thorns, stick pieces on 
feet and close up with cloth to remove thorn out of foot); EG: ‘donkie vreet 
dit’ (EG: donkey eats it); DL, ML: ‘wintervoete, hou oor rook’ (DL, ML: 




WP: manlike en vroulike groei hoog uit, geen gebruiksverskille tussen 
manlike en vroulike nie, vroulike het ronde blaartjies en groei regop soos 
manlike en gee spruite, goed vir alles, verskillende gebruike en siektes 
soos verkoue en griep’ (WP: male and female grows tall, no use 
differences between male and female, female has round leaves and 
grows upright like male and gives sprouts, good for everything (tonic), 
different uses and illnesses like colds and influenza) 
Eriocephalus africanus 
(Asteraceae)  
[HH, LH, MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA, EG: 
wilderoosmaryn, JP, MP, 
KC, JP1, WP, JB, EG, DL, 
ML: kapokbos] 
HH, LH: ‘kook ‘n stroop’ (HH, LH: boil a syrup); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘suiker 
en hoë bloed’ (JP: diabetes and high blood pressure); WP: ‘wollerig, groei 
teen waterstroom, vroumenskwale, baarmoeder skoon maak, onreinheid 
uitwerk, vrugbaarheid saam dassiepis – twee tot drie weke gebruik in 
oggende op nugter maag en in die aand voordat jy slaap eers kapokbos 
daarna skoon dassiepis – drie tot vier stukkies (een teelepel) raak swart 
soos koffie, drink vir niere, rug, spiere (inflammasie), dassiepis is dieselfde 
orals, dassies raak ook siek (maandstonde) wat eintlik uriene is’ (WP: 
woolly, grows against water stream, female ailments, cleanse the 
placenta, works out uncleanliness, for infertility along with dassiepis 
(Hyraceum – hyrax urine) – two to three weeks use in mornings on empty 
stomach and in the evening before bedtime, first kapokbos then dassiepis 
afterwards – three to four pieces (one teaspoon), becomes black like 
coffee, drink for kidneys, muscles (inflammation), dassiepis is the same 
everywhere, hyrax also have menstruation cycles which is actually the 
urine); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘was hare daarmee’ (MA, MP1, 
RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: wash hair with it); JB: ‘watte pluisie volop in die 
veld, geen nut’ (JB: cottonwool bud abundant in the field, no use) 
Euclea undulata 
(Ebenaceae)  
[MR, RR, JS, WP, WN, 
JB, EG: ghwarrie 
JP, MP, KC, JP1, MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA, KO, DL, ML: 
ghwarrieboom] 
MR, RR: ‘brandhout, medisyne saam ysterbos en wilde als, eetbare 
bessies’ (MR RR: firewood, medicines together with ysterbos (Dodonea 
viscosa) and wormwood (Artemisia afra), edible berries); JP, MP, KC, 
JP1: ‘eet bessies, gebruik as twak – ou droë blare moet fyn gemaak word 
vir die pyp, meng met pypolie’ (JP: eat berries, use as tobacco - old dry 
leaves should be grinded up for the pipe, mix with pipe oil); WP: ‘eetbare 
bessie, kan blare ook kou en sap insluk – vrank smaak’ (WP: edible 
berries, can also chew leaves and swallow juice – astringent taste); MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘eet bessie, goeie brandhout – gebruik die 
wat die bojane af trap’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: eat berries, 
good firewood – use those that the baboons pulled off); KO: ‘eet bessies, 
vuurmaak hout’ (KO: eat berries, firewood); WN: ‘eet bessie’ (WN: eat 
berries); JB: ‘lieflike boom, blomme maak lekkerste heuning, lekkerste 
eetbare bessies, as dit baie koud word groei hy stadig, spierwit blomme 
maak spierwit heuning wat in blou, kliphard sandsuiker verander, maak 
heuningkoek, baie suiker, heuning van bessie is bruin, trek sap uit bessie, 
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bye maak heuning van vrugte ook’ (JB: beautiful tree, flowers make 
delicious honey, delicious edible berries, when it gets very cold, it grows 
slowly, white flowers make white honey that changes into blue rockhard 
sand sugar, make honey cake, lots of sugar, honey from berry is brown, 
suck juice out of berry, bees make honey from the fruit as well); EG: ‘eet 
bessie, vryf stukkend in volstruisdop om te gis vir sap, gooi in kos, bitter’ 
(EG: eet berry, rub broken in ostrich eggshell to make yeast for juice, put 
in food, bitter); DL, ML: ‘eet die bessie’ (DL, ML: eat the berry) 
Euphorbia mauritanica 
(Euphorbiaceae)  
[MR, RR, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA, KO, WN, 
JB, DL, ML: melkbos] 
MR, RR: ‘vratte – blaas die vrat na die volmaan toe sonder enige iets 
daarop, iemand anders moet die vrat weg blaas’ (MR RR: warts - blow the 
wart to the moon when full without anything on it, somebody else can blow 
the wart away); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘geen nut’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: no use); 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘vratte, sit melk op vrat en gooi takkie 
oor skouer, mag nie kyk nie, ent af deur sap op die bloed te sit’ (MA, MP1, 
RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: warts, place milklatex on wart and throw stem over 
shoulder, must not look back, graft off by putting juice onto the blood); KO: 
‘vratte, maak vrat stukkend en druk melkbos daarop, gooi steggie weg en 
kyk nie waar hy val nie’ (KO: warts, pierce wart broken and place melkbos 
on top, throw piece away and do not look where it falls); WN: ‘steenbok en 
duiker eet melkbos sodat bosluise af val (WN: ibex and duiker eats melk 
bos so that the ticks would fall off); JB: ‘baie melk in wat giftig is, ogie 
aartappel uitloopsel word op stukkende vrat se bloed af geënt en weer 
geplant, dieselfde met ‘n boontjie, blaas vrat maan toe, sodra die maan 
dood is, is die vrat weg, ander mens moet blaas, moet uit ‘n ander een se 
hand uit kom – ander mens medisyne’ (JB: lots of milk inside which is 
poisonous, potato eye exudate can be placed on a broken wart’s blood 
and graft and replanted, the same with a bean, blow wart to the moon, as 
soon as the moon is dead, the wart is gone, another person must blow, 
must come from another hand – other persons medicine); DL, ML: ‘smeer 
melk aan vratte, net so sonder om stukkend te steek’ (DL, ML: apply milk 
onto warts, just as is without piercing it broken) 
Euryops tenuissimus 
(Asteraceae)  
[MR, RR, EG: harpuis, JS, 
DL, ML: repuisbos, JP, 
MP, KC, JP1: rapuisbos, 
WP, EG: rapuis, EG: 
repuis, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA, JB: 
harpuisbos] 
MR, RR: ‘strykstok van viool’ (MR RR: bow of the violin); JP, MP, KC, 
JP1: ‘giftig, sleep vioolstrykstok deur gom’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: toxic, drag 
violin bow through gum); WP: ‘gom, kitaar, bokderms, vislyn, smeer aan 
strykstok om mooi geluid te maak’ (WP: gum, guitar, goat intestine, 
fishline, apply onto bow to make a beautiful sound); MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA: ‘smeer aan eelte’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: apply 
to calluses); JB: ‘mooi blom in die veld, hars vir strykstok’ (JB: beautiful 
flower in the field, resin used for bow); DL, ML: ‘gebruik vir die 
vioolstrykstok’ (DL, ML: use it for the violin bow) 
Exomis microphylla 
(Amaranthaceae)  
[JP, MP, KC, JP1: 
hondepisbossie, WN: 
bokkos, DL, ML: honde-
pisbos] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘stink verskriklik, geen nut’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: stink 
terribly, no use); WN: ‘diere vreet dit’ (WN: animals eat it) 
Ficus cordata (Moraceae)  
[WP: vyeboom] 
WP: ‘vyeboom melk, sny vrat vir bloed, sit vy op, gooi oor linker skouer en 
bind vrat met garing’ (WP: fig tree milk, cut wart for blood, place fig on, 
throw over left shoulder and bind wart with cotton thread) 
Foeniculum vulgare 
(Apiaceae)  
[MR, RR, JS, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, WP, MA, MP1, RM, 
MR, RR: ‘eet soet blaar’ (MR RR: eat sweet leaf); JS: ‘kou vir die lekker’ 
(JS: chew for nice taste); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘geen nut, soet smaak, geëet 
as kind, kou’ (JP: no use, sweet taste, eaten as a child, chew); WP: ‘tuin, 
eet – soet, veldvinkel ook, borsverligting, neem slym af (brongitis, 
longontsteking), verlig asemhalingspype’ (WP: garden, eat – sweet, 
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EA, DP, DP1, DA, JB, 
EG, DL, ML: vinkel] 
veldvinkel also, chest relief, removes phlem (bronchitis/pneumonia), 
eases respiratory tract); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘drink, kinders 
eet – soet, medisyne vir kinderwinde in kookwater’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA: drink, children eat – sweet, medicine for infant flatulence in 
boiling water); JB: ‘kou en eet, kerf en sit binne kos, lekker geur smaak’ 
(JB: chew and eat, chop and put in food, nice flavour taste); EG: ‘sit blare 
onder hoed om kop koel te hou, ruik lekker’ (EG: place leaves under hat to 
keep head cool, smells nice) 
Galenia africana 
(Aizoaceae)  
[JS, JP, MP, KC, JP1, 
WP, JB, DL, ML: 
kraalbos, WN, EG: 
geelbos] 
 
JS: ‘braai uit in vet en smeer aan omlope op die kinders se koppe’ (JS: fry 
in fat and grease to ringworm on the childrens’ heads); JP, MP, KC, JP1: 
‘trek om mond mee uit te spoel, maak jou tande los om getrek te word, 
rook wortel en hou rook in mond vir tande ook, sit tussen twee drade van 
krale vir hitte, takkraal dig hou’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: infuse to rinse mouth 
out, make your teeth loose to be pulled, smoke root and keep it in your 
mouth for teeth as well, place between two fences for heat, holds branch 
kraal densely); WP: ‘omlope, kook en was, braai uit saam vet as salf en 
smeer aan vaalkoppe’ (WP: ringworm, boil and wash, fry out with fat as 
ointment and apply to ringworm on head); WN: ‘gee vee waterpens, takke 
steek maag stukkend’ (WN: gives livestock water belly, stems pierce 
through stomach); JB: ‘gif, tandpyn, trek en spoel mond, nie sluk, tande 
val uit wat vrot is, maak wortel van tand dood, donkie eet alleenlik, maak 
blasies in mond as te lank in hou, skaapkrale maak, trap in, sit vas aan 
mekaar, kraal dig en warm, hou wind uit’ (JB: poison, toothache, infuse 
and rinse mouth, don’t swallow, rotten teeth falls out, sedates tooth root, 
only donkey eats it, makes blisters in the mouth if you keep it in too long, 
make sheep kraal, sticks together when you step on it, keeps kraal dense 
and warm, keeps wind out); EG: ‘gooi in water as vloere was, maak 
vloerplanke geel’ (EG: throw into water when you wash the floors, makes 
floorpanels yellow); DL, ML: ‘wortel vir tandpyn, rook en trek blare vir 
tandpyn maar nie te veel nie anders kry jy blase, maak vloerplanke geel’ 
(DL, ML: root for toothache, smoke and infuse leaves for toothache but 
not too much otherwise you will get blisters, makes floorpanels yellow) 
Galium tomentosum 
(Rubiaceae) 
[JP, MP, KC, JP1, WP, 
CM, EP, LM, MW, MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA, JB, EG, DL, ML: 
rooivergeet, DL, ML: 
rooiwortel] 
CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘goed vir alles veral verstopte are (clogged veins - 
phlebothrombosis)’ (CM, EP, LM, MW: good for everything especially 
clogged arteries); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘paljas’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: “paljas” - 
magic medicine (psychological conditions); WP: ‘rooisteeltjie en wortel, 
vuilgoed (paljas) – beskerming’ (WP: red stem and root, evil spells 
(“paljas” - magic medicine (psychological conditions) – protection); MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘medisyne, hou vuiligheid uit die huis 
(paljas)’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: medicine, keeps filth out of the 
house (“paljas” - magic medicine (psychological conditions); JB: ‘wortel 
gebruik, kerf en meng, paljas – glo dit nie, as uit grawe, moes geld 
neergesit het by die grond wanneer uitgehaal word, Van Wyk in 
Vanwyksdorp is ‘n paljasman, grawe rooivergeet uit en sit geld in, kerf op 
terwyl groen is’ (JB: root used, chop and mix, “paljas” - magic medicine 
(psychological conditions) – don’t believe it, if dug out, had to place money 
down on the ground when removed, Van Wyk in Vanwyksdorp is a 
magicman, dig out rooivergeet and put money in, chop up while green); 
EG: ‘dit het ‘n rooiwortel’ (EG: it has a red root) 
Garuleum bipinnatum 
(Asteraceae)  
[EG, DL, ML: slanghoutjie] 
no uses recorded 
Gasteria brachyphylla 
(Asphodelaceae)  
JB: ‘goeie ding – gebruik vir kinders wat siek word’ (JB: good thing – used 
for children that get sick) 
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[MR, RR: tontelbos, JP, 
MP, KC, JP1: dammelk-
bos, tonteldoos, EG: 
milkweed, melkbos, DL, 
ML: tonteldoos] 
MR, RR: ‘gee melk (melkstimulant)’ (MR RR: give milk (lactation – milk 
stimulant); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘geen nut, duikers en steenbokke eet bos, as 
saad in jou oë waai maak dit jou blind, die wat groei in die vleitjies het net 
saad ook, lap vleg – draai en gooi in vuur, stop tonteldoos vol, gebruik om 
vuur aan te steek’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: no use, duikers and mountain goats 
eat bush, if seed blows into your eyes you will go blind, those that grow in 
the marsh only has seed too, cloth weaving - twist and throw in fire, stuff 
tinderbox full, use to light the fire); EG: ‘gebruik dit soos gaas watte’ (EG: 
use it like gauze cottonwool) 
Gonialoe variegata 
(Asphodelaceae)  
[JP, MP, KC, JP1, CM, 
EP, LM, MW, WP, EG, 
DL, ML: kanniedood 
EG: patrysaalwyn] 
CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘maak blaar warm, sny oop en sit op pitsweer’ (CM, EP, 
LM, MW: make leaf warm, cut open and put on boil); JP, MP, KC, JP1: 
‘steek blaar onder warm as, blaar blaas op, sny dan oop en sit oor ‘n fyt 
vinger’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: place leaf underneath hot ashes, leaf blows up, 
then cut open and put on a witlow finger); WP: ‘geen gebruik, hou ‘n 
langtyd op grafte, sterk plant deur droogte’ (WP: no use, keeps a long 
while on top of graves, strong plant through drought); DL, ML: ‘staan op 
grafte, sny blaar oop en sit net so op seerplek’ (DL, ML: stands on graves, 
cut leaf open and place just like that onto sore) 
Gunnera perpensa 
(Gunneraceae)  
[MR, RR: wildepampoen, 
RC, JB, EG, DL, ML: 
rivierpampoen] 




[MR, RR, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, WN: lemoendoring, 
WN: wondedoring, JB: 
pendoring, EG: 
wolfdoring, DL, ML: 
pendoringbos] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘sterk doring, vaal, groei in ander boom in, blomme ruik 
sleg, geen nut’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: strong thorn, pale, grows in other tree, 
flowers smell bad, no use); WN: ‘brand as hy jou steek’ (WN: burns when 
it pricks you); JB: ‘trek bas vir seer in die maag van baie drink of rook, trek 
op vier liter water na twee liter water en drink saans en soggens ‘n kelkie, 
maagseer (maagsweer) krimp op tot geen meer pyn’ (JB: infuse bark for 
ulcers in the stomach from too much drinking or smoking, infuse on four 
litres of water to two liters of water and drink at night and in the mornings 
a small cup, stomach ulcer shrinks until there is no more pain); EG: ‘lyk 




[MR, RR, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA, KO, WN, 
EG: kooigoed-bos, CM, 
EP, LM, MW, JS, RC: 
kooigoedbossie, WP: 
oumeidbos, MP2, DL, ML: 
kooigoed, JB:  
hotnotskooigoedbossie] 
MR, RR: ‘gebruik as medisyne in mengsels – maak kooie, matrasse, 
slaap daarop om luise en muskiete weg te hou (insekafweerder)’ (MR RR: 
use as medicine in mixtures - make beds, mattresses, sleep on it to keep 
lice and mosquitoes away); CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘maak matras van bos, 
goed vir alle kwale (tonic) veral hart’ (CM, EP, LM, MW: make mattress 
from shrub, good for all diseases especially heart); JS: ‘help vir pyne, trek 
saam bakbossie of ander kruie, galbitter’ (JS: help for pains, infuse with 
bakbossie (Conyza scabrida / Nidorella ivifolia) or other herbs, bile bitter); 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘meng saam ander kruie, trek en drink vir vroue om 
nageboorte skoon te maak’ (JP: mix together with different herbs, infuse 
and drink for women postpartum cleansing); WP: ‘maak vroumense 
skoon, slegs vir vroumense, wollerig, lê daarop soos matras’ (WP: 
cleanse women (placenta), only for women (female ailments), woolly, lie 
on top of it like a matress); MP2: ‘blaaspyn’ (MP2: bladder pain); RC: 
‘kleef aan mekaar vas’ (RC: sticks together); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA: ‘trek vir water om af te kom, uriendrywend’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA: infuse for oedema, diuretic); KO: ‘brand in die huis teen geeste 
(paljas), vroumenskwale’ (KO: burn in the house against spirits (“paljas” - 
magic medicine (psychological conditions), female ailments); WN: ‘sterk 
kruie reuk’ (WN: strong herbal smell); JB: ‘goeie medisyne, verkoue drink 
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saam wildeals, groei dig, maak oop om matras te maak, ma se kruie vir 
verkoue’ (JB: good medicine, colds drink with wildeals, grows dense, open 
to make a matress, mother’s herbs for colds); EG: ‘meng met hoendermis 
vir kunsmis’ (EG: mix with chicken manure for fertilizer); DL, ML: 
‘medisyne vir hoë bloed’ (DL, ML: medicine for high blood pressure) 
Hoodia grandis and other 
species (Apocynaceae) 
[MR, RR, JS, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, RC, MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO, 
JB, EG, DL, ML: ghaap] 
JS: ‘veldkos, in die berg, eet jong peultjie – Quaqua mammillaris (JS: 
veldfood, in the mountain, eat young pods - Quaqua mammillaris); JP, 
MP, KC, JP1: ‘loop en eet in die veld met knip mes, klaar geëet, steek 
sigaret aan, mond proe dan stroopsoet, eet heel een soos komkommer 
om dors te les’ (JP: walk and eat in the field with cutting knife, finished 
eating, light a cigarette, mouth taste then honey-sweet, eat a whole one 
like a cucumber to quench thirst); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO: 
‘eet dit’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO: eat it); JB: ‘het ‘n bietjie 
melk, skil af en eet veldkos, groei soos vingertjies, effens bitter’ (JB: has a 
little milk, peel off and eat veldfood, grows like fingers, a little bit bitter); 
EG: ‘eetlusdemper’ (EG: appetite suppressant); DL, ML: ‘eet, sny in 
toutjies, gooi brandewyn op vir enige iets (DL, ML: eat, cut in strings, add 




no uses recorded 
Hypoxis hemerocallidae 
(Hypoxidaceae)  
[RC: African potato, EG: 
Afrika aartappel] 




JB: ‘groei soos ‘n pampoen onder die grond – paljas’ (JB: grows like a 




[JP, MP, KC, JP1, MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA, DL, ML: bitterpatat] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘dit rank tussen ander plante’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: it 
creeps among other plants); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘sny die bol 
in skywe vir medisyne’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: cut the tuber 
into slices for medicine); DL, ML: ‘trek dit vir die maag, sny en maak droog 




JB: ‘rooi boompie wat baie lekker ruik, groei meer by Karoo kant, 
suurkant, min kruie, gebruik vir krampe vir bene’ (JB: red tree that has a 
very nice smell, grow more at Karoo side, sour side, few herbs, used for 









[MR, RR, HH, LH, JB, 
CM, EP, LM, MW, JS, JP, 
MP, KC, JP1, WP, RC, 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA, EG, DL, ML: 
wildedagga] 
HH, LH: ‘moet in die veld groei, gebruik vir hoë bloed en suiker’ (HH, LH: 
must be in its natural state, used for high blood pressure and diabetes); 
JB: ‘groei in tuine, lang blare, raak groot soos ‘n boom’ (JB: growing in 
gardens, long leaves, become the size of a tree); JS: ‘gebruik teen hoë 




[MR, RR, HH, LH, CM, 
EP, LM, MW, JS, JP, MP, 
KC, JP1, WP, MA, MP1, 
RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, 
MR, RR: ‘trek saam kruie’ (MR, RR: infuse along with herbs); CM, EP, LM, 
MW, KO: ‘hoë bloed’ (CM, EP, LM, MW, KO: high blood pressure); JP, 
MP, KC, JP1: ‘drink as kruie’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: drink as herbs); WP: 
‘tuine’ (WP: gardens); JB: ‘medisyne vir verkoue, trek en drink, meng 
saam ander kruie’ (JB: medicine for colds, infuse and drink, mix together 
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KO, JB, EG, DL, ML: 
klipdagga] 
with other herbs); EG: ‘klein blaar’ (EG: small leaf); DL, ML: ‘trek vir 




WN: ‘eet wortel vir maagpyn, sterk smaak, ongestelde maag, gebruik twee 
tot drie worteltjies’ (WN: eat root for stomach pain, strong taste, stomach 




[MR, RR, JB, CM, EP, 
LM, MW, JS, WP, MP2: 
keurtjies, HH, LH, EG: 
kankerbos, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA, KO, WN: 
keurtjie, RC: kankerbossie 





MR, RR: ‘skaars tot die reën, kry regop keurtjies en plat keurtjies wat die 
klein vet peultjie dra en gebruik kan word vir die niere en rug – gebruik die 
toppies’ (MR, RR: rare until the rain, get upright keurtjies and flat keurtjies 
that bear little fat pods and can be used for the kidneys and for backache - 
use the tops); HH, LH: ‘die een wat hoog groei is goed vir jou rug, blaas 
en niere’ (HH, LH: the one that grows tall is good for your back, bladder 
and kidneys); JB: ‘griep, trek blare en vrug saam van beide mannetjie 
(hoog) en wyfie (plat) saam en drink anders werk dit nie’ (JB: influenza, 
infuse leaves and fruit of both male (tall) and female (flat), drink otherwise 
it will not work); CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘die vet blasie, plat bos word met ander 
kruie gemeng vir die behandeling van kanker en suiker, baie bitter’ (CM, 
EP, LM, MW: the fat blister (pod), flat shrub is mixed with other herbs for 
the treatment of cancer and diabetes, very bitter); JS: ‘kanker, vrou met 
baarkanker het keurtjies gebruik en na drie jaar gesond geword’ (JS: 
cancer, women with uterus cancer used keurtjies and was healed after 
three years); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘gebruik in ‘n mengsel, as jy siek voel dan 
trek en drink jy die bossie (tonic), plat plant met vet peule word as 
speelgoedklappers gebruik’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: used in a mixture, if you 
then feel sick infuse and drink the shrub, flat plant with fat pods are used 
as toy poppers); WP: ‘vroulike groei plat en word gedrink vir kanker en TB, 
manlike groei regop en word gedrink vir rug, suiker, asmabors en niere, 
kan skoon op sy eie gebruik word, maak tee van die blare’ (WP: female 
grows flat and is drunk for cancer and TB, male grows upright and is 
drunk for backache, diabetes, astmatic chest and kidneys, kan be used on 
its own, make tea from the leaves); RC: ‘groei in die veld, platte is vroulik 
en groot bos wat gekweek word is die manlike, genees borskanker, hou in 
die koelte om droog te word om kleur te behou, raak vaal in die son dan 
wil handelaars dit nie koop nie, drink bietjie op een liter water, eet ook, lê 
en drink in die aande vir rustigheid en om lekker te slaap, maak niere en 
blaas en bloed skoon, tonikum - gee energie/krag, hoofpyn, kook 20 kg in 
200 L water vir drie ure lank’ (RC: grows in the field, flat one is female and 
big shrub that is cultivated is the male, heals breast cancer, keep in the 
shade to dry to maintain colour, gets faded in the sun then traders do not 
want to buy it, drink a little in one litre water, eat as well, lie down and 
drink in the evenings for calmness and to sleep well, cleanse the kidneys 
and bladder and purifies the blood, tonic – gives energy/strength, 
headache, boil 20 kg in 200 litres water for three hours long); MA, MP1, 
RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘plat ene is wyfie, gebruik beide mannetjie en 
wyfie’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: flat one is female, use both male 
and female); KO: ‘hoë bloed, bloed skoonmaak, beide mannetjie en wyfie 
is goed’ (KO: high blood pressure, blood purifier, both male and female is 
good); WN: ‘gebruik mannetjie vir suiker’ (WN: use male for diabetes); DL, 
ML: ‘gebruik beide vir tee, trek as medisyne (DL, ML: use both for tea, 




JB: ‘drink as ‘n tee saam met suiker en melk’ (JB: drink as a tea along with 




JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘geen nut’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: no use); WP: ‘pit soos 
dagga, maak oë dik, rook as kind’ (WP: seed like dagga (Cannabis 
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[JP, MP, KC, JP1, WP, 
JB, EG: boesmandagga, 
MR, RR: 
koggelmandervoet] 
sativa), makes eyes thick, smoke as a child); JB: ‘pitjie’ word gebruik – 
onbekende gebruik’ (seed is used – unknown use) 
Lycium horridum 
(Solanaceae)  
[JP, MP, KC, JP1: wol-
doring] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘het lang dorings, geen nut’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: has long 





[MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA, KO, EG: 
slangbessie] 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘bubblegum, spoel bessie af, raak taai, 
spoel sop uit, kou slegs’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: bubblegum, 
rinse berry off, gets sticky, rinse juice out, chew only); KO: ‘tandpyn, rook 
droog maar “sluk” nie rook nie, hou in mond, sit droë bessies in papier en 
rook’ (KO: toothache, smoke dry but do not swallow the smoke, keep in 
the mouth, place dry berries in paper and smoke); EG: ‘dit is giftig’ (EG: it 
is poisonous)  
Malva parviflora 
(Malvaceae)  
[MR, RR, JS, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA, JB, EG, DL, 
ML: kiesieblaar, WP: 
pampoentjie, KO, DL, ML: 
pampoentjies] 
 
MR, RR: ‘eet pampoentjies; kneus blaar en plak op pitswere of 
seerplekke’ (MR RR: eat 'little pumpkins' [the fruits]; bruise leaf and apply 
to boils or sores); JS: ‘eet as kos’ (JS: eat as a food); JP, MP, KC, JP1: 
‘varkkos, eet pampoentjies’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: swill, eat little pumpkins - 
fruit); WP: ‘eet pampoentjies’ (WP: eat little pumpkins – fruit); MA, MP1, 
RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘gesond vir seerplek’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA: healthy for sore); JB: ‘groei plat, vervuiling – haal uit, kom weer 
terug, pitjie vervuil (onkruid)’ (JB: grows flat, weed – remove, comes back 
again, seed contaminates (weed); EG: ‘blaas bees op, maak diere siek; 
eet pampoentjies’ (EG: causes bloat in cattle, makes animals sick; eat 
little pumpkins – the fruits); DL, ML: ‘eet pampoentjies’ (DL, ML: eat little 
pumpkins – the fruits) 
Melianthus comosus 
(Melianthaceae) 
[JS, JP, MP, KC, JP1, 
WP, JB, EG, DL, ML: 
kruidjie-roer-my-nie, WN: 
kruidjie-roer-my-niet] 
JS: ‘seerplekke’ (JS: sores); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘grote met grysblare, maak 
tande los, trek swart soos koffie, giftig – spoel tand en trek los tand uit’ 
(JP, MP, KC, JP1: large one with gray leaves, loosens teeth, infuse like 
black coffee, toxic - rinse tooth and pull loose tooth out); WP: ‘groei in die 
water by die rivier, trek wortel (swart buite en wit binne) en blaar in 
kookwater, koel af en was bene (inflammasie) daarmee vir versterking, 
lamheid, trek in na die spiere, moet nie afdroog nie’ (WP: grows in the 
water by the river, infuse root (black outside and white inside) and leaf in 
boiling water, cool down and wash legs (inflammation) with it for 
strengthening, paralysis, absorb into the muscles, do not dry off); WN: 
‘smeer aan seerplek’ (WN: apply to sore); JB: ‘staan in riviere, stink 
vreeslik as geroer word’ (JB: stands in rivers, stink terribly when moved); 
DL, ML: ‘wondgenesing, giftig – nie drink, kook en was in water, suiker - 
maak gat in toon (suikersiektewonde)’ (DL, ML: wound healing, poisonous 




[JP, MP, KC, JP1, MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA: kruidjie-roer-my-nie] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘het ‘n breë blaar’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: has a broad leaf); 
WP: ‘dit het ‘n groot rooiblom’ (WP: it has a big red flower); MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘was ‘n seerplek daarmee, kook dit in die water’ (MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: wash a sore spot with it, boil it in water) 
Mentha longifolia 
(Lamiaceae)  
[JS, WP: balderjan, JP, 
MP, KC, JP1, DL, ML: 
balerja, MA, MP1, RM, 
JS: ‘trek soos kruie’ JS: infuse like herbs (unspecified medicine); JP, MP, 
KC, JP1: ‘ruik skerp, tandpyn, pluisie in die oor’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: strong 
odor, toothache, bud in the ear); WP: ‘soortgelyk aan vicks, kan dalk drink’ 
(WP: similar to vicks, may be drunk); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: 
‘kruie, staan by rivier’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: herb, stands by 
river (unspecified medicine); KO: ‘ruik lekker’ (KO: smells nice); JB: 
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EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO, 
JB, EG: balderja] 
‘gebruik in vleis, maak olie, salf vir pyn in liggaam (inflammasie)’ (JB: use 
in meat, make oil, ointment for pain in the body (inflammation); EG: ‘trek 
en drink (EG: infuse and drink (unspecified medicine); DL, ML: ‘tande, 




[HH, LH, MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO, 
JB: kruistement] 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘medisyne, gebruik in kos’ (MA, MP1, 
RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: medicine, use in food); JB: ‘sterk reuk, groei plat’ 
(JB: strong smell, grows flat) 
Mesembryathemum 
junceum (Aizoaceae)  
[HH, LH, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA, EG: asbos, 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA, KO, WN, JB, 
DL, ML: loogbos, EG: 
loogasbos] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘groei nie hier nie’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: does not grow 
here); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘maak loog, snuif, meng as saam 
met die twak, meng saam nat moerkoffie en smeer aan lippe (koorsblaar), 
trek blare in louwater vir hoë bloed’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: 
make lye, snuff, mix ash together with tobacco, mix with wet nut coffee 
and apply to lips (feverblister and coldsore), infuse leaves in lukewarm 
water for high blood pressure); KO: ‘brand en meng as met gannabos by 
twak meng, sit op lip of onder lip soos pluimpie (koorsblaar)’ (KO: burn 
and mix ash with gannabos (Salsola aphylla) into tobacco mix, apply on lip 
or underneath lip like bud (feverblister and coldsore); WN: ‘brand vir as 
(sak loog), gebruik by die twak’ (WN: burn for ash (bag lyeash), use with 
the tobacco); JB: ‘volstruiskos, brand saam gannabos om vrugte te loog, 
gannabos maak hom sterker, snuif – meng bietjie saam om sterker te 
maak’ (JB: ostrich food, burn together with gannabos to dry fruits, 
gannabos makes him stronger, snuff – mix a little of it to make it stronger); 
EG: ‘toets hoeveel loogas in pot vars water met hoendereier, moet dryf’ 
(EG: test how much lyeash in a pot of fresh water and a chicken egg, has 
to float); DL, ML: ‘sweet twak daarmee, rosyntjies – spat met loog en 
sweet, seep kook’ (DL, ML: sweat tobacco with it, raisins – splash with lye 




[JP, MP, KC, JP1, RC, 
WN, EG, DL, ML: 
kougoed, KO: 
kougoedbos, EG: kanna] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘eet, kou, wanneer vuurmaak, krap toe in warm as, gooi 
ui in hand uit, maak dronk, drie soorte: - bojaankougoed – lang rank, proe 
anders van mekaar, rooi strepie op stammetjie’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: edible, 
chew, when making a fire, cover it in the hot ashes, pour out in your hand, 
make you drunk (psychoactive substance), three kinds: -bojaankougoed - 
long creeper, taste different from each other, red stripe on stalk); RC: 
‘kalmeer jou, groei aan die suide kant, rook vir dieselfde gevoel as wat jy 
kry wanneer jy dagga rook, maak jou lighooftig’ (RC: calms you, grows on 
the south side, smoke for the same feeling as when you smoke dagga 
(Cannabis sativa), makes you lightheaded (psychoactive drug); KO: ‘sit 
onder as’ (KO: place under ash); WN: ‘dwelm’ (WN: drug (psychoactive 
substance); EG: ‘dwelmverslaafde speen hom weer’ (EG: drug addict teat 
himself again (psychoactive); DL, ML: ‘kind wat lastig is, sit in lappie en 
drink sap, gee melk vir kind, kou – sweet eers en kou – gaan dronk’ (DL, 
ML: child that is difficult, place in cloth and drink juice, give milk to child 
(sedative – calming agent), chew – sweat it first then chew – become 
drunk (psychoactive substance) 
Microloma sagittatum 
(Apocynaceae)  
[MR, RR, WP, KO, JB, 
EG, DL, KL: bokhorinkie, 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: peule] 
MR, RR: ‘eet die peul’ (MR, RR: eat the pods); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘eet die 
peule terwyl hulle nog jonk is anders is dit bitter wanneer hulle oud is’ (JP, 
MP, KC, JP1: eat the pods while they are young otherwise it gets bitter 
when they are old); WP: ‘breek oop en eet binneste’ (WP: break open and 
eat inner part); KO: ‘eet peule – binneste’ (KO: eat pods – innerpart); JB: 
‘eet dit’ (JB: eat it) 
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[JB: skilpadbessie, CM, 
EP, LM, MW: 
skilpadbossie] 
JB: ‘eet dit, dit groei in Uniondale’ (JB: eat it, it grows in Uniondale); CM, 
EP, LM, MW: ‘het ‘n rooi bessie, trek blare vir maagkwale, bitter’ (CM, EP, 
LM, MW: has a red berry, infuse leaves for stomach ailments, bitter) 
Nicotiana glauca 
(Solanaceae)  
[MR, RR, KO, EG, DL, 
ML: wildetwak, CM, EP, 
LM, MW: jantwakboom, 
WP, JB, EG: jantwak] 
CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘maak blare warm en sit op pyn plek (inflammasie)’ 
(CM, EP, LM, MW:  make leaves warm and place on pain); WP: ‘groei in 
die berg? (onseker)’ (WP: grows in the mountain? (uncertain); KO: ‘bojane 
eet dit, gebruik vir kopseer’ (KO: baboons eat it, use for headache); JB: 
‘giftig, hoofpyn – bind blare op kop met doekie om, wildetwakblaar gebruik 
vir pyn in die liggaam (inflammasie)’ (JB: poisonous, headache – bind 
leaves on head with cloth around, wild tobacco leaf used for pain in the 
body (inflammation); EG: ‘bobbejaan eet murg binne in, meelerige kern’ 
(EG: baboons eat marrow inside, flour core); DL, ML: ‘dit is giftig’ (DL, ML: 
it is poisonous) 
Nymania capensis 
(Meliaceae)  
[JP, MP, KC, JP1, KO, 
WN, JB, DL, ML: 
klapperbos, EG: klapper] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘ystervark vreet wortels op dat bos omval, drink bas van 
wortel, krap in wyn om persoon op te laat gooi, krap bo en onder, persoon 
sal naar word en maag laat werk’ (JP: porcupine eat roots so that shrub 
collapses, drink bark from root, scratch into wine to make person sick 
(vomit - emetic), scratch upwards and downwards, person will become 
nausea and his stomach will run (treats alcoholism); KO: ‘maak pypstele 
en kieries’ (KO: make pipe-stem and canes (walking sticks); WN: ‘elande 
en donkies eet die bas af’ (WN: eland and donkeys eat the bark off); JB: 
‘trap op klappers as speletjie’ (JB: step on crackers as a game) 
Olea europaea subsp. 
cuspidata 
(Oleaceae)  
[MR, RR, CM, EP, LM, 
MW, JS, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA, KO, EG, 
DL, ML: swartolien, HH, 
LH, JB: swartolienhout, 
WP: swartolein, EG: 
wildeolyf] 
MR, RR: ‘eet bessie’ (MR RR: eat berries); CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘sterk hout, 
maak reëlings van ossewaens’ (CM, EP, LM, MW: strong wood, make 
fences of wagons); JS: ‘goeie hout vir swingels, eetbare bessie’ (JS: good 
wood for swingels, edible berry); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘goeie hout’ (JP, MP, 
KC, JP1: good wood); WP: ‘sterk hout om mee te bou’ (WP: strong wood 
to build with (timber); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO: ‘goeie hout’ 
(MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO: good wood); JB: ‘goeie vuurhout, 
baie harde hout, pale sal nooit verteer’ (JB: good firewood, very hard 
wood, posts will never perish); EG: ‘mooi hout, tafel maak, kou bessie’ 
(EG: beautiful wood, make table, chew berry); DL, ML: ‘gebruik die hout’ 
(DL, ML: use the wood) 
Oncosiphon piluliferum 
(Asteraceae)  
[CM, EP, LM, MW, JS, 
JP, MP, KC, JP1, JB, EG, 
DL, ML: stinkkruid] 
CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘sit blare op jou kop vir hoofpyn’ (CM, EP, LM, MW: put 
leaves on the head for headache); JS: ‘baie gesond, gebruik vir 
inflammasie en rug, ouma van Montagu gebruik dit baie’ (JS: very healthy, 
use for inflammation and backache, grandmother from Montagu uses it a 
lot); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘drink (medisyne), sit in skoene vir stink voete’ (JP, 
MP, KC, JP1: drink (medicine), place in shoes for foot odor); JB: 
‘medisyne’ (JB: medicine); DL, ML: ‘trek en drink vir enige iets 
(ongespesifiseerde medisyne)’ (DL, ML: infuse and drink for anything 
(unspecified medicine)  
Opuntia ficus-indica 
(Cactaceae) 
[MR, RR, JS, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, WP, MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO, 
JB, EG, DL, ML: turksvy] 
MR, RR: ‘eet dit, skil en trek die blaar blad, sit dit in kos, binneste kan op 
kniegknoppe geplaas word vir pyn’ (MR RR: eat it, peel and infuse the leaf 
blade, add it too food, inner flesh can be placed on knee knobs for pain); 
JS: ‘eet dit’ (JS: eat it); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘eet vrugte’ (JP: eat fruits); WP: 
‘eet dit’ (WP: eat it); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO: ‘eet dit’ (MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO: eat it); JB: ‘wild in die veld met lang 
dorings, geel vy is baie lekker, stroopsoet, witte is styf en nie goed vir die 
maag nie – verstop (gebruik vir diarree)’ (JB: wild in the field with long 
thorns, yellow fig is very tasty, honey-sweet, white one is stiff and not 
good for the stomach – blocks (use for diarrhoea); EG: ‘soet en lekker, 
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beesturksvy sonder dorings, pers ronde blaar’ (EG: sweet and tasty, cattle 
prickly pear without thorns, purple round leaf); DL, ML: ‘eet dit, kook 




[MR, RR: geneesbos, 
bietou, CM, EP, LM, MW, 
JS, JP, MP, KC, JP1, WP, 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 




MR, RR: ‘bietou – klein bossie, was jouself daarmee om geen velsiektes 
te kry nie’ (MR RR: bietou - small shrub, wash yourself with it to not get 
any skin diseases); CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘braai uit in vet, bietou’ (CM, EP, 
LM, MW: fry out in fat, bietou); JS: ‘wonde’ (JS: wounds); JP, MP, KC, 
JP1: ‘geel blom, kan olie koop by koöperasie maar die veld een is beter, 
kneus en braai uit in vet, smeer aan seerplekke’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: yellow 
flower, oil can buy at co-operative but the one in the field is better, bruise 
and fry out in fat, rub on sore spots); WP: ‘reinig van binne na buite toe, 
was wonde’ (WP: purify from inside towards the outside (impurities), wash 
wounds); RC: ‘wonde, kap blare fyn en sit op, trek wond toe (geelblom)’ 
(RC: wounds, chop leaves finely and apply on, closes wound up (yellow 
flower); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘drink vir inflammasie, pyne, 
was kind se kop vir omlope’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: drink for 
inflammation, pains, wash a childs head for ringworm); KO: ‘seerplekke, 
wonde, omlope, braai uit in vet, was’ (KO: sore spots, wounds, ringworm, 
fry out in fat, wash); WN: ‘seerplek wat nie gesond raak nie, smeer sop 
aan saam bokvet, druk sap uit, bietou familie’ (WN: sore spot that does 
not heal, apply juice along with goat fat, press juice out, bietou family); JB: 
‘rank op die grond, kook en was wonde, uitgebraai saam knoffel om aan 
wond te smeer, druppel water op saam knoffelhuisie om wond gesond te 
maak’ (JB: creeps on the ground, boil and wash wounds, fried out with 
garlic to apply to wound, a drop of water along with a glove of garlic to 
heal a wound)  
Oxalis pes-caprae 
(Oxalidaceae)  
[MR, RR, JS, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, WP, MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA, JB, 
EG, DL, ML: suring, KO: 
surings] 
MR, RR: ‘eet as maag suur is, ook vir hardlywigheid, eet blom of top, kan 
ook knol eet’ (MR RR: eat if stomach is acitic, also for constipation, eat 
flower or top, can also eat tuber); JS: ‘eet as kind’ (JS: eat as a child); JP, 
MP, KC, JP1: ‘eet dit, wortel soet’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: eat it, root sweet); 
WP: ‘eet dit, suur’ (WP: eat it, sour); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘eet 
hele ding, kap fyn, gooi sout by, eet, suikerklontjie’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA: eat whole thing, chop finely, add salt, eat, sugar lump); KO: 
‘eet dit’ (KO: eat it); JB: ‘kossies lekker – eet dit’ (JB: fruit tasty – eat it); 
DL, ML: ‘eet dit’ (DL, ML: eat it) 
Pappea capensis 
(Sapindaceae)  
[JP, MP, KC, JP1, MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA, JB: wilde pruim, KO: 
pruim] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘eet dit, goeie hout (timber), hard en swaar’ (JP, MP, 
KC, JP1: eat it, good wood for timber, hard and heavy); MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘eet dit, goeie brandhout’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA: eat it, good firewood); KO: ‘eet dit’ (KO: eat it); JB: ‘eet dit, groei soos 
sambreel, bokke vreet kaal onder, goeie hout’ (JB: eat it, grows like an 
umbrella, goats eat it clear underneath, good wood) 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia 
(Asteraceae)  
[MR, RR, HH, LH, JB, JP, 
MP, KC, JP1, WP, MP2, 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA, KO, WN, DL, 
ML: ghwarrieson; CM, EP, 
LM, MW: ghwarrieson, 
heuningdou] 
HH, LH: ‘rugpyn’ (HH, LH: back pain); JB: ‘baie gesond vir alle koues uit 
die liggaam trek soos verkoue, wyfie groei plat, top medisyne vir rug en 
koues uit liggaam (inflammasie), trek en drink water, slegs aan die 
sonkant’, (JB: very healthy for drawing all chills out of the body like colds, 
female grows flat, top medicine for back and chills out of the body 
(inflammation), infuse and drink water, only on the sunnyside); CM, EP, 
LM, MW: ‘harde bos, goed vir alles veral suiker, hoë bloed, hartkwale en 
rug’ (CM, EP, LM, MW: hard shrub, good for everything, especially 
diabetes, high blood pressure, heart disease and back); JP, MP, KC, JP1: 
‘gebruik vir alles, trek en drink skoon en in mengsels vir enige kwale en 
pyne op die lyf’, (JP, MP, KC, JP1: used for everything (tonic), infuse and 
drink clean and in mixtures for all ailments (unspecified) and pains on the 
body); WP: ‘gebruik teen hoë bloed, skoon van slym in bors 
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(longontsteking), keel, niere, werk water uit (uriendrywer), hardlywigheid, 
koues op blaas en niere, spiere (inflammasie), bloed skoon was, reinig 
van binne na buite, bitter soos aalwyn, gebruik vir alles, beste van alle 
plante, baie tipes siektes, pyn wegvat, nek, kop, genees jou’ (WP: use 
against high blood pressure, cleanse of phlem in chest (pneumonia), 
throat, kidneys, diuretic, constipation, inflammation in the bladder, 
muscles, blood purifier, purify from the inside out, bitter like aloe, use for 
everything (tonic), better best of all plants, various types of ailments, takes 
pain away, neck, head, heals you); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘baie 
goed (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: very good (unspecified medicine); 
KO: ‘rugseer, trek en drink, verkoue, niere, enige iets, baie goed en bitter’ 
(KO: backache, infuse and drink, colds, kidneys, anything (tonic), very 
good and bitter); WN: ‘hartkwale’ (WN: heart diseases); DL, ML: ‘rug, 
niere’ (DL, ML: back and kidneys) 
Pelargonium articulatum 
(Geraniaceae)  
[MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA: wildemalva, JB: 
kolsuur] 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘oë steek, tandpyn, oorpyn – druk in die 
oor (klein malva)’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: conjunctivitis, 
toothache, earache – place in the ear (small malva); JB: ‘groei soos ‘n 
malvaboom, baie olie in, geen gebruik – mooigeid’ (JB: grows like a malva 




JB: ‘groei soos malvaboom, baie olie in, geen gebruik – mooigeid’ (JB: 




[JP, MP, KC, JP1, WP, 




JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘trek en drink vir maagpyn en rugpyn’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: 
infuse and drink for stomach-aches and back pain); WP: ‘droog en maak 
fyn soos poeier, gooi op brandplek, trek brand uit en genees’ (WP: dry 
and make it fine like powder, apply onto burn wound, draws burn out and 
heal); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘drink, maak droog vir sere, 
brandwonde, maak poeier’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: drink, dry 
out for sores, burn wounds, make powder); JB: ‘vroumens medisyne, ruik 
vreeslik lekker, trek – lieflike ruik’ (JB: female medicine, smells very nice, 





RC: ‘hoesstroop, plant moet vyf jaar staan voordat dit geoes word, beter 
ranke in los grond, dik lang wortels, trek met whiskey en bietjie soetwyn, 
vrank smaak – haal slym af (longontsteking), maak TB tablette’ (RC: 
cough syrup, plant has to stand for five years before it is harvested, better 
creepers in loose soil, thick long roots, infuse with whiskey and a little 
sweet wine (tincture), astringent taste – removes phlem (pneumonia), 
make TB tablets) 
Pelargonium zonale 
(Geraniaceae)  
[HH, LH: malva] 




[MR, RR, HH, LH, JB, JS, 
JP, MP, KC, JP1, WP, 
MP2, RC, MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO: 





MR, RR: ‘goeie medisyne, trek en drink as tonikum’ (MR, RR: good 
medicine, infuse and drink as tonic); JB: ‘vier soorte: 1. Pers blom, 2. Geel 
blom (hoof een), 3. Wit blom en 4. Groenerige blom, smaak bitter, 
mannetjie groei regop en wyfie plat, trek vir griep, môre aand voel jy beter, 
sweet griep uit, kan ook kou en soppies insluk’ (JB: four kinds: 1. purple 
flower, 2. yellow flower (main one), 3. white flower and 4. greenish flower, 
taste bitter, male grow upright and female flat, infuse for influenza, 
tomorrow night you will feel better, sweat influenza out, can also chew and 
swallow juices); JS: ‘maag, trek met kookwater’ (JS: stomach, infuse with 
boiling water); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘kou en sluk sop vir maagpyne’ (JP, MP, 
KC, JP1: chew and swallow juice for stomach pains); WP: ‘vroulike groei 
plat en manlike groei op maar beide is dieselfde om te gebruik, koue 
(inflammasie), verkoue, rug, niere, bors, slym afhaal (longontsteking), 
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kook vir vier tot vyf minute, koel af, drink, bitter, suiwer bloed, reinig alles, 
pyne, werk op sy eie – kosbaar, moegheid van jou af, maak jou fris, voel 
“happy” (tonikum), diere kou dit (WP: female grows flat and male grows 
upward but both is the same to use, chills (inflammation), colds, back, 
kidneys, chest, remove phlem (pneumonia), boil for four to five minutes, 
cool down, drink, bitter, purify blood, purifies everything, pains, works on 
his own – precious, removes fatigue, make you fresh, feel happy (tonic), 
animals chew it); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘maagpyn, hoë bloed, 
drink in water – trek, kou en sluk soppies’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA: stomach pain, high blood pressure, drink in water – infuse, chew and 
swallow juice); KO: ‘verkoue, drink’ (KO: colds, drink); EG: ‘trek tee vir 
maagpyn’ (EG: infuse tea for stomach pain); DL, ML: ‘maag, kou en sluk 
in sop, spoeg uit blare, bitter’ (DL, ML: stomach, chew and swallow juice, 
spit out the leaves, bitter) 
Petroselinum crispum 
(Apiaceae) 
[HH, LH: pietersielie] 





[MR, RR, JS, MA, MP1, 
RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, 
KO, JB, WP, DL, ML: 
appeliepie] 
JS, MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO, JB: ‘eet dit’ (JS, MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO, JB: eat it); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO, 
JB: ‘maak konfyt’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO, JB: make jam); 
WP: ‘eet dit, maak konfyt’ (WP: eat it, make jam) 
Plantago lanceolata 
(Plantaginaceae)  
[MR, RR, WN, JB: 
weëblaar, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, WN: perdeslaai] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘bemors land, vee eet verby hom, saad in mis en lusern’ 
(JP, MP, KC, JP1: messes up the countryside, cattle grazes past it, seed 
in manure and lucerne); WN: ‘pes in lusern, volstruise vreet morsdood tot 
in die grond in - fodder’ (WN: pest in lucerne, ostriches eat it into the 
ground - grazing); JB: ‘onkruid’ (JB: weed) 
Plantago major 
(Plantaginaceae)  
[JP, MP, KC, JP1, WN, 
JB: perdeslaai, WN: weë-
blaar] 
WN: ‘pes in lusern, volstruise vreet morsdood tot in die grond in - fodder’ 
(WN: pest in lucerne, ostriches eat it into the ground - grazing); JB: 
‘onkruid’ (JB: weed) 
Polygonum aviculare 
(Polygonaceae)  
[MR, RR, JS, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, MP2, MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO, 
JB: lidjiesgras, WN, DL, 
ML: koperdraad] 
MR, RR: ‘gebruik saam misbredie vir hardlywigheid, kap fyn’ (MR RR: 
used together with misbredie for constipation, chop finely); JS: ‘gebruik vir 
babatjies, kap fyn en trek vir winde’ (JS: used for babies, chop finely and 
infuse for infant flatulence); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘taai plant, as uit trek breek 
hy af, trek vir babawinde’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: tough plant, when pulled out 
he breaks off, infuse infant flatulence); MP2: ‘kinders se suur, stamp en 
druk uit, gee sop saam melk vir babatjies’ (MP2: childrens heartburn, 
crush and press uit, give juice with milk for babies); MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA: ‘trek in kookwater, was baba se gesiggie wanneer uitslag 
gekry het van gras, varke vreet dit’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: 
infuse in boiling water, wash baby’s face when a rash develops from 
grass, pigs eat it); KO: ‘babatjies winde’ (KO: infant flatulence); JB: ‘meng 
saam misbredie en suiker in lappie, gee vir stoute kinders of baba om 
hulle soet te maak (koliek), kap, stamp deurmekaar, maak lappie proppie 
(dummy)’ (JB: mix with misbredie (Portulaca oleracea) and sugar in cloth, 
give to naughty children or baby to make them good (colic), chop, crush 
mixed up, make a cloth dummy); DL, ML: ‘kind skree, stamp sit in lappie, 
meng saam melk en gee vir kind, slaap dan dwarsdeur die nag (koliek)’ 
(DL, ML: child screams, crush and place in cloth, mix with milk and give to 
child, sleep right through the night (colic) 
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[WN, JB: misbredie] 
MR, RR: ‘gebruik saam lidjiesgras vir hardlywigheid, kap fyn’ (MR RR: 
used together lidjiesgras for constipation, chop finely); JB: ‘meng saam 
lidjiesgras en suiker in lappie, gee vir stoute kinders of baba om hulle soet 
te maak (koliek), kap, stamp deurmekaar, maak lappie proppie (dummy)’ 
(JB: mix with lidjiesgras (Polygonum aviculare) and sugar in cloth, give to 
naughty children or baby to make them good (colic), chop, crush mixed 
up, make a cloth dummy) 
Portulacaria afra 
(Portulacaceae)  
[HH, LH, JS, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA, KO, JB, DL, 
ML: spekboom, WN: 
spekbossie] 
HH, LH: ‘kou blaartjie vir suiker’ (HH, LH: chew leaf to treat diabetes); JS: 
‘eet blare’ (JS: eat leaves); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘kou vir hoë bloed, smaak 
suur en vetterig, geëet as kind’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: chew for high blood 
pressure, taste sour and greasy, ate as a child); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA, KO: ‘eet blare’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO: eat 
leaves); WN: ‘vrank smaak’ (WN: astringent taste); JB: ‘eet dit’ (JB: eat it); 
DL, ML: ‘eet blare vir suiker’ (DL, ML: eat leaves to treat diabetes) 
Protea nitida (Proteaceae)  
JP, MP, KC, JP1, JB, EG, 
DL, ML: waboom 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘groei in die kloof’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: grows in the gulf);  
JB: ‘goeie hout’ (JB: good wood); EG: ‘maak waens, vellings en 
briekblokke’ (EG: make wagons, rims and breakpads) 
Protea repens 
(Proteaceae)  
[JS, JP, MP, KC, JP1, 
WP, DL, ML: suikerbos; 
WN, EG: suikerkan; JB: 
suikerkanne] 
JS: ‘maak stroop daarvan’ (JS: make syrup thereof); JP, MP, KC, JP1: 
‘sny blom af vir blommerangskikkings’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: cut flower for 
flower arrangements); WP: ‘blommerangskikking, sit in swael, stroop word 
gebruik vir medisyne’ (WP: flower arrangements, place in sulfur, syrup is 
used for medicine); JB: ‘mooi blom’ (JB: pretty flower); DL, ML: ‘mooigeid’ 
(DL, ML: prettiness (flower arrangements) 
Psidium guajava 
(Myrtaceae)  
[MR, RR, HH, LH, JS, JP, 
MP, KC, JP1, WP, MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA, KO, JB, EG, DL, ML: 
koejawel] 
MR, RR, WP, MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO: ‘eet dit’ (MR, RR, , 
WP, MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO: eat it); HH, LH: ‘gebruik die 
blare vir suiker behandeling’ (HH, LH: use the leaves to treat diabetes); 
JS: ‘gebruik die blare vir die behandeling vir suiker’ (JS: use the leaves for 
the treatment of diabetes); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘eet die vrug en gebruik die 
blare’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: eat the fruit and use the leaves); JB: ‘eet dit, 
blare word gebruik vir suikersiekte’ (JB: eat it, leaves are used to treat 
diabetes); EG: ‘bevat meer vitamin C as ‘n lemoen (EG: contains more 
vitamin C than an orange (vitamin C supplement); DL, ML: ‘drink dit vir 
suiker, trek die blare, vyf tot ses blare en kook’ (DL, ML: drink it for 
diabetes, infuse the leaves, five to six leaves and bring to boil) 
Pteronia incana 
(Asteraceae) 
[MR, RR, KO, EG, DL, 
KL: skieterbos, JB: 
keurtjiebos; JS, WP, MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA, WN: skietbos, EG, 
DL, ML: kraakbos] 
JB: ‘meng met ander kruie soos skaapkaroo (Pentzia incana), trek vir die 
rug, galbitter smaak, een van sewe mengsels, vir verkoue meng saam al 
drie soorte skaapkaroo en wildeals (Artemisia afra), moet nie te veel drink 
nie anders maak dit die bloed te laag (hoë bloeddruk), kook dit saam en 
laat afkoel, drink ‘n tot elke dag’ (JB: mix with other herbs such as 
skaapkaroo (Pentzia incana), infuse for your back, bitter taste, one of 
seven mixtures, for cold mixing together all three types of skaapkaroo and 
wildeals (wormwood - Artemisia afra), do not drink too much not otherwise 
it will make the blood pressure too low, boil it together and let it cool, drink 
a shot every day); JS: ‘gooi dit in die vuur en hoor hoe dit skiet’ (JS: throw 
it into the fire and hear how it shoots); WP: ‘skape eet dit’ (WP: sheep eat 
it); MP2: ‘behandel maagpyne, maagkoors, los dit gou op’ (MP2: treats 
stomach pains, dysentery, clears it up quickly); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA: ‘behandel verkoue en griep, trek saam rooiblomsalie, wynruik 
en wildeals, knip blommetjie – maak skiet geluid, in die vuur skiet gom uit’ 
(MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: treats colds and influenza, infuse 
together with rooiblomsalie (Salvia microphylla), wynruik (Ruta 
graveolens) and wildeals (Artemisia afra), cut flower – make shooting 
sound, in the fire the gum shoots out); KO: ‘klap blommetjies om mee te 
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speel, buig blommetjies om te kliek’ (KO: click flowers to play with, bend 
flower to make click sound) 
Punica granatum 
(Lythraceae)  
[MR, RR, HH, LH, JS, JP, 
MP, KC, JP1, WP, MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA, KO, WN, EG, DL, ML: 
granaat, JB: granaat-
boom] 
MR, RR: ‘eet, gebruik dop van vrug skil, maak droog en maal fyn soos 
poeier, gebruik vir seer mond (mondsproei), (MR RR: eat, use tracking 
fruit (peel), make dry and grind fine as powder, used for sore mouth (oral 
thrush); HH, LH: ‘dop (skil) is goed vir als (tonikum)’ (HH, LH, shell (peel) 
is good for everything (tonic); JS: ‘trek skil vir hoë en lae bloed’ (JS: infuse 
peel for high and low blood pressure); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘trek en drink dop 
vir loop maag (diarhee) van kinders’ (JP: infuse and drink peel for 
diarrhoea of children); WP: ‘skil word gekneus en getrek vir kinders 
(maag)’ (WP: peel is bruised and infused to children (stomach); MA, MP1, 
RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘eet dit, maak die dop droog en maal, gooi poeier 
in die kind se mond vir mondsproei en mondseer’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA: eat it, dry the peel and grind, add powder in the childs mouth of 
oral thrush and mouth ulcers); KO: ‘gebruik skil’ (KO: use peel 
(unspecified medicine); WN: ‘mangels’ (WN: tonsils); JB: ‘skil is medisyne, 
rooi engelse granaat’ (JB: peel is medicine, red English pomegranate); 
DL, ML: ‘eet dit, skil gebruik as medisyne vir borspyn’ (DL, ML: eat it, peel 
is used as a medicine for chest ailments)  
Quaqua mammillaris and 
other species 
(Apocynaceae)  
[MR, RR, KO, JB, EG: 
bokhorinkie, EG: bok-
horing, KO, EG: agortjie, 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ou ram, 
agortjie, DL, ML: gort] 
MR, RR: ‘eet dit’ (MR RR: eat it); KO: ‘eet stingeltjie, bietjie effens bitter’ 
(KO: eet stem, a little bitter); JB: ‘diere eet dit’ (JB: animals eat it); JP, MP, 
KC, JP1: ‘gal bitter, eet peul, gesondste om te eet’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: gall 
bitter, eat pod, healthiest to eat); EG: ‘eet dit’ (EG: eat it); DL, ML: ‘eet dit’ 
(DL, ML: eat it) 
Quercus robur 
(Fagaceae)  
JB, CM, EP, LM, MW: 
akkerboom 





JP, MP, KC, JP1, MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA, KO, EG, DL, ML: 
ramenas, EG: wilde-
mostert, ramnas 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘eet dit’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: eat it); MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA: ‘varkkos’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: swill); KO: 






JB: ‘diere vreet dit, die pit val dan tel die skape dit op’ (JB: animals eat it, 
the seed falls then the sheep picks it up (animal seed dispersal) 
Ricinus communis 
(Euphorbiaceae)  
[MR, RR, HH, LH, JS, JP, 
MP, KC, JP1, MA, MP1, 
RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, 
KO, JB, DL, ML: olie-
boom, EG: kasterolie] 
MR, RR: ‘sit blare op seerpyne’ (MR, RR: put leaves on sores spots); HH, 
LH: ‘plak blare op maag vir maagpyn, eet pitte om op te gooi (emetic)’ 
(HH, LH: paste leaves on stomach for stomach-ache, eat seeds to throw 
up (emetic); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘geen nut’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: no use); MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘plak blare aan seer knieg, sit blare op kop 
vir hoofpyn saam olie of Vaseline, maak toe met lap en bind vas’ (MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: paste leaves onto a sore knee, place leaves 
on your head for headache together with oil or petroleum jelly, wrap up 
with a cloth); KO: ‘pynplekke, smeer salf en sit blaar op’ (KO: pain spots, 
apply ointment and put leaf on); JB: ‘kap uit’ (JB: chop out); EG: ‘giftig, 
purgeermiddel (emetic)’ (EG: poisonous, purgative (emetic) 
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[MR, RR, JS, KO: 
knikkels, WP, MA, MP1, 
RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: 
knukkels, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1: lidjies, WN: 
knikkertjies, JB: kneukels, 
DL, ML: knikkeltjies, 
knikker, knikkel] 
MR, RR, JS: ‘eet die bessies’ (MR, RR; JS: eat the berries); JP, MP, KC, 
JP1: ‘eet kossie, groot, klein, lank en dik’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: eat food, big, 
small, long and thick); WP: ‘eet die pitjies’ (WP: eat the seeds); MA, MP1, 
RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO: ‘eet dit’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, 
KO: eat it); WN: ‘eet die vruggies’ (WN: eat the fruits); JB: ‘eet die pitjie’ 





[JS, JP, MP, KC, JP1, 
WP, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA, WN: 
oumeidebos] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1, WP: ‘behandel vrouekwale’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1, WP: 
treats female ailments); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘medisyne 





[HH, LH, KO: 
makroosmaryn] 
KO: ‘braai uit en gebruik vir haar olie om hare blink te maak’ (KO: fry out 
and use as hair oil to make hair shiny) 
Rubus pinnatus 
(Rosaceae)  
[MR, RR, JS, WP, MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA: brame, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, EG, DL, ML: braam, 
KO: braambos, JB: 
bramebos] 
MR, RR, JS, JP, MP, KC, JP1, WP, MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO: 
‘eet dit’ (MR, RR, JS, JP, MP, KC, JP1, WP, MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA, KO: eat it); WP, JB: ‘konfyt’ (WP, JB: jam); EG: ‘eet die bessie’ (EG: 
eat the berry); DL, ML: ‘eet dit, kook saam witblits vir likeur (wildebraam)’ 
(DL, ML: eat it, boil with witblits for liqueur (wildebraam – wild braam) 
Rumex crispus 
(Polygonaceae)  
[JB, JS, JP, MP, KC, JP1, 
WP, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA, WN: 
tongblaar] 
JB: ‘blare trek wonde toe, wortel kan gebruik word as ‘n manlike 
aphrodisiac’ (JB: leaves close up wounds, root can be used as a male 
aphrodisiac); JS: ‘sit op seerplek’ (JS: put on sore place); JP, MP, KC, 
JP1: ‘wild eet dit, ystervarke grou die wortel uit’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: game 
eat it, porcupines dig the root out); WP: ‘gebruik blare op seerplek’ (WP: 
use leaves on sore spot); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘sit blare op 
seerplek’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: place leaves on sore spot); 
WN: ‘pyne, maak warm en plak op pynplek’ (WN: pains, make warm and 
paste on pain spot) 
Ruta graveolens 
(Rutaceae)  
[MR, RR, JS, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, WN, EG, DL, ML: 
wynruit, HH, LH, JB, JP, 
MP, KC, JP1, CM, EP, 
LM, MW, WP, MA, MP1, 
RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, 
KO: wynruik] 
MR, RR: ‘medisyne’ (MR, RR: medicine); JB: ‘hoë bloed, as jy lighooftig 
raak van te lae bloed vat ‘n lekkie sout om bloed op te tel’ (JB: high blood 
pressure, if you become lightheaded because of too low blood pressure 
take a lick of salt to pick up blood pressure); CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘rumatiek, 
hoë bloed, sit in sokkie onder jou voete om koors weg te vat’ (CM, EP, 
LM, MW: rheumatism, high blood pressure, put in socks under your feet to 
take away fever); JS: ‘kruie vir baie kwale (tonikum)’ (JS: herbs for many 
diseases (tonic); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘medisyne’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: 
medicine); WP: ‘bitter, koors, pyne, trek en drink sommer alleen’ (WP: 
bitter, fever, pains, infuse and drink on its own); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA: ‘groei in die tuin, stink, drink vir hoë bloed’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA: grows in the garden, stinks, drink for high blood pressure); 
KO: ‘hoë bloed’ (KO: high blood pressure); EG: ‘masels, getrek as ‘n tee 
om te drink, slaan masels buite toe uit, keer dat dit nie inslaan nie, drink 
saam met wildeals’ (EG: measles, infused as a tea to drink, cause rash of 
measles to erupt outwards and not inwards, drink together with wildeals 
(Artemisia afra); DL, ML: ‘trek en drink saam ander kruie soos 
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brandnekels vir masels’ (DL, ML: infuse and drink together with other 
herbs like brandnekels (Urtica urens) for measles) 
Salix mucronata 
(Salicaceae) 
[JB: rooisteeltjie wilg, JP, 
MP, KC, JP1: vaal wilger, 
KO, DL, ML: rivierwilger, 
WN: rivierwiller, cricket 
bat willow] 
JB: ‘kap bas en trek soos koffie vir rumatiek, drink saam water’ (JB: chop 
bark and infuse like coffee for rheumatism, drink with water); JP, MP, KC, 
JP1: ‘geen nut’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: no use); KO: ‘behandel aambeie, trek 
bas op warm water (anti-inflammatories)’ (KO: treat haemorrhoids, infuse 
bark in warm water (anti-inflammatory); WN: ‘kanker; maak krieketkolwe, 




no uses recorded 
Salvia africana-caerulea 
(Lamiaceae)  
[JS, JP, MP, KC, JP1, 
MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA, WN, JB, EG, 
DL, ML: bloublomsalie] 
JS: ‘trek soos kruie vir lyf wat pyn, griep en verkoue, meng ook’ (JS: 
infuse like herbs for body pain, influenza and colds, mix also); JP, MP, 
KC, JP1: ‘trek en drink as kruie (JP: infuse and drink as herbs (unspecified 
medicine); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘kruie, verkoue’ (MA, MP1, 
RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: herbs, colds); JB: ‘griep, groei in die veld’ (JB: 
influenza, grows in the field); EG: ‘groei in klowe’ (EG: grows in ravines) 
Salvia microphylla 
(Lamiaceae)  
[MR, RR, HH, LH, JS, 
CM, EP, LM, MW, JP, 
MP, KC, JP1, WP, MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA, JB, WN, JB: 
rooiblomsalie] 
MR, RR: ‘gebruik as kruie’ (MR, RR: use as herbs (unspecified medicine); 
CM, EP, LM, MW: ‘tuinplant, niere en baarmoeder’ (CM, EP, LM, MW: 
garden plant, kidney and womb); JS: ‘rug’ (JS: back); JP, MP, KC, JP1: 
‘groei in die tuin, medisyne, trek vir babas met slym op die bors (brongitis/ 
longontsteking), maak die slym los’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: grows in the 
garden, medicine, infuse for babies with mucus in the chest (bronchitis/ 
pneumonia), making the mucus loose); WP: ‘tuin, vicks, drink, haal slym 
uit (af of op) (brongitis/longontsteking), help met asma’ (WP: garden, 
vicks, drink, removes mucus (up or down) (bronchitis/pneumonia), help 
with asthma); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘suig die blommetjie uit – 
soet’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: suck out the flower – sweet); JB: 
‘griep, groei in die tuin’ (JB: influenza, grows in the garden) 
Schinus molle 
(Anacardiaceae)  
[MR, RR, JS, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, WP, MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO, 
JB, EG, DL, ML: 
peperboom] 
MR, RR: ‘hou vlieë weg’ (MR RR: keep flies away (insect repellent); JS: 
‘kanker, kap blare fyn en gooi in kookwater saam bessies en drink’ (JS: 
cancer, chop leaves finely and pour in boiling water with berries and 
drink); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘giftig, hang tak op vir vlieë, hare val uit as jy jou 
kop daarmee was, asmalyers kan nie die reuk vat nie’, (JP, MP, KC, JP1: 
toxic, hang branches up for flies (insect repellent), hair falls out if you 
wash your head with it, asthmatics can not take the smell); WP: ‘drink, eet 
dit, bors, slyme, pype oopmaak (brongitis/longontsteking)’ (WP: drink, eat 
it, chest, mucus, opens tract (bronchitis/pneumonia); MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA: ‘hoë bloed, kanker, hou vlieë weg’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA: high blood pressure, cancer, keep flies away (insect repellent); 
KO: ‘vlieë in die huis, hang ‘n tak op in die huis’ (KO: flies in the house, 
hang a branch up in the house (insect repellent); JB: ‘hou vlieë weg ruik 
vreeslik, veroorsaak asmabors, plant weg van die huis af’ (JB: keeps flies 
away (insect repellent), causes asmthmatic chest, plant away from the 
house); EG: ‘kos’ (EG: food); DL, ML: ‘trek en drink vir verkoue, hou vlieë 
weg, hang aan dak’ (DL, ML: infuse and drink for colds, keep flies away 
(insect repellent), hang onto ceiling) 
Schotia afra (Fabaceae)  
[MR, RR: baboon, JP, 
MP, KC, JP1, WP: 
berboon, KO: boerboon-
boom, JB: boerboon] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘kook pitte in pot, dop af en eet groen kos, vliesie, maak 
koffie van die saad’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: boil seeds in pot, peel off and eat 
green food, fleece, make coffee from the seed); KO: ‘eet dit, bobbejane 
baie lief vir dit’ (KO: eat it, baboons love it a lot); JB: ‘lang peul, lekker om 
te eet – pit, kort peul – party eet dit, dop uit, eet groen maar haal doppie af 
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van saadtjie’ (JB: long pod, nice to eat – seed, short pod – some eat it, 
peel off, eat green but remove the peel from the seed) 
Searsia lancea 
(Anacardiaceae)  
[MR, RR, JS, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA, KO, JB, DL, 
ML: kareeboom, WP: 
karie, EG: rooikaree, 
makkaree] 
MR, RR, JS: ‘eet die bessies’ (MR, RR; JS: eat the berries); JP, MP, KC, 
JP1: ‘hout vir vuurmaak, kieries, ook bekend as heuningbierboom’ (JP, 
MP, KC, JP1: wood for making fire, canes, also known as heuning-
bierboom (mead tree); WP: ‘heuningbier, ouers het dit gemaak’ (WP: 
mead, parents made it); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘vuurmaak 
hout, maak kieries, drink maar eet nie’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: 
firewood, make canes, drink but do not eat); KO: ‘eet die bessies, suur, 
maak kieries’ (KO: eat the berries, sour, make canes); JB: ‘sterk hout, 
hang bessietjies’ (JB: strong wood, hanging berries); EG: ‘eet die bessie 
wanneer bessie ryp is, maak pale, saag paal hou ‘n 100 jaar’ (EG: eat the 
berry when it is ripe, make poles, pole lasts a 100 years); DL, ML: ‘pale’ 
(DL, ML: poles) 
Searsia undulata 
(Anacardiaceae)  
[JP, MP, KC, JP1, KO, 
WN, JB, DL, KL: 
koeniebos, EG: taaibos, 
slapbos, DL, ML: taaibos] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘eet bessies, slaap onder die boom soos ‘n sambreel, 
baie dig, kan huis daarvan maak, gooi blare by ander kruie teen verkoue’ 
(JP, MP, KC, JP1: eat berries, sleep under the tree like an umbrella, very 
dense, can make a house from it, mix leaves with other herbs against 
colds); KO: ‘baie dig’ (KO: very dense); WN: ‘kan daarin bly want dit is dig’ 
(WN: can live in it because it is dense); JB: ‘groei dig, knip onder oop en 
maak huis van hom, reën kom nie deur nie, moeilik uitmekaar getrek’ (JB: 
grows dense, cut underneath and make a house from it, rain does not go 
through, difficult to pull apart); EG: ‘besems maak, vee werf’ (EG: brooms 
made, sweep yard); DL, ML: ‘maak besems’ (DL, ML: make brooms) 
Senecio radicans 
(Asteraceae)  
[JP, MP, KC, JP1: bokbal-
letjies] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘soet, blink en rooi in droogte, groen vale - eetbaar’ (JP, 
MP, KC, JP1: sweet, shiny and red in drought, green pale one - edible) 
Silene undulata 
(Caryophyllaceae)  
[JP, MP, KC, JP1, EG: 
grashoutjie, WP: gras-
hout] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘maak moer van die wortel vir heuningbier, maak droog 
en maal’, (JP, MP, KC, JP1: make yeast from the root for mead, dry out 
and grind it up); WP: ‘medisyne’ (WP: unspecified medicine) 
Solanum retroflexum 
(Solanaceae)  
[JS, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA, JB: nasgal, 
JP, MP, KC, JP1, WN, 
DL, ML: nastergal] 
JS: ‘eet vir maag’ (JS: eat for stomach); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘eet bessies en 
maak konfyt’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: eat berries and make jam); MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘medisyne, bitter, vrank smaak, giftig’ (MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA : medicine, bitter, astringent taste, poisonous); JB: ‘gif, 




[WN: klein kattekruie] 








no uses recorded 
Teucrium africanum 
(Lamiaceae)  
[JP, MP, KC, JP1, DL, 
ML: katjie-drie-blaar] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘stink reuk’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: bad smell) 
Tropaeolum majus 
(Tropaeolaceae)  
JS: kou blare en blomme en sluk sop vir seerkeel’ (JS: chew leaves and 
flowers and swallow juice for sore throat); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘net vir die 
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[JS, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA: kappertjies, 
JP, MP, KC, JP1, WP, JB, 
EG, DL, ML: kappertjie] 
mooi, kan gebruik word as kruie ook’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: just beautiful, can 
be used as herbs also (unspecified medicine); WP: ‘net ‘n blom’ (WP: only 
a flower); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘suig blommetjie uit – soet’ 
(MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: suck flower out – sweet); JB: ‘sit op 
brood en eet dit’ (JB: put on bread and eat it); DL, ML: ‘eet die saad 
‘kossie’, vir verkoue, sterk, brand verkoue weg’ (DL, ML: eat the seed 
‘food’, for colds, strong, burns cold away) 
Tulbaghia capensis 
(Alliaceae)  
[WP, JB: veldknoffel] 
WP: ‘rond, borskwale, oranje blom’ (WP: round, chest ailments, orange 
flower); JB: ‘sere’ (JB: sores) 
Tulbaghia violacea 
(Alliaceae)  
[MR, RR: knoffel, JS, JP, 
MP, KC, JP1, WP, MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA, KO, EG, DL, ML: 
wildeknoffel] 
MR, RR: ‘gebruik in kos soos uie’ (MR RR: used in foods like onions); JS: 
‘eet in plaas van uie, maak sop, kap fyn en gooi in kookwater vir keel’ (JS: 
eat instead of onions, make soup, chop finely and pour in boiling water for 
throat); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘kerf op en gooi by kruie vir verkoue, griep, gooi 
by kos soos wildsvleis en sop’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: carve up and add to 
herbs for colds, influenza, pour in foods such as venison and soup); WP: 
‘gooi in kos soos uie’ (WP: add in food like onions); MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA: ‘kos, sit in sakkie saam wildeals om kinders se nekke vir 
borskwale’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: food, put in a bag with 
wildeals (Artemisia afra) around childrens’ necks for chest ailments); KO, 




bos, JS, JP, MP, KC, JP1, 
KO: krimpsiek] 
JB: ‘gevaarlik vir diere, gee beeste krimpsiekte, diere trek agteroor as 
simptoom, smeer petrol in agter die horings of nek om die dier te laat 
oorleef, vullis plant wat uitgeroei moet word’ (JB: dangerous for animals, 
give cattle shrink disease, animals bent backwards as symptom, spread 
gasoline behind the horns or neck to make the animal survive, weedy 
plant that must be cut off); JS: ‘diere eet en word siek’ (JS: animals eat 
and become sick); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘ent vratte af – T. wallichii (JP: graft 
warts off - T. wallichii); KO: ‘gevaarlik’ (KO: dangerous) 
Tylecodon paniculatus 
(Crassulaceae)  
[MR, RR, JS, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, WP, MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO, 
WN, JB, EG, DL, ML: 
botterboom] 
MR, RR: ‘ry teen die rand uit, twee persone op ‘n lang botterboom, gooi 
water tussen die klowe op die klippe om glad te maak’ (MR, RR: ride out 
at the edge, two persons on a long butter tree trunk, pour water between 
the ravines on the stones to make it slippery); JS: ‘ry’ (JS: ride); JP, MP, 
KC, JP1: ‘ry op klipplate, vlek jou klere permanent, gooi pad nat’ (JP, MP, 
KC, JP1: ride on stone slabs, stain your clothes permanently, make road 
wet); WP: ‘ry, taai’ (WP: ride, sticky); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘ry, 
maak pad nat, maak stuur, vlek klere, speel pophuisie deur kos te maak 
van hom vir speel-speel’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ride, make 
road wet, make steer, stain clothes, play dollhouse by making pretent food 
from it), KO: ‘ry, skuur plat, breek dun stukke af’ (KO: ride, rub flat, break 
pieces off then); WN: ‘ry, vlek klere’ (WN: ride, stain clothes); JB: ‘ry as ‘n 
kind’ (JB: ride as a child); EG: ‘ry teen modderwalle’ (EG: ride against mud 




JB: ‘staan in die water’ (JB: stands in the water) 
Urtica urens (Urticaceae)  
[HH, LH, JS, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, WP, MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA, JB, 
EG, DL, ML: brandnekel, 
WN: perdebrandnekel] 
 
HH, LH: ‘masels (Duitse brandnekel is kompak)’ (HH, LH: measles 
(German stinging nettle is compact); JS: ‘masels, trek masels uit sodat dit 
buitekant toe uit slaan’ (JS: measles, causes rash of measles to erupt 
outwards and not inwards); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘twee soorte – perde 
brandnekel wat soos groente geeet word, trek ook saam klipblom vir 
blaaspyne, kan jou ook af vee’ (JP: two kinds - horses stinging nettle 
eaten as vegetables, infuse also with klipblom (Xanthoparmelia spp.) for 
bladder pains, can also wipe yourself); WP: ‘meng saam heuningdou en 
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duweltjies en bokmis vir masels wat ingeslaan het sodat die masels 
uitslaan; slym op bors (brongitis/longontsteking) wat agterbly, bedompig 
maak as asmapompie gebruik word, gebruik dus nie pompie nie’ (WP: mix 
with heuningdou (Pegolettia baccharidifolia) and duwweltjies [thorny fruits 
of Tribulus terrestris] and bokmis (goat manure) for measles to erupt 
outwards and not inwards; persistent mucus on the chest (bronchitis/ 
pneumonia), do not use an asthma pump); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA: ‘behandel tandpyn, vryf en druk in die oor vir oorsteek, haal steek 
weg; masels, puisies gekry van slaan daarmee’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, 
DP1, DA: treats toothache, rub and press it into the ear for otitis, takes the 
sting away, got measle-like pimples when being hit with it); WN: ‘behandel 
griep’ (WN: treats influenza); JB: ‘gebruik teen suiker, trek en drink dit; 
brand jou vel’ (JB: use against diabetes, infuse and drinkit ; “burns” your 
skin); DL, ML: ‘trek en drink dit saam met ander kruie soos brandnekels vir 
masels’ (DL, ML: infuse and drink it together with other herbs that are 
similar to brandnekels to treat measles) 
Vachellia karroo 
(Fabaceae)  
[MR, RR, JB, JS, CM, EP, 
LM, MW, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, WP, MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO, 
WN, EG, DL, ML: 
doringboom] 
 
MR, RR: ‘goeie brandhout, beter as blackwattle, kole hou langer; eet gom; 
gorrel bas vir seer mangels’ (MR RR: 'good firewood, better than 
Blackwattle, fire lasts longer; eat gum, gargle bark for sore tonsils); JB: 
‘kap bas vir maagseer, trek op vier bottels water op ‘n stuk bas en kook tot 
op twee bottels, vrank smaak laat sere in jou maag genees, eet gom, 
goeie brandhout’ (JB: chop bark for stomach ulcer, infuse in four bottles of 
water per piece of bark and boil until reduced to two bottles, astringent 
taste heals sores in your stomach, eat gum, good firewood); CM, EP, LM, 
MW: ‘eet gom, vir seer oë trek blare in kook water en was oë uit, gebruik 
die bas vir keelseer deur dit te trek en in jou mond te hou, vir mondsweer 
word die ‘gumbol’ gebruik’ (CM, EP, LM, MW: eat gum, for sore eyes 
infuse leaves in boiling water and wash eyes out, use the bark for sore 
throat by infusing it and keep in your mouth, for mouth ulcers use the 
'gumbol'); JS: ‘eet gom wat help vir maag en kap en drink die bas ook’ 
(JS: eat glue to help for stomach ailments and chop and drink the bark 
also); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘vuurmaak hout, goeie brandhout, trek bas vir 
mangels, gooi bas in water oornag en gooi gebreide vel, leer in die 
volgende dag vir ‘n mooi kleur, leer looiery’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: good 
firewood, infuse bark for tonsillitis, infuse bark in water overnight and put 
fine leather in the next day for a nice color, leather tanning); WP: ‘gebruik 
bas vir suiker, eet gom soos medisyne vir binneparte, taai, vrank smaak – 
bubblegum, goeie brandhout maar duur’ (WP: use bark for diabetes, eat 
gum like medicine for inner organs, sticky, astringent taste - bubblegum, 
good firewood but expensive); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘krap bas 
en sit in kookwater, was kinder mondsere daarmee uit’ (MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA: scrape bark and place in boiling water, wash childrens 
mouth sores with it); KO: ‘goeie brandhout, eet gom’ (KO: good firewood, 
eat gum); WN: ‘gorrel bas vir mangels, vrank smaak’ (WN: gargle bark for 
tonsillitis, astringent taste); EG: ‘eet gom, sagte peul, maak koffie van droë 
peulpit – rooster, seerkeel, kook en kap bas uit, vat rooi binnebas en 
gorrel’ (EG: eat gum, soft pod, make coffee from dry podseed - roast, sore 
throat, boil and chop bark, take inner red bark and gargle); DL, ML: ‘goeie 




[MR, RR: litjiestee, 
voëlent, HH, LH, JB, JS, 
MR, RR: ‘maer word (verslankingsmiddel)’ (MR RR: becoming lean 
(weightloss agent); HH, LH: ‘die voëlent wat groei op die bietouboom kan 
gebruik word vir hare was’ (HH, LH: the mistletoe that grows on the 
bietouboom can be used for washing hair); JB: ‘lekker tee, drink met 
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JP, MP, KC, JP1, KO, 
WN, EG, DL, ML: voëlent, 
EG: mistletoe] 
suiker en melk’ (JB: nice tea, drink with sugar and milk); JS: ‘goed vir 
hoofpyn’ (JS: good for headaches); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘medisyne – trek vir 
tee, dierekos, gebruik vir suiker en hoë bloed, sny gleuf in takkie en ent 
vrat af, steek vrat stukkend en smeer bloed op takkie van voëlent - dun 
blou takkie - en [of] kerkeibos (Crassula ovata)’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: 
medicine - infuse for tea, animal food, used for diabetes and high blood 
pressure, cut a notch in branch and “graft” the wart onto the plant – pierce 
the wart and smear the blood onto a twig of voëlent – thin blue twig – and 
[or] kerkeibos (Crassula ovata); WP: ‘voëlent wat groei op ghwarrieboom 
en renosterbos word gedrink vir suiker’ (WP: voëlent that grows on the 
ghwarrieboom (Euclea undulata) and renosterbos (Elytropappus 
rhinocerotis) is drunk for diabetes); KO: ‘gevreet deur diere’ (KO: eaten by 
animals); WN: ‘swel in water vorige aand, gout – jig (borrie ook)’ (WN: 
soak overnight in water (so that it expands), gout (turmeric can be used 
too); EG: ‘tee, gee melkbokke en beeste melk, stimuleer melkvloei 
(lactation), gout (jig)’ (EG: tea, gives milk goats and cattle milk, stimulate 
milkflow (lactation), gout); DL, ML: ‘drink as tee, gebruik die wat op die 
noemnoem bos groei as tee vir gout’ (DL, ML: drink as tea, use what is 
growing on the noemnoem (Carissa haematocarpa) shrub as tea for gout) 
Viscum continuum 
(Santalaceae)  
[WP, RC, MA, MP1, RM, 
EA, DP, DP1, DA: 
voëlent, RC: litjiestee] 
WP: ‘gebruik voëlent wat groei op doringboom vir suiker’ (WP: use voëlent 
that grows on the thorntree for diabetes); RC: ‘groei aan die doringboom’ 
(RC: grows on the thorntree); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘drink die 
bessie wat groei in die doringboom’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: 









[JP, MP, KC, JP1, MA, 
MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, 
DA, KO, JB, EG, DL, ML: 
klipblom] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘as heuningmoer suur raak – water van gekookte 
klipblom, koel af, gooi water op moer wat suur is, trek suur uit moer, 
gebruik ook vir blaas en nier pyne’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: when honey yeast 
goes sour - boiled water from klipblom, cool down, pour water on yeast 
that is sour, draw sourness out of yeast, also used for bladder and kidney 
pains); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA: ‘maak droog en maal, sit op kind 
se tong vir mondsproei wanneer kind se mond seer is’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA: dry out and grind, place on child’s tongue for oral thrush 
when child’s mouth is sore); KO: ‘trek tande, trek in warm water, spoel 
mond uit en tande val uit na twee weke, as tand half los is, spoel mond uit 
soggens en saans’ (KO: draw teeth, infuse in warm water, rinse mouth out 
and teeth falls out after two weeks, if tooth is loose, rinse mouth out in the 
mornings and evenings); JB: ‘groen, groei op asbesdakke, trek’ (JB: 
green, grows on asbestos roofs, infuse); EG: ‘lichen’ (EG:  lichen); DL, 
ML: ‘tande uitval, kook en gebruik in water, rook ook om tande los te 
maak’ (DL, ML: teeth fall out (toothache), boil and use in water, smoke as 
well to make teeth loose)  
Zantedeschia aethiopica 
(Araceae)  
[JS, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA, KO, JB: 
varkiesblom, JP, MP, KC, 
JP1, WP, DL, ML: varkie-
blom, EG: varkblom, 
aronskelk] 
JS, MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO: ‘net vir mooi’ (JS, MA, MP1, 
RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO: just beautiful); JP, MP, KC, JP1, WP: ‘geen 
nut’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1, WP: no use); JB: ‘mooigeid, groei by water plekke’ 
(pretty, grows at water places); EG: ‘stinkolie gebruik – trek uitwendig 
(EG: stink oil used – infuse externally, topical use – unspecified 
medicine)’, DL, ML: ‘mooigeid’ (DL, ML: prettiness) 
Zingiber officinale 
(Zingiberaceae)  
JS: ‘koop by winkel, bak koeke ens. daarmee’ (JS: buy at shop, bake 
cakes etc. with it); JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘koop by winkel’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: 
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[JS, JP, MP, KC, JP1, 
WP, MA, MP1, RM, EA, 
DP, DP1, DA, KO, JB, 
EG, DL, ML: gemmer] 
buy at store); MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO, JB: ‘gemmerbier 
maak’ (MA, MP1, RM, EA, DP, DP1, DA, KO, JB: make gingerbeer); DL, 




[JP, MP, KC, JP1: 
skuimbos] 
JP, MP, KC, JP1: ‘skuim in jou hande’ (JP, MP, KC, JP1: foams in your 
hands) 
 
All known uses including food plants, crafts and games in Barrydale, are 
presented in Table 6.2. According to the primary data collected for Barrydale in the 
western Little Karoo, at least 160 useful species are known to the participants. This 
includes 27 species that were not represented in the flip-file that were added to these 
results. The 14 species (with recorded vernacular names) but without uses in 
Barrydale were Acorus calamus, Cassytha ciliolata, Cliffortia ruscifolia, Diosma 
acmaeophylla, Garuleum bipinnatum, Hoodia pilifera, Hypoxis hemerocallidae, 
Lycium horridum, Pelargonium elongatum, Salsola aphylla, Stachys aethiopica, 
Tarchonanthus littoralis, Teucrium africanum and Typha capensis. The reason for 
this might be because of their limited availability in the western Little Karoo or that 
they are not useful in this village.  
Table 6.3 contains the primary data of all useful plants recorded by 20 
participants in Zoar. 
 
Table 6.3: Primary data of all useful plants collected during ethnobotanical 
field surveys in Zoar, western Little Karoo.  
Abbreviations for 20 participants: Alisa (“Suster Allie”) Jantjies (AJ), Anna (“Annie”) 
Booysen (AB1), Anne Fortuin (AF), Antonie (“Mannie”) Parson (AP), Barnard 
(“Baan”) Linderts (BL), Cavall (“Cavii”) Adams (CA), Dianne Hardien (DH), Dina 
Linderts (DL), Elise Festus (EF), Elisabet (“Elise”) Herandien (EH), Elizabeth Ambros 
(EA), Joseph (“Soppie”) Fourie (JF), Katriena Fourie (KF), Katriena van Ster (KV), 
Lesley Dale (“Gaza”) Ludick (LL), Maria (“Sussie Rooiberg”) Herandien (MH), Martha 
(“Makkie”) Roos (MR), Mona Wonderlik (MW), Regina (“Gina”) Fortuin (FR), Sias 
Smit (SS).  
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EF: ‘paljas -, polisie kan nie ‘n Rasta vang nie, trek en was jou hare – 
haar groei stimuleerder’ (EF: “paljas” – magic medicine (psychological 
conditions) – police can not catch a Rasta, infuse and wash your hair - 




plakkie, MR, AB1: 
vaalplakkie, AF: 
bontplakkie] 
SS: ‘braai in as en drup in oor (oorontsteking)’ (SS: fry in ash and drop in 
ear (otitis); MR, AB1: ‘klein, groei in koelte, het spikkel blare, breek af en 
druk in die as vir steek in die oë’ (MR, AB1: small, growing in shade, the 
leaves are speckled, break off and place in ash for ophthalmia 
(conjunctivitis); AF: ‘eet dit’ (AF: eat it) 
Agathosma spp. (Rutaceae)  
[MR, AB1, MH, LL, EH, JF, 
KF: boegoe] 
 
MR, AB1: ‘boegoewater – gebruik vir alle siektes (tonikum) asook vir hoë 
bloeddruk’ (MR, AB1: buchu water - used for all diseases (tonic) and for 
high blood pressure); MH, LL: ‘kook in water vir rug en blaas’ (MH, LL: 
boil in water for backache and bladder (urinary ailments); EH: ‘gebruik vir 
baie dinge, rug, niere en nierstene, uriendrywer’ (EH: used for many 
things (unspecified medicine), backache, kidneys and kidney stones 
(kidney ailments), diuretic); JF, KF: ‘medisyne vir hoë bloed en niere’ (JF, 
KF: medicine for high blood pressure and kidneys (kidney ailments)   
Agathosma cerefolium 
(Rutaceae)  
[BL, DL: anysboegoe] 
BL, DL: ‘gesondheid (tonikum), hoë bloeddruk en suiker’ (BL, DL: health 
(tonic), high blood pressure and diabetes) 
Agave americana 
(Asparagaceae)  
[AP, AF, RF, BL, DL, MH, 
LL, EH, JF, KF, CA, EF: 
garingboom] 
AP: ‘kap stukkend vir beesvoer, maak klimlere daarvan’ (AP: chop into 
pieces for cattle fodder, make ladders of it); AF, RF: ‘kap op vir beeste, 
blomtakke word gebruik vir klimlere’ (AF, RF: chop infuse for cattle, 
flowering branches are used for ladders); BL, DL: ‘maak water vore vir 
diere, maak pale met bloeiwyses, versierings as kersboom’ (BL, DL: 
makes water-furrow for animals, making poles with inflorescences, 
decorate as a Christmas tree); MH, LL: ‘voer blare vir beeste, maak 
klimlere van die blomstele’ (MH, LL: feed leaves to cattle, make ladders of 
the peduncle); EH: ‘haal wortel knol uit grond uit en kerf op, gooi in glas 
pot met water en kook vir suiker (versoeter – Agave stroop), maak 
klimlere van pale, voer vir beeste’ (EH: dig tuber from the soil and notch 
up, pour into glass pot with water and boil for diabetes, make ladders of 
poles, fodder for cattle); JF, KF: ‘beesvoer, kerf, haal dorings af met mes, 
met die paal kan klimlere van gemaak word met houtjies vir sporte van 
bloubos hout of swartolien hout, boorgat, steek vas en draai met draad, 
sewe tot agt meter lange leer’ (JF, KF: cattle fodder, notch and remove 
thorns with a knife, the poles can be used to make ladders with sticks 
used for for sports of bluebush wood or swartolien wood, well, stopped 
and faced with wire, seven to eight meters long learning); CA: ‘beeste eet 
dit’ (CA: cattle eat it); EF: ‘sny blaar oop en sit op liddoring, more oggend 
gooi jy dit weg sonder om te kyk, sit aanmekaar op tot weg, sambok maak 
van ‘toue’, lere van pale, eetbaar vir skape – kap’ (EF: cut leaf open and 
place on corn, tomorrow morning you throw it away without looking, do 
this until its gone, make ‘sjambok’ (a type of whip) from ‘ropes’, ladders 
from poles, edible for sheep – chop) 
 
Aloe ferox (Asphodelaceae)  
[AP, SS, MR, AB1, BL, DL, 
MH, LL, EH, JF, KF, CA, 
EF: aalwyn] 
 
AP: ‘uitgetap en pilletjies gemaak met meel – bloed skoonmaak, gooi 
blare in die water vir die skape teen diere siektes’ (AP: tapped out and 
pills are made with flour - blood cleansing, throw leaves in the water for 
the sheep against animal diseases (veterinary medicine); SS: ‘tap aalwyn 
vir sap, oumense gebruik dit vir vlooie – maak jou bloed bitter dan byt die 
vlooie nie aan jou nie (insekdrywend/ insekweerder), maak jou bloed 
skoon, uitslag, vlooie in die huis en in hoenderhokke’ (SS: tap aloe juice, 





Anecdotes collected during ethnobotanical surveys (Afrikaans 
anecdotes are often grammatically incorrect but are given exactly 
as they were recorded; likewise, the English translations may not 
be grammatically perfect but hopefully captures the essence of the 
anecdote) 
old people use it for fleas - makes your blood bitter then the fleas will not 
bite you, cleans your blood, rashes, fleas in the home and in chicken 
cages (insect repellent); MR, AB1: ‘drup, sny blare af en skille en eet vir 
suiker, maak meel pilletjies vir maag skoon maak’ (MR, AB1: drip, cut 
leaves and peels and eat for diabetes, make flour pills to clean stomach); 
BL, DL: ‘bloed skoonmaak en laat maag werk’ (BL, DL: cleaning blood 
and allows stomach to work); MH, LL: ‘drink vir hoë bloed en suiker, maak 
pilletjies met druppels in die meel om opelyf te gee, gooi blare in water vir 
hoenders’ (MH, LL: drink for high blood pressure and diabetes, make pills 
with drops in the flour to give bowel movements, throw leaves in water for 
chickens); EH: ‘gebruik vir vel, suiker, tap sap en maak pilletjies, droë 
blaar word op water gegooi in glas pot as behandeling vir hardlywige 
maag, ontstelde maag, suiker en hoë bloed’ (EH: used for skin, diabetes, 
tap juice and make pills, dry leaf infused in water in a glass jar as a 
treatment for constipated stomach, upset stomach, diabetes and high 
blood pressure); JF, KF: ‘tap, verkoop, kook in blik vir hardlywigheid, ruik 
lekker, was diere in aalwyn water vir bosluise – sny stukkend en sit in die 
water, gee vir diere om ook te drink, maak kos aan met bitter water vir 
varke’ (JF, KF: tap, sell, boil in can for constipation, smells nice, wash 
animals in aloe water for ticks - cut into pieces and put in the water, give 
to animals also to drink, prepare food with bitter water for pigs); CA: 
‘smeer sous op kop vir skilfers, wanneer hare gedraai word (dread locks – 
rastas)’ (CA: smear juice on the head for dandruff, when hair is twisted 
(braiding – Rastas); EF:  ‘hardlywigheid, hare was (haar groei 




[MR, AB1: aalwyn, AF, RF: 
veld-aalwyn] 
MR, AB1: ‘ornamente -  hol boompie uit na uitgedroog het en gebruik as 
blompot’ (MR AB: ornaments - hollow stem out to in order to dry out and 
used as a vase); AF, RF: ‘gebruik sap vir maag skoonmaak en maag pyn’ 
(AF, RF: use juice for stomach cleaning and stomach pain)  
Amaranthus spp. 
(Amaranthaceae) 
[EH: hanekam, BL, DL, EH, 
SC: marog] 
BL, DL: ‘eet saam met mieliemeel’ (BL, DL: eat with maize meal); EH: ‘eet 
dit’ (EH: eat it) 
Anacampseros papyracea 
(Portulacaceae)  
[SS: moerbossie, EF: 
moerplantjies] 
SS: ‘volstruise eet heel op’ (SS: ostriches eats it whole); EF: ‘moer vir 






[AP: moerbos, EF: 
moerplantjies] 
AP: ‘moer vir heuningbier, gooi wortels in saam kareeboom ertjies’ (AP: 
yeast for mead, add roots along with kareeboom peas); EF: ‘moer vir 









[SS, MR, AB1: 
waterblommetjie] 
SS: ‘eet, lekker saam met kortrib’ (SS: eat, nice with short rib); MR, AB1: 
‘kry in Swellendam, eet dit’ (MR AB: get in Swellendam, eat it)  
Aptosimum indivisum 
(Scrophulariaceae) 
[AP: brandbos, SS: 
kinkhoesbos, MH, LL, EH, 
AP: ‘mondsproei’ (AP: oral thrush); SS: ‘trek vir verkoue’ (SS: infuse for 
colds); MH, LL: ‘tonikum teen moegheid, trek soos tee, kort asem 
(kinkhoesbos)’ (MH, LL: tonic against fatigue, infuse like tea, shortness of 
breath (whooping cough - kinkhoesbos); EH: ‘brand en trek uit, gooi in 





Anecdotes collected during ethnobotanical surveys (Afrikaans 
anecdotes are often grammatically incorrect but are given exactly 
as they were recorded; likewise, the English translations may not 
be grammatically perfect but hopefully captures the essence of the 
anecdote) 
JF, KF: brandbossie, EF: 
skil-padbos] 
water en drink, gooi as in olie vir oorsteek (oorpyn)’ (EH: burn and infuse 
out of the fire, pour in water and drink, pour ash in oil for otitis (earache); 
JF, KF: ‘brandplekke, maak droog, maal en gooi op seer plek, omlope 
(ringworm) – skroei en sit in vaseline, smeer aan’ (JF, KF: burn wounds, 
dry out, grind and put on sore, ringworm - scorch and place in petroleum 
jelly, apply to ringworm); EF: ‘kraam, om gou geboorte te gee’ (EF: labor 




no uses recorded 
Artemisia absinthium 
(Asteraceae)  
[AP, SS, AF, RF, BL, DL, 
MH, LL, EH, JF, KF, EF: 
groenamara] 
AP: ‘maagpyn’ (AP: abdominal pain); SS: ‘trek vir deurmekaar maag’ (SS: 
infuse for stomach complaints); AF, RF: ‘maag, bitter’ (AF, RF: stomach, 
bitter); BL, DL: ‘maag medisyne’ (BL, DL: stomach medicine); MH, LL: 
‘maag’ (MH, LL: stomach); EH: ‘maagpyn’ (EH: stomach pain); JF, KF: 
‘seermaag’ (JF, KF: sore stomach); EF: ‘lopende maag, maanstonde pyn, 
koors’ (EF: diarrhoea, menstruation pains, fever) 
Artemisia afra (Asteraceae) 
[AP, SS, AF, RF, BL, DL, 
MH, LL, EH, JF, KF, CA: 
wildeals, EF: willeals] 
AP, SS: ‘groei in die veld, word gebruik vir bors probleme by kinders’ (AP, 
SS: grows in the field, is used for chest problems in children); AF, RF: 
‘maak stroop vir bors saam met suiker en knoffel vir kinders’ (AF, RF: 
make syrinfuse for chest and add garlic and diabetes for children); BL, 
DL: ‘trek stroop vir griep, pak ook op bors’ (BL, DL: infuse syrup for 
influenza, also place on chest); MH, LL: ‘borskwale, verkoue (colds), hoes 
(cough), gebruik saam met rooiblomsalie en wynruit vir kinders wat hoes 
(cough), trek tee, dra sakkie om nek saam knoffel en wynruit vir kinders 
se bors’ (MH, LL: chest ailments, colds, coughs, use with rooiblomsalie 
(Salvia microphylla) and wynruit (Ruta graveolens) for children with 
coughs, infuse tea, wear bag around the neck with garlic and wynruit for 
children's chest); EH: ‘eet een takkie vir hoë bloeddruk, gebruik saam 
wynruit en roosmaryn, trek as tee en drink vir hoë bloed, dra ook in sakkie 
saam knoffel om die nek of steek vas aan vest, kook stroop saam 
gemmer vir hoes (cough)’ (EH: eat a sprig for high blood pressure, use in 
conjunction with wynruit and rosemary, infuse as a tea and drink for high 
blood pressure, carry in bag with garlic around the neck or fasten to vest, 
boil syrup with ginger for cough); JF, KF: ‘gebruik saam ysterbos toppe – 
kook stroop vir bors en hoes stroop’ (JF, KF: used together with ysterbos 
(Dodonaea viscosa) tops - boil syrup for chest ailments and as a cough 
syrup); CA: ‘groei nie so sterk by die huis as in die berg nie’ (CA: does not 
grow as strong at home as in the mountain); EF: ‘koors, griep, 




[AP, AF, MH, LL, EH, CA: 
witvergeet, bitterwortel]  
 
AP: ‘baie gebruik deur die Bantoes, paljas  – beskerm mense’ (AP: used a 
lot by the Bantu, “paljas” - magic medicine (psychological conditions) – 
protect people); AF: ‘wit blom wat nie lekker ruik nie’ (AF: white flower that 
does not smell nice); MH, LL: ‘gebruik die wortel - steek jou weg (paljas), 
hou in jou kar, as jou kar stukkend is, niemand sal jou sien nie, jy kan 
verby verkeerspolisie ry sonder lisensie en hulle sal jou nie raak sien nie’ 
(MH, LL: use the root – hides you away (“paljas” - magic medicine 
(psychological conditions), keep in your car, if your car is broken, no one 
will see you, you can drive pass traffic police without a license and they 
will not see you); EH: ‘kalamoes (Acorus calamus) – genees maagkanker’ 
(EH: calamus (Acorus calamus) – heals stomach cancer); CA: ‘lyk amper 
soos swartstorm, maak gaatjies en hang op hangertjies’ (CA: looks almost 
like swartstorm (Galium tomentosum), make holes and hang up on 
hangers) 





Anecdotes collected during ethnobotanical surveys (Afrikaans 
anecdotes are often grammatically incorrect but are given exactly 
as they were recorded; likewise, the English translations may not 




[SS: kortbeen kattedoring, 
BL, DL, MH, LL, EH, JF, 
KF: kattedoring] 
SS: ‘TB’ (SS: TB); BL, DL: ‘TB – gebruik wortel en kook in een tot twee 
liters water’ (BL, DL: TB - using root and boil in one to two liters of water); 
MH, LL: ‘trek wortels vir TB’ (MH, LL: infuse roots for TB); EH: ‘gebruik die 
wortel vir TB, meng met kankerbos en swartkarroobos (kapokbos) ook vir 
TB’ (EH: use the root for TB, mix with kankerbos (Lessertia frutescens) 
and swartkarroobos (kapokbos – Eriocephalus sp.) also for TB); JF, KF: 
‘wortels gebruik vir niere’ (JF, KF: roots used for kidneys) 
Asparagus capensis 
(Asparagaceae)  
[AP, AF: kattedoring] 
AP: ‘knolle onder die grond, balletjies – gebruik teen onvrugbaarheid’ (AP: 
tubers under the ground, small bulbs - use against infertility); AF: ‘gebruik 
wortels vir TB’ (AF: use roots for TB) 
Asparagus densiflorus 
(Asparagaceae)  
[SS, MR, AB1: kattedoring] 
SS: ‘trek knolle vir asma’ (SS: infuse tubers for asthma); MR, AB1: ‘TB’ 




[SS, MH, LL: siering, EF: 
paddaogie] 
SS: ‘soetsuur smaak’ (SS: sweet and sour taste); MH, LL: ‘eetbare wortel, 
stingels en blomme, suur smaak, gooi blomme in slaai’ (MH, LL: edible 
root, stems and flowers, sour taste, throw flowers in salad); EF: ‘trek as 
kruie vir enige kwaal (tonikum), les dors, vrank smaak’ (EF: infuse as 
herbs for any ailment (tonic), thirst quencher, astringent taste) 
Ballota africana 
(Lamiaceae) 
[AP, SS, AF, MH, LL, EH, 
JF, KF, EF: kattekruid] 
 
AP: ‘verkoue, trek bos vir hartprobleem en stroke, baie gebruike’ (AP: 
colds, infuse shrub for heart problems and strokes, many uses 
(unspecified medicine); SS: ‘stoom en trek, drink vir vroue probleme, kan 
ook bed maak’ (SS: steam and infuse, drink for women ailments, can also 
make a bed with it); AF: ‘trek en drink vir manne kwale’ (AF: infuse and 
drink for male ailments); MH, LL: ‘wonde, hoofpyn – pak blare op die kop 
met asyn’ (MH, LL: wounds, headaches - pack leaves on the head with 
vinegar); EH: ‘trek vir hoes’ (EH: infuse for cough); JF, KF: ‘verkoue’ (JF, 
KF: colds); EF: ‘niere, lopende maag, cholesterol, maagkwale  – trek soos 
tee, lae bloed en suiker’ (EF: kidney ailments, diarrhoea, cholesterol, 




[AP: gifbol, CA: matoenka] 
AP: ‘bantoes gebruik die sagte velle oor die groot bol baie (wonde)’ (AP: 
Bantu use the soft peel on the big bulbs often (wounds); CA: ‘ui skilletjies 




SS: ‘draai om bene vir pyn binnekant, hou aan oornag (inflammasie)’ (SS: 




[AP: vaal olien, MH, LL, EH, 
JF, KF, CA: witolien, JF, 
KF: vaal olein] 
AP: ‘sterk hout, word saam swart olien gebruik om swingels, bylstele, 
riempie stoele en donkie karre te maak, draaghout’ (AP: strong wood, is 
used together with black olien wood to make gangrels, axe handles, 
leather belt chairs and donkey carts, neck bar); MH, LL: ‘gebruik hout’ 
(MH, LL: use wood); EH: ‘sterk, goeie hout, sparre vir heinings’ (EH: 
strong, good wood for poles for fences); JF, KF: ‘sterk hout vir swingel 
maak en kieries’ (JF, KF: strong wood to make gangrels and walking 
sticks); CA: ‘swaarder as swartolien, maak kieries’ (CA: outweigh 
swartolien, make walking sticks) 
 
          Bulbine latifolia                                                          
(A      (Asphodelaceae) 
[JF, KF: rooi wortel, EF: 
rooiworteljie] 
EF: ‘winde, hoë bloed, gewrigpyne (jig) – was, droog en sit in beursie vir 
geluk (paljas)’ (EF: flatulence, high blood pressure, gout – wash, dry and 




SS: ‘smeer aan die vel vir brandplekke, geelsug’ (SS: lubricating the skin 
for burns, jaundice); MR, AB1: ‘droog boonste deel en trek vir tee 
(medisyne)’ (MR, AB1: dry upper part and infuse for tea (unspecified 
medicine); AF, RF: ‘sere en droë velle (ekseem)’ (AF, RF: sores and dry 





Anecdotes collected during ethnobotanical surveys (Afrikaans 
anecdotes are often grammatically incorrect but are given exactly 
as they were recorded; likewise, the English translations may not 
be grammatically perfect but hopefully captures the essence of the 
anecdote) 
[SS, AJ, BL, DL: wilde 
kopiva, EH: rooiwortel, EF: 
snotuie] 
 
skin (eczema); AJ: ‘puisies, veluitslag, brandwonde, muskietbyte’ (AJ: 
pimples, rashes, burns, mosquito bites); BL, DL: ‘brandwonde, snywonde, 
insekbyte’ (BL, DL: burns, cuts, insect bites); MH, LL: ‘koorsblare’ (MH, 
LL: cold sores); EH: ‘koorsblare en sere, muskietbyte’ (EH: fever blisters 
and sores, mosquito bites); JF, KF: ‘koorsblare en seer plekke, smeer 
skuimpie aan, vat jeuk weg van muskietbyte’ (JF, KF: fever blisters and 
sores, lubricating froth, removes itch of mosquito bites); EF: ‘koorsblare, 
omlope, sere’ (EF: cold sores, ringworm, sores) 
Cadaba aphylla 
(Capparaceae) 
[AP, SS, AF, RF, BL, DL, 
MH, LL, EH, JF, KF, EF: 
swartstorm] 
AP: ‘paljas – brand vir geeste en spoke in jou huis, kan ook drink 
daarvoor’ (AP: “paljas” - magic medicine (psychological conditions) - burn 
for spirits and ghosts in your house can also be drunk for it); SS: ‘wyfie is 
dikke en mannetjie is fyn en maer, brand in die huis vir toor, hou tokkelos 
weg, wind waai dadelik as gebrand word, sit stukkie in goed om steel te 
keer (paljas)’ (SS: female is thick and male is fine and thin, burn in the 
house for spell casting, keeps tokkeloshe away, wind blows immediately  
when burned, place a piece inbetween your possesions to prevent being 
stolen (“paljas” - magic medicine (psychological conditions); AF, RF: 
‘wortel gebruik vir beskerming teen vuil dwarrel winde vanaf die 
begrafplaas (paljas)’ (AF, RF: root used for protection against dirt swirling 
winds from the graveyard (“paljas” - magic medicine (psychological 
conditions); BL, DL: ‘brand om bose geeste weg te jaag (paljas)’ (BL, DL: 
burn to chase away evil spirits (“paljas” - magic medicine (psychological 
conditions); MH, LL: ‘maag (stomach ailments), hoë bloed (high blood 
pressure), suiker (diabetes) en vir beveiliging (paljas), gebruik ook saam 
rooistorm (rooivergeet - Galium tomentosum) en witstorm - Asclepias 
crispa’ (MH, LL: stomach, high blood pressure, diabetes and security 
(“paljas” - magic medicine (psychological conditions), use also in 
conjunction with rooi storm (rooi vergeet - Galium tomentosum) and 
witstorm - Asclepias crispa); EH: ‘trek wortel en drink vir skoonmaak, 
brand in die huis vir beskerming (paljas), bring rustigheid vir die kinders’ 
(EH: infuse root and drink for cleaning (impurities), burn in the house for 
protection (“paljas” - magic medicine (psychological conditions), bring 
tranquility for children (sedative, insomnia)’; JF, KF: ‘maag’ (JF, KF: 
stomach); EF: ‘droog wortel en gooi stukkies in water vir hoë bloed, 
vuilmaag, suiker, rumatiek, cholesterol, niere, brand om vullis weg te hou, 
“bad luck” (paljas), hou vloeke uit jou huis uit, kap af vir maandstonde 
pyne’ (EF: dry root and add pieces in water for high blood pressure, 
constipation, diabetes, rheumatism, cholesterol, kidney ailments, burn to 
keep evil spells away, bad luck (“paljas” - magic medicine (psychological 
conditions), keep curses out of your house, chop off for menstruation 
pains) 
Canna indica (Cannaceae) 
[MH, LL: kanna, EF: 
kennablare] 
MH, LL: ‘maak salf met vaseline, sit op pyn plek of op borste as te veel 
melk geproduseer word (pyn en inflammasie – salf)’ (MH, LL: make 
ointment with petroleum jelly, put on pain area or breasts if too much milk 
is produced (pain and inflammation – topical ointment); EF: ‘armpyn 
(inflammasie), sterk salf, maak blaar lou en bind vas aan arm of been’ 
(EF: arm pain (inflammation), strong ointment, make leaf lukewarm and 
bind to arm or leg) 
Carissa haematocarpa 
(Apocynaceae) 
[MR, AB1: noem-noem 
bessie, AJ: noem-noem] 
MR, AB1: ‘eetbare bessie maak hande pers’ (MR, AB1: edible berry 





AP: ‘wit en geel blom eetbaar wanneer dit begin geel raak’ (AP: white and 
yellow flower edible when it starts to become yellow); SS: ‘eet blare as 





Anecdotes collected during ethnobotanical surveys (Afrikaans 
anecdotes are often grammatically incorrect but are given exactly 
as they were recorded; likewise, the English translations may not 
be grammatically perfect but hopefully captures the essence of the 
anecdote) 
[AP, AF, RF, AJ: ghoenavy, 
SS, AJ: suurvy] 
kruie, suig vrug uit, word gebruik vir winde wat nie wil opbreek nie, 
keelseer’ (SS: eat leaves as herbs, suck fruit out, is used to break a wind 
that does not want to break easily (flatulence), sore throat); AF, RF: 
‘gebruik lang stingel blaar’ (AF, RF: use long stem leaf); AJ: ‘sproei en 
eetbaar’ (AJ: oral thrush and edible)   
Carpobrotus edulis 
(Aizoaceae)  
[AP, BL, DL, MH, LL, EH, 
JF, KF, CA: ghoenavy, MR, 
AB1, Bl, DL: suurvy, EH: 
suurvygie, suurvykie, EF: 
konnavy] 
AP: ‘moeders gebruik die blaar sap vir die kinders wat tande begin kry’ 
(AP: mothers use the leaf juice for children cutting teeth); MR, AB1: 
‘eetbaar, gebruik vir mondsproei (oral thrush) en mondseer in stede van 
glycerine’ (MR, AB1: edible, used for oral thrush and mouth sores instead 
of glycerine); BL, DL: ‘koorsblare (cold sores and fever blisters), sproei in 
die mond, maak konfyt’ (BL, DL: cold sores, thrush in the mouth, making 
jam); MH, LL: ‘gorrel sap vir keelseer en mondsproei’ (MH, LL: gargle 
juice for sore throat and oral thrush); EH: ‘eetbaar vir water vir dorsles, 
mondsproei, druk sap in kind se mond, maag’ (EH: edible for quenching 
thirst, oral thrush, squeeze juice into a child's mouth, stomach); JF, KF: 
‘droëblaar word geeet, gorrel vir seerkeel (sore throat), suig vrug uit, sop 
van blare kan gebruik word vir mondsproei, “spin” jou gesig as speletjie 
deur drade te trek tussen jou hande met sop’ (JF, KF: dry leaf is eaten, 
gargle for sore throat, suck fruit out, juice of leaves can be used for oral 
thrush, "spin" your face as a game by pulling threads between your hands 
with the sticky juice); CA: ‘eetbaar’ (CA: edible); EF: ‘mondsproei, ore 
steke vir kinders, eet dit, spin van vruggie slym’ (EF: oral thrush, earache 
for children, eat it, spin some of the fruit slime) 
Carpobrotus mellei 
(Aizoaceae)  
[JF, KF: suurvy] 
JF, KF: ‘droëblaar word geeet, gorrel vir seerkeel (sore throat), suig vrug 
uit, sop van blare kan gebruik word vir mondsproei, “spin” jou gesig as 
speletjie deur drade te trek tussen jou hande met sop’ (JF, KF: dry leaf is 
eaten, gargle for sore throat, suck fruit out, juice of leaves can be used for 
oral thrush, "spin" your face as a game by pulling threads between your 
hands with the sticky juice) 
Cassytha ciliolata 
(Lauraceae) 
[AP, SS: bobbejaantou, EF: 
bojaantoue, bojaanhare] 
AP: ‘swaar goed hou (tou)’ (AP: ties heavy stuff); SS: ‘was kop daarmee 




[AP, SS, MR, AB1, AF, RF, 
AJ, MH, LL, EH, JF, KF: 
karmedik, EF: kankerbos] 
 
 
AP: ‘plat karmedik – kanker en suiker’ (AP: flat karmedik - cancer and 
diabetes); SS: ‘stekerige blom groei plat op die grond, trek vir maag, 
bitter, uriendrywer, gebruik vir blaas’ (SS: prickly flower grows flat on the 
ground, infuse for stomach bitter, diuretic, use for bladder); MR, AB1: 
‘gebruik hele plant vir alle siektes (tonikum) en in mengsel vir vroue kwale’ 
(MR, AB1: use whole plant for all diseases (tonic) and ailments and in 
mixture for women ailments); AF, RF: ‘suiker, hoë bloed, begin stadium 
van kanker’ (AF, RF: diabetes, high blood pressure, early stages of 
cancer); AJ: ‘maag probleme en maagpyn’ (AJ: stomach problems and 
stomach pain); MH, LL: ‘kanker genesing, kruie drink om kanker weg te 
hou – voorkomend, mengsel vir enige iets’ (MH, LL: cancer cure, herbal 
drink to ward off cancer - prefentative, mixture for anything (unspecified 
medicine); EH: ‘groot karmedik vir kanker’ (EH: large karmedik for 




[MH, LL: vinkelwortel] 




AP: ‘bitter bos, aambeibos groei regop maar het ‘n kort lengte en het wit 
blommetjies’ (AP: bitter bush, aambeibos grows infuseright but has a 
short length and white flowers); SS: ‘baie bitter, trek vir vrouens vir 





Anecdotes collected during ethnobotanical surveys (Afrikaans 
anecdotes are often grammatically incorrect but are given exactly 
as they were recorded; likewise, the English translations may not 
be grammatically perfect but hopefully captures the essence of the 
anecdote) 
[AP, AF, RF, BL, DL, MH, 
LL, JF, KF, CA: sespappe-
rella, SS, BL, DL: sesperel-
la, EH, EF: sesparella] 
 
nageboorte om skoon te maak en uit te drein’ (SS: very bitter, infuse for 
women for placenta (retained) to clean and to drain it out); AF, RF: 
‘gebruik binnedele vir vroue medikasie, baie bitter’ (AF, RF: use inner 
parts as women medication, very bitter); BL, DL: ‘rugpyne’ (BL, DL: 
backache); MH, LL: ‘baie bitter, drink vir die maag, kramperige maag’ 
(MH, LL: very bitter, drink for the stomach, stomach cramps); EH: 
‘galbitter bessie, maak niere skoon, gebruik vir rug, hoë bloed’ (EH: bile 
bitter berry, cleans kidneys, use for back, high blood pressure); JF, KF: 
‘bitter, gebruik teen suiker’ (JF, KF: bitter, use for diabetes); CA: ‘TB en 
kanker’ (CA: TB and cancer); EF: ‘niere, blaaskwale, hoë bloed, suiker, 
stamp en maak pleister vir tandpyn’ (EF: kidneys, urinary ailments, high 
blood pressure, diabetes, crush and make a plaster for toothache)    
Chrysocoma ciliata 
(Asteraceae)  
[AP, MH, LL, JF, KF: 
beesbossie, SS, EH, JF, 
KF, EF: beesbos] 
 
 
AP: ‘groei in die droë lande, nageboorte medisyne – vroue wat babas 
gekry het’ (AP: grows in the drylands, placenta medicine - women who got 
babies); SS: ‘was oë vir branderigheid en seer oë’ (SS: wash burning 
eyes and sore eyes); MH, LL: ‘diere vreet’ (MH, LL: animal fodder); EH: 
‘voetvroue trek dit om kraam (geboorte) aan te help’ (EH: midwifes 
infuses it to increase labor (birth); JF, KF: ‘diere eet dit’ (JF, KF: animals 
eat it); EF: ‘om te kraam, kraampyne, trek soos tee om kraam te induseer, 
versnel kraampyne’ (EF: labor inducement – prenatal, labor pains, infuse 
like tea to induce labor, speeds up labor pains)  
Cissampelos capensis 
(Menispermaceae) 
[AP, SS, AF, RF, BL, DL, 
MH, LL, EH, JF, KF, CA, 
EF: dawidtjiewortel] 
 
AP: ‘winde’ (AP: flatulence); SS: ‘groei in klipkranse, trek wortel vir rug 
(backache) en gebruik in mengsels’ (SS: grows inbetween rock wreaths, 
infuse root for backache and use in mixtures); AF, RF: ‘brand wortel en 
laat rook by neus intrek – help met geheue as jy vergeet, vir ouer mense’ 
(AF, RF: burn root and let smoke be inhaled through the nose - helps with 
memory if you forget, for older people); BL, DL: ‘winde’ (BL, DL: 
flatulence); MH, LL: ‘ontstelde maagpyn’ (MH, LL: upset stomach-aches); 
EH: ‘brand die wortel en hou voor die neus, ruik rook in twee maal per 
dag om geheue oop te maak, ook vir kinders wat sukkel op skool’ (EH: 
burn the roots and hold in front of the nose, smell (inhale) smoke in 
through the nose twice a day to open memory, even for children who are 
struggling at school); JF, KF: ‘geen nut’ (JF, KF: no use); CA: ‘eet, bitter 
maar lekker, brand vir vuilgoed (paljas), smeer aan kinders se monde as 
hulle te veel raas’ (CA: eat, bitter but very nice, burn against evil spells 
(“paljas” - magic medicine (psychological conditions), apply to children's 
mouths if they make too much noise); EF: ‘paljas, trek wortel en was 
daarin vir enige kwale (tonikum), maak hangertjie vir beskerming (paljas)’ 
(EF: “paljas” - magic medicine (psychological conditions), infuse root and 
wash in it for any ailments (tonic), make a necklace for protection (“paljas” 
- magic medicine (psychological conditions)       
Citrullus lanatus 
(Cucurbitaceae) 
[MR, AB1: makketaan, 
wilde waatlemoen] 
MR, AB1: ‘kook stukke fyn, eet dit net in Februarie’ (MR, AB1: boil pieces 





[AP: wildewingerd, MR, 
AB1: wingerdstompies, AJ: 
wingerd] 
AP: ‘kanker, kook en was bene daarin’ (AP: cancer, boil and wash legs in 




SS: ‘maak pypstele van die hout, watte in die middel word deurgesteek 
met ‘n stokkie’ (SS: make pipe stems of the wood, cotton wool in the 
middle gets pulled through with a stick) 
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[AP, BL, DL: oumeidebos, 
SS, MH, LL, EH, JF, KF, 




AP: ‘onvrugbaarheid, kry groot en klein oumeidebos’ (AP: infertility, get 
big and small oumeidebos); SS: ‘trek vir verkoue en rug, niere, drink om 
skoon te maak bietjie binne, gebruik as besem vir oond, daarna kan 
gebruik word om oond aan die brand te steek’ (SS: infuse for colds and 
back, kidneys, drink to cleanse a little inside, use as a broom for oven, 
then can be used to ignite oven); BL, DL: ‘pak op bors’ (BL, DL: pack onto 
chest); MH, LL: ‘kruie vir mense, stamp in asyn vir koors en maagpyn by 
babas’ (MH, LL: herbs for people (unspecified medicine), crush into 
vinegar for fever and abdominal pain in infants); EH: ‘koors, trek blare af 
en spuit nat met asyn, sit op maag vir inflammasie, fynhout om oond mee 
uit te vee as besem’ (EH: fever, infuse leaves and splash wet with 
vinegar, put on stomach for inflammation, kindling to sweep oven out as 
broom); JF, KF: ‘brand gou, verkoues, bos lief vir koue’ (JF, KF: burn 
quickly, colds, shrub loves cold); EF: ‘sit op kind se maag vir koors, lae 
bloeddruk, gebruik vir vuurmaak’ (EF: place on top of child’s stomach for 
fever, low blood pressure, used for making fire) 
Cotyledon orbiculata 
(Crassulaceae)  
[AP, AF, EH, JF, KF, EF: 
plakkie, SS: vaalplakkie, 
sooibrandplakkie, MH, LL: 
groot plakkie] 
AP: ‘steel op met wit blommetjies, eet binneste deel van steeltjie wanneer 
hy jonk is. (AP: stem with white flowers, eat inner part of stem when 
young); SS: ‘eet blare as vol water getrek is’ (SS: eat leaves when infused 
full of water); AF: ‘skilpaaie eet dit, kan ook dors les’ (AF: turtles eat it, can 
also quench thirst); MH, LL: ‘slegs vir mooigeid’ (MH, LL: for beauty); EH: 
‘mooigeid in die veld’ (EH: beauty in the field); JF, KF: ‘eet binneste van 
die blaar, suig nektar uit blomme – soet, plak op seer plekke’ (JF, KF: eat 
inside of the leaf, suck nectar from flowers - sweet, paste on wounds); EF: 
‘eetbaar, geen water nie – kou om dors te les, eelte  – sny plakkie oop en 
sit bo op eelt, draai toe vir twee dae, trek eelt en liddoring uit’ (EF: edible, 
no water – chew to quench thirst, calluses – cut blade open and place on 












SS: ‘trek as maag werk, stop die maagwerk (diarree)’ (SS: infuse if 
stomach runs, stops the diarrhoea) 
Cyclopia intermedia 
(Fabaceae)  
[BL, DL, MH, LL, JF, KF, 
EF: bergtee, MH, LL: 
bergblom, heuningbostee] 
MH, LL: ‘sny met die blom, kap fyn, spat nat in die oond, bak tot 
bruingebak vir sterkte tee’ (MH, LL: cut the flower, chop finely, splash wet 
in the oven, bake until brown for strong tea); EF: ‘drink as tee’ (EF: drink 
as tea) 
Cyclopia sp. (Fabaceae) 
[AP, SS: heuningbostee, 
EH, JF, KF: heuningtee, JF, 
KF: teebos] 
AP: ‘tee’ (AP: tea); SS: ‘as baie reën is bos vet’ (SS: if it rains a lot, the 
shrub is fat); EH: ‘pluk, kap, spat nat, sit in streepsak, sit in vuur, bak, 
wanneer die tee ruik, haal uit die oond en sit in die son om verder uit te 
bak’ (EH: pick, chop, splash wet, place in sack, bake, when the tea 
smells, take out of the oven and place in the sun to bake further); JF, KF: 
‘gebruik blom saam, gee geur aan tee, proe soos heuning, kap op blokkie 
met klein byl, sit op die stoof of oond, stop streepsakke vol en maak bek 
toe, maak ordentlik nat en haal die vuur uit die oond uit, hou sakke in net 
vir warmte, haal die volgende oggend uit – gesweet, ruik lekker, gooi oop 
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in son op seil totdat dit droog raak’ (JF, KF: use the flower together, gives 
flavour to tea, taste like honey, chop on blok with small axe, put on the 
stove or oven, pack sacks full and close up, wet it entirely and remove fire 
from the oven, only keep the sacks warm, take out the following morning 
– sweated, smells nice, throw in open sun on cover until it gets dry) 
Cyperus textilus 
(Cyperaceae) 
[AP: rottangbos, EH: tou 
biesie, JF, KF: tou, toue] 
AP: ‘langs rivier, kneus met plankie, raak soos tou’ (AP: along river, bruise 
with plank, become like rope); EH: ‘mandtjies vleg, kap en bind lusern 
vas’ (EH: weave baskets, cut and tie down Lucerne); JF, KF: ‘kap fyn met 
plankie – kneus, bind vas, gebruik vir rangskikkings, onderste punt is soet 
– eet’ (JF, KF: chop finely with plank - bruise, tie, used for arrangements, 
lower point is sweet – eat) 
Cyphia digitata 
(Lobeliaceae) 
[SS: broes, MH, LL: kam-
broes, EH, EF: kambroesie, 
JF, KF: kambroo] 
SS: ‘knol, rank in bosse op met wit blommetjie op enkelstam, melk’ (SS: 
tuber, climbing into bushes with white flower on single stem, milk); MH, 
LL: ‘eet nes aartappel’ (MH, LL: eat like potato); EH: ‘eet vir water, wilde 
aartappeltjie’ (EH: eat for water, wild little potato); JF, KF: ‘kleintjie, eet 
knol’ (JF, KF: young, eat tuber); EF: ‘eet dit, benodig ‘n skerp ding om uit 
te grawe’ (EF: eat it, needs a sharp object to dig it out) 
Datura stramonium 
(Solanaceae) 
[AP, AF, RF, MH, LL: 
stinkolie, BL, DL, EH, JF, 
KF: olieboom, EH: stink-
olieblaar, JF, KF: stinkblaar] 
AP: ‘onkruid in tuine, blare plak’ (AP: garden weed, leaves stick); AF, RF: 
‘gebruik blare vir pitswere’ (AF, RF: use leaves for boils); BL, DL: ‘sere, 
swere, pak blare op swelsel of stuite’ (BL, DL: sores, boils, pack leaves on 
swelling); MH, LL: ‘onkruid op lande, pitte gebruik as verdowingsmiddel’ 
(MH, LL: weeds in fields, seeds used as a phycoactive drug); EH: ‘pes, 
onkruid, sit blare op arms vir pyne (pyndoder) maar moet nie te lank op 
hou nie’ (EH: pest, weed, put leaves on arms for pain (pain killer) but 
should not be kept on for too long); JF, KF: ‘root pitte’ (JF, KF: smoke 
seeds (psychoactive drug) 
Dioscorea hemicrypta 
(Dioscoreaceae)  
[AP, SS, JF, KF: 
olifantsvoet, EH: skilpad-
toon] 
AP: ‘bye maak nes in hol knol’ (AP: bees make nest in hollow tuber); SS: 
‘onder wyer as bo, uitgehol vir water dalk’ (SS: bottom wider than the top, 
may hollow it out for water); EH: ‘skilpaaie eet dit’ (EH: turtles eat it); JF, 
KF: ‘kry by Huisrivier, hart, ystervarke eet diep uit en bye maak dan nes 
daarin’ (JF, KF: get it at Huisriver, heart, porcupines eats it out hollow so 




[SS, AF, RF: steenbokboe-
goe] 
SS: ‘fyn boegoe, lang reguit blare met kruis op kop (saadtjie), ruik van ver’ 
(SS: fine buchu, long straight leaves with cross on head (seed), smell 
from a far); AF, RF: ‘klein pers blommetjies’ (AF, RF: small purple flowers)  
Diospyros lycioides 
(Ebenaceae)  
[SS: bloubos, jakkalsbessie] 
SS: ‘trek sewe toppies vir maag teen hardlywigheid, tabakoor jakkals eet 
die bessies’ (SS: infuse seven tops for stomach against constipation, 
tabakoor fox eat the berries) 
Dittrichia graveolens 
(Asteraceae)  
[AP, EH: kakiebos] 
AP: ‘gooi op plank vloere vir vlooie – insekweerder’ (AP: throw on board 
floors for fleas - insect repellent); EH: ‘giftig, maak kinders dood – 




[AP, AF, RF, BL, DL, MH, 
LL, EH, JF, KF, EF: yster-
bos, SS: ysterhout] 
 
AP: ‘vreet vir die bokke, trek die blare vir verkoue, nie bitter nie, smaak 
soos boegoe’ (AP: fodder for goats, infuse the leaves for colds, not bitter, 
taste like buchu); SS: ‘trek vir rug en verkoue, gebruik in mengsel’ (SS: 
infuse for back and colds, used in mixture); AF, RF: ‘toppe baie goed vir 
als (tonikum)’ (AF, RF: tops very good for everything (tonic); BL, DL: 
‘griep’ (BL, DL: influenza); MH, LL: ‘gebruik toppe in mengsel vir hoes’ 
(MH, LL: use tops in mixture for cough); EH: ‘drink vir hoes saam met 
kattekruid en katjie-drie-blaar, werk koors ook weg, diere vreet hom ook’ 
(EH: drink for coughs together with kattekruid (Ballota africana) and katjie-
drie-blaar (Teucrium africanum), works away fever too, animal feed on it); 
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JF, KF: ‘gesond, gebruik die toppies saam met wilde als, maak lekker 
stroop saam suiker, hoof medisyne vir hoes stroop’ (JF, KF: healthy, use 
the tops with wormwood (Artemisia afra), makes a nice syrup together 
with sugar, main medicine for cough syrup); EF: ‘niere, blaas infeksie, 
baar skoonmaak, trek soos tee vir hoë bloed, mengsels vir sere – maak 
salf saam wildeals en bakbos’ (EF: kidneys, bladder infection, placenta 
cleansing, infuse like tea for high blood pressure, mixtures for sores – 
make ointment together with wildeals (Artemisia afra) and bakbos 
(Conyza scabrida / Nidorella ivifolia) 
Dolichothrix ericoides 
(Asteraceae)  
[SS, BL, DL, EH: 
klipanoster, JF, KF: 
kliprenoster] 
SS: ‘klein renosterbossie groei op die klippe, hoog in die kranse, hang in 
kransnaat, blom in Januarie, trek vir rugpyn’ (SS: small renosterbossie 
grows on the rocks, high up in the wreaths, hangs in wreath seam, flowers 
in January, infuse for back pain); BL, DL: ‘drink (medisyne)’ (BL, DL: drink 
(unspecified medicine); EH: ‘rugpyn en algemene pyn’ (EH: backache and 
general pain); JF, KF: ‘baie goed vir verkoue, groei klein op die kruin’ (JF, 
KF : very good for colds, grows small on the crown) 
Dysphania ambrosioides 
(Amaranthaceae) 
[MH, LL: rambos, koorsbos] 
MH, LL: ‘stamp blare in asyn en sit in lap of verband vir pyn in arms en 
bene’ (MH, LL: crush leaves in vinegar and place in cloth or bandage for 
pain in arms and legs) 
Elytropappus rhinocerotis 
(Asteraceae)  
[AP, SS, AF, RF, BL, DL, 
MH, LL, EH, CA, EF: 
anosterbos, AJ: renosterbos 
JF, KF: renoster] 
 
 
AP: ‘brand groen blare vir rook vir winter voete, trek vir suikersiekte, rook 
vir miet en bye kolwe (insekafwerend), afvee in bos’ (AP: burn green 
leaves for smoke for winter feet (chilblained feet), infuse for diabetes, 
smoke for mites and beehives (insect repellent), wipe in shrub (toilet 
paper); SS: ‘trek vir vrugbaarheid in ‘n mengsel saam met ghwarrieson 
(Pegolettia baccharidifolia), trek vir verkoue (galbitter), stoom in 
parafienblikke en gebruik ‘n spesiale fyn, digte lammerwol kombers – klim 
met die kombers in die kooi sodat geen buitelig en wind kry nie en trek die 
kombers uit en was dit, die rook van die blare is kiemdodend, gebruik bos 
vir afvee in die veld’ (SS: infuse for fertility in a mixture with ghwarrieson 
(Pegolettia baccharidifolia), infuse for colds (bile bitter), steam in parafine 
cans and use a special fine, dense lambswool blanket - climb with the 
blanket into bed so that there is no outdoor light or breeze and pull off the 
blanket and wash it, the smoke of the leaves are germicidal, use shrub for 
wiping in the field (toilet paper); AF, RF: ‘voete sweet, brand bos en 
gebruik rook’ (AF, RF: feet that sweat, burn shrub and use smoke); AJ: 
‘griep, gebruik ook saam ysterbos blare’ (AJ: influenza, also used together 
with ysterbos (Dodonea viscosa) leaves); BL, DL: ‘trek vir verkoue, 
gebruik as mengsel saam ysterbos toppies en ghwarrie blare’ (BL, DL: 
infuse for colds, used as mixture together with ysterbos tops and ghwarrie 
(Euclea undulata) leaves); MH, LL: ‘vuurmaak, drink toppe vir hoes maar 
nie baie nie’ (MH, LL: firewood, drink tops for cough but not too much); 
EH: ‘trek en drink om appelkoos maag (spoelmaag - diarree) te stop, 
lekker vuurmaak brandhout’ (EH: infuse and drink to stop apricot stomach 
(diarrhoea), nice firemaking firewood);  ; JF, KF: ‘brandhout, sit onder jou 
bed om aan mekaar vas te sit, gebruik vir die maak van ‘n boshuis – 
waterdig, gebruik vir mure en hele dak, voëlent op renoster is hart 
medisyne vir ‘n lek hart’ (JF, KF: firewood, place under your bed to stick 
together, used to make a bush chalet - waterproof, used for walls and 
entire roof, mistletoe on renosterbos is heart medicine for a leak heart); 
CA: ‘brand vir lekker geur’ (CA: burn for nice flavour); EF: ‘gebruik droë 
kant om vuur op te maak, trek kleintjie vir maagkrampe, stamp en gooi in 
kind se oor met lou soetolie vir steek in die oor’ (EF: use dry side to make 
fire, infuse small one for stomach cramps, crush and pour in childs’ ear 
with lukewarm sweetoil for otitis (earache) 
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[AP, MH, LL: bokboegoe, 
EF: langblaarboegoe] 





[AP: TB-bos, SS, AF, RF, 
BL, DL, JF, KF: kapokbos, 




AP: ‘TB – trek gars vir tee’ (AP: TB - infuse barley for tea); SS: ‘trek vir 
verkoue, kapokvoëltjies maak nes van wit blom’ (SS: infuse for colds, 
kapok birds make nests of white flowers); AF, RF: ‘drink (medisyne)’ (AF, 
RF: drink (unspecified medicine); BL, DL: ‘rug en maag probleme, help vir 
kanker’ (BL, DL: back and stomach problems, help for cancer); MH, LL: 
‘TB, mengsel vir TB hoes’ (MH, LL: TB, mixture for TB cough); JF, KF: 
‘hoofmedisyne – gebruik saam waboombas – meng en gooi op kookwater 
vir enige lyf pyn’ (JF, KF: main medicine - in conjunction with waboombas 
(Protea nitida) - mix and pour in boiling water for any body pain); EF: 
‘swanger, nageboorte pyn, gewrigpyne, meng saam met oumeidbos om 
swanger te raak, vrugbaarheid’ (EF: pregnant, postnatal pain, gout, mix 










no uses recorded 
Euclea undulata 
(Ebenaceae) 
[AP, MR, AB1, AF, RF, AJ, 
BL, DL, JF, KF: ghwarrie, 
SS, EH, EF: ghwarriebos, 




AP: ‘stam baie hard, goeie vuurmaak hout; eet bessies van die ghwarrie 
na die reën’ (AP: crush very hard, good firewood; eat berries from the 
ghwarrie after the rain); SS: ‘trek vir pyne saam ander plante’ (SS: infuse 
for pains along with other plants); MR, AB1: ‘brandhout, maak harde kool, 
kan ook gebruik vir ornamente maak’ (MR, AB1: firewood, make hard 
coal, can also be used for making ornaments); AF, RF: ‘brandhout’ (AF, 
RF: fire wood); AJ: ‘brandhout en eetbare bessies’ (AJ: firewood and 
edible berries); BL, DL: ‘eet bessies, maak mengsel saam pruimboom 
blare en ghwarrie blare vir vroue wat insteriel is (onvrugbaarheid), 
bevorder vrugbaarheid’ (BL, DL: eat berries, make mixture together with 
pruimboom (Pappea capensis) leaves and ghwarrie leaves for women 
who are infertile, promote fertility); MH, LL: ‘trek blare vir hoë bloed, 
suiker, goeie brandhout, eetbare bessies’ (MH, LL: infuse leaves for high 
blood pressure and diabetes, good firewood, edible berries); EH: ‘eet 
bessies, brandhout’ (EH: eat berries, firewood); JF, KF: ‘eet bessies, as 
dit droog (dood) is kan dit afgehaal word, vee eet’; (JF, KF: eat berries, 
when dry (dead) it can be collected, fodder for cattle); EF: ‘trek blare vir 
maagkrampe, winde, nier probleme, lae en hoë bloed, rumatiek  en 
arthritis, eet bessies, goeie brandhout, eet vrug soos litchi, suur, bas – 
afkap, son in ooste, skadu val teen bas om te kap, tee, blaas, niere, hoë 
bloed, suiker, rumatiek’ (EF: infuse leaves for stomach cramps, flatulence, 
kidney ailments, low and high blood pressure, rheumatism and arthiritis, 
eat the berries, good firewood, eat fruit like litchi, sour, bark – chop off, 
sun in the east, shadow fall against bark to chop, tea, bladder, kidneys, 
high blood pressure, diabetes, rheumatism) 
Euphorbia mauritanica 
(Euphorbiaceae)  
[AP, MR, AB1, AF, MH, LL, 
EH, JF, KF, EF: melkbos, 
SS: vingermelkbos] 
 
AP: ‘kook in water en spat vir weerluise, kakkerlakke en vlooie 
(insekafweerder), vratte’ (AP: boil in water and splash for bed bugs, 
cockroaches and fleas, warts); SS: ‘eelt onder die voet, plak vas, 
versmoor eelt dood, trek pleister vir vratte, was nie af nie’ (SS: calluses 
under the foot, glue to it, suffocate calluses, blister plaster for warts, do 
not wash off); MR, AB1: ‘taai sap’ (MR AB: sticky juice); AF: ‘litte, laat 
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 vraaitjies afval deur gaatjies reg rondom vrat te maak en melk op te sit’ 
(AF: limbs, let warts fall off by making holes around wart and apply milk to 
it); MH, LL: ‘vratte (warts)– smeer aan en blaas na die vol maan, gooi weg 
daarna, rooiwortel, drink vir kinders maak – vrugbaarheid (infertility)’ (MH, 
LL 'warts - lubricant and blow to the full moon, then throw away, red root, 
drink to make children – fertility); EH: ‘vratte verwyder, maak vrat 
stukkend, smeer aan en gooi weg oor skouer sonder om om te kyk’ (EH: 
warts removed, break wart open, apply and throw away over shoulder 
without looking back); JF, KF: ‘maak droog en steek aan die brand, blou 
as kan geverf word aan bees om sy kleur te verander, maak bees blou 
om gesteel te word, sement blou-grys kleursel, verf ook bande om 
vensters en deure, verf blou met as, kleur soos sement, grys strepe op 
perd om soos zebra te lyk, smeer aan vratte en blaas af na die volmaan’ 
(JF, KF: make dry and set alight, blue ash can be painted to cattle to 
change its color, make cattle blue to be stolen, cement blue-gray coloring, 
paint bands around windows and doors, paint blue with ash, colour like 
cement, gray stripes on horse to look like zebra,  apply to warts and blow 
off to the full moon);  EF: ‘omlope, vratte en koorsblare’ (EF: ringworm, 
warts and cold sores) 
Euryops lateriflorus 
(Asteraceae)  
[SS: gewone rapuisbos] 
no uses recorded 
Euryops tenuissimus 
(Asteraceae)  
[AP: harpuisbos, AF: 
repuisbos, MH, LL: 
rapuisbos, EH: geel rapuis, 
JF, KF: rapuis] 
AP: ‘smeer aan strykstok van viool’ (AP: apply to bow of the violin); AF: 
‘trek vir niere, gebruik om vuur aan die gang te kry’ (AF: infuse for 
kidneys, use to get fire going); MH, LL: ‘vioolstrykstok’ (MH, LL: violin 
bow); EH: ‘bokke vreet dit as blom daar is, vioolstrykstok’ (EH: goats eat it 
if there are flowers, violin bow); JF, KF: ‘brand lekker in die vuur, maak 
viool strykstof met gom, sleep hom net een keer om nie lank aan te hou 
nie’ (JF, KF: burns nicely in the fire, make violin bow with gum, drag it only 
once not to keep long) 
Felicia sp. (Asteraceae)  
[SS: rapuisbos] 
SS: ‘trek vir verkoue’ (SS: infuse for colds) 
 
Felicia filifolia (Asteraceae)  
[SS: vaderlands rapuisbos, 
TB bos] 
SS: ‘TB (tuberkulosis)’ (SS: TB (tuberculosis) 
Fockea spp. 
(Apocynaceae) 
[AP, MR, AB1, AF, RF, MH, 
LL, EH, EF: kamoo, SS, 
MR, AB1, BL, DL, MH, LL: 
kambroo, JF, KF: ghwarrie-
koo] 
AP: ‘gekartelde blare met groot knol tussen die klippe – dun soos patat 
met dorings aan, maak konfyt’ (AP: serrated leaves with big tuber 
between rocks – thin like potato with thorns on, make jam); SS: ‘maak 
konfyt’ (make jam); MR, AB1: ‘eet dit, maak konfyt’ (MR, AB1: eat it, make 
jam); AF, RF: ‘eet patat’ (AF, RF: eat potato); BL, DL: ‘eet dit’ (BL, DL: eat 
it); EH: ‘eet dit, soet smaak, kook en maak konfyt, soos wilde patat’ (EH: 
eat it, sweet taste, boil and make jam, like wild potato); JF, KF: ‘groot 
kambroo met ghwarrieblaar, droog uit en sit onder ‘n rol klip, maak pap 
van die poeier’ (JF, KF: big kambroo with ghwarrie leaf, dry out and place 
under rolling stone, make poultice from the powder); EF: ‘eet dit, veldkos, 
konfyt’ (EF: eat it, field food, jam)  
Foeniculum vulgare 
(Apiaceae)  
[AP, AF, MH, LL, EH, JF, 
KF, EF: vinkel, SS: mak 
vinkel] 
 
AP: ‘gebruik blare vir winde’ (AP: use leaves for flatulence); SS: ‘trek as 
tee’ (SS: infuse as tea); AF: ‘gebruik vir kinders (kinderkwale) en verkoue’ 
AF: used for children (childrens’ illnesses) and colds); MH, LL: ‘blaas, 
uriendrywend, gebruik bol vir slaai’ (MH, LL: bladder, diuretic, use bulb for 
salad); EH: ‘trek in water as moeder nie melk het nie (melkstimulant), 
kalmeer jou’ (EH: infuse in water for milk stimulation, calms you); JF, KF: 
‘medisyne vir mondsere en geurmiddel vir vis’ (JF, KF: medicine for 
mouth sores and flavoring for fish); EF: ‘babatjie winde, maagkrampe, 
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sleg slaap, rustelose nag, trek soos tee, gooi in bottel, eet saam vis – dill’ 
(EF: infant flatulence, stomach cramps, insomnia, infuse like tea, pour in 
bottle, eat together with fish – dill) 
Galenia africana 
(Aizoaceae)  
[AP, SS: kraalbos, MR, 
AB1, AF, RF, AJ, BL, DL, 
MH, LL, EH, JF, KF, CA, 
EF: geelbos] 
AP: ‘vir tandpyn, trek die wortel en spoel die mond daarmee uit, 
sinkelstande’ AP: for toothache, infuse the root and rinse the mouth with 
it, neuralgic toothache); SS: ‘was bene daarmee en trek bos vir pyne in 
bene (pyn en inflammasie)’ (SS: wash legs with it and infuse shrub for 
pains in legs (pain and inflammation); MR, AB1: ‘kook en koel af, was dan 
kinders se koppe vir omlope en kopsere, selfde as roosmaryn – maak salf 
met vaseline vir omlope’ (MR, AB1: boil and cool down, wash children's 
heads for ringworm and headsores, same as rosemary - making ointment 
with petroleum jelly for ringworm); AF, RF: ‘gebruik wortels teen 
towenaars en tokkelossie (paljas)’ (AF, RF: use roots against wizards and 
tokkeloshe (“paljas” - magic medicine (psychological conditions); AJ: 
‘kook toppe en koel af – was kop vir omlope’ (AJ: boil tops and cool down 
- wash head for ringworm); BL, DL; ‘was kinders se koppe vir vaalkolle, 
omlope’ (BL, DL: wash children's heads for ringworm); MH, LL: ‘as diere 
die bos eet dan kry hulle waterpens, was omlope met plant’ (MH, LL: 
when animals feed on the shrub they get water belly, wash ringworm with 
plant); EH: ‘trek af en sit in pot met Vaseline om salf te maak vir omlope 
(was vaalkoppe), tandpyn – gebruik net ‘n bietjie anders kry jy blase as jy 
te veel gebruik’ (EH: infuse and put in pot with petroleum jelly to make 
ointment for ringworm (wash heads), toothache - use only a little 
otherwise you will get blisters if you use too much); JF, KF: ‘seerplekke, 
braai uit in pret vet (stork margarine) en maak salf, smeer aan bene en 
arms om gesond te raak, donkies eet bos maar bokke kry waterpens 
daarvan, bad daarin vir uitslag en omlope’ (JF, KF: sores, fry in fat (stork 
margarine) and make ointment, rub on arms and legs to get better, 
donkeys eat shrub but goats have water belly thereof, bath in it for rashes 
and ringworm); CA: ‘rook saam met boesmandagga’ (CA: smoke together 
with boesmandagga (Limeum aethiopicum) (psychoactive drug); EF: 
‘maagkrampe, hoë bloed, arthritis, rumatiek, droë voete, meng met skoon 
wit Vaseline en smeer aan kind se kop vir omlope en ekseem drie keer 
per dag, smelt wit Vaseline in blik en maak blare fyn, gooi in en braai 
saam, blare lê onder – salf’ (EF: stomach cramps, high blood pressure, 
arthiritis, rheumatism, dry feet (itchy feet), mix with clean white petroleum 
jelly and apply to child’s head for ringworm and eczema three times a day, 
melt white petroleum jelly in a can and grind leaves finely, add in and fry 
together, leaves lies at the bottom – ointment) 
Galium tomentosum 
(Rubiaceae)  
[AP, SS, AF, EH, JF, KF: 
rooivergeet, 
MH, LL: rooistorm] 
AP: ‘gebruik wortel vir medisyne’ (AP: use root for medicine); SS: 
‘muisvoël maak nes omdat blare lekker kan kleef en vas plak’ (SS: mouse 
bird make nest with it because leaves cling firmly); AF: ‘wortel is ‘n 
gelukbringer (paljas)’ (AF: root is a lucky charm (“paljas” - magic medicine 
(psychological conditions); MH, LL: ‘trek om vullis weg te hou (paljas), 
doekom (doekoen)’ (MH, LL: infuse to keep away evil spells (“paljas” - 
magic medicine (psychological conditions), dukun); EH: ‘klim op, kook 
wortel en was daarmee om sere (sores) gesond te maak, sit in huis vir 
beskerming (toor, paljas)’ (EH: climber, boil roots and wash with it to heal 
sores, place in the house for protection (“paljas” - magic medicine 
(psychological conditions); JF, KF: ‘paljas - medisyne – “kom terug” 
plantjie, plak vas aan iemand om weer te kom’ (JF, KF: “paljas” - magic 
medicine (psychological conditions) - "come back" plant, cling to someone 
to come back again) 
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[AP, AF, MH, LL, EH, JF, 
KF, EF: slanghoutjie, SS: 
boesmanwortel, 
slanghoutjie] 
AP: ‘groei teen walle, wortels word vir medisyne  gebruik’ (AP: grow 
against banks, roots are used for medicine (unspecified medicine); SS: 
‘vrank wortel, trek vir wind en as honde siek is’ (SS: astringent root, infuse 
for flatulence and when dogs get sick (veterinary medicine); AF: ‘wortel 
gebruik vir beskerming teen vuil dwarrel winde vanaf die begrafplaas 
(paljas)’ (AF: root used for protection against dirt swirling winds (evil 
spells) from the graveyard (“paljas” - magic medicine (psychological 
conditions); MH, LL: ‘gebruik in mengsels’ (MH, LL: used in mixtures); EH: 
‘brand wortel in die huis as iets nie lekker is nie, gaan moeilik, bring geluk 
in die huis, as iemand werkloos is kry jy dan permanente werk daarmee, 
was en drink vir geluk (paljas - magic)’ (EH: burn root in the house if 
circumstances are not good, troubled times, bring happiness in the house, 
if someone is unemployed you will get a permanent job with this plant, 
wash with it and drink it for luck (“paljas” - magic medicine (psychological 
conditions); JF, KF: ‘doepa – beskerm die huis, brand en hou tokkelos 
weg (paljas)’ (JF, KF: potion - protect the house, burn and keeps away the 
tokkeloshe (“paljas” - magic medicine (psychological conditions); EF: 
‘wortel – paljas, pynvoet, bad luck, vuilwinde (paljas -– maagwinde, kieme 
oor maag), tokkelossie in jou maag, Goddelike siekte  – natuur siekte, 
natuurlik opgetel’ (EF: root – “paljas” - magic medicine (psychological 
conditions), pain foot, bad luck, dirt wind (magic wind – stomach 
flatulence, germs over stomach) tokkeloshe in your stomach, Godly 
illness -natural illness, got it naturally) 
Gasteria brachyphylla 
(Asphodelaceae)  
[SS: tongblaar, kanniedood] 




no uses recorded 
Gomphocarpus fruticosus 
(Apocynaceae)  
[SS: jammerlat melkbos, 
tonteldoos-bos, BL, DL, EH: 
melkbos] 
SS: ‘dakke dek, brand blomme uit en gooi as in tonteldoos, om vuur aan 
die brand te kry’ (SS: thatch roof, burn flowers and pour ash into a 
tinderbox, to get a fire going); BL, DL: ‘gevaarlik, behandel vratte met 
melk, gooi steel oor skouer weg en kyk nie’ (BL, DL: dangerous, treat 
warts with milk, throw stem over shoulder and do not look); EH: ‘dek 
dakke’ (EH: thatch roofs) 
Gonialoe variegata 
(Asphodelaceae)  
[AP, SS, MR, AB1, MH, LL, 
EH, JF, KF: kanniedood; 
SS: klein aalwyn] 
 
AP: ‘kook en was daarmee vir ekseem’ (AP: boil and wash with it for 
eczema); SS: ‘mooiheid in tuine, bobbejaan eet die sagte kant van die 
aalwyn, plant op grafte, plant by jou huis om die polisie weg te hou 
(paljas)’ (SS: beautiful in gardens, baboons eat the soft side of the aloe 
plant on graves, plant at home to the police to keep away (“paljas” - magic 
medicine (psychological conditions); MR, AB1: ‘gebruik vir babatjies, gooi 
in kookwater en plaas vleis op abses, sweer puisies uit, plant op grafte 
omdat dit bly lewe’ (MR, AB1: used for babies, pour in boiling water and 
place meat on abscess, boil pimples out, plant on graves because they 
live); MH, LL: ‘wond wat nie genees nie, sit blaar in die vuur, sny oop en 
sit warm op wond, ook vir pitsweer, plant op grafte vir blom’ (MH, LL: 
wound healing, place leaves in the fire, cut open and place warm on 
wound, also for boils, plant on graves for flowers); EH: ‘doring in voet of 
hand, maak blaar lou, sny oop, sit op, maak toe, trek doring uit, sit lou 
blaar op wond’ (EH: thorn in foot or hand, make leaf lukewarm, cut open, 
put on, close, infuses thorns out, place lukewarm leaf on the wound); JF, 
KF: ‘sit op die grafte, groei in droogte en hoef nie nat te maak nie’ (JF, KF: 
put on the graves, grows in drought and do not need to wet) 
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Grewia robusta 
(Malvaceae) [SS: bokbos] 








AP: ‘blare soos pampoen, groei by die vlei, geen blom, goud-geel ronde 
blare – word gebruik vir rugprobleme’ (AP: leaves like pumpkin, grows at 
the marsh, no flowers, gold-yellow rounded leaves - used for back 
problems); EH: ‘water swelsel in die bene, pak bene toe met blare’ (EH: 
water swelling (dropsy) in the legs, pack leaves on legs); EF: ‘droog 
wortel vir hoë en lae bloed, suiker, rumatiek, cholesterol, blaar gebruik vir 
pyn (inflammasie), plak vas, sere wat nie kan genees nie saam Vaseline, 
draai toe met verband, droog blaar, maal in poeier en gooi op seer, draai 
toe’ (EF: dry root for high blood pressure and low blood pressure, 
diabetes, rheumatism, cholesterol, leaf used for pain (inflammation), paste 
on, sores that will not heal together with petroleum jelly, wrap up with 
bandage, dry leaf, grind in powder and pour over sore, wrap up) 
Gymnosporia buxifolia 
(Celastraceae)  
[AP: kakbosheuning, SS, 
EH, CA: lemoendoring, JF, 
KF: bloubosdoring] 
AP: ‘dorings so hard soos spykers, bye maak heuning’ (AP: thorns as 
hard as nails, bees make honey); JF, KF: ‘steek deur jou tyre’ (JF, KF: 




[AJ, MH, LL, EH, CA, SS: 
kooigoed-bos, BL, DL, AP: 
kooigoed, JF, KF: 
hotnotskooigoed, EF: 
kooigoedbossie] 
AP: ‘verkoue, maak kooi daarmee, ruik lekker en so sag soos ‘n matras, 
insekwerend teen vlooie en muskiete, gebruik in mengsels’ (AP: colds, 
make bunk with it, smells nice and soft as a mattress, insect repellent 
against fleas and mosquitoes, used in mixtures); SS: ‘wit wollerige bos, 
sag vir kooi (bed), neem kaf se plek in mielieblaar matras, ruik sterk, hou 
dus vlooie weg (insekwerend)’ (SS: white furry shrub, soft for a bunk 
(bed), replace chaff in cornleaf mattress, strong smell, thus keep fleas 
away); AJ: ‘vir die baar as vroue gekraam het, onreinheid kom uit, 
nageboorte’ (AJ: for the uterus when women gave birth, impurity comes 
out, afterbirth (placenta); BL, DL: ‘vroue drink vir baar en menustrieële 
pyne na kraam, maak nageboorte skoon’ (BL, DL: women drink for uterus 
and menustrial pains after childbirth, make postnatal clean); MH, LL: 
‘brand as paljas - magic, drink as kruie, vroue wat babas gekry het, help 
met nageboorte skoonmaak’ (MH, LL: burn as “paljas” - magic medicine 
(psychological conditions), drink as herbs, women who were having 
babies, helps with cleansing of the placenta); EH: ‘maak bed vir rugpyn, 
vrou se niere skoon maak en baarmoeder, maak nageboorte skoon en 
help vir vrugbaarheid, brand stukkie in die huis as wierrook (paljas)’ (EH: 
make bed for back pain, cleanses woman's kidneys and uterus, cleans 
placenta and help for fertility, burn a piece in the house as incense 
(“paljas” - magic medicine (psychological conditions); JF, KF: ‘maak 
matras om op te slaap, jaag goggas weg (insekdrywend), drink vir enige 
kwale (tonikum)’ (JF, KF: make mattress to sleep on, chasing bugs away, 
drink for all ailments (tonic); CA: ‘vuilgoed, hou geeste weg (paljas)’ (CA: 
evil spells, keep away spirits (magic); EF:  ‘vullis in huis (paljas), brand, 
drink teen vuilgoed, niere, rug, blaas, baar skoonmaak, stoom met 
kombers om kieme dood te maak’ (EF: evil spells in house (“paljas” - 
magic medicine (psychological conditions), burn, drink against evil spells, 
kidneys, back, bladder, postnatal cleansing, steam with blanket to kill 
germs (unspecified medicine) 
Helichrysum crispum 
(Asteraceae)  
[AP, AF, RF: 
kooigoedbossie, MR, AB1: 
kooigoedbos] 
AP: ‘fyn blaar en breë blaar’ (AP: fine leaf and broad leaf); MR, AB1: 
‘gebruik saam met rooiblomsalie – gooi in kastrol met koue water, trek vir 
suiker, drink elke oggend op nugter maag’ (MR, AB1: use together with 
rooiblomsalie (Salvia microphylla) – add in pot with cold water, infuse for 
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diabetes, drink every morning on an empty stomach); AF: ‘vrouekwale, 




AP: ‘fyn blaar en breë blaar’ (AP: fine leaf and broad leaf) 
Hermannia cuneifolia 
(Malvaceae)  




AP: ‘braai in vet vir witkolle op kinders se koppe, omlope’ (AP: fry in fat for 
ringworm)’; SS: ‘eet geel blommetjies – snotterige smaak’ (SS: eat yellow 
flowers – slimy taste); AF: ‘persblom, seertjie wat nie genees nie, brei uit, 
braai in vet, sit aan, sal gesond wees na sewe dae’ (AF: purple flower, 
sore that will not heal, rub out, fry in fat, apply, will be healed after seven 
days); EH: ‘eetbare geel blommetjies, bokke eet dit, kook, was, drink vir 
sere om binne en buite gesond te maak’ (EH: edible yellow flowers, goats 
eat it, boil, wash, drink for sores to heal inside and out); JF, KF: ‘geel 
blom’ (JF, KF: yellow flower); EF: ‘omlope, Vaseline salf, geel, was sere’ 
(EF: ringworm, petroleum jelly ointment, yellow, wash sores) 
Hermannia salvifolia 
(Malvaceae)  
[AF, RF: katjie-drie-blaar] 
AF, RF: ‘geelblom, vaalblaar, bors toe trek, verkoue, maak longe skoon 
van slym’ (AF, RF: yellow flower, pale leaf, chest draw close, colds, 
cleanse lungs from mucus) 
Hoodia grandis 
(Apocynaceae)  
[AP: bokhorinkie, SS, MR, 
AB1, MH, LL, EH, JF, KF: 
ghaap, BL, DL: ghaap, 
agortjie, EH, JF, KF, CA: 
agortjie] 
 
AP: ‘pienk blom, stammetjie is bitter, eet bokhoring as kind’ (AP: pink 
flower, stalk is bitter, eat bokhoring (pod) as a child); SS: ‘snaakse smaak, 
eet, droog gemaak en op gemaal, gooi in koffie’ (SS: funny taste, edible, 
dried and ground, throw in coffee); MR, AB1: ‘veldkos’ (MR, AB1: 
veldfood); BL, DL: ‘eet, bitter smaak, veldkossie’ (BL, DL: edible, bitter 
taste, veldfood); MH, LL: ‘eet as veldkos, maak droog om te drink vir 
maag medisyne, trek met kookwater as droog is , klein pers blommetjie’ 
(MH, LL: eat as veldfood, make dry to drink for stomach medicine, infuse 
with boiling water if dry, small purple flower); EH: ‘eet, sny dorings af en 
eet binneste, soet-suur smaak raak later soet, raak nie honger nie, 
eetbare peul en stam, bitter raak soet’ (EH: edible, cut off thorns and eat 
inside, sweet-sour taste becomes sweet later, do not become hungry, 
edible pod and stem, bitter taste become sweet); JF, KF: ‘veldkos, skil af, 








[AP: bitterpatat, bitter 
karkoe, MR, AB1, AF, RF, 
AJ, EH, EF: bitterpatat] 
AP: ‘gebruik teen suiker en hoë bloeddruk’ (AP: use against diabetes and 
high blood pressure); MR, AB1: ‘pers blom rank, droog in skywe, drink vir 
maagkwale, gebruik in mengsel saam met karmedik en kooigoedbos om 
bloedvloei te stimuleer deur bitter smaak’ (MR, AB1: purple flower climbs, 
dry in disks, drink for stomach ailments, use in mixture with karmedik 
(Centaurea benedicta) and kooigoedbos (Helichrysum sp.) to stimulate 
blood circulation through bitter taste); AJ: ‘kruie, trek vir winde’ (AJ: herbs, 
infuse for flatulence); EH: ‘gebruik droog of nat, sny stukkie en eet vir 
appelkoos maag (spoelmaag), ryg draad deur en hang op in dak vir 
veiligheid (paljas)’ (EH: use dry or wet, cut piece and eat for apricot 
stomach (diarrhoea), pull wire through and hang up in roof for safety 
(“paljas” - magic medicine (psychological conditions); EF: ‘vuilmaag, 
niere, baar skoon maak, brand vir vuilgoed (paljas), gee “bad luck” terug’ 
(EF: constipation, kidneys, postnatal cleansing of placenta, burn against 




AP: ‘behandel suikersiekte en hoë bloeddruk, spuit in donkie se linker 
neusgat vir donkie siekte’ (AP: treats diabetes and high blood pressure, 
spray in donkey's left nostril for donkey disease (veterinary medicine); SS: 
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[AP, AF, RF, BL, DL, MH, 
LL, EH, JF, KF: klipdagga, 
SS, AJ, MH, LL, EH, JF, 
KF, EF: wilde dagga] 
 
‘breë blaar – trek vir bors, suikerlyers drink dit vir die bittergeid’ (SS: broad 
leaf - infuse for chest ailments, diabetics drink it for its bitterness); AF, RF: 
‘gebruik teen hoë bloed en suiker’ (AF, RF: use against high blood 
pressure and diabetes); AJ: ‘bitter kruie vir maag’ (AJ: bitter herbs for 
stomach ailments); BL, DL: ‘mak, klein blaar, drink vir hoë bloed en 
suiker, wildedagga – trek nie te sterk, as te veel drink gaan bloed te laag’ 
(BL, DL: domestic, small leaf, drink for high blood pressure and diabetes, 
wild dagga (Leonotis ocymifolia) - do not infuse too strong, if consumed 
too much it will lower the blood pressure too much); MH, LL: ‘galbitter, 
gebruik vir hoë bloed, suiker, trek op kookwater, wilde dagga het geen 
gebruik’ (MH, LL: bile bitter, used for high blood pressure and diabetes, 
infuse in boiling water, wild dagga (Leonotis ocymifolia) has no use); EH: 
‘klipdagga – kortblaar, gebruik vir hoë bloed, rug, niere en pyn bene, wilde 
dagga is bitter en word gebruik vir hoes’ (EH: klipdagga (Leonotis 
leonurus) - short leaf, used for high blood pressure, backache, kidneys 
and painfull legs, wild dagga (Leonotis ocymifolia) is bitter and is used for 
coughs); JF: ‘klipdagga het die kort blaar en word gebruik vir ernstige sere 
(sores) op die bene saam met kruidjie-roer-my-nie, die wilde dagga met 
die lang blaar word nie gebruik nie’ (JF: klipdagga (Leonotis leonurus) has 
the short leaf and is used for severe sores on the legs together with 
kruidjie-roer-my-nie (Melianthus comosus), wild dagga (Leonotis 
ocymifolia) with long leaf is not used); EF: ‘giftig’ (EF: poisonous) 
Leonotis ocymifolia 
(Lamiaceae) 
[AP, AF, RF, BL, DL, MH, 
LL, EH, JF, KF, EF: 
klipdagga, SS, AJ, MH, LL, 
EH, JF, KF: wilde dagga] 
 
AP: ‘behandel suikersiekte en hoë bloeddruk, spuit in donkie se linker 
neusgat vir donkie siekte’ (AP: treats diabetes and high blood pressure, 
spray in donkey's left nostril for donkey disease (veterinary medicine);; 
SS: ‘breë blaar – trek vir bors, suikerlyers drink dit vir die bittergeid’ (SS: 
broad leaf - infuse for chest ailments, diabetics drink it for its bitterness); 
AF, RF: ‘gebruik teen hoë bloed en suiker’ (AF, RF: use against high 
blood pressure and diabetes); AJ: ‘bitter kruie vir maag’ (AJ: bitter herbs 
for stomach ailments); BL, DL: ‘mak, klein blaar, drink vir hoë bloed en 
suiker, wildedagga – trek nie te sterk, as te veel drink gaan bloed te laag’ 
(BL, DL: domestic, small leaf, drink for high blood pressure and diabetes, 
wild dagga (Leonotis ocymifolia) - do not infuse too strong, if consumed 
too much it will lower the blood pressure too much); MH, LL: ‘galbitter, 
gebruik vir hoë bloed, suiker, trek op kookwater, wilde dagga het geen 
gebruik’ (MH, LL: bile bitter, used for high blood pressure and diabetes, 
infuse in boiling water, wild dagga (Leonotis ocymifolia) has no use); EH: 
‘klipdagga – kortblaar, gebruik vir hoë bloed (high blood pressure), rug 
(backache), niere (kidney ailments) en pyn bene, wilde dagga is bitter en 
word gebruik vir hoes (cough)’ (EH: klipdagga (Leonotis leonurus) - short 
leaf, used for high blood pressure, backache, kidneys and painfull legs, 
wild dagga (Leonotis ocymifolia) is bitter and is used for coughs); JF: 
‘klipdagga het die kort blaar en word gebruik vir ernstige sere (sores) op 
die bene saam met kruidjie-roer-my-nie, die wilde dagga met die lang 
blaar word nie gebruik nie’ (JF: klipdagga (Leonotis leonurus) has the 
short leaf and is used for severe sores on the legs together with kruidjie-
roer-my-nie (Melianthus comosus), wild dagga (Leonotis ocymifolia) with 
long leaf is not used); EF: ‘enige kwaal (tonikum)’ (EF: any ailment (tonic) 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
frutescens (Fabaceae)  
[AP: keurtjie, kankerbossie, 
SS, AJ, JF, KF, EF: wilde 
keurtjie, AF, RF, BL, DL, 
AP: ‘plat een en regop een – gebruik regop keurtjie vir baarkanker’ (AP: 
flat and upright (tall) one - use upright keurtjie (sweetpea) for the 
treatment of uterus cancer); SS: ‘plat keurtjie – vet blasie, regop keurtjie – 
maer en lang blasie, trek vir suikersiekte (diabetes), niere (kidney 
ailments) skoonmaak – kortbeen wilde keurtjie’ (SS: flat keurtjie 
(sweetpea) - fat blister (pod), upright keurtjie (sweetpea) - thin and long 
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CA: keurtjies, MH, LL: bees-
keurtjie, EH: kankerbos] 
blister (pod), infuse to treat diabetes, kidneys cleansing - short leg wild 
keurtjie (sweetpea); AF, RF: ‘mannetjie is hoog, wyfie is kleintjie, beide 
goed vir kanker saam karmedik en ook vir hoë bloed’ (AF, RF: male is tall, 
female is small, both good for cancer together with karmedik (Centaurea 
benedicta) and high blood pressure); AJ: ‘kanker, maag, als (tonikum)’ 
(AJ: cancer, stomach ailments, everything (tonic); BL, DL: ‘mannetjie 
keurtjie – kanker en maag, wyfie keurtjie – rug’ (BL, DL: male keurtjie 
(sweetpea) - cancer and stomach ailments, female keurtjie (sweetpea) - 
backache); MH, LL: ‘groot – maak bloed skoon en drink as tonikum’ (MH, 
LL: large - blood cleanser and drink as a tonic); EH: ‘plat, vetter peul 
beste vir kanker maar vir ander siektes ook, algemene siekte behandeling 
(tonikum), lang bos drink saam katjie-drie-blaar vir moegheid (fatigue)’ 
(EH: flat, fatter pod is best for cancer but also for other diseases (tonic), 
common disease treatment, drink tall shrub together with katjie-drie-blaar 
(Teucrium africanum) for fatigue); JF, KF: ‘die regop keurtjie met die smal 
peule word gebruik vir kanker’ (JF, KF: the upright keurtjie (sweetpea) 
with narrow pods are used as a cancer treatment); CA: ‘mannetjie – maer 
peul, wyfie – vet peul, hoë bloed’ (CA: male - thin pods, female - fat pods, 
high blood pressure); EF: ‘kanker en HIV, Vigs, drink vir niere, blaas, rug, 
trek na kraam, wyfie is kruie, gooi in peepot om onreinheid uit te laat kom 
(paljas), mannetjie is giftig, drink hom nie’ (EF: cancer and HIV, Aids, 
drink for kidney ailments, urinary ailments, backache, infuse after giving 
birth (postnatal), female is herbs, pour in peepot to allow filth to come out 
(“paljas” - magic medicine (psychological conditions), male is poisonous, 
do not drink him) 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
microphylla (Fabaceae)  
[MH, LL: gewone keurtjie] 
MH, LL: ‘klein – bitter, drink soos tee saam suiker vir maag’ (MH, LL: 




AP: ‘grou die wortels uit vir medisyne – ongespesifiseerde medisyne’ (AP: 




[JF, KF, CA: 
boesmandagga] 
JF, KF: ‘jou ooglede swel op as die hele plant gerook word, diere vreet dit 
op’ (JF, KF: your eyelids swell up if the whole plant is smoked, animals 
eat it); CA: ‘rook saam met geelbos en donkie drol – raak mal, maak jou 
kop dronk’ (CA: smoke together with geelbos (Galenia africana) and 




[SS: krudoring, slangbessie] 
SS: ‘groot krudoring bos met groot dorings en eetbare bessies, 
suikerbekkies eet graag die bessies en voëls verplant die bos’ (SS: big 
krudoring shrub with large thorns and edible berries, sunbirds love the 
berries and birds transplant the shrub) 
Malva parviflora 
(Malvaceae)  
[AP: pampoentjies, AF, RF, 
BL, DL, MH, LL, EH, CA, 
EF: kiesieblaar, JF, KF: 
keesieblaar] 
AP: ‘baie giftig vir vee as droog is, eet as groen is’ (AP: very toxic to cattle 
when dried out, eat when green); AF, RF: ‘varkkos, gee vir kind wat 
hardlywig is, meng met lidjiesgras en misbredie om binnesure te 
behandel, gee ook opelyf’ (AF, RF: swill, give to a child that is 
constipated, mix with lidjiesgras (Polygonum aviculare) and pigweed 
(Portulaca oleracea) to treat internal acid (heartburn), give good bowel 
movements); BL, DL: ‘epilepsie, eet pampoentjies’ (BL, DL: epilepsy, eat 
little pumpkins); MH, LL: ‘diere vreet dit, eetbare pampoentjies’ (MH, LL: 
animals eat it, edible little pumpkins); EH: ‘pampoentjies eetbaar, diere 
eet dit’ (EH: little pumpkins edible, animals eat it); JF, KF: ‘eet 
pampoentjies’ (JF, KF: eat little pumpkins); CA: ‘eet pampoentjies’ (CA: 
eat little pumpkins); EF: ‘eet pampoentjies’ (EF: eat little pumpkins) 
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[AP, SS, MR, AB1, AF, RF, 
BL, DL, MH, LL, EH, JF, 
KF: kruidjie-roer-my-nie, 
EF: katjieromenie] 
AP: ‘velsiektes’ (AP: skin diseases); SS: ‘trek bos en was bene vir pyn, 
swart sop/ stroop van blom nie giftig nie maar taai, drink’ (SS: infuse 
shrub and wash painful legs, black syrup of flower is not poisonous but 
sticky, drink); MR, AB1: ‘seer voete (jig)’ (MR, AB1: sore feet (gout); AF, 
RF: ‘bene, was vir been pyn of arm pyn (inflammasie)’ (AF, RF: legs, 
wash painful legs or arms (inflammation); BL, DL: ‘swere en sere’ (BL, DL: 
ulcers and sores); MH, LL: ‘kook en was wonde, bene, sit blaar bo op 
pyne, behandel gordelroos’ (MH, LL: boil and wash wounds, legs, place 
leaves on top of pains, treat shingles); EH: ‘blare vir sere, pak blare op 
sere en bind toe met lap, giftig’ (EH: leaves for sores, pack leaves on top 
of sores and tie with cloth, poisonous); JF, KF: ‘wond genesing’ (JF, KF: 
wound healing); EF: ‘geswelde voete, sere, paljas -– strik afgetrap, 
iemand anders se vuilgoed afgetrap (EF: swollen feet, sores, “paljas” - 
magic medicine (psychological conditions) – “triggered an evil spell that 
was intended for someone else”) 
Mentha longifolia 
(Lamiaceae)  
[AP: ballerjan, SS, AJ, BL, 
DL, MH, LL: ballerja, AJ, 
BL, DL, MH, LL, EH, JF, 
KF, EF: balderja, EF: 
kruistement] 
AP: ‘hoofpyn – sit blare op die kop en bind doek daarom dan gaan die 
pyn weg’ (AP: headache - place leaves on the head and tie cloth around it 
then the pain will go away); SS: ‘lang smal blaar, groei by rivier – bad 
daarin of stoom vir kwaai siekte, pak onder kooibeddegoed vir pyn, 
moenie op kaal lyf wees nie anders trek dit blase uit jou lyf uit want dis te 
sterk’ (SS: long narrow leaf, growth by the river - bath in it or steam for 
severe disease, pack under bedding for pain, must not be in contact with 
the naked body otherwise it will cause blisters on your body because it is 
too strong); AJ: ‘ruik sterk, griep en koppyn’ (AJ: smells strongly, influenza 
and headache); BL, DL: ‘tandpyn (toothache), kopseer – plak buite op 
kom, trek pyn uit’ (BL, DL: toothache, headache - paste on the head to 
remove pain); MH, LL: ‘gebruik vir koors in mengsels’ (MH, LL: use for 
fever in mixtures); EH: ‘koors, ruik lekker – kan matras van blare maak en 
daarop slaap, so werk dit deur die liggaam en vat moegheid (fatigue) weg’ 
(EH: fever, smells nice - can make a mattress from the leaves and sleep 
on it, so it works throughout the body and takes away fatigue); JF, KF: 
‘makman, kruistement braai as medisyne’ (JF, KF: 'makman' (tame man), 
fry spearmint as medicine); EF: ‘trek vir enige soort kwaal (tonikum), gooi 
in slaai vir lekker, gooi blaartjie in sop, maak tee van blaartjie’ (EF: infuse 
for any sort ailment (tonic), add in salad for taste, add leaf in soup, make 
tea from leaf) 
Mentha spicata 
(Lamiaceae)  
[AP, SS, AJ, EF: 
kruistement, EF: 
peppermint] 
SS: ‘ronde breë blaar – trek vir bors’ (SS: round broad leaf - infuse for 
chest ailments); AJ: ‘griep’ (AJ: influenza); EF: ‘trek soos tee, slaap lekker 
vir moeg liggaam, kalmeermiddel (slaaploosheid), gooi in kos’ (EF: infuse 





[AP: loogas, loogbossie, 
asbossie, asbos, SS, AF, 
RF, BL, DL, MH, LL, EH, 
EF: asbos, AF, RF: 
loogbos, MH, LL, JF, KF: 
loogasbos] 
AP: ‘seepmaak, asbos hou leer sag, kook in water en gooi kareeboom by, 
rosyntjie trosse word gekook in water met die as van die asbossie, gee 
kraakie geluid, loog rosyntjies om te droog.’ (AP: soap making, asbos 
keeps leather soft, boil in water and add kareeboom (Searsia lancea), 
raisin clusters are boiled in water with the ashes of the asbossie, give 
crackling sound, lye raisins to dry; SS: ‘rosyntjies geloog, boerseep 
gemaak, kook seep en gooi loog in, gooi gannabos by dan koek die loog’ 
(SS: raisins leached, farmer soap made, boil soap and throw lye in, throw 
in gannabos than the lye will clump); MR, AB1: ‘vleis gesny in seeppot, 
plaas tussen vleis, stoom, kook vir seep’ (MR, AB1: meat cut into 
cauldron, place between meat, steam, boil for soap); AF, RF: ‘brand en 
droog rosyntjies’ (AF, RF: burn and dry raisins); BL, DL: ‘brand vir loog, 
dip vrugte in soos pruimedante, spierwit blom’ (BL, DL: burn for lye, dip 
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fruit such as prunes, white flower); MH, LL: ‘loog as gebruik vir seepkook 
en vrugte loog’ (MH, LL: lyeash used for boiling soap and fruit lye); EH: 
‘loog, steek aan die brand saam gannabos, maak klinkers, koek aan 
mekaar, druiwe loog, rosyne en perskes droog, as gesteek en verkoop, 
steek asbos uit, pak uit op die grond, pak lae van gannabos en asbos 
alternatief, dit koek die as, gooi in streepsakke, gooi as in water in blik of 
beker en sit vrugte daarin’ (EH: lye, set alight along with gannabos 
(Salsola aphylla) make pavers, clump together, lye grapes, raisins and 
peaches lye, stuck in ash and sold, pitch asbos out, pack out on the 
ground, pack layers of gannabos and asbos alternatively, it clumps the 
ash, throw in sacks, pour ash water in can or cup and place fruit in it); JF, 
KF: ‘droog rosyne en vrugte, kan gebruik vir donkie wa’ (JF, KF: dry 
raisins and fruits, can be used for donkey cart); EF: ‘die as is giftig’ (EF: 




[AP: kougoedbossie, kanna, 
SS: pruimkougoed, BL, DL: 
kougoed 
MH, LL, EH: 
kougoedbossie] 
AP: ‘kind nie wil slaap nie (slapeloosheid), maak pluisie en kind suig 
daaraan, maak kind dronk; trek in water, gooi blaar in as, sit in die mond – 
maak jou dronk, gooi in warm as of sweet in mikrogolf – maak dummy in 
flennielap, gooi suiker op en suig deur die lappie om kind aan die slaap te 
kry’ (AP: when child does not want to sleep, make bud and let child suck 
on it, makes child drunk; infuse in water, pour leaf in ashes, put in the 
mouth - makes you drunk (psychoactive substance), pour in hot ashes or 
sweat in the microwave - make dummy in flannel cloth, pour sugar on it 
and suck through the cloth to get child to sleep); SS: ‘maak jou dronk, bak 
onder as’ (SS: make your drunk (psychoactive drug), bake under ash); 
BL, DL: ‘maak jou kop dronk, as jy dit eet’ (BL, DL: make your head drunk 
(psychoactive drug) when you eat it); MH, LL: ‘baba se suur, druk uit op 
lappie, gebruik in mengsel om opelyf by babas te kry, bak in as om dronk 
te maak’ (MH, LL: baby's acidity, press out on cloth, used in mixture to get 
bowel movements in babies, bake in ash to make you drunk 
(psychoactive drug); EH: ‘vir kinders wat winderig is of suur het, kneus en 
sit in lap en trek uit, maak jou dronk’ (EH: for children with flatulence or 




[AP, AF, RF, BL, DL, MH, 
LL, EH, JF, KF: wildetwak, 
EF: jantwak] 
AP: ‘giftig, gebruik blaar om op pyn plekke te sit en sere binnekant’ (AP: 
poisonous, use leaf to put on pains and inside sores); AF, RF: ‘gebruik vir 
swere, giftig’ (AF, RF: use for ulcers, toxic); BL, DL: ‘plaas blare op seer 
plekke, baie giftig’ (BL, DL: place leaves on top of sores, very toxic); MH, 
LL: ‘gebruik vir bene (beenpyn)’ (MH, LL: used for legs (leg pain); EH: 
‘blare hou tokkelossie weg, sit in kussing, venster, onder matte vir 
veiligheid (paljas), vat pyn plekke ook weg’ (EH: leaves keep tokkeloshe 
away, put in pillows, window sill, under carpets for safety (“paljas” - magic 
medicine (psychological conditions), take pain away too); JF, KF: ‘plak 
blare op seer plekke, maak “brille” met jou oë van die takkies soos met 
toothpicks’ (JF, KF: paste leaves on wounds, make "spectacles" with your 
eyes from the branches like toothpicks)  
Nicotiana tabacum 
(Solanaceae)  
[SS: boertwak – lukas, 
pruimtwak – rooispies] 
SS: ‘kerf op en gooi ‘n handvol in die kole en stoom vir kieme, ontkiem 
bedlêndes’ (SS: chop up and add a handful in the coals and steam for 
germs, germinate bedridden) 
Notobubon tenuifolium 
(Apiaceae)  
[SS: wildekoeksaad, wilde 
vinkel, AF, RF, JF, KF: 
wilde vinkel] 
SS: ‘ruik lekker, trek soos tee’ (SS: smells nice, infuse like tea); AF, RF: 
‘lekker smaak soos peppermint’ (AF, RF: nice taste like peppermint); JF, 
KF: ‘verkoue, kou takkies, smaak lekker’ (JF, KF: colds, chew branches, 
taste nice) 
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[AP, BL, DL: klapperboom, 
SS, AF, RF, EH, CA, SC, 
EF: klapperbos, JF, KF: 
klapper] 
AP: ‘gebruik die bas om mense wat te veel drink naar the maak, maak 
bas fyn en gooi poeier in die wyn, sal mense laat op hou drink (behandel 
alkolisme)’ (AP: use the bark for people who drink too much to make them 
nauseous (emetic), grind bark and pour powder into wine, will let people 
stop drinking (treats  alcoholism); SS: ‘bokke vreet, skraap wortel in drank 
vir iemand wat kwaai drink, maak persoon naar (emetic - behandel 
alkolisme)’ (SS: goats eat, scrape root into liqour for someone who drinks 
heavily, make person nauseous (emetic - treats  alcoholism); AF, RF: 
‘maal bas fyn, sif deur kous, gooi in wyn, maak naar en maag werk 
(constipation - behandel alkolisme)’ (AF, RF: grind bark finely, sifting 
through stocking, pour in wine, make you nauseous (emetic) and make 
stomach run (constipation - treats  alcoholism); BL, DL: ‘speelgoed, druk 
klappertjies’ (BL, DL: toys, press poppers (fruit); EH: ‘gebruik die wortel vir 
iemand wat baie drink – rasper wortel op en af of net af dan werk hy 
ondertoe (opelyf vir hardlywigheid), persoon hou op met drink (behandel 
alkolisme), ystervark eet die wortel ook’ (EH: use the root for someone 
who drink a lot - grate root upward and downward or just downward then it 
makes the stomach work, person will quit drinking (treats alcoholism), 
porcupine eats the root also); JF, KF: ‘laat jou maag werk (hardlywigheid), 
gooi bas in wyn om iemand te maak ophou drink (behandel alkolisme), 
goeie spanhout’ (JF, KF: let your stomach work (constipation), pour  bark 
in wine to make someone stop drinking (treats  alcoholism), good 
strainingbeam); CA: ‘speel met die klappers’ (CA: play with poppers (fruit); 
EF: ‘droë bas rasper vir drank’ (EF: dry bark grated for alcohol (treats 
alcoholism) 
Olea europaea subsp. 
cuspidata 
(Oleaceae)  
[AP, MR, AB1, AF, MH, LL, 
EH, JF, KF, CA: swartolien, 
SS: olienhout, JF, KF: 
swartolein] 
 
AP: ‘maak slingers (swingels?); geëet deur die geelbek bosduif’ (AP: 
make garlands, eaten by the salmon pigeon); SS: ‘gebruik hout vir pale’ 
(SS: use wood for poles); MR, AB1: ‘gebruik hout vir meubels’ (MR, AB1: 
use wood for furniture); AF: ‘goeie hout, gebruik blare vir hoë bloed’ (AF: 
good wood, leaves used for high blood pressure); MH, LL: ‘sterk, 
hardehout’ (MH, LL: strong, hardwood); EH: ‘blare kook vir hare was as 
hare uit val (haarverlies), goeie hout - maak kieries en kar se draers’ (EH: 
leaves boiled for washing hair if hair falls out (hairloss), good wood - make 
canes and car carriers; JF, KF: ‘baie sterk hout, drahout van donkie kar, 
donkie wa, eetbare bessies’ (JF, KF: very strong wood, carry wood of 
donkey cart, donkey wagon, edible berries’; CA: ‘sterkste hout vir kieries’ 




[AP: bietoe, EF: 
agtdaegeneesbos] 
EF: ‘trek blare vir sere en omlope by kinders’ (EF: infuse leaves for sores 




[EF: bessiebos, bietou] 
EF: ‘trek blare vir tee, drink vir blaas, niere en hoë bloed’ (EF: infuse 
leaves for tea, drink for bladder, kidneys and high blood pressure) 
Oncosiphon piluliferum 
(Asteraceae)  
[SS, AF, RF, BL, DL, MH, 
LL, EH, JF, KF: stinkkruid] 
 
SS: ‘trek vir vrou wat nie kan kraam nie, induseer kraam, trek vir koors, 
kan ook op pak daarvoor’ (SS: infuse for women who can not give birth, 
induce labor, infuse for fever, can also apply externally for it); AF, RF: 
‘drink vir medisyne’ (AF, RF: drink as medicine); BL, DL: ‘fyn blaartjies, sit 
op bors van kinders vir verkoue’ (BL, DL: delicate leaves, put on chest of 
children for colds); MH, LL: ‘verkoue’ (MH, LL: colds); EH: ‘verkoue en 
hoes’ (EH: colds and coughs); JF, KF: ‘verkoue, stink voete, sit binne 
skoene’ (JF, KF: colds, smelly feet, put inside shoes) 
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[AP, AF, RF, BL, DL, MH, 
LL, EH, JF, KF, CA, EF: 
turksvy, BL, DL: turkse vy] 
 
 
AP: ‘sny blaar oop, haal binneste uit en kook in water, na afkoel, was hare 
soos sjampoe, gee glans in die hare; maak vrug droog soos piesang, haal 
binneste uit en gooi meta oor, sit in swael, gooi skil weg, bier maak – 
pienk kleur maar raak sterk nes heuningbier, baie suiker in maak jou 
dronk’ (AP: cut leaf open, remove inside and boil in water, after it cools 
off, wash your hair as shampoo, give shining hair; dry out the fruit like 
banana, remove inside and pour meta [Metaldehyde, “META”] over, place 
in sulfur, throw peel away, make beer - pink colour but become strong like 
mead, lots of sugar makes you drunk); AF, RF: ‘kan kook en droog’ (AF, 
RF, can boil and dry out); BL, DL: ‘eet dit, maak jam, maak bier, skil af en 
maak droog soos rosyntjies’ (BL, DL: eat it, make jams, make beer, peel 
off and make dry out like raisins); MH, LL: ‘sjampoe, sny in blokke en gooi 
in emmer warm water, kap of stamp fyn, gooi af en gebruik dik mengsel, 
eetbaar, kook stroop en konfyt’ (MH, LL: shampoo, cut into blocks and 
throw in a bucket of warm water, chop or crushed fine, throw off and use 
thick mixture, edible, boil syrup and jam); EH: ‘maak jam van vrug, eet dit, 
kook vir suiker’ (EH: make jams of fruit, eat it, boil for sugar); JF, KF: ‘sny 
blaar oop en maak binnekant lou, sit bo op eelt en liddoring en plak vas 
onder die voet of bo op eelt’ (JF, KF: cut leaf open and make inside 
lukewarm, place on corn and callus and stick under the foot or on top of 
corn); CA: ‘eet dit’ (CA: eat it); EF: ‘sere, eet dit, konfyt, droog, drink blare 
vir kwale (tonikum), trek soos tee, blad vir vratte, sny blad en sit op vrat 
(witdeel), gooi oor skouer (selfde as melkbos), vyeboom melk gee vratte’ 
(EF: sores, eat it, jam, dry out, drink leaves for ailments (tonic), infuse like 
tea, blade for warts, cut blade and place on wart (white part), throw over 




[SS: agortjie, dikkopgortjie] 
no uses recorded 
Oxalis pes-caprae 
(Oxalidaceae)  
[AP: suur uintjie/ eintjie; SS: 
suring, uintjies, MR, AB1, 
AJ: uintjies, AF, RF, AJ, BL, 
DL, EH, JF, KF, CA, EF: 
suring] 
AP: ‘eetbaar’ (AP: edible); SS: ‘groei teen riviere, kap op en gooi saam in 
die kos, bruin velletjie om, sekere tyd kaal, lyk soos gras met geel blom, 
lang string uintjies, glasgaaitjie is soet en melkerig’ (SS: grows against 
rivers, cut and throw together in the food, brown fleece around, certain 
time scale, looks like grass with yellow flower, long string sedges, 
glasgaaitjie [fleshy root to which the corms are attached?] is sweet and 
milky); MR, AB1: ‘groei onder suring boom’ (MR, AB1: growth under sorrel 
tree); AF, RF: ‘eet dit’ (AF, RF: eat it); BL, DL: ‘eet stingel’ (BL, DL: eat 
stem); EH: ‘eetbare soet peule, gooi in waterblommetjie bredie, suur 
smaak; bokke vreet dit’ (EH: edible sweet pods, add to waterblommetjie 
(Aponogeton distachyos) stew, sour taste; goats eat it); JF, KF: ‘eet die 
stingel’ (JF, KF: eat the stem); CA: ‘eet alles behalwe die blom’ (CA: eat 
everything except the flower); EF: ‘eet dit, suur, trek soos tee vir kalmte’ 
(EF: eat it, sour, infuse like tea for calmness (sedative) 
Pappea capensis 
(Sapindaceae) 
[AP, AF, RF: pruimboom, 
MR, AB1: pruimhout, wilde 
pruim, AJ: pruim] 
AP: ‘moet baie droog wees vir goeie vuurmaakhout; teelepel wilde pruim 
as vir kinders gee vir winde’ (AP: must be very dry for good firewood; 
teaspoon wilde pruim ash given to children for flatulence); MR, AB1: 
‘brandhout, kan ook die vrug eet’ (MR, AB1: firewood, can also eat the 




[AP, SS, EH, CA: 
ghwarrieson, heuningdou, 
AP: ‘baie goed vir verkoue en nier probleme’ (AP: very good for colds and 
kidney problems); SS: ‘tandtjie blare soos spekbos, ruik lekker, trek vir 
rug, smaak lekker na tee, kan hom uit ruik, bokke vreet dit op’ (SS: 
dentated leaves like spekbos, smells nice, infuse for back, tasty nice like 
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MR, AB1, AF, RF, AJ, BL, 
DL, MH, LL, JF, KF: 




tea, can smell him, goats eat it); MR, AB1: ‘gebruik saam met oumeidbos 
vir vroue kwale, dit maak die baarmoeder skoon na verwydering van die 
baar’ (MR, AB1: use with oumeidbos (Rosenia humilis) for women 
ailments, it makes the uterus clean after removal of the uterus); AF, RF: 
‘rug, gebruik saam met heuningdou’ (AF, RF: back,  used with 
heuningdou); AJ: ‘rugpyn’ (AJ: back pain); BL, DL: ‘drink vir kwale 
(tonikum), gebruik in mengsels’ (BL, DL: drink for ailments (tonic), used in 
mixtures); MH, LL: ‘ruik skerp, gebruik vir alles (tonikum), mengsel kruie’ 
(MH, LL: strong odor, used for everything (tonic), mixture herbs); EH: 
‘dieselfde as heuningdou, baie belangrike medisyne vir bors, rug, pyne, 
verkoue en griep’ (EH: same as heuningdou, very important medicine for 
chest, back, pains, colds and influenza); JF, KF: ‘rugpyne (backache), 
hoof medisyne, heuningdou het fynerige, dowwe blare’ (JF, KF: 
backache, head medicine, heuningdou has fine, dull leaves); CA: ‘heerlike 
drankie’ (CA: delicious drink); EF: ‘niereprobleme, blaas infeksie, rugpyn, 
suiker kwale, hoë bloed, gwarieson selfde as heuningdou, baie belangrike 
bossie, galbitter maar baie gesond (tonikum)’ (EF: kidney ailments, 
bladder infection, backache, diabetes, high blood pressure, gwarieson is 













SS: ‘geen slange by stoepmalvas nie’ (SS: no snakes by the 
stoepmalvas); EF: ‘trek boonste blare vir tee, onderste blare is giftig, hou 
slange weg’ (EF: infuse top leaves for tea, bottom leaves are poisonous, 
keeps snakes away) 
Pentzia incana 
(Asteraceae)  
[AP, SS, BL, DL, EH, JF, 
KF, EF: skaapkaroo, AF, 
RF: ankerkaroo, BL, DL: 




AP: ‘gooi in die water vir maag pyne’ (AP: pour in the water for stomach 
pains); SS: ‘trek vir verkoue en maag, bitter, kan ook kou, dien as veld se 
wilde als’ (SS: infuse for colds and stomach, bitter, can also chew, serve 
as a field's wormwood); AF, RF: ‘lyk soos kooigoedbossie’ (AF, RF: looks 
like kooigoedbossie (Helichrysum sp.); BL, DL: ‘kou en sluk sop in vir 
maagpyn, baie bitter’ (BL, DL: chew and swallow juice for stomach pain, 
very bitter); EH: ‘pluk blaar en kou en spoeg uit, eet vir maagpyn, slange 
lief vir bos om weg te kruip, pluk af en eet vir maag’ (EH: pick leaf and 
chew and spit out, eat for stomach pain, snakes love shrub to hide in, pick 
off and eat for stomach); JF, KF: ‘kou vir verkoue, seer maag, gooi op 
kookwater, bitter, Karoo skape en lam wat dit eet’ (JF, KF: chew for colds, 
sore stomach, throw in boiling water, bitter, Karoo sheep and lamb that 




[AP, AJ, BL, DL, MH, LL, 
EH, JF, KF: lidjiesgras] 
AP: ‘medisyne’ (AP: medicine); AJ: ‘winde by kinders’ (AJ:  infant 
flatulence); BL, DL: ‘vir baba winde, gooi melk in teelepel’ (BL, DL: infant 
flatulence, pour milk into a teaspoon); MH, LL: ‘babas – teen sure en vir 
opelyf, druk fyn in lap en sit in tee’ (MH, LL: babies - antacids and for 
stool, crushed in a cloth and put in tea); EH: ‘kinders wat suur het, 
misbredie, stamp fyn en trek uit, behoedmiddel ook’ (EH: children acid, 
misbredie (Portulaca oleracea), crush finely and infuse, prolactic also); JF, 
KF: ‘gee vir klein kinders’ (JF, KF: give small children (paediatric 
medicine) 
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EF: ‘trek blare as tee en drink vir niere, rug, baar skoonmaak, bitter 
smaak, meng met lidjiesgras’ (EF: infuse leaves as tea and drink for 





[AP, SS, MR, AB1, AF, RF, 
AJ, BL, DL, MH, LL, EH, JF, 
KF, EF: spek-boom, CA: 
spekbos] 
AP: ‘eetbare jong blare’ (AP: edible young leaves); SS: ‘trek vir suiker, eet 
blare – vrank smaak’ (SS: infuse for diabetes, eat leaves - astringent 
taste); MR, AB1: ‘maak blare pap en sit op gaas of Vaseline om wonde te 
genees’ (MR, AB1: make leaves soft and put on gauze or petroleum jelly 
to heal wounds); AF, RF: ‘kneus blare in water en drink vir koors in 
kinders, eetbare blare om dors te les’ (AF, RF: bruise leaves in water and 
drink for fever in children, edible leaves to quench thirst); AJ: ‘trek blare 
en drink vir maag pyn en ongestelde maag, eetbare blare’ (AJ: infuse 
leaves and drink for stomach pain and upset stomach, edible leaves); BL, 
DL: ‘eetbare blare met vrank smaak’ (BL, DL: edible leaves with 
astringent taste); MH, LL: ‘eet die blare, drink vir hoë bloed in koue water 
en stamp hom’ (MH, LL: eat the leaves, drink for high blood pressure in 
cold water and crush him); EH: ‘water, stamp vir maag in koue water, eet 
blaartjies om dors weg te vat, hoë bloed – trek in lou water’ (EH: diuretic, 
crush for stomach in cold water, eat leaves to take away thirst, high blood 
pressure - infuse in lukewarm water); JF, KF: ‘ry ook tot blare af is met 
duim dik stam, ryplank, eet die blare’ (JF, KF: ride as well until leaves are 
off with inch thick trunk, skateboard, eat the leaves); CA: ‘spring in die bos 
in van die kruin af’ (CA: jump into the shrub from the top of the cliff down); 
EF: ‘oorsteek by kinders, eet, les dors, trek blare vir maagkrampe, 
inflammasie, suiker)’ (EF: otitis by children, thirst quencher, infuse leaves 
for stomach-ache, inflammation, diabetes) 
 
Protea nitida (Proteaceae)  
[AP, AF, RF, BL, DL, MH, 
LL, EH, JF, KF, CA, EF: 
waboom] 
AP: ‘gebruik die bas vir TB, vrank smaak, blomme droog vir ornamente’ 
(AP: use the bark for TB, astringent taste, dry flowers for ornaments); AF, 
RF: ‘goeie hout’ (AF, RF: good wood); BL, DL: ‘blomme, TB – gebruik 
rooi, dik bas, brei vir slym op die bors, drink bietjie’ (BL, DL: flowers, TB - 
use red, thick bark, soften for mucus in the chest, drink some); MH, LL: 
‘droog bas en kook in water wat sal rooi kleur, drink vir TB’ (MH, LL: dry 
bark and boil in water that will turn red, drink for TB); EH: ‘goeie 
brandhout, trek bas vir TB’ (EH: good firewood, infuse bark for TB); JF, 
KF: ‘gebruik vir die maak van wa bande en vellings, baie sterk hout, bas 
en kapokbos’ (JF, KF: used for making waggon wheels and felloes, very 
strong wood, bark and kapokbos (Eriocephalus spp.); CA: ‘gebruik die 
hout’ (CA: use the wood); EF: ‘gebruik die hout’ (EF: use the wood) 
 
Protea repens (Proteaceae)  
[MH, LL: protea, EH: 
suikerbos] 
MH, LL: ‘suikerbosstroop’ (MH, LL: suikerbos syrup); EH: ‘goeie hout, 
blomme gebruik in die kerk vir begrafnisse, stroop binne blom gebruik as 
suiker (stroopslaner)’ (EH: good wood, flowers used in the church for 
funerals, syrup inside flower used as a source of sugar (stroopslaner 
[“syrup-beater”, a person who harvests protea nectar into a bucket by 




[AP, AF, RF, BL, DL, MH, 
LL, EH, JF, KF, CA, EF: 
koejawel] 
AP: ‘gebruik die blare vir suikersiekte’ (AP: use the leaves for diabetes); 
AF, RF: ‘blare vir hoë bloeddruk’ (AF, RF: leaves for high blood pressure); 
BL, DL: ‘eet dit en drink sap’ (BL, DL: eat it and drink juice); MH, LL: ‘blare 
vir suiker’ (MH, LL: leaves diabetes); EH: ‘eet vir hoë bloed, trek op ‘n 
bottel water sewe blare saam met sewe lukwart blare vir suiker en hoë 
bloed’ (EH: eat for high blood pressure, infuse on a bottle of water seven 
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leaves with seven loquat leaves for diabetes and high blood pressure); 
JF, KF: ‘eet die vrug, gebruik blare vir suiker (diabetes)’ (JF, KF: eat the 
fruit, leaves used for diabetes; CA: ‘eet dit’ (CA: eat it); EF: ‘gebruik blare 
vir cholesterol, trek sewe blare, ontstuimige maag (diarree), suiker, trek 
soos tee’ (EF: use leaves  for cholesterol, infuse seven leaves, diarrhoea, 




[AP, MH, LL: skaapkaroo, 
EF:  skieterbos, AJ: 
vaalbossie, EH: lang-
beenkarroo, JF, KF: 
kraakbos, CA: skietbos] 
AP: ‘skape vreet hom’ (AP: sheep eat him); EH: ‘bokke vreet dit’ (EH: 
goats eat it); JF, KF: ‘skape en donkies eet dit, as vuur maak en bos is 
droog of nat, dan skiet dit daarom ‘kraakbos’ genoem, pasop vir klere’ 
(JF, KF: sheep and donkeys eat it, if fire is made and shrub is dry or wet, 
then it shoots, that is why it is called kraakbos, beware of clothes); CA: 
‘kry vuur aan die gang’ (CA: gets the fire going); EF: ‘geen nut, vuurmaak’ 
(EF: no use, make fire) 
Punica granatum 
(Lythraceae) 
[AP, AF, RF, BL, DL, MH, 




AP: ‘wit vlies rondom pitte word getrek vir ontwurming by kinders; druk 
warm draad deur stingel om pypstele te maak’ (AP: white fleece around 
kernels are infusen for deworming of children; pressure hot wire through 
stem to panhandles); SS: ‘eet dit’ (SS: eat it); AF, RF: ‘droë skil maal fyn 
en meng met suiker vir mondsproei’ (AF, RF: dry peel and grind finely and 
mix with sugar for oral thrush); BL, DL: ‘eet dit, drink skil vir maag, droog 
uit en trek soos tee vir maagpyn’ (BL, DL: eat it, drink peel for stomach, 
dry and infuse like tea for stomach pain); MH, LL: ‘eetbaar, gebruik skil vir 
beide kinders en groot mense, maak droog en gooi in water vir hoë 
bloeddruk, die wortel kan gebruik word vir wurms by kinders’ (MH, LL: 
edible, peel used for both children and adults, make dry and pour in water 
for high blood pressure, the root can be used for worms in children); EH: 
‘kanker, trek skil en drink soos tee, eet dit, baie gesond, trek granaat 
wortels vir wurms’ (EH: cancer, infuse peel and drink as tea, eat it, very 
healthy, infuse granaat roots for worms); JF, KF: ‘eet dit en drink skil en 
wortel vir suiker’ (JF, KF: eat it and drink peel and root and diabetes); CA: 
‘skil word fyn gekap en op vuilsiekte gesit’ (CA: peel is finely chopped and 
put on sexually transmitted disease (STD’s); EF: ‘mondseer, mangels– 
dop (skil)’ (EF: mouth ulcers, tonsillitis – peel) 
Quaqua mammillaris and 
other species 
(Apocynaceae)  
[SS: dikkopagortjie, agortjie, 
AF: agortjie] 
SS: ‘vetplant, eet jong armpie, herkou vir bitterheid’ (SS: succulent, eat 
young arm, ruminate for bitterness); AF: ‘eet dit, les jou dors, vrank 
smaak’ (AF: eat it, quench your thirst, astringent taste) 
Physalis peruviana 
(Solanaceae) 
[BL, DL, EH, JF, KF, CA, 
EF: appel-liepie] 
BL, DL: ‘eet die bessies en gebruik in poedings’ (BL, DL: eat the berries 
and used in puddings); EH: ‘eet die vrug en maak konfyt’ (EH: eat the fruit 
and make jam); JF, KF: ‘eetbaar’ (JF, KF: edible); CA: ‘eet dit en maak 
konfyt’ (CA: eat it and make jam) 
Ricinus communis 
(Euphorbiaceae)  
[AP: stinkolie, AF, RF: 
makolie, BL, DL, MH, LL, 
JF, KF: olieboom, EH, EF: 
olieblaar] 
AP: ‘gesonde ding, plak blare op kop vir kopsere (omlope), vir 
inflammasie plak blare op met wit Vaseline en draai verband om’ (AP: 
healthy thing, paste leaves on the head for ringworm, for inflammation 
paste leaves on with white petroleum jelly and wrap bandage around it); 
AF, RF: ‘pitswere, sny oop, sit op pitsweer, trek uit’ (AF, RF: boils, cut 
open, place on boil, draw out); BL, DL: ‘sere, swere, plak blare op swelsel 
of stuite’ (BL, DL: sores, boils, stick leaves on swelling or sprain); MH, LL: 
‘blare vir pyn in arms en bene, kasterolie pit’ (MH, LL: leaves for pain in 
arms and legs, castor oil seed); EH: ‘wond, pynplek, pluk agter kant van 
blaar, skil die are af, plak vas op pynplek met Vaseline en draai toe met 
lap’ (EH: wound, pain, pick back of leaf, peel the veins off, paste onto pain 
with petroleum jelly and wrap with cloth); JF, KF: ‘maak lou en sit op seer 
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plekke’ (JF, KF: make lukewarm and put on sore spots); EF: ‘sere, vat 
blaar en plak op voete vir puisies, hou in water, maak toe met verband, 
eet die vrug, konfyt’ (EF: sores, take leaf and paste on feet for pimples, 
keep in water, wrap up with bandage, eat the fruit, jam) 
Romulea rosea (Iridaceae) 
[MR, AB1: knukkeltjie, AF: 
knukkels, EF: knikkels] 
MR, AB1: ‘groei tussen gras, eet die vruggies, stroopsoet’ (MR, AB1: 
grow between grass, eat the fruits, honey-sweet); AF: ‘bruin pit is eetbaar’ 
(AF: brown seed is edible); EF: ‘eet die vruggies’ (EF: eat the fruits) 
Rosenia humilis 
(Asteraceae) 
[AP: oumeidebos, EF: 
oumiedbos] 
AP: ‘onvrugbaarheid’ (AP: infertility); EF: ‘swanger raak, geboortepyne, 
winde’ (EF: infertility, labor pains, flatulence) 
Rosmarinus officinalis 
(Lamiaceae) 
[EH, MR, AB1: roosmaryn] 
EH: ‘meng saam wilde als vir hoë bloed’ (EH: mix together with wilde als 
(Artemisia afra) for high blood pressure); MR, AB1: ‘kook en koel af, was 
dan kinders se koppe vir omlope en kopsere, maak salf met Vaseline vir 
omlope’ (MR, AB1: boil and cool down, wash childrens’ heads for 
ringworm and headsores, make ointment with petroleum jelly for 
ringworm) 
Rubus pinnatus (Rosaceae)  
[AP: wilde braam, BL, DL, 
CA: braam-bos, EH, JF, KF: 
braambossie, EF: braam] 
AP: ‘eetbare vrugte’ (AP: edible fruits); BL, DL: ‘kook jam en eet die 
bessies, maak sap’ (BL, DL: boil jam and eat the berries, make juice); EH: 
‘eet die vrug, kan wortel gebruik’ (EH: eat the fruit, root can be used); JF, 
KF: ‘eetbare bessies’ (JF, KF: edible berries); CA: ‘kom eet brame, liedtjie 
gesing “bietsie, bietsie brame”’ (CA: come eat brame, little song sung 
"bietsie, bietsie brame"); EF: ‘eet dit, konfyt’ (EF: eat it, jam) 
Ruta graveolens (Rutaceae)  
[AP, SS, BL, DL, MH, LL, 
SC: wynruik, MR, AB1, AF, 
RF, AJ, EH, JF, KF: wynruit, 
EF: wynryd] 
 
AP: ‘na ‘n stroke – maak ‘n bol van die blare en sit in die hand saam 
bergknoffel (winkel knoffel) vir oefening’ (AP: after a stroke - making a ball 
of leaves and put in the hand with garlic (from the shop) for exercise); SS: 
‘trek vir hart, drink op nugter maak in koue water ‘n mond vol voor koffie’ 
(SS: infuse for heart, drink on empty stomach in cold water a mouthful 
before coffee); MR, AB1: ‘maak fyn soos pap, sit tussen twee lappies en 
draai toe om hand (bloedsomloop)’ (MR, AB1: make fine as porridge, put 
inbetween two cloths and wrap around hand (circulation); AF, RF: ‘kop 
pyne, sit lap om kop met blare of drink’ (AF, RF: headaches, put cloth 
around head with leaves or drink); AJ: ‘medisyne bossie gebruik vir 
kopseer, sit die blare op die kop vir hoofpyn’ (AJ: medicine shrub used for 
headache, put the leaves on the head for headaches); BL, DL: ‘winde, 
hoë bloeddruk (high blood pressure)’ (BL, DL: flatulence, high blood 
pressure); MH, LL: ‘skerp, vir alle kwale (tonikum), gebruik in mengsels’ 
(MH, LL: sharp, for all ailments (tonic), used in mixtures); EH: ‘stroke, trek 
blare af en gooi in asyn, draai aan voete en hande, help met 
bloedsomloop, meng saam wilde als en roosmaryn vir hoë bloed’ (EH: 
stroke, infuse leaves and put in vinegar, wrap around hands and feet, help 
with circulation, mix together wormwood and rosemary for high blood 
pressure); JF, KF: ‘skilfers op die kop’ (JF, KF: dandruff on the head); EF: 
‘koors, maagkrampe, rugpyne, paljas – vuilgoed, plant by die deur, 
“wagter”, vat vuilgoed weg uit jou’ (EF: fever, stomach cramps, backache, 
“paljas” - magic medicine (psychological conditions) – evil spells, plant by 
the door “guard”, removes evil spells out of you)  
Salix mucronata 
(Salicaceae)  
[AP: rivierwilger, vaalwilger, 
AF: wilger, EH, EF: rivier-
wilger, JF, KF: vaalwilger] 
AP: ‘verkoue, suiker en hoë bloeddruk’ (AP: colds, diabetes and high 
blood pressure); AF: ‘brandhout’ (AF: fire wood); JF, KF: ‘drink vir kruie 
(medisyne), swak hout’ (JF, KF: drink for herbs (unspecified medicine), 
weak wood); EF: ‘trek blare en was hare - “hairfood” (haar groei 
stimuleerder), om hare te laat groei’ (EF: infuse leaves and wash hair - 
“hairfood” (hair growth stimulator), to let hair grow) 
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SS: ‘kleef loog aan mekaar’ (SS: sticks lye together) 
Salvia africana-caerulea 
(Lamiaceae)  
[EH, JF, KF, EF: 
bloublomsalie] 
EH: ‘trek en drink na stroke’ (EH: infuse and drink after stroke); EF: ‘trek 
vir maagkrampe’ (EF: infuse for stomach cramps) 
Salvia microphylla 
(Lamiaceae)  
[AP, AF, RF, AJ, MH, LL, 
EH, JF, KF: rooiblomsalie, 
MR, AB1, EF: rooisalie] 
AP: ‘hart medisyne’ (AP: heart medicine); MR, AB1: ‘drink een maal per 
week anders raak dit giftig as te veel drink, gebruik vir suikersiekte 
gemeng saam met wilde als’ (MR AB: drink once a week otherwise it 
becomes toxic if drunk too much, used for diabetes mixed with 
wormwood); AF, RF: ‘suiker, hoë bloed en hart’ (AF, RF: diabetes, high 
blood pressure and heart); AJ: ‘rug en niere’ (AJ: back and kidneys); EH: 
‘drink vir suiker, gebruik saam wilde als’ (EH: drink for diabetes, used in 
conjunction with wormwood); JF, KF: ‘suiker’ (JF, KF: diabetes); EF: 
‘rugpyn, griep, koors, eet die blomme – smaak soet’ (EF: backache, 
influenza, fever, eat the flowers – taste sweet) 
Schinus molle 
(Anacardiaceae) 
[SS, AJ, BL, DL, MH, LL, 
EH, JF, KF, CA, EF: 
peperboom] 
SS: ‘sit blare in matras en lê daarop (insekafweerder), trek koors uit, sit 
blare onder jou hoed op jou kop, vat kopseer weg, trek en drink vir koors’ 
(SS: put leaves in mattress and lie on it (insect repellent), draws fever out, 
put leaves under your hat on your head, takes a headache away, infuse 
and drink for fever); AJ: ‘blare goed vir vlieë weghou, hang takke op in die 
huis’ (AJ: leaves good to keep flies away, hang branches up in the 
house); BL, DL: ‘hang takke met blare op vir vlieë’ (BL, DL: hang 
branches with leaves up for flies); MH, LL: ‘hou vlieë weg’ (MH, LL: keep 
flies away); EH: ‘sonder bessies, drink – gooi in kookwater, tweede water 
drink jy vir pyn, spuit blare nat met asyn en plak op pynplek, hang takke 
op om vlieë weg te hou’ (EH: without berries, drink - pour into boiling 
water, second water you drink for pain, spray leaves wet with vinegar and 
paste on pain spot, hang branches up to keep flies away); JF, KF: 
‘hoofpyn, sit op kop en bind toe, spat nat met asyn, hou vlieë weg, ruiker 
op kis voor begrafnis’ (JF, KF: headache, put on head and tie up, splash 
wet with vinegar, keep flies away, bouquet on coffin for burial); CA: ‘trek 
vir prostaat’ (CA: infuse for prostate); EF: ‘vir kopseer (omlope) en vlieë 
(insekafweerder)’ (EF: for ringworm and flies (insect repellent) 
Schotia afra (Fabaceae) 
[AP: barboon, SS: 
berboonboom] 
AP: ‘rooi blom, eetbare peule as ryp is maar nog groen en sag, vetterig, 
eet hele pit, trek velletjie af en eet net die saad’ (AP: red flower, edible 
pods when ripe but still green and soft, greasy, eat whole grain, pull skin 
off and only eat the seed); SS: ‘eet die sade, brand pitjies vir koffie, lyk 
soos doring boom maar takke koek en blare kom in klossies’ (SS: eat the 
seeds, burn pips for coffee, looks like thorn tree but branches clump and 
leaves come in tufts)  
Searsia lancea 
(Anacardiaceae) 
[AP, SS, MR, AB1, AF, RF, 
BL, DL, MH, LL, EH, JF, 
KF, CA, EF: kareeboom, 
JF, KF: mak karee] 
 
AP: ‘looi velle, leer looiery, gebruik die bas vir bruin kleur, eetbare vrugte 
(sade); heuningbier: maal droë ertjies en gooi saam water en suiker vir 
bier gis, speel kleilat met kareelatte’ (AP: tanning hides, leather tanning, 
used the bark for brown color, edible fruit (seeds); mead: grind dry peas 
and throw into water and sugar for beer yeast, play kleilat with kareelatte); 
SS: ‘eetbare bessies, maak harde kool, eet kareebessies, trek kareebas 
vir maag en looi velle’ (SS: edible berries, makes a hard coal, eat karee 
berries, infuse karee bark for stomach and tanning skins); MR, AB1: 
‘manne sny en gebruik vir ‘n hammersteel, pypsteel, maak latte skerp’ 
(MR, AB1: men cut and use it for a hammer handle, pipe-stem, makes 
latte sharp); AF, RF: ‘hout, skadu, leer gelooi, pitjies eetbaar’ (AF, RF: 
wood, shade, leather tanned, edible pips); BL, DL: ‘gebruik rooi bas vir 
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slym op die bors, goeie hout’ (BL, DL: use red bark for mucus in the 
chest, good wood); MH, LL: ‘gebruik die hout en looi leer, gebruik ook as 
dye (kleurstof)’ (MH, LL: use the wood and leather tanning, also used as 
dye (colourant); EH: ‘goeie hout, gebruik houtjies vir klimleer’ (EH: good 
wood, using sticks for a ladder); JF, KF: ‘maak goeie pale van reguit 
takke, sterk vir sporte vir klimleer, leer looi’ JF, KF: make good poles of 
straight branches, strong rungs for ladder, leather tanning); CA: ‘maak 
kieries van hout (CA: make canes of wood); EF: ‘trek blare vir tee, hoë 
bloed, suiker, inflammasie in nierpype, blaas, baar’ (EF: infuse leaves for 





[SS, MR, AB1: taaibos] 
SS: ‘groen blaar – eetbare soetsuur bessies maar nie op nugter maag, 
verstop maag (diarree) dan’ (SS: green leaf – edible sweet-sour berries 
but not on an empty stomach, blocks stomach (diahrroea) then); MR, 
AB1: ‘sny lang takke om werf mee te vee’ (MR, AB1: cut long branches off 
to sweep the yard with) 
Searsia glauca 
(Anacardiaceae) 
SS: ‘blou blaar met ronde punte – taaibos met groter blare wat dig is, 
brandhout’ (SS: blue leaf with round tips – taaibos (Searsia laevigata) with 
bigger leaves that is dense, firewood) 
Searsia undulata 
(Anacardiaceae)  
[AP, SS, MH, LL, EH, EF: 




AP: ‘digte bos, reën nie nat onder hom nie’ (AP: dense shrub, will not get 
wet in rain when sheltering under it); SS: ‘groei na aan water, groen blaar 
in plaas van blou, pak vuur daarmee, hou jakkalse weg van die vee, 
brand lank, heelnag gloei as windtjie trek dan roer die vlam’ (SS: grows 
close to water, green leaf not blue, build fire with it, keep jackals away 
from the cattle, burn for a long time, glows all night when there is a 
breeze, then flames ignite); MH, LL: ‘hout’ (MH, LL: wood); EH: ‘eetbare 
pitjies, trek blare vir hoes, meng saam met ysterbos en kattekruid’ (EH: 
edible pips, infuse leaves for coughs, mix together with ysterbos 
(Dodonaea viscosa) and kattekruid (Ballota africana); JF, KF: ‘bessies, 
vee met hom as besem – bind lang takke vas, buig slapbos’ (JF, KF: 
berries, sweep with him as a broom - tie long branches together, bend 




[SS: bokballetjies, MR, AB1: 
bokdrol-letjies] 
SS: ‘eet dit, peppermint smaak’ (SS: eat it, peppermint taste); MR, AB1: 
‘bessies eetbaar, les ook jou dors’ (MR, AB1: edible berries, also 








grashoutjie, SS, MH, LL, 
EH: grashoutjie] 
AP: ‘gooi in beker, maak skuim’ (AP: throw in a cup, makes foam); SS: 
‘pyn op die maag, pienk blom maak skuim’ (SS: pain in the stomach, pink 
flower makes foam); MH, LL: ‘paljas’ (MH, LL: “paljas” - magic medicine 
(psychological conditions); EH: ‘brand vir beskerming, veiligheid (paljas)’ 




[JF, KF: bitterappeltjie] 
JF, KF: ‘lyk soos ‘n tamatie, voëltjies eet dit’ (JF, KF: looks like a tomato, 
birds eat it) 
Solanum retroflexum 
(Solanaceae)  
SS: ‘trek en drink die hele plant met wortels en al vir bloeiende aambeie’ 
(SS: infuse and drink the whole plant with roots and all for bleeding 
haemorrhoids); BL, DL: ‘eet dit’ (BL, DL: eat it); MH, LL: ‘eetbare bessies’ 
(MH, LL: edible berries); EH: ‘eet dit’ (EH: eat it); JF, KF: ‘ryp bessies nie 





Anecdotes collected during ethnobotanical surveys (Afrikaans 
anecdotes are often grammatically incorrect but are given exactly 
as they were recorded; likewise, the English translations may not 
be grammatically perfect but hopefully captures the essence of the 
anecdote) 
[SS, BL, DL, MH, LL, EH, 
EF: nastergal, JF, KF, CA, 
EF: nasgal] 
giftig’ (JF, KF: ripe berries not poisonous); CA: ‘kleur lappies’ (CA: colour 
cloths); EF: ‘eet bessies’ (EF: eat berries) 
Solanum tomentosum 
(Solanaceae)  
[SS: gifappeltjie, AF: 
slangbos, slang-bessie] 




SS: ‘kook soos groen boontjies, dien ook as vee kos vir varke en 





EF: ‘klein bossie langs pad, gebruik vir baba’ (EF: small shrub along road, 
use for baby (pediatric conditions) 
Tropaeolum majus 
(Tropaeolaceae) 
[AP, BL, DL, EH, EF: 
kappertjies] 
AP: ‘kos, saad’ (AP: food, seed); BL, DL: ‘sade gebruik as dwelms’ (BL, 
DL: seeds used as drugs (psychoactive); EH: ‘gooi saad in slaaie vir 
groente slaai, eetbare blom’ (EH: throw seeds in salads for vegetable 
salads, edible flowers); EF: ‘kos, eetbaar, blom trek soos tee vir stres, 
ontspan dan, kalmeer vir slapelose nagte’ (EF: food, edible, infuse flower 




[AP, MH, LL: bergknoffel, 
SS, MR, AB1, AF, RF, BL, 
DL, EH, JF, KF, EF: 
wildeknoffel] 
 
SS: ‘ruik baie sterk, braai dit uit vir oorontsteking by kinders’ (SS: smells 
very strong, fry it out for ear infections in children); MR, AB1: ‘cholesterol, 
druk in kruie, maak siel oop’ (MR AB: cholesterol, add to herbs, opens the 
soul); AF, RF: ‘verkoue’ (AF, RF: colds); BL, DL: ‘eet dit, gooi in kos, 
gebruik vir babatjies’ (BL, DL: eat it, throw in food, used for babies 
(paediatric medicine); MH, LL: ‘drink vir verkoue en bors – braai in vet of 
olie en smeer op bors vir kinders’ (MH, LL: drink for colds and chest - fry 
in fat or oil and grease on chest for children); EH: ‘baie gesond, sit in die 
huis, help vir vullis (paljas), drink vir genesing (tonikum), maar moet op 
werf wees vir beskerming (paljas)’ (EH: very healthy, place in the house, 
help against evil spells (“paljas” - magic medicine (psychological 
conditions), drink for healing (tonic), but must be on site for protection 
(“paljas” - magic medicine (psychological conditions); JF, KF: ‘verkoue, 
gebruik in kos’ (JF, KF: colds, use in food); EF: ‘gooi in kos soos gewone 
knoffel, eet rou vir verkoue, griep, gee slegte asem, trek soos tee vir 
bloedskoonmaak, twee knoffel huisies’ (EF: add in food like usual garlic, 
eat raw for colds, influenza, gives bad breath, infuse like tea for blood 




no uses recorded 
Tylecodon paniculatus 
(Crassulaceae)  
[SS, BL, DL, MH, LL, EH, 
JF, KF, EF: botterboom] 
SS: ‘eet binne bas van rooi takke – vrank smaak, ry op hom – het 
snotterige skuim’ (SS: eat inside bark of red branches - astringent taste, 
riding on him - the snotty foam); BL, DL: ‘ry op hom’ (BL, DL: riding on 
him); MH, LL: ‘geen gebruik, ry botterboom om te speel’ (MH, LL: no use, 
riding botterboom to play with); EH: ‘gif vir vee, gee krimpsiekte as vee dit 
eet, ry botterboom’ (EH: poison livestock, giving shrinkage disease if 
cattle eat it, ride butter tree); JF, KF: ‘ry op gladde bank’ (JF, KF: ride on 




SS: ‘galbitter, giftig’ (SS: gall bitter, poisonous) 





Anecdotes collected during ethnobotanical surveys (Afrikaans 
anecdotes are often grammatically incorrect but are given exactly 
as they were recorded; likewise, the English translations may not 





AP: ‘sagte binnestam word uit getrek en geëet, ornamente van droë 
blomme’ (AP: soft inner stem is pulled out and eaten, ornaments from dry 
flowers) 
Urtica urens (Urticaceae)  
[AP, MR, AB1, AF, RF, BL, 
DL, MH, LL, JF, KF, CA: 
brandnekel, MR, AB1: 
brandnekels, EH: brand-
netels, EF: brandnetel] 
 
AP: ‘gebruik die hele boonste takkies vir kanker (cancer)’ AP: use the 
entire upper branches for cancer); MR, AB1: ‘TB, maak pilletjies ook’ (MR, 
AB1: TB, making pills also); AF, RF: ‘masels, maak tee saam bokdrolle’ 
(AF, RF: measles, make tea together with goat faeces); BL, DL: ‘rumatiek, 
gebruik hele blaar’ (BL, DL: rheumatism, use whole leaf); MH, LL: 
‘tonikum, kook stroop vir hoes, dien as immunebooster’ (MH, LL: tonic, 
boil syrup for coughs, serve as immunebooster); EH: ‘sny af en gooi op 
kookwater, die tweede water drink jy vir longontsteking, gebruik die hele 
bo plant’ (EH: cut off and put in boiling water, the second water you drink 
for pneumonia, used all the aerial parts of the plant); JF, KF: ‘gebruik as 
lat om pak te kry op jou bene, gebruik vir suiker en TB’ (JF, KF: use as 
whip to get beaten on your legs, used for diabetes and TB'; CA: ‘gebruik 
vir pyne’ (CA: used for pains); EF: ‘slaan mekaar met stingels, trek blare 
vir suiker en hoë bloed’ (EF: hit each other with stems, infuse leaves for 
diabetes and high blood pressure) 
Urginea altissima 
(Hyacinthaceae)  
[AF: juk ui] 




doringhout, SS, MR, AB1, 
AJ, JF, KF: doringhout, AF, 
RF, BL, DL, MH, LL, EH, 
CA: doringboom, 
MH, LL: soetdoring, EF: 
doringbos] 
 
AP: ‘boom moet dood wees vir goeie vuurmaakhout’ (AP: tree must be 
dead for good firewood); SS: ‘brandhout, trek bas vir maag, gom is ook 
medisinaal’ (SS: firewood, infuse bark for stomach, gum is also 
medicinal); MR, AB1, AJ: ‘brandhout’ (MR AB, AJ: firewood); AF, RF: 
‘maak tand gaatjie toe met gom’ (AF, RF: close dental cavities with gum); 
BL, DL: ‘skrap bas af vir maagpyn, goeie brandhout, eet gom as lekkers’ 
(BL, DL: scrape bark for abdominal pain, good firewood, eating gum as 
sweets); MH, LL: ‘diere vreet, goeie brandhout, drink gom vir hart wat lek, 
trek gaatjie toe as drink, bas getrek vir babatjies met stuipe’ (MH, LL: 
animal feed, good firewood, drink gum for leaking heart, close hole when 
drunk, infuse bark for babies with convulsions); EH: ‘wortel word gebruik 
vir kinderwinde (flatulence), brand, krap brand af en gooi in kook water, 
gom is eetbaar en maak lek hartjie toe, goeie brandhout’ (EH: root is used 
for children with flatulence, burn, scrape burning off and boil in water, gum 
is edible and close a leaking heart infuse, good firewood); JF, KF: ‘goeie 
brandhout, eet gom wat help vir hart, bas kan gevleg word soos tou, trek 
en klou vas wanneer droog is – toumaak, gooi kookwater op bas vir 
sooibrand, vrank smaak’ (JF, KF: good firewood, eat gum that helps for 
heart, bark can be braided like string, infuse and cling on when dry - rope 
making, pour boiling water on bark for heartburn, astringent taste); CA: 
‘brandhout, eet gom’ (CA: firewood, eat gum); EF: ‘maak tee van die 
stingel en drink vir hoë bloed, kanker, inflammasie, eet gom en gooi ook 
in tee vir gesondheid (tonikum), goeie brandhout, maak bas droog en trek 
as tee vir blaas infeksies, nierkwale, hoë bloed, gooi wortel in was water 
vir geswelde voete, braai uit in skaapvet of olyfolie en smeer aan voete vir 
brandgevoel onder voete’ (EF: make tea from the stem and drink for high 
blood pressure, cancer, inflammation, eat gum and also add in tea for 
health (tonic), good firewood, dry bark and infuse as tea for bladder 
(urinary ailments) infection, kidney ailments, high blood pressure, add root 
in wash water for swollen feet, fry out in sheep fat or olive oil and apply to 
feet for burning sensation underneat feet (burning feet)   
Viscum capense 
(Santalaceae) 
AP: ‘groei op doringboom (V. continuum)– gebruik as tee, groei op 
renosterbos – help met geboorte gee, groei op noemnoemp – gebruik vir 





Anecdotes collected during ethnobotanical surveys (Afrikaans 
anecdotes are often grammatically incorrect but are given exactly 
as they were recorded; likewise, the English translations may not 
be grammatically perfect but hopefully captures the essence of the 
anecdote) 
[AP, SS, AF, MH, LL, EH, 
JF, KF: voëlent] 
 
 
suiker’ (AP: grows on thorntree - use as tea, grows on renosterbos 
(Elytropappus rhinocerotis) - helps with giving birth, grows on 
noemnoemp (Carissa haematocarpha) - use for diabetes); SS: ‘trek as tee 
vir vroue met min melk (melkstimuleerder), om meer melk te kry’ (SS: 
infuse as tea for women with little milk, to get more milk); AF: ‘tee, enige 
bos’ (AF: tea, any shrub); MH, LL; ‘tee’ (MH, LL; tea); EH: ‘voëlent tee, 
gooi suiker by, help vir hoë bloed, suiker, maak droog en kook om fiks te 
bly (tonikum)’ (EH: mistletoe tea, add sugar, help for high blood pressure, 
diabetes, make dry and boil to stay fit (tonic); JF, KF: ‘groei op 
renosterbos – hart medisyne vir lek hart, groei op doringboom – tee, eet 
bessies’ (JF, KF: grows on renosterbos - heart medicine for leaking heart, 
grows on the thorntree - tea, eat berries) 
Xanthoparmelia spp. 
(Parmeliaceae)  
[AP, SS, AF, RF, BL, DL, 
MH, LL, EH, JF, KF, EF: 
klipblom] 
 
AP: ‘tandpyn (anti-inflammatories)’ (AP: toothache (anti-inflammatory); 
SS: ‘tandpyn, breek tande uit as mond uitspoel’ (SS: toothache, brakes 
teeth out if mouth is rinsed out); AF, RF: ‘maal vir tandpyn, tande val uit 
as spoel elke more’ (AF, RF: grind for toothache, teeth fall out as if rinsed 
every morning); BL, DL: ‘tandpyn, maak tande los om te trek’ (BL, DL: 
toothache, making teeth loose to pull out); MH, LL: ‘drink vir rug’ MH, LL: 
drink for back); EH: ‘rugpyn, trek klein stukkie van blom, bitter’ (EH: back 
pain, infuse small piece of flower, bitter); JF, KF: ‘tande laat trek, gooi op 
kookwater en spoel mond uit, maak tande los en trek maklik uit’ (JF, KF: 
to pull teeth, throw in boiling water and rinse mouth out, make teeth loose 
and pulls out easily); EF: ‘paljas, trek soos tee en drink as “gevang” is met 
vullis’ (EF: “paljas” - magic medicine (psychological conditions), infuse like 
tea and drink if you are caught in [subjected to] an evil spell) 
Zantedeschia aethiopica 
(Araceae)  
[AP, SS, AF, RF, MH, LL: 
varkiesblom,  
SS: wilde piesangblom, MR, 
AB1, BL, DL, EH, JF, KF: 
varkieblom, EF: vark-ore] 
AP: ‘knip hom af vir mooigeid’ (AP: cut him off for prettiness); MR, AB1; 
‘mooi vir rangskikking’ (MR, AB1: pretty for arrangements); AF, RF: 
‘ornamente’ (AF, RF: ornaments); BL, DL: ‘net vir die mooi’ (BL, DL: just 
for looking beautiful); MH, LL: ‘gebruik blare vir bene en arms wat pyn’ 
(MH, LL: use leaves for legs and arms that pain); EH: ‘blare vir pyn, sny 
are agter af en sit op pyn plek, vir mooigeid ook’ (EH: leaves for pain, cut 
at the back and put on pain location, for prettiness too); JF, KF: ‘ystervark 
eet dit’ (JF, KF: porcupine eats it); EF: ‘mooigeid’ (EF: prettiness) 
Zingiber officinale 
(Zingiberaceae) 
[AP, AF, RF, MH, LL, EH, 
EF: gemmer] 
AP: ‘kook gemmer vir maag en naarheid’ (AP: boil ginger for stomach and 
nausea); AF, RF: ‘griep en als (tonikum)’ (AF, RF: influenza and 
everything (tonic); MH, LL: ‘gemmerkoekies, drink vir maag en naarheid’ 
(MH, LL: ginger biscuits, drink for stomach and nausea); EH: ‘oggend tee, 
naarheid, sinus, griep en hoes, drink droë gemmer in water’ (EH: morning 
tea, nausea, sinus, influenza and cough, drink dried out ginger in water); 
EF: ‘enige kwaal (tonikum), verkoue, griep, gooi in tee ‘n klein stukkie, 
meng saam suurlemoen om gewig te verloor’ (EF: any ailment (tonic), 




[AP: hondebossie, AJ: 
hondepisbossie, EH, JF, 
KF, EF:  hondepisbos] 
AP: ‘medisyne’ (AP: unspecified medicine); AJ: ‘gebruik vir die maag’ (AJ: 
use for stomach ailments)’; EH: ‘smeer aan ‘n man sodat hy en sy vrou 
moet stry kry (paljas), stink, bokke vreet dit’ (EH: apply onto a man so that 
he and his wife should have a fight (“paljas” - magic medicine 
(psychological conditions), smelly, goats eat it); JF, KF: ‘medisyne vir die 
maag’ (JF, KF: medicine for stomach); EF: ‘lae bloed, nier, suiker, 
rumatiek, arthritis’ (EF: low blood pressure, kidney, diabetes, rheumatism) 
Zinnia peruviana 
(Asteraceae) 
[AP: jakop regop] 
AP: ‘goed vir vlooie (insekafweerder)’ (AP: good for fleas (insect repellent) 
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The primary data for Zoar in Table 6.3 include not only medicinal uses but also 
other uses including crafts, games and food plants. The participants of Zoar 
mentioned 170 useful species, which includes 50 species that were not represented 
in the flip-file. Uses were recorded for 157 species – the 13 species for which 
vernacular names are recorded without uses in Zoar in the western Little Karoo were 
Arctopus echinatus, Crassula perforata, Diosma acmaeophylla, Eriospermum 
capense, Euryops lateriflorus, Gasteria brachyphylla, Gibbaeum gibbosum, 
Helichrysum patulum, Stapelia sp., Solanum tomentosum, Tylecodon cacalioides, 
Tylecodon sp., and Urginea altissima. The reason for this might be because of their 
limited availability in the western Little Karoo or that they are not considered as 
useful in Zoar.  
Table 6.4 contains the primary data of all useful plants recorded by six 
participants in Calitzdorp.  
 
Table 6.4: Primary data of all useful plants collected during ethnobotanical 
field surveys in Calitzdorp, western Little Karoo. 
Abbreviations for six participants:  Elizabeth (“Bettie”) van Staden (ES) – 
unpublished historical notes, Elroy (“Shorty”) Quantini (EQ), Hans Arendse (HA) – 
information given by SD, Joseph (“Oom Soppie”) Ludck (JL), Salomie de Jager (SD) 
and Stephanus Johannes (“Fanie”, “Klaasie”) Claasen (SC). 
Species (Families) 
[Vernacular names] 
Anecdotes collected during ethnobotanical surveys (Afrikaans 
anecdotes are often grammatically incorrect but are given exactly 
as they were recorded; likewise, the English translations may not 




[HA, SD: kalmoes] 










boegoe, SD: boegoe] 
no uses recorded 
Agathosma capensis 
(Rutaceae)  
[HA (D1): steenbokboegoe] 
HA (D1, pg. 31): “This plant is mostly used as a medicine for babies. An 
infusion is made in milk or in water and given to the baby to ease colic, 
cramps and restlessness. This infusion can also be used to ease 
bloatedness, stomach-ache, nausea and indigestion in adults. Bladder 
problems and other urinal discomfort can be treated by drinking this 
infusion and by using it as a wash or a lotion.”; SD: ‘kou, lekker tee, 
babatjies – winde, koliek en maag, blaasmoeilikheid, liquorice smaak 
(SD: chew, nice tea, infant flatulence, colic and stomach, bladder 
difficulties, liquorice taste) 





[SC: garingboom, SD: 
garing] 
SC: ‘beenpyne, vryf blaar op pyn (inflammasie)’ (SC: legpains, rub leaf 
on pain (inflammation); SD: ‘maak tequila’ (SD: make tequila) 
Aloe ferox (Asphodelaceae) 
[SC: aalwyn, SD: aloe] 
 
SC: ‘bloed, maag, maak pilletjies in gewone suiker of meel’ (SC: blood, 
stomach, make pills in usual sugar or flour); SD: ‘maag, lewer – 
galerigheid, bloed skoonmaak, wurms, maagpyn, smeer aan seer 
plekkies, sit afgesnyde blaar in hoenders se drink water om van luise 
ontslae te raak, bokmedisyne teen parasiete, algemene gesondheid 
(tonikum)’ (SD: stomach, liver – bile, blood purifier, worms, stomach 
pain, apply to sore spots, place cut leaf in chickens’ drinking water to get 




[SC: hanekam, misbredie, 
SD: hanekam] 
SC: ‘meng dit saam met aartappels’ (SC: mix it together with potatoes) 
Anacampseros papyracea 
(Portulacaceae) 
[SD: gansmis, moervygie] 




[SD: gansmis, moervygie] 
SD: ‘eet dit na die reën’ (SD: eat it after the rain) 
Aptosimum depressum = A. 
procumbens 
(Scrophulariaceae) 
[HA (D1): brandbossie, SD: 
karoo-viooltjie] 
HA, SD: ‘kopvelsiektes (omlope), brandwonde – trek hele plant en maak 
lappie nat daarmee en sit op wond, naby melkbos staan – eet as teengif 
as diere melkbos eet (krimpsiekte), staan naby gifbosse (HA, SD: scalp 
illnesses (ringworm), burn wounds – infuse whole plant and wet cloth 
with it and place on wound, stands close to melkbos (Euphorbia 
mauritanica) – eat as antidote if animals ate melkbos (krimpsiekte – 
cattle disease), stands close to poison shrubs); HA (D1, pg. 13): “An 
infusion made from the roots is also used to treat scalds and burns and 




SC: ‘pyne in pene, trek en drink (pyn en inflammasie)’ (SC: pains in legs, 
infuse and drink (pain and inflammation) 
Arctopus echinatus 
(Apiaceae)  
[EQ: platdoring, SD: 
sieketroos, S1: bitterwortel, 
platdoring, pokkies-, 
sieketroos] 
SD: ‘bloedsuiwer, sleg voel of hartseer is – tonikum, hoes, omlope’ (SD: 
blood purifier, feeling bad or sad - tonic, cough, ringworm) 
Artemisia absinthium 
(Asteraceae) 
[SC, SD: groenamara] 
SC: ‘wonderlike sens, wat is mooier as ‘n meisiemens’ (SC: “wonderful 
scent, what is more beautiful than a girl” - saying) 
Artemisia afra (Asteraceae) 




SC: ‘griep’ (SC: influenza); SD: ‘drink saam met klipdagga vir bloeddruk, 
twee blare in een bottel tee, koors, verkoue, hoesstroop (baie sleg), 
maagmoeilikheid, suiker – drink saam wildedagga, toeneus, steek in ore 
(plaasvervanger vir wildemalva), muskiete – vryf blare stukkend op lyf 
(insekafweerder), kopseer – kneus en asem dampe in, droë blare rook 
vir hoofpyn of snuif (fyn maal), sinus, meng vir senuwees (mengsels) 
(SD: drink with klipdagga (Leonotis ocymifolia) for high blood pressure, 
two leaves in one bottle of tea, fever, colds, cough syrup (tastes bad), 
stomach difficulty, diabetes – drink with wildedagga (Leonotis leonorus) , 
blocked nose, otitis (replacement for wildemalva (Pelargonium spp.), 
mosquitos – rub leaves in pieces on body (insect repellent), headache – 
bruise and breath in fumes, smoke dry leaves for headache or snuff 
(finely grinded), sinusitis, mix for nervousness – anxiety (mixtures); ES: 
‘toegetrekte bors en bors moeilikheid - meng wilde-als met heuning en 
eet teelepels vol daarvan 4 – 6 x per dag’ (ES: closed up chest and chest 
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ailments – mix wilde-als (Artemisia afra) with honey and eat teaspoons 
full thereof 4 – 6 times daily) 
Asparagus africanus 
(Asparagaceae) 
[SD: katdoring, kattedoring, 
wag-‘n-bietjie] 
SD: ‘groeipunt eet met botter, blaas, niere, TB, longe, maagmoeilikheid’ 




[HA (D1): kinderpieletjies, 
SD: bobbejaankos] 
HA (D1, pg. 44): “Bobbejaankos is still today being used medicinally for 
the treatment of bladder infection and kidney problems.”; SD: ‘blaas en 






SD: ‘hoesstroop, verkoue, griep, hoes, koors, longe, masels uitslaan, 
blaas en niere, kopseer – drink (nat lap ook op kop), rumatiek en jig – 
kniegpyn (draai lap om lid vir pyn, sit blare binne jou hoed en skoene), 
laat kleintjies slap (slaaploosheid, kalmeer middel vir babas)’ (SD: cough 
syrup, colds, influenza, cough, fever, lungs (respiratory ailments), measle 
rash to erupt outwards, bladder and kidneys, headache – drink (wet cloth 
on head too), rheumatism and gout – knee pain (wrap cloth around joint 
for pain, place leaves inside your hat and shoes), lets little ones sleep 









SD: ‘tandpyn, smeer oor klippe fyn en pak op tand’ (SD: toothache, rub 




SD: ‘bolskubbe gebruik vir wonde en sere’ (SD: bulb leaves used for 
wounds and sores) 
Buddleja saligna 
(Scrophulariaceae) 
[SC: witolien, SD: 
basterolien] 





HA (D1, pg. 10): “The fresh leaf produces a soothing jelly-like juice which 
is a wonderful treatment for burns, rashes, blisters, insect bites, dry and 
cracked lips, acne, prickly heat, cold sores, mouth ulcers and areas of 




[EQ, SD: rooiwortel] 
SD: ‘tonikum in twee liter water’ (SD: tonic in two liters of water) 
Cadaba aphylla 
(Capparaceae) 
[HA (D1), SD: swartstorm, 
SC: stormwortel] 
HA (D1, pg. 32): “A decoction made of the black root is used to treat 
epileptic fits and backache”; SC: ‘maagprobleme’ (SC: stomach 
ailments); SD: ‘pikswart wortel – rugpyn, epilepsie, pyne, maag, kap en 
kook in dekoksie (SD: pitch black root - backache, epileptic fits, pains, 
stomach, chop and boil in decoction) 
Canna indica (Cannaceae) 
[SD: kenna] 
SD: ‘maak blaar warm vir seerrug, rumatiek, bind vas, bly warm’ (SD: 




SD: ‘drink regte dagga vir herstelling na ‘n beroerte’ (SD: drink real 
dagga for recovery after a stroke) 
Carissa haematocarpa 
(Apocynaceae) 
[SD:  noem-noem] 
SD: ‘eet totdat dit bubblegum word’ (SD: eat until it becomes bubblegum) 
Carpobrotus deliciosus 
(Aizoaceae) 
[HA: suurvygie, SD: 
ghoena, suurvy] 
 
HA (D1, pg. 79): “The leaf juice can be applied to eczema – also to wet 
eczema, and also in babies. The juice is used to ease sore throat. It can 
be applied to mouth thrush and for teething problems in babies. It can be 
applied to cracked lips and to cold sores on and around the lips.”; SD: 
‘suurvy – ryp raak, druk uit, veluitslag, seerkeel en sproei, tande kry, 
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seerlippe (gebarste lippe)’ (SD: suurvy – become ripe, press out, skin 




SC: ‘mondsproei by kinders, kou vir hoes en seerkeel, gee opelyf, 
purgerend (oral thrush, cough, sore throat, constipation, emetic)’ 
Centaurea benedicta 
(Asteraceae) 
[ES, SC: karmedik] 
ES: ‘hart en borskwale - trek op kouewater, drink 1 kelkievol 3 x per dag 
vir borskwale en hart probleme (ES: heart and chest ailments – infuse in 
coldwater, drink one glass full three times a day for chest ailments and 




[HA: vinkelbol, SD: 
vinkelwortel (Great Karoo)] 
HA (D1, pg.): ‘indigestion and bloatedness’; SD: ‘winde as maag 
opgestuit is, wortel gaarmaak en eet (braai/rooster op kole)’ (SD: 
flatulence when stomach is full, cook root and eat (fry/roast on coals) 
Chironia baccifera 
(Gentianaceae) 
[HA: meidjiewillemse, SC: 
sespapperel-la, SD: 
aambeibos] 
HA (D1, pg. 19): “An infusion made of the leaves, stems, roots and 
flowers is famous as a blood purifier to cleanse the body in the treatment 
of acne, skin diseases, heat rash, veld sores, boils, abscesses and 
venereal sores, It has a purgative action, The best-known use is as a 
purgative for those suffering from haemorrhoids, The infusion used as a 
lotion is said to soothe and shrink the piles, A tea can be taken to ease 
and cure diarrhoea.”; SD: ‘veldsere, skrape, bloed skoon kry deur 
maagwerk (hardlywigheid), naar, aambeie, vuilsiekte, diarree (dosis 
voorbereiding)’ (SD: field sores, scrapes, blood cleansing through 




[HA, SD: bitterbos] 
SD: ‘geslagsiektes, harde maag’ (SD: STD’s, constipation) 
Cichorium intybus 
(Asteraceae) 
[SD: sigorei, HA: 
bloublommetjie] 




[HA, SD: dawidtjiewortel] 
 
HA (D1, pg. 24): “The fresh leaves are pulped and applied to snake-bite, 
as a poultice to draw out the poison, Infusions and decoctions are taken 
for diabetes, TB, stomach cancer and skin cancers. The rhizomes are 
also used for dysentery, urinary stones and glandular swellings, an 
infusion of the rhizome is taken as a pain-killer.”; SD: ‘rugpyn (wortel), 
kanker, geswelde kliere, maag, suiker, niere, TB, vars blare trek gif uit 
slangbyt uit, wortel – lucky charms (paljas)’ (SD: backache (root), cancer, 
swollen glands, stomach, diabetes, kidneys, TB, fresh leaves draw 





SD: ‘rugpyn, moeglyf, senuwees, as nie kan slaap nie’ (SD: backache, 
fatigue, anxiety, insomnia) 
Commelina africana 
(Commelinaceae) 
SD: ‘vrouebossie – maandstonde pyne, was geslagssiektes met 
bogrondse dele, senuweeagtigheid – kneus blaar en ruik vir skok 
(“rescue remedy”)’ (SD: female shrub - menstruation pains, wash STD’s 




[ES: bakbossie, SC, SD: 
oondbos] 
 
ES: ‘koors - sit asyn op bakbossie blare en sit op voorkop vir koors, 
spastiese dikderm - bakbossie getrek op water en drink 1 K vol soos 
benodig vir spastiese dikderm (ES: fever – place vinegar on bakbossie 
leaves and place on forehead for fever, spastic colon – bakbossie 
infused in water and drink one cup full as needed for spastic colon); SC: 
‘pyn in die bors’ (pain in the chest); SD: ‘griep, koors, borsmoeilikheid’ 
(SD: influenza, fever, chest ailments) 
Cotyledon orbiculata 
(Crassulaceae) 
[HA, SD: plakkie] 
 
HA (D1, pg. 22): “The word ‘Plakkie’ is aptly used to describe plants that 
are used as poultices. The leaf can be pulped, and hot water poured 
over it, then drained and used as a poultice, or the leaf can be placed in 
a folded cloth and warmed thoroughly in a low oven before being used 
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 as a poultice. The warmed leaf is applied to boils, abscesses and corms, 
and the cut leaf surface heals nappy rash. The warmed leaf-sap is used 
as soothing drops for earache and toothache.” SD: ‘baba boudtjies – 
smeer sappies aan, oorpyn, tandpyn – smeer sap aan maar sluk nie in 
nie, pitswere – trek blaar vel af, beter as warm is, sere, dorings uittrek, 
abses in mond – plakkie blaar buite wang geplak, bind doek om, soolvrat 
– sny blaar oop en sit blaar op en maak vas, trek kous oor as slaap’ (SD: 
nappy rash – apply juice, earache, toothache – apply juice but do not 
swallow, boils – peel leaf, better when warm, sores, draw thorns out, 
mouth abcess – stick leaf blade outside cheek, tie cloth around, wart – 










SD: ‘binneste wortel word geëet’ (SD: eat the inner root) 
Cyclopia intermedia 
(Fabaceae) 
[SC, SD: heuningbostee] 
SC: ‘dit is ‘n aptytwekker, eetluswekend’ (SC: it is an appetite stimulant) 
Cynanchum viminale 
(Apocynaceae)  
[HA, SD: melktou] 
HA, SD: ‘vrouens se melk laat vloei (stimuleer melkvloei)’ (HA, SD: let 
womens milk flow (lactation – stimulate milk flow) 
Cyperus textilus 
(Cyperaceae) 
[SD:  toue] 








SD: ‘sere en wonde, was geslagsiektes daarmee’ (SD: sores and 
wounds, wash STD’s with it) 
Datura stramonium 
(Solanaceae)  
[HA, SD: stinkblaar, SC: 
witstinkolie, stinkolie] 
SC: ‘mak, seerplekke, gebruik saam kasterolie, rook vir bors probleme’ 
(SC: tame, sores, use with castor oil, smoke for chest ailments); HA, SD: 
‘bors, vir pyn en inflammasie, oorpyn, maak blaar warm en plaas op rug 
– rugpyn’ (HA, SD: chest, for pain and inflammation, earache, make leaf 









SC: ‘blaas, niere, rug, meng kareeboombas, perdepis, klipdagga, 
kankerbossie en steenbokboegoe vir prostaat, manlike tonikum’ (SC: 
bladder, kidneys, back, mix with kareeboombas (Searsia lancea), horse 
urine, klipdagga (Leonurus ocymifolia), kankerbossie (Lessertia 
frutescens) and steenbokboegoe for prostate, male tonic) 
Diosma prama (Rutaceae) 
[SD: boegoe] 
no uses recorded 
Diospyros lycioides 
(Ebenaceae) 
[SD: bliksembos, bloubos, 
jakkalsbes-sie] 
SD: ‘trek weerlig (paljas), groei by ondergrondse water, maak 
krieketkom, gebruik bloubos bessies vir koffie, eet ryp vruggies’ (SD: 
draws lightning (“paljas” - magic medicine (psychological conditions), 
grows at underground water, make cricket bats, use bloubos berries for 
coffee, eat ripe fruits) 
Dodonaea viscosa 
(Sapindaceae) 




HA (D1, pg. 30): “The best-known medicinal uses for this plant is for 
stomach disorders and fever, the same brew will help to bring down a 
fever, chest conditions, crushed leaves can be applied to help bad chest 
conditions. Crushed leaves can be bound over the lower back for back 
strain and pain. A decoction of the roots will treat colds, bronchitis and 
coughs.”  SC: ‘griep, drink saam een disprin (SC: influenza, drink 
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together with one disprin)’; SD: ‘maagmedisyne, griep, koors, bors, 
rugpyn, hoes en brongitis’ (SD: stomach medicine, influenza, fever, 





SD: ‘gebruik bol vir pyne en die skubbe van die bol vir sere, sny bol in 
skywe en maak warm en sit op pynplek, maak toe om ‘n pitsweer uit te 
trek (SD: use bulb for pains and the scales of the bulb for sores, cut bulb 
in disks and make warm and place on pain spot, tie up to draw out a boil) 
 













no uses recorded 
Eriocephalus africanus var. 
paniculatus 
(Asteraceae) 
[SD: kapokbos, hartbossie] 
SD: ‘hartbossie, hart moeilikheid, goed vir koors, blaas en niere’ (SD: 




SD: ‘hartbossie, hart moeilikheid, goed vir koors, blaas en niere’ (SD: 




no uses recorded 
Eucalyptus globulus 
(Myrtaceae) 
[ES: ronde bloekomblaar] 
ES: ‘suikersiekte - trek op koue water en bring tot net voor kook, drink dit 
in stede van water vir suikersiekte’ (ES: diabetes – infuse in coldwater 




SD: ‘wortels – hartmoeilikheid, eet die bessies’ (ryp – stroopsoet) (SD: 
roots - heart difficulty, eat the berries (ripe – honey-sweet) 
Euphorbia mauritanica 
(Euphorbiaceae) 
[HA, SC: melkbos, SD: 
geelmelkbos] 
SC: ‘gebruik melk vir kanker’ (SC: use milk for cancer); HA, SD: ‘vratjies’ 
(HA, SD: warts) 
Euryops tenuissimus 
(Asteraceae) 
[SC, SD: harpuisbos] 
no uses recorded 
Felicia filifolia (Asteraceae) 
[SD: steenbokbossie, DJ1: 
felicia, steenbokbossie] 
SD: ‘bors moeilikheid’ (SD: chest difficulty) 
Fockea spp.  
(Apocynaceae) 
[SD: ystervarkpatat] 




no uses recorded 
Galenia africana 
(Aizoaceae) 
[SC: kraalbos, SD: geelbos] 
SC: ‘kook en was plank vloere vir ligte geel kleur’ (SC: boil and was 
wooden floors for light yellow colour (stain); SD: ‘tandpyn - gee blase 
binne mond as te veel gebruik (toothache – gives blisters inside the 
mouth when used too much) 
Galium tomentosum 
(Rubiaceae) 
[HA, SD: rooivergeet] 
SD: ‘suiker, rugpyn, melk allergie vir babas, wortels – baba tonikum, laat 
baba floreer’ (SD: diabetes, backache, milk allergies in babies, roots – 
baby tonic, allows baby to flourish) 





[SD: beestong, HA: 
oukossies] 




SD: ‘babas wat tande sny, smeer sap aan tandvleis’ (SD: babies that are 









SD: ‘drink as tee vir maag en bors’ (SD: drink as tea for stomach and 
chest ailments); HA: ‘gebruik sap vir vrattte’ (HA: use juice for warts)  
Gonialoe variegata 
(Asphodelaceae)  
[HA, SC, SD: kanniedood] 
SC: ‘blom altyd, gebruik blare’ (SC: flowers always, leaves used); JI: ‘sny 
alle blare af, rasper ‘knoets’ en trek vir maagpyn’ (JI: cut all leaves off, 





SD: ‘eet dit, smaak soos rosyntjies, groot bessie - klammigheid, spoeg 
pitte uit (Boesmans = pyl en boog) (SD: eat it, tastes like raisins, big 




SD: ‘nageboorte uit te kom, een uur na geboorte drink bietjie-vir-bietjie, 
sip, lyf weet wanneer genoeg’ (SD: afterbirth to be removed, one hour 





SD: ‘kieries, maag en bors probleme, TB’ (SD: canes (walking sticks), 
stomach and chest problems, TB) 
Helichrysum cymosum 
(Asteraceae) 
[HA, SD: kooibos] 
SD: ‘verkoue, hoes, toeneus, blaas, niere, slaaploosheid, verdryf luise’ 
(insektafweerder) (SD: colds, cough, blocked nose, bladder, kidneys, 
insomnia, ousted lice (insect repellent) 
Helichrysum odoratissimum  
[ES: hottnots kooigoed, SC: 
hotnotskooigoed, SD: 
kooibos] 
ES: ‘blaas en prostaatprobleme - trek op kouewater vir blaas en prostaat 
problem, drink soos benodig ‘n ½ glas so 4 x per dag’ (ES: bladder and 
prostate problems – infuse in coldwater for bladder and prostate 




SD: ‘sere, wonde, trek tee en was, fyngestampde blare word as pap op 
gesit’ (SD: sores, wounds, infuse tea and wash, finely crushed leaves is 













SD: ‘prostaatmoeilikheid, blaas, inwendige menslike parasiete (wurms), 
duisligheid (dronk in die kop)’ (SD: prostate problems, bladder, internal 




SD: ‘maag en suiker, klein geel blommetjie, galbitter (SD: stomach and 




SD: ‘maag moeilikheid, stamp en kook wortel knol’ (SD: stomach 








SD: ‘teengif, neutraliseer gifstowwe’ (SD: poison antidote, neutralise 
toxins) 






HA, SD: ‘tandpyn, rumatiek, kopseer, gee blase tydens rumatiek 
behandeling (HA, SD: toothache, rheumatism, headache, gives blisters 




SD: ‘blare val af as aan hom vat, maagwerk en maagpyn, kou net so in 
die veld (maagprobleme), proe lekker soos liquorice wanneer afgekook’ 
(SD: leaves fall off when you touch him, diarrhoea and stomach-ache, 
chew just as is in the field (stomach problems), taste nice like liquorice 








SC: ‘hoë bloeddruk, meng kareeboombas, perdepis, klipdagga, 
kankerbossie en steenbokboegoe vir prostaat, manlike tonikum’ (SC: 
high blood pressure, mix with kareeboombas (Searsia lancea), horse 
urine, klipdagga (Leonurus ocymifolia), kankerbossie (Lessertia 
frutescens) and steenbokboegoe (Diosma acmaeophylla) for prostate, 
male tonic); SD: ‘langblaar, staan berg se kant toe naby rivier, suiker, 
bloeddruk, rugpyn, verkoue, beroerte (drink na beroerte vir herstelling, 
kan ook regte dagga drink – Cannabis sativa), drink daggatee een keer 
per dag, slangbyt – kook blare tot pap en pak op bytplek, maak toe en 
drink wildedaggatee, rook blare vir hoofpyn en keelseer (SD: long leaf, 
stands on mountain side near river, diabetes, high blood pressure, 
backache, colds, stroke (drink after stroke for recovery, kan also drink 
real dagga - Cannabis sativa), drink dagga tea once a day, snake-bite – 
boil leaves until soft and place on bite, close up and drink wild dagga tea, 




[SC, SD: klipdagga] 
SC: ‘hoë bloeddruk, meng kareeboombas, perdepis, klipdagga, 
kankerbossie en steenbokboegoe vir prostaat, manlike tonikum’ (SC: 
high blood pressure, mix with kareeboombas (Searsia lancea), horse 
urine, klipdagga (Leonurus ocymifolia), kankerbossie (Lessertia 
frutescens) and steenbokboegoe (Diosma acmaeophylla) for prostate, 
male tonic); SD: ‘bloeddruk, beroerte, hartmoeilikheid, suiker’ (SD: high 
blood pressure, stroke, heart ailments, diabetes) 
 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
frutescens 
(Fabaceae) 




ES: ‘hart en kanker probleme - groei plat op grond met saad soos 
blasies, trek op kouewater en drink vir hart en kanker probleme (ES: 
heart and cancer problems – grows flat on the ground with inflatable 
seed, infuse in coldwater and drink for heart and cancer problems); HA: 
‘voete wat moeg en seer is,  seer oë van skerp son, as jy koorsig en 
swak voel, suiker, bitter – goed vir die maag en longe, blaas, verkoue, 
griep, seerrug, senuwees/senuweeagtigheid, dosis vir tee maak is 
afhangend van die tyd van die jaar en die klimaat (droogte of reen), hou 
bossie omtrent so 2 cm weg van jou neus om te ruik), neem een maal 
per maand en slaan oor vir ‘n week (HA: feet that are tired and sore, sore 
eyes from sharp sun, if you feel feverish and weak, diabetes, bitter – 
good for the stomach and lungs, bladder, colds, influenza, backache, 
nerves – anxiety, dosage for tea depends on the time of the year and the 
climate (dry or wet), keep shrub about two centimetres away from your 
nose to smell); IJ: ‘gebruik die hele plant om alles in die liggaam te 
behandel (tonikum)’ (IJ: use the whole plant to treat everything in the 
body (tonic); EQ: ‘maag en kanker’ (EQ: stomach and cancer); SC: 
‘kanker en maagsere, meng kareeboombas, perdepis, klipdagga, 
kankerbossie en steenbokboegoe vir prostaat, manlike tonikum’ (SC: 
cancer and stomach ulcers, mix with kareeboombas (Searsia lancea), 
horse urine, klipdagga (Leonurus ocymifolia), kankerbossie (Lessertia 
frutescens) and steenbokboegoe (Diosma acmaeophylla) for prostate, 
male tonic); SD: ‘kanker – vel’ (skin cancer) 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
microphylla  
(Fabaceae) 
ES: ‘hart en kanker probleme - groei plat op grond met saad soos 
blasies, trek op kouewater en drink vir hart en kanker probleme (ES: 
heart and cancer problems – grows flat on the ground with inflatable 
seed, infuse in coldwater and drink for heart and cancer problems) 
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[HA, SD: hongertee] 
HA, SD: ‘gee eetlus aan kinders wat nie wil eet nie’ (HA, SD:  gives 





SD: ‘rook vir energie, maak jou dronk, skaduwee mag nie op plant val 
nie, gees vang, bekruip en gooi hoed op, hou toe in hand (“paljas” – 
psychological conditions), meng met tabak en rol zol, eet die blomme 
(SD: smoke for energy, makes you drunk (psychoactive drugs), shadow 
should not fall on the plant, catch spirit, stalk and throw your hat on top of 
it, keep closed in your hand (“paljas” - magic medicine (psychological 








no uses recorded 
Malva parviflora 
(Malvaceae) 
[SC, SD: kiesieblaar] 
SC: ‘eet die pampoentjies, ongespesifiseerde medisyne’ (SC: eat the 
little pumpkins, unspecified medicine) 
Melianthus comosus 
(Melianthaceae) 
[HA, SC, SD: kruidjie-roer-
my-niet, ES: kruidjie roer 
my nie] 
 
SC: ‘pisvoete en vel gaan los en sweer in sool, giftig, hou voete in water 
vir infeksie’ (SC: foot sores and loose skin which inflames in heel, 
poisonous, keep feet in water for infection); SD: ‘was wonde en sere, 
rugpyn – sit op uitwendig, trek pitswere’ (SD: wash wounds and sores, 
backache – apply externally, draw boils); HA (D1): ‘For and aching back: 
Pack warmed leaves on the area and hold in place with a bandage. This 
treatment can also be used on boils and abscesses to bring them to a 
head.’; ES: ‘beroerte - trek kruidjie roer my nie op water en lê die 
getrekte kruidjie roer my nie op pasiënt se verlamde dele en laat droog 
word’ (ES: stroke – infuse kruidjie roer my nie in water and apply the 
infused plant material on the patient’s paralysed parts and allow to dry) 
Mentha longifolia 
(Lamiaceae) 
[HA, SC: ballerjan, SD:  
balderja, balderjan, kruiste-
ment, mint, wild mint] 
SC: ‘maagkrampe’ (SC: stomach cramps); SD: ‘winderigheid, sooibrand, 
maagpyn, gal, naarheid, verkoue, sinus, toeneus, senuwees, hoë 
bloeddruk, slaaploosheid’ (SD: flatulence, heartburn, stomach pain, bile, 




[SD: kruistement, mint, wild 
mint] 
no uses recorded 
Mesembryanthemum 
junceum (Aizoaceae) 
[SC: loogasbos, SD: 
loogbos] 





[SD: kanna (Great Karoo), 
kougoed (Little Karoo)] 
SD: ‘kou punt van takkie as jy dors het, goed vir senuweeagtigheid as jy 
hol kol op die maag het’ (SD: chew the tip of the brance as a thirst 
quencher, good for anxiety if you have an empty feeling in the pit of your 
stomach); LJ: ‘voorbereiding – sit in plastiek sak en stamp fyn met klip, 
sit in son vir 3 tot 4 dae, wanneer bruin word, skud uit, word droog, maak 
poeier en sit agter onder lip (pruim), los dit daar – gee woema (tonikum)’ 
(LJ: preparation – place in plastic bag and crush finely with stone, place 
in son for three to four days, when turned brown, shook out, let dry, 




HA, SD: ‘wonde, maag en sere’ (HA, SD: wounds, stomach ailments, 
sores) 
Nicotiana glauca 
Solanaceae ES: wilde 
tabak 
ES: ‘gangerene-agtige swere - kneus wilde tabak blare gooi kasterolie 
oor, maak lou warm, smeer dan Vaseline aan sweer & dan die pap van 
die kasterolie en wilde tabak blare op “gauze” en bind liggies toe, saans 
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SC: tabakboom, twakboom 
SD: pypsteelbos 
 
voor slapenstyd en soggens to al die kwaad uitgetrek is (ES: gangerene 
ulcers – bruise wild tobacco leaves and pour castor oil over, make 
lukewarm, apply petroleum jelly to ulcer and then the poultice of caster 
oil and tobacco leaves on gauze and tie up, at night before bedtime and 
in the morning all the angre will be drawn out); SC: ‘seerplekke, bosluis – 
rol met bottle om sag te word, meng met kasterolie en sit op’ (SC: sore 




[SC, SD: klapperbos] 
SC: ‘mooi ligte geel hout, grawe wortel uit vir iemand wat baie drink– 
krap wortel en gooi in die drank, maak hom naar en hy drink nooit weer 
(behandel alkolisme) (SC: pretty light-yellow wood, dig root out vir 
someone who drinks too much – scrape root and add in the drink, makes 
him nauseous and hy will never drink again (treats alcoholism); SD: 
‘direk saai in armste grond sonder water’ (SD: sow seed directly into 
poor soil without water) 




SD: ‘seer oë – was met tee, gorrel vir seerkeel, rumatiek, maak blare pap 
– brandvel’ (“counter irritant”) (SD: sore eyes – wash with tea, gargle for 






SC: ‘maagprobleme’ (stomach problems) 
Oncosiphon piluliferum 
(Asteraceae) [SC, SD: 
stinkkruid] 
SC: ‘koors en swartgriep van 1914, spaansegriep’ (SC: fever and 




[SC, SD: turksvy] 
SC: ‘eet dit, sny skil af en sit binneste op seerplek (SC: eat it, cut peel off 




[HA, SC, SD: suring] 
HA, SD: ‘kou as naar is (HA, SD: chew if nauseous)’; D1: A tea made 
with a few of the leaves and sipped slowly, will help for nausea’; SC: 
‘suur, help dors les, eet dit, pienkblomme ook (SC: sour, help to quench 




no uses recorded 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia 
(Asteraceae) [ES: 
quarisohn, SC: ghwarrieson 
EQ, JL, SD: heuningdou] 
 
ES: ‘trek op koue water en drink 1 kelkie vol 3 x per dag, Sy’t ongelukkig 
nie geskryf waarvoor nie, – tonikum / algemene gesondheid (ES: infuse 
in coldwater and drink one cup full three times daily, no specification as 
for what – tonic / general health)’; SC: ‘dieselfde as heuningdou, alle 
kwale (tonikum)’ (SC: the same as heuningdou, all ailments (tonic); SD: 
‘sterk reuk, ruik duidelik as hand oor hom hou, drink alleen of saam 
klipdagga vir hoë bloeddruk en drink alleen of saam sutherlandia vir 
suiker, rugpyn’ (SD: strong smell, can smell it easily when hand is held 
over him, drink on its own or with klipdagga (Leonurus leonotis) for high 
blood pressure and drink on its own or together with sutherlandia 





[HA, SD: platmalva] 
 
HA (D1, pg. 23): “The San used a decoction of parts of this plant to 
procure abortions and to help with confinements, to speed up the birth 
process and to deliver the placenta. Some of the indigenous tribes used 
infusions to cure diarrhoea and stomach-ache.”; SD: ‘nie vir swanger 
vrouens nie, maag medisyne’ (SD: not meant for pregnant women, 




SD: ‘oorpyn, maak blaar warm en gebruik saam olie’ (SD: earache, warm 
leaf and use with oil) 
Pentzia dentata 
(Asteraceae) 
SD: ‘vrouebossie, maandstond pyne te help, vroumens probleme’ (SD: 
women’s shrub, helps with menstruation pains, female problems) 
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[SD, DJ1: kaatjie-drieblaar] 
Pentzia incana 
(Asteraceae) 
[SC: skaapkaroo, SD: 
ankerkaroo] 




[SC: appeliepie, SD: 
appeliefie] 




no uses recorded 
Polygala leptophylla 
(Polygalaceae) 




no uses recorded 
Portulaca oleracea 
(Portulacaceae) 
[SD: porstelein, reslein] 
SD: ‘koors’ (SD: fever) 
Portulacaria afra 
(Portulacaceae) 
[SC: spekboomblare, SD: 
spekboom] 
SC: ‘suikersiekte’ (SC: diabetes); SD: ‘kou blare vir dors, suiker (bring dit 
af), keelseer, seertjies in mond, puisies uit te trek, skadukant het ‘n suur 
smaak (SD: chew leaves as a thirst quencher, diabetes (brings it down), 
sore throat, mouth ulcers, draw out pimples, shadow side has a sour 
taste) 
Protea repens (Proteaceae)  
[SD: suikerbos] 
no uses recorded 
Protea nitida (Proteaceae)   
[SC, SD: waboom] 
SC: ‘hout pype gemaak’ (SC: made wooden pipes) 
Psidium guajava 
(Myrtaceae) 
[SC, SD: koejawel] 
SC: ‘blare is medies’ (SC: leaves are medicinal (unspecified medicine) 
Pteronia incana 
[Asteraceae] 
[HA: beesbos, SD: 
Pteronia] 




no uses recorded 




no uses recorded 
Raphanus raphanistrum 
(Brassicaceae) [SD: wilde 
mostert] 
SD: ‘eet die blomme, blom verskillende tye, ramnas het ‘n groter wit 
blom’ (SD: eat the flowers, flowers at different times, ramnas has a 




no uses recorded 
Rubus pinnatus 
(Rosaceae) 
[SC, SD: brame] 




SD: ‘lintwurms, inwendige parasiete’ (SD: tapeworms, internal parasites) 
Ruta graveolens 
(Rutaceae) 
[ES, SC: wynruit, SC, SD: 
wynruik] 
ES: ‘hoë koors - trek wynruit op water en gee om te drink vir hoë koors, 
stamp die blare fyn en sit op die polse om koors af te bring, verstuitings - 
vir verstuitings trek die wynruit op asyn of spiritus en sit dit op verstuiting 
of kneusings, dit werk, beroerte - sit wynruit getrek op spiritus aan die 
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verlamde dele, doen daagliks’ (ES: high fever – infuse wynruit in water 
and drink for high fever, crush the leaves finely and place on the pulse to 
bring fever down, sprains – for sprains infuse the wynruit in vinegar of 
spirits and place on top of the sprain or bruise, it works, stroke – place 




[ES: rivierwilger, SD: 
rivierwilg, wilger] 
ES: ‘(nie treur wilger nie), borskwale - trek sy blare op kookwater en 
drink ‘n kelkie vol 3 x per dag’ (ES: (not weeping willow), chest ailments 
– infuse its leaves in boiling water and drink a cup full three times daily); 
SD: ‘koors, sit tak punte onder jou hoed vir hoofpyn’ (SD: fever, place 














SD: ‘kopvelsiektes (omlope)’ (SD: scalp illnesses (ringworm) 
Schinus molle 
(Anacardiaceae) 
[SC, SD: peperboom] 
SC: ‘trek blare vir griep’ (SC: infuse leaves for influenza) 
Searsia lancea 
(Anacardiaceae) 
[SC: kareeboom, SD: 
karee] 
SC: ‘meng kareeboombas, perdepis, klipdagga, kankerbossie en 
steenbokboegoe vir prostaat, manlike tonikum, bas en blare vir 
seerplekke, kook en was seerplekke met water, sit blare daarop’ (SC: 
mix kareeboombas (Searsia lancea), horse urine, klipdagga (Leonurus 
ocymifolia), kankerbossie (Lessertia frutescens) and steenbokboegoe 
(Diosma acmaeophylla) for prostate, male tonic, bark and leaves for sore 




[SC, SD: koeniebos, SD: 
koenie] 









SD: ‘vratte, omlope, kopvelsiektes – vaalkolle op die kop, vryf aan/ 
smeer aan binnekant van wang vir tandpyn, sluk nie in’ (SD: warts, 
ringworm, scalp illnesses – ringworm on the head, rub on/apply on inside 
of cheek for toothache, do not swallow) 
Solanum retroflexum 
(Solanaceae) 
[SC, SD: nastergal] 




SD: ‘vratte, omlope, vryf aan binnekant van wang vir tandpyn’ (SD: 
warts, ringworm, rub on inside of cheek for toothache) 
Stachys aethiopica 
(Lamiaceae) 
[HA: teebossie, SD: klein 
kattekruid] 




[HA: drievingertee, SD: 
katjie-drie-blaar] 
HA, SD: ‘verkoue, griep, maagmoeilikheid’ (HA, SD: colds, influenza, 
stomach difficulty) 










SD: ‘in homeopatiese mengsels – prostaat probleme’ (SD: in 




no uses recorded 
Tulbaghia violacea 
(Alliaceae) 
[HA, SD: wildeknoffel] 
SD, HA: ‘verkoue, griep, maag’ (SD, HA: colds, influenza, stomach) 
Tylecodon cacalioides 
(Crassulaceae) [SD: nenta, 
plakkie] 




[SC, SD: botterboom] 




SD: ‘vrugbaarheid, impotensie – manlike tonikum, nie vir swanger 
vrouens nie, eet sagte binnekant van stingel terwyl groen en jonk, (SD: 
to promote fertility, impotence – male tonic, not meant for pregnant 
women, eat soft inner part of stem while still green and young) 
Urtica urens (Urticaceae) 
[SD: brandnetel] 
no uses recorded 
Vachellia karroo 
(Fabaceae)  
[SC, SD: doringboom] 
SC: ‘gorrel bas vir seerkeel, eet gom vir lekkergoed, groen peule se pitte 
word geeet vir winde’ (SC: gargle bark for sore throat, eat gum for 
sweets, green pods seed are eaten for flatulence); SD: ‘wit vlies 
uitgetrek, maak dak balke vas, by krale geplant vir witchgraft’ (SD: white 




SD: ‘maagmoeilikheid’ (stomach difficulty) 
Viscum capense 
(Santalaceae) 
[HA: lidjiestee, SC, SD: 
voëlent] 
SC: ‘voëlent op noemnoembos is beter medisyne’ (SC: mistletoe on 
noemnoem shrub (Carissa haematocarpha) is better medicine 
(unspecified medicine); SD: ‘ronde vorm – V. capense, hang vorm – V. 
continuum, asma, suiker, tonikum’ (SD: round form - V. capense, 
hanging form - V. continuum, asthma, diabetes, tonic) 
Viscum continuum 
(Santalaceae)  
[SC, SD: voëlent] 
SC: ‘voëlent aan doringboom is medisyne’ (SC: mistletoe on thorntree is 
medicine (unspecified medicine); SD: ‘ronde vorm – V. capense, hang 
vorm – V. continuum, asma, suiker, tonikum’ (SD: round form - V. 
capense, hanging form - V. continuum, asthma, diabetes, tonic) 
Viscum rotundifolium 
(Santalaceae) [SD: voëlent] 
SD: ‘vratte, skurwe plekke op vel, groei op noemnoem bos, kruisbessie 
en wildepruim’ (SD: warts, ruff spot on skin, grows on noemnoem shrub 





SD: ‘maak pap van blare en sit op wonde en sere, as jy baie moeg of 
siek voel – drink wortels vir energie (tonikum), trek blare en drink vir 
maag’ (SD: make a poultice of the leaves and place on wounds and 
sores, if you feel very tired or sick – drink roots for energy (tonic), infuse 




SD: ‘verkoue, hoes, seerkeel, maagpyn, diarree, rugpyn’ (SD: colds, 




SD: ‘maak blaar warm vir seerrug, rumatiek, bind vas, bly warm (SD: 




no uses recorded 





[HA, SD: leeutjies] 
HA, SD: ‘wortels uitgekrap – beroerte, verlamming na beroerte, rug en 




[ES, SC: hondepisbos, SD: 
hondepisbossie] 
ES: ‘hoë koors - trek op water en gee om te drink vir hoë koors, stamp 
die blare fyn en sit op die polse om koors af te bring, verstuitings - vir 
verstuitings trek op asyn of spiritus en sit dit op verstuiting of kneusings, 
dit werk, beroerte - sit getrek op spiritus aan die verlamde dele, doen 
daagliks (ES: high fever – infuse in water and drink for high fever, crush 
the leaves finely and place on the pulse to bring fever down, sprains – for 
sprains infuse in vinegar of spirits and place on top of the sprain or 
bruise, it works, stroke – place infused in spirits on the paralysed parts, 
do it daily); SC: ‘stink, honde en jakkalse pee teen hom’ (SC: stinks, 
dogs and foxes urinates against him); SD: ‘koors uitsweet’ (SD: sweat 
fever out) 
 
Table 6.4 contains the primary data for 164 useful plants known by the six 
participants in Calitzdorp, western Little Karoo. These uses are not only medicinal 
but also includes food items, games and crafts. Table 6.4 includes 45 species that 
were not represented in the flip-file but were added to the results. Uses were 
recorded for 136 species – the 28 species without uses in Calitzdorp were 
Agathosma spp., Cyperus textilus, Cyphia digitata, Silene undulata, Dioscorea 
hemicrypta, Eriocephalus africanus, Eriocephalus ericoides, Eriocephalus tenuipes, 
Euryops tenuissimus, Foeniculum vulgare, Kedrostis foetidissima, Kedrostis nana, 
Lobostemon fruticosis, Lycium horridum, Mentha spicate, Pappea capensis, 
Plantago lanceolate, Polygonum aviculare, Protea repens, Punica granatum, 
Quaqua mammilaris, Ricinus communis, Salvia africana-caerulea, Salix microphylla, 
Thesium lineatum, Tropaeolum majus, Urtica urens and Zingiber officinale.  
The following table 6.5 contains the primary data of all useful plants recorded 
by 20 participants in Vanwyksdorp. 
 
Table 6.5: Primary data of all useful plants collected during ethnobotanical 
field surveys in Vanwyksdorp, western Little Karoo. 
Abbreviations for 24 participants: Andries (“André”) Johannes Britz (AB), Anna 
(“Antjie”) néé Koopman van Wyk (AW), Anna (“Tannie Meid”) Opperman (AO), Anna 
Claasen (AC), Charlotte Bosman (CB), Elsie (“Els”) Dillman (ED), Evelina (“Vroutjie”) 
van Wyk (EW), Evelyn Cloete (EC), Jacoba (“Mammie”) Makriga (JM), Japaulus 
(“Piet”) Cloete (JC), Job Makriga (JM1), Katriena Jantjies (KJ), Katriena (“Katrien”) 
Opperman (KO), Magdalene (“Tannie Leentjie”) Opperman (MO), Maria (“Marie”) 
Katriena Jakobs (MJ), Maria (“Miem”) van Wyk (MW), Maria (“Ous”) Swanepoel 
(MS), Martha Makriga (MM), Morette Cloete (MC), Nokalene Dillman (ND), Petrus 
(“Knapsak Piet”) Williams (PW), Rosina (“Sina”, “Tienie”) Pretorius (RP), Susanna 
(“Den”) Joubert (SJ), Willemiena (“Miena”) Cloete (WC). 





Anecdotes collected during ethnobotanical surveys 
(Afrikaans anecdotes are often grammatically incorrect but are 
given exactly as they were recorded; likewise, the English 
translations may not be grammatically perfect but hopefully 
captures the essence of the anecdote) 
Acorus calamus 
(Acoraceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC: kala-
moes, MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1, WC, PW: kalmoes] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘grou uit en trek vir medisyne vir die maag, kanker’ 
(CB, MO, ED, EC: dig out and infuse for medicine for the stomach, 
cancer); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘maag, winde, suiker’ (MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1: stomach, flatulence, diabetes); MJ: ‘trek, stamp en drink 
vir vuilgoed (paljas)’ (MJ: infuse, crush and drink against evil spells 
(“paljas” -  magic medicine (psychological conditions); MM: ‘kou’  (MM: 
chew (unspecified medicine); WC: ‘trek vir veiligheid (paljas), dra saam 
jou met swart storm vir beskerming, trek vir maag saam groenamara’ 
(WC: infuse for safety (“paljas”) -  magic medicine (psychological 
conditions), wear with you together with swart storm for protection, 
infuse for stomach together  with groenamara (Artemisia absinthium); 
PW: ‘trek vir maag’  (PW: infuse for stomach ailments) 
Adromischus triflorus 
(Crassulaceae)  
[AB: plakkie, EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC, AW: bontplakkie, 
RS: kouterie plakkie, 
MM, JM: bokplakkie, AC: 
veldplakkie, ND: vaal-
plakkie] 
AB: ‘sit plakkie in skoene vir liddorings en voetvratte’ (AB: place leaf in 
shoes for corns and feet warts); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘seerplekke’ (EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC: sore spots); AW: ‘oorontsteking – braai uit met bok of 
skaap vet en gooi in die oor’ (AW: otitis (earache) - fry with goat or 
sheep fat and pour in ear); RS: ‘gebruik vir oorsteek’ (RS: used for otitis 




[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, AC, 
WC: boegoe, MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1: bergboegoe] 
 
AB: ‘maak boegoebrandewyn vir seer maag’ (AB: make buchu brandy 
for sore stomach); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘breëblaar-, dunblaarboegoe, 
rugseer, pyne, niere’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: broadleaf-, thinleaf-, backache, 
pains, kidneys); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘fynblaar-, langblaar- en gewone 
boegoe’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: fineleaf-, longleaf- and ordinary buchu); 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘kry die fynblaar-, langblaar- en 
kortblaarboegoe, bitter smaak, gebruik vir die niere en rug’ (MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1: you can get the fineleaf-, longleaf- and shortleafbuchu, 
bitter taste, used for kidney and backache); JM: ‘boegoebrandewyn 
getrek - bitter, staan vir agt dae, rug en niere’ (JM: buchu brandy 
intincture made - bitter, brew for eight days, backache and kidneys); 
WC: ‘rug - trek, maak boegoebrandewyn – trek en gooi water by halwe 
bottel brandewyn en gooi naeltjies by vir die niere’ (WC: backache -
infuse, make buchu brandy - infuse and add water to half a bottle of 
brandy and add cloves for the kidneys)  
Agave americana 
(Asparagaceae)  
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, AW, 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, 
AC, WC, ND, KJ, PW, MW: 
garingboom, CB, MO, ED, 
EC: garing, garingblaai, 
EW, JC, MS, AO, MC, AW: 
garing] 
 
AB: ‘gebruik vir veevoer, sop laat jou vreeslik jeuk as jy dit nie gewoond 
is nie, maak klimlere van pale, maak voël (budgie) en hoender neste van 
onderste knol, kersfeesbome van bloeiwyses’ (AB: used for animal feed, 
plant juice makes you itch terribly if you are not accustomed to it, make 
ladders from inforescence stems, make bird (budgie) and chicken nests 
of lower tuber, Christmas trees of inflorescences); CB, MO, ED, EC: 
‘beeste eet as kos skaars is, melkbeeste eet blare, maak klimlere van 
stam, kersboom, christmasboom’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: cattle eat when 
food is scarce, dairy cattle eat leaves, make ladders from stem, 
christmas tree); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘kap en gee vir diere om te vreet 
dit gee melk, sit op ‘n verstuite voet, maak warm en sit op vir rumatiek, 
pale gebruik vir klimlere’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: chop and give to 
animals to eat for milk production, put on a sprained foot, warm it infuse 
and put it on for rheumatism, stems used for ladders); AW: ‘krismisboom 
as droog, boere het blare vir vee gevoer, Oom Piet Geldeblom het dit as 
kamp heinings gebruik, klimlere,  pale’ (AW: Christmas tree if dry, 
farmers fed leaves for cattle, Uncle Piet Geldeblom used it as a camp 
fence, ladder, poles); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘beeste vreet, trek die 
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binneste kroon (wit) van die stam en drink vir kanker, maak klimlere, 
balke vir huise en wingerde’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: cattle fodder, 
infuse the inner crown (white) of the stem and drink for cancer, make 
ladders, lumber and beams for houses and vineyards); AC: ‘kerf vir 
beeste en melkkoeie’ (AC: notch for cattle and milk cows); PW: ‘diere 
voer’ (PW: animal feed); MW: ‘saad gebruik as voeltjie nessies, maak  
klimlere’ (MW: seeds used as bird nests, make ladders)   
Aloe ferox (Asphodelaceae)  
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, AC, 
WC, ND, KJ, PW, MW: 
aalwyn] 
 
AB: ‘gebruik vir seerplekke, tap vir medisyne (ongespesifiseerd), 
skoonheidsmiddels vir vrouens, gee vir diere om luise dood te maak by 
hoenders, honde en katte vir bosluise, doseer volstruise - gee skoon vir 
inwendige parasiete met spuit, bosluise val af, bokke, beeste, skape 
(insekwerend en diere medisyne), lakseermiddel (hardlywigheid), maak 
enige seerplekke gesond - sap’ (AB: used for sores, tap for medicine 
(unspecified), cosmetics for women, give to animals to kill lice in 
chickens, dogs and cats for ticks, dose ostriches - give on its own for 
internal parasites by injection, ticks fall off, goats, cattle, sheep (insect 
repellent – veterinary medicine), laxative, heals any sores – juice); EC: 
‘stukkende plek - was wond met blaar se geel sap, maag medisyne – 
galbitter, maak maag skoon (hardlywigheid), kook en maak pilletjie’ (EC: 
wounds - wash wound with leaf's yellow juice, stomach medicine - bitter, 
cleans the stomach, boil and make pill); CB: ‘tap op seile en kook sop, 
verkoop, stamp droë blaar en gooi in kook water en drink’ (CB: tap on 
sails and boil juice, sell, crush dry leaf and pour in boiling water and 
drink); ED: ‘brandwonde, gooi blaar in hoender en kleinvee se 
waterbakke’ ED: burns, throw leaves in chicken and sheep's water 
troughs (veterinary medicine); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘goeie medisyne’ 
(EW, JC, MS, AO, MC 'good medicine (unspecified); AW: ‘sny vir sap en 
tap om te verkoop, maak gat in die grond met seil om en pak die blare 
sodat dit drup, medisyne Herbertdale tappers kom sny nog, 
blomrangskiking, bosluise vir honde  – sit in hul drinkwater, mense maak 
maag skoon (hardlywigheid) daarmee, kan konfyt maak met die blaaie’ 
(AW: cut for juice and tap to sell, make hole in the ground with sailing 
and pack the leaves so that it drips, unspecified medicine, Herbertdale 
tapsters are stil cutting, flower arrangements, ticks for dogs (veterinary 
medicine) - place it in their drinking water, people clean their stomachs 
with it, make jam with the leaf sheets); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘maak 
seep en lekkers, behandel sere en brandwonde’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1: make soap and sweets, treats sores and burns); MJ: ‘maag 
skoonmaak (hardlywigheid)’ (MJ: stomach cleansing (constipation); WC: 
‘blare af sny in ‘n piering en maak eie aalwyn pille met broodmeel vir 
hardlywigheid, gee opelyf, baie goed teen kanker, maal blare fyn, rasper 
en gooi in kookwater en drink’ (WC: cut leaves into a saucer and make 
own aloe pills with bread flour for constipation, gives good bowel 
movements, very good against cancer, grind leaves fine and pour in 
boiling water and drink); AC: ‘gooi in die hoenders se water vir piep, 
wondgenesing’ (AC: throw in the chickens’ water for beep (veterinary 
medicine), wound healing); ND: ‘maag en hoë bloed’ (ND: stomach and 
high blood pressure); KJ: ‘gee opelyf (hardlywigheid)’ (KJ: gives good 
bowel movements (constipation) 
Aloe microstigma 
(Asphodelaceae) 
[MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
vaal aalwyn] 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘kook vir aambeie’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 




[WC, ND, KJ, PW, MW: 
hanekam, AC: mifinoes] 
WC: ‘eet saam vleis, baie lekker’ (WC: eat with meat, very nice); ND, KJ, 
PW, MvW: ‘kook en eet’ (ND, KJ, PW, MvW: boil and enjoy) 
Anacampseros papyracea 
(Portulacaceae)   
EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘groei tussen witklippies’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: 
grow between white stones); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘as uit gedroog 
is kan dit op brandplekke gesit word, oumasnuif – bol met geel blomme, 
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[AB: gansmis, EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC: gansmis, moer-
bos, MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1: kareemoer, gansmis, 
oumasnuif, AC, WC: karee-
moer] 
smeer poeier aan vir brandplekke’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: if dried it 
can be placed on burns,  granny snuff - bulb with yellow flowers, apply 
powder to burns); ND: ‘maak heuningbier, maal vir moer, gooi water op 
en maak suurdeeg vir brood’ (ND: make mead, grind for yeast, pour 
water and make sourdough bread) 
Aptosimum indivisum 
(Scrophulariaceae) 
[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC, AC, WC, ND, 
KJ, PW, MW: brandbossie] 
 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘tandesproei vir kind se mond, keelseertjies, vaal kolle 
(omlope) op koppe, bad kind se sere en vat die brand van die wond 
weg, haal die brand uit die kind se mond’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: oral thrush 
for child's mouth, throat sores, ringworm, bath child's sores and take the 
burning out of the wound, removes the burning from the child's mouth); 
EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘was kinders se monde met dit uit (mondsproei), 
vaalkolle van die sandwurms (omlope) braai uit met Vaseline en smeer 
aan die kop aan, brand die ding dood’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: wash 
children's mouths with it, pale patches of sand worms (ringworm) fry with  
petroleum jelly and rub on the header, burns the thing to death); AC: 
‘groei in die veld, skape eet hom’ (AC: grow in the field, sheep eat it); 
WC: ‘trek en was ‘n seerplek daarmee’ (WC: infuse and wash a sore 
spot with it); PW: ‘jy kry twee soorte’ (PW: You get two types); ND: ‘trek 
en was kind se mond vir spoei, behandel witkolle (omlope)’ (ND: infuse 
and wash child's mouth for oral thrush, treat white spots (ringworm); KJ: 
‘mondsere’ (KJ: mouth sores) 
Aptosimum procumbens 
(Scrophulariaceae)  
[MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
leeubekkie, brandbossie] 
JM: ‘spoel mond uit vir tandpyn’ (JM: rinse mouth out for toothache); RS: 
‘kook en was kinders se kop sere (omlope) daarmee’ (RS: boil and wash 
children's head with sores (ringworm); MJ: ‘kneus blaar en braai uit in 
vet, gebruik as salf’ (MJ: bruise leaf and fry in fat, used as ointment) 
Artemisia absinthium 
(Asteraceae)  
[MO, EW, JC, MS, AO, MC, 
AW, MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1, AC, WC, ND, KJ, PW, 
MvW: groenamara] 
MO: ‘maagmedisyne, trek vir maagpyn en vat naarheid weg’ (MO: 
stomach medicine, infuse for stomach-ache and take nausea away); 
EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘gal galbitter medisyne vir maagpyn, 
maagmedisyne, spoeg soppie uit’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: bitter as gall 
medicine for stomach pain, stomach medicine, spit juice out); AW: ‘bitter, 
gebruik vir die maag’ (AW: bitter, used for the stomach); MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1: ‘baie gesond vir die maag, bitter’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1: very healthy for the stomach, bitter); AC, WC: ‘maagmedisyne’ 
(AC, WC: stomach medicine); KJ: ‘bitter’ (KJ: bitter); MW: 
‘maagmedisyne’ (MW: stomach medicine) 
Artemisia afra (Asteraceae)  
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, AC, 




AB: ‘uitstekend vir jou maag vir maagpyn, maak tee daarvan’ (AB: 
excellent for your stomach for stomach-ache, make tea of it); CB, MO, 
ED, EC: ‘help vir koors, trek op kook of koue water vir verkoue, griep, 
maak stroop saam kruie naeltjie en een koppie suiker en bietjie asyn en 
kook tot ‘n stroop vir hoes, sakkie om die nek vir kinders – stroop blare 
af en gooi knoffeltjie en borrie by’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: helps for fever, 
infuse in boiling or cold water for colds, influenza, make a syrup together 
with cloves and a cup of sugar and a little vinegar and boil until a syrup 
for cough, place it in a bag around the neck for children - strip leaves 
and add garlic and turmeric); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘wildeals help vir 
als, stroop maak vir hoes, spoel af en kook in water , haal bossie uit en 
gooi suiker by, kook weer om nie sleg te raak nie en stroperig te word 
om ‘n paar dae te hou, saam bakbos drink vir bors en verkoue, trek 
saam en drink drie dae aan mekaar, maak los wat vas is, flennie sakkie 
vir kinders – hees bors, gooi saam knoffel partykeer, as oud is haal af en 
sit nuwe een op’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: wormwood helps for everything, 
make a syrup for coughs, rinse and  boil in water, remove bush and add 
sugar, boil again to prevent going bad and become more syrupy to last a 
few days, drink together with bakbos (Conyza scabrida / Nidorella 
ivifolia) for chest ailments and colds, infuse together and drink, loosen 
tightness, flannel bag for children - husky chest, add garlic sometimes, 
as it gets old empty it out and replace with a new one); AW: ‘verkoue, 
borsaandoening by kinders – maak wildeals stroop, flennie sakkie om 
die nek, om die bors gehang van die kinders’ (AW: colds, affection of the 
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chest with children - make wormwood syrinfuse, flannel bag around the 
neck, hung around the chest of the children); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
‘koors, verkoue en maag’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: fever, colds and 
stomach); JM1: ‘kinderstroop’ (JM1: children's syrup); MJ: ‘maak ‘n 
stroopie daarvan bekend as wakker stroopie, tandpyn – pluisie in ore’ 
(MJ: make a syrup thereof known as an "awake" syrup, toothache – 
swab / bud in ears); JM: ‘sit in jou kopkussing se sloop saam knoffel en 
borrie by, wilde als kopkussing’ (JM: place in your pillow's case with 
garlic and turmeric, wormwood pillow); AC, WC: ‘gebruik vir ‘n kind met 
verkoue’ (AC, WC: use for a child with a cold); ND, KJ, PW, MW: ‘maak 
stroop, bind sakkie om nek vir verkoue’ (ND, KJ, PW, MW: make 





MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘kruie – trek vir rumatiek, sit op litte en draai 
toe – trek rumatiek uit’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: herbs – infuse for 
rheumatism, place on joints and wrap up – draws rheumatism out); PW: 
‘trek vir medisyne om te drink, gebruik blare vir omlope’ (PW: infuse for 
medicine (unspecified) to drink, use leaves for ringworm); ND: ‘gebruik 
vir vuilgoed in die huise (paljas)’ (ND: use against evil spells in the 
house (“paljas” -  magic medicine (psychological conditions) 
Asparagus capensis 
(Asparagaceae) 
[AB, MO, EW, JC, MS, AO, 
MC, AC, WC: kattedoring, 
EW, JC, MS, AO, MC, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, ND, 
KJ, PW, MW: katdoring, 
AW: kat-doringbos] 
AB: ‘eet een wat lyk soos asparagus (A. africana), dodelik vir angora 
bok, hak vas aan die hare’ (AB: eat the one that looks like asparagus (A. 
africana), deadly for an angora goat, get stuck to the hair); CB, MO, ED, 
EC: ‘geen gebruik’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: no use); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: 
‘medisyne vir kanker’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: medicine for cancer); MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘hak jou stukkend’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
hook you to pieces); JM1: ‘kinders eet die bessies, soet-vrank smaak, 
suig sap uit van blomme’ (JM1: children eat berries, sweet-astringent 
taste, suck nectar out of flowers); JM: ‘brand saam met kooigoedbossie 
vir veiligheid’ (JM: burn with  kooigoedbossie (Helichrysum 
odoratissimum) for safety); PW: ‘trek wortel (unspecified medicine) en 
eet bessies as kinders’ (PW: infuse root and eat berries as children); 
ND: ‘maagmedisyne’ (ND: stomach medicine) 
Atriplex nummularia 
(Amaranthaceae)   
[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC, AW, AC, WC, 
ND: soutbos, AB, MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
oumansoutbos] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘diere vreet, plant vir heinings’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: 
animal fodder, plant for hedges); AB, EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘diere vreet 
dit’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: animal fodder); AW: ‘vuurmaak, diere eet dit, 
heinings’ (AW: firewood, animal fodder, fences); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1: ‘diere vreet dit, heinings’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: animal 
fodder, fences); AC, WC: ‘diere vreet dit’ (AC, WC: animal fodder); ND: 
‘maak bokke se tande skerp’ (ND: make goat's teeth sharp) 
Augea capensis 
(Zygophyllaceae)  
[EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: 
volstruiskos, JM: skilpad-
kos, PW: waterpypie] 
AB: ‘sapperig, haal hare van velle af, wildsbokvelle, brei rieme’ (AB: 
succulent, remove hair from animal skin, antelope skin, make thongs/ 
straps);  ED: ‘eet binneste van vruggie toe ons kinders was’ (ED: eat 
inside of the fruit when we were kids); SJ: ‘mondsproei’ (SJ: oral thrush); 
JM1: ‘as jy nie water het om te drink nie, eet die blare, vrank smaak 
maar vol water, eet vrug – dop uit as groen is en eet’ (JM1: If you do not 
have water to drink, eat the leaves, astringent taste but full of water, eat 
fruit - peel off if green and eat); WC: ‘druk stukkend en drink water as 
kinders’ (WC: break into pieces and drink water as children); PW: ‘drink 
in die veld, suig uit en eet die saad’ (PW: drink in the field, suck out and 
eat the seed) 
Ballota africana 
(Lamiaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC, AW: 
kattekruid, kattekruie, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM1, AC, WC: 
kattekruie, JM: salie, PW: 
kattekruid] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘sterk reuk, drink vir vroue wat babas kry om 
baarmoeder skoon te maak, kook en was moeg voete en bene (jig)’ (CB, 
MO, ED, EC: strong smell, drink for women who have had babies to 
clean the uterus, boil and wash tired feet and legs (gout); EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC: ‘trek en drink vir babas vir brongitis bors, wond wat nie wil 
genees nie, trek en was wond, pak blare op wond ook’ (EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC: infuse and drink for babies for bronchitis chest, wound that will 
not heal, infuse and wash wound, also place leaves on wound); JM1: 
‘trek soos tee, was bene en arms vir pyne (jig) en rumatiek, trek die pyn 
uit’ (JM1: infuse like tea, wash legs and arms for pains and rheumatism, 
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infuse the pain out); JM: ‘infeksies’ (JM: infections); SJ: ‘doop geswelde 
voete in water met kattekruie getrek’ (SJ: dip swollen feet in water 
infused with kattekruie); AC: ‘trek vir verkoue en griep’ (AC: infuse for 




[ED, EW, JC, MS, AO, MC, 
MJ, AC, WC, MW: gifbol, 
ND: gifui] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘waarsku kinders dat dit beeste en skape dood maak, 
dis nie ‘n kamoo of ‘n kambroes nie’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: warns children 
that it kills cattle and sheep, it's not a kamoo or a kambroes); EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: ‘seerplekke en wonde, plak op die seerplekke’ (EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: sore spots and wounds, paste on the affected areas); MJ: 
‘vir seerplek – sit blaar van bol op’ (MJ: for sore spot - place leaf of bulb 
on it); AC: ‘seerplek’ (AC: sore spot) 
Buddleja saligna 
(Scrophulariaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1, ND: 
witolien, AC: witolein] 
 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘trek vir keelseer en gorrel, moet nie insluk nie, maak 
kieries, hardehout’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: infuse for sore throat and gargle, 
do not swallow, make canes (walking sticks), hardwood); EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC: ‘maak baba se tande wat deursny gee mondsproei, was mond 
en tande kom mooi deur, twee dae en dis gesond, kieries maak’ (EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC: babies cutting teeth gets oral thrush, wash mouth and 
teeth cuts easily, healed in two days, make canes (walking sticks); AW: 
‘witolein hout kieries’ (AW: witolein wood canes (walking sticks); JM: 
‘gebruik vir kinders met sproei en brandboudtjies’ (JM: used for children 
with oral thrush and nappy rash); SJ: ‘brand in die huis vir vuilgoed 
(paljas), maak kieries, gebruik as implement om bone fyn te  druk met 
kort stammetjie met plat knop’ (SJ: burn in the house against evil spells 
(“paljas”) -  magic medicine (psychological conditions), making canes 
(walking sticks), used as implements to grind beans finely with short 
stems with flat button); AC: ‘gesond nes swart olein, trek vir medisyne en 
maak kieries’ (AC: healthy just like swart olein, infuse for medicine and 
make canes (walking sticks); MW: ‘keelseer – sit klipaluin by’ (MW: sore 
throat - add rock alum); PW: ‘trek vir keelseer, maak kieries’ (PW: infuse 
for sore throat, make canes (walking sticks) 
Bulbine frutescens 
(Asphodelaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC: 
snotuitjie, snotui 




AW: snotbos, JM: snot-
bossie, WC: kapafieka, 
pafieka, MW: snotterbel] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘brandwonde, druk sap uit op rou wond, sit water in 
beker teen die maag, smeer bossie aan die maag om brand uit te trek’ 
(CB, MO, ED, EC: burnwounds, press juice out on raw wound, put water 
in a cinfuse against the stomach, lubricate shrub on the stomach to 
remove burning sensation); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘seerplekke, 
skaafplekke, smeer aan, brand in die maag – smeer aan’ (EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC: sores, rub on, for burning sensations in the stomach – 
lubricate); AW: ‘brandplek wat nie wil genees nie’ (AW: burnwound that 
will not heal); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘omlope, sere, brandwonde’ 
(MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ringworm, sores, burnwounds);  JM: ‘vir 
brandwonde met kookwater – smeer geel slymerige olie aan’ (JM: for 
burnwounds caused by boiling water - lubricate yellow slimy oil to it); AC: 
‘brandwonde, sere’ (AC: burnwounds, sores); ND: ‘seerplekkies en 
brandwonde’ (ND: sore spots and burnwounds)   
Cadaba aphylla 
(Capparaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC, AW,SJ, AC, 
WC, ND: swartstorm] 
 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘kap en trek wortel vir die maag, hardehout, hou 
vuiligheid uit die huis uit (paljas), maak stukkend en gooi bloekom olie 
op en sit in die huis vir veiligheid, maak kieme dood’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: 
chop and infuse root for the stomach, hardwood, keep dirt out of the 
house, break it infuse and pour eucalyptus oil over it and put in the 
house for safety (“paljas” -  magic medicine (psychological conditions), 
kills germs (germicide); EW: ‘hoë bloed, wortel en stok trek’ (EW: high 
blood pressure,  infuse roots and sticks); JC: ‘brand en rook maak kieme 
dood, jou skaduwee mag nie op hom val nie wanneer jy hom uit grawe 
nie, jy moet hom bekruip’ (JC: burn and smoke kills germs (germicide), 
your shadow must not fall on him when you dig him out, get him by 
stalking); AO: ‘wortel gebruik slegs’ (AO: root use only, (unspecified 
medicine)’; AW: ‘het ‘n knoetsie (stompietjie) – gebruik vir rugkwale’ 
(AW: a knout (stompietjie) - use for back ailments); SJ: ‘spat binne die 
huis vir veiligheid, brand wortels en drink ook om vuilgoed te vang 
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(paljas)’ (SJ: splash inside the house for safety, burn roots and drink as 
well to capture evil spells (“paljas” -  magic medicine (psychological 
conditions); JM: ‘trek vir jou niere’ (JM: infuse for your kidneys); AC: 
‘brand as die weer so swaar was om die weer weg te dryf (paljas), brand 
die houtjie slegs’ (AC: burn if the weather was so heavy to cast away the 
weather (“paljas”) -  magic medicine (psychological conditions), only 
burn the stems); ND: ‘trek wortel saam dawidtjiewortel en drink vir jou 
maag en om vuilgoed uit te kry, beskerming, haal vuilgoed uit (paljas)’ 
(ND: infuse root together with dawidtjiewortel (Cissampelos capensis) 
and drink for your stomach to get rid of rubbish, protection, remove evil 
spells (“paljas” -  magic medicine (psychological conditions) 
Canna indica (Cannaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC: kenna 
blaar, EW, JC, MS, AO, 
MC, AW, MJ, SJ, RP, MM, 
JM, JM1, AC, WC, ND, PW: 
kenna, AW: kennas] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘sere en pyne, slaan toe en smeer salf aan en sit blare 
op die toe wonde, trek hom droog, inflammasie’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: sores 
and pains, strike and apply ointment and put leaves on the closed 
wounds, put him dry, inflammation); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘inflammasie 
uit trek, trek pyn uit en trek hom swart en kurk droog dat jy hom wil 
afhaal’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: inflammation infused out, pain infused out 
and turns black and dry as a bone that you want to remove it); AW: 
‘inflammasie agter op jou blad, sit kenna blaar daarop’ (AW: 
inflammation in your back, place a kenna leaf on it); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, 
JM, JM1: ‘plak blare op vir inflammasie, trek infeksie uit’ (MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1: paste leaves for inflammation, infection infused out); WC: 
‘rugpyn, smeer met visolie op die blaar en maak hittig op die stoof en 
plak op, inflammasie, hoendergeel eier smeer op die blaar en maak 
warm, sit op seer rug, goed om doring ook uit te trek’ (WC: back pain, 
apply with fish oil on the leaf and warm infuse on the stove and stick it 
on, inflammation, spread chicken egg yolk on the leaf and make warm, 
place on sore back, good to pull a thorn out); ND: ‘pynplekke 
(inflammasie)’ (ND: aches and pains (inflammation); PW: ‘maak blare 
warm en plak op pynplek (inflammasie)’ (PW: warm leaves infuse and 
paste on pain spot (inflammation) 
Carpobrotus deliciosus 
(Aizoaceae)  
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, AC, 
ND: ghoenavy, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: suurvytjie, 
ND: suurvy] 
AB: ‘goed vir seerkeel, eet as kos’ (AB: good for sore throat, eat as 
food); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘kind se mond, mondsproei, eet as geel is, 
gesond vir die maag, uitgedop’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: child's mouth, oral 
thrush, eat if yellow, healthy for the stomach, shelled); EW, JC, MS, AO, 
MC: ‘seermond, baba se tong wit is van die melk – mondsproei, gebruik 
soppie om tong mee skoon te maak en bietjie laat drink ook, breek oop 
en eet met knoppie en al’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: sore mouth, baby's 
tongue is white from the milk - oral thrush, use juice to clean tongue and 
drink a little to, break open and eat everything); AW: ‘eet wanneer geel 
word, skil af en kou die hele ding, gebruik die sap vir ‘n kind met 
mondsproei, kaapse suurvygie word verkoop’ (AW: eat when yellow, 
peel and chew the whole thing, use the juice for a child with oral thrush, 
Cape sour fig is sold); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘kind met mondsproei, 
eet binneste, droë – suurvy, suig pitjies uit as ryp is – breek oop, 
mondsere by groot mense’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: child with oral 
thrush, eat inside, dry - sour fig, sucking pips from when ripe - break 
open, adults with mouth sores); JM: ‘eet blare ook vir mondsere’ (JM: 
eat leaves also for mouth sores); MJ: ‘maagkrampe, konfyt kook’ (MJ: 
stomach cramps, boil jam); AC: ‘baie geeet, melksproei of tandesproei 
by kinders’ (AC: ate a lot, oral thrush at children); ND: ‘mondsproei’  
(ND: oral thrush) 
Cassytha ciliolata 
(Lauraceae)  
[EW, AW, MW: 
bobbejaantou, MS, AC: 
bojaantou, MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1: rankbietou, 
RS: langbietou] 
EW: ‘val oor hom, laat jou hare groei, pluk, kook en was hare daarin en 
bewerk jou hare, groei dan mooi’ (EW: you fall over him, lets your hair 
grow, pick and boil and wash your hair in it and work your hair and it 
grows then beautiful); AW: ‘soos slingerplante’ (AW: like creepers); JM: 
‘bessies geeet’ (JM: berries eaten); MW: ‘laat jou val’ (MW: let your fall) 





[CB, MO, ED, EC, JC, WC, 
MW: karmedik] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘kanker, wilde een wat staan by die riviere is baie giftig 
en word nie gebruik nie, dis ‘n vuilheid’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: cancer, wild 
one grows by the river and is highly toxic and are not used, it's a dirt 
(weed); EW: ‘maak kanker gesond’ (EW: heals cancer); WC: ‘kanker 
medisyne, saai die saad in die tuin, bitter’ (WC: cancer medicine, sow 
seeds in the garden, bitter); KJ: ‘kanker’ (KJ: cancer)  
Chamarea capensis 
(Apiaceae) 
[CB, MO, ED, EC, AW: 
vinkel, vinkel-wortel, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, MW: 
vinkelwortel, JM1, KJ: 
vinkel] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘grou uit die grond uit, lang wit wortel wat geeet word, 
baie lekker, goed vir maag en kanker, trek vir verkoue en vir babatjie 
winde, groei in die riviere – ander spesie’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: dig out of 
the ground, long white root that is eaten, very tasty, good for the 
stomach and cancer, infuse for colds and infant flatulence, grows in the 
rivers - other species); EW: ‘eet hom, sit op die bord en sny met mes en 
vurk, eet saam spinasie, ens.’ (EW: edible, place on plate and cut with a 
knife and fork, eat together with spinach, etc.); AW: ‘eet dit’ (AW: eat it); 




[CB, MO, ED, EC: 
sesparella, EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC: sixparela, 
sesparera, sespruie, 
sesprye, MJ, SJ, RP, MM, 
JmM, JM: sesperella, 
sesporere, AC: sesperella, 
bitterbos, WC: sesperera, 
ND, KJ: sesparera] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘galbitter bessie, gebruik vir maag en aambeie’ (CB, 
MO, ED, EC: bile bitter, used for stomach and haemorrhoids); EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: ‘trek vir rugpyn, galbitter bessie, maagseer, eet die bessie’ 
(EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: infuse for back pain, bile bitter berry, stomach 
ulcer, eat the berry); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘alle siektes veral 
aambeie (vaal aalwyn ook)’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: all diseases 
especially haemorrhoids (pale aloe too); AC: ‘rug medisyne, bitter bos, 
gesond (tonikum)’ (AC: back medicine, bitter bush, healthy (tonic); ND: 
‘goed vir alles (tonikum)’ (ND: good for everything (tonic); KJ: ‘rug en 
aambeie’ (KJ: back and haemorrhoids) 
Chrysocoma ciliata 
(Asteraceae) 
[CB, MO, ED, EC: 
beeskaroo, karoo-bossie, 
EW: beesbos, beesbossie, 
perdebossie, AW: beesbos, 
JM1: skaapkaroo, 
bokkaroo, JM, KJ: karoo-
bossie, AC: skaapkaroo] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘galbitter, kou stukkie vir maagpyn as jy loop in die 
veld, bokke en diere eet vir medisyne en kos’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: bile 
bitter, chew piece for abdominal pain when walking in the field, goats 
and cattle eat for medicine and food); EW: ‘vee huis uit soos besem en 
hou vlieë weg (insekafweerder)’ (EW: sweep house as a broom and 
keep flies away (insect repellent); MS: ‘trek bossie uit vir hoë bloed of as 
een nie lekker is nie, bitterheid laat bloed sak’ (MS: infuse shrub for high 
blood pressure or when one is unwell, bitterness lowers blood pressure); 
AW: ‘maag’ (AW: stomach); JM1: ‘kou en sluk sap van blare in vir 
maagseer, bitter’ (JM1: chew and swallow juice of leaves for stomach 
ulcer, bitter); MJ: ‘gat in jou tand, vrommel blaar op en pluis die tand’ 
(MJ:  hole in your tooth, crumple leaf and swab the tooth); WC; ‘maag, 
bitter’ (WC: stomach, bitter); KJ: ‘kou vir maag’ (KJ: chew for stomach) 
Cissampelos capensis 
(Menispermaceae) 
[CB, MO, ED, EC, JC, AW, 
AC, ND, PW: 
dawidtjiewortel] 
 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘ou mense het gebruik in die vuur gebrand vir die 
bokke in die kraal, ED en EC se oupa was ‘n veewagter – sit wortel op 
die plaatjie en steek aan die brand tussen die bokke, steek aan die 
brand sodat die rook oor die bokke trek, hou die  jakkals weg, reuk hou 
jakkals weg as beskerming vir die diere’(CB, MO, ED, EC: old people 
used it by burning it in the fire for the goats in the kraal, ED and EC's 
grandfather was a herdsman - place roots on a small plate and set alight 
between the goats, set alight so that the smoke can move over the 
goats, keeps the fox away, smell keeps the fox away as protection for 
the animals); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘trek en brand in die huis vir man 
wie se kop nie reg was nie, kan nie verstaan nie, bly siek en lyk soos 
‘mal mens’ – epilepsie, epileptiese aanval, brand voor sy neus’ (EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: infuse and burn in the home for the man whose head was 
not right, can not understand, stays ill and looks like a madman - 
epilepsy, epileptic attack, burn in front of his nose); SJ: ‘rank op soos 
heining’ (SJ: climbing like a fence); JM: ‘rank in die noem-noem bessies, 
eet bessies’ (JM: creep in the num-num berries, eat berries); ND: ‘brand 
saam kooigoedbossie om ontslae te raak van vuilgoed nes swartstorm 
(paljas), brand in krale, hek, bokke loop nie rond nie, jakkals sal nie kom 
vang nie’ (ND: burn together with kooigobossie (Helichrysum 
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odoratissimum) to get rid of evil spells just like swartstorm (Cadaba 
aphylla) (“paljas”) -  magic medicine (psychological conditions), burn in 
kraal, gate, goats do not walk around, fox will not come catch them); 




no uses recorded 
Cliffortia strobilifera 
(Rosaceae) 
[AW, AC, WC: pypsteelbos] 





[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, AO, 
AW, MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1: bakbos, bakbossie, 
JC: oondbos, AC, WC, KJ, 
PW: bakbos] 
 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘spat asyn op die blare en pak om maag met doek vir 
kinderkoors, maak toe, sit blare in koppie en gooi louwater op en laat 
kind drink, trek alle ontstuimighede uit, belangrike medisyne’ (CB, MO, 
ED, EC: Splash of vinegar on the leaves and pack stomach with cloth for 
children fever, make, put leaves in a cinfuse and throw louwater and let 
children drink, go out all ontstuimighede, important medicine); EW, AO: 
‘maak koors dood by kinders, pluk, kneus en trek in koue water, drink 
om koors te breek, sit onder kep of doek by jou slape oor kop vir 
hoofpyn’  (EW, AO: Create fever death in children, picking, bruises and 
infuse in cold water, drinking to break fever, put under chop or cloth to 
your temples over heels for headaches); MC: ‘draai kind toe en breek 
die koors, baie gesond, drink water met bakbos in vir koors in ‘n 
glaspotjie’ (MC: turn child and break the fever, very healthy, drinking 
water with bakbos for fever in a glass vase); AW: ‘trek vir verkoue, koors 
in die kind se maag – pak op doek en spat met asyn en draai om die 
maag of die kop vir hoofpyn’ (AW: infuse for colds, fever in the child's 
stomach - pack on cloth and splash with vinegar and wrap around the 
stomach or the head for headaches); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘koors, 
verkoue, inflammasie, breuk, spat met asyn en sit op kind se maag, 
miskraam – trek saam pypkaneel, nageboorte, stamp blare vir kinders 
en trek op koue water, sit blare op maag of kop saam asyn’ (MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1: fever, colds, inflammation, fracture, splash with vinegar 
and put on a child's stomach, miscarriage - infuse together with 
cinnamon, placenta, crush leaves for children and infuse in cold water, 
put leaves stomach or head along with vinegar); WC: ‘koors by kinders, 
stamp in ‘n glas met koue water en laat kind dit drink, grootmens koue - 
meng saam wildeals en gooi kook water by met suurlemoen in gedruk, 
breek die koors en vat die lyfseer uit, as kind se lyf warm is en met koors 
toegeslaan is - meng swart asyn en stroop blare af en maak stroop en 
maak lou, pak op ‘n doek, slaan kind se liggaam toe met koors’ (WC: 
fever in children, crush into a glass of cold water and let children drink, 
adult cold - mix together with wormwood (Artemisia afra) and pour 
boiling water with lemon squeezed in, breaks the fever and take the 
aches away, if  a child's body is hot and fever struck - mix black vinegar 
and strip the leaves and make syrup and make lukewarm, pack on a 
cloth, save a child's body when having fever); KJ: ‘koors, gastro by 
kinders – trek op koue water’ (KJ: fever, gastrointestinal in children - 
infuse in cold water); PW: ‘goeie medisyne – stamp en gooi swart asyn 
oor en pak op maag, tande trek, mak een nie so goed nie’ (PW: good 
medicine - crush and pour black vinegar over and pack on stomach, 
pulling teeth, tame one not so good) 
Cotyledon orbiculata 
(Crassulaceae) 
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, MS, 
AW, AC, WC: plakkie, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
kurkei plakkie, ND, KJ, PW, 
MW: vaalplakkie] 
AB: ‘eelte, liddorings en voetvratte’ (AB: calluses, corns and foot warts); 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘braai uit in soet olie vir oorsteek – oordruppels, eet 
blaar, haal velletjie af en eet as dors is’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: fry in sweet oil 
for otitis - ear drops, eat leaves, remove skin and eat if thirsty (thirst 
quencher); MS: ‘ore, maak warm die sop en drup in die oor vir oorsteek, 
blommetjie proe soet’ (MS: ears, warm the juice infuse and drop in the 
ear for otitis, flower taste sweet); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘maak 
skoene met plakkie, sool van die skoene, ryg met geskeurde lappies en 
druk deur en maak vas’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: make shoes with 
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wad, soles of the shoes, tack with torn cloths and pull through and 
secure); SJ: ‘eet stokkie as nog jonk is, oorsteek – kouterie plakkie 
(Adromiscus triflorus)’ (SJ: eat stick if still young, otitis - coulter wad ( 
kouterie plakkie - Adromiscus triflorus); AC: ‘lopende ore, steek in die 
ore, bont plakkie is beter, bak in as en meng met soet olie, blare geëet 
nes spekboom’ (AC: otitis, bake in ashes and mix with sweet oil, leaves 
eaten like spekboom (Portulacaria afra); ND: ‘eet blare en jonk stingels’ 
(ND: eat leaves and young stems); KJ: ‘oorsteek, eet jonk stingels’ (KJ: 
otitis, eat young stems); PW: ‘soet smaak’ (PW: sweet taste); MW: ‘suig 
blom uit’ (MW: suck flower out) 
Cyclopia intermedia 
(Fabaceae)  
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, AW: 
heuning-bostee, JC, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, AC, 
WC, KJ: bergtee] 
AB: ‘hoe meer blommetjies, hoe meer geurig, drink as tee’ (AB: the more 
flowers, the more fragrant, drink as tea); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘groei in die 
berg, maak droog en trek en maak tee’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: grows in the 
mountain, dry out and infuse to make tea); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘drink 
vir die lekker’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: drinking for enjoyment); AW: 
‘doringrig, blom baie met natterigheid’ (AW: thorny, flowers with 
humidity); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘trek en drink as tee’ (MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1: infuse and drink as tea); WC: ‘baie gesonde tee vir 
moeders wat nie melk het nie, melkstimulant’ (WC: very healthy tea for 





[AB: biesie, rivierbiesie, CB, 
MO, ED, EC: koringtou, 
EW: biesiebos, JC: 
rotangbos, AW: toue, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
biesie, AC: biesiepoort, 
PW: biesie] 
AB: ‘bind om gerwe te maak, sny en laat lê om te verlep’ (AB: bind 
around sheaves, cut and leave to wilt); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘gebruik om 
gerwe te bind, bind twee keer om terwyl hy nog nat is, verlep voor 
gebruik’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: used to bind sheaves, tie twice around while 
it is still wet, wilt before use); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘maak mandtjies vas 
met hom’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC:  tie baskets with it); AW: ‘gebruik in 
blommerangskikings, skuif in die rok soom in vir ‘n wye hoepel rokkie’ 
(AW: use  in flower arrangements and pull through the dress's hem for a 
wide hoop skirt); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘mandtjies gemaak, bind 
koring, sny af en laat lê om te verlep, stamp eers’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1: basketry, bind wheat, cut off and leave to wilt, crush first); AC: ‘vleg 
met ‘n naald om bier mee te sif’ (AC: weave with a needle to sift beer); 




[AB: kambroe, CB, MO, 
ED, EC: baroe, kamoo, 
EW, WC, KJ: kamoo, MS, 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
kambroes, AW: kambroo, 
JM: platert, AC: 
ghwarriekhoe (groot), AC, 
ND, PW: kambroesie] 
AB: ‘eet dit, sit onder yster klip’ (AB: eat it, place under iron stone); CB, 
MO, ED, EC: ‘as blaartjie breek kom melk uit, raak soos ‘n patat, lekker 
soet as jonk is, stokkerig as oud en smaak nie lekker nie’ (CB, MO, ED, 
EC: if leaf breaks it exudes milk, becomes like a potato, tasty sweet 
when young, stilted when old and less tasty); MS: ‘melkerig, smaak nie 
lekker nie’ (MS: milky, does not taste nice); AW: ‘grawe uit die grond, skil 
en eet, het ‘n melkie’ (AW: dig out of the ground, peel and eat, has some 
milk); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘eet soos ‘n aartappel, warm patat’ 
(MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: eat like a potato, hot potato); AC: ‘konfyt 
gekook’ (AC: boil jam); WC: ‘geëet as kind, met melk in’ (WC: ate as a 
child, with milk); PW: ‘soet kamoo’ (PW: sweet kamoo); ND: ‘eet 
kambroes’ (ND: eat kambroes)  
Datura stramonium 
(Solanaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: olieblaar, 
EW, JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, 
AC, WC: stink olieblaar, 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
stink olie, AC: 
stinkolieboom, ND: 
olieboom] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘sit op jou kop vir hoofpyn en muskiete wat jou byt 
(insekafweerder), stink, reukweerder’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: place on your 
head for headaches and mosquitoes that bite you (insect repellent), 
stink, deodorant); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘stink ruik vrot, knip en maak 
lou, sit op pyn of kneus plek’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: stink smells rotten, 
cut and warm infuse, place on pain or bruise); AW: ‘gebruik die blare vir 
pisvoet (foot sores) – dokter toon saam met bywerk, sit warm smelterige 
bywerk op die blaar en op die toon om vuillis uit te trek’ (AW: use the 
leaves for pisvoet - doctor toe together with propolis, apply hot melting 
propolis to the leaf and then on the toe to infuse out filth); JM: ‘wortels 
baie goed vir seer bene, kook saam langblaarsalie en kruidjie-roemeryt 
en was’ (JM: roots very good for aching legs, boil together with long leaf 
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sage and kruidjieroemeryt (Melianthus comosus) and wash); JM: ‘giftige 
swart pitte, pak blare op kop vir hoofpyn’ (JM: toxic black seeds, pack 
leaves on head for headaches); AC: ‘seerplekke en wonde’ (AC: sore 
spots and wounds); WC: ‘blaar met soet olie - pyn in die oor en 
pampoentjies (kindersiekte)’ (WC: leaf with sweet oil - pain in the ear 
and mumps (childhood illness); ND: ‘koppyn – pluk blaar en sit op kop’ 




AW: ‘lyk soos ‘n skilpaddop’ (AW: looks like a tortoise shell)  
Diosma acmaeophylla 
(Rutaceae)  
[JC: steenbokboegoe, MW:  
springbokboegoe] 
no uses recorded 
Diosma hirsuta (Rutaceae)  
[MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
fynblaarboegoe, MW: fyn-
boegoe] 




ND: ‘hou weer weg (paljas)’ (ND: keep thunderstorms away (“paljas” -  
magic medicine (psychological conditions)  
Dittrichia graveolens 
(Asteraceae)  
[AB, MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1, PW: kakiebos] 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘gooi in die bed van die hond of was honde 
met water vir vlooie’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: throw in the bed of the 
dog or wash dogs with infused water for fleas); PW: ‘vlooie in jou huis – 
trek uit en gooi onder kombers, matras, vloer sonder saad 
(insekafweerder)’ (PW: fleas in your home - infuse and throw under 
blanket, mattress, floor without seed (insect repellent) 
Dodonaea viscosa 
(Sapindaceae) 
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, AC: 
ysterhout, EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC: ysterbos, yster-
boom, AW: ysterhoutboom, 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
ysterbos, ysterbostoppe 
WC: ysterboom, KJ: 
ystertoppe, yster-bos] 
AB: ‘waens se brieke’ (AB: wagon’s brakes); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘gebruik 
alleen vir verkoue, hoes, haal blare af, kan stammetjies ook gebruik’ 
(CB, MO, ED, EC: use only for colds, cough, remove leaves, stems can 
also be used); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘toppe, plant teen heining as ‘n 
heining, rugseer, gooi ysterbos toppe saam anosterbos toppe en 
ghwarriebos toppe as ‘n tonic as jy nie lekker voel nie, trek in ‘n beker 
saam’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: tops, plant against a fence as a fence, 
backache, throw ysterbos tops together anosterbos tops (Elytropappus 
rhinocerotis) and ghwarriebos (Euclea undulata) tops as a tonic if you 
are not feeling well, infuse in a beaker together); AW: ‘gebruik die blare 
vir rugprobleme’ (AW: use the leaves for back problems); JM: ‘gebruik 
die bas vir verkoue en rug’ (JM: use the bark for colds and backache); 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘gebruik saam koeniebos vir pyne en slegte 
bors, brongitis bors, kan skoon ook getrek en gebruik word’ (MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1: used together koeniebos (Searsia undulata) for pain and 
bad chest, bronchitis chest, can also be infused clean and used); AC: 
‘griep, verkoue, rug probleme’ (AC: influenza, colds, back problems); 
WC: ‘meng met wildeals, ghwarrieson en sespaperelle en maak ‘n hele 
pot kruie, blaas skoon te maak’ (WC: mix with wormwood (Artemisia 
afra), ghwarrieson (Pegolettia baccharidifolia) and sespaperelle 
(Chironia baccifera) and make a whole teapot of herbs, cleans bladder); 
KJ: ‘inflammasie, rug’ (KJ: inflammation, backache) 
Dysphania ambrosioides 
(Amaranthaceae)  
[MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
wurmkruid, rambos, AC, 
WC: wurmbos, rambos, AB, 
KJ: rambos] 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘stink in die tuin’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
stinking in the garden); SJ: ‘tandpyn’ (SJ: toothache); AC: ‘maak pluisie 
vir oorsteek’ (AC: make bud for earache); MW: ‘koors’ (MW: fever); ND: 
‘oorsteek pluisie’ (ND: earache bud) 
Elytropappus rhinocerotis 
(Asteraceae) 
[AB: renosterbos, CB, MO, 
ED, EC, EW, JC, MS, AO, 
MC, MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
AB: ‘toppies – trek vir tee, pluk nie as witskuimpies aan is nie, vuurmaak’ 
(AB: tops – infuse for tea, do not pick it there are white foam on it); CB, 
MO, ED, EC: ‘gebruik as besem om mee te vee, koors, kook vir sere, 
brand vir rook vir wintersvoete, vlieg broei in die bos in die somer’ (CB, 
MO, ED, EC: use as a broom with which to sweep, fever, boil for sores, 
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JM1, ND, KJ, PW: 
anosterbos, AW: anoster-
bossetjie, AC, WC: 
renosterbossie] 
 
burn for smoke for winter feet, flies breed in the shrub during in the 
summer); EW: ‘hare was sodat dit sterk groei wanneer bos weer uitloop, 
drink saam ysterbostoppe as tonic, drink sewe toppe skoon vir kanker, 
jou skaduwee mag nie op dit val nie, besem maak, bak klein koekies op 
die swart stoof met anosterbos takkies’ (EW: wash hair to make it grow 
strong when the shrub flourishes again, drink together with 
ysterbostoppe (Dodonea viscosa) as tonic, drink seven tops on its own 
for cancer, your shadow may not fall on it, broom making, baking 
biscuits on the black stove with anosterbos twigs); AW: ‘in die ou tyd 
besem gemaak met ‘n paar takke en huis uitgevee, hang op in die huis 
vir die vlieë (insekafweerder), stompies gebruik vir brandhout – gee 
ander smaak aan die kos’ (AW: in the olden days made a broom with 
some branches and swept home, hang in the house as a fly repellent, 
use stumps for firewood - give a different taste to the food); MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1: ‘seer voete, laat rook oor wintersvoete trek, witkolle op 
die kop (omlope), vee as besem, vuurmaak vir lekker koek bak, kan ook 
vyestompies (Ficus cordata) en suikerstompies saam brand’ (MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1: sore feet, allow smoke to move over winter feet, pale 
patches on the head (ringworm), sweep as a broom, firewood for baking 
tasty cakes, can also burn together with fig stumps (Ficus cordata) and 
sugarbush stumps (Protea repens); JM: ‘trek en drink vir pyne veral in 
kniekoppe’ (JM: infuse and drink for pains especially in the knees); SJ: 
‘hare was om nie uit te val nie, sug wat uitloop op jou kop kan afgewas 
word saam agtdaegeneesbos’ (SJ: wash hair not to fall out, pus that 
excretes from the head can be washed off together with 
agtdaegeneesbos (Lobostemon fruticosum/ Osteospermum 
calendulaceum); AC: ‘medisyne vir steke oor die maag, hou toppe in 
hand aan die kant waar die steke is, fytvinger – sit oor die rook en sit 
ook op’ (AC: medicine for stomach pitch, hold tops in hand on the side 
where the pitch is, whitlow finger - hold over smoke and also apply to the 
finger); WC: ‘toppe uitbraai in soet olie vir seerplekke en droë kopvelle 
(omlope) – smeer aan, brand vir wintersvoete, hou voete in die rook’ 
(WC: fry tops in sweet oil for sores and dry scalp (ringworm) - rub on, 
burn for winter feet, keep feet in the smoke); KJ: ‘wintersvoete hou in 
rook, as jeuk’ (KJ: keep chillblained feet in smoke, if itchy); ND: ‘gebruik 
teen goggas in kooie, sit ook balderja in matras’ (ND: use against bugs 
in bunks, also put balderja (Mentha longifolia) in the mattress); PW: 
‘koek en askoek gebak, gee lekker smaak (vuurmaak hout)’ (PW: bake 
cakes and ash cake, gives a nice taste) 
Eriocephalus ericoides 
(Asteraceae)  
[MO, MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1, MW: kapokbos, AW, 
MW: kapokbossie] 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘voeltjies maak nes, parfuum maak – 
witmense verkoop, druk bymekaar en sit op kind se bors soos watte’ 
(MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: birds make nest, make perfume – 
Europeans sell it, press together and put on a child's chest like cotton 
wool); MW: ‘voëls maak nes daarmee soos karoobos [Pentzia sp.?]’ 
(MW: birds make nest with it like Karoo scrub [Pentzia sp.?]) 
Euclea undulata 
(Ebenaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC, AW: 
ghwarrie, EW, JC, MS, AO, 
MC, AC, WC, ND, KJ, PW, 
MW: ghwarriebos, AB, MJ, 




AB: ‘eet bessies, kap blare fyn en maak bol, draai styf met garing en 
druk onder die tong in van ‘n bok, bees wat herkoukie verloor, meng as 
in water vir sweer, seer, fytvinger, enige iets wat nie gesond word nie, 
gooi kookwater op as en hou hand oor, vrotpootjie van dier’ (AB: eat 
berries, chop leaves finely and make bud, wrap tight with cotton thread 
and push under the tongue of a goat, cattle that lost their cud, mix ash in 
water for ulcer, sore, witlow finger, anything that does not heal, pour 
boiling water onto ash and keep hand over, foot-rot of animal); CB, MO, 
ED, EC: ‘eet bessies wanneer ryp is, kinderskos’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: eat 
berries when ripe, childrens food); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘brandhout, eet 
bessies, trek en drink vir bloed skoonmaak, trek bas, vir geslagsiektes, 
trek hele tak’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: firewood, eat berries, infuse and 
drink for blood cleaning, infuse bark, for venereal diseases infuse, the 
whole branch); AW: ‘eet bessies, ghwarrie hout goed vir vuurmaak, as 
dit ghwarrie tyd is vir die bessies is die spreeus agter bessies aan’ (AW: 
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eat berries, ghwarrie wood is good for fire, if it is ghwarrie time for 
berries the starlings wants to get to the berries); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1: ‘eet bessies, trek blare en drink, swart bessie is soeter, kan 
rosyntjie ook eet’ MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: eat berries, infuse leaves 
and drink (unspecified medicine), black berry is sweeter, can eat raisin 
too); WC: ‘vroue infeksie of man, trek en drink (geslagsiektes)’ (WC: 
women infection or man, infuse and drink (STDs); AC: ‘eet bessies as dit 
ryp is - soet’ (AC: eat berries when ripe – sweet); ND, KJ, PW, MW: 
‘blare gebruik vir hoes en maag, eet bessies’ (ND, KJ, PW, MW: leaves 
used for cough and stomach, eat berries); ND: ‘meng met taaibos vir 
bors’ (ND: mix with taaibos (Searsia undulata) for chest) 
Euphorbia mauritanica 
(Euphorbiaceae) 
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, AW, 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, 
WC, KJ: melkbos] 
 
AB: ‘nie melk in oë kom nie, vratte – gebruik botterboom, sny blokkie uit, 
smeer oor vrat en sit terug in die boom’ (AB: milk must not get into your 
eyes – warts – use  botterboom (Tylecodon paniculatus), cut blok out, 
apply over wart and put back in the tree); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘bye maak 
heuning, sit melk op ‘n seer, bokke eet, vratjie af haal, ent op vrat, druk 
en sit net so terug in ‘n ander boom se stam, pluk af, sit sap op 
stukkende vrat, sit takkie terug en vrat groei in die plant in, bind af met 
garing tou ook’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: 'bees make honey, put milk on a sore, 
goats eat it, removes warts, press on wart and place back in another 
tree's trunk, pick, place juice on broken wart, place back and wart will 
grow in the plants shoot, tie down with thread too); AW: ‘ent vratte af, 
ook met garingdraad’ (AW: remove warts, also with thread); RS: ‘vratte, 
maak vrat stukkend en sit melk op en gooi takkie oor linker skouer, kyk 
nie om nie, knak net die takkie en sit bloed op, tak moet nie afgebreek 
word nie, kan botterboom ook uit sny en vrat afent en terug sit in die 
boom, blaas vrat maan toe drie keer’ (RS: warts, break wart open and 
put milk on and throw twig on the left shoulder, do not look over, snap 
the twig and put blood on, branch should not broken off, can use 
buttertree (Tylecodon paniculatus) also and remove wart by placing it 
back into the tree, blow wart to the moon three times); MJ: ‘vat ‘n 
langblaas met  jou oë toe na die maan’ (MJ: take a long breath and blow 
to the moon with your eyes closed); MM: ‘gebruik aartappel om vrat af te 
ent’ (MM: use a potato to remove wart); SJ: ‘kan ook ‘n patat gebruik vir 
afenting’ (SJ: can also use a sweetpotato to remove wart); AC: ‘vratte, 
steek vrat stukkend, sit melk op vrat, gooi weg oor skouer en kyk nie om 
nie, vyeblaar ook’ (AC: warts, poke wart, put milk on wart, throw away 
over shoulder and do not look over, fig leaf also); ND: ‘maak vrat 
stukkend en druk melkbos daarop en gooi stingel oor jou skouer sonder 
om om te kyk, kan ook aartappel gebruik vir afenting – begrawe 
aartappel’ (ND: pierce the wart, dab it with latex from a milkweed stem 
and then cast the shoot over your shoulder without looking back; can 
also use a potato to dab the wart – the potato is then buried) 
Euryops tenuissimus 
(Asteraceae) 
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, AC, 
WC, KJ: harpuisbos, ND: 
repuisbos] 
AB: ‘bokke eet dit net sekere tye’ (AB: goats eat it only certain times); 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘blommerangskiking’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: flower 
arrangements); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘hang onderstebo om vlieë weg te 
hou (insekafweerder), blommerangskikkings’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: 
hang upside down to keep away flies (insect repellent), flower 
arrangements); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘mooi vir 
blommerangskikings, ruik na bywerk’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
beautiful for flower arrangements, smells like propolis); AC: ‘mooi, maak 
strykstok taai’ (AC: beautiful, make violin bow tough); MW: ‘ruik nes 




[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC, AW, AC, WC, 
KJ, MW: vinkel, MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1: anys, 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘trek vir kinders vir verkoue, loop en eet net so vir 
lekker’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: infuse for children for colds, walk and eat as is 
for enjoyment); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘groei in die tuin, trek op water om 
moeders melk te gee, trek en maak baba winde los, maagslymerig en 
maag krampe trek en drink vat hom weg’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: grow in 
the garden, infuse in water and drink for milkstimulation, infuse to loosen 
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MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
soet vinkel] 
 
infant flatulence, infuse and drink for stomach cramps and ailments); 
AW: ‘eetbaar, kou blare en stingeltjie – anys smaak, gebruik as garnish 
op borde, meng met slaaie, saadtjies is anys saad soortgelyk, gebruik 
slegs die blare’ (AW: edible, chew leaves and stems - anise flavor, use 
as garnish on plate, mix with salads, seed is similar to anise seed, use 
only the leaves); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘bak saad in die brood in, 
kinders eet, MJ: ‘trek en maak stroop maak vir baba winde’ (MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1: bake seed in bread, children eat it; MJ: infuse and make 
syrup for infant flatulence); JM: ‘trek tee saam lavender vir hoë bloed, 
lavender is goed vir arthiritis (rumatiek)’ (JM: infuse as tea together with 
lavender for high blood pressure, lavender is good for arthiritis 
(rheumatism); AC: ‘baba winde’ (AC: infant flatulence); WC: ‘melk 
stimulant, kneus saad of blaar en gooi in kookwater en drink vir melk’ 
(WC: milk stimulant, bruise seed or leaf and pour in boiling water and 
drink for milk stimulation); MW: ‘ruik lekker’ (MW: smell nice); KJ: 
‘kinderwinde, gee melk – bors melk stimulasie’ (KJ: children flatulence, 
give milk - breast milk stimulation) 
 
Galenia africana 
(Aizoaceae)   
[CB, MO, ED, EC: geelbos, 
furweelbos, AB, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1, AC, WC, 
KJ: geelbos] 
AB: ‘gee waterpens vir diere’ (AB: gives water belly to animals); CB, MO, 
ED, EC: ‘gee vir bok om te kraam, bokkies voor te bring, kook en gee vir 
bok, vee’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: 'give to goat to give birth, increase goat 
reproduction, boil and give to goat, cattle); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘was 
kop vir omlope’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: wash head for ringworm); JM: 
‘rook vir tandpyn saam bitterappel wat dorings het en wit dooie 
duisendpoot, maal saam en rook om tande sterk te maak, kan jou seer 
voete sit in water met geelbos getrek, was hare vir omlope, diere vreet 
nie want dit gee waterpens’ (JM: smoke for toothache together with bitter 
apple that has thorns and white dead centipede, grinding together and 
smoke to make teeth strong, can infuse your sore feet  in water with 
geelbos,  wash hais for ringworm, animals do not feed on it because it 
gives water belly); WC: ‘kook punte en was seerplek met lou water, pyne 
in die liggaam en tandpyn’ (WC: boil tips and wash sore with lukewarm 
water, pains in the body and toothache); AC: ‘tandpyn – spoel jou mond 
uit’ (AC: toothache - rinse your mouth out); ND: ‘gee vir jou gladde vel, 
was syphilis skoon’ (ND: give you smooth skin, wash syphilis clean) 
Galium tomentosum 
(Rubiaceae) 
[CB, MO, ED, EC, JC, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, AC, 
WC, KJ: rooivergeet] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘speel daarmee, plak teen jou vas, kleef aan klere’ 
(CB, MO, ED, EC: play with it, stick to your firmly, clinging to clothes); 
JC: ‘speelgoed – plak vas’ (JC: toys - stick firmly); JM: ‘trek blare vir 
kolle op die kop (omlope), blare is skurf so jy kan jou omloop daarmee 
stukkend skuur en bitterappel sous aan die bloed smeer’ (JM: infuse 
leaves for spots on the head (ringworm), leaves are rough so you can 
chafe your ringworm with it and apply bitter apple (Citrullus colocynthis) 
sauce to the blood); KJ: ‘blare aan omlope gesmeer’ (KJ: leaves applied 
to ringworm); PW: ‘skuur omlope stukkend met blare en druk sodat sop 
uitkom’ (PW: chafe ringworm with leaves and press to release juice); 
ND: ‘drink vir vuilgoed (paljas)’ (ND: drink against evil spells (“paljas” -  
magic medicine (psychological conditions) 
Garuleum bipinnatum 
(Asteraceae) 
[SJ: Margaret blom] 
JM: ‘trek wortel vir ink, wanneer kook word dit blou, kan daarmee skryf’ 
(JM: infuse root for ink, when boiling it turns blue, can write with it) 
Gasteria brachyphylla 
(Asphodelaceae)  
[JC, JM, AC: kanniedood, 
JM1: tongblaar, MW: 
bontaalwyntjie] 
EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘maak blaar warm en sny oop, sit op seerplek of 
seervoet’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: make leaf warm and cut open, put on 
sore or aching feet); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘eet die binneste van 
blomstingel voor blomtyd, eet blomsteel, maak puntjie oop’ (MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1: eat the inside of flower stalk before flowering, eat flower 
stalk, make tip open) 
Gomphocarpus fruticosus 
(Asclepiadaceae)  
EW: ‘vratte, sny melkbos en ent vrat af op hom, gooi oor jou skouer en 
kyk nie om nie, blaas na die maan toe’ (EW: warts, cut melkbos and 
inoculate wart off on it, throw over your shoulder and never look back, 
blow to the moon); JC: ‘kanker gebruik’ (JC: cancer use); AW: ‘getrap op 
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[AB: tontelbos, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC, MW: melk-
bos] 
vrug as kind – maak klap geluid’ (AW: stepped on fruit as a child - make 
snapping sound); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘melkbos tipe, trap op vrug 
vir klap geluid’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: milkweed type, step on fruit 
for snapping sound); MW: ‘melk gevaarlik vir jou oë’ (MW: milk 
dangerous for your eyes)   
Gonialoe variegata 
(Asphodelaceae)  
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1, AC, WC, 
ND, KJ, PW, MW: kannie-
dood, AW: bontaalwyntjie] 
 
AB: ‘hang onderstebo bo jou deur om geeste/ spoke weg te hou (paljas)’ 
AB: hang upside down above your door to keep spirits/ ghosts away 
(“paljas” -  magic medicine (psychological conditions); CB, MO, ED, EC: 
‘sit op ‘n pyn plek, inflammasie, plant op man se graf’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: 
place on a pain, inflammation, plant on man's grave); EW, JC, MS, AO, 
MC: ‘stingel eet, medisyne, pleister, sit teen seer soos fytvinger, kanker’ 
(EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: eat stem, medicine, plaster, place on a sore such 
as whitlow fingers, cancer); JM: ‘maak ‘n pap vir die lieskliere, sny blaar 
oop’ (JM: make a poultice for groin glands, cut leaf open); MJ: ‘behandel 
pit puisies – sit blaar onder lou as, maak oop en sit op, trek pit puisie uit’ 
(MJ: treat pimples - put leaf under lukewarm ash, open it infuse and put 
it on, draw pit pimple out); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘hang op by die 
deur om muskiete weg te hou (insekafweerder), suig blom sap uit 
(nektar)’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: hang up by the door to keep away 
mosquitoes (insect repellent), suck juice from flower (nectar); WC: 
‘kanker sit uit buite toe, breek oop, sny blaar oop en maak lou oor vuur 
en sit op kankerwond, trek klont uit’ (WC: cancer expands outside, break 
open, cut leaf open and make lukewarm on fire and put on cancer 
wound, draw clot out); ND: ‘druk onder die vuur en gebruik vir 
brandwonde; meng met volstruismis – brand en maal en gooi op 
brandwond; behandel korhaanmaag, hang op vir veiligheid, of meng met 
ystervarkmaag en drink ook vir veiligheid’ (ND: push under the fire and 
use for burns, mix with ostrich faeces - burn, grind and pour on burn, 
treat the stomach of a bustard [bird], hang it for security or mix with 
porcupine stomach and drink also for safety) 
Gunnera perpensa 
(Gunneraceae) 
[CB, MO, ED, EC: 
waterselons, JC: rivier-
pampoen, AC: kalbasblaar] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘watermeisie [waternimf] se tuinblomme’ (CB, MO, ED, 
EC: the garden flowers of the water sprite [legendary water creature]); 
AC: ‘hoofpyne – smeer blaar en plak op kop’ (AC: headaches - rub leaf 





JM: ‘brommers sit daarop want die blomme stink’ (JM: blowflies sit on it 
because the flowers stink) 
Helichrysum odoratissimum 
(Asteraceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1, AC, WC, 
KJ: kooigoedbossie, RS, 
ND: vrouebossie] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘baie gesonde bossie, trek en drink vir vrouekwale, 
niere, blaas, rug’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: very healthy shrub, infuse and drink 
for women's complaints, kidneys, bladder, backache); EW, JC, MS, AO, 
MC: ‘goeie medisyne, brand in die huis vir vuilgoed (paljas), trek en 
maak baar skoon na geboorte gegee’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: good 
medicine, burn in the house against evil spells (“paljas” -  magic 
medicine (psychological conditions), infuse and cleanse uterus after 
birth); AW: ‘medisyne, brand vir die muskiete om hulle weg te hou 
(insekafweerder), gebruik vir koue op jou blaas, rug, groei by die riviere’ 
(AW: medicine, burn for the mosquitoes to keep them away (insect 
repellent), used for cold on your bladder, backache, grows in the rivers); 
MJ: ‘trek en drink vir vrouekwale’ (MJ: infuse and drink for women's 
complaints); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘brand vir veiligheid, trek blare 
om geboorte voort te bring en die nageboorte skoon te maak, reinheid’ 
(MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: burn for safety (magic), infuse leaves to 
produce birth and to clean the placenta, purity); AC: ‘vroue medisyne, 
maak nageboorte skoon’ (AC: women medicine, make placenta 
(afterbirth) clean); WC: ‘stoom jouself met hom, kook in pot en gooi in 
skotteltjie vir steke op blaas, infeksie, sit oor skottel om jouself te stoom’ 
(WC: steam yourself with him, boil in pot and pour into bowl for stitches 
in the bladder, infection, sit over dish to steam to yourself); ND: ‘blaas, 
niere, nierstene, meng met bakbos en balderja om skoon te maak, brand 
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in huise (paljas)’ (ND: bladder, kidneys, kidney stones, mix with bakbos 
(Conyza scabrida / Nidorella ivifolia) and balderja (Mentha longifolia) to 
clean, burn in homes (“paljas” -  magic medicine (psychological 
conditions); PW: ‘trek as medisyne’ (PW: infuse as medicine) 
Hoodia grandis 
(Apocynaceae)   
[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
AO, MC, AW, JM: 
donkieghaap, AB, MS, WC, 
MW: ghaap] 
 
AB: ‘demp jou eetlus’ (AB: suppress your appetite); CB, MO, ED, EC: 
‘skil en eet horingtjie as veldkos’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: peel and eat little 
horn as veldfood); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘melk maak bubblegum nes die 
noem-noem, donkieghaap het ‘n wit blom’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: milk 
makes bubblegum like the num-num berry (Carissa haematocarpa), 
donkieghaap has a white flower); AW: ‘word kougom as jy hom kou – 
veldkos bubblegum’ (AW: becomes chewing gum as you chew him - 
veldfood bubblegum); JM: ‘skil en eet dit’ (JM: peel and eat it); MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘persblom stink maar proe soet, kan blom eet, knak 
oop en druk sap (melk) tot taai om kougom te maak, eet puntjies wat 
gemaak word – soet, peultjies kan ook geeet word – stompkop’ (MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1: purple flower stinks but tastes sweet, flower edible, 
break open and squeeze juice (milk) until sticky to make chewing gum, 
eating tips that are made - sweet, pods also edible - blunt top); AC: 
‘dorings gevaarlik, eet’ (AC: thorns dangerous, edible); WC: ‘haal 
dorings af, maak kossies en skil droog en maal fyn en trek vir hoofpyn, 
rugpyn en moegheid’ (WC: remove thorns, dry pods and peel and grind 
finely and infuse for headaches, back pain and fatigue); MW: ‘eet dit, 
kanker’ (MW: eat it, cancer) 
Kedrostis foetidissima 
(Cucurbitaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC, MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1, KJ: bobbe-
jaanpoep, bojaanpoep] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: bobbejane krap uit en eet, stink patat’ (CB, MO, ED, 
EC: baboons dig it out and eats it, smelly potato); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1: ‘hou vuilgoed uit die huis uit (paljas)’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
keep evil spells out of the house (“paljas” -  magic medicine 
(psychological conditions); SJ: ‘kareemoer gemaak vir bier’ (SJ: karee 
yeast made for beer); JM: ‘sny stukkend en gooi in sykous en hang op 
om droog te maak in die son – karee, maak bier’ (JM: cut to pieces and 
thrown into stockings and hang to dry in the sun - karee, make beer); KJ: 
‘drink vir vuilgoed (paljas)’ (KJ: drink against evil spells (“paljas”) -  magic 
medicine (psychological conditions); PW: ‘drink en mag nie wind los nie’ 
(PW: drink and may not be flatulent) 
Kedrostis nana 
(Cucurbitaceae) 
[EW, JC, MS, AO, MC, WC: 
bitterpatat, AC: bitter-
kamoe] 
EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘maak kanker dood, baie goed teen vuilgoed 
(paljas), sny stukkend en gooi botteltjie bloekom olie op en trek, spat op 
die vensterbank teen vuilgoed (paljas) en tokelossie – kind stuipe kry en 
nie wil slaap nie, kry twee soorte – die wyfie en mannetjie, hierdie is die 
antie, mannetjie  is plat’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: kills cancer, works very 
well against evil spells (“paljas” -  magic medicine (psychological 
conditions), cut into pieces and add a bottle of eucalyptus oil and infuse, 
splashing on the window sill against evil spells (“paljas”) -  magic 
medicine (psychological conditions) and tokelosh - child convulsions and 
do not want to sleep, get two types - the female and male, this is the 
aunt, male is flat);  AC: ‘werk vir jou maag’ (AC: work for your stomach) 
Leonotis leonurus 
(Lamiaceae)  
[AB,CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, JM, 




AB: ‘dieselfde as dagga, gebruik vir hart kwale en maag kwale’ (AB: the 
same as dagga (Cannabis sativum), use for heart ailments and stomach 
ailments); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘hoë bloed en suiker’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: 
high blood pressure and diabetes); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘hoë 
bloeddruk, trek vier blare vir hoë bloeddruk se einde’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, 
MC: high blood pressure, infuse four leaves to heal high blood 
pressure); AW: ‘groei by die riviere, gebruik vir jou rug’ (AW: growth in 
the rivers, use for backache); JM: ‘blomme gebruik vir parfuum, hoë 
bloed, rugseer, trek soos tee een blaar of twee, baie bitter, drink net 
bietjie want bitter’ (JM: flowers used for perfume, high blood pressure, 
backache, infuse like tea a leaf or two, very bitter, just drink a little as it is 
bitter); JM1: ‘drink twee keer in ‘n maand in die oggend op nugter maag 
vir hoë bloed anders kom die bloed te laag af, drink dan weer twee 
maande later’ (JM1: drinking twice a month in the morning on empty 
stomach for high blood pressure otherwise the blood is too low down, 
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then drink again two months later); AC: ‘rug, suiker en hoë bloed’ (AC: 
backache, diabetes and high blood pressure); WC: ‘borspyne, mak ene 
is meer bitter’ (WC: chest pains, tame one is more bitter); PW: ‘rug’ (PW: 
backache); MW: ‘hoë bloed, rug’ (MW: high blood pressure and 
backache) 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
frutescens 
(Fabaceae)  
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, ND, 
KJ, PW, MW: keurtjies, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, WC: 
kankerbos-sie, AC: 
rooiblom keurtjie] 
AB: ‘goed vir alles (medisyne), maagkwale, hartkwale, senuwees, 
aambeie, hardlywigheid’ (AB: good for everything (unspecified 
medicine), stomach ailments, heart ailments, anxiety, haemorrhoids, 
constipation); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘plattetjie word gebruik, kanker en TB, 
gebruik saam appelkoospitte vir kanker’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: flat one is 
used, cancer and TB, use in conjunction with apricot kernels for the 
treatment of cancer); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘drink hom soos water en 
die kanker gaan dood, mannetjie – hoë ene en wyfie – platte, kanker se 
einde’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: drink it like water and it kills the cancer, 
male - tall one and female - flat, cancer's end); AW: ‘baie gebruike, 
plattetjie wat hier groei’ (AW: many uses (unspecified medicine), flat one 
grows here); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘trek vir kanker, niere, blaas, 
rug, maak liggaam skoon, drein jou as jy hom drink, suiker, klap die 
blasies as kinderspeletjies, man gebruik die regop keurtjies en vrou 
gebruik die platte’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: infuse for cancer, kidney, 
bladder, backache, cleanse the body, drain you if you drink it, diabetes, 
pop the pods as childrens games, man used the upright keurtjies and 
woman use the flat one); AC: ‘rug, kry mannetjie en wyfie met peultjie, 
vroue gebruik die wyfie en mans gebruik die mannetjie een’ (AC: 
backache, get male and female with pod, women using the female and 
men use the male one); ND, KJ, PW, MW: ‘kanker veral maagkanker, 
die plat ene (wyfie) is beter’ (ND, KJ, PW, MW: cancer, especially 
stomach cancer, the flat one (female) is better) 
Leysera gnaphalodes 
(Asteraceae)  
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1, AC, WC, 
KJ, MW: teringtee, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: TB bossie, 
PW: teetee] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘medisyne – drink vir tering en geelsug’ (CB, MO, ED, 
EC: medicines - drink for tuberculosis and jaundice); AB, EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC: ‘drink vir TB, drink ook as tee vir die lekker’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, 
MC: drink for TB, drink as a tea for enjoyment); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1: ‘TB, drink soos tee vir op bou (tonikum)’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1: TB, drink as a tea for general health (tonic); AC: ‘tee vir die lekker 
en vir TB’ (AC: tea for enjoyment and for TB); WC: ‘trek saam nasgal vir 
TB, twee doppies kondensmelk en pafieka en tellinton meng en sit in 
yskas en gee vir gat op long van TB’ (WC: infuse together with nasgal 
(Solanum retroflexum ) for TB, mix two caps of condensed milk, pafieka 
(Bulbine frutescens) and tellinton and put in the fridge and drink to treat 
hole on the lung due to TB); KJ: ‘TB, drink net as tee’ (KJ: TB, drink only 




CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC, SJ, KJ: 
boesmandagga, WC: 
wildedagga] 
AB: ‘vyf ster (5*) bos – hoogs vreetbaar’ (AB: five star shrub – highly 
palatable); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘medisyne vir hoofpyn’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: 
medicine for headache); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘rook as kind uit 
stoutigheid om ‘dagga’ te rook’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: smoke as a child 
for childs play to smoke 'marijuana'); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘rook vir 
twak, skiet jou kop’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: smoke as tobacco, shoot 
straight to your head (psycoactive drug); AC, WC: ‘rook as kind, pitjies 
skiet, goed vir hoë bloeddruk en suiker – trek, as kop dronk raak 
(duisligheid) – trek en drink hom’ (AC, WC: smoke as a child, pips 
shooting, good for high blood pressure and diabetes - infuse, if head 
gets  drunk (dizziness) - infuse and drink); KJ: ‘rook as kind’ (KJ: smoke 
as a child) 
Lobostemon fruticosus 
(Boraginaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC, AW: 
agtdaegenees-bos] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘gesonde ding vir sere, seerplekke – brand of braai uit 
in olie/vet of kook en was omlope, enige seer, was en droog nie af nie, 
moet op die vel droog word’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: healthy plant for sores, 
burn or fry in oil/grease or boil and wash ringworm, any sore, wash but 
do not dry off, must dry on the skin); AW: ‘groei op die berg’ (AW: grows 
on the mountain) 





[EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: 
slangbessie, AB, MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1: kru-
doring, WC: vaaldoring] 
AB: ‘bok kos’ (AB: goat food); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘eet wit bessies’ 
(EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: eat white berries); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
‘eet bessies, dorings is giftig’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: eat berries, 
thorns are toxic) 
Malva parviflora 
(Malvaceae)  
[AB: pampoentjies, CB, 
MO, ED, EC, AO, AW, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, AC, 
WC, PW, MW: kiesieblaar, 
JM: pampoentjie] 
AB: ‘eet pampoentjies, dodelik vir volstruis kuikens’ (AB: eat little 
pumpkins, deadly for ostrich chicks); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘baie gevaarlik vir 
varke, giftig vir diere, maak dood’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: very dangerous for 
pigs, toxic to animals, kills); AO: ‘eet pampoentjies as kinders’ (AO: eat 
little pumpkins as children); AW: ‘eet die pampoentjies, hoenders eet die 
plant’ (AW: eat the little pumpkins, chickens eat the plant); JM: ‘eet 
vruggie’ (JM: eat fruit); AC: ‘eet pampoentjies’ (AC: eat little pumpkins); 
WC: ‘stamp fyn en meng met blouseep, maak ‘n pap en plaas op die 
wond en seerplek’ (WC: crush finely and mix with blue soap, make a 
poultice and put on the wound and sore spot); PW: ‘eet die saad’ (PW: 
eat the seed); MW: ‘eet pampoentjies’ (MW: eat little pumpkins) 
Melianthus comosus 
(Melianthaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC: kruidte-
roemenie, kruidte-roer-my-
nie, kruide-houmenie, AB, 
EW, JC, MS, AO, MC, AW: 
kruidjie-roer-my-nie, MJ, 
SJ, RS, MM, JM, JM1: 
kruidjieroemeryt, kruidjie-
roemenie, AC, WC, ND, 
PW: kruidjie-roemenie] 
AB: ‘stam word gebruik vir rangskikkings’ (AB: stem used in flower 
arrangements); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘giftig – moet nie drink nie, was bene 
(inflammasie), soet bruin sousie van blomme geproe’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: 
toxic - do not drink, wash legs, tasted sweet brown sauce from flowers); 
MS: ‘rumatiek bene’ (MS: rheumatism legs); JC: ‘trek en gorrel om tand 
te trek met gat in en tandpyn, sluk nie in nie – giftig, stink daarom die 
naam “nie roer nie”’ (JC: infuse and gargle to pull tooth with gavity and 
toothache, do not swallow - toxic, foul odor-hence the name "nie roer 
nie" (do not move); AW: ‘word vir buite gebruik, uitwendig (inflammasie), 
bad slegs in hom’ (AW: for external use (inflammation), bath only in it); 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘stink, wortels goed vir beroerte, om vuilgoed 
uit jou te dryf was jy jou daarin maar droog nie af nie (paljas), moet self 
droog word, brandwonde, uitslag (vel), stoom met kombers oor jou, 
maak jou naar as jy dit drink, gooi vuilheid op, swart stropie uit 
blommietjie, kan sap uit suig’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: foul odor, roots 
good for stroke, to drive evil spells out of you (“paljas”) -  magic medicine 
(psychological conditions), wash yourself in it but do not dry off, must dry 
by itself, burn wounds, skin rashes, steam with blanket over you, makes 
you sick when you drink it, vomit dirt out, black syrup from flower, can 
suck juice out); AC: ‘groot medisyne, nie vir drink nie, beskerming teen 
vuiligheid (paljas)’ (AC: important medicine, not for drinking, protection 
against evil spells (“paljas”) -  magic medicine (psychological conditions); 
WC: ‘was pynbene maar droog nie af nie, was water moet afloop’ (WC: 
wash painful legs but do not dry off, wash water must run down); ND: 
‘werk teen vuilgoed (paljas), kook een dik wortel en was bene wat pyn’ 
(ND: work against evil spells (“paljas”) -  magic medicine (psychological 
conditions), boil a thick root and wash painful legs); PW: ‘gebruik blare 
om jou mee te was – word swart, heuning baie lekker om te eet’ (PW: 




[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, AC, 
WC, PW: balderja, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: balderjas, 
AW: wilde mint 
ND: balterja] 
AB: ‘pak op op aartappels om miet weg te hou (insekwerend)’ (AB: pack 
on top of potatoes to keep mites away (insect repellent); CB, MO, ED, 
EC: ‘gesonde medisyne vir griep en verkoue, ruik lekker, staan langs 
riviere, trek en drink’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: healthy medicine for influenza 
and colds, smell nice, standing beside rivers, infuse and drink); EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: ‘drink sommer vir alles, liggaamlike medisyne (tonikum), 
plak op kop om muggies weg te hou (insekafweerder)’ (EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC: drink for all ailments, physical medicine (tonic), paste on the 
head to keep  midges (gnats) away (insect repellent); MC: ‘hou muggies 
weg’ (MC: keep midges (gnats) away); EW: ‘proe lekker’ (EW: taste 
good); JM: ‘kanker’ (JM: cancer treatment); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
‘gooi in water om te drink, maak tee – gooi suiker in met geen melk’ (MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: place in water to drink, make tea - pour sugar in 
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with no milk); WC: ‘oorsteek, steek blaar in die oor, meng met bakbos en 
wildeals vir griep, maak jou neus oop (sinusitis), drink in die water as jy 
dors het’ (WC: earache, put leaf in the ear, mix with bakbos (Conyza 
scabrida / Nidorella ivifolia) and wormwood (Artemisia afra) for influenza, 
unblocks your nose, drink in the water if you are thirsty (thirst quencher); 
ND: ‘drink vir niere, meng met kooigoedbos vir infeksies’ (ND: drink for 




[AB: CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, ND, 
KJ, PW, MW: kruistement, 
AC: vleikruistement] 
AB: ‘eet dit’ (AB: eat it); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘sit in die kos vir vleis disse, 
trek vir verkoue’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: place in the food for meat dishes, 
infuse for a cold); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘drinkbaar, maak tee daarvan 
nes balderjan’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: drinkable, make a tea from it just 
like balderjan (Mentha longifolia); AW: ‘eet, gooi in water beker om water 
vars te hou, gebruik as garnish op borde, mintsous vir skaapvleis’ (AW: 
edible, pour in water jug to keep water fresh, use as a garnish on plates, 
mint sause for mutton); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘drink dit’ (MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1: drink it); AC: ‘verkoue’ (AC: colds); ND, KJ, PW, MW: 




(Aizoaceae)   
[AB: loogasbos, CB, MO, 
ED, EC, EW, JC, MS, AO, 
MC, AW, AC, WC, ND: 
loogbos, AB, EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC: loogas, AW, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, KJ, 
PW: asbos] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘snuif gemaak, was kop, was sweetvoete’ (CB, MO, 
ED, EC: snuff made, wash head, wash sweating feet); EW, JC, MS, AO, 
MC: ‘ snuif gemaak, brand en maal as en meng met springbok twak, 
meng met sterk bitter koffie vir snuif, om op die lippe te sit, brand vir 
rosyntjies droog, loog water en seep kook’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: snuff 
made, burning and grinding ash and mix with springbok tobacco, mix 
with strong bitter coffee for sniffing, to apply on the lips, burn for drying 
raisins, lye soap and boil soap); AW: ‘loogas om seep te kook, loog 
tabak, brand buitenste hoop wat droog is terwyl binneste smoor wat 
klam is’ (AW: lyeash to boil soap, lye tobacco, burn outer heap that is 
dry while inner throttle that is moist); AB: ‘preseveer droë vrugte, pioneer 
plant, sien bl 131 van sy boek, vreet streepsak op – alkalies’ (AB: 
preserve dried fruit, pioneering plant, see page 131 of his book, 
disintegrate sack – alkaline); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘parfuum, loog 
twak’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: perfume, lye tobacco); MJ: ‘loog 
pruime en rosyne, steek aan die brand, as vasgepak is brand dit ‘n 
rukkie’ (MJ: lye plums and raisins, set alight, if tied down it will burn a 
while); AC: ‘brand vir as – snuif, loog tabak en vrugte’ (AC: burn for ash - 
snuff, lye tobacco and fruits); WC: ‘gooi as in pot water en was kop vir 
skilfers’ (WC: cast ash in a pot of water and was head of dandruff); ND, 





[AB: kougoed, kannas, CB, 
MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC, ND: tand-
pynbossie, EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC: kannabos(sie), 
AB: kanna, MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1, AC, WC: 
kougoedbos] 
AB: ‘verdowing, kou wortels om tande te trek’ (AB: sedative, chew roots 
to pull teeth); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘gebruik vir koors by kinders’ (CB, MO, 
ED, EC: use for fever in children); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘haal ‘n baba 
se wind uit, kalmeer baba vir lekker rus, maak baba rustig, goed vir 
senuweestelsel’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: treat baby flatulence, calm baby 
for good rest, make baby quiet, good for nervous system); SJ: ‘Vigs’ (SJ: 
Aids); JM: ‘trek vir TB’ (JM: infuse for TB); MJ: ‘tandpyn, meng sop met 
melk vir kinders met wind, genees kanker’ (MJ: toothache, mix juice with 
milk for children with flatulence, cure cancer); AC: ‘kind met winde, 
mannetjie en wyfie verskil, stamp en druk uit en gee vir baba om te 
slaap’ (AC: child flatulence, male and female is different, crush and 
press juice out and give baby to sleep); KJ: ‘tandpyn’ (KJ: toothache) 
Microloma sagittatum 
(Apocynaceae)  
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, AW: 
bokhorinkies] 
AB: ‘eet dit’ (AB: eat it); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘veldkos, eet peul as jonk is’ 
(CB, MO, ED, EC: veld food, eat pod when young) 
Nicotiana glauca 
(Solanaceae)  
AB: ‘bobbejaan kos, eet wit murg binne stam, dodelik vir volstruis’ (AB: 
baboon food, eat white marrow inside stem, deadly for ostrich); CB, MO, 
ED, EC: ‘stink, geen nut’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: foul odor, no use); EW, JC, 
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[CB, MO, ED, EC, AW: 
wilde twakboom, AB, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1, WC, 
ND: wildetwak] 
MS, AO, MC: ‘stink, seerplekke en snyplekke, rooivlam om seerplek, sit 
hom op vir inflammasie, maak brille van die stokkies’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, 
MC: foul odor, sore spots and cuts, red inflamed around the sore spot, 
put it on for inflammation, make spectacles of the sticks); AW: ‘kry 
hoofpyn as jy vuurmaak met sy hout’ (AW: get headaches if you make 
fire with its wood); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘stink na sweet, kos stink 
daarna, maak brilletjies van stingeltjies, pak op kop vir hoofpyn, gebruik 
vir steek in die oor’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: smells of sweat, food 
smells afterwards, make spectacles of stems, pack on head for 
headaches, used for otitis (earache); AC: ‘stink, giftig, baie gevaarlik’ 
(AC: foul odor, toxic, very dangerous); WC: ‘maak warm vir pyn in die 
arm (inflammasie) of pampoentjies, kan nie drink nie, sit op vir pyn’ (WC: 
make hot for pain in the arm (inflammation) or mumps, can not drink it, 




[CB, MO, ED, EC: 
klapperbos, klappertjie, AB, 
EW, JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, 
AC, WC, MW: klapperbos] 
AB: ‘blomme rangskikkings’ (AB: flower arrangements); CB, MO, ED, 
EC: ‘speel as kind met klappertjies’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: play as a child 
with poppers (fruits); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘medisyne as een te veel 
drink (alkoholisme) vat en krap die bas en maal fyn, druk sap in die wyn 
in, hy sal bo en onder uit (emetic en lakseermiddel) en wil nie meer 
drank hê nie, twee tot drie druppels op ‘n twee liter’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, 
MC: unspecified medicine if one drinks too much (alcoholism) scratch 
the bark and grind finely, squeeze juice into the wine, will make him sick 
and let his stomach run and he will not want to drink any more, two to 
three drops on a two-liter); AW: ‘ystervarke roei dit uit, vreet die wortels, 
blommerangskikings, kinders trap op die klappers as speelgoed, chinese 
lantern’ (AW: porcupines ruin it, eat the roots, flower arrangements, 
children step on poppers (fruits) as toys, chinese lantern); JM: ‘laat jou 
maag werk (lakseermiddel)’ (JM: constipation (laxative); RS: ‘krap bas 
op en af om iemand te laat ophou drink (alkoholisme), gooi in wyn na 
getrek het in water, laat maag loop, gebruik wortel saam ander wortels 
om maag skoon te maak as lakseermiddel, kan ook aartappel krap of 
rasper en sap in wyn gooi om op te hou drink’ (RS: scratch bark off up 
and down to make someone stop drinking, pour in wine after infused in 
water, let stomach run, use root with other roots to clean stomach as a 
laxative, may also scratch potato or grate and pour juice in the wine to 
stop drinking); WC: ‘as iemand te veel alkohol drink (alkoholisme) dan 
krap mens die bas af vir maag om te werk (lakseermiddel) en gooi in die 
drank sodat hy ophou drink, as jy op krap dan kots (emetic) hy’ (WC: if 
someone drink too much alcohol (alcoholism) then scratch the bark 
downwards for diarrhoea to occur (laxative) and pour in the drink so he 
quit drinking, if you scratch upwards then he will vomit (emetic); ND: 
‘klap vir speel, krap bas op, maal en gooi in wyn sodat hy drank los 
(alkoholisme), kan ook koeksoda in gooi in die drank’ (ND: popper (fruit)  
for playing, stratch bark upwards, grind and throw in wine that he quits 
drinking liquor (alcoholism), can also add bakingsoda in the liquor) 
Olea europaea subsp. 
cuspidata 
(Oleaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC: 
swartolein, wildeolyf, 
EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: 
swartolein, AW: wildeolyf, 
AB, JM, MW: swartolien, 
AC: swartoleinboom] 
AB: ‘kieries’ (AB: canes (walking sticks); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘geen nut’ 
(CB, MO, ED, EC: no utility/use); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘kieries’ (EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC:  canes (walking sticks); EW: ‘maak tee van droë blare 
van die mak olyf voor die operasie om brein kanker dood te maak – 
moet organiese boom wees’ (EW: make tea from dried leaves of the 
tame olive before surgery to kill brain cancer - should be organic tree); 
AW: ‘blommerangskikings’ (AW: flower arrangements); JM: ‘trek vir 
kinders (kindersiektes), maak kieries van hout’ (JM: infuse for children 
(children’s illnesses), make  canes (walking sticks) of wood); JM1: ‘trek 
wortels as kruie, maal biessies as kruie (medisyne)’ (JM1: infuse roots 
as herbs, ground berries as herbs (unspecified medicine); AC: ‘goeie 
hout vir kieries’ (AC: good wood for canes (walking sticks); PW: ‘pale 
maak en kieries’ (PW: make poles and canes (walking sticks) 





[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1, AC, WC, 
KJ, MW: stinkkruid] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘trek en drink vir verkoue’ (CB, MO, ED, EC, infuse 
and drink for cold); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘meng met kattekruid vir 
brongitis bors’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: mix with  kattekruid (Ballota 
africana) for bronchitis chest); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘verkoue, 
koors, vir vroue met menustrieële krampe, kinderwinde’ (MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1: colds, fever, for women with menustrial cramps, infant 
flatulence); WC: ‘kind met wurms, bitter en ruik sterk, werk soos 
kareeboombas (Searsia lancea), trek in kookwater om wurms af te werk’ 
(WC: child with worms, bitter smell strong, working as kareeboom bark 
(Searsia lancea), going in boiling water for worms to work); KJ: ‘vroue, 
nageboorte, infeksies’ (KJ: women, placenta (postpartum), infections); 
MW: ‘trek (medisyne)’.(MW: infuse (unspecified medicine) 
Opuntia ficus-indica 
(Cactaceae)  
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, AC, 
WC, ND, MW: turksvy] 
 
 
AB: ’eet dit, konfyt, veevoer, heining span’ (AB: eat it, jam, cattle fodder, 
erect fence); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘eet dit en maak konfyt’ (CB, MO, ED, 
EC, eat it and make jam); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘medisyne, diabeet eet 
binnestes, maak warm op stoof en sny oop sit op kanker se pyn, 
pitsweer - sny blaar en sit pit daarbinne, druk toe en sit terug, 
maagkanker – eet sestig turksvye per dag, pitte was die maag, trek’ 
(EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: medicine, diabetic eats inner parts, make warm 
on the stove and cut open down on cancer's pain, boil - cut leaf and put 
wick inside, press and put back, stomach cancer - eat sixty prickly pears 
per day, kernels wash the stomach, infuse); AW: ‘eet dit, kook konfyt van 
die blaar, haal dorings af en skil af met skerp anosterbos stokkie, gee vir 
jou verstopde maag as jy te veel eet’ (AW: eat it, boil jam of the leaf, 
remove thorns off and peel off with sharp anosterbos (Elytropappus 
rhinocerotis) stick, gives you clogged stomach if you eat too much); MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘sny blaai oop en bak in die as, gebruik vir rug, 
bors, blaai gebruik as gumbol, binnekos gebruik vir kanker, eet vrug, 
maak konfyt, verstop jou as jy te veel eet’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
cut paging through and bake in the ashes, used for back, chest, turn 
used as gumbol, inside pages used for cancer, eating fruit, making jam, 
block you if you take too much eat); AC: ‘eet vrug, blare kan gebruik 
word om ‘n stroop te maak vir kinders met slegte bors, maak skoon en 
skil af en kook saam wildeals en bakbos vir stroop’ (AC: eat fruit, leaves 
can be used to make syrup for children with bad chest, clean and peel 
and boil together with wormwood (Artemisia afra) and bakbos (Conyza 
scabrida / Nidorella ivifolia) for syrup); WC: ‘pitpuisie – meng 
hoendereier en een eetlepel boere (koek)meel en maak warm, sit op 
papiertjie en dan op pitsweer drie keer, derde oggend haal af en pit is op 
papiertjie en sit papiertjie binne die blaar aan die plant (af-enting), 
vleiskant, sit pitsweer tussen die oopgesnyde blaar’ (WC: boil/furuncle - 
mix chicken egg and one tablespoon of farmers (cake) flour and heat up, 
put on a piece of paper and then onto the boil three times, on the third 
morning, remove the plaster with boil and all and place inside an opened 
“leaf” (cladode) that is still on the plant (“graft” the boil); ND: ‘bind maag, 
laat maag stop, kook binnekos in water en drink lym’ (ND: “binds” 





[AB: bietou, CB, MO, ED, 
EC, EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: 
geneesbossie, agtdae-
geneesbossie, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: agtdaege-
nees, AW: geneesbossie, 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
agtdaegeneesbos, genees-
bos, AC, WC: agtdaege-
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘regte een, uitgebraai in die vet’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: 
right one, is fried out in fat); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘wonde en 
seerplekke, omlope op die kop, kinders kry van die sandwurms’ (EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC: wounds and sore spots, ringworm on the head, 
children get the sand worms); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘braai uit met 
prepvet, meng met petroleum jellie vir sere, laat jou hare groei’ (MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1: fry with prepvet, mixing petroleum jelly for with sores, 
let your hair grow); WC: ‘was seerplek, trek in pot en koel af, braai uit in 
olie (vis of olyf olie) en smeer aan die seerplek’ (WC: was sore spot, 
infuse in pot and cool off, fry in oil ( fish or olive oil) and rub on the sore 
spot); KJ: ‘was kinders se koppe vir omlope’ (KJ: were children's heads 
for ringworm); PW: ‘groei op die grond, braai uit as ‘n salf en meng met 






geelbos (Galenia africana) vir seerplekke’ (PW: grows on the ground, fry 




[MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
katjie-drie-blaar] 
JM: ‘was hande daarmee om die olie af te haal – soutslaai’ (JM: wash 
your hands with it to remove oil - “salt salad”, i.e. Mesembryanthemum 
spp.); SJ: ‘pit swere’ (SJ: pit ulcers) 
Oxalis pes-caprae 
(Oxalidaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC, AW, KJ: 
suring, AB, EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC, MJ, SJ, RP, MM, 
JM, JM1, AC: surings] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘eet vir suurheid vir die wurms’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: eat 
for acidity for the worms [i.e. to treat intestinal worms]); AB, EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC: ‘eet dit’ (AB, EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: eat it); AW: ‘eet dit – suur 
smaak, knolletjie opgegrawe (wortel) met wit dermpie’ (AW: eat it - sour 
taste, tubers dug up (root) with white ‘gut’); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
‘eet dit’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: eat it); AC: ‘eet dit, grou wortel uit en 
eet dit’ (AC: eat it, dig root out and eat it); KJ: ‘eet dit’ (KJ: eat it) 
Pappea capensis 
(Sapindaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC, MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1: pruim, 
pruimboom, AW, AC, WC: 
wildepruimboom, AB, PW: 
pruimboom] 
AB: ‘brandhout; eet dit [die vrug], die boom word baie oud -  6000 – 
12000 jaar nes ‘n ghwarrieboom’ (AB: firewood; eat it [the fruit], the tree 
becomes very old -  6000 – 12000 years just like a  ghwarrie tree 
(Euclea undulata); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘heuning van blomme, eet as kind – 
soetsuur; baie goeie hout (CB, MO, ED, EC: honey of flowers, eat as a 
child - sweet and sour; very good wood); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘eet [die 
vrug] en brandhout’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: eat [the fruit] and firewood); 
AW: ‘lekker brandhout; eet die bessies’ (AW: good firewood; eat the 
berries); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘dop uit, word geeet as rooi is; hout 
brand lekker’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: open the fruit and eat when 
red [ripe]; good firewood [“the wood burns well”]; JM: ‘meng die wortels 
van doringboom, klapperbos, ghwarrieboom en pruimboom en verpoeier 
dit as kruie vir enige pyn, siekte of krampe’ (JM: mix the roots of thorn 
tree (Vachellia karroo), klapperbos (Nymania capensis), ghwarrie tree 
(Euclea undulata) and pruim tree (Pappea capensis) and pulverize it as 
a herb for any pain, disease or cramps); WC: ‘goed vir ‘n kind se maag 
wat werk, trek blare en gee vir die kind om te drink – vrank smaak, eet 
vrug; goeie brandhout’ (WC: good for a child with diarrhoea, infuse 
leaves and give to the child to drink – astringent taste, eat fruit, good fire 
wood); PW: ‘eet bessies as dit wit raak, goeie brandhout’ (PW: eat 
berries as it becomes white, good firewood) 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia 
(Asteraceae)  
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, JC, 
AW, MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1, AC, WC: ghwarrie-
son, AB, AC, WC, ND, PW: 
heuning-dou, AB: sonbos] 
AB: ‘rugpyn, ruik lekker’ (AB: back pain, smells nice); CB, MO, ED, EC: 
‘bitter smaak, aambeie’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: bitter taste, haemorrhoids); 
JC: ‘rugpyn’ (JC: back pain); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘bitter, drink vir 
rug, ruik dit maklik uit’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: bitter, drink for back, 
smell it easy out); AC, WC: ‘baie gesond, rug medisyne, ruik van ver af 
as die son so warm skyn’ (AC, WC: very healthy,  back medicine, smell 
from afar when the sun shines so warmly); ND: ‘drink vir aambeie, 
rugpyn en hoë bloed’ (ND: drink for haemorrhoids, back pain and high 
blood pressure); PW: ‘suiker, baie belangrike medisyne’ (PW: diabetes, 
very important medicine) 
Pelargonium articulatum 
(Geraniaceae)  
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, AC, 
WC: wildemalva, MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1, KJ: 
bergmalva] 
AB: ‘malvapoeding’ (AB: malva pudding); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘trek en 
drink, oorsteek, drup, pluisie in die oor’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: infuse and 
drink, otitis, drop, bud in the ear); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘trek vier blare 
en maak brongitis dood van sewe tot agt jarige kinders, slyme raak los 
en kind raak gesond, olie gebruik vir smeermiddels en roll on’ (EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: infuse four leaves and heals bronchitis of seven to eight 
year old children, mucus become loose and child is healthy, oil used for 
lubrication and roll on); AW: ‘gebruik die mak malva vir oorsteek, rank 
malva (Pelargonium peltatum)’ (AW: use domesticated geranium for 
otitis, climbing geraniums (Pelargonium peltatum); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1: ‘oorsteek, ruik lekker – jongmansliefde, smeer aan jou lyf vir 
parfuum om lekker te ruik’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: otitis, smells nice 
- young men’s love, rub onto your body for perfume to smell nice); WC: 
‘oorsteke’ (WC: otitis); KJ: ‘drink vir tandpyn, oorsteek’ (KJ: drink for 
toothache, otitis) 






[AC, WC, KJ: rooirabas, 
PW: rooibeen-tjies] 
AC, WC: ‘vroue medisyne – help vir jong meisies met maandstondes’ 
(AC, WC: women medicine - help for young girls with periods); KJ, PW: 
‘kom van self op, vrouekwale medisyne’ (KJ, PW: come on self, 
women's complaints medicines) 
Pentzia incana 
(Asteraceae)  
[AB: ankerkaroo, CB, MO, 
ED, EC, EW, JC, MS, AO, 
MC, MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1: skaapkaroo, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: karoobossie, 
AW, AC: skaapkaroo-
bossie, PW: karoobossie, 
skaapkaroo] 
AB: ‘vryf tussen hande, lekker ruik, diep inasem om toe neus oop te 
maak (verkoue simptoom)’ (AB: rub between hands, smells nice, breath 
in deeply to open up a blocked nose (colds symptom); CB, MO, ED, EC: 
‘kou vir maagpyne’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: chew for stomach pains); EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: ‘maagpyn, kou en sluk sop’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: 
abdominal pain, chew and swallow juice); AW: ‘kou vir maag, trek op 
kookwater vir tee, rug’ (AW: chew for stomach, get boiling water for tea, 
backache); RS, JM: ‘kou en sluk sap in vir jou maag’ (RS, JM: chewing 
and swallowing juice in your stomach); JM: ‘hoë bloed en suiker, oë’ 
(JM: high blood pressure and diabetes, eyes (conjunctivitis); AC: ‘kou 
sommer vir die maag, trek nes tee vir verkoue’ (AC: chew for the 
stomach, infuse just like tea for colds); PW: ‘maag, brand vir verkoue en 
swaar griep, sit kombers oor jou kop en stoom dan, kou vir jou maag’ 
(PW: stomach, burn for colds and heavy influenza, put blanket over your 
head and then steam, chew for your stomach) 
Physalis peruviana 
(Solanaceae) 
[AB: appeliefies, CB, MO, 
ED, EC, EW, JC, MS, AO, 
MC, MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1, AC, WC, ND, KJ, PW, 
MW: appelliepie, AW: 
appeliefie] 
AB: ‘kos’ (AB: food); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘eet dit en maak konfyt van die 
bessies’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: eat it and make jam from the berries); EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘maak konfyt’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: make jam); AW: 
‘eet dit en maak konfyt’ (AW: eat it and make jam); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1: ‘eet die vruggies, maak konfyt’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: eat the 
fruit, make jam); AC, WC: ‘eet dit en maak konfyt’ (AC, WC: eat it and 
make jam); ND, KJ, PW, MW: ‘eet dit en maak konfyt’ (ND, KJ, PW, 
MW: eat it and make jam) 
Plantago lanceolata 
(Plantaginaceae)  
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, JM: 
weeblaar, WC: tongblaar] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘plak op seerplekke, sit op sweerplekke’ (CB, MO, ED, 
EC, paste on sore spots, put on ulcers); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘trek vir 
maag, voete, pynplekke as kompres, maak toe en hou lekker warm’ 
(EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: infuse for stomach, feet, pain spots as compress, 
cover and keep warm); JM: ‘sere, trek snye toe, behandel oop wonde’ 
(JM: sores, close cuts up, treat open wounds); SJ: ‘sit op bors vir abses’ 
(SJ: place on chest for abscess); AC: ‘seerplekke’ (AC: sore spots); WC: 
‘doring uittrek’ (WC: draw thorn out) 
Polygonum aviculare 
(Polygonaceae)  
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, WC, 
ND, KJ: litjiegras] 
AB: ‘diere vreet dit’ (AB: animals eat it); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘babas se 
suur’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: baby acid); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘kap fyn en 
gooi soppies in melk vir babas om suur uit die magie uit te haal’ (EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC: finely chop and add juice in milk for babies to collect 
acid from the stomach); AW: ‘trek vir babas se winde’ (AW: infuse for 
infant flatulence); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘suur by babas, meng twee 
blare met hondepisbos en misbredie en kooigoedbossie vir baba’ (MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: acid in infants, mix two leaves with hondepisbos 
(Manochlamys albicans) and  misbredie (Portulaca oleracea) and  
kooigoedbossie (Helichrysum odoratissimum) for babies); WC: ‘meng 
saam misbredie en moedersmelk vir kind met suur, stamp fyn in ‘n 
fennel lappie, droog uit en meng met twee druppels hoedmittel 
(hollandse medisyne) vir baba suur’ (WC: mix together with  misbredie 
and milk for children with acid, crush finely in a fennel cloth, dry out and 
mix with two drops hoedmittel (Holland medicine) for infant acid); ND, 
KJ: ‘kinderwinde, babatjies - meng saam misbredie’ (ND, KJ: infant 
flatulence, babies - mix together with misbredie)  
Portulaca oleracea 
(Portulacaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC, AW: 
misbredie] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘varkkos’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: swill); EW, JC, MS, AO, 
MC: ‘meng met lidjiesgras vir kind met suur’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: mix 
with lidjiesgras for child with acid); AW: ‘eet as bredie’ (AW: eat as stew) 
Portulacaria afra 
(Portulacaceae)  
AB: ‘kou vir suikersiekte, eet en les dors’ (AB: chew for diabetes, eat and 
quench your thirst); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘kou – vrank smaak, 
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[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC; EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, AC, 
WC, ND: spekboom] 
 
 
mangelonsteking – kap en gooi water en maak pap, maak warm en sit 
op die keel, sluk en gorrel, medisyne, kou of trek vir hoë bloed en suiker, 
loopmaag (antidiarhee)’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: chew - astringent taste, 
tonsillitis - chop and pour water and make poultice, make it warm and 
put on the throat, medicine, chew or infuse for high blood pressure and 
diabetes, diarrhoea (antidiarhee); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘eet om suiker 
af te bring, maag en inflammasie, pak op jou, trek vir jou derms’ (EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC: eat to bring down sugar (diabetes), stomach and 
inflammation, pack on you, infuse for your intestines); AW: ‘eet vir die 
lekker – vetterig, vrank smaak wat jou dors les’ (AW: eat for enjoyment - 
greasy, astringent taste that quench your thirst); JM: ‘suiker’ (JM: 
diabetes); MJ: ‘eet die blare’ (MJ: eat the leaves); SJ: ‘hoë en lae bloed, 
maak ‘n pap vir die lieskliere’ (SJ: high and low blood pressure, make a 
poultice for groin glands); AC, WC: ‘gastro by kinders, stamp blare en 
laat staan in koue water vir twee ure, bind die maag, eet blare vir suiker’ 
(AC, WC: gastrointestinal in children, crush leaves and let it stand in cold 
water for two hours, bind the stomach, eat leaves for diabetes); ND: 
‘suiker, bind vir gastro maag, stop maagwerkings’ (ND: diabetes, bind for 
gastrointestinal stomach, stop diarrhoea) 
Protea nitida (Proteaceae)  
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, SJ, 
PW: waboom] 
AB: ‘blomme rangskikkings’ (AB: flower arrangements); CB, MO, ED, 
EC: ‘goeie hout vir brand, blommerangskikkings van droë blare’ (CB, 
MO, ED, EC: good wood for burning, flower arrangements of dried 
leaves); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘blomme en hout’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: 
flowers and wood); AW: ‘protea, blommerangskikings’ (AW: protea, 
flower arrangements); SJ: ‘protea’ (SJ: protea); PW: 
‘blommerangskikings’ (PW: flower arrangements) 
Protea repens (Proteaceae)  
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC: 
suikerbos, EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC: suikerkanne, MW: 
suikerbossie] 
AB: ‘stele lank vir blommerangskikkings’ (AB: long stems for flower 
arrangements); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘blommerangskikkings, taai stroop trek 
bye’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: flower arrangements, sticky syrup attracts bees); 
EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘blommerangskikings’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: 




[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, AC, 
WC, KJ: koejawel] 
AB: ‘eet dit’ (AB: eat it); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘blare is medisyne vir suiker, 
trek as tee en drink heeltyd’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: leaves are medicine for 
diabetes, infuse as tea and drink all the time); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: 
‘trek die blare vir suiker en hoë bloed’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: infuse the 
leaves for diabetes and high blood pressure); AW: ‘eet die vrugte’ (AW: 
eat the fruit); JM: ‘hoë bloed, suiker, rumatiek (arthiritis)’ (JM: high blood 
pressure, diabetes, rheumatism (arthiritis); AC, WC: ‘eet dit’ (AC, WC: 
eat it); KJ: ‘gebruik blare vir suiker’ (KJ: use leaves for diabetes) 
Pteronia incana 
(Asteraceae) 
[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: skieterbos, 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
miskietbos, AC, KJ: 
skietbos] 
EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘brand vir jou bors, asem rook in’ (EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC: burn for your chest, breathing smoke in); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1: ‘blare skiet in warm son, lekker reuk, skiet in die vuur’ (MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1:  leaves shoot in hot sun, nice smell, shoot in the fire); AC: 
‘skiet as vuurmaak’ (AC: shoot when making fire) 
Punica granatum 
(Lythraceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC, MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1, AC, WC: 
granate, AW: granaatjies, 
AB, ND, KJ, PW, MW: 
granaat] 
 
AB: ‘skil word medisinaal gebruik’ (AB: peel is used medicinally 
(unspecified medicine); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘droë skil maal vir kinders se 
seer mond (mondsproei), trek skil drinkmiddel en maak mond skoon, 
maal droë skil en sit poeier in die mond, eet die pitte en maak konfyt 
daarvan’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: dry peel grinded for children's sore mouth 
(oral thrush), infuse peel as a drink and clean mouth, grind dry peel and 
put powder in the mouth, eat the seeds and make jam of it); EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: ‘kap die skil en stamp en trek vir tandesproei en wurms, 
eet dit’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: chop the peel and crush and infuse for 
oral thrush and worms, eat it); AW: ‘eet die vrug, skil is medisinaal drink 
granaatsap’ (AW: eat the fruit, peel is medicinal (unspecified medicine), 
drink pomegranate juice); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘granaatskille 
gebruik vir kanker, baba sproei, bas gebruik vir brand boudtjies vir 
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babas’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: granate peel used for cancer, baby 
thrush, bark used for nappy rash for babies); JM: ‘eet dit, drink sap, 
maak smoothies’ (JM: eat it, drink juice, make smoothies); AC: ‘eet dit, 
medisyne’ (AC: eat it, (unspecified medicine;; WC: ‘sproei by kinders – 
kook die skil en was die mond uit’ (WC: oral thrush in children - boil the 
peel and wash the mouth out); ND, KJ, PW, MW: ‘gee yster, mondsproei 
– gebruik die skil, maagwerkings’ (ND, KJ, PW, MW: give iron (iron 
supplement), oral thrush - use the peel, diarrhoea) 
Quaqua mammillaris and 
other species 
(Apocynaceae)   
[AW: bitter-bé-tjie, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC, PW, ND: 
ouma-bé-tjie, JM, AC, WC: 
oukoei, MW: bokhorings] 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘eet peultjies en kossies, pers swart 
blommetjie’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: eat peultjies and kossies, purple 
black flower); WC: ‘skil af, maak peul oop en eet, lyk soos watte, 
medisyne’ (WC: peel off, make pod open and eat, looks like cotton wool, 
medicine); AC: ‘kinders eet dit net so’ (AC: children eat it as is); PW: ‘eet 
peule en vingers’ (PW: eat pods and fingers); ND: ‘oukoei het ‘n swart 
blom, ouma-bé-tjie het ‘n pienk blommetjie’ (ND: oukoei has a black 
flower,  ouma-bé-tjie has a pink flower) 
Raphanus raphanistrum 
(Brassicaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC, MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1, MW: wilde 
mostert, WC: wildekool] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘eet, onkruid in die koring, varke vreet’ (CB, MO, ED, 
EC: eat weeds in corn, pigs eat); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘kos van swart 
mense’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: food for African people); MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1: ‘eet dit, kook soos bredie, smaak soos kool, slaai, 
wildekool, groter blom – ramenas’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: eat it, boil 
it like stew, taste like cabbage, lettuce, wild cabbage, larger flower - wild 
radish); WC: ‘kook blare en eet saam met vleis’ (WC: boil leaves and eat 
together with meat); MW: ‘eet dit’ (MW: eat it) 
Ricinus communis 
(Euphorbiaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC, KJ: olieblare, 
AB, AW: kasterolie, SJ, AC, 
WC: stinkolieboom, AC, 
WC: stinkolie, PW: 
stinkolieblaar] 
AB: ‘gee opelyf (hardlywigheid - kasterolie)’ (AB: gives  bowel 
movements (constipation – castor oil); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘sit blare op die 
kop vir kopseer’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: put leaves on the head for 
headache); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘sit blare op wonde’ (EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC: put leaves on wounds); JM: ‘pak blare op die kop vir hoofpyn, 
bene wat pyn’ (JM: pack leaves on the head for headaches, legs which 
pain); SJ: ‘giftig’ (SJ: toxic (poisonous); MJ: ‘blaas pyne’ (MJ: bladder 
pain); WC: ‘maak blare warm en sit op pynplekke vir pyne’ (WC: make 
leaves warm and put on pain spots for pain); PW: ‘bitter’ (PW: bitter); 
ND: ‘sit blare op kop vir hoofpyn’ (ND: put leaves on head for 
headaches) 
Romulea rosea (Iridaceae)  
[AW, MM: knikkers, MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1: knikkels, 
JM: fritous, frutangs, 
AC: knikkertjies] 
AW: ‘eet pitjies’ (AW: eat pips); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘eet dit’ (MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: eat it); AC: ‘eet dit’ (AC: eat it) 
Rosenia humilis 
(Asteraceae)  
[AB, MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1: oumeidebos] 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘kooigoedbos soortgelyk, necklace plant – 
steek steeltjies deur en ryg in’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1:  kooigoedbos 
(Helichrysum odoratissimum) similar, necklace plant – stick stems 
through and thread in) 
Rubus pinnatus 
(Rosaceae)  
[AB: braambessies, CB, 
MO, ED, EC: braambos, 
wilde aarbeitjie,EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: wilde braam, 
braambos, AW, RS: 
braambos, AC: 
braambossie, KJ: braam, 
PW: bergaarbeitjie] 
AB: ‘eet dit’ (AB: eat it); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘eet die bessies’ (CB, MO, ED, 
EC: eat the berries); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘eet die vruggies’ (EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: eat the fruits); AW: ‘eet die vrug’ (AW: eat the fruit); MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘eet dit en maak konfyt’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1: eat it and make jam); AC: ‘eet dit’ (AC: eat it); PW: ‘eet dit en kook 
konfyt’ (PW: eat it and boil jam) 
Rumex crispus 
(Polygonaceae)  
[AB, AW, MJ, SJ, RP, MM, 
JM, JM1, AC: tongblaar, 
KJ: beestong] 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘sit blare op seerplek’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1: place leaves on sore spot); AC: ‘vir seer en sny plekke’ (AC: for 
sores and cuts) 





[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: wynruit, 
wynruik (wynryk), AW, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, WC, 
ND, KJ, PW: wynruik, RS: 
kinderbos, AB, AC, MW: 
wynruit] 
AB: ‘trek’ (AB: infuse (unspecified medicine)’; CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘ruik 
skerp, baie gesond, kook en trek en drink vir griep, verkoue en koors, 
meng saam met wildeals en bakbos en trek saam’ (CB, MO, ED, EC:  
sharp smell, very healthy, boil and infuse and drink for influenza, colds 
and fever, mix with wormwood (Artemisia afra) and bakbos (Conyza 
scabrida / Nidorella ivifolia) and infuse together); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: 
‘stink vreeslik, goed vir koors by ‘n kind en hoë bloed, meng met takkie 
roosmaryn en trek vir geelsug by grootmense, tandpyn – hou blaartjie op 
stukkende tand wat pyn vir vyf minute, byt vas op gaatjie, ruk jou tand’ 
(EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: stink terribly, good for fever in a child and high 
blood pressure,  mix with sprig of rosemary and infuse jaundice in 
adults, toothache - keep leaf on broken tooth that pains for five minutes, 
bite onto the hole, jerk your tooth); AO: ‘hou tokkelosie weg (paljas)’ 
(AO: keep tokkeloshe away (“paljas”) -  magic medicine (psychological 
conditions); AW: ‘bitter, trek en drink, medisinaal’ (AW: bitter, infuse and 
drink, medicinal); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘koors en verkoue’ (MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1: fever and colds); JM: ‘tandpyn – byt blaar vas op die 
tand, sinkings tandpyn’ (JM: toothache - bite leaf stuck on the tooth, 
neuralgic toothache); WC: ‘hoë bloeddruk, stroke - sit lou blare op been 
en arm met swart asyn, tandpyn – sit blaartjie op tand’ (WC: high blood 
pressure, stroke - put lukewarm leaves on leg and arm with black 
vinegar, toothache – place  leaf on tooth); AC: ‘kinder medisyne – meng 
skaapkaroo en donkiedrolle saam wynruit, donkie wat in die veld loop’ 
(AC: children's medicine - mix  skaapkaroo (Pentzia incana) and goat 
manure along with  wynruit, donkey that walks in the field); MW: ‘skerp 
ruik, koors’ (MW: strong odor, fever) 
Salix mucronata 
(Salicaceae) 
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC: 
rivierwilger, MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1, KJ: wilger, 
AC: treuringwilger] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘toppe gebruik vir kanker’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: tops used 
for cancer); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘trek blare deur te kook en was 
jou lyf daarmee, help met uitputting en spanning, was hare daarin maar 
as dit blare dra, as die blare verloor, verloor jy jou hare, was hare saam 
roosmaryn’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: infuse leaves by boiling and 
washing your body with it, help with exhaustion and stress, was hair in it 




[CB, MO, ED, EC: blou-
blomsalie] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘was daarmee (algemene medisyne)’ (CB, MO, ED, 
EC: wash with it (unspecified medicine) 
Salvia microphylla 
(Lamiaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC, JM: mak 
salie, EW, JC, MS, AO, 
MC, JM, AC, WC, ND, KJ, 
PW, MW: rooiblomsalie, 
JM: pienk-blomsalie] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘trek en drink vir rug en niere’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: infuse 
and drink for back and kidneys); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘help vir rug en 
vir suiker, trek op kookwater’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: help for back and 
diabetes, infuse in boiling water); JM: ‘niere en trek verkoue uit’ (JM: 
kidneys and draw cold out); WC: ‘trek en drink vir baie blaaspyn, rug, 
niere’ (WC: infuse and drink for many bladder pains, back, kidneys); ND, 
KJ, PW, MW: ‘vrouemedisyne’ (ND, KJ, PW, MW: women’s medicine) 
Schinus molle 
(Anacardiaceae)  
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, AC, 
WC, PW: peperboom] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘drink vir hoes, trek blare, sit blare op kop vir hoofpyn 
en seerheid van verkoue, pak toe, hou vlieë en muskiete weg 
(insekafweerder)’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: drink for coughs, going leaves, put 
leaves on the head for headaches and soreness of cold, pack when, like 
flies and mosquitoes away (insect repellent); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: 
‘verkoue, kanker, spat asyn op pepertakke en sit op pyn bene, trek pyn 
uit’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: colds, cancer, splash with vinegar on pepper 
branches and put on pain legs, draws pain out); AW, AB: ‘plant langs die 
huis naby die kombuis, vleis sate hang onder die boom om vlieë weg te 
hou, hou vlieë van die lyke af’ (AW, AB: plant next to the house near the 
kitchen, meat satay hung under the tree to keep away flies, keep flies off 
the bodies); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘maak bessies droog vir peper 
vir kos, kneus blare en spat met asyn, drink na trek vir koorsstuipe, kook 
die bas, vlieë’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: make berries dry for pepper 
for food, bruise leaves and sprinkle with vinegar, drink after fever 
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convulsions, boil the bark, flies); JM: ‘kanker, kopseer, koors – stamp 
blare en trek’ (JM: cancer, headache, fever - crush leaves and infuse); 
RS: ‘gebruik teen vuilsiektes (STD)’ (RS: use against veneral diseases 
(STD’s); AC: ‘kan hom ook trek’ (AC: can also infuse him); WC: ‘pak 
blare op kop vir hoofpyn, baie gesonde raad vir prostaatkanker, trek 
blare op pot en laat persoon drink soos gewone water’ (WC: pack leaves 
on head for headaches, very sound advice for prostate cancer, infuse 
leaves in pot and let person drink water as usual); ND: ‘koors, hou vlieë 
weg, hang in die huis op’ (ND: fever, keep away flies, hang in the 
house); KJ: ‘prostaat, drink blare’ (KJ: prostate, drink leaves) 
Schotia afra (Fabaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC: 
barboonboom, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: berboon, 
perboon, AB: boerboon, 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, 
AC, WC, ND, KJ, PW: 
berboon] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘eet vars peule se pitte, sagte doppie, eet binneste, 
trek groen doppie binne af en eet binneste, kook, blom gee heuning – 
bye werk hom’; braai pitte onder die as – eet dit, vetterig, maak koffie en 
sop daarmee, saad: haal wit vliesie af en eet binneste, smaak vetterig 
soos amandel’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: eat fresh pods's seeds, soft shell, eat 
inside, pull green shell on the inside off and eat inside, boil, flower gives 
honey - bees work him; fry pits under the ashes – eat it, greasy, make 
coffee and soup with it, seed: remove white fleece and eat inside, greasy 
taste like almond); AB: ‘eet dit, sade, dop uit en haal wit af’ (AB: eat it, 
seeds, remove shell and white fleece); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘peule 
– eet wanneer groen en sag is, maak oop en haal wit vlies af, kook bone 
sop, as peul ryp is is dit hard’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JmM, JM: pods - eat 
when green and tender, open and remove white fleece off, boil beans 
soup, if pod is ripe, it is hard); WC: ‘kinders eet die pitte sommer van die 
boom af, trek blare vir kinder maagprobleme, maagwerkings’ (WC: 
children eat the seeds right from the tree, infuse leaves for children 
stomach problems, diarrhoea); ND: ‘eet die bessies’ (ND: eat the 
berries); KJ, PW: ‘eet die peule’ (KJ, PW: eat the pods); KJ: ‘sop, eet dit’ 
(KJ: soup, eat it) 
Searsia lancea 
(Anacardiaceae) 
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, AC, 
WC, ND, KJ, PW, MW: 
kareeboom] 
AB: ‘eet dit, maak pale’ (AB: eat it, make poles); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘nat 
bessies eet – suur, goeie hout vir pale’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: eat moist 
berries - sour, good wood for poles); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘gebruik die 
hout’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: use the wood); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
‘bessies word geeet, kan ook trek en drink’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
berries are eaten, can also infuse and drink); WC: ‘krap bas af en sit in 
kookwater en trek vir kind wat wurms het, drink op nugter maag, maak 
longe skoon, sere in die mond’ (WC: scrape bark off and put it in boiling 
water and infuse for children who have worms, drink on an empty 
stomach,  cleanse the lungs, sores in the mouth); ND, KJ, PW, MW: ‘eet 
die bessies’ (ND, KJ, PW, MW: eat the berries) 
Searsia undulata 
(Anacardiaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC: 
taaibosbessie, AB, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC, MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1, AC, WC, 
ND, KJ, PW, MW: taaibos, 
AW, MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1: koeniebos, MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
garrabos] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘eet die bessies’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: eat the berries); 
EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘hout, bessies geeet maar nie lekker nie’ (EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC: wood, berries eaten but not nice); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, 
JM, JM1: ‘eet die bessies’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: eat the berries); 
AC: ‘soet suur bessie’ (AC: sweet sour berry); WC: ‘eet die bessies, 
meng en trek met ghwarrie vir verkoue, rug en infeksie’  (WC: eat the 
berries, mix and put with ghwarrie for colds, back and infection); ND, KJ, 
PW, MW: ‘eet die bessies’ (ND, KJ, PW, MW: eat the berries); ND: 





no uses recorded 
Solanum retroflexum 
[probably also S. nigrum] 
(Solanaceae) 
[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC, MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1, WC, ND, KJ, 
AB: ‘eet dit’ (AB: eat it); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘trek blare vir medisyne – drink 
vir hoes en TB (tering), inflammasie’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: infuse leaves for 
medicine - drink for cough and TB (tuberculosis), inflammation); EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: ‘hoë bloeddruk, TB, vir vrugbaarheid eet baie bessies elke 
dag, verkoue’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: high blood pressure, TB, for 
fertility eat many berries every day, colds); AW: ‘maak konfyt, eet die 
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MW: nasgal, AB, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: nastergal, 
AW: nagstegal] 
bessies, trek vir medisyne’ (AW: make jam, eat the berries, infuse for 
medicine); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘TB, hoë bloed, maak konfyt’ (MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: TB, high blood pressure, make jam); JM: ‘gebruik 
vir alles, trek soos tee en drink, maak hele liggaam skoon, kerf op om 
winderigheid uit te haal, haal onreinheid uit’ (JM: used for everything, 
infuse like tea and drink, make whole body clean, notch to pick out 
flatulence, remove impurity); AC: ‘trek als soos tee vir TB, eet die 
bessies’ (AC: infuse and as tea for TB, eat the berries); WC: ‘gee bloed, 
stimuleer bloed vorming vir TB’ (WC: gives blood, stimulates blood 
formation for TB); KJ: ‘drink vir TB’ (KJ: drink for TB); MW: ‘kook konfyt’ 
(MW: boil jam); ND: ‘gooi teringtee (Leysera gnaphalodes) by’ (ND: add 
teringtee (Leysera gnaphalodes) (unspecified medicine) 
Solanum tomentosum 
(Solanaceae) 
[EW, JC, MS, AO, MC, KJ: 
bitterappel-tjie, AW: 
wildetamatie, MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1: bitterappel] 
JC: ‘sooibrand’ (JC: heartburn); AO: ‘witkolle in die nek (omlope), smeer 
bossie aan, velinfeksies’ (AO: white spots in the neck (ringworm), apply 
shrub, skin infections); AW: ‘eet die bessie’ (AW: eat the berry); MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘eet slegs die goudgeel bessie, anders giftig’ (MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1: eat only the golden yellow currant, otherwise 




[AB: kappertjies, CB, MO, 
ED, EC, EW, JC, MS, AO, 
MC, AW, MJ, SJ, RP, MM, 
JM, JM1, ND, KJ, PW, MW: 
kappertjie, AC, WC: 
kapper-kappertjies] 
AB: ‘eet alles’ (AB: eat everything); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘eet die blare’ (CB, 
MO, ED, EC, eat the leaves); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘sooibrand – kou 
stingel en sluk sop in en spoeg dingetjie uit, eet in slaaie’ (EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC: heartburn - chew stem and swallow juice and spit thing out, eat 
in salads); AW: ‘eet die blare en saad in slaaie, eet die blommetjie, sit 
blaar op toebroodtjie, blomme rangskikkings’ (AW: eat the leaves and 
seeds in salads, eat the flower, place leaf on sandwich, flower 
arrangements); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘eet alles, kook soos groen 
boontjies, kan pit gebruik teen kanker, gooi in slaaie’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, 
JM, JM1: eat everything, boil like green beans, pit can be used against 
cancer, throw in salads); AC: ‘eet dit’ (AC: eat it); WC: ‘sterk saad trek of 
eet vir keelseer’ (WC: strong seed infused or eaten for sore throat); ND, 




[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, PW: 
wildeknoffel, AC: berg-
knoffel] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘ruik soos knoffel, ruik dieselfde, geen verskil – net 
wilde knoffel, gebruik – trek en drink vir hoes, gebruik vir kos’ (CB, MO, 
ED, EC: smells like garlic, smells the same, no difference - just wild 
garlic, use - infuse and drink for coughs, used for food); EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC: ‘trek blaartjies en gooi knippie peper in en koel af en drink vir 
verkoue, gooi blare in warm aartappelslaai’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: 
infuse leaves and throw a pinch of pepper and cool off and drink for 
colds, throw leaves in warm potato salad); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
‘gooi wortel in kos, kerf stingel ook vir kos veral viskoekies, help teen 
winderigheid’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: throw root in food, carve stem 
also for food especially fish cakes, help against flatulence); AC: ‘werk 
net soos gewone knoffel, groei in die berg’ (AC: works just like normal 
garlic, grows in the mountain); WC: ‘blare afbreek en uit braai in vis olie 
en koel af en gooi in die kind se oor vir oorsteek by huilerige kinders, 
blare opkap vir aartappel slaai’ (WC: leaves broken off and fried out in 
fish oil and cooled off and pour into the child's ear for otitis by weepy 
children, leaves chopped up into potato salad); PW: ‘eet dit, werk nes 
gewone knoffel, trek as algemene medisyne (PW: eat it, works like 
regular garlic, infuse as a general medicine (unspecified medicine) 
Tylecodon cacalioides 
(Crassulaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC, AC, WC: 
krimpsiek, AB, AW: 
krimpsiekbos, MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1: krimpsiek-
bossie, AB, WC: nentabos, 
AB: ‘angorabokke raak siek daarvan’ (AB:  angora goats get sick from it); 
CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘maak bokke dood’ (CB, MO, 
ED, EC, EvW, JC, MS, AO, MC: kills goats); AW: ‘gee jou hooikoors as 
jy die blom pluk’ (AW: give your hay fever if you pick the flowers)'; MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘ent vratte af’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: graft 
warts off); AC, WC: ‘diere gaan dood van hom’ (AC, WC: animals die of 
it) 
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[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, AC, 
WC, ND, KJ, PW, MW: 
botterboom] 
AB: ‘ gebruik botterboom vir vratte, sny blokkie uit, smeer oor vrat en sit 
terug in boom’ (AB: use botterboom for warts, cut block out, apply over 
wart and put back in tree); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘ry dit’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: 
ride it); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘ent vratte af, druk op stukkende vrat en 
sit terug in die boom waar jy hom uit gehaal het’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: 
graft warts off, press onto broken wart and put back into the tree where 
you took him out of); AW: ‘seuns het dit gery’ (AW: boys rode it); MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘ent vratte af, eelte, liddorings, smeer botter van 
boom aan die eelt en sit stukkie stam terug in die boom, karretjies 
gemaak en gery’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: graft warts off, calluses, 
corns, spread butter of tree onto the callus and put piece of stem back 
into the tree, made toy cars and rode it); AC: ‘ryperd gemaak, ry by die 
klippe af, vlek jou klere’ (AC:  made riding horses, ride down along the 
rocks, stain your clothes); ND, KJ, PW, MW: ‘blare geëet, ry – klere 
gevlek’ (ND, KJ, PW, MW: leaves eaten, rode - stained clothes) 
Urtica urens (Urticaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: brandnekel, 
brandneker, AW: netelbos, 
AB, MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1, ND, PW: brandnekel, 
AC, WC: brandnekelboom] 
AB: ‘slat (slaan) mekaar’ (AB: hit each other); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘trek en 
drink, slaan mekaar dan brand dit’ (CB, MO, ED, EC, infuse and drink, 
hit each other then it burns); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘trek ‘n tee vir 
masels saam bokmis, gebruik as speserye en sop kook’ (EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC: infuse as a tea for measles together with goat manure, used as 
spices and boil soup); AW: ‘slaan mekaar as kinderspeletjies – laat jou 
jeuk en vel uitslaan’ (AW: hitting each other as child's play - let your skin 
itch and develop skin rash); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘masels, slaan 
mekaar as kinders, kook en kerf en eet as kos’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, 
JM1: measles, hitting each other as children, boil and notch and eat as 
food); AC: ‘kinkhoes, stamp, trek en drink, meng saam bokmis vir 
masels’ (AC: whooping cough, crush, infuse and drink, mix together goat 
manure for measles); WC: ‘gooi wonderkroon by vir masels ook, trek vir 
liggaam pyn, drink as tee vir moegerigheid en gaan steek-steek deur die 
lyf (tonikum)’ (WC: add wonder crown for measles too, infuse for body 
pain, drink as tea for fatigue and goes through the body stitch by stitch 
(tonic); ND: ‘bloed suiker, was bene in water’ (ND: blood sugar 
(diabetes) wash legs in water); PW: ‘trek en drink nes tee’ (PW: infuse 
and drink like tea) 
Vachellia karroo 
(Fabaceae)  
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, AW, 
RS, AC, WC, MW: doring-
boom, EW, JC, MS, AO, 
MC: witpendoringboom, 
JM: witpendoring, MJ, SJ, 
MM, JM1: gomdoring] 
 
AB: ‘gebruik dorings om ander dorings mee uit te haal, gorrel droë 
doring bas vir seerkeel en mangelontsteking, brand en maak koffie van 
pitjies uit nood in depressie tyd, eet gom, verbeter grond kwaliteit – 
stikstof binder, kos vir diere agt maande van die jaar’ (AB: 'use thorns to 
remove other thorns, gargle dry thorn bark for sore throat and tonsil 
inflammation, burn and make coffee from pips from adversity depression 
time, eat gum, improve soil quality - nitrogen binder, food for animals 
eight months of the year); CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘eet gom, bokke eet blare, 
kap stam vir keelseer - gorrel bas, goeie kool om roosterbrood te braai’ 
(CB, MO, ED, EC: eat gum, goats eat leaves, chop trunk for sore throat - 
gargle bark, good charcoal to toast bread); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: 
‘brand, as nat is kom sop uit en smeer sop aan omlope, maak 
biobrandstof daarvan vir elektrisiteit, eet gom vir sooibrand, peule eet en 
sagte groen pitjie binne soos boontjie, harde blare gebrand en gemaal 
vir koffie en tee – khoi mense, trek bas en gorrel vir keelseer’ (EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: burn, if it is wet, plant juice gets released and is rubbed on 
ringworm, make biofuels for electricity, eat gum for heartburn, eat pods 
and soft green seed within as beans, roast hard leaves and ground for 
coffee and tea - Khoi people, infuse bark and gargle for sore throat); 
AW: ‘vuurmaak, eet gom’ (AW: firewood, eat gum); MJ, SJ, MM: ‘eet 
gom, trek bas vir keelseer en gorrel, brandhout, gebruik ook as ‘n 
kersfeesboom’ (MJ, SJ, MM eat gum, infuse bark for sore throat and 
gargle, firewood, also used as a Christmas tree); JM: ‘mandtjies gemaak 
van die bas vesels, gebruik as tou en bind die biesies’ (JM: basketry of 
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bark fibers used as rope and tie the rushes); AC: ‘trek en drink die blare 
vir maag, krap bas slegs af vir maag’ (AC: infuse and drink the leaves for 
stomach ailments, scrape bark off only for stomach); WC: ‘eet die gom, 
trek vir maag wat loop, doringhout is ‘n goeie brandhout’ (WC: eat the 
gum, infuse for diarrhoea, thorntree (Acacia) wood is a good fire wood; 
MW: ‘kap af en gebruik bas vir loopmaag’ (MW: cut down and use bark 
for diarrhoea); KJ: ‘eet gom vir loopmaag, kan groen saad ook eet’ (KJ: 
eat gum for diarrhoea, green seeds can be eaten too); ND: ‘maal pitte vir 
koffie’ (ND: grind seeds for coffee) 
 
Viscum capense 
(Santalaceae)   
[CB, MO, ED, EC: voëlent, 
voëltjieent, EW, JC, MS, 
AO, MC, AW, MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1: voëlent, WC: 
wildetee, vinkel, ND: 
voëlink] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘maak tee, trek en drink as medisyne’ (CB, MO, ED, 
EC, make tea, infuse and drink as medicine); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: 
‘kanker en suiker’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: cancer and diabetes); MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘trek soos tee of koffie, V. capense – groei op die 
noem-noem, V. rotundifolium – baie lekker bergtee, rooibessie, spat nat 
met koffie’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: infuse like tea or coffee,  V. 
capense - grows in the  noem-noem (Carissa haematocarpa),  V. 
rotundifolium - very nice mountain tea, red berry, splash wet with coffee); 
JM: ‘kruie’ (JM: herbs (unspecified medicine)’; JM: ‘diere eet dit, trek vir 
medisyne om liggaam op te beur (tonikum)’ (JM: animals eat it, infuse 
for medicine to cheer body up (tonic); ND, KJ, PW, MW: ‘hang, rond, 
rooibessie – gebruik al drie vir dieselfde doel, tonikum, bou liggaam op, 
as jy pap voel dan drink jy dit, more kan jy weer aangaan’ (ND, KJ, PW, 
MW: hanging, round, red berry - use all three for the same purpose, 
tonic, build body up, if you feel limp then savored it, tomorrow you can 





WC: ‘drink een wat op doringboom groei, gee melk, trek - maak 
melkspiere oop, maak droog en drink dan as tee’ (WC: drink one that 
grows on the thorn tree, gives milk, infuse -  open milk muscles, make 
dry and then drink as tea); ND, KJ, PW, MW: ‘hang, rond, rooibessie – 
gebruik al drie vir dieselfde doel, tonikum, bou liggaam op, as jy pap voel 
dan drink jy dit, more kan jy weer aangaan’ (ND, KJ, PW, MW: hanging, 
round, red berry - use all three for the same purpose, tonic, build body 
up, if you feel limp then savored it, tomorrow you can carry on again) 
Viscum rotundifolium 
(Santalaceae)  
[CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, SJ, 
RP, MM, JM, JM1: voëlent] 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘trek soos tee of koffie, V. capense – groei op 
die noem-noem, V. rotundifolium – baie lekker bergtee, rooibessie, spat 
nat met koffie (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: infuse like tea or coffee,  V. 
capense - grows in the  noem-noem (Carissa haematocarpa),  V. 
rotundifolium - very nice mountain tea, red berry, splash wet with coffee);  
ND, KJ, PW, MW: ‘hang, rond, rooibessie – gebruik al drie vir dieselfde 
doel, tonic, bou liggaam op, as jy pap voel dan drink jy dit, more kan jy 
weer aangaan’ (ND, KJ, PW, MW: hanging, round, red berry - use all 
three for the same purpose, tonic, build body up, if you feel limp then 
savored it, tomorrow you can carry on again) 
Xanthoparmelia spp. 
(Parmeliaceae) 
[AB: klipbos, CB, MO, ED, 
EC, EW, JC, MS, AO, MC, 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, 
AC, WC, ND, KJ, PW: 
klipblom] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘tandesproei, trek vir vrugbaarheid’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: 
oral thrush, infuse for fertility); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘medisyne vir 
verskillende siektes soos vrouekwale en rug’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: 
medicines for various diseases such as women's complaints and 
backache); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘rug, vrugbaarheid’ (MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1: back, fertility); AC: ‘mondsere, maal fyn met wit suiker en 
sif deur ‘n kous en gee poeier vir ‘n kind met mondsproei of seerkeel’ 
(AC: mouth sores, grind fine with white sugar and sift through a sock and 
give powder for a child with oral thrush or sore throat); KJ: ‘rugpyn’ (KJ: 
back pain); PW: ‘vroumens medisyne’ (PW: woman medicine); ND: 
‘blaas’ (ND: bladder) 
Zantedeschia aethiopica 
(Araceae)  
[AB: aronskelk, varkblom, 
CB, MO, ED, EC, AW, AC, 
AB: ‘blomme rangskikkings’ (AB: flower arrangements); CB, MO, ED, 
EC: ‘vir die mooi (blommerangskiking)’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: for the beauty 
thereof (flower arrangements); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘sit op iets, gebruik 
die patat vir infeksie en inflammasie’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: place on 




The primary data in Table 6.5, collected from 20 participants in the 
Vanwyksdorp village, consist of 128 useful species. These uses are not only 
medicinal but include food items, games and crafts as well. Table 6.5 contains 10 
species that were not represented in the flip-file but were added to the results. A total 
of 108 species (out of the 146 plant species and one lichen included in the flip-file) 
were identified by participants as having medicinal uses. An additional six medicinal 
plant species that were not included in the flip-file, were recorded in Vanwyksdorp 
during this study (Table 6.5), namely Aloe microstigma, Diospyros lycioides, 
Pelargonium grossularioides, Portulaca oleracea, Viscum rotundifolium and Exomis 
WC: varkiesblom, EW, JC, 
MS, AO, MC: varkieblaar, 
AW: varkore, MJ, SJ, RP, 
MM, JM, JM1: varkieblom, 
PW: varklelie] 
something, use the potato for infection and inflammation); AW: 
‘blommerangskikings, sit blare op die water in ‘n emmer om te keer dat 
die water uit mors as op die kop gedra word (deksel)’ (AW: flower 
arrangements, put leaves on the water in a bucket to prevent water 
splashing out when carried on your head (bucket lid); MJ, SJ, RP, MM, 
JM, JM1: ‘blare gebruik vir hoofpyn, stuifmeel gevaarlik – laat jou jeuk en 
gee sere en seer oë’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: leaves used for 
headaches, pollen dangerous - let your itch and give sores and sore 
eyes); AC: ‘varkblaar gebruik om op wondplek of pyne te plak’ (AC:  
varkblaar used to paste onto wound spot or pains); PW: ‘blare gebruik 
vir koppyn’ (PW: leaves used for headache) 
Zingiber officinale 
(Zingiberaceae)  
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, AC, 
WC, PW: gemmer] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘medisyne nes naeltjies’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: medicines 
like cloves); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘nat gemmer trek vir griep, eet in 
spanspek slaaie’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: wet ginger infuse for influenza, 
eat in melon salads); AW: ‘kos en medisinaal’ (AW: food and medicinal); 
MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: ‘eet dit en drink’ (MJ, SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1: 
eat it and drink); WC: ‘vat gemmer en suurlemoen en maak eie 
medisyne, rasper gemmer en druk suurlemoen uit en vat wildeals takkie 
en gooi in en drink alles saam vir verkoue’ (WC: take ginger and lemon 
and make own medicine, grate ginger and squeeze lemon and take 
wormwood (Artemisia afra) shoot and throw everything together and 
drink for colds); PW: ‘gooi in koffie, sny stukkie droë gemmer saam 
suurlemoen in warm water vir verkoue’ (PW: add to coffee, cut piece of 
dry ginger together with lemon in warm water for a cold) 
Zygophyllum foetidum 
(Zygophyllaceae)  
[AB, CB, MO, ED, EC, EW, 
JC, MS, AO, MC, AW, MJ, 
SJ, RP, MM, JM, JM1, WC, 
PW: skuimbos, AW: spek-
bos, skilpadbos] 
CB, MO, ED, EC: ‘oorsteek, blaartjie uitdruk op skoon doekie, sit in die 
oor (sap)’ (CB, MO, ED, EC: otitis, leaf squeezed on a clean cloth, put in 
the ear (juice); EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: ‘gaan nooit dood nie, braai uit 
saam soetolie vir oorsteek’ (EW, JC, MS, AO, MC: never dies, fry 
together with sweet oil for otitis); SJ: ‘was lakens daarin aangesien dit ‘n 
skuimpie maak en seep’ (SJ: wash sheets in it as it makes a nice foam 
and soap); JM: ‘oorsteek by kinders, druk sap net so in die oor’ (JM: 
otitis with children, squeeze juice as is into the ear); WC: ‘braai uit, druk 
uit in lepel en meng met winkel knoffel, braai uit saam in soetolie of 
visolie of olyfolie en gooi in die oor vir oorsteek, laat vog uit die oor loop, 
knoffel help dat oor nie seer raak met steek nie’ (WC: fry out, press into 
spoon and mix with usual garlic, fry out together in sweet oil or fish oil or 
olive oil and pour into the ear for otitis, let moisture run out of the ear, 
garlic help that the ear does not hurt with otitis); PW: ‘blare in oor sit vir 
oorsteek’ (PW: leaves placed in ear for otitis (earache) 
Zygophyllum retrofractum 
(Zygophyllaceae)  
[AB, AC, WC, KJ, MW: 
hondepisbos] 
AC: ‘stink, steek in die oor’ (AC: stinks, otitis, earache); MW: ‘blaas’ 
(MW: bladder); KJ: ‘trek (algemene medisyne) (KJ: infuse (unspecified 
medicine) 
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microphylla. Only two species had no use in Vanwyksdorp, these are Cliffortia 
ruscifolia and Silene undulata. 
In the following sections, analyses of the data in Tables 6.2 to 6.5 are 
presented, but these analyses are limited only to medicinal plant use.  
 
6.4 Medicinal plant species  
Analysis of the primary data was done by calculating the following seven indices 
(Table 6.6): Cultural Importance Index (CII), the Anecdote Frequency Index (AFI) 
and the Relative Frequency of Citation (RFC), Species Popularity Index (SPI), Index 
of Agreement between remedies (IAR) and Spedificity Index (SI) and the Generalist 
Index (GI). There are several other indices that can be used or other calculations 
that the reader may wish to make. These indices allow for comparisons to be made 
between species and to determine the most important or most popular medicinal 
plants of the study area.  
This thesis focused on medicinal ethnobotany, and only medicinal use-records 
are therefore summarized in Table 6.6. The most frequently used vernacular names 
are underlined (based on the number of participants who proposed that name). The 
primary (main) use(s) of each species are underlined, i.e., the use(s) with the highest 
frequency of anecdotes. Author citations for the scientific names are given here and 
are not repeated elsewhere in this chapter.   
 
Table 6.6: Medicinal plant species and a lichen, a summary (in English) of their 
uses as recorded in the western Little Karoo, South Africa.  
The towns are abbreviated as B for Barrydale, Z for Zoar, C for Calitzdorp and V for 
Vanwyksdorp. For a detailed account of all recorded anecdotes and associated key 
participants (i.e., the primary data), see Tables 6.2 to 6.5. 
Column 1: Species number; newly recorded medicinal plants in the Little Karoo are 
given in bold text; the most frequently used vernacular name(s) within the western 
Little Karoo are underlined; newly recorded Little Karoo vernacular names are 
indicated by superscripta while new variations of known vernacular names are 
indicated by superscriptb; exotic species are indicated by superscriptc; conservation 
statuses follow directly after the family name; voucher specimens (all in JRAU) area 
listed as follow: [HV] = Hulley and Van Wyk; [H] = Hulley; [VV] = Van Wyk and Vlok; 
[RV] = Ruiters and Van Wyk; [PHV] = photographic vouchers. The Cultural 
Importance Index (CII), the Anecdote Frequency Index (AFI), the Relative Frequency 
of Citation (RFC) and Species Popularity Index (SPI) are given as statistic values [in 
square brackets]; 
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Column 2: Newly recorded medicinal uses for the western Little Karoo are given in 
bold and the main (primary) medicinal uses are underlined. The three numerical 
values in square brackets e.g. [16,16,25] refer to (1) the total number of participants 
(16) mentioning a medicinal use for the plant species; (2) the total number of use-
records (16); (3) the rank of the species (25) according to the number of use-records. 
The Index of Agreement on Remedies (IAR), Specificity Index (SI) and Generalistic 
Index (GI) are also given as statistic values in square brackets. 
 
Species name; family name; vernacular 
name(s); conservation status; voucher 
specimens.  
Summary of main medicinal use(s) recorded 
1. cAcorus calamus L.; Acoraceae; NE; 
[PHV146] 
B: waterkalmoes; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.24]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.12] 
Z: kalmoes; [CII=0.12]; [AFI=0.06]; 
[RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.06] 
C: kalmoes; [CII=0.67]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: kalamoesb, kalmoes; [CII=1.30]; 
[AFI=0.48]; [RFC=0.52]; [SPI=0.52] 
Z: Infusions used as a wash for hair growth and 
for psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”). [1,2,27]; [IAR=0.0]; 1[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
C: Infusions used to treat stomach-ache, influenza 
and fever. [1,4,13]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
V: Infusions used for stomach ailments, cancer, 
diabetes, flatulence and psychological 
conditions (magic medicine - “paljas”). 
[12,30,15]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]  
2. Adromischus triflorus (L.f.) A. Berger; 
Crassulaceae; LC; [PHV3]  
B: bontplakkie; [CII=0.55]; [AFI=0.59]; 
[RFC=0.55]; [SPI=0.64]                                
Z: steek-in-die-oor-plakkiea, bontplakkie, 
vaalplakkiea; [CII=0.29]; [AFI=0.29]; 
[RFC=0.24]; [SPI=0.35] 
C: bontplakkie; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.75] 
V: plakkiea, bontplakkie, kouterie plakkiea, 
bokplakkiea, veldplakkiea, vaalplakkiea; 
[CII=0.47]; [AFI=0.52]; [RFC=0.43]; 
[SPI=0.49] 
B: The leaf juice is used for earache (otitis) and 
toothache. [16,16,27]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00] 
Z: The leaf is used for calluses, corns, 
conjunctivitis and otitis (earache). [3,3,28]; 
[IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
C: The leaf is used for calluses and corns. 
[1,2,15]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: The leaf is used for sores, corns and foot 
wards and otitis (earache). [10,11,33]; [IAR=0.8]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
 
3. Agathosma capensis (L.) Dümmer and 
other species (e.g. Agathosma bifida (Jacq.) 
Bartl. & H.L. Wendl. = lemoenboegoe); 
Rutaceae; [PHV4] 
B: boegoe, bergboegoe; [CII=1.17]; 
[AFI=0.66]; [RFC=0.55]; [SPI=0.72]  
Z: anysboegoe,  boegoe; [CII=1.29]; 
[AFI=0.53]; [RFC=0.53]; [SPI=0.59]  
C: steenbokboegoe, boegoe, 
breëblaarboegoe, semelboegoe, 
lemoenboegoe; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: boegoe, bergboegoe; [CII=1.26]; 
[AFI=0.83]; [RFC=0.57]; [SPI=0.78] 
B: Infusions used for influenza, inflammation and 
arthritis, backache, as a diuretic and as an 
unspecified medicine. [16,34,11]; [IAR=0.9]; 
[SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
Z: Used for high blood pressure, backache, urinary 
ailments, kidney ailments, as a tonic and as an 
unspecified medicine. [9,23,8]; [IAR=0.7]; 
[SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]  
C: Used as a paediatric medicine to treat colic, 
cramps, flatulence and restlessness, an infusion 
treats stomach-ache and ailments, nausea, urinary 
ailments, can also be used as a wash or lotion. 
[1,2,15]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
V: Used for stomach-ache, backache and kidney 
ailments. [13,29,16]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50] 
4. cAgave americana L.; Asparagaceae; NE; 
[PHV5] 
B: garingboom, garingblaai(e)b, garing(s)b, 
garingsaad; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.86]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.90]    
Z: Leaves used as a poultice for pain and 
inflammation and for corns. [1,1,30]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
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Species name; family name; vernacular 
name(s); conservation status; voucher 
specimens.  
Summary of main medicinal use(s) recorded 
Z: garingboom; [CII=0.12]; [AFI=0.65]; 
[RFC=0.12]; [SPI=0.76] 
C: (garing)boom; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=1.00] 
V: garingb, garingblaaib, garingboom; 
[CII=0.70]; [AFI=1.00]; [RFC=0.48]; 
[SPI=0.93] 
C: Leaves used as a poultice for pain and 
inflammation. [1,1,16]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00] 
V: Leaves used as a poultice for a sprained ankle 
and rheumatism, inner stem infusion used for 
cancer. [11,16,28]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
5. Aloe ferox Mill.; Asphodelaceae; LC; 
[PHV6] 
B: aalwyn; [CII=1.41]; [AFI=0.83]; 
[RFC=0.79]; [SPI=0.85] 
Z: aalwyn; [CII=1.76]; [AFI=0.82]; 
[RFC=0.82]; [SPI=0.82] 
C: aalwyn, aloe; [CII=1.67]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.33]; [SPI=1.00] 
V: aalwyn; [CII=1.65]; [AFI=1.00]; 
[RFC=0.87]; [SPI=0.93] 
 
B: Used for stomach ailments, asthma, 
constipation, sores, as a tonic, blood purifier, as 
unspecified medicine and used as veterinary 
medicine. [23,41,5]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80] 
Z: Used for stomach ailments especially stomach-
ache, high blood pressure, diabetes, 
constipation, as a blood purifier, skin rash, dandruff, 
as an insect repellent and veterinary medicine. 
[13,30,2]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.17]; [GI=0.83] 
C: Used for stomach ailments especially stomach-
ache, as a blood purifier, excessive bile and other 
liver related ailments, internal worms, applied on 
sores, tonic for general health and as veterinary 
medicine. [2,10,8]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
V: Used for stomach ailments, constipation, sores 
and wounds including burn wounds, high blood 
pressure, cancer and as veterinary medicine. 
[20,38,9]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.17]; [GI=0.83] 
6. Aloe microstigma Salm-Dyck; 
Asphodelaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
B: aalwyn; [CII=0.28]; [AFI=0.14]; 
[RFC=0.14] 
Z: aalwyn, veldaalwynb; [CII=0.24]; 
[AFI=0.24]; [RFC=0.12] 
V: vaal aalwynb; [CII=0.26]; [AFI=0.26]; 
[RFC=0.26] 
B: Leaf juice applied to sores and used as 
veterinary medicine. [4,8,35]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00] 
Z: Used for stomach-ache and constipation. 
[2,4,25]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]  
V: Used for haemorrhoids. [6,6,37]; [IAR=1.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]  
 
7. Anacampseros papyracea E. Mey. ex 
Sond.; Anacampserotaceae; LC; [PHV16]  
B:  boesmanmoer, moerbossie, 
kariemoerbossie, kareemoerbossie; 
[CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.45]; [RFC=0.00]; 
[SPI=0.45] 
Z: moerbossie, moerplantjies; [CII=0.00]; 
[AFI=0.10]; [RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.45] 
C: gansmis, moervygie; [CII=0.00]; 
[AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.58] 
V: kareemoer, gansmis, oumasnuifa, 
moerbos; [CII=0.26]; [AFI=0.57]; [RFC=0.26]; 
[SPI=0.57] 
V: Used for treating burn wounds. [6,6,37]; 
[IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
8. Aptosimum indivisum Burch. ex Benth.; 
Scrophulariaceae; LC; [PHV9a]; 
B: skilpadbossie, agtdaegeneesbos; 
[CII=0.07]; [AFI=0.10]; [RFC=0.07]; 
[SPI=0.08] 
B: Used to treat wounds. [2,2,40]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
Z: Used for oral thrush, colds, whooping cough, 
earache, apply powdered leaves to burn wounds, 
as an ointment for ringworm, sores, drink infusion 
for pain and inflammation, labour inducement 
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Species name; family name; vernacular 
name(s); conservation status; voucher 
specimens.  
Summary of main medicinal use(s) recorded 
Z: kinkhoesbos, skilpadbos(sie)a, 
brandbos(sie)a; [CII=0.88]; [AFI=0.53]; 
[RFC=0.53]; [SPI=0.53] 
C: skilpadbossiea; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: brandbossiea; [CII=1.48]; [AFI=0.65]; 
[RFC=0.57]; [SPI=0.63] 
and as a tonic. [9,15,14]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.25]; 
[GI=0.75] 
C: Drink infusion for pain and inflammation. 
[1,1,16]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: Used for oral thrush, mouth and throat ulcers, 
sores and wounds, as wash for ringworm. 
[13,34,12]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
9. Aptosimum procumbens (Lehm.) Steud. 
[=Aptosimum depressum Burch.]; 
Scrophulariaceae; LC; [PHV9b]  
B: brandbossie; [CII=0.07]; [AFI=0.10]; 
[RFC=0.07]; [SPI=0.08] 
C: brandbossie, karooviooltjie; [CII=1.00]; 
[AFI=0.33]; [RFC=0.33]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: leeubekkiea, brandbossie; [CII=0.13]; 
[AFI=0.26]; [RFC=0.13]; [SPI=0.20] 
B: Used for itchy skin and burn wounds. [2,2,40]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
C: Treats ringworm, scalp ailments and burn 
wounds. [2,6,11]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: Used as an ointment, as wash for ringworm, for 
toothache. [3,3,40]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
 
10. Arctopus echinatus L.; Apiaceae; LC; 
[SPI=Not in Matrix] 
B: witkalmoesa, platdoring; [CII=0.28]; 
[AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.14] 
Z: doringdissel; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.05]; 
[RFC=0.00] 
C: platdoring, sieketroos; [CII=0.67]; 
[AFI=0.33]; [RFC=0.17] 
B: Infusions used for treating kidney and bladder 
ailments. [4,8,35]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
C: Used as a blood purifier, tonic, treats cough 
and ringworm. [1,4,13]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50] 
11. cArtemisia absinthium L.; Asteraceae; 
NE; [PHV10]  
B: groenamara; [CII=1.55]; [AFI=0.97]; 
[RFC=0.90]; [SPI=0.88] 
Z: groenamara; [CII=0.82]; [AFI=0.76]; 
[RFC=0.76]; [SPI=0.76] 
C: groenamara; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: groenamara; [CII=1.00]; [AFI=0.83]; 
[RFC=0.70]; [SPI=0.78] 
B: Leaves can be chewed or infused for the 
treatment of stomach ailments especially stomach-
ache, stomach ulcers, diarrhoea, fever, diabetes 
and high blood pressure. [26,45,3]; [IAR=0.9]; 
[SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80] 
Z: Infusion used for stomach ailments and stomach-
ache, diarrhoea, menstruation pains, and fever. 
[13,14,15]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: Infusion used for stomach ailments and nausea. 
[16,23,21]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
12. Artemisia afra Jacq.; Asteraceae; LC; 
[PHV11]  
B: wildeals; [CII=2.17]; [AFI=0.97]; 
[RFC=0.79]; [SPI=0.85] 
Z: willealsb, wildeals; [CII=1.41]; [AFI=0.82]; 
[RFC=0.76]; [SPI=0.79] 
C: wilde-als, wildeals; [CII=2.33]; [AFI=0.67]; 
[RFC=0.50]; [SPI=1.00] 
V: wildeals; [CII=2.57]; [AFI=1.00]; 
[RFC=1.00]; [SPI=1.00] 
 
B: Used as treatment for headache, asthma, fever, 
bronchitis, influenza, colds, cough, chest ailments, 
stomach-ache, constipation, as a tonic and 
unspecified medicine. [23,63,1]; [IAR=0.8]; 
[SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80]  
Z: Leaves used as treatment for chest ailments, 
influenza, colds, as a syrup for cough, high blood 
pressure, fever, and stomach-ache. [13,24,6]; 
[IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
C: Leaves used as treatment for chest ailments, 
influenza, colds, as a syrup for cough, high blood 
pressure, fever, stomach ailments, diabetes, 
sinusitis, blocked nose, earache, headache, for 
anxiety and as an insect repellent against 
mosquitos. [3,14,4]; [IAR=0.1]; [SI=0.11]; [GI=0.89] 
V: Leaves used as treatment for stomach ailments, 
chest ailments, colds, cough, fever, influenza, 
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leaves placed in ear as bud for toothache. 
[23,59,3]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
13. Asclepias crispa P.J. Bergius; 
Apocynaceae; LC; [PHV12] 
B: witvergeet, kalmoes; [CII=0.72]; 
[AFI=0.55]; [RFC=0.31]; [SPI=0.08] 
Z: bitterwortela, witvergeet; [CII=0.24]; 
[AFI=0.35]; [RFC=0.24]; [SPI=0.28] 
V: witvergeet; [CII=0.35]; [AFI=0.35]; 
[RFC=0.35]; [SPI=0.35] 
 
B: Used for stomach-ache, backache, kidney 
ailments, chest ailments, pneumonia, 
constipation and used for psychological 
conditions (magic medicine - “paljas”). [9,21,22]; 
[IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
Z: Root used for psychological conditions (magic 
medicine - “paljas”) and for treating cancer such 
as stomach cancer. [4,4,25]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00] 
V: Infusion used as a wash for the treatment of 
rheumatism, unspecified medicine, ringworm 
and used for psychological conditions (magic 
medicine - “paljas”). [8,8,35]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50] 
14. Asparagus spp.; Asparagaceae; LC; 
[PHV13] 
B: kattedoring; [CII=0.14]; [AFI=0.24]; 
[RFC=0.21]; [SPI=0.35] 
Z: kattedoring, kortbeen kattedoringa; 
[CII=0.47]; [AFI=0.47]; [RFC=0.47]; 
[SPI=0.47] 
V: kattedoring, katdoring, katdoringbos; 
[CII=0.30]; [AFI=0.91]; [RFC=0.30]; 
[SPI=0.74] 
B: Root used to treat tuberculosis and chest 
ailments. [6,4,38]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
Z: Root infusion used for treating tuberculosis and 
kidney ailments. [8,8,21]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50] 
V: Used for cancer, stomach ailments and 
psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”) and as an unspecified medicine. 
[7,7,36]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
 
15. Asparagus africanus Lam.; 
Asparagaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: kat(te)doringa, wag-‘n-bietjie; [CII=0.83]; 
[AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.17] 
C: Used for treating tuberculosis, respiratory 
ailments, stomach ailments, bladder and kidney 
ailments. [1,5,12]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
16. Asparagus capensis L.; Asparagaceae; 
LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix]  
Z: kattedoring; [CII=0.12]; [AFI=0.12]; 
[RFC=0.12] 
Z: Roots used for tuberculosis and to treat 
infertility. [2,2,27]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
17. Asparagus densiflorus (Kunth) Jessop; 
Asparagaceae; LC; [SPI= Not in Matrix]  
Z: kattedoring; [CII=0.18]; [AFI=0.18]; 
[RFC=0.18] 
Z: Root infusion used as treatment for tuberculosis 
and asthma. [3,3,26]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00] 
18. Augea capensis Thunb.; Zygophyllaceae; 
LC; [PHV15] 
B: waterkannetjiea; [CII=0.21]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.21]; [SPI=0.21] 
Z: sieringa, paddaogiea; [CII=0.12]; 
[AFI=0.24]; [RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.24] 
C: kinderpieletjies, bobbejaankos; [CII=0.67]; 
[AFI=0.33]; [RFC=0.33]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: volstruiskosb, skilpadkosb, waterpypieb; 
[CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.30]; [RFC=0.17]; 
[SPI=0.33] 
B: Used as a thirst quencher. [6,6,37]; [IAR=1.0]; 
[SI=0.00]; [GI=0.00] 
Z: Used as a tonic and thirst quencher. [1,2,27]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.00]; [GI=0.00] 
C: Used for the treatment of bladder and kidney 
ailments. [2,4,13]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: Used for oral thrush and as a thirst quencher. 
[4,4,39]; [IAR=0.6]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
 
19. Ballota africana (L.) Benth.; Lamiaceae; 
LC; [PHV17] 
B: Apply as an ointment to pain and inflammation, 
treat colds, backache, and unspecified medicine. 
[14,22,21]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
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B: kattekruid, groot kattekruieb; [CII=0.76]; 
[AFI=0.62]; [RFC=0.48]; [SPI=0.58] 
Z: kattekruid; [CII=1.06]; [AFI=0.53]; 
[RFC=0.53]; [SPI=0.59] 
C: kattekruie; [CII=2.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: kattekruid, kattekruie, salie; [CII=1.13]; 
[AFI=0.83]; [RFC=0.57]; [SPI=0.72] 
 
Z: Leaf infusion used for colds, heart ailments, 
stroke, female and male disorders, headache, 
wounds, cough, kidney ailments, diarrhoea, 
cholesterol, stomach ailments, low blood 
pressure, diabetes and as an unspecified 
medicine. [9,18,11]; [IAR=0.2]; [SI=0.14]; [GI=0.86] 
C: Leaf infusion used for colds, as a cough syrup, 
influenza, fever, respiratory ailments, urinary and 
kidney ailments, measles, insomnia, it can also be 
used externally for headache, rheumatism and 
gout. [1,12,6]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.17]; [GI=0.83] 
V: Leaf infusion used in treatment of bronchitis, 
colds, influenza, tuberculosis, cancer, postnatal 
cleansing, as wash for wounds, rheumatism, 
swollen feet and gout. [13,26,19]; [IAR=0.6]; 
[SI=0.17]; [GI=0.83] 
20. Berula thunbergii (DC.) H. Wolff; LC; 
Apiaceae; [SPI=Not in Matrix]  
C: tandpynwortel; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
C: Used for the treatment of toothache. [1,1,16]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
 
21. Blepharis capensis (L.f.) Pers.; LC; 
Acanthaceae; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: skerpioenstert; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
C: A poultice is applied onto teeth to treat 
toothache. [1,1,16]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
 
22. Boophone disticha Herb.; 
Amaryllidaceae; LC; [PHV18]  
B: gifbol; [CII=1.24]; [AFI=0.66]; [RFC=0.66]; 
[SPI=0.73] 
Z: gifbol; [CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.12]; [RFC=0.12]; 
[SPI=0.12] 
C: gifbol; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.17]; 
[SPI=0.50] 
V: gifbol, gifui; [CII=0.52]; [AFI=0.48]; 
[RFC=0.30]; [SPI=0.50] 
B: Bulb leaves used as compress on sores, pain 
and inflammation, wounds, burn wounds, pimples 
and inside a pillowcase for the treatment of asthma. 
[19,36,9]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
Z: Bulb leaves used as compress on wounds. 
[2,1,28]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
C: Bulb leaves used as compress on sores and 
wounds. [1,2,15]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: Bulb leaves used as compress on sores and 
wounds. [7,12,32]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
23. Brunsvigia josephinae [Ker-Gawl.]; 
Amaryllidaceae; VU; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Z: gifbol; [CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.06]; [RFC=0.06]  
Z: Used as a compress for pain and inflammation. 
[1,1,28]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
24. Buddleja saligna Willd.; 
Scrophulariaceae; LC; [PHV19] 
B: witolien, witolienhout, witoleinb; [CII=0.00]; 
[AFI=0.66]; [RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.64] 
Z: vaal olien, witolien, vaal olein; [CII=0.00]; 
[AFI=0.40]; [RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.44] 
C: witolien, basterolien; [CII=0.00]; 
[AFI=0.33]; [RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.75] 
V: witolien, witoleinb; [CII=0.87]; [AFI=0.78]; 
[RFC=0.61]; [SPI=0.73] 
V: Leaf infusion used in treatment of oral thrush, 
sore throat, teething problems, as a wash for 
nappy rash. [14,20,24]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50] 
25. Bulbine frutescens (L.) Willd.; 
Asphodelaceae; LC; [PHV20] 
B: snotbos(sie)a, snotterbel, snotterbergb, 
geneesuia, aalwyntjiea; [CII=1.38]; [AFI=0.72]; 
[RFC=0.76]; [SPI=0.74] 
B: Leaf juice applied to wounds, burn wounds, 
sores, ringworm, insect bites and as a tonic. 
[22,40,6]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
Z: Leaf juice used for wounds, burn wounds, sores 
and abrasions, ringworm, jaundice, skin ailments 
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Z: snotuiea, rooiwortela, wildekopivab; 
[CII=1.76]; [AFI=0.35]; [RFC=0.71]; 
[SPI=0.59] 
C: snotbossiea; [CII=2.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.33]; [SPI=0.25] 
V: snotuitjiea, snotuia, balsemkopiva, kopiva, 
kipiefab, kipiepab, geneesbossiea, 
snotbossiea, snotbosa, kapafiekab, pafiekab, 
snotterbela; [CII=1.96]; [AFI=0.57]; 
[RFC=0.78]; [SPI=0.72] 
such as eczema, cold sores and fever blisters and 
insect bites. [12,30,2]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00] 
C: Leaf juice used for burn wounds, acne, rashes 
and blisters, insect bites, dry and cracked lips, cold 
sores and fever blisters, mouth ulcers, skin ailments 
and sores. [2,12,6]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: Leaf juice used for wounds, burn wounds, sores 
and abrasions, ringworm and stomach ailments. 
[18,45,6]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
26. Bulbine latifolia (L.f.) Spreng.; 
Asphodelaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Z: rooiwortel(tjie); [CII=0.24]; [AFI=0.18]; 
[RFC=0.06] 
C: rooiwortel; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
Z: Used for flatulence, high blood pressure, gout 
and psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”). [1,4,25]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
C: Used as a tonic. [1,1,16]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.00]; 
[GI=0.00] 
 
27. Cadaba aphylla (Thunb.) Wild.; 
Capparaceae; LC; [PHV21]  
B: swartstorm; [CII=1.00]; [AFI=0.76]; 
[RFC=0.59]; [SPI=0.73] 
Z: stormwortela, swartstorm; [CII=0.94]; 
[AFI=0.76]; [RFC=0.76]; [SPI=0.76] 
C: stormwortela, swartstorm; [CII=1.17]; 
[AFI=0.50]; [RFC=0.50]; [SPI=0.75] 
V: swartstorm; [CII=0.65]; [AFI=0.61]; 
[RFC=0.43]; [SPI=0.56] 
 
B: Root infusion used for treating backache, 
constipation, stomach-ache, bronchitis, as a 
tonic and for psychological conditions (magic 
medicine - “paljas”). [17,29,16]; [IAR=0.8]; 
[SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
Z: Root infusion used for stomach ailments, 
kidney ailments, high blood pressure, diabetes, 
impurities, insomnia, constipation, rheumatism, 
cholesterol, menstruation pains and 
psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”). [13,16,13]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.33]; 
[GI=0.67] 
C: Root infusion used for treating epileptic fits, 
backache, stomach ailments and pain and 
inflammation. [3,7,10]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.25]; 
[GI=0.75] 
V: Root infusion used for stomach ailments, 
kidney ailments, high blood pressure, backache, 
germicide, an unspecified medicine and for 
psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”). [10,15,29]; [IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.33]; 
[GI=0.67] 
28. cCanna indica L.; Cannaceae; NE; 
[PHV22] 
B: kenna, kanna; [CII=0.86]; [AFI=0.79]; 
[RFC=0.79]; [SPI=0.92] 
Z: kanna, kennablare; [CII=0.18]; [AFI=0.18]; 
[RFC=0.18]; [SPI=0.18] 
C: kenna; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.17]; 
[SPI=0.50] 
V: kennablaar, kenna, kennas; [CII=1.26]; 
[AFI=0.91]; [RFC=0.83]; [SPI=0.85] 
B: Leaves used as compress for pain and 
inflammation, sores, headache, toothache, 
sprains and as a blister-plaster to remove 
thorns. [23,25,18]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75]  
Z: Used as an ointment for pain and inflammation. 
[3,3,26]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]    
C: Leaves used as a compress for backache and 
rheumatism. [1,2,15]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50]    
V: Leaves used as compress for inflammation, 
sores, wounds, backache, as a blister plaster for 
thorns. [19,29,16]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]   
29. cCannabis sativa L.; Cannabaceae; NE; 
[PHV23] 
B: Leaves are smoked to purify yourself and as a 
psychoactive drug, infusions used to treat heart 
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B: dagga; [CII=0.14]; [AFI=0.07]; 
[RFC=0.07]; [SPI=Not in Barrydale Matrix] 
C: dagga; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
ailments and acts as a tonic. [2,4,38]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
C: Infusion used to treat stroke. [1,1,16]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]  
30. Carpobrotus deliciosus L. Bolus; 
Aizoaceae; LC; [PHV24a]  
B: ghoenavyb; [CII=0.10]; [AFI=0.03]; 
[RFC=0.03]; [SPI=0.03] 
Z: ghoenavyb, suurvy; [CII=0.18]; [AFI=0.29]; 
[RFC=0.12]; [SPI=0.29] 
C: ghoena, suurvy(gie); [CII=1.83]; 
[AFI=0.33]; [RFC=0.33]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: ghoenavyb, suurvytjieb, suurvy; [CII=1.57]; 
[AFI=0.87]; [RFC=0.83]; [SPI=0.83] 
B: Used for oral thrush, sore throat and mouth and 
throat ulcers. [1,3,39]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00] 
Z: Used for oral thrush, sore throat and flatulence. 
[2,3,26]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]    
C: Leaf juice used for eczema, skin rash, oral 
thrush, sore throat, teething problems in babies, 
cold sores and fever blisters, cracked lips. [2,11,7]; 
[IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]     
V: Used for oral thrush, sore throat, mouth and 
throat ulcers and stomach ailments. [19,36,11]; 
[IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]    
31. Carpobrotus edulis (L.) L. Bolus; 
Aizoaceae; LC; [PHV24b]  
B: ghoenas, ghoenavy; [CII=1.48]; 
[AFI=0.83]; [RFC=0.83]; [SPI=0.85] 
Z: ghoenavy, suurvy(kie), suurvygie, 
hotnotsvy, ghonnavy; [CII=1.59]; [AFI=0.88]; 
[RFC=0.71]; [SPI=0.76] 
C: hotnotsvy; [CII=0.83]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.75] 
 
B: Used for oral thrush, sore throat, tonsillitis, 
mouth and throat ulcers and for the treatment of 
bluebottle stings. [24,43,4]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00] 
Z: Leaf juice gargled for sore throat, oral thrush, 
mouth and throat ulcers, apply to cold sores and 
fever blisters, teething problems, earache, 
stomach ailments and acts as a thirst quencher. 
[12,27,4]; [IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]    
C: Leaf juice used to treat sore throat, oral thrush, 
cough, constipation and as an emetic. [1,5,12]; 
[IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]   
32. Carpobrotus mellei (L. Bolus) L. Bolus; 
Aizoaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Z: suurvy; [CII=0.24]; [AFI=0.12]; [RFC=0.12]  
Z: Used for sore throat and oral thrush. [2,4,25]; 
[IAR=0.7]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
33. Cassytha ciliolata Nees; Lauraceae; LC; 
[PHV25]  
B: bojaanhare; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.07]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.03] 
Z: bobbejaantoua, bôjaantoueb, bôjaanhareb; 
[CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.18]; [RFC=0.06]; 
[SPI=0.15] 
V: bobbejaantoua, bôjaantoub, rankbietoua, 
langbietoub; [CII=0.04]; [AFI=0.52]; 
[RFC=0.04]; [SPI=0.33] 
Z: Used for stimulation of hair growth. [1,1,28]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]  
V: Used for stimulation of hair growth. [1,1,42]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
 
34. cCentaurea benedicta (L.) L. [=Cnicus 
benedictus L.]; Asteraceae; NE; [PHV33] 
B: karmedik, doringbietoea; [CII=0.38]; 
[AFI=0.72]; [RFC=0.38]; [SPI=0.69] 
Z: kankerbosa, karmedik; [CII=1.59]; 
[AFI=0.82]; [RFC=0.82]; [SPI=0.82] 
C: karmedik; [CII=0.83]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.33]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: karmedik; [CII=0.30]; [AFI=0.30]; 
[RFC=0.30]; [SPI=0.32] 
 
B: Used for the treatment of prostate problems 
and as unspecified medicine. [11,11,32]; 
[IAR=0.9]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
Z: Infusions used for the treatment of cancer, 
diabetes, stomach ailments especially stomach-
ache, kidney ailments, urinary ailments, female 
disorders, high blood pressure, HIV and Aids, 
as a tonic and as an unspecified medicine. 
[14,27,4]; [IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.17]; [GI=0.83]  
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C: Infusions used for the treatment of cancer, 
diabetes, heart ailments, chest ailments and 
shingles. [2,5,12]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
V: Used for the treatment of cancer. [7,7,36]; 
[IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
35. Chamarea capensis (Thunb.) Eckl. & 
Zeyh.; Apiaceae; LC; [PHV26]  
B: veldvinkel, wildevinkel, vinkelwortel; 
[CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.45]; [RFC=0.00]; 
[SPI=0.40] 
Z: vinkelwortel; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.10]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.13] 
C: vinkelbol, vinkelwortel; [CII=0.50]; 
[AFI=0.33]; [RFC=0.33]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: vinkel, vinkelwortel; [CII=0.74]; [AFI=0.78]; 
[RFC=0.22]; [SPI=0.57] 
C: Root is used to treat stomach-ache and 
flatulence. [2,3,14]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]   
V: Root is chewed for stomach-ache and cancer, 
infusion used for colds and flatulence. [5,17,27]; 
[IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
36. Chironia baccifera L.; Gentianaceae; LC; 
[PHV28]  
B: bitterbos, skilpadbos(sie), sesparella, 
aambeibos; [CII=1.28]; [AFI=0.72]; 
[RFC=0.66]; [SPI=0.77] 
Z: sesparellaa, sesperellab, sespapperellab, 
bitterbos; [CII= 1.24]; [AFI=0.82]; 
[RFC=0.71]; [SPI=0.79] 
C: sespapperellab, meidjiewillemsea, 
aambeibos; [CII= 3.33]; [AFI=0.50]; 
[RFC=0.33]; [SPI=0.75] 
V: sesparellaa, sixparelab, sesparerab, 
sespererab, sespruieb, sespryeb, sesperellab, 
sesporereb, bitterbos; [CII=1.17]; [AFI=0.83]; 
[RFC=0.78]; [SPI=0.80] 
 
B: Infusions used for tuberculosis, fever, stomach 
ailments, pain and inflammation, diabetes, 
backache, chest ailments, headache, bronchitis, 
pneumonia, impurities, as a tonic and unspecified 
medicine. [19,37,8]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.13]; [GI=0.88] 
Z: Infusions used for stomach-ache, postnatal 
cleansing, female disorders, backache, kidney 
ailments, high blood pressure, diabetes, cancer, 
tuberculosis, urinary ailments and as a poultice 
for toothache. [12,21,9]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.14]; 
[GI=0.86] 
C: Infusions of whole plant is used as a blood 
purifier, to treat acne, skin diseases, heat rash, 
sores like scrapes, boils, abscesses and venereal 
sores, sexually transmitted diseases, haemorrhoids, 
piles, diarrhoea based on dosage preparation, as 
an emetic (purgative) and for constipation. 
[2,20,1]; [IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
V: Infusions used for stomach-ache and ulcers, 
backache and haemorrhoids. [18,27,18]; [IAR=0.9]; 
[SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
 
37. Chrysocoma ciliata L.; Asteraceae; LC; 
[PHV29]  
B: beesbos, swaelbossiea; [CII=0.48]; 
[AFI=0.55]; [RFC=0.48]; [SPI=0.48]  
Z: beesbos(sie); [CII=0.24]; [AFI=0.47]; 
[RFC=0.24]; [SPI=0.47] 
C: bitterbos; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: beeskaroo, skaapkarooa, bokkarooa, 
karoobossie, beesbos(sie), perdebossiea; 
[CII=0.65]; [AFI=0.43]; [RFC=0.48]; 
[SPI=0.45] 
 
B: Used for fever, conjunctivitis, as a tonic and 
as unspecified medicine. [14,14,29]; [IAR=0.8]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]    
Z: Infusions used as a wash for conjunctivitis, 
postnatal cleansing and for labour inducement. 
[4,4,25]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]    
C: Used to treat constipation and sexually 
transmitted diseases. [1,2,15]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50]    
V: Chew twig for stomach ailments and ulcers, 
leaves used as bud for toothache, infusions used 
for high blood pressure, as veterinary medicine 
and acts as an insect repellent. [11,15,29]; 
[IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]     
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38. cCichorium intybus L.; Asteraceae; NE; 
[SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: sigorei, bloublommetjiea; [CII=0.67]; 
[AFI=0.33]; [RFC=0.17] 
C: Used for the treatment of stomach ailments, as a 
blood purifier, rheumatism and excessive bile and 
liver related ailments. [1,4,13]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.33]; 
[GI=0.67]    
39. Cissampelos capensis L.f.; 
Menispermaceae; LC; [PHV30] 
B: dawidtjiewortel, dawidtjie se wortelb; 
[CII=0.93]; [AFI=0.72]; [RFC=0.69]; 
[SPI=0.73] 
Z: dawidtjiewortel; [CII=0.65]; [AFI=0.76]; 
[RFC=0.65]; [SPI=0.76] 
C: dawidtjiewortel; [CII=3.00]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.33]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: dawidtjiewortel; [CII=0.48]; [AFI=0.39]; 
[RFC=0.26]; [SPI=0.52] 
 
B: Used for stomach ailments, headache, as a 
tonic, unspecified medicine and used for 
psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”). [20,27,17]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50]      
Z: Root infusions used for flatulence, backache, 
stomach-ache, as a tonic and as a psychoactive 
drug and for psychological conditions (magic 
medicine - “paljas”). [11,11,18]; [IAR=0.5]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]    
C: Fresh leaves are applied as a poultice to snake-
bite, infusions and decoctions are used for treating 
diabetes, tuberculosis, cancer, dysentery, kidney 
ailments, glandular swellings, pain, backache, 
stomach ailments and for psychological 
conditions (magic medicine - “paljas”). [2,18,2]; 
[IAR=0.4]; [SI=0.11]; [GI=0.89] 
V: To treat epilepsy, acts as a psychoactive drug 
and used for psychological conditions (magic 
medicine - “paljas”). [6,11,33]; [IAR=1.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
40. Cissampelos torulosa E. Mey. ex Harv. & 
Sond.; Menispermaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in 
Matrix] 
C: dawidtjiewortel; [CII=0.67]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
C: Used for backache, fatigue, anxiety and 
insomnia. [1,4,13]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
41. Cliffortia odorata L.f.; Rosaceae; LC; 
[SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Z: wildewingerd, wingerdb, wingerdstompiesa; 
[CII=0.12]; [AFI=0.24]; [RFC=0.06] 
Z: Used for cancer and as a wash for pain and 
inflammation. [1,2,27]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50]    
42. Cliffortia strobilifera L.; Rosaceae; LC; 
[PHV32]  
B: pypsteelbos, bakbos; [CII=0.38]; 
[AFI=0.59]; [RFC=0.38]; [SPI=0.60] 
B: Used for treating high blood pressure and as 
unspecified medicine. [11,11,32]; [IAR=0.9]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
 
43. Commelina africana L.; Commelinaceae; 
LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: [CII=0.83]; [AFI=0.00]; [RFC=0.17] 
C: Used to treat female ailments, menstruation 
pains, sexually transmitted diseases, anxiety 
and shock (hysteria). [1,5,12]; [IAR=0.5]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
44. Conyza scabrida DC. (Nidorella 
ivifolia (L.) J.C.Manning & Goldblatt); 
Asteraceae; LC; [H41-16; PHV34]  
B: bakbos(sie); [CII=1.14]; [AFI=0.90]; 
[RFC=0.86]; [SPI=0.92] 
Z: oumeidebosb, bakbos, oondbos; 
[CII=1.06]; [AFI=0.71]; [RFC=0.65]; 
[SPI=0.68] 
C: bakbossie, oondbos; [CII=1.00]; 
[AFI=0.50]; [RFC=0.50]; [SPI=1.00] 
B: Used to treat chest ailments, use as a compress 
to relieve fever, pain and inflammation, headache, 
used as a tonic and unspecified medicine. 
[25,33,13]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
Z: Infusions used to treat colds, backache, kidney 
ailments, heart ailments, stomach-ache, 
impurities, infertility, low blood pressure and as 
a compress for pain and inflammation, fever and 
chest ailments. [11,18,11]; [IAR=0.4]; [SI=0.20]; 
[GI=0.80] 
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V: bakbos(sie), oondbos; [CII=2.26]; 
[AFI=0.78]; [RFC=0.74]; [SPI=0.77] 
 
C: Infusions used to treat fever, spastic colon, 
heart ailments, influenza and chest ailments. 
[3,6,11]; [IAR=0.2]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
V: Used to treat colds, fever, diarrhoea, dysentery, 
headache, stomach ailments, postnatal 
cleansing, inflammation and toothache. [17,52,4]; 
[IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.17]; [GI=0.83] 
45. Cotyledon orbiculata L.; Crassulaceae; 
LC; [PHV35]  
B: plakkie, varkoorplakb; [CII=0.31]; 
[AFI=0.52]; [RFC=0.31]; [SPI=0.46] 
Z: plakkie, grootplakkieb, sooibrandplakkiea, 
vaalplakkieb; [CII=0.24]; [AFI=0.59]; 
[RFC=0.24]; [SPI=0.59] 
C: plakkie; [CII=2.17]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.33]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: plakkie, kerkei plakkieb, vaalplakkieb; 
[CII=0.39]; [AFI=0.83]; [RFC=0.39]; 
[SPI=0.74] 
B: Leaf blades can be eaten as a thirst quencher, 
used to treat haemorrhoids. [9,9,34]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
Z: Used as a compress for corns, calluses and 
sores and acts as a thirst quencher. [4,4,25]; 
[IAR=0.7]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
C: Leaf is applied as a poultice to boils, abscesses 
and corms, nappy rash, blister plaster to remove 
thorns, warts (soolvrat), leaf juice treats earache, 
toothache and mouth abscess. [2,13,5]; [IAR=0.5]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
V: Used for corns, calluses, foot warts and earache. 
[9,9,34]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
46. Crassula muscosa L.; Crassulaceae; LC; 
[SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: skoenveterplakkie; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
C: Used for the treatment of stomach ailments 
and excessive bile and liver related ailments. 
[1,2,15]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
 
47. Crassula spp.; Crassulaceae; [SPI=Not in 
Matrix] 
Z: skilpadkos; [CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.06]; 
[RFC=0.06]  
Z: Infusion used for the treatment of diarrhoea. 
[1,1,28]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
 
48. Cyclopia intermedia E. Mey.; Fabaceae; 
LC; [PHV36]  
B: heuningbos(tee), bergtee, heuningteeb; 
[CII=0.03]; [AFI=0.76]; [RFC=0.03]; 
[SPI=0.58] 
Z: heuningbostee, bergblom, bergtee; 
[CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.47]; [RFC=0.00]; 
[SPI=0.28] 
C: heuningbostee; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.75] 
V: heuningbostee, bergtee; [CII=0.04]; 
[AFI=0.70]; [RFC=0.04]; [SPI=0.79] 
B: Used as a tonic. [1,1,41]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.00]; 
[GI=0.00] 
C: Infusion used as an appetite stimulant. [1,1,16]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: Used for lactation (stimulation of milk flow). 
[1,1,42]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
 
49. Cynanchum viminale (L.) L.; 
Apocynaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: melktou; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.33] 
C: Used for lactation (stimulate milk flow). [2,2,15]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
50. Cysticapnos vesicaria (L.) Fedde; 
Fumariaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: klapperjies; [CII=0.50]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
C: Used as a wash for sores, wounds and 
sexually transmitted diseases. [1,3,14]; 
[IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
51. cDatura stramonium L.; Solanaceae; NE; 
[PHV40]  
B: stinkolieb, stinkolieboomb; [CII=0.38]; 
[AFI=0.38]; [RFC=0.31]; [SPI=0.31] 
B: Leaves are smoked to treat asthma, chest 
ailments, compress leaves on burn wounds and 
calluses, acts as a psychoactive drug.  [9,11,32]; 
[IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]    
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Z: stinkolieblaar, stinkolieb, olieboom, 
stinkblaar, witstinkolieb; [CII=0.88]; 
[AFI=0.65]; [RFC=0.47]; [SPI=0.65] 
C: stinkolieb, stinkblaar; [CII=1.67]; 
[AFI=0.50]; [RFC=0.50]; [SPI=1.00] 
V: olieblaar, stinkolieblaar, stinkolieb, 
stinkolieboomb, olieboom; [CII=0.91]; 
[AFI=0.87]; [RFC=0.65]; [SPI=0.72] 
 
Z: Used as a compress for pain and inflammation, 
on sores, calluses and sprains and acts as a 
psychoactive drug. [8,15,14]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00]  
C: Used as a compress for backache, pain and 
inflammation, on sores, earache and smoke for 
chest ailments. [3,10,8]; [IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.20]; 
[GI=0.80]    
V: Compress on head for headache, pain 
(inflammation), sores and wounds, insect 
repellent, used for earache and children’s 
ailments such as mumps. [15,21,23]; [IAR=0.7]; 
[SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]    
52. Dioscorea hemicrypta Burkill; 
Dioscoreaceae; LC; [PHV42] 
B: olifantsvoet; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.03]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.03] 
Z: olifantsvoet, skilpadtoon; [CII=0.12]; 
[AFI=0.29]; [RFC=0.12]; [SPI=0.29] 
C: olifantvoet; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.25] 
V: olifantvoet; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.04]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.02] 
Z: Used for the treatment of heart ailments. 
[2,2,27]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]  
53. Diosma acmaeophylla Eckl. & Zeyh.; 
Rutaceae; LC; [PHV44a] 
B: steenbokboegoeb, bokboegoe; [CII=0.00]; 
[AFI=0.10]; [RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.05] 
Z: steenbokboegoeb; [CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.24]; 
[RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.17] 
C: steenbokboegoeb; [CII=0.83]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: steenbokboegoeb, springbokboegoe; 
[CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.09]; [RFC=0.00]; 
[SPI=0.04] 
C: Used to treat kidney ailments, urinary 
ailments, backache and prostate problems (as a 
male tonic). [1,5,12]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
54. Diosma hirsuta L.; Rutaceae; LC; 
[PHV44b]  
V: fynblaarboegoea, fynboegoeb; [CII=0.04]; 
[AFI=0.35]; [RFC=0.04];  [SPI=0.20] 
V: Used to treat kidney ailments. [1,1,42]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
55. Diospyros lycioides Desf.; Ebenaceae; 
LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Z: jakkalsbessie, bloubos; [CII=0.06]; 
[AFI=0.06]; [RFC=0.06] 
C: jakkalsbessie, bliksembos, bloubos; 
[CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.17]; 
V: bloubos; [CII=0.04]; [AFI=0.04]; 
[RFC=0.04] 
Z: Used for treating constipation. [1,1,28]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
C: Used for psychological conditions (magic 
medicine – “paljas”). [1,1,16]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=0.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: Used for psychological conditions (magic 
medicine – “paljas”). [1,1,42]; [IAR=0.00]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
56. cDittrichia graveolens (L.) Jacq.; 
Asteraceae; NE; [PHV65]  
B: kakiebos; [CII=0.34]; [AFI=0.31]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.23]    
Z: kakiebos; [CII=0.12]; [AFI=0.12]; 
[RFC=0.12]; [SPI=0.12]    
B: Used as a wash for pain and inflammation, 
leaves placed in shoes for foot odour, acts as an 
insect repellent and used as a tonic. [5,10,33]; 
[IAR=0.7]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
Z: Used for abortion and as an insect repellent. 
[2,2,27]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
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V: kakiebos; [CII=0.30]; [AFI=0.30]; 
[RFC=0.30]; [SPI=0.33]  
V: Used as an insect repellent. [7,7,36]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
57. Dodonaea viscosa Jacq.; Sapindaceae; 
LC; [HV28-16; PHV45] 
B: ysterbos(sie), ysterhout(bos), -(boom); 
[CII=1.00]; [AFI=0.79]; [RFC=0.59]; 
[SPI=0.63] 
Z: ysterbos, ysterhout; [CII=1.12]; [AFI=0.76]; 
[RFC=0.76]; [SPI=0.76] 
C: ysterbos, ystertoppe; [CII=2.50]; 
[AFI=0.50]; [RFC=0.50]; [SPI=1.00] 
V: ysterbos, ysterbostoppeb, ystertoppe, 
ysterhout, ysterboom, ysterhoutboom; 
[CII=2.17]; [AFI=0.87]; [RFC=0.83]; 
[SPI=0.86] 
 
B: Leaf infusions used for diabetes, tuberculosis, 
colds, influenza, pain and inflammation, kidney 
ailments, bronchitis and pneumonia, as an iron 
supplement, used as a tonic and unspecified 
medicine. [17,29,16]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.20]; 
[GI=0.80]    
Z: Infusions used for the treatment of colds, 
influenza, cough, backache, fever, kidney 
ailments, urinary ailments, high blood pressure, 
postnatal cleansing, as a tonic and as an 
ointment for sores. [13,19,10]; [IAR=0.5]; 
[SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]   
C: Infusions used for the treatment of colds, 
influenza, cough, backache, pain and inflammation, 
fever, stomach ailments, chest ailments and 
bronchitis. [3,15,3]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80]    
V: Used for the treatment of colds, bronchitis, 
influenza, cough, backache, general malaise, 
chest ailments, bladder infection, pain and 
inflammation and as a tonic. [19,50,5]; [IAR=0.8]; 
[SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]     
58. Drimia robusta Baker; Hyacinthaceae; 
DDT; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: maerman; [CII=0.50]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
C: Bulb leaves used as a compress for sores and 
boils, a poultice of the bulb is used against pain 
and inflammation. [1,3,14]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50]    
59. Dolichothrix ericoides (Lam.) Hilliard & 
B.L. Burtt; Asteraceae; LC; [PHV46]  
B: klipanosterb, berganostera, 
langbeenanosterbosa; [CII=0.24]; [AFI=0.48]; 
[RFC=0.24]; [SPI=0.46] 
Z: klipanosterb, kliprenoster; [CII=0.29]; 
[AFI=0.35]; [RFC=0.24]; [SPI=0.35] 
B: Used as unspecified medicine. [7,7,36]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.00]; [GI=1.00]    
Z: Infusions used for treating backache, colds and 
pain. [4,5,24]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]    
60. cDysphania ambrosioides (L.) Mosyakin 
& Clemants; Amaranthaceae; NE; [PHV27]  
B: rambosa, wurmbosa; [CII=0.52]; 
[AFI=0.28]; [RFC=0.28]; [SPI=0.31] 
Z: koorsbosb, rambosa; [CII=0.12]; 
[AFI=0.12]; [RFC=0.12]; [SPI=Not included in 
Zoar Matrix] 
V: wurmkruida, wurmbosb, rambosa; 
[CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.39]; [RFC=0.17]; 
[SPI=0.43] 
B: Leaves used as bud for earache, toothache 
and as an insect repellent. [8,15,28]; [IAR=0.9]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]      
Z: Leaves used as a compress for pain and 
inflammation. [2,2,27]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00]     
V: Leaves used as bud for earache, toothache and 
fever. [4,4,39]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]     
 
61. Elytropappus rhinocerotis (L.f.) Less.; 
Asteraceae; LC; [H30-16,43-16,49-16,56-17; 
HV38-16; PHV47]  
B: anosterbos(sies), renosterbos, 
platanosterbosa; [CII=0.83]; [AFI=0.90]; 
[RFC=0.52]; [SPI=0.85] 
B: Infusions used to treat tuberculosis, asthma, 
acts as a tonic and as unspecified medicine, leaves 
are chewed, and juices swallowed for stomach-
ache, mixed with propolis to make a blister-plaster 
to remove thorns, leaves are placed inside shoes 
for chilblained feet and foot odour. [15,24,19]; 
[IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
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Z: anosterbos, renoster, renosterbos; 
[CII=0.88]; [AFI=0.82]; [RFC=0.65]; 
[SPI=0.82] 
C: (swart)renosterbos; [CII=0.50]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.25] 
V: anosterbos(setjie), renosterbossie; 
[CII=1.61]; [AFI=0.91]; [RFC=0.70]; 
[SPI=0.78] 
 
Z: Infusions used for diabetes, infertility, colds, 
influenza, cough, diarrhoea, stomach-ache, 
earache and smoke from the burned leaves are 
used to treat chilblained feet, sweaty feet and acts 
as an insect repellent. [11,15,14]; [IAR=0.3]; 
[SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
C: Used for the treatment of influenza, fever and 
stomach ailments. [1,3,14]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50] 
V: Used for ringworm, hair loss, stimulation of 
hair growth, stomach ailments, cancer, fever, 
smoke from burned aerial parts treat chilblained 
hands and feet, sores, wounds and acts as an 
insect repellent. [16,37,10]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.20]; 
[GI=0.80] 
62. Empleurum unicapsulare (L.f.) Skeels; 
Rutaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
B: bergboegoe; [CII=0.10]; [AFI=0.03]; 
[RFC=0.03] 
Z: bokboegoe, langblaarboegoe; [CII=0.38]; 
[AFI=0.30]; [RFC=0.25] 
B: Used for colds, influenza and as a tonic. 
[1,3,39]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]  
Z: Used to treat chest ailments, pneumonia, colds 
and root tincture mixture with cloves for gout. 
[2,4,25]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
63. Eriocephalus africanus L.; Asteraceae; 
LC; [PHV48a] 
Z: kapokbos, skaapkarrooa, sneeubosa, TB-
bosa; [CII=0.82]; [AFI=0.65]; [RFC=0.53]; 
[SPI=0.60] 
C: kapokbos, hartbossie; [CII=0.67]; 
[AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.25] 
Z: Infusions used to treat tuberculosis, colds, 
backache, headache, stomach ailments, cancer, 
pain and inflammation, postnatal pains, gout 
and infertility. [9,14,15]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.20]; 
[GI=0.80] 
C: Used to treat heart ailments, fever, urinary 
ailments and kidney ailments. [1,4,13]; [IAR=0.3]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
64. Eriocephalus ericoides (L.f.) Druce; 
Asteraceae; LC; [PHV48b]  
B: kapokbos, wilderoosmaryn; [CII=0.72]; 
[AFI=0.62]; [RFC=0.41]; [SPI=0.60] 
Z: kapokbos, swartkarroo; [CII=0.00]; 
[AFI=0.05]; [RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.09] 
C: kapokbos; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.25] 
V: kapokbos(sie); [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.39]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.33] 
B: Used for diabetes, high blood pressure, 
female disorders, postnatal cleansing, infertility, 
kidney ailments, backache, pain and 
inflammation and as a wash to stimulate hair 
growth. [12,21,22]; [IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80] 
65. Eriocephalus punctulatus DC.; 
Asteraceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: kapokbos; [CII=0.67]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
C: Used to treat heart ailments, fever, urinary 
ailments and kidney ailments. [1,4,13]; [IAR=0.3]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
66. Eriocephalus spp.; Asteraceae; [SPI=Not 
in Matrix] 
C: kapokbos; [CII=0.67]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
C: Used to treat heart ailments, fever, urinary 
ailments and kidney ailments. [1,4,13]; [IAR=0.3]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
67. cEucalyptus globulus Labill.; 
Myrtaceae; NE; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: ronde bloekomblaar; [CII=0.17]; 
[AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.17] 
C: Infusion used to treat diabetes. [1,1,16]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
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68. cEucalyptus spp.; Myrtaceae; NE; 
[SPI=Not in Matrix] 
B: bloekomboom; [CII=0.03]; [AFI=0.07]; 
[RFC=0. 03] 
B: Used for the treatment of warts. 
[1,1,41]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
69. Euclea undulata Thunb.; Ebenaceae; LC; 
[PHV49]  
B: ghwarrie(boom); [CII=0.07]; [AFI=0.72]; 
[RFC=0.07]; [SPI=0.71] 
Z: ghwarrie, ghwarriebos, ghwarrieboom, 
ghwarriebessie, wildepruim; [CII=1.00]; 
[AFI=0.88]; [RFC=0.35]; [SPI=0.88] 
C: ghwarrie; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: ghwarrie, ghwarriebos, ghwarrieboom; 
[CII=1.04]; [AFI=1.00]; [RFC=0.52]; 
[SPI=0.78] 
 
B: Used as an unspecified medicine. [2,2,40]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.00]; [GI=1.00]    
Z: Infusions used as treatment for high and low 
blood pressure, diabetes, stomach-ache, 
flatulence, kidney ailments, urinary ailments and 
rheumatism. [6,17,12]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.25]; 
[GI=0.75]   
C: Roots used as treatment for heart ailments. 
[1,1,16]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: Leaves used as treatment for coughs, stomach 
ailments, chest ailments, infusion used as blood 
purifier and to treat sores, whitlow fingers, 
abscess, infuse bark for the treatment of sexually 
transmitted diseases, male and female 
disorders. [12,24,20]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.20]; 
[GI=0.80]  
70. Euphorbia mauritanica L.; 
Euphorbiaceae; LC; [PHV50]  
B: melkbos; [CII=0.41]; [AFI=0.62]; 
[RFC=0.45]; [SPI=0.62] 
Z: vingermelkbosb, melkbos; [CII=0.94]; 
[AFI=0.76]; [RFC=0.59]; [SPI=0.76] 
C: geelmelkbos, melkbos; [CII=0.50]; 
[AFI=0.50]; [RFC=0.50]; [SPI=1.00] 
V: melkbos; [CII=0.52]; [AFI=0.61]; 
[RFC=0.35]; [SPI=0.58] 
B: Milk latex is used on warts and is a veterinary 
medicine. [13,12,31]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00] 
Z: Milk latex is used on warts, ringworm, cold 
sores and fever blisters and cancer, root infusion 
is used for treating infertility and acts as an insect 
repellent. [10,16,13]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.33]; 
[GI=0.67] 
C: Milk latex is used for cancer and on warts. 
[3,3,14]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
V: Milk latex is used on sores and warts. [8,12,32]; 
[IAR=0.9]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
71. Euryops tenuissimus (L.) DC.; 
Asteraceae; LC; [HV01-15; PHV51] 
B: harpuis(bos), rapuis(bos), repuis(bos); 
[CII=0.24]; [AFI=0.66]; [RFC=0.24]; 
[SPI=0.63] 
Z: harpuisbos, repuisbosb, rapuis(bos), 
geelrapuisa; [CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.47]; 
[RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.50] 
C: harpuisbos; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: harpuisbos, repuisbos; [CII=0.22]; 
[AFI=0.87]; [RFC=0.22]; [SPI=0.86] 
B: Applied onto calluses. [7,7,36]; [IAR=1.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
Z: Infusion used to treat kidney ailments. [1,1,28]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: Used as an insect repellent. [5,5,38]; [IAR=1.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
 
72. Felicia sp.; Asteraceae; [SPI=Not in 
Matrix] 
Z: rapuisbos; [CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.06]; 
[RFC=0.06] 
Z: Infusion used to treat colds. [1,1,28]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
73. Felicia filifolia (Vent.) Burtt Davy; 
Asteraceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Z: vaderlandsrapuisbosa, TB-bosa; [CII=0.06]; 
[AFI=0.06]; [RFC=0.06]  
Z: Used for the treatment of tuberculosis. [1,1,28]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
C: Used to treat chest ailments. [1,1,16]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
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C: steenbokbossie; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
 
74. Ficus cordata Thunb.; Moraceae; LC; 
[SPI=Not in Matrix] 
B: vyeboom; [CII=0.03]; [AFI=0.03]; 
[RFC=0.03] 
B: Used for the treatment of warts. 
[1,1,41]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
 
75. cFoeniculum vulgare Mill.; Apiaceae; NE; 
[PHV52] 
B: vinkel; [CII=0.31]; [AFI=0.66]; [RFC=0.28]; 
[SPI=0.65] 
Z: vinkel, makvinkelb; [CII=0.82]; [AFI=0.59]; 
[RFC=0.47]; [SPI=0.59] 
C: vinkel; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.00]; 
[SPI=0.25] 
V: vinkel, soetvinkelb, anys; [CII=1.35]; 
[AFI=0.87]; [RFC=0.61]; [SPI=0.87] 
 
B: Infusions used for flatulence, bronchitis and 
pneumonia. [8,9,34]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50]    
Z: Infusions used for colds, flatulence, stomach-
ache, urinary ailments, kidney ailments, anxiety, 
mouth and throat ulcers, children’s sickness, 
insomnia and lactation (stimulation of milk 
flow). [8,14,15]; [IAR=0.4]; [SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80]    
V: Infusions used for colds, flatulence, stomach-
ache, high blood pressure and lactation 
(stimulation of milk flow). [14,31,14]; [IAR=0.8]; 
[SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80]   
76. Galenia africana L.; Aizoaceae; LC; 
[PHV53]  
B: geelbos, kraalbos; [CII=0.31]; [AFI=0.38]; 
[RFC=0.31]; [SPI=0.35] 
Z: geelbos, kraalbos; [CII=1.47]; [AFI=1.00]; 
[RFC=0.94]; [SPI=1.00] 
C: geelbos, kraalbos; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=1.00] 
V: geelbos, kraalbos; [CII=0.57]; [AFI=0.87]; 
[RFC=0.39]; [SPI=0.72] 
 
B: Used as a wash or ointment for ringworm and as 
a rinse for toothache. [9,9,34]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50]   
Z: Used as a wash for ringworm, pain and 
inflammation including rheumatism, toothache, 
skin rash, eczema and sores, itchy feet, 
stomach-ache, high blood pressure, as a 
psychoactive drug and for psychological 
conditions (magic medicine - “paljas”). [16,25,5]; 
[IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]    
C: Used as a rinse for toothache. [1,1,16]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: Used as a wash for ringworm, sore feet, skin 
ailments and syphilis, treats toothache. [9,13,31]; 
[IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]  0 
77. Galium tomentosum Thunb.; Rubiaceae; 
LC; [PHV54]  
B: rooivergeet, rooiwortel; [CII=0.93]; 
[AFI=0.69]; [RFC=0.59]; [SPI=0.65] 
Z: rooistorm, rooivergeet; [CII=0.06]; 
[AFI=0.53]; [RFC=0.41]; [SPI=0.59] 
C: rooivergeet; [CII=0.67]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: rooivergeet; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.61]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.51] 
 
B: Root infusions used to treat clogged veins and 
arteries, as unspecified medicine and for 
psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”). [17,27,17]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00] 
Z: Root infusion used to treat as a wash to treat 
sores, as an unspecified medicine and for 
psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”). [7,1,28]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
C: Used to treat diabetes, backache, milk allergies 
in babies and the roots are used as a baby tonic. 
[1,4,13]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
V: Used to treat ringworm and for psychological 
conditions (magic medicine - “paljas”). [4,4,39]; 
[IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
78. Garuleum bipinnatum Less.; Asteraceae; 
LC; [PHV55]  
B: slanghoutjie; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.10]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.05] 
Z: Root used to treat flatulence and a godly 
illness, as an unspecified medicine and 
veterinary medicine and used for psychological 
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Z: slanghoutjie, boesmanwortela; [CII=0.47]; 
[AFI=0.59]; [RFC=0.41]; [SPI=0.59] 
V: Margaret blom; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.04]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.05] 
conditions (magic medicine - “paljas”). [7,8,21]; 
[IAR=0.4]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
79. Gasteria brachyphylla (Salm-Dyck) Van 
Jaarsv.; Asphodelaceae; LC; [PHV56]  
B: tieroora; [CII=0.03]; [AFI=0.03]; 
[RFC=0.03]; [SPI=0.04] 
Z: tongblaarb, kanniedood; [CII=0.00]; 
[AFI=0.05]; [RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.03] 
C: beestong, oukossies; [CII=0.00]; 
[AFI=0.33]; [RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: kanniedood, tongblaar, bontaalwyntjie; 
[CII=0.22]; [AFI=0.22]; [RFC=0.22]; 
[SPI=0.41] 
B: Used for the treatment of child illnesses.  
[1,1,41]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: Compress on sores and sore foot. [5,5,38]; 
[IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
80. Glottiphyllum depressum (Haw.) N.E.Br.; 
Aizoaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: volstruistone; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
C: Juice is applied to infant’s gum when teething. 
[1,1,16]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
81. cGlycyrrhiza glabra L.; Fabaceae; NE; 
[SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: soethoutwortel; [CII=0.67]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
C: Used to treat inflammation, cough, chest 
ailments and stomach ailments. [1,4,13]; 
[IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
82. Gomphocarpus fruticosus (L.) Aiton f.; 
Apocynaceae; LC; [PHV57]  
B: tontelbos, tonteldoos, dammelkbosb, 
milkweed, melkbos; [CII=0.07]; [AFI=0.31]; 
[RFC=0.07]; [SPI=0.23] 
Z: jammerlat melkbosa, tonteldoosbosb, 
melkbos; [CII=0.12]; [AFI=0.24]; [RFC=0.12]; 
[SPI=0.24] 
C: tontelbos; [CII=0.50]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.33]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: melkbos; [CII=0.09]; [AFI=0.26]; 
[RFC=0.09]; [SPI=0.38] 
B: Used for lactation (milk stimulation). [2,2,40]; 
[IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
Z: Milk latex used for the treatment of warts. 
[2,2,27]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
C: Infusion used to treat stomach ailments, chest 
ailments and milk latex used for the treatment of 
warts. [2,3,14]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
V: Used for the treatment of cancer and applied 
onto warts. [2,2,41]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
 
83. Gonialoe variegata (L.) Boatwr. & J.C. 
Manning; Asphodelaceae; LC; [PHV7]  
B: kanniedood, patrysaalwyn; [CII=0.34]; 
[AFI=0.41]; [RFC=0.34]; [SPI=0.35] 
Z: kanniedood, klein aalwyna; [CII=0.76]; 
[AFI=0.59]; [RFC=0.41]; [SPI=0.56] 
C: kanniedood, klein aalwyna; [CII=0.17]; 
[AFI=0.50]; [RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: kanniedood, bontaalwyntjiea; [CII=1.35]; 
[AFI=1.00]; [RFC=0.78]; [SPI=0.87] 
B: Leaves used as poultice for boils and whitlow 
fingers. [10,10,33]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
Z: Leaves used as a wash for eczema and 
paediatric conditions, as a poultice on boils, 
wounds, abscess and pimples, as a blister 
plaster to remove thorns and psychological 
conditions (magic medicine - “paljas”). [7,13,16]; 
[IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
C: Leaves used as a blister plaster to remove 
thorns. [1,1,16]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: Leaves used as a poultice for inflammation, 
whitlow fingers, pimples, burn wounds and 
cancer wounds, as a mosquito repellent, 
stomach ailments and psychological conditions 
(magic medicine - “paljas”). [18,31,14]; [IAR=0.7]; 
[SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
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84. Grewia robusta Burch.; Malvaceae; 
bokbosa; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Z: [CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.06]; [RFC=0.06] 
Z: Used to treat urinary ailments. [1,1,28]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
85. Gunnera perpensa L.; Gunneraceae; LC; 
[PHV58] 
B: wildepampoenb, rivierpampoen; 
[CII=0.07]; [AFI=0.24]; [RFC=0.07]; 
[SPI=0.08] 
Z: vleikalbasa, rivierselderya, pampoenblaar; 
[CII=0.53]; [AFI=0.18]; [RFC=0.18]; 
[SPI=0.18] 
C: rivierpampoen; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: waterselonsa, rivierpampoen, 
kalbasblaarb; [CII=0.04]; [AFI=0.26]; 
[RFC=0.04]; [SPI=0.24] 
B: Used for the treatment of HIV and Aids. [2,2,40]; 
[IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
Z: Leaves used as compress on pain and 
inflammation especially rheumatism, backache, 
sores and kidney ailments, root infusion used to 
treat high and low blood pressure, diabetes and 
cholesterol. [3,9,20]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50] 
C: Infusion sipped to remove placenta after birth. 
[1,1,16]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: Compress on the head for headache. [1,1,42]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
 
86. Gymnosporia buxifolia (L.) Szyszyl; 
Celastraceae; LC; [PHV59] 
B: lemoendoringa, wondedoringa, 
pendoring(bos)b, wolfdoringa; [CII=0.03]; 
[AFI=0.38]; [RFC=0.03]; [SPI=0.17] 
Z: kakbosheuning, lemoendoringa, 
bloubosdoring; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.30]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.28] 
C: pendoring, stinkpendoring LC; [CII=0.50]; 
[AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
B: Infusions used to treat stomach ulcers. [1,1,41]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
C: Used to treat stomach ailments, chest 
ailments and tuberculosis. [1,3,14]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
87. Helichrysum crispum D. Don; 
Asteraceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix]  
Z: kooigoedbos(sie); [CII=0.29]; [AFI=0.29]; 
[RFC=0.18] 
Z: Infusion used for diabetes, female ailments, 
urinary ailments and colds. [3,5,24]; [IAR=0.3]; 
[SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
88. Helichrysum cymosum (L.) D. Don.; 
Asteraceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: kooibos; [CII=1.17]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
C: Used for the treatment of colds, cough, blocked 
nose, urinary ailments, kidney ailments, insomnia 
and as an insect repellent. [1,7,10]; [IAR=0.5]; 
[SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
89. Helichrysum odoratissimum (L.) 
Sweet; Asteraceae; LC; [PHV60] 
B: kooigoed(bos)(sie), hotnotskooigoed-
bossie, oumeidbosa; [CII=1.10]; [AFI=0.93]; 
[RFC=0.83]; [SPI=0.85] 
Z: kooigoedbos(sie), hotnotskooigoed, 
kooigoed; [CII=1.65]; [AFI=0.76]; [RFC=0.71]; 
[SPI=0.74] 
C: kooibos, hotnotskooigoed, hottnots 
kooigoedb; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.50]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: kooigoedbossie, vrouebossiea; [CII=2.65]; 
[AFI=0.91]; [RFC=0.91]; [SPI=0.92] 
 
B: Used for treating colds, heart ailments, pain 
and inflammation, postnatal cleansing, female 
disorders, urinary ailments, kidney ailments, 
high blood pressure, as a tonic and unspecified 
medicine, as an insect repellent and is used for 
psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”). [24,32,14]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.20]; 
[GI=0.80] 
Z: Used for treating kidney ailments, urinary 
ailments, backache, menstrual pains and 
cramps, postnatal cleansing, infertility, colds, as 
a tonic, acts as an insect repellent and is used for 
psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”). [12,28,3]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80] 
C: Infusion used to treat urinary ailments and 
prostate problems. [1,2,15]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50] 
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V: Used for treating kidney ailments, urinary 
ailments, backache, female disorders, postnatal 
cleansing, acts as an insect repellent and is used 
for psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”). [21,61,1]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
90. Hermannia cuneifolia Jacq.; Malvaceae; 
LC; [PHV62] 
Z: agtdaegeneesbos(sie), botterblommetjiea; 
[CII=0.29]; [AFI=0.47]; [RFC=0.24]; 
[SPI=0.39] 
C: agtdaebossieb; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
Z: Used as an ointment for ringworm and sores, 
can also be consumed to heal sores from the inside 
out. [4,5,24]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]    
C: Used as an external wash and poultice on sores 
and wounds. [1,2,15]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00]    
 
91. Hermannia salvifolia L.f.; Malvaceae; 
LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Z: katjie-drie-blaar; [CII=0.18]; [AFI=0.12]; 
[RFC=0.12]  
Z: Used to treat colds, pneumonia and chest 
ailments. [2,3,26]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]    
92. Hibiscus pusillus Thunb.; Malvaceae; LC; 
[SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: blaasbossie, terblansbossie; [CII=0.17]; 
[AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.17] 
C: Used to treat urinary ailments. [1,1,16]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]    
93. Hoodia grandis (N.E.Br.) Plowes and 
other species; Apocynaceae; LC; [PHV63]  
B: ghaap; [CII=0.24]; [AFI=0.69]; 
[RFC=0.24]; [SPI=0.54] 
Z: bokhorinkiea, agortjie, ghaap; [CII=0.12]; 
[AFI=0.71]; [RFC=0.12]; [SPI=0.76] 
C: ghaap; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: donkieghaapa, ghaap; [CII=0.22]; 
[AFI=0.61]; [RFC=0.13]; [SPI=0.78] 
B: Used as a thirst quencher, an appetite 
suppressant and an unspecified medicine. [7,7,36]; 
[IAR=1.0]; [SI=0.00]; [GI=1.00]    
Z: Infusion used for the treatment of stomach 
ailments. [2,2,27]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]    
V: Used for the treatment of backache, headache, 
cancer and fatigue and acts as an appetite 
suppressant. [3,5,38]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.33]; 
[GI=0.67]    
 
94. Hypoxis hemerocallidea Fisch., C.A. 
Mey. & Avé-Lall.; Hypoxidaceae; LC; 
[SPI=Not in Matrix]  
B: African potato, Afrika aartappel; 
[CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.07]; [RFC=0.00] 
C: Afrika aartappel; [CII=0.67]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
C: Used for the treatment of prostate problems, 
urinary ailments, internal parasites and 
dizziness. [1,4,13]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75]    
95. cJacobaea maritima (L.) Pelser & 
Meijden; Asteraceae; NE; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Z vaalbos; [CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.06]; [RFC=0.06]  
Z: Used for the treatment of diabetes. [1,1,28]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]    
96. Kedrostis africana (L.) Cogn.; 
Cucurbitaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix]  
B: bojaankamooa; [CII=0.03]; [AFI=0.03]; 
[RFC=0.03] 
C: bitterpatat; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
B: Used for psychological conditions (magic 
medicine - “paljas”). [1,1,41]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.00]; 
[GI=0.00]     
C: Used to treat stomach ailments and diabetes. 
[1,2,15]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
97. Kedrostis capensis (Sond.) A.Meeuse.; 
Cucurbitaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix]  
C: basterdawidtjiewortel; [CII=0.17]; 
[AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.17] 
C: Used for the treatment of stomach ailments. 
[1,1,16]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]      
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98. Kedrostis foetidissima Cogn.; 
Cucurbitaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: ystervarkpatat; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.00] 
V: bobbejaanpoep, bôjaanpoep; [CII=1.00]; 
[AFI=0.70]; [RFC=0.52] 
V: Used for psychological conditions (magic 
medicine - “paljas”). [12,8,35]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]    
99. Kedrostis nana Cogn.; Cucurbitaceae; 
LC; [PHV67]  
B: bitterpatat; [CII=0.31]; [AFI=0.48]; 
[RFC=0.31]; [SPI=0.46] 
Z: bitterpatat, bitter karkoe; [CII=0.53]; 
[AFI=0.47]; [RFC=0.35]; [SPI=0.44] 
C: ystervarkpatat; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.25] 
V: bitterpatat, bitterkamoe; [CII=0.70]; 
[AFI=0.26]; [RFC=0.26]; [SPI=0.28] 
 
B: Used to treat stomach ailments and as an 
unspecified medicine. [9,9,34]; [IAR=1.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
Z: Used for the treatment of stomach ailments, 
diabetes, high blood pressure, blood formation, 
flatulence, diarrhoea, constipation, kidney 
ailments, postnatal cleansing and used for 
psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”). [6,9,20]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]   
V: Used for the treatment of stomach ailments, 
cancer, to treat convulsions in infants and used 
for psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”). [6,16,28]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
100. Knowltonia vesicatoria Sims.; 
Ranunculaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: brandblare; [CII=1.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.33] 
C: Used to treat toothache, rheumatism and 
headache. [2,6,11]; [IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]    
101. Lasiosiphon deserticola (Gilg.) C.H. 
Wright; Thymelaeaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in 
Matrix] 
B: leeuhoutjieb; [CII=0.03]; [AFI=0.03]; 
[RFC=0.03] 
C: louhoutjieb; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
B: Used for the treatment of pain and 
inflammation. [1,1,41]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00] 
C: Used to treat diarrhoea and stomach-ache. 
[1,2,15]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
 
102. cLavandula dentata L.; Lamiaceae; 
[SPI=Not in Matrix] 
B: laventel; [CII=0.03]; [AFI=0.03]; 
[RFC=0.03] 
B: Used to treat insomnia and acts as a calming 
agent. [1,1,41]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
 
103. Leonotis leonurus (L.) R.Br.; 
Lamiaceae; LC; [PHV70a]  
B: wildedagga; [CII=0.21]; [AFI=0.90]; 
[RFC=0.14]; [SPI=0.42] 
Z: wildedagga, klipdagga; [CII=1.47]; 
[AFI=0.82]; [RFC=0.71]; [SPI=0.79] 
C: wildedagga, klipdagga; [CII=1.67]; 
[AFI=0.33]; [RFC=0.33]; [SPI=1.00] 
V: klipdagga; [CII=1.13]; [AFI=0.70]; 
[RFC=0.70]; [SPI=0.72] 
 
B: Used to treat diabetes, high blood pressure and 
is an unspecified medicine. [4,6,37]; [IAR=0.6]; 
[SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
Z: Used to treat diabetes, high blood pressure, 
chest ailments, stomach ailments, backache, 
kidney ailments, pain and inflammation, sores, 
cough, prostate problems and as veterinary 
medicine. [12,25,5]; [IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
C: Used to treat diabetes, high blood pressure, 
backache, prostate problems, colds, stroke, 
snake-bite, and sore throat. [2,10,8]; [IAR=0.1]; 
[SI=0.13]; [GI=0.88] 
V: Used to treat chest ailments, heart ailments, 
backache, diabetes and high blood pressure. 
[16,26,19]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
104. Leonotis ocymifolia (Burm.f.) Iwarsson; 
Lamiaceae; LC; [PHV70b] 
B: Used as a treatment for colds and high blood 
pressure. [8,8,35]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
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B: klipdagga; [CII=0.28]; [AFI=0.90]; 
[RFC=0.28]; [SPI=0.56] 
Z: wildedagga, klipdagga; [CII=1.47]; 
[AFI=0.82]; [RFC=0.71]; [SPI=0.79] 
C: klipdagga; [CII=1.00]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.33]; [SPI=1.00] 
 
Z: Used to treat diabetes, high blood pressure, 
chest ailments, stomach ailments, backache, 
kidney ailments, pain and inflammation, sores, 
cough, prostate problems and as veterinary 
medicine. [12,25,5]; [IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
C: Used to treat diabetes, high blood pressure, 
heart ailments, stroke and prostate problems. 
[2,6,11]; [IAR=0.2]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
105. Lepidium africanum (Burm.f.) DC.; 
Brassicaceae; LC; [PHV72] 
B: kanariebosb; [CII=0.03]; [AFI=0.03]; 
[RFC=0.03]; [SPI=Not in Barrydale Matrix] 
B: Root is eaten to treat stomach-ache and 
discomfort. [1,1,41]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00] 
106. Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens 
(L.) Goldblatt & J.C. Manning; Fabaceae; LC; 
[PHV73] 
B: keurtjie(s), keurtjiebos, kankerbos(sie); 
[CII=1.41]; [AFI=1.00]; [RFC=0.69]; 
[SPI=1.00] 
Z: keurtjie(s), beeskeurtjieb, wildekeurtjieb, 
kankerbos(sie); [CII=2.18]; [AFI=0.88]; 
[RFC=0.88]; [SPI=0.88] 
C: keurtjie(s), kankerblareb, sutherlandia, 
kankerbossie; [CII=3.33]; [AFI=0.83]; 
[RFC=0.83]; [SPI=1.00] 
V: keurtjies, rooiblom keurtjieb, kankerbossie; 
[CII=2.61]; [AFI=0.96]; [RFC=0.91]; 
[SPI=0.98] 
 
B: Infusion used to treat cancer, diabetes, 
influenza, high blood pressure, kidney ailments, 
backache, urinary ailments, tuberculosis, 
asthma, impurities, insomnia, as an unspecified 
medicine and as a tonic. [20,41,5]; [IAR=0.7]; 
[SI=0.13]; [GI=0.88]    
Z: Infusion used to treat cancer, diabetes, kidney 
ailments, urinary ailments, high blood pressure, 
stomach ailments especially stomach ulcers, 
postnatal cleansing, HIV and Aids, as a blood 
purifier, fatigue, backache, as a tonic and 
unspecified medicine and used for psychological 
conditions (magic medicine - “paljas”). [15,37,1]; 
[IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80]   
C: Infusion used to treat cancer, heart ailments, 
aching feet, sensitive eyes, fever, diabetes, 
stomach ailments including stomach ulcers, 
respiratory ailments, urinary ailments, colds, 
influenza, backache, anxiety and prostate 
problems. [5,20,1]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.13]; [GI=0.88]    
V: Infusion used to treat cancer, diabetes, kidney 
ailments, urinary ailments, tuberculosis, 
backache and removes impurities. [21,60,2]; 
[IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]    
107. Lessertia frutescens subsp. microphylla 
(Burch. ex DC.) J.C.Manning & Boatwr.;  
Fabaceae; LC; [PHV73]   
Z: gewone keurtjie; [CII=0.24]; [AFI=0.12]; 
[RFC=0.12]; [SPI=0.15] 
C: keurtjies, sutherlandia; [CII=0.33]; 
[AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.25] 
Z: Used to treat diabetes and stomach ailments. 
[2,4,25]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]    
C: Used to treat heart ailments and cancer.  
[1,2,15]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]    
  
108. Leysera gnaphalodes (L.) L.; 
Asteraceae; LC; [HV02-15,08-15,11-15; 
PHV74] 
B: teringtee; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.03]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.03] 
Z: grashoutjiea; [CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.06]; 
[RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.06]  
C: hongertee; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.33]; [SPI=0.50] 
Z: Roots used as an unspecified medicine. [1,1,28]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.00]; [GI=0.00] 
C: Used as an appetite stimulant especially to 
children. [2,2,15]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=0.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: Drink as a tea for the treatment of tuberculosis 
and jaundice. [19,28,17]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50] 
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V: teringtee, TB bossieb, teeteea; [CII=1.22]; 
[AFI=0.91]; [RFC=0.83]; [SPI=0.89] 
109. Limeum aethiopicum Burm.f.; 
Molluginaceae; LC; [PHV75] 
B: boesmandaggaa, koggelmandervoet; 
[CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.31]; [RFC=0.00]; 
[SPI=0.29] 
Z: boesmandaggaa; [CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.18]; 
[RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.18] 
C: boesmandaggaa, koggelmandervoet; 
[CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.17]; 
[SPI=0.50] 
V: boesmandaggaa, wildedaggaa; [CII=0.61]; 
[AFI=0.52]; [RFC=0.52]; [SPI=0.74] 
Z: Smoked as a psychoactive substance. 
[1,1,28]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.00]; [GI=0.00] 
C: Smoked as a tonic and psychoactive drug and 
used for psychological conditions (magic 
medicine - “paljas”).  [1,2,15]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=0.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: Infusion used to treat headache, high blood 
pressure, diabetes and acts as a psychoactive 
drug. [12,14,30]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]   
110. Lobostemon fruticosus H. Buek; 
Boraginaceae; LC; [PHV69]  
C: agtdaegeneesbossie; [CII=0.00]; 
[AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.25] 
V: agtdaegeneesbos; [CII=0.35]; [AFI=0.22]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.22] 
V: Used as a wash for ringworm and sores. 
[4,8,35]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
111. Lycium oxycarpum Thunb.; Solanaceae; 
LC; [PHV76] 
B: slangbessie; [CII=0.03]; [AFI=0.31]; 
[RFC=0.03]; [SPI=0.29] 
B: Smoked for toothache (not inhaled). [1,1,41]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]   
112. cMalva parviflora L.; Malvaceae; NE; 
[PHV77]                                           
B: kiesieblaar, pampoentjie(s); [CII=0.31]; 
[AFI=0.69]; [RFC=0.31]; [SPI=0.67] 
Z: kiesieblaar, keesieblaarb, pampoentjies; 
[CII=0.41]; [AFI=0.76]; [RFC=0.29]; 
[SPI=0.76] 
C: kiesieblaar; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.75] 
V: kiesieblaar, pampoentjie; [CII=0.09]; 
[AFI=0.74]; [RFC=0.04]; [SPI=0.63]  
B: Leaves used as poultice on boils and sores. 
[9,9,34]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
Z: Used to treat constipation, heartburn and 
epilepsy. [5,7,22]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
C: Used as an unspecified medicine. [1,1,16]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: Used as poultice on wounds and sores. [1,2,41]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
 
113. Melianthus comosus Vahl; 
Melianthaceae; LC; [PHV79]  
B: kruidjie-roer-my-nie, kruidjie-roer-my-nietb; 
[CII=0.31]; [AFI=0.38]; [RFC=0.31]; 
[SPI=0.62] 
Z: kruidjie-roer-my-nie, kruidjie-roer-my-nietb, 
katjieromenieb; [CII=1.29]; [AFI=0.88]; 
[RFC=0.88]; [SPI=0.88] 
C: kruidjie-roer-my-nie, kruidjie-roer-my-nietb; 
[CII=1.67]; [AFI=0.67]; [RFC=0.67]; 
[SPI=1.00] 
V: kruidjie-roer-my-nie, kruidte-roemenieb, 
kruidte-roer-my-nieb, kruide-houmenieb, 
kruidjieroemerytb, kruidjie-roemenieb; 
[CII=1.65]; [AFI=0.87]; [RFC=0.74]; 
[SPI=0.85] 
 
B: Used as a wash for pain and inflammation, 
wounds, sores and as a rinse for toothache and to 
pull teeth. [9,9,34]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
Z: Used as a wash for pain and inflammation, skin 
ailments, gout, wounds, foot sores (pisvoet), 
shingles, swollen feet and for psychological 
conditions (magic medicine - “paljas”). [15,22,8]; 
[IAR=0.7]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
C: Used as a wash for foot sores (pisvoete), skin 
ailments, wounds, sores such as boils and 
abscesses, backache and stroke. [4,10,8]; 
[IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
V: Used as a wash for rheumatism, pain and 
inflammation, skin ailments, burn wounds, 
toothache, stroke, used as an emetic and for 
psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”). [17,38,9]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
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114. Melianthus major L.; Melianthaceae; LC; 
[SPI=Not in Matrix] 
B: kruidjie-roer-my-nie; [CII=0.24]; 
[AFI=0.38]; [RFC=0.24] 
B: Used as a wash for sores. [7,7,34]; [IAR=1.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
115. Mentha longifolia (L.) Huds.; 
Lamiaceae; LC; [PHV80]  
B: balderja(n), ballerja; [CII=0.41]; 
[AFI=0.62]; [RFC=0.28]; [SPI=0.62] 
Z: kruistementb, ballerjanb, ballerja, balderja, 
balterjab; [CII=1.00]; [AFI=0.71]; [RFC=0.71]; 
[SPI=0.71] 
C: kruistementb, ballerjanb, balderja, 
balderjan, mint, wild mint; [CII=2.00]; 
[AFI=0.50]; [RFC=0.33]; [SPI=1.00] 
V: wildemint, balderja, balderjasb, balterjab; 
[CII=1.04]; [AFI=0.91]; [RFC=0.61]; 
[SPI=0.85] 
 
B: Used to treat toothache, earache, pain and 
inflammation and as an unspecified medicine. 
[8,12,29]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
Z: Compress on head for headache, used to treat 
influenza, pain and inflammation, toothache, 
fever, fatigue, as a tonic and an unspecified 
medicine. [12,17,12]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.33]; 
[GI=0.67] 
C: Used to treat stomach-ache, excessive bile and 
liver related ailments, flatulence, heartburn, 
nausea, colds, sinusitis, blocked nose, high blood 
pressure, anxiety and insomnia. [2,12,6]; [IAR=0.2]; 
[SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80] 
V: Used to treat colds, influenza, cancer, kidney 
ailments, blocked nose and as a thirst quencher, 
leaves used as a bud in the ear to treat earache, 
insect repellent. [14,24,20]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.17]; 
[GI=0.83] 
116. cMentha spicata L.; Lamiaceae; NE; 
[PHV81] 
B: kruistementb; [CII=0.24]; [AFI=0.38]; 
[RFC=0.24]; [SPI=0.37] 
Z: kruistementb, peppermintb; [CII=0.18]; 
[AFI=0.24]; [RFC=0.18]; [SPI=0.21] 
C: kruistementb, mint, wild mint; [CII=0.00]; 
[AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.25] 
V: kruistementb, vleikruistementb; [CII=0.22]; 
[AFI=0.91]; [RFC=0.22]; [SPI=0.96] 
 
B: Used as unspecified medicine. [7,7,34]; 
[IAR=1.0]; [SI=0.00]; [GI=1.00] 
Z: Used as treatment for influenza, chest ailments 
and insomnia. [3,3,26]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50] 
V: Used as treatment for colds. [5,5,38]; [IAR=1.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
 
117. Mesembryanthemum junceum Haw.; 
Aizoaceae; LC; [PHV82] 
B: loogbos, asbos, loogasbosb; [CII=0.55]; 
[AFI=0.90]; [RFC=0.31]; [SPI=0.58] 
Z: loogas(bos), loogbos(sie), asbossie, 
asbos; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.65]; [RFC=0.00]; 
[SPI=0.72] 
C: loog(as)bos; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.75] 
V: loogbos, loogasb, asbos, loogasbos; 
[CII=1.04]; [AFI=0.91]; [RFC=0.48]; 
[SPI=0.94] 
B: Leaf infusions used to treat high blood 
pressure, ash used to treat cold sores and fever 
blisters and to make snuff. [9,16,25]; [IAR=0.9]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]        
V: Ash used as a wash for dandruff, sweaty feet, 
cold sores and fever blisters, used to make 
snuff. [11,24,20]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]        
 
118. Mesembryanthemum tortuosum L.; 
Aizoaceae; LC; [PHV83]  
B: kougoed(bos), kanna; [CII=0.41]; 
[AFI=0.34]; [RFC=0.31]; [SPI=0.27] 
Z: kanna, pruimkougoeda, kougoed(bossie)b; 
[CII=0.82]; [AFI=0.41]; [RFC=0.41]; 
[SPI=0.41] 
B: Used as a sedative (calming agent) and as a 
psychoactive drug. [9,12,29]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00]        
Z: Used to treat constipation, flatulence, 
insomnia, for paediatric conditions and as a 
psychoactive substance. [7,14,15]; [IAR=0.7]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
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C: kanna, kougoed; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: kanna, kannabos(sie)b, kougoedbos; 
[CII=1.04]; [AFI=1.00]; [RFC=0.65]; 
[SPI=0.70] 
C: Used to treat anxiety and acts as a thirst 
quencher. [1,2,15]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]        
V: Used to treat fever, flatulence, cancer, 
toothache, tuberculosis, HIV and Aids, acts as a 
sedative (calming agent). [15,24,20]; [IAR=0.7]; 
[SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
119. Muraltia spinosa (L.) F. Forest & J.C. 
Manning; Polygalaceae; LC; [PHV86]  
B: skilpadbessie, skilpadbossieb; [CII=0.14]; 
[AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.14]; [SPI=0.19] 
B: Used to treat stomach ailments. [4,4,36]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]        
 
120. Nemesia fruticans (Thunb.) Benth.; 
Scrophulariaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: maagpynblommetjie; [CII=1.00; 
[AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.33] 
C: Used to treat stomach ailments, sores and 
wounds. [2,6,11]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
121. cNicotiana glauca Graham; Solanaceae; 
[PHV87] 
B: wildetwakb, jantwak(boom); [CII=0.24]; 
[AFI=0.41]; [RFC=0.21]; [SPI=0.27]                                              
Z: wildetwakb, tabakboom, jan twak, 
twakboomb; [CII=0.82]; [AFI=0.71]; 
[RFC=0.65]; [SPI=0.65] 
C: wilde tabak, tabakboom, pypsteelbosa, 
twakboomb; [CII=0.50]; [AFI=0.50]; 
[RFC=0.33]; [SPI=0.75] 
V: wildetwakb, wildetwakboomb; [CII=1.30]; 
[AFI=0.78]; [RFC=0.57]; [SPI=0.86] 
B: External use only, compress on head for 
headache, pain and inflammation. [6,7,34]; 
[IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]    
Z: Compress on pain and inflammation, sores 
and ulcers and used for psychological conditions 
(magic medicine – “paljas”). [11,14,15]; 
[IAR=0.8]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]    
C: Compress on sores, ulcers and insect bites 
(ticks). [2,3,14]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]   
V: Compress on head for headache, pain and 
inflammation, sores and cuts, earache, used for 
children’s ailments such as mumps. [13,30,15]; 
[IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]  
122. cNicotiana tabacum L.; Solanaceae; 
NE; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Z: boertwak, pruimtwak; [CII=0.06]; 
[AFI=0.06]; [RFC=0.06] 
Z: Used as a germicide. [1,1,28]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=0.00]; [GI=0.00]    
123. Notobubon tenuifolium (Thunb.) 
Magee; Apiaceae; LC; [PHV88] 
Z: wildekoeksaada, wilde vinkel; [CII=0.12]; 
[AFI=0.29]; [RFC=0.12]; [SPI=0.31] 
Z: Used to treat colds. [2,2,27]; [IAR=1.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]    
124. Nymania capensis (Thunb.) Lindb.; 
Meliaceae; LC; [H29-16,42-16,44-16,45-16; 
PHV90]  
B: klapper(bos); [CII=0.41]; [AFI=0.34]; 
[RFC=0.14]; [SPI=0.27] 
Z: klapperbos, klapperboomb, klapper; 
[CII=0.88]; [AFI=0.71]; [RFC=0.53]; 
[SPI=0.68] 
C: klapperbos; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.75] 
V: klapperbos, klappertjie; [CII=1.17]; 
[AFI=0.83]; [RFC=0.39]; [SPI=0.77] 
B: To treat alcoholism, constipation and acts as 
an emetic. [4,12,29]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00]   
Z: To treat alcoholism, constipation and acts as 
an emetic. [9,15,14]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50] 
C: To treat alcoholism and acts as an emetic. 
[1,2,15]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: To treat alcoholism, constipation, unspecified 
medicine and acts as an emetic. [9,27,18]; 
[IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
 
125. Olea europaea subsp. cuspidata (Wall. 
& G.Don) Cif.; Oleaceae; LC; [PHV91]  
B: swartolien, swartolienhout, swartolein, 
wildeolyf; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.90]; [RFC=0.00]; 
[SPI=0.90] 
Z: Infusion used as a wash to prevent hair loss 
and used for high blood pressure. [2,2,27]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]  
C: Infusion used as a wash sore eyes, gargle for 
sore throat, use leaves as a poultice for 
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Z: swartolien, olienhout, swartoleinb; 
[CII=0.12]; [AFI=0.71]; [RFC=0.12]; 
[SPI=0.71] 
C: olienhout; [CII=0.50]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: swartolien, swartoleinboomb, swartoleinb, 
wildeolyf; [CII=0.09]; [AFI=0.57]; [RFC=0.09]; 
[SPI=0.64] 
rheumatism. [1,3,14]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.33]; 
[GI=0.67] 
V: Used for the treatment of cancer, children’s 
ailments and as an unspecified medicine. 
[2,2,41]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
126. Oncosiphon piluliferum (L.f.) Källersjö; 
Asteraceae; LC; [HV07-15,39-16,51-16,52-
16,53-16,54-16; PHV93]  
B: stinkkruid; [CII=0.59]; [AFI=0.45]; 
[RFC=0.41]; [SPI=0.38] 
Z: stinkkruid; [CII=0.94]; [AFI=0.65]; 
[RFC=0.65]; [SPI=0.65] 
C: stinkkruid; [CII=0.50]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.33]; [SPI=1.00] 
 
B: Compress leaves on head for headache, place 
leaves in shoes for foot odour, infusion used to 
treat backache, pain and inflammation and is an 
unspecified medicine. [12,17,24]; [IAR=0.8]; 
[SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]    
Z: Used to treat colds, fever, cough, influenza, for 
labour inducement, as an unspecified medicine, 
leaves placed inside shoes to fight off foot odour. 
[11,16,13]; [IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75]    
C: Used to treat fever and influenza. [2,3,14]; 
[IAR=0.5]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]    
127. Oncosiphon suffruticosum (L.) Källersjö; 
Asteraceae; LC; [HV07-15,39-16,51-16,52-
16,53-16,54-16; PHV94]  
V: stinkkruid; [CII=1.57]; [AFI=0.83]; 
[RFC=0.74]; [SPI=0.83] 
V: Used to treat colds, bronchitis, fever, 
flatulence, internal parasites (worms), female 
ailments and postnatal cleansing. [17,36,11]; 
[IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80]    
128. cOpuntia ficus-indica (L.) Mill.; 
Cactaceae; NE; [PHV95] 
B: turksvy; [CII=0.10]; [AFI=0.69]; 
[RFC=0.10]; [SPI=0.69] 
Z: turksevyb, turksvy; [CII=0.53]; [AFI=0.76]; 
[RFC=0.41]; [SPI=0.76] 
C: turksvy; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.75] 
V: turksvy; [CII=1.83]; [AFI=0.87]; 
[RFC=0.65]; [SPI=0.89] 
 
B: Compress on knee for pain, eaten to treat 
diarrhoea. [3,3,37]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
Z: Used as hair shampoo, compress onto sores, 
calluses, corns and warts, use as a tonic. [7,9,20]; 
[IAR=0.8]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]        
C: Used as a compress onto sores. [1,1,16]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]           
V: Eaten to treat diabetes, stomach cancer and 
other cancers, diarrhoea, used as a compress on 
back for backache, chest ailments, boils and other 
skin conditions. [15,43,7]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.20]; 
[GI=0.80]       
129. Osteospermum calendulaceum L.f.; 
Asteraceae; LC; [HV15-15,16-15,19-15, H40-
16; PHV96]  
B: geneesbos(sie)b, bietoub, 
agtdaegeneesbos(sie)b; [CII=1.00]; 
[AFI=0.79]; [RFC=0.66]; [SPI=0.88] 
Z: geneesbossie, bietoub, stinktontela, 
agtdaegeneesbos; [CII=0.18]; [AFI=0.18]; 
[RFC=0.12]; [SPI=0.15] 
C: geneesbossie, stinktontela; [CII=0.17]; 
[AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: geneesbos(sie), agtdaegenees(bossie), 
bietoubossieb; [CII=1.35]; [AFI=0.87]; 
[RFC=0.61]; [SPI=0.85] 
B: Infusions used for pain and inflammation, 
impurities, as a wash for sores, wounds, skin 
ailments and ringworm. [19,29,14]; [IAR=0.8]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]     
Z: Used as a wash for ringworm and sores. [2,3,26]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]     
C: Used to treat stomach ailments. [1,1,16]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]       
V: Used as a wash for ringworm, sores, wounds 
and to stimulate hair growth, can also be used as 
an ointment. [14,31,14]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50]       
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130. Osteospermum moniliferum L.; 
Asteraceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Z: bietou, bessiebosa; [CII=0.18]; [AFI=0.06]; 
[RFC=0.06] 
Z: Infusion used to treat urinary ailments, kidney 
ailments and high blood pressure. [1,3,26]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]     
131. Otholobium stachyerum (Eckl. & Zeyh.) 
C.H.Stirt.; Fabaceae; LC; [PHV97]  
V: katjie-drie-blaar; [CII=0.04]; [AFI=0.26]; 
[RFC=0.04]; [SPI=0.17] 
V: Used to treat boils. [1,1,42]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]   
132. Oxalis pes-caprae L.; Oxalidaceae; LC; 
[PHV98]  
B: suring(s); [CII=0.14]; [AFI=0.69]; 
[RFC=0.07]; [SPI=0.69] 
Z: suur uintjiea, suur eintjieb, uintjiesa, suring; 
[CII=0.12]; [AFI=0.88]; [RFC=0.12]; 
[SPI=0.85] 
C: suring; [CII=0.50]; [AFI=0.50]; [RFC=0.50]; 
[SPI=1.00] 
V: suring(s); [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.78]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.83] 
B: Eaten to treat stomach ulcers and 
constipation. [2,4,36]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50]     
Z: Used as a sedative.  [2,2,27]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
C: Infusion used to treat nausea, acts as a thirst 
quencher.  [3,3,14]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]      
V: Eaten to treat internal parasites (worms). 
[4,4,39]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
 
133. Pappea capensis Eckl. ex Zeyh.; 
Sapindaceae; LC; [PHV99] 
B: wildepruim, pruim; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.45]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.45] 
Z: pruim, pruimboom, pruimhout, wildepruim; 
[CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.35]; [RFC=0.06]; 
[SPI=0.41] 
C: wildepruim; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.25] 
V: pruim, pruimboom, wildepruimboom; 
[CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.83]; [RFC=0.09]; 
[SPI=0.85] 
Z: Ash used to treat flatulence. [1,1,28]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]  
V: Infusions used to treat diarrhoea and as an 
unspecified medicine. [2,4,39]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
 




B: ghwarrieson, heuningdou; [CII=2.03]; 
[AFI=0.90]; [RFC=0.79]; [SPI=0.88] 
Z: ghwarrieson, gwarrieson, 
heuningdou(bos); [CII=1.65]; [AFI=1.00]; 
[RFC=0.94]; [SPI=1.00] 
C: ghwarrieson, quarisohnb, heuningdou; 
[CII=0.83]; [AFI=0.83]; [RFC=0.50]; 
[SPI=1.00] 
V: ghwarrieson, heuningdou; [CII=0.83]; 
[AFI=0.70]; [RFC=0.70]; [SPI=0.72] 
 
B: Used to treat diabetes, colds, pneumonia, 
backache, pain and inflammation, high blood 
pressure, heart ailments, headache, sore throat, 
blood purifier, kidney ailments, urinary ailments, 
constipation, as unspecified medicine and used 
as a tonic. [23,59,2]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.11]; [GI=0.89] 
Z: Used to treat backache, colds, kidney ailments, 
female disorders, postnatal cleansing, chest 
ailments, pain and inflammation, influenza, 
urinary ailments, diabetes, high blood pressure 
and used as a tonic. [16,28,3]; [IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.20]; 
[GI=0.80] 
C: Used to treat backache, diabetes, high blood 
pressure and used as a tonic. [3,5,12]; [IAR=0.3]; 
[SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
V: Used to treat backache, haemorrhoids, 
diabetes, high blood pressure and used as an 
unspecified medicine. [16,19,25]; [IAR=0.8]; 
[SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
135. Pelargonium grossularioides (L.) L’Hér; 
Geraniaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
B: Infusion used for stomach ailments, backache, 
female disorders, powdered leaf sprinkled over 
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B: rooipootjierabasb, rooipootjiekalbasb; 
[CII=0.83]; [AFI=0.45]; [RFC=0.45]  
C: platmalva; [CII=0.83]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.33] 
V: rooirabas, rooibeentjiesb; [CII=0.26]; 
[AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.17] 
burn wounds and sores. [13,24,17]; [IAR=0.8]; 
[SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75]     
C: Used to procure abortions, to remove the 
placenta after birth, to treat diarrhoea and stomach 
ailments especially stomach-ache. [2,5,12]; 
[IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
V: Used as treatment of female ailments and 
menstrual cramps. [4,6,37]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00]  
136. Pelargonium peltatum (L.) L’Hér; 
Geraniaceae; LC; [PHV103b] 
B: wildemalva, kolsuurb; [CII=0.00]; 
[AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.03] 
C: kolsuring; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
C: Used for the treatment of earache. [1,1,16]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00];      
 
137. Pelargonium sidoides DC.; 
Geraniaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
B: [CII=0.10]; [AFI=0.03]; [RFC=0.03] 
B: Tincture used for cough, pneumonia and 
tuberculosis. [1,3,37]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00]      
138. Pelargonium zonale (L.) L’Hér; 
Geraniaceae; LC; [PHV103a]  
B: malva; [CII=0.79]; [AFI=0.31]; [RFC=0.31]; 
[SPI=0.31] 
Z: wildemalva; [CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.06]; 
[RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.06] 
V: wildemalva, bergmalvaa; [CII=0.83]; 
[AFI=0.83]; [RFC=0.78]; [SPI=0.80] 
B: Used for the treatment of conjunctivitis, 
toothache and earache. [9,23,20]; [IAR=0.9]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]  
Z: Used to prevent snake-bite (snake repellent). 
[1,3,26]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.00]; [GI=0.00]    
V: Infusion used for bronchitis, toothache and 
earache. [18,19,25]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]     
 
139. Pentzia dentata (L.) Kuntze; 
Asteraceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: kaatjiedrieblaar; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
C: Used to treat female ailments and 
menstruation pains. [1,2,15]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00]       
140. Pentzia incana (Thunb.) Kuntze; 
Asteraceae; LC; [RV28, HV27-16,31-16,32-
16,37-16;PHV104]  
B: skaapkaroo(bos), ankerkaroo, 
kleinskaapkaroobos, rambossiea; [CII=1.24]; 
[AFI=0.90]; [RFC=0.69]; [SPI=0.73] 
Z: skaapkaroo, ankerkaroo, skaapbos, 
karoobos; [CII=0.65]; [AFI=0.65]; 
[RFC=0.47]; [SPI=0.62] 
C: skaapkaroo, ankerkaroo; [CII=0.33]; 
[AFI=0.33]; [RFC=0.33]; [SPI=1.00] 
V: skaapkaroo(bossie), karoobossie;  
[CII=0.96]; [AFI=0.78]; [RFC=0.70]; 
[SPI=0.76] 
B: Chew twigs and swallow juices to treat stomach 
ailments especially stomach-ache, infusion used for 
colds, influenza, pneumonia, backache, pain and 
inflammation, kidney ailments, chest ailments, 
impurities, high blood pressure, as a tonic and 
unspecified medicine. [20,36,9]; [IAR=0.7]; 
[SI=0.17]; [GI=0.83]       
Z: Chew twigs and swallow juices to treat stomach 
ailments especially stomach-ache, infusion used to 
treat colds. [8,11,18]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50]        
C: Used to treat diabetes and stomach ailments. 
[2,2,15]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]       
V: Chew twigs and swallow juices to treat stomach 
ailments especially stomach-ache, infusion used for 
colds, influenza, diabetes, high blood pressure 
and conjunctivitis. [16,22,22]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.20]; 
[GI=0.80]   
141. cPetroselinum crispum (Mill.) Fuss; 
Apiaceae; NE; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
B: pietersielie; [CII=0.07]; [AFI=0.07]; 
[RFC=0.07] 
B: Used to treat high blood pressure. [2,2,38]; 
[IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]        
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142. cPlantago lanceolata L.; 
Plantaginaceae; LC; [PHV106] 
B: weeblaar, perdeslaai; [CII=0.00]; 
[AFI=0.31]; [RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.21] 
C: tongblaarb; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.25] 
V: weeblaar, tongblaarb; [CII=1.22]; 
[AFI=0.48]; [RFC=0.57]; [SPI=0.56] 
V: Compress on sores, wounds, aching feet, 
abscess, blister plaster to remove thorns, 
infusions used for stomach ailments. [13,28,17]; 
[IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]        
143. cPolygonum aviculare L.; Polygalaceae; 
NE; [PHV108] 
B: lidjiesgras, koperdraada; [CII=0.66]; 
[AFI=0.69]; [RFC=0.66]; [SPI=0.65] 
Z: lidjiesgras; [CII=0.71]; [AFI=0.53]; 
[RFC=0.53]; [SPI=0.53] 
C: koperdraad; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.25] 
V: litjiegras; [CII=0.83]; [AFI=0.83]; 
[RFC=0.83]; [SPI=0.87] 
B: Used to treat constipation, flatulence, skin 
ailments such as skin rash, colic and paediatric 
conditions. [19,19,22]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.33]; 
[GI=0.67]        
Z: Used to treat flatulence, constipation, acts as a 
contraception, an unspecified medicine and 
treats paediatric conditions. [9,12,17]; [IAR=0.6]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]       
V: Used to treat flatulence and paediatric 
conditions. [19,19,25]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50]        
144. Polygala leptophylla Burch.; 
Polygalaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.00]; [RFC=0.17] 
C: Used for the treatment of fever. [1,1,16]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]        
145. cPortulaca oleracea L.; Portulacaceae; 
NE; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
B: misbredie; [CII=0.10]; [AFI=0.07]; 
[RFC=0.10] 
Z: oumisbredieb; [CII=0.18]; [AFI=0.06]; 
[RFC=0.06] 
C: porstelein, resleinb; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
V: misbredie; [CII=0.22]; [AFI=0.43]; 
[RFC=0.22]  
B: Used to treat constipation and colic. [3,3,37]; 
[IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]      
Z: Used to treat kidney ailments, backache and 
postnatal cleansing. [1,3,26]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.33]; 
[GI=0.67] 
C: Used to treat fever. [1,1,16]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]       
V: Used to treat paediatric conditions (baby 
acid). [5,5,38]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
 
146. Portulacaria afra Jacq.; Didiereaceae; 
LC; [PHV109] 
B: spekbossieb, spekboom; [CII=28]; 
[AFI=0.66]; [RFC=0.28]; [SPI=0.62] 
Z: spekbosb, spekboomblareb, spekboom; 
[CII=1.12]; [AFI=1.00]; [RFC=0.65]; 
[SPI=1.00] 
C: spekboomblareb, spekboom; [CII=1.00]; 
[AFI=0.33]; [RFC=0.33]; [SPI=1.00] 
V: spekboom; [CII=1.83]; [AFI=0.83]; 
[RFC=0.65]; [SPI=0.80] 
 
B: Eaten for the treatment of high blood pressure 
and diabetes. [8,8,33]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50]       
Z: Eaten to quench your thirst, used for the 
treatment of high blood pressure, diabetes, 
fever, stomach ailments especially stomach-
ache, kidney ailments, earache, pain and 
inflammation, used as a poultice for wounds.  
[11,19,10]; [IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80]      
C: Eaten to quench your thirst, used for the 
treatment of diabetes, sore throat, mouth ulcers 
and pimples. [2,6,11]; [IAR=0.2]; [SI=0.33]; 
[GI=0.67]       
V: Eaten for the treatment of tonsillitis, high and 
low blood pressure, diabetes, diarrhoea, 
stomach ailments and compress for pain and 
inflammation. [15,42,7]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.20]; 
[GI=0.80]     
147. Protea nitida Mill.; Proteaceae; LC; 
[PHV110]  
Z: Used to treat tuberculosis and pneumonia. 
[6,8,21]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]       
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B: waboom; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.28]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.17] 
Z: waboom; [CII=0.47]; [AFI=0.76]; 
[RFC=0.35]; [SPI=0.76] 
C: waboom; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.75] 
V: waboom; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.52]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.52] 
148. Protea repens L.; Proteaceae; LC; 
[PHV111]  
B: suikerbos, suikerkan(ne); [CII=0.03]; 
[AFI=0.15]; [RFC=0.03]; [SPI=0.38] 
Z: protea, suikerbos; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.38]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.33] 
C: suikerbos; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.25] 
V: suikerbos, suikerkanne, suikerbossie; 
[CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.43]; [RFC=0.00]; 
[SPI=0.43] 
B: Used as an unspecified medicine. [1,1,39]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.00]; [GI=1.00]     
 
149. cPsidium guajava L.; Myrtaceae; NE; 
[PHV112] 
B: koejawel; [CII=0.24]; [AFI=0.76]; 
[RFC=0.24]; [SPI=0.77] 
Z: koejawel; [CII=0.71]; [AFI=0.76]; 
[RFC=0.59]; [SPI=0.76] 
C: koejawel; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.75] 
V: koejawel; [CII=0.78]; [AFI=0.83]; 
[RFC=0.48]; [SPI=0.76] 
B: Leaf infusion used to treat diabetes and acts as 
a vitamin C supplement. [7,7,34]; [IAR=1.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]    
Z: Leaf infusion used to treat diabetes, high blood 
pressure, cholesterol and diarrhoea. [10,12,17]; 
[IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]    
C: Leaves are used as an unspecified medicine. 
[1,1,16]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.00]; [GI=0.00]    
V: Leaf infusion used to treat diabetes, high blood 
pressure and arthiritis. [11,18,26]; [IAR=0.9]; 
[SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]   
150. Pteronia incana (Brum.) DC; 
Asteraceae; LC; [PHV113]  
B: skieterbosa, keurtjiebosa, kraakbos; 
[CII=0.62]; [AFI=0.59]; [RFC=0.31]; 
[SPI=0.52]  
Z: skaapkaroo, skiet(er)bos, vaalbossie, 
langbeenkarroo, kraakbos; [CII=0.00]; 
[AFI=0.45]; [RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.44]   
C: beesbos, Pteronia; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.33]; [SPI=0.50]   
V: skieterbosa, miskietbosa, skietbosa; 
[CII=0.22]; [AFI=0.74]; [RFC=0.22]; 
[SPI=0.63] 
B: Infusions used for backache, colds, influenza, 
high blood pressure and stomach-ache. 
[9,18,23]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
C: Used for the treatment of stomach ailments. 
[2,2,15]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]       
V: Smoke from the burned leaves is inhaled to treat 
chest ailments. [5,5,38]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00] 
151. cPunica granatum L.; Lythraceae; NE; 
[PHV114]  
B: granaat(boom); [CII=1.00]; [AFI=0.79]; 
[RFC=0.72]; [SPI=0.79] 
Z: granaat, grinaatb, wildegranaatbosa; 
[CII=1.06]; [AFI=0.76]; [RFC=0.71]; 
[SPI=0.76] 
C: granaat; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.25]   
B: Fruit peel used to treat oral thrush, low and 
high blood pressure, stomach ailments, chest 
ailments, diarrhoea, mouth and throat ulcers, 
tonsillitis, as a tonic and as an unspecified 
medicine. [21,29,14]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.33]; 
[GI=0.67]  
Z: Fruit peel used to treat oral thrush, root infusion 
used to treat internal parasites (worms), 
stomach-ache, high blood pressure, cancer, 
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V: granaat, granate, granaatjies; [CII=1.83]; 
[AFI=1.00]; [RFC=0.91]; [SPI=1.00] 
 
diabetes, mouth ulcers, tonsillitis and sexually 
transmitted diseases (STD’s). [12,18,11]; 
[IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.17]; [GI=0.83]       
V: Fruit peel used to treat oral thrush, internal 
parasites (worms), diarrhoea, cancer, bark used 
to treat nappy rash. [21,42,7]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.20]; 
[GI=0.80]       
152. Quaqua mammillaris (L.) Bruyns and 
other species; Apocynaceae; LC; [PHV115] 
B: bokhoring(kie), agortjiea, ou ram, gort; 
[CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.28]; [RFC=0.00]; 
[SPI=0.21] 
Z: dikkopagortjiea, agortjiea; [CII=0.06]; 
[AFI=0.12]; [RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.18] 
C: bokhorinkie; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.25]   
V: bitter-bé-tjiea, ouma-bé-tjieb, oukoeia, 
bokhoringsa; [CII=0.04]; [AFI=0.52]; 
[RFC=0.04]; [SPI=0.51] 
Z: Used as a thirst quencher. [1,1,28]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=0.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: Used as an unspecified medicine. [1,1,42]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.00]; [GI=1.00] 
 
153. cQuercus robur L.; Fagaceae; NE; 
[SPI=Not in Matrix] 
B: akkerboom; [CII=0.03]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.03] 
B: Used to treat tonsillitis. [1,1,39]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
154. cRicinus communis L.; Euphorbiaceae; 
NE; [PHV118]  
B: olieboomb, kasterolie; [CII=0.69]; 
[AFI=0.72]; [RFC=0.45]; [SPI=0.67] 
Z: olieblaarb, stinkolieb, makoliea, olieboomb; 
[CII=0.94]; [AFI=0.65]; [RFC=0.65]; 
[SPI=0.65]  
C: olieboom; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.25]   
V: olieblare, stinkolie, stinkolieblaar, 
stinkolieboom, kasterolie; [CII=0.65]; 
[AFI=0.65]; [RFC=0.57]; [SPI=0.69] 
B: Compress leaves on stomach for stomach-
ache, sore knees, on the head for headache, pain 
and inflammation and acts as an emetic. 
[13,20,21]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75]   
Z: Leaves used as compress on head for 
ringworm, wounds, sores, corns, ulcers, pimples, 
pain and inflammation and sprains. [11,16,13]; 
[IAR=0.7]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]    
V: Leaves used as compress on head for 
headache, wounds, pain and inflammation, 
urinary ailments. [13,15,29]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.33]; 
[GI=0.67]    
155. Rosenia humilis (Less.) K. Bremer; 
Asteraceae; LC; [PHV120]  
B: oumeidebosa; [CII=0.45]; [AFI=0.48]; 
[RFC=0.41]; [SPI=0.54] 
Z: oumeidebosa, oumeidbosb; [CII=0.24]; 
[AFI=0.12]; [RFC=0.12]; [SPI=0.12] 
V: oumeidebosa; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.26]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.51] 
B: Used for the treatment of female disorders and 
as an unspecified medicine. [12,13,28]; [IAR=0.9]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]    
Z: Used to treat infertility, flatulence and labour 
pains. [2,4,25]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]        
156. cRosmarinus officinalis L.; Lamiaceae; 
NE; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
B: makroosmaryn; [CII=0.03]; [AFI=0.10]; 
[RFC=0.03] 
Z: roosmaryn; [CII=0.18]; [AFI=0.18]; 
[RFC=0.18] 
B: Used to stimulate hair growth. [1,1,39]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.00]; [GI=0.00]    
Z: Used as an ointment for ringworm and drink 
infusion to treat high blood pressure. [3,3,26]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]        
157. cRumex crispus L.; Polygonaceae; NE; 
[PHV122] 
B: Leaves used as compress on wounds, sores, 
pain and inflammation, root infusion used as an 
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B: tongblaar; [CII=0.41]; [AFI=0.52]; 
[RFC=0.38]; [SPI=0.54] 
C: tongblaar; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50]   
V: tongblaar, beestonga; [CII=0.30]; 
[AFI=0.39]; [RFC=0.30]; [SPI=0.37] 
aphrodisiac. [11,12,29]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50] 
C: Used to treat internal parasites like 
tapeworms. [1,1,16]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00]       
V: Leaves used as compress on wounds (cuts) and 
sores. [7,8,35]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
158. cRuta graveolens L.; Rutaceae; NE; 
[PHV123]  
B: wynruit, wynruikb; [CII=1.14]; [AFI=0.93]; 
[RFC=0.83]; [SPI=0.90] 
Z: wynruit, wynruikb, wynrydb; [CII=1.35]; 
[AFI=0.94]; [RFC=0.94]; [SPI=0.94] 
C: wynruit, wynruikb; [CII=0.67]; [AFI=0.50]; 
[RFC=0.33]; [SPI=0.75] 
V: wynruit, wynruikb, wynrykb, kinderbosa; 
[CII=2.17]; [AFI=1.00]; [RFC=0.83]; 
[SPI=0.91] 
 
B: Infusion used for the treatment of fever, high 
blood pressure, pain and inflammation, measles, 
as a tonic and as an unspecified medicine.  
[24,33,11]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]       
Z: Used to treat stroke, heart ailments, 
circulation, headache, flatulence, high blood 
pressure, fever, stomach-ache, backache, 
dandruff, as a tonic and used for psychological 
conditions (magic medicine - “paljas”). [16,23,7]; 
[IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80]       
C: Infusion and poultice used to bring down high 
fever, tincture used to treat sprains, bruises and 
paralyzed limps due to stroke. [2,4,13]; [IAR=0.3]; 
[SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]            
V: Infusion used for the treatment of colds, 
influenza, fever, high blood pressure, jaundice, 
toothache, stroke, children’s illnesses and used 
for psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”). [19,50,5]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80]       
159. Salix mucronata Thunb.; Salicaceae; 
LC; [PHV124]  
B: rivierwilger, rivierwiller, rooisteeltjiewilg, 
vaalwilger; [CII=0.10]; [AFI=0.31]; 
[RFC=0.10]; [SPI=0.25] 
Z: rivierwilger, wilger, vaalwilgerb; [CII=0.24]; 
[AFI=0.35]; [RFC=0.12]; [SPI=0.38] 
C: rivierwilger, wilger, rivierwilgb; [CII=0.50]; 
[AFI=0.33]; [RFC=0.33]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: rivierwilger, wilger, treuringwilger; 
[CII=0.70]; [AFI=0.52]; [RFC=0.43]; 
[SPI=0.50] 
B: Infusions of the bark used to treat rheumatism, 
cancer, inflammation and haemorrhoids.  [3,3,37]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]       
Z: Used to treat colds, diabetes, high blood 
pressure, as a wash to stimulate hair growth and 
as an unspecified medicine. [4,6,25]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
C: Infusions used to treat chest ailments, fever 
and leaves used as a compress to treat headache. 
[2,3,14]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]             
V: Used to treat cancer, as wash for hair growth 
stimulation and anxiety. [10,16,28]; [IAR=0.9]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]           
160. Salvia africana-caerulea L.; Lamiaceae; 
LC; [PHV125] 
B: bloublomsalie; [CII=0.38]; [AFI=0.59]; 
[RFC=0.31]; [SPI=0.52] 
Z: bloublomsalie; [CII=0.12]; [AFI=0.24]; 
[RFC=0.12]; [SPI=0.18] 
C: bloublomsalie; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.25] 
V: bloublomsalie; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.17] 
B: Infusions used to treat colds, influenza, pain 
and inflammation. [9,11,30]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50] 
Z: Infusions used to treat stroke and stomach-
ache. [2,2,27]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: Used medicinally as a wash (unspecified). 
[4,4,39]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.00]; [GI=1.00] 
 
161. cSalvia microphylla Kunth; Lamiaceae; 
NE; [PHV127]  
B: Infusions used to treat backache, kidney 
ailments, influenza, pneumonia, bronchitis, 
asthma, postnatal conditions and as an 
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B: rooiblomsalie; [CII=0.86]; [AFI=0.83]; 
[RFC=0.38]; [SPI=0.87] 
Z: rooisalie, rooiblomsalie; [CII=1.00]; 
[AFI=0.71]; [RFC=0.59]; [SPI=0.65] 
C: rooiblomsalie; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.25] 
V: mak salie, rooiblomsalie, pienkblomsalie; 
[CII=1.39]; [AFI=0.70]; [RFC=0.65]; 
[SPI=0.67] 
unspecified medicine. [11,25,16]; [IAR=0.7]; 
[SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
Z: Used to treat heart ailments, diabetes, high 
blood pressure, backache, kidney ailments, 
influenza, and fever. [10,17,12]; [IAR=0.6]; 
[SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
V: Infusions used to treat backache, kidney 
ailments, diabetes, colds, urinary ailments and 
female ailments. [15,32,13]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.25]; 
[GI=0.75] 
162. Salvia runcinata L.f.; Lamiaceae; LC; 
[SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: bloublommetjiesalie, aasvoëlbos; 
[CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.33]; [RFC=0.17] 
C: Used to treat ringworm. [1,1,16]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
163. cSchinus molle L.; Anacardiaceae; NE; 
[PHV128] 
B: peperboom; [CII=1.34]; [AFI=0.69]; 
[RFC=0.66]; [SPI=0.69] 
Z: peperboom; [CII=0.53]; [AFI=0.71]; 
[RFC=0.71]; [SPI=0.71] 
C: peperboom; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.75] 
V: peperboom; [CII=1.96]; [AFI=0.83]; 
[RFC=0.91]; [SPI=0.91] 
 
B: Infusions used to treat pneumonia, bronchitis, 
colds, cancer, high blood pressure, as a wash to 
stimulate hair growth and acts as an insect 
repellent. [19,39,7]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
Z: Compress on head for headache and fever, 
infusions used to treat prostate problems, pain 
and inflammation, influenza, ringworm and acts 
as an insect repellent. [12,9,20]; [IAR=0.3]; 
[SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
C: Leaf infusion used to treat influenza. [1,1,16]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: Infusions used to treat cough, colds, cancer 
and prostate cancer, fever and fever 
convulsions, prostate problems, compress on 
head for headache, pain and inflammation, 
sexually transmitted diseases and acts as an 
insect repellent. [21,45,6]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.14]; 
[GI=0.86] 
164. Schotia afra (L.) Thunb.; Fabaceae; 
LC; [PHV129] 
B: baboon, berboonb, boerboonboom, 
boerboon; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.31]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.24] 
Z: barboon, berboonboom; [CII=0.00]; 
[AFI=0.10]; [RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.88]  
V: boerboon, berboonb, perboonb, 
barboonboomb; [CII=0.09]; [AFI=0.91]; 
[RFC=0.04]; [SPI=0.78] 
V: Leaf infusion used to treat stomach ailments 
and diarrhoea. [1,2,41]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50]        
165. Searsia laevigata (L.) F.A. Barkley; 
Anacardiaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Z: taaibos; [CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.18]; 
[RFC=0.06] 
Z: Used to treat diarrhoea. [1,1,28]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]    
166. Searsia lancea (L.f.) F.A. Barkley; 
Anacardiaceae; LC; [PHV130] 
B: kareeboom, karie, rooikareea, makkaree; 
[CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.69]; [RFC=0.00]; 
[SPI=0.69] 
Z: Bark infusion used to treat stomach ailments, 
pneumonia (mucus on lungs), prostate 
problems and sores, leaf infusion used to treat 
high blood pressure, diabetes, kidney ailments, 
urinary ailments and for postnatal cleansing. 
[5,10,19]; [IAR=0.1]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]    
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Z: makkareeb, kareeboom; [CII=0.59]; 
[AFI=0.94]; [RFC=0.29]; [SPI=0.12] 
C: karee, kareeboom; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.75]  
V: kareeboom; [CII=0.13]; [AFI=0.96]; 
[RFC=0.04]; [SPI=0.96] 
 
C: Bark infusion used to treat prostate problems 
(male tonic), bark and leaf infusion used as a wash 
for sores, leaves used as a compress for sores. 
[1,2,15]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]   
V: Bark infusion used to treat pneumonia (mucus 
on lungs), mouth ulcers and internal parasites 
(worms). [1,3,40]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
167. Searsia undulata (Jacq.) T.S.Yi, A.J.Mill. 
& J.Wen; Anacardiaceae; LC; [PHV131] 
B: koeniebos, taaibos, slapbos; [CII=0.14]; 
[AFI=0.34]; [RFC=0.14]; [SPI=0.27] 
Z: taaibos, koeniebos, slapbosa; [CII=0.06]; 
[AFI=0.59]; [RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.53] 
C: koeniebos, koenieb; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=1.00] 
V: taaibos(bessie), koeniebos, garrabosa; 
[CII=0.13]; [AFI=0.96]; [RFC=0.04]; 
[SPI=0.96] 
B: Leaf infusion used to treat colds. [4,4,36]; 
[IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]    
Z: Leaf infusion used to treat cough. [1,1,28]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]    
C: Used for the treatment of chest ailments and 
cough. [1,2,15]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]    
V: Infusions used to treat colds, backache, kidney 
ailments and acts as an unspecified medicine. 
[1,3,40]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]    
 
168. cSenecio radicans Sch.Bip.; 
Asteraceae; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
B: bokballetjies; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.14]; 
[RFC=0.00] 
Z: bokballetjies, bokdrolletjies; [CII=0.12]; 
[AFI=0.18]; [RFC=0.12] 
Z: Leaves eaten as a thirst quencher. [2,2,27]; 
[IAR=1.0]; [SI=0.00]; [GI=0.00]       
169. Silene undulata Aiton; Caryophyllaceae; 
LC; [PHV41] 
B: grashout(jie); [CII=0.03]; [AFI=0.21]; 
[RFC=0.03]; [SPI=0.23] 
Z: aandblommetjiea, grashoutjie; [CII=0.06]; 
[AFI=0.29]; [RFC=0.24]; [SPI=0.29] 
C: sileni; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.17]; [RFC=0.00]; 
[SPI=0.25] 
V: tulp; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.04]; [RFC=0.00]; 
[SPI=0.02] 
B: Used as unspecified medicine. [1,1,41]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.00]; [GI=1.00]    
Z: Used to treat stomach-ache and for 
psychological conditions (magical medicine – 
“paljas”). [4,1,28]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]  
170. cSolanum retroflexum Dunal; 
Solanaceae; NE; [PHV132]  
B: nastergal, nasgal; [CII=0.28]; [AFI=0.55]; 
[RFC=0.28]; [SPI=0.52] 
Z: nastergal, nasgal; [CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.65]; 
[RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.62] 
C: nastergal; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.75] 
V: nastergal, nasgal, nagstegalb; [CII=2.17]; 
[AFI=0.91]; [RFC=0.83]; [SPI=0.94] 
B: Eaten to treat stomach ailments and as an 
unspecified medicine. [8,8,35]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]     
Z: Infusions used for the treatment of bleeding 
haemorrhoids. [1,1,28]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00]       
V: Infusions used for the treatment of colds, 
tuberculosis, cough, inflammation, high blood 
pressure, flatulence, infertility, body purifier, 
blood formation. [19,50,5]; [IAR=0.9]; [SI=0.20]; 
[GI=0.80]       
171. Solanum tomentosum L.; Solanaceae; 
LC; [PHV133] 
Z: gifappeltjie, slangbos, slangbessie; 
[CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.10]; [RFC=0.00]; 
[SPI=0.09] 
C: slangappel; [CII=0.50]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
C: Used for the treatment of warts, ringworm and 
toothache. [1,3,14]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]       
V: Used to treat heartburn, as an ointment for 
skin infections and ringworm. [3,4,39]; [IAR=0.3]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]        
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V: bitterappel(tjie), wildetamatie; [CII=0.17]; 
[AFI=0.57]; [RFC=0.13]; [SPI=0.50] 
172. Stachys aethiopica L.; Lamiaceae; LC; 
[SPI=Not in Matrix] 
B: klein kattekruie; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.03]; 
[RFC=0.00] 
C: teebossie, klein kattekruid; [CII=1.33]; 
[AFI=0.33]; [RFC=0.33] 
C: Used to treat urinary ailments, kidney ailments, 
fever and to wash sores. [2,8,9]; [IAR=0.7]; 
[SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]       
173. cTanacetum parthenium Sch.Bip.; 
Asteraceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
B: koorskruid; [CII=0.03]; [AFI=0.03]; 
[RFC=0.03] 
B: Used to treat insomnia. [1,1,39]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]     
174. Tarchonanthus littoralis P.P.J. Herman; 
Asteraceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Z: kamferbosb; [CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.06]; 
[RFC=0.06]  
Z: Used for paediatric conditions. [1,1,28]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]       
175. Teucrium africanum Thunb.; 
Lamiaceae; LC; [PHV134] 
B: katjie-drie-blaar; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.21]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.17] 
C: drievingertee, katjie-drie-blaar; [CII=1.00]; 
[AFI=0.33]; [RFC=0.33]; [SPI=0.50]  
C: Used for the treatment of stomach ailments, 
colds and influenza. [2,6,11]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50]        
176. Tribulus terrestris L.; Zygophyllaceae; 
LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: duwweltjie; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
C: Used for the treatment of prostate problems. 
[1,1,16]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]       
177. cTropaeolum majus L.; Tropaeolaceae; 
NE; [PHV135]  
B: kappertjie(s); [CII=0.10]; [AFI=0.59]; 
[RFC=0.10]; [SPI=0.50] 
Z: kappertjies; [CII=0.18]; [AFI=0.29]; 
[RFC=0.18]; [SPI=0.29] 
C: kappertjie; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.25] 
V: kappertjie, kapper-kappertjiesb; [CII=0.52]; 
[AFI=1.00]; [RFC=0.52]; [SPI=1.00] 
B: Used for treating colds and sore throat. 
[3,3,37]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]     
Z: Flower infusion used for anxiety and insomnia, 
seeds used as a psychoactive substance. 
[3,3,26]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]       
V: Used for heartburn, cancer and sore throat. 
[12,12,32]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]    
 
178. Tulbaghia capensis L.; Alliaceae; LC; 
[SPI=Not in Matrix] 
B: veldknoffela; [CII=0.07]; [AFI=0.07]; 
[RFC=0.07] 
B: Used for chest ailments and treatment of 
sores. 
[2,2,38]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]    
179. Tulbaghia violacea Harv.; Alliaceae; LC; 
[PHV136];  
B: (wilde)knoffel; [CII=0.55]; [AFI=0.66]; 
[RFC=0.41]; [SPI=0.65] 
Z: wildeknoffel, bergknoffela; [CII=1.06]; 
[AFI=0.82]; [RFC=0.76]; [SPI=0.79] 
C: wildeknoffel; [CII=1.00]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.33]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: wildeknoffel, bergknoffela; [CII=0.70]; 
[AFI=0.78]; [RFC=0.70]; [SPI=0.81] 
 
B: Infusion used for colds, influenza, chest 
ailments and sore throat. [12,16,25]; [IAR=0.8]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
Z: Used for earache, cholesterol, colds, chest 
ailments, influenza, blood purifier, for paediatric 
conditions, as a tonic and for psychological 
conditions (magic medicine – “paljas”). 
[13,18,11]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
C: Used to treat colds, influenza and stomach 
ailments. [2,6,11]; [IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]    
V: Infusion used for cough, colds, flatulence, 
earache. [16,16,28]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
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180. Tylecodon cacalioides (L.f.) Toelken; 
Crassulaceae; LC; [PHV137]  
B: tulpbosa, krimpsiek(bos); [CII=0.14]; 
[AFI=0.24]; [RFC=0.14]; [SPI=0.27] 
Z: geelplakkie; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.05]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.06] 
C: nenta, plakkie; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: krimpsiek, krimpsiekbos(sie), nentabos, 
nintabosb, nintab; [CII=0.26]; [AFI=0.96]; 
[RFC=0.26]; [SPI=0.61] 
B: Used to treat warts. [4,4,36]; [IAR=1.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
C: Used for the treatment of sores. [1,1,16]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
V: Used for warts. [6,6,37]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00] 
181. Tylecodon paniculatus (L.f.) Toelken; 
Crassulaceae; LC; [PHV138] 
B: botterboom; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.72]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.76] 
Z: botterboom; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.40]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.53] 
C: botterboom; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.75] 
V: botterboom; [CII=1.04]; [AFI=1.00]; 
[RFC=0.52]; [SPI=0.93] 
V: Used for warts, corns and calluses. [12,24,20]; 
[IAR=0.9]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
182. Typha capensis (Rohrb.) N.E.Br.; 
Typhaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
B: papkuil; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.03]; 
[RFC=0.00] 
Z: papkuile; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.05]; 
[RFC=0.00] 
C: papkuil; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
C: Used to promote fertility, to treat impotence 
(male tonic). [1,2,15]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00] 
183. cUrtica urens L.; Urticaceae; NE; 
[PHV139]  
B: perdebrandnekel, brandnekelb; [CII=1.21]; 
[AFI=0.69]; [RFC=0.66]; [SPI=0.73] 
Z: brandnekel(s), brandnetel(s); [CII=1.12]; 
[AFI=0.82]; [RFC=0.82]; [SPI=0.76] 
C: brandnetel; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.25] 
V: brandnekel(boom), brandneker, netelbos; 
[CII=0.70]; [AFI=0.87]; [RFC=0.61]; 
[SPI=0.89] 
B: Infusion for measles, diabetes, urinary 
ailments, pneumonia, bronchitis, influenza, 
toothache and earache. [19,35,10]; [IAR=0.8]; 
[SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
Z: Used for the treatment of measles, 
tuberculosis, cancer, cough, pneumonia, 
diabetes, high blood pressure, rheumatism and 
as a tonic. [14,19,10]; [IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.33]; 
[GI=0.67] 
V: Infusion for measles, whooping cough, diabetes, 
pain and inflammation and used as a tonic. 
[14,18,26]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
184. Vachellia karroo (Hayne) Banfi & 
Galasso; Fabaceae; LC; [PHV1]  
B: doringboom; [CII=1.07]; [AFI=0.86]; 
[RFC=0.76]; [SPI=1.00] 
Z: doringboom, doringhout, soetdoring, 
doringbosb; [CII=1.47]; [AFI=1.00]; 
[RFC=0.71]; [SPI=1.00] 
C: doringboom; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=1.00] 
B: Bark infusion used to treat sore throat, mouth 
ulcers, tonsillitis, diabetes, stomach ulcers, leaf 
infusion used for conjunctivitis, gum is eaten for 
stomach ailments and as unspecified medicine. 
[22,31,13]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75]   
Z: Bark infusion used to treat stomach ailments 
especially stomach-ache, convulsions, 
heartburn, sore throat, high blood pressure, 
cancer, pain and inflammation, urinary ailments, 
kidney ailments, root infusion used to treat 
flatulence, swollen and burning feet, gum is 
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V: doringboom, witpendoring(boom), 
gomdoringa; [CII=1.26]; [AFI=0.87]; 
[RFC=0.74]; [SPI=0.88] 
 
eaten for toothache, leaking heart and used as an 
unspecified medicine, green pods are eaten to treat 
flatulence. [11,25,6]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.25]; 
[GI=0.75] 
C: Bark infusion gargled to treat sore throat, seeds 
from green pods are eaten to treat flatulence. 
[1,2,15]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
V: Bark infusion used to treat sore throat, 
tonsillitis, stomach ailments, diarrhoea, 
ringworm, gum is eaten for heartburn and 
diarrhoea, infusion of the leaves is used for 
stomach ailments. [17,29,16]; [IAR=0.8]; 
[SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
185. Veltheimia capensis (L.) DC.; 
Hyacinthaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
C: sandlelie; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
C: Used for the treatment of stomach ailments. 
[1,1,16]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
186 Viscum capense L.f.; Santalaceae; 
mistletoe; LC; [PHV140]  
B: voëlent, litjiestee, [CII=0.79]; [AFI=0.52]; 
[RFC=0.48]; [SPI=0.79] 
Z: voëlent; [CII=0.53]; [AFI=0.59]; 
[RFC=0.35]; [SPI=0.65] 
C: voëlent, lidjiestee; [CII=0.67]; [AFI=0.50]; 
[RFC=0.33]; [SPI=1.00] 
V: voëlent, voëltjieentb, wildeteea, vinkela, 
voëlink; [CII=0.83]; [AFI=0.78]; [RFC=0.61]; 
[SPI=0.85] 
 
B: Infusion used as an appetite suppressant, to 
treat diabetes, headache, high blood pressure, 
warts, lactation (milk stimulation), as a wash to 
stimulate hair growth, gout and as an unspecified 
medicine. [14,23,18]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.33]; 
[GI=0.67]    
Z: Used to treat diabetes, high blood pressure, 
leaking heart, for lactation (milk flow 
stimulation) and labour inducement and as a 
tonic. [6,9,20]; [IAR=0.4]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]    
C: Used to treat diabetes, asthma, used as a tonic 
and an unspecified medicine (V. capense growing 
on noemnoembos – Carissa haematocarpa). 
[2,4,13]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]    
V: Infusion used to treat cancer, diabetes, used as 
a tonic. [14,19,25]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
187. Viscum continuum E. Mey. ex 
Sprague; Santalaceae; LC; [PHV141] 
B: voëlent, litjiestee; [CII=0.03]; [AFI=0.34]; 
[RFC=0.03]; [SPI=0.29] 
C: voëlent; [CII=0.67]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.33]; [SPI=1.00] 
V: doringboomvinkela; [CII=0.22]; [AFI=0.22]; 
[RFC=0.22]; [SPI=0.85] 
B: Infusions used for treating diabetes. [1,1,39]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]        
C: Used to treat diabetes, asthma, used as a tonic 
and an unspecified medicine. [2,4,13]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]         
V: Used for lactation (milk stimulation) and as a 
tonic. [5,5,38]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]        
 
188. Viscum rotundifolium L.f.; Santalaceae; 
LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
B: voëlent; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.03]; 
[RFC=0.00] 
C: voëlent; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
V: voëlent; [CII=0.17]; [AFI=0.43]; 
[RFC=0.17] 
C: Used to treat warts and skin ailments (V. 
rotundifolium growing on Carissa haematocarpa, 
Pappea capensis or Grewia occidentalis). [1,2,15]; 
[IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]       
V: Infusion used as a tonic. [4,4,39]; [IAR=1.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
189. Withania somnifera (L.) Dunal; 
Solanaceae; LC; [PHV142]; 
C: Used as a poultice on wounds and sores, 
infusion of roots used as a tonic to treat fatigue, 
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C: geneesblaarbossie; [CII=0.67]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
leaf infusion used to treat stomach ailments. 
[1,4,13]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]    
190. Xanthoparmelia spp.; Parmeliaceae; 
NE; [PHV100]  
B: klipblom; [CII=0.62]; [AFI=0.55]; 
[RFC=0.48]; [SPI=0.50] 
Z: klipblom; [CII=0.71]; [AFI=0.71]; 
[RFC=0.71]; [SPI=0.71] 
C: klipblom; [CII=1.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: klipblom, klipbos; [CII=1.78]; [AFI=0.87]; 
[RFC=0.83]; [SPI=0.87] 
 
B: Used to treat kidney and urinary ailments, oral 
thrush and toothache. [14,18,23]; [IAR=0.8]; 
[SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
Z: Used to treat backache, toothache and for 
psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”). [12,12,17]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50] 
C: Used to treat backache, colds, cough, sore 
throat, stomach-ache and diarrhoea. [1,6,11]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]      
V: Used to treat oral thrush, mouth ulcers, sore 
throat, backache, urinary ailments, female 
ailments, promotes fertility and acts as an 
unspecified medicine. [19,41,8]; [IAR=0.9]; 
[SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75]  
191. Zantedeschia aethiopica (L.) Spreng.; 
Araceae; LC; [PHV143]  
B: vark(ies)blom, aronskelk; [CII=0.03]; 
[AFI=0.62]; [RFC=0.03]; [SPI=0.66] 
Z: varkie(s)blom, varkore, wilde 
piesangbloma; [CII=0.18]; [AFI=0.88]; 
[RFC=0.18]; [SPI=0.76] 
C: varklelie; [CII=0.33]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.17]; [SPI=0.50] 
V: varkie(s)blom, varkieblaar, varkore, 
varklelie; [CII=0.83]; [AFI=0.85]; [RFC=0.57]; 
[SPI=0.80] 
B: Used as an unspecified medicine topically. 
[1,1,39]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.00]; [GI=1.00]        
Z: Compress leaves on pain and inflammation. 
[3,3,26]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]        
C: Compress leaves on back for backache and for 
rheumatism. [1,2,15]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50]            
V: Compress leaves on head for headache, 
wounds and infection, pain and inflammation. 
[13,19,25]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]        
 
192. cZingiber officinale Roscoe; 
Zingiberaceae; NE; [PHV144] 
B: gemmer; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.62]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.57] 
Z: gemmer; [CII=1.06]; [AFI=0.41]; 
[RFC=0.41]; [SPI=0.41] 
C: gemmer; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.25] 
V: gemmer; [CII=0.52]; [AFI=0.83]; 
[RFC=0.52]; [SPI=0.83] 
Z: Used to treat stomach ailments, nausea, 
influenza, colds, cough, sinusitis, as a tonic and 
a weight loss aid. [7,18,11]; [IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.33]; 
[GI=0.67] 
V: Infusions used to treat colds and influenza. 
[12,12,32]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
 
193. cZinnia peruviana (L.) L.; Asteraceae; 
NE; [SPI=Not in Matrix]  
Z: jakop regop; [CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.06]; 
[RFC=0.06] 
Z: Used as an insect repellent. [1,1,28]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
194. Zygophyllum foetidum Eckl. & Zeyh.; 
Zygophyllaceae; LC; [PHV145a]  
V: spekbosa, skilpadbosa, skuimbosa; 
[CII=0.52]; [AFI=0.78]; [RFC=0.52]; 
[SPI=0.70] 
V: Leaf juice used to treat earache. [12,12,32]; 
[IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
195. Zygophyllum morgsana L.; 
Zygophyllaceae; LC; [PHV145b] 
B: skuimbos; [CII=0.00]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.00]; [SPI=0.07] 
C: Roots used to treat backache, kidney ailments, 
stoke and paralyzed limps due to stroke. [2,6,11]; 
[IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]        
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Species name; family name; vernacular 
name(s); conservation status; voucher 
specimens.  
Summary of main medicinal use(s) recorded 
C: leeutjies; [CII=1.00]; [AFI=0.33]; 
[RFC=0.33]; [SPI=1.00] 
196. Zygophyllum retrofractum Thunb.; 
Zygophyllaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Z: hondepisbos(sie), hondebossie; 
[CII=0.53]; [AFI=0.41]; [RFC=0.29] 
C: hondepisbos(sie); [CII=0.67]; [AFI=0.50]; 
[RFC=0.33] 
V: hondepisbos; [CII=0.09]; [AFI=0.17]; 
[RFC=0.09] 
 
Z: Used to treat stomach ailments, kidney 
ailments, low blood pressure, diabetes, 
rheumatism and arthritis and as an unspecified 
medicine. [5,9,20]; [IAR=0.4]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
C: Infusion or compress of leaves used to treat 
fever, tincture used as wash for sprains and 
bruises, stroke and paralyzed limps due to 
stroke. [2,4,13]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]       
V: Used to treat earache and urinary ailments. 
[2,2,41]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
 
In Barrydale (Tables 6.2 and 6.6), a total of 113 medicinal plant species were 
recorded, of which 94 species were represented in the flip-file (Table 6.8.1). The total 
number of medicinal anecdotes added to 1586 and included veterinary and magical 
uses (e.g. to treat psychological conditions). When considering the number of 
anecdotes per species, the following medicinal plants appear to be the most 
important species in the Barrydale area: Artemisia afra (63 anecdotes, rank 1), 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia (59, 2), Artemisia absinthium (45, 3), Carpobrotus edulis 
(43, 4), Aloe ferox (41, 5), Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (41, 5), Bulbine 
frutescens (40, 6), Schinus molle (39, 7), Chironia baccifera (37, 8), Boophone 
disticha (36, 9), Pentzia incana (36, 9) and Urtica urens (35, 10).  
A total of 122 plant species and 1119 anecdotes were recorded for Zoar 
(Tables 6.3 and 6.6), of which 97 species were represented in the flip-file (Table 
6.8.2). The medicinal plants with the highest numbers of anecdotes in Zoar were 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (37 anecdotes, rank 1), Aloe ferox (30, 2), 
Bulbine frutescens (30, 2), Helichrysum odoratissimum (28, 3), Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia (28, 3), Carpobrotus edulis (27, 4), Centaurea benedicta (27, 4), 
Vachellia karroo (25, 5), Galenia africana (25, 5), Leonotis leonurus (25, 5), Leonotis 
ocymifolia (25, 5), Artemisia afra (24, 6), Ruta graveolens (23, 7), Melianthus 
comosus (22, 8), Chironia baccifera (21, 9), Dodonaea viscosa (19, 10), Portulacaria 
afra (19, 10) and Urtica urens (19, 10). 
The highest number of medicinal plant species (146) was recorded in 
Calitzdorp (Table 6.4 and 6.6), despite the low number of research participants 
(Table 6.1). The main source of information was the book by De Jager (2010), 
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enriched by a lengthy and detailed interview to clarify the original source of the 
information, which was mainly from the late Hans Arends, a farm worker. During the 
interview, the species with recorded local medicinal uses were distinguished from 
those with recorded uses elsewhere. The Calitzdorp data were further enriched by 
informal interviews with four participants and unpublished historical notes from 
Elizabeth Maria Van Staden (Table 6.1). The medicinal plants with the highest 
numbers of anecdotes in Calitzdorp were Chironia baccifera (20 anecdotes, rank 1), 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (20, 1), Cissampelos capensis (18, 2), 
Dodonaea viscosa (15, 3), Artemisia afra (14, 4), Cotyledon orbiculata (13, 5), 
Ballota africana (12, 6), Bulbine frutescens (12, 6), Mentha longifolia (12, 6), 
Carpobrotus deliciosus (11, 7), Aloe ferox (10, 8), Datura stramonium (10, 8), 
Leonotis leonurus (10, 8), Melianthus comosus (10, 8), Stachys aethiopica (8, 9), 
Cadaba aphylla (7, 10) and Helichrysum cymosum (7, 10). 
Total of 2105 anecdotes (of which 1328 are new) are recorded for 108 
medicinal species in Vanwyksdorp (Tables 6.5 and 6.6). The top 10 medicinal plant 
species with the most anecdotes in Vanwyksdorp were Helichrysum odoratissimum 
(61 anecdotes, rank 1), Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (60, 2), Artemisia afra 
(59, 3), Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia, 52, 4), Dodonaea viscosa (50, 5), Ruta 
graveolens (50, 5), Solanum retrofractum (50, 5), Bulbine frutescens (45, 6), Schinus 
molle (45, 6), Opuntia ficus-indica (42, 7), Portulacaria afra (42, 7), Punica granatum 
(42, 7), , Aloe ferox (38, 9), Melianthus comosus (38, 9), Elytropappus rhinocerotis 
(37, 10), and the lichen Xanthoparmelia spp. (41, 8). 
 
6.5 Medical conditions treated with plants 
A summary of all specific ailments and ailment categories are listed in Table 6.7, 
together with the corresponding medicinal plants that are used for treatments in the 
western Little Karoo. Medicinal plants were recorded as treatments against a total of 
119 ailments in the western Little Karoo, out of the total list of 129 categories and 
ailments for the entire Little Karoo. The list of 129 ailments and ailment categories 
were based on Van Wyk et al. (2009) and Nortje and Van Wyk (2015), with minor 
modifications to accommodate some of the local uses in the Little Karoo and Prince 
Albert (Chapter 7). The standardised list of ailments, which is part of the Economic 
Botany Data Standard proposed by Kew (2017), was found to be not specific enough 
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(e.g. the classification of infections is very broad) and the indications not closely 
aligned with the uses that were encountered in this study area. 
 
Table 6.7: Alphabetical list of medical conditions treated with plants in the 
western Little Karoo and the medicinal species that are used.  
The towns are abbreviated as B for Barrydale, Z for Zoar, C for Calitzdorp and V for 
Vanwyksdorp. 
Column 1: The first three values in square brackets are the (1) the total number of 
plant species used for that ailment, (2) the total number of anecdotes, (3) the rank of 
the ailment (i.e. the ailment with the highest frequency of use-reports). The second 
square bracket gives the value calculated for the Informant Consensus Factor (Fic), 
i.e., a measure of the consistency of the knowledge presented by all the informants 
(see Materials and Methods, section 3.5).  
Column 2:  An evaluation of the importance of each plant species for each of the 
ailments is expressed as the number of anecdotes for that species (given in 
brackets) and by the “Species Therapeutic Index” [STI]. The STI for each specific 
ailment is calculated as the number of anecdotes for the species for that ailment 
divided by the overall total number of anecdotes for that ailment. The Fidelity Level 
[FL] is a percentage value calculated by dividing the number of use-records per plant 
species per ailment by the total number of participants mentioning one or more 
medicinal use(s) for the species. The STI and FL values are also given in square 
brackets respectively. References explaining the various indices are given in the text 
(Chapter 3). 
Medical condition 
The total number of 
plant species, total 
number of 
anecdotes, the rank 
of the ailment and 
the concensus factor 
(Fic), all given in 
square brackets [ ] 
respectively 
Plant species (number of anecdotes) [STI], [FL (%)]; The most frequently 
used species in the western Little Karoo are shown in bold 
1. Abortion 
Z: [1,1,33]; [0.00] 
C: [1,1,20]; [0.00] 
Z: Dittrichia graveolens (1) [1.00],[50.0] 
C: Pelargonium grossularioides (1) [1.00],[50.0] 
 
2. Aching feet 
C: [1,1,20]; [ 0.00] 
C: Lessertia frutescens (1) [1.00],[20.0] 
3. Acne, skin 
ailments (skin rash, 
pimples, eczema)  
B: [4,11,32]; [0.70] 
Z: [6,15,21]; [0.64]  
C: [6,7,14]; [0.17] 
V: [4,4,41]; [0.00] 
 
B: Aptosimum depressum (1) [0.09],[50.0]; Boophone disticha (1) 
[0.09],[5.3]; Osteospermum calendulaceum (2) [0.18],[10.5]; Polygonum 
aviculare (7) [0.64],[36.8] 
Z: Aloe ferox (3) [0.20],[21.4]; Gonialoe variegata (3) [0.20],[42.9]; Bulbine 
frutescens (3) [0.20],[27.3]; Galenia africana (3) [0.20],[18.8]; Melianthus 
comosus (2) [0.13],[13.3]; Ricinus communis (1) [0.07],[9.1]  
C: Bulbine frutescens (1) [0.14],[50.0]; Carpobrotus deliciosus (2) 
[0.29],[100.0]; Chironia baccifera (1) [0.14],[50.0]; Melianthus comosus (1) 
[0.14],[25.0]; Portulacaria afra (1) [0.14],[50.0]; Viscum rotundifolium (1) 
[0.14],[100.0] 




The total number of 
plant species, total 
number of 
anecdotes, the rank 
of the ailment and 
the concensus factor 
(Fic), all given in 
square brackets [ ] 
respectively 
Plant species (number of anecdotes) [STI], [FL (%)]; The most frequently 
used species in the western Little Karoo are shown in bold 
V: Galenia africana (1) [0.25],[7.7]; Gonialoe variegata (1) [0.25],[3.2]; 
Melianthus comosus (1) [0.25],[2.6]; Solanum tomentosum (1) [0.25],[25.0] 
4. Aids (HIV)  
B: [1,2,40]; [1.00] 
Z: [2,2,32]; [0.00]  
V: [1,1,44]; [0.00] 
B: Gunnera perpensa (2) [1.00],[100.0] 
Z: Centaurea benedicta (1) [0.50],[7.1]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
frutescens (1) [0.50],[6.7]  
V: Mesembryanthemum tortuosum (1) [1.00],[4.5] 
5. Alcoholism  
B: [1,4,38]; [1.00] 
Z: [1,9,25]; [1.00] 
C: [1,1,20]; [0.00]  
V: [1,8,37]; [1.00] 
B: Nymania capensis (4) [1.00],[100.0] 
Z: Nymania capensis (9) [1.00],[100.0]  
C: Nymania capensis (1) [1.00],[100.0] 
V: Nymania capensis (8) [1.00],[29.6] 
 
6. Anxiety  
Z: [2,2,32]; [0.00] 
C: [6,6,15]; [0.00] 
V: [2,7,38]; [1.00] 
 
Z: Foeniculum vulgare (1) [0.50],[12.5]; Tropaeolum majus (1) [0.50],[33.3] 
C: Artemisia afra (1) [0.17],[33.3]; Cissampelos torulosa (1) [0.17],[100.0]; 
Commelina africana (1) [0.17],[100.0]; Lessertia frutescens (1) [0.17],[20.0]; 
Mentha longifolia (1) [0.17],[50.0]; Mesembryanthemum tortuosum (1) 
[0.17],[100.0] 
V: Salix mucronata (6) [0.86],[37.5]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens 
(1) [0.14],[4.8] 
7. Aphrodisiac  
B: [1,1,41]; [0.00] 
B: Rumex crispus (1) [1.00],[9.1] 
8. Appetite stimulant 
(infants and elderly) 
Z: [1,1,33]; [0.00] 
C: [2,3,18]; [0.50] 
Z: Cyclopia intermedia (1) [1.00],[100.0] 




(slimming agent)  
B: [2,3,39]; [0.50] 
V: [1,1,44]; [0.00] 
B: Hoodia grandis (1) [0.33],[14.3]; Viscum capense (2) [0,67],[14.3] 
V: Hoodia grandis (1) [1.00],[20.0] 
10. Asthma  
B: [7,18,25]; [0.65] 
Z: [1,1,33]; [0.00] 
C: [2,2,19]; [0.00] 
 
B: Aloe ferox (1) [0.06],[4.3]; Artemisia afra (1) [0.06],[4.3]; Boophone 
disticha (4) [0.22],[21.1]; Datura stramonium (6) [0.33],[66.7]; 
Elytropappus rhinocerotis (4) [0.22],[26.7]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
frutescens (1) [0.06],[5.0]; Salvia microphylla (1) [0.06],[9.1] 
Z: Asparagus densiflorus (1) [1.00],[33.3]  
C: Viscum capense (1) [0.50],[50.0]; Viscum continuum (1) [0.50],[50.0] 
11. Backache  
B: [14,51,6]; [0.74] 
Z: [18,38,7]; [0.53]  
C: [15,20,4]; [0.26] 
V: [15,89,5]; [0.84] 
 
B: Agathosma sp. (6) [0.12],[85.7]; Agathosma crenulata (7) [0.14],[87.5]; 
Asclepias crispa (1) [0.02],[11.1]; Ballota africana (4) [0.08],[28.6]; Cadaba 
aphylla (4) [0.08],[23.5]; Chironia baccifera (5) [0.10],[26.3]; Eriocephalus 
africanus (1) [0.02],[8.3]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (5) 
[0.10],[25.0]; Oncosiphon piluliferus (1) [0.02],[8.3]; Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia (10) [0.20],[43.5]; Pelargonium grossularioides (4) 
[0.08],[30.8]; Pentzia incana (1) [0.02],[5.0]; Pteronia incana (1) 
[0.02],[11.1]; Salvia microphylla (1) [0.02],[9.1] 
Z: Agathosma sp. (3) [0.08],[42.9]; Chironia baccifera (3) [0.08],[25.0]; 
Cissampelos capensis (1) [0.03],[9.1]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) 
(1) [0.03],[9.1]; Dodonaea viscosa (1) [0.03],[7.7]; Dolichothrix ericoides (2) 
[0.05],[50.0]; Eriocephalus africanus (2) [0.05],[22.2]; Gunnera perpensa 
(1) [0.03],[33.3]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (2) [0.05],[16.7]; Leonotis 
leonurus (1) [0.03],[8.3]; Leonotis ocymifolia (1) [0.03],[8.3]; Lessertia 
frutescens subsp. frutescens (3) [0.08],[20.0]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia 




The total number of 
plant species, total 
number of 
anecdotes, the rank 
of the ailment and 
the concensus factor 
(Fic), all given in 
square brackets [ ] 
respectively 
Plant species (number of anecdotes) [STI], [FL (%)]; The most frequently 
used species in the western Little Karoo are shown in bold 
(8) [0.21],[50.0]; Portulaca oleracea (1) [0.03],[100.0]; Ruta graveolens (1) 
[0.03],[6.3]; Salvia microphylla (1) [0.03],[10.0]; Schinus molle (3) 
[0.08],[25.0]; Xanthoparmelia spp. (3) [0.08],[25.0] 
C: Cadaba aphylla (2) [0.10],[66.7]; Canna indica (1) [0.05],[100.0]; 
Cissampelos capensis (1) [0.05],[50.0]; Cissampelos torulosa (1) 
[0.05],[100.0]; Datura stramonium (2) [0.10],[66.7]; Diosma acmaeophylla 
(1) [0.05],[100.0]; Dodonaea viscosa (2) [0.10],[66.7]; Galium tomentosum 
(1) [0.05],[100.0]; Leonotis leonurus (1) [0.05],[50.0]; Lessertia frutescens 
(1) [0.05],[20.0]; Melianthus comosus (2) [0.10],[50.0]; Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia (1) [0.05],[33.3]; Zantedeschia aethiopica (1) [0.05],[100.0]; 
Xanthoparmelia spp. (1) [0.05],[100.0]; Zygophyllum morgsana (2) 
[0.10],[100.0] 
V: Agathosma spp. (12) [0.13],[50.0]; Cadaba aphylla (1) [0.01],[7.1]; 
Canna indica (1) [0.01],[3.4]; Chironia baccifera (7) [0.08],[25.9]; Dodonaea 
viscosa (9) [0.10],[18.0]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (5) [0.06],[9.1]; 
Hoodia grandis (1) [0.01],[20.0]; Leonotis leonurus (5) [0.06],[20.0]; 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (7) [0.08],[13.0]; Opuntia ficus-
indica (6) [0.07],[14.3]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia (10) [0.14],[55.6]; Pentzia 
incana (1) [0.01],[4.8]; Salvia microphylla (10) [0.11],[31.3]; Searsia 
undulata (1) [0.01],[33.3]; Xanthoparmelia spp. (12) [0.13],[29.3] 
12. Bile (excessive-, 
liver related ailments) 
C: [4,4,17]; [0.00] 
C: Aloe ferox (1) [0.25],[50.0]; Cichorium intybus (1) [0.25],[100.0]; 
Crassula muscosa (1) [0.25],[100.0]; Mentha longifolia (1) [0.25],[50.0] 
13. Blood formation  
Z: [1,2,32]; [1.00]  
V: [1,1,44]; [0.00] 
Z: Kedrostis nana (2) [1.00],[33.3] 
V: Solanum retroflexum (1) [1.00],[2.0] 
 
14. Bluebottle stings  
B: [1,1,41]; [0.00] 
B: Carpobrotus edulis (1) [1.00],[4.2] 
 
15. Bronchitis 
(phlegm on chest)  
B: [8,16,27]; [0.53] 
C: [1,2,19]; [1.00] 
V: [4,21,27]; [0.85] 
 
B: Artemisia afra (1) [0.06],[4.3]; Cadaba aphylla (5) [0.31],[29.4]; Chironia 
baccifera (1) [0.06],[5.3]; Dodonaea viscosa (1) [0.06],[5.9];  Foeniculum 
vulgare (1) [0.06],[12.5];  Salvia microphylla (5) [0.31],[45.5];  Schinus molle 
(1) [0.06],[5.3];  Urtica urens (1) [0.06],[5.3] 
C: Dodonaea viscosa (2) [1.00],[66.7] 
V: Ballota africana (5) [0.24],[19.2]; Dodonaea viscosa (6) [0.29],[12.0]; 
Oncosiphon suffruticosus (5) [0.24],[13.9]; Pelargonium articulatum (5) 
[0.24],[26.3] 
16. Burn wounds  
B: [5,22,22]; [0.81] 
Z: [2,6,28]; [0.80]  
C: [2,3,18]; [0.50] 
V: [5,34,18]; [0.88]  
 
B: Aptosimum depressum (1) [0.05],[50.0]; Boophone disticha (4) 
[0.18],[21.1]; Bulbine frutescens (8) [0.36],[36.4]; Datura stramonium (1) 
[0.05],[11.1];  Pelargonium grossularioides (8) [0.36],[61.5] 
Z: Vachellia karroo (1) [1.00],[8.3] 
C: Aptosimum procumbens (2) [0.67],[100.0]; Bulbine frutescens (1) 
[0.33],[50.0] 
V: Aloe ferox (7) [0.21],[17.9]; Gonialoe variegata (1) [0.03],[3.2]; 
Anacampseros papyracea (6) [0.18],[100]; Bulbine frutescens (13) 
[0.38],[28.9]; Melianthus comosus (6) [0.18],[15.8] 
17. Burning feet 
(compress, wash)  
Z: [1,1,33]; [0.00] 
Z: Vachellia karroo (1) [1.00],[8.3] 
18. Cancer  
B: [3,16,27]; [0.87] 
B: Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (7) [0.44],[35.0];  Salix 
mucronata (1) [0.06],[33.3];  Schinus molle (8) [0.50],[42.1] 




The total number of 
plant species, total 
number of 
anecdotes, the rank 
of the ailment and 
the concensus factor 
(Fic), all given in 
square brackets [ ] 
respectively 
Plant species (number of anecdotes) [STI], [FL (%)]; The most frequently 
used species in the western Little Karoo are shown in bold 
Z: [10,30,12]; [0.69] 
C: [5,9,12]; [0.50] 
V: [22,103,2]; [0.79] 
 
Z: Asclepias crispa (1) [0.03],[25.0]; Chironia baccifera (1) [0.03],[8.3]; 
Cliffortia odorata (1) [0.03],[100.0]; Centaurea benedicta (10) [0.33],[71.4]; 
Eriocephalus africanus (2) [0.07],[22.2]; Euphorbia mauritanica (1) 
[0.03],[10.0]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (11) [0.37],[73.3]; 
Punica granatum (1) [0.03],[8.3]; Urtica urens (1) [0.03],[7.1]; Vachellia 
karroo (1) [0.03],[8.3] 
C: Cissampelos capensis (2) [0.22],[100.0]; Centaurea benedicta  (1) 
[0.11],[50.0]; Euphorbia mauritanica (1) [0.11],[33.3]; Lessertia frutescens 
(4) [0.44],[80.0]; Lessertia microphylla (1) [0.11],[100.0] 
V: Acorus calamus (4) [0.04],[13.3]; Agave americana (6) [0.06],[37.5]; 
Aloe ferox (1) [0.01],[2.6]; Gonialoe variegata (6) [0.06],[19.4]; 
Gomphocarpus fruticosus (1) [0.01],[50.0];  Asparagus capensis (5) 
[0.05],[71.4]; Ballota africana (1) [0.01],[3.8];  Chamarea capensis (4) 
[0.04],[23.5]; Cnicus  benedictus (7) [0.07],[100]; Elytropappus rhinocerotis 
(1) [0.01],[2.7];  Hoodia grandis (1) [0.01],[20.0];  Kedrostis nana (5) 
[0.05],[21.7]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (19) [0.18],[35.2]; 
Mentha longifolia (1) [0.01],[4.3]; Mesembryanthemum tortuosum (1) 
[0.01],[4.5]; Olea europaea subsp. cuspidata (1) [0.01],[50.0]; Opuntia 
ficus-indica (11) [0.11],[26.2]; Punica granatum (6) [0.06],[14.3]; Salix 
mucronata (4) [0.04],[25.0]; Schinus molle (7) [0.07],[15.6]; Tropaeolum 
majus (6) [0.06],[50.0]; Viscum capense (5) [0.05],[26.3] 
19. Chest ailments 
(unspecified)  
B: [9,34,15]; [0.76] 
Z: [10,23,15]; [0.59] 
C: [11,14,7]; [0.23] 
V: [6,26,23]; [0.80] 
 
B: Artemisia afra (11) [0.34],[47.8]; Asparagus capensis (2) [0.06],[33.3]; 
Asclepias crispa (1) [0.03],[11.1]; Chironia baccifera (4) [0.12],[21.1];  
Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (4) [0.12],[16.0];  Datura stramonium (2) 
[0.06],[22.2];  Pentzia incana (1) [0.03],[5.0]; Punica granatum (2) 
[0.06],[9.5]; Tulbaghia violacea (7) [0.21],[58.3] 
Z: Artemisia afra (10) [0.43],[76.9]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (2) 
[0.09],[18.2]; Datura stramonium (1) [0.04],[12.5]; Empleurum serrulatum 
(2) [0.09],[100.0]; Hermannia salvifolia (2) [0.09],[100.0]; Leonotis leonurus 
(1) [0.04],[8.3]; Leonotis ocymifolia (1) [0.04],[8.3]; Mentha spicata (1) 
[0.04],[33.3]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia (1) [0.04],[6.3]; Tulbaghia violacea 
(2) [0.09],[15.4]  
C: Artemisia afra (1) [0.07],[33.3]; Centaurea benedicta  (1) [0.07],[50.0]; 
Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (1) [0.07],[33.3]; Datura stramonium 
(3) [0.21],[100.0]; Dodonaea viscosa (2) [0.14],[66.7]; Felicia filifolia (1) 
[0.07],[100.0]; Glycyrrhiza glabra (1) [0.07],[100.0]; Gomphocarpus 
fruticosus (1) [0.07],[50.0]; Gymnosporia buxifolia (1) [0.07],[100.0]; Salix 
mucronata (1) [0.07],[50.0]; Searsia undulata (1) [0.07],[100.0] 
V: Artemisia afra (6) [0.23],[10.2]; Dodonaea viscosa (6) [0.23],[12.0]; 
Euclea undulata (1) [0.04],[4.2]; Leonotis leonurus (1) [0.04],[4.0]; Opuntia 
ficus-indica (7) [0.27],[16.7]; Pteronia incana (5) [0.19],[100] 
20. Chilblained 
hands and feet  
B: [1,6,36]; [1.00] 
Z: [1,1,33]; [0.00]  
V: [1,12,33]; [1.00]  
B: Elytropappus rhinocerotis (6) [1.00],[40.0] 
Z: Elytropappus rhinocerotis (1) [1.00],[9.1]  
V: Elytropappus rhinocerotis (12) [1.00],[32.4] 
21. Child illnesses 
(unspecified)  
B: [1,1,41]; [0.00] 
Z: [1,1,33]; [0.00] 
B: Gasteria brachyphylla (1) [1.00],[100.0] 
Z: Foeniculum vulgare (1) [1.00],[12.5] 
V: Olea europaea subsp. cuspidata (1) [1.00],[33.3] 
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V: [1,1,44]; [0.00] 
22. Cholesterol  
Z: [4,5,29]; [0.25] 
Z: Cadaba aphylla (1) [0.20],[7.7]; Gunnera perpensa (1) [0.20],[33.3]; 
Psidium guajava (1) [0.20],[10.0]; Tulbaghia violacea (2) [0.40],[15.4] 
23. Circulation  
Z: [1,3,31]; [1.00] 
Z: Ruta graveolens (3) [1.00],[18.8] 
24. Clogged veins 
and arteries  
B: [1,4,38]; [1.00] 
B: Galium tomentosum (4) [1.00],[23.5] 
 
25. Colds  
B: [14,69,5]; [0.81] 
Z: [20,46,5]; [0.58]  
C: [10,12,9]; [0.18] 
V: [17,99,3]; [0.84] 
 
B: Artemisia afra (19) [0.28],[82.6]; Ballota africana (8) [0.12],[57.1];  
Dodonaea viscosa (7) [0.10],[41.2];  Empleurum unicapsulare (1) 
[0.01],[100.0]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (1) [0.01],[4.2];  Leonotis 
ocymifolia (1) [0.01],[12.5]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia (2) [0.03],[8.7]; 
Pentzia incana (2) [0.03],[10.0]; Pteronia incana (8) [0.12],[88.9]; Salvia 
africana-caerulea (8) [0.12],[88.9]; Schinus molle (2) [0.03],[10.5]; Searsia 
undulata (4) [0.06],[100.0]; Tropaeolum majus (2) [0.03],[66.7]; Tulbaghia 
violacea (4) [0.06],[33.3] 
Z: Aptosimum indivisum (1) [0.02],[11.1]; Artemisia afra (2) [0.04],[15.4]; 
Ballota africana (3) [0.07],[33.3]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (3) 
[0.07],[27.3]; Dodonaea viscosa (2) [0.04],[15.4]; Dolichothrix ericoides (2) 
[0.04],[50.0]; Elytropappus rhinocerotis (3) [0.07],[27.3]; Eriocephalus 
africanus (1) [0.02],[11.1]; Felicia sp. (1) [0.02],[100.0]; Foeniculum vulgare 
(1) [0.02],[12.5]; Helichrysum crispum (1) [0.02],[33.3]; Helichrysum 
odoratisimum (1) [0.02],[]; Hermannia salvifolia (2) [0.04],[100.0]; 
Notobubon tenuifolium (2) [0.04],[100.0]; Oncosiphon piluliferus (7) 
[0.15],[63.6]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia (2) [0.04],[12.5]; Pentzia incana (3) 
[0.07],[37.5]; Salix mucronata (1) [0.02],[50.0]; Tulbaghia violacea (7) 
[0.15],[53.8]; Zingiber officinale (1) [0.02],[14.3] 
C: Artemisia afra (1) [0.08],[33.3]; Ballota africana (1) [0.08],[100.0]; 
Dodonaea viscosa (1) [0.08],[33.3]; Helichrysum cymosum (1) 
[0.08],[100.0]; Leonotis leonurus (1) [0.08],[50.0]; Lessertia frutescens (1) 
[0.08],[20.0]; Mentha longifolia (1) [0.08],[50.0]; Teucrium africanum (2) 
[0.17],[100.0]; Tulbaghia violacea (2) [0.17],[100.0]; Xanthoparmelia spp. 
(1) [0.08],[100.0] 
V: Artemisia afra (22) [0.22],[37.3]; Ballota africana (1) [0.01],[3.8]; 
Chamarea capensis (4) [0.04],[23.5]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) 
(7) [0.07],[13.5]; Dodonaea viscosa (6) [0.06],[12.0]; Foeniculum vulgare 
(4) [0.04],[16.0]; Mentha longifolia (4) [0.04],[17.4]; Mentha spicata (5) 
[0.05],[100]; Oncosiphon suffruticosus (10) [0.10],[27.8]; Pentzia incana (3) 
[0.03],[9.5]; Ruta graveolens (10) [0.10],[20.4]; Salvia microphylla (1) 
[0.01],[3.1]; Schinus molle (9) [0.09],[20.0]; Searsia undulata (1) 
[0.01],[33.3]; Solanum retroflexum  (5) [0.05],[9.8]; Tulbaghia violacea (5) 
[0.05],[31.3]; Zingiber officinale (2) [0.02],[16.7] 
26. Coldsores / fever 
blister  
B: [1,8,35]; [1.00] 
Z: [3,9,25]; [0.75]  
C: [2,4,17]; [0.67] 
V: [1,5,40]; [1.00] 
B: Mesembryathemum junceum (8) [1.00],[88.9] 
Z: Bulbine frutescens (6) [0.67],[54.5]; Carpobrotus edulis (2) 
[0.22],[16.7]; Euphorbia mauritanica (1) [0.11],[10.0]  
C: Bulbine frutescens (2) [0.50],[100.0]; Carpobrotus deliciosus (2) 
[0.50],[100.0] 
V: Mesembryanthemum junceum (5) [1.00],[20.8] 
27. Colic  
B: [2,4,38]; [0.67] 
B: Polygonum aviculare (3) [0.75],[15.8]; Portulaca oleracea (1) 
[0.25],[33.3] 
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C: [1,2,19]; [1.00] C: Agathosma spp. (2) [1.00],[100.0] 
28. Conjunctivitis 
(pinkeye) and other 
eye diseases  
B: [3,15,28]; [0.86] 
Z: [2,3,31]; [0.50]  
C: [2,2,19]; [0.00] 
V: [1,1,44]; [0.00] 
B: Vachellia karroo (4) [0.27],[18.2]; Chrysocoma ciliata (4) [0.27],[28.6]; 
Pelargonium articulatum (7) [0.47],[100.0] 
Z: Adromischus triflorus (2) [0.67],[50.0]; Chrysocoma ciliata (1) 
[0.33],[25.0]  
C: Lessertia frutescens (1) [0.50],[20.0]; Olea europaea subsp. cuspidata 
(1) [0.50],[100.0] 
V: Pentzia incana (1) [1.00],[4.8] 
29. Constipation  
B: [9,27,19]; [0.69] 
Z: [10,27,13]; [0.65]  
C: [3,3,18]; [0.00] 
V: [4,16,30]; [0.92] 
 
B: Aloe ferox (6) [0.22],[26.1]; Artemisia afra (2) [0.07],[8.7]; Asclepias 
crispa (1) [0.04],[11.1]; Cadaba aphylla (7) [0.26],[41.2]; Nymania 
capensis (4) [0.15],[100.0]; Oxalis pes-caprae (2) [0.07],[100.0]; Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia (1) [0.04],[4.3]; Polygonum aviculare (2) [0.07],[10.5]; 
Portulaca oleracea (2) [0.07],[66.7] 
Z: Aloe ferox (10) [0.37],[71.4]; Aloe microstigma (2) [0.07],[100.0]; 
Cadaba aphylla (1) [0.04],[7.7]; Carpobrotus edulis (1) [0.04],[8.3]; 
Diospyros lycioides (1) [0.04],[100.0]; Kedrostis nana (1) [0.04],[16.7]; 
Malva parviflora (2) [0.07],[40.0]; Mesembryanthemum tortuosum (2) 
[0.07],[28.6]; Nymania capensis (5) [0.19],[55.6]; Polygonum aviculare (2) 
[0.07],[22.2]  
C: Carpobrotus edulis (1) [0.33],[100.0]; Chironia baccifera (1) [0.33],[50.0]; 
Chrysocoma ciliata (1) [0.33],[100.0] 
V: Aloe ferox (6) [0.43],[15.4]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (1) 
[0.06],[4.8]; Nymania capensis (8) [0.57],[29.6]; Ricinus communis (1) 
[0.06],[7.7] 
30. Contraception  
Z: [1,1,33]; [0.00] 
Z: Polygonum aviculare (1) [1.00],[11.1] 
31. Convulsions 
(infants)  
Z: [1,2,32]; [1.00]  
V: [1,5,40]; [1.00] 
Z: Vachellia karroo (2) [1.00],[16.7]  
V: Kedrostis nana (5) [1.00],[21.7] 
32. Cough  
B: [2,18,25]; [0.94]  
Z: [11,21,16]; [0.50]  
C: [9,10,11]; [0.11] 
V: [6,29,21]; [0.19] 
 
B: Artemisia afra (17) [0.94],[73.9]; Pelargonium sidoides (1) [0.06],[100.0] 
Z: Artemisia afra (5) [0.24],[38.5]; Ballota africana (1) [0.05],[11.1]; 
Carpobrotus edulis (1) [0.05],[8.3]; Dodonaea viscosa (5) [0.24],[38.5]; 
Elytropappus rhinocerotis (2) [0.10],[18.2]; Leonotis leonurus (1) 
[0.05],[8.3]; Leonotis ocymifolia (1) [0.05],[8.3]; Oncosiphon piluliferus (1) 
[0.05],[9.1]; Searsia undulata (1) [0.05],[100.0]; Urtica urens (2) 
[0.10],[14.3]; Zingiber officinale (1) [0.05],[14.3]  
C: Arctopus echinatus (1) [0.10],[100.0]; Artemisia afra (1) [0.10],[33.3]; 
Ballota africana (1) [0.10],[100.0]; Carpobrotus edulis (1) [0.10],[100.0]; 
Dodonaea viscosa (2) [0.20],[66.7]; Glycyrrhiza glabra (1) [0.10],[100.0]; 
Helichrysum cymosum (1) [0.10],[100.0]; Searsia undulata (1) 
[0.10],[100.0]; Xanthoparmelia spp. (1) [0.10],[100.0] 
V: Artemisia afra (9) [0.31],[15.3]; Dodonaea viscosa (4) [0.14],[8.0]; 
Euclea undulata (4) [0.14],[16.7]; Schinus molle (4) [0.14],[8.9]; Solanum 
retroflexum  (4) [0.14],[7.8]; Tulbaghia violacea (4) [0.14],[25.0] 
33. Diabetes  
B: [13,46,8]; [0.73] 
Z: [27,75,1]; [0.65]  
C: [14,16,6]; [0.13] 
V: [11,62,9]; [0.84] 
B: Vachellia karroo (1) [0.02],[4.5]; Artemisia absinthium (6) [0.13],[23.1]; 
Chironia baccifera (4) [0.09],[21.1]; Dodonaea viscosa (2) [0.04],[11.8]; 
Eriocephalus africanus (4) [0.09],[33.3]; Leonotis leonurus (2) [0.04],[50.0]; 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (6) [0.13],[30.0]; Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia (4) [0.09],[17.4]; Portulacaria afra (4) [0.09],[50.0]; Psidium 
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 guajava (6) [0.13],[85.7]; Urtica urens (1) [0.02],[5.3]; Viscum capense (5) 
[0.11],[35.7]; Viscum continuum (1) [0.02],[100.0] 
Z: Agathosma cerefolium (2) [0.03],[100.0]; Aloe ferox (5) [0.07],[35.7]; 
Cadaba aphylla (3) [0.04],[23.1]; Chironia baccifera (3) [0.04],[25.0]; 
Cineraria sp. (1) [0.01],[100.0]; Centaurea benedicta (4) [0.05],[28.6]; 
Elytropappus rhinocerotis (1) [0.01],[9.1]; Euclea undulata (3) [0.04],[50.0]; 
Gunnera perpensa (1) [0.01],[33.3]; Helichrysum crispum (2) [0.03],[66.7]; 
Kedrostis nana (1) [0.01],[16.7]; Leonotis leonurus (8) [0.11],[66.7]; 
Leonotis ocymifolia (8) [0.11],[66.7]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens 
(1) [0.01],[ 6.7]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. microphylla (2) [0.03],[100.0]; 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia (1) [0.01],[6.3]; Pentzia incana (1) [0.01],[12.5]; 
Portulacaria afra (3) [0.04],[27.3]; Psidium guajava (7) [0.09],[70.0]; Punica 
granatum (2) [0.03],[16.7]; Salix mucronata (1) [0.01],[50.0]; Salvia 
microphylla (7) [0.09],[70.0]; Searsia lancea (1) [0.01],[20.0]; Urtica urens 
(3) [0.04],[21.4]; Viscum capense (2) [0.03],[33.3]; Zygophyllum 
retrofractum (1) [0.01],[20.0]  
C: Artemisia afra (1) [0.06],[33.3]; Cissampelos capensis (2) [0.13],[100.0]; 
Centaurea benedicta  (1) [0.06],[50.0]; Eucalyptus globulus (1) 
[0.06],[100.0]; Galium tomentosum (1) [0.06],[100.0]; Kedrostis africana (1) 
[0.06],[100.0]; Leonotis leonurus (1) [0.06],[50.0]; Leonotis ocymifolia (1) 
[0.06],[50.0]; Lessertia frutescens (1) [0.06],[20.0]; Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia (1) [0.06],[33.3]; Pentzia incana (1) [0.06],[50.0]; 
Portulacaria afra (2) [0.13],[100.0]; Viscum capense (1) [0.06],[50.0]; 
Viscum continuum (1) [0.06],[50.0] 
V: Acorus calamus (6) [0.10],[20.0]; Leonotis leonurus (5) [0.08],[20.0]; 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (6) [0.10],[11.1]; Limeum 
aethiopicum (2) [0.03],[14.3]; Opuntia ficus-indica (5) [0.08],[11.9]; 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia (1) [0.02],[5.6]; Pentzia incana (1) [0.02],[4.8]; 
Portulacaria afra (14) [0.23],[34.1]; Psidium guajava (11) [0.18],[61.1]; 
Salvia microphylla (5) [0.08],[15.6]; Urtica urens (1) [0.02],[6.3]; Viscum 
capense (5) [0.08],[26.3] 
34. Diarrhoea  
B: [3,13,30]; [0.83] 
Z: [6,6,28]; [0.00]  
C: [4,5,16]; [0.25] 
V: [7,25,24]; [0.75] 
 
B: Artemisia absinthium (8) [0.62],[30.8]; Opuntia ficus-indica (1) 
[0.08],[33.3]; Punica granatum (4) [0.31],[19.0] 
Z: Artemisia absinthium (1) [0.17],[7.7]; Crassula sp. (1) [0.17],[100.0]; 
Elytropappus rhinocerotis (1) [0.17],[9.1]; Kedrostis nana (1) [0.17],[16.7]; 
Psidium guajava (1) [0.17],[10.0]; Searsia laevigata (1) [0.17],[100.0]  
C: Chironia baccifera (2) [0.40],[100.0]; Lasiosiphon deserticola (1) 
[0.20],[100.0]; Pelargonium grossularioides (1) [0.20],[50.0]; 
Xanthoparmelia spp. (1) [0.20],[100.0] 
V: Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (1) [0.04],[1.9]; Vachellia karroo (3) 
[0.12],[10.7]; Opuntia ficus-indica (8) [0.32],[19.0]; Pappea capensis (1) 
[0.04],[50.0]; Portulacaria afra (7) [0.28],[17.1]; Punica granatum (4) 
[0.16],[9.5]; Schotia afra (1) [0.04],[50.0] 
35. Dizziness  
C: [1,1,20]; [0.00] 
V: [1,2,43]; [1.00] 
C: Hypoxis hemerocallidae (1) [1.00],[100.0] 
V: Limeum aethiopicum (2) [1.00],[16.7] 
36. Dysentery  
C: [1,1,20]; [0.00] 
V: [1,1,44]; [0.00] 
C: Cissampelos capensis (1) [1.00],[50.0] 
V: Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (1) [1.00],[1.9] 
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37. Earache, otitis 
and middle ear 
infection  
B: [6,36,13]; [0.86] 
Z: [6,6,28]; [0.00]  
C: [4,6,15]; [0.40] 
V: [10,49,14]; [0.81] 
 
B: Adromischus triflorus (15) [0.42],[93.8]; Dysphania ambrosioides (1) 
[0.03],[12.5]; Mentha longifolia (4) [0.11],[50.0]; Pelargonium articulatum (7) 
[0.19],[100.0]; Pelargonium zonale (2) [0.06],[100.0]; Urtica urens (7) 
[0.19],[36.8] 
Z: Adromischus triflorus (1) [0.17],[25.0]; Aptosimum indivisum (1) 
[0.17],[11.1]; Carpobrotus edulis (1) [0.17],[8.3]; Elytropappus rhinocerotis 
(1) [0.17],[9.1]; Portulacaria afra (1) [0.17],[9.1]; Tulbaghia violacea (1) 
[0.17],[7.7] 
C: Artemisia afra (1) [0.17],[33.3]; Cotyledon orbiculata (2) [0.33],[100.0]; 
Datura stramonium (2) [0.33],[66.7]; Pelargonium peltatum (1) 
[0.17],[100.0] 
V: Adromischus triflorus (4) [0.08],[40.0]; Dysphania ambrosioides (2) 
[0.04],[50.0]; Cotyledon orbiculata (8) [0.16],[88.9]; Datura stramonium (1) 
[0.02],[4.8]; Mentha longifolia (1) [0.02],[4.3]; Nicotiana glauca (6) 
[0.12],[20.0]; Pelargonium articulatum (13) [0.27],[68.4]; Tulbaghia 
violacea (1) [0.02],[6.3]; Zygophyllum foetidum (12) [0.24],[100]; 
Zygophyllum retrofractum (1) [0.02],[50.0] 
38. Emetic 
(purgative) 
B: [2,5,37]; [0.75] 
Z: [2,5,29]; [0.75]  
C: [3,3,18]; [0.00] 
V: [2,12,33]; [0.91] 
B: Nymania capensis (4) [0.80],[100.0]; Ricinus communis (1) [0.20],[7.7] 
Z: Carpobrotus edulis (1) [0.20],[8.3]; Nymania capensis (4) [0.80],[33.3]  
C: Carpobrotus edulis (1) [0.33],[100.0]; Chironia baccifera (1) [0.33],[50.0];  
Nymania capensis (1) [0.33],[100.0] 
V: Nymania capensis (6) [0.50],[22.2]; Melianthus comosus (6) [0.50],[15.8] 
39. Epilepsy  
Z: [1,2,32]; [1.00] 
C: [1,2,19]; [1.00] 
V: [1,5,40]; [1.00] 
Z: Malva parviflora (2) [1.00],[40.0] 
C: Cadaba aphylla (2) [1.00],[66.7] 
V: Cissampelos capensis (5) [1.00],[45.5] 
40. Fatigue  
Z: [2,2,32]; [0.00]  
C: [2,2,19]; [0.00] 
V: [1,1,44]; [0.00] 
Z: Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (1) [0.50],[6.7]; Mentha longifolia 
(1) [0.50],[8.3]  
C: Cissampelos torulosa (1) [0.50],[100.0]; Withania somnifera (1) 
[0.50],[100.0] 
V: Hoodia grandis (1) [1.00],[20.0] 
41. Feet swollen  
V: [1,1,44]; [0.00] 
V: Ballota africana (1) [1.00],[3.8] 
42. Female disorders 
(woman ailments)  
B: [4,9,34]; [0.63]  
Z: [5,8,26]; [0.43]  
C: [2,2,19]; [0.00] 
V: [5,21,27]; [0.81] 
 
B: Eriocephalus africanus (1) [0.11],[8.3]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (2) 
[0.22],[8.3]; Pelargonium grossularioides (1) [0.11],[7.7]; Rosenia humilis 
(5) [0.56],[41.7] 
Z: Ballota africana (1) [0.13],[11.1]; Chironia baccifera (2) [0.25],[16.7]; 
Centaurea benedicta (2) [0.25],[14.3]; Helichrysum crispum (1) 
[0.13],[33.3]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia (2) [0.25],[12.5] 
C: Commelina africana (1) [0.50],[100.0]; Pentzia dentata (1) [0.50],[100.0] 
V: Helichrysum odoratissimum (6) [0.29],[10.9]; Pelargonium 
grossularioides (4) [0.19],[66.7]; Oncosiphon suffruticosus (1) [0.05],[2.8]; 
Salvia microphylla (4) [0.19],[12.5]; Xanthoparmelia spp. (6) [0.29],[14.6] 
43. Fever  
B: [6,19,24]; [0.72] 
Z: [10,18,18]; [0.47]  
C: [17,23,3]; [0.27] 
V: [8,58,12]; [0.88] 
 
B: Artemisia absinthium (1) [0.05],[3.8]; Artemisia afra (2) [0.11],[8.7]; 
Chironia baccifera (1) [0.05],[5.3]; Chrysocoma ciliata (1) [0.05],[7.1]; 
Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (9) [0.47],[36.0]; Ruta graveolens (5) 
[0.26],[20.8] 
Z: Artemisia absinthium (1) [0.06],[7.7]; Artemisia afra (1) [0.06],[7.7]; 
Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (4) [0.22],[36.4]; Dodonaea viscosa 




The total number of 
plant species, total 
number of 
anecdotes, the rank 
of the ailment and 
the concensus factor 
(Fic), all given in 
square brackets [ ] 
respectively 
Plant species (number of anecdotes) [STI], [FL (%)]; The most frequently 
used species in the western Little Karoo are shown in bold 
(1) [0.06],[7.7]; Mentha longifolia (3) [0.17],[25.0]; Oncosiphon piluliferus (2) 
[0.11],[18.2]; Portulacaria afra (2) [0.11],[18.2]; Ruta graveolens (2) 
[0.11],[12.5]; Salvia microphylla (1) [0.06],[10.0]; Schinus molle (1) 
[0.06],[8.3]  
C: Acorus calamus (1) [0.04],[100.0]; Artemisia afra (1) [0.04],[33.3]; 
Ballota africana (1) [0.04],[100.0]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (2) 
[0.09],[66.7]; Dicerothamnus rhinocerotis (1) [0.04],[100.0]; Dodonaea 
viscosa (2) [0.09],[66.7]; Eriocephalus paniculatus (1) [0.04],[100.0]; 
Eriocephalus punctulatus (1) [0.04],[100.0]; Eriocephalus spp. (1) 
[0.04],[100.0]; Lessertia frutescens (1) [0.04],[20.0]; Oncosiphon piluliferum 
(2) [0.09],[100.0]; Polygala leptophylla (1) [0.04],[100.0]; Portulaca oleracea 
(1) [0.04],[100.0]; Ruta graveolens (2) [0.09],[100.0]; Salix mucronata (1) 
[0.04],[50.0]; Stachys aethiopica (2) [0.09],[100.0]; Exomis microphylla  (2) 
[0.09],[100.0] 
V: Artemisia afra (10) [0.17],[16.9]; Dysphania ambrosioides (1) 
[0.02],[25.0]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (15) [0.26],[28.8]; 
Elytropappus rhinocerotis (4) [0.07],[10.8]; Mesembryanthemum tortuosum 
(4) [0.07],[18.2]; Oncosiphon suffruticosus (6) [0.10],[16.7]; Ruta 
graveolens (16) [0.28],[32.7]; Schinus molle (2) [0.03],[4.4] 
44. Flatulence 
(infants and adults)  
B: [2,13,30]; [0.92] 
Z: [13,21,16]; [0.40]  
C: [4,5,16]; [0.25] 
V: [8,42,16]; [0.83] 
 
B: Foeniculum vulgare (7) [0.54],[87.5]; Polygonum aviculare (6) 
[0.46],[31.6] 
Z: Vachellia karroo (1) [0.05],[16.7]; Bulbine latifolia (1) [0.05],[100.0]; 
Carpobrotus deliciosus (1) [0.05],[50.0]; Cissampelos capensis (3) 
[0.14],[27.3]; Euclea undulata (1) [0.05],[16.7]; Foeniculum vulgare (2) 
[0.10],[25.0]; Garuleum bipinnatum (1) [0.05],[14.3]; Kedrostis nana (1) 
[0.05],[16.7]; Mesembryanthemum tortuosum (1) [0.05],[14.3]; Pappea 
capensis (1) [0.05],[100.0]; Polygonum aviculare (5) [0.24],[55.6]; 
Rosenia humilis (1) [0.05],[50.0]; Ruta graveolens (2) [0.10],[12.5]  
C: Agathosma spp. (1) [0.20],[100.0]; Chamarea capensis (2) 
[0.40],[100.0]; Mentha longifolia (1) [0.20],[50.0]; Vachellia karroo (1) 
[0.20],[50.0] 
V: Acorus calamus (6) [0.14],[20.0]; Chamarea capensis (5) [0.12],[29.4]; 
Foeniculum vulgare (8) [0.19],[32.0]; Mesembryanthemum tortuosum (7) 
[0.17],[31.8]; Oncosiphon suffruticosus (6) [0.14],[16.7]; Polygonum 
aviculare (3) [0.07],[15.8]; Solanum retroflexum  (1) [0.02],[2.0]; Tulbaghia 
violacea (6) [0.14],[37.5] 
45. Foot odour  
B: [3,13,30]; [0.83] 
Z: [1,2,32]; [1.00] 
B: Elytropappus rhinocerotis (5) [0.38],[33.3]; Dittrichia graveolens (4) 
[0.31],[80.0]; Oncosiphon piluliferus (4) [0.31],[33.3] 
Z: Oncosiphon piluliferus (2) [1.00],[18.2] 
46. General malaise  
V: [1,5,40]; [1.00] 
V: Dodonaea viscosa (5) [1.00],[10.0] 
47. Germicide  
Z: [1,1,33]; [0.00] 
V: [1,5,40]; [1.00] 
Z: Nicotiana tabacum (1) [1.00],[100.0] 
V: Cadaba aphylla (5) [1.00],[8.3] 
48. Glandular 
swellings  
C: [1,2,19]; [1.00] 
C: Cissampelos capensis (2) [1.00],[100.0] 
49. Godly illness  
Z: [1,1,33]; [0.00] 
Z: Garuleum bipinnatum (1) [1.00],[14.3] 
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50. Gout (joint 
inflammation)  
B: [1,4,38]; [1.00] 
Z: [3,4,30]; [0.33]  
C: [1,1,20]; [0.00] 
V: [1,5,40]; [1.00] 
B: Viscum capense (4) [1.00],[28.6] 
Z: Bulbine latifolia (1) [0.25],[100.0]; Eriocephalus africanus (1) 
[0.25],[11.1]; Melianthus comosus (2) [0.50],[13.3]  
C: Ballota africana (1) [1.00],[100.0] 




B: [2,4,38]; [0.67] 
Z: [1,1,33]; [0.00]  
C: [1,2,19]; [1.00] 
V: [4,23,25]; [0.90] 
B: Cotyledon orbiculata (3) [0.75],[33.3]; Salix mucronata (1) [0.25],[33.3] 
Z: Solanum retroflexum (1) [1.00],[100.0] 
C: Chironia baccifera (2) [1.00],[100.0] 
V: Aloe microstigma (6) [0.26],[100]; Chironia baccifera (11) [0.48],[40.7]; 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (1) [0.04],[4.8]; Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia (5) [0.22],[27.8] 
52. Headache  
B: [10,27,19]; [0.65] 
Z: [4,11,23]; [0.70]  
C: [5,6,15]; [0.20] 
V: [9,41,17]; [0.80] 
 
B: Artemisia afra (3) [0.11],[13.0]; Canna indica (1) [0.04],[4.3]; Chironia 
baccifera (1) [0.04],[5.3]; Cissampelos capensis (4) [0.15],[20.0]; Conyza 
scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (3) [0.11],[12.0]; Nicotiana glauca (2) 
[0.07],[33.3]; Oncosiphon piluliferus (4) [0.15],[33.3]; Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia (1) [0.04],[4.3]; Ricinus communis (7) [0.26],[53.8]; Viscum 
capense (1) [0.04],[7.1] 
Z: Ballota africana (2) [0.18],[22.2]; Eriocephalus africanus (2) [0.18],[22.2]; 
Mentha longifolia (4) [0.36],[33.3]; Ruta graveolens (3) [0.27],[18.8] 
C: Artemisia afra (1) [0.17],[33.3]; Ballota africana (1) [0.17],[100.0]; 
Knowltonia vesicatoria (2) [0.33],[100.0]; Leonotis leonurus (1) 
[0.17],[50.0]; Salix mucronata (1) [0.17],[50.0] 
V: Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (3) [0.07],[5.8]; Datura stramonium 
(6) [0.15],[28.6]; Gunnera perpensa (1) [0.02],[100]; Hoodia grandis (1) 
[0.02],[20.0]; Limeum aethiopicum (4) [0.10],[28.6]; Nicotiana glauca (7) 
[0.17],[23.3]; Ricinus communis (6) [0.15],[42.9]; Schinus molle (6) 
[0.15],[13.3]; Zantedeschia aethiopica (7) [0.17],[53.8] 
53. Heart ailments  
B: [3,10,33]; [0.78] 
Z: [5,8,26]; [0.43]  
C: [9,9,12]; [0.00] 
V: [1,1,44]; [0.00] 
 
B: Cannabis sativa (1) [0.10],[50.0]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (4) 
[0.40],[16.7]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia (5) [0.50],[21.7] 
Z: Ballota africana (1) [0.13],[11.1]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (1) 
[0.13],[9.1]; Dioscorea hemicrypta (2) [0.25],[100.0]; Ruta graveolens (1) 
[0.13],[6.3]; Salvia microphylla (3) [0.38],[30.0]  
C: Centaurea benedicta (1) [0.11],[50.0]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella 
ivifolia) (1) [0.11],[33.3]; Eriocephalus paniculatus (1) [0.11],[100.0]; 
Eriocephalus punctulatus (1) [0.11],[100.0]; Eriocephalus spp. (1) 
[0.11],[100.0]; Euclea undulata (1) [0.11],[100.0]; Leonotis ocymifolia (1) 
[0.11],[50.0]; Lessertia frutescens (1) [0.11],[20.0]; Lessertia microphylla (1) 
[0.11],[100.0] 
V: Leonotis leonurus (1) [1.00],[4.0] 
54. Heartburn  
Z: [2,4,30]; [0.67]  
C: [1,1,20]; [0.00] 
V: [3,11,34]; [0.80] 
Z: Vachellia karroo (2) [0.50],[16.7]; Malva parviflora (2) [0.50],[40.0]  
C: Mentha longifolia (1) [1.00],[50.0] 
V: Vachellia karroo (5) [0.45],[17.9]; Solanum tomentosum (1) [0.09],[25.0]; 
Tropaeolum majus (5) [0.45],[41.7] 
55. High blood 
pressure  
B: [17,78,4]; [0.79] 
Z: [29,66,2]; [0.57]  
C: [5,7,14]; [0.33] 
B: Artemisia absinthium (6) [0.08],[23.1]; Cliffortia strobilifera (4) 
[0.05],[36.4]; Eriocephalus africanus (4) [0.05],[33.3]; Helichrysum 
odoratissimum (2) [0.03],[8.3]; Leonotis leonurus (3) [0.04],[75.0]; Leonotis 
ocymifolia (7) [0.09],[87.5]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (1) 
[0.01],[5.0]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia (5) [0.06],[21.7]; Pentzia incana (7) 
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V: [12,50,13]; [0.78] 
 
[0.09],[35.0]; Petroselinum crispum (2) [0.03],[100.0]; Portulacaria afra (4) 
[0.05],[50.0]; Mesembryathemum junceum (7) [0.09],[77.8]; Pteronia incana 
(1) [0.01],[11.1]; Punica granatum (1) [0.01],[4.8]; Ruta graveolens (13) 
[0.17],[54.2]; Schinus molle (7) [0.09],[36.8]; Viscum capense (4) 
[0.05],[28.6] 
Z: Agathosma sp. (4) [0.06],[57.1]; Agathosma cerefolium (2) [0.03],[100.0]; 
Aloe ferox (3) [0.05],[21.4]; Artemisia afra (1) [0.02],[7.7]; Bulbine latifolia 
(1) [0.02],[100.0]; Cadaba aphylla (3) [0.05],[23.1]; Chironia baccifera (2) 
[0.03],[16.7]; Centaurea benedicta (2) [0.03],[14.3]; Dodonaea viscosa (1) 
[0.02],[7.7]; Euclea undulata (2) [0.03],[50.0]; Galenia africana (1) 
[0.02],[6.3]; Gunnera perpensa (1) [0.02],[33.3]; Kedrostis nana (1) 
[0.02],[16.7]; Leonotis leonurus (9) [0.14],[75.0]; Leonotis ocymifolia (9) 
[0.14],[75.0]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (3) [0.05],[20.0]; Olea 
europaea subsp. cuspidata (1) [0.02],[50.0]; Osteospermum moniliferum 
(1) [0.02],[100.0]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia (1) [0.02],[6.3]; Portulacaria 
afra (3) [0.05],[27.3]; Psidium guajava (3) [0.05],[30.0]; Punica granatum (2) 
[0.03],[16.7]; Ruta graveolens (3) [0.05],[18.8]; Salix mucronata (1) 
[0.02],[50.0]; Salvia microphylla (2) [0.03],[20.0]; Urtica urens (1) 
[0.02],[7.1]; Viscum capense (1) [0.02],[16.7]; Vachellia karroo (1) 
[0.02],[8.3]; Searsia lancea (1) [0.02],[20.0] 
C: Artemisia afra (1) [0.14],[33.3]; Leonotis leonurus (2) [0.29],[100.0];  
Leonotis ocymifolia (2) [0.29],[100.0];  Mentha longifolia (1) [0.14],[ 50.0];  
Pegolettia baccharidifolia (1) [0.14],[33.3] 
V: Aloe ferox (1) [0.02],[2.6]; Cadaba aphylla (1) [0.02],[7.1]; Chrysocoma 
ciliata (1) [0.02],[6.7]; Foeniculum vulgare (1) [0.02],[4.0]; Lavandula 
dentata (1) [0.02],[100.0]; Leonotis leonurus (13) [0.26],[52.0]; Limeum 
aethiopicum (2) [0.04],[14.3]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia (1) [0.02],[5.6]; 
Pentzia incana (1) [0.02],[4.8]; Portulacaria afra (5) [0.10],[12.2]; Psidium 
guajava (6) [0.12],[33.3]; Ruta graveolens (6) [0.12],[12.2]; Solanum 
retroflexum  (11) [0.22],[21.6] 
56. Hysteria  
C: [1,1,20]; [0.00] 
C: Commelina africana (1) [1.00],[100.0] 
57. Impurities 
(internal, purifier 
blood, body)  
B: [7,13,30]; [0.50] 
Z: [5,9,25]; [0.50]  
C: [4,6,15]; [0.40] 
V: [3,12,33]; [0.82] 
 
B: Aloe ferox (6) [0.46],[26.1]; Cannabis sativa (1) [0.08],[50.0]; Chironia 
baccifera (1) [0.08],[5.3]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (2) 
[0.15],[10.0]; Osteospermum calendulaceum (1) [0.08],[5.3]; Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia (1) [0.08],[4.3]; Pentzia incana (1) [0.08],[5.0] 
Z: Aloe ferox (5) [0.50],[35.7]; Cadaba aphylla (1) [0.10],[7.7]; Conyza 
scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (1) [0.10],[9.1]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
frutescens (2) [0.20],[13.3]; Tulbaghia violacea (1) [0.10],[7.7]  
C: Aloe ferox (2) [0.33],[100.0]; Arctopus echinatus (1) [0.17],[100.0]; 
Chironia baccifera (2) [0.33],[100.0]; Cichorium intybus (1) [0.17],[100.0] 
V: Euclea undulata (5) [0.42],[20.8]; Solanum retroflexum  (1) [0.08],[2.0]; 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (6) [0.50],[11.1] 
58. Infertility, sterility, 
impotence  
B: [1,1,41]; [0.00] 
Z: [7,9,25]; [0.25]  
C: [1,1,20]; [0.00] 
V: [2,15,31]; [0.93] 
 
B: Eriocephalus africanus (1) [1.00],[8.3] 
Z: Asparagus capensis (1) [0.11],[50.0]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) 
(1) [0.11],[9.1]; Elytropappus rhinocerotis (1) [0.11],[9.1]; Eriocephalus 
africanus (1) [0.11],[11.1]; Euphorbia mauritanica (2) [0.22],[20.0]; 
Helichrysum odoratissimum (1) [0.11],[8.3]; Rosenia humilis (2) 
[0.22],[100.0]  
C: Typha capensis (1) [1.00],[100.0] 
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V: Solanum retroflexum (5) [0.33],[9.8]; Xanthoparmelia spp. (10) 
[0.67],[24.4] 
59. Influenza  
B: [10,23,21]; [0.55] 
Z: [11,19,17]; [0.44]  
C: [11,14,7]; [0.23] 
V: [7,21,27]; [0.70] 
 
B: Agathosma sp. (1) [0.04],[14.3]; Artemisia afra (2) [0.09],[8.7]; 
Dodonaea viscosa (2) [0.09],[11.8]; Empleurum unicapsulare (1) 
[0.04],[100.0]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (1) [0.04],[5.0]; 
Pentzia incana (1) [0.04],[5.0]; Pteronia incana (7) [0.30],[77.8]; Salvia 
africana-caerulea (2) [0.09],[22.2]; Salvia microphylla (1) [0.04],[9.1]; 
Tulbaghia violacea (4) [0.17],[33.3]; Urtica urens (1) [0.04],[5.3] 
Z: Artemisia afra (4) [0.21],[30.8]; Dodonaea viscosa (3) [0.16],[23.1]; 
Elytropappus rhinocerotis (1) [0.05],[9.1]; Mentha longifolia (1) [0.05],[8.3]; 
Mentha spicata (1) [0.05],[33.3]; Oncosiphon piluliferus (1) [0.05],[9.1]; 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia (1) [0.05],[6.3]; Salvia microphylla (1) 
[0.05],[10.0]; Schinus molle (1) [0.05],[8.3]; Tulbaghia violacea (1) 
[0.05],[7.7]; Zingiber officinale (4) [0.21],[57.1]  
C: Acorus calamus (1) [0.07],[100.0]; Artemisia afra (1) [0.07],[33.3]; 
Ballota africana (1) [0.07],[100.0]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (1) 
[0.07],[33.3]; Dicerothamnus rhinocerotis (1) [0.07],[100.0]; Dodonaea 
viscosa (2) [0.14],[66.7]; Lessertia frutescens (1) [0.07],[20.0]; Oncosiphon 
piluliferum (1) [0.07],[50.0]; Schinus molle (1) [0.07],[100.0]; Teucrium 
africanum (2) [0.14],[100.0]; Tulbaghia violacea (2) [0.14],[100.0] 
V: Artemisia afra (4) [0.19],[6.8]; Ballota africana (1) [0.05],[3.8]; Dodonaea 
viscosa (1) [0.05],[2.0]; Mentha longifolia (5) [0.24],[21.7]; Pentzia incana 
(1) [0.05],[4.8]; Ruta graveolens (4) [0.19],[8.2]; Zingiber officinale (5) 
[0.24],[41.7] 
60. Insect bites 
(mosquito, ticks, bee 
stings)  
B: [1,1,41]; [0.00] 
Z: [1,7,27]; [1.00] 
C: [2,3,18]; [0.50] 
B: Bulbine frutescens (1) [0.03],[4.5]; 
Z: Bulbine frutescens (7) [0.27],[63.6]; 
C: Bulbine frutescens (1) [0.33],[50.0]; Nicotiana glauca (2) [0.67],[100.0] 
61. Insect repellent  
B: [4,29,18]; [0.89] 
Z: [7,18,18]; [0.67] 
C: [2,2,19]; [0.00] 
V: [9,46,15]; [0.82] 
B: Dysphania ambrosioides (7) [0.23],[87.5]; Dittrichia graveolens (4) 
[0.13],[80.0]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (2) [0.07],[8.3]; Schinus molle 
(16) [0.53],[84.2] 
Z: Aloe ferox (3) [0.12],[21.4]; Elytropappus rhinocerotis (1) [0.04],[9.1]; 
Euphorbia mauritanica (1) [0.04],[10.0]; Helichrysum odoratisimum (2) 
[0.08],[33.3]; Dittrichia graveolens (1) [0.04],[50.0]; Schinus molle (9) 
[0.35],[75.0]; Zinnia sp. (1) [0.04],[100.0] 
C: Artemisia afra (1) [0.50],[33.3]; Helichrysum cymosum (1) [0.50],[100.0] 
V: Chrysocoma ciliata (1) [0.02],[6.7]; Datura stramonium (4) [0.09],[19.0]; 
Dittrichia graveolens (7) [0.15],[100]; Elytropappus rhinocerotis (2) 
[0.04],[5.4]; Euryops tenuissimus (5) [0.11],[100]; Gonialoe variegata (6) 
[0.13],[19.4]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (1) [0.02],[1.8]; Mentha longifolia 




B: [4,6,36]; [0.40] 
Z: [6,6,28]; [0.00]  
C: [4,4,17]; [0.00] 
V: [1,7,38]; [1.00] 
B: Lavandula dentata (1) [0.17],[100.0]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
frutescens (1) [0.17],[5.0]; Mesembryanthemum tortuosum (3) [0.50],[33.3]; 
Tanacetum parthenium (1) [0.17],[100.0] 
Z: Cadaba aphylla (1) [0.17],[7.7]; Foeniculum vulgare (1) [0.17],[12.5]; 
Mesembryanthemum tortuosum (1) [0.17],[14.3]; Mentha spicata (1) 
[0.17],[33.3]; Oxalis pes-caprae (1) [0.17],[50.0]; Tropaeolum majus (1) 
[0.17],[33.3]  




The total number of 
plant species, total 
number of 
anecdotes, the rank 
of the ailment and 
the concensus factor 
(Fic), all given in 
square brackets [ ] 
respectively 
Plant species (number of anecdotes) [STI], [FL (%)]; The most frequently 
used species in the western Little Karoo are shown in bold 
 C: Ballota africana (1) [0.25],[100.0]; Cissampelos torulosa (1) 
[0.25],[100.0]; Helichrysum cymosum (1) [0.25],[100.0]; Mentha longifolia 
(1) [0.25],[50.0] 
V: Mesembryanthemum tortuosum (7) [1.00],[27.3] 
63. Iron supplement  
B: [1,1,41]; [0.00] 
B: Dodonaea viscosa (1) [1.00],[5.9] 
64. Itching feet  
Z: [1,1,33]; [0.00] 
Z: Galenia africana (1) [1.00],[6.3] 
65. Jaundice  
Z: [1,1,33]; [0.00]  
V: [2,9,36]; [0.88] 
Z: Bulbine frutescens (1) [1.00],[9.1] 
V: Leysera gnaphalodes (4) [0.44],[14.3]; Ruta graveolens (5) [0.56],[10.2] 
66. Kidney ailments 
(diuretic, kidney 
stones)  
B: [11,40,11]; [0.74] 
Z: [24,32,10]; [0.25]  
C: [10,13,8]; [0.25] 
V: [8,32,19]; [0.77] 
 
B: Agathosma crenulata (7) [0.18],[87.5]; Arctopus echinatus (4) 
[0.10],[100.0]; Asclepias crispa (1) [0.03],[11.1]; Dodonaea viscosa (1) 
[0.03],[5.9]; Eriocephalus africanus (1) [0.03],[8.3]; Helichrysum 
odoratissimum (7) [0.18],[29.2]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (6) 
[0.15],[30.0]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia (4) [0.10],[17.4]; Pentzia incana (1) 
[0.03],[5.0]; Salvia microphylla (4) [0.10],[36.4]; Xanthoparmelia spp. (4) 
[0.10],[28.6] 
Z: Agathosma spp. (3) [0.09],[42.9]; Asparagus africanus (2) [0.06],[25.0]; 
Cadaba aphylla (1) [0.03],[7.7]; Chironia baccifera (2) [0.06],[16.7]; 
Centaurea benedicta (1) [0.03],[7.1]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (1) 
[0.03],[9.1]; Dodonaea viscosa (1) [0.03],[7.7]; Euclea undulata (1) 
[0.03],[16.7]; Euryops tenuissimus (1) [0.03],[100.0]; Foeniculum vulgare 
(2) [0.06],[25.0]; Gunnera perpensa (1) [0.03],[33.3]; Helichrysum 
odoratissimum (2) [0.06],[16.7]; Kedrostis nana (1) [0.03],[16.7]; Leonotis 
leonurus (1) [0.03],[8.3]; Leonotis ocymifolia (1) [0.03],[8.3]; Lessertia 
frutescens subsp. frutescens (2) [0.06],[13.3]; Osteospermum moniliferum 
(1) [0.03],[100.0]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia (2) [0.06],[12.5]; Portulaca 
oleracea (1) [0.03],[100.0]; Portulacaria afra (1) [0.03],[9.1]; Salvia 
microphylla (1) [0.03],[10.0]; Searsia lancea (1) [0.03],[20.0]; Vachellia 
karroo (1) [0.03],[8.3]; Zygophyllum retrofractum (1) [0.03],[20.0] 
C: Asparagus africanus (1) [0.08],[100.0]; Augea capensis (2) 
[0.15],[100.0]; Ballota africana (1) [0.08],[100.0]; Diosma acmaeophylla (1) 
[0.08],[100.0]; Eriocephalus paniculatus (1) [0.08],[100.0]; Eriocephalus 
punctulatus (1) [0.08],[100.0]; Eriocephalus spp. (1) [0.08],[100.0]; 
Helichrysum cymosum (1) [0.08],[100.0]; Stachys aethiopica (2) 
[0.15],[100.0]; Zygophyllum morgsana (2) [0.15],[100.0]   
V: Agathosma spp. (11) [0.34],[45.8]; Cadaba aphylla (1) [0.03],[7.1]; 
Diosma hirsuta (1) [0.03],[100]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (5) [0.16],[9.1]; 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (6) [0.19],[11.1]; Mentha longifolia 




Z: [4,5,29]; [0.25] 
Z: Aptosimum indivisum (1) [0.20],[11.1]; Chrysocoma ciliata (2) 
[0.40],[50.0]; Oncosiphon piluliferus (1) [0.20],[9.1]; Viscum capense (1) 
[0.20],[16.7] 
68. Lactation 
(stimulation of milk 
flow)  
B: [2,3,39]; [0.67] 
Z: [2,2,32]; [0.00]  
B: Gomphocarpus fruticosus (2) [0.67],[100.0]; Viscum capense (1) 
[0.33],[7.1] 
Z: Foeniculum vulgare (1) [0.50],[12.5]; Viscum capense (1) [0.50],[16.7]  
C: Cynanchum viminale (2) [1.00],[100.0] 




The total number of 
plant species, total 
number of 
anecdotes, the rank 
of the ailment and 
the concensus factor 
(Fic), all given in 
square brackets [ ] 
respectively 
Plant species (number of anecdotes) [STI], [FL (%)]; The most frequently 
used species in the western Little Karoo are shown in bold 
C: [1,2,19]; [1.00] 
V: [3,9,36]; [0.75] 
V: Cyclopia intermedia (1) [0.11],[100]; Foeniculum vulgare (7) 
[0.78],[28.0]; Viscum continuum (1) [0.11],[20.0] 
69. Leaking heart  
Z: [2,7,27]; [0.83] 
Z: Vachellia karroo (5) [0.71],[41.7]; Viscum capense (2) [0.29],[33.3] 
70. Low blood 
pressure  
B: [1,1,41]; [0.00] 
Z: [4,4,30]; [0.00]  
V: [1,1,44]; [0.00] 
 
B: Punica granatum (1) [1.00],[4.8] 
Z: Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (1) [0.25],[9.1]; Euclea undulata (1) 
[0.25],[16.7]; Gunnera perpensa (1) [0.25],[33.3]; Zygophyllum retrofractum 
(1) [0.25],[20.0]  
V: Portulacaria afra (1) [1.00],[2.4] 
71. Measles  
B: [2,16,27]; [0.93] 
Z: [1,2,32]; [1.00]  
C: [1,1,20]; [0.00] 
V: [1,13,32]; [1.00] 
B: Ruta graveolens (3) [0.19],[12.5]; Urtica urens (13) [0.81],[68.4] 
Z: Urtica urens (2) [1.00],[14.3]  
C: Ballota africana (1) [1.00],[100.0] 
V: Urtica urens (13) [1.00],[81.3] 
72. Menstrual pains 
(cramps)  
Z: [3,4,30]; [0.33]  
C: [2,2,19]; [0.00] 
V: [2,8,37]; [0.86] 
Z: Cadaba aphylla (1) [0.25],[7.7]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (2), 
[0.50],[16.7]; Artemisia absinthium (1) [0.25],[7.7]  
C: Commelina africana (1) [0.50],[100.0]; Pentzia dentata (1) [0.50],[100.0] 
V: Oncosiphon suffruticosus (6) [0.75],[16.7]; Pelargonium 
grossularioides (2) [0.25],[33.3] 
73. Mouth and throat 
ulcers (sores)  
B: [4,27,19]; [0.89] 
Z: [3,5,29]; [0.50]  
C: [3,3,18]; [0.00] 
V: [4,19,29]; [0.83] 
 
B: Vachellia karroo (11) [0.41],[50.0]; Carpobrotus edulis (8) [0.30],[33.3]; 
Carpobrotus mellei (1) [0.04],[100.0]; Punica granatum (7) [0.26],[33.3] 
Z: Carpobrotus edulis (2) [0.40],[16.7]; Foeniculum vulgare (2) [0.40],[25.0]; 
Punica granatum (1) [0.20],[8.3]  
C: Bulbine frutescens (1) [0.33],[50.0]; Cotyledon orbiculata (1) 
[0.33],[50.0]; Portulacaria afra (1) [0.33],[50.0] 
V: Aptosimum indivisum (5) [0.26],[14.7]; Carpobrotus deliciosus (12) 
[0.63],[33.3]; Searsia lancea (1) [0.05],[33.3]; Xanthoparmelia spp. (1) 
[0.05],[2.4] 
74. Mumps (child 
illness)  
V: [2,2,43]; [0.00] 
V: Datura stramonium (1) [0.50],[4.8]; Nicotiana glauca (1) [0.50],[3.3] 
75. Nausea  
Z: [1,4,30]; [1.00]  
C: [3,4,17]; [0.33] 
V: [1,1,44]; [0.00] 
Z: Zingiber officinale (4) [1.00],[57.1]  
C: Agathosma spp. (1) [0.25],[50.0]; Mentha longifolia (1) [0.25],[50.0]; 
Oxalis pes-caprae (2) [0.50],[66.7] 
V: Artemisia absinthium (1) [1.00],[4.3] 
76. Oral thrush  
B: [4,33,16]; [0.91] 
Z: [5,17,19]; [0.75]  
C: [2,3,18]; [0.50] 
V: [4,60,10]; [0.95] 
 
B: Carpobrotus edulis (16) [0.48],[66.7]; Carpobrotus mellei (1) 
[0.03],[100.0]; Punica granatum (9) [0.27],[42.9]; Xanthoparmelia spp. (7) 
[0.21],[50.0] 
Z: Aptosimum indivisum (1) [0.06],[11.1]; Carpobrotus deliciosus (1) 
[0.06],[50.0]; Carpobrotus edulis (11) [0.65],[91.7]; Carpobrotus mellei (2) 
[0.12],[100.0]; Punica granatum (2) [0.12],[16.7]  
C: Carpobrotus deliciosus (2) [0.67],[100.0]; Carpobrotus edulis (1) 
[0.33],[100.0] 
V: Aptosimum indivisum (10) [0.17],[29.4]; Augea capensis (1) [0.02],[25.0]; 
Buddleja saligna (6) [0.10],[30.0]; Carpobrotus deliciosus (18) [0.30],[50.0]; 
Punica granatum (20) [0.33],[47.6]; Xanthoparmelia spp. (5) [0.08],[12.2] 
77. Paediatric (oral 
use - allergies, baby 
B: Polygonum aviculare (1) [1.00],[5.3] 
Z: Mesembryanthemum tortuosum (3) [0.27],[42.9]; Polygonum aviculare 
(3) [0.27],[33.3] 




The total number of 
plant species, total 
number of 
anecdotes, the rank 
of the ailment and 
the concensus factor 
(Fic), all given in 
square brackets [ ] 
respectively 
Plant species (number of anecdotes) [STI], [FL (%)]; The most frequently 
used species in the western Little Karoo are shown in bold 
acid, cramps and 
restlessness)  
B: [1,1,41]; [0.00] 
Z: [2,6,28]; [0.80] 
C: [1,1,20]; [0.00] 
V: [2,21,27]; [0.95] 
C: Agathosma spp. (1) [0.50],[50.0]; Galium tomentosum (1) [1.00],[100.0] 
V: Polygonum aviculare (16) [0.57],[84.2]; Portulaca oleracea (5) 
[0.18],[100] 
78. Paediatric 
(topical use - nappy 
rash, bathe baby)  
Z: [3,5,29]; [0.50] 
C: [1,2,19]; [1.00] 
V: [2,7,38]; [0.83] 
Z: Gonialoe variegata (2) [0.18],[28.6]; Tarchonanthus littoralis (1) 
[0.09],[100.0]; Tulbaghia violacea (2) [0.18],[15.4] 
C: Cotyledon orbiculata (2) [1.00],[100.0]  




body pains (oral use) 
B: [12,38,12]; [0.70] 
Z: [7,10,24]; [0.33]  
C: [5,5,16]; [0.00] 
V: [4,13,32]; [0.83] 
 
B: Agathosma sp. (4) [0.11],[57.1]; Agathosma crenulata (7) [0.18],[87.5]; 
Chironia baccifera (4) [0.11],[21.1]; Dodonaea viscosa (4) [0.11],[29.4]; 
Eriocephalus africanus (1) [0.03],[8.3]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (1) 
[0.03],[4.2]; Osteospermum calendulaceum (7) [0.18],[36.8]; Oncosiphon 
piluliferus (1) [0.03],[8.3]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia (6) [0.16],[26.1]; Pentzia 
incana (1) [0.03],[5.0]; Salix mucronata (1) [0.03],[33.3]; Salvia africana-
caerulea (1) [0.03],[11.1] 
Z: Aptosimum indivisum (1) [0.10],[11.1]; Dolichothrix ericoides (1) 
[0.10],[25.0]; Euclea undulata (2) [0.20],[33.3]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia (1) 
[0.10],[6.3]; Portulacaria afra (1) [0.10],[9.1]; Schinus molle (1) [0.10],[8.3]; 
Urtica urens (3) [0.30],[21.4]  
C: Aptosimum indivisum (1) [0.20],[100.0]; Cadaba aphylla (1) [0.20],[33.3]; 
Cichorium intybus (1) [0.20],[100.0]; Cissampelos capensis (1) 
[0.20],[50.0]; Glycyrrhiza glabra (1) [0.20],[100.0] 
V: Dodonaea viscosa (7) [0.54],[14.0]; Lavandula dentata (1) [0.08],[100]; 




(topical use - as 
ointment, poultice, 
compress or wash)  
B: [15,79,3]; [0.82] 
Z: [19,36,8]; [0.49]  
C: [9,11,10]; [0.20] 
V: [13,78,6]; [0.84] 
 
B: Ballota africana (9) [0.11],[64.3]; Boophone disticha (10) [0.13],[52.6]; 
Bulbine frutescens (7) [0.09],[31.8]; Canna indica (7) [0.09],[30.4]; Conyza 
scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (12) [0.15],[48.0]; Gnidia deserticola (1) 
[0.01],[100.0]; Dittrichia graveolens (1) [0.01],[20.0]; Melianthus comosus 
(1) [0.01],[11.1]; Melianthus major (7) [0.09],[100.0]; Mentha longifolia (1) 
[0.01],[12.5]; Nicotiana glauca (5) [0.06],[83.3]; Opuntia ficus-indica (2) 
[0.03],[66.7]; Ricinus communis (10) [0.13],[76.9]; Rumex crispus (1) 
[0.01],[9.1]; Ruta graveolens (5) [0.06],[20.8] 
Z: Agave americana (1) [0.03],[50.0]; Brunsvigia josephinae (1) 
[0.03],[100.0]; Cadaba aphylla (1) [0.03],[7.7]; Canna indica (3) 
[0.08],[100.0]; Dysphania ambrosioides (2) [0.06],[100.0]; Cliffortia odorata 
(1) [0.03],[100.0]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (1) [0.03],[9.1]; Datura 
stramonium (1) [0.03],[12.5]; Eriocephalus africanus (2) [0.06],[22.2]; 
Galenia africana (2) [0.06],[12.5]; Gunnera perpensa (1) [0.03],[33.3]; 
Leonotis leonurus (1) [0.03],[8.3]; Leonotis ocymifolia (1) [0.03],[8.3]; 
Melianthus comosus (5) [0.14],[33.3]; Mentha longifolia (1) [0.03],[8.3]; 
Nicotiana glauca (4) [0.11],[36.4]; Ricinus communis (4) [0.11],[36.4]; 
Zantedeschia aethiopica (3) [0.08],[100.0]; Zygophyllum retrofractum (1) 
[0.03],[20.0]  
C: Agave americana (1) [0.09],[100.0]; Ballota africana (1) [0.09],[100.0]; 
Canna indica (1) [0.09],[100.0]; Datura stramonium (2) [0.18],[66.7]; 
Dodonaea viscosa (1) [0.09],[33.3]; Drimia robusta (1) [0.09],[100.0]; 




The total number of 
plant species, total 
number of 
anecdotes, the rank 
of the ailment and 
the concensus factor 
(Fic), all given in 
square brackets [ ] 
respectively 
Plant species (number of anecdotes) [STI], [FL (%)]; The most frequently 
used species in the western Little Karoo are shown in bold 
Knowltonia vesicatoria (2) [0.18],[100.0]; Olea europaea subsp. cuspidata 
(1) [0.09],[100.0]; Zantedeschia aethiopica (1) [0.09],[100.0] 
V: Agave americana (5) [0.06],[31.3]; Asclepias crispa (6) [0.08],[75.0]; 
Ballota africana (1) [0.01],[3.8]; Canna indica (19) [0.24],[65.5]; Conyza 
scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (6) [0.08],[11.5]; Datura stramonium (7) 
[0.09],[33.3]; Galenia africana (2) [0.03],[15.4]; Gonialoe variegata (4) 
[0.05],[12.9]; Melianthus comosus (9) [0.12],[23.7]; Nicotiana glauca (6) 
[0.08],[20.0]; Portulacaria afra (6) [0.08],[14.6]; Ricinus communis (2) 
[0.03],[14.3]; Zantedeschia aethiopica (5) [0.06],[38.5] 
81. Parasites 
(internal worms)  
Z: [1,4,30]; [1.00]  
C: [4,4,17]; [0.00] 
V: [4,11,34]; [0.70] 
Z: Punica granatum (4) [1.00],[33.3]  
C: Aloe ferox (1) [0.25],[50.0]; Hypoxis hemerocallidae (1) [0.25],[100.0]; 
Rumex crispus (1) [0.25],[100.0]; Rumex lanceolatus (1) [0.25],[100.0] 
V: Oncosiphon suffruticosus (1) [0.09],[2.8]; Oxalis pes-caprae (4) 
[0.36],[100]; Punica granatum (5) [0.45],[11.9]; Searsia lancea (1) 
[0.09],[33.3] 
82. Pneumonia 
(mucus on lungs)  
B: [10,14,29]; [0.31] 
Z: [5,9,25]; [0.50] 
V: [1,1,44]; [0.00] 
 
B: Asclepias crispa (1) [0.07],[11.1]; Chironia baccifera (1) [0.07],[5.3]; 
Dodonaea viscosa (1) [0.07],[5.9]; Foeniculum vulgare (1) [0.07],[12.5]; 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia (1) [0.07],[4.3]; Pelargonium sidoides (1) 
[0.07],[100.0]; Pentzia incana (1) [0.07],[5.0]; Salvia microphylla (5) 
[0.36],[45.5]; Schinus molle (1) [0.07],[5.3]; Urtica urens (1) [0.07],[5.3] 
Z: Empleurum serrulatum (2) [0.22],[100.0]; Hermannia salvifolia (2) 
[0.22],[100.0]; Protea nitida (2) [0.22],[33.3]; Searsia lancea (2) 
[0.22],[40.0]; Urtica urens (1) [0.11],[7.1]  
V: Searsia lancea (1) [1.00],[33.3] 





B: [3,9,34]; [0.75] 
Z: [11,18,18]; [0.41]  
C: [2,2,19]; [0.00] 
V: [4,23,25]; [0.86] 
 
B: Eriocephalus africanus (1) [0.11],[8.3]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (4) 
[0.44],[16.7]; Salvia microphylla (4) [0.44],[36.4] 
Z: Chironia baccifera (1) [0.06],[8.3]; Chrysocoma ciliata (1) [0.06],[25.0]; 
Dodonaea viscosa (1) [0.06],[7.7]; Eriocephalus africanus (1) [0.06],[11.1]; 
Helichrysum odoratissimum (7) [0.39],[58.3]; Kedrostis nana (1) 
[0.06],[16.7]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (1) [0.06],[6.7]; 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia (2) [0.11],[12.5]; Portulaca oleracea (1) 
[0.06],[100.0]; Rosenia humilis (1) [0.06],[50.0]; Searsia lancea (1) 
[0.06],[20.0]  
C: Gunnera perpensa (1) [0.50],[100.0]; Pelargonium grossularioides (1) 
[0.50],[50.0] 
V: Helichrysum odoratissimum (12) [0.52],[21.8]; Ballota africana (4) 
[0.17],[15.4]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (6) [0.26],[11.5]; 
Oncosiphon suffruticosus (1) [0.04],[2.8] 
84. Prostate 
problems  
B: [1,4,38]; [1.00] 
Z: [5,5,29]; [0.00]  
C: [9,9,12]; [0.00] 
V: [1,2,43]; [1.00] 
 
B: Centaurea benedicta (4) [1.00],[36.4] 
Z: Leonotis leonurus (1) [0.17],[8.3]; Leonotis ocymifolia (1) [0.17],[8.3]; 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (1) [0.17],[6.7]; Schinus molle (1) 
[0.17],[8.3]; Searsia lancea (1) [0.17],[20.0]  
C: Diosma acmaeophylla (1) [0.11],[100.0]; Helichrysum sp. (1) 
[0.11],[100.0]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (1) [0.11],[100.0]; Hypoxis 
hemerocallidae (1) [0.11],[100.0]; Leonotis leonurus (1) [0.11],[50.0]; 
Leonotis ocymifolia (1) [0.11],[50.0]; Lessertia frutescens (1) [0.11],[20.0]; 
Searsia lancea (1) [0.11],[100.0]; Tribulus terrestris (1) [0.11],[100.0] 
V: Schinus molle (2) [1.00],[4.4] 




The total number of 
plant species, total 
number of 
anecdotes, the rank 
of the ailment and 
the concensus factor 
(Fic), all given in 
square brackets [ ] 
respectively 
Plant species (number of anecdotes) [STI], [FL (%)]; The most frequently 




B: [3,11,32]; [0.80] 
Z: [6,16,20]; [0.67]  
C: [1,1,20]; [0.00] 
V: [2,11,34]; [0.90] 
 
B: Cannabis sativa (1) [0.09],[50.0]; Datura stramonium (1) [0.09],[11.1]; 
Mesembryanthemum tortuosum (9) [0.82],[100.0] 
Z: Cissampelos capensis (3) [0.19],[27.3]; Datura stramonium (2) 
[0.13],[25.0]; Galenia africana (1) [0.06],[6.3]; Limeum aethiopicum (1) 
[0.06],[100.0]; Mesembryanthemum tortuosum (7) [0.44],[100.0]; 
Tropaeolum majus (2) [0.13],[66.7]  
C: Limeum aethiopicum (1) [1.00],[100.0] 




medicine - "paljas")  
B: [6,31,17]; [0.83] 
Z: [18,47,4]; [0.63]  
C: [3,3,18]; [0.00] 
V: [13,50,13]; [0.76] 
 
B: Asclepias crispa (8) [0.26],[88.9]; Cadaba aphylla (1) [0.03],[5.9]; 
Cissampelos capensis (8) [0.26],[40.0]; Galium tomentosum (12) 
[0.39],[70.6]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (1) [0.03],[4.2]; Kedrostis africana 
(1) [0.03],[100.0] 
Z: Acorus calamus (1) [0.02],[100.0]; Asclepias crispa (3) [0.06],[75.0]; 
Gonialoe variegata (1) [0.02],[14.3]; Bulbine latifolia (1) [0.02],[100.0]; 
Cadaba aphylla (10) [0.21],[76.9]; Cissampelos capensis (2) [0.04],[18.2]; 
Galenia africana (2) [0.04],[12.5]; Galium tomentosum (6) [0.13],[85.7]; 
Garuleum bipinnatum (5) [0.11],[71.4]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (5) 
[0.11],[41.7]; Kedrostis nana (2) [0.04],[33.3]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
frutescens (1) [0.02],[6.7]; Melianthus comosus (1) [0.02],[6.7]; Nicotiana 
glauca (1) [0.02],[9.1]; Ruta graveolens (1) [0.02],[6.3]; Silene undulata (3) 
[0.06],[75.0]; Tulbaghia violacea (1) [0.02],[7.7]; Xanthoparmelia spp. (1) 
[0.02],[8.3] 
C: Cissampelos capensis (1) [0.33],[50.0]; Diospyros lycioides (1) 
[0.33],[100.0]; Limeum aethiopicum (1) [0.33],[100.0] 
V: Acorus calamus (2) [0.04],[6.7]; Asclepias crispa (1) [0.02],[12.5]; 
Asparagus capensis (1) [0.02],[14.3]; Buddleja saligna (1) [0.02],[5.0]; 
Cadaba aphylla (7) [0.14],[50.0]; Cissampelos capensis (1) [0.02],[9.1]; 
Diospyros lycioides (1) [0.02],[100]; Galium tomentosum (1) [0.02],[25.0]; 
Gonialoe variegata (2) [0.04],[6.5]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (12) 
[0.24],[21.8]; Kedrostis foetidissima (12) [0.24],[52.2]; Melianthus comosus 




C: [3,3,18]; [0.00] 
C: Asparagus africanus (1) [0.33],[100.0]; Ballota africana (1) 
[0.33],[100.0]; Lessertia frutescens (1) [0.33],[20.0] 
88. Ringworm (also 
dry scalp, sores on 
scalp, hair loss, 
dandruff, stimulation 
of hair growth)  
B: [7,35,14]; [0.82] 
Z: [15,31,11]; [0.53]  
C: [5,6,15]; [0.20] 
V: [14,71,7]; [0.81] 
B: Bulbine frutescens (11) [0.31],[50.0]; Eriocephalus africanus (7) 
[0.20],[58.3]; Galenia africana (2) [0.06],[22.2]; Osteospermum 
calendulaceum (8) [0.23],[42.1]; Rosmarinus offinicalis (1) [0.03],[100.0]; 
Schinus molle (4) [0.11],[21.1]; Viscum capense (2) [0.06],[14.3] 
Z: Acorus calamus (1) [0.03],[100.0]; Aloe ferox (2) [0.06],[14.3]; 
Aptosimum indivisum (2) [0.06],[22.2]; Bulbine frutescens (1) [0.03],[9.1]; 
Cassytha ciliolata (1) [0.03],[100.0]; Euphorbia mauritanica (1) [0.03],[10.0]; 
Galenia africana (11) [0.35],[68.8]; Rosmarinus officinale (1) [0.03],[100.0]; 
Hermannia cuneifolia (2) [0.06],[50.0]; Olea europaea subsp. cuspidata (1) 
[0.03],[50.0]; Opuntia ficus-indica (3) [0.10],[42.9]; Osteospermum 
calendulaceum (1) [0.03],[50.0]; Ricinus communis (1) [0.03],[9.1]; Ruta 
graveolens (2) [0.06],[12.5]; Salix mucronata (1) [0.03],[50.0]  




The total number of 
plant species, total 
number of 
anecdotes, the rank 
of the ailment and 
the concensus factor 
(Fic), all given in 
square brackets [ ] 
respectively 
Plant species (number of anecdotes) [STI], [FL (%)]; The most frequently 
used species in the western Little Karoo are shown in bold 
C: Aptosimum procumbens (2) [0.33],[100.0]; Arctopus echinatus (1) 
[0.17],[100.0]; Salvia runcinata (1) [0.17],[100.0]; Solanum linnaeanum (1) 
[0.17],[100.0]; Solanum tomentosum (1) [0.17],[100.0] 
V: Aptosimum indivisum (10) [0.14],[29.4]; Aptosimum procumbens (1) 
[0.01],[33.3]; Asclepias crispa (1) [0.01],[12.5]; Bulbine frutescens (6) 
[0.08],[13.3]; Cassytha ciliolata (1) [0.01],[100]; Elytropappus rhinocerotis 
(9) [0.13],[24.3]; Galenia africana (6) [0.08],[46.2]; Galium tomentosum (3) 
[0.04],[75.0]; Lobostemon argenteus (4) [0.06],[50.0]; Mesembryanthemum 
junceum (5) [0.07],[20.8]; Osteospermum calendulaceum (12) 
[0.17],[38.7]; Salix mucronata (6) [0.08],[37.5]; Solanum tomentosum (2) 
[0.03],[50.0]; Vachellia karroo (5) [0.07],[17.9] 
89. Sexually 
transmitted diseases  
Z: [1,1,33]; [0.00]  
C: [4,5,16]; [0.25] 
V: [3,8,37]; [0.71] 
Z: Punica granatum (1) [1.00],[8.3]  
C: Chironia baccifera (2) [0.40],[100.0]; Chrysocoma ciliata (1) 
[0.20],[100.0]; Commelina africana (1) [0.20],[100.0]; Cysticapnnos 
vesicaria (1) [0.20],[100.0] 
V: Euclea undulata (6) [0.75],[25.0]; Galenia africana (1) [0.13],[7.7]; 
Schinus molle (1) [0.13],[2.2] 
90. Shingles  
Z: [2,3,31]; [0.50] 
C: [1,1,20]; [0.00] 
Z: Centaurea benedicta (1) [0.33],[7.1]; Melianthus comosus (2) 
[0.67],[13.3] 




Z: [1,1,33]; [0.00]  
C: [3,3,18]; [0.00] 
V: [1,1,44]; [0.00] 
Z: Zingiber officinale (1) [1.00],[14.3] 
C: Artemisia afra (1) [0.33],[33.3]; Helichrysum cymosum (1) [0.33],[100.0]; 
Mentha longifolia (1) [0.33],[50.0] 
V: Mentha longifolia (1) [1.00],[7.1] 
92. Snake-bite and 
snake repellent  
C: [3,4,17]; [0.33] 
C: Cissampelos capensis (2) [0.50],[100.0]; Kniphofia spp. (1) 
[0.25],[100.0]; Leonotis leonurus (1) [0.25],[50.0] 
93. Snuff (making of 
snuff, used as snuff)  
B: [1,1,41]; [0.00] 
V: [1,10,35]; [1.00] 
B: Mesembryanthemum junceum (1) [1.00],[11.1] 
V: Mesembryanthemum junceum (10) [1.00],[41.7] 
94. Sore throat  
B: [6,26,20]; [0.80] 
Z: [4,9,25]; [0.63]  
C: [7,8,13]; [0.14] 
V: [5,22,26]; [0.81] 
 
B: Vachellia karroo (5) [0.19],[22.7]; Carpobrotus edulis (17) [0.65],[70.8]; 
Carpobrotus mellei (1) [0.04],[100.0]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia (1) 
[0.04],[4.3]; Tropaeolum majus (1) [0.04],[33.3]; Tulbaghia violacea (1) 
[0.04],[8.3] 
Z: Carpobrotus deliciosus (1), [0.11],[50.0]; Carpobrotus edulis (5), 
[0.56],[41.7]; Carpobrotus mellei (2), [0.22],[100.0]; Vachellia karroo (1), 
[0.11],[8.3]  
C: Carpobrotus deliciosus (2) [0.25],[100.0]; Carpobrotus edulis (1) 
[0.13],[100.0]; Leonotis leonurus (1) [0.13],[50.0]; Olea europaea subsp. 
cuspidata (1) [0.13],[100.0]; Portulacaria afra (1) [0.13],[50.0]; Vachellia 
karroo (1) [0.13],[50.0]; Xanthoparmelia spp. (1) [0.13],[100.0] 
V: Vachellia karroo (13) [0.59],[42.9]; Buddleja saligna (6) [0.27],[30.0]; 
Carpobrotus deliciosus (1) [0.05],[2.8]; Tropaeolum majus (1) [0.05],[8.3]; 
Xanthoparmelia spp. (1) [0.05],[2.4] 
95. Sores, abrasions, 
blisters, boils, 
B: Aloe ferox (5) [0.04],[21.7]; Aloe microstigma (4) [0.03],[100.0]; 
Boophone disticha (16) [0.13],[84.2]; Bulbine frutescens (17) [0.13],[77.3]; 




The total number of 
plant species, total 
number of 
anecdotes, the rank 
of the ailment and 
the concensus factor 
(Fic), all given in 
square brackets [ ] 
respectively 
Plant species (number of anecdotes) [STI], [FL (%)]; The most frequently 
used species in the western Little Karoo are shown in bold 
bruises, corns, open 
callus, inflammed 
moles, cracked feet, 
whitlow fingers, 
abscess  
B: [13,104,2]; [0.86] 
Z: [18,56,3]; [0.69] 
C: [18,24,2]; [0.26] 
V: [22,122,1]; [0.83] 
 
Canna indica (11) [0.09],[47.8]; Datura stramonium (1) [0.01],[11.1]; 
Euryops tenuissimus (7) [0.06],[100.0]; Gonialoe variegata (10) 
[0.08],[100.0]; Malva parviflora (9) [0.07],[100.0]; Melianthus comosus (2) 
[0.02],[22.2]; Osteospermum calendulaceum (6) [0.05],[31.6]; Pelargonium 
grossularioides (7) [0.06],[53.8]; Rumex crispus (9) [0.07],[81.8];  
Z: Agave americana (1) [0.01],[50.0]; Bulbine frutescens (6) [0.09],[54.5]; 
Cotyledon orbiculata (3) [0.04],[75.0]; Datura stramonium (5) [0.07],[62.5]; 
Dodonaea viscosa (1) [0.01],[7.7]; Euphorbia mauritanica (1) [0.02],[11.1]; 
Galenia africana (2) [0.03],[12.5]; Galium tomentosum (1) [0.01],[14.3]; 
Gonialoe variegata (4) [0.06],[57.1]; Gunnera perpensa (1) [0.01],[33.3]; 
Hermannia cuneifolia (3) [0.04],[75.0]; Leonotis leonurus (1) [0.01],[8.3]; 
Leonotis ocymifolia (1) [0.01],[8.3]; Melianthus comosus (5) [0.07],[33.3]; 
Nicotiana glauca (8) [0.12],[72.7]; Osteospermum calendulaceum (1) 
[0.01],[50.0]; Opuntia ficus-indica (5) [0.07],[71.4]; Ricinus communis (7) 
[0.09],[63.6] 
C: Adromischus triflorus (1) [0.04],[100.0]; Aloe ferox (1) [0.04],[50.0]; 
Boophone disticha (1) [0.04],[100.0]; Bulbine frutescens (2) [0.08],[100.0]; 
Chironia baccifera (2) [0.08],[100.0]; Cotyledon orbiculata (2) [0.08],[100.0]; 
Cysticapnnos vesicaria (1) [0.04],[100.0]; Datura stramonium (1) 
[0.04],[33.3]; Drimia robusta (1) [0.04],[100.0]; Hermannia cuneifolia (1) 
[0.04],[100.0]; Melianthus comosus (3) [0.12],[75.0]; Nemesia fruticans 
(2) [0.08],[100.0]; Nicotiana glauca (2) [0.08],[100.0]; Opuntia ficus-indica 
(1) [0.04],[100.0]; Searsia lancea (1) [0.04],[100.0]; Stachys aethiopica (2) 
[0.08],[100.0]; Tylecodon cacalioides (1) [0.04],[100.0]; Withania somnifera 
(1) [0.04],[100.0] 
V: Adromischus triflorus (6) [0.05],[60.0]; Aloe ferox (8) [0.07],[23.1]; 
Aptosimum indivisum (5) [0.04],[14.7]; Boophone disticha (7) [0.06],[58.3]; 
Bulbine frutescens (13) [0.11],[28.9]; Canna indica (4) [0.03],[13.8]; 
Cotyledon orbiculata (2) [0.02],[11.1]; Datura stramonium (1) [0.01],[4.8]; 
Elytropappus rhinocerotis (6) [0.05],[16.2]; Euclea undulata (3) 
[0.02],[12.5]; Gasteria brachyphylla (5) [0.04],[100]; Gonialoe variegata (5) 
[0.04],[16.1]; Lobostemon fruticosus (4) [0.03],[50.0]; Malva parviflora (1) 
[0.01],[50.0]; Nicotiana glauca (5) [0.04],[16.7]; Osteospermum 
calendulaceum (13) [0.11],[41.9]; Otholobium stachyrum (1) [0.01],[100]; 
Plantago lanceolata (12) [0.10],[63.2] 
96. Spastic colon  
C: [1,1,20]; [0.00] 
C: Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (1) [1.00],[33.3] 
97. Sprains (ankle, 
swellings)  
B: [1,1,41]; [0.00] 
Z: [2,4,30]; [0.67]  
C: [2,2,19]; [0.00] 
V: [1,5,40]; [1.00] 
B: Canna indica (1) [1.00],[ 4.3] 
Z: Datura stramonium (2) [0.50],[25.0]; Ricinus communis (2) [0.50],[18.2]  
C: Ruta graveolens (1) [0.50],[50.0]; Exomis microphylla  (1) [0.50],[50.0] 
V: Agave americana (5) [1.00],[31.3] 
98. Stomach-ache 
(indigestion, cramps, 
stomach discomfort)  
B: [10,43,10]; [0.79] 
Z: [19,35,9]; [0.47]  
C: [8,9,12]; [0.13] 
V: [7,27,22]; [0.77] 
B: Artemisia absinthium (9) [0.21],[34.6]; Artemisia afra (1) [0.02],[4.3]; 
Asclepias crispa (1) [0.02],[]; Cadaba aphylla (11) [0.26],[64.7]; 
Elytropappus rhinocerotis (1) [0.02],[6.7]; Lepidium africanum (1) 
[0.02],[100.0]; Pelargonium grossularioides (4) [0.09],[30.8]; Pentzia incana 
(12) [0.28],[60.0]; Pteronia incana (1) [0.02],[11.1]; Ricinus communis (2) 
[0.05],[15.4] 




The total number of 
plant species, total 
number of 
anecdotes, the rank 
of the ailment and 
the concensus factor 
(Fic), all given in 
square brackets [ ] 
respectively 
Plant species (number of anecdotes) [STI], [FL (%)]; The most frequently 
used species in the western Little Karoo are shown in bold 
 Z: Vachellia karroo (2) [0.06],[16.7]; Aloe ferox (1) [0.03],[7.1]; Aloe 
microstigma (2) [0.06],[100.0]; Artemisia absinthium (4) [0.11],[30.8]; 
Chironia baccifera (2) [0.06],[16.7]; Cissampelos capensis (2) [0.06],[18.2]; 
Centaurea benedicta (1) [0.03],[7.1]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (2) 
[0.06],[18.2]; Elytropappus rhinocerotis (1) [0.03],[9.1]; Euclea undulata (1) 
[0.03],[16.7]; Foeniculum vulgare (1) [0.03],[12.5]; Galenia africana (1) 
[0.03],[12.5]; Mentha longifolia (1) [0.03],[8.3]; Pentzia incana (6) 
[0.17],[75.0]; Portulacaria afra (2) [0.06],[18.2]; Punica granatum (2) 
[0.06],[16.7]; Ruta graveolens (1) [0.03],[6.3]; Salvia africana-caerulea (1) 
[0.03],[50.0]; Silene undulata (1) [0.03],[25.0]; 
C: Acorus calamus (1) [0.11],[100.0]; Agathosma spp. (1) [0.11],[50.0]; 
Aloe ferox (1) [0.11],[50.0]; Chamarea capensis (1) [0.11],[50.0]; 
Lasiosiphon deserticola (1) [0.11],[100.0]; Mentha longifolia (2) 
[0.22],[100.0]; Pelargonium grossularioides (1) [0.11],[50.0]; 
Xanthoparmelia spp. (1) [0.11],[100.0] 
V: Agathosma spp. (1) [0.04],[4.2]; Artemisia absinthium (6) [0.22],[26.1]; 
Artemisia afra (1) [0.04],[1.7]; Carpobrotus deliciosus (1) [0.04],[2.8]; 
Chrysocoma ciliata (4) [0.15],[26.7]; Foeniculum vulgare (5) [0.19],[20.0]; 




B: [10,38,12]; [0.76] 
Z: [19,41,6]; [0.55]  
C: [26,34,1]; [0.24] 
V: [21,93,4]; [0.80] 
B: Vachellia karroo (1) [0.03],[4.5]; Aloe ferox (3) [0.08],[13.0]; Artemisia 
absinthium (7) [0.22],[26.9]; Chironia baccifera (11) [0.34],[57.9]; 
Cissampelos capensis (5) [0.16],[25.0]; Kedrostis nana (2) [0.05],[22.2]; 
Muraltia spinosa (4) [0.11],[100.0]; Pentzia incana (3) [0.08],[15.0]; Punica 
granatum (1) [0.03],[4.8]; Solanum retroflexum  (1) [0.03],[12.5] 
Z: Aloe ferox (1) [0.02],[7.1]; Vachellia karroo (1) [0.02],[8.3]; Artemisia 
absinthium (7) [0.17],[53.8]; Cadaba aphylla (5) [0.12],[38.5]; Carpobrotus 
edulis (1) [0.02],[8.3]; Centaurea benedicta (2) [0.05],[14.3]; Eriocephalus 
africanus (2) [0.05],[22.2]; Hoodia grandis (2) [0.05],[100.0]; Kedrostis nana 
(2) [0.05],[33.3]; Leonotis leonurus (1) [0.02],[8.3]; Leonotis ocymifolia (1) 
[0.02],[8.3]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (3) [0.07],[20.0]; 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. microphylla (2) [0.05],[100.0]; Osteospermum 
calendulaceum (1) [0.02],[50.0]; Pentzia incana (1) [0.02],[12.5]; 
Portulacaria afra (2) [0.05],[18.2]; Searsia lancea (1) [0.02],[20.0]; Zingiber 
officinale (3) [0.07],[42.9]; Zygophyllum retrofractum (3) [0.07],[60.0]  
C: Agathosma spp. (1) [0.03],[50.0]; Aloe ferox (2) [0.06],[100.0]; Artemisia 
afra (1) [0.03],[33.3]; Gomphocarpus fruticosus (1) [0.03],[50.0]; Asparagus 
africanus (1) [0.03],[100.0]; Cadaba aphylla (2) [0.06],[66.7]; Cichorium 
intybus (1) [0.03],[100.0]; Cissampelos capensis (1) [0.03],[50.0]; Crassula 
muscosa (1) [0.03],[100.0]; Dicerothamnus rhinocerotis (1) [0.03],[100.0]; 
Dodonaea viscosa (2) [0.06],[66.7]; Glycyrrhiza glabra (1) [0.03],[100.0]; 
Lasiosiphon deserticola (1) [0.03],[100.0]; Gymnosporia buxifolia (1) 
[0.03],[100.0]; Kedrostis africana (1) [0.03],[100.0]; Kedrostis capensis (1) 
[0.03],[100.0]; Lessertia frutescens (2) [0.06],[40.0]; Nemesia fruticans (2) 
[0.06],[100.0]; Osteospermum calendulaceum (1) [0.03],[100.0]; 
Pelargonium grossularioides (1) [0.03],[50.0]; Pentzia incana (1) 
[0.03],[50.0]; Pteronia incana (2) [0.06],[100.0]; Teucrium africanum (2) 
[0.06],[100.0]; Tulbaghia violacea (2) [0.06],[100.0]; Veltheimia capensis (1) 
[0.03],[100.0]; Withania somnifera (1) [0.03],[100.0] 
V: Acorus calamus (12) [0.13],[40.0]; Aloe ferox (2) [0.02],[5.1]; Artemisia 
absinthium (16) [0.17],[69.6]; Artemisia afra (6) [0.06],[10.2]; Asparagus 




The total number of 
plant species, total 
number of 
anecdotes, the rank 
of the ailment and 
the concensus factor 
(Fic), all given in 
square brackets [ ] 
respectively 
Plant species (number of anecdotes) [STI], [FL (%)]; The most frequently 
used species in the western Little Karoo are shown in bold 
capensis (1) [0.01],[14.3]; Bulbine frutescens (9) [0.10],[20.0]; Cadaba 
aphylla (5) [0.05],[35.7]; Carpobrotus deliciosus (4) [0.04],[11.1]; Chamarea 
capensis (4) [0.04],[23.5]; Chironia baccifera (4) [0.04],[14.8]; Chrysocoma 
ciliata (3) [0.03],[20.0]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (7) [0.08],[13.5]; 
Elytropappus rhinocerotis (1) [0.01],[2.7]; Euclea undulata (4) [0.04],[16.7]; 
Gonialoe variegata (1) [0.01],[3.2]; Kedrostis nana (1) [0.01],[4.3]; Leonotis 
leonurus (1) [0.01],[6.3]; Pentzia incana (5) [0.05],[23.8]; Plantago 
lanceolata (5) [0.05],[26.3]; Schotia afra (1) [0.01],[50.0]; Vachellia karroo 
(1) [0.01],[3.6] 
100. Stomach ulcers  
B: [4,12,31]; [0.73] 
Z: [1,1,33]; [0.00]  
C: [1,1,20]; [0.00] 
V: [2,6,39]; [0.80] 
B: Vachellia karroo (1) [0.08],[4.5]; Artemisia absinthium (8) [0.67],[30.8]; 
Gymnosporia buxifolia (1) [0.08],[100.0]; Oxalis pes-caprae (2) 
[0.17],[100.0] 
Z: Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (1) [1.00],[6.7]  
C: Lessertia frutescens (1) [1.00],[20.0] 
V: Chironia baccifera (5) [0.83],[18.5]; Chrysocoma ciliata (1) [0.17],[6.7] 
101. Stroke  
Z: [3,4,30]; [0.33]  
C: [7,8,13]; [0.14] 
V: [1,6,39]; [1.00] 
 
Z: Ballota africana (1) [0.25],[11.1]; Ruta graveolens (2) [0.50],[12.5]; 
Salvia africana-caerulea (1) [0.25],[50.0]   
C: Cannabis sativa (1) [0.13],[100.0]; Leonotis leonurus (1) [0.13],[50.0]; 
Leonotis ocymifolia (1) [0.13],[50.0]; Melianthus comosus (1) [0.13],[25.0]; 
Ruta graveolens (1) [0.13],[50.0]; Zygophyllum morgsana (2) 
[0.25],[100.0]; Exomis microphylla  (1) [0.13],[50.0] 
V: Melianthus comosus (6) [1.00],[15.8] 
102. Sweaty feet  
Z: [1,2,32]; [1.00]  
V: [1,4,41]; [1.00] 
Z: Elytropappus rhinocerotis (2) [1.00],[18.2] 
V: Mesembryanthemum junceum (4) [1.00],[16.7] 
 
103. Swollen feet  
Z: [2,2,32]; [0.00] 
Z: Vachellia karroo (1) [0.50],[8.3]; Melianthus comosus (1) [0.50],[6.7] 
104. Teething 
problems (babies)  
Z: [1,1,33]; [0.00]  
C: [2,3,18]; [0.50] 
V: [1,5,40]; [1.00] 
Z: Carpobrotus edulis (1) [1.00],[8.3]  
C: Carpobrotus deliciosus (2) [0.67],[100.0]; Glottiphyllum depressum (1) 
[0.33],[100.0] 
V: Buddleja saligna (5) [1.00],[25.0] 
105. Thirst quencher  
B: [3,16,27]; [0.87] 
Z: [7,12,22]; [0.45]  
C: [3,3,18]; [0.00] 
V: [4,9,36]; [0.63] 
B: Augea capensis (6) [0.38],[100.0]; Cotyledon orbiculata (6) 
[0.38],[66.7]; Hoodia grandis (4) [0.25],[57.1] 
Z: Augea capensis (1) [0.08],[100.0]; Carpobrotus edulis (1) [0.08],[8.3]; 
Cotyledon orbiculata (2) [0.17],[50.0]; Oxalis pes-caprae (1) [0.08],[50.0]; 
Portulacaria afra (4) [0.33],[36.4]; Quaqua mammilaris (1) [0.08],[100.0]; 
Senecio radicans (2) [0.17],[100.0]  
C: Mesembryanthemum tortuosum (1) [0.33],[100.0]; Oxalis pes-caprae (1) 
[0.33],[33.3]; Portulacaria afra (1) [0.33],[50.0] 
V: Augea capensis (3) [0.33],[75.0]; Cotyledon orbiculata (4) [0.44],[44.4]; 
Mentha longifolia (1) [0.11],[7.1]; Portulacaria afra (1) [0.11],[6.7]  
106. Thorns (used as 
blister-plaster, 
removal of thorns)  
B: [2,2,40]; [0.00] 
Z: [1,1,33]; [0.00]  
C: [2,2,19]; [0.00] 
V: [3,3,42]; [0.00] 
B: Canna indica (1) [0.50],[4.3]; Elytropappus rhinocerotis (1) [0.50],[6.7] 
Z: Gonialoe variegata (1) [1.00],[14.3]  
C: Cotyledon orbiculata (1) [0.50],[50.0]; Gonialoe variegata (1) 
[0.50],[100.0] 
V: Canna indica (1) [0.33],[3.4]; Plantago lanceolata (1) [0.33],[5.3]; 
Vachellia karroo (1) [0.33],[3.6] 
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107. Tonic (general 
health)  
B: [20,45,9]; [0.57] 
Z: [18,36,8]; [0.51]  
C: [8,9,12]; [0.13] 
V: [8,31,20]; [0.76] 
 
B: Aloe ferox (2) [0.04],[8.7]; Artemisia afra (1) [0.02],[4.3]; Bulbine 
frutescens (2) [0.04],[9.1]; Cadaba aphylla (1) [0.02],[5.9]; Cannabis sativa 
(1) [0.02],[50.0]; Chironia baccifera (2) [0.04],[10.5]; Chrysocoma ciliata (2) 
[0.04],[14.3]; Cissampelos capensis (1) [0.02],[5.0]; Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) (4) [0.09],[16.0]; Cyclopia intermedia (1) [0.02],[100.0]; 
Dodonaea viscosa (1) [0.02],[5.9]; Elytropappus rhinocerotis (4) 
[0.09],[26.7]; Empleurum unicapsulare (1) [0.02],[100.0]; Helichrysum 
odoratissimum (4) [0.09],[16.7]; Dittrichia graveolens (1) [0.02],[20.0]; 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (5) [0.11],[25.0]; Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia (6) [0.13],[26.1]; Pentzia incana (3) [0.07],[15.0]; Punica 
granatum (2) [0.04],[9.5]; Ruta graveolens (1) [0.02],[4.2] 
Z: Agathosma spp. (2) [0.06],[28.6]; Agathosma cerefolium (2) 
[0.06],[100.0]; Aptosimum indivisum (2) [0.06],[22.2]; Augea capensis (1) 
[0.03],[100.0]; Cissampelos capensis (1) [0.03],[9.1]; Centaurea benedicta 
(2) [0.06],[14.3]; Dodonaea viscosa (2) [0.06],[15.4]; Helichrysum sp. (2) 
[0.06],[]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (4) [0.11],[26.7]; Mentha 
longifolia (1) [0.03],[8.3]; Opuntia ficus-indica (1) [0.03],[14.3]; Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia (6) [0.17],[37.5]; Ruta graveolens (2) [0.06],[12.5]; Tulbaghia 
violacea (1) [0.03],[7.7]; Urtica urens (2) [0.06],[14.3]; Viscum capense (1) 
[0.03],[16.7]; Zingiber officinale (3) [0.08],[42.9]; Vachellia karroo (1) 
[0.03],[8.3]  
C: Aloe ferox (1) [0.11],[50.0]; Arctopus echinatus (1) [0.11],[100.0];  
Bulbine latifolia (1) [0.11],[100.0]; Limeum aethiopicum (1) [0.11],[100.0]; 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia (2) [0.22],[66.7]; Viscum capense (1) 
[0.11],[50.0]; Viscum continuum (1) [0.11],[50.0];  Withania somnifera (1) 
[0.11],[100.0] 
V: Dodonaea viscosa (5) [0.16],[10.0]; Elytropappus rhinocerotis (1) 
[0.03],[2.7]; Leysera gnaphalodes (6) [0.19],[21.4]; Mentha longifolia (5) 
[0.16],[35.7]; Urtica urens (1) [0.03],[6.3]; Viscum capense (5) [0.16],[26.3]; 
Viscum continuum (4) [0.13],[80.0]; Viscum rotundifolium (4) [0.13],[100] 
108. Tonsillitis  
B: [4,10,33]; [0.67] 
Z: [1,1,33]; [0.00]  
V: [2,5,40]; [0.75] 
B: Vachellia karroo (7) [0.70],[31.8]; Carpobrotus edulis (1) [0.10],[4.2]; 
Punica granatum (1) [0.10],[4.8]; Quercus robur (1) [0.10],[100.0] 
Z: Punica granatum (1) [1.00],[8.3] 
V: Vachellia karroo (1) [0.20],[3.6]; Portulacaria afra (4) [0.80],[9.8] 
109. Toothache and 
sore gums   
B: [10,47,7]; [0.80] 
Z: [5,15,21]; [0.71]  
C: [7,9,12]; [0.25] 
V: [10,20,28]; [0.50] 
 
B: Adromischus triflorus (1) [0.02],[6.3]; Canna indica (4) [0.09],[17.4]; 
Dysphania ambrosioides (7) [0.15],[87.5]; Galenia africana (7) [0.15],[77.8]; 
Lycium tetrandrum (1) [0.02],[100.0]; Melianthus comosus (4) [0.09],[44.4]; 
Mentha longifolia (6) [0.13],[75.0]; Pelargonium articulatum (7) 
[0.15],[100.0]; Urtica urens (7) [0.15],[36.8]; Xanthoparmelia spp. (3) 
[0.06],[21.4] 
Z: Vachellia karroo (2) [0.13],[16.7]; Chironia baccifera (1) [0.07],[8.3]; 
Galenia africana (2) [0.13],[12.5]; Mentha longifolia (2) [0.13],[16.7]; 
Xanthoparmelia spp. (8) [0.53],[66.7]  
C: Berula thunbergii (1) [0.11],[100.0]; Blepharis capensis (1) [0.11],[100.0]; 
Cotyledon orbiculata (2) [0.22],[100.0]; Galenia africana (1) [0.11],[100.0]; 
Knowltonia vesicatoria (2) [0.22],[100.0]; Solanum linnaeanum (1) 
[0.11],[100.0]; Solanum tomentosum (1) [0.11],[100.0] 
V: Aptosimum procumbens (1) [0.05],[33.3]; Artemisia afra (1) [0.05],[1.7]; 
Dysphania ambrosioides (1) [0.05],[25.0]; Chrysocoma ciliata (1) 
[0.05],[6.7]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (1) [0.05],[1.9]; Galenia 
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africana (3) [0.15],[23.1]; Melianthus comosus (1) [0.05],[2.6]; 
Mesembryanthemum tortuosum (3) [0.15],[9.1]; Pelargonium articulatum 
(1) [0.05],[5.3]; Ruta graveolens (7) [0.35],[14.3] 
110. Topical use 
(ointment)  
V: [2,2,43]; [0.00] 
V: Aptosimum procumbens (1) [0.50],[33.3]; Osteospermum 
calendulaceum (1) [0.50],[3.2] 
111. Tuberculosis 
(TB)  
B: [6,13,30]; [0.58] 
Z: [8,24,14]; [0.70]  
C: [3,4,17]; [0.33] 
V: [5,42,16]; [0.90] 
 
B: Asparagus capensis (4) [0.31],[66.7]; Chironia baccifera (1) [0.08],[5.3]; 
Dodonaea viscosa (1) [0.08],[5.9]; Elytropappus rhinocerotis (2) 
[0.15],[13.3]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (4) [0.31],[5.0]; 
Pelargonium sidoides (1) [0.08],[100.0] 
Z: Asparagus africanus (6) [0.25],[75.0]; Asparagus capensis (1) 
[0.04],[50.0]; Asparagus densiflorus (2) [0.08],[66.7]; Chironia baccifera (1) 
[0.04],[8.3]; Eriocephalus africanus (3) [0.13],[33.3]; Felicia filifolia (1) 
[0.04],[100.0]; Protea nitida (6) [0.25],[100.0]; Urtica urens (4) [0.17],[28.6]  
C: Asparagus africanus (1) [0.25],[100.0]; Cissampelos capensis (2) 
[0.50],[100.0]; Gymnosporia buxifolia (1) [0.25],[100.0] 
V: Ballota africana (1) [0.02],[3.8]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens 
(4) [0.10],[7.4]; Leysera gnaphalodes (18) [0.43],[64.3]; 




B: [35,136,1]; [0.75] 
Z: [17,21,16]; [0.20]  
C: [4,4,17]; [0.00] 
V: [21,66,8]; [0.68] 
 
B: Vachellia karroo (1) [0.01],[4.5]; Agathosma crenulata (1) [0.01],[12.5]; 
Agathosma species (1) [0.01],[12.5]; Aloe ferox (1) [0.01],[4.3]; Artemisia 
afra (3) [0.02],[13.0]; Ballota africana (1) [0.01],[7.1]; Chironia baccifera (1) 
[0.01],[5.3]; Chrysocoma ciliata (7) [0.05],[50.0]; Cissampelos capensis (9) 
[0.07],[45.0]; Cliffortia strobilifera (7) [0.05],[63.6]; Centaurea benedicta (7) 
[0.05],[63.6]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (1) [0.01],[4.0]; Dodonaea 
viscosa (7) [0.05],[41.2]; Dolichothrix ericoides (7) [0.05],[100.0]; 
Elytropappus rhinocerotis (1) [0.01],[6.7]; Euclea undulata (2) 
[0.01],[100.0]; Galium tomentosum (11) [0.08],[64.7]; Helichrysum 
odoratissimum (3) [0.02],[12.5]; Hoodia grandis (2) [0.01],[28.6]; Kedrostis 
nana (7) [0.05],[77.8]; Leonotis leonurus (1) [0.01],[25.0]; Lessertia 
frutescens subsp. frutescens (2) [0.01],[10.0]; Mentha longifolia (1) 
[0.01],[12.5]; Mentha spicata (7) [0.05],[100.0]; Oncosiphon piluliferus (7) 
[0.05],[58.3]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia (11) [0.08],[47.8]; Pentzia incana (2) 
[0.01],[10.0]; Protea repens (1) [0.01],[100.0]; Punica granatum (1) 
[0.01],[4.8]; Rosenia humilis (7) [0.05],[58.3]; Ruta graveolens (6) 
[0.04],[25.0]; Salvia microphylla (4) [0.03],[36.4]; Silene undulata (1) 
[0.01],[100.0]; Zantedeschia aethiopica (1) [0.01],[100.0]; Viscum capense 
(4) [0.03],[28.6] 
Z: Vachellia karroo (1) [0.05],[8.3]; Agathosma spp. (1) [0.05],[14.3]; Ballota 
africana (1) [0.05],[11.1]; Centaurea benedicta (2) [0.10],[14.3]; Galium 
tomentosum (1) [0.05],[14.3]; Garuleum bipinnatum (1) [0.05],[14.3]; 
Helichrysum odoratissimum (1) [0.05],[8.3]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
frutescens (1) [0.05],[6.7]; Leysera gnaphalodes (1) [0.05],[100.0]; Malva 
parviflora (1) [0.05],[20.0]; Mentha longifolia (3) [0.14],[25.0]; Oncosiphon 
piluliferus (2) [0.10],[18.2]; Polygonum aviculare (1) [0.05],[11.1]; Psidium 
guajava (1) [0.05],[10.0]; Viscum capense (1) [0.05],[16.7]; Viscum 
continuum (1) [0.05],[100.0]; Zygophyllum retrofractum (1) [0.05],[20.0] 
C: Malva parviflora (1) [0.25],[100.0]; Psidium guajava (1) [0.25],[100.0]; 
Viscum capense (1) [0.25],[50.0]; Viscum continuum (1) [0.25],[50.0] 
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V: Aloe ferox (7) [0.11],[17.9]; Asclepias crispa (1) [0.02],[12.5]; Gonialoe 
variegata (5) [0.08],[16.1]; Buddleja saligna (1) [0.02],[5.0]; Conyza 
scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (7) [0.11],[9.6]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (1) 
[0.02],[12.7]; Melianthus comosus (5) [0.07],[2.6]; Nymania capensis (5) 
[0.08],[18.5]; Olea europaea subsp. cuspidata (1) [0.02],[50.0]; Opuntia 
ficus-indica (5) [0.08],[11.9]; Pappea capensis (1) [0.01],[50.0]; Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia (1) [0.02],[5.6]; Portulacaria afra (4) [0.06],[9.8]; Punica 
granatum (1) [0.02],[2.4]; Quaqua mammilaris (1) [0.02],[100]; Ruta 
graveolens (1) [0.02],[5.3]; Salvia africana-caerulea (4) [0.06],[100]; 
Solanum retroflexum  (1) [0.02],[2.0]; Viscum capense (4) [0.06],[21.1]; 
Xanthoparmelia spp. (5) [0.08],[12.2]; Zingiber officinale (5) [0.08],[41.7] 




B: [6,17,26]; [0.69] 
Z: [14,16,20]; [0.13]  
C: [16,19,5]; [0.17] 
V: [7,23,25]; [0.73] 
 
B: Arctopus echinatus (4) [0.24],[100.0]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (1) 
[0.06],[4.2]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (3) [0.18],[15.0]; 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia (1) [0.06],[4.3]; Urtica urens (4) [0.24],[21.1]; 
Xanthoparmelia spp. (4) [0.24],[28.6] 
Z: Agathosma spp. (2) [0.12],[28.6]; Chironia baccifera (1) [0.06],[8.3]; 
Centaurea benedicta (1) [0.06],[7.1]; Dodonaea viscosa (1) [0.06],[7.7]; 
Euclea undulata (1) [0.06],[16.7]; Foeniculum vulgare (2) [0.12],[25.0]; 
Grewia robusta (1) [0.06],[100.0]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (1) 
[0.06],[8.3]; Helichrysum crispum (1) [0.06],[33.3]; Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. frutescens (1) [0.06],[6.7]; Osteospermum moniliferum (1) 
[0.06],[100.0]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia (1) [0.06],[6.3]; Searsia lancea (1) 
[0.06],[20.0]; Vachellia karroo (1) [0.06],[8.3]  
C: Agathosma spp. (2) [0.11],[100.0]; Asparagus africanus (1) 
[0.05],[100.0]; Augea capensis (2) [0.11],[100.0]; Ballota africana (1) 
[0.05],[100.0]; Cissampelos capensis (1) [0.05],[50.0]; Diosma 
acmaeophylla (1) [0.05],[100.0]; Eriocephalus paniculatus (1) [0.05],[100.0]; 
Eriocephalus punctulatus (1) [0.05],[100.0]; Eriocephalus spp. (1) 
[0.05],[100.0]; Helichrysum sp. (1) [0.05],[100.0]; Helichrysum cymosum (1) 
[0.05],[100.0]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (1) [0.05],[100.0]; Hibiscus 
pusillus (1) [0.05],[100.0]; Hypoxis hemerocallidae (1) [0.05],[100.0]; 
Lessertia frutescens (1) [0.05],[20.0]; Stachys aethiopica (2) [0.11],[100.0] 
V: Dodonaea viscosa (1) [0.04],[2.0]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (7) 
[0.30],[12.7]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (6) [0.26],[11.1]; 
Ricinus communis (1) [0.04],[7.1]; Salvia microphylla (6) [0.26],[18.8]; 
Xanthoparmelia spp. (1) [0.04],[2.4]; Zygophyllum retrofractum (1) 
[0.04],[50.0] 
114. Veterinary 
(medicine, ticks and 
flea repellent)  
B: [3,27,19]; [0.92] 
Z: [3,3,31]; [0.00]  
C: [1,1,20]; [0.00] 
V: [2,8,37]; [0.86] 
B: Aloe ferox (22) [0.81],[95.7]; Aloe microstigma (4) [0.18],[100.0]; 
Euphorbia mauritanica (1) [0.05],[7.7] 
Z: Garuleum bipinnatum (1) [0.33],[14.3]; Leonotis leonurus (1) [0.33],[8.3]; 
Leonotis ocymifolia (1) [0.33],[8.3]  
C: Aloe ferox (1) [1.00],[50.0] 
V: Aloe ferox (4) [0.50],[10.3]; Chrysocoma ciliata (4) [0.50],[26.7] 
115. Vitamin C 
supplement  
B: [1,1,41]; [0.00] 
B: Psidium guajava (1) [1.00],[14.3] 
116. Warts, open 
plantar warts 
(soolvratte)  
B: Euphorbia mauritanica (12) [0.10],[92.3]; Ficus cordata (1) 
[0.01],[100.0]; Tylecodon cacalioides (4) [0.03],[100.0]; Viscum capense (4) 
[0.03],[28.6] 
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B: [4,21,23]; [0.85] 
Z: [3,11,23]; [0.80] 
C: [6,7,14]; [0.17] 
V: [6,29,21]; [0.78] 
Z: Euphorbia mauritanica (8) [0.13],[90.0]; Gomphocarpus fruticosus (2) 
[0.03],[100.0]; Opuntia ficus-indica (1) [0.08],[16.7] 
C: Cotyledon orbiculata (1) [0.14],[50.0]; Euphorbia mauritanica (2) 
[0.29],[66.7]; Gomphocarpus fruticosus (1) [0.14],[50.0]; Solanum 
linnaeanum (1) [0.14],[100.0]; Solanum tomentosum (1) [0.14],[100.0]; 
Viscum rotundifolium (1) [0.14],[100.0] 
V: Adromischus triflorus (1) [0.03],[10.0];Cotyledon orbiculata (1) 
[0.01],[11.1]; Euphorbia mauritanica (8) [0.07],[100]; Gomphocarpus 
fruticosus (1) [0.03],[50.0]; Tylecodon cacalioides (6) [0.05],[100]; 
Tylecodon paniculatus (12) [0.41],[100.0] 
117. Weightloss aid  
Z: [1,1,33]; [0.00] 
Z: Zingiber officinale (1) [1.00],[14.3] 
118. Whooping 
cough  
Z: [1,2,32]; [1.00]  
V: [1,1,44]; [0.00] 
Z: Aptosimum indivisum (2) [1.00],[22.2]  
V: Urtica urens (1) [1.00],[6.3] 
119. Wounds (cuts, 
pus)  
B: [6,12,31]; [0.55] 
Z: [7,16,20]; [0.60]  
C: [6,7,14]; [0.17] 
V: [16,59,11]; [0.74] 
 
B: Aptosimum indivisum (2) [0.17],[100.0]; Boophone disticha (1) 
[0.08],[5.3]; Bulbine frutescens (1) [0.08],[4.5]; Melianthus comosus (2) 
[0.17],[22.2]; Osteospermum calendulaceum (5) [0.42],[26.3]; Rumex 
crispus (1) [0.08],[9.1] 
Z: Gonialoe variegata (3) [0.19],[42.9]; Ballota africana (2) [0.13],[22.2]; 
Boophone disticha (2) [0.13],[100.0]; Bulbine frutescens (2) [0.13],[18.2]; 
Melianthus comosus (4) [0.25],[26.7]; Portulacaria afra (2) [0.13],[18.2]; 
Ricinus communis (1) [0.06],[9.1]  
C: Boophone disticha (1) [0.14],[100.0]; Cysticapnnos vesicaria (1) 
[0.14],[100.0]; Hermannia cuneifolia (1) [0.14],[100.0]; Melianthus comosus 
(1) [0.14],[25.0]; Nemesia fruticans (2) [0.29],[100.0]; Withania somnifera 
(1)   [0.14],[100.0] 
V: Aloe ferox (2) [0.03],[5.1]; Aptosimum indivisum (4) [0.07],[11.8]; Ballota 
africana (6) [0.10],[23.1]; Boophone disticha (5) [0.08],[41.7]; Bulbine 
frutescens (4) [0.07],[8.9]; Canna indica (4) [0.07],[13.8]; Datura 
stramonium (1) [0.02],[4.8]; Elytropappus rhinocerotis (1) [0.02],[2.7]; Malva 
parviflora (1) [0.02],[50.0]; Nicotiana glauca (5) [0.08],[16.7]; 
Osteospermum calendulaceum (5) [0.08],[16.1]; Plantago lanceolata (1) 
[0.02],[5.3]; Ricinus communis (5) [0.08],[35.7]; Rumex crispus (7) 
[0.12],[100]; Rumex lanceolatus (7) [0.12],[100]; Zantedeschia aethiopica 
(1) [0.02],[7.7] 
 
In Table 6.7, all species are listed against the ailments (or groups of related 
ailments) for which they are used, with the most important species indicated in bold 
for each village.  
The most common indications and most preferred species to be used as 
treatment for that ailment, recorded at Barrydale were: unspecified medicinal uses 
(35 species used, 136 anecdotes, ranked 1); sores, abrasions, blisters, boils, corns, 
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warts, open callus, inflamed moles, cracked feet, open plantar wart (“soolvrat”) and 
whitlow fingers (13, 104, 2); pain, inflammation, arthritis, rheumatism (topical use - as 
ointment, poultice, compress or wash) (15, 79, 3); high blood pressure (17, 78, 4); 
colds (14, 69, 5); backache (14, 51, 6); toothache and sore gums (10, 47, 7); 
diabetes (13, 46, 8); tonic (general health) (20, 45, 9) and stomach-ache (indigestion, 
cramps, stomach discomfort) (10, 43, 10). 
The most common indications recorded at Zoar based on the total number of 
use-records for the ailment were diabetes (27 species used, 75 anecdotes, ranked 
1); high blood pressure (29, 66, 2); sores, abrasions, blisters, boils, corns, open 
callus, inflamed moles, cracked feet, whitlow fingers, abscess and other skin 
conditions (18, 56, 3); psychological conditions (magic medicine - “paljas”) (18, 47, 
4); colds (20, 46, 5); stomach ailments (unspecified) (19, 41, 6); backache (18, 38, 
7); pain, inflammation, arthritis, rheumatism (topical use – as ointment, poultice, 
compress orwash) (19, 36, 8); tonic (general health) (18, 36, 8); stomach-ache 
(indigestion, cramps, stomach discomfort) (19, 35, 9) and kidney ailments (diuretic, 
kidney stones) (24, 32, 10). 
The most common indications recorded at Calitzdorp, based on the total 
number of use-records for each ailment, were stomach ailments (unspecified) (26 
species used, 34 anecdotes, ranked 1); sores, abrasions, blisters, boils, corns, 
warts, open callus, inflamed moles, cracked feet, whitlow fingers, abscess and other 
skin conditions (18, 24, 2); fever (17, 23, 3); backache (15, 20, 4); urinary ailments 
(bladder health, urinary tract infections) (16, 19, 5); diabetes (14, 16, 6); chest 
ailments (unspecified) (11, 14, 7); influenza (11, 14, 7); kidney ailments (diuretic, 
kidney stones, infection) (10, 13, 8); colds (10, 12, 9) and pain, inflammation, 
arthritis, rheumatism (topical use – as ointment, poultice, compress or wash) (9, 11, 
10). 
Due to the isolation of Vanwyksdorp from public health facilities such as clinics 
and hospitals, medicinal plants are still widely used as supportive treatment for many 
self-terminating and chronic ailments, including tuberculosis, diabetes and high blood 
pressure. The most common indications are: sores, abrasions, blisters, boils, corns, 
warts, open callus, inflamed moles, cracked feet, whitlow fingers, abscess and other 
skin conditions (22 species used, 122 anecdotes, ranked 1); cancer (22, 103, 2); 
colds (17, 99, 3); stomach ailments (unspecified) (21, 93, 4); backache (15, 89, 5); 
pain, inflammation, arthritis (topical use) (13, 78, 6); ringworm and various conditions 
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of the hair and scalp (14, 71, 7); unspecified medicinal uses (21, 66, 8); diabetes (11, 
62, 9) and oral thrush (4, 60, 10). 
 
6.6 Quantification of the data according to the Matrix Method  
The Matrix Method of De Beer and Van Wyk (2011) was also followed for the 
quantification and analysis of the primary data. The results of the formal interviews 
for the four villages in the western Little Karoo are presented in the form of a matrix 
of participant vs species in Table 6.8. The local popularity or relative importance of 
the species was measured using the Species Popularity Index (SPI), while the level 
of knowledge of each participant was assessed using the Ethnobotanical Knowledge 
Index (EKI). These calculations are explained in the Materials and Methods – section 
3.6). In Chapter 9, these statistical data on the plant species are compared with 
other quantification methods, namely the Cultural Importance Index (CII) and the 
Relative Frequency of Citation index (RFC) of Tardío and Pardo de Santayana 
(2008), as well as the Index of Agreement on Remedies (IAR) of Trotter and Logan 
(1986). The Anecdote Frequency Index (AFI) is also introduced, which is based on 
the number of participants who mentioned a vernacular name and use for a specific 
plant species. 
 
Table 6.8: Quantification matrix for 146 medicinal plant species, three non-
plant products and 70 participants as recorded in four villages (Barrydale, 
Zoar, Calitzdorp, Vanwyksdorp) in the western Little Karoo, South Africa. 
   
Explanation of the four digits in each cell: (1) does the participant know the plant? – 
score 1 or 0; (2) does the participant have a name for the plant? - score 2 or 0; (3) 
can the participant name a medicinal use for the plant? - score 3 or 0; (4) total score 
(out of 6); SPI = Species Popularity Index (e.g. for Aloe ferox at Barrydale) = ratio of 
total species score (147) divided by maximum possible score for the species (29 
participants × 6 = 174) = 147/174 = 0.84; EKI = Ethnobotanical Knowledge Index 
(e.g. for MW1 at Barrydale) = ratio of total participant score (for all the species, 204) 
divided by maximum possible score (149 species × 6 = 894) = 216/894 = 0.23 – see 
section 3.6.    
 
Table 6.8.1: Matrix scores for Barrydale (146 medicinal plant species, three 
non-plant products, 29 participants). Participants (in the order of descending age, 
see Table 6.1 for dates of birth): MW1 = Martinus Jakobus Windvogel; MA = Mina 
(“Muis”) Johanna Afrika; ML = Maria Katrina Lombard, néé Rooi; CM1 = Christine 
Maasdorp; MR = Michael Ruiters; JB = Jan (“Jotti”) Boshoff; RR = Rachel Ruiters; 
EP = Elise (“Elsie”) Pieterse; EG = Eben Willem Le Grange; WN = William Arthur 
Nel; JS = Jakoba (“Ant Kowa”) Soldaat; MP = Maria Plaatjies; LM = Lya Michaels; 
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WP = Willem (“Willempie Koper”) Pieterse; JP = Jan (“Jockey”) Plaatjies; RC = 
Raymond Classen; HH = Hendrik Hopley; DL = Dawid (“Rooi Dawid”) Lombard; JP1 
= Jan Plaatjies; LH = Lizelle Hopley; MP2 = Magdalena (“Leen”) Pieterse; KC = 
Keneels Conradie; MP1 = Magrieta (“Griekie”) Pieterse; RM = Rodene (“Worsie”) 
Middelbos; EA = Elvaro (“Vario”) Afrika; DP = Dora (“Doortjie”) Pieterse; DP1 = Dian 
Pieterse; DA = Daniël (“Davie Apeka”, ”Zolile”) Afrika; KO = Koos Oransie.  
Plant species  Participants 1 to 9 (Senior citizens, age 60+) MW1 MA ML CM1 MR JB RR EP EG 
1 Acorus calamus 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
2 Adromischus triflorus 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 
3 Agathosma spp. 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 
4 Agave americana 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
5 Aloe ferox 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 
6 Amaranthus spp. 0000 1236 1203 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
7 
Anacampseros 
papyracea 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
8 
Anacampseros 
telephiastrum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
9 Aptosimum indivisum 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 
10 Aptosimum procumbens 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 
11 Artemisia absinthium 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 
12 Artemisia afra 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 
13 Asclepias crispa 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 
14 Asparagus spp. 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1203 
15 Atriplex nummularia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
16 Augea capensis 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 
17 Ballota africana 0000 1236 1203 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1203 
18 Boophone disticha 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 
19 Buddleja saligna 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 
20 Bulbine frutescens 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
21 Cadaba aphylla 1236 1236 1203 1236 1203 1236 1203 1236 1203 
22 Canna indica 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 
23 Cannabis sativa - - - - - - - - - 
24 Carpobrotus deliciosus 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 
25 Carpobrotus edulis 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
26 Cassytha ciliolata 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
27 Centaurea benedicta   1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 
28 Chamarea capensis 0000 1236 1203 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 
29 Chironia baccifera 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 
30 Chrysocoma ciliata 0000 1236 1203 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
31 Cissampelos capensis 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 1203 
32 Cliffortia ruscifolia 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 1203 
33 Cliffortia strobilifera 0000 1236 1203 0000 1236 1203 1236 0000 0000 
34 
Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 
35 Cotyledon orbiculata 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 
36 Cyclopia intermedia 1203 1236 1236 1203 1203 1236 1203 1203 1236 
37 Cyperus textilus 0000 0000 1203 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1203 
38 Cyphia digitata 0000 1236 1203 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
39 Datura stramonium 0000 0000 1203 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
40 Dioscorea hemicrypta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 
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41 Diosma acmaeophylla 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 
42 Diosma hirsuta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
43 Diosma prama 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
44 Dittrichia graveolens 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 
45 Dodonaea viscosa  0000 1236 1203 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1203 
46 Dolichothrix ericoides 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
47 
Dysphania 
ambrosioides 0000 1236 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 
48 
Elytropappus 
rhinocerotis 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 
49 Eriocephalus africanus 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
50 Eriocephalus ericoides 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
51 Euclea undulata 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
52 Euphorbia mauritanica 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
53 Euryops lateriflorus 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 
54 Euryops tenuissimus 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 
55 Exomis microphylla 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 
56 Fockea spp. 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
57 Foeniculum vulgare 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 
58 Galenia africana 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
59 Galium tomentosum 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
60 Garuleum bipinnatum 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 
61 Gasteria brachyphylla 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 
62 
Gomphocarpus 
fruticosus 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 
63 Gonialoe variegata 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 1203 
64 Gunnera perpensa 0000 0000 1203 0000 1203 0000 1203 0000 1236 
65 Gymnosporia buxifolia 0000 0000 1203 0000 1203 1236 1203 0000 1236 
66 
Helichrysum 
odoratissimum 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
67 Hermannia cuneifolia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
68 Hoodia grandis 0000 1236 1236 0000 1203 1236 1203 0000 1236 
69 Hoodia pilifera 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 
70 Kedrostis nana 0000 1236 1203 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 
71 Leonotis leonurus 1203 0000 0000 1203 1203 1236 1203 1203 0000 
72 Leonotis ocymifolia 1236 0000 1203 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1203 
73 Lepidium africanum - - - - - - - - - 
74 
Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. frutescens 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 
75 
Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. microphylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
76 Leysera gnaphalodes 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 
77 Limeum aethiopicum 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 1236 1203 0000 0000 
78 Lobostemon fruticosus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
79 Lycium horridum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 
80 Lycium oxycarpum 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
81 Malva parviflora 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1203 
82 Melianthus comosus 0000 1236 1203 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
83 Mentha longifolia 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
84 Mentha spicata 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
85 
Mesembryanthemum 
junceum 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 
86 
Mesembryanthemum 
tortuosum 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 
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87 Microloma sagittatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 1203 1236 0000 0000 
88 Muraltia spinosa 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
89 Nicotiana glauca 1236 0000 0000 1236 1203 1236 1203 1236 0000 
90 Notobubon tenuifolium 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
91 Nymania capensis 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
92 
Olea europaea subsp. 
cuspidata 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 
93 Oncosiphon piluliferum 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 
94 
Oncosiphon 
suffruticosum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
95 Opuntia ficus-indica 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1203 
96 
Osteospermum 
calendulaceum  1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
97 Otholobium stachyerum  0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
98 Oxalis pes-caprae 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
99 Pappea capensis 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 
100 
Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1203 1236 1203 
101 Pegolettia retrofracta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
102 Pelargonium peltatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
103 Pelargonium zonale 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
104 Pentzia incana 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 
105 Physalis peruviana 0000 1236 1203 0000 1203 1236 1203 0000 1236 
106 Plantago lanceolata 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 1203 0000 0000 
107 Polygonum aviculare 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 
108 Portulacaria afra 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
109 Protea nitida 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
110 Protea repens 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
111 Psidium guajava 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
112 Pteronia incana 0000 1236 1236 0000 1203 1236 1203 0000 1236 
113 Punica granatum 0000 1236 1203 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1203 
114 Quaqua spp. 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 1203 
115 Raphanus raphanistrum 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
116 Rhigozum obovatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
117 Ricinus communis 0000 1236 1203 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 
118 Romulea rosea 0000 1236 1203 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
119 Rosenia humilis 0000 1236 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
120 Rubus pinnatus 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 
121 Rumex crispus 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
122 Ruta graveolens 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 
123 Salix mucronata 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
124 Salvia africana-caerulea  0000 1236 1203 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
125 Salvia microphylla 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 
126 Schinus molle 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 
127 Schotia afra 0000 0000 1236 0000 1203 1236 1203 0000 1236 
128 Searsia lancea 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 
129 Searsia undulata 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
130 Silene undulata 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 
131 Solanum retroflexum 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
132 Solanum tomentosum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
133 Teucrium africanum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
134 Tropaeolum majus 0000 1236 1203 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
135 Tulbaghia violacea 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 
136 Tylecodon cacalioides 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 




Plant species  Participants 10 to 18 (Senior citizens, age 60+) WN JS MP LM WP JP1 RC HH DL 
1 Acorus calamus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
2 Adromischus triflorus 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 
3 Agathosma spp. 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 
4 Agave americana 0000 1236 1034 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
5 Aloe ferox 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 
6 Amaranthus spp. 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1203 
7 
Anacampseros 
papyracea 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
8 
Anacampseros 
telephiastrum 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
9 Aptosimum indivisum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 
10 
Aptosimum 
procumbens 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
11 Artemisia absinthium 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1034 0000 1236 1236 
12 Artemisia afra 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1034 0000 1203 1236 
13 Asclepias crispa 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1203 
14 Asparagus spp. 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
15 Atriplex nummularia 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
16 Augea capensis 0000 1034 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
17 Ballota africana 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 
18 Boophone disticha 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 1034 0000 0000 0000 
19 Buddleja saligna 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1203 1236 
20 Bulbine frutescens 0000 1034 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
21 Cadaba aphylla 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 1203 
22 Canna indica 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 
23 Cannabis sativa - - - - - - - - - 
24 Carpobrotus deliciosus 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1034 0000 0000 1236 
25 Carpobrotus edulis 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
26 Cassytha ciliolata 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 
27 Centaurea benedicta   1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
28 Chamarea capensis 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 
29 Chironia baccifera 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 
30 Chrysocoma ciliata 1203 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 
31 Cissampelos capensis 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 
32 Cliffortia ruscifolia 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
33 Cliffortia strobilifera 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 
137 Tylecodon paniculatus 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 
138 Urtica urens 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
139 Vachellia karroo 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
140 Viscum capense 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1203 
141 Viscum continuum 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 
142 Withania somnifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
143 Xanthoparmelia spp. 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
144 Zantedeschia aethiopica 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
145 Zingiber officinale 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
146 Zygophyllum foetidum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
147 Zygophyllum morgsana 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
148 dassiepis 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 
149 klipsweet 1236 1236 1203 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 1203 
EKI 0.23 0.53 0.52 0.23 0.40 0.63 0.40 0.23 0.44 
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Plant species  Participants 10 to 18 (Senior citizens, age 60+) WN JS MP LM WP JP1 RC HH DL 
34 
Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1203 
35 Cotyledon orbiculata 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 1034 0000 0000 1236 
36 Cyclopia intermedia 0000 0000 1236 1203 1236 1203 0000 0000 1236 
37 Cyperus textilus 1236 0000 1236 0000 1034 1236 0000 0000 1203 
38 Cyphia digitata 1236 1236 1034 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1203 
39 Datura stramonium 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 
40 Dioscorea hemicrypta 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
41 Diosma acmaeophylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 
42 Diosma hirsuta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
43 Diosma prama 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
44 Dittrichia graveolens 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 
45 Dodonaea viscosa  0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1203 
46 Dolichothrix ericoides 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
47 
Dysphania 
ambrosioides 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 
48 
Elytropappus 
rhinocerotis 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 1203 
49 Eriocephalus africanus 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 
50 Eriocephalus ericoides 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
51 Euclea undulata 1236 1203 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 
52 Euphorbia mauritanica 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
53 Euryops lateriflorus 0000 1203 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 
54 Euryops tenuissimus 0000 1203 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 
55 Exomis microphylla 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
56 Fockea spp. 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
57 Foeniculum vulgare 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 
58 Galenia africana 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1203 
59 Galium tomentosum 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 1034 0000 0000 1236 
60 Garuleum bipinnatum 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 
61 Gasteria brachyphylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 
62 
Gomphocarpus 
fruticosus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
63 Gonialoe variegata 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 1034 0000 0000 1236 
64 Gunnera perpensa 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1203 
65 Gymnosporia buxifolia 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 1203 
66 
Helichrysum 
odoratissimum 1203 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 1203 
67 Hermannia cuneifolia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
68 Hoodia grandis 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
69 Hoodia pilifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 
70 Kedrostis nana 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 
71 Leonotis leonurus 0000 1236 0000 1203 1236 1203 0000 1236 0000 
72 Leonotis ocymifolia 0000 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1203 1203 
73 Lepidium africanum - - - - - - - - - 
74 
Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. frutescens 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 
75 
Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. microphylla 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
76 Leysera gnaphalodes 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 
77 Limeum aethiopicum 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 
78 Lobostemon fruticosus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
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79 Lycium horridum 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
80 Lycium oxycarpum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
81 Malva parviflora 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 
82 Melianthus comosus 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1203 
83 Mentha longifolia 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 
84 Mentha spicata 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 1236 
85 
Mesembryanthemum 
junceum 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 1203 1236 
86 
Mesembryanthemum 
tortuosum 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 1203 
87 Microloma sagittatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 
88 Muraltia spinosa 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 
89 Nicotiana glauca 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
90 Notobubon tenuifolium 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
91 Nymania capensis 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
92 
Olea europaea subsp. 
cuspidata 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1203 1203 
93 Oncosiphon piluliferum 0000 1236 1203 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
94 
Oncosiphon 
suffruticosum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
95 Opuntia ficus-indica 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 
96 
Osteospermum 
calendulaceum  1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 0000 1236 
97 
Otholobium 
stachyerum  0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
98 Oxalis pes-caprae 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 
99 Pappea capensis 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
100 
Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 
101 Pegolettia retrofracta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
102 Pelargonium peltatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
103 Pelargonium zonale 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 
104 Pentzia incana 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 1203 0000 
105 Physalis peruviana 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1203 
106 Plantago lanceolata 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
107 Polygonum aviculare 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 
108 Portulacaria afra 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 
109 Protea nitida 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 1236 
110 Protea repens 1203 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1203 
111 Psidium guajava 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 
112 Pteronia incana 1203 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 
113 Punica granatum 1203 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1203 
114 Quaqua spp. 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 
115 
Raphanus 
raphanistrum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
116 Rhigozum obovatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
117 Ricinus communis 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 1203 
118 Romulea rosea 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1203 
119 Rosenia humilis 1203 1203 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1203 
120 Rubus pinnatus 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 
121 Rumex crispus 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
122 Ruta graveolens 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1203 0000 
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123 Salix mucronata 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
124 
Salvia africana-
caerulea  1203 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 
125 Salvia microphylla 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1203 1203 
126 Schinus molle 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 
127 Schotia afra 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
128 Searsia lancea 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 
129 Searsia undulata 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
130 Silene undulata 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1203 
131 Solanum retrofractum 1203 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
132 Solanum tomentosum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
133 Teucrium africanum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
134 Tropaeolum majus 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 
135 Tulbaghia violacea 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 
136 Tylecodon cacalioides 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
137 Tylecodon paniculatus 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 
138 Urtica urens 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 
139 Vachellia karroo 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
140 Viscum capense 1203 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 
141 Viscum continuum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 
142 Withania somnifera 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
143 Xanthoparmelia spp. 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
144 
Zantedeschia 
aethiopica 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 
145 Zingiber officinale 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
146 Zygophyllum foetidum 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
147 Zygophyllum morgsana 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
148 dassiepis 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
149 klipsweet 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 
EKI 0.24 0.42 0.44 0.23 0.45 0.68 0.04 0.13 0.52 
Average EKI for senior 
citizens 0.38 
 
Plant species Participants 19 to 25 (Adults, age 20 – 59) MP2 LH DP DA KC KO JP 
1 Acorus calamus 0000 0000 1203 1203 0000 0000 0000 
2 Adromischus triflorus 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
3 Agathosma spp. 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 
4 Agave americana 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
5 Aloe ferox 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
6 Amaranthus spp. 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
7 Anacampseros papyracea 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
8 Anacampseros telephiastrum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
9 Aptosimum indivisum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
10 Aptosimum procumbens 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
11 Artemisia absinthium 1034 1236 1236 1236 1034 1236 1034 
12 Artemisia afra 1034 1203 1236 1236 1034 1236 1034 
13 Asclepias crispa 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
14 Asparagus spp. 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
15 Atriplex nummularia 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 
16 Augea capensis 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 1034 1236 
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17 Ballota africana 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
18 Boophone disticha 1034 0000 1236 1236 1034 0000 1034 
19 Buddleja saligna 1236 1203 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 
20 Bulbine frutescens 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1034 1236 
21 Cadaba aphylla 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
22 Canna indica 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
23 Cannabis sativa - - - - - - - 
24 Carpobrotus deliciosus 1034 0000 1236 1236 1034 1236 1034 
25 Carpobrotus edulis 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
26 Cassytha ciliolata 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
27 Centaurea benedicta   1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
28 Chamarea capensis 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 
29 Chironia baccifera 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
30 Chrysocoma ciliata 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
31 Cissampelos capensis 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
32 Cliffortia ruscifolia 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
33 Cliffortia strobilifera 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
34 Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
35 Cotyledon orbiculata 1034 0000 0000 0000 1034 0000 1034 
36 Cyclopia intermedia 1203 0000 1236 1236 1203 0000 1203 
37 Cyperus textilus 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
38 Cyphia digitata 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 
39 Datura stramonium 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
40 Dioscorea hemicrypta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
41 Diosma acmaeophylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
42 Diosma hirsuta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
43 Diosma prama 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
44 Dittrichia graveolens 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
45 Dodonaea viscosa  1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 
46 Dolichothrix ericoides 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
47 Dysphania ambrosioides 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 
48 Elytropappus rhinocerotis 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
49 Eriocephalus africanus 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
50 Eriocephalus ericoides 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
51 Euclea undulata 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
52 Euphorbia mauritanica 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
53 Euryops lateriflorus 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
54 Euryops tenuissimus 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
55 Exomis microphylla 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
56 Fockea spp. 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
57 Foeniculum vulgare 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
58 Galenia africana 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
59 Galium tomentosum 1034 0000 1236 1236 1034 0000 1034 
60 Garuleum bipinnatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
61 Gasteria brachyphylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
62 Gomphocarpus fruticosus 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
63 Gonialoe variegata 1034 0000 0000 0000 1034 0000 1034 
64 Gunnera perpensa 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
65 Gymnosporia buxifolia 1203 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 1203 
66 Helichrysum odoratissimum 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 
67 Hermannia cuneifolia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
68 Hoodia grandis 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 
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69 Hoodia pilifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
70 Kedrostis nana 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
71 Leonotis leonurus 1203 1236 0000 0000 1203 0000 1203 
72 Leonotis ocymifolia 1236 1203 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 
73 Lepidium africanum - - - - - - - 
74 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
frutescens 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
75 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
microphylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
76 Leysera gnaphalodes 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
77 Limeum aethiopicum 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
78 Lobostemon fruticosus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
79 Lycium horridum 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
80 Lycium oxycarpum 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 
81 Malva parviflora 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 
82 Melianthus comosus 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
83 Mentha longifolia 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
84 Mentha spicata 0000 1203 1236 1236 0000 1203 0000 
85 Mesembryanthemum junceum 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
86 Mesembryanthemum tortuosum 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 
87 Microloma sagittatum 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 
88 Muraltia spinosa 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
89 Nicotiana glauca 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 
90 Notobubon tenuifolium 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
91 Nymania capensis 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 
92 Olea europaea subsp. cuspidata 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
93 Oncosiphon piluliferus 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
94 Oncosiphon suffruticosus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
95 Opuntia ficus-indica 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
96 Osteospermum calendulaceum  1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
97 Otholobium stachyerum  0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
98 Oxalis pes-caprae 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
99 Pappea capensis 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
100 Pegolettia baccharidifolia 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
101 Pegolettia retrofracta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
102 Pelargonium peltatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
103 Pelargonium zonale 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 
104 Pentzia incana 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
105 Physalis peruvianus 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 
106 Plantago lanceolata 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
107 Polygonum aviculare 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
108 Portulacaria afra 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
109 Protea nitida 1203 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 1203 
110 Protea repens 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
111 Psidium guajava 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
112 Pteronia incana 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 
113 Punica granatum 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
114 Quaqua spp. 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 
115 Raphanus raphanistrum 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
116 Rhigozum obovatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
117 Ricinus communis 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
118 Romulea rosea 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
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119 Rosenia humilis 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
120 Rubus pinnatus 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
121 Rumex crispus 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
122 Ruta graveolens 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
123 Salix mucronata 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 
124 Salvia africana-caerulea  1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
125 Salvia microphylla 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
126 Schinus molle 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
127 Schotia afra 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 
128 Searsia lancea 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 
129 Searsia undulata 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 
130 Silene undulata 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
131 Solanum retroflexum  1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
132 Solanum tomentosum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
133 Teucrium africanum 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
134 Tropaeolum majus 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
135 Tulbaghia violacea 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
136 Tylecodon cacalioides 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 
137 Tylecodon paniculatus 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
138 Urtica urens 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
139 Vachellia karroo 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
140 Viscum capense 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
141 Viscum continuum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
142 Withania somnifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
143 Xanthoparmelia spp. 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
144 Zantedeschia aethiopica 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
145 Zingiber officinale 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
146 Zygophyllum foetidum 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
147 Zygophyllum morgsana 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
148 dassiepis 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
149 klipsweet 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 
EKI 0.67 0.13 0.53 0.51 0.67 0.46 0.67 
Average EKI for adults 0.52 
 
Plant species 
Participants 26 to 29 
(Children, age 13 – 19) 
SPI MP1 RM DP1 EA 
1 Acorus calamus 1203 1203 1203 1203 0.12 
2 Adromischus triflorus 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.64 
3 Agathosma spp. 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.72 
4 Agave americana 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.90 
5 Aloe ferox 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.84 
6 Amaranthus sp. 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.59 
7 Anacampseros papyracea 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.45 
8 Anacampseros telephiastrum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.03 
9 Aptosimum indivisum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.10 
10 Aptosimum procumbens 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.09 
11 Artemisia absinthium 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.88 
12 Artemisia afra 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.84 
13 Asclepias crispa 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.12 
14 Asparagus spp. 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.40 




Participants 26 to 29 
(Children, age 13 – 19) 
SPI MP1 RM DP1 EA 
15 Atriplex nummularia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.24 
16 Augea capensis 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.22 
17 Ballota africana 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.57 
18 Boophone disticha 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.66 
19 Buddleja saligna 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.64 
20 Bulbine frutescens 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.77 
21 Cadaba aphylla 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.71 
22 Canna indica 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.83 
23 Cannabis sativa - - - - - 
24 Carpobrotus deliciosus 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.83 
25 Carpobrotus edulis 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.03 
26 Cassytha ciliolata 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.03 
27 Centaurea benedicta   1236 1236 1236 1236 0.67 
28 Chamarea capensis 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.40 
29 Chironia baccifera 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.72 
30 Chrysocoma ciliata 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.52 
31 Cissampelos capensis 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.74 
32 Cliffortia ruscifolia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.24 
33 Cliffortia strobilifera 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.57 
34 Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.90 
35 Cotyledon orbiculata 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.52 
36 Cyclopia intermedia 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.57 
37 Cyperus textilus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.39 
38 Cyphia digitata 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.69 
39 Datura stramonium 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.34 
40 Dioscorea hemicrypta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.03 
41 Diosma acmaeophylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.05 
42 Diosma hirsuta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
43 Diosma prama 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
44 Dittrichia graveolens 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.26 
45 Dodonaea viscosa  1236 1236 1236 1236 0.67 
46 Dolichothrix ericoides 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.45 
47 Dysphania ambrosioides 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.28 
48 Elytropappus rhinocerotis 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.86 
49 Eriocephalus africanus  1236 1236 1236 1236 0.60 
50 Eriocephalus ericoides 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
51 Euclea undulata 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.74 
52 Euphorbia mauritanica 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.62 
53 Euryops lateriflorus 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.66 
54 Euryops tenuissimus 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.66 
55 Exomis microphylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.21 
56 Fockea spp. 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
57 Foeniculum vulgare 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.66 
58 Galenia africana 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.41 
59 Galium tomentosum 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.64 
60 Garuleum bipinnatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.05 
61 Gasteria brachyphylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.03 
62 Gomphocarpus fruticosus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.28 
63 Gonialoe variegata 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.40 
64 Gunnera perpensa 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.14 
65 Gymnosporia buxifolia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.22 




Participants 26 to 29 
(Children, age 13 – 19) 
SPI MP1 RM DP1 EA 
66 Helichrysum odoratissimum 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.86 
67 Hermannia cuneifolia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
68 Hoodia grandis 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.59 
69 Hoodia pilifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.02 
70 Kedrostis nana 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.48 
71 Leonotis leonurus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.43 
72 Leonotis ocymifolia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.59 
73 Lepidium africanum - - - - - 
74 Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.98 
75 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
microphylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
76 Leysera gnaphalodes 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.03 
77 Limeum aethiopicum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.29 
78 Lobostemon fruticosus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
79 Lycium horridum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.14 
80 Lycium oxycarpum 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.29 
81 Malva parviflora 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.71 
82 Melianthus comosus 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.64 
83 Mentha longifolia 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.66 
84 Mentha spicata 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.33 
85 Mesembryanthemum junceum 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.62 
86 Mesembryanthemum tortuosum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.34 
87 Microloma sagittatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.38 
88 Muraltia spinosa 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.17 
89 Nicotiana glauca 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.34 
90 Notobubon tenuifolium 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
91 Nymania capensis 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.29 
92 Olea europaea subsp. cuspidata 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.90 
93 Oncosiphon piluliferus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.43 
94 Oncosiphon suffruticosus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
95 Opuntia ficus-indica 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.72 
96 Osteospermum calendulaceum  1236 1236 1236 1236 0.79 
97 Otholobium stachyerum  0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
98 Oxalis pes-caprae 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.71 
99 Pappea capensis 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.45 
100 Pegolettia baccharidifolia 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.86 
101 Pegolettia retrofracta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
102 Pelargonium peltatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.03 
103 Pelargonium zonale 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.31 
104 Pentzia incana 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.76 
105 Physalis peruvianus 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.48 
106 Plantago lanceolata 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.21 
107 Polygonum aviculare 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.65 
108 Portulacaria afra 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.62 
109 Protea nitida 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.17 
110 Protea repens 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.38 
111 Psidium guajava 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.79 
112 Pteronia incana 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.52 
113 Punica granatum 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.79 
114 Quaqua spp. 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.21 
115 Raphanus raphanistrum 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.48 




Participants 26 to 29 
(Children, age 13 – 19) 
SPI MP1 RM DP1 EA 
116 Rhigozum obovatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
117 Ricinus communis 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.67 
118 Romulea rosea 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.69 
119 Rosenia humilis 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.48 
120 Rubus pinnatus 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.72 
121 Rumex crispus 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.48 
122 Ruta graveolens 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.91 
123 Salix mucronata 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.26 
124 Salvia africana-caerulea  1236 1236 1236 1236 0.52 
125 Salvia microphylla 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.78 
126 Schinus molle 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.72 
127 Schotia afra 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.24 
128 Searsia lancea 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.69 
129 Searsia undulata 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.34 
130 Silene undulata 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.22 
131 Solanum retroflexum  1236 1236 1236 1236 0.53 
132 Solanum tomentosum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
133 Teucrium africanum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.17 
134 Tropaeolum majus 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.53 
135 Tulbaghia violacea 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.67 
136 Tylecodon cacalioides 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.24 
137 Tylecodon paniculatus 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.76 
138 Urtica urens 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.67 
139 Vachellia karroo 1236 1236 1236 1236 1.00 
140 Viscum capense 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.81 
141 Viscum continuum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.29 
142 Withania somnifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
143 Xanthoparmelia spp. 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.53 
144 Zantedeschia aethiopica 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.66 
145 Zingiber officinale 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.57 
146 Zygophyllum foetidum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.16 
147 Zygophyllum morgsana 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
148 dassiepis 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.88 
149 klipsweet 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.57 
EKI 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.43 
Average EKI for children 0.53 
Average EKI for all participants 0.43 
 
The Ethnobotanical Knowledge Index (EKI) values ranged from 0.68 for the 
most knowledgeable participant (Jan “Jockey” Plaatjies, age: 63) to 0.04 (Raymond 
Classen, age: 63). The average EKI value for the three different age groups were 
0.38 for the senior citizens (age 60 and above), 0.52 for the adults (age range 
between 20 and 59) and 0.53 for the children between the ages of 13 and 19. The 
average EKI value for all Barrydale participants was 0.43 (Figure 8.2).  
The most important medicinal plants in Barrydale, according to their Species 
Popularity Index (SPI) values were Vachellia karroo (SPI value of 1.00, rank 1), 
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Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (0.98, 2), Ruta graveolens (0.91, 3), Agave 
americana (0.90, 4), Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia, 0.90, 4), Olea europaea 
subsp. cuspidata (0.90, 4), Artemisia absinthium (0.88, 5), Elytropappus rhinocerotis 
(0.86, 6), Helichrysum odoratissimum (0.86, 6), Pegolettia baccharidifolia (0.86, 6), 
Aloe ferox (0.84, 7), Artemisia afra (0.84, 7), Canna indica (0.83, 8), Carpobrotus 
edulis (0.83, 8), Viscum capense (0.81, 9), Osteopermum calendulaceum (0.79, 10), 
Psidium guajava (0.79, 10) and Punica granatum (0.79, 10). It is interesting to note 
the similarities and differences between the ranks of species according to the 
number of medicinal anecdotes and the calculated SPI values. In Barrydale, the five 
most highly ranked species according to the number of anecdotes (Artemisia afra, 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia, Artemisia absinthium, Carpobrotus edulis, Aloe ferox and 
Lessertia frutescens) were all amongst the highly ranked species according to the 
SPI values.  
The six species with lower ranks according to the number of anecdotes 
(Bulbine frutescens, Schinus molle, Chironia baccifera, Boophone disticha, Pentzia 
incana and Urtica urens) were not amongst the 10 most important species according 
to the SPI values.  
 
Table 6.8.2: Matrix scores for Zoar (146 medicinal plant species, three non-
plant products, 16 participants).  
Participants (in the order of descending age, see Table 6.1 for dates of birth): AB1 = 
Anna (“Annie”) Booysen; JF = Joseph (“Soppie”) Fourie; AF = Anne Fortuin; MR = 
Martha (“Makkie”) Roos; EH = Elisabet (“Elise”) Herandien; SS = Sias Smit; KF = 
Katrina Fourie; MH1 = Maria (“Sussie Rooiberg”) Herandien; AJ = Alisa (“Suster 
Allie”) Jantjies; DL1 = Dina Linderts; AP = Antonie (“Mannie”) Parson; BL = Barnard 
(“Baan”) Linderts; RF = Regina (“Gina”) Fortuin; EF = Elise Festus (Ladismith); LL = 
Lesley Dale (“Gaza”) Ludick; CA = Cavall (“Cavii”) Adams.  
 Plant species Participants 1 to 8 (Senior citizens, age 60+) AB1 JF AF MR EH SS KF MH1 
1 Acorus calamus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
2 Adromischus triflorus 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 
3 Agathosma spp. 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 
4 Agave americana 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
5 Aloe ferox 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
6 Amaranthus spp. 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
7 Anacampseros papyracea 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 
8 Anacampseros telephiastrum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
9 Aptosimum indivisum  0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
10 Aptosimum procumbens 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
11 Artemisia absinthium 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
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 Plant species Participants 1 to 8 (Senior citizens, age 60+) AB1 JF AF MR EH SS KF MH1 
12 Artemisia afra 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
13 Asclepias crispa 0000 0000 1203 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
14 Asparagus spp. 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
15 Atriplex nummularia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
16 Augea capensis 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
17 Ballota africana 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
18 Boophone disticha 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
19 Buddleja saligna 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
20 Bulbine frutescens 1034 1034 0000 1034 1236 1236 1034 1034 
21 Cadaba aphylla 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
22 Canna indica 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 
23 Cannabis sativa - - - - - - - - 
24 Carpobrotus deliciosus 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 
25 Carpobrotus edulis 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 
26 Cassytha ciliolata 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 
27 Centaurea benedicta   1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
28 Chamarea capensis 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 
29 Chironia baccifera 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
30 Chrysocoma ciliata 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
31 Cissampelos capensis 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
32 Cliffortia ruscifolia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
33 Cliffortia strobilifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 
34 
Conyza scabrida (Nidorella 
ivifolia) 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
35 Cotyledon orbiculata 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
36 Cyclopia intermedia 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 1236 
37 Cyperus textilus 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 
38 Cyphia digitata 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
39 Datura stramonium 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
40 Dioscorea hemicrypta 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 
41 Diosma acmaeophylla 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 
42 Diosma hirsuta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
43 Diosma prama 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
44 Dittrichia graveolens 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
45 Dodonaea viscosa  0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
46 Dolichothrix ericoides 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 
47 Dysphania ambrosioides 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 
48 Elytropappus rhinocerotis 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
49 Eriocephalus africanus 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 
50 Eriocephalus ericoides 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
51 Euclea undulata 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
52 Euphorbia mauritanica 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
53 Euryops lateriflorus 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
54 Euryops tenuissimus 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
55 Exomis microphylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
56 Fockea spp. 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 
57 Foeniculum vulgare 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
58 Galenia africana 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
59 Galium tomentosum 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
60 Garuleum bipinnatum 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
61 Gasteria brachyphylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 
62 Gomphocarpus fruticosus 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 
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 Plant species Participants 1 to 8 (Senior citizens, age 60+) AB1 JF AF MR EH SS KF MH1 
63 Gonialoe variegata 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
64 Gunnera perpensa 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
65 Gymnosporia buxifolia 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 1203 1236 0000 
66 Helichrysum odoratissimum 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
67 Hermannia cuneifolia 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1034 1236 0000 
68 Hoodia grandis 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
69 Hoodia pilifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
70 Kedrostis nana 1236 0000 1203 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 
71 Leonotis leonurus 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1203 1236 
72 Leonotis ocymifolia 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1203 1236 
73 Lepidium africanum - - - - - - - - 
74 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
frutescens 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
75 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
microphylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 
76 Leysera gnaphalodes 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
77 Limeum aethiopicum 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 
78 Lobostemon fruticosus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
79 Lycium horridum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 
80 Lycium oxycarpum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
81 Malva parviflora 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
82 Melianthus comosus 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
83 Mentha longifolia 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
84 Mentha spicata 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 
85 Mesembryanthemum junceum 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
86 
Mesembryanthemum 
tortuosum 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 
87 Microloma sagittatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
88 Muraltia spinosa 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
89 Nicotiana glauca 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
90 Notobubon tenuifolium 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 
91 Nymania capensis 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 
92 
Olea europaea subsp. 
cuspidata 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
93 Oncosiphon piluliferus 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
94 Oncosiphon suffruticosus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
95 Opuntia ficus-indica 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
96 Osteopermum calendulaceum  0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
97 Otholobium stachyerum  0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
98 Oxalis pes-caprae 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 
99 Pappea capensis 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 
100 Pegolettia baccharidifolia 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
101 Pegolettia retrofracta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
102 Pelargonium peltatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
103 Pelargonium zonale 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1034 0000 0000 
104 Pentzia incana 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 
105 Physalis peruviana 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 
106 Plantago lanceolata 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
107 Polygonum aviculare 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
108 Portulacaria afra 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
109 Protea nitida 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
110 Protea repens 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
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 Plant species Participants 1 to 8 (Senior citizens, age 60+) AB1 JF AF MR EH SS KF MH1 
111 Psidium guajava 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
112 Pteronia incana 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 1203 
113 Punica granatum 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
114 Quaqua spp. 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 
115 Raphanus raphanistrum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
116 Rhigozum obovatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
117 Ricinus communis 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
118 Romulea rosea 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 
119 Rosenia humilis 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
120 Rubus pinnatus 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 
121 Rumex crispus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
122 Ruta graveolens 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
123 Salix mucronata 0000 1236 1236 0000 1203 0000 1236 0000 
124 Salvia africana-caerulea  0000 1203 0000 0000 1236 0000 1203 0000 
125 Salvia microphylla 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1203 
126 Schinus molle 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
127 Schotia afra 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
128 Searsia lancea 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
129 Searsia undulata 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
130 Silene undulata 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 
131 Solanum retroflexum  0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
132 Solanum tomentosum 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 
133 Teucrium africanum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
134 Tropaeolum majus 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 
135 Tulbaghia violacea 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
136 Tylecodon cacalioides 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
137 Tylecodon paniculatus 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
138 Urtica urens 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 
139 Vachellia karroo 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
140 Viscum capense 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
141 Viscum continuum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
142 Withania somnifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
143 Xanthoparmelia spp. 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
144 Zantedeschia aethiopica 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 
145 Zingiber officinale 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 
146 Zygophyllum foetidum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
147 Zygophyllum morgsana 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
148 dassiepis 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
149 klipsweet 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
EKI 0.18 0.53 0.40 0.18 0.60 0.47 0.52 0.50 
Average EKI for senior citizens 0.42 
 
Plant species Participants 9 to 16 (Adults, age 20 – 59) SPI AJ DL1 AP BL RF EF LL CA 
1 Acorus calamus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0.06 
2 Adromischus triflorus 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0.31 
3 Agathosma spp. 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 1203 1236 0000 0.59 
4 Agave americana 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.75 
5 Aloe ferox 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0.81 
6 Amaranthus spp. 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.19 
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Plant species Participants 9 to 16 (Adults, age 20 – 59) SPI AJ DL1 AP BL RF EF LL CA 
7 
Anacampseros 
papyracea 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 0.09 
8 
Anacampseros 
telephiastrum 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 0.09 
9 Aptosimum indivisum  0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 0.50 
10 
Aptosimum 
procumbens 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
11 Artemisia absinthium 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.75 
12 Artemisia afra 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 0.78 
13 Asclepias crispa 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 1203 0.30 
14 Asparagus spp. 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0.50 
15 Atriplex nummularia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
16 Augea capensis 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 0.25 
17 Ballota africana 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.63 
18 Boophone disticha 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0.13 
19 Buddleja saligna 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 0.44 
20 Bulbine frutescens 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1034 0000 0.63 
21 Cadaba aphylla 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.75 
22 Canna indica 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 0.19 
23 Cannabis sativa - - - - - - - - - 
24 
Carpobrotus 
deliciosus 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0.75 
25 Carpobrotus edulis 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0.31 
26 Cassytha ciliolata 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.16 
27 Centaurea benedicta   1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.81 
28 Chamarea capensis 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0.13 
29 Chironia baccifera 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.81 
30 Chrysocoma ciliata 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 0.50 
31 
Cissampelos 
capensis 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.81 
32 Cliffortia ruscifolia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
33 Cliffortia strobilifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.06 
34 
Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1203 0.66 
35 Cotyledon orbiculata 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.63 
36 Cyclopia intermedia 0000 1203 0000 1203 0000 1203 1236 0000 0.28 
37 Cyperus textilus 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.25 
38 Cyphia digitata 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 0.44 
39 Datura stramonium 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 0.63 
40 Dioscorea hemicrypta 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.31 
41 
Diosma 
acmaeophylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0.17 
42 Diosma hirsuta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
43 Diosma prama 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.19 
44 Dittrichia graveolens 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.13 
45 Dodonaea viscosa  0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.75 
46 Dolichothrix ericoides 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.38 
47 
Dysphania 
ambrosioides 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0.13 
48 
Elytropappus 
rhinocerotis 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.88 
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Plant species Participants 9 to 16 (Adults, age 20 – 59) SPI AJ DL1 AP BL RF EF LL CA 
49 
Eriocephalus 
ericoides 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0.09 
50 
Eriocephalus 
tenuipes 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
51 Euclea undulata 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.94 
52 
Euphorbia 
mauritanica 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.75 
53 Euryops lateriflorus 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 0.50 
54 Euryops tenuissimus 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 0.50 
55 Exomis microphylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
56 Fockea spp. 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 0000 0.81 
57 Foeniculum vulgare 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.63 
58 Galenia africana 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1.00 
59 Galium tomentosum 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.63 
60 Garuleum bipinnatum 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.63 
61 Gasteria brachyphylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.03 
62 
Gomphocarpus 
fruticosus 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.25 
63 Gonialoe variegata 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0.56 
64 Gunnera perpensa 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0.19 
65 
Gymnosporia 
buxifolia 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 0.28 
66 
Helichrysum 
odoratissimum 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0.75 
67 Hermannia cuneifolia 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0.42 
68 Hoodia grandis 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 0.75 
69 Hoodia pilifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
70 Kedrostis nana 1236 0000 1236 0000 1203 1236 0000 0000 0.44 
71 Leonotis leonurus 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.78 
72 Leonotis ocymifolia 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.78 
73 Lepidium africanum - - - - - - - - - 
74 
Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. frutescens 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.88 
75 
Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. microphylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 1236 0000 0.16 
76 Leysera gnaphalodes 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.06 
77 Limeum aethiopicum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0.19 
78 
Lobostemon 
fruticosus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
79 Lycium horridum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.06 
80 Lycium oxycarpum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
81 Malva parviflora 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.75 
82 Melianthus comosus 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.88 
83 Mentha longifolia 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0.69 
84 Mentha spicata 1236 0000 1203 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0.22 
85 
Mesembryanthemum 
junceum 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 0000 0.72 
86 
Mesembryanthemum 
tortuosum 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0.44 
87 Microloma sagittatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
88 Muraltia spinosa 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
89 Nicotiana glauca 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 0.63 
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90 
Notobubon 
tenuifolium 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0.31 
91 Nymania capensis 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 0000 1236 0.66 
92 
Olea europaea 
subsp. cuspidata 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 0.75 
93 
Oncosiphon 
piluliferum 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 0.63 
94 
Oncosiphon 
suffruticosum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
95 Opuntia ficus-indica 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.75 
96 
Osteopermum 
calendulaceum  0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0.09 
97 
Otholobium 
stachyerum  0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
98 Oxalis pes-caprae 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 0.84 
99 Pappea capensis 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 0.44 
100 
Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1.00 
101 Pegolettia retrofracta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
102 Pelargonium peltatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
103 Pelargonium zonale 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.06 
104 Pentzia incana 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 0000 0000 0.59 
105 Physalis peruviana 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0.38 
106 Plantago lanceolata 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
107 Polygonum aviculare 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0.56 
108 Portulacaria afra 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1.00 
109 Protea nitida 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.75 
110 Protea repens 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0.19 
111 Psidium guajava 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.75 
112 Pteronia incana 1203 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 1203 1236 0.44 
113 Punica granatum 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.81 
114 Quaqua spp. 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0.19 
115 
Raphanus 
raphanistrum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
116 Rhigozum obovatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
117 Ricinus communis 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.69 
118 Romulea rosea 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0.25 
119 Rosenia humilis 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0.13 
120 Rubus pinnatus 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0.44 
121 Rumex crispus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
122 Ruta graveolens 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.94 
123 Salix mucronata 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0000 0.41 
124 
Salvia africana-
caerulea  0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0.19 
125 Salvia microphylla 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1203 0000 0.69 
126 Schinus molle 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0.69 
127 Schotia afra 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0.88 
128 Searsia lancea 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0.06 
129 Searsia undulata 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 0.50 
130 Silene undulata 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0.31 
131 Solanum retroflexum  0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 1203 1236 1236 0.59 
132 Solanum tomentosum 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 0.09 
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Plant species Participants 9 to 16 (Adults, age 20 – 59) SPI AJ DL1 AP BL RF EF LL CA 
133 Teucrium africanum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
134 Tropaeolum majus 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 0.31 
135 Tulbaghia violacea 0000 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.84 
136 
Tylecodon 
cacalioides 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 0.06 
137 
Tylecodon 
paniculatus 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 1203 1236 0000 0.53 
138 Urtica urens 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0.81 
139 Vachellia karroo 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1.00 
140 Viscum capense 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.63 
141 Viscum continuum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
142 Withania somnifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
143 Xanthoparmelia spp. 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.75 
144 
Zantedeschia 
aethiopica 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 0000 0.81 
145 Zingiber officinale 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.44 
146 
Zygophyllum 
foetidum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
147 
Zygophyllum 
morgsana 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
148 dassiepis 0000 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.84 
149 klipsweet 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 0.38 
EKI 0.15 0.38 0.56 0.38 0.39 0.48 0.50 0.22 0.40 
Average EKI for adults 0.38 




The EKI values ranged from 0.60 for the most knowledgeable participant 
(Elisabet “Tannie Elise, Lissie” Herandien, age: 65) to 0.15 (Alisa “Suster Allie” 
Jantjies, age: 57). The average EKI value for the two different age groups were 0.42 
for the senior citizens (age 60 and above) and 0.38 for the adults (age range 
between 20 and 59 (Figure 8.2). The average EKI for the whole town is 0.40.  
The most popular medicinal plants in Zoar according to their SPI values are 
Vachellia karroo (SPI value of 1.00, rank 1), Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens 
(0.98, 2), Ruta graveolens (0.91, 3), Agave americana (0.90, 4), Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia, 0.90, 4), Olea europaea subsp. cuspidata (0.90, 4), Artemisia 
absinthium (0.88, 5), Elytropappus rhinocerotis (0.86, 6), Helichrysum odoratissimum 
(0.86, 6), Pegolettia baccharidifolia (0.86, 6), Aloe ferox (0.84, 7), Artemisia afra 
(0.84, 7), Canna indica (0.83, 8), Carpobrotus edulis (0.83, 8), Viscum capense 
(0.81, 9), Osteopermum calendulaceum (0.79, 10), Psidium guajava (0.79, 10) and 
Punica granatum (0.79, 10). 
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Table 6.8.3: Matrix scores for Calitzdorp (146 medicinal plant species, three 
non-plant products, two participants).  
Qualitative scores for a further four participants. Participants (in the order of 
descending age, see Table 6.1 for dates of birth): SC = Stephanus Johannes 
(“Fanie, Klaasie”) Claasen; SD = Salomie De Jager. The other four participants also 
provided information about some of the species even though they did not participate 
in the formal interviews. These are EV = Elisabeth (“Bettie”) van Staden; HA = Hans 
Arendse; JL = Joseph (“Oom Soppie”) Ludck and EQ = Elroy (“Shorty”) Quantini.    
Plant species Participants SPI SC SD EV HA JL EQ 
1 Acorus calamus 0000 1236  +   0.50 
2 Adromischus triflorus 1236 1203     0.75 
3 Agathosma spp. 1203 1203  +   0.50 
4 Agave americana 1236 1236     1.00 
5 Aloe ferox 1236 1236     1.00 
6 Amaranthus spp. 1203 1203     0.50 
7 Anacampseros papyracea 1001 1236     0.58 
8 Anacampseros telephiastrum 1001 1236     0.58 
9 Aptosimum indivisum 1236 0000     0.50 
10 Aptosimum procumbens 0000 1236  +   0.50 
11 Artemisia absinthium 1203 1203     0.50 
12 Artemisia afra 1236 1236 +   + 1.00 
13 Asclepias crispa 0000 0000     0.00 
14 Asparagus spp. 0000 1236     0.50 
15 Atriplex nummularia 0000 0000     0.00 
16 Augea capensis 0000 1236  +   0.50 
17 Ballota africana 0000 1236     0.50 
18 Boophone disticha 0000 1236     0.50 
19 Buddleja saligna 1236 1203     0.75 
20 Bulbine frutescens 0000 1236  +   0.50 
21 Cadaba aphylla 1236 1236  +   1.00 
22 Canna indica 0000 1236     0.50 
23 Cannabis sativa 0000 1236     0.50 
24 Carpobrotus deliciosus 1236 0000     0.50 
25 Carpobrotus edulis 0000 1236  +   0.50 
26 Cassytha ciliolata 0000 0000     0.00 
27 Centaurea benedicta   1236 0000 +    0.50 
28 Chamarea capensis 0000 1236  +   0.50 
29 Chironia baccifera 1203 1236  +   0.75 
30 Chrysocoma ciliata 0000 1236  +   0.50 
31 Cissampelos capensis 0000 1236  +   0.50 
32 Cliffortia ruscifolia 0000 0000     0.00 
33 Cliffortia strobilifera 0000 0000     0.00 
34 Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) 1236 1236 +    1.00 
35 Cotyledon orbiculata 0000 1236  +   0.50 
36 Cyclopia intermedia 1236 1203     0.75 
37 Cyperus textilus 0000 1203     0.25 
38 Cyphia digitata 0000 1203     0.25 
39 Datura stramonium 1236 1236  +   1.00 
40 Dioscorea hemicrypta 0000 1203     0.25 
41 Diosma acmaeophylla 1236 0000     0.50 
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Plant species Participants SPI SC SD EV HA JL EQ 
42 Diosma hirsuta 0000 0000     0.00 
43 Diosma prama 0000 1203     0.25 
44 Dittrichia graveolens 0000 0000     0.00 
45 Dodonaea viscosa  1236 1236  +   1.00 
46 Dolichothrix ericoides 0000 0000     0.00 
47 Dysphania ambrosioides 0000 0000     0.00 
48 Elytropappus rhinocerotis 0000 1236     0.50 
49 Eriocephalus africanus 0000 1203     0.25 
50 Eriocephalus ericoides 0000 1203     0.25 
51 Euclea undulata 0000 1236     0.50 
52 Euphorbia mauritanica 1236 1236  +   1.00 
53 Euryops lateriflorus 1203 1203     0.50 
54 Euryops tenuissimus 1203 1203     0.50 
55 Exomis microphylla 0000 0000     0.00 
56 Fockea spp. 0000 1203     0.25 
57 Foeniculum vulgare 0000 1203     0.25 
58 Galenia africana 1236 1236     1.00 
59 Galium tomentosum 0000 1236  +   0.50 
60 Garuleum bipinnatum 0000 0000     0.00 
61 Gasteria brachyphylla 0000 1236  +   0.50 
62 Gomphocarpus fruticosus 0000 1236  +   0.50 
63 Gonialoe variegata 1203 1236  +   0.75 
64 Gunnera perpensa 0000 1236     0.50 
65 Gymnosporia buxifolia 0000 1236     0.50 
66 Helichrysum odoratissimum 1203 1203 +    0.50 
67 Hermannia cuneifolia 0000 1236     0.50 
68 Hoodia grandis 1236 0000     0.50 
69 Hoodia pilifera 0000 0000     0.00 
70 Kedrostis nana 0000 1203     0.25 
71 Leonotis leonurus 1236 1236     1.00 
72 Leonotis ocymifolia 1236 1236     1.00 
73 Lepidium africanum 0000 0000     0.00 
74 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
frutescens 1236 1236 + +  + 1.00 
75 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
microphylla 0000 1203 +    0.25 
76 Leysera gnaphalodes 0000 1236  +   0.50 
77 Limeum aethiopicum 0000 1236     0.50 
78 Lobostemon fruticosus 0000 1203     0.25 
79 Lycium horridum 0000 1203     0.25 
80 Lycium oxycarpum 0000 0000     0.00 
81 Malva parviflora 1236 1203     0.75 
82 Melianthus comosus 1236 1236 + +   1.00 
83 Mentha longifolia 1236 1236  +   1.00 
84 Mentha spicata 0000 1203     0.25 
85 Mesembryanthemum junceum 1236 1203     0.75 
86 Mesembryanthemum tortuosum 0000 1236     0.50 
87 Microloma sagittatum 0000 0000     0.00 
88 Muraltia spinosa 0000 0000     0.00 
89 Nicotiana glauca 1236 1203 +    0.75 
90 Notobubon tenuifolium 0000 0000     0.00 
91 Nymania capensis 1236 1203     0.75 
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Plant species Participants SPI SC SD EV HA JL EQ 
92 Olea europaea subsp. cuspidata 0000 1236     0.50 
93 Oncosiphon piluliferus 1236 1236     1.00 
94 Oncosiphon suffruticosus 0000 0000     0.00 
95 Opuntia ficus-indica 1236 1203     0.75 
96 Osteopermum calendulaceum  1236 0000     0.50 
97 Otholobium stachyerum  0000 0000     0.00 
98 Oxalis pes-caprae 1236 1236  +   1.00 
99 Pappea capensis 0000 1203     0.25 
100 Pegolettia baccharidifolia 1236 1236 +  + + 1.00 
101 Pegolettia retrofracta 0000 0000     0.00 
102 Pelargonium peltatum 0000 1236     0.50 
103 Pelargonium zonale 0000 0000     0.00 
104 Pentzia incana 1236 1236     1.00 
105 Physalis peruviana 1236 1203     0.75 
106 Plantago lanceolata 0000 1203     0.25 
107 Polygonum aviculare 0000 0000     0.25 
108 Portulacaria afra 1236 1236     1.00 
109 Protea nitida 1236 1203     0.75 
110 Protea repens 0000 1203     0.25 
111 Psidium guajava 1236 1203     0.75 
112 Pteronia incana 0000 1236  +   0.50 
113 Punica granatum 0000 1203     0.25 
114 Quaqua spp. 0000 1203     0.25 
115 Raphanus raphanistrum 0000 1236     0.50 
116 Rhigozum obovatum 0000 0000     0.00 
117 Ricinus communis 0000 1203     0.25 
118 Romulea rosea 0000 0000     0.00 
119 Rosenia humilis 0000 0000     0.00 
120 Rubus pinnatus 1236 1203     0.75 
121 Rumex crispus 0000 1236     0.50 
122 Ruta graveolens 1236 1203 +    0.75 
123 Salix mucronata 0000 1236 +    0.50 
124 Salvia africana-caerulea  0000 1203     0.25 
125 Salvia microphylla 0000 1203     0.25 
126 Schinus molle 1236 1203     0.75 
127 Schotia afra 0000 0000     0.00 
128 Searsia lancea 1236 1203     0.75 
129 Searsia undulata 1236 1236     1.00 
130 Silene undulata 0000 1203     0.25 
131 Solanum retroflexum  1236 1203     0.75 
132 Solanum tomentosum 0000 1236     0.50 
133 Teucrium africanum 0000 1236  +   0.50 
134 Tropaeolum majus 0000 1203     0.25 
135 Tulbaghia violacea 0000 1236  +   0.50 
136 Tylecodon cacalioides 0000 1236     0.50 
137 Tylecodon paniculatus 1236 1203     0.75 
138 Urtica urens 0000 1203     0.25 
139 Vachellia karroo 1236 1236     1.00 
140 Viscum capense 1236 1236  +   1.00 
141 Viscum continuum 1236 1236     1.00 
142 Withania somnifera 0000 1236     0.50 
143 Xanthoparmelia spp. 0000 1236     0.50 
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Plant species Participants SPI SC SD EV HA JL EQ 
144 Zantedeschia aethiopica 0000 1236     0.50 
145 Zingiber officinale 0000 1203     0.25 
146 Zygophyllum foetidum 0000 0000     0.00 
147 Zygophyllum morgsana 1236 1236  +   1.00 
148 dassiepis 0000 0000     0.00 
149 klipsweet 0000 0000     0.00 
EKI 0.35 0.62 - - - - 0.48 
Average EKI 0.49 N/A 
 
The EKI values could only be calculated for two participants, namely Stephanus 
Johannes (“Fanie, Klaasie”) Claasen who scored 0.35 and Salomie De Jager who 
scored 0.62. The most common indications recorded at Calitzdorp, based on the 
total number of use-records for each ailment, were stomach ailments (unspecified) 
(26 species used, 34 anecdotes, ranked 1); sores, abrasions, blisters, boils, corns, 
warts, open callus, inflamed moles, cracked feet, open plantar wart (“soolvrat”), 
whitlow fingers and abscess (18, 25, 2); fever (17, 23, 3); backache (15, 20, 4); 
urinary ailments (bladder health, urinary tract infections) (16, 19, 5); diabetes (14, 16, 
6); influenza (11, 14, 7); kidney ailments (diuretic, kidney stones, infection) (10, 13, 
8); chest ailments (unspecified) (11, 12, 9); colds (10, 12, 9) and pain, inflammation, 
arthritis, rheumatism (topical use - as ointment, poultice, compress or wash) (9, 11, 
10). 
Due to the low number of participants involved in the Matrix Method for 
Calitzdorp, the SPI values are not very informative but the data in Table 6.8.3 
nevertheless give a reasonable idea of which species are the most important or 
popular at this locality. 
 
Table 6.8.4: Matrix scores for Vanwyksdorp (146 medicinal plant species, three 
non-plant products, 23 participants).  
Participants (in the order of descending age, see Table 6.1 for dates of birth): MO = 
Magdalene (“Tannie Leentjie”) Opperman; PW = Petrus (“Knapsak Piet”) Williams; 
AC = Anna Claasen (Mother of AW); MW = Maria (“Miem”) van Wyk; EC = Evelyn 
Cloete; MS = Maria (“Ous”) Swanepoel; CB = Charlotte Bosman; ED = Elsie (“Els”) 
Dillman; MM = Martha Makriga; KJ = Katriena Jantjies; JM1 = Job Makriga; ND = 
Nokalene Dillman; AO = Anna (“Tannie Meid”) Opperman; MJ = Maria (“Marie”) 
Katriena Jakobs; AB = Andries (“André”) Johannes Britz; AW = Anna (“Antjie 
Koopman”) van Wyk (daughter of AC); JM = Jacoba (“Mammie”) Makriga; JC = 
Japaulus (“Piet”) Cloete; RP = Rosina (“Sina. Tienie”) Pretorius; EW = Evelina 
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(“Vroutjie”) van Wyk WC = Willemiena (“Miena”) Cloete; SJ = Susanna (“Den”) 
Joubert; MC = Morette Cloete.   
Plant species Participants 1 to 8 (Senior citizens, age 60+) MO PW AC MW EC MS CB ED 
1 Acorus calamus 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
2 Adromischus triflorus 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 
3 Agathosma spp. 1236 0000 1203 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
4 Agave americana 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
5 Aloe ferox 1203 1203 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 
6 Amaranthus spp. 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 
7 Anacampseros papyracea 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 
8 
Anacampseros 
telephiastrum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
9 Aptosimum indivisum 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 
10 Aptosimum procumbens 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
11 Artemisia absinthium 1236 1203 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 
12 Artemisia afra 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
13 Asclepias crispa 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
14 Asparagus spp. 1236 1236 1203 1203 0000 1236 0000 0000 
15 Atriplex nummularia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
16 Augea capensis 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 1034 
17 Ballota africana 1236 1203 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
18 Boophone disticha 1034 0000 1236 1203 1034 1236 1034 1236 
19 Buddleja saligna 1236 1034 1236 1034 1236 1236 1236 1236 
20 Bulbine frutescens 1236 0000 1034 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 
21 Cadaba aphylla 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1203 1236 1236 
22 Canna indica 1236 1236 1203 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
23 Cannabis sativa 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
24 Carpobrotus deliciosus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
25 Carpobrotus edulis 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
26 Cassytha ciliolata 0000 0000 1203 1236 0000 1203 0000 0000 
27 Centaurea benedicta   1236 0000 0000 1203 1236 0000 1236 1236 
28 Chamarea capensis 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 
29 Chironia baccifera 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
30 Chrysocoma ciliata 1236 0000 1203 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
31 Cissampelos capensis 1236 1236 1203 0000 1236 1034 1236 1236 
32 Cliffortia ruscifolia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
33 Cliffortia strobilifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
34 
Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) 1236 1236 1203 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
35 Cotyledon orbiculata 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 
36 Cyclopia intermedia 1236 0000 1203 0000 1236 1034 1236 1236 
37 Cyperus textilus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
38 Cyphia digitata 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
39 Datura stramonium 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
40 Dioscorea hemicrypta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
41 Diosma acmaeophylla 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 
42 Diosma hirsuta 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 
43 Diosma prama 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
44 Dittrichia graveolens 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
45 Dodonaea viscosa  1236 0000 1034 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
46 Dolichothrix ericoides 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
47 Dysphania ambrosioides 0000 0000 1236 1034 0000 0000 0000 0000 
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Plant species Participants 1 to 8 (Senior citizens, age 60+) MO PW AC MW EC MS CB ED 
48 Elytropappus rhinocerotis 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
49 Eriocephalus africanus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
50 Eriocephalus ericoides 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
51 Euclea undulata 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 
52 Euphorbia mauritanica 1236 0000 1034 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
53 Euryops lateriflorus 1236 0000 1236 1034 1236 1236 1236 1236 
54 Euryops tenuissimus 1236 0000 1236 1034 1236 1236 1236 1236 
55 Exomis microphylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
56 Fockea spp. 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
57 Foeniculum vulgare 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
58 Galenia africana 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
59 Galium tomentosum 1236 1034 1203 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
60 Garuleum bipinnatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
61 Gasteria brachyphylla 0000 0000 1203 1203 0000 1034 0000 0000 
62 Gomphocarpus fruticosus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 
63 Gonialoe variegata 1236 1203 1203 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 
64 Gunnera perpensa 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
65 Gymnosporia buxifolia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
66 
Helichrysum 
odoratissimum 1236 1034 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
67 Hermannia cuneifolia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
68 Hoodia grandis 1236 0000 1034 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
69 Hoodia pilifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
70 Kedrostis nana 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 
71 Leonotis leonurus 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
72 Leonotis ocymifolia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
73 Lepidium africanum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
74 
Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. frutescens 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
75 
Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. microphylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
76 Leysera gnaphalodes 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
77 Limeum aethiopicum 1236 0000 1034 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
78 Lobostemon fruticosus 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
79 Lycium horridum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
80 Lycium oxycarpum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
81 Malva parviflora 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 
82 Melianthus comosus 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
83 Mentha longifolia 1236 1203 1203 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
84 Mentha spicata 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
85 
Mesembryanthemum 
junceum 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
86 
Mesembryanthemum 
tortuosum 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
87 Microloma sagittatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
88 Muraltia spinosa 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
89 Nicotiana glauca 1236 0000 1034 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
90 Notobubon tenuifolium 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
91 Nymania capensis 1236 0000 1203 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 
92 
Olea europaea subsp. 
cuspidata 1236 1034 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 
93 Oncosiphon piluliferus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
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94 Oncosiphon suffruticosus 1236 0000 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
95 Opuntia ficus-indica 1236 0000 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 
96 
Osteospermum 
calendulaceum 1236 1236 1203 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
97 Otholobium stachyerum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
98 Oxalis pes-caprae 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
99 Pappea capensis 1236 1236 1203 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
100 Pegolettia baccharidifolia 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
101 Pegolettia retrofracta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
102 Pelargonium peltatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
103 Pelargonium zonale 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
104 Pentzia incana 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
105 Physalis peruviana 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
106 Plantago lanceolata 1236 0000 1034 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
107 Polygonum aviculare 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
108 Portulacaria afra 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
109 Protea nitida 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
110 Protea repens 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
111 Psidium guajava 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
112 Pteronia incana 1203 0000 1236 0000 1203 1236 1203 1203 
113 Punica granatum 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
114 Quaqua spp. 0000 1236 1236 1203 0000 1203 0000 0000 
115 Raphanus raphanistrum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
116 Rhigozum obovatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
117 Ricinus communis 1236 1236 1203 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
118 Romulea rosea 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
119 Rosenia humilis 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
120 Rubus pinnatus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
121 Rumex crispus 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
122 Ruta graveolens 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
123 Salix mucronata 1236 0000 1203 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
124 Salvia africana-caerulea  1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
125 Salvia microphylla 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
126 Schinus molle 1236 1203 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
127 Schotia afra 1236 1236 1203 0000 1236 1203 1236 1236 
128 Searsia lancea 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
129 Searsia undulata 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
130 Silene undulata 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
131 Solanum retroflexum 1236 0000 1034 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
132 Solanum tomentosum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 
133 Teucrium africanum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
134 Tropaeolum majus 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
135 Tulbaghia violacea 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
136 Tylecodon cacalioides 1203 1203 1203 1203 1203 1203 1203 1203 
137 Tylecodon paniculatus 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
138 Urtica urens 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
139 Vachellia karroo 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
140 Viscum capense 1236 1034 0000 1034 1236 1236 1236 1236 
141 Viscum continuum 1236 1034 0000 1034 1236 1236 1236 1236 
142 Withania somnifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
143 Xanthoparmelia spp. 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
144 Zantedeschia aethiopica 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
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145 Zingiber officinale 1236 1236 1203 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
146 Zygophyllum foetidum 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
147 Zygophyllum morgsana 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
148 dassiepis 1236 0000 1203 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
149 klipsweet 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 
EKI 0.64 0.36 0.52 0.28 0.63 0.57 0.63 0.63 
 
Plant species 
Participants 9 to 12  
(Senior citizens, age 60+) 
Participants 13 to 16 
(Adults, age 20–59) 
MM AO MJ JC AW KJ JM1 ND 
1 Acorus calamus 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 
2 Adromischus triflorus 1236 1236 0000 1236 1203 1034 0000 1203 
3 Agathosma spp. 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 0000 1236 0000 
4 Agave americana 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1203 
5 Aloe ferox 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
6 Amaranthus spp. 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
7 Anacampseros papyracea 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1034 
8 
Anacampseros 
telephiastrum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
9 Aptosimum indivisum 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
10 Aptosimum procumbens 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 0000 1203 0000 
11 Artemisia absinthium 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 
12 Artemisia afra 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
13 Asclepias crispa 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
14 Asparagus spp. 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1203 1236 1236 
15 Atriplex nummularia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
16 Augea capensis 1203 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 1034 0000 
17 Ballota africana 1236 1236 1203 1203 1203 0000 1236 1034 
18 Boophone disticha 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 
19 Buddleja saligna 1236 1236 1203 1236 1203 0000 1203 1203 
20 Bulbine frutescens 1236 1236 1034 1236 1034 0000 1034 1034 
21 Cadaba aphylla 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 
22 Canna indica 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 
23 Cannabis sativa 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
24 Carpobrotus deliciosus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
25 Carpobrotus edulis 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 
26 Cassytha ciliolata 0000 0000 1203 1236 1203 0000 1203 0000 
27 Centaurea benedicta   0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 1034 0000 0000 
28 Chamarea capensis 1203 1203 1203 1236 1203 1236 1203 0000 
29 Chironia baccifera 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
30 Chrysocoma ciliata 0000 0000 1034 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 
31 Cissampelos capensis 1034 1236 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 1236 
32 Cliffortia ruscifolia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
33 Cliffortia strobilifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
34 
Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 
35 Cotyledon orbiculata 0000 0000 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 
36 Cyclopia intermedia 1034 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 
37 Cyperus textilus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
38 Cyphia digitata 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
39 Datura stramonium 1236 1236 1203 1236 1203 0000 1236 1236 




Participants 9 to 12  
(Senior citizens, age 60+) 
Participants 13 to 16 
(Adults, age 20–59) 
MM AO MJ JC AW KJ JM1 ND 
40 Dioscorea hemicrypta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
41 Diosma acmaeophylla 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 
42 Diosma hirsuta 0000 1203 1203 0000 1203 0000 1203 0000 
43 Diosma prama 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
44 Dittrichia graveolens 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 
45 Dodonaea viscosa  1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 
46 Dolichothrix ericoides 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
47 Dysphania ambrosioides 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 1203 1236 1034 
48 Elytropappus rhinocerotis 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
49 Eriocephalus africanus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
50 Eriocephalus ericoides 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
51 Euclea undulata 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
52 Euphorbia mauritanica 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 1203 1203 1034 
53 Euryops lateriflorus 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1203 1236 1203 
54 Euryops tenuissimus 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1203 1236 1203 
55 Exomis microphylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
56 Fockea spp. 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
57 Foeniculum vulgare 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 
58 Galenia africana 1236 1236 1203 1203 1203 1203 1203 1034 
59 Galium tomentosum 0000 1236 1203 0000 1203 1236 1203 1034 
60 Garuleum bipinnatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
61 Gasteria brachyphylla 1034 1236 1034 0000 1034 0000 1236 0000 
62 Gomphocarpus fruticosus 1203 1236 1034 1034 1034 0000 1034 0000 
63 Gonialoe variegata 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1203 1236 1236 
64 Gunnera perpensa 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
65 Gymnosporia buxifolia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
66 
Helichrysum 
odoratissimum 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 
67 Hermannia cuneifolia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
68 Hoodia grandis 1236 1236 1034 1236 1034 0000 1034 0000 
69 Hoodia pilifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
70 Kedrostis nana 0000 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 
71 Leonotis leonurus 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 1034 0000 
72 Leonotis ocymifolia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
73 Lepidium africanum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
74 
Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. frutescens 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
75 
Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. microphylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
76 Leysera gnaphalodes 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 
77 Limeum aethiopicum 1236 1236 1034 0000 1034 1236 1034 0000 
78 Lobostemon fruticosus 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 
79 Lycium horridum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
80 Lycium oxycarpum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
81 Malva parviflora 1236 0000 1203 1236 1203 0000 1203 0000 
82 Melianthus comosus 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 
83 Mentha longifolia 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 0000 1236 1236 
84 Mentha spicata 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
85 
Mesembryanthemum 
junceum 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 




Participants 9 to 12  
(Senior citizens, age 60+) 
Participants 13 to 16 
(Adults, age 20–59) 




1236 1236 1236 0000 1203 1034 1203 0000 
87 Microloma sagittatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
88 Muraltia spinosa 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
89 Nicotiana glauca 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 
90 Notobubon tenuifolium 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
91 Nymania capensis 1236 1236 1203 1236 1203 0000 1203 1034 
92 
Olea europaea subsp. 
cuspidata 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 1034 0000 
93 Oncosiphon piluliferus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
94 Oncosiphon suffruticosus 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 
95 Opuntia ficus-indica 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 
96 
Osteospermum 
calendulaceum 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 0000 
97 Otholobium stachyerum  0000 0000 1203 0000 1203 0000 1203 0000 
98 Oxalis pes-caprae 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 
99 Pappea capensis 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 
100 Pegolettia baccharidifolia 0000 1236 1236 1203 1236 0000 1236 1236 
101 Pegolettia retrofracta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
102 Pelargonium peltatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
103 Pelargonium zonale 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 
104 Pentzia incana 1236 1236 1203 1236 1203 0000 1236 0000 
105 Physalis peruviana 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
106 Plantago lanceolata 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
107 Polygonum aviculare 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
108 Portulacaria afra 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 0000 1203 1236 
109 Protea nitida 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
110 Protea repens 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
111 Psidium guajava 1236 1236 1203 1236 1203 1236 1203 0000 
112 Pteronia incana 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1203 1236 0000 
113 Punica granatum 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
114 Quaqua spp. 1203 1203 1034 1203 1034 0000 1034 1236 
115 Raphanus raphanistrum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
116 Rhigozum obovatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
117 Ricinus communis 1236 1236 1034 1203 0000 1203 0000 0000 
118 Romulea rosea 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
119 Rosenia humilis 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
120 Rubus pinnatus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
121 Rumex crispus 0000 0000 1236 1203 1236 1203 1236 0000 
122 Ruta graveolens 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1203 
123 Salix mucronata 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 1203 1236 0000 
124 Salvia africana-caerulea  0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
125 Salvia microphylla 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
126 Schinus molle 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1034 1236 1034 
127 Schotia afra 1203 1203 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
128 Searsia lancea 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 
129 Searsia undulata 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 
130 Silene undulata 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
131 Solanum retroflexum  1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
132 Solanum tomentosum 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 
133 Teucrium africanum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 




Participants 9 to 12  
(Senior citizens, age 60+) 
Participants 13 to 16 
(Adults, age 20–59) 
MM AO MJ JC AW KJ JM1 ND 
134 Tropaeolum majus 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
135 Tulbaghia violacea 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 0000 1236 0000 
136 Tylecodon cacalioides 1203 1203 1236 0000 1236 1203 1236 1203 
137 Tylecodon paniculatus 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
138 Urtica urens 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 
139 Vachellia karroo 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1034 1236 1034 
140 Viscum capense 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1034 1236 1236 
141 Viscum continuum 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1034 1236 1236 
142 Withania somnifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
143 Xanthoparmelia spp. 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
144 Zantedeschia aethiopica 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 
145 Zingiber officinale 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 
146 Zygophyllum foetidum 1236 1236 1203 1203 1203 0000 1236 0000 
147 Zygophyllum morgsana 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
148 dassiepis 1203 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 
149 klipsweet 0000 1203 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 
EKI 0.57 0.57 0.59 0.60 0.47 0.34 0.60 0.36 
Average EKI for senior citizens 0.51  
 
Plant species Participants 17 to 23 (Adults, age 20–59) SPI JM AB RP EW WC SJ MC 
1 Acorus calamus 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0.52 
2 Adromischus triflorus 1203 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 0.49 
3 Agathosma spp. 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.78 
4 Agave americana 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 0.93 
5 Aloe ferox 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.93 
6 Amaranthus spp. 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0.22 
7 Anacampseros papyracea 1236 1203 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 0.57 
8 
Anacampseros 
telephiastrum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
9 Aptosimum indivisum 0000 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0.63 
10 Aptosimum procumbens 1203 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 0000 0.20 
11 Artemisia absinthium 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.78 
12 Artemisia afra 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1.00 
13 Asclepias crispa 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0.35 
14 Asparagus spp. 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 0.74 
15 Atriplex nummularia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.83 
16 Augea capensis 1203 1034 0000 1203 1034 1034 1203 0.32 
17 Ballota africana 1236 0000 1203 1236 1203 1236 1236 0.72 
18 Boophone disticha 0000 0000 0000 1236 1203 0000 1236 0.50 
19 Buddleja saligna 1236 0000 1203 1236 0000 1236 1236 0.73 
20 Bulbine frutescens 1236 0000 1034 1236 1203 1034 1236 0.72 
21 Cadaba aphylla 1034 0000 0000 1236 1203 1034 1203 0.56 
22 Canna indica 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.85 
23 Cannabis sativa 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
24 Carpobrotus deliciosus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
25 Carpobrotus edulis 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0.83 
26 Cassytha ciliolata 1236 0000 1203 1236 0000 1203 0000 0.33 
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27 Centaurea benedicta   0000 0000 0000 1034 1236 0000 0000 0.32 
28 Chamarea capensis 1203 0000 1203 1236 0000 1203 1203 0.57 
29 Chironia baccifera 1236 0000 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 0.80 
30 Chrysocoma ciliata 1203 0000 0000 1236 1034 0000 0000 0.45 
31 Cissampelos capensis 1034 0000 0000 1034 0000 1034 1034 0.52 
32 Cliffortia ruscifolia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.02 
33 Cliffortia strobilifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.11 
34 
Conyza scabrida (Nidorella 
ivifolia) 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1034 0.77 
35 Cotyledon orbiculata 1236 1236 1236 0000 1203 1236 0000 0.74 
36 Cyclopia intermedia 1236 1236 1236 1034 1236 1236 1034 0.79 
37 Cyperus textilus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.78 
38 Cyphia digitata 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.72 
39 Datura stramonium 1236 0000 1203 1236 1034 1203 1236 0.72 
40 Dioscorea hemicrypta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.02 
41 Diosma acmaeophylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.04 
42 Diosma hirsuta 1203 0000 1203 0000 0000 1203 0000 0.20 
43 Diosma prama 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
44 Dittrichia graveolens 1236 1203 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0.33 
45 Dodonaea viscosa  1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.86 
46 Dolichothrix ericoides 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
47 Dysphania ambrosioides 1236 1203 1236 0000 1203 1236 0000 0.43 
48 Elytropappus rhinocerotis 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.78 
49 Eriocephalus africanus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.33 
50 Eriocephalus ericoides 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
51 Euclea undulata 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0.78 
52 Euphorbia mauritanica 1203 1203 1236 0000 1203 1236 0000 0.56 
53 Euryops lateriflorus 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 0.86 
54 Euryops tenuissimus 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 0.86 
55 Exomis microphylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
56 Fockea spp. 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
57 Foeniculum vulgare 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.87 
58 Galenia africana 1236 1203 1203 1236 1236 1203 1236 0.72 
59 Galium tomentosum 1236 0000 1203 0000 1203 1203 0000 0.51 
60 Garuleum bipinnatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.05 
61 Gasteria brachyphylla 1236 0000 1034 1034 0000 1034 1034 0.41 
62 Gomphocarpus fruticosus 1034 0000 1034 1236 0000 1034 1203 0.38 
63 Gonialoe variegata 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.87 
64 Gunnera perpensa 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.24 
65 Gymnosporia buxifolia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.04 
66 Helichrysum odoratissimum 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.92 
67 Hermannia cuneifolia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
68 Hoodia grandis 1236 1236 1034 1236 1236 1034 1236 0.78 
69 Hoodia pilifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
70 Kedrostis nana 0000 0000 0000 1236 1203 0000 1236 0.28 
71 Leonotis leonurus 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0.72 
72 Leonotis ocymifolia 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
73 Lepidium africanum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
74 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
frutescens 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 0.98 
75 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
microphylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
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76 Leysera gnaphalodes 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.89 
77 Limeum aethiopicum 1034 1236 1034 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.74 
78 Lobostemon fruticosus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.22 
79 Lycium horridum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.46 
80 Lycium oxycarpum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
81 Malva parviflora 1236 1236 1203 0000 1236 1203 0000 0.63 
82 Melianthus comosus 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1203 0.85 
83 Mentha longifolia 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.85 
84 Mentha spicata 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0.96 
85 
Mesembryanthemum 
junceum 1236 1034 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.94 
86 
Mesembryanthemum 
tortuosum 1236 1203 1203 1236 1203 1236 1236 0.70 
87 Microloma sagittatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.20 
88 Muraltia spinosa 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
89 Nicotiana glauca 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.86 
90 Notobubon tenuifolium 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
91 Nymania capensis 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 0.77 
92 
Olea europaea subsp. 
cuspidata 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 1236 0.64 
93 Oncosiphon piluliferus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
94 Oncosiphon suffruticosus 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.83 
95 Opuntia ficus-indica 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.89 
96 
Osteospermum 
calendulaceum 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.85 
97 Otholobium stachyerum  1236 0000 1203 0000 0000 1236 0000 0.17 
98 Oxalis pes-caprae 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0.83 
99 Pappea capensis 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.85 
100 Pegolettia baccharidifolia 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 0.72 
101 Pegolettia retrofracta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
102 Pelargonium peltatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
103 Pelargonium zonale 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.80 
104 Pentzia incana 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1203 1236 0.76 
105 Physalis peruviana 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.96 
106 Plantago lanceolata 1236 1203 0000 1236 1236 1034 1236 0.56 
107 Polygonum aviculare 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.87 
108 Portulacaria afra 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.80 
109 Protea nitida 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.52 
110 Protea repens 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.43 
111 Psidium guajava 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1203 1236 0.76 
112 Pteronia incana 1236 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0.63 
113 Punica granatum 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1.00 
114 Quaqua spp. 1236 0000 1034 1203 1236 1034 1203 0.51 
115 Raphanus raphanistrum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.74 
116 Rhigozum obovatum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
117 Ricinus communis 1034 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.69 
118 Romulea rosea 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.35 
119 Rosenia humilis 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.26 
120 Rubus pinnatus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.69 
121 Rumex crispus 1236 1203 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0.37 
122 Ruta graveolens 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.91 
123 Salix mucronata 1236 1203 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0.50 
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124 Salvia africana-caerulea  0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.17 
125 Salvia microphylla 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0.67 
126 Schinus molle 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.91 
127 Schotia afra 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1203 0.78 
128 Searsia lancea 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.96 
129 Searsia undulata 1236 1034 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.96 
130 Silene undulata 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.02 
131 Solanum retroflexum  1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.94 
132 Solanum tomentosum 1236 0000 1236 1203 0000 1236 1203 0.50 
133 Teucrium africanum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
134 Tropaeolum majus 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1.00 
135 Tulbaghia violacea 1236 1203 1236 1236 1034 1236 1236 0.81 
136 Tylecodon cacalioides 1236 1203 1236 1203 1203 1236 1203 0.61 
137 Tylecodon paniculatus 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 0.98 
138 Urtica urens 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.89 
139 Vachellia karroo 1203 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.88 
140 Viscum capense 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.85 
141 Viscum continuum 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.85 
142 Withania somnifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
143 Xanthoparmelia spp. 1236 1203 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 0.87 
144 Zantedeschia aethiopica 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 0.85 
145 Zingiber officinale 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.83 
146 Zygophyllum foetidum 1203 1203 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.70 
147 Zygophyllum morgsana 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
148 dassiepis 1203 0000 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.74 
149 klipsweet 0000 0000 0000 1203 1236 1236 1203 0.20 
EKI 0.68 0.38 0.58 0.60 0.49 0.62 0.55 0.54 
Average EKI for adults 0.56 
Average EKI for all participants 0.53 
 
The EKI values for the Vanwyksdorp participants ranged from 0.86 for the most 
knowledgeable person (Jacoba “Mammie” Makriga) to 0.34 (Maria “Miem” van Wyk). 
The average EKI for the senior citizens were 0.51, for adults 0.56 (age range from 20 
to 59) and for all participants 0.53.  
The most popular useful plant species in Vanwyksdorp according to their SPI 
values are Artemisia afra (SPI value of 1.00, rank 1), Punica granatum (0.96, 2), 
Tropaeolum majus (0.96, 2), Mesembryanthemum junceum (0.94, 3), Agave 
americana (0.93, 4), Aloe ferox (0.93, 4), Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens 
(0.93, 4), Searsia undulata (0.93, 4), Tylecodon paniculatus (0.93, 4), Helichrysum 
odoratissimum (0.92, 5), Mentha spicata (0.91, 6), Searsia lancea (0.91, 6), Schinus 
molle (0.91, 6), Solanum retrofractum (0.90, 7), Ruta graveolens (0.89, 8), Vachillia 
karroo (0.88, 9), Gonialoe variegata (0.87, 10), Foeniculum vulgare (0.87, 10) and 
Urtica urens (0.87, 10).  
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6.7 Comparison of villages and communities of the western Little Karoo 
In total, 196 medicinal species have been recorded for the whole of the western Little 
Karoo (Tables 6.2 to 6.5) and of these, quantitative data were obtained for 146 plant 
species and one lichen. New species records for this area added to 52 (27% of the 
total for the western Little Karoo), of which 29 are indigenous, 19 are naturalized 
aliens and four are cultivated aliens. The relatively large number of aliens shows that 
the local medicinal system is not stable but subject to noteworthy changes, even in 
recent years. A total of 5300 anecdotes were documented during the survey (Table 
6.9) of which 3323 (63%) appear to be newly recorded for the western Little Karoo. 
The study also revealed a total of 664 vernacular names, with 136 (20%) newly 
recorded for this area and a further 151 (23%) being variants of well-known 
vernacular names.   
A total of 69 out of the 196 medicinal plant species recorded are used in all four 
villages. This list provides a new insight into the most popular and widely used 
medicinal plant species of Kannaland and can be considered as a fairly accurate 
materia medica for the region. These species, listed by their average SPI values 
(recalculated for all 70 participants), are Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens 
(0.97), Vachellia karroo (0.97), Artemisia afra (0.91), Aloe ferox (0.90), Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia (0.90), Ruta graveolens (0.88), Portulacaria afra (0.86), Conyza 
scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia, 0.84), Melianthus comosus (0.84), Oxalis pes-caprae 
(0.84), Viscum capense (0.82), Dodonaea viscosa (0.81), Mentha longifolia (0.79), 
Chironia baccifera (0.78), Pentzia incana (0.78), Galenia africana (0.77), Opuntia 
ficus-indica (0.77), Psidium guajava (0.76), Schinus molle (0.76), Helichrysum 
odoratissimum (0.75), Euphorbia mauritanica (0.74), Artemisia absinthium (0.73), 
Leonotis leonurus (0.73), Euclea undulata (0.72), Solanum retrofractum(0.71), 
Cadaba aphylla (0.70), Malva parviflora (0.70), Punica granatum (0.70), Searsia 
undulata (0.69), Tulbaghia violacea (0.69), Zantedeschia aethiopica (0.68), 
Elytropappus rhinocerotis (0.68), Datura stramonium (0.67), Urtica urens (0.66), 
Agathosma spp. (0.65), Hoodia grandis (0.65), Xanthoparmelia spp. (0.64), 
Cissampelos capensis (0.63), Nicotiana glauca (0.63), Euryops tenuissimus (0.62), 
Nymania capensis (0.62), Canna indica (0.61), Cyclopia intermedia (0.61), Salvia 
microphylla (0.61), Ballota africana (0.60), Foeniculum vulgare (0.59), 
Osteospermum calendulaceum (0.59), Bulbine frutescens (0.58), Centaurea 
benedicta  (0.58), Cotyledon orbiculata (0.57), Gonialoe variegata (0.57), Polygonum 
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aviculare (0.57), Adromischus triflorus (0.56), Galium tomentosum (0.56), Ricinus 
communis (0.56), Viscum continuum (0.55), Tropaeolum majus (0.51), Chrysocoma 
ciliata (0.47), Mesembryanthemum tortuosum (0.47), Boophone disticha (0.46), 
Mentha spicata (0.45), Aptosimum indivisum (0.43), Carpobrotus deliciosus (0.41), 
Salix mucronata (0.41), Gomphocarpus fruticosus (0.34), Augea capensis (0.32), 
Salvia africana-caerulea  (0.28), Gunnera perpensa (0.25) and Portulaca oleracea 
(not in the Matrix). An examination of average SPI values for the 69 shared species 
confirmed the expectation that these plants are widely used in the western Little 
Karoo and that they should therefore have a higher average value when compared 
to the 133 species that are not shared. This is indeed the case; the respective 
average SPI values are 0.65 for the shared species and only 0.28 for the species 
that are not shared.  
 
6.8 Homogeneity Index of indigenous knowledge 
The wide scope and exhaustiveness of the ethnobotanical data presented here allow 
for a closer examination and comparison of the four villages included in this study. 
The comparative data are summarised in Table 6.9.  
 
Table 6.9 Summary of comparative ethnobotanical survey data as recorded in 
four villages in the western Little Karoo, South Africa.  
The Homogeneity Index (HI) values are given in square brackets. Data from Nortje 
(unpublished dissertation, 2011) and Nortje and Van Wyk (2015) were used to 
compare the HI values of Kannaland with those of a similar study in the Kamiesberg, 
Namaqualand, South Africa. 
Criterion Barrydale Zoar Calitzdorp Vanwyksdorp Kannaland 
No of 
participants 29 20 6 23 78 
No of 
anecdotes 1586 1119 490 2105 5300 
No of newly 
recorded 




each village  9 24 14 19 - 
No of 
medicinal 
plant species 113 122 146 108 196 
No of newly 
recorded 29 37 27 26 52 
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Criterion Barrydale Zoar Calitzdorp Vanwyksdorp Kannaland 
medicinal 
plant species 
No of species 
unique to 
each village 15 18 31 6 - 




BZ: 84 [0.43] 
BC: 88 [0.45] 
BV: 82 [0.42] 
BZC: 74 [0.38] 
BZV: 74 [0.38] 
BCV: 77 [0.39] 
ZB: 84 [0.43] 
ZC: 93 [0.47] 
ZV: 86 [0.44] 
ZBC: 74 [0.38] 
ZCV: 80 [0.41] 
ZBV: 74 [0.38] 
CB: 88 [0.45] 
CZ: 93 [0.47] 
CV: 96 [0.49] 
CBZ: 74 [0.38] 
CZV: 80 [0.41] 
CBV: 77 [0.39] 
VB: 82 [0.42] 
VZ: 86 [0.44] 
VC: 96 [0.49] 
VBZ: 74 [0.38] 
VZC: 80 [0.41] 

















BZ: 108 [0.16] 
BC: 82 [0.12] 
BV: 103 [0.16] 
BZC: 64 [0.10] 
BZV: 77 [0.12] 
BCV: 61 [0.09] 
ZB: 108 [0.16] 
ZC: 99 [0.15] 
ZV: 103 [0.16] 
ZBC: 4 [0.10] 
ZCV: 63 [0.09] 
ZBV: 77 [0.12] 
CB: 82 [0.12] 
CZ: 99 [0.15] 
CV: 79 [0.12] 
CBZ: 4 [0.10] 
CZV: 63 [0.09] 
CBV: 61 [0.09] 
VB: 103 [0.16] 
VZ: 103 [0.16] 
VC: 79 [0.12] 
VBZ: 77 [0.12] 
VZC: 63 [0.09] 
VCB: 61 [0.09] 
BZCV: 53 
[0.08] 
No of newly 
recorded 
vernacular 
names 24 47 11 48 136 





each village 23 39 10 47 - 







BZ: 4 [0.03] 
BC: 3 [0.02] 
BV: 6 [0.04] 
BZC: 1 [0.01] 
BZV: 1 [0.01] 
BCV: 1 [0.01] 
ZB: 4 [0.03] 
ZC: 4 [0.03] 
ZV: 4 [0.03] 
ZBC: 1 [0.01] 
ZCV: 1 [0.01] 
ZBV: 1 [0.01] 
CB: 3 [0.02] 
CZ: 4 [0.03] 
CV: 2 [0.01] 
CBZ: 1 [0.01] 
CZV: 1 [0.01] 
CBV: 1 [0.01] 
VB: 6 [0.04] 
VZ: 4 [0.03] 
VC: 2 [0.01] 
VBZ: 1 [0.01] 
VZC: 1 [0.01] 























BZ: 14 [0.09] 
BC: 7 [0.05] 
BV: 11 [0.07] 
BZC: 7 [0.05] 
BZV: 8 [0.05] 
BCV: 5 [0.03] 
ZB: 14 [0.09] 
ZC: 13 [0.09] 
ZV: 14 [0.09] 
ZBC: 7 [0.05] 
ZCV: 6 [0.04] 
ZBV: 8 [0.05] 
CB: 7 [0.05] 
CZ: 13 [0.09] 
CV: 8 [0.05] 
CBZ: 7 [0.05] 
CZV: 6 [0.04] 
CBV: 5 [0.03] 
VB: 11 [0.07] 
VZ: 14 [0.09] 
VC: 8 [0.05] 
VBZ: 8 [0.05] 
VZC: 6 [0.04] 
VCB: 5 [0.03] 
BZCV: 5 
[0.03] 
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Criterion Barrydale Zoar Calitzdorp Vanwyksdorp Kannaland 
No of 
ailments 










BZ: 65 [0.54] 
BC: 61 [0.51] 
BV: 66 [0.55] 
BZC: 58 [0.48] 
BZV: 62 [0.52] 
BCV: 58 [0.48] 
ZB: 65 [0.54] 
ZC: 73 [0.61] 
ZV: 82 [0.68] 
ZBC: 58 [0.48] 
ZCV: 68 [0.57] 
ZBV: 62 [0.52] 
CB: 61 [0.51] 
CZ: 73 [0.61] 
CV: 72 [0.60] 
CBZ: 58 [0.48] 
CZV: 68 [0.57] 
CBV: 58 [0.48] 
VB: 66 [0.55] 
VZ: 82 [0.68] 
VC: 72 [0.60] 
VBZ: 62 [0.52] 
VZC: 68 [0.57] 





 Nourivier Leliefontein Kamieskroon Paulshoek Kamiesberg 
No of 
medicinal 
plant species 57 88 45 80 101 




NL: 51 [0.50] 
NK: 32 [0.32] 
NP: 54 [0.53] 
NLK: 31 [0.31] 
NLP: 50 [0.50] 
NKP: 32 [0.32] 
LN: 51 [0.50] 
LK: 41 [0.41] 
LP: 71 [0.71] 
LNK: 31 [0.31] 
LNP: 50 [0.50] 
LKP: 38 [0.38] 
KN: 32 [0.32] 
KL: 41 [0.41] 
KP: 40 [0.40] 
KNL: 31 [0.31] 
KNP: 32 [0.32] 
KLP: 38 [0.38] 
PN: 54 [0.53] 
PL: 71 [0.71] 
PK: 40 [0.40] 
PNL: 50 [0.50] 
PNK: 32 [0.32] 


















NL: 68 [0.20] 
NK: 46 [0.13] 
NP: 65 [0.19] 
NLK: 42 [0.12] 
NLP: 57 [0.17] 
NKP: 40 [0.12] 
LN: 68 [0.20] 
LK: 61 [0.18] 
LP: 95 [0.28] 
LNK: 42 [0.12] 
LNP: 57 [0.17] 
LKP: 55 [0.16] 
KN: 46 [0.13] 
KL: 61 [0.18] 
KP: 65 [0.19] 
KNL: 42 [0.12] 
KNP: 40 [0.12] 
KLP: 55 [0.16] 
PN: 65 [0.19] 
PL: 95 [0.28] 
PK: 65 [0.19] 
PNL: 57 [0.17] 
PNK: 40 [0.12] 




Medicinal plant species that are apparently restricted to a single village 
include, for Barrydale, Cliffortia strobilifera, Eucalyptus spp., Ficus cordata, 
Lasiosiphon deserticola, Lavandula dentata, Lepidium africanum, Lycium 
oxycarpum, Melianthus major, Muraltia spinosa, Pelargonium sidoides, Petroselinum 
crispum, Quercus robur, Tanacetum parthenium, Tulbaghia capensis; for Zoar, 
Asparagus capensis, Asparagus densiflorus, Brunsvigia josephinae, Carpobrotus 
mellei, Jacobaea maritima, Cliffortia odorata, Crassula spp., Felicia spp., Garuleum 
bipinnatum, Grewia robusta, Helichrysum crispum, Hermannia salvifolia, Nicotiana 
tabacum, Notobubon tenuifolium, Osteospermum moniliferum, Searsia laevigata, 
Senecio radicans, Tarchonanthus littoralis, Zinnia peruviana; for Calitzdorp, 
Asparagus africanus, Berula thunbergii, Blepharis capensis, Cichorium intybus, 
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Cissampelos torulosa, Commelina africana, Crassula muscosa, Cynanchum 
viminale, Cysticapnos vesicaria, Drimia robusta, Eriocephalus punctulatus, 
Eriocephalus spp., Eucalyptus globulus, Glottiphyllum depressum, Glycyrrhiza 
glabra, Helichrysum cymosum, Hibiscus pusillus, Hypoxis hemerocallidea, Kedrostis 
capensis, Knowltonia vesicatoria, Nemesia fruticans, Pelargonium peltatum, Pentzia 
dentata, Polygala leptophylla, Salvia runcinata, Stachys aethiopica, Teucrium 
africanum, Tribulus terrestris, Typha capensis, Veltheimia capensis, Withania 
somnifera, Zygophyllum morgsana, and for Vanwyksdorp, Anacampseros 
papyracea, Aptosimum procumbens, Diosma hirsuta, Otholobium stachyerum, 
Schotia afra and Zygophyllum foetidum. The accuracy of medicinal use information 
based on a single anecdote (from a single participant) can be questioned and should 
perhaps be excluded from the data. However, all data have been included in Tables 
6.2 to 6.6 because of the possibility that similar uses may have been recorded in 
other studies (as is indeed the case for several of them).  
The data in Table 6.9 revealed surprisingly low numbers of medicinal plant 
species (69) that are shared by the four villages in the western Little Karoo. Similarly, 
the numbers of shared vernacular names are also relatively low (53), as are the 
number of shared ailments (56). Since the villages are within close proximity (see 
Figure 3.2), the expectation was that indigenous knowledge about the best or most 
effective treatments for particular ailments will readily be shared between villages. 
This does not appear to be the case. The non-homogeneity is also evident in the 
large numbers of species and vernacular names that were recorded only in one of 
the four villages, i.e., species and names unique to each of the villages (Table 6.9). 
There are 15 species, 90 vernacular names and 23 newly recorded vernacular 
names unique to Barrydale; the corresponding numbers for the other towns are 18 
species, 123 names and 39 newly recorded names unique to Zoar, 31 species, 93 
names and 10 newly recorded names unique to Calitzdorp and 6 species, 150 
names and 47 newly recorded names unique to Vanwyksdorp.   
A simple quantitative index is proposed here for the first time, to measure and 
compare the similarities and differences between villages. The index can also be 
used to compare regions and cultures, as long as high quality comparative data are 
available. The index, here called the Homogeneity Index (HI), is calculated by 
dividing the total number of shared species (or shared vernacular names) by the 
combined total of all the species recorded for the shared villages or regions. The 
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value will be zero (0.00) if there are no shared species, and 1.00 if all species are 
shared. In the western Little Karoo the 69 shared species divided by 196 (the total 
number of species recorded) gives an HI value of 0.35. This low value is 
unexpected, but we could not find any similar comparisons in the literature. The HI 
values (Table 6.9) are also exceptionally low for shared vernacular names (0.08), 
shared newly recorded vernacular names (0.00), shared vernacular name variations 
(0.03) and even for shared ailment categories (0.47). Similarly, the HI values of the 
various combinations of towns are very low (Table 6.9). For example, these are 0.43 
for Barrydale and Zoar, 0.45 for Barrydale and Calitzdorp, 0.42 for Barrydale and 
Vanwyksdorp, 0.38 for Barrydale, Zoar and Calitzdorp, 0.38 for Barrydale, Zoar and 
Vanwyksdorp, 0.39 for Barrydale, Calitzdorp and Vanwyksdorp, 0.47 for Zoar and 
Calitzdorp, 0.44 for Zoar and Vanwyksdorp, 0.41 for Zoar, Calitzdorp and 
Vanwyksdorp and 0.49 for Calitzdorp and Vanwyksdorp.    
In order to find a benchmark, and to take the comparison a step further, the HI 
values of villages in the Kamiesberg (Namaqualand, South Africa) were calculated, 
based on the extensive data provided by Nortje (2011) and Nortje and Van Wyk 
(2015). The results are also presented in Table 6.9. Of the total of 101 medicinal 
plant species recorded in the Kamiesberg, 31 are shared between the four villages 
(Kamieskroon, Nourivier, Leliefontein and Paulshoek). Despite the lower number of 
study participants (24 of which 16 took part in the Matrix Method), the HI values 
appear to be similar and highly informative. Roughly one third of the recorded 
species are shared between all four villages in both studies. What makes this 
comparison particularly interesting is that it compares two similar but widely 
separated study sites. Both are situated in the semi-arid Succulent Karoo biome and 
both have substantial areas covered in Renosterveld (i.e. the Fynbos biome).  
However, when the four villages of the Kamiesberg are compared, much 
higher HI values are evident. The HI values for shared species are generally above 
0.5 for the Kamiesberg but below 0.5 for Kannaland. For vernacular names, the 
difference is even more pronounced. The HI values for Kannaland vary between 
0.09 and 0.16, while they are between 0.12 and 0.28 for the Kamiesberg. Since the 
village of Kamieskroon is situated some 20 km west of the Kamiesberg, the HI 
values for both shared species and shared vernacular names are noticeably lower 
than values for the other three villages that are all situated in the Kamiesberg proper. 
Contrary to expectation, the same is not true for Vanwyksdorp, which is similarly 
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removed or isolated from the other three Kannaland villages. Despite the rich 
knowledge recorded at Vanwyksdorp, the HI values are similar to those calculated 
for the other three villages. The similarities between villages in terms of the ailments 
recorded are relatively high (generally above 0.5). This is not surprising, as it is likely 
that people of all villages suffer from similar common ailments that are treated with 
medicinal plants.  
In general, the low HI values support the idea that the contemporary medicinal 
plant system of the Succulent Karoo Biome is dynamic and adaptive, and that 
noteworthy differences in plant use may rapidly develop in different villages. This 
concept also explains the relatively large number of alien plant species (naturalised 
exotics and garden ornamentals) that are used in both regions. The alternative 
hypothesis, namely that the medicinal system is of Khoi-San origin and therefore 
ancient and stable, is not supported by these results.  
 
6.9 Conclusions 
The detailed ethnobotanical study of the western Little Karoo revealed a wealth of 
traditional medicinal plant knowledge that have hitherto remained unrecorded. From 
using the Matrix Method as a research tool, the results showed a total of 196 
species, 5300 anecdotes and 664 vernacular names of which 53 species, 3323 
anecdotes and 136 vernacular names are new records for the western Little Karoo. 
Treatments for 120 ailments with numerous species illustrate the still current 
importance and popularity of medicinal plants among the villages. Noteworthy 
differences in the vernacular names and in the total number of species and medicinal 
anecdotes are observed between the four study sites (Barrydale, Zoar, Calitzdorp 
and Vanwyksdorp). The most isolated village, Vanwyksdorp, provided the richest 
data with 290 (44% of the total) vernacular names and 2105 (40%) anecdotes. 
These results support the ‘Urbanization and knowledge loss hypothesis’ by Voeks 
and Leony (2004), where it is stated that individuals with higher literacy, a greater 
access to formal education and urbanization have often a lower level of medicinal 
plant knowledge, and since Vanwyksdorp is a rural and isolated village, it contains 
the wealthiest primary data. The data clearly show remarkable non-homogeneity 
between the four villages of the western Little Karoo. Each village had several 
medicinal plant species and vernacular names that were not recorded in any of the 
other villages. The new Homogeneity Index (HI) that is proposed in Chapter 3 and 
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applied in this chapter, revealed that the index values for shared species and shared 
vernacular names in the western Little Karoo are consistently below 0.5. As can be 
expected, the HI values for shared use categories are somewhat higher (above 0.5). 
A similar trend of non-homogeneity in a comparable but geographically separated 
rural Khoi-San area (the Kamiesberg) is evident, but here the HI values are higher 
for shared species and shared vernacular names (often above 0.5). Fascinating 
comparisons can be made between villages, cultures and regions across the world, 
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Chapter 7: Medicinal ethnobotany of the eastern Little 
Karoo 
 
7.1 Introduction  
The aim of this part of the study was to focus on a limited number of knowledgeable 
persons from several geographically separated towns in the eastern Little Karoo. It 
differs from the approach in Chapter 6, where a large number of participants in each 
of the four villages were interviewed. The difference in sampling strategy allows for a 
comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of the two approaches when 
capturing data. The data are analysed in exactly the same way as in Chapter 6 but 
the comparisons between the two Chapters will be presented in Chapter 8 as part of 
a broad synthesis for the Little Karoo as a whole.   
 
7.2  Communities and participants  
A total of 18 participants of which 16 (Table 7.1) were interviewed between May and 
April 2017 (Volmoed, six participants; Dysselsdorp, one participant; De Rust, two 
participants; Uniondale, one partipant; Haarlem, four participants; Prince Albert, two 
participants). The chosen eastern Little Karoo villages fall within two municipalities, 
namely the Oudtshoorn Municipality (Volmoed, Dysselsdorp and De Rust) and the 
George Municipality (Uniondale and Haarlem). Prince Albert belongs to a 
municipality of its own and is situated on the southern boundary of the Great Karoo, 
about 67 km northwest of Oudtshoorn. It was decided to include Prince Albert in the 
study because it falls within the extended Succulent Karoo biome north of the 
Swartberg Mountains, where it occurs in a narrow band in the rain shadow of the 
mountain range (see biome map in Mucina and Rutherford, 2006). The same or 
similar plant uses were therefore expected. Prince Albert also provided an important 
isolated outlier for the eastern Little Karoo study area (similar to Vanwyksdorp in the 
case of the western Little Karoo study area).  
The participants for the eastern Little Karoo were chosen based on contacts 
and information obtained during the reconnaissance phase of the study and 
subsequent contacts that were followed-up. The focus was more on the level of 
knowledge of the participants regardless of their geographical origin. It nevertheless 
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turned out that the participants were well spread out over the study area, as shown 
in Figure 2.1.  
 
Table 7.1 Participants in the survey of medicinal plant uses in the eastern Little 
Karoo and Prince Albert, South Africa.  
Nicknames (“klein name”) are considered essential for identifying a person in the 
Little Karoo and are therefore given in brackets. Participants are listed per village 
(from west to east) and in alphabetical order by their first names to simplify the 
abbreviations that are used in the text and in other tables. 
Name of participant 
(abbreviation)  
 





Origin of medicinal 
plant knowledge 
Volmoed  
Dawid Blok (DB) 1 Nov 1960 Volmoed Mother 
Flora Ewerts (FE) 20 Jun 1943 Paardebont Father 
Koos Horn (KH) 29 May 1942 Volmoed Grandfather and 
Grandmother 
Leena (“Antjie”) Wagenaar 
(LW1) 
14 Jul 1940 Calitzdorp Father-in-law 
Louis Jordaan (LJ)  10 Sep 1957 Volmoed Father, own experience, 
local people 
Maggie Horn (MH) 3 Oct 1944 Volmoed Grandfather and 
Grandmother 
Dysselsdorp  
Jan September (JS) 15 Oct 1959 Bloupunt Own experience 
De Rust  
Dora (“Ouma Doortjie”) 
Wannies (DW) 
5 Dec 1936 Montagu Mother 
Hendrik (“Kedat”) De Jongh 
(HD) 
22 May 1958 De Rust Grandfather 
Uniondale  
Hannie Jors (HJ) Unavailable Unavailable Unavailable 
Johanna Baardman (JB1) 7 Jun 1953 Uniondale Parents and friends 
Kiewiet Jors (KJ) Unavailable Unavailable Unavailable 
Haarlem  
Annie Cornelius (AC1) 23 Oct 1954 Haarlem Parents 
Elisabeth (“Ouma Bet”) Maart 
(EM) 
21 Feb 1938 Haarlem Parents 
Sophie Le Roux (SR) 9 Jul 1939 Haarlem Parents 
Wesley Hendrik Esau (WE) 24 Jan 1975 Haarlem Parents and Rastafarian 
tradition 
Prince Albert  
Charles Patrick Marincowitz 
(CM) 
17 Mar 1924 Prince Albert Own experience 
Maraai Isaacs (MI) 13 Nov 1961 Prince Albert Grandfather and 
Grandmother 
  
7.3 Primary data collected during ethnobotanical surveys 
The detailed primary data, collected during each ethnobotanical field survey, are 
included here for all the villages of the eastern Little Karoo and Prince Albert. (Table 
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7.2). The primary data were collected in Afrikaans and translated into English (in 
brackets) and are listed here after each participant. It is presented here in the same 
way as in Chapter 6 (the western Little Karoo). 
 
Table 7.2: Primary data of all useful plants collected during ethnobotanical 
field surveys in the eastern Little Karoo.  
Abbreviations for 16 participants: Annie Cornelius (AC1), Charles Patrick 
Marincowitz (CM), Dawid Blok (DB), Dora (“Ouma Doortjie”) Wannies (DW), 
Elisabeth Maart (EM), Flora Ewerts (FE), Hendrik (“Kedat”) De Jongh (HD), Jan 
September (JS), Johanna Baardman (JB1), Koos Horn (KH), Leena (“Antjie”) 
Wagenaar (LW1), Louis Jordaan (LJ), Maggie Horn (MH), Maraai Isaacs (MI), 
Sophie Le Roux (SR), Wesley Hendrik Esau (WE). 
Species (Families) 
and vernacular names  
[Villages:  
PA: Prince Albert;  
H: Haarlem;  
U: Uniondale;  
DR: De Rust;  
D: Dysselsdorp;  
V: Volmoed] 
Anecdotes collected during ethnobotanical surveys 
(Afrikaans anecdotes are often grammatically incorrect but are 
given exactly as they were recorded; likewise, the English 
translations may not be grammatically perfect but hopefully 
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Acorus calamus 
(Cyperaceae) 
[H] - AC1: vleikalmoes, WE: 
vleikalmoes; 
[D] - JS: vleikalmoes 
[H] - AC1: ‘brand vir ‘n kind om te kan slaap (kalmeermiddel); hou spoke 
weg (paljas)’ (AC1: burn for a child to fall asleep (calming agent); keep 
ghosts away (“paljas”) – magic medicine (psychological conditions); EM: 
‘trek dit en drink dit (ongespesifiseerde medisyne)’ (EM: infuse it and 
drink it - unspecified medicine) 
Adromischus triflorus 
(Crassulaceae) 
[PA] - CM: bontplakkie; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: 
plakkie; 
[U] - JB1: plakkietjie; 
[D] - JS: bontplakkie; 
[V] - LW1, FE, KH, MH: 
plakkie, DB: ganspoot, LJ: 
eendvoetplakkie, eendtjie 
[H] - AC1, EM: ‘smeer die sap aan omlope’ (AC1, EM: apply the juice to 
ringworm), WE: ‘oorinfeksie of oorsteek – maak die sap warm op ‘n 
teelepel, koel effens af en gooi in die oor (groot plakkie – C. orbiculata)’ 
(WE: ear infection or earache – warm the juice on a teaspoon, let if cool 
a little and pour into the ear (groot plakkie – C. orbiculata); 
[U] - JB1: ‘drup in ore vir oorsteek’ (JB1: drop into ears for earache); 
[D] - JS: ‘kneus die blare en sit bo-op swelsels, bind dit toe, laat die 
swelsel afsak’ (JS: bruise leaves and place on top of swellings, wrap it 
up, allow swelling to subside); 
[V] - MH: ‘die blomme word gebruik wanneer pophuis gespeel word en 
om op modder troukoeke gesit saam die plakkies rondom; dit kan ook 
geëet word – maak jou tong styf soos ‘n kurkei, vrank smaak’ (MH: the 
flowers are used when playing doll house and are placed on top of mud 
wedding cakes along with the leaves around it; it can also be eaten – 
dries out your tongue, astringent taste) 
Agathosma spp. (Rutaceae) 
[PA] - CM: boegoe, 










[PA] - MI: ‘trek die blare en drink dit as ‘n tee vir pyn bene (jig)’ (MI: 
infuse the leaves and drink it as a tea for pain legs (gout); 
[H] - AC1, EM: ‘drink dit vir koue (inflammasie)’ (AC1, EM: drink it for 
cold (inflammation); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir jou niere; suikersiekte; arthritis en griep’ (JB1: 
use it for your kidneys; diabetes; arhiritis and influenza); 
[DR] - HD: ‘gebruik dit vir verkoue; griep; maagvirus; sekere boegoes 
word getrek – maak flou tee, nie te koud of te warm nie, drink dit en 
maak jou toe om te sweet’ (HD: use it for colds; influenza; stomach 
virus; infuse certain buchus – make a weak tea, not too cold or too hot, 
drink it and cover yourself up to sweat); 
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[DR] - DW: boegoe, HD: 
lemoenboegoe, 
langblaarboegoe; 





[V] - LW1, FE: 
rondeblaarboegoe, KH: 
steenbokboegoe, AW1, FE, 
MH: langblaarboegoe 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik die peppermentboegoe vir arthritis’ (JS: use the 
peppermentbuchu for arthiritis); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘gebruik die blare vir jou niere’ (LW1, FE: use the leaves 
for your kidneys), KH: ‘trek dit in brandewyn vir swelsel en pyn (jig)’ (KH: 
make a tincture in brancy for swellings and pain (gout), MH: ‘trek en 
drink dit vir pyn en swelsel; trek dit saam asyn en drink ook vir jou rug 
en hele liggaam (tonikum)’ (MH: infuse and drink it for pain and swelling; 




[PA] - MI: garingbos; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: 
garingboom; 
[U] - JB1: garingboom; 
[DR] - DW: garingblaaie, 
garingboomblaaie, HD: 
garingblaai; 
[D] - JS: garingboom; 
[V] - KH: spannebronkol, LJ: 
help-my-krap, LW1, FE, MH: 
garingboom, MH: spanjol, 
help-my-johnny 
 
[PA] - CM: ‘die stronk word gebruik om tequila mee te maak (Graaff-
Reinet)’ (CM: the stump is used to make tequila with (Graaff-Reinet); 
[H] - AC1: ‘sny die blare af en trek die binneste af vir suikersiekte; 
gebruik as pale vir drade en droppers’ (AC1: cut leaves off and infuse 
the inside to treat diabetes; use as poles for wire fences and droppers), 
WE: ‘hol die onderste gedeelte uit om dromme mee te maak’ (WE: 
empty out the lower part to make drums with); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit as ‘n kruie (ongespesifiseerde medisyne)’ (JB1: 
use it as a herb - unspecified medicine); 
[DR] - DW: ‘kerf dit op en maak voer vir beeste; sterk pale; gebruik dit 
vir deure vir modderhuise’ (DW: cut it up and make feed cattle; strong 
poles; use it for doors for mudhouses), HD: ‘sny die blaardorings af en 
gooi die res in hamermeul vir beeste; klimlere gemaak; boesmans het 
rookpyp gemaak; pale word gebruik vir drade span – taai’ (HD: cut the 
leaf thorns off and grind the remainder for cattle; ladders are made; 
bushman made smoking pipe; poles are used to wire fences - tough); 
[D] - JS: ‘maak blompotte van die stingel; voëltjies maak nes op die 
blomme; voëltjies pik aan die saad, maak klimlere (kan bamboes ook 
gebruik hiervoor); huis gebou daarmee’ (JS: make flowerpots from the 
stem; birds make nests on top of the flowers; birds eat the seed; make 
ladders (can use bamboo for this purpose as well); build houses with it); 
[V] - LW1: ‘word gebruik vir witkolle op die vel (omlope) – gebruik die 
onderste blare, skil dit af en vryf dit op, vat die brand weg en trek die 
kwaad uit’ (LW1: used for white spots on the skin (ringworm) – use the 
bottom leaves, peel it and apply it, takes away the burn and disinfects 
it), DB, KH: ‘trek die blaar se vel af en smeer die vleis aan jou rug vir 
jeuk of enige veluitslag – maak die vel weer mooi en brand die swam 
dood’ (DB, KH: peel the leaf and apply the flesh onto your back for itch 
or any skin rash – makes the skin beautiful again and burns the fungus 
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dead), DB: ‘maak dakbalke met die pale wat in die lug bly want dit mag 
nie nat word nie’ (DB: make roof beams with the poles that needs to 
stay elevated since it is not allowed to get wet), KH: ‘gebruik die 
blaarvesels saam tonteldoos (Gomphocarpus fruticosus) om vuur mee 
te maak’ (KH: use the leaf fibres along with tonteldoos (Gomphocarpus 
fruticosus) to make fire with), LJ: ‘maak neste vir die voëls (budgies) 
vanuit die stam, kan die blomsteel uit hol; kan klimlere maak van pale 
maar dit is nie sterk nie, dis wel lig om te dra, bamboes is sterker en 
populier balke word gebruik vir die watermeul en om swaar sakke mee 
te dra; kerf blare op as vee voer’ (LJ: birds (budgies) make birdsnests 
from the stem, the flowerstem can be emptied out; can make ladders 
from the poles but it is not strong enough, it is at least a light weight to 
carry, bamboo is stronger and populier beams are used for the watermill 
and to carry heavy bags with; cut up leaves as cattle fodder), MH: ‘grou 
die wortel uit en druk dit onder warm as totdat dit pap is, druk die sap uit 
vir kinkhoes – as jou asem weg raak; die blom kan geverf en as ruikers 
by troues op die tafels gesit word; trek die drade uit die klam blaar en 
trek deur bye was om styf te maak om skoene mee vas te werk – 
pikdraad; krap die blomstam uit (kalbas) om magou mee te maak 
(suurpap, bier)’ (MH: dig up the roots and place it under hot ash until it is 
soft, squeeze out the juice for whooping cough – when you need to 
catch your breath; the flowers can be cut and used as flower 
arrangements for weddings on the tables; pull the leaf fibres out of a 
moist leaf and pull it through beeswax to make it strong to fix shoes – 
shoe thread; empty out the flowerstem (calabash) to make magou 
(sourmash, beer) 
Aloe ferox (Asphodelaceae) 
[PA] - CM, MI: aalwyn; MI: 
bergaalwyn; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: 
aalwyn; 
[U] - JB1: aalwyn; 
[DR] - DW: aalwyn, 
aalwynboom, HD: 
makaalwyn; 
[D] - JS: aalwyn; 
[V] - LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 
MH: aalwyn, DB, KH, LJ, 
MH: gewone aalwyn 
 
[PA] - CM: ‘eet die binneblaar; bye maak heuning wat medisinale 
waarde het en bekend staan as aptekers kos’ (CM: eat the inner leaf; 
bees make honey with medicinal value and is known as pharmacist’s 
food – unspecified medicine); MI: ‘gebruik dit vir maagkwale; asma; alle 
kwale (tonikum); sny die blad af en drup die bruin vloeistof uit en drink 
dit op ‘n teelepel suiker’ (MI: used for stomach ailments; asthma; all 
ailments (tonic); cut the leaf and tap the brown fluid and drink it with ‘n 
teaspoon of sugar); 
[H] - AC1, WE: ‘behandel hardlywigheid’ (AC1, WE: treat constipation), 
EM: ‘droog die blare, trek dit af met water vir maagskoonmaak – 
hardlywigheid’ (EM: dry the leaves, infuse it with water to cleanse the 
stomach – constipation), SR, WE: ‘drink dit elke oggend op ‘n nugter 
maag om jou bloed skoon te maak’ (SR, WE: drink it every morning on 
an empty stomach to cleanse your blood), AC1, EM: ‘maak pilletjies 
daarmee (ongespesifiseerde medisyne)’ (AC1, EM: make pills with it – 
unspecified medicine); AC1, EM, SR: ‘aalwyn blare word gebruik vir 
hoenders’ (AC1, EM, SR: aloe leaves are used for chicken - veterinary 
medicine); 
[U] - JB1: ‘pluk die blare aan die son se kant, droog dit uit en trek dit om 
te drink as medisyne (tonikum)’ (JB1: pick the leaves on the sunny side, 
dry it and infuse it to drink as a medicine (tonic);  
[DR] - DW: ‘as jou kop nie lekker is nie – hoofpyn, drink ‘n paar druppels 
daarvan saam suiker in water; drink ook vir hardlywigheid’ (DW: when 
your head is not well – headache, drink a few drops of it with sugar in 
water,  drink it also for constipation), HD: ‘sny die blaar oop en tap dit af 
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– drink dit, sny die blare in blokkies deur die dorings ook af te sny, vat ‘n 
groot beker volwater met een blaar blokkie en trek dit tot more, drink ‘n 
glas vol daarvan – maak die maag skoon, werk deur jou bloed, maak jou 
gesond; lakseermiddel vir hardlywigheid; tonikum; maal die droë blare 
fyn en meng dit met wilde pieletjies / gansies (Lessertia frutescens) en 
heuningdoubos (Pegolettia baccharidifolia) – trek dit en drink dit vir hoë 
bloeddruk en suikersiekte’ (HD: cut leaf open and tap – drink, cut leaves 
in blocks by first removing the thorns, take a big mug filled with water 
and place one leaf block in it to infuse until tomorrow, drink a glass full – 
cleanse the stomach, works through your blood, makes you healthy, 
laxative for constipation, tonic, grind the dried leaves finely and mix it 
with  pieletjies / gansies (Lessertia frutescens) and heuningdoubos 
(Pegolettia baccharidifolia) – infuse it and drink it to treat high blood 
pressure and diabetes); 
[D] - JS: ‘drup die blaar sap – ongespesifiseerde medisyne’ (JS: tap the 
leaf juice - unspecified medicine); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘maak jou maag skoon, gee opelyf – hardlywigheid’ 
(LW1, FE: cleanse the stomach, cleanse of the bowels - constipation), 
FE: ‘voeg die droë blare by medisyne en trek dit saam deur te kook, 
drink vir die maag; kan dit ook tap en verkoop as medisyne; eet die sop 
op – bitter; gebruik dit vir seertjies op die kop (witkolle – omlope)’ (FE: 
add dried leaves to medicine and infuse by boiling it together, drink for 
stomach ailments; can also be tapped and sold as medicine; eat juice – 
bitter; use it for sores on the head (white spots - ringworm), DB: ‘stamp 
en trek die droë blare in water, drup die blare ook om meelpille te maak 
– ongespesifiseerde medisyne’ (DB: crush and infuse the dried leaves in 
water, tap the leaves to make flour pills – unspecified medicine), KH: 
‘honde vreet die blaar op; tap aalwyne – bitter sap’ (KH: dogs eat the 
leaves – veterinary medicine; bitter juice), LJ: ‘bobbejane breek die blaar 
oop en vreet die wit deel – nie bitter nie, gee  blaar blokkie vir volstuise 
wat se maag vas is deur die blokkie in hul keel te druk, elande vreet 
blare’ (LJ: baboons break the leaf open and eats the white part – not 
bitter, give a section of the leaf to ostriches when they have constipation 
by force feeding them – veterinary medicine, eland eat the leaves), MH: 
‘kinders slaan die blom stroop uit (nektar) en die jangroentjie (voël) eet 
die sap; wurms by kinders – drink eers suikerwater om wurm se bek oop 
te maak dan gooi aalwyn in daarna; kap blare en sit in waterblik vir 
hoenders en honde’ (MH: children beat out the flower nectar and the 
jangroentjie (a type of bird) eats the juice; kids with intestinal worms – 
first drink sugarwater to assure that the worm opens its mouth and drink 
Aloe afterwards; add cut leaves to the drinking water of chickens and 
dogs – veterinary medicine), DB, KH, LJ, MH: ‘maagkwale, purgeer 
(emetic)’ (DB, KH, LJ, MH: stomach ailments, purgative (emetic) 
Amaranthus spp. 
(Amaranthaceae) 
[PA] - MI: marog; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: 
misbredie, WE: marog; 
[U] - JB1: hanekambossie, 
marog; 
[D] - JS: hanekam; 
[PA] - MI: ‘eet dit’ (MI: eat it); 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: ‘kerf dit op en eet dit soos spinasie, word ook 
gekook saam groenbone’ (AC1, EM, SR, WE: carve it up and eat it like 
spinach, can also be cooked with green beans); 
[U] - JB1: ‘eet dit, het ‘n wilde smaak’ (JB1: eat it, has a wild taste); 
[DR] - HD: ‘gebruik dit vir skilfers – kook dit’ (HD: use it for dandruff – 
boil it); 
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[V] - KH: hanekam, LJ: 
marog 
[V] - MH: ‘kook dit saam met sout en peper en meel, roer dit soos pap 
en eet dit’ (MH: boil it together with salt, pepper and flour, stir it like 
porridge and eat it) 
Anacampseros papyracea 
(Portulacaceae)  
[PA] - CM: haasvoete, 
gansmis; MI: haasbossie, 
yeastbossie, gansmis; 
[U] - JB1: moerplantjie; 
[DR] - DW: moerplantjie; 




[PA] - CM: ‘eet dit, gebruik gansmis as moer’ (CM: eat it, use gansmis 
as yeast); MI: ‘eet haasbossie; gebruik yeastbossie as suurdeeg’ (MI: 
eat haasbossie; use yeastbossie as yeast); 
[U] - JB1: ‘maak moer daarvan’ (JB1: make yeast of it); 
[DR] - DW: ‘karie – maak moer (gis’) (DW: karie - make yeast); 
[V] - MH: ‘grou die wortel uit, stamp dit en gooi dit in erte, sif dit deur ‘n 
sakkie, maak moer droog en bêre as moer (gis) om heuningbier mee te 
maak’ (MH: dig out the root, crush it and place it in a container, sieve it 
through a bag, dry yeast and put away to make mead) 
Aptosimum indivisum & 
Aptosimum procumbens 
(Scrophulariaceae)  
[H] - EM: brandbossie; 
[U] - JB1: brandbossie; 
[DR] - DW: brandbos; 
[D] - JS: brandbossie; 
[V] - DB, KH: korreldikkie, 
LW1,MH: brandbossie 
 
[H] - EM: ‘gebruik dit vir vel infeksies’ (EM: use it for skin infections); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir sere en kopvelsiektes (omlope) – gooi 
kookwater op die plant en maak dan ‘n salf daarvan wat aangesmeer 
word’ (JB1: use it for sores and scalp conditions (ringworm) – add 
boiling water to the plant and make an ointment which can be applied); 
[DR] - DW: ‘kook dit in kookwater, koel af en was jou kop daarmee vir 
skilfers’ (DW: boil it in boiling water, cool down and wash your head with 
it for dandruff); 
[D] - JS: ‘was ‘n kind se kop daarmee vir omlope deur dit in kookwater 
te gooi en af te koel – was witkol, smeer dagga se as oor die kop 
daarna’ (JS: wash a child’s head for ringworm by adding it to boiling 
water and cooling it down – wash ringworm, apply dagga (Cannabis) 
ash to the head afterwards); 
[V] - FE: ‘was jou hare daarmee vir kolle (omlope) en skilfers, kook dit 
en koel dit af en spoel hare af daarmee’ (FE: wash your hair with it to 
treat ringworm and dandruff, boil it and cool it down and rinse hair with 
it), MH: ‘trek dit en was kopsere (omlope) daarmee; droog die blare en 
maal dit fyn tot ‘n poeier om op wonde te strooi; was brandwonde met 
die as en gooi die as op ‘n oop wond’ (MH: infuse it and wash head 
sores  ( ringworm) with it; dry the leaves and grind it into a fine powder 
to sprinkle over wounds; was burn wounds with the ash and apply the 
ash onto an open wound) 
Artemisia absinthium 
(Asteraceae) 
[PA] - MI: groenamara; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: 
groenamara; 
[U] - JB1: groenamara; 
[DR] - DW, HD: groenamara; 
[D] - JS: groenamara; 






[PA] - CM: ‘trek in witblits – ongespesifiseerde medisyne’ (CM: make an 
alcoholic tincture – unspecified medicine); MI: ‘gebruik dit vir 
maagkwale; verkoue; trek dit saam met katjie-drie-blaar vir die 
behandeling van kindersiektes’ (MI: use it for stomach ailments; colds; 
infuse it together with  katjie-drie-blaar (Teucrium africanum) for the 
treatment of children’s illnesses); 
[H] - AC1: ‘gee dit vir ‘n kind vir koors in die maag en gastro by kinders’ 
(AC1: give it to a child with dysentery and children with gastro), EM: 
‘gebruik dit vir suur wat opstoot (sooibrand) en vir die lewer; gooi 
kookwater bo-op blare in ‘n beker vir suur en galblaas’ (EM: use it for 
acid that pushes up (heartburn), and for the liver, add boiling water onto 
the leaves in a mug for acid and gallbladder (bile), AC1, EM, SR: 
‘gebruik dit vir die maag; sit groenamara in die rys vir die hoenders om 
te eet’ (AC1, EM, SR: use it for the stomach; place groenamara in the 
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rice for chickens to eat (veterinary medicine), WE: ‘dit is maagmedisyne 
en dit breek koors’ (WE: it is stomach medicine and it breaks fever); 
[U] - JB1: ‘drink dit vir maagontsteking, gooi suiker by dit omdat dit bitter 
is’ (JB1: drink for stomach inflammation, add sugar to it because it is 
bitter); 
[DR] - DW, HD: ‘drink dit vir maagpyn’ (DW, HD: drink it for stomach 
pain); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik dit vir maagkwale’ (JS: use it for stomach ailments); 
[V] - FE: ‘trek dit af en drink dit vir maagkrampe en maagseer’ (FE: 
infuse it and drink it for stomach cramps and stomach ulcers), KH: 
‘gebruik dit as maag medisyne’ (KH: use it as stomach medicine), MH: 
‘trek dit en drink dit vir naarheid en kanker’ (MH: infuse it and drink it for 
nausea and cancer) 
Artemisia afra (Asteraceae) 
[PA] - CM, MI: wildeals; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: 
wildeals, WE: tamma-als; 
[U] - JB1: wildeals; 
[DR] - DW, HD: wildeals; 
[D] - JS: wildeals; 









[PA] - CM: ‘gebruik dit vir verkoue, maak ‘n smeersel daarvan met 
heuning vir die bors’ (CM: use it for colds, make an ointment of it with 
honey for the chest), MI: ‘gebruik dit vir hoë bloeddruk; hoofpyne; 
verkoues; maak ‘n sakkie saam met knoffel vir borskwale soos asma en 
brongitis; dit help met asemhaling; kook ‘n stroop daarvan vir kinders 
wat baie hoes, gooi suiker by dit en kook tot dit dik is, koel dit af en drink 
dit om te help in die aand om lekker te slaap (kalmerend), kan ook ‘n 
gewone ui in sny’ (MI: use it for high blood pressure; headaches; colds; 
make a bag together with garlic for chest ailments like asthma and 
bronchitis; it helps with breathing, boil a syrup thereof for children that 
cough a lot, add sugar to it and boil till it becomes thick, cool it down and 
drink it to help at night to sleep well (calming), can also cut an ordinary 
onion in);               
[H] - EM: ‘kook dit saam met ‘n ui, knoffel en suiker om stropie te maak 
vir borskwale’ (EM: boil it together with an onion, garlic and sugar to 
make a syrup for chest ailments), SR: ‘gebruik dit vir sooibrand; maak ‘n 
wildeals sakkie en sit dit by jou skouer en oor jou rug’ (SR: use it for 
heartburn, make a wildeals bag and place it by your shoulder and over 
your back), WE: ‘melkstimulasie by vrouens’ (WE: milk stimulant 
(lactation) for women); 
[U] - JB1: ‘maak ‘n sakkie daarvan saam knoffel vir die nek, kook ‘n 
stroopie saam met naeltjies of knoffel as ‘n hoesstroop’ (JB1: make a 
bag of it together with garlic for the neck, boil a syrup together with 
gloves or garlic as cough syrup); 
[DR] - DW: ‘trek en drink dit as ‘n flou tee vir die hart (nie te sterk nie); 
suikersiekte; maagseer; meng dit saam met kerrie en olyfolie en sit dit in 
‘n sakkie vir verkoue agter jou blaaie en op jou bors as bors sleg is en 
vir rugseer, meng dit saam met naeltjies en suiker en kook dit tot ‘n dik 
stroop vir kinders’ (DW: infuse and drink it as weak tea for the heart (not 
too strong); diabetes; stomach ulcer; mix it together with curry and olive 
oil and place it in a bag for colds behind your back and on your chest if 
your chest is bad and for backache, mix it together with gloves and 
sugar and boil it until a thick syrup for children), HD: ‘dit help vir 
maagpyn; trek dit af in ‘n stroop vir babas en kinders; meng dit saam 
met suiker vir hoes; hang ‘n sakkie voor of agter die rug van kinders vir 
hoes – vat hoes weg maar nie dadelik nie’ (HD: it helps for stomach 
pain; infuse into a syrup for babies and children, mix with sugar for 
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cough, hang bag in front or behind the back of children for cough – 
takes cough away but not immediately); 
[D] - JS: ‘sit dit in ‘n sakkie saam met knoffel; maak ‘n stroop vir hoes’ 
(JS: place it inside a bag together with garlic; make a syrup for cough); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘gebruik dit vir verkoue, kook dit in water en drink die sop; 
maak ‘n stroop vir kinders se bors deur die bos met water te kook en 
naeltjies en suiker by te gooi; sit die blare op jou maag vir koors; gooi 
blare in ‘n flennie sakkie saam met kerrie en olie vir jou bors of rugpyn’ 
(LW1, FE: use it for colds, boil it in water and drink the soup; make a 
syrup for children’s chest by boiling the shrub and adding gloves and 
sugar to it; place the leaves on the stomach for fever; put the leaves 
inside a flannel bag together with curry and oil for your chest or 
backache), DB: ‘hang ‘n sakkie daarvan om die nek vir kroepbors’ (DB: 
hang a bag of it around the neck for croup chest), KH: ‘spat dit nat met 
asyn en bind spesifieke lyfdeel toe vir pyn (inflammasie) en hoofpyn’ 
(KH: splash it wet with vinegar and wrap particular bodypart for pain 
(inflammation) and headache), KH, MH: ‘kook ‘n stroop vir verkoue en 
hoes, gooi dit deur ‘n doek en voeg suiker by dit, kook dit totdat dik’ (KH, 
MH: boil a syrup for colds and cough, pour it through a cloth and add 
sugar to it, boil it until thick), LJ: ‘meng dit saam met heuning om ‘n soet 
smaak te gee’ (LJ: mix it together with honey to give it a sweet taste), 
MH: ‘bind ‘n sakkie om die kind se nek, gooi knoffel by dit vir brongitis, 
bind ‘n swart doek om die nek, meng dit saam roet, prepvet en ‘n 
mespunt kerriepoeier en smeer aan die rug en agter die skouers, smeer 
aan ‘n lappie en plak vas as ‘n pleister onder die vessie’ (MH: bind a bag 
around the child’s neck, add garlic to it for bronchitis, wrap a black cloth 
around the neck, mix it with soot, fat and a knife tip of curry powder and 
apply it to the back and behind the shoulders, apply it to a cloth and 
stick it like a plaster under the vest)  
Arundo donax 
(Poaceae) 
[V] - LJ: spaansriet 
[V] - LJ: ‘dakke word gemaak daarmee en gekleur met swart aalwyn sap 
tot ‘n ligbruin kleur deur dit aan te smeer om dit te preseveer; maak 
brandsolders deur klei bo op ‘n enkel laag riete te plaas om die hitte uit 
te hou en dit brand nie gou deur nie’ (LJ: thatched roofs are made with it 
and coloured with black aloe juice until it is light brown in order to 
preserve it, make fireproof ceilings by placing clay over a single layer of 
reeds to keep the heat out and does not burn through easily) 
Asclepias crispa 
(Asclepiadaceae) 
[PA] - CM: bitterwortel; MI: 
bitterkambro; 
[H] - WE: witvergeet; 
[U] - JB1: bitterkalmoes; 
[DR] - HD: kamoo, 
bitterpatat; 
[V] - KH, MH: kalmoes 
[PA] - CM: ‘gebruik dit vir maagpyn’ (CM: use it for stomach pain); MI: 
‘gebruik die dunnetjie vir maagkwale, droog dit uit en maal dit op die 
klippe, lek dan die droë poeier, dis baie bitter; vir maagpyn kan dit droog 
geëet word’ (MI: use the thin one for stomach ailments, dry it out and 
grind it on the rocks, lick the dry powder, it is very bitter, it can be eaten 
dry for stomach pain); 
[H] - EM: ‘daar is melk in hom’ (EM: it contains a milky latex), WE: ‘word 
gebruik vir maagwerk (diaree) en maagkrampe; diabetes’ (WE: use for 
diarrhoea  and stomach cramps; diabetes); 
[DR] - HD: ‘paljas – drink dit in water vir veiligheid teen toor en die 
tokkelossie, hy vat dit uit’ (HD: (“paljas”) – magic medicine 
(psychological conditions) – drink it in water for safety against witchcraft 
and the tokkelosh, he takes it out); 
[V] - KH, MH: ‘gebruik vir die maag’ (KH, MH: use it for the stomach) 
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Asparagus spp. 
(Asparagaceae) 
[PA] - CM: haakdoring; MI: 
katdoring; 
[H] - AC1, EM: 
hondebiessies; 
[U] - JB1: katdoring (A. 
capensis); 
[DR] - DW: katdoring, HD: 
kattedoring; 
[D] - JS: katdoring; 
[V] - FE, DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
katdoring 
 
[PA] - CM: ‘kook dit, prut en eet dit, kan dit rou ook eet’ (CM: boil it, 
simmer and eat it, it can also be eaten raw); 
[H] - AC1: ‘trek dit af vir sere op jou kop (omlope), was jou hare 
daarmee’ (AC1: infuse it for sores on your head (ringworm), wash you 
hair with it), SR: ‘die wortels word gebruik om TB te behandel 
(Asparagus africanus)’ (SR: the roots are used to treat TB (tuberculosis) 
(Asparagus africanus), AC1, EM: ‘eet die bessies (AC1, EM: eat the 
berries)’, WE: ‘eet die bessies wanneer dit swart is, maak jou keel 
droog, pit binne in die bessie’ (WE: eat the berries when they are black, 
dries your throat, kernel inside the berries); 
[U] - JB1: ‘trek en drink die wortels vir TB; gebruik in rangskikkings’ 
(JB1: infuse and drink the roots for TB; used in flower arrangements); 
[DR] - DW: ‘die dorings is gevaarlik’ (DW: the thorns are dangerous), 
HD: ‘die bessies is gifig, die dorings is ook giftig as dit jou steek’ (HD: 
the berries are poisonous, the thorns are also poisonous when it pricks 
you); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik die wortel vir kanker, dit het ‘n blou kleur’ (JS: use the 
root for cancer, it has a blue colour); 
[V] - DB: ‘trek die wortel en drink dit soos ‘n tee teen TB’ (DB: infuse the 
root and drink it as a tea against TB), FE: ‘gebruik dit vir TB, grou die 
wortel uit en kook dit’ (FE: use it for TB, dig up the root and boil it), LJ: 
‘dit maak knolle onder die grond – staan bekend as ‘katdrolle’ (LJ: it 
makes nodules underground – referred to as ‘katdrolle’ (cat faeces), 
MH: ‘gebruik dit as daar swaar weer is, gooi ‘n stuk voor die deur dan 
trek die weer verby (paljas)’ (MH: use it when there is heavy weather, 
place a piece in front of the door then the weather will surpass (“paljas”) 
- magic medicine (psychological conditions) 
Atriplex nummularia 
(Amaranthaceae)  
[PA] - CM: oumansoutbos, 
spanspekbos; 
[H] - WE: soutbos; 
[U] - JB1: oumansoutbos; 
[DR] - DW: soutbos, HD: 
oumansoutbos, soutbos; 
[D] - JS: soutbos; 
[V] - DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
oumansoutbos 
[PA] - CM: ‘die skape vreet dit tydens droogte’ (CM: the sheep feed on it 
during drought); 
[DR] - DW, HD: ‘die beeste vreet dit’ (DW, HD: the cattle eat it); 
[D] - JS: ‘dit is skaapkos’ (JS: it is sheep food); 
[V] - DB, KH, LJ, MH: ‘die beeste en skape vreet dit, dit het ‘n hoë 
voedingswaarde maar dit is onsmaaklik’ (DB, KH, LJ, MH: the cattle and 
sheep eat it, it has a high nutritional value but is unpalatable) 
Augea capensis 
(Zygophyllaceae) 
[PA] - CM: volstruiskanna; 
MI: volstruisbel; 
[V] - DB, MH: soutghoena, 
KH: soutbos, LJ: pekelbos; 
 
 
[PA] - CM: ‘die saad het die hoogste weiding voedingswaarde; kou dit; 
eet dit vir water; was jou hande daarmee (was bloed af)’ (CM: the seed 
has the highest grazing nutritional value; chew it; eat it for water (thirst 
quencher); wash your hands with it (soiled with blood, soap), MI: ‘het 
pophuis gespeel daarmee as ‘worsies’ (MI: played dollhouse with it as 
‘sausages’); 
[H] - WE: ‘smeer die blink sap daarvan aan vel irritasies’ (WE: apply the 
juice thereof to skin irritations); 
[DR] - HD: ‘eet die waterkelkie’ (HD: eat the fruit known as 
“waterkelkie”); 
[V] - DB, KH, LJ, MH: ‘vryf dit in die diervelle in om hare af te haal – vat 
drie tot vier dae’ (DB, KH, LJ, MH: rub it into animal skins to remove the 
hair – takes three to four days), LJ: ‘trap dit stukkend in ‘n bak en trap 
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die velle daarin, los so vir ‘n week – die sout laat die vel nie vrot nie’ (LJ: 
squash it in a container and step on the skins, leave it for a week – the 
salt allows the skin not to rot), MH: ‘dit maak mondsproei by kinders 
skoon; draai diervelle toe in ‘n suiker sak om dit te onthaar met 
soutghoena’ (MH: it cleanse oral thrush in children; wrap animal skins in 
a sugar bag to get rid of the hair with soutghoena (Carpobrotus sp.) 
Ballota africana (Lamiaceae) 
[PA] - CM: kattekruid, 
kattepiskruid; MI: kattekruie; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: 
kattekruid; 
[U] - JB1: kattekruid; 
[DR] - DW: kattekrui, DW, 
HD: kattekruid; 
[D] - JS: kattekruid; 
[V] - LW1, DB, LJ, MH: 
kattekruid 
[PA] - MI: ‘trek dit vir griep; verkoue; meng dit ook saam met wildeals 
(Artemisia afra) en bakbossie (Conyza scabrida / Nidorella ivifolia)’ (MI: 
infuse it for colds; influenza; mix it together with wildeals (Artemisia afra) 
and bakbossie (Conyza scabrida / Nidorella ivifolia); 
[H] - EM: ‘gebruik dit vir verkoue; griep; hoes – meng dit saam met 
wildeals (Artemisia afra) vir hoes’ (EM: use it for colds; influenza; cough 
– mix it together with wildeals (Artemisia afra) for cough), WE: ‘kook dit 
en water dit af in ‘n skottel, drink dit vir blaaspyne; vrouens kan stoom 
daarmee (vrouekwale)’ (WE: boil it and throw it off in a dish, drink it for 
bladder pains; women kan steam with it (female ailments); 
[U] - JB1: ‘was jou bene daarmee vir spatare; trek dit vir vrouekwale; 
koors en hoofpyn’ (JB1: wash your legs with it for varicose veins; infuse 
it for female ailments; fever and headache); 
[DR] - DW: ‘meng dit saam met (Aptosimum indivisum en Aptosimum 
procumbens) brandbos vir verkoue; trek dit ook saam hotnotskooigoed 
(Helichrysum odoratissimum) vir borskwale en inflammasie’ (DW: mix it 
together with brandbos (Aptosimum indivisum and Aptosimum 
procumbens) for colds; infuse it also together with hotnotskooigoed 
(Helichrysum odoratissimum) for chest ailments and inflammation); HD: 
‘trek dit maar kan nie baie daarvan drink nie omdat dit die bloed baie 
dun maak – drink vir verkoue’ (HD: infuse it but can not drink too much 
of it because it makes the blood very thin – drink for colds); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik dit vir verkoue’ (JS: use it for colds); 
[V] - LW1: ‘drink dit vir die liggaam, als (tonikum); verkoue’ (LW1: drink it 
for the body, everything (tonic); colds), DB, KH, LJ, MH: ‘gebruik dit vir 
verkoue’ (DB, KH, LJ, MH: use it for colds), DB: ‘trek twee tot vier blare 
in louwater en drink dit vir slaaploosheid’ (DB: infuse two to four leaves 
in lukewarm water and drink it for sleeplessness), LJ: ‘dit kalmeer jou, 
sus-middel’ (LJ: it calms you,  tranquillizer), MH: ‘dit proe bitter; pak dit 
op kniegpyn (jig) en hoofpyn’ (MH: it tasts bitter, apply it onto knee pain 
(gout) and headache)  
Boophone disticha 
(Amaryllidaceae) 
[PA] - CM, MI: gifbol; 
[H] - EM: gifbol, WE: swati; 
[U] - JB1: gifbol; 
[DR] - DW: gifbol; 
[D] - JS: mamesbos; 
[V] - LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 
MH: gifbol 
[PA] - CM: ‘trek die bol velle af en sit dit op ‘n seer; koedoes vreet dit, 
skape en bokke vrek daarvan’ (CM: remove the bulb leaves and place it 
on a sore; kudu eat it, sheep and goats die from it); 
[H] - EM: ‘gebruik dit vir infeksies van sere, was die seer af in soutwater 
en sit die blaar net so op, dit trek alles uit (vog); behandel besnyding 
daarmee saam haarlemensies’ (EM: use it for infection of sores, wash 
the sore in salt water and place leaf on it just as is, it draws out 
everything (moist); treat circumsition with it together with 
haarlemensies), SR: ‘dit trek snye en sere toe’ (SR: it closes up cuts and 
sores), WE: ‘gebruik dit vir sere’ (WE: use it for sores); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir wonde; inflammasie, gebruik die dun bol velle’ 
(JB1: use it for wounds; inflammation, use the thin bulb leaves); 
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[DR] - DW: ‘gebruik dit vir seerplekke oor jou bene, smeer roulynolie 
aan die blaar en plak dit op’ (DW: use it for sore spots over your legs, 
apply raw linseed oil to the leaf and stick it on); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik dit soos watte, vryf en draai dit om sere’ (JS: use it like 
cottonwool, rub and wrap it around sores); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘gebruik dit vir snywonde’ (LW1, FE: use it for cut 
wounds), LJ: ‘trek dit op olyfolie en sit die blare op ‘n seer been’ (LJ: 
infuse it in olive oil and place the leaves on a sore leg), MH: ‘wanneer 
die seuns besny word kan die skille van die bol om die wond gesit word’ 
(MH: when the boys are circumsized, the scales from the bulb is placed 
around the wound) 
Buddleja saligna 
(Buddlejaceae) 
[U] - JB1: witolien; 
[DR] - HD: witolienhout; 
[V] - LJ: witolein 
 
 
[U] - JB1: ‘maak kieries daarvan, swaarhout, trek dit deur beesmis om 
donkerder te kleur; as die weer swaar is, hou dit by die deur of vensters 
om swaar weer weg te hou (paljas)’ (JB1: make canes (walking sticks) 
thereof, heavy wood, pull it through cattle manure to get a darker colour; 
when weather is heavy, place it by the door or windows to keep 
thunderstorm away (“paljas”) – magic medicine (psychological 
conditions); 
[DR] - HD: ‘gebruik die hout om houtwerke te maak soos stoele, 
meubels, swepe, die oumense het kieries gemaak van die stokke’ (HD: 
use the wood to make woodworks like chairs, furniture, wips, the old 
people made canes (walking sticks) from the stems); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘maak kieries, pylstele en hammerstele met die sterk 
hout’ (LW1, FE: make canes (walking sticks), pipe-stems and hammer 
handles with the strong wood), KH: ‘kleur die kierie met bruin ‘polish’ 
(politoer) wat geskroei word’ (KH: colour the cane with brown polish that 
is seared), MH: ‘maak sterk kierie wat gebêre word in die kraal onder die 
mis om te kleur, swart olienhout maak ‘n sterker kierie; sit die blare in 
jou beursie sodat jy altyd geld het (paljas)’ (MH: make strong cane 
(walking stick) which can be put away in the kraal under the manure to 
change colour, black olienhout (Olea europaea subsp. cuspidata) makes 
a stronger cane (walking stick); put the leaves in your wallet so that you 




[PA] - CM: katstert; MI: 
geneesbossie; 
[H] - AC1: nierbossie, EM: 
nierbos; 
[U] - JB1: nierbos, 
wildekopiva; 
[D] - JS: wonderplant, 
geneesbos, balsemkapiva; 
[V] - FE: geneesbos, 
balsemkopiva, MH: 
koorsblaarbos 
[PA] - CM: ‘trek dit en gebruik dit vir dames probleme; gebruik die blare 
vir sonbrand’ (CM: infuse it and use it for female ailments; use the 
leaves for sunburn), MI: ‘gebruik dit vir brandwonde, sere, muskietbyte – 
smeer die lym aan’ (MI: use it for burn wounds, sores, mosquito bites  - 
apply the juice); 
[H] - AC1, EM: ‘drink dit vir die niere’ (AC1, EM: drink it for the kidneys), 
WE: ‘gebruik die blink slym vir vel irritasies’ (WE: use the shiny slime for 
skin irritations); 
[U] - JB1: ‘smeer dit aan ‘n brandplekkie; drink dit in water vir die niere, 
vrank bitter water; drink dit as dit baie sterk is; groei in die water (wortels 
in die water)’ (JB1: apply it to a burn wound, drink it in water for the 
kidneys, astringent bitter water, drink it when it is very strong, grows in 
the water (roots in the water); 
[D] - JS: ‘smeer die sap aan wonde en omlope’ (JS: apply the juice to 
wounds and ringworm); 
[V] - FE: pluk die blaar vir sere, enige wond en gebruik op lippe vir 
koorsblare (FE: pick the leaf for sores, any wound and use on lips for 
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fever blisters and cold sores), DB: ‘maak ‘n pap daarvan en sit dit bo-op 
wonde; trek vir koors’ (DB: make a poultice thereof and place it on top of 
wounds; infuse for fever), LJ: ‘eet dit, gebruik dit op muskietbyte’ (LJ: eat 
it, use it on mosquito bites), MH: ‘smeer die sap op ‘n koorsblaar, dit trek 
die koorsblaar kurkdroog’ (MH: apply the juice on fever blisters and cold 
sores, it dries out the fever blister and cold sore) 
Bulbine praemorsa 
(Asphodelaceae) 
[V] - MH: koorsblaarbos, 
wildekopiva, kipiva 
[V] - MH: ‘trek die bruin wortel knolletjie vir jou rug, dit lyk soos tee’ (MH: 
infuse the brown root tuber for your back, it looks like tea) 
Cadaba aphylla 
(Capparaceae) 
[PA] - CM, MI: swartstorm; 
[H] - SR, WE: swartstorm; 
[DR] - HD: swartstorm; 
[D] - JS: swartstorm; 
[V] - LW1, DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
swartstorm 
 
[PA] - CM: ‘die wortel is ‘n purgeermiddel (emetic); toorgoed (paljas); 
vergiftig diere as hulle dit eet, maak die skape se maag swart werk’ 
(CM: the root is a purgative (emetic), occult (“paljas”) – magic medicine 
(psychological conditions), poisons animals if they eat it, makes the 
sheeps’ stomach go out black);  
[H] - SR: ‘dit haal die vuilheid uit die huis uit (paljas)’ (SR: it removes evil 
spells from the house (“paljas”) – magic medicine (psychological 
conditions), WE: ‘gebruik dit vir hoë bloeddruk en kopsere (omlope), 
brand dit vir veiligheid in die huis (paljas)’ (WE: use it for high blood 
pressure and ringworm, burn it for safety in the house (“paljas”) – magic 
medicine (psychological conditions); 
[DR] - HD: ‘gebruik dit as paljas – toorgoed, brand die wortel binne die 
huis vir beskerming – kap fyn en gooi op die kole, sit die kole op ‘n graaf 
en loop deur die huis om veiligheid in die huis te bring’ (HD: use it as a 
charm (“paljas”) – magic medicine (psychological conditions) - magic 
object, burn the root inside the house for safety – chop finely and 
sprinkle over the coals, place the coals on a shovel and walk through 
the house to bring safety into the house); 
[D] - JS: ‘pluk dit nie met saad nie, rasper dit en gooi dit bo-op jou kop 
(paljas)’ (JS: do not pick it with seed, grate it and throw/sprinkle it on top 
of your head (“paljas”) – magic medicine (psychological conditions); 
[V] - LW1: ‘gebruik dit as ‘n tonikum, as jy nie lekker voel nie’ (LW1: use 
it as a tonic, when you do not feel well), KH: ‘trek die wortel as ‘n tee vir 
rugseer’ (KH: infuse the root as a tea for backache), KH, MH: ‘brand dit 
om die tokkelossie weg te hou, spoke (paljas)’ (KH, MH: burn it to keep 
the tokkelosh away, ghosts (“paljas”) – magic medicine (psychological 
conditions), MH: ‘sny ‘n stukkie wortel af en steek dit aan die brand, die 
rokie help vir hoofpyn – maak een neusgat toe en asem dit in vir 
hoofpyne’ (MH: cut off a piece of root and light it on fire, the smoke 
helps for headache – close one nostril and breath it in for headaches) 
Canna indica (Cannaceae) 
[PA] - CM: kennas; MI: 
kenna; 
[H] - AC1: kennablaar, EM: 
inflammasieblare, WE: 
kanna; 
[U] - JB1: kennasblare; 
[DR] - DW: lelieblom, HD: 
lelie, kanna; 
[D] - JS: kenna; 
[PA] - MI: ‘plak die blare op bene wat infeksie het met karolie, smeer 
olie aan die blaar, maak dit warm en draai toe op die been, kan gebruik 
word so vir sere ook’ (MI: stick the leaves on infected legs with motor oil, 
apply oil to the leaf, warm it up and wrap it around the leg, can be used 
like this for sores as well); 
[H] - AC1: ‘gebruik dit vir pyne’ (AC1: use it for pains), EM: ‘sit dit op 
inflammasie vir pyne’ (EM: place it on inflammation for pains), WE: 
‘gebruik dit vir seerplekke en pyne’ (WE: use it for sore spots and pains); 
[U] - JB1: ‘sit dit op wonde, swelsel (swiksel) – kneus en sit die blare bo-
op, gebruik die wilde vorm met kleiner rooi blomme (C. orientalis)’ (JB1: 
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place it on wounds, swellings – bruise and apply the leaves, use the wild 
form with smaller red flowers (C. orientalis); 
[DR] - DW: ‘gebruik dit vir ‘n seerplek op die been of ‘n pyn in die sy of 
bors (inflammasie), maak die blaar warm en sit dit op die pynplek, die 
blaar trek pikswart en al die pyn uit, kan dit met vaseline of roulynolie op 
plak’ (DW: use it for a sore spot on the leg or a pain in the side or chest 
(inflammation), make the leaf warm and place it on the pain spot, the 
leaf draws pitchblack and all of the pain out, can stick it on with vaseline 
or raw linseed oil), HD: ‘gebruik dit vir die mooigeid 
(blommerangskiking), bontblaar en groenblaar – smeer vaseline aan 
onderkant van die blaar en sit die blaar bo-op die wond’ (HD: use it for 
the prettiness (flower arrangements) spotted leaf and green leaf – apply 
vaseline to the bottom side of the leaf and place the leaf on the wound); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik vir swelling, puisies (nekeloog) – gebruik die blare om 
dit uit te trek’ (JS: use it for swelling, pimples – use the leaves to draw it 
out); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘gebruik dit vir seerplekke, smeer olie op die blaar en sit 
dit bo-op ‘n seerplek’ (LW1, FE: use it for sore spots, apply oil on the 
leaf and place it on top of a sore spot), DB, KH, MH: ‘vee die blaar 
skoon af en smeer vaseline daaraan om op ‘n pyn (inflammasie) te plak’ 
(DB, KH, MH: wipe the leaf clean and apply vaseline on it to stick it onto 
a pain (inflammation) 
Cannabis sativa 
(Cannabaceae) 
[PA] - CM, MI: dagga; 
[H] - AC1: daggaplant; 
[U] - JB1: dagga; 
[DR] - DW: dagga, HD: 
daggaboom; 
[D] - JS: dagga; 
[V] - LW1, FE: dagga-




[PA] - CM: ‘rook die plant, geneesbos (Osteospermum calendulaceum) 
ook, die boesman eet die gewone dagga blare’ (CM: smoke the plant, 
geneesbos (Osteospermum calendulaceum) too, the bushman eats the 
ordinary dagga leaves - psychoactive drug); MI: ‘trek dit vir asma, as ‘n 
slang jou gepik het kan jy die blare daarop sit, dit trek die slanggif terug’ 
(MI: infuse it for asthma, when a snake bit you, you can place the leaves 
on the bite, it will draw the snake venom out); 
[H] - AC1: ‘trek dit af vir hoë bloeddruk’ (AC1: infuse it for high blood 
pressure), EM: ‘trek dit af vir asma’ (EM: infuse it for asthma), SR: ‘die 
blare word afgetrek vir die behandeling van ‘n stroke (beroerte)’ (SR: the 
leaves are infused for the treatment of a stroke), WE: ‘jy kan dit trek, eet 
dit, rook dit, gebruik dit vir klere (hemp), gooi dit in kos, gebruik dit vir 
alles (tonikum)’ (WE: you can infuse it, eat it, smoke it, use it for clothing 
(hemp), add it into food, use it for everything (tonic); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir hoë bloeddruk (saam duiwelstrek en doepa), 
rook dit vir asma’ (JB1: use it for high blood pressure (together with 
devil’s dung (asafoetida) and doepa (a Lennon Dutch medicine), smoke 
it for asthma); 
[DR] - DW: ‘maak die blare droog en rook dit’ (DW: dry the leaves and 
smoke it -psychoactive drug), HD: ‘dit is ‘n goeie middel, trek dit vir 
kopseer, oumense rook dit’ (HD: it is a good substance, infuse it for 
headache, old people smoke it - psychoactive drug); 
[D] - JS: ‘die rykman gebruik die hoë een met pers blomme, smeer die 
as aan jou kop vir omlope nadat die kop gewas is met brandbossie, 
dagga kalmeer jou’ (JS: the richman uses the tall one with purple 
flowers, apply it to your head for ringworm after the head was washed 
with brandbossie (Aptosimum indivisum and Aptosimum procumbens), 
dagga calms you); 
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[V] - LW1: ‘gebruik as medisyne vir seerlyf (inflammasie), gooi 
kookwater op die blare en drinkdie  daggawater vir stroke’ (LW1: use as 
medicine for sore body (inflammation), pour boiling water over the 
leaves and drink the dagga water for a stroke), MH: ‘trek die dagga en 
drink dit vir beroerte en hartkwale, trek dit en drink ‘n vol glas saam ‘n 
halwe teelepel engelse sout eenmaal per dag op ‘n nugter maag vir vigs’ 
(MH: infuse the dagga and drink it for stroke and heart ailments, infuse it 
and drink a glass full together with half a teaspoon english salt once a 
day on an empty stomach for aids) 
Carissa haematocarpa 
(Apocynaceae) 
[D] - JS: anoemboom 
[D] - JS: ‘die bessies is soos bubblegum – eet dit, soet smaak’ (JS: the 
berries are like bubblegum – eat it, sweet taste) 
Carpobrotus edulis 
(Aizoaceae) 
[PA] - CM: ghoena, MI: 
ghoenavy; 
[H] - AC1: ghoena, geita, 
EM, WE: vygie; 
[U] - JB1: ghoenas, vygie; 
[DR] - DW, HD: ghoena; 
[D] - JS: bittervy, suurvy, 
vygie; 
[V] - LW1: ghoena, DB, KH, 




[PA] - CM: ‘jy eet dit, maak konfyt daarvan (witskuim)’ (CM: you eat it, 
make jam of it (white foam), MI: gebruik dit vir ‘tandvleis met sproei op, 
mondsproei by babas, druk die sap uit met ‘n vurk en draai ‘n fennielap 
om jou vinger en smeer dit in die kind se mond, eet die vrug by die kus’ 
(MI: use it for gum with oral thrush, babies with oral thrush, press the 
juice out with a fork and wrap a flannel cloth around your finger and 
apply it in the childs’ mouth, the fruit is eaten along the coast); 
[H] - AC1: ‘jy gorrel die hele plant vir ‘n heeskeel; skroei dit op die stoof 
en sit dit op papier, maal dit saam met ‘n inflammasie pil vir mangels’ 
(AC1: you gargle the whole plant for a hoarse throat, sear it on the stove 
and place it on paper, grind it together with an inflammation pill for 
tonsils), EM: ‘jy smeer dit aan die tandvleis vir mondsproei en gebruik dit 
vir ‘n seerkeel’ (EM: you apply it on the gum for oral thrush and use it for 
a sore throat), WE: ‘jy eet die swart pitjies; gebruik dit vir ‘n seerkeel’ 
(WE: you eat the black seeds; use it for a sore throat); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir seerkeel; mangels; gorrel daarmee vir 
mondsproei; gebruik beide die geel (Carpobrotus edulis) en pienk blom 
(Carpobrotus aciniciformis); maak die vygies droog en eet dit in kerrie in 
die Kaap’ (JB1: use it for sore throat; tonsils; gargle with it for oral 
thrush; use both the yellow and pink flower, dry the vygies (fruit) out and 
eat it in curry in the Cape); 
[DR] - DW: ‘eet die lekker pitjies; laat jou gesond voel (tonikum); maak 
borsslym los (brongitis); maak konfyt daarvan; smeer dit in kinders se 
monde (mondsproei) die vrank sap’ (DW: eat the tasty seeds, lets you 
feel healthy (tonic); loosens chest mucus (bronchitis); make jam from it; 
apply it in childrens’ mouths (oral thrush) the astringent juice), HD: 
‘gebruik dit vir kinders wat stuipe (koliek) het, stamp dit fyn en gooi die 
druppels by krampwater, eet die vrug, gorrel die sop vir seerkeel’ (HD: 
use it for children with convulsions (colic), crush it finely and add a few 
drops of gripewater, eat the fruit, gargle the juice for sore throat); 
[D] - JS: ‘eet die geel ene  – dit het ‘n suur smaak, gebruik die dik een 
vir mondsproei by kinders’ (JS: eat the yellow one – it has a sour taste, 
use the thick one for children with oral thrush); 
[V] - FE: ‘eet die vrug met swart saadjies; die blare word gebruik vir 
sproei en seer in die mond’ (FE: eat the fruit with black seeds, the 
leaves are used for oral thrush and sores in the mouth), LW1: ‘druk dit 
uit en vryf die sop op ‘n lappie en op die mond (mondsproei)’ (LW1: 
press it out and apply the juice on a cloth and on the mouth (oral 
thrush), LJ: ‘smeer die blaar aan bloublasies’ (LJ: apply the leaf onto 
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bluebottle stings), MH: ‘die vrank blare vat mondsproei weg en help vir 
‘n seerkeel; dit krimp sweermangels; eet die geel vrug deur die pitjies uit 
te suig, kook konfyt van die rooi vrug’ (MH: the astringent leaves 
removes oral thrush and helps for a sore throat; it shrinks inflammed 




[DR] - DW: bobbejaantou, 
HD: bobbejaantoue; 
[D] - JS: bobbejaanhare 
[H] - WE: ‘eet die rooi vrug – daar is dorings binne in’ (WE: eat the red 
fruit – there are thorns inside); 
[DR] - DW: ‘bobbejane en ape swaai daarmee’ (DW: baboons and apes 
swing with it), HD: ‘dit roes draad omdat dit die draad klam hou’ (HD: it 
rusts wire because it keeps the wire it moist); 
[V] - LJ: ‘was jou hare daarmee (haargroeistimuleerder)’ (LJ: wash your 
hair with it (hair growth stimulator) 
Centaurea benedicta  
(Asteraceae) 
[PA] - CM, MI: karmedik; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: 
karmedik; 
[U] - JB1: karmedik; 
[DR] - DW: karmedik, HD: 
kankerbos; 
[D] - JS: karmedik, perdepis 
(Oos-Kaapse boom); 
[V] - LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 
MH: karmedik 
 
[PA] - CM: ‘trek dit as maagmedisyne, meng dit saam met ander kruie 
vir maagkanker asook alle ander kankers’ (CM: infuse it as stomach 
medicine, mix it together with other herbs for stomach cancer as well as 
all other cancers), MI: ‘trek dit vir suikersiekte’ (MI: infuse it for diabetes); 
[H] - EM, WE: ‘gebruik dit vir die behandeling van kanker’ (EM, WE: use 
it for the treatment of cancer); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit om kanker veral prostaatkanker te behandel – 
meng dit saam met bakbos (Conyza scabrida / Nidorella ivifolia) en 
klipdagga (Leonurus ocymifolia); suikersiekte’ (JB1: use it to treat 
cancer especially prostate cancer – mix it together with bakbos (Conyza 
scabrida / Nidorella ivifolia) and klipdagga (Leonurus ocymifolia), 
diabetes); 
[DR] - DW: ‘drink dit in kookwater’ (DW: drink it in boiling water – 
unspecified medicine), HD: ‘dis ‘n baie goeie medisyne, trek dit vir 
kanker’ (HD: it is a very good medicine, infuse it for cancer); 
[D] - JS: ‘die wilde karmedik met dorings aan (Dicoma capensis) lyk 
soos ‘n skotse thistle’ (JS: the wild  karmedik with thorns on (Dicoma 
capensis) looks like a scottish thistle); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘drink dit as ‘n medisyne (tonikum)’ (LW1, FE: drink it as 
a medicine (tonic), FE: ‘gebruik teen kanker, meng saam met oubak 
brandewyn, ‘n halwe bottel en drink dit; suikersiekte, as dit te lank kook 
word dit bitter’ (FE: use against cancer, mix together with oubak brandy, 
half a bottle and drink it; diabetes, when it is boiled for too long it 
becomes bitter), DB: ‘trek dit as ‘n medisyne vir kanker, kook dit in ‘n 
halwe bottel ‘rum’ vir prostaatkanker’ (DB: infuse it as a medicine for 
cancer, boil it in half a bottle of rum for prostate cancer), MH: ‘gebruik vir 
hoë bloeddruk; rouseer in die maag (maagsweer) – die plant is bitter en 
skaars’ (MH: use for high blood pressure; ulcer in the stomach – the 
plant is bitter and rare) 
Chamarea capensis 
(Apiaceae) 
[U] - JB1: vinkelwortel; 
[DR] - DW, HD: vinkel; 
[D] - JS: vinkelwortel 
[PA] - CM: ‘eet die boonste en onderste gedeeltes’ (CM: eat the upper 
and lower parts); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik die blare teen slangbyt, spinnekopbyt of 
skerpioenbyt, trek dit en was daarmee’ (JB1: use the leaves against 
snake-bite, spider bite or scorpion bite, infuse it and wash with it); 
[DR] - DW: ‘eet dit, dis gesond en lekker – ongespesifiseerde medisyne’ 
(DW: eat it, its healthy and tasty – unspecified medicine) 
Chironia baccifera 
(Gentianaceae) 
[PA] - MI: ‘gebruik vir aambeie’ (MI: use for haemorrhoids);  
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[PA] - MI: aambeibossie; 
[H] - WE: bitterbossie, 
aambeibossie, nierbossie; 
[U] - JB1: hondebossie, TB-
bossie; 
[D] - JS: aambeibos, 
bitterbos; 
[V] - DB: haasbos, LJ: 
aambeibossie 
[H] - WE: ‘gebruik teen aambeie; om koue uit die liggaam uit te bring 
(kouekoors)’ (WE: use against haemorrhoids, to break cold fever out of 
the body (cold fever); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik teen TB’ (JB1: use against TB – tuberculosis); 
[DR] - HD: ‘dit groei saam lemoenboegoe (Agathosma bifida)’ (HD: it 
grows together with lemoenboegoe (Agathosma bifida); 
[D] - JS: ‘die mannetjie plant groei in die berg’ (JS: the male plant grows 
in the mountain); 
[V] - LJ: ‘was aambeie daarmee’ (LJ: wash haemorrhoids with it) 
Chrysocoma ciliata 
(Asteraceae) 
[PA] - CM: bitterbos; MI: 
beesbossie; 
[DR] - HD: skaapkaroo; 
[V] - LJ: bitterbossie, MH: 
beesbossie 
[PA] - CM: ‘die skape vreet dit; stop dit in matrasse in – die reuk werk 
weerluise af’ (CM: the sheep eat it, stuff it into mattresses – the smell 
repels bed bugs); 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: ‘gebruik dit as ‘n besem’ (AC1, EM, SR: use it as a 
broom); 
[DR] - HD: ‘gebruik dit vir maagpyne’ (HD: use it for stomach pains); 
[V] - MH: ‘die oumense trek dit en drink dit (tonikum) – proe bitter’ (MH: 
the old people infuse it and drink it (tonic) – bitter taste) 
Cissampelos capensis 
(Menispermaceae) 
[PA] - CM, MI: 
dawidjiewortel; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: 
dawidjiewortel; 
[U] - JB1: dawidjiewortel; 
[D] - JS: dawidjiewortel; 
[V] - LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 
MH: dawidjiewortel 
[PA] - CM: ‘dit is giftig – as jy te veel daarvan drink dan sterf jy; word 
gepruim omdat die pit hard is’ (CM: it is poisonous – if you drink too 
much of it then you will die, gets soften because the seed is hard), MI: 
‘was infeksies skoon daarmee, gebruik dit vir maagkwale deur dit te 
droog en te maal en die poeier daarvan te eet, die saad moet geplant 
word tussen Oktober en November, hy groei nie van steggies nie’ (MI: 
wash infections clean with it, use it for stomach ailments by drying it, 
grinding it up and eating the powder thereof, the seed has to be planted 
between October and November, it does not grow from cuttings); 
[H] - EM: ‘drink dit vir jou maag’ (EM: drink it for your stomach), WE: 
‘brand dit, kan dit ook drink, asem die rook in vir hoofpyn’ (WE: burn it, 
can drink it too, breath in the smoke for headache); 
[U] - JB1: ‘dit help met spysvertering; dien as geheue verbetering – 
brand en ruik die rook; hoofpyn’ (JB1: it helps with indigestion; acts as a 
memory enhancher – burn and smell the smoke; headache); 
[D] - JS: ‘dit is ‘n maagmedisyne – rasper en trek dit, meng dit saam met 
leeuhoutjiewortel (kapteintjie) (Zygophyllum sp.)’ (JS: stomach medicine 
– grate and infuse it, mix it together with leeuhoutjiewortel (kapteintjie); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘drink net die wortel vir medisyne (tonikum)’ (LW1, FE: 
drink only the root for medicine (tonic), KH: ‘drink dit vir kinderswinde; 
rugseer en maagkwale – bitter smaak; brand dit en ruik die rook vir 
hoofpyn’ (KH: drink it for infant flatulence; backache and stomach 
ailments – bitter taste; burn it and smell the smoke for headache), MH: 
‘gebruik dit teen kinderwinde en vrouekwale’ (MH: use it against infant 
flatulence and female ailments) 
Cliffortia odorata (Rosaceae) 
[U] - JB1: wildewingerd 
[V] - FE: ‘meng kooigoed (Helichrysum odoratissimum) saam met 
wildewingerd (Cliffortia odorata) en drink dir vir nageboorte pyne; is ook 
insekwerend’ (FE: mix kooigoed (Helichrysum odoratissimum) together 
with wildewingerd (Cliffortia odorata) and drink it for postnatal pains; is 
also an insect repellent) 
Cliffortia ruscifolia 
(Rosaceae) 
[H] - WE: steekbos; 
[V] - LJ: climber’s friend 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: ‘dit steek seer, brand jou as dit jou steek’ (AC1, EM, 
SR: it stings sore, burns you if it stings you) 
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Cliffortia strobilifera 
(Rosaceae) 
[H] - AC1 & EM: kammiebos; 
[U] - JB1: kammiebos; 
[V] - KH, LJ: kammiebos, 
DB: pypsteelbos 
[H] - AC1: ‘eet die jong stingel – soet smaak (AC1: eat the young stem – 
sweet taste), EM: ‘maak ‘n pypsteel daarvan’ (EM: make a pipe-stem 
from it); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit saam met duinebessie (Muraltia spinosa) vir 
kinkhoes, kook ‘n stroop daarvan saam met suiker, het ‘n vrank smaak; 
huise gebou daarvan – lê dit in die klei vir die huis mure’ (JB1: use it 
together with duinebessie (Muraltia spinosa) for whooping cough, boil a 
syrup of it together with sugar, has an astringent taste, build houses with 
it – put it into the clay for the house walls) 
Conyza scabrida (Nidorella 
ivifolia) 
(Asteraceae) 
[PA] - CM: oondbos; MI: 
bakbossie, oondbossie; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: 
oondbossies, WE: oondbos; 
[U] - JB1: oondbossie; 
[DR] - DW: oondbos, HD: 
oondbossie; 
[D] - JS: oondbossie, 
bakbos; 
[V] - LW1, FE: oondbos, LJ: 
bakkersbos, MH: oondbossie 
[PA] - CM: ‘dit is benaam na ou bakoonde waarin brood gebak was, 
perdebye het nes gemaak in die bakoond, brand die bos om bye uit te 
jaag (papierbye)’ (CM: it is named after old ovens in which bread was 
baked, wasps made nest in the oven, burn the shrub to chase the wasps 
out); MI: ‘gebruik dit in ‘n mengsel vir verkoue en maagkwale’ (MI: use it 
in a mixture for colds and stomach ailments); 
[H] - EM: ‘maak die blare nat met asyn en gebruik dit vir koors, kan dit 
ook drink’ (EM: wet the leaves with vinegar and use it for fever, it can 
also be drunk), SR: ‘behandel koors daarmee’ (SR: treat fever with it), 
WE: ‘gebruik vir vroumens kwale, trek die koue (inflammasie/ 
kouekoors) uit’ (WE: use it for female ailments, draws the cold 
(inflammation/ cold fever) out); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik vir griep, koors en spierpyn; meng dit saam met 
wynruit en spat dit nat met asyn vir maagkoors – maak ‘n pleister 
daarvan; die stoof word skoongemaak met hierdie bos’ (JB1: use for 
influenza, fever and muscle pain; mix it together with wynruit (Ruta 
graveolens) and splash it wet with vinegar for dysentery – make a 
plaster thereof, clean the stove with this shrub); 
[DR] - DW: ‘spat die blare nat met asyn en sit dit op jou kop vir kopseer, 
gebruik die takke om die oond uit te vee’ (DW: splash the leaves wet 
with vinegar and place it on your head for headache, use the branches 
to sweep the oven clean), HD: ‘trek dit saam met peperboomblare 
(Schinus molle) en drink dit vir verkoue en griep; vee die huis uit met die 
tak; maak kooi daarmee’ (HD: infuse it together with peperboom 
(Schinus molle) leaves and drink it for colds and influenza; sweep the 
house with the branch, make a bed with it); 
[D] - JS: ‘trek dit vir verkoue’ (JS: infuse it for colds); 
[V] - FE: ‘gebruik dit vir verkoue, meng dit saam met kattekruid, kan dit 
ook trek saam met ghwarrie (Euclea undulata) en ysterbos (Dodonaea 
viscosa) vir verkoue’ (FE: use it for colds, mix with kattekruid (Ballota 
africana), can also be infused with ghwarrie (Euclea undulata) and 
ysterbos (Dodonaea viscosa) for colds), LJ: ‘oond uitgevee’ (oven swept 
out), MH: ‘gebruik vir kinderkoors – pak die blare bo-op die bed en lê 
daarop; drink dit vir vrouekwale; stoom jou daarmee in die ou dae 
daarom genoem ‘oondbos’ (MH: use it for infant fever – place the leaves 
on top of the bed and lie on it; drink it for female ailment; steam youself 
with it in the olden days that is why it is known as ‘oondbos’ (oven bush) 
Cotyledon orbiculata 
(Crassulaceae) 
[PA] - CM: plakkies; MI: 
plakkie; 
[PA] - CM: ‘’n pap word daarvan gemaak vir die vel; dit is eetbaar’ (CM: 
a poultice is made thereof for the skin; it is edible), MI: ‘gebruik vir eelte 
op die voete, druk die plakkie fyn, gebruik dit slegs in die aande, rus die 
voet en draai hom toe met ‘n kous, dit maak die eelt sag sodat dit 
afgekrap kan word in die oggend’ (MI: use for calluses on the feet, 
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[H] - AC1, EM, SR: oorpyn, 
WE: plakkie; 
[U] - JB1: plakkie; 
[DR] - DW: plakkie, HD: 
plakkiebos; 
[D] - JS: plakkie; 
[V] - DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
grootplakkie, LJ, MH: varkoor 
squash the plakkie (blade) finely, use it only at night, rest the foot and 
bind with a sock, makes the callus soft so that it can be scraped off in 
the morning); 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: ‘gebruik dit vir oorpyn’ (AC1, EM, SR: use it for 
earache); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir steek in die oor’ (JB1: use it for otitis); 
[DR] - DW: ‘dit het mooi blomme; maak ‘n sterk salf vir inflammasie’ 
(DW: it has pretty flowers, makes a strong ointment for inflammation); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik dit vir sere’ (JS: use it for sores); 
[V] - FE: ‘gebruik dit vir eelte, sny die blaar oop en plaas die vleis kant in 
die skoen’ (FE: use it for calluses, cut the leaf open and place the fleshy 
part in the shoe), LJ: ‘gebruik dit om vratte af te haal; behandel 
miltsiekte’ (LJ: use it to remove warts, treats anthrax), DB: ‘trek die blaar 
se vel af en maak dit warm om die vleis teen jou wang te sit vir tandpyn’ 
(DB: peel the skin of the leaf off and make warm to place flesh against 
the cheek for toothache) 
Cyclopia intermedia 
(Fabaceae) 
[PA] - CM: heuningtee; 
[H] - AC1: veldtee, AC1, EM, 
WE: heuningbostee; 
[U] - JB1: heuningbostee, 
bergtee, vleitee, kleintee; 
[DR] - HD: teebos, 
kamanassietee; 
[D] - JS: heuningbostee; 
[V] - LW1, FE, KH: bergtee, 
LJ: heuningbos 
[PA] - CM: ‘jy kan dit drink’ (CM: you can drink it) 
[H] - EM, WE: ‘dit gee ‘n eetlus, dis baie gesond (tonikum)’ (EM, WE: it 
gives an appetite – stimulant, it is very healthy - tonic); 
[U] - JB1: ‘kleintee groei kort en oop; drink hierdie tee saam met melk; 
gebruik dit vir griep en pyne (inflammasie) in die lyf; die blomme word 
saam met die takke en blare gekerf, blommetjiestee – drink alleenlik die 
blomme, dit het ‘n soet smaak’ (JB1: kleintee grows short and open; 
drink this tea together with milk; use it for influenza and pain 
(inflammation) in the body; the flowers are chopped up along with the 
stems and leaves, flower tea – drink only the flowers, it has a sweet 
taste); 
[DR] - HD: ‘stoom dit voordat jy dit trek sodat dit kan fermenteer, pak dit 
dan weg’ (HD: steam it before you infuse it so that it can ferment, pack it 
away then); 
[D] - JS: ‘drink dit saam met melk, dis medisinaal ook (tonikum)’ (JS: 
drink it together with milk, its medicinal too (tonic); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘drink dit vir die lekker’ (LW1, FE: drink it for enjoyment), 
KH: ‘maak tee in die berg, langkloof, maak hope daarvan en sweet dit, 
maak sakke vol daarmee en vervoer dit op donkies, dit word dan op 
klipplate gemaak’ (KH: make tea in the mountain, langkloof, make heaps 
thereof and sweat it, make bags full of it and transport it on donkeys, it is 
made then on stone plates), LJ: ‘drink as ‘n tee’ (LJ: drink as a tea) 
Cynanchum viminale 
(Apocynaceae) 
[V] - MH: koeriempie, 
melktou 
[V] - MH: ‘eet die wortels’ (MH: eat the roots) 
Cyperus esculentus 
(Cyperaceae) 
[H] - WE: toue; 
[DR] - DW: toutjiegras, HD: 
biesie; 
[D] - JS: wildebiesietjie, 
biesie; 
[V] - FE: toue, DB, KH, MH: 
biesie, biesiebol 
[PA] - CM: ‘vloer matte word gevleg daarmee, die tou moet eers verlep, 
word sag gesweet – pak dit toe onder die blare’ (CM: floor mats plait 
(weave), rope must wilt, sweat soft – pack under leaves); 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: ‘maak toue daarmee’ (AC1, EM, SR: make ropes 
with it), EM: ‘vleg daarmee’ (EM: plait with it), SR, WE: ‘maak matjies 
daarmee’ (SR, WE: make mats with it); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik vir blomme rangskikkings en matjies word daarmee 
gemaak’ (JB1: use for flower arrangements and make mats with it); 
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[DR] - DW: ‘bind koringgerwe daarmee, vleg met dit om huise te maak’ 
(DW: bind wheat stalks with it, plait with it to make houses), HD: ‘dit is 
baie sterk, vleg mandtjies en matjies daarmee’ (HD: it is very strong, 
plait baskets and mats with it); 
[V] - FE: ‘bind gerwe daarmee’ (FE: bind stalks with it), LJ: ‘hou die toue 
aan die koring – dit is nie giftig of taai nie’ (LJ: keep the ropes on the 
wheat – it is not poisonous or sticky), MH: ‘sny die biesies en stamp dit 
met ‘n plankie – bind gerwe daarmee vas, is seer as pak gegee word 
daarmee, daar is sap daarin om te eet, die witstuk trek uit’ (MH: cut the  
bulrushes and crush it with a plank – bind stalks together with it, it is 
sore when you are beaten with it, it contains juice that is edible,  pull 
white part out) 
Cyphia digitata (Lobeliaceae) 
[PA] - CM: baroe; MI: broes; 
[H] - AC1: barring, EM, SR, 
WE: baroe; 
[U] - JB1: baroe; 
[DR] - DW, HD: baroe; 
[D] - JS: baroe; 
[V] - FE: kamoo, DB, KH, LJ, 
MH: baroe 
[PA] - CM: ‘eet dit’ (CM: eat it); MI: ‘eet dit, melkie gemaak’ (MI: eat it, 
made milky latex); 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: ‘eet dit’ (AC1, EM, SR, WE: eat it); 
[U] - JB1: ‘eet dit nes ‘n aartappel’ (JB1: eat it just like a potato); 
[DR] - DW: ‘eet dit, kook konfyt daarmee, skil dit af’ (DW: eat it, boil jam 
with it, peel it off), HD: ‘eet dit’ (HD: eat it); 
[D] - JS: ‘eet dit’ (JS: eat it); 
[V] - FE: ‘eet dit nes ‘n patat’ (FE: eat it just like a sweet potato), DB, 
KH, MH: ‘eet dit as veldkos, dit is waterig, sapperig en het ‘n melkie’ 




[DR] - HD: melkbaroe 
[DR] - HD: ‘eet dit’ (HD: eat it) 
Datura stramonium 
(Solanaceae) 
[H] - AC1, SR: stinkolie, WE: 
stinkblaarolieboom; 
[U] - JB1: stinkolie; 
[DR] - DW, HD: olieboom; 
[D] - JS: olieboom; 
[V] - LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 
MH: stinkolie, DB, KH, LJ, 
MH: olieboom 
[PA] - MI: ‘die blomme word geblaas as fluitjies’ (MI: the flowers are 
blown as flutes); 
[H] - AC1: ‘dit dien as ‘n pampoengrondindikator’ (AC1: it serves as a 
pumpkin soil indicator), EM: ‘gebruik die blare vir sere en as ‘n 
vlooiafweerder’ (EM: use the leaves for sores and as an insect 
repellent); 
[DR] - HD: ‘rook die droë blare vir tandpyn; plak die blare op seerplekke 
en spinnekopbyte’ (HD: smoke the dry leaves for toothache; stick the 
leaves on sore spots and spiderbites); 
[D] - JS: ‘dit maak jou mal’ (JS: it makes you crazy - psychoactive drug); 
[V] - LW1: ‘brand die pitte en stamp dit fyn en meng dit saam met olie, 
smeer dan aan ‘n brandplek’ (LW1: burn the seeds and crush it finely 
and mix it together with oil, apply then onto a burn wound), DB: ‘smeer 
vaseline aan die blaar en maak dit warm oor ‘n vlam – sit dit bo-op ‘n 
inflammasie plek – dit trek die inflammasie uit; bind die warm blaar 
saam met vaseline aan ‘n seerplek op jou been’ (DB: apply vaseline 
onto the leaf and make it warm over a flame – place it on top of an 
inflammation spot – it draws out the inflammation, wrap the warm leaf 
together with vaseline onto a sore spot on your leg), LJ: ‘die saad laat ‘n 
donkie loop – steek die saad onder sy stert’ (LJ: the seed makes a 
donkey walk – place the seed under its tail), MH: ‘kinders rook dit – dit 
maak jou mal; sit die blaar op jou kop vir hoofpyn – dit het nie lekker 
reuk nie, sit koerantpapier op jou skouer en bors om naarheid weg te vat 
wanneer jy karsiek word’ (MH: children smoke it – makes you crazy 
(psychoactive drug); place the leaf on your head for headache – it does 
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not smell nice, place newspapers on your shoulder and chest to remove 
nausea when you become carsick) 
Dioscorea hemicrypta 
(Dioscoreaceae) 
[PA] - CM: olifantvoet; 
[H] - WE: skilpad; 
[D] - JS: skilpadbos; 
[V] - DB: olifantpoot 
[PA] - CM: ‘bak die dop, eet dit afgeskil’ (CM: bake the shell, eat it 
peeled-off); 
[H] - WE: ‘gebruik dit vir vuilmaag (hardlywigheid) by kinders, drink dit 
om die maag te laat werk’ (WE: use it for dirty stomach (constipation) for 
children, drink it to allow the stomach to let go); 
[D] - JS: ‘rasper of sny ‘n skyf daarvan en sit dit bo-op jou kop (paljas – 
as ‘n sangôma ‘n warrelwind aan jou stuur met ‘n slang binne)’ (JS: 
grate or cut a disk thereof and place it on top of your head (“paljas” – 
magic medicine (psychological conditions) – if a sangoma sends you a 
whirlwind with a snake inside); 
[V] - LJ: ‘ystervarke vreet dit’ (LJ: porcupines eat it) 




[PA] - CM: bokboegoe; 
[H] - EM: stinkbokboegoe 
[PA] - CM: ‘dassies vreet dit op’ (CM: hyraxes eat it); 
[H] - EM: ‘drink dit as ‘n tee’ (EM: drink it as a tea) 
 
Diosma hirsuta (Rutaceae) 
[PA] - MI: bergboegoe; 
[H] -WE: innocent-boegoe, 
anysboegoe; 
[D] - JS: anysboegoe 
(Agathosma capensis); 
[V] - KH: langblaarboegoe 
(Empleurum unicapsulare) 
[PA] - MI: ‘gebruik dit vir beenpyne (inflammasie)’ (MI: use it for legpains 
(inflammation); 
 [V] - KH: ‘dit lekker ruik’ (KH: it smells nice) 
Diospyros lycioides 
(Ebenaceae) 
[V] - DB, LJ: bloubos 
[V] - DB: ‘moenie dit brand die – dit gee jou ‘bad luck’ (paljas)’ (DB: do 
not burn it – it gives you bad luck (“paljas”) – magic medicine 
(psychological conditions), LJ: ‘gebruik dit as ‘n tandeborsel; gebruik die 
pale om huise mee te bou met klei, bind die takke regop en onderstebo 
– die hout is taai en buigbaar; maak bloubostolle omdat dit taai is en 
sterker is as ‘n normale tol’ (LJ: use it as a toothbrush; use the poles to 
build houses from clay, tie the branches upright and upside down – the 
wood is tough and flexible; make bloubos spinningtops because it is 
tough and stronger than a normal spinningtop) 
Dittrichia graveolens 
(Asteraceae) 
[PA] - CM: kakiebos; 
[H] - AC1, WE: kakiebos; 
[U] - JB1:kakiebos; 
[DR] - HD: kakiebos; 
[D] - JS: kakiebos 




[PA] - CM, MI: ysterbos; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: ysterbos, 
WE: ysterhout; 
[U] - JB1: ysterbos; 
[DR] - DW, HD: ysterbos; 
[D] - JS: ysterbos; 
[PA] - MI: ‘gebruik dit as ‘n medisyne (tonikum)’ (MI: use it as a 
medicine (tonic); 
[H] - AC1: ‘gebruik dit vir niere en blaas-infeksie by vroue’ (AC1: use it 
for women with kidneys and bladder infection), WE: ‘gorrel met dit vir 
seerkeel; gebruik dit vir verkoue’ (WE: gargle with it for sore throat, use 
it for colds); 
[U] - JB1: ‘drink dit skoon vir inflammasie, verkoue en griep’ (JB1: drink 
it clean for inflammation, colds and influenza); 
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[V] - LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 
MH: ysterbos 
[DR] - DW: ‘gebruik dit vir jeuk voete en stink voete’ (DW: use it for itchy 
feet and foot odor); HD: ‘dit is ‘n goeie brandhout, meng dit saam met 
ghwarrieboom (Euclea undulata) blare as ‘n medisyne middel (tonikum)’ 
(HD: it is a good firewood, mix it together with ghwarrieboom (Euclea 
undulata) leaves as a medicine (tonic); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik dit vir epileptiese aanvalle’ (JS: use it for epileptic fits); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘meng die blare saam met ghwarrie en kook dit vir 
verkoue’ (LW1, FE: mix the leaves together with ghwarrie and boil it for 
colds), KH: ‘gebruik dit vir verkoue’ (KH: use it for colds), MH: ‘trek dit en 
meng dit of drink dit skoon vir verkoue’ (MH: infuse it and mix it or drink 
it on its own for colds) 
Dolichothrix ericoides 
(Asteraceae) 
[PA] - CM: bergnoster; 
[U] - JB1: klipanoster; 
[D] - JS: berganoster 
no uses recorded 
Dysphania ambrosioides 
(Chenopodiaceae) 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: 
rambossie; 
[U] - JB1: rambos; 
[DR] - HD: misbredie, 
brandbos, stinktonner; 
[D] - JS: bokram; 
[V] - DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
rambos 
[H] - AC1: ‘gebruik dit vir tandpyn en sinkings tande (gumboil); sit ‘n 
pluisie daarvan in jou oor vir oorpyn’ (AC1: use it for toothache and 
neuralgic toothache (gumboil); place a bud thereof in your ear for 
earache); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir oorsteek; sinktande – bind ‘n doek om jou kop’ 
(JB1: use it for otitis (earache); neuralgic toothache – tie a cloth around 
your head); 
[DR] - DW: ‘kap die blare fyn en maak ‘n pluisie vir jou ore vir oorsteek’ 
(DW :chop the leaves finely and make a bud for your ears for otitis 
(earache), HD: ‘meng dit saam met lidjiesgras (Polygonum aviculare) vir 
mondsproei; oorsteek – rol die blaar op en steek dit in die oor; tandpyn’ 
(HD: mix it together with lidjiesgras (Polygonum aviculare) for oral 
thrush; otitis – roll the leaf up and stick it into the ear; toothache); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik dit vir die ore (oorsteek)’ (JS: use it for the ears (otitis); 
[V] - MH: ‘trek dit en hou die warm water in jou mond vir tandpyn; steek 
die blare in jou oor vir oorpyn, stamp die blare en smeer dit aan die 
tandvleis as tande los is’ (MH: infuse it and keep the warm water in your 
mouth for toothache; stick the leaves in your ear for earache, crush the 
leaves and apply it to the gum if teeth are loose) 
Elytropappus rhinocerotis 
(Asteraceae) 
[PA] - CM: anosterbos, MI: 
renosterbos; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: 
anosterbos, WE: 
anosterbossie; 
[U] - JB1: anosterbos; 
[DR] - DW: anosterbos, HD: 
renosterbos; 
[D] - JS: anosterbos; 
[V] - LW1: anosterbos, DB, 




[PA] - CM: ‘trek dit vir medisyne (tonikum); word gestook saam witblits 
as renosterblits (dit groei waar ‘n wingerd was); ruik dit van ver as dit 
brand, die reuk gaan in brood in (roosterkoek); as heuning uit byneste 
gehaal moet word, word nes gerook met hierdie bos, die rook maak die 
bye mal en die heuning kan dan uitgehaal word’ (CM: infuse it for 
medicine (tonic); gets stoked with witblits (white spirits) as renosterblits 
(grows where a vineyard was), can smell it from a far when it is burned, 
the smell goes into the bread (griddle cakes), when collecting honey 
from bees nests, the nest gets smoked with this shrub, the smoke 
confuses the bees and the honey can be collected), MI: ‘drink dit vir 
asma saam met doringboom voëlent (Viscum continuum)’ (MI: drink it 
for asthma along with doringboom voëlent (Viscum continuum); 
[H] - AC1: ‘gebruik dit vir die maag; brandvoete – sit dit in jou skoene’ 
(AC1: use it for the stomach; burning feet – place it into your shoes), 
EM: ‘gebruik lusern vir brandvoete’ (EM: use lucerne for burning feet), 
SR: ‘suig aan die blare vir suur in die maag – gal bitter smaak; dit maak 
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‘n lekker kooltjie vir roosterkoek’ (SR: suck on the leaves for acid in the 
stomach – bile bitter taste; it makes a nice coal for griddle cakes), WE: 
‘gebruik dit vir pyne (inflammasie); brand dit en laat die rook oor ‘n 
kopseer; kan vuurmaak daarmee’ (WE: use it for pains (inflammation); 
burn it and allow the smoke over a headache; can make fire with it); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir TB – meng dit saam met dassiebos (Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia), ysterbos (Dodonaea viscosa), geelbos (Galenia 
africana) en heuningdou (Pegolettia baccharidifolia); laat die rook oor 
voete vir jeuk en wintersvoete; meng dit met kerswaks vir voete, sit dit in 
die skoene vir sweetvoete; gebruik dit as kole vir roosterkoek’ (JB1: use 
it for TB – mix it with dassiebos (Pegolettia baccharidifolia), ysterbos 
(Dodonaea viscosa), geelbos (Galenia africana) and heuningdou 
(Pegolettia baccharidifolia); let the smoke over feet for itch and 
chillblained feet; mix it with candle wax for feet, place it inside your 
shoes for sweaty feet; use it as coal for griddle cakes); 
[DR] - DW: ‘brand dit en hou jik (jeuk) voete oor die rook om die jeuk 
weg te vat, sit die blare in jou skoene vir stink voete; gebruik droë 
renosterbos om roosterkoek mee te maak’ (DW: burn it and hold itchy 
feet over the smoke to take the itch away, place the leaves inside your 
shoes for foot odour; use dry renosterbos to make griddle cakes), HD: 
‘vee die huis uit daarmee, medisynemiddel (tonikum)’ (HD: sweep the 
house with it, medicinal substance (tonic); 
[D] - JS: ‘bad daarin vir bene wat seer of geswel is (inflammasie); dit is 
goed vir vuurmaak’ (JS: bath in it for aching or swollen legs 
(inflammation); it is good for making fire); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘hou die blare in jou hand wanneer jy hardloop sodat jy 
nie steek kry in jou hart nie’ (LW1, FE: hold the leaves in your hand 
when you are running so that you do not get an ache in your heart), DB: 
‘brand die blare en gooi die as in jou skoene vir vrotvoete, kan die blare 
ook in jou skoene sit – dit trek die voete droog sodat dit nie meer sweet 
nie (natvoete)’ (DB: burn leaves and put the ash into your shoes for foot 
odour, can also place the leaves in your shoes – it absorbs the moisture 
so that the feet do not sweat anymore), KH: ‘gebruik vir suikersiekte; 
maak vuur daarmee’ (KH: use for diabetes; make fire with it), LJ: staan 
bekend as ‘n liestevuur – sit oopbeen voor dit vir hitte; gebruik 
renosterbos stokke vir vuur (LJ: known as a groin fire – sit in front of fire 
with open legs for heat; use renosterbos sticks for fire), MH: ‘spat dit met 
asyn en sit dit in die oond, dit maak die blaar sag om op die pyn te sit; 
brand dit en hou winter voete in die rook; kan dit ook drink’ (MH: splash 
it with vinegar and place it in the oven, it makes the leaf soft to place 




[PA] - CM: kruiskapok, 
kapokbos; MI: kapokbos; 
[H] - WE: kapokbos; 
[U] - JB1: wilde roosmaryn; 
[DR] - DW: wilde roosmaryn, 
DW, HD: kapokbos; 
[PA] - CM: ‘vuuropmaak daarmee (dit moet droog wees); rook kan ook 
gebruik word vir heuning versameling vanuit byeneste’ (CM: making fire 
with it (it must be dry); smoke can also be used to collect honey out of 
bees nests); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir ekseem en vel vlekke; was jou hare daarmee 
om te help groei (haargroeistimuleerder)’ (JB1: use it for eczema and 
skin discolouration, wash your hair with it to help it grow (hair growth 
stimulator); 
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[V] - LW1, FE: kapokbos, 
MH: wilde roosmaryn 
[DR] - DW: ‘was jou hare daarmee; spinnekoppe broei in die kapokbos’ 
(DW: wash your hair with it, spiders breed in the kapokbos); 
[V] - MH: ‘tinktinkies and ander voëls maak nessies van die wit wol van 
die kapokbos’ (MH: tinktinkies (a kind of bird) and other birds make 
nests of the white wool from the  kapokbos) 
Euclea undulata 
(Ebenaceae) 
[PA] - CM, MI: ghwarrie; 
[H] - WE: ghwarrie; 
[U] - JB1: ghwarrie; 
[DR] - DW, HD: 
ghwarrieboom HD: 
ghwarriebos; 
[D] - JS: ghwarrieboom; 
[V] - LW1: ghwarrie, DB, KH, 
LJ, MH: ghwarrieboom 
 
 
[PA] - CM: ‘dit is ‘n goeie brandhout; die bessies word geëet, droog dit 
uit soos rosyntjies – lekker smaak’ (CM: it is a good firewood, the berries 
are eaten, dry it out like raisins – tasty), MI: ‘drink die blare en bas vir 
nier- en blaasinfeksies, eet die bessies’ (MI: drink the leaves and bark 
for kidney- and bladder infections, eat the berries); 
[H] - WE: ‘eet die swart bessies; dit is ‘n goeie brandhout’ (WE: eat the 
black berries, it is a good firewood); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik die wortel vir kanker, dit is ‘n goeie brandhout, maak 
ghwarrietee daarmee’ (JB1: use the root for cancer, it is a good 
firewood, make ghwarrie tea with it); 
[DR] - DW: ‘gebruik die ghwarriehout om roosterkoek mee te maak, dis 
‘n lekker vuurmaakhout’ (DW: use the ghwarrie wood to make griddle 
cakes, it is a nice firewood), HD: ‘dis goeie brandhout – harde hout maar 
giftig, eet die swart bessies, gebruik die bas om kanker van vrouedele te 
behandel’ (HD: it is good firewood – hard wood but poisonous, eat the 
black berries, use the bark to treat cancer of female parts); 
[D] - JS: ‘eet die bessies – soet smaak, maak ‘n aftreksel van 
ghwarrieboom bas en spekboom vir sooibrand’ (JS: eat the berries – 
sweet taste, make an infusion from the ghwarrieboom bark and 
spekboom (Portulacaria afra) for heartburn); 
[V] - LW1: ‘eet die bessie en dit is ‘n goeie brandhout wat kole maak’ 
(LW1: eat the berries and it is a good firewood that makes coals), DB: 
‘brand die takke in sy vol(groei)stadium en drink die as vir asma’ (DB: 
burn stems in it’s fully grown stage and drink the ash for asthma), LJ: 
‘vuurslaan daarmee’ (LJ: hit fire with it), MH: ‘die rosyntjies word geëet; 
die bas word getrek vir maagpyn; die takkie word gebreek en die werf 
skoon gevee – stoppels bly aan maar die blare val af; bind die takkies 
vas en doop in die water om tuin mee nat te spuit (gieter); brand die 
droë hout tot as en skep die wit as op en sif dit deur ‘n doek as 
bakpoeier om koek en vetkoekies mee te bak; trek die blare vir 
hartkwale en asma’ (MH: the raisins are eaten; infusion of bark used for 
stomach pain; the branch is broken off to sweep the yard – the leaves 
fall off but the petioles remain, tie the branches together and dip it into 
water to irridate the garden (watering can), burn the dry wood until it is 
ash and sieve the white ash through a cloth and use it as baking powder 
to bake cake and suet dumpling (‘vetkoek’) 
Euphorbia mauritanica 
(Euphorbiaceae) 
[PA] - CM, MI: melkbos; 
[H] - WE: melkbos; 
[U] - JB1: melkbos; 
[DR] - DW, HD: melkbos; 
[D] - JS: melkbos; 
[V] - LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 
MH: melkbos 
 
[PA] - CM: ‘gebruik dit om vratjies mee af te haal’ (CM: use it to remove 
warts), MI: ‘haal vratjies daarmee af – maak die vratjie stukkend en 
smeer die melk aan, gooi die stingel oor jou skouer sonder om om te 
kyk sodat die vrat af kan val, blaas die vrat maan toe as die maan op 
kom’ (MI: remove warts with it – pierce wart and apply the milky latex to 
it, throw the stem over your shoulder without looking back so that the 
wart can fall off, blow the wart towards the moon when the moon comes 
up); 
[H] - EM: ‘vratjies afhaal daarmee’ (EM: remove warts with it); 
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[U] - JB1: ‘drup die melk aan die vratjie, trek die vrat uit na drie weke; 
kan vyeboom ook gebruik daarvoor – druk die vratjie stukkend of blaas 
die vratjie maan toe’ (JB1: drip the milky latex onto the wart, pull the 
wart out after three weeks; can use figtree too for the same purpose – 
pierce the wart or blow the wart towards the moon);  
[DR] - DW: ‘maak die vloere swart as jy hom brand en aan grondvloere 
smeer’ (DW: makes the floors black when you burn it an apply to 
mudfloors), HD: ‘die melk word gebruik om ‘n doring uit te trek – meng 
dit saam met ou blou seep en maak ‘n pluisie; vir vratjies word ‘n 
aartappel gedruk op die vrat en oor die skouer weggegooi sonder om 
om te kyk’ (HD: the milky latex is used to remove a thorn – mix it with 
old blue soap and make a bud; for warts a potato is pressed on the wart 
and thrown away over the shoulder without looking back); 
[D] - JS: ‘haal vratjies af daarmee, bind die vrat vas met garingdraad en 
smeer die melk aan, gooi die takkie oor jou skouer en kyk nie weer om 
nie’ (JS: remove warts with it, bind the wart with a cotton thread and 
apply the milky latex, throw the brance over your shoulder and never 
look back); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘maak die vratjie stukkend en druk die melk daarop’ 
(LW1, FE: pierce the wart and apply the milky latex onto it), DB: ‘gebruik 
die melk om ‘n vrot tand met ‘n gaaitjie se pyn stil te maak (tandpyn)’ 
(DB: use the milky latex to still the pain from a rotten tooth’s cavity 
(toothache), KH: ‘smeer die melk aan ‘n vrat en begrawe die ent en stap 
aan’ (KH: apply the milky latex onto a wart and bury the graft and walk 
away), LJ: ‘gebruik dit vir vratjies; bokke vreet die toppe’ (LJ: use it for 
warts; goats eat the tops), MH: ‘as die maan vol is – blaas die vrat af en 
draai nie om nie, loop in die huis in; die melk brand die vrat; oumense 
het ook groen doringboom (Vachellia karroo) hout gebrand en die sap in 
‘n vaseline bottel gehou om aan die vrat elke dag te smeer; vryf die vrat 
warm, maak die vrat stukkend en druk dit teen die plant – turksvyboom  
(Opuntia ficus-indica) om af te ent, vyeboom (Ficus cordata) se sap 
jeuk’ (MH: when the moon is full – blow the wart off and do not look 
back, walk into the house; milky latex burns the wart; old people also 
burned green doringboom (Vachellia karroo) wood and kept juice in a 
vaseline bottle to apply onto the wart everyday; rub the wart warm, 
break it open and press it against the plant -  turksvyboom (Opuntia 
ficus-indica) to graft it, figtree’s (Ficus cordata) juice itch) 
Euryops tenuissimus 
(Asteraceae) 
[PA] - CM: harpuisbos, MI: 
harpuis; 
[U] - JB1: rapuis, harpuis; 
[D] - JS: harpuis; 
[V] - MH: harpuis 
[PA] - CM: ‘hang dit in die huis op – die reuk jaag vlieë weg 
(insekafweerder), strykstokke gestryk’ (CM: hang it up in the house – the 
smell chases flies away (insect repellent), fiddle-bow ‘sharpend’; 
[U] - JB1: ‘viool se strykstok word deur getrek en ‘skerp gemaak’, taai 
gemaak’ (JB1: the bow from a violin is pulled through the resin to make 
it ‘sharp’, made sticky); 
[V] - MH: ‘maak ‘n vioolstok van die spruite, gooi die wit gom in ‘n blikkie 
om ‘n ringsteen mee vas te plak’ (MH: make a fiddle stick from the 
sprouts, throw the white gum into a can to paste a ring stone) 
Exomis microphylla 
(Amaranthaceae) 
[H] - AC1, EM: 
hondepisbossie; 
[U] - JB1: hondepisbos; 
[H] - EM: ‘gebruik vir sere’ (EM: use for sores); 
[U] - JB1: ‘die wortels word gebruik vir winde by beide kinders en 
volwassenes; drink die toppe vir TB; maak jou vrugbaar om ‘n baba te 
kan kry’ (JB1: the roots are used for flatulence for both children and 
adults; drink the tops for TB; makes you fertile to have a baby); 
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[D] - JS: hondepisbos [D] - JS: ‘die wortel kan gebruik word vir kanker’ (JS: the root can be 
used for cancer) 
Ficus cordata (Moraceae) 
[U] - JB1: vyeboom 
[U] - JB1: ‘vyeboom kan ook gebruik word – druk vratjie stukkend of 
blaas vratjie maan toe’ (JB1: figtree can also be used – pierce wart or 
blow the wart to the moon) 
Fockea spp. (Apocynaceae) 
[PA] - MI: kambro; 
[H] - WE: kambro; 
[U] - JB1: kambro; 
[DR] - DW, HD: kamoo; 
[D] - JS: kamoo; 
[V] - FE, DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
kamoo 
[PA] - MI: ‘eet twee soorte, eet dit vars uit die grond uit’ (MI: eat two 
types, eat it fresh out of the soil); 
[H] - WE: ‘eet dit as ‘n veldkos’ (WE: eat it as a veld food); 
[DR] - DW: ‘maak konfyt en kook dit saam met gemmer en suiker’ (DW: 
make jam and boil it together with ginger and sugar), HD: ‘eet dit’ (HD: 
eat it); 
[D] - JS: ‘dit groei groot, word nie vrot nie, eet dit – smaak soos klapper, 
daar is water daar binne, skil dit af en eet dit, dit is sapperig’ (JS: it 
grows big, does not rot, eat it – tastes like coconut, there is water inside 
it, peel it off and eat it, it is juicy); 
[V] - FE: ‘eet dit, kook konfyt daarvan, dit smaak soos wilde 
waatlemoen’ (FE: eat it, boil jam from it, it tastes like wild melon) 
Foeniculum vulgare 
(Apiaceae) 
[PA] - CM: tuinvinkel, MI: 
vinkel; 
[H] - AC1, WE: vinkel, WE: 
fennel; 
[U] - JB1: vinkel; 
[DR] - DW, HD: vinkel; 
[D] - JS: vinkel; 
[V] - LW1, DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
vinkel 
[PA] - CM, MI: ‘eet dit’ (CM, MI: eat it); 
[H] - AC1: ‘behandel sere op jou voete wat jou nie toelaat om te loop 
nie’ (AC1: treat sores on your feet that will not allow you to walk), EM: 
‘kook en koel dit af en bad ‘n baba daarmee, gee ‘n teelepel daarvan vir 
babas met babawinde’ (EM: boil and cool it down and bathe a baby in it, 
give a teaspoon thereof to babies for infant flatulence), SR: ‘eet dit’ (SR: 
eat it), WE: ‘was seer oë daarmee (pink eyes); eet dit vir ‘n seerbors; 
kook dit saam met vis’ (WE: wash sore eyes with it (pink eyes); eat it for 
a sore chest; cook it together with fish); 
[U] - JB1: ‘eet dit, kou – soet smaak; gebruik dit as insekweerder en vir 
asma’ (JB1: eat it, chew – sweet taste; use it as an insect repellent and 
for asthma); 
[DR] - DW: ‘eet dit – smaak nes anys’ (DW: eat it – tastes just like anise 
seed), HD: ‘gebruik die blare in kos om te eet’ (HD: use the leaves in 
food to eat); 
[D] - JS: ‘eet dit’ (JS: eat it); 
[V] - LW1: ‘eet dit, bad ‘n baba daarin vir hulle vel’ (LW1: eat it, bathe 
baby in it for their skin) 
Galenia africana (Aizoaceae) 
[PA] - CM, MI: geelbos; 
[H] - SR: harpuis; 
[U] - JB1: geelbos; 
[DR] - DW: karoogeelbos, 
DW, HD: geelbos; 
[D] - JS: geelbos, kraalbos; 






[PA] - CM: ‘die klein geelbos is eetbaar vir weiding (het ‘n ander 
groeiwyse), hierdie een maak diere dood, skape se lewer word 
aangetas’ (CM: the small geelbos is edible for grazing (has a different 
growth form), this one kills animals, the liver of sheep are affected),  MI: 
‘beeskrale word hiermee gemaak, pak ‘n skerm hiermee, steek die 
bosse in by die draad om dit dik te kry om die wind af te skerm’ (MI: 
cattle kraals are made with this, pack a shield with this, press the shrubs 
into the wire fence to get it dense to shield off the wind);  
[H] - AC1: ‘‘n man sonder ‘n vrou moet verby ‘n harpuis loop in die berg 
(paljas)’ (AC1: a man without a woman must walk past a harpuis in the 
mountain (“paljas”) – magic medicine (psychological conditions), SR: 
‘bring armoede as jy vuurmaak met hom (paljas)’ (SR: brings poverty if 
you make fire with him (“paljas”) – magic medicine (psychological 
conditions); 
[U] - JB1: ‘skrop en skuur tafels daarmee om ‘n geel kleur te kry; was 
daarmee vir geslagsiektes en vel uitslag; omlope op jou kop; gorrel vir 
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seerkeel en mangels’ (JB1: scrub and sand tables with it to get a yellow 
colour; wash with it to treat STDs and skin rash; ringworm on your head; 
gargle for sore throat and tonsils); 
[DR] - HD: ‘maak vuur daarmee – maak ‘n harde kool, braai 
roosterkoek; as jy die blare te veel kou vir tandpyn maak dit blase in jou 
mond’ (HD: make fire with it – makes a hard coal, fry griddle cakes; if 
you chew the leaves too much for toothache, it will form blisters in your 
mouth); 
[D] - JS: ‘die voortrekkers het dit kraalbos genoem omdat dit gebruik 
was om krale mee te pak; drink dit vir ‘n swak blaas’ (JS: voortrekkers 
(pioneers) called it kraalbos because it was used to pack kraals with; 
drink it for a weak bladder); 
[V] - LW1: ‘gebruik vir kop omlope’ (LW1: use for ringworm), DB: 
‘gebruik dit vir jeukvoete – wintervoete; omlope – vaalkolle’ (DB: use it 
for itchy feet – chillblained feet; ringworm), LJ: ‘elande vreet die geelbos; 
maak perde en donkies dood wat dit vreet’ (LJ: eland eats the geelbos; 
it kills horses and donkeys that eat it), KH: ‘dit roei donkies uit’ (KH: it 
kills donkeys), MH: ‘kleur poppulierhoutplank vloere geel daarmee – 
stamp dit fyn en gooi dit in water in ‘n blik – kleur klei eiergeel om ‘n 
muur ook mee te verf’ (MH: stain poppulier wooden floors yellow – 
pound it finely and add it into water in a can – stains clay egg yellow to 
paint the wall with) 
Galium tomentosum 
(Rubiaceae) 
[PA] - CM: voëltjienes; MI: 
rooivergeet; 
[H] - WE: rooistorm; 
[U] - JB1: rooivergeet; 
[DR] - HD: rooivergeet; 
[D] - JS: rooistorm; 
[V] - DB, KH, LJ, MH: klap-
klap, FE, MH: rooivergeet 
[PA] - CM: ‘voëltjies bou nes daarmee, hulle kan verstrengel word 
daarin’ (CM: birds build nest with it, they can get tangled  in it); 
[H] - WE: ‘drink die wortel vir jou blindederm’ (WE: drink the root for your 
appendix); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir ondervoede kinders (aptydstimuleerder), meng 
die poeiers vir geluk en liefde (paljas)’ (JB1: use it for underfed children 
(appetite stimulator), mix the powders for luck and love (“paljas”) – 
magic medicine (psychological conditions); 
[DR] - DW: ‘was jou oë daarmee’ (DW: wash your eyes with it), HD: 
‘drink dit vir vrouekwale; paljas – toordery’ (HD: drink it for female 
ailments; (“paljas”) – magic medicine (psychological conditions) – 
witchgraft);  
[D] - JS: ‘dit het ‘n rooi wortel; gebruik dit saam met soethout 
(Glycyrrhiza glabra) vir kinderkwale soos borskwale; suikersiekte en ook 
vir beskerming (paljas)’ (JS: it has a red root; use it together with 
soethout (Glycyrrhiza glabra) for childrens’ ailments like chest ailments; 
diabetes and also for protection (“paljas”) – magic medicine 
(psychological conditions); 
[V] - FE: ‘drink die rooi wortel vir enige slegte gevoel (tonikum), die 
water kook rooi’ (FE: drink the red root for any illness (tonic), the water 
boils red), LJ: ‘voëls maak nes van die rooivergeet wol (bosbontrokkies), 
voëltjies los die sade by die doringboom (Vachellia karroo)’ (LJ: birds 
make nest from the rooivergeet cottonwool (bosbontrokkies – type of 
bird), birds leave the seeds at the thorntree (Vachellia karroo); MH: ‘die 
wortel is rooi; gebruik dit vir rugkwale en vrouekwale; maak ‘n krans 
daarmee deur dit bymekaar te druk vir ‘n ruiker’ (MH: the root is red; 
used it for back ailments and female ailments; make a  wreath by 
gathering it together for a flower arrangement) 
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Garuleum bipinnatum 
(Asteraceae) 
[PA] - CM: slanghoutjie;  
[DR] - DW: slanghoutjies; 
[D] - JS: slanghoutjie; 
[V] - LW1, DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
slanghoutjie 
[PA] - CM: ‘dien as dierekos’ (CM: serves as animal food); 
[DR] - DW: ‘maak dit droog en kap dit fyn, meng dit saam met dassiepis, 
neut muskaat en naeltjies en drink dit vir vrugbaarheid’ (DW: dry it out 
and chop it finely, mix it together with dassiepis (rockrabbit urine), 
nutmeg and gloves and drink it for infertility); 
[D] - JS: ‘drink of brand dit (stink) om tokkelossie weg te hou (paljas)’ 
(JS: drink or burn it (stinks) to keep tokkelosh away (“paljas”) – magic 
medicine (psychological conditions); 
[V] - LW1: ‘kook die wortel en drink dit vir alle tipe kwale (tonikum)’ 
(LW1: boil the root and drink it for all kinds of ailments (tonic), DB, LJ: 




[H] - WE: langtong; 
[D] - JS: itelesie; 
[V] - LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 
MH: beestong, MH: tongblaar 
[H] - WE: ‘was jouself daarmee (vel irritasies)’ (WE: wash yourself with it 
(skin irritations); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir jou ore; seerplekke en laat jou hare groei 
(haargroeistimuleerder)’ (JB1: use it for your ears; sore spots and lets 
your hair grow (hair growth stimulator); 
[DR] - HD: plant dit by die huis aan albei kante van die gang om 
moeilikheid weg te hou – tokkelos (toor – paljas) (HD: plant it by the 
house on both sides of the entrance to keep difficulty away – tokkelosh 
(witchcraft – (“paljas”) – magic medicine (psychological conditions); 




[V] - DB, MH: soethout 
[V] - DB: ‘as jy bots met die gereg moet jy ‘n stuk hiervan in jou mond sit 
as jy voor die landdros te stane kom (paljas), suig dit in jou mond 
wanneer jy met ‘n meisie praat (paljas)’ (DB: when you clash with the 
law you should put a piece of this into your mouth before you appear in 
front of the judge (“paljas”) – magic medicine (psychological conditions), 
suck on it in your mouth when you speak to a girl (“paljas”) – magic 
medicine (psychological conditions); KH: ‘dit roep jou liefde terug na jou 
toe (paljas)’ (KH: it calls your love back to you (magic), MH: ‘gebruik dit 
vir brongitis; kroep (kinders); suig daaraan soos ‘n lekker’ (MH: use if for 
bronchitis; croup (children’s ailment), suck on it like a sweet) 
Gomphocarpus fruticosus 
(Apocynaceae) 
[H] - AC1, WE: tontelbos; 
[DR] - DW: melkbos, HD: 
tontelbos; 
[D] - JS: melkbos; 
[V] - DB, KH: klapperbos, LJ: 
tontelbos, MH: blinde-
melkbos, dunblaartjiebos 
[H] - WE: ‘gebruik dit vir pyne (inflammasie), maak ‘n fyn poeier van die 
stokkies en snuif dit’ (WE: use it for pains (inflammation), make a fine 
powder from the stems and use as snuff); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir maagkwale’ (JB1: use it for stomach ailments); 
[DR] - HD: ‘rook die pitjies – maak dit fyn en gooi dit in die pyp saam 
met olieboom (Datura stramonium) vir tandpyn’ (HD: smoke the seeds – 
grind it and add it into the pipe together with olieboom (Datura 
stramonium) for toothache);  
[D] - JS: ‘kan jou hande was met die wortel; dit hou bosluise weg’ (JS: 
can wash your hands with the root; keeps ticks away); 
[V] - DB, KH: ‘dit kry sy naam as gevolg van sy vrugte’ (DB, KH: it gets 
its name because of its fruit) 
Gonialoe variegata 
(Asphodelaceae) 




[PA] - CM: ‘plant dit bo-op grafte’ (CM: plant it onto graves), MI: ‘as ‘n 
doring jou gesteek het in jou voet dan maak jy die blaar warm en sit dit 
op die doring, dit dien as ‘n trekpleister’ (MI: if a thorn gets stuk in your 
foot then you warm up the leaf and place it on the spot to draw out the 
thorn); 
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[H] - WE: kanniedood, 
(intelensie); 
[U] - JB1: kanniedood; 
[DR] - DW: klein aalwyntjie, 
bont aalwynboompie, HD: 
bontaalwyntjie; 
[D] - JS: bontplakkie 
(inthalesi); 
[V] - LW1: aalwynboom, 
LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, MH: 
kanniedood, AW1, FE, KH: 
bontaalwyntjie 
[H] - WE: ‘was jou vel daarmee vir infeksie’ (WE: wash your skin with it 
for skin infections); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir oorontsteking; was jouself daarin as jy uit die 
tronk uit kom om moeilikheid te voorkom, hou die polisie weg (paljas)’ 
(JB1: use it for otitis; wash yourself in it when you are released from 
prison to prevent trouble, keeps the police away (“paljas”) – magic 
medicine (psychological conditions); 
[DR] - HD: ‘gebruik as ‘n paljas – help om tokkelos weg te hou’ (HD: use 
it as a (“paljas”) – magic medicine (psychological conditions) – helps to 
keep the tokkelosh away); 
[D] - JS: ‘dit dien as beskerming, was jouself daarin (paljas)’ (JS: it 
serves as protection, wash yourself in it (“paljas”) – magic medicine 
(psychological conditions); 
[V] - LW1: ‘dit hou die polisie weg as jy dit ophang by die deur (paljas)’ 
(LW1: it keeps the police away if you hang it up by the door (“paljas”) – 
magic medicine (psychological conditions), DB: ‘trek dit en bad daarin 
om jou skoon te maak, was die ‘bad luck’ weg (paljas)’ (DB: infuse it and 
bathe in it to purify yourself, washes away the bad luck (“paljas”) – 
magic medicine (psychological conditions), DB, KH, MH: ‘dit dien as 
beskerming, plant dit by jou hek sodat die polisie nie maklik kan inkom 
nie (paljas)’ (DB, KH, MH: it serves as protection, plant it at your gate so 
that the police can not come inside easily (“paljas”) – magic medicine 
(psychological conditions), MH: ‘sit die blaar onder die as en skeur dit 
oop en plaas dit dan op pitswere so warm as moontlik; trek die blaar en 
hou dit in die voetbad vir wintervoete; trek dit en was jeuk en sweterige 
vel daarmee’ (MH: place the leaf under the ash and tear it open and 
place it onto corns as hot as possible; infuse the leaf and keep it in the 
footbath for chillblained feet; infuse it and wash itchy and sweaty skin 
with it) 
Grewia robusta (Malvaceae) 
[PA] - MI: kruisbessie 




[H] - WE: rivierpampoen; 
[U] - JB1: rivierkalbas, 
kalbasblaar, bitterkalmoes, 
rivierpampoen; 
[D] - JS: rivierpampoen; 
[V] - KH: wildepampoen 
[H] - WE: ‘gebruik dit vir prostaatkliere en dit maak die baarmoeder 
skoon’ (WE: use it for prostate glands and it cleanses the uterus); 
[U] - JB1: ‘drink dit as versterking (tonikum) vir die oorlog; maak die 
baar skoon na geboorte; gebruik vir aambeie’ (JB1: drink it for 
strenghtening (tonic) for the war, make the uterus clean after giving 
birth; use for  haemmorhoids) 
Gymnosporia buxifolia 
(Celastraceae) 
[PA] - MI: pendoring; 
[H] - EM: pendoring; 
[U] - JB1: pendoring; 
[DR] - HD: pendoring; 
[D] - JS: pendoring; 
[V] - LW1, FE: pindoring, LJ: 
stinkpendoring, 
lemoendoring 
[PA] - MI: ‘het dit gebruik as vuurmaakhout op die plase as kind’ (MI: 
used it as firewood on farms as a child); 
[DR] - DW: ‘dit is gevaarlik’ (DW: it is dangerous), HD: ‘dit is baie giftig’ 
(HD: it is very poisonous) 
Helichrysum odoratissimum 
(Asteraceae) 
[PA] - CM: ‘matras word gestop daarmee, dit hou lank, dien as ‘n 
bosluis afweerder’ (CM: stuffed mattrass with it, keeps for long, serves 
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[PA] - CM: hotnotskhoigoed; 
MI: hotnotskooigoed; 
[H] - AC1, EM: 
hotnotskooigoed, WE: 
kooigoed; 
[U] - JB1: hotnotskooigoed; 
[DR] - DW, HD: 
hotnotskooigoed; 
[D] - JS: hotnotskooigoed; 
[V] - FE: hotnotskooigoed, 





as a tick repellent), MI: ‘trek ‘n stokkie af as tee en drink dit vir arthritis, 
brand dit in die huis om muskiete uit te hou en ander goggas wat 
hardloop op die dakke (insekafweerder)’ (MI: infuse a branch as tea and 
drink it for arthiritis, burn it in the house to keep mosquitos out and other 
insects that run on the roof (insect repellent); 
[H] - AC1: ‘brand dit om die huis te beskerm teen spoke (paljas)’ (AC1: 
burn it to protect the house against ghosts (“paljas”) – magic medicine 
(psychological conditions), EM: ‘gebruik as medisyne (tonikum) en gooi 
in jou bed (insekafweerder)’ (EM: use as medicine (tonic) and put in 
your bed (insect repellent), WE: ‘drink dit vir griep en vrouekwale; brand 
dit in die huis vir veiligheid (paljas); dit laat jou lekker slaap 
(kalmeermiddel); laat dit rook om ‘n kind te kalmeer om te slaap’ (WE: 
drink it for colds and female ailments; burn it in the house for safety 
(“paljas”) – magic medicine (psychological conditions); it lets you sleep 
well (calming agent); let it smoke to calm a child down in order to sleep); 
[U] - JB1: ‘dit hou die vlooie weg (insekafweerder); drink dit vir jou niere; 
brand dit vir beskerming teen spoke (paljas)’ (JB1: it keeps the fleas 
away (insect repellent); drink it for your kidneys; burn it for protection 
against ghosts (“paljas”) – magic medicine (psychological conditions); 
[DR] - DW: ‘dit is baie goed vir verkoue; vrouekwale; alles (tonikum)’ 
(DW: it is very good for colds; female ailments; everything (tonic), HD: 
‘gebruik dit teen vrouekwale’ (HD: use it against female ailments); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik dit vir slaapeloosheid – dit maak jou rustig; brand dit; 
dien as paljas teen die tokkelos’ (JS: use it for sleeplessness – it makes 
you calm; burn it; serves as (“paljas”) – magic medicine (psychological 
conditions) against the tokkelosh); 
[V] - FE: ‘meng kooigoed saam met wildewingerd (Cliffortia odorata) en 
drink dir vir nageboortepyne; is ook insekwerend’ (FE: mix kooigoed 
together with wildewingerd (Cliffortia odorata) and drink it for postnatal 
pains; is also an insect repellent), DB, MH: ‘stop matrasse daarmee – dit 
is ‘n insekweerder van luise en weerluise; gooi dit in ‘n gooiing sak en sit 
dit by kaste’ (DB, MH: stuff mattrasses with it – it is an insect repellent of 
lice and bed bugs, put it in a bag and place it by cupboards), MH: ‘trek 
en drink dit vir rug- en blaaskwale; brand dit vir kinderslaaploosheid; 
brand dit om spoke en die tokkelossie weg te hou (paljas)’ (MH: infuse 
and drink it for back and bladder ailments; burn it for child 
sleeplessness; burn it to keep ghosts and the tokkelosh away (“paljas”) 




[V] - LJ: broodbossie 
[V] - LJ: ‘eet die blare (geel blom), dit smelt weg in jou mond dan is daar 
hare in jou mond oor’ (LJ: eat the leaves (yellow flower), it melts away in 
your mouth then there is hair in your mouth left) 
Hermannia cuneifolia 
(Malvaceae) 
[V] - LJ: jakkalskos, 
oukossie, vetkos 
[DR] - HD: ‘jangroentjies drink die sap van die blom’ (HD: jangroentjies 
(a type of bird) drinks the juice of the flower) 
Hermannia filifolia 
(Malvaceae) 
[V] - LJ: oukossie, vetkos 
[V] - LJ: ‘eet die blomme’ (LJ: eat the flowers) 
Hoodia spp. (Apocynaceae) 
[PA] - CM, MI: ghaap; 
[PA] - CM: ‘eet dit, kou en spoeg dit uit, vat dan ‘n mondvol brandewyn 
– gee ‘n soet nasmaak, rook-proe dit vir pyprokers – suiker soet 
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[V] - DB, KH, LJ, MH: ghaap nasmaak, versoeter’ (CM: eat it, chew and spit it out, take then a 
mouthfull of brandy – gives a sweet aftertaste, smoke-taste it for pipe 
smokers – sugary sweet aftertaste, sweetner), MI: ‘eet dit, gebruik dit 
tydens ‘n dieet – dit help jou om minder te eet (aptytonderdrukkend), vat 
jou eetlus weg, gee ‘n soetsmaak in die mond as jy rook daarna’ (MI: eat 
it, use it during a diet – it helps you to eat less (appetite suppresant), 
takes away your the appetite, gives sweet taste in the mouth if you 
smoke afterwards);  
[H] - AC1: ‘dit groei in die rotstuin’ (AC1: it grows in the succulent 
garden); 
[V] - DB, KH, LJ, MH: ‘eet dit, skil dit af en eet die vleis, eet slegs ‘n 
klein stukkie om die honger te stil’ (DB, KH, LJ, MH: eat it, peel it off and 
eat the flesh, eat only a small piece to suppress the hunger) 
Hypoxis hemerocallidea 
(Hypoxidaceae) 
[D] - JS: African potato 
[D] - JS: ‘gooi dit saam in mengels vir geslagsiektes’ (JS: add it together 
in mixtures for sexual transmitted diseases (STD’s) 
Kedrostis foetidissima 
(Cucurbitaceae) 
[PA] - CM: stinkpatat; 
[H] - AC1, WE: stinkpatat; 
[U] - JB1: vrotpatat, stink-
patat; 
[V] - DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
stinkpatat, DB: bitterpatat, 
LJ: ystervarkpatat 
[H] - AC1, WE: ‘gebruik dit vir die maag’ (AC1, WE: use it for the 
stomach); 
[U] - JB1: ‘dit is maagmedisyne’ (JB1: it is stomach medicine); 
[V] - MH: ‘gebruik dit vir maagkwale, kerf dit op en gooi dit oop om 
droog te word – bitter smaak’ (MH: use it for stomach ailments, chop it 
up and throw it open to dry out – bitter taste’  
Kedrostis nana 
(Cucurbitaceae) 
[PA] - MI: bobbejaankambro 
[H] - WE: bitterpatat; 
[DR] - DW: bitterpatat; 
[D] - JS: patat; 
[V] - LW1, FE: bitterpatat 
[PA] - MI: ‘dit proe bitter, gebruik dit as toorgoed (paljas) – trek dit saam 
met dawidjiewortel (Cissampelos capensis) en drink dit, behandel 
maagkwale daarmee’ (MI: it tastes bitter, use it as witchgraft (“paljas”) – 
magic medicine (psychological conditions) - infuse it together with 
dawidjiewortel (Cissampelos capensis) and drink it, treat stomach 
ailments with it); 
[H] - WE: ‘gebruik dit vir maagpyne, maagkrampe en vir veiligheid 
(paljas)’ (WE: use it for stomach pains, stomach cramps and for 
protection (“paljas”) – magic medicine (psychological conditions); 
[DR] - DW: ‘dit bring al die vuilis op (purgeermiddel); dit werk teen 
onveiligheid (paljas); droog dit uit deur ‘n draad daar deur te steek deur 
die skywe en maal dit dan op as dit droog is’ (DW: it brings up all the 
filth (purgative - emetic), works against evil influence (“paljas”) – magic 
medicine (psychological conditions), dry it out by piercing a wire through 
the disks and grind it up when it is dry); 
[V] - LW1: ‘sny dit op en trek die patat, drink dit vir blaaskwale’ (LW1: 
cut it up and infuse the potato, drink it for bladder ailments), FE: ‘drink 
dit vir enige iets (tonikum)’ (FE: drink it for anything (tonic) 
Leonotis leonurus 
(Lamiaceae) 
[PA] - CM: wildedagga; MI: 
wildebergdagga; 
[H] - AC1, WE: wilde-dagga; 
[U] - JB1: salie; 
[DR] - DW: blomdagga 
[PA] - MI: ‘trek dit en drink dit vir lae en hoë bloeddruk’ (MI: infuse it and 
drink it for low and high blood pressure); 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: ‘gebruik dit teen hoë bloeddruk’ (AC1, EM, SR: use 
it against high blood pressure); 
[DR] - DW: ‘dit groei regop, gebruik dit vir suikersiekte’ (DW: it grows 
upright, use it for diabetes) 
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Leonotis ocymifolia 
(Lamiaceae) 
[PA] - CM, MI: klipdagga; 
[H] - AC1: klipdagga; 
[U] - JB1: klipdagga; 
[DR] - DW, HD: klipdagga; 
[D] - JS: wildedagga; 
[V] - LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 
MH: klipdagga 
[PA] - CM: ‘dit groei nie op die vlakte nie maar groei op die Witberg, dis 
klein en gevaarlik; veewagters rook die saad (blomkop) en blare – dit is 
narkoties’ (CM: it does not grow on the plains but grows on the Wit 
Mountain, it is small and dangerous; herdsman smoke the seeds 
(flowerhead) and leaves – it is narcotic (psychoactive drug); MI: ‘trek dit 
en drink dit vir lae en hoë bloeddruk’ (MI: infuse it and drink it for low 
and high blood pressure); 
[H] - EM: ‘gebruik dit vir griep’ (EM: use it for influenza), WE: ‘gebruik dit 
vir hoë bloeddruk’ (WE: use it for high blood pressure); 
[U] - JB1: ‘drink dit vir suikersiekte’ (JB1: drink it for diabetes); 
[DR] - DW: ‘dit is plat; gebruik dit vir maagkwale; meng klipdagga saam 
met vyeblare (Ficus cordata) vir suiker’ (DW: it is flat; use it for stomach 
ailments; mix klipdagga together with vyeblare (Ficus cordata) for 
diabetes), HD: ‘drink dit as ‘n medisyne (tonikum) maar nie te sterk nie, 
dis baie giftig; rook die blare deur dit fyn te maak eers, dien as 
plaasvervanger vir dagga (Cannabis sativa)’ (HD: drink it as a medicine 
(tonic) but not too strong, it’s very poisonous, smoke the leaves by 
grinding it up finely, serves as a replacement for dagga (Cannabis 
sativa); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘kook die blare en drink dit vir rugpyne’ (LW1, FE: boil the 
leaves and drink it for backache), MH: ‘gebruik dit vir rouseer in die 
maag; suur (indigestion); depressie en hoë bloeddruk’ (MH: use it for 




[U] - JB1: vinkkos; 
[V] - KH: peperbos 
no uses recorded 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
frutescens & Lessertia 
frutescens subsp. 
microphylla (Fabaceae)  
[PA] - CM: Sutherlandia; MI: 
kankerbossie, kalkoenbel, 
wildekeurtjie, gansie; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: gansies, 
WE: gansie, kankerbossie; 
[U] - JB1: gansies; 
[DR] - DW, HD: 
wildepieletjie, HD: 
kankerbos, wildegansie; 
[D] - JS: wildepeultjies, 
wildepeeletjies, kankerbos; 
[V] – LW1: pieletjies, LW1, 







[PA] - CM: ‘die hoë een met smal peule en dun rooi steel groei in die 
Swartbergpas, dit is giftig as te veel daarvan gedrink word, trek dit vir 
kanker – baie bitter smaak’ (CM: the tall one with narrow pods and thin 
red stem grows in the Swartberg Pass, it is poisonous if drunk too much, 
infuse it for cancer – very bitter taste’; MI: ‘die kortkankerbossie is 
vroulik en die langkankerbossie is manlik, dit word gebruik teen 
maagkwale en kanker’ (MI: the short kankerbossie is female and the tall 
kankerbossie is male, it is used againsts stomach ailments and cancer); 
[H] - AC1: ‘kinders sit die peul op die water en speel daarmee daarom 
het dit die naam ‘gansies’ (AC1: children place the pod on top of the 
water and play with it therefore it gets the name ‘gansies’ (looks like 
geese); AC1, EM, SR: ‘gebruik dit vir suikersiekte en maagkwale – bitter 
smaak, kan vir alle kwale gebruik word (tonikum)’ (AC1, EM, SR: used it 
for diabetes and stomach ailments – bitter taste, can be used for all 
ailments (tonic), WE: ‘gebruik dit vir griep, verkoue en kanker – dit werk 
teen die selle, bitter smaak maar lekker nasmaak’ (WE: use it for 
influenza, colds and cancer – it works against the cells, bitter taste but 
nice after taste); 
[U] - JB1: ‘die platte word die meeste gebruik; jy kan ook albei saam 
gebruik teen kanker; hoë bloeddruk; suikersiekte; griep; meng dit saam 
met heuning vir hoes; dit kan ook saam met wildedagga (Leonotis 
leonurus) gerook word’ (Leonotis leonurus)’ (JB1: the flat one is used 
most of the time; you can also use both together against cancer; high 
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blood pressure; diabetes; influenza; mix it together with honey for 
cough; it can also be smoked together with wildedagga (Leonotis 
leonurus); 
[DR] - DW: drink dit sterk, dit bring die bloedsuiker af; was vaal oë 
daarmee; pluk beide in die winter om te gebruik vir maagkwale; 
suikersiekte en oë’ (DW: drink it strong, it brings the bloodsugar level 
down; wash pale eyes with it; pick both in the winter to use for stomach 
ailments; diabetes and eyes), HD: ‘gebruik dit vir kanker; suikersiekte; 
hoë bloeddruk; drink dit as ‘n profolaksis (voorsorg, voorbehoedmiddel 
vir kanker); maagpyn; trek dit nie as dit in blom is nie, gebruik dit voordat 
dit blom – trek het dan meer krag; langbeen wildegansie en kortbeen 
wildegansie – gebruik die tweede een as die beste een voordat hy blom, 
blomme moet nie oop wees vir bestuiwing nie, gebruik slegs die blare 
dan, lekker bitter smaak’ (HD: use it for cancer; diabetes; high blood 
pressure; drink is as a profolactic (precaution, contraceptive drug for 
cancer); stomach pain, do not infuse it when it is in flower, use it before 
it flowers – infusion is more powerful, long leg wildegansie and short leg 
wildegansie – use the second one as the best one before it flowers, 
flowers should not be open for pollination, use the leaves only, very 
bitter taste);  
[D] - JS: ‘die mannetjie groei lank en die wyfie groei plat; gebruik dit vir 
kanker; hoë bloeddruk en sinus’ (JS: the male grows tall and the female 
grows flat; use it for cancer; high blood pressure and sinus); 
[V] - LW1: ‘trek dit vir kanker; hoog ene – mannetjie; plat ene – wyfie 
wat die beste een is’ (LW1: infuse it for cancer; tall one – male; flat one 
– female is the best one), DB: ‘meng die mannetjie en die wyfie saam vir 
vrugbaarheid – Skoonma Flora Ewits sê so; Oupa Karneels Wagena 
was ‘n bossiedokter’ (DB: mix the male and the female together for 
infertility – Mother in Law Flora Ewits says so; Grandpa Karneels 
Wagena was a bossiedokter (bush doctor)’, DB, KH: ‘die wyfie groei plat 
en die mannetjie groei hoog’ (DB, KH: the female grows flat and the 
male grows tall), LJ: ‘dit is goed vir alles (tonikum)’ (LJ: it is good for 
everything (tonic), MH: ‘gebruik vir kanker; hoë bloeddruk en 
suikersiekte – proe lekker bitter maar het ‘n soet nasmaak’ (MH: use for 
cancer; high blood pressure and diabetes – tastes very bitter but has a 
sweet after taste) 
Leysera gnaphalodes 
(Asteraceae) 
[PA] - CM: teringtee; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: vaaltee, 
skaaptee; 
[U] - JB1: skaaptee 
[PA] - CM: ‘dit groei nie hier nie, dit is ‘n seisoen plant, dit was eers 
gebruik gewees deur die hottentot en toe die boesman – hulle het dit 
geëet aangesien hulle nie vuur gehad het om mee tee te maak nie’ (CM: 
it does not grow here, it is a seasonal plant, it was first used by the 
hottentot then by the bushman – they ate it since they had no fire to 
make tea); 
[H] - EM: ‘trek dit af as tee, het pophuis gespeel daarmee’ (EM: infuse it 
as a tea, played doll house with it); 
[U] - JB1: ‘drink dit as ‘n tee’ (JB1: drink it as a tea) 
Limeum aethiopicum 
(Limeaceae) 
[PA] - CM: 
koggelmandervoetkaroo; MI: 
koggelmanderbossie; 
[U] - JB1: knoppiesdagga; 
[PA] - CM: ‘dit groei nie hier nie maar in groei in die Ladismith en die 
Barrydale omgewing, die saad word gebruik – rooster en maal dit op ‘n 
klip tot ‘n poeier, lek aan die poeier – dit gee vir jou uithouvermoë 
(energietonikum)’ (CM: it does not grow here but grows in the Ladismith 
and Barrydale area, the seed is used – roast and grind it on a stone into 
a powder, lick the powder – it gives you stamina (energy tonic); 
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[DR] - HD: boesmandagga; 
[D] - JS: boesmankruip, 
boesmanbekruip, bekruip, 
gansies; 




[U] - JB1: ‘skape en bokke vreet hom’ (JB1: sheep and goats eat it); 
[DR] - HD: ‘rook die pitte (as dit voel asof jou kop gaan oop bars, los dit 
eerder – “psychoactive drug”); omlope, brand die bos, kook en was die 
kind se kop daarmee – maak dit vinnig gesond; goeie skaapkos; drink 
dit vir hoë bloeddruk’ (HD: smoke the seeds (if it feels like your head is 
going to explode then rather leave it - psychoactive drug); ringworm, 
burn the bush, boil and wash the childs’ head – heals it quickly; good 
sheep fodder; drink it for high blood pressure); 
[D] - JS: ‘dit groei plat, rook die sade (ghanja sade lyk soortgelyk); jou 
skaduwee mag nie op hom val nie anders werk hy nie (paljas)’ (JS: it 
grows flat, smoke the seeds (ghanja seeds lookalike, psychoactive 
drug); your shadow must not fall on him otherwise he will not work 
(“paljas”) – magic medicine (psychological conditions); 
[V] - LW1: ‘dit het ‘n hoë weidingswaarde’ (LW1: it has a high grazing 
value), KH: ‘dit gee vir jou knop-oë as jy dit rook’ (KH: it gives you 
swollen eyes when you smoke it); LJ: ‘jy kan dit eet’ (LJ: you can eat it); 
MH: ‘mense word siek van hom as jy hom rook, die kinders van 1977 
het mal geraak van die rook, rook dit in ’n melkbossteelpyp’ (MH: people 
get sick of it if you smoke it, the children from 1977 went crazy 
(psychoactive drug) from the smoke, smoke it in a melkbos (Euphorbia 
mauritanica) pipe-stem)  
Lobostemon fruticosus 
(Boraginaceae) 
[PA] - CM: 
agtdaegeneesbos; 
[V] - DW, HD: geneesbos 
no uses recorded 
Lycium horridum 
(Solanaceae) 
[PA] - CM: wolwedoring-bos, 
krubos; MI: krudoring; 
[U] - JB1: krudoring; 
[DR] - DW: pendoring; 
[D] - JS: krudoring;         [V] - 
LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, MH: 
wolwedoring, DB, KH, LJ, 
MH: krudoring 
[PA] - CM: ‘dit is die hardste hout, die boesman het dit gebruik om vuur 
mee te maak; eet die bessies soos ‘n tamatie, proe amper soos goji 
bessies’ (CM: it is the hardest wood, the bushman used it to make fire 
with; eat the berries like a tomato, tastes almost like goji berries), MI: 
‘eet die bessies wanneer hulle rooi is’ (MI: eat the berries when they are 
red); 
[H] - WE: ‘eet die bessie’ (WE: eat the berry); 
[U] - JB1: ‘dit is giftig’ (JB1: it is poisonous); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘eet die bessie’ (LW1, FE: eat the berry); MH: ‘eet die 
bessies – proe bietjie bitter, eet alle Lyciums; trek die blare en bas en 
was seer oë daarmee, skei ‘n hoendereier se wit en klits dit – sit dit op ‘n 
skoon lappie dan op jou oë en hou dit so vir ‘n rukkie’ (MH: eat the 
berries – tastes a little bitter, eat all Lyciums, infuse the leaves and bark 
and wash sore eyes with it, divide a chicken egg white and beat it – 
place it on a clean cloth and then onto your eyes and hold it like that for 
a while) 
Malva parviflora (Malvaceae) 
[PA] - CM: kiesieblaar; MI: 
pampoentjiebossie; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: 
kiesieblaar; 
[U] - JB1: pampoentjies, 
kiesieblaar; 
[DR] - DW: kiesieblaar, HD: 
pampoenblaartjie; 
[PA] - CM: ‘die ou mense het die blare gepak tussen twee stukke lap vir 
kopseer en oogseer; moet dit nie in jou oog sit nie, dit sal jou blind 
maak; eet die pitte’ (CM: the old people packed the leaves in between 
two pieces of cloth for headache and sore eyes; do not put it into your 
eye, it will make you blind; eat the seeds); MI: ‘eet dit, dit lyk soos 
pampoentjies – het pophuis gespeel daarmee’ (MI: eat it, it looks like 
little pumpkins – played dollhouse with it); 
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[D] - JS: pampoentjies; 
[V] - LW1, FE: kiesblaar, DB, 
KH, LJ, MH: kiesieblaar, MH: 
pampoentjie 
 
[H] - AC1, WE: ‘eet die pampoentjies’ (AC1, WE: eat the little 
pumpkins), EM: ‘kook dit en gee dit vir ‘n baba as koorsig is’ (EM: boil it 
and give it to a baby when feverish); 
[U] - JB1: ‘eet dit, maak ‘n pap pleister daarvan saam met asyn vir 
verstuitings’ (JB1: eat it, make a poultice thereof with vinegar for 
sprains); 
[DR] - DW: ‘dit blaas jou op, diere kan nie baie hiervan vreet nie maar 
varke kan baie daarvan eet’ (DW: it inflates you, animals can not eat too 
much of this but pigs can eat a lot of it); HD: ‘eet die pampoentjie – proe 
vetterig, varke eet die plant’ (HD: eat the little pumpkin – tastes greasy, 
pigs eat the plant); 
[D] - JS: ‘eet dit’ (JS: eat it); 
[V] - MH: ‘eet die pampoentjies (die plant kry pampoentjies); hoenders 
eet dit ook; volstruise vrek daarvan en skape blaas op as hulle dit verlep 
eet’ (MH: eat the little pumpkins (the plant gets little pumpkins); chickens 
eat it too; ostriches dies from it and sheep gets flatulated if they eat it 




[PA] - CM: hondebos, 
spanspekbos; 
[V] - LW1, FE, LJ: span-
spekbos 
[PA] - CM: ‘dit is hoogs vreetbaar (het ‘n weidings waarde van 5)’ (CM: 




[V] - DB, KH, LJ, MH: ou-
meid-op-die-werf 
[V] - DB: ‘vir vroumense wat nie kan teel nie (vrugbaarheid - vroedvrou), 
kneus dit, trek en drink die bos om vrouedele skoon te maak’ (DB: for 
women who can not fall pregnant (fertility – midwife), bruise it, infuse 
and drink the shrub to cleanse female parts), MH: ‘gebruik dit vir die 
niere - trek dit saam met ‘n driejarige seun se uriene en drink dit as jy ‘n 
vrou is en mans moet dit trek saam met ‘n driejarige dogter se uriene en 
dit drink’ (MH: use it for the kidneys – infuse it together with a three year 
old boy’s urine and drink it if you are a woman and men must infuse it 
together with a three year old girl’s urine and drink it)  
Melianthus comosus 
(Melianthaceae) 
[PA] - CM: kruidjie-roer-my-
niet, truitjie-roer-my-niet; MI: 
kruidjie-roer-menie; 
[H] - AC1: katjie-roemenie, 
kruidjie-roemenie, WE: 
kruidjie-roer-my-nie; 
[U] - JB1: katjie-roer-my-nie; 
[DR] - DW: katjie-roer-my-nie 
boom, katjie-roemenie, HD: 
katjie-riemenie, katjie-
roemenie; 
[D] - JS: katjie-roer-my-nie;    
[V] - LW1: kruidjie-roer-my-
niet, DB, FE, KH, MH: 
kruidjie-roermenie, katjie-
roermenie 
[PA] - CM: ‘dit is ‘n medisyne plant, moet dit nie direk op jou vel sit nie – 
dit sal ‘n sweer vorm, maak ‘n kompress daarvan; hierdie plant is 
selfbeskermend – die Namibiese spesie sal verlep as jy aan hom vat; 
die blomnektar word oor ‘n wit papier uitgeskud en opgelek’ (CM: it is a 
medicinal plant, do not place it directly onto your skin – it will form an 
ulcer, make a compress of it; this plant is selfprotecting – the Namibian 
species will wilt if you touch it; the flower nectar is shaken out over a 
white piece of paper and licked up); MI: ‘trek dit deur die blare te kook in 
‘n kastrol en was verstuite voete met die water, gooi dit oor jou bene ook 
vir jig’ (MI: infuse it by boiling the leaves in a pot and wash sprained feet 
with the water, pour it over your legs too for gout); 
[H] - EM: ‘kook dit in ‘n blik beker omdat dit giftig is en was jou bene 
daarmee’ (EM: boil it in a tin cup because it is poisonous and wash your 
legs with it); SR: ‘die oumense het dit baie gebruik’ (SR: the old people 
used it a lot), WE: ‘was jou daarmee vir pyne en seerplekke, was jou 
hande daarna omdat dit giftig is’ (WE: wash yourself with it for pains and 
sore spots, wash your hands afterwards since it is poisonous); 
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[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit as ‘n was vir pyne in bene en jeuk agv allergië, 
soos kasterbosolie (Ricinus communis), sit dit in water vir arthritis en 
pynvoete’ (JB1: use it as a wash for pains in legs and itch because of 
allergy, like castorbush oil (Ricinus communis), place it in water for 
arthiritis and pain feet); 
[DR] - DW: ‘kook en was jou bene daarmee, dit is giftig – jy kan dit nie 
drink nie, gebruik dit vir baie seer bene, plaas die blare om jou bene, 
jangroentjie suig die nektar uit’ (DW: boil and wash youe legs with it, it is 
poisonous – you can not drink it, use it for very painful legs, place the 
leaves around your legs, jangroentjie (a type of bird) sucks out the 
nectar); HD: ‘kook dit en koel dit af en was daarin vir reiniging teen 
toordery (paljas), die blare ruik sleg’ (HD: boil it and cool it down and 
wash in it for purification against witchcraft (“paljas”) – magic medicine 
(psychological conditions), the leaves smell bad); 
[D] - JS: ‘dit stink as jy aan hom vat, was jou bene daarmee as dit seer 
is of geswel is’ (JS: it stinks when you touch it, wash your legs with it if 
they are sore or swollen); 
[V] - LW1: ‘was moeë bene daarme en gebruik dit vir seer pyn’ (LW1: 
wash tired legs with it and use it for sore pain); DB, KH, LJ, MH: ‘dit is 
giftig’ (DB, KH, LJ, MH: it is poisonous), DB: ‘gebruik dit vir sere op die 
kop – trek en was jou kop daarmee (omlope), trek en was ‘n hond met 
brandsiek twee tot drie keer daarmee’ (DB: use it for ringworm – infuse 
and wash your head with it, infuse and wash dogs with mangy twice to 
three times with it (veterinary medicine), KH: ‘gebruik dit vir pynbene en 
seervoete; donkie medisyne – was die donkie se voorkwarte daarmee 
en draai die bene toe met die blare’ (KH: use it for painful legs and sore 
feet; donkey medicine – wash the donkey’s forequarter with it and wrap 
the legs with the leaves), MH: ‘gebruik dit vir ‘n wond wat nie wil genees’ 
(MH: use it for a wound that does not heal) 
Melianthus major 
(Melianthaceae) 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik Melianthus major vir geelslangpik’ (JB1: use M. major 
for yellow snake-bite) 
Mentha longifolia 
(Lamiaceae) 
[PA] - CM: ballerja, ballerjan, 
balderja; MI: langblaarmint; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: ballerja, 
kruisement, WE: kruistement, 
ballerja; 
[U] - JB1: balderjan; 
[DR] - DW: balterja, balderja, 
HD: balderjan; 
[D] - JS: pepperment; 
[V] - LW1, FE: balderja, KH: 
balterjar, MH: balderjar 
[PA] - CM: ‘kan seerplekke daarmee toemaak, het medikasie waarde vir 
stampe en stote’ (CM: can heal sore spots with it, has medicinal value 
for bruises); MI: ‘gebruik dit vir hartkwale, eet dit’ (MI: use it for heart 
ailments, eat it); 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: ‘eet dit vir kruie in vleis frikkadelle’ (AC1, EM, SR: 
eat it as herbs in meatballs); EM: ‘gebruik die wilde ene’ (EM: use the 
wild one), WE: ‘gebruik dit vir verkoue, dit groei by die veld’ (WE: use it 
for colds, it grows by the field); 
[U] - JB1: ‘was jou vel daarmee vir ekseem; drink dit vir jou niere en vir 
griep; eet dit’ (JB1: wash your skin with it for eczema; drink it for your 
kidneys and for influenza, eat it); 
[DR] - DW: ‘trek dit vir tee en verkoue’ (DW: infuse it for tea and colds); 
HD: ‘gebruik dit as koskruie, dien as ‘n medisyne middel (tonikum)’ (HD: 
use it as food herbs, serves as a medicinal substance (tonic); 
[D] - JS: ‘eet dit, gebruik dit vir borskwale’ (JS: eat it, use it for chest 
ailments); 
[V] - FE: ‘dit ruik lekker, eet dit in jou kos’ (FE: it smells nice, eat it in 
your food); KH: ‘drink dit soos tee’ (KH: drink like tea); MH: ‘gebruik dit 
vir verkoue’ (MH: use it for colds) 
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Mesembryanthemum 
coriarium (Aizoaceae) 
[DR] - DW: loogbos 
[DR] - DW: ‘dit het ‘n geelblom, loog om twak te droog, sweet twak met 




[PA] - CM: asbos; 
[H] - WE: asbos; 
[U] - JB1: asbos; 
[DR] - DW: loogbos, HD: 
asbos; 
[D] - JS: asbos; 
[V] - LW1, FE: loogasbos, 
DB, KH, LJ, MH: asbos 
[PA] - CM: ‘brand dit om loogas te maak’ (CM: burn it to make lye ash); 
[H] - EM: ‘eet die vruggie’ (EM: eat the fruit), WE: ‘gebruik dit as 
takskerms’ (WE: use it as branch fences); 
[U] - JB1: ‘loog twak daarmee, gebruik gannabos (Salsola aphylla) om 
die as mee te koek’ (JB1: lye tobacco with it, use gannabos (Salsola 
aphylla) to bind the ash); 
[DR] - HD: ‘gebruik dit as loogas om pruimtwak mee te loog, was jou 
kop daarin vir skilfers’ (HD: use it as lyeash to lye chewing tobacco, 
wash your head in it for dandruff); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘gebruik dit as snuif’ (LW1, FE: use it as snuff), LJ: ‘asbos 
word aan gesteek om te brand – maak loogas vir tabak en rosyne, kan 
gannabos loog daarmee, wassoda en bytsoda kan ook gebruik word 
maar asbosloog is van hoë kwaliteit en gee ‘n ander smaak’ (LJ: ignite 
asbos to burn – make lyeash for tobacco and make raisins, can lye 
gannabos with it, washing soda and caustic soda can also be used but 
asbosloog is of high quality and gives a different taste) 
Mesembryanthemum 
tortuosum (Aizoaceae) 
[PA] - CM, MI: kougoed; 
[U] - JB1: kannabos; 
[D] - JS: kougoed; 
[V] - LW1, FE, DB: kougoed, 
MH: koukos, skilpadghoena 
[PA] - CM: ‘druk die sop uit vir babas wat tande sny, smeer dit aan die 
tandvleis, dit dien as verdowing; jy laat wildsbokke dit vreet as hulle 
gevang moet word – dit maak die bok dronk (verdoof); jy kan dit eet ook’ 
(CM: press the juice out for babies when teething, apply it to the gum, it 
acts as a sedative; let game eat it if they have to get caught – makes the 
game drunk (sedated); you can eat it too), MI: ‘dit dien as ‘n 
slaapmiddel, gebruik dit as jy nie kan rus nie, eet dit soos ‘n slaappil om 
te kalmeer en rustig te slaap’ (MI: it serves as a sleeping aid, use it if 
you can not relax, eat it like a sleeping pill to calm down and to sleep 
peacefully); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik die witblom vir alle kwale (tonikum)’ (JB1: use the 
white flower for all ailments (tonic); 
[D] - JS: ‘dit groei plat’ (JS: it grows flat); 
[V] - DB: ‘gebruik dit vir tandpyn’ (DB: use it for toothache), MH: ‘gebruik 
dit vir babawinde en suur (gebruik dit saam met misbredie)’ (MH: use it 




[PA] - CM, MI: bokhorinkie; 
MI: steenbokhorinkie; 
[U] - JB1: kannetjies; 
[DR] - DW, HD: bokeiers 
[PA] - CM: ‘eet die blom, dit help vir tandpyn’ (CM: eat the flower, it 
helps for toothache); 
[H] - EM: ‘drink dit en eet die vrug’ (EM: drink it and eat the fruit); 
[U] - JB1: ‘drink die blom uit, eet dit’ (JB1: drink the flower out, eat it); 




[PA] - CM: skilpadbessie; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: bessie; 
[U] - JB1: duinebessie 
(perhaps M. scoparia?); 
[V] - MH: duinebessie, 
dennebessie 
[H] - AC1: ‘eet dit’ (AC1: eat it); 
[U] - JB1: ‘dit het donker bessies met dorings aan; gebruik dit vir TB en 
suikersiekte; eet die bessies; trek dit  saam met kammiebos (Cliffortia 
strobilifera)’ (JB1: it has dark berries with thorns on; use it for TB and 
diabetes; eat the berries;  infuse it together with kammiebos (Cliffortia 
stobilifera); 
[V] - MH: ‘eet dit en spoeg die pitte uit – dit het ‘n koeldrank smaak, die 
pitte kan geëet word vir hartkwale’ (MH: eat it and spit out the seeds – it 
has a colddrink taste, the seeds can b;e eaten for heart ailments) 
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Nicotiana glauca 
(Solanaceae) 
[PA] - CM: wildetwak, 
wildetabak; 
[U] - JB1: wildetwak; 
[D] - JS: wildetwak; 
[V] - LW1, FE: wildetwak, 
DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
wildetwakboom 
[PA] - CM: ‘ dit is slegs vir uitwendige gebruik’ (CM: it is only for topical 
use); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit as ‘n kompress’ (JB1: use it as a compress); 
[DR] - HD: ‘dit word gebruik vir swere; dit is baie giftig’ (HD: it is used for 
ulcers; it is very poisonous); 
[D] - JS: ‘dit is baie giftig; dit word gebruik vir pynplekke’ (JS: it is very 
poisonous; it is used for pains); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘plak die blare bo-op jou kop vir kopseer’ (LW1, FE: paste 
the leaves on top of your head for headache), LJ: ‘jy kan dit rook, dit 
maak diere dood’ (LJ: you can smoke it, it kills animals), MH: ‘rook dit as 
asma behandeling’ (MH: smoke it as an asthma treatment) 
Notobubon tenuifolium 
(Apiaceae) 
[U] - JB1: wildeseldery; 
[DR] - DW, HD: bergseldery; 
[V] - DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
wildeseldery 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir jou niere; vir koue (inflammasie) en om water 
afwerk; as jy opgeswel is werk dit as ‘n uriendrywer’ (JB1: use it for your 
kidneys; for colds (inflammation) and as a diuretic; if you are swollen it 
will work as an oedema); 
[DR] - DW: ‘dit dryf water af; kan dit gebruik vir alles (tonikum)’ (DW: it is 
used as a diuretic, can use it for everything (tonic), HD: ‘trek dit vir jou 
rug en niere; dien as ‘n uriendrywer; gebruik dit om vrouekwale te 
behandel; moet dit nie aanmekaar drink nie’ (HD: infuse it for your back 
and kidneys; serves as a diuretic; use it to treat female ailments; do not 
drink it continuously) 
Nymania capensis 
(Meliaceae)  
[PA] - CM: klappiesbos; MI: 
klapperbos; 
[U] - JB1: wildegranaat; 
[DR] - DW: klapperboom, 
HD: klapperbos; 
[D] - JS: klapperbos; 
[V] - LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 
MH: klapperbos 
[PA] - CM: ‘die saad word opgevang en gemaal in meule saam met 
pampoenpitte en word vir die vel gebruik om aan te smeer; 
pampoenpitte kan ook as ‘n wurmontsmettingsmiddel vir kinders gebruik 
word asook om jou maag skoon te kry’ (CM: the seed is caught up and 
grinded in mills together with pumpkin seeds and used for the skin as an 
ointment; pumpkin seeds can also be used as a deworming agent for 
children as well as to cleanse your the stomach); 
[U] - JB1: ‘krap die bas op en af om alkoholiste naar te maak om op te 
hou drink’ (JB1: scrape the bark up and down to make alcoholics 
nauseous (emetic) so that they will quit drinking); 
[DR] - DW, HD: ‘gebruik dit in blommerangskikkings’ (DW, HD: use it in 
flower arrangements); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘klappers is vir die mooigeid’ (LW1, FE: crackers is for 
prettiness), MH: ‘krap die bas op en af en gooi dit in tee of wyn om jou af 
te haal van die alkohol (alkoholisme) –  dit gee vir jou maagwerkings 
(hardlywigheid) en laat jou opgooi’ (MH: scrape the bark up and down 
and add it into tea or wine to make you quit alcohol (alcholism) – it gives 
you diarhoea (constipation) and makes you nauseous (emetic) 
Olea europaea subsp. 
cuspidata (Oleaceae) 
[PA] - CM: olyfhout, 
olienhout, MI: wildeolyf; 
[H] - SR: oleinboom, WE: 
oleinhout; 
[U] - JB1: olienhout; 
[DR] - DW: wildeolyfboom, 
HD: olienhout; 
[V] - LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 
MH: swartolien 
[PA] - CM: ‘eet die bessies, dit is ‘n goeie hout vir meubels en jukskeie’ 
(CM: eat the berries, it is a good wood for furniture (timber) and jukskeie 
– wooden clubs used to play a traditional game); 
[H] - WE: ‘eet die bessies, dit is ‘n goeie vuurmaakhout’ (WE: eat the 
berries, it is a good firewood); 
[U] - JB1: ‘dit is ‘n goeie brandhout; drink dit vir hoë bloeddruk’ (JB1: it is 
a good firewood, drink it for high blood pressure); 
[DR] - DW: ‘eet dit’ (DW: eat it), HD: ‘gebruik die hout; dit dien ook as 
houtolie’ (HD: use the wood; serve as a woodoil as well); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘die blare kan gedrink word vir hoë bloeddruk; die hout is 
hard en meubels kan gemaak word daarvan omdat dit ‘n fyngrein het; 
gebruik dit vir draaiwerk en kieries’ (LW1, FE: the leaves can be drunk 
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for high blood pressur; the wood is hard and furniture can be made from 
it because it is fine-grained, use it for carpentry and canes), LJ: ‘kou die 
blare vir hoë bloeddruk’ (LJ: chew the leaves for high blood pressure) 
Oncosiphon piluliferum 
(Asteraceae) 
[U] - JB1: stinkkruid; 
[V] - LW1, DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
stinkkruid 
[U] - JB1: ‘maak ‘n pleister hiervan deur dit te meng saam met meel en 
asyn vir inflammasie; trek dit in water vir jou prostaatklier’ (JB1: make a 
plaster of it by mixing it together with flour and vinegar for inflammation; 
infuse it in water for your prostate gland); 
[V] - LW1: ‘drink dit vir jou liggaam (tonikum) en vir koue (inflammasie) 
op die liggaam; dit dien as ‘n insekweerder’ (LW1: drink it for your body 
(tonic) and for cold (inflammation) on the body; it serves as an insect 
repellent); DB: ‘dit word gebruik as ‘n insekweerder – hou die muggies 
weg; as jy die veldbye neste benader dan moet jy eers rol in die 
stinkkruid – dis ‘n afweerder vir bye ook’ (DB: it is used as an insect 
repellent – it keeps the midgets away; when you approach bees nests 
you must first roll in the stinkkruid – it is a repellent for bees too); LJ: ‘dit 
word gebruik om muskiete weg te hou, hang dit om die nek of smeer dit 




[PA] - CM: stinkkruie; 
[H] - EM: stinkkruid; 
[U] - JB1: stinkkruid; 
[D] - JS: stinkkruid; 
[V] - LW1, DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
stinkkruid 
[PA] - CM: ‘kook dit en trek en drink dit (ongespesifiseerde medisyne), 
dit is ‘n tuinvuilgoed’ (CM: boil it and infuse and drink it (unspecified 
medicine), it is a gardenweed); 
[H] - EM: ‘gebruik dit as ‘n was vir kopsere (omlope)’ (EM: use it as a 
wash for ringworm); 
[V] - LW1: ‘drink dit vir die liggaam (tonikum) en vir koue (inflammasie) 
op die liggaam; dit dien as ‘n insekweerder’ (LW1: drink it for the body 




[PA] - CM, MI: turksvy; 
[H] - EM, WE: turksvy; 
[U] - JB1: turksevy; 
[DR] - DW: turksvy, HD: 
truksvy, striksvy;              [D] 
- JS: turksvyblaai;     [V] - 








[PA] - CM: ‘die groot ronde blare word opgekerf, uitgedroog en fyn 
gemaal in die ‘pearl’ masjien – dien as ‘n medikasie (tonikum); brand die 
dorings af van die vrugte sodat hulle ryp kan word na ‘n paar dae, eet 
dit, dit maak ‘n lekker stroop; die Rooi Indiane het hierdie plant 
uitgebrand’ (CM: the big round leaves are chopped up, dried out and 
grinded finely in a pearl machine – it serves as a medicine (tonic); burn 
off the thorns from the fruit so that they can become ripe in a few days, 
eat it, it makes a tasty syrup; the Red Indians burned the plant out); MI: 
‘eet die rooi en geel turksvye’ (MI: eat the red and yellow prickly pears); 
[H] - EM: ‘gebruik die witte vir suikersiekte, sny die oop en trek dit af’ 
(EM: use the white one for diabetes, cut it open and infuse it); WE: ‘eet 
die vrugte, die blare kan gebruik word as ‘n seep om hare mee te was 
vir skilfers – trek die binneste gedeelte van die blaar in koue water; sny 
die blaar oop en sit dit op brandplekke om die vel te genees’ (WE: eat 
the fruits, the leaves can be used as a soap to wash hair with for 
dandruff – infuse the inner part of the leaf in cold water; cut the leaf 
open and place it onto burn wounds to heal the skin); 
[U] - JB1: ‘kook die stroop; dit word gebruik vir asma en griep; sny die 
blaai oop en vryf dit op jou bles om jou hare te laat groei nes 
wilderoosmaryn; gebruik dit op ‘n brandplek; dit trek ‘n pitsweer uit’ (JB1: 
boil the syrup; use it for asthma and influenza; cut the leaf open and rub 
onto your bold head to let your hair grow just like wild rosemary; use it 
on a burn wound; it draws a boil out); 
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[DR] - DW: ‘eet die vrugte; beeste eet die blare’ (DW: eat the fruit; cattle 
eat the leaves), HD: ‘kerf die blare op vir die beeste; maak ‘n stroop 
daarvan’ (HD: chop the leaves up for the cattle, make a syrup thereof); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik die sap vir TB - sny die blaar oop en kry die stroop, 
kap die wit gedeelte op en sit dit in water, laat dit staan en drink dit 
daarna; kan hare (dredds) saam Aloes en turksvy was; eet die vrug, 
maak stroop ook om te eet’ (JS: use the juice for TB - cut the leaf open 
and get the syrup, chop up the white part and place it in water, let it 
stand and drink it afterwards; can wash hair (dreadlocks) with aloes and 
prickly pear; eat the fruit, make a syrup also to eat); 
[V] - LW1: ‘eet die vrugte; skil dit af en plaas die vleis (vlees) op ‘n 
pitsweer’ (LW1: eat the fruits; peel it off and place the flesh onto a boil); 
DB: ‘trek en drink die turksvy blaar lym vir ‘n verswakte lae rug om die 
‘kussingkies’ op te bou; skil dit af en eet dit of trek die binnevleis (vlees) 
om jou rugwerwel kussings te herstel; kook konfyt van die geskilde vrug’ 
(DB: infuse and drink the prickly pear glue (gum) for a weak lower back 
to replenish the cushions; peel it off and eat it or infuse the inner flesh to 
recover your spine cussions, boil jam from the peeled fruit), LJ: ‘brand 
die dorings af en voer die vee (beeste, volstruise en bokke) daarmee, 
kan ook die garingboom blare daarvoor kerf’ (LJ: burn the thorns off and 
use as fodder for cattle, ostrich and goats, can also chop up garingboom 
(Agave americana) leaves); MH: ‘kerf die turksvy blare op en top vol met 
water om dik lym te maak wat jy kan meng met dakgha (sement) om klip 
hard te word, smeer aan ‘n grond vloer ‘n mengsel van melkbos 
(Euphorbia mauritanica) as en turksy blaar lym; droog die skil van ‘n 
turksvy blaar en rooster dit om te eet – word geken as konfyt koek’ (MH: 
chop the prickly pear leaves up and top it up with water to make a thick 
glue that you can mix with cement to become rockhard, apply to a 
ground floor a mixture of melkbos (Euphorbia mauritanica) ash and 
prickly pear glue; dry out the peel of the prickly pear leaf and roast it to 
eat it – known as jam cake) 
Osteospermum 
calendulaceum (Asteraceae) 
[PA] - CM: geneesbossie; 
MI: stinktontel; 
[H] - EM: stinktontel, WE: 
geneesbossie, agtdae-
geneesbossie; 
[U] - JB1: stinktontel; 
[V] - DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
stinktontel 
[H] - EM: ‘gebruik vir sinkings’ (EM: used as a neuralgea); WE: ‘gebruik 
vir stukkende plekke (wonde)’ (WE: used for wounds); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik vir epileptiese aanvalle en sere’ (JB1: used for 
epileptic fits and sores); 
[V] - MH: ‘stamp dit en sit dit bo-op ‘n wond of ‘n pitsweer’ (MH: crush it 
and place it on top of a wound or a boil) 
Otholobium stachyerum 
(Fabaceae) 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: katjie-
drie-blaar 
no uses recorded 
Oxalis pes-caprae 
(Oxalidaceae) 
[PA] - MI: suring, uintjies, 
eintjies; 
[H] - WE: surings; 
[U] - JB1: suring; 
[PA] - CM: ‘eet die blommetjies maar mens moet versigtig wees omdat 
‘n klein geel spinnekop binne die blom bly so jy moet eers die blom 
oopskeur voordat jy dit eet’ (CM: eat the flowers but one must be careful 
since a small yellow spider lives inside the flower so you need to first 
tear the flower open before you eat it); MI: ‘eet die blare en blomme 
(geel, pers en oranje), die uintjie word uitgegrou in die veld’ (MI: eat the 
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[DR] - DW, HD: suring; 
[D] - JS: surings; 




leaves and flowers (yellow, purple and orange); the uintjie (rhizome) 
gets dug out in the field); 
[H] - WE: ‘eet die blommetjie’ (WE: eat the flower); 
[U] - JB1: ‘eet die stingels’ (JB1: eat the stems); 
[DR] - DW: ‘eet dit – lekker suur smaak; dit is baie gesond; gooi dit in 
bredies’ (DW: eat it – very sour taste; it is very healthy; add it to stews), 
HD: ‘eet dit’ (HD: eat it); 
[D] - JS: ‘dit behandel sooibrand; dit het ‘n suur smaak; eet die steeltjies’ 
(JS: it treats heartburn; it has a sour taste; eat the stems); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘eet die blom saam met die steel; die wit wortel is soet 
om te eet’ (LW1, FE: eat the flower together with the stem; the white 
root is sweet to eat), MH: ‘eet alle surings; hy dra ‘n wit aartappeltjie; 
was dit af en eet dit – dit het ‘n waterige smaak; ons het met die blare 
pophuis gespeel en dit gebruik as ‘beetslaai’; koeldrank word daarvan 
gemaak deur dit te stamp en in die water saam met heuning te meng’ 
(MH: eat all surings; it carries a white little potato; rinse it and eat it – it 
has a watery taste; we played dollhouse with the leaves being used as 
‘beetroot’; made colddrink by crushing it into water and mixing it with 
honey)   
Pappea capensis 
(Sapindaceae) 
[PA] - CM: doppruim; 
[H] - EM: nantagarra; 
[U] - JB1: nantagarra, 
pruimboom; 
[DR] - DW: wildepruimboom, 
HD: pruimboom; 
[V] - KH, MH: wildepruime, 
LJ: doppruim 
[PA] - CM: ‘dop die pitte uit en maak dit droog om te eet; dit smaak nie 
lekker nie; dit is ‘n baie goeie vuurmaakhout – ‘n klein takkie gee 
genoeg kole’ (CM: peel the seeds off and dry it out to eat; it is not tasty; 
it is a very good firewood – a small branch gives enough coals); 
[H] - EM, WE: ‘eet die vrug’ (EM, WE: eat the fruit); 
[U] - JB1: ‘eet die bessies (dit het ‘n fyn wit blom, klein maer blare en 
peervormige vruggies)’ (JB1: eat the berries (it has a delicate white 
flower, small narrow leaves and pearshaped fruit); 
[DR] - DW: ‘eet dit’ (DW: eat it), HD: ‘eet dit; dit is ‘n goeie brandhout; 
die bobbejane eet ook die vruggies’ (HD: eat it; it is a good firewood; the 
baboons also eat the fruits); 
[V] - MH: ‘eet dit’ (MH: eat it) 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia 
(Asteraceae)  
[PA] - CM, MI: heuningdou; 
[H] - EM, WE: heuningdou; 
[U] - JB1: dasbos, 
dassiebos; 
[DR] - DW: heuningdou, HD: 
heuningdoubos; 
[D] - JS: heuningdou; 
[V] - LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 




[PA] - CM: ‘dit is ‘n baie goeie weidings plant (het ‘n weidingswaarde 
tussen 4 en 5)’ (CM: it is a very good grazing plant (grazing value 
between 4 and 5), MI: ‘dit word gebruik vir maagkwale en gastro; dit het 
‘n bitter smaak’ (MI: it is used for stomach ailments and gastro; it has a 
bitter taste); 
[H] - WE: ‘dit word gebruik vir borskwale, TB en asma; dit word geëet in 
tye van droogte’ (WE: it is used for chest ailments, TB and asma; it gets 
eaten times of drought); 
[U] - JB1: ‘dit word gebruik vir griep; suikersiekte en spysvertering’ (JB1: 
it is used for influenza; diabetes and indigestion); 
[DR] - DW: ‘dit word gebruik vir verkoue; griep; rug; alle kwale, hy lig jou 
op (tonikum) om beter te voel en dit gee jou krag; drink dit as ‘n 
voorsorg elke tweede maand as ‘n mengsel, dit proe baie bitter; dit 
maak jou bloed skoon – reining’ (DW: it is used for colds; influenza; 
backache; all ailments, he lifts you up (tonic) to feel better, it gives you 
strenght; drink it as a precaution every second month as a mixture, it 
tastes very bitter; it cleanses you blood – purifier); HD: ‘drink dit flou, hy 
is giftig as dit te sterk is; dit werk in die bloed, niere en maag; meng dit 
saam met aalwyn (Aloe ferox) en wildegansie (Lessertia frutescens)’ 
(HD: drink it weak, it is poisonous if it is too strong; it works in the blood, 
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kidneys and stomach; mix it together with aloe and wildegansie 
(Lessertia frutescens); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘kook die blare en stingels, die krag lê in die stok; drink 
dit vir rugpyn en enige ander kwale (tonikum) in die liggaam’ (LW1, FE: 
boil the leaves and stems, the power lies in the stem; drink it for 
backache and any other ailments (tonic) in the body); FE: ‘kook dit saam 
met kankerbos (Lessertia frutescens) vir rugpyn’ (FE: boil it together 
with kankerbos (Lessertia frutescens) for backache); LJ: ‘dit is ‘n 
maagmedisyne – dit het ‘n bitter smaak, jy kry nie jou tong skoon daarna 
nie; Koos by Vanwyksdorp eet die blare vir sy rug; bokke eet hom ook’ 
(LJ: it is a stomach medicine – it has a bitter taste, you can not get your 
tongue clean afterwards, Koos from Vanwyksdorp eats the leaves for his 
back; goats eat this too); MH: ‘dit proe bitter’ (MH: it tastes bitter) 
Pegolettia retrofracta 
(Asteraceae) 
[PA] - CM: draaibos 
no uses recorded 
Pelargonium graveolens 
(Geraniaceae) 
[PA] - CM: Pelargonium; 
[H] - WE: malva; 
[D] – JS: roos pelargonium, 
malva; 
[V] – KH: malva 
[PA] - CM: ‘dit ruik lekker; dit het ‘n goeie saadverspreiding deur om in 
die grond in te boor; dit dien as tuinversiering; mens kan die blomme 
droog maak in die sand om sy kleur te behou’ (CM: it smells nice; it has 
a good seed dispersion by drilling into the soil, it serves as a garden 
decoration; one can dry the flowers in the sand to maintain its colour); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik dit vir oorsteek; was jouself daarin’ (JS: use it for 
earache, wash yourself in it) 




[PA] - CM: Pelargonium; 
[H] - WE: malva; 
[U] - JB1: wildemalva; 
[V] - DB, KH, LJ: malva 




[U] – JB: rankmalva 
no uses recorded 
Pelargonium zonale 
(Geraniaceae) 
[PA] - CM: Pelargonium, MI: 
malva; 
[H] - EM: malvablaar, WE: 
malva; 
[U] - JB1: wildemalva; 
[DR] - DW: wildemalva, 
makmalva, HD: malva; 
[V] - LW1, FE: bergmalva, 
DB, KH, LJ, MH: malva 
 
[PA] - CM: ‘dit ruik lekker; dit het ‘n goeie saadverspreiding deur om in 
die grond in te boor; dit dien as tuinversiering; mens kan die blomme 
droog maak in die sand om sy kleur te behou; gebruik dit ook vir oorpyn’ 
(CM: it smells nice; it has a good seed dispersion by drilling into the soil, 
it serves as a garden decoration; one can dry the flowers in the sand to 
maintain its colour; use it also for earache); MI: ‘gebruik dit vir oorsteke; 
vir tandpyn tot in jou ore in maak ‘n pluise deur vicks te smeer aan die 
blaar en dit in jou oor in te druk’ (MI: use it for otitis; for toothache that 
you can even feel in your ears make a bud by applying vicks on the leaf 
and placing it into your ear); 
[H] - EM: ‘gebruik dit vir oorsteek en sinkings tandpyn’ (EM: use it for 
otitis and neuralgic toothache); 
[U] - JB1: ‘maak pluisies daarvan vir oorontsteking’ (JB1: make buds 
thereof for otitis);  
[DR] - DW: ‘mens kan dit nie drink nie, gebruik die makmalva as ‘n 
pluisie vir jou ore’ (DW: one can not drink it, use the tamed malva as a 
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bud for ears); HD: ‘gebruik dit as ‘n pluisie vir oorpyn en tandpyn’ (HD: 
use it as a bud for earache and toothache); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘gebruik die blare vir oorsteek’ (LW1, FE: use leaves for 
otitis), FE: ‘dit word gebruik vir koppyn deur die blare op jou kop te sit’ 
(FE: it is used for headache by placing the leaves on top of your head); 
KH: ‘die plante is mooi in die tuin’ (KH: the plants are beautiful in the 
garden), MH: ‘dit word gebruik vir oorsteek – gooi soetolie of kasterolie 
in die oor en sit die blaar in die oor’ (MH: it is used for otitis – add sweet 
oil or castor oil in the ear and place leaf inside the ear) 
Pentzia incana (Asteraceae) 




[U] - JB1: ankerkaroo; 
[DR] - HD: skaapkaroo; 
[D] - JS: ankerkaroo, 
skaapkaroo; 
[V] - LW1, LJ: skaapkaroo, 
LJ: ankerkaroo, vaalkaroo 
[PA] - CM: ‘dit dien as veevoer; mens sukkel om dit te kweek; die 
grondtipes is baie belangrik by vreetbaarheid, “gansnekkaroo”(Pentzia 
sp.) is hoogs vreetbaar; die klein blom karoo groei as ‘n bossie en kan 
nie geëet word nie; die groot blom karoo het populasie verskille 
afhangend van die grond se pH (suur of alkaliese grond)’ (CM:  it serves 
as fodder; one battles to cultivate it; the soiltypes are very important for 
palatability, “gansnekkaroo” (Pentzia sp.) is highly palatably; the small 
flower karoo grows as a shrub and can not be eaten; the large flower 
karoo has population differences depending on the pH of the soil (acidic 
or alkaline soil); MI: ‘die word gebruik as medisyne vir maagkwale – eet 
of kou en sluk alles in’ (MI: it is used as medicine for stomach ailments – 
eat or chew and swallow everything); 
[DR] - HD: ‘trek dit vir jou rug; maag medisyne – kou die blare’ (HD: 
infuse it for your back; stomach medicine – chew the leaves); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik dit vir verkoue’ (JS: use if for colds); 
[V] - LW1: ‘kook dit en drink dit vir maagpyn; kou die blare vir maagpyn 
en teen maagwerkings; gebruik dit vir tandpyn en kopseer’ (LW1: boil it 
and drink it for stomach pain; chew the leaves for stomach pain and 
against diarrhoea ; use it for toothache and headache); LJ: ‘gebruik dit 
vir tandpyn deur die takkie te kneus en  dit op jou tandvleis te sit; vir die 
behandeling van hoofpyn, sit die blare onder jou hoed; kou Pentzia 
globosa vir jou maag; vir die voorbereiding van karoolam, sit ‘n takkie by 
vir smaak’ (LJ: use it for toothache by bruising the stem and placing it 
onto your gum; for the treatment of headache, place the leaves under 
your hat; chew Pentzia globosa for your stomach; for preparing karoo 
lam, add a small branch for taste) 
Plantago lanceolata 
(Plantaginaceae) 
[PA] - CM: weeblaar; 
[H] – EM, SR: ribbetjieblare, 
WE: duiwelblaar; 
[U] - JB1: weeblaar; 
[DR] - HD: weeblaar; 
[V] - LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 
MH: weeblaar 
[PA] - CM: ‘dit is ‘n onkruid – tuinvuilgoed’ (CM: it is a weed – garden 
filth); 
[H] – EM, SR: ‘gebruik dit vir wonde en sere’ (EM, SR: use it for wounds 
and sores); SR: ‘gebruik dit vir voete wat vertrap of verstuit is, sit die 
blare saam met salf daarop’ (SR: use it for feet that are trampled on or 
sprained, place the leaves together with ointment on it); WE: ‘gebruik vir 
puisies deur die blare te kneus en te meng saam met salf, maak ‘n 
kompres daarvan’ (WE: use it for pimples by bruising the leaves and 
mixing it together with ointment, make a compress); 
[U] - JB1: ‘kneus dit en gebruik dit vir verstuitings, maak ‘n pap vir 
pitpuisies’ (JB1: bruise it and use it for sprains, make a poultice for boils) 
Physalis peruviana 
(Solanaceae) 
[PA] - CM: appelliefies; MI: 
appelliefie; 
[PA] - CM: ‘eet die bessies – dit proe lekker suur; kook konfyt daarvan 
sonder om die bessies stukkend te kook vir versiering, vir die mooigeid 
– kook die suiker totdat dit drade trek, prik bessies met ‘n haarnaald’ 
(CM: eat the berries – it tastes very sour, boil jam from it without 
breaking the berries for decoration – boil sugar until it becomes viscose, 
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[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: 
appeliepie; 
[U] - JB1: appeliepie; 
[DR] - DW, HD: appeliepie; 
[V] - LJ: appeliefie, MH: 
appeliepie 
prick the berries with a hairpin), MI: ‘eet dit en maak konfyt daarvan’ (MI: 
eat it and make jam thereof); 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: ‘eet dit’ (AC1, EM, SR, WE: eat it); 
[U] - JB1: ‘maak konfyt daarvan en eet dit’ (JB1: make jam thereof and 
eat it); 
[DR] - DW: ‘kook konfyt daarvan, eet die vrug’ (DW: boil jam thereof, eat 
the fruit), HD: ‘eet dit’ (HD: eat it); 
[V] - DB, KH, LJ, MH: ‘eet dit’ (DB, KH, LJ, MH: eat it) 
Polygonum aviculare 
(Polygonaceae) 
[H] - AC1, EM: lidjiesgras; 
[U] - JB1: lidjiesgras; 
[DR] - DW, HD: lidjiesgras; 
[D] - JS: lidjiesgras; 
[V] - LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 
MH: lidjiesgras 
 
[PA] - CM: ‘dit groei nie hier nie’ (CM: it does not grow here); 
[H] - AC1: ‘gebruik dit as ‘n kind oorseer het, gebruik dit saam met 
ghoena (Carpobrotus sp.) en soet olie en sit dit in die ore’ (AC1: use it 
when a child has earache, use it together with ghoena (Carpobrotus sp.) 
and sweet oil and place it inside the ears); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir suur by babas, gebruik dit saam met soetolie 
vir suur by oumense (sooibrand)’ (JB1: use it for baby acid, use it 
together with sweet oil for old people with acid (heartburn); 
[DR] - DW, HD: ‘meng dit saam met misbredie (Portulaca oleracea) vir 
suur, stamp dit en gooi dit in melk, sif dit uit en draai ‘n lappie droog uit 
vir suur in babas’ (DW, HD: mix it together with misbredie (Portulaca 
oleracea) for acid, crush it and add it into milk, sieve it out and dry a 
cloth out for acid in babies); 
[D] - JS: ‘gee dit vir kinders, stamp saam met misbredie (Portulaca 
oleracea)’ (JS: give it to children, crush together with misbredie 
(Portulaca oleracea); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘voeg dit by misbredie (Portulaca oleracea) vir 
babawinde, stamp dit in ‘n lappie en droog uit in ‘n lepel, voeg dit by 
moedersmelk’ (LW1, FE: add it to misbredie (Portulaca oleracea) for 
infant flatulence, crush it into a cloth and dry it out into a spoon, add it to 
mothersmilk), MH: ‘trek dit af vir suur en slaaploosheid by babas’ (MH: 
infuse it for acid and insomnia for babies) 
Portulaca oleracea 
(Portulacaceae) 
[DR] - DW, HD: misbredie; 
[D] - JS: misbredie; 
[V] - LW1, FE: misbredie 
[DR] - DW, HD: ‘meng lidjiesgras (Polygonum aviculare) saam 
misbredie vir suur, stamp dit en gooi dit in melk, sif dit uit en draai ‘n 
lappie droog uit vir suur in babas’ (DW, HD: mix lidjiesgras (Polygonum 
aviculare) together with misbredie for acid, crush it and add it into milk, 
sieve it out and dry a cloth out for baby acid); 
[D] - JS: ‘gee dit vir kinders, stamp dit saam met lidjiesgras (Polygonum 
aviculare)’ (JS: give it to children, crush it together with lidjiesgras 
(Polygonum aviculare); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘voeg dit by lidjiesgras vir babawinde, stamp dit in ‘n 
lappie en droog dit uit in ‘n lepel, voeg dit by moedersmelk’ (LW1, FE: 
add it to lidjiesgras (Polygonum aviculare) for infant flatulence, crush 
into a cloth and dry it out into a spoon, add it to mothersmilk) 
Portulacaria afra 
(Portulacaceae) 
[PA] - CM: spekbos, 
elephant food, MI: 
spekboom; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: 
spekboom; 
[U] - JB1: spekboom; 
[DR] - DW, HD: spekboom; 
[PA] - CM: ‘dit is olifant kos; plant dit in tuine om die rand te versier; kan 
die blare in ‘n slaai gooi’ (CM: it is elephant food; plant it in gardens to 
decorate the sides; can add the leaves to a salad); MI: ‘eet dit vir 
suikersiekte en beroertes; eet dit vir die suur smaak as kind’ (MI: eat it 
for diabetes and strokes; eat it for the sour taste as a child); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir jou maag; dit werk water af; vir bloeddruk 
kneus die blare en gooi dit by koue water om te drink; behandel jig en 
arthritis; eet die jong blare’ (JB1: use it for your stomach; diuretic; for 
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[D] - JS: spekboom; 




high blood pressure bruise the leaves and add it to cold water to drink; 
treats gout and arthritis; eat the young leaves); 
[DR] - DW: ‘eet dit vir suikersiekte en vir maagseer ook (indigestion)’ 
(DW: eat it for diabetes and for stomach-ache too (indigestion), HD: ‘dit 
vat die vuur uit die maag (maagsweer)’ (HD: takes the burning sensation 
out of the stomach (stomach ulcer); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik dit vir suur’ (JS: use it for heartburn); 
[V] - DB, MH: ‘eet dit’ (DB, MH: eat it), FE: ‘eet elke oggend ‘n paar 
blaartjies vir suikersiekte’ (FE: eat every morning a few leaves for 
diabetes); LJ: ‘mens moet dit nie vroeg in die oggend eet nie want dan is 
dit suur, dis nodig vir die son om die suur weg te werk eers; kry twee 
soorte wat verskil in kleur en groei vorm, as die diere hom eet dan kan jy 
ook, die regop groei patroon wat effens groen is en die geel platter een 
wat minder smaaklik is’ (LJ: one should not eat it too early in the 
morning because then it is sour, it is necessary for the sun to work away 
the sourness first; get two types that differ in colour and growth form, if 
animals eat it then you can too, the upright growth pattern that is a bit 
greener and the yellow flat one that is less tasty); MH: ‘gebruik dit vir 




[V] - LJ: toontjies 
[V] - LJ: ‘eet dit’ (LJ: eat it) 
Protea repens (Proteaceae) 
[H] - AC1: proteas, SR: 
suikerbos, WE: Proteabos, 
Proteaboom, suikerbos; 
[U] - JB1: suikerbossie; 
[DR] - DW, HD: Protea; 
[V] - DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
suikerbos, suikerkanne 
[H] – EM, SR: ‘skud dit uit vir suiker’ (EM, SR: shake it out for sugar); 
WE: ‘die suiker word uitgeslaan as die son warm is en gedrink, dit is ‘n 
goeie vuurhout’ (WE: the sugar is shooked out and drink it when sun is 
warm, it is a good firewood); 
[U] - JB1: ‘skud die stroop uit, die bye maak heuning daarvan, dit is ‘n 
goeie brandhout’ (JB1: shake the syrup out, the bees make honey of it, 
it is a good firewood) 
Protea nitida (Proteaceae) 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: 
waboom; 
[U] - JB1: waboom; 
[DR] - DW: wielboom, HD: 
waboom; 
[V] - DB, FE, KH, LJ, MH: 
waboom 
 
[PA] - CM: ‘dit moet dood gebrand word om te kan oorleef, maak 
rookpype van die hout’ (CM: it must be completely burned in order to 
survive, make smoking pipes from the wood); 
[H] - WE: ‘dit is ‘n goeie brandhout’ (WE: it is a good firewood); 
[U] - JB1: ‘dis ‘n goeie brandhout’ (JB1: its a good firewood); 
[DR] - DW: ‘word gebruik vir blommerangskikings’ (DW: it is used for 
flower arrangements), HD: ‘dit is ‘n goeie, harde brandhout, maak goeie 
rookpype, botterbakke en vellings vir waens’ (HD: it is a good, hard 
firewood, make good smoking pipes, butter bowls and rims for wagons); 
[V] - DB, FE, KH, LJ, MH: ‘dit word gebruik as ‘n brandhout’ (DB, FE, 
KH, LJ, MH: it is used as a firewood), LJ: ‘slaap by ‘n dooie waboom 
want een stomp sal die hele nag brand, dit skiet vonke af’ (LJ: sleep by 
a dead waboom because one trunk will burn for the whole night, does 
shoot off sparks) 
Psidium guajava (Myrtaceae) 
[PA] - CM, MI: koejawel; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: 
koejawel, guava; 
[U] - JB1: koejawel, guava; 
[PA] - CM: ‘eet die vrug’ (CM: eat the fruit), MI: ‘eet dit, trek lukwartblare 
vir hartkwale’ (MI: eat it, infuse loquat leaves for heart ailments); 
[H] - EM: ‘droog die blare en skil en trek dit saam vir wurms’ (EM: dry 
the leaves and peel and infuse it together for worms), WE: ‘gebruik die 
blare vir hoë bloeddruk’ (WE: use the leaves for high blood pressure); 
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[DR] - DW: guavaboom, DW, 
HD: koejawel; 
[D] - JS: koejawel; 
[V] - DB, FE, KH, LJ, MH: 
koejawel 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik die blare vir suikersiekte – dit kan gemeng word ook 
met rooivergeet (Galium tomentosum); eet die vrug’ (JB1: use the 
leaves for diabetes – it can be mixed also with rooivergeet (Galium 
tomentosum), eat the fruit); 
[DR] - DW: ‘maak “canned fruit” daarvan; eet die stroop en vrugte; drink 
blare vir hoë bloeddruk’ (DW: make canned fruit; eat the syrup and 
fruits; drink the leaves for high blood pressure); HD: ‘eet die vrug, drink 
dit vir suikersiekte’ (HD: eat the fruit, drink it for diabetes); 
[D] - JS: ‘eet die vrug, gebruik die blare vir suikersiekte’ (JS: eat the 
fruit, use the leaves for diabetes); 
[V] - FE: ‘eet die vrug’ (FE: eat the fruit), MH: ‘eet dit as poeding 
(“canned fruit”)’ (MH: eat it as pudding (desert) (canned fruit) 
Pteronia incana (Asteraceae) 
[U] - JB1: kraakbos, bakbos; 
[DR] - HD: miskietbos, 
muskietbos; 
[V] - LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 
MH: kraakbos, LW1, FE: 
asbos 
[U] - JB1: ‘dit skiet as dit gebrand word; drink dit maar dit maak die velle 
binne jou mond los, maak jou mond teer binne; drink dit vir suikersiekte’ 
(JB1: it shoots when it gets burned; drink it but it loosens the skin inside 
your mouth, makes your mouth tender inside, drink it for diabetes); 
[DR] - HD: ‘dit dien as ‘n teengif – ‘emetic’, as die groen saadjies geknip 
word maak dit geraas’ (HD: it serves as an antidote – emetic, when the 
green seeds are snapped it makes a noise); 
[V] - KH: ‘drink dit vir griep’ (KH: drink it for influenza), LJ: ‘Pteronia 
glauca is ook ‘n goeie medisyne’ (LJ: Pteronia glauca is also a good 
medicine), MH: ‘drink dit vir rugkwale – smaak bitter; dit kraak in die 
vuur; die toe blommetjie skiet, as jy hom druk dan kraak hy’ (MH: drink it 
for backache – tastes bitter, it cracks in the fire; the closed flowers 
shoot, if you press him then he cracks) 
Punica granatum 
(Lythraceae) 
[PA] - CM: granaat; MI: 
granate; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: 
granaat; 
[U] - JB1: granaat; 
[DR] - DW: granaatboom, 
HD: granaatbos; 
[D] - JS: granaat; 
[V] - DB, FE, KH, LJ, MH: 
granaat 
[PA] - CM: ‘eet die pitte en maak koeldrank daarvan; dit versier die 
tuine; as twee seuns na een dogter vry dan moet beide ‘n granaat 
afdop, die een wat dit regkry sonder om ‘n pit te laat val kan haar kry’ 
(CM: eat the seeds and make colddrink from it; it decorates the gardens; 
if two boys wants one girl then they both will have to peel a pomegranat, 
the one who manages to peel it without one seed falling out gets the 
girl), MI: ‘eet vrug se pitte; gebruik die skil vir maagpyn; vir die 
behandeling van gastro word die skil fyn gemaal en aan ‘n kind se mond 
gesmeer’ (MI: eat the seeds of the fruit; use the peel for stomach pain; 
for the treatment of gastro the peel is grinded up finely and applied to 
the mouth of a child); 
[H] - AC1: ‘gebruik dit vir die maag’ (AC1: use it for the stomach), WE: 
‘eet die vrug; gebruik die bas vir maagkwale en rasper die vrugtedop by’ 
(WE: eat the fruit, use the bark for stomach ailments and grate the fruit 
peel in as well); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik die skil vir kanker en om wurms af te werk; dit hou die 
are oop (sirkulasie); maak alkohol daarvan’ (JB1: use the peel for 
cancer and to eliminate worms; it keeps the arteries open (circulation); 
make alcohol with it); 
[DR] - DW: ‘trek die droë doppe op kookwater en drink dit vir wurms, 
soos die maan af gaan, so sal die wurms ook af gaan’ (DW: infuse the 
dry peels in boiling water and drink it for worms, as the moon goes 
down, so the worms will go down too); HD: ‘eet die vrugte, trek die dop 
vir wurms (trek volgens die maan af), eet die wit binne deel vir 
suikersiekte – smaak bitter’ (HD: eat the fruit, infuse the peel for worms 
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(infuse according to the moon), eat the white inner part for diabetes – 
tastes bitter); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik die dop (ongespesifiseerde medisyne)’ (JS: use the 
peel (unspecified medicine); 
[V] - DB, FE, KH, LJ, MH: ‘eet dit’ (DB, FE, KH, LJ, MH: eat it), MH: ‘trek 
die skil om kinders te ontwurm’ (MH: infuse the peel to deworm 
children), FE: ‘droog dit uit en kook dit in water om te drink 
(ongespesifiseerde medisyne’ (FE: dry it out and boil it in water to drink 
(unspecified medicine) 
Quaqua mammillaris and 
other species (Apocynaceae) 
[PA] - CM: bokhorings; MI: 
kopseertjie, ghaapie; 
[H] - WE: 
wildeboontjiehorings; 
[U] - JB1: bokhoring; 
[DR] - HD: aroena; 
[D] - JS: bokhorings, 
bokhorinkie 
[PA] - MI: ‘eet die peul’ (MI: eat the pod); 
[H] - WE: ‘eet die peultjies’ (WE: eat the little pods); 
[U] - JB1: ‘eet die horinkie’ (JB1: eat the little horn); 
[DR] - DW: ‘eet dit’ (DW: eat it); HD: ‘eet twee melkhorings as veldkos’ 
(HD: eat two milk horns as veldfood); 




[PA] - CM: wildemostert, 
ramnas; 
[DR] - HD: ramenas; 
[V] - LJ, MH: wildekoolblaar, 
wildemostert, kanariebos 
[PA] - CM: ‘dit hou plaas mense besig – moet uitgetrek word (onkruid)’ 
(CM: it keeps farmworkers busy – needs to be pulled out (weed); 
[V] - LJ, MH: ‘eet dit’ (LJ, MH: eat it) 
Rhigozum obovatum 
(Bignoniaceae) 
[PA] - CM: wildegranaat, MI: 
granaatbos; 
[U] - JB1: wildegranaatbos; 
[DR] - HD: wildegranaat; 
[V] - DB: wildegranaat 
[PA] - CM: ‘die blom en saadhuid it vreetbaar vir muise, voëls en nog 
baie ander diere’ (CM: the flower and testa is edible for mice, birds and 
many other animals); 





[PA] - MI: olieboom, 
kasterolie; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: 
olieboom; 
[U] - JB1: olieboom; 
[DR] - HD: olieboom; 
[D] - JS: kasterolie; 
[V] - LW1, FE: stinkolie, DB, 
KH, LJ, MH: olieblaar 
[PA] - CM: ‘die ryp sade skiet as dit in die vuur gegooi word’ (CM: the 
ripe seeds shoot when it is thrown into the fire), MI: ‘smeer die olie aan 
seerplekke’ (MI: apply the oil onto sore spots); 
[H] - AC1: ‘gebruik dit vir kopseer – plak die blare op met ‘n doek om’ 
(AC1: use it for a headache – apply leaves onto the head tied with a 
cloth); EM: ‘gebruik dit vir wonde’ (EM: use if for wounds); 
[U] - JB1: ‘maak dit aan soos ‘n pap en sit dit op sere; rook die blare vir 
asma’ (JB1: make a poultice and place it onto sores; smoke the leaves 
for asthma); 
[DR] - HD: ‘sit die blare op kneus plekke, smeer dit met vaseline aan; dit 
help ook vir doring steek’ (HD: place the leaves onto bruised spots, 
apply it with vaseline; helps for sting from thorns); 
[D] - JS: ‘die olie word gebruik vir die maag’ (JS: the oil is used for the 
stomach); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘sit die blare op stukkende plekke soos jou bene’ (LW1, 
FE: place the leaves onto injured places (sores) like your legs); DB, KH, 
LJ, MH: ‘dit het giftige pitte’ (DB, KH, LJ, MH: it has poisonous seeds), 
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LJ: ‘die pitte is ‘n witbosduif se kos, die beeste eet ook die plant’ (LJ: the 
seeds are a white bush pigeon’s food, the cattle also eat the plant) 
Romulea rosea (Iridaceae) 
[H] - AC1, EM: kriekies, AC1, 
WE: knikkers, WE: knikkels; 
[U] - JB1: eintjies, uinties, 
knikkers; 
[D] - JS: knikkels; 
[V] - DB, MH: crackers, DB: 
knikkels, LJ: knikkers 
[H] - AC1, EM, WE: ‘eet dit, dit groei op die gras’ (AC1, EM, WE: eat it, it 
grows on the grass); 
[U] - JB1: ‘eet dit, dit proe stroopsoet’ (JB1: eat it, it tastes very sweet); 
[V] - DB: ‘eet dit’ (DB: eat it), MH: ‘dit smaak melkerig’ (MH: it tastes 
milky) 
Rosenia humilis (Asteraceae) [PA] - CM: ‘daar is vyf spesies waarvan drie geëet word en daarvan is 
daar twee wat per geleentheid gevreet word, dis een van die swakste 
weidings plante omdat dit vir net twee maande van groei vreetbaar is 
(April en Mei), wild en skape vreet die toppe af’ (CM: there are five 
species of which three are browsed, two of which are browsed on 
occassion, one of the poorest browsing plants since it is palatable only 
during two of the growth months (April and May), game and sheep 
browse the tops off); 
[U] - JB1: ‘kruie vir rug’ (JB1: herbs for back) 
Rosmarinus officinalis 
(Lamiaceae) 
[V] - MH: makroosmaryn 
[V] - MH: ‘gebruik dit vir rug en hartkwale’ (MH: use it for back and heart 
ailments) 
Rubus pinnatus (Rosaceae) 
[PA] - CM: brame, brama; 
MI: rasberry; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: 
brame; 
[U] - JB1: brame; 
[DR] - DW: wilde aarbeie, 
brame, braam, HD: 
braambos; 
[D] - JS: braam; 
[V] - LW1, FE: braambos, 
DB, KH, LJ, MH: braam 
[PA] - CM: ‘maak konfyt daarvan’ (CM: make jam of it); MI: ‘eet dit’ (MI: 
eat it); 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: ‘eet dit’ (AC1, EM, SR, WE: eat it); EM: ‘trek 
sewe blare vir vroue vir die baarmoeder, trek dit op kookwater en drink 
dit, skroei sewe pampoenpitte en gooi dit by’ (EM: infuse seven leaves 
for women for the uterus, infuse it in boiling water and drink it, scorch 
seven pumpkin seeds and add it); 
[U] - JB1: ‘die wortels word op asyn getrek en gebruik vir epileptiese 
aanvalle’ (JB1: the roots are infused in vinegar and used for epileptic 
fits); 
[DR] - DW: ‘maak konfyt daarvan, eet dit’ (DW: make jam of it, eat it), 
HD: ‘eet dit’ (HD: eat it); 
[D] - JS: ‘eet dit’ (JS: eat it); 
[V] - LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, MH: ‘eet die vruggies’ (LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 
MH: eat the fruits) 
Rumex crispus 
(Polygonaceae) 
[PA] - MI: tongblaar; 
[H] - AC1, EM: ostongblare, 
ostongblaar; 
[U] - JB1: tongblaar; 
[D] - JS: tongblaar; 
[V] - DB, FE, KH, LJ, MH: 
tongblaar 
[H] - EM: ‘dit is die breë ene’ (EM: this is the broad one); EM, SR: 
‘gebruik dit vir wonde’ (EM, SR: use it for wounds); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik die wortel teen kanker en gebruik die blare vir 
melkstimulasie by vroue – maak ‘n olie daarvan en sit dit op ‘n bors vir 
melk wat versteen het’ (JB1: use the root against cancer and use the 
leaves for milk stimulation in women – use it to make an oil of and place 
it onto a breast where milk has gone dry); 
[V] - DB: ‘trek die wortel vir droë aambeie’ (DB: infuse the root for dry 
haemmorhoids); FE: ‘kook en drink die wortel as medisyne vir aambeie’ 
(FE: boil and drink the root as medicine for haemmorhoids);  MH: ‘die 
blaar word gebruik vir wonde soos muskietbyte; sit dit op jou been 
(inflammasie) met vaseline’ (MH: the leaf is used for wounds such as 
mosquito bites; place it on your leg (inflammation) with vaseline) 
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Ruta graveolens (Rutaceae) 
[PA] - MI: wynruit; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: wynruit, 
WE: wynruik, wynryk; 
[U] - JB1: wynruit; 
[DR] - DW: wynruit, HD: 
wynruik, wynryk; 
[D] - JS: wynruik, wynryk; 
[V] - DB: wynruik, FE, KH, 




[PA] - CM: ‘dit groei in die Wes-Kaap’ (CM: it grows in the Western 
Cape), MI: ‘gebruik twee tot drie blare vir koors; sif die blare deur en gee 
dit vir kinders met koors; meng dit saam met ander kruie vir verkoue’ 
(MI: use two to three leaves for fever; sieve the leaves through and give 
it to children with fever; mix it together with other herbs for colds); 
[H] - EM, WE: ‘hy smaak nie soos hy ruik nie; drink een eetlepel in die 
oggend en in die aand vir hoë bloeddruk’ (EM, WE: it does not taste the 
way it smells; drink one tablespoon in the morning and at night for high 
blood pressure); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir hoë bloeddruk en griep’ (JB1: use it for high 
blood pressure and influenza); 
[DR] - DW: ‘drink dit as ‘n medisyne (tonikum) en was jou kop daarmee 
(omlope); hou muskiete weg (insekafweerder)’ (DW: drink it as a 
medicine (tonic) and wash your head with it (ringworm); keeps 
mosquitos away (insect repellent); HD: ‘dit word gebruik teen paljas deur 
sangôma; die huis word met dit skoon gemaak vir veiligheid; blare word 
oor jou kop gesmeer; dra die blare onder jou kouse en in jou broeksak 
vir beskerming; jy kan bietjie daarvan drink en as niks op kom nie (naar 
word) dan is jy veilig (purgeer)’ (HD: it is used against black magic 
(“paljas”) – magic medicine (psychological conditions) by a sangoma; it 
cleanses house for protection; you can drink a bit and if nothing comes 
up (get nauseous) then you are safe (purgative); 
[V] - DB: ‘sit die blare in jou skoene vir brandvoete’ (DB: place the 
leaves in your shoes for burning feet), FE: ‘gebruik dit vir jou hart; dit 
haal die koors uit; meng dit saam met boegoe en kook dit vir 
maagkwale, week die blare in spiritus en sit dit op jou rug vir rugpyn’ 
(FE: use it for your heart; it takes the fever out; mix it together with 
buchu and boil for stomach ailments; steep the leaves in spirits and 
place it on your back for backache), MH: ‘gebruik dit vir TB en pyn; trek 
blare met wit spirits of asyn vir pyne op bene (jig)’ (MH: use it for TB and 
pain; infuse the leaves with white spirits or vinegar for pain in the legs 
(gout) 
Salix mucronata (Salicaceae) 
[PA] - CM: wilgerboom, 
wildewilger, MI: rivierwilger; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: 
rivierwilger; 
[U] - JB1: rivierwilger; 
[DR] - DW, HD: wilgerboom, 
HD: wildewilger; 
[D] - JS: wilger; 
[V] - LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 
MH: rivierwilger, DB: 
wildewilger 
[PA] - CM: ‘maak krieket kolwe daarvan, die hout is nie te sag of te hard 
nie (Indiese wilger – Salix alba)’ (CM: make cricket bats with it, the wood 
is not too soft or too hard (Indian willow - Salix alba); 
[H] - EM: ‘die wilger dien as ‘n uriendrywer; drink dit vir vog op die 
longe, hart en niere; kook twee liter saam met tiemie en drink dit’ (EM: 
the willow acts as a diuretic; drink it for moisture on the lungs, heart and 
kidneys; boil two liter together with thyme and drink it); 
[U] - JB1: ‘dit werk water af (oedema) en was jou hare daarmee’ (JB1: it 
worksoff water (oedema, diuretic) and wash your hair with it); 
[DR] - DW: ‘hang die takke op vir vlieë - insekafweerder’ (DW: hang the 
branches up for flies - insect repellent), HD: ‘trek die blare en was jou 
hare daarmee om omlope te behandel’ (HD: infuse the leaves and wash 
your hair with it to treat ringworm); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik die bas vir kanker’ (JS: use the bark for cancer); 
[V] - DB: ‘plak die blare op jou kop vir kopseer, kan ook die blare trek’ 
(DB: stick the leaves onto your head for headache, can also infuse 
leaves); MH: ‘was hare wat uitval met die aftreksel van rivierwilger om 
haargroei weer te stimuleer; behandel rousere in die maag 
(maagsweer); inflammasie en borskwale’ (MH: wash hair that falls out 
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with an infusion of rivierwilger to stimulate hairgrowth, treat ulcers in the 
stomach; inflammation and chest ailments) 
Salvia africana-caerulea 
(Lamiaceae) 
[PA] - MI: bloublomsalie; 
[DR] - DW:bloublomsalie; 
[V] - DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
bloublomsalie 
[DR] - DW: kook en drink dit vir droë vel; was jou kop daarmee vir 
kopsere (omlope); dit is ‘n gesonde middel (tonikum)’ (DW: boil and 




[H] - AC1, EM, SR: 
rooiblomsalie; 
[U] - JB1: pragtige salie; 
[D] - JS: rooiblomsalie; 
[V] - KH: rooiblomsalie 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: ‘drink dit as ‘n tonikum teen swakheid’ (AC1, EM, 
SR: drink it as a tonic against weakness); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir borskwale en griep; dit help met swak spraak 
en hakkel’ (JB1: use it for chest ailments and influenza; it helps with 
poor speech and stutter); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik dit vir winde’ (JS: use it for flatulence); 
[V] - KH: ‘gebruik dit vir rugkwale en dit is ‘n mooi tuinplant’ (KH: use it 
for backaches and it is a beautiful garden plant) 
Schinus molle 
(Anacardiaceae) 
[PA] - CM, MI: peperboom; 
[H] - EM: peperboom; 
[U] - JB1: peperboom; 
[DR] - DW, HD: peperboom; 
[D] - JS: peperhout; 
[V] - LW1, DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
peperboom 
[PA] - CM: ‘gebruik dit as speserye; eet die bessies’ (CM: use it as 
spices; eat the berries); MI: ‘sit die tak in die huis om vlieë weg te hou 
(insekafweerder)’ (MI: place the branch inside the house to keep flies 
away (insect repellent); 
[H] - EM: ‘gebruik dit vir griep, kook en water af, gooi dit by ander 
medisyne (mengsels)’ (EM: use it for influenza, boil and wateroff, add it 
to other medicine (mixtures);  
[U] - JB1: ‘dit hou die vlieë weg – hang dit op in die skeerpale; die bas 
help vir kanker; kneus die blare en sit dit in water vir griep; spat  die 
blare nat met asyn en sit dit op jou kop vir koppyn (hoofpyn)’ (JB1: it 
keeps the flies away – hang it up in the [sheep] shearing poles; the bark 
helps for cancer; bruise the leaves and place it in water for influenza; 
splash the leaves wet with vinegar and place it on your head for 
headache); 
[DR] - DW: ‘dit lok vlieë en muskiete’ (DW: it attracts flies and 
mosquitos); HD: ‘meng dit as ‘n medisyne (tonikum); die voëls eet die 
sade/bessies; hang die takke op vir vlieë (insekafweerder)’ (HD: mix it 
as a medicine (tonic); the birds eat the seeds/berries; hang the branches 
up for flies (insect repellent); 
[D] - JS: ‘trek die blare en drink dit vir verkoue; maak dit nat met asyn en 
sit dit op jou kop vir hoofpyn en hoë bloeddruk’ (JS: infuse the leaves 
and drink it for colds; wet it with vinegar and place it on your head for 
headache and high blood pressure); 
[V] - LW1: spat asyn op die blare vir hoofpyn; dit hou die vlieë weg 
(insekafweerder); trek dit saam met bloekomblare (Eucalyptus sp.) en 
drink dit vir griep’ (LW1: splash vinegar onto the leaves for headache; it 
keeps the flies away (insect repellent); infuse together with 
bloekomblare (Eucalyptus spp.) and drink for influenza); MH: ‘sit die 
blare op jou kop met vaseline vir hoofpyn; trek die blare vir griep; dit hou 
die vlieë weg – hang ‘n tak op in jou huis (insekafweerder)’ (MH: place 
the leaves on your head with vaseline for headache; infuse the leaves 
for influenza; it keeps the flies away – hang a branch up in your house 
(insect repellent) 
Schotia afra (Fabaceae) 
[U] - JB1: boerboon; 
no uses recorded 
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[PA] - CM: kreeboom, MI: 
kareeboom, rooikaree; 
[U] - JB1: kareeboom; 
[DR] - DW, HD: kareeboom; 
[D] - JS: kareeboom; 
[V] - LW1, FE: 
witkareeboom, DB, KH, LJ, 
MH: rooikaree, DB: 
kareeboom 
[PA] - CM: ‘kook die stam oor die kole sodat dit kan buigbaar word, 
draai dit dan toe in ‘n sak en sit dit in die vuur sodat dit pap genoeg is 
om te kan buig, maak hakstokke en vangstokke daarvan’ (CM: boil the 
stem over the coals to make it flexible, wrap it up in a bag and place in 
the fire so that it becomes soft enough to bend, make hook rods and 
catching rods from it); MI: ‘dit is ‘n goeie vuurmaakhout; eet die bessie 
maar vryf eers die doppie af’ (MI: it is a good firewood, eat the berry but 
rub off the shell first); 
[U] - JB1: ‘maak kieries en pale van die hout’ (JB1: make canes 
(walking sticks) and poles from the wood); 
[DR] - HD: ‘gebruik die hout vir pale, maak bier van die karie’ (HD: use 
the wood for poles, make beer from the karie); 
[D] - JS: ‘dit lyk soos melkboom; maak pale van die hout’ (JS: it looks 
like melkboom [milkwood, Sideroxylon interme]; make poles from the 
wood); 
[V] - LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, MH: ‘eet die pitjies’ (LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 
MH: eat the seeds); DB: ‘gebruik die groen of ryp bessies as koffie – 
gebrand – karee het ‘n smaak van sy eie; trek die blare of bas om oë 
wat te swak is en sleg sien mee te was en helder te kry’ (DB: use the 
green or ripe berries as coffee – burned – karee has a taste of its own; 
infuse the leaves or bark to wash weak eyes that can not see well and to 
get it clear again)  
Searsia undulata 
(Anacardiaceae) 
[PA] - CM: T’koeniebos, MI: 
taaibos; 
[U] - JB1: taaibos, 
koeniebos; 
[DR] - HD: taaibosboom; 
[V] - LW1, FE: rooikaree, DB, 
KH, LJ, MH: taaibos 
[PA] - CM: ‘maak bier van die bessies’ (CM: make beer from the 
berries); 
[DR] - HD: ‘eet die pitte, dit is ‘n goeie brandhout’ (HD: eet the seeds, it 
is a good firewood); 
[V] - DB, KH, LJ, MH: ‘om koffie te maak daarvan is ook moontlik; maak 
boë van die jong lote’ (DB, KH, LJ, MH: to make coffee from it is 
possible too; make bows from the young stems) 
Senecio radicans 
(Asteraceae) 
[DR] - HD: bokballetjies; 
[V] - DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
bokballetjies, bokkos 
[DR] - HD: ‘eet dit’ (HD: eat it); 
[V] - DB, KH, LJ, MH: ‘eet dit’ (DB, KH, LJ, MH: eat it) 
Silene undulata  
(Caryophyllaceae)  
[PA] - CM: klipangelier 
[PA] - CM: ‘sit dit in water op die tafel (blommerangskiking), dit ruik 




[PA] - CM, MI: nastergal; 
[H] - AC1: nastergal; 
[U] - JB1: nastergal; 
[DR] - HD: nasgal; 
[V] - LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 
MH: nasgal 
[PA] - CM: ‘maak ‘n stroop daarvan, dit word in Engeland gekweek’ 
(CM: make syrup from it, it gets cultivated in England); MI: ‘gooi weg 
(onkruid)’ (MI: throw away (weed);                                                                             
[H] - AC1, WE: ‘eet die bessie’ (AC1, WE: eat the berry), WE: ‘dit moet 
groei in die donker sodat die bessie kan verander van groen na swart’ 
(WE: it must grow in the dark so that the berry can change from green to 
black); 
[U] - JB1: ‘smeer dit aan jouself met bontvelle vir velkanker’ (JB1: apply 
it to yourself with fur skins for skin cancer); 
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[DR] - HD: ‘gebruik die groen bessie vir tandpyn en eet die swart 
bessies’ (HD: use the green berry for toothache and eat the black 
berries); 
[V] - MH: ‘eet die swart bessies; trek die blare vir kanker; vryf die ryp 
bessies op jou nek vir wit vlammerige uitslag’ (MH: eat the black berries; 




[PA] - CM: gifappel; 
[DR] - HD: bittertamatie 
[DR] - DW: ‘dit het fyn dorings; dit kan nie geëet word nie want dit is 
giftig’ (DW: it has fine thorns, it can not be eaten since it is poisonous); 
HD: ‘rook die vrug of maak dit fyn en stop in ‘n gat in ‘n tand vir tandpyn’ 
(HD: smoke the fruit or mash it up and fill a hole in a tooth for toothache) 
Stapelia hirsuta 
(Apocynaceae) 
[V] - MH: oujong, kambiekie, 
kambietjie 
[V] - MH: ‘eet die blom en horing’ (MH: eat the flower and pod) 
Teucrium africanum 
(Lamiaceae) 
[PA] - MI: katjie-drie-blaar; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: 
katjie-drie-blaar; 
[U] - JB1: paddaklou, katjie-
drie-blaar, aambeibos; 
[DR] - HD: katjie-drie-blaar; 
[D] - JS: katjie-drie-blaar; 
[V] - DB, FE: katjie-drie-blaar 
[PA] - MI: ‘dit is goed vir alle kindersiektes veral gastro by kinders en 
volwassenes’ (MI: it is good for all childrens’ illnesses especially children 
and adults with diarrhoea); 
[H] - WE: ‘gebruik dit vir jou lewer; suikersiekte; dit is goed vir 
kinderkwale maar ook vir grootmense (tonikum)’ (WE: use it for your 
liver; diabetes; it is good for childrens’ ailments but also for adults 
(tonic); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir vrouekwale (eierstokke); TB; suikersiekte en 
maagkwale’ (JB1: use it for female ailments (ovaries); TB; diabetes and 
stomach ailments); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik dit vir aambeie’ (JS: use it for haemorrhoids); 
[V] - DB, KH, MH: ‘dit proe bitter’ (DB, KH, MH: it tastes bitter); DB: 
‘gebruik dit vir rugkwale’ (DB: use for back ailments); FE: ‘kook dit en 
drink dit vir enige siektes (tonikum)’ (FE: boil it and drink it for any 
sicknesses (tonic); MH: ‘gebruik dit vir verkoue en vir jou niere’ (MH: use 
it for colds and for your kidneys) 
Tropaeolum majus 
(Tropaeolaceae) 
[PA] - CM: kappers; MI: 
kappertjie; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: 
kappertjie; 
[U] - JB1: kappertjie; 
[DR] - DW, HD: kapkappers; 
[D] - JS: kappertjie; 
[V] - DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
kappertjies 
[PA] - CM: ‘dit word as kos geëet veral in die ooste, mens kan dit braai 
in ‘n skottel’ (CM: it is eaten as food especially in the east, one can fry it 
in a dish); MI: ‘dit is kos’ (MI: it is food); 
[H] - AC1: ‘drink dit vir seerkeel en goiter’ (AC1: drink it for sore throat 
and goitre);  
[U] - JB1: ‘eet die blommetjie op brood’ (JB1: eat the flower on bread); 
[DR] - DW: ‘dit is mooi in die tuin’ (DW: it is pretty in the garden); HD: ‘jy 
kan dit eet’ (HD: you can eat it); 




[PA] - MI: wildeknoffel; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: 
wildeknoffel; 
[U] - JB1: wildeknoffel; 
[DR] - DW, HD: wildeknoffel; 
[D] - JS: wildeknoffel; 
[PA] - MI: ‘gebruik dit in die kos maar nie te veel nie want dit is sterk’ 
(MI: use in the food but not too much since it is strong); 
[H] – EM, SR: ‘dit dien as ‘n wurmafdrywer’ (EM, SR: it serves as a 
dewormer); WE: ‘eet dit’ (WE: eat it); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir griep en verkoue; gooi die blare in slaaie of 
kos; drink wildeknoffel saam met boegoe (Agathosma spp.) vir griep’ 
(JB1: use it for influenza and colds; add the leaves in salads or food; 
drink wild garlic together with buchu (Agathosma spp.) for influenza);  
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[V] - LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 
MH: wildeknoffel 
[DR] - DW: ‘eet dit saam met vleis’ (DW: eat together with meat); HD: 
‘trek dit vir paljas – dit sal jou beskerm teen die mense wat jou wil te na 
kom’ (HD: infuse it against evil magic (“paljas”) – magic medicine 
(psychological conditions) – it will protect you against the people that 
want to harm you); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik dit vir verkoues; rasper die knol in kos’ (JS: use is for 
colds; grate the tuber into food); 
[V] - LJ: ‘dit jaag die muskiete weg (insekafweerder)’ (LJ: it chases the 
mosquitos away (insect repellent); MH: ‘eet dit in kos of so rou vir 
verkoue’ (MH: eat it in food or raw as is for colds) 
Tylecodon cacalioides 
(Crassulaceae) 
[D] - JS: krimpsiek; 
[V] - DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
krimpsiek, nenta, ninta 
[PA] - CM: ‘die donkies, hase en ystervarke vreet dit’ (CM: the donkeys, 
rabbits and porcupines eat it); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘dit is giftig’ (LW1, FE: it is poisonous) 
Tylecodon paniculatus 
(Crassulaceae) 
[U] - JB1: botterboom; 
[DR] - DW, HD: botterboom; 
[D] - JS: botterboom;     
[V] - AW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 
MH: botterboom, LW1, FE: 
botterperde 
[U] - JB1: ‘ry die stomp as ‘n speletjie’ (JB1: ride the trunk as a game); 
[DR] - DW: ‘het dit as ‘n ‘skuitjie’ gery deur die ‘kop’ af te sny van die 
stomp’ (DW: rode it as a ‘boat’ by cutting the top off from the trunk), HD: 
‘ry die stomp as ‘n speletjie’ (HD: ride the trunk as a game);  
[D] - JS: ‘ry die stomp as ‘n speletjie’ (JS: ride the trunk as a game);  
[V] - LW1, FE, LJ: ‘ry die stomp as ‘n speletjie’ (LW1, FE, LJ: ride the 
trunk as a game); LJ: ‘dit is giftig’ (LJ: it is poisonous) 
Typha capensis (Typhaceae) 
[D] - JS: papkuil 
[D] - JS: ‘die wortel maak jou bloed skoon’ (JS: the root cleanses your 
blood (blood purifier) 
Urtica urens (Urticaceae) 
[PA] - CM, MI: brand-nekel; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: 
brandnekel; 
[U] - JB1: brandnekel; 
[DR] - DW: brandnetel, HD: 
brandnekel; 
[D] - JS: brandnekel; 
[V] - DB: brandnetel, LW1, 
FE, MH: brandnekel, MH: 
brandkneukel 
 
[PA] - CM: ‘het gespeel daarmee as kind deur op ander kinders se bene 
te slaan daarmee’ (CM: played with it as a child by hitting other children 
on their legs with it); MI: ‘dit is ‘n medisyne (tonikum); kinders slaan 
mekaar daarmee dan brand en jeuk dit, slaan knoppies uit daarna’ (MI: 
it is a medicine (tonic); children hit each other with it then it burns and 
itches, causes skin rash afterwards); 
[H] - EM, WE: ‘drink dit vir blaasinfeksie’ (EM, WE: drink it for bladder 
infection); SR: ‘gebruik dit vir verkoue’ (SR: use it for colds); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir arthritis en suikersiekte’ (JB1: use it for arhiritis 
and diabetes); 
[DR] - DW: ‘drink dit vir jig, dit vat die vurigheid weg; het mekaar as 
kinders daarmee geslaan’ (DW: drink it for gout, it takes the burning 
sensation away; use to hit each other with it as children); HD: ‘trek dit af 
vir kanker, die blare moet nie te groen wees wanneer dit getrek word 
nie; slaan mekaar met dit maar dit brand’ (HD: infuse it for cancer, the 
leaves should not be too green when it is infused; hit each other with it 
but it burns); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik dit vir kanker; kneus die blare vir brandwonde en plak 
dit daarop’ (JS: use it for cancer, bruise the leaves for burn wounds and 
stick it onto it); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘meng dit saam met bokmis vir masels; slaan jou bene 
daarmee dan brand dit’ (LW1, FE: mix it together with goat dung for 
measles; hit your legs with it then it burns); MH: ‘gebruik dit vir hoë en 
lae bloeddruk; dit help om masels te laat uitslaan in plaas van in, meng 
dit saam met vars of droë skaapdrolletjies (mis) en trek dit saam en 
drink dit’ (MH: use it for high and low blood pressure; it helps the rash of 
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measles to erupt outwards and not inwards, mix it together with fresh or 
dry sheep dung and infuse it together and drink it) 
Vachellia karroo (Fabaceae) 
[PA] - CM: soetdoring, MI: 
doringboom 
[H] - EM: pendoring, 
doringboom, doringhout, WE: 
doringboom; 
[U] - JB1: doringboom; 
[DR] - DW, HD: doringboom; 
[D] - JS: doringboom; 
[V] - LW1: witdoringboom, 
DB, KH, LJ, MH: doringboom 
 
 
[PA] - CM: ‘die pitte word gebrand en as koffie gebruik, dit blaas jou op; 
dit is koedoes se weiding; dit is ‘n goeie brandhout; die gom word geëet 
(CM: the seeds are roasted and used as coffee, it causes bloatedness; it 
is grazing for kudu; it is a good firewood, the gum is eaten); MI: ‘dit is ‘n 
goeie brandhout, maak blokkies vir die vuur; eet die gom, peule en die 
blare; trek dit soos ‘n tee saam met voëlent (Viscum capense) en 
renosterbos (Elytropappus rhinocerotis) om asma te behandel’ (MI: it is 
a good firewood, make blocks for the fire; eat the gum, pods and the 
leaves; infuse it like a tea together with voëlent (Viscum capense) and 
renosterbos (Elytropappus rhinocerotis) to treat asthma);  
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: ‘gebruik die bas as maagwerking(diaree) 
medisyne’ (AC1, EM, SR, WE: use bark as diarhoea medicine), WE: ‘die 
blare word gebruik die behandeling van hoë bloeddruk; die gom (hyra) 
was geëet as kinders, dit het ‘n swart gom; dit is ‘n goeie brandhout’ 
(WE: the leaves are used to treat high blood pressure; the gum (hyra) 
was eaten as children, it has a black gum; it is a good firewood); 
[U] - JB1: ‘ dit is ‘n goeie brandhout; gorrel die bas vir seerkeer, gooi 
suiker by wanneer dit gekook word; eet die gom’ (JB1: it is a good 
firewood; gargle the bark for sore throat, add sugar to it when it gets 
boiled, eat the gum); 
[DR] - DW: ‘brand die sade vir koffie; eet die gom; dit is ‘n goeie 
brandhout’ (DW: roast the seeds for coffee; eat the gum; it is a good 
firewood); HD: ‘ dit is ‘n goeie vuurmaakhout; ouma het die peul gebruik; 
eet die groen pitte, dit smaak baie lekker; eet die gom, ‘n 
bobbejaanspinnekop kruip weg binne die swart gom’ (HD: it is a good 
firewood; gran used the pod; eat the green seeds, it tastes very nice; eat 
the gum, a baboonspider hides away inside the black gum); 
[D] - JS: ‘dit is ‘n brandhout; eet die gom, dit smaak baie lekker; die bas 
word gegorrel vir ‘n vrou se mangels; eet die peule’ (JS: it is a firewood; 
eat the gum, it tastes very nice; the bark is gargled for a woman’s 
tonsils; eat the pods); 
[V] - LW1: ‘dit is ‘n brandhout vir vuurmaak; eet die lekker gom vir 
sooibrand; kook oudoringboombas (Vachellia karroo) en rooikareebas 
(Searsia lancea) saam en drink een lepel vol in die oggende vir rugpyne’ 
(LW1: it is a wood for fire; eat the nice gum for heartburn; boil 
oudoringboombas (Vachellia karroo) and rooikarreebas (Searsia lancea) 
together and drink one spoonfull in the mornings to treat backache); DB: 
‘brand die stam en trek die as met warm water vir ‘n maagsweer; trek 
die groen of ryp peul soos tee vir jig (gout); trek die gom en drink dit vir 
‘n lekhart, dit stop die gaaitjie toe; die gom kan ook gesuig word soos ‘n 
lekker vir sooibrand’ (DB: burn the trunk (wood) and infuse the ash in 
warm water to treat a stomach ulcer; infuse the green or ripe pod like 
tea to treat gout, infuse the gum and drink it for a leaking heart, it will 
block the hole; the gum can also be sucked like a sweet to treat 
heartburn); KH: ‘gebruik die binne bas vir jou rug’ (KH: use the inner 
bark for your back (to treat backache); FE: ‘eet die gom vir maagsuur en 
sooibrand asook vir ‘n lekhart gereeld met ‘n ysblok agterna; gebrande 
as en sop van half groen peul kan op ‘n koorsblaar gesmeer word’ (FE: 
eat the gum for indigestion and heartburn as well as for leaking a heart 
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often followed by an ice cube; burned ash and juice from halve green 
pod can be applied to a coldsore); LJ: ‘eet die groen pitte soos harde 
ertjies, dit maak jou winderig as jy te veel daarvan eet; die gom help vir 
sooibrand’ (LJ: eat the green seeds like hard peas,  gives you 
bloatedness if you eat too much thereof; the gum helps for heartburn); 
MH: ‘kap die bas en trek en gorrel dit vir ‘n seerkeel en mangels; ‘n vrou 
kan dit ook trek en drink as sy fout het met haar binnedele (vrouekwale); 
brand die droë pitte vir koffie, dit het ‘n lekker smaak soos die reuk van 
die peul; die wit van die gom (styselgom) kan in louwater gegooi word 
en gebruik word saam met stampmielies of meel om tafeldoeke mee styf 
te stysel; die blare en geel blomme kan geëet word, dit het ‘n botter 
vetterige smaak; die bobbejane eet die groen pitte wat suur smaak as 
ook die swart gom (bobbejaangom); die dorings kan as naalde gebruik 
word, dit moet tussen droog en nat wees sodat die garing deurgesteek 
kan word’ (MH: chop the bark and infuse and gargle it for a sore throat 
and tonsils; a woman can also infuse and drink it if there is something 
wrong with her innerparts (female ailments); roast the dry seeds for 
coffee, it tastes nice like the smell of the pod; the white part of the gum 
(starch glue) can be placed into lukewarm water and used along with 
crushed mealies or flour to stiffen tableclothes; the leaves and yellow 
flowers are edible, it has a buttery taste; the baboons eat the green 
seeds that tastes sour as well as the black gum (baboon gum); the 
thorns can be used as needles, it has to be between dry and wet so that 
the cotton thread can be pulled through)   
Viscum capense 
(Santalaceae) 
[PA] - CM: kaiingbos; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: 
voëlent; 
[U] - JB1: voëlent; 
[DR] - HD: voëlent 
[PA] - CM: ‘die wit bessies lyk soos wit kaiings’ (CM: the white berries 
look like white cracklings);  
[H] - AC1, WE: ‘dit groei plat in anosterbos (Elytropappus rhinocerotis)’ 
(AC1, WE: it grows flat in anosterbos (Elytropappus rhinocerotis); WE: 
‘dit word gebruik vir suikersiekte; kanker en hoë bloeddruk; drink dit as 
'n tee, meng dit ook saam met ander kruie’ (WE: use it for diabetes; 
cancer and high blood pressure; drink it as a tea; mix it together with 
other herbs too); 
[U] - JB1: ‘dit groei op renosterbos (Elytropappus rhinocerotis); eet die 
bessies; gebruik dit vir epiliptiese aanvalle en suiker’ (JB1: it grows on 
renosterbos (Elytropappus rhinocerotis); eat the berries; use it for 
epileptic fits and diabetes); 
[DR] - HD: ‘trek dit vir vrouekwale’ (HD: infuse it for female ailments) 
Viscum continuum 
(Santalaceae) 
[PA] - MI: voëlent; 
[DR] - HD: voëlent; 
[D] - JS: voëlent; 
[V] - LW1, FE: voëlent 
[PA] - CM: ‘dit groei slegs op die doringboom (Vachellia karroo)’ (CM: it 
only grows on the thorntree (Vachellia karroo); 
[U] - JB1: ‘dit groei op die doringboom; bokke eet dit in die droogtes’ 
(JB1: it grows on the thorntree, goats eat it in drought); 
[DR] - HD: ‘trek dit vir vrouekwale’ (HD: infuse it for female ailments); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik dit vir TB; asma; beroerte na verlamming; gebruik dit 
saam met klipdagga (Leonotis ocymifolia) en wildesalie (Salvia spp.) as 
‘n tonikum’ (JS: use it for TB; asthma; stroke after paralysis; use it 
together with klipdagga (Leonotis ocymifolia) and wildesalie (Salvia 
spp.) as a tonic); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘drink dit as ‘n tee, dit is nie algemeen nie’ (LW1, FE: 
drink it as a tea, it is not general); DB, KH, LJ, MH: ‘die voëltjies eet 
hom’ (DB, KH, LJ, MH: the birds eat him) 




and vernacular names  
[Villages:  
PA: Prince Albert;  
H: Haarlem;  
U: Uniondale;  
DR: De Rust;  
D: Dysselsdorp;  
V: Volmoed] 
Anecdotes collected during ethnobotanical surveys 
(Afrikaans anecdotes are often grammatically incorrect but are 
given exactly as they were recorded; likewise, the English 
translations may not be grammatically perfect but hopefully 




[V] - KH: ‘as die jam noembos (Carissa sp.) die gasheer is, dan moet dit 
soos tee gesweet word, dit moet gedroog word en kookwater moet 
daarop gegooi word vir ‘n lekker tee’ (KH: if the jamnoembos (Carissa 
sp.) is the host, then it needs to sweat like tea, it has to be dried and 
boiling water must be added for a tasty tea); LJ: ‘drink dit as ‘n tee vir die 
lekker wat groei op die noem-noem bos (Carissa haematocarpa)’ (LJ: 
drink it as a tea for enjoyment that grows on the noem-noem shrub 
(Carissa haematocarpa). 
Xanthoparmelia spp. (lichen) 
(Parmeliaceae) 
[PA] - CM, MI: klipblom; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: klipblom; 
[U] - JB1: klipblom; 
[DR] - DW: daggaklipblom, 
DW, HD: klipblom;  
[D] - JS: klipblom; 
[V] - LW1, DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
klipblom, MH: klipdagga 
[PA] - CM: ‘kleur wol daarmee (Helena, sy vrou, het wol gekleur)’ (CM: 
dye wool with it (Helena, his wife, dyed wool); MI: ‘maal dit fyn en meng 
dit saam met vaseline om aan te smeer aan kolle op die lyf (ekseem)’ 
(MI: grind it finely and mix it together with vaseline and apply to spots on 
the body (eczema); 
[H] - EM: ‘gebruik dit vir kopsere van kinders (omlope) en nierpyne’ (EM: 
use it for ringworm of children and kidney pains); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir verkoue; niere; rug en tandpyn’ (JB1: use it for 
colds; kidneys; backache and toothache); 
[DR] - DW: ‘drink dit vir die brand in die maag (maagsweer), trek dit met 
kookwater’ (DW: drink it for the burning sensation in the stomach 
(stomach ulcer), infuse it in boiling water); HD: ‘trek dit 
(ongespesifiseerde medisyne)’ (HD: infuse it (unspecified medicine); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik dit vir jou niere’ (JS: use it for your kidneys); 
[V] - LW1: ‘kook dit en drink dit vir rugpyn’ (LW1: boil it and drink it for 
backache); MH: ‘rook dit – dit maak jou deurmekaar’ (MH: smoke it – it 
confuses you (psychoactive drug) 
Zantedeschia aethiopica 
(Araceae) 
[PA] - CM: varkiesblom, MI: 
varkblom; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: 
varkiesblom, WE: 
varkieblaar; 
[U] - JB1: varkiesblaar; 
[DR] - DW: varkieblomme, 
HD: varkieblom; 
[D] - JS: varkiesblaar; 
[V] - LW1, DB: varkiesblom, 
MH: varkieslelie 
[PA] - CM: ‘word gebruik vir die mooigeid (blommerangskikking)’ (CM: 
used because it is pretty (flower arrangements); MI: ‘die blomme word 
gebruik vir hul mooigeid (blommerangskiking)’ (MI: the flowers are used 
for their prettiness (flower arrangements); 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR: ‘die blomme is mooi; gebruik die blare vir pyn’ (AC1, 
EM, SR: the flowers are pretty; use the leaves for pain); 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik die blare vir eelte’ (JB1: use the leaves for calluses); 
[DR] - HD: ‘dit word gebruik in blommerangskikings’ (HD: it is used in 
flower arrangements); 
[D] - JS: ‘gebruik die blare om jou bloed skoon te maak’ (JS: use the 
leaves to cleanse (purify) your blood); 
[V] - LW1, DB, KH, LJ, MH: ‘dit is mooi en giftig’ (LW1, DB, KH, LJ, MH: 
it is pretty and poisonous) 
Zingiber officinale 
(Zingiberaceae) 
[PA] - CM: winkelgemmer, 
MI: gemmer; 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: 
gemmer; 
[U] - JB1: gemmer; 
[DR] - HD: gemmer; 
[D] - JS: gemmer; 
[V] - LW1, DB, FE, KH, LJ, 
MH: gemmer 
[PA] - MI: ‘gebruik dit in kos veral breyani’ (MI: use it in food especially 
breyani); 
[H] - AC1, EM, SR, WE: ‘gebruik dit vir maagkwale, gebruik die nat 
gemmer’ (AC1, EM, SR, WE: use it for stomach ailments, use the wet 
(fresh) ginger); AC1: ‘gebruik dit vir koeksister stroop’ (AC1: use it for 
‘koeksister’ syrup (a type of sweet South African delicacy) 
[U] - JB1: ‘gebruik dit vir maagkwale’ (JB1: use it for stomach ailments); 
[DR] - HD: ‘maak gemmerbier en gemmerkoekies daarvan; dit help vir 
naarheid op die maag’ (HD: make gingerbeer and ginger biscuits with it; 
it helps for nausea on the stomach); 
[V] - LW1, FE: ‘eet dit’ (LW1, FE: eat it); MH: ‘gooi dit in konfyt en vleis; 
trek dit en drink dit vir verkoue; gooi ‘n stuk in pampoen; koop dit groen 
en droog dit uit; maak gemmerbier daarvan saam met rosyne, maak 




and vernacular names  
[Villages:  
PA: Prince Albert;  
H: Haarlem;  
U: Uniondale;  
DR: De Rust;  
D: Dysselsdorp;  
V: Volmoed] 
Anecdotes collected during ethnobotanical surveys 
(Afrikaans anecdotes are often grammatically incorrect but are 
given exactly as they were recorded; likewise, the English 
translations may not be grammatically perfect but hopefully 
captures the essence of the anecdote) 
koringbier nes gemmerbier maar laat staan dit vir drie dae na ‘n week 
sodat die koring kan gis en kan swel net soos die rosyntjies, kleur dit 
dan met koekkleursel’ (MH: add it into jam and meat; infuse it and drink 
it for colds; add a piece into pumpkin; buy it green and dry it out; make 
gingerbeer with it and add raisins to it, make wheat beer just like 
gingerbeer but let it stand for three days after a week so that the wheat 




[PA] - CM: tweeblaarbos, 
tweeblaar; 
[H] - EM: vetbos; 
[DR] - HD: leeubekkie; 
[V] - LW1, FE, LJ: seepbos, 
LW1, FE, MH: skuimbos 
[PA] - CM: ‘was jou hande daarmee (seeperig)’ (CM: wash your hands 
with it (soapy); 
[H] - EM: ‘kap dit op en sit dit bo-op sere’ (EM: chop it up and place it 
onto sores); 
[DR] - HD: ‘breek die blaar oop en smeer dit bo-op jou kop vir omlope’ 
(HD: break open the leaf and apply it on your head for ringworm); 
[V] - LW1, FE, DB: ‘was jou hande daarmee’ (LW1, FE, DB: wash your 
hands with it) 
Zygophyllum retrofractum 
(Zygophyllaceae) 
[V] - LJ: hondepisbos, MH: 
muisbos 
no uses recorded 
 
The primary data in Table 7.2 include all known uses, not only medicinal uses 
but also food items, crafts and games. According to the primary data collected for the 
five villages in the eastern Little Karoo and Prince Albert (Table 7.2), at least 165 
useful species are known to the participants. This includes 25 species that were not 
represented in the flip-file and were added to these results. Uses were recorded for 
157 species – the eight species without uses in the eastern Little Karoo were 
Dolichothrix ericoides, Lepidium africanum, Lobostemon fruticosus, Otholobium 
stachyerum, Pegolettia retrofracta, Pelargonium peltatum, Schotia afra and 
Zygophyllum retrofractum. The reason for this might be because of their limited 
availability in the eastern Little Karoo or because they are simply just not considered 
useful in this area. In the following sections, analyses of the data in Table 7.2 are 
presented, but these analyses are limited to medicinal plant use only.  
 
7.4 Medicinal plant species  
Analysis of the primary data was done by calculating the following seven indices: 
Cultural Importance Index (CII), the Anecdote Frequency Index (AFI) and the 
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Relative Frequency of Citation (RFC), Species Popularity Index (SPI), Index of 
Agreement between remedies (IAR) and Spedificity Index (SI) and the Generalist 
Index (GI). There are several other indices that can be used or other calculations 
that the reader may wish to make. These indices allow for comparisons to be made 
between species and to determine the most important or most popular medicinal 
plants of the study area.  
This thesis focused on medicinal ethnobotany, and only medicinal use-records 
are therefore summarized in Table 7.3. Newly recorded medicinal species (i.e. new 
for the Little Karoo) and newly recorded medicinal uses (for the Little Karoo) are 
indicated in bold. The most frequently used vernacular names are underlined (based 
on the number of participants who proposed that name). The primary (main) use(s) 
of each species are underlined, i.e. the use(s) with the highest frequency of 
anecdotes. Author citations for the scientific names are given here and are not 
repeated elsewhere in this chapter.   
 
Table 7.3: Medicinal plant species and a summary (in English) of their uses as 
recorded in the eastern Little Karoo and Prince Albert in the southern Great 
Karoo, South Africa.  
For a detailed account of all recorded anecdotes and associated key participants (i.e. 
the primary data), see Table 7.2. 
Column 1: Species number; Newly recorded medicinal plants in the Little Karoo are 
given in bold text; the most frequently used vernacular name(s) are underlined; 
newly recorded Little Karoo vernacular names are indicated by superscripta while 
new variations of known vernacular names are indicated by superscriptb; exotic 
species are indicated by superscriptc and indigenous species not occurring in the 
eastern Little Karoo are indicated by superscriptd; Conservation statuses are given 
(in brackets taken from Raimondo et al., 2009 and as updated in 
http://redlist.sanbi.org); voucher specimens (all in JRAU) are listed as follow: [HV] = 
Hulley and Van Wyk; [H] = Hulley; [VV] = Van Wyk and Vlok; [RV] = Ruiters and Van 
Wyk; [PHV] = photographic vouchers. The Cultural Importance Index (CII), the 
Anecdote Frequency Index (AFI), the Relative Frequency of Citation (RFC) and 
Species Popularity Index (SPI) are given as statistic values [in square brackets]; 
Column 2: Newly recorded medicinal uses for the eastern Little Karoo are given in 
bold and the main (primary) medicinal uses are underlined. The three numerical 
values in square brackets e.g. [16,16,25] refer to (1) the total number of participants 
(16) mentioning amedicinal use for the plant species; (2) the total number of use-
records (16); (3) the rank of the species (25) according to the number of use-records. 
The Index of Agreement on Remedies (IAR), Specificity Index (SI) and Generalistic 
Index (GI) are also given as statistic values in square brackets. 
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Species name; family name; vernacular 
name(s); conservation status; voucher 
specimens. 
Summary of main medicinal use(s) 
recorded 
1. cAcorus calamus L.; Acoraceae; NE; 
[PHV146]; vleikalmoes; [CII=0.13]; [AFI=0.19]; 
[RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.19] 
Used as a calming agent and for psychological 
conditions (magic medicine - “paljas”). 
[1,2,28]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
2. Adromischus triflorus (L.f.) A. Berger; 
Crassulaceae; LC; [PHV3]; plakkie(tjie)a, 
bontplakkie, eendvoet-plakkiea, eendjiea, 
ganspoota, [CII=0.31]; [AFI=0.81]; [RFC=0.31]; 
[SPI=0.65] 
The leaf juice is used for ringworm, earache 
(otitis) and the leaves are used for swellings. 
[5,5,25]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]  
3. Agathosma ovata (Thunb.) Pillans and other 
species; Rutaceae; [PHV4]; boegoe, 
bergboegoe, makboegoe, vlakte boegoe, 
langdunblaarboegoe, rondeblaarboegoe, 
vleiboegoe, vleiboegoeboom, koffieboegoe, 
peppermentboegoe, langblaarboegoe, 
steenbokboegoe, stinkbokboegoe, 
anysboegoe, innocentboegoe, lemoenboegoe; 
[CII=1.19]; [AFI=0.88]; [RFC=0.63]; [SPI=0.72] 
Infusions used for colds and influenza, 
inflammation and arthritis, diabetes, stomach 
ailments, kidney ailments, backache, for 
swellings and gout and can be used as a tonic.  
[10,19,10]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80] 
4. cAgave americana L.; Asparagaceae; NE; 
[PHV5]; garingbosb, garingblaai(e)b, 
garingboom(blaaie)b, spannebronkola, spanjola, 
help-my-krapa, help-my-johnnya; [CII=0.38]; 
[AFI=0.88]; [RFC=0.38]; [SPI=0.77] 
Leaves juice used for diabetes, ringworm, skin 
rash, whooping cough and as an unspecified 
medicine. [6,6,25]; [IAR=0.4]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
5. Aloe ferox Mill.; Asphodelaceae; LC; 
[PHV6]; aalwyn, bergaalwyn, aalwynbooma, 
makaalwyn, gewone aalwyna; [CII=2.00]; 
[AFI=1.00]; [RFC=0.88]; [SPI=0.97] 
Used for stomach ailments, asthma, as a tonic, 
constipation, blood purifier, headache, high 
blood pressure, diabetes, ringworm, internal 
parasites such as worms, acts as an emetic, 
used as veterinary medicine and as an 
unspecified medicine. [14,32,3]; [IAR=0.6]; 
[SI=0.13]; [GI=0.88] 
6. Amaranthus spp.; Amaranthaceae; LC; 
[PHV8]; marog, misbredie, hanekam(bossie)a;  
[CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.50]; [RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.52] 
Use a decoction as a wash for dandruff. [1,1,30]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
7. Aptosimum indivisum Burch. ex Benth. and 
Aptosimum procumbens (Lehm.) Steud.; 
Scrophulariaceae; LC; [PHV9a & b]; 
korreldikkiea, brandbos(sie); [CII=0.56]; 
[AFI=0.50]; [RFC=0.38]; [SPI=0.43] 
Used for skin infections, as an ointment or wash 
for sores, ringworm, dandruff, powdered leaves 
are used for wounds, ash sprinkled over burn 
wounds. [6,9,21]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
8. cArtemisia absinthium L.; Asteraceae; NE; 
[PHV10]; groenamara; [CII=1.50]; [AFI=0.81]; 
[RFC=0.75]; [SPI=0.83] 
Infusion used for stomach ailments including 
stomach-ache and stomach ulcers, colds, 
children’s ailments, heartburn, diarrhoea, liver 
and gall bladder ailments, fever, cancer, 
nausea, as an unspecified medicine and used 
as veterinary medicine. [12,24,6]; [IAR=0.5]; 
[SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80] 
9. Artemisia afra Jacq.; Asteraceae; LC; 
[PHV11]; wildeals, tamma-alsa; [CII=2.38]; 
[AFI=0.94]; [RFC=0.88]; [SPI=0.92] 
Used as treatment for high blood pressure, 
headache, asthma, bronchitis, stomach ulcers 
and stomach-ache, diabetes, dysentery, 
heartburn, lactation (milk stimulation), chest 
ailments, colds, cough, a calming agent, heart 
ailments, backache, pain and inflammation and 
croup (children’s illness). [14,38,1]; [IAR=0.5]; 
[SI=0.11]; [GI=0.89] 
10. Asclepias crispa P.J. Bergius; 
Apocynaceae; LC; [PHV12]; witvergeet, 
bitterwortela, bitterkambro, bitterkalmoes, 
Used for stomach ailments such as stomach-
ache, diarrhoea, diabetes and used for 
psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”). [6,9,21]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
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Species name; family name; vernacular 
name(s); conservation status; voucher 
specimens. 
Summary of main medicinal use(s) 
recorded 
bitterpatat, kalmoes, kamoo; [CII=0.56]; 
[AFI=0.44]; [RFC=0.38]; [SPI=0.42] 
11. Asparagus spp.; Asparagaceae; LC; 
[PHV13]; kattedoring, katdoring, haakdoring, 
hondebiessiesa; [CII=0.44]; [AFI=0.81]; 
[RFC=0.44]; [SPI=0.78] 
Used for ringworm, tuberculosis, cancer and 
psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”). [7,7,23]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
12. Augea capensis Thunb.; Zygophyllaceae; 
LC; [PHV15]; volstruiskannaa, volstruisbela, 
soutghoenaa, soutbosa, pekelbosa; [CII=0.13]; 
[AFI=0.38]; [RFC=0.13]; [SPI=0.44] 
Used for oral thrush, juice used as an ointment 
for skin irritations and acts as a thirst 
quencher. [2,2,28]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50] 
13. Ballota africana (L.) Benth.; Lamiaceae; 
LC; [PHV17]; kattekruid, kattepiskruida 
kattekruie, kattekruib; [CII=1.63]; [AFI=0.88]; 
[RFC=0.75]; [SPI=0.85] 
Leaf infusion used in treatment of colds, influenza, 
cough, bladder ailments, female ailments, 
fever, headache, chest ailments, inflammation, 
circulation, as a calming agent and tonic, 
insomnia and gout. [12,26,4]; [IAR=0.5]; 
[SI=0.14]; [GI=0.86] 
14. Boophone disticha Herb.; Amaryllidaceae; 
LC; [PHV18]; gifbol, swatia, mamesbosa; 
[CII=0.88]; [AFI=0.81]; [RFC=0.69]; [SPI=0.77] 
Bulb leaves used as compress on sores, 
infections, inflammation and wounds such as 
cuts and circumcisions. [11,14,15]; [IAR=0.8]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
15. Buddleja saligna Willd.; Scrophulariaceae; 
LC; [PHV19]; witolien(hout), witoleinb; 
[CII=0.13]; [AFI=0.19]; [RFC=0.13]; [SPI=0.33] 
Used for psychological conditions (magic 
medicine - “paljas”). [2,2,28]; [IAR=1.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
16. Bulbine frutescens (L.) Willd.; 
Asphodelaceae; LC; [PHV20]; katstert, 
geneesbos(sie)a, nierbos(sie)a, wildekopivab, 
wonderplanta, balsemkopiva, balsemkapivab, 
koorsblaarbosa; [CII=1.13]; [AFI=0.50]; 
[RFC=0.69]; [SPI=0.70] 
Leaf juice used for insect bites, wounds such as 
burn wounds, sores, skin irritations, ringworm, 
cold sores and fever blisters, sunburn, infusions 
used for female ailments, kidney ailments and 
fever. [11,18,11]; [IAR=0.4]; [SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80] 
17. Bulbine praemorsa (Jacq.) Spreng.; 
Asphodelaceae; koorsblaarbos, wildekopiva, 
kipiva; LC; [CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.06]; [RFC=0.06]; 
[SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Root infusions used for backache. [1,1,29]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.00]; [GI=0.00] 
18. Cadaba aphylla (Thunb.) Wild.; 
Capparaceae; LC; [PHV21]; swartstorm; 
[CII=0.75]; [AFI=0.69]; [RFC=0.50]; [SPI=0.59] 
Root infusion used as an emetic, for high blood 
pressure, ringworm, as a tonic, backache, 
headache and for psychological conditions 
(magic medicine - “paljas”). [8,12,17]; 
[IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.17]; [GI=0.83] 
19. cCanna indica L.; Cannaceae; NE; 
[PHV22]; kennablaar, kennasblare, kenna(s), 
kanna, lelie(blom)a, inflammasieblarea; 
[CII=1.13]; [AFI=0.94]; [RFC=0.81]; [SPI=0.81] 
Leaves used as compress for pain and 
inflammation, sores, infection, wounds, 
swellings and pimples. [13,18,11]; [IAR=0.8]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]   
20. cCannabis sativa L.; Cannabaceae; NE; 
[PHV23]; dagga, daggaboomb, 
daggaplant(jie)b; [CII=1.19]; [AFI=0.81]; 
[RFC=0.69]; [SPI=0.81] 
Leaves are smoked as a treatment for asthma, as 
a calming agent and as a psychoactive drug, 
infusions used to treat high blood pressure, 
stroke, headache, inflammation, heart 
ailments, HIV Aids, ash applied to ringworm, 
leaves used as a compress onto snake-bite. 
[11,19,10]; [IAR=0.4]; [SI=0.14]; [GI=0.86]   
21. Carpobrotus edulis (L.) L. Bolus; 
Aizoaceae; LC; [PHV24]; ghoena(s), 
ghoenavy, suurvy, bittervya, vygieb, geitaa; 
[CII=1.31]; [AFI=0.88]; [RFC=0.75]; [SPI=0.85] 
Used for oral thrush, sore throat, tonsillitis, 
mouth and throat ulcers, bronchitis, colic, as a 
tonic and for the treatment of bluebottle stings. 
[12,21,8]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]   
22. Cassytha ciliolata Nees; Lauraceae; LC; 
[PHV25]; bobbejaantou(e)a, bobbejaanharea; 
[CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.19]; [RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.16] 
Used for stimulation of hair growth. [1,1,29]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
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Species name; family name; vernacular 
name(s); conservation status; voucher 
specimens. 
Summary of main medicinal use(s) 
recorded 
23. cCentaurea benedicta (L.) L. [=Cnicus 
benedictus L.]; Asteraceae; NE; [PHV33]; 
karmedik, kankerbosa, perdepisa; [CII=0.88]; 
[AFI=1.00]; [RFC=0.63]; [SPI=0.81] 
Infusions used for stomach ailments and stomach 
ulcers, diabetes, high blood pressure, cancer, 
as a tonic and unspecified medicine. [10,14,15]; 
[IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
24. Chamarea capensis (Thunb.) Eckl. & 
Zeyh.; Apiaceae; LC; [PHV26]; vinkel, 
vinkelwortel; [CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.25]; 
[RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.24] 
Infusion of leaves used for the treatment of 
snake-bite, spider bite, scorpion bite and as an 
unspecified medicine. [1,1,29]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
25. Chironia baccifera L.; Gentianaceae; LC; 
[PHV28]; aambeibos(sie), hondebossiea, TB-
bossiea, haasbosa, bitterbos(sie); [CII=0.31]; 
[AFI=0.38]; [RFC=0.25]; [SPI=0.36] 
Infusions used for tuberculosis, cold-fever and 
haemorrhoids. [4,5,25]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.33]; 
[GI=0.67] 
26. Chrysocoma ciliata L.; Asteraceae; LC; 
[PHV29]; skaapkarooa, beesbossie, 
bitterbos(sie); [CII=0.19]; [AFI=0.31]; 
[RFC=0.19]; [SPI=0.40]  
Used for stomach pain, as a tonic and as an 
insect repellent. [3,3,27]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; 
[GI=0.50]   
27. Cissampelos capensis L.f.; 
Menispermaceae; LC; [PHV30]; 
dawidjiewortel; [CII=1.00]; [AFI=0.88]; 
[RFC=0.56]; [SPI=0.76] 
Wash infections, infusions used for stomach 
ailments, indigestion, flatulence, backache, 
female ailments, smoke inhaled for headache 
and memory enhancement and root infusion 
used as a tonic. [9,16,13]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.17]; 
[GI=0.83] 
28. Cliffortia strobilifera L.; Rosaceae; LC; 
[PHV32]; kammiebos, pypsteelbos; [CII=0.06]; 
[AFI=0.38]; [RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.28] 
Used for treating whooping cough. [1,1,29]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
29. Conyza scabrida DC. (Nidorella ivifolia (L.) 
J.C.Manning & Goldblatt); Asteraceae; LC; 
[H41-16; PHV34]; bakbos(sie), bakkersbosb, 
oondbos(sie); [CII=1.06]; [AFI=0.88]; 
[RFC=0.63]; [SPI=0.81] 
Used to treat colds, influenza, fever, headache, 
stomach ailments, dysentery, female ailments 
and inflammation. [10,17,12]; [IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.20]; 
[GI=0.80] 
30. Cotyledon orbiculata L.; Crassulaceae; LC; 
[PHV35]; plakkie(s), grootplakkieb, oorpyna, 
varkoor, plakkiebosb; [CII=0.69]; [AFI=0.88]; 
[RFC=0.69]; [SPI=0.75] 
Poultice used for skin ailments, calluses, warts, 
sores, anthrax, used as an ointment for 
inflammation, earache and leaf used as a 
compress for toothache. [11,11,18]; [IAR=0.5]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
31. Cyclopia intermedia E. Mey.; Fabaceae; 
LC; [PHV36]; heuningteeb, veldteea, vleiteea, 
kleinteea, teebosb, kamanassieteea, 
heuningbos(tee), bergtee; [CII=0.31]; 
[AFI=0.75]; [RFC=0.25]; [SPI=0.69] 
Used as a tonic, influenza, for pain and 
inflammation and acts as an appetite stimulant. 
[4,5,25]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
32. cDatura stramonium L.; Solanaceae; NE; 
[PHV40]; stinkolieb, stinkblaarolieboomb, 
olieboom; [CII=0.69]; [AFI=0.81]; [RFC=0.38]; 
[SPI=0.67] 
Leaves used as an insect repellent, dried leaves 
smoked to treat toothache, compress leaves on 
sores and spiderbites and on head for headache, 
nausea, pain and inflammation, apply seeds as 
an ointment on burn wounds, acts as a 
psychoactive drug.  [6,11,18]; [IAR=0.2]; 
[SI=0.14]; [GI=0.86]   
33. Dioscorea hemicrypta Burkill; 
Dioscoreaceae; LC; [PHV42]; olifantvoet, 
olifantpootb, skilpad(bos)a; [CII=0.13]; 
[AFI=0.25]; [RFC=0.13]; [SPI=0.28] 
Used for the treatment of constipation and for 
psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”). 
[2,2,28]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]   
34. Diosma hirsuta L.; Rutaceae; LC; 
[PHV44a]; stinkbokboegoeb, bokboegoe, 
bergboegoea, innocentboegoea [CII=0.06]; 
[AFI=0.38]; [RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.29] 
Used to treat pain and inflammation. [1,1,29]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
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35. Diospyros lycioides Desf.; Ebenaceae; 
bloubos; LC; [CII=0.13]; [AFI=0.13]; 
[RFC=0.13]; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Used as a toothbrush and for psychological 
conditions (magic medicine - “paljas”). 
[2,2,28]; [IAR=0.00]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]  
36. cDittrichia graveolens (L.) Jacq.; 
Asteraceae; NE; [PHV65]; kakiebos; 
[CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.38]; [RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.23]    
Used as a tonic. [1,1,29]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00] 
37. Dodonaea viscosa Jacq.; Sapindaceae; 
LC; [HV28-16; PHV45]; ysterbos, ysterhout; 
[CII=1.00]; [AFI=1.00]; [RFC=0.69]; [SPI=0.81] 
Used for the treatment of colds, influenza, kidney 
and bladder ailments, especially female bladder 
infection, sore throat, itchy feet and foot odour, 
epileptic attacks and for pain and inflammation, 
used as a tonic. [11,16,13]; [IAR=0.4]; [SI=0.17]; 
[GI=0.83]   
38. cDysphania ambrosioides (L.) Mosyakin 
& Clemants; Amaranthaceae; NE; [PHV27]; 
misbrediea, brandbosa, rambos(sie)a, bokrama, 
stinktonnera; [CII=0.69]; [AFI=0.63]; 
[RFC=0.38]; [SPI=0.52] 
Leaves used as bud for earache, toothache and 
oral thrush. [6,11,18]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=1.00]; 
[GI=0.00]    
39. Elytropappus rhinocerotis (L.f.) Less.; 
Asteraceae; LC; [H30-16,43-16,49-16,56-17; 
HV38-16; PHV47]; anosterbos(sie), 
renosterbos; [CII=1.25]; [AFI=0.94]; 
[RFC=0.88]; [SPI=0.95] 
Used as a tonic, as a treatment for asthma, 
stomach ailments, sweaty, itching and burning 
feet, chilblained hands and feet, foot odour, 
headache, pain and inflammation, heart 
ailments, tuberculosis and diabetes. [14,20,9]; 
[IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.14]; [GI=0.86] 
40. Eriocephalus ericoides (L.f.) Druce; 
Asteraceae; LC; [PHV48]; kruiskapoka, 
kapokbos, wilderoosmaryn; [CII=0.19]; 
[AFI=0.56]; [RFC=0.13]; [SPI=0.16] 
Used for eczema and skin discolouration and 
as a wash to stimulate hair growth.  
[2,3,27]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
41. Euclea undulata Thunb.; Ebenaceae; LC; 
[PHV49]; ghwarrie, ghwarriebos, 
ghwarrieboom; [CII=0.56]; [AFI=0.75]; 
[RFC=0.38]; [SPI=0.75] 
Leaf and bark infusions used for kidney and 
bladder ailments, heartburn, asthma, stomach-
ache, heart ailments and the root is used for the 
treatment of cancer. [6,9,21]; [IAR=0.3]; 
[SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80]   
42. Euphorbia mauritanica L.; Euphorbiaceae; 
LC; [PHV50]; melkbos; [CII=0.75]; [AFI=0.81]; 
[RFC=0.75]; [SPI=0.82] 
Milk latex is used on warts, as a blister plaster to 
remove thorns and for toothache. [12,12,17]; 
[IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]  
43. Euryops tenuissimus (L.) DC.; Asteraceae; 
LC; [HV01-15; PHV51]; harpuis(bos), rapuis; 
[CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.31]; [RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.38] 
Used as an insect repellent. [1,1,29]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
44. Exomis microphylla (Aiton) Aellen; 
Amaranthaceae; LC; [PHV78]; 
hondepisbos(sie); [CII=0.31]; [AFI=0.31]; 
[RFC=0.19]; [SPI=0.22] 
 
Infusions of the roots are used for treating 
flatulence, cancer, infertility, leaf infusions treat 
tuberculosis and sores. 
[3,4,26]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
45. Ficus cordata Thunb.; Moraceae; LC; 
vyeboom; [CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.06]; [RFC=0.06]; 
[SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Used for the treatment of warts. 
[1,1,29]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
46. Foeniculum vulgare Mill.; Apiaceae; NE; 
[PHV52]; tuinvinkela, vinkel, fennel; [CII=0.50]; 
[AFI=0.81]; [RFC=0.31]; [SPI=0.74] 
Infusions used for sores, flatulence, paediatric 
use (baby bathe), conjunctivitis, chest 
ailments, asthma and as an insect repellent. 
[5,8,22]; [IAR=0.1]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75]   
47. Galenia africana L.; Aizoaceae; LC; 
[PHV53]; (karoo)geelbosb, harpuisa, kraalbos, 
sewedaegeneesbosa; [CII=0.63]; [AFI=0.75]; 
[RFC=0.44]; [SPI=0.69] 
Used as a wash for ringworm, skin rash, sexually 
transmitted diseases, chilblained feet and 
itching feet, toothache, tonsillitis, sore throat, 
bladder ailments and for psychological 
conditions (magic medicine - “paljas”). 
[7,10,19]; [IAR=0.1]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]   
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48. Galium tomentosum Thunb.; Rubiaceae; 
LC; [PHV54]; voëltjienesa, rooivergeet, 
rooistorm, klap-klapa; [CII=0.81]; [AFI=0.69]; 
[RFC=0.44]; [SPI=0.56] 
Used as an appetite stimulator, root used to 
treat appendictis, conjunctivitis, female 
ailments, chest ailments, diabetes, childrens’ 
illnesses, backache, as a tonic and for 
psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”). [7,13,16]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.14]; 
[GI=0.86] 
49. Garuleum bipinnatum Less.; Asteraceae; 
LC; [PHV54]; slanghoutjie(s); [CII=0.25]; 
[AFI=0.50]; [RFC=0.31]; [SPI=0.43] 
Used for infertility, as a tonic, protects you 
against snake-bite and used for psychological 
conditions (magic medicine - “paljas”). 
[5,4,26]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
50. Gasteria brachyphylla (Salm-Dyck) Van 
Jaarsv.; Asphodelaceae; LC; [PHV56]; 
kanniedood, tongblaarb, beestong, langtongb, 
itelesiea; [CII=0.38]; [AFI=0.50]; [RFC=0.25]; 
[SPI=0.43] 
Used as a wash for skin irritations, hair growth 
stimulator, sores and earache and for 
psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”). [4,6,24]; [IAR=0.2]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
51. Glycyrrhiza glabra L.; Fabaceae; LC; 
soethout; [CII=0.25]; [AFI=0.13]; [RFC=0.19]; 
[SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Used to treat bronchitis, croup (children’s 
illness) and for psychological conditions 
(magic medicine - “paljas”). 
[3,4,26]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
52. Gomphocarpus fruticosus (L.) Aiton f.; 
Apocynaceae; LC; [PHV57]; tontelbos, 
klapperbosa, (blinde)melkbosb, 
dunblaartjiebosa; [CII=0.31]; [AFI=0.56]; 
[RFC=0.25]; [SPI=0.39] 
Used for the treatment of stomach ailments, 
toothache, pain and inflammation, the making 
of snuff and repels ticks. [4,5,25]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
53. Gonialoe variegata (L.) Boatwr. & J.C. 
Manning; Asphodelaceae; LC; [PHV7]; 
kanniedood, kanniedodeb, langblaarkannie-
doodb, kortblaarkanniedoodb, klein aalwyntjiea, 
aalwynbooma, bontaalwyntjieb, bont aalwyn-
boompieb, bontplakkieb, inthalesia; [CII=0.81]; 
[AFI=0.81]; [RFC=0.56]; [SPI=0.65] 
Leaves used as a blister plaster to remove 
thorns, as a wash for skin infections and 
itching, boils, chilblained feet, otitis (earache) 
and used for psychological conditions (magic 
medicine - “paljas”). [9,13,16]; [IAR=0.6]; 
[SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
54. Gunnera perpensa L.; Gunneraceae; LC; 
[PHV58]; wildepampoenb, rivierpampoen, 
rivierkalbasb, bitterkalmoes, kalbasblaarb; 
[CII=0.31]; [AFI=0.25]; [RFC=0.13]; [SPI=0.27] 
Used for the treatment of haemorrhoids, 
prostate problems, afterbirth cleansing and as a 
tonic. [2,5,25]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
55. Helichrysum odoratissimum (L.) Sweet; 
Asteraceae; LC; [PHV60]; kooigoed, 
hotnotskooigoed, vrou-in-kooia; [CII=1.56]; 
[AFI=0.75]; [RFC=0.81]; [SPI=0.79] 
Used for treating bladder ailments, backache, 
female disorders, postnatal aches, insomnia, 
arthritis, colds, as a tonic, insect repellent and 
is used for psychological conditions (magic 
medicine - “paljas”). [13,25,5]; [IAR=0.6]; 
[SI=0.17]; [GI=0.83] 
56. Hoodia spp. (H. grandis, H. pilifera); 
Apocynaceae; LC; [PHV63]; ghaap; [CII=0.31]; 
[AFI=0.38]; [RFC=0.31]; [SPI=0.36] 
Used as an appetite suppressant. [5,5,25]; 
[IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]   
57. Hypoxis hemerocallidea Fisch., C.A. Mey. 
& Avé-Lall.; Hypoxidaceae; LC; African potato, 
[CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.06]; [RFC=0.06]; [SPI= Not 
in Matrix] 
Used for treating sexually transmitted diseases. 
[1,1,29]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]   
58. Kedrostis foetidissima Cogn.; 
Cucurbitaceae; LC; stinkpatat, bitterpatat, 
vrotpatat, ystervarkpatat; [CII=0.25]; 
[AFI=0.00]; [RFC=0.25]; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Used for the treatment of stomach ailments. 
[4,4,26]; [IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]   
59. Kedrostis nana Cogn.; Cucurbitaceae; 
LC; [PHV66]; bobbejaankambro, (bitter)patat; 
[CII=0.50]; [AFI=0.38]; [RFC=0.25]; [SPI=0.66] 
Used to treat stomach-ache and stomach 
ailments, urinary (bladder) ailments, as a tonic 
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and emetic (purgative) and for psychological 
conditions (magic medicine - “paljas”). 
[4,8,22]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
60. Leonotis leonurus (L.) R.Br.; Lamiaceae; 
LC; [PHV70a]; wildedagga, wildebergdaggaa, 
blomdaggaa, saliea; [CII=0.38]; [AFI=0.38]; 
[RFC=0.31]; [SPI=0.49] 
Used to treat diabetes, high blood pressure and 
low blood pressure. [5,6,24]; [IAR=0.6]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50] 
61. Leonotis ocymifolia (Burm.f.) Iwarsson; 
Lamiaceae; LC; [PHV70b]; klipdagga, 
wildedagga; [CII=0.94]; [AFI=0.81]; 
[RFC=0.63]; [SPI=0.69] 
Used as a treatment for diabetes, stomach 
ailments, backache, indigestion, stomach 
ulcers, depression, high blood pressure, low 
blood pressure, influenza, as a tonic and is a 
psychoactive drug. 
[10,15,14]; [IAR=0.4]; [SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80] 
62. Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (L.) 
Goldblatt & J.C. Manning; Fabaceae; LC; 
[PHV73]; Sutherlandia, kalkoenbel, wilde-
keurtjieb, (wilde)gansie(s)b, wildepieletjie(s)a, 
wildepeultjiesb, wildepeeletjiesb, kankerbos-
(sie); [CII=2.31]; [AFI=0.75]; [RFC=0.88]; 
[SPI=0.95] 
Infusion used to treat cancer, stomach ailments 
and stomach-ache, diabetes, colds, influenza, 
high blood pressure, cough, conjunctivitis, as a 
prophylactic, sinusitis, infertility, as a tonic. 
[14,37,2]; [IAR=0.7]; [SI=0.13]; [GI=0.88]   
63. Limeum aethiopicum Burm.f.; 
Molluginaceae; LC; [PHV75]; boesmandaggaa, 
boesman(be)kruipa, bekruipa, gansiesa, 
koggelmandervoetkaroo, koggelmander-
bossieb, knoppiesdaggaa; [CII=0.31]; 
[AFI=0.44]; [RFC=0.25]; [SPI=0.44] 
Powdered seed acts as a tonic, infusion used to 
treat high blood pressure, used as a wash for 
ringworm and acts as a psychoactive drug and 
used for psychological conditions (magic 
medicine - “paljas”). [4,5,25]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]  
64. Lycium horridum Miers; Solanaceae; LC; 
[PHV76a]; wolwedoring(bos)a, krubosa, 
krudoringa, pendoringa; [CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.69]; 
[RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.49] 
Used to treat conjunctivitis. 
[1,1,29]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]   
65. cMalva parviflora L.; Malvaceae; NE; 
[PHV77]; kiesieblaar, kiesblaar, 
pampoentjie(bossie)b, pampoenblaartjieb; 
[CII=0.31]; [AFI=0.94]; [RFC=0.25]; [SPI=0.79] 
Used as poultice on the head for headache and 
for conjunctivitis, fever, sprains and as 
plasters. [4,5,25]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
66. cMarrubium vulgare L.; Lamiaceae; NE; 
ou-meid-op-die-werf; [CII=0.19]; [AFI=0.25]; 
[RFC=0.13]; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Infusions used to treat kidney ailments, female 
ailments, infertility and for psychological 
conditions (magic medicine - “paljas”). 
[2,3,27]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
67. Melianthus comosus Vahl; Melianthaceae; 




roemenieb; [CII=1.00]; [AFI=0.81]; [RFC=0.69]; 
[SPI=0.81] 
Used as a wash for arthritis, sores, pain and 
inflammation, ringworm, itching skin, compress 
on sprains and gout, wounds, as an unspecified 
medicine and as veterinary medicine.  
[13,16,13]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
68. Melianthus major L.; Melianthaceae; LC; 
[CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.0]; [RFC=0.06]; [SPI=Not in 
Matix] 
Use for yellow snake-bite [1,1,29]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
69. Mentha longifolia (L.) Huds.; Lamiaceae; 
LC; [PHV80]; langblaarminta, kruistement, 
peppermenta, ballerja(n)b, balderja(n), 
balterjarb; [CII=0.56]; [AFI=0.88]; [RFC=0.50]; 
[SPI=0.78] 
Used to treat colds, influenza, chest ailments, 
kidney ailments, heart ailments, as a poultice 
for sores, wash eczema, used as a tonic. 
[8,9,21]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
70. cMentha spicata L.; Lamiaceae; NE; 
[PHV81]; kruis(t)ementb, tuinkruistementb, 
wildemint, makkruistement, pimpermintblareb, 
Used as treatment for colds, heart ailments and 
bladder ailments. [4,4,26]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.33]; 
[GI=0.67] 
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pepperment, kristementb; [CII=0.25]; 
[AFI=0.75]; [RFC=0.25]; [SPI=0.71] 
71. Mesembryanthemum junceum Haw.; 
Aizoaceae; LC; [PHV82]; loogbos, asbos, 
loogasbosb; [CII=0.19]; [AFI=0.75]; 
[RFC=0.19]; [SPI=0.67] 
Ash used as a wash for dandruff and to make 
snuff. [3,3,27]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]       
72. Mesembryanthemum tortuosum L.; 
Aizoaceae; LC; [PHV83]; kannabosb, koukosb, 
kougoed, skilpadghoenaa; [CII=0.44]; 
[AFI=0.50]; [RFC=0.31]; [SPI=0.40] 
Used to treat infant flatulence, toothache, 
insomnia, teething for babies, paediatric use 
(baby acid), acts as a sedative (calming agent) 
and as tonic. [5,7,23]; [IAR=0.2]; [SI=0.33]; 
[GI=0.67] 
73. Microloma sagittatum (L.) R.Br.; 
Apocynaceae; LC; [PHV84]; bokhorinkieb, 
bokeiersa, kannetjiesa, steenbokhorinkieb; 
[CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.31]; [RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.29] 
Used to treat toothache. 
[1,1,29]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
74. Muraltia spinosa (L.) F. Forest & J.C. 
Manning; Polygalaceae; LC; [PHV86]; 
skilpadbessie, bessie, duinebessiea, 
dennebessieb; [CII=0.19]; [AFI=0.38]; 
[RFC=0.13]; [SPI=0.22] 
Used to treat tuberculosis, diabetes and heart 
ailments. 
[2,3,27]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
75. cNicotiana glauca Graham; Solanaceae; 
NE; [PHV87]; wildetwakb, wildetabak, 
wildetwakboomb; [CII=0.44]; [AFI=0.56]; 
[RFC=0.44]; [SPI=0.51] 
External use only, compress on head for 
headache, pain and inflammation, sores and 
ulcers, smoke for asthma. [7,7,23]; [IAR=0.5]; 
[SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75]   
76. Notobubon tenuifolium (Thunb.) Magee; 
Apiaceae; LC; [PHV88]; wildeselderya, 
bergselderya; [CII=0.56]; [AFI=0.44]; 
[RFC=0.19]; [SPI=0.33] 
Used for the treatment of kidney ailments, 
inflammation, backache, female ailments and 
as a tonic. 
[3,9,21]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.3]; [GI=0.67]   
77. Nymania capensis (Thunb.) Lindb.; 
Meliaceae; LC; [H29-16,42-16,44-16,45-
16;PHV90]; klapperbos, klappiesbosb, 
klapperboomb, wildegranaata; [CII=0.38]; 
[AFI=0.75]; [RFC=0.19]; [SPI=0.59] 
To treat alcoholism, constipation, skin 
ailments, internal parasites (worms) and acts 
as an emetic. [3,6,24]; [IAR=0.4]; [SI=0.33]; 
[GI=0.67]  
78. Olea europaea subsp. cuspidata (Wall. & 
G.Don) Cif.; Oleaceae; LC; 
[PHV91];swartolien, wildeolyf(boom)b, 
olyfhoutb, olienhout, oleinhoutb, oleinbooma; 
[CII=0.25]; [AFI=0.81]; [RFC=0.25]; [SPI=0.67] 
Used to treat high blood pressure. [4,4,26]; 
[IAR=1.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
79. Oncosiphon piluliferum (L.f.) Källersjö; 
Asteraceae; LC; [HV07-15,39-16,51-16,52-
16,53-16,54-16; PHV93]; stinkkruid; [CII=0.44]; 
[AFI=0.38]; [RFC=0.25]; [SPI=0.51] 
Poultice applied to inflammation, infusion used to 
treat prostate problems, act as a tonic and 
insect repellent. 
[4,7,23]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]   
80. Oncosiphon suffruticosum (L.) Källersjö; 
Asteraceae; LC; [HV07-15,39-16,51-16,52-
16,53-16,54-16; PHV94]; stinkkruid, 
stinkkruieb; [CII=0.25]; [AFI=0.56]; [RFC=0.13]; 
[SPI=0.51] 
Used to treat inflammation, ringworm, act as a 
tonic and insect repellent. [2,4,26]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]   
81. cOpuntia ficus-indica (L.) Mill.; Cactaceae; 
NE; [PHV95]; turksvy(blaai), turksevyb, 
striksvyb; [CII=0.81]; [AFI=0.81]; [RFC=0.38]; 
[SPI=0.91] 
Eaten to treat diabetes, asthma, influenza, 
tuberculosis, use as a wash for dandruff and as 
a hair growth stimulator, burn wounds, boils, 
as a tonic, backache. [6,13,16]; [IAR=0.3]; 
[SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75]      
82. Osteospermum calendulaceum L.f.; 
Asteraceae; geneesbossieb, stinktontela, 
agtdaegeneesbossieb; LC; [HV15-15,16-15,19-
Used as a wash for sores, boils, wounds, pain 
and inflammation and to treat epilepsy. [4,6,24]; 
[IAR=0.4]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]    
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15, H40-16; PHV96]; [CII=0.38]; [AFI=0.56]; 
[RFC=0.25]; [SPI=0.42] 
83. Oxalis pes-caprae L.; Oxalidaceae; 
suring(s), uintjiesa, eintjiesa; LC; [PHV98]; 
[CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.75]; [RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.67] 
Eaten to treat heartburn. [1,1,29]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
84. Pegolettia baccharidifolia Less.; 
Asteraceae; LC; [HV24-13,25-13,26-13,27-
13,28-13,29-13,30-15,31-15,32-15, VV4503; 
PHV101]; ghwarrieson, das(sie)bosa, 
heuningdou(bos); [CII=1.44]; [AFI=0.88]; 
[RFC=0.50]; [SPI=0.67] 
Used to treat stomach ailments, diarrhoea, chest 
ailments, tuberculosis, asthma, influenza, 
diabetes, indigestion, colds, backache, blood 
purifier, kidney ailments and used as a tonic. 
[8,23,7]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.14]; [GI=0.86] 
85. Pelargonium graveolens L’Hér; 
Geraniaceae; LC; [SPI=Not in Matrix]; 
Pelargonium, malva, roos pelargonium; 
[CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.25]; [RFC=0.06] 
Used for the treatment of earache and can be 
used as a bodywash. [1,1,29]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
86. Pelargonium grossularioides (L.) L’Hér; 
Geraniaceae; wildemalva, malva, 
Pelargonium; LC; [SPI= Not in Matrix]; 
[CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.38]; [RFC=0.06] 
Infusion used for stomach ailments. [1,1,29]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]    
87. Pelargonium zonale (L.) L’Hér; 
Geraniaceae; LC; [PHV103a]; wildemalva, 
bergmalvaa, malva(blaar), Pelargonium; 
[CII=0.75]; [AFI=0.81]; [RFC=0.50]; [SPI=0.66] 
Infusion used for toothache and earache, 
compress leaves on head for headache. 
[8,12,17]; [IAR=0.8]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]    
88. Pentzia incana (Thunb.) Kuntze; 
Asteraceae; LC; [RV28, HV27-16,31-16,32-
16,37-16;PHV104]; (rank)ankerkaroob, 
vaalkarooa, skaapkaroo(bossie);  [CII=0.69]; 
[AFI=0.44]; [RFC=0.31]; [SPI=0.44] 
Chew twigs and swallow juices to treat stomach 
ailments and stomach-ache, infusion used for 
colds, backache, diarrhoea, toothache and 
headache. [5,11,18]; [IAR=0.4]; [SI=0.17]; 
[GI=0.83]     
89. cPlantago lanceolata L.; Plantaginaceae; 
LC; [PHV106]; weeblaar, ribbetjieblareb, 
duiwelblaara; [CII=0.50]; [AFI=0.75]; 
[RFC=0.25]; [SPI=0.49] 
Compress on sores, wounds, sprains, pimples 
and poultice for acne. [4,8,22]; [IAR=0.6]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]       
90. cPolygonum aviculare L.; Polygalaceae; 
NE; [PHV108]; lidjiegras; [CII=0.63]; 
[AFI=0.75]; [RFC=0.50]; [SPI=0.65] 
Used to treat earache, heartburn, infant and 
adult flatulence, insomnia and paediatric 
conditions. [8,10,19]; [IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.33]; 
[GI=0.67]       
91. cPortulaca oleracea L.; Portulacaceae; NE; 
misbredie; [CII=0.31]; [AFI=0.31]; [RFC=0.31]; 
[SPI= Not in Matrix] 
Used to treat paediatric conditions (baby acid), 
infant flatulence, children’s illnesses. [5,5,25]; 
[IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67] 
92. Portulacaria afra Jacq.; Didiereaceae; LC; 
[PHV109]; spekbosb, elephant food, 
spekboom; [CII=88]; [AFI=0.88]; [RFC=0.44]; 
[SPI=0.79] 
Eaten for the treatment of high blood pressure, 
diabetes, stroke, heartburn, stomach ailments, 
kidney ailments, gout and arthritis, stomach 
ulcers, indigestion, paediatric conditions. 
[7,14,15]; [IAR=0.2]; [SI=0.17]; [GI=0.83]      
93. cPsidium guajava L.; Myrtaceae; NE; 
[PHV112]; guava(boom), koejawel; [CII=0.38]; 
[AFI=0.94]; [RFC=0.38]; [SPI=0.91] 
Leaf infusion used to treat internal parasites 
(worms), diabetes and high blood pressure. 
[6,6,24]; [IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]   
94. Pteronia incana (Brum.) DC; Asteraceae; 
LC; [PHV113]; kraakbos, bakbosa, 
muskietbosa, miskietbosa, asbos; [CII=0.25]; 
[AFI=0.50]; [RFC=0.25]; [SPI=0.40]  
Infusions used for diabetes, backache, influenza, 
and as an emetic. [4,4,26]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.25]; 
[GI=0.75] 
95. cPunica granatum L.; Lythraceae; NE; 
[PHV114]; granaat(boom), -(bos), granate, 
granaatjies; [CII=0.63]; [AFI=0.94]; 
[RFC=0.44]; [SPI=0.91] 
Fruit peel used to treat internal parasites 
(worms), stomach-ache, stomach ailments, 
diarrhoea, circulation, cancer and an 
unspecified medicine. [7,10,19]; [IAR=0.4]; 
[SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80]      
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96. Quaqua mammillaris (L.) Bruyns and other 
species; Apocynaceae; LC; [PHV115]; 
kopseertjiea, ghaapiea, wildeboontjiehoringsa, 
bokhoring(s)a, bokhorinkie; [CII=0.06]; 
[AFI=0.38]; [RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.39] 
Used to treat headache. [1,1,29]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
97. cRicinus communis L.; Euphorbiaceae; NE; 
[PHV118]; olieblaar, stinkolie, olieboom, 
kasterolie; [CII=0.63]; [AFI=0.88]; [RFC=0.50]; 
[SPI=0.76] 
Oil applied as an ointment onto sores, stomach 
ailments, leaves used as compress on head for 
headache, wounds, bruises, asthma, as a blister 
plaster for removing thorns. [8,10,20]; 
[IAR=0.4]; [SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75]  
98. Rosenia humilis (Less.) K. Bremer; 
Asteraceae; LC; [PHV120]; [CII=0.06]; 
[AFI=0.13]; [RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.13] 
Used for the treatment of backache. 
[1,1,29]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]   
99. cRosmarinus officinalis L.; Lamiaceae; 
NE; makroosmaryn; [CII=0.13]; [AFI=0.06]; 
[RFC=0.06]; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Used for the treatment of backache and heart 
ailments. 
[1,2,28]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]   
100. Rubus pinnatus Willd.; Rosaceae; LC; 
[PHV121]; brameb, bramab, raspberrya, wilde 
aarbeiea, braam(bos); [CII=0.13]; [AFI=1.00]; 
[RFC=0.13]; [SPI=0.06] 
Leaf infusion used for postnatal cleansing, 
vinegar tincture of roots used for epilepsy. 
[2,2,28]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.50]; [GI=0.50]   
101. cRumex crispus L.; Polygonaceae; NE; 
[PHV122]; tongblaar, ostongblaara, 
ostongblare; [CII=0.56]; [AFI=0.63]; 
[RFC=0.38]; [SPI=0.56] 
Leaves used as compress on wounds (cuts), 
insect bites, pain and inflammation and for 
lactation (milk stimulation), root infusions used 
for cancer and haemorrhoids. [6,9,21]; 
[IAR=0.4]; [SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80] 
102. cRuta graveolens L.; Rutaceae; NE; 
[PHV123]; wynruit, wynruikb, wynrykb; 
[CII=1.06]; [AFI=0.88]; [RFC=0.56]; [SPI=0.76] 
Infusion used for the treatment of colds, 
influenza, fever, high blood pressure, ringworm, 
stomach ailments, backache, tuberculosis, 
gout, pain and inflammation, heart ailments, 
burning feet, as a tonic and used for 
psychological conditions (magic medicine - 
“paljas”). [9,17,12]; [IAR=0.1]; [SI=0.17]; 
[GI=0.83]      
103. Salix mucronata Thunb.; Salicaceae; LC; 
[PHV124]; rivierwilger, wilger(boom), 
wildewilger; [CII=0.81]; [AFI=1.00]; 
[RFC=0.38]; [SPI=0.75] 
Used to treat kidney ailments (diuretic), heart 
ailments, cancer, as wash for ringworm and hair 
growth, headache, stomach ulcers, chest 
ailments, an insect repellent and pain and 
inflammation. [6,13,16]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.13]; 
[GI=0.88]       
104. Salvia africana-caerulea L.; Lamiaceae; 
LC; [PHV125]; bloublomsalie; [CII=0.19]; 
[AFI=0.38]; [RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.23] 
Used for ringworm, skin ailments and as a tonic. 
[1,3,27]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
105. cSalvia microphylla Kunth; Lamiaceae; 
NE; [PHV127]; pragtige saliea, rooiblomsalie; 
[CII=0.50]; [AFI=0.38]; [RFC=0.38]; [SPI=0.39] 
Infusions used to treat backache, chest 
ailments, influenza, flatulence, stuttering and 
as a tonic. [6,8,22]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.25]; 
[GI=0.75] 
106. cSchinus molle L.; Anacardiaceae; NE; 
[PHV128]; peperboom, peperhoutb; [CII=1.06]; 
[AFI=0.75]; [RFC=0.44]; [SPI=0.76] 
Infusions used to treat colds, influenza, cancer, 
high blood pressure, compress on head for 
headache, as a tonic and acts as an insect 
repellent. [7,17,12]; [IAR=0.6]; [SI=0.20]; 
[GI=0.80] 
107. Searsia lancea (L.f.) F.A. Barkley; 
Anacardiaceae; LC; [PHV130]; kareeboom, 
kreeboomb, rooikareea, witkareebooma; 
[CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.75]; [RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.64] 
Bark or leaf infusion used to treat conjunctivitis. 
[1,1,29]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]   
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108. cSolanum retroflexum Dunal; 
Solanaceae; NE; [PHV132]; nastergal, nasgal; 
[CII=0.25]; [AFI=0.69]; [RFC=0.19]; [SPI=0.64] 
Leaf infusions used for the treatment of cancer, 
use berries as an ointment for skin ailments, 
toothache. [3,4,26]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.33]; 
[GI=0.67]      
109. Solanum tomentosum L.; Solanaceae; 
LC; [PHV133]; gifappel, bittertamatiea; 
[CII=0.06]; [AFI=0.13]; [RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.09] 
Fruit used to treat toothache. [1,1,29]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]       
110. Teucrium africanum Thunb.; Lamiaceae; 
LC; [PHV134]; paddakloua, katjie-drie-blaar, 
aambeibosa; [CII=0.94]; [AFI=0.63]; 
[RFC=0.44]; [SPI=0.59] 
Used for the treatment of children’s ailments, 
diarrhoea, liver ailments, diabetes, female 
ailments, tuberculosis, stomach ailments, 
haemorrhoids, backache, colds, kidney 
ailments and as a tonic. [7,15,14]; [IAR=0.2]; 
[SI=0.13]; [GI=0.88]       
111. cTropaeolum majus L.; Tropaeolaceae; 
NE; [PHV135]; kappersb, kappertjie(s), 
kapkappersb; [CII=0.13]; [AFI=0.81]; 
[RFC=0.06]; [SPI=0.64] 
Used for sore throat and goitre. [1,2,28]; 
[IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00]   
112. Tulbaghia violacea Harv.; Alliaceae; LC; 
[PHV136]; wildeknoffel; [CII=0.50]; [AFI=0.94]; 
[RFC=0.44]; [SPI=0.79] 
Infusion used for colds, influenza, internal 
parasites (worms), as an insect repellent and 
used for psychological conditions (magic 
medicine - “paljas”). [7,8,22]; [IAR=0.4]; 
[SI=0.25]; [GI=0.75] 
113. Typha capensis (Rohrb.) N.E.Br.; 
Typhaceae; LC; papkuil; [CII=0.06]; 
[AFI=0.06]; [RFC=0.06]; [SPI=Not in Matrix] 
Used as a blood purifier. [1,1,29]; [IAR=0.0]; 
[SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
114. cUrtica urens L.; Urticaceae; NE; 
[PHV139]; brandnekelb, brandnetel, 
brandkneukelb; [CII=0.94]; [AFI=0.88]; 
[RFC=0.63]; [SPI=0.81] 
Infusion for measles, diabetes, bladder ailments, 
colds, gout and arthritis, cancer, burn wounds, 
high and low blood pressure and used as a 
tonic. [10,15,14]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.17]; [GI=0.83] 
115. Vachellia karroo (Hayne) Banfi & 
Galasso; Fabaceae; LC; [PHV1]; 
(wit)doringboom, soetdoring, pendoring, 
doringhoutb; [CII=1.44]; [AFI=0.81]; 
[RFC=0.81]; [SPI=0.97] 
Bark infusion used to treat sore throat, 
tonsillitis, diarrhoea, stomach ulcers, backache, 
leaf infusion used for high blood pressure, 
asthma, female ailments, gum is eaten for 
heartburn, leaking heart, juice from green pods 
used for gout, cold sores and fever blisters. 
[13,23,7]; [IAR=0.5]; [SI=0.13]; [GI=0.88]  
116. Viscum capense L.f.; Santalaceae; LC; 
[PHV140]; voëlent, kaiingbosa; [CII=0.38]; 
[AFI=0.44]; [RFC=0.19]; [SPI=0.66] 
Infusion used to treat cancer, diabetes, high 
blood pressure, female ailments and for 
epilepsy. [3,6,24]; [IAR=0.2]; [SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80]   
117. Viscum continuum E. Mey. ex Sprague; 
Santalaceae; LC; [PHV141]; voëlent; 
[CII=0.31]; [AFI=0.31]; [RFC=0.13]; [SPI=0.76] 
Infusions used for female ailments, 
tuberculosis, asthma, stroke and as a tonic. 
[2,5,25]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]       
118. Xanthoparmelia spp. (a lichen); 
Parmeliaceae; klipblom, klipdaggaa, 
daggaklipbloma; [PHV100]; [CII=0.63]; 
[AFI=0.88]; [RFC=0.38]; [SPI=0.76] 
Used as an ointment to treat eczema, ringworm, 
kidney ailments, colds, backache, toothache, 
stomach ulcers, and acts as a psychoactive 
drug. [6,10,19]; [IAR=0.3]; [SI=0.20]; [GI=0.80] 
119. Zantedeschia aethiopica (L.) Spreng.; 
Araceae; varkie(s)blom(me), varkie(s)blaar, 
varkieslelieb; LC; [PHV143]; [CII=0.31]; 
[AFI=0.81]; [RFC=0.31]; [SPI=0.75] 
Leaves used for calluses, as a blood purifier and 
for pain and inflammation. [5,5,25]; [IAR=0.5]; 
[SI=0.33]; [GI=0.67]       
120. cZingiber officinale Roscoe; 
Zingiberaceae; (winkel)gemmer; [PHV144]; 
[CII=0.44]; [AFI=0.94]; [RFC=0.44]; [SPI=0.84] 
Used for stomach ailments, nausea and 
infusions used to treat colds. [7,7,23]; [IAR=0.7]; 
[SI=0.50]; [GI=0.05] 
121. Zygophyllum morgsana L; 
Zygophyllaceae; LC; [PHV145]; 
tweeblaar(bos)a, vetbosa, leeubekkieb, 
Leaves used to treat sores and ringworm. 
[2,2,28]; [IAR=0.0]; [SI=1.00]; [GI=0.00] 
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seepbosa, skuimbosa; [CII=0.13]; [AFI=0.44]; 
[RFC=0.13]; [SPI=0.40] 
 
One hundred and twenty-one species are recorded as medicinal plants 
(including a lichen) of which 25 are new species records for the eastern Little Karoo 
and Prince Albert. For the entire eastern Little Karoo (excluding Prince Albert), a total 
of 971 anecdotes were collected (Volmoed: 346; Dysselsdorp: 80; De Rust: 153; 
Uniondale: 173; Haarlem: 219). Newly recorded anecdotes (663, 68%) are for 
Volmoed: 225; Dysselsdorp: 61; De Rust: 112; Uniondale: 123 and Haarlem: 142. 
For Prince Albert, a total of 113 anecdotes were recorded, with 67 (59%) as new 
records for the eastern Little Karoo. In the eastern Little Karoo, including Prince 
Albert, a total of 477 vernacular names were recorded which includes 132 (28%) 
new vernacular names and 95 (20%) variations of vernacular names. The most 
important medicinal plant species (according to the number of anecdotes) in the 
eastern Little Karoo, including Prince Albert, are: Artemisia afra (38 anecdotes, rank 
1), Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (37, 2), Aloe ferox (32, 3), Ballota africana 
(26, 4), Helichrysum odoratissimum (25, 5), Artemisia absinthium (24, 6), Vachellia 
karroo (23, 7), Pegolettia baccharidifolia (23, 7), Carpobrotus edulis (21, 8), 
Elytropappus rhinocerotis (20, 9), Agathosma spp. (19, 10) and Cannabis sativa (19, 
10).  
 
7.5 Medical conditions treated with plants  
A summary of all specific ailments and ailment categories are listed in Table 7.4 
together with the corresponding medicinal plants that are used for treatments in the 
eastern Little Karoo and Prince Albert. Medicinal plants were recorded as treatments 
against a total of 94 ailments in the eastern Little Karoo and Prince Albert, out of the 
total list of 120 categories and ailments for the entire Little Karoo. The list of 120 
ailments and ailment categories were based on Van Wyk et al. (2009) and Nortje 
and Van Wyk (2015), with minor modifications to accommodate some of the local 
uses in the eastern Little Karoo and Prince Albert. The standardised list of ailments, 
which is part of the Economic Botany Data Standard proposed by Kew (2017), was 
found to be not specific enough (e.g. the classification of infections is very broad) 
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and the indications not closely aligned with the uses that were encountered in this 
study area. 
 
Table 7.4: Alphabetical list of medical conditions treated with plants (and a 
lichen: Xanthoparmelia spp.) in the eastern Little Karoo and Prince Albert, and 
the medicinal plant species that are used.  
Column 1: The first three values in square brackets are (1) the total number of plant 
species used for that ailment, (2) the total number of anecdotes, (3) the rank of the 
ailment (i.e. the ailment with the highest frequency of use-reports). The second 
square bracket gives the value calculated for the Informant Consensus Factor (Fic), 
i.e. a measure of the consistency of the knowledge presented by all the informants 
(see Materials and Methods, section 3.5).  
Column 2:  An evaluation of the importance of each plant species for each of the 
ailments is expressed as the number of anecdotes for that species (given in 
brackets) and by the “Species Therapeutic Index” [STI]. The STI for each specific 
ailment is calculated as the number of anecdotes for the species for that ailment 
divided by the overall total number of anecdotes for that ailment. The Fidelity Level 
[FL] is a percentage value calculated by dividing the number of use-records per plant 
species per ailment by the total number of participants mentioning one or more 
medicinal use(s) for the species. The STI and FL values are also given in square 
brackets respectively. References explaining the various indices are given in the text 
(Chapter 3). 
Medical condition The total 
number of plant species, total 
number of anecdotes, the rank of 
the ailment and the concensus 
factor (Fic), all given in square 
brackets [ ] respectively 
Plant species (number of anecdotes) [STI], [FL(%)]; 
The most frequently used species are shown in bold 
1. Acne, skin ailments (eczema, skin 
pigmentation, skin rash, pimples, skin 
infection, allergies) [20,24,10]; [0.17] 
Agave americana (2) [0.08],[40.0]; Aptosimum indivisum 
(1) [0.04],[16.7]; Aptosimum procumbens (1) [0.04],[16.7]; 
Augea capensis (1) [0.04],[50.0]; Bulbine frutescens (1) 
[0.04],[9.1]; Canna indica (2) [0.08],[15.4]; Cissampelos 
capensis (1) [0.04],[11.1]; Cotyledon orbiculata (1) 
[0.04],[9.1]; Eriocephalus ericoides (1) [0.04],[50.0]; 
Galenia africana (1) [0.04],[14.3]; Gasteria brachyphylla 
(2) [0.08],[50.0]; Gonialoe variegata (2) [0.08],[22.2]; 
Melianthus comosus (1) [0.04],[9.1]; Mentha longifolia (1) 
[0.04],[12.5]; Nymania capensis (1) [0.04],[33.3]; 
Xanthoparmelia species (1) [0.04],[16.7]; Plantago 
lanceolata (1) [0.04], [25.0]; Salvia africana-caerulea (1) 
[0.04],[100.0]; Solanum retrofractum (1) [0.04],[33.3] 
2. Aids (HIV) [1,1,28]; [0.00] Cannabis sativa (1) [1.00],[9.1] 
3. Alcoholism [1,2,27]; [1.00] Nymania capensis (2) [1.00],[66.7] 
4. Anthrax [1,1,28]; [0.00] Cotyledon orbiculata (1) [1.00],[9.1] 
5. Appendicitis [1,1,28]; [0.00] Galium tomentosum (1) [1.00],[14.3] 
6. Appetite stimulant (infants and 
elderly) [1,1,28]; [0.00] 
Galium tomentosum (1) [1.00],[14.3] 
7. Appetite suppressant (slimming 
agent) [1,5,24]; [1.00] 
Hoodia spp. (5) [1.00],[100.0] 
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8. Asthma [12,15,15]; [0.21] Vachellia karroo (1) [0.07],[7.7]; Aloe ferox (1) [0.07],[7.1]; 
Artemisia afra (1) [0.07],[7.1]; Cannabis sativa (3) 
[0.20],[27.3]; Elytropappus rhinocerotis (1) [0.07],[7.1]; 
Euclea undulata (2) [0.13],[33.3]; Foeniculum vulgare (1) 
[0.07],[20.0]; Nicotiana glauca (1) [0.07],[14.3]; Opuntia 
ficus-indica (1) [0.07],[16.7]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia (1) 
[0.07],[12.5]; Ricinus communis (1) [0.07],[12.5]; Viscum 
continuum (1) [0.07],[50.0] 
9. Backache [20,29,8]; [0.32] Vachellia karroo (2) [0.07],[15.4]; Agathosma sp. (1) 
[0.03],[10.0]; Artemisia afra (3) [0.10],[21.4]; Bulbine 
praemorsa (1) [0.03],[100.0]; Cadaba aphylla (1) 
[0.03],[12.5]; Cissampelos capensis (1) [0.03],[11.1]; 
Galium tomentosum (1) [0.03],[14.3]; Helichrysum 
odoratissimum (1) [0.03],[7.7]; Leonotis ocymifolia (2) 
[0.07],[20.0]; Notobubon tenuifolium (1) [0.03],[33.3]; 
Opuntia ficus-indica (1) [0.03],[16.7]; Xanthoparmelia   
species (2) [0.07],[33.3]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia (5) 
[0.17],[62.5]; Pentzia incana (1) [0.03],[20.0]; Pteronia 
incana (1) [0.03],[25.0]; Rosenia humilis (1) [0.03],[100.0]; 
Rosmarinus officinalis (1) [0.03],[100.0]; Ruta graveolens 
(1) [0.03],[11.1]; Salvia microphylla (1) [0.03],[16.7]; 
Teucrium africanum (1) [0.03],[14.3] 
10. Bile (excessive-, liver related 
ailments) [2,2,27]; [0.00] 
Artemisia absinthium (1) [0.50],[8.3]; Teucrium africanum 
(1) [0.50],[14.3] 
11. Bluebottle stings [1,1,28]; [0.00] Carpobrotus edulis (1) [1.00],[8.3] 
12. Bronchitis (phlegm on chest) 
[3,4,25]; [0.33] 
Artemisia afra (2) [0.50],[14.3]; Carpobrotus edulis (1) 
[0.25],[8.3]; Glycyrrhiza glabra (1) [0.25],[33.3] 
13. Burn wounds [6,8,21]; [0.29] Aptosimum indivisum (1) [0.11],[16.7]; Aptosimum 
procumbens (1) [0.11],[16.7]; Bulbine frutescens (2) 
[0.22],[18.2]; Datura stramonium (1) [0.11],[16.7]; Opuntia 
ficus-indica (2) [0.22],[33.3]; Urtica urens (1) [0.11],[10.0] 
14. Cancer [13,29,8]; [0.57] Artemisia absinthium (1) [0.03],[8.3]; Asparagus sp. (1) 
[0.03],[14.3]; Centaurea benedicta (7) [0.24],[70.0]; 
Euclea undulata (2) [0.07],[33.3]; Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. frutescens (8) [0.28],[57.1]; Exomis microphylla 
(1) [0.03],[33.3]; Punica granatum (1) [0.03],[14.3]; 
Rumex crispus (1) [0.03],[16.7]; Salix mucronata (1) 
[0.03],[16.7]; Schinus molle (1) [0.03],[14.3]; Solanum 
retrofractum (2) [0.07],[66.7]; Urtica urens (2) 
[0.07],[20.0]; Viscum capense (1) [0.03],[33.3] 
15. Chest ailments (unspecified) 
[7,12,17]; [0.45] 
Artemisia afra (6) [0.50],[42.9]; Ballota africana (1) 
[0.08],[8.3]; Foeniculum vulgare (1) [0.08],[20.0]; Galium 
tomentosum (1) [0.08],[14.3]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia 
(1) [0.08],[12.5]; Salix mucronata (1) [0.08],[16.7]; Salvia 
microphylla (1) [0.08],[16.7] 
16. Chilblained hands and feet 
[3,4,25]; [0.33] 
Gonialoe variegata (1) [0.25],[11.1]; Elytropappus 
rhinocerotis (2) [0.50],[14.3]; Galenia africana (1) 
[0.25],[14.3] 
17. Child illnesses (unspecified) 
[5,6,23]; [0.20] 
Artemisia absinthium (1) [0.17],[8.3]; Artemisia afra (1) 
[0.17],[7.1]; Galium tomentosum (1) [0.17],[14.3]; 
Glycyrrhiza glabra (1) [0.17],[33.3]; Teucrium africanum 
(2) [0.33],[28.6] 
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18. Colds [19,47,3]; [0.61] Agathosma sp. (1) [0.02],[10.0]; Artemisia absinthium (1) 
[0.02],[8.3]; Artemisia afra (7) [0.15],[50.0]; Ballota 
africana (10) [0.21],[83.3]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella 
ivifolia) (4) [0.09],[40.0]; Dodonaea viscosa (6) 
[0.13],[54.5]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (1) [0.02],[7.7]; 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (1) [0.02],[7.1]; 
Mentha longifolia (3) [0.06],[37.5]; Mentha spicata (2) 
[0.04],[50.0]; Xanthoparmelia species (1) [0.02],[16.7]; 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia (1) [0.02],[12.5]; Pentzia incana 
(1) [0.02],[20.0]; Ruta graveolens (1) [0.02],[11.1]; 
Schinus molle (1) [0.02],[14.3]; Teucrium africanum (1) 
[0.02],[14.3]; Tulbaghia violacea (3) [0.06],[42.9]; Urtica 
urens (1) [0.02],[10.0]; Zingiber officinale (1) [0.02],[14.3] 
19. Coldsores / fever blister [2,3,26]; 
[0.50] 
Vachellia karroo (1) [0.33],[7.7]; Bulbine frutescens (2) 
[0.67],[18.2] 
20. Colic [1,1,28]; [0.00] Carpobrotus edulis (1) [1.00],[8.3] 
21. Conjunctivitis (pinkeye) and other 
eye diseases [6,6,23]; [0.00] 
Foeniculum vulgare (1) [0.17],[20.0]; Galium tomentosum 
(1) [0.17],[14.3]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens 
(1) [0.17],[7.1];  Lycium horridum (1) [0.17],[100.0];  Malva 
parviflora (1) [0.17],[25.0]; Searsia lancea (1) 
[0.17],[100.0] 
22. Constipation [3,10,19]; [0.78] Aloe ferox (7) [0.70],[ 50.0]; Dioscorea hemicrypta (1) 
[0.10],[50.0]; Nymania capensis (2) [0.20],[66.7] 
23. Cough [3,8,21]; [0.71] Artemisia afra (6) [0.75],[42.9]; Ballota africana (1) 
[0.13],[8.3]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (1) 
[0.13],[7.1] 
24. Depression [1,1,28]; [0.00] Leonotis ocymifolia (1) [1.00],[10.0] 
25. Diabetes [21,36,6]; [0.43] Agave americana (1) [0.03],[20.0]; Agathosma sp. (1) 
[0.03],[10.0]; Aloe ferox (1) [0.03],[7.1];  Artemisia afra (1) 
[0.03],[7.1]; Asclepias crispa (1) [0.03],[16.7]; Centaurea 
benedicta (2) [0.06],[20.0]; Elytropappus rhinocerotis (1) 
[0.03],[7.1]; Galium tomentosum (1) [0.03],[14.3]; 
Leonotis leonurus (1) [0.03],[20.0]; Leonotis ocymifolia (2) 
[0.06],[20.0];  Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens 
(7) [0.19],[50.0]; Muraltia spinosa (1) [0.03],[50.0]; 
Opuntia ficus-indica (1) [0.03],[16.7]; Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia (1) [0.03],[12.5]; Portulacaria afra (4) 
[0.11],[57.1]; Psidium guajava (3) [0.08],[50.0]; Pteronia 
incana (1) [0.03],[25.0]; Punica granatum (1) [0.03],[14.3]; 
Teucrium africanum (2) [0.06],[28.6]; Urtica urens (1) 
[0.03],[10.0]; Viscum capense (2) [0.06],[66.7] 
26. Diarrhoea [7,10,19]; [0.33] Vachellia karroo (4) [0.40],[30.8]; Artemisia absinthium 
(1) [0.10],[8.3]; Asclepias crispa (1) [0.10],[16.7]; 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia (1) [0.10],[12.5]; Pentzia incana 
(1) [0.10],[20.0]; Punica granatum (1) [0.10],[14.3]; 
Teucrium africanum (1) [0.10],[14.3] 
27. Dysentery [2,2,27]; [0.00] Artemisia afra (1) [1.00],[7.1]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella 
ivifolia) (1) [1.00],[20.0] 
28. Earache, otitis and middle ear 
infection [8,24,10]; [0.70] 
Adromischus triflorus (2) [0.08],[40.0]; Gonialoe variegata 
(1) [0.04],[11.1]; Dysphania ambrosioides (6) 
[0.25],[100.0]; Cotyledon orbiculata (4) [0.17],[36.4]; 
Gasteria brachyphylla (1) [0.04],[25.0]; Pelargonium 
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graveolens (1) [0.04],[100.0]; Pelargonium zonale (8) 
[0.33],[100.0]; Polygonum aviculare (1) [0.04],[12.5] 
29. Emetic (purgative) [4,7,22]; [0.50] Aloe ferox (4) [0.57],[28.6]; Cadaba aphylla (1) 
[0.14],[12.5]; Kedrostis nana (1) [0.14],[25.0]; Pteronia 
incana (1) [0.14],[25.0] 
30. Epilepsy [4,4,25]; [0.00] Dodonaea viscosa (1) [0.25],[9.1]; Osteospermum 
calendulaceum (1) [0.25],[25.0]; Rubus pinnatus (1) 
[0.25],[50.0]; Viscum capense (1) [0.25],[33.3] 
31. Female disorders (woman 
ailments) 
[12,17,13]; [0.31]  
Vachellia karroo (1) [0.06],[7.7]; Ballota africana (2) 
[0.12],[16.7]; Bulbine frutescens (1) [0.06],[9.1]; 
Cissampelos capensis (1) [0.06],[11.1]; Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) (2) [0.12],[20.0]; Galium tomentosum 
(2) [0.12],[28.6]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (3) 
[0.18],[23.1]; Marrubium vulgare (1) [0.06],[50.0]; 
Notobubon tenuifolium (1) [0.06],[33.3]; Teucrium 
africanum (1) [0.06],[14.3]; Viscum capense (1) 
[0.06],[33.3]; Viscum continuum (1) [0.06],[50.0] 
32. Fever [8,13,16]; [0.42] Artemisia absinthium (1) [0.08],[8.3]; Artemisia afra (2) 
[0.15],[14.3]; Ballota africana (1) [0.08],[8.3]; Bulbine 
frutescens (1) [0.08],[9.1]; Chironia baccifera (1) 
[0.08],[25.0]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (4) 
[0.31],[40.0]; Malva parviflora (1) [0.08],[25.0]; Ruta 
graveolens (2) [0.15],[22.2] 
33. Flatulence (infants and adults) 
[7,10,19]; [0.33] 
Cissampelos capensis (2) [0.20],[22.2]; Foeniculum 
vulgare (1) [0.10],[20.0]; Exomis microphylla (1) 
[0.10],[33.3]; Mesembryanthemum tortuosum (1) 
[0.10],[20.0]; Polygonum aviculare (2) [0.20],[25.0]; Salvia 
microphylla (1) [0.10],[16.7];  Portulaca oleracea (2), 
[0.20],[40.0] 
34. Foot odour [2,3,26]; [0.50] Dodonaea viscosa (1) [0.33],[9.1]; Elytropappus 
rhinocerotis (2) [0.67],[14.3] 
35. Gout (joint inflammation) [7,8,21]; 
[0.14] 
Vachellia karroo (1) [0.13],[7.7]; Agathosma spp. (2) 
[0.25],[20.0]; Ballota africana (1) [0.13],[8.3]; Melianthus 
comosus (1) [0.13],[9.1]; Portulacaria afra (1) 
[0.13],[14.3]; Ruta graveolens (1) [0.13],[11.1]; Urtica 
urens (1) [0.13],[10.0] 
36. Haemorrhoids and bleeding 
haemorrhoids [4,7,22]; [0.50] 
Chironia baccifera (3) [0.43],[75.0]; Gunnera perpensa 
(1) [0.14],[50.0]; Rumex crispus (2) [0.29],[33.3]; 
Teucrium africanum (1) [0.14],[14.3] 
37. Headache [17,26,9]; [0.36] Aloe ferox (1) [0.04],[7.1]; Artemisia afra (2) [0.08],[14.3]; 
Ballota africana (2) [0.08],[16.7]; Cadaba aphylla (1) 
[0.04],[12.5]; Cannabis sativa (1) [0.04],[9.1]; 
Cissampelos capensis (3) [0.12],[33.3]; Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) (1) [0.04],[10.0]; Datura stramonium (1) 
[0.04],[16.7]; Elytropappus rhinocerotis (1) [0.04],[7.1]; 
Malva parviflora (1) [0.04],[25.0]; Nicotiana glauca (2) 
[0.08],[28.6]; Pelargonium zonale (1) [0.04],[12.5]; 
Pentzia incana (2) [0.08],[40.0]; Quaqua mammillaris (1) 
[0.04],[100.0]; Ricinus communis (1) [0.04],[12.5]; Salix 
mucronata (1) [0.04],[16.7]; Schinus molle (4) 
[0.15],[57.1] 
38. Heart ailments [10,11,18]; [0.10] Artemisia afra (1) [0.09],[7.1]; Cannabis sativa (1) 
[0.09],[9.1]; Elytropappus rhinocerotis (2) [0.18],[14.3]; 
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Euclea undulata (1) [0.09],[16.7]; Mentha longifolia (1) 
[0.09],[12.5]; Mentha spicata (1) [0.09],[25.0]; Muraltia 
spinosa (1) [0.09],[50.0]; Rosmarinus officinalis (1) 
[0.09],[100.0]; Ruta graveolens (1) [0.09],[11.1]; Salix 
mucronata (1) [0.09],[16.7] 
39. Heartburn [7,10,19]; [0.33] Vachellia karroo (4) [0.40],[30.8]; Artemisia absinthium 
(1) [0.10],[8.3]; Artemisia afra (1) [0.10],[7.1]; Euclea 
undulata (1) [0.10],[16.7]; Oxalis pes-caprae (1) 
[0.10],[100.0]; Polygonum aviculare (1) [0.10],[12.5]; 
Portulacaria afra (1) [0.10],[14.3] 
40. High blood pressure [17,33,7]; 
[0.50] 
Vachellia karroo (1) [0.03],[7.7]; Aloe ferox (1) [0.03],[7.1]; 
Artemisia afra (1) [0.03],[7.1]; Cadaba aphylla (1) 
[0.03],[12.5]; Cannabis sativa (2) [0.06],[18.2]; Centaurea 
benedicta (1) [0.03],[10.0]; Leonotis leonurus (4) 
[0.12],[80.0]; Leonotis ocymifolia (4) [0.12],[40.0]; 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (4) [0.12],[28.6]; 
Limeum aethiopicum (1) [0.03],[25.0]; Olea europaea 
subsp. cuspidata (4) [0.12],[100.0]; Portulacaria afra (1) 
[0.03],[14.3]; Psidium guajava (2) [0.06],[33.3]; Ruta 
graveolens (3) [0.09],[33.3]; Schinus molle (1) 
[0.03],[14.3]; Urtica urens (1) [0.03],[10.0]; Viscum 
capense (1) [0.03],[33.3] 
41. Impurities (internal, blood and/or 
body purifier) [4,6,23]; [0.40] 
Aloe ferox (2) [0.33],[14.3]; Typha capensis (1) 
[0.17],[100.0]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia (2) [0.33],[25.0]; 
Zantedeschia aethiopica (1) [0.17],[20.0] 
42. Infertility, sterility, impotence 
[4,4,25]; [0.00]  
Garuleum bipinnatum (1) [0.25],[20.0]; Lessertia 
frutescens subsp. frutescens (1) [0.25],[7.1]; Exomis 
microphylla (1) [0.25],[33.3]; Marrubium vulgare (1) 
[0.25],[50.0] 
43. Influenza [16,24,10]; [0.35] Agathosma spp. (2) [0.08],[20.0]; Ballota africana (2) 
[0.08],[16.7]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (2) 
[0.08],[20.0]; Cyclopia intermedia (1) [0.04],[25.0]; 
Dodonaea viscosa (1) [0.04],[9.1]; Helichrysum 
odoratissimum (1) [0.04],[7.7];  Leonotis ocymifolia (1) 
[0.04],[10.0]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (2) 
[0.08],[14.3]; Mentha longifolia (1) [0.04],[12.5]; Opuntia 
ficus-indica (1) [0.04],[16.7]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia (2) 
[0.08],[25.0]; Pteronia incana (1) [0.04],[25.0]; Ruta 
graveolens (1) [0.04],[11.1]; Salvia microphylla (1) 
[0.04],[16.7]; Schinus molle (4) [0.17],[57.1]; Tulbaghia 
violacea (1) [0.04],[14.3] 
44. Insect bites (mosquito, ticks, bee 
stings) [3,4,25]; [0.33] 
Bulbine frutescens (2) [0.50],[18.2]; Datura stramonium 
(1) [0.25],[16.7]; Rumex crispus (1) [0.25],[16.7] 
45. Insect repellent [11,23,11]; [0.55] Chrysocoma ciliata (1) [0.04],[33.3]; Datura stramonium 
(1) [0.04],[16.7]; Euryops tenuissimus (1) [0.04],[100.0]; 
Foeniculum vulgare (1) [0.04],[20.0]; Gomphocarpus 
fruticosus (1) [0.04],[25.0]; Helichrysum odoratissimum 
(6) [0.26],[46.2]; Oncosiphon piluliferum (3) [0.13],[75.0]; 
Oncosiphon suffruticosum (1) [0.04],[50.0]; Ruta 
graveolens (1) [0.04],[11.1]; Schinus molle (5) 
[0.22],[71.4]; Tulbaghia violacea (1) [0.04],[14.3] 
46. Insomnia (calming agent, sedative)  
[7,11,18]; [0.40] 
Artemisia afra (1) [0.09],[7.1]; Ballota africana (2) 
[0.18],[16.7]; Cannabis sativa (1) [0.09],[9.1]; Acorus 
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calamus (1) [0.09],[100.0]; Helichrysum odoratissimum 
(3) [0.27],[23.1]; Mesembryanthemum tortuosum (2) 
[0.18],[40.0]; Polygonum aviculare (1) [0.09],[12.5] 
47. Kidney ailments (diuretic, kidney 
stones, infection) [13,26,9]; [0.52] 
Agathosma spp. (3) [0.12],[30.0]; Bulbine frutescens (3) 
[0.12],[27.3]; Dodonaea viscosa (1) [0.04],[9.1]; Euclea 
undulata (1) [0.04],[16.7]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (1) 
[0.04],[7.7]; Marrubium vulgare (1) [0.04],[50.0]; Mentha 
longifolia (1) [0.04],[12.5]; Notobubon tenuifolium (5) 
[0.19],[166.7]; Xanthoparmelia species (3) [0.12],[50.0]; 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia (1) [0.04],[12.5]; Portulacaria 
afra (1) [0.04],[14.3]; Salix mucronata (4) [0.15],[66.7]; 
Teucrium africanum (1) [0.04],[14.3] 
48. Lactation (stimulation of milk flow) 
[2,2,27]; [0.00] 
Artemisia afra (1) [0.50],[7.1]; Rumex crispus (1) 
[0.50],[16.7] 
49. Leaking heart [1,2,27]; [1.00] Vachellia karroo (2) [1.00],[15.4] 
50. Low blood pressure [3,3,26]; [0.00] Leonotis leonurus (1) [0.33],[20.0]; Leonotis ocymifolia (1) 
[0.33],[10.0]; Urtica urens (1) [0.33],[10.0] 
51. Measles [1,3,26]; [1.00] Urtica urens (3) [1.00],[30.0] 
 
52. Memory enhancement [1,1,28]; 
[0.00] 
Cissampelos capensis (1) [1.00],[11.1] 
 
53. Mouth and throat ulcers (sores) 
[1,1,28]; [0.00] 
Carpobrotus edulis (1) [1.00],[8.3] 
54. Nausea [3,3,26]; [0.00] Artemisia absinthium (1) [0.33],[8.3]; Datura stramonium 
(1) [0.33],[16.7]; Zingiber officinale (1) [0.33],[14.3] 
55. Oral thrush [3,10,19]; [0.78] Augea capensis (1) [0.10],[50.0]; Carpobrotus edulis (8) 
[0.80],[66.7]; Dysphania ambrosioides (1) [0.10],[16.7]; 
56. Paediatric (oral use - allergies, 
baby acid, cramps and restlessness) 
[5,13,16]; [0.67] 
Foeniculum vulgare (1) [0.08],[40.0]; 
Mesembryanthemum tortuosum (1) [0.08],[20.0]; 
Polygonum aviculare (7) [0.54],[87.5]; Portulacaria afra 
(1) [0.08],[14.3]; Portulaca oleracea (3) [0.23],[60.0] 
57. Paediatric (topical use - nappy 
rash, bathe baby) [1,2,27]; [1.00] 
Foeniculum vulgare (2) [1.00],[20.0] 
58. Pain, inflammation, arthritis, 
rheumatism, body pains (oral use) 
[12,16,14]; [0.27] 
Agathosma spp. (5) [0.31],[50.0]; Ballota africana (1) 
[0.06],[8.3]; Cannabis sativa (1) [0.06],[9.1]; Cyclopia 
intermedia (1) [0.06],[25.0]; Diosma hirsuta (1) 
[0.06],[100.0]; Dodonaea viscosa (1) [0.06],[9.1]; 
Helichrysum odoratissimum (1) [0.06],[7.7]; Notobubon 
tenuifolium (1) [0.06],[33.3]; Oncosiphon piluliferum (1) 
[0.06],[25.0]; Oncosiphon suffruticosum (1) [0.06],[50.0]; 
Portulacaria afra (1) [0.06],[14.3]; Urtica urens (1) 
[0.06],[10.0] 
59. Pain, inflammation, arthritis, 
rheumatism (topical use - as ointment, 
poultice, compress or wash) [17,36,6]; 
[0.54] 
Artemisia afra (1) [0.03],[7.1]; Ballota africana (1) 
[0.03],[8.3]; Boophone disticha (1) [0.03],[9.1]; Canna 
indica (7) [0.19],[53.8]; Conyza scabrida (Nidorella 
ivifolia)  (2) [0.06],[20.0]; Cotyledon orbiculata (1) 
[0.03],[9.1]; Datura stramonium (1) [0.03],[16.7]; 
Elytropappus rhinocerotis (2) [0.06],[14.3]; 
Gomphocarpus fruticosus (1) [0.03],[25.0]; Melianthus 
comosus (8) [0.22],[72.7]; Nicotiana glauca (3) 
[0.08],[42.9]; Osteospermum calendulaceum (1) 
[0.03],[25.0]; Oncosiphon piluliferum (1) [0.03],[25.0]; 
Rumex crispus (1) [0.03],[16.7]; Ruta graveolens (1) 
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Medical condition The total 
number of plant species, total 
number of anecdotes, the rank of 
the ailment and the concensus 
factor (Fic), all given in square 
brackets [ ] respectively 
Plant species (number of anecdotes) [STI], [FL(%)]; 
The most frequently used species are shown in bold 
[0.03],[11.1]; Salix mucronata (1) [0.03],[16.7]; 
Zantedeschia aethiopica (3) [0.08],[60.0] 
60. Parasites (internal worms) [5,9,20]; 
[0.50] 
Aloe ferox (1) [0.11],[7.1]; Nymania capensis (1) 
[0.11],[33.3]; Psidium guajava (1) [0.11],[16.7]; Punica 
granatum (4) [0.44],[57.1]; Tulbaghia violacea (2) 
[0.22],[28.6] 
61. Poisoning (spiderbites, scorpion 
stings) [2,2,27]; [0.00] 
Chamarea capensis (1) [0.50],[100.0]; Datura stramonium 
(1) [0.50],[16.7]  
62. Post- and prenatal (uterus, 
placenta, miscarriage, afterbirth 
cleansing) [2,3,26]; [0.50] 
Gunnera perpensa (2) [0.67],[100.0]; Rubus pinnatus (1) 
[0.33],[50.0] 
63. Prophylactic [1,1,28]; [0.00] Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (1) [1.00],[7.1] 
64. Prostate problems [2,2,27]; [0.00] Gunnera perpensa (1) [0.50],[50.0]; Oncosiphon 
piluliferum (1) [0.33],[25.0] 
65. Psychoactive drugs (recreational 
drugs) [5,9,20]; [0.50] 
Cannabis sativa (3) [0.33],[27.3]; Datura stramonium (2) 
[0.22],[33.3]; Leonotis ocymifolia (1) [0.11],[10.0]; Limeum 
aethiopicum (2) [0.22],[50.0]; Xanthoparmelia species (1) 
[0.11],[16.7] 
66. Psychological conditions (magic 
medicine - "paljas") [18,41,4]; [0.58] 
Asclepias crispa (1) [0.02],[16.7]; Asparagus spp. (1) 
[0.02],[14.3]; Buddleja saligna (2) [0.05],[100.0]; Cadaba 
aphylla (7) [0.17],[87.5]; Acorus calamus (1) 
[0.02],[100.0]; Dioscorea hemicrypta (1) [0.02],[50.0]; 
Diospyros lycioides (1) [0.02],[50.0]; Galenia africana (2) 
[0.05],[28.6]; Garuleum bipinnatum (1) [0.02],[20.0]; 
Galium tomentosum (3) [0.07],[42.9]; Gasteria 
brachyphylla (1) [0.02],[25.0]; Glycyrrhiza glabra (2) 
[0.05],[66.7]; Gonialoe variegata (7) [0.17],[77.8]; 
Helichrysum odoratissimum (5) [0.12],[38.5]; Kedrostis 
nana (3) [0.07],[75.0]; Limeum aethiopicum (1) 
[0.02],[25.0]; Tulbaghia violacea (1) [0.02],[14.3]; Ruta 
graveolens (1) [0.02],[11.1] 
67. Ringworm (also dry scalp, sores on 
scalp, hair loss, dandruff, stimulation of 
hair growth) [24,40,5]; [0.41] 
Adromischus triflorus (2) [0.05],[40.0]; Agave americana 
(1) [0.03],[20.0]; Aloe ferox (1) [0.03],[7.1]; Amaranthus 
spp. (1) [0.02],[100.0]; Aptosimum indivisum (5) 
[0.13],[83.3]; Aptosimum procumbens (5) [0.13],[83.3]; 
Asparagus spp. (1) [0.03],[14.3]; Bulbine frutescens (1) 
[0.03],[9.1]; Cadaba aphylla (1) [0.03],[12.5]; Cannabis 
sativa (1) [0.03],[9.1]; Cassytha ciliolata (1) [0.03],[100.0]; 
Eriocephalus ericoides (2) [0.05],[100.0]; Galenia africana 
(3) [0.08],[42.9]; Gasteria brachyphylla (1) [0.03],[25.0]; 
Limeum aethiopicum (1) [0.03],[25.0]; Melianthus 
comosus (1) [0.03],[9.1]; Mesembryanthemum junceum 
(1) [0.02],[33.3]; Oncosiphon suffruticosum (1) 
[0.03],[50.0]; Opuntia ficus-indica (3) [0.08],[50.0]; 
Xanthoparmelia species (1) [0.03],[16.7]; Ruta graveolens 
(1) [0.03],[11.1]; Salix mucronata (3) [0.08],[50.0]; Salvia 
africana-caerulea (1) [0.03],[100.0]; Zygophyllum 
morgsana (1) [0.03],[50.0] 
68. Sexually transmitted diseases 
(STD's) [2,2,27]; [0.00] 
Galenia africana (1) [0.50],[14.3]; Hypoxis hemerocallidea 
(1) [0.50],[100.0] 
69. Sinusitis (including blocked nose) 
[1,1,28]; [0.00] 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (1) [1.00],[7.1] 
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70. Snake-bite and snake repellent 
[4,5,24]; [0.25] 
Cannabis sativa (1) [0.20],[9.1]; Chamarea capensis (1) 
[0.20],[100.0]; Garuleum bipinnatum (2) [0.40],[40.0]; 
Melianthus major (1) [0.20],[9.1] 
71. Snuff (making of snuff, used as 
snuff) [2,3,26]; [0.50] 
Gomphocarpus fruticosus (1) [0.33],[25.0]; 
Mesembryanthemum junceum (2) [0.67],[66.7] 
72. Sore throat [5,11,18]; [0.60] Vachellia karroo (2) [0.18],[15.4]; Carpobrotus edulis (6) 
[0.55],[50.0]; Dodonaea viscosa (1) [0.09],[9.1]; Galenia 
africana (1) [0.09],[14.3]; Tropaeolum majus (1) 
[0.09],[100.0] 
73. Sores, abrasions, blisters, boils, 
bruises, corns, open callus, inflammed 
moles, cracked feet, whitlow fingers, 
abscess [21,47,3]; [0.57] 
Gonialoe variegata (1) [0.02],[11.1]; Aptosimum indivisum 
(2) [0.02],[16.7]; Aptosimum procumbens (1) [0.02],[16.7]; 
Boophone disticha (7) [0.15],[63.6]; Bulbine frutescens 
(2) [0.04],[18.2]; Canna indica (5) [0.11],[38.5]; Cotyledon 
orbiculata (3) [0.06],[36.4]; Datura stramonium (3) 
[0.06],[50.0]; Foeniculum vulgare (1) [0.02],[20.0]; 
Gasteria brachyphylla (1) [0.02],[25.0]; Exomis 
microphylla (1) [0.02],[33.3]; Melianthus comosus (1) 
[0.02],[9.1]; Mentha longifolia (1) [0.02],[12.5]; Nicotiana 
glauca (1) [0.02],[14.3]; Osteospermum calendulaceum 
(3) [0.06],[75.0]; Opuntia ficus-indica (2) [0.04],[33.3]; 
Plantago lanceolata (3) [0.06],[75.0]; Ricinus communis 
(5) [0.11],[62.5]; Zantedeschia aethiopica (1) [0.02],[20.0]; 
Zygophyllum morgsana (1) [0.02],[50.0] 
74. Sprains (ankle, swellings) [6,9,20]; 
[0.38] 
Adromischus triflorus (1) [0.09],[20.0]; Agathosma spp. 
(2) [0.18],[20.0]; Canna indica (2) [0.18],[15.4]; Malva 
parviflora (1) [0.09],[25.0]; Melianthus comosus (1) 
[0.09],[9.1]; Plantago lanceolata (2) [0.18],[50.0] 
75. Stomach-ache (indigestion, 
cramps, stomach discomfort) 
[11,16,14]; [0.33] 
Artemisia absinthium (4) [0.25],[33.3]; Artemisia afra (1) 
[0.06],[7.1]; Asclepias crispa (3) [0.19],[50.0]; 
Chrysocoma ciliata (1) [0.06],[33.3]; Euclea undulata (1) 
[0.06],[16.7]; Kedrostis nana (1) [0.06],[25.0]; Leonotis 
ocymifolia (1) [0.06],[10.0]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
frutescens (1) [0.06],[7.1]; Pentzia incana (1) [0.06],[20.0]; 
Portulacaria afra (1) [0.06],[14.3]; Punica granatum (1) 
[0.06],[14.3] 
76. Stomach ailments (unspecified)  
[22,61,1]; [0.65] 
Agathosma sp. (1) [0.02],[10.0]; Aloe ferox (6) 
[0.10],[42.9]; Artemisia absinthium (8) [0.13],[66.7]; 
Asclepias crispa (3) [0.05],[50.0]; Cissampelos capensis 
(6) [0.10],[66.7]; Centaurea benedicta (1) [0.02],[10.0]; 
Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (2) [0.03],[20.0]; 
Elytropappus rhinocerotis (2) [0.03],[14.3]; 
Gomphocarpus fruticosus (1) [0.02],[25.0]; Kedrostis 
foetidissima (4) [0.07],[100.0]; Kedrostis nana (1) 
[0.02],[25.0]; Leonotis ocymifolia (2) [0.03],[20.0]; 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (5) [0.08],[35.7]; 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia (4) [0.07],[50.0]; Pelargonium  
grossularioides (1) [0.02],[100.0]; Pentzia incana (3) 
[0.05],[60.0]; Portulacaria afra (1) [0.02],[14.3]; Punica 
granatum (2) [0.03],[28.6]; Ricinus communis (1) 
[0.02],[12.5]; Ruta graveolens (1) [0.02],[11.1]; Teucrium 
africanum (1) [0.02],[14.3]; Zingiber officinale (5) 
[0.08],[71.4] 
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77. Stomach ulcers [8,9,20]; [0.13] Vachellia karroo (2) [0.22],[15.4]; Artemisia absinthium 
(1) [0.11],[8.3]; Artemisia afra (1) [0.11],[7.1]; Centaurea 
benedicta (1) [0.11],[10.0]; Leonotis ocymifolia (1) 
[0.11],[10.0]; Xanthoparmelia spp. (1) [0.11],[16.7]; 
Portulacaria afra (1) [0.11],[14.3]; Salix mucronata (1) 
[0.11],[16.7]  
78. Stroke [3,5,24]; [0.50] Cannabis sativa (3) [0.60],[27.3]; Portulacaria afra (1) 
[0.20],[14.3]; Viscum continuum (1) [0.20],[50.0] 
79. Stuttering [1,1,28]; [0.00] Salvia microphylla (1) [1.00],[16.7] 
80. Sunburn [1,1,28]; [0.00] Bulbine frutescens (1) [1.00],[9.1] 
81. Sweaty feet, burning feet, itching 
feet [3,6,23]; [0.60] 
Dodonaea viscosa (1) [0.17],[9.1]; Elytropappus 
rhinocerotis (4) [0.67],[28.6]; Ruta graveolens (1) 
[0.17],[11.1] 
82. Teething problems (babies) 
[1,1,28]; [0.00] 
Mesembryanthemum tortuosum (1) [1.00],[20.0] 
83. Thorns (used as blister-plaster, 
removal of thorns) [4,4,25]; [0.00] 
Gonialoe variegata (1) [0.25],[11.1]; Euphorbia 
mauritanica (1) [0.25],[8.3]; Malva parviflora (1) 
[0.25],[25.0]; Ricinus communis (1) [0.25],[12.5] 
84. Thyroid gland (goitre) [1,1,28]; 
[0.00] 
Tropaeolum majus (1) [1.00],[100.0] 
 
85. Tonic (general health) [34,50,2]; 
[0.33] 
Agathosma sp. (1) [0.02],[10.0]; Aloe ferox (3) 
[0.06],[21.4]; Ballota africana (1) [0.02],[8.3]; Cadaba 
aphylla (1) [0.02],[12.5]; Cannabis sativa (1) [0.02],[9.1]; 
Chrysocoma ciliata (1) [0.02],[33.3]; Cissampelos 
capensis (1) [0.02],[11.1]; Centaurea benedicta (2) 
[0.04],[20.0]; Cyclopia intermedia (3) [0.06],[75.0]; 
Dodonaea viscosa (2) [0.04],[18.2]; Elytropappus 
rhinocerotis (2) [0.04],[14.3]; Galium tomentosum (1) 
[0.02],[14.3]; Garuleum bipinnatum (1) [0.02],[20.0]; 
Gunnera perpensa (1) [0.02],[50.0]; Helichrysum 
odoratissimum (2) [0.04],[15.4]; Dittrichia graveolens (1) 
[0.02],[100.0]; Kedrostis nana (1) [0.02],[25.0]; Leonotis 
ocymifolia (1) [0.02],[10.0]; Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
frutescens (4) [0.08],[28.6]; Limeum aethiopicum (1) 
[0.02],[25.0]; Mentha longifolia (1) [0.02],[12.5]; 
Mesembryanthemum tortuosum (1) [0.02],[20.0]; 
Notobubon tenuifolium (1) [0.02],[33.3]; Oncosiphon 
piluliferum (1) [0.02],[25.0]; Oncosiphon suffruticosum (1) 
[0.02],[50.0]; Opuntia ficus-indica (1) [0.02],[16.7]; 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia (3) [0.06],[37.5]; Ruta 
graveolens (1) [0.02],[11.1]; Salvia africana-caerulea (1) 
[0.02],[100.0]; Salvia microphylla (3) [0.06],[50.0]; 
Schinus molle (1) [0.02],[14.3]; Teucrium africanum (2) 
[0.04],[28.6]; Urtica urens (1) [0.02],[10.0]; Viscum 
continuum (1) [0.02],[50.0] 
86. Tonsilitis [3,6,23]; [0.60] Vachellia karroo (2) [0.33],[15.4]; Carpobrotus edulis (3) 
[0.50],[25.0]; Galenia africana (1) [0.17],[14.3] 
87. Toothache and sore gums 
(toothbrush) [14,20,12]; [0.32] 
Cotyledon orbiculata (1) [0.05],[9.1]; Datura stramonium 
(1) [0.05],[16.7]; Diospyros lycioides (1) [0.05],[50.0]; 
Dysphania ambrosioides (4) [0.20],[66.7]; Euphorbia 
mauritanica (1) [0.05],[8.3]; Galenia africana (1) 
[0.05],[14.3]; Gomphocarpus fruticosus (1) [0.05],[25.0]; 
Mesembryanthemum tortuosum (1) [0.05],[20.0]; 
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Microloma sagittatum (1) [0.05],[100.0]; Xanthoparmelia   
spp. (1) [0.05],[16.7]; Pelargonium zonale (3) 
[0.15],[37.5]; Pentzia incana (2) [0.10],[40.0]; Solanum 
retrofractum (1) [0.05],[33.3]; Solanum tomentosum (1) 
[0.05],[100.0] 
88. Tuberculosis (TB) [9,12,17]; [0.27] Asparagus spp. (4) [0.33],[57.1]; Chironia baccifera (1) 
[0.08],[25.0]; Elytropappus rhinocerotis (1) [0.08],[7.1]; 
Muraltia spinosa (1) [0.08],[50.0]; Opuntia ficus-indica (1) 
[0.08],[16.7]; Pegolettia baccharidifolia (1) [0.08],[12.5]; 
Ruta graveolens (1) [0.08],[11.1]; Teucrium africanum (1) 
[0.08],[14.3]; Viscum continuum (1) [0.08],[50.0] 
89. Unspecified (medicine, medicinal) 
[4,6,23]; [0.40] 
Acorus calamus (1) [0.17],[100.0]; Agave americana (1) 
[0.17],[20.0]; Aloe ferox (3) [0.50],[21.4]; Artemisia 
absinthium (1) [0.17],[8.3] 
90. Urinary ailments (bladder health, 
urinary tract infections) [8,9,20]; [0.13] 
Ballota africana (1) [0.11],[8.3]; Dodonaea viscosa (1) 
[0.11],[9.1]; Euclea undulata (1) [0.11],[16.7]; Galenia 
africana (1) [0.11],[14.3]; Helichrysum odoratissimum (1) 
[0.11],[7.7]; Kedrostis nana (1) [0.11],[25.0]; Mentha 
spicata (1) [0.11],[25.0]; Urtica urens (2) [0.22],[20.0] 
91. Veterinary (medicine, ticks and flea 
repellent) [3,10,19]; [0.78] 
Artemisia absinthium (3) [0.30],[25.0]; Aloe ferox (5) 
[0.50],[35.7]; Melianthus comosus (2) [0.20],[18.2] 
92. Warts, open plantar wart (soolvrat) 
[3,13,16]; [0.83] 
Cotyledon orbiculata (1) [0.08],[9.1]; Euphorbia 
mauritanica (11) [0.85],[91.7]; Ficus cordata (1) 
[0.08],[100.0] 
93. Whooping cough [2,2,27]; [0.00] Agave americana (1) [0.50],[20.0]; Cliffortia strobilifera (1) 
[0.50],[100.0] 
94. Wounds (cuts, circumcisions) 
[10,20,12]; [0.53] 
Aptosimum indivisum (1) [0.05],[16.7]; Aptosimum 
procumbens (1) [0.05],[16.7]; Boophone disticha (6) 
[0.30],[54.5]; Bulbine frutescens (2) [0.10],[18.2]; Canna 
indica (2) [0.10],[15.4]; Melianthus comosus (1) 
[0.05],[9.1]; Osteospermum calendulaceum (1) 
[0.05],[25.0]; Plantago lanceolata (2) [0.10],[50.0]; Ricinus 
communis (1) [0.05],[12.5]; Rumex crispus (3) 
[0.15],[50.0] 
 
In Table 7.4, all medicinal species are listed against the ailment categories for 
which they are used within the whole eastern Little Karoo. The most important 
species used for each ailment is indicated in bold. The most common indications and 
most preferred species used as a treatment for that specific ailment recorded for the 
eastern Little Karoo (including Prince Albert) were: unspecified stomach ailments (22 
species used, 61 anecdotes, ranked 1: Artemisia absinthium is the most preferred 
medicinal species); tonic (general health) (34, 50, 2: Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
frutescens);  colds (19, 47, 3: Artemisia afra); sores, abrasions, bruises, blisters, 
boils, corns, open callus, inflamed moles, cracked feet, whitlow fingers (21, 47, 3: 
Boophone disticha); psychological conditions (magic medicine - "paljas") (18, 41, 4: 
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Cadaba aphylla and Gonialoe variegata); ringworm (also dry scalp, sores on scalp, 
hair loss, dandruff, stimulation of hair growth) (24, 40, 5: Aptosimum spp.); diabetes 
(21, 36, 6: Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens); pain, inflammation, arthritis, 
rheumatism (topical use - as ointment, poultice, compress or wash) (17, 36, 6: 
Melianthus comosus); high blood pressure (17, 33, 7: numerous species); cancer 
(13, 29, 8: Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens); headache (17, 26, 9: Schinus 
molle); kidney ailments (diuretic, kidney stones, infection) (13, 26, 9: Notobubon 
tenuifolium); influenza (16, 24, 10: Schinus molle).  
 
 7.6 Quantification of the data according to the Matrix Method  
The Matrix Method of De Beer and Van Wyk (2011) was also followed for the 
quantification and analysis of the primary data for the eastern Little Karoo and Prince 
Albert and is presented in the form of a participant vs species data matrix in Table 
7.5. Calculations for determining the local popularity or relative importance of the 
species by using the Species Popularity Index (SPI) and the level of knowledge of 
each participant, assessed by the Ethnobotanical Knowledge Index (EKI), are 
explained in the caption of Table 7.5 and in the Materials and Methods – section 
3.6). Statistical data on the plant species are compared with other quantification 
methods (Chapter 8), namely the Cultural Importance Index (CII) and the Relative 
Frequency of Citation index (RFC) of Tardío and Pardo de Santayana (2008), 
including the Index of Agreement on Remedies (IAR) of Trotter and Logan (1986). 
The Anecdote Frequency Index (AFI), introduced here, which is based on the 
number of participants who mentioned a vernacular name and use for a specific 
plant species is represented here too. 
 
Table 7.5: Quantification matrix for 146 medicinal plant species, three non-
plant products and 16 participants of the eastern Little Karoo and Prince 
Albert, South Africa.  
 
Towns are abbreviated as PA for Prince Albert, H for Haarlem, U for Uniondale, DR 
for De Rust, D for Dysselsdorp and V for Volmoed. 
 
Participants (in the order of descending age, see Table 7.1 for dates of birth): The 16 
participants are CM = Charles Patrick Marincowitz; MI = Maraai Isaacs; AC1 = Annie 
Cornelius; EM = Elisabeth Maart; SR = Sophie Le Roux; WE = Wesley Hendrik 
Esau; JB1 = Johanna Baardman; DW = Dora (“Ouma Doortjie”) Wannies; HD = 
Hendrik (“Kedat”) De Jongh; JS = Jan September; LW1 = Leena (“Antjie”) 
Wagenaar; DB = Dawid Blok; FE = Flora Ewerts; KH = Koos Horn; LJ = Louis 
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Jordaan; MH = Maggie Horn. The scores reflect the recognition of each plant (first 
digit, 0 or 1), its name (second digit, 0 or 2) and its medicinal use or uses (third digit, 
0 or 3), as well as the total score (fourth digit, 0, 1, 3, 4 or 6); the SPI = Species 
Popularity Index = ratio of total species score divided by maximum possible score for 
the species (16  6 = 96); EKI = Ethnobotanical Knowledge Index = ratio of total 
personal score divided by maximum possible score (148  6 = 888) – see section 
3.6.   
 
No Plant species Participants 1 to 8 
CM DW EM SR LW1 KH FE MH 
1 Acorus calamus 0000 0000 1034 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
2 Adromischus triflorus 1203 1034 1236 1203 1203 1203 1203 1236 
3 Agathosma spp. 1203 1203 1236 1203 1203 1236 1203 1236 
4 Agave americana 1034 1236 1203 1203 1034 1034 1203 1236 
5 Aloe ferox 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 
6 Amaranthus spp. 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 1203 0000 1034 
7 Anacampseros papyracea 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 
8 
Anacampseros 
telephiastrum 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
9 Aptosimum indivisum 0000 1236 1236 0000 1203 1203 1034 1236 
10 Aptosimum procumbens  0000 1236 1236 0000 1203 1203 1034 1236 
11 Artemisia absinthium 1034 1236 1236 1236 1203 1034 1236 1236 
12 Artemisia afra 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
13 Asclepias crispa 1236 1001 1001 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
14 Asparagus spp. 1236 1203 1236 1034 0000 1236 1236 1236 
15 Atriplex nummularia 1236 1236 0000 0000 1001 1236 1001 1236 
16 Augea capensis 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 
17 Ballota africana 1203 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1001 1236 
18 Boophone disticha 1236 1236 1236 1034 1236 1203 1236 1236 
19 Buddleja saligna 0000 1001 0000 0000 1034 1034 1034 1236 
20 Bulbine frutescens 1236 1001 1236 0000 1034 1001 1236 1236 
21 Cadaba aphylla 1236 0000 1001 1236 1236 1236 1001 1236 
22 Canna indica 1203 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
23 Cannabis sativa 1236 1236 1034 1034 1236 1203 1203 1236 
24 Carpobrotus deliciosus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
25 Carpobrotus edulis 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1203 1034 1236 
26 Cassytha ciliolata  0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 1001 0000 1001 
27 Centaurea benedicta  1236 1236 1236 1203 1203 1203 1236 1236 
28 Chamarea capensis 1034 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
29 Chironia baccifera 1001 0000 0000 0000 1001 0000 1001 1001 
30 Chrysocoma ciliata 1236 0000 1034 1034 1001 0000 1001 1236 
31 Cissampelos capensis 1236 0000 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 
32 Cliffortia ruscifolia 0000 0000 1001 1001 0000 1001 0000 1001 
33 Cliffortia strobilifera 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 
34 
Conyza scabrida (Nidorella 
ivifolia) 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 0000 1236 1236 
35 Cotyledon orbiculata 1236 1236 1236 1236 1001 0000 1034 1203 
36 Cyclopia intermedia 1236 0000 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 0000 
37 Cyperus esculentus  1034 1236 1034 1034 1001 1203 1236 1236 
38 Cyphia digitata 1236 1236 1236 1236 1001 1236 1236 1236 
39 Datura stramonium 1001 1203 1034 1203 1034 1203 1203 1236 
40 Dioscorea hemicrypta 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 1001 0000 1001 
41 Diosma acmaeophylla 1203 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
42 Diosma hirsuta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 1001 
43 Diosma prama 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
44 Dittrichia graveolens 1203 1001 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
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45 Dodonaea viscosa 1203 1236 1203 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 
46 Dolichothrix ericoides 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
47 Dysphania ambrosioides 1001 1034 1203 1203 0000 1203 0000 1236 
48 Elytropappus rhinocerotis 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1034 1236 
49 Eriocephalus africanus 1236 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
50 Eriocephalus ericoides 1236 1236 0000 0000 1203 0000 1203 1236 
51 Euclea undulata 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 1203 1203 1236 
52 Euphorbia mauritanica 1236 1236 1034 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
53 Euryops lateriflorus 1236 1001 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 
54 Euryops tenuissimus 1236 1001 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 
55 Exomis microphylla 1236 0000 1236 0000 1203 0000 1203 0000 
56 Fockea spp. 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 1236 
57 Foeniculum vulgare 1236 1236 1034 1034 1236 1203 0000 1203 
58 Galenia africana 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 
59 Galium tomentosum 1236 1034 0000 0000 0000 1001 1236 1236 
60 Garuleum bipinnatum 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 1203 0000 1203 
61 Gasteria brachyphylla 1001 1001 0000 0000 1203 1203 1203 1203 
62 Gomphocarpus fruticosus 1203 1203 0000 0000 0000 1001 0000 1203 
63 Gonialoe variegata 1236 1203 0000 0000 1236 1236 1203 1034 
64 Gunnera perpensa 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 1001 
65 Gymnosporia buxifolia 1203 1001 1203 0000 1203 0000 1203 0000 
66 Helichrysum odoratissimum 1236 1236 1236 0000 1001 0000 1236 1236 
67 Hermannia cuneifolia 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
68 Hoodia grandis  1236 1001 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 1236 
69 Hoodia pilifera 1236 1001 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 1236 
70 Kedrostis nana 1203 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 1236 1236 
71 Leonotis leonurus 1203 1236 1034 1034 1236 0000 1236 0000 
72 Leonotis ocymifolia 1236 1236 1034 1034 1236 0000 1236 1236 
73 Lepidium africanum 1001 1001 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 1001 
74 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
frutescens 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1001 1236 
75 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
microphylla 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1001 1236 
76 Leysera gnaphalodes 1236 1001 1236 1034 0000 1001 0000 1001 
77 Limeum aethiopicum 1236 0000 0000 0000 1203 1034 0000 1034 
78 Lobostemon fruticosus 1203 1203 0000 0000 1001 0000 1001 0000 
79 Lycium horridum 1236 1001 0000 0000 1236 1203 1236 1236 
80 Lycium oxycarpum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
81 Malva parviflora 1236 1203 1236 1203 1203 1203 1203 1236 
82 Melianthus comosus 1236 1236 1034 1034 1236 1236 1001 1236 
83 Mentha longifolia 1236 1236 1236 1203 1203 1236 1236 1236 
84 Mentha spicata 1001 0000 1001 1203 1236 1203 1236 1236 
85 
Mesembryanthenum 
junceum 1236 1236 1034 0000 1236 1203 1236 1236 
86 
Mesembryanthenum 
tortuosum 1236 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 1203 1236 
87 Microloma sagittatum 1236 1203 1034 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
88 Muraltia spinosa 1203 0000 1203 1203 0000 0000 0000 1236 
89 Nicotiana glauca 1236 0000 0000 0000 1236 1203 1236 1236 
90 Notobubon tenuifolium 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 1203 
91 Nymania capensis 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 1203 1236 1236 
92 
Olea europaea subsp. 
cuspidata 1236 1236 0000 1203 1236 1203 1236 1203 
93 Oncosiphon piluliferum 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1203 1203 1203 
94 Oncosiphon suffruticosum 1236 0000 1236 0000 1236 1203 1203 1203 
95 Opuntia ficus-indica 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1203 1236 1236 
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96 
Osteospermum 
calendulaceum  1203 1001 1034 0000 0000 1203 0000 1236 
97 Otholobium stachyerum 1001 0000 1203 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 
98 Oxalis pes-caprae 1034 1236 0000 0000 1236 1203 1236 1236 
99 Pappea capensis 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 1203 0000 1236 
100 Pegolettia baccharidifolia 1236 1034 1203 0000 1236 1203 1236 1203 
101 Pegolettia retrofracta 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
102 Pelargonium peltatum 1203 1236 0000 0000 1236 1203 1236 1236 
103 Pelargonium zonale 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1203 1236 1236 
104 Pentzia incana 1236 1001 0000 0000 1236 0000 1001 0000 
105 Physalis peruviana 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1001 0000 1236 
106 Plantago lanceolata 1203 0000 1203 1236 1203 1203 1203 1203 
107 Polygonum aviculare 1001 1236 1203 0000 1236 1203 1236 1236 
108 Portulacaria afra 1236 1236 1203 1203 1203 1203 1236 1236 
109 Protea nitida 1034 1236 1203 1203 0000 1203 1236 1203 
110 Protea repens 1001 1203 1034 1236 0000 1203 0000 1203 
111 Psidium guajava 1236 1236 1236 1203 1203 1236 1236 1236 
112 Pteronia incana 1001 1001 0000 0000 1203 1236 1203 1236 
113 Punica granatum 1236 1236 1203 1203 1203 1236 1236 1236 
114 Quaqua spp. 1203 1034 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
115 Raphanus raphanistrum 1203 1001 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
116 Rhigozum obovatum 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
117 Ricinus communis 1034 0000 1236 1203 1236 1203 1236 1203 
118 Romulea rosea 1001 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 1236 
119 Rosenia humilis 1034 0000 0000 0000 0000 1001 0000 1001 
120 Rubus pinnatus 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
121 Rumex crispus 1001 0000 1236 1034 1203 1203 1236 1236 
122 Ruta graveolens 1001 1236 1236 1203 1203 1203 1236 1236 
123 Salix mucronata 1236 1236 1236 1203 1203 1203 1203 1236 
124 Salvia africana-caerulea  1001 1236 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 1203 
125 Salvia microphylla 1001 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 0000 0000 
126 Schinus mole 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1203 1203 1236 
127 Schotia afra 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 1203 
128 Searsia lancea 1236 1203 0000 0000 1236 1203 1236 1203 
129 Searsia undulata 1236 0000 0000 0000 1203 1203 1203 1203 
130 Silene undulata 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 1001 0000 1001 
131 Solanum retrofractum 1236 0000 1034 1034 1203 1203 1203 1236 
132 Solanum tomentosum 1203 1001 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
133 Teucrium africanum 1001 0000 1203 1203 1203 1001 1236 1034 
134 Tropaeolum majus 1236 1236 1203 1203 0000 1203 0000 1203 
135 Tulbaghia violacea 1001 1236 1236 1236 1203 1203 1203 1236 
136 Tylecodon cacalioides 1034 0000 0000 0000 1034 1203 1034 1203 
137 Tylecodon paniculatus 1001 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 
138 Urtica urens 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 
139 Vachellia karroo 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 
140 Viscum capense 1203 0000 1203 1203 1236 1203 1236 1203 
141 Viscum continuum 1001 0000 1203 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 
142 Withania somnifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
143 Xanthoparmelia spp. 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1203 1203 1236 
144 Zantedeschia aethiopica 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1203 1203 
145 Zingiber officinale 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 
146 Zygophyllum foetidum 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 
147 Zygophyllum morgsana 1236 0000 1034 0000 1236 0000 1236 1203 
148 dassiepis 0000 1236 1203 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 
149 klipsweet 0000 0000 1236 1203 1203 1203 1203 1203 
EKI 0.58 0.48 0.41 0.26 0.42 0.39 0.43 0.61 




Plant species Participants 9 to 16 SPI JB1 AC1 LJ HD JS DB MI WE 
1 Acorus calamus 0000 1236 0000 1001 1203 0000 1001 1203 0.19 
2 Adromischus triflorus 1236 1236 1203 1001 1236 1203 0000 1236 0.65 
3 Agathosma spp. 1236 1236 1203 1236 1203 1203 1236 1203 0.72 
4 Agave americana 1236 1236 1034 1236 1236 1034 1203 1236 0.77 
5 Aloe ferox 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.97 
6 Amaranthus spp. 1236 1236 1203 0000 1203 1001 1236 1236 0.52 
7 Anacampseros papyracea 1236 0000 1203 1001 1001 0000 1236 0000 0.36 
8 
Anacampseros 
telephiastrum 1236 0000 0000 1001 1001 0000 1236 0000 0.27 
9 Aptosimum indivisum 1236 0000 0000 1001 1203 1203 0000 0000 0.43 
10 Aptosimum procumbens  1236 0000 0000 1001 1203 1203 0000 0000 0.43 
11 Artemisia absinthium 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0.83 
12 Artemisia afra 1236 0000 1034 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.92 
13 Asclepias crispa 1236 0000 0000 1236 1001 0000 1236 1001 0.42 
14 Asparagus spp. 1034 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1203 1034 0.78 
15 Atriplex nummularia 1203 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1203 0.58 
16 Augea capensis 0000 0000 1236 1001 1001 1236 1236 1034 0.44 
17 Ballota africana 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.85 
18 Boophone disticha 1236 0000 1236 1001 1236 1203 1203 1236 0.77 
19 Buddleja saligna 0000 0000 1236 1236 1001 0000 0000 0000 0.33 
20 Bulbine frutescens 1236 1236 1034 1001 1236 1034 1236 1034 0.70 
21 Cadaba aphylla 0000 1001 1203 1236 1203 1203 1203 1236 0.59 
22 Canna indica 1236 1236 1203 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 0.81 
23 Cannabis sativa 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1203 1236 1034 0.81 
24 Carpobrotus deliciosus 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
25 Carpobrotus edulis 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 0.85 
26 Cassytha ciliolata  1001 0000 1001 1203 1203 1001 0000 1001 0.16 
27 Centaurea benedicta  1236 1203 1203 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 0.81 
28 Chamarea capensis 1236 0000 0000 1203 1203 0000 0000 1001 0.24 
29 Chironia baccifera 1236 0000 1236 1001 1203 1203 1236 1236 0.36 
30 Chrysocoma ciliata 1001 1034 1203 1236 1001 0000 0000 1001 0.40 
31 Cissampelos capensis 1236 1203 1203 1001 1236 123 1236 1236 0.76 
32 Cliffortia ruscifolia 0000 1001 1203 0000 1001 1001 0000 1203 0.14 
33 Cliffortia strobilifera 1236 1236 1203 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 0.28 
34 
Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0.81 
35 Cotyledon orbiculata 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1034 1236 1203 0.75 
36 Cyclopia intermedia 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 0.69 
37 Cyperus esculentus  1034 1001 1034 1236 1203 1203 1001 1001 0.59 
38 Cyphia digitata 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1001 0.83 
39 Datura stramonium 1203 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1034 1203 0.67 
40 Dioscorea hemicrypta 0000 0000 1034 0000 1236 1203 0000 1236 0.28 
41 Diosma acmaeophylla 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.06 
42 Diosma hirsuta 0000 0000 1001 0000 1001 1001 1236 1203 0.29 
43 Diosma prama 0000 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 1001 1203 0.07 
44 Dittrichia graveolens 1203 1203 0000 1203 1203 0000 0000 1236 0.23 
45 Dodonaea viscosa 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1203 1203 1236 0.81 
46 Dolichothrix ericoides 1203 0000 0000 1001 1203 0000 0000 1001 0.11 
47 Dysphania ambrosioides 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1203 0000 0000 0.52 
48 Elytropappus rhinocerotis 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.95 
49 Eriocephalus africanus 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.16 
50 Eriocephalus ericoides 1236 0000 0000 1203 1001 0000 1203 1203 0.42 
51 Euclea undulata 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.75 
52 Euphorbia mauritanica 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 0.82 
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53 Euryops lateriflorus 1236 1034 0000 0000 1203 0000 1203 1001 0.38 
54 Euryops tenuissimus 1236 1034 0000 0000 1203 0000 1203 1001 0.38 
55 Exomis microphylla 1236 1236 1203 0000 1236 0000 0000 1001 0.42 
56 Fockea spp. 1236 1236 1203 0000 0000 1203 0000 1236 0.38 
57 Foeniculum vulgare 1236 1203 1203 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 0.74 
58 Galenia africana 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 0.69 
59 Galium tomentosum 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1001 0000 1236 0.56 
60 Garuleum bipinnatum 0000 0000 1203 1001 1236 1236 0000 1001 0.43 
61 Gasteria brachyphylla 1034 0000 1203 1034 1236 1203 1001 1236 0.43 
62 Gomphocarpus fruticosus 1001 1203 1203 1236 1236 1001 1001 1236 0.39 
63 Gonialoe variegata 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1034 1236 1236 0.65 
64 Gunnera perpensa 1236 0000 1001 1001 1236 1001 1001 1236 0.27 
65 Gymnosporia buxifolia 1203 0000 1203 1203 1203 0000 1236 1001 0.33 
66 
Helichrysum 
odoratissimum 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.79 
67 Hermannia cuneifolia 0000 0000 1236 1001 0000 0000 0000 1001 0.15 
68 Hoodia grandis  1001 1001 1203 0000 1001 1236 1236 1001 0.36 
69 Hoodia pilifera 1001 1001 1203 0000 1001 1236 1236 1001 0.36 
70 Kedrostis nana 1236 1236 1203 0000 1203 1236 1236 1236 0.66 
71 Leonotis leonurus 1203 1203 0000 0000 1203 0000 1236 1203 0.49 
72 Leonotis ocymifolia 1236 1203 0000 1236 1203 0000 1236 1034 0.69 
73 Lepidium africanum 1001 0000 1001 1001 1001 1001 0000 1001 0.13 
74 
Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. frutescens 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.95 
75 
Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. microphylla 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.95 
76 Leysera gnaphalodes 1236 1034 1001 1001 1001 1001 0000 1001 0.35 
77 Limeum aethiopicum 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 1203 1203 1001 0.44 
78 Lobostemon fruticosus 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.11 
79 Lycium horridum 1203 0000 1203 0000 1203 1203 1236 1001 0.49 
80 Lycium oxycarpum 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
81 Malva parviflora 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1034 0.79 
82 Melianthus comosus 1236 1203 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.81 
83 Mentha longifolia 1236 1203 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0.78 
84 Mentha spicata 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 0.71 
85 
Mesembryanthenum 
junceum 1236 0000 1236 1236 1203 1203 0000 1203 0.67 
86 
Mesembryanthenum 
tortuosum 1203 0000 0000 1001 1203 1236 1236 1001 0.40 
87 Microloma sagittatum 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 1203 0000 0.29 
88 Muraltia spinosa 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.22 
89 Nicotiana glauca 1236 0000 1203 1034 1236 1203 0000 0000 0.51 
90 Notobubon tenuifolium 1236 0000 1203 1236 1001 1203 0000 1001 0.33 
91 Nymania capensis 1236 0000 1203 1236 1203 1203 1203 0000 0.59 
92 
Olea europaea subsp. 
cuspidata 1236 0000 1236 1236 1001 1203 1203 1236 0.67 
93 Oncosiphon piluliferum 1236 0000 1236 0000 1203 1236 0000 1001 0.51 
94 Oncosiphon suffruticosum 1236 0000 1236 0000 1203 1236 0000 1001 0.51 
95 Opuntia ficus-indica 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.91 
96 
Osteospermum 
calendulaceum  1236 0000 1203 1001 1001 1203 1203 1236 0.42 
97 Otholobium stachyerum 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.10 
98 Oxalis pes-caprae 1203 0000 1203 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 0.67 
99 Pappea capensis 0000 1001 1203 1236 0000 0000 0000 1034 0.43 
100 Pegolettia baccharidifolia 1236 0000 1236 1236 1203 1203 1236 1203 0.67 
101 Pegolettia retrofracta 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.03 
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102 Pelargonium peltatum 1236 0000 1203 1236 1236 1203 0000 1203 0.59 
103 Pelargonium zonale 1236 0000 1203 1236 1236 1203 1236 1203 0.75 
104 Pentzia incana 1203 0000 1236 1236 1236 0000 1236 1001 0.44 
105 Physalis peruviana 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 1001 1236 1236 0.71 
106 Plantago lanceolata 1236 0000 1203 1203 1001 1203 1001 1236 0.49 
107 Polygonum aviculare 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1203 0000 1001 0.65 
108 Portulacaria afra 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1001 0.79 
109 Protea nitida 1236 1203 1236 1236 0000 1203 0000 1236 0.60 
110 Protea repens 1236 1203 1203 1203 0000 1203 0000 1236 0.46 
111 Psidium guajava 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.91 
112 Pteronia incana 1236 0000 1203 1236 1001 0000 1001 1001 0.40 
113 Punica granatum 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.91 
114 Quaqua spp. 1236 0000 0000 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 0.39 
115 Raphanus raphanistrum 0000 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 0000 1001 0.08 
116 Rhigozum obovatum 1203 0000 0000 1203 0000 1203 1203 0000 0.19 
117 Ricinus communis 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1203 0.76 
118 Romulea rosea 1236 1236 1203 0000 1203 1236 0000 1034 0.43 
119 Rosenia humilis 1034 0000 1001 0000 0000 1001 0000 0000 0.13 
120 Rubus pinnatus 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 1.00 
121 Rumex crispus 1236 1203 1203 0000 1203 1236 1203 1001 0.56 
122 Ruta graveolens 1236 1203 1203 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 0.76 
123 Salix mucronata 1236 1203 1203 1236 1236 1236 1203 1203 0.75 
124 Salvia africana-caerulea  0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 1203 1203 0000 0.23 
125 Salvia microphylla 1236 1236 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0.39 
126 Schinus molle 1236 1203 1203 1236 1236 1203 1236 1001 0.76 
127 Schotia afra 1203 0000 1203 0000 0000 1203 0000 0000 0.16 
128 Searsia lancea 1236 0000 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1001 0.64 
129 Searsia undulata 1203 0000 1203 1236 0000 1236 1203 0000 0.41 
130 Silene undulata 0000 0000 1001 0000 0000 1001 1001 0000 0.11 
131 Solanum retrofractum 1236 1236 1203 1236 1001 1203 1203 1034 0.64 
132 Solanum tomentosum 0000 0000 0000 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.10 
133 Teucrium africanum 1236 1203 0000 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.59 
134 Tropaeolum majus 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1203 1236 1001 0.64 
135 Tulbaghia violacea 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 0.79 
136 Tylecodon cacalioides 0000 0000 1203 0000 1203 1203 0000 0000 0.28 
137 Tylecodon paniculatus 1236 0000 1236 1236 1236 1236 0000 0000 0.64 
138 Urtica urens 1236 1203 0000 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 0.81 
139 Vachellia karroo 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1236 0.97 
140 Viscum capense 1236 1203 1203 1236 1236 1203 1203 1236 0.66 
141 Viscum continuum 1236 1203 1236 1236 1236 1236 1203 1236 0.76 
142 Withania somnifera 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 
143 Xanthoparmelia spp. 1236 1203 1203 1236 1236 1203 1236 1001 0.76 
144 Zantedeschia aethiopica 1236 1236 0000 1236 1236 1203 1236 1203 0.75 
145 Zingiber officinale 1236 1236 1203 1236 1203 1203 1236 1236 0.84 
146 Zygophyllum foetidum 0000 0000 1203 1236 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.19 
147 Zygophyllum morgsana 0000 0000 1203 1236 0000 1034 0000 0000 0.40 
148 dassiepis 1236 1203 1203 1236 1236 1203 1236 1236 0.78 
149 klipsweet 1203 1203 1203 1001 1203 1203 1236 1203 0.48 
EKI 0.67 0.32 0.45 0.58 0.54 0.43 0.46 0.44 0.47 
Average EKI for all participants 0.47 
 
The results of the formal interviews and quantification are presented in the form 
of a matrix of participants vs. species in Table 7.5. The Ethnobotanical Knowledge 
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Index (EKI) values ranged from 0.67 for the most knowledgable participant (Johanna 
Baardman from Uniondale, age: 64) to 0.26 (Sophie Le Roux from Haarlem, age: 
78). The average EKI value for all participants and thus for the eastern Little Karoo 
(including Prince Albert), is 0.47.  
The most important useful plants in the eastern Little Karoo (including Prince 
Albert) according to their SPI values are Rubus pinnatus (SPI value of 1.00, rank 1), 
Aloe ferox (0.97, 1), Vachellia karroo (0.97, 2), Elytropappus rhinocerotis (0.95, 3), 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (0.95, 3), Artemisia afra (0.92, 4), Opuntia 
ficus-indica (0.91, 5), Psidium guajava (0.91, 5), Punica granatum (0.91, 5), Ballota 
africana (0.85, 6), Carpobrotus edulis (0.85, 6), Zingiber officinale (0.84, 7), 
Artemisia absinthium (0.83, 8), Cyphia digitata (0.83, 8), Euphorbia mauritanica 
(0.82, 9), Canna indica (0.81, 10), Cannabis sativa (0.81, 10), Centaurea benedicta 
(0.81, 10), Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia, 0.81, 10), Dodonaea viscosa (0.81, 
10), Melianthus comosus (0.81, 10) and Urtica urens (0.81, 10). 
 
7.7 Comparison of villages and communities 
Five eastern Little Karoo villages (Volmoed, Dysselsdorp, De Rust, Uniondale and 
Haarlem) and a village in the Great Karoo just north of Oudtshoorn (Prince Albert) 
were studied with fewer participants (16) involved here than in the western Little 
Karoo (70, see Chapter 6). Prince Albert falls within the same biome types as the 
Little Karoo and was chosen as an outer group for additional comparison of the 
results.  
As seen in Table 7.2, a total of 123 medicinal plant species were recorded in 
the eastern Little Karoo (including Prince Albert) of which 26 (21%) plants are new 
species records for this part of the study area. These are Bulbine praemorsa, 
Carissa haematocarpa, Cliffortia odorata, Cynanchum viminale, Cyphia sylvatica, 
Diospyros lycioides, Ficus cordata, Glycyrrhiza glabra, Grewia robusta, Hermannia 
althaeifolia, Hermannia filifolia, Kedrostis foetidissima, Kedrostis nana, Manochlamys 
albicans, Marrubium vulgare, Melianthus major, Mesembryanthemum coriarium, 
Pelargonium graveolens, Pelargonium grossularioides, Piaranthus geminatus, 
Phragmites australis, Portulaca oleracea, Rosmarinus officinalis, Senecio radicans, 
Typha capensis and Viscum rotundifolium of which most are recorded as an edible 
species.  
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Unique records for each village allows for comparison of differences between 
these villages such as unique anecdotes, species and vernacular names including 
variations. Volmoed had 16 unique use-records (2% of the total anecdotes – 971) 
recorded during the ethnobotanical surveys; Dysselsdorp, De Rust and Haarlem had 
six unique use-records recorded each (0.6%) and Uniondale had five unique 
anecdotes (0.5%). Out of the 113 anecdotes collected in Prince Albert, three of those 
were unique (3% of 113 use-records). There are eight unique plant species (7% of 
the total species) that was recorded in Volmoed alone, these are Bulbine praemorsa, 
Cassytha ciliolata, Diospyros lycioides, Glycyrrhiza glabra, Lycium horridum, 
Marrubium vulgare, Rosmarinus officinalis and Searsia lancea. Only three of these 
eight species were in the flip-file. In Dysselsdorp only five species (4%) were 
recorded: Hypoxis hemerocallidea, Oxalis pes-caprae, Pelargonium graveolens, 
Quaqua sp. and Typha capensis and two of these were flip-file species. De Rust has 
three unique species (2%) recorded: Amaranthus sp., Salvia africana-caerulea and 
Solanum tomentosum and all three were included in the flip-file. In Uniondale, four 
species (3%) (i.e. Cliffortia strobilifera, Ficus cordata, Pelargonium grossularioides 
and Rosenia humilis) were recorded and two were included in the flip-file. Acorus 
calamus, Dittrichia graveolens and Tropaeolum majus are all three flip-file species 
that were recorded in Haarlem only. Prince Albert added three more unique species 
to the list illustrating a difference between the Little Karoo and the Great Karoo; 
these are Diosma hirsuta, Euryops tenuissimus and Microloma sagittatum which are 
all also flip-file species. 
During this study, 107 vernacular names and 25 variations of vernacular names 
were collected exclusively for Volmoed, 42 (9% of the total number of vernacular 
names collected in the eastern Little Karoo villages - 286) of which are also newly 
recorded. Results for Dysselsdorp include 36 uniquely documented vernacular 
names, three common name variations and 15 newly collected vernacular names 
(5%). For De Rust, 67 vernacular names, 19 variations and 20 (7%) new and 
distinctive common names were recorded. Fourty-two vernacular names, 20 (7%) of 
which are new along with seven common name variations, were collected in 
Uniondale. Haarlem had a total of 54 unique vernacular names, nine variations and 
18 (6%) newly recorded common names.  Prince Albert had a total of 191 vernacular 
names documented of which 90 names were also collected in the eastern Little 
Karoo villages. Twenty-four newly recorded vernacular names (13% of the total 
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number of vernacular names collected in Prince Albert – 191) and 25 variations are 
unique to Prince Albert.  
The similarities between the eastern Little Karoo villages and Prince Albert are 
studied and discussed in section 7.8 by means of the Homogeneity Index (HI).  
 
7.8 Homogeneity Index of indigenous knowledge 
Dysselsdorp and De Rust are two villages in very close proximity, as well as 
Uniondale and Haarlem, hence the results for these towns were combined in order to 
calculate the Homogeneity Index (HI) and to compare these results with those of the 
western Little Karoo (Table 6.9). 
 
Table 7.6 Summary of comparative ethnobotanical survey data as recorded in 
five villages in the eastern Little Karoo and Prince Albert.  
















No of participants 
6 
3  
(1 + 2) 
5  
(1 + 4) 2 16 
No of anecdotes 
346 
233 
(80 + 153) 
392  
(173, 219) 113 1084 
No of newly 
recorded 
anecdotes  
225 173 (61, 112) 
342 
(123, 142) 67 807 
No of anecdotes 
unique to each 
village  
16 12 (6 + 6) 
11 
(5 + 6) 3 - 
No of medicinal 
plant species 84 
130 
(62 + 68) 
158 
(83 + 75) 55 123 
No of newly 
recorded medicinal 
plant species 
20 27 (12 + 15) 
35 
(19 + 16) 11 25 
No of medicinal 
species unique to 
each village 
8 9 (5 + 4) 
8 
(5 + 3) 3 - 




VD: 59 [0.48] 
VU: 68 [0.55] 
VP: 48 [0.39] 
VDU: 52 [0.42] 
VDP: 42 [0.34] 
VUP: 45 [0.37] 
DV: 59 [0.48] 
DU: 65 [0.53] 
DP: 45 [0.37] 
DVU: 52 [0.42] 
DVP: 42 [0.34] 
DUP: 42 [0.34] 
UV: 68 [0.55] 
UD: 65 [0.53] 
UP: 49 [0.40] 
UVD: 52 [0.42] 
UVP: 45 [0.37] 
UDP: 42 [0.34] 
PV: 48 [0.39] 
PD: 45 [0.38] 
PU: 49 [0.40] 
PVD: 42 [0.34] 
PVU: 45 [0.37] 
PDU: 42 [0.34] 
VDUP: 37 
[0.30] 
No of vernacular 
names 244 
283 
(123 + 160) 
292 
(136 + 156) 191 477 
No of vernacular 
names unique to 
each village 
107 103 (36 + 67) 
96 
(42 + 54) 101 - 






















VD: 93 [0.19] 
VU: 89 [0.19] 
VP: 79 [0.17] 
VDU: 67 [0.14] 
VDP: 58 [0.12] 
VUP: 60 [0.13] 
DV: 93 [0.19] 
DU: 93 [0.19] 
DP: 71 [0.15] 
DVU: 67 [0.14] 
DVP: 58 [0.12] 
DUP: 55 [0.12] 
UV: 89 [0.19] 
UD: 93 [0.19] 
UP: 72 [0.15] 
UVD: 67 [0.14] 
UVP: 60 [0.13] 
UDP: 55 [0.12] 
PV: 79 [0.17] 
PD: 71 [0.15] 
PU: 72 [0.15] 
PVD: 58 [0.12] 
PVU: 60 [0.13] 
PDU: 55 [0.12] 
VDUP: 47 
[0.10] 
No of newly 
recorded 
vernacular names 
55 45 (20 + 25) 
55 
(28 + 27) 30 151 
No of newly 
recorded 
vernacular names 
unique to each 
village 
42 35 (15 + 20) 
38 
(20 + 18) 24 - 





VD: 3 [0.02] 
VU: 6 [0.04] 
VP: 3 [0.02] 
VDU: 0 [0.00] 
VDP: 0 [0.00] 
VUP: 1 [0.01] 
DV: 3 [0.02] 
DU: 1 [0.01] 
DP: 1 [0.01] 
DVU: 0 [0.00] 
DVP: 0 [0.00] 
DUP: 0 [0.00] 
UV: 6 [0.04] 
UD: 1 [0.01] 
UP: 1 [0.01] 
UVD: 0 [0.00] 
UVP: 1 [0.01] 
UDP: 0 [0.00] 
PV: 3 [0.02] 
PD: 1 [0.01] 
PU: 1 [0.01] 
PVD: 0 [0.00] 
PVU: 1 [0.01] 
PDU: 0 [0.00] 
VDUP: 0 
[0.00] 
No of variations of 
vernacular names 50 
87 
(33 + 54) 
80 
(39 + 41) 50 139 
No of variations of 
vernacular names 
unique to each 
village 
25 22 
(3 + 19) 
16 
(7 + 9) 
25 - 





VD: 8 [0.06] 
VU: 4 [0.03] 
VP: 4 [0.03] 
VDU: 3 [0.02] 
VDP: 2 [0.01] 
VUP: 2 [0.01] 
DV: 8 [0.06] 
DU: 11 [0.08] 
DP: 5 [0.04] 
DVU: 3 [0.02] 
DVP: 2 [0.01] 
DUP: 4 [0.03] 
UV: 4 [0.03] 
UD: 11 [0.08] 
UP: 6 [0.04] 
UVD: 3 [0.02] 
UVP: 2 [0.01] 
UDP: 4 [0.03] 
PV: 4 [0.03] 
PD: 5 [0.04] 
PU: 6 [0.04] 
PVD: 2 [0.01] 
PVU: 2 [0.01] 




The data in Table 7.6 revealed a very low number of medicinal plant species 
(37) that are shared by the five villages in the eastern Little Karoo and Prince Albert. 
In addition, the numbers of shared vernacular names are relatively low (47). Since 
the type of ailments are corresponding between the villages (as was the case in the 
western Little Karoo, Chapter 6), the number of shared ailments were not calculated 
in this case because it represents a repeat of similar results from the previous 
chapter. In terms of the species, the various villages are surprisingly homogenous, 
as can be seen in the high numbers of shared species and the low numbers of 
unique species. However, in terms of vernacular names, the villages are surprisingly 
non-homogenous, as is evident in the large numbers of vernacular names that were 
recorded only in one of the six villages, i.e. names unique to each of the villages 
(Table 7.6). There are eight species, 107 vernacular names and 42 newly recorded 
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vernacular names unique to Volmoed; the corresponding numbers for the other 
towns are nine species, 103 names and 35 newly recorded names unique to 
Dysselsdorp and De Rust combined, eight species, 96 names and 55 newly 
recorded names unique to Uniondale and Haarlem combined and three species, 101 
names and 24 newly recorded names unique to Prince Albert.   
For the eastern Little Karoo and Prince Albert, the 37 shared species divided by 
123 (the total number of medicinal species recorded) gives an HI value of 0.30. The 
HI values (Table 7.6) are also exceptionally low for shared vernacular names (0.10) 
and there are no newly recorded vernacular names shared between the six villages, 
thus an HI of 0.00. For shared vernacular name variations, the HI is 0.01 which is 
extremely low. The HI values for shared species of the various combinations of 
towns indicate moderate homogeity (values mostly above 0.5). For example, these 
are 0.48 for Volmoed and Dysselsdorp/De Rust combined, 0.55 for Volmoed and 
Uniondale/Haarlem combined, and 0.53 for Dysselsdorp/De Rust and 
Uniondale/Haarlem. In contrast, the values indicate low homogeneity between the 
eastern Little Karoo villages and Prince Albert, as expected. The values are 0.39 for 
Volmoed and Prince Albert, 0.40 for Uniondale/Haarlem and Prince Albert and 0.37 
for Dysselsdorp/De Rust and Prince Albert. A similar result is evident when the three 
villages are compared to Prince Albert: 0.34 for Volmoed, Dysselsdorp/De Rust and 
Prince Albert, 0.34 as well for Dysselsdorp/De Rust, Uniondale/Haarlem and Prince 
Albert and 0.37 for Volmoed, Uniondale/Haarlem and Prince Albert.     
 
7.9 Conclusions 
The study approach for the eastern Little Karoo differed from that of the western 
Little Karoo in the number of participants interviewed during the ethnobotanical 
surveys. Only 16 very knowledgeable persons were selected within the five Little 
Karoo villages and Prince Albert. Yet again, a wealth of newly recorded medicinal 
plants, names and uses are now documented. This includes 123 medicinal plant 
species, 1084 anecdotes and 477 vernacular names. Ninety-four ailments are 
treated with numerous medicinal plants. Non-homogeneity occurs between all the 
eastern Little Karoo villages and Prince Albert with HI values mostly below 0.5. With 
HI values of 0.53 (between Dysselsdorp, De Rust and Uniondale) and 0.55 (between 
Volmoed and Uniondale), homogeneity exists between the shared medicinal 
species. Since the medical conditions are the same throughout the Little Karoo, a 
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Homogeneity Index was not calculated for shared use categories as was done for 
the western Little Karoo (Chapter 6). All HI values between Prince Albert and the 
eastern Little Karoo villages are below 0.5 for shared species and vernacular names 
illustrating mainly non-homogeneity. Similar results in comparison to the western 
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Chapter 8: Comparison of the western and eastern Little Karoo 
 
8.1 Introduction 
A total of 70 participants from four villages in the western Little Karoo were formally 
interviewed in the ethnobotanical surveys and 196 medicinal plants were recorded 
(96% of the total number of recorded medicinal plants for the entire Little Karoo). In 
the eastern Little Karoo, five villages were studied with a much smaller group of 
participants (16 in total for the eastern Little Karoo) and 121 medicinal plants were 
recorded (59% of the total number of recorded medicinal plants for the entire Little 
Karoo).  Out of the 204 medicinal plants recorded for the entire Little Karoo, 113 
plants occur in both the western and eastern Little Karoo (a 55% overlap). It is clear 
that the larger number of participants in the western Little Karoo resulted in more and 
better quality data but the much larger investment in time and effort should also be 
taken into account.    
The indigenous knowledge collected during the ethnobotanical surveys from 
the 86 participants, is also analysed by the calculation of the Ethnobotanical 
Knowledge Index (EKI) from the Matrix Method, for each person. This index allows 
for the comparisons of the knowledge levels, not only between the individual 
participants, but also between all villages (Figure 8.1).  
The average EKI value for the western Little Karoo is 0.46 and for the eastern 
Little Karoo 0.47. The total average EKI value for the entire Little Karoo is 0.46, 
which is relatively low. In studies in the Agter-Hantam (De Beer and Van Wyk, 2011) 
and in the Kamiesberg (Nortje and Van Wyk, 2015) the average EKI values typically 
exceeded 0.6. The results for medicinal plants and their uses within the western and 
eastern Little Karoo can be compared on many levels based on the species 
recorded, the use-records, vernacular names and ailments, which are discussed in 
Chapters 6 and 7.  
In the western Little Karoo, 52 species are recorded as medicinal for the first 
time in the Little Karoo. An additional seven new medicinal species were recorded in 
the eastern Little Karoo and added to the results. Thus, there are 59 new medicinal 
plant species recorded for the Little Karoo. These new species are indicated in bold 
in Tables 6.6 and 7.3.  




Figure 8.1: Ethnobotanical Knowledge Index (EKI) values of 84 participants from the 
Little Karoo and two from Prince Albert (Great Karoo, South Africa). The dotted lines 
show the average EKI values for each of the villages (Barrydale: 0.43; Zoar: 0.40; 
Calitzdorp: 0.49; Vanwyksdorp: 0.53; Volmoed: 0.46; De Rust: 0.53; D 
[Dysselsdorp]: 0.54; U [Uniondale]: 0.67; Haarlem: 0.36 and Prince Albert: 0.52), 
abbreviations used for participant names are shown in Table 6.1 and 7.1. 
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8.2 Patterns of the diversity of medicinal plants 
The best known and most popular medicinal plants of the entire Little Karoo, as 
indicated by average Species Popularity Index (SPI) values, are shown in Figure 8.2. 
A comparison is made here between the western and eastern Little Karroo. It 
appears that the overall pattern is fairly uniform, with a few species showing lower 










Figure 8.2: Comparison of the top medicinal plants of the entire Little Karoo, the 
western Little Karoo and the eastern Little Karoo, based on average Species 
Popularity Index (SPI) values (the values indicated are for the entire Little Karoo). 
 
As can be seen in Figure 8.2, Vachellia karroo was the most popular or best-
known medicinal plant in both the western and eastern Little Karoo, apparently 
making it the top medicinal plant in the entire Little Karoo, with an SPI value of 0.97 
throughout. Such data should be interpreted with caution, as Vachellia karroo has 
numerous uses (firewood, edible gum, etc.) that makes it a popular and well-known 
tree in an environment that is almost devoid of trees. Lessertia frutescens, on the 
other hand, is only known for its medicinal uses, so that it may be equally important 
or even more important than Vachelllia karroo in terms of its medicinal value. The 
same applies for Oxalis pes-caprae, well known for its culinary uses. It is eaten as a 
popular sour snack or to make suringpap (“sorrel porridge”) by adding the leaves to 
fresh milk. Aloe ferox shares the top rank with Vachellia karroo in the eastern Little 
Karoo (same SPI value of 0.97) but since this species only scored a SPI value of 
0.90 in the western Little Karoo, the average value (0.91) is lower. It is interesting to 
note that three exotic species (Agave americana, Ruta graveolens and Opuntia 
ficus-indica) are amongst the top ranked medicinal plants. The individual SPI values 
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between the western and eastern Little Karoo express potential differences of 
importance of these exotic species. For example, Opuntia ficus-indica has an SPI 
value of 0.91 in the eastern Little Karoo but a lower value of 0.78 in the western Little 
Karoo. Agave americana and Ruta graveolens illustrate a similar pattern, having 
higher SPI values in the western Little Karoo (0.90 and 0.88, respectively), than in 
the eastern Little Karoo (SPI values of 0.77 and 0.76, respectively).  
It is noteworthy that Pegolettia baccharidifolia is amongst the top ten medicinal 
plants of the Little Karoo, considering that it has until very recently been unknown to 
ethnopharmacologists (Başer et al., 2017). Portulacaria afra is not particularly well 
known as a medicinal plant, so that its high rank in this analysis comes as a surprise. 
Some of the typical species of Cape Herbal Medicine, as proposed by Van Wyk 
(2008), feature among the top ten, such as Artemisia afra (wildeals), Ruta 
graveolens (wynruit), Melianthus comosus (kruidjie-roer-my-nie), Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) (oondbos), Dodonaea viscosa (ysterhout) and Mentha longifolia 
(ballerja).       
 
8.3 Vernacular names and variations of vernacular names 
All known vernacular names from the local literature are listed in Table 4.1. By 
referring to these publications, new vernacular names and new variations of known 
vernacular names could be identified from the survey data. The results are shown in 
Tables 6.6 and 7.3. In the western Little Karoo, 136 new vernacular names and 151 
new variations of vernacular names were recorded, and for the eastern Little Karoo, 
151 new vernacular names and 139 variations. The western and eastern Little Karoo 
shares 31 new names (12%) and 61 new variations of names (29%). In total, 256 
newly recorded vernacular names and 212 variations of vernacular names are 
recorded for the entire Little Karoo.   
 
8.4 Patterns of medicinal plant use 
There are 22 ailment categories listed in Van Wyk et al. (2009) and 90 in Nortje and 
Van Wyk (2015). These lists were adapted to compile a list of 129 ailment categories 
for the Little Karoo, reflecting chronic and self-terminating conditions that are 
typically treated locally with medicinal plants. Table 8.1 indicates the most popular 
plant species (according to the number of recorded anecdotes) used as a treatment 
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for each of these ailments or categories of ailments in the western Little Karoo, the 
eastern Little Karoo and for the entire Little Karoo.  
 
Table 8.1 Summary of medical conditions treated with plants (and a lichen) in 
the western Little Karoo, the eastern Little Karoo, as well as in the Little Karoo 
as a whole.  
The most popular species for the entire Little Karoo were calculated by the sum of all 
the recorded anecdotes from all villages. The total number of use-records for each 
species is given in square brackets. Exotic species are indicated with an asterisk.   
  
 MOST IMPORTANT OR POPULAR PLANT SPECIES (and lichen) FOR A 
SELECTION OF AILMENTS OR AILMENT CATEGORIES 






1. Abortion Pelargonium 
grossularioides [1], 





2. Aching feet *Plantago lanceolata [5] - *Plantago lanceolata [5] 
3. Acne, skin ailments 





*Agave americana [2], 
*Canna indica [2], 
Gasteria brachyphylla 




4. Aids (HIV)  Gunnera perpensa [2] *Cannabis sativa [1] Gunnera perpensa [2]  
5. Alcoholism  Nymania capensis [21] Nymania capensis [2] Nymania capensis [23] 
6. Anaemia (“blood 
formation”)  
Kedrostis nana [2] - Kedrostis nana [2] 
7. Anthrax - Cotyledon orbiculata [1] 
Cotyledon orbiculata 
[1] 
8. Anxiety  Salix mucronata [7] - Salix mucronata [7] 
9. Aphrodisiac  *Rumex crispus [1] - *Rumex crispus [1] 
10. Appendix - Galium tomentosum [1] Galium tomentosum [1] 
11. Appetite stimulant 
(infants and elderly) 






(slimming agent)  
Viscum capense [3]   Hoodia spp. [5] Hoodia spp. [5] 
13. Asthma  *Datura stramonium [6] *Cannabis sativa [3] *Datura stramonium 
[6] 








15. Bile (excessive-, 
liver related ailments) 
Aloe ferox [1], *Cichorium 
intybus [1], Crassula 





Aloe ferox [1], 
*Artemisia absinthium 
[1],*Cichorium intybus 
[1], Crassula muscosa 
[1], Mentha longifolia 
[1], Teucrium 
africanum [1] 
16. Blue bottle stings  Carpobrotus edulis [1] Carpobrotus edulis [1] Carpobrotus edulis [2] 
17. Bronchitis (phlegm 
on chest)  
 
Dodonaea viscosa [8] Artemisia afra [2] Dodonaea viscosa [8] 
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 MOST IMPORTANT OR POPULAR PLANT SPECIES (and lichen) FOR A 
SELECTION OF AILMENTS OR AILMENT CATEGORIES 






18. Burn wounds  
 
Bulbine frutescens [21] Bulbine frutescens [2], 
*Opuntia ficus-indica 
[2] 
Bulbine frutescens [23] 
19. Burning feet 
(compress, wash) 
Vachellia karroo [1] - Vachellia karroo [1] 
20. Cancer  Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. frutescens [33] 
Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. frutescens [8] 
Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. frutescens [41] 
21. Chest ailments 
(unspecified)  
Artemisia afra [21] Artemisia afra [6] Artemisia afra [27] 
22. Chilblained hands 







23. Child illnesses 
(unspecified)  
Gasteria brachyphylla [1], 
Olea europaea subsp. 
cuspidata [1],  
*Foeniculum vulgare [1] 
Teucrium africanum [2] Teucrium africanum [2] 
24. Cholesterol  
(to reduce) 
Tulbaghia violacea [5] - Tulbaghia violacea [5] 
25. Circulation  *Ruta graveolens [3] - *Ruta graveolens [3] 
26. Clogged veins and 
arteries  
Galium tomentosum [4] - Galium tomentosum [4] 
27. Colds  Artemisia afra [41] Ballota africana [10] Artemisia afra [41] 




Bulbine frutescens [2] Mesembryathemum 
junceum [13] 
29. Colic  *Polygonum aviculare [3] Carpobrotus edulis [1] *Polygonum aviculare 
[3] 
30. Conjunctivitis 
(pinkeye) and other 
eye diseases  




subsp. frutescens [1], 
Lycium ferocissimum 
[1], *Malva parviflora 
[1], Searsia lancea [1] 
Pelargonium zonale [7] 
31. Constipation  Aloe ferox [10] Aloe ferox [7] Aloe ferox [17] 
32. Contraception  *Polygonum aviculare [1] - *Polygonum aviculare [1] 
33. Convulsions 
(infants)  
Kedrostis foetidissima [5] - Kedrostis foetidissima [5] 
34. Cough  Artemisia afra [31] Artemisia afra [6] Artemisia afra [37] 
35. Depression - Leonotis ocymifolia [1] Leonotis ocymifolia [1] 
36. Diabetes  
 
Portulacaria afra [16] Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. frutescens [7] 
Portulacaria afra [16] 
37. Diarrhoea 
 
Artemisia absinthium [9] Vachellia karroo [4] Artemisia absinthium 
[9] 
38. Dizziness Limeum aethiopicum [2] - Limeum aethiopicum [2] 
39. Dysentery  Cissampelos capensis 
[1], 
Conyza scabrida 





(Nidorella ivifolia) [1] 
40. Earache, otitis and 
middle ear infection  




41. Emetic  Nymania capensis [15] Aloe ferox [4] Nymania capensis [15] 
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 MOST IMPORTANT OR POPULAR PLANT SPECIES (and lichen) FOR A 
SELECTION OF AILMENTS OR AILMENT CATEGORIES 






42. Epilepsy  Cissampelos capensis [5] Dodonaea viscosa [1], 
Osteospermum 
calendulaceum [1], 
Rubus pinnatus [1], 
Viscum capense [1] 
Cissampelos capensis 
[5] 
43. Fatigue  
 
Cissampelos torulosa [1], 
*Withania somnifera [1], 
Hoodia spp. [1], Lessertia 
frutescens subsp. 





somnifera [1], Hoodia 
spp. [1], Lessertia 
frutescens subsp. 
frutescens [1], Mentha 
longifolia [1] 
44. Female disorders 









45. Fever  Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) [15] 
Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) [4] 
Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) [19] 
46. Flatulence (infants 
and adults)  
*Foeniculum vulgare [15] Cissampelos capensis 
[2], *Polygonum 
aviculare [2], 
*Portulaca oleracea [2] 
*Foeniculum vulgare 
[15] 






48. General malaise  Dodonaea viscosa [5] - Dodonaea viscosa [5] 
49. Germicide  Cadaba aphylla [1],  
*Nicotiana tabacum [1] - 
Cadaba aphylla [1],  
*Nicotiana tabacum [1] 
50. Glandular 
swellings 
Cissampelos capensis [2] - Cissampelos capensis [2] 
51. Godly illness  Garuleum bipinnatum [1] - Garuleum bipinnatum [1] 
52. Gout (joint 
inflammation)  
Ballota africana [6] Agathosma spp. [2] Ballota africana [6] 
53. Haemorrhoids and 
bleeding 
haemorrhoids  
Chironia baccifera [13] Chironia baccifera [3] Chironia baccifera [16] 
54. Headache  *Ricinus communis [7]   *Schinus molle [4] *Ricinus communis [7]   




Euclea undulata [2] Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia [5] 
56. Heartburn  Vachellia karroo [7] Vachellia karroo [4] Vachellia karroo [11] 
57. High blood 
pressure  
Leonotis leonurus [24] Leonotis leonurus [4], 
Leonotis ocymifolia [4], 
Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. frutescens [4], 
Olea europaea subsp. 
cuspidata [4] 
Leonotis leonurus [24] 
58. Hysteria Commelina africana [1] - Commelina africana [1] 
59. Impurities 
(internal, blood and/or 
body purifier)  
Aloe ferox [13] 
 
Aloe ferox [2], 
Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia [2] 
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 MOST IMPORTANT OR POPULAR PLANT SPECIES (and lichen) FOR A 
SELECTION OF AILMENTS OR AILMENT CATEGORIES 






60. Infertility, sterility  
 









61. Influenza  *Zingiber officinale [5] Tulbaghia violacea [4] *Zingiber officinale [5] 
62. Insect bites 
(mosquito, ticks, bee 
stings) 
Bulbine frutescens [8]   
 
Bulbine frutescens [1] Bulbine frutescens [9] 
63. Insect repellent  *Schinus molle [37] Helichrysum 
odoratissimum [6] 
*Schinus molle [37] 
64. Insomnia (calming 
agent, sedative)  
Mesembryanthemum 






65. Iron supplement  *Punica granatum [4] - *Punica granatum [4] 
66. Itching feet  Galenia africana [1] - Galenia africana [1] 
67. Jaundice  *Ruta graveolens [5] - *Ruta graveolens [5] 









69. Labor (to induce) Chrysocoma ciliata [2] - Chrysocoma ciliata [2] 
70. Lactation 
(stimulation of milk 
flow)  
Cynanchum viminale [2], 
*Foeniculum vulgare [2] 
Artemisia afra [1], 




71. Leaking heart  Vachellia karroo [5] Vachellia karroo [2] Vachellia karroo [7] 
72. Low blood 
pressure  
 
*Punica granatum [1], 
Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) [1], 
Euclea undulata [1], 
Gunnera perpensa [1], 
Zygophyllum retrofractum 
[1], Portulacaria afra [1] 
Leonotis leonurus [1], 
Leonotis ocymifolia [1], 
Urtica urens [1] 
Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) [1], 
Euclea undulata [1], 
Gunnera perpensa [1], 
Leonotis leonurus [1], 
Leonotis ocymifolia [1], 
Portulacaria afra [1], 
*Punica granatum [1], 
Urtica urens [1], 
Zygophyllum 
retrofractum [1] 
73. Male disorders 
(unspecified) 
Ballota africana [1], 
Euclea undulata [1] - 
Ballota africana [1], 
Euclea undulata [1] 







76. Menstrual pains 
(cramps)  
Oncosiphon 
suffruticosum [6] - 
Oncosiphon 
suffruticosum [6] 
77. Mouth and throat 
ulcers (sores)  
Carpobrotus deliciosus 
[12] 
Carpobrotus edulis [1] Carpobrotus deliciosus 
[12] 
78. Mumps  
 
*Datura stramonium [1], 
*Nicotiana glauca [1] - 
*Datura stramonium 
[1], *Nicotiana glauca 
[1] 
79. Nausea  *Zingiber officinale [4] *Artemisia absinthium 
[1], *Datura 
stramonium [1], 
*Zingiber officinale [1] 
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 MOST IMPORTANT OR POPULAR PLANT SPECIES (and lichen) FOR A 
SELECTION OF AILMENTS OR AILMENT CATEGORIES 






80. Oral thrush  *Punica granatum [20] *Dysphania 
ambrosioides [8] 
*Punica granatum [20] 
81. Paediatric (oral use 









82. Paediatric (topical 
use - nappy rash, 
bathe baby) 
*Punica granatum [6] *Foeniculum vulgare 
[2] 
*Punica granatum [6] 
83. Pain, inflammation, 
arthritis, rheumatism 
(topical use - as 
ointment, poultice, 
compress or wash)  
*Canna indica [19] Melianthus comosus 
[8] 
*Canna indica [19] 
84. Pain, inflammation, 
arthritis, rheumatism, 
body pains (oral use)  
Dodonaea viscosa [7] Ballota africana [5] Dodonaea viscosa [7] 
85. Parasites (internal 
worms)  
*Punica granatum [9] *Punica granatum [4] *Punica granatum [13] 
86. Pneumonia (mucus 
on lungs)  
*Salvia microphylla [5] 
 - 
*Salvia microphylla [5] 
 
87. Poisoning (spider 








labor pains)  
Helichrysum 
odoratissimum [23] 
Gunnera perpensa [2] Helichrysum 
odoratissimum [23] 
89. Prophylactic - Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens [1] 
Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. frutescens [1] 
90. Prostate problems  
 







medicine - "paljas")  
Galium tomentosum [12]   
 
Cadaba aphylla [7], 
Gonialoe variegata [7] 
Galium tomentosum 











Asparagus africanus [1], 
Ballota africana [1], 
Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. frutescens [1] 
- 
Asparagus africanus 
[1], Ballota africana [1], 
Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. frutescens [1] 
94. Ringworm (also 
dry scalp, sores on 
scalp, hair loss, 
dandruff, stimulation 









transmitted diseases  
Euclea undulata [6] 
 
Galenia africana [1], 
Hypoxis 
hemerocallidea [1] 
Euclea undulata [6] 
 
96. Shingles  
Melianthus comosus [2] - Melianthus comosus [2] 
97. Sinusitis (blocked 
nose) 
Mentha longifolia [2] Lessertia frutescens 
subsp. frutescens [1] 
Mentha longifolia [2] 
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 MOST IMPORTANT OR POPULAR PLANT SPECIES (and lichen) FOR A 
SELECTION OF AILMENTS OR AILMENT CATEGORIES 






98. Snake-bite and 
snake repellent 
Cissampelos capensis 







Pelargonium zonale [2] 
99. Snuff (making of)  
 
Mesembryanthemum 
junceum [10] - 
Mesembryanthemum 
junceum [10] 
100. Snuff (used as) Mesembryanthemum 
junceum [1] - 
Mesembryanthemum 
junceum [1] 
101. Sore throat  Carpobrotus edulis [22] Carpobrotus edulis [6] Carpobrotus edulis 
[28] 
102. Sores, abrasions, 
bruises, blisters, boils, 
corns, open callus, 
inflammed moles, 
cracked feet, whitlow 
fingers, abscess, pus, 
pisvoet - foot sores 
Bulbine frutescens [38] Boophone disticha [7] Bulbine frutescens [38] 
103. Spastic colon Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) [1] - 
Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) [1] 
104. Sprains (ankle, 
swellings)  
*Agave americana [5] Agathosma spp. [2], 
*Canna indica [2], 
*Plantago lanceolata 
[2] 
*Agave americana [5] 
105. Stomach-ache 
(indigestion, cramps, 
stomach discomfort)  




Pentzia incana [27]  
 








107. Stomach ulcers *Artemisia absinthium [8] Vachellia karroo [2] *Artemisia absinthium 
[8] 
108. Stroke  Melianthus comosus [6] *Cannabis sativa [3] Melianthus comosus 
[6] 
109. Stuttering - *Salvia microphylla [1] *Salvia microphylla [1] 
110. Sunburn - Bulbine frutescens [1] Bulbine frutescens [1] 
111. Sweaty feet  Mesembryanthemum 
junceum [4] - 
Mesembryanthemum 
junceum [4] 
112. Swollen feet  Ballota africana [1], 
Melianthus comosus [1], 
Vachellia karroo [1] 
- 
Ballota africana [1], 
Melianthus comosus 
[1], Vachellia karroo [1] 
113. Teething 
problems (babies) 
Buddleja saligna [5] Mesembryanthemum 
tortuosum [1] 
Buddleja saligna [5] 
114. Thirst quencher  Cotyledon orbiculata [10] - Cotyledon orbiculata [10] 
115. Thorns (used as 
blister-plaster, 
removal of thorns)  
*Canna indica [2], 
Gonialoe variegata [2] 
Euphorbia mauritanica 
[1], Gonialoe variegata 
[1], *Malva parviflora 
[1], *Ricinus communis 
[1] 
Gonialoe variegata [3] 
116. Thyroid gland 
(goitre) - 
*Tropaeolum majus [1] *Tropaeolum majus [1] 





subsp. frutescens [4] 
Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia [13] 
118. Tonsillitis  Vachellia karroo [7] Carpobrotus edulis [3] Vachellia karroo [7] 
119. Toothache and 
sore gums   
Galenia africana [7] *Dysphania 
ambrosioides [4] 
Galenia africana [7] 
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121. Tuberculosis (TB)  
 
Leysera gnaphalodes 
[18], Solanum retroflexum 
[18] 





Galium tomentosum [11], 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia 
[11] 
Aloe ferox [3] Galium tomentosum 
[11], Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia [11] 










Aloe ferox [27] 
 
Aloe ferox [5] Aloe ferox [32] 
125. Vitamin C 
supplement  
*Psidium guajava [1] - *Psidium guajava [1] 
126. Warts, open 







127. Weight loss aid  *Zingiber officinale [1] - *Zingiber officinale [1] 
128. Whooping cough  Aptosimum indivisum [2] *Agave americana [1], 
Cliffortia strobilifera [1] 
Aptosimum indivisum 
[2] 




Boophone disticha [6] Boophone disticha [6] 
 
Medicinal plants (including a lichen) are used to treat a total of 129 conditions – 
119 in the western Little Karoo and 94 in the eastern Little Karoo, of which 82 are 
relevant to both the western and eastern Little Karoo. There are 38 ailments or 
ailment categories recorded in the western Little Karoo that were not mentioned by 
any participants in the eastern Little Karoo (and nine in the east that were not 
mentioned in the west).  There are 28 ailments treated with the same species in both 
the western and eastern Little Karoo. These species are the most popular remedies 
for these specific conditions and may have some commercial relevance in the future. 
These ailments are backache (treated with Pegolettia baccharidifolia), blue bottle 
stings (Carpobrotus edulis), burn wounds (Bulbine frutescens), cancer (Lessertia 
frutescens subsp. frutescens), unspecified chest ailments (Artemisia afra), 
chilblained hands and feet (Elytropappus rhinocerotis), constipation (Aloe ferox), 
cough (Artemisia afra), female disorders (Helichrysum odoratissimum), fever 
(Conyza scabrida / Nidorella ivifolia), foot odor (Elytropappus rhinocerotis), 
haemorrhoids and bleeding haemorrhoids (Chironia baccifera), heartburn (Vachellia 
karroo), high blood pressure (Leonotis leonurus), impurities – internal, blood and/or 
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body purifier (Aloe ferox), insect bites (Bulbine frutescens), insomnia – calming 
agent, sedative (Mesembryanthemum tortuosum), a leaking heart (Vachellia karroo), 
measles (Urtica urens), nausea (Zingiber officinale), paediatric – oral use for 
allergies, baby acid, cramps and restlessness (Polygonum aviculare), parasites – 
internal worms (Punica granatum), sore throat (Carpobrotus edulis), unspecified 
stomach ailments (Artemisia absinthium), removal of thorns as a blister-plaster 
(Gonialoe variegata), unspecified veterinary medicine (Aloe ferox) and warts and 
open plantar warts (Euphorbia mauritanica). An interesting newly recorded use in 
both the western and eastern Little Karoo for the same disorder is the treatment of 
alcoholism with root and stem bark of Nymania capensis (probably as both an emetic 
and purgative, judged by the described effects it has on the patient).  
The data in Table 8.1 suffer from many weaknesses and short-comings, 
because the study was focussed on medicinal plants and not on ailments. The 
absence of reported remedies for particular ailments in either the western or eastern 
Little Karoo can be interpreted as false negatives (and this weakness will be 
persistent if a rigorous methodology is not used). It is suggested that in the future, a 
flip-file of ailments can be used as a research tool to capture high quality data on all 
the main medical conditions and their associated remedies of choice.  
Figure 8.3 summarises and compares the results between the western and 
eastern Little Karoo, with the entire Little Karoo, based on the number of anecdotes 
(top bars per ailment) and the number of species (bottom bars per ailment). The 
ailment categories are the same as those in Van Wyk et al. (2009).  




Figure 8.3: Number of anecdotes (top bars) and species (bottom bars) recorded for 
22 ailment categories (Van Wyk et al. 2009) for the western, eastern and entire Little 
Karoo. 
 
Since more participants were interviewed in the western Little Karoo, more 
anecdotes were recorded here than in the eastern Little Karoo. Sterility, infertility and 
impotence only had anecdotes and species reported in the western Little Karoo and 
no records were collected for the eastern Little Karoo. As stated above, these false 
negatives reflect one of the shortcomings of a typical ethnobotanical field study. 
Although one of the aims of this study was to focus on individual plants and 
their uses, mixtures have also been mentioned by many of the participants from the 
different villages (Table 8.2). Gras et al. (2018) has established a protocol for further 
studies of medicinal plant mixtures and proposed an Index of taxon usefulness in 
mixtures (ITUM). A mixture is a portion of matter consisting of at least two 
components of varying proportion to make a more effective medicine (Gras et al., 
2018). The relevance of using mixtures can be explained by the idea of synergy (i.e. 
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that the combined effect of a mixture is more pronounced than the sum of the 
individual activities. It may also be that one component is included simply to 
counteract the side-efffets of another (e.g. to mix an anti-spasmodic medicine with a 
laxative to prevent griping). The componenets may of course also act merely in an 
additive way. Plants typically contain various classes of compounds and this effect is 
further enhanced by a mixture of plants. Mixtures may therefore be more effective in 
treating multifactorial conditions such as cardiovascular diseases (Gras et al., 2018). 
The data in Table 8.2 provide fascinating opportunities for exploring these ideas and 
for experimenting to demonstrate possible synergisms.   
 
Table 8.2 Mixtures of medicinal plants and non-plant products to treat certain 
ailments. Collected during ethnobotanical surveys that took place in all villages in 
the western Little Karoo (B=Barrydale, C=Calitzdorp, V=Vanwyksdorp and Z=Zoar), 





Plant and/or non-plant mixtures 
1. Asthma 1. Artemisia afra and Tulbaghia violacea (ELK)                
2. Vachellia karroo, Viscum capense and Elytropappus rhinocerotis (ELK)                
3. Elytropappus rhinocerotis and Viscum continuum (ELK) 
2. Backache 1. Pteronia incana and Pentzia incana (B) 
2. Searsia undulata and Euclea undulata (V) 
3. Vachellia karroo and Searsia lancea (ELK)                
4. Pegolettia baccharidifolia and Lessertia frutescens (ELK)                
5. Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) and dassiepis (Hyraceum) (ELK) 
3. Anaemia 1. Kedrostis nana, Centaurea benedicta and Helichrysum odoratissimum (Z) 
4. Bronchitis 1. Oncosiphon suffruticosum and Ballota africana (V) 
2. Artemisia afra and Tulbaghia violacea (ELK) 
5. Cancer 1. Lessertia frutescens and Centaurea benedicta (Z) 
2. Prunus africana and Lessertia frutescens (V) 
3. Centaurea benedicta, Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) and Leonotis 
ocymifolia (ELK) 
6. Chest ailments 
(unspecified) 
1. Tulbaghia violacea and Artemisia afra (B) 
2. Artemisia afra and Tulbaghia violacea (Z) 
3. Artemisia afra, Tulbaghia violacea and Ruta graveolens (Z) 
4. Artemisia afra and Dodonaea viscosa (Z) 
5. Artemisia afra and Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (V) 
6. Dodonaea viscosa and Searsia undulata (V)  
7. Euclea undulata and Searsia undulata (V) 
8. Opuntia ficus-indica, Artemisia afra and Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) 
(V) 
7. Childrens illnesses 
(unspecified) 
1. Artemisia absinthium and Teucrium africanum (ELK) 
8. Colds 1. Artemisia afra and Tulbaghia violacea (B) 
2. Artemisia afra and Helichrysum odoratissimum (B) 
3. Artemisia afra and Artemisia absinthium (B) 
4. Artemisia afra and Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (B) 
5. Pteronia incana, Artemisia afra and Pentzia incana (B) 
6. Pteronia incana, Salvia microphylla, Ruta graveolens and A. afra (B) 
7. Elytropappus rhinocerotis, Dodonaea viscosa and Euclea undulata (Z) 





Plant and/or non-plant mixtures 
8. Artemisia afra and Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (V) 
9. Ruta graveolens, Artemisia afra and Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (V) 
10. Searsia undulata and Euclea undulata (V) 
11. Zingiber officinale and Artemisia afra (V) 
12. Ballota africana, Artemisia afra and Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) 
(ELK) 
13. Ballota africana and Aptosimum spp. (ELK) 
14. Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) and Schinus molle (ELK) 
15. Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) and B. africana (ELK) 
16. Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia), Euclea undulata and Dodonaea 
viscosa (ELK) 
17. Dodonaea viscosa and Euclea undulata (ELK) 
9. Constipation 1. Malva parviflora, Polygonum aviculare and Portulaca oleracea (Z) 
10. Cough   1. Artemisia afra and Tulbaghia violacea (B) 
2. Artemisia afra, Salvia microphylla and Ruta graveolens (Z) 
3. Artemisia afra and Zingiber officinale (Z) 
4. Artemisia afra and Dodonaea viscosa (Z) 
5. Dodonaea viscosa, Ballota africana and Teucrium africanum (Z) 
6. Searsia undulata, Dodonaea viscosa and Ballota africana (Z) 
7. Artemisia afra, whole cloves (Syzygium aromaticum), sugar, vinegar, garlic 
(Allium sativum), and turmeric (Curcuma longa) (V) 
8. Artemisia afra, Tulbaghia violacea and whole cloves (Syzygium 
aromaticum) (ELK) 
9. Ballota africana and Artemisia afra (ELK) 
10. Lessertia frutescens and honey (ELK) 
11. Diabetes 1. Helichrysum crispum and Salvia microphylla (Z) 
2. Aloe ferox, Lessertia frutescens and Pegolettia baccharidifolia (ELK) 
3. Leonotis ocymifolia and Ficus cordata (ELK) 
4. Cliffortia strobilifera and Muraltia spinosa (ELK) 
5. Psidium guajava and, Galium tomentosum (ELK) 
12. Earache, otitis and 
middle ear infection  
1. Carpobrotus edulis and Polygonum aviculare (ELK) 
13. Fatigue 1. Lessertia frutescens and Teucrium africanum (Z) 
14. Female disorders 
(woman ailments)  
1. Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) and dassiepis (Hyraceum) (ELK) 
15. Fever 1. Ruta graveolens, Artemisia afra and Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (V) 
2. Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) and dassiepis (Hyraceum) (ELK) 
16. Flatulence (infants 
and adults) 
1. Portulaca oleracea and Polygonum aviculare (V) 
2. thyme (Thymus vulgaris) and dassiepis (Hyraceum) (V) 
3. Mesembryanthemum tortuosum and P. oleracea (ELK) 
4. Polygonum aviculare and Portulaca oleracea (ELK) 
17. Headache 1. Artemisia afra and Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (B) 
2. Eriocephalus africanus and Protea nitida (Z) 
18. Heartburn  1. Malva parviflora, Polygonum aviculare and Portulaca oleracea (Z) 
2. Euclea undulata and Portulacaria afra (ELK) 
19. High blood 
pressure 
1. Artemisia afra, Ruta graveolens and Rosmarinus officinalis (Z) 
2. Artemisia afra and Leonotis ocymifolia (C) 
3. Foeniculum vulgare and Lavandula dentata (V) 
4. Aloe ferox, Lessertia frutescens and Pegolettia baccharidifolia (ELK) 
20. Impurities (internal, 
purifier blood, body) 
1. Pegolettia baccharidifolia, Aloe ferox and Lessertia frutescens (ELK) 
21. Infertility, sterility 1. Eriocephalus africanus and dassiepis (Hyraceum) (B) 
2. Elytropappus rhinocerotis and Pegolettia baccharidifolia (Z) 
3. Euclea undulata and Pappea capensis (Z) 
4. Garuleum bipinnatum, dassiepis (Hyraceum), nutmeg (Myristica fragrans) 
and cloves (Syzygium aromaticum) (ELK) 
22. Influenza 1. Artemisia afra and Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (B) 





Plant and/or non-plant mixtures 
2. Pteronia incana, Salvia microphylla, Ruta graveolens and Artemisia afra 
(B) 
3. Elytropappus rhinocerotis and Dodonaea viscosa (Z) 
4. Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) and Artemisia afra (V) 
5. Mentha longifolia, Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) and Artemisia afra 
(V) 
6. Ruta graveolens, Artemisia afra, Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (V) 
7. Ballota africana, Artemisia afra and Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) 
(ELK) 
8. Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) and Schinus molle (ELK) 
9. Schinus molle and Eucalyptus globulus (ELK) 
10. Tulbaghia violacea and Agathosma spp. (ELK) 
11. Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) and dassiepis (Hyraceum) (ELK) 
23. Insect repellent  1. Elytropappus rhinocerotis and Mentha longifolia (V) 
24. Jaundice 1. Ruta graveolens and Rosmarinus officinalis (V) 
25. Kidney ailments 
(diuretic, kidney 
stones) 
1. Dodonaea viscosa and Pentzia incana (B) 
2. Pegolettia baccharidifolia, Aloe ferox and Lessertia frutescens (ELK) 
3. Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) and dassiepis (Hyraceum) (ELK) 
26. Measles 1. Urtica urens and goat droppings (Z, V, ELK) 
2. Urtica urens and sheep droppings (ELK) 
27. Oral thrush 1. Dysphania ambrosioides and Polygonum aviculare (ELK) 
28. Pain, inflammation, 
arthritis, rheumatism 
(topical use - as 
ointment, poultice, 
compress or wash) 
1. Datura stramonium, Melianthus comosus and Artemisia spp. (V) 
2. Ballota africana and Helichrysum odoratissimum (ELK) 
29. Pain, inflammation, 
arthritis, rheumatism, 
body pains (oral use) 
1. Helichrysum odoratissimum and Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) (B) 
30. Paediatric - oral 
use (baby acid) 
1. Polygonum aviculare and Portulaca oleracea (Z, ELK) 
2. Polygonum aviculare, Zygophyllum retrofractum, Portulaca oleracea and 
Helichrysum odoratissimum (V) 
3. Ruta graveolens, Pentzia incana and donkey manure (V) 
4. Mesembryanthemum tortuosum and Portulaca oleracea (ELK) 
31. Postnatal 
(placenta, miscarriage, 
afterbirth cleansing)  
1. Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) and cinnamon (Cinnamomum verum) 
(V) 
2. Cliffortia odorata and Helichrysum odoratissimum (ELK) 
32. Prostate problems 1. Searsia lancea, horse urine, Leonotis ocymifolia, Lessertia frutescens and 
Diosma prama (C) 
33. Psychological 
conditions (magic 
medicine - "paljas") 
1. Cadaba aphylla, Galium tomentosum and Asclepias crispa (Z) 
2. Gonialoe variegata and porcupine stomach (V) 
3. Asparagus capensis and Helichrysum odoratissimum (V) 
4. Cissampelos capensis and Helichrysum odoratissimum (V) 
5. Kedrostis nana and Cissampelos capensis (ELK) 
34. Psycoactive drugs 1. Galenia africana and Limeum aethiopicum (Z) 
35. Ringworm (also 
dry scalp, sores on 
scalp, hair loss, 
dandruff, stimulation of 
hair growth)  
1. Salix mucronata and Rosmarinus officinalis (V) 
2. Cannabis sativa and Aptosimum spp. (ELK) 
 
36. Sores, abrasions, 
blisters, boils, corns, 
open callus, inflammed 
moles, cracked feet, 
whitlow fingers, 
abscess, ulcers 
1. Leonotis leonurus and Melianthus comosus (Z) 
2. Datura stramonium and propolis (V) 
3. Osteospermum calendulaceum and Galenia africana (V) 





Plant and/or non-plant mixtures 
37. Stomach ache 
(indigestion, cramps, 
stomach discomfort) 
1. Artemisia afra, Artemisia absinthium and Salvia africana-caerulea (B) 
2. Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) and Ruta graveolens (ELK) 
38. Stomach ailments 
(unspecified) 
1. Cadaba aphylla and Cissampelos capensis (V) 
2. Carpha glomerata and Artemisia absinthium (V) 
3. Cissampelos capensis and Lasiosiphon deserticola (ELK) 
4. Pegolettia baccharidifolia, Aloe ferox and Lessertia frutescens (ELK) 
5. Ruta graveolens and Agathosma spp. (ELK) 
39. Thorns (used as 
blister-plaster, removal 
of thorns) 
1. Elytropappus rhinocerotis and propolis (B) 
40. Tonic (general 
health) 
1. Dodonaea viscosa, Elytropappus rhinocerotis and Euclea undulata (V) 
2. Elytropappus rhinocerotis and Dodonaea viscosa (V) 
3. Goat urine, tortoise meat and goat droppings (V) 
4. Dodonaea viscosa and Euclea undulata (ELK) 
5. Viscum continuum, Leonotis ocymifolia and Salvia sp. (ELK) 
41. Toothache and 
sore gums 
1. Solanum tomentosum and Galenia africana (V) 
42. Tuberculosis (TB) 1. Asparagus sp., Lessertia frutescens and Eriocephalus sp. (Z) 
2. Leysera gnaphalodes and Solanum retroflexum (V) 
3. Elytropappus rhinocerotis, Pegolettia baccharidifolia, Dodonaea viscosa 
and Galenia africana (ELK) 
4. Cliffortia strobilifera and Muraltia spinosa (ELK) 
43. Unspecified 
medicine 
1. Pappea capensis, Vachellia karroo, Nymania capensis and Euclea 
undulata (V) 
44. Urinary ailments 
(bladder health, 
urinary tract infections) 
1. Dodonaea viscosa, Artemisia afra, Pegolettia baccharidifolia and Chironia 
baccifera (V) 
2. Helichrysum odoratissimum, Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) and 
Mentha longifolia (V) 
3. Mentha longifolia and Helichrysum odoratissimum (V) 
45. Whooping cough 1. Muraltia spinosa and Cliffortia strobilifera (ELK) 
46. Wounds (cuts, 
pus) 
1. Elytropappus rhinocerotis and Lobostemon fruticosus (V) 
 
Several plant mixtures were recorded during the ethnobotanical surveys as 
treatments for 46 ailments. A total of 82 species (including a few commercial herbs 
and spices namely garlic, thyme, cinnamon, cloves, nutmeg and turmeric) are used 
in different combinations of at least two or more plants. Certain non-plant products 
such as dassiepis (hyraceum), honey and propolis, excretions from goats, sheep, 
donkeys and horses, porcupine stomach and even tortoise meat, are also used in 
combination with particular plants as mixtures to treat specific ailments. Animal 
products are a feature of many healing systems around the world and it would be of 
interest to consider the scientific rationale for the use of such products in mixtures 
(and in a southern African context).   
Colds are be treated with the largest number of plant mixtures (17), made up of 
various combinations of no less than 17 species (Artemisia afra, Artemisia 
absinthium, Aptosimum spp., Ballota africana, Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia), 
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Dodonaea viscosa, Elytropappus rhinocerotis, Euclea undulata, Helichrysum 
odoratissimum, Pentzia incana, Pteronia incana, Ruta graveolens, Salvia 
microphylla, Schinus molle, Searsia undulata, Tulbaghia violacea and Zingiber 
officinale). Six such mixtures are reported to be used in Barrydale and the eastern 
Little Karoo, four in Vanwyksdorp and one in Zoar. 
   Influenza is treated with the second largest number of plant mixtures (11) 
which contain various combinations of 13 plant species (Agathosma spp., Artemisia 
afra, Ballota africana, Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia), Dodonaea viscosa, 
Elytropappus rhinocerotis, Eucalyptus globulus, Mentha longifolia, Pteronia incana, 
Ruta graveolens, Salvia microphylla, Schinus molle and Tulbaghia violacea) and one 
non-plant product (dassiepis); two such mixtures are used as treatments in 
Barrydale, one in Zoar, three in Vanwyksdorp and five in the eastern Little Karoo. 
The third ranked ailment, treated with 10 different plant mixtures, is cough. Ten 
plant species are used in combinations (Artemisia afra, Ballota africana, Dodonaea 
viscosa, Lessertia frutescens, Ruta graveolens, Salvia microphylla, Searsia 
undulata, Teucrium africanum, Tulbaghia violacea, Zingiber officinale), to which 
three commercial herbs and spices (cloves, garlic and tumeric) and honey may be 
added in different ratios as treatments for cough. A single mixture is used in 
Barrydale and Vanwyksdorp, three in the eastern Little Karoo and five in Zoar.     
Aliments for which only a single mixture as remedy was reported include 
anaemia, unspecified childrens illnesses, constipation, earache, fatigue, female 
disorders, impurities (internal, purifier blood, body), insect repellent (thus preventing 
insect bites), jaundice, oral thrush, oral use for pain, inflammation, arthritis, 
rheumatism and body pains, prostate problems, as psycoactive drugs, to remove 
thorns, toothache and sore gums, as an unspecified medicine, whooping cough and 
to treat wounds.          
 
8.5 Homogeneity analysis for the Little Karoo 
The concept of homogeneity is somewhat related to concensus, in the sense that the 
more reports of the same particular plant and its uses are recorded the greater our 
confidence that the plant is an important component of that particular system or 
culture, and in the same way, the wider the geographical spread of a particular use-
report, the more likely that the plant or its use is of special importance or relevance. 
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The more dynamic the system, the lower the probability that the same species, 
vernacular name and uses will be reported over a wide geographical area.  
In an attempt to summarise the similarities and differences between the 
western and eastern parts of the Little Karoo, homogeneity indices were calculated 
(as was also done in Chapters 6 and 7). While the values for shared species are 
relatively high (above 0.5), the index values for vernacular names are exceptionally 
low, in the range of 0.07 to 0.3 (Table 8.3). This suggests that the choice of species 
is less dynamic than the indigenous nomenclature. It is also interesting to note the 
numerous variations on the vernacular names for species such as Melianthus 
comosus and Chironia baccifera, reinforcing the idea that common names are not 
stable and persistent but subject to change.  
 
Table 8.3: Summary of comparative medicinal ethnobotanical survey data as 
recorded in the western Little Karoo, eastern Little Karoo and Prince Albert, 
South Africa.  
 
The Homogeneity Index (HI) values are given in square brackets.   
 
Criterion western Little 
Karoo (wLK) 
eastern Little  
Karoo (eLK) 





Method) 70 14 2 84 
No of 
anecdotes 5300 1084 113 6384 
No of newly 
recorded 




each area  66 39 3 105 
No of 
medicinal 
plant species 196 123 55 204 
No of newly 
recorded 
medicinal 
plant species 52 25 11 59 
No of species 
unique to 
each area 70 25 3 95 




wLK/eLK: 113 [0.55] 
wLK/PA: 55 [0.27] 
eLK/wLK: 113 [0.55] 
eLK/PA: 52 [0.25] 
PA/wLK: 55 [0.27] 
PA/eLK: 52 [0.25] 
wLK/eLK/PA: 
53 [0.26] 
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Criterion western Little 
Karoo (wLK) 
eastern Little  
Karoo (eLK) 
















wLK/eLK: 202 [0.18] 
wLK/PA: 99 [0.12] 
eLK/wLK: 202 [0.18] 
eLK/PA: 194 [0.29] 
PA/wLK: 99 [0.12] 
PA/eLK: 194 [0.29] 
wLK/eLK/PA: 
271 [0.20] 
No of newly 
recorded 
vernacular 
names 136 151 30 317 





each area 130 115 24 245 







wLK/eLK: 12 [0.05] 
wLK/PA: 7 [0.05] 
eLK/wLK: 12 [0.05] 
eLK/PA: 23 [0.17] 
PA/wLK: 7 [0.05] 




















wLK/eLK: 31 [0.17] 
wLK/PA: 10 [0.07] 
eLK/wLK: 31 [0.17] 
eLK/PA: 29 [0.33] 
PA/wLK: 10 [0.07] 









each area 25 7 3 28 
No of 
ailments 
wLK/eLK: 86 [0.67] 
wLK/PA: 48 [0.37] 
eLK/wLK: 86 [0.67] 
eLK/PA: 47 [0.36] 
PA/wLK: 48 [0.37] 
PA/eLK: 47 [0.36] 
wLK/eLK/PA: 
49 [0.38] 
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Criterion western Little 
Karoo (wLK) 
eastern Little  
Karoo (eLK) 






Homogeneity Index (HI) values above 0.5 indicates similarity and this is 
observed with shared species between the western Little Karoo and the eastern 
Little Karoo (HI = 0.55). When the same comparison is made with Prince Albert, the 
HI values for shared species between Prince Albert with the western Little Karoo and 
with the eastern Little Karoo is 0.27 and 0.25 respectively, indicating pronounced 
differences, as was expected. The same pattern can be seen with the number of 
shared ailments – an HI value of 0.67 is illustrated between the western and eastern 
Little Karoo, with lower HI values of 0.37 and 0.38 respectively between Prince 
Albert and the western Little Karoo and Prince Albert and the eastern Little Karoo.   
Table 8.3 also provides a summary of the total diversity of species, vernacular 
names and ailments for the western Little Karoo and eastern Little Karoo (and Prince 
Albert, an outlier on the border of the Great Karoo), with the data for the entire Little 
Karoo in the last column.    
 
8.6 Conclusions 
Similar results were obtained between the western and eastern Little Karoo with 
referral to the results produced by the Matrix Method. By comparing the average EKI 
values of the western and eastern Little Karoo (0.46 and 0.47 respectively) it can be 
said that no apparent differences are observed between the two different study 
approaches (i.e. large number of participants in the west against a small number of 
participants in the east). Similar medicinal species are amongst the most popular or 
important plants in both areas with only quantitative differences in terms of the ranks. 
Both areas contributed comparable new vernacular names and variations. The 
pattern of medicinal plant use showed a 66% overlap of ailments and ailment 
categories treated with traditional medicine between the two areas. Mixtures of 
natural remedies (plants and/or animal products) were recorded in both the west and 
east for 46 ailments and ailment categories. The Homogeneity Index indicated high 
similarity for shared species while vernacular names were relatively low with 
numerous variations thereof.     
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Chapter 9: General discussion 
 
9.1 Introduction 
Primary data of high quality (Verpoorte, 2012) on medicinal plants of the Little Karoo 
have been recorded verbatim (in Afrikaans) during the ethnobotanical surveys to 
capture the local concepts and associated nuances that are often difficult to translate 
(the emic perspectives – see Morris et al., 1999). To reach a wider audience, 
including the international scientific community), the original recordings have been 
translated into English, as seen in Tables 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 7.2 (with the 
associated risk of etic perspectives that may not be completely in line with the 
traditional concepts). However, most of the recorded uses and ailments agree with 
modern concepts, so that the emic and etic perspectives are not far apart. The only 
exception is the use of magic plants, where a possible scientific rationale is often 
difficult to imagine without a thorough understanding of the main disciplines of 
human behavioural studies (psychiatry, psychology, social work, sociology, 
economics and especially anthropology).  
The Matrix Method which was the main research tool used in this study, allows 
for the quantification of the primary data in order to determine the most popular 
medicinal plants. This rigorous method does not only enable local comparison of 
villages within the Little Karoo (as discussed in section 8.2), but also regional 
comparisons as is done between the Kamiesberg, the Agter-Hantam and the 
southeastern Karoo (see section 9.6).  
 
9.2 The most popular and important medicinal plants 
Of the 204 medicinal plant species recorded for the entire Little Karoo, 113 occur in 
both the western and eastern Little Karoo (55% overlap). A total of 59 medicinal 
plant species are recorded for the first time for the Little Karoo. These newly 
recorded species are indicated in bold in Tables 6.6 and 7.3.  
The top medicinal plant species were determined by calculating by the average 
Species Popularity Index (SPI) values for each species from each village, as shown 
in Figure 8.2. Since the Matrix Method was the main research tool used during this 
study, the most popular medicinal plant species for the Little Karoo could be 
determined by calculating their SPI values. As discussed in subsection 8.2, the top 
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ten medicinal plants of the Little Karoo according to the average SPI values are: 
Vachellia karroo (0.97, rank 1), Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens (0.96, rank 2),  
Aloe ferox (0.91, rank 3),  Artemisia afra (0.91, rank 3),  Agave americana (0.87, 
rank 4),  Ruta graveolens (0.85, rank 5),  Pegolettia baccharidifolia (0.85, rank 5),  
Portulacaria afra (0.84, rank 6),  Melianthus comosus (0.84, rank 6),  Conyza 
scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia, 0.83, rank 7),  Dodonaea viscosa (0.82, rank 8),  Oxalis 
pes-caprae (0.81, rank 9),  Opuntia ficus-indica (0.80, rank 10) and Mentha longifolia 
(0.80, rank 10).   
 
9.3 Vernacular names and variations 
Most of the local people of the Little Karoo are of Khoi-San descent and this explains 
why some Khoi vernacular names are still in use today. In general, however, most 
vernacular names are currently Afrikaans (or of Dutch origin).  
One of the most revealing examples of Khoi-San vernacular names is the 
relatively poorly known name for Pegolettia baccharidifolia, namely ghwarrieson. The 
more widely used name nowadays is heuningdou or the translated “honeydew” (Van 
Breda and Barnard, 1991; Philander, 2011). The name is a combination of the Khoi 
name ghwarrie (for Euclea undulata) and son, the general name for aromatic bushes 
or buchu, which is also the origin of the name sonqua or bushman (Smith, 1966). 
Sonqua (directly translated by the Dutch to bossiesmanne, which became boesman 
in Afrikaans and bushman in English) refers to the people (qua) who habitually used 
powdered aromatic bushes (son or buchu), mixed with fat, to anoint their bodies. The 
aromatic Pegolettia baccharidifolia was probably once an important buchu or son, 
and the leaves, although very small, resemble those of the ghwarrie tree, hence 
ghwarrieson (meaning “ghwarriebuchu”).   
There are three species which illustrated extreme variations in vernacular 
names. Chironia baccifera has at least eight different variations of the name 
‘sarsaparilla’ (Smith, 1966; Rood, 1994), a well-known international herbal medicine 
derived from Smilax species (Van Wyk and Wink, 2018). These are sesperella, 
sespapperella, sixparela, sesparera, sesperera, sespruie, sesprye and sesporere. 
According to Smith (1966), the vernacular name ‘sarsaparilla’ for C. baccifera 
originally belongs to a species of Smilax which shares the same use as a blood 
purifier.  
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The second example relates to the well-known and widely used Afrikaans 
vernacular name for Melianthus comosus, namely ‘kruidjie-roer-my-nie’ (Smith, 
1966; Rood, 1994; Anonymous, 1998 and 2001; Powrie, 2004; Van Wyk, 2008; De 
Jager, 2010; De Beer and Van Wyk, 2011; Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 2016). However, 
recent studies in the Great Karoo (BEvW, pers. comm.) showed that the name is 
often pronounced in a different way and that it sometimes barely resembles kruidjie-
roer-my-nie as written here (often katjie-roemenie or similar-sounding words). In the 
Little Karoo surveys, the following variants were recorded: kruidjie-roer-my-niet, 
kruidjie-roer-menie, kruidte-roemenie, kruidte-roer-my-nie, kruide-houmenie, 
kruidjieroemeryt, kruidjie-roemenie, katjieromenie, katjie-roemenie, katjie-roer-my-
nie-boom, katjie-riemenie and truitjie-roer-my-niet. It is possible that all these 
variants are derived from the original Khoi name and that the Afrikaans common 
name was derived, through phonetic abrasion, from the original Khoi name that 
sounded a bit like kruidjie-roer-my-nie. The more usual explanation is that the plant 
has such an unpleasant smell that it should not be touched (directly translated, 
kruidjie-roer-my-nie means “herb do not touch me”).    
The third species, Mentha longifolia, have several variations of the original 
(probably German) name Baldrian (it actually refers to valerian, Valeriana officinalis 
L. and was misapplied to Mentha longifolia), the most used being ballerja (De Jager, 
2010; Britz, 2011; De Beer and Van Wyk, 2011), namely balderja (Rood, 1994; Van 
Wyk et al., 2008) and balderjan (Smith, 1966; Rood, 1994; Anonymous, 1998 and 
2001; Van Wyk, 2008; De Beer and Van Wyk, 2011). 
 In the Little Karoo surveys, the names balterja, balderjas, ballerjan and 
balterjar. were recorded, in additional to the three more common variants listed 
above. Other examples of Dutch or German vernacular names are kattekruie 
(Ballota africana), weeblaar (Plantago lanceolata) and slanghoutjie (Garuleum 
bipinnatum), where the latter name is said to be due to an imaginative play on the 
shape of the roots (Smith, 1966). This observation also supports the doctrine of 
signatures hypothesis by Etkin (1988) and Bennett (2007). An alternative explanation 
is that these roots were used as a substitute for slanghoutjie (Polygala serpentaria 
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9.4 Ailments treated with medicinal plants 
A total of 6384 use records have been collected during the ethnobotanical surveys. 
For the entire Little Karoo, 3686 (58%) anecdotes are recorded for the first time. All 
new use-records are indicated in bold in both Tables 6.6 and 7.3.   
One hundred and fourteen ailments (88%) are treated with a single species in 
the entire Little Karoo. The other 15 ailments have two or more preferred species as 
treatment namely abortion of unwanted pregnancy (Dittrichia graveolens or 
Pelargonium grossularioides); excessive bile and other liver related ailments (Aloe 
ferox, Artemisia absinthium, Cichorium intybus, Crassula muscosa, Mentha longifolia 
or Teucrium africanum); dysentery (Cissampelos capensis or Conyza scabrida); 
fatigue (Cissampelos torulosa, Hoodia spp., Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens, 
Mentha longifolia or Withania somnifera); as a germicide (Cadaba aphylla or 
Nicotiana tabacum); lactation (Cynanchum viminale or Foeniculum vulgare); low 
blood pressure (Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia), Euclea undulata, Gunnera 
perpensa, Leonotis leonurus, Leonotis ocymifolia, Portulacaria afra, Punica 
granatum, Urtica urens or Zygophyllum retrofractum); unspecified male disorders 
(Ballota africana or Euclea undulata); mumps (Datura stramonium or Nicotiana 
glauca); unspecified respiratory ailments (Asparagus africanus, Ballota africana or 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. frutescens); snake-bite and snake repellent 
(Cissampelos capensis, Garuleum bipinnatum or Pelargonium zonale); swollen feet 
(Ballota africana, Melianthus comosus or Vachellia karroo); for topical use as an 
ointment (Aptosimum procumbens or Osteospermum calendulaceum); tuberculosis 
(Leysera gnaphalodes or Solanum retroflexum) and unspecified medicine (Galium 
tomentosum or Pegolettia baccharidifolia). 
As can be seen in Figure 8.3, topical use (which includes acne, skin ailments, 
burn wounds, chilblained hands and feet, aching feet, burning feet, foot odour, itchy 
feet, swollen feet, sprained ankles, cold sores and fever blisters, insect bites such as 
mosquito, ticks and bee stings, ringworm including dry scalp, sores on scalp, hair 
loss, dandruff and  stimulation of hair growth, sores, abrasions, blisters, boils, corns, 
warts, open callus, inflamed moles, cracked feet, open plantar wart (‘soolvrat’) 
whitlow fingers, wounds, warts, sweaty feat and the use as blister-plasters for the 
removal of thorns) had the highest number of anecdotes (1013) and 98 species that 
are used for treatment in the entire Little Karoo. The ailment category with the 
second highest number of anecdotes (591) and species (89) used in the Little Karoo, 
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is stomach ailments (indigestion, infant and adult flatulence, heartburn, nausea, 
emetic, colic and spastic colon) and the ailment category with the third highest 
number of anecdotes but not necessarily the third most species used, is respiratory 
conditions (fevers, colds, Influenza, pneumonia and sinusitis) with 531 anecdotes 
and 66 species used as treatment.  
It has been noted that plants may also be selected as a treatment for a specific 
condition based on a physical character of the plant that in one way or another 
resembles a disease or parts of the human body, including bile and blood. This is 
known as the doctrine of signatures (Etkin, 1988; Bennett, 2007). For example, three 
species are known to be used as treatments for jaundice in the Little Karoo, namely 
Bulbine frutescens, Leysera gnaphalodes and Ruta graveolens. All three these 
species also bear yellow flowers, thus making the use connection with the flower 
colour. Another example is Urtica urens, reported to be effective in treating measles. 
The stinging hairs on the plant cause a skin rash reminiscent of measles.  
   
9.5 Comparison of quantitative methods  
The validity of calculating a variety of indices depends on the quality of data used to 
generate them (Philips, 1996). For this reason, it is important to collect primary data 
of high quality (Verpoorte, 2012). Various indices are applied to analyse the primary 
data to determine the relative importance of each plant species and its applications 
that are used in this particular culture, or to find consensus amongst participants. 
Quantification of ethnobotanical surveys with the aid of these indices provides 
scientific depth. According to Heinrich et al. (2009, 2018) and Weckerle et al. (2018) 
there are minimum requirements that must be met for conducting and reporting the 
results of ethnopharmacological field studies. Since this study is an ethnobotanical 
study more that an ethnopharmacological study, it has met most of these minimum 
requirements.   
Indices focussing on the relative importance of medicinal plant species include 
the Cultural Importance Index (CII) and the Relative Frequency of Citation (RFC) 
from Tardío and Pardo-De-Santayana (2008), the Index of Agreement on Remedies 
(IAR) of Trotter and Logan (1986) and introduced here for the first time is the 
Anecdote Frequency Index (AFI) and the Specificity Index (SI), which is the invert 
value of the Generalist Index (GI), referring to a single or multiple use species. All of 
these indices have been calculated for each species and is represented in Tables 
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6.6 and 7.3. Indices that focuse on the medical conditions which are treated by 
specific medicinal plant species include the Species Therapeutic Index (STI) 
calculated for each ailment, the Fidelity Level (FL) which is a percentage value and 
the Informant Consensus Factor (Fic) measuring the consistency of the knowledge 
from the participants. These indices are presented in Tables 6.7 and 7.4. 
Comparison of the SPI values of the top Little Karoo plant species with other 
species-related indices (CII, RFC, AFI), along with the number of use-records 
(anecdotes) show that these indices produced similar results (Table 9.1) and 
identified more or less the same combination of species. Even the total number of 
anecdotes (use-records) seems to be quite a reliable way of identifying the most 
important species. CII values may differ substantially from SPI values for species 
with large numbers of different uses. Such species, however, are often well-known, 
precisely because of their multiple uses, resulting also in high SPI values.  
As with all descriptive statistics, index values should be used with caution and 
they are meaningless for comparisons between different studies if the number of 
participants is not specified. An index value based on a small number of 
observations or participants is not the same as one that is based on hundreds or 
thousands of observations or participants, even if the numerical values are identical.  
It should also be noted that there are qualitative aspects in ethnobotanical 
studies that are best described in words. Interesting aspects of indigenous plant use 
may easily be overlooked when there is an over-emphasis on quantification. For this 
reason, the orginal anecdotes are provided in the original Afrikaans, because some 
subtle nuances are easily lost in translations. The original Afrikaans anecdotes 
contain interesting and often humorous expressions that give deeper insights and 
wider perspective on the peculiarities of the local communities of the Little Karoo and 
their culture.  
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Table 9.1: The top ten most popular plants in the Little Karoo according to Species Popularity Index (SPI) values, 
compared to the top ten most important species according to Cultural Importance Index (CII) values, Relative Frequency 
of Citation (RFC) and total number of anecdotes (A). Shared species are shown in bold (and those shared by all indices in bold 
and underlined).   
SPI CII RFC Number of anecdotes 
no Plant species value no Plant species value no Plant species value no Plant species A 
1 Vachellia karroo 0.97 1 Lessertia 
frutescens  2.35 1 
Lessertia 
frutescens  0.84 1 Artemisia afra 198 
2 Lessertia 
frutescens 
0.96 2 Artemisia afra 2.25 2 Artemisia afra 0.79 2 Lessertia 
frutescens  
195 
3 Aloe ferox 0.91 3 Aloe ferox 1.81 3 Aloe ferox 0.74 3 Aloe ferox 151 
3 Artemisia afra 0.91 4 Helichrysum 
odoratissimum 
1.50 4 Ruta graveolens 0.70 4 Helichrysum 
odoratissimum 
148 
4 Agave americana 0.87 5 Bulbine frutescens 1.45 5 Helichrysum 
odoratissimum 
0.69 5 Bulbine frutescens 145 
5 Ruta graveolens 0.85 6 Ballota africana 1.43 5 Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia 





0.85 7 Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia 
1.39 6 Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) 0.68 7 Dodonaea viscosa 129 
6 Portulacaria afra 0.84 8 Dodonaea viscosa 1.35 7 Dodonaea viscosa 0.67 8 Ruta graveolens 127 
6 Melianthus 
comosus 
0.84 9 Vachellia karroo 1.24 8 Melianthus 
comosus 
0.66 9 Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) 126 
7 Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) 0.83 10 
Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) 1.21 9 Bulbine frutescens 0.65 10 Schinus molle 111 
8 Dodonaea viscosa 0.82 - - - 10 Vachellia karroo 0.64 - - - 
9 Oxalis pes-caprae 0.81 - - - - - - - - - 
10 Opuntia ficus-indica 0.80 - - - - - - - - - 
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Although there are very little qualitative differences concerning the types of 
species identified as the most popular or important species within the Little Karoo 
with the numerous indices, quantitative differences in terms of ranking orders are 
observed between the SPI values and the corresponding CII- and RFC values and 
number of anecdotes (Table 9.1). This highlights the importance of using a variety of 
indices to observe the pattern of the most popular or important plant species based 
on these different approaches. 
The Species Popularity Index (SPI) indicates the most well-known plants within 
a community which are not necessarily the most important. For instance, Agave 
americana is known by almost all participants but is not an important medicinal plant 
when focussing on the specified uses. Therefore, the other indices concentrate more 
on the importance of the plant, such as the Cultural Importance Index (CII) and the 
number of anecdotes recorded give an indication on how useful a species is 
amongst the local people.  
According to Table 9.1, six species are shared by all indices and can be 
considered as the most popular and important medicinal plant species of the Little 
Karoo. These are Aloe ferox, Artemisia afra, Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia), 
Dodonaea viscosa, Lessertia frutescens and Pegolettia baccharidifolia.  
Species that were not part of the flip-file but were mentioned by the participants 
are also included in Tables 6.6 and 7.3. The CII, RFC and AFI indices are also 
calculated for these species. Table 9.2 indicates the Anecdote Frequency Index 
(AFI) between the flip-file species and non-flip-file species. The AFI indicates how 
many participants have mentioned a vernacular name and/or a use for each species 
(see Chapter 3). It is expected that most of the flip-file species will have reasonably 
high AFI values and that those which were not included in the flip-file, will have lower 
AFI values. As can be seen in Table 8.5, 62 (42%) flip-file species have AFI values 
above 0.5 and were known by an average of 70 participants. Only four (3%) of the 
non-flip-file species that were additional records added by the participants, scored 
AFI values above 0.5 (known by an average of 11 participants).        
 
Table 9.2: Comparison of Anecdote Frequency Index (AFI) values between the flip-
file species and non-flip-file species. 





















Flip-file species 13 18 17 22 15 25 23 10 4 0 147 
%  8.8 12.2 11.6 15.0 10.2 17.0 15.6 6.8 2.7 0.0 100.0 
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of participants 4 15 24 35 49 58 65 75 82 0 86 
Non-flip-file 
species 52 43 8 12 3 1 1 2 0 0 122 
%  42.6 35.2 6.6 9.8 2.5 0.8 0.8 1.6 0 0 100.0 
Average number 
of participants 1 3 8 11 15 9 11 14 0 0 86 
 
 9.6  Regional comparisons of medicinal ethnobotanical data from the Little 
Karoo, the Kamiesberg, Agter-Hantam and southeastern Karoo 
The Matrix Method that was applied to this study as well as to two previous but 
similar studies, namely in the Kamiesberg, in which four communities (Nourivier, 
Leliefontein, Kamieskroon and Paulshoek) were included in the study (Nortje, 2011; 
Nortje and Van Wyk, 2015) and the Agter-Hantam area (De Beer, 2010; De Beer 
and Van Wyk, 2011). This enables a direct comparison to be made between the 
most popular medicinal plant species according to their SPI values (Table 9.3) and 
the level of traditional knowledge that exists among the local inhabitants (EKI) in 
these areas. Another ethnobotanical study done prior to the existence of the Matrix 
Method involved two communities (Graaff-Reinet and Murraysburg) located in the 
southeastern Karoo (Van Wyk et al., 2008) and can be compared with the other 
studies mentioned earlier by evaluating the number of anecdotes given by the 
participants for each species (Table 9.4). All the participants involved in all of these 
studies are of Khoi-San and Cape Dutch descent. A total of 16 participants for both 
the Kamiesberg and Agter-Hantam area took part in the Matrix Method and nine 
participants were included in the southeastern Karoo study where the rapid appraisal 
approach method followed by interviews were applied. Differences in the use of 
specific plant species for certain conditions can be explained by the availability of 
those species in each area but the majority of the plant species studied are similar 
for all four study sites. The Kamiesberg included 85 and the Agter-Hantam a total of 
55 medicinal plant species in the Matrix Method, and in the southeastern Karoo a 
total of 88 medicinal plant species were recorded. In these studies, attention was 
given only to the medicinal records to calculate the SPI. Other uses were 
discouraged and so the top species for the Little Karoo in Table 9.3 differs slightly to 
those in Table 9.1 were all records were included in the calculation of the SPI values. 
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 Similar EKI values were found to exist between the Little Karoo, the 
Kamiesberg and the Agter-Hantam with averages of 0.46, 0.52 and 0.50 
respectively. The lowest and highest values ranged from 0.04 to 0.68 in the Little 
Karoo, 0.17 to 0.90 in the Kamiesberg and 0.19 to 0.92 in the Agter-Hantam.  
The top 10 most important medicinal species according to SPI values for all 
three regions are summarised in Table 9.3. 
 
Table 9.3: The top 10 most important medicinal plants (and a lichen: Xanthoparmelia 
spp.) in the Little Karoo, the Kamiesberg and the Agter-Hantam, according to their 
Species Popularity Index (SPI) values. 
 Little Karoo  Kamiesberg  Agter-Hantam 
no Plant species SPI no Plant species SPI no Plant species SPI 
1 Vachellia karroo 0.97 1 Ballota africana 0.97 1 Aloe microstigma 0.97 
2 Lessertia 
frutescens 
0.96 2 Dodonaea viscosa 0.95 2 Lessertia 
frutescens 
0.92 
3 Aloe ferox 0.91 3 Lessertia 
frutescens 
0.92 3 Galenia africana 0.85 
3 Artemisia afra 0.91 4 Mesembryanthemum 
tortuosum 





0.86 5 Carpobrotus edulis 0.88 5 Oncosiphon 
suffruticosum 
0.78 
4 Ruta graveolens 0.86 6 Asclepias crispa 0.85 5 Pentzia incana 0.78 





0.84 6 Ruta graveolens 0.85 6 Carpobrotus edulis 0.75 
7 Melianthus 
comosus 
0.83 7 Galenia africana 0.84 7 Xanthoparmelia sp. 0.73 
8 Dodonaea 
viscosa 
0.81 8 Viscum capense 0.83 8 Mesembryanthemum 
tortuosum 
0.72 
9 Viscum capense 0.79 9 Diospyros austro-
africana 
0.82 9 Mentha longifolia 0,71 
9 Mentha 
longifolia 
0.79 9 Melianthus 
pectinatus 
0.82 10 Dodonaea viscosa 0.70 
9 Psidium guajava 0.79 10 Oncosiphon 
suffruticosum 
0.81 - - - 
10 Helichrysum 
odoratissimum 
0.76 - - - - - - 
10 Galenia africana 0.76 - - - - - - 
 
There are regional differences in the top species partly due to the distribution 
patterns but also apparently to local preferences. For example, Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) and Mentha longifolia that is widely used in the Little Karoo and 
Agter-Hantam but not in the Kamiesberg and Ruta graveolens and Viscum capense 
again in the Little Karoo and Kamiesberg but not in the Agter-Hantam. Replacement 
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of particular species by others for the treatment of specific ailments can be 
investigated in the future. 
In order to make it easier to enterpret the results in Tables 9.3 and 9.4, graphs 
are provided (Figure 9.1 and 9.2) 
 
Figure 9.1: The most popular/important medicinal plants (and lichen) according to 
their Species Popularity Index (SPI) values, arranged in alphabetical order, in the 
Little Karoo, the Kamiesberg and the Agter-Hantam. 
 
Dodonaea viscosa, Galenia africana and Lessertia frutescens are shared by all 
three regions, reflecting a similarity of 30%. A detailed comparison between the 
Kamiesberg and the Agter-Hantam has been made by Nortje in her unpublished 
M.Sc. dissertation (2011). Different species of the same genus may be useful due to 
the difference in availability in a specific region, for example, Melianthus comosus is 
used in the Little Karoo but in the Kamiesberg, Melianthus pectinatus is recorded 
among the top medicinal species, which does not occur in the Little Karoo. 
A similar comparison can be made according to the number of anecdotes that 
is recorded for each species from each region (except the Agter-Hantam) including 
the southeastern Karoo (Van Wyk et al., 2008) in Table 9.4. The study of the 
medicinal plants of the southeastern Karoo (Van Wyk et. al., 2008) were based only 
on the number of anecdotes and were not quantified using the Matrix Method.   
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By comparing the top ten ranked species according to the number of anecdotes 
given by the participants from each study area, noteworthy similarities as well as 
differences are noticed. Six the most popular medicinal plant species of the Little 
Karoo based on the number of anecdotes (Table 9.4), also occur in the other three 
study areas; these are Lessertia frutescens which is present in all four study areas, 
Artemisia afra and Conyza scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) that are present in both the 
southeastern Karoo and the Agter-Hantam; Dodonaea viscosa occurs also in the 
Kamiesberg and the Agter-Hantam; species which are present in only one other 
study area are Aloe ferox that is among the top ten ranked plants of the southeastern 
Karoo and Ruta graveolens that occur in the Agter-Hantam results. Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia and Schinus molle are two species which only occur in the Little 
Karoo among the top ten most popular medicinal plants and not in the other three 
study areas.  
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Table 9.4: The top 10 most important medicinal plants (including the lichen Xanthoparmelia spp.) in the southeastern Karoo, the 
Kamiesberg and the Agter-Hantam, according to the number of anecdotes (A) (those shared with other regions in bold). 
Little Karoo  Southeastern Karoo  Kamiesberg  Agter-Hantam 
no Plant species A no Plant species A no Plant species A no Plant species A 
1 Artemisia afra 198 1 Dicoma capensis 18 1 Asclepias crispa 51 1 Lessertia frutescens 37 
2 Lessertia frutescens  195 2 Cissampelos capensis 15 2 Lessertia frutescens 50 2 Dodonaea viscosa 35 
3 





odoratissimum 148 4 Lessertia microphylla 12 3 Dodonaea viscosa 48 4 Hoodia gordonii 21 
5 
Bulbine frutescens 145 5 Ballota africana 11 4 
Mesembryanthemum 
tortuosum 
47 5 Aloe microstigma 19 
6 Pegolettia 
baccharidifolia 134 5 
Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) 11 5 Ballota africana 46 5 Galenia africana 19 
7 Dodonaea viscosa  129 5 Mentha longifolia 11 6 Carpobrotus edulis 43 5 Ruta graveolens 19 
8 
Ruta graveolens 127 6 Artemisia afra 10 7 Artemisia absinthium 38 6 
Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) 17 
9 Conyza scabrida 
(Nidorella ivifolia) 126 6 Carpobrotus edulis 10 7 Xanthoparmelia spp. 38 7 Artemisia afra 15 
10 Schinus molle 111 6 Melianthus comosus 10 8 Ricinus communis 33 7 Dicoma capensis 15 
- - - 6 Osteospermum 
herbaceum 
10 9 Salvia dentata 32 7 Mentha longifolia 15 
- - - 7 Lessertia frutescens 9 10 Mentha longifolia 31 7 Xanthoparmelia spp. 15 
- - - 8 Garuleum bipinnatum 8 10 Senecio cinarescens 31 8 Punica granatum 14 
- - - 8 Helichrysum pumilio 8 - - - 8 Salvia dentata 14 
- - - 8 Withania somnifera 8 - - - 9 Boophone 
haemanthifolia 
13 
- - - 9 Aloe ferox 7 - - - 10 Gonialoe variegata 11 
- - - 9 Elytropappus 
rhinocerotis 
7 - - - 10 Pelargonium 
abrotanifolium 
11 
- - - 9 Leonotis ocymifolia 7 - - - 10 Pentzia incana 11 
- - - 10 Asclepias crispa 6 - - - 10 Solanum tomentosum 11 
- - - 10 Galium tomentosum 6 - - - - - - 
- - - 10 Hermannia cuneifolia 6 - - - - - - 
- - - 10 Pentzia incana 6 - - - - - - 
 




Figure 9.2: The most popular/important medicinal plants (including a lichen: Xanthoparmelia spp.) according to the number of 
anecdotes, arranged alphabetically, in the southeastern Karoo, the Kamiesberg and the Agter-Hantam.




Lessertia frutescens is the only species shared by all four study sites (Table 9.4 
and Figure 9.2) indicating the importance of this species. Artemisia afra and Conyza 
scabrida (Nidorella ivifolia) is shared by the Little Karoo, the Southeastern Karoo and 
the Agter-Hantam but not in the Kamiesberg. Aloe ferox is shared between the Little 
Karoo and the Southeastern Karoo, Ruta graveolens between the Little Karoo and 
the Agter-Hantam and Dodonaea viscosa between the Little Karoo, Kamiesberg and 
the Agter-Hantam. There are many reasons that could explain these differences in 
the types of species that occur in the top ten ranks of the different study areas, such 
as the availability of these species, for example, Dicoma capensis is one of the top 
medicinal plant species in all the study areas, except the Little Karoo where it does 
not occur. A second reason could be that other species might be used for the same 
or different ailments, for instance Bulbine frutescens is an important medicinal plant 
for topical use in the Little Karoo, whereas Bulbine abyssinica is used in the 
southeastern Karoo to treat female ailments. The same observation can be made 
with Helichrysum odoratissimum which is one of the most preferred medicinal plant 
species to treat female conditions, as well as urinary and kidney ailments in the Little 
Karoo (Table 9.4), but Helichrysum pumilio is used in the southeastern Karoo to treat 
rheumatism and liver problems (Van Wyk et al., 2008).     
 
9.7 Comparison with the literature on Cape Herbal Medicine 
Van Wyk (2008) first proposed the concept of Cape Herbal Medicine, where he 
argued that a unique health system is based on the combination of pre- and post-
colonial concepts and species. The results of the study support this concept. The 
analysis of the top 10 plants show typical species characterisation of Cape Herbal 
Medicine. According to the review of Khoi-San and Cape Dutch medicinal 
ethnobotany by Van Wyk (2008), eight species are archaeologically recorded before 
1650. Three of these eight species were also included in the flip-file that was used as 
the main research tool for studying the ethnobotany of the Little Karoo and were 
awarded average SPI values of 0.91 for Aloe ferox, 0.51 for Boophone disticha and 
0.63 for Searsia lancea. These SPI values (all above 0.50) reflects the current 
importance of these three species in the Little Karoo. A total of about 170 medicinal 
plant species were recorded up to 1932 (Van Wyk, 2008) of which 83 species (49%) 
are also used in the Little Karoo.  




Up to 297 vernacular names of which 51 (17%) are Khoi/Nama names, were 
recorded in the review with 68 (23%) similar vernacular names recorded in the Little 
Karoo of which nine are the same Khoi/Nama names (boegoe, buchu, dagga, ghaap, 
ghwarrieson, ghwarriebos, kambroo, kanna and rabas).   
 As for the uses, 41% similarity is observed between the same species uses 
recorded in the Khoi-San and Cape Dutch medicinal ethnobotany review (a total of 
about 270 uses) and in the Little Karoo (111 similar uses for the same species).  
One of the non-plant products, namely dassiepis (Hyraceum), is recorded in 
both the Khoi-San and Cape Dutch review and in the Little Karoo. According to the 
review, dassiepis is used as an antispasmodic, to treat back and stomach pain, 
poisoning, all nervous system conditions including hysteria and epilepsy, women’s 
ailments and as an abortifacient in large doses. In the Little Karoo, similar uses such 
as the treatment of pain, backache, stomach pain and women’s ailments are 
























Chapter 10: Hypotheses and key questions revisited  
 
The data presented in this thesis allow for reflection on the seven hypotheses, 
theories and questions that were posed in Chapter 1.  
 
1. The selection of medicinal plants in the Little Karoo is not random. This 
hypothesis tested the theory of non-random medicinal plant selection of Moerman 
(1979, 1991) by using regression analysis.  
 
Figure 10.1: Regression plot of Little Karoo medicinal plant species versus total 
available Little Karoo species per family. 
 
Moerman (1979, 1991) used regression analysis to demonstrate that medicinal 
plant selection in native American ethnobotany is non-random. The null hypothesis 
states that there is no difference between available taxa and chosen taxa and that 
the use of medicinal plants by a culture group is a random behaviour (Moerman, 
1991). The plant families containing a larger or smaller number (residual number) of 
useful species than predicted, can be established by using a regression analysis 




(Figure 10.1). Families with positive residuals are used more often than what the 
regression would predict, e.g. Lamiaceae has a residual of 14 reflecting the 
difference between the predicted number of species (3) and the actual number of 
species used (17). This means that there are more species used medicinally (14) in 
this family than are predicted by the regression equation. The same explanation 
applies to families with a negative residual. The Aizoaceae, for example, has a 
residual of -10, meaning that less species is used medicinally from this family (10 
species) than predicted (Table 10.1).  According to Table 10.1, 20 families had 
positive residual values (out of a total of 71 medicinal plant families), indicating that 
species from these families are specifically chosen as medicinal plants and therefore 
the hypothesis cannot be rejected.  
 
Table 10.1:  Results of regression analysis of medicinal plant families in the Little 
Karoo. 
Family  No of available 
species  
No of medicinal  
species  




Lamiaceae 27 17 3 14 
Asteraceae 511 42 31 11 
Rutaceae 70 12 5 7 
Geraniaceae 86 12 6 6 
Solanaceae 21 8 3 5 
Apiaceae 54 9 5 4 
Asparagaceae 24 7 3 4 
Zygophyllaceae 17 6 2 4 
Amaryllidaceae 24 6 3 3 
Asphodelaceae 71 8 5 3 
Cucurbitaceae 7 4 2 2 
Alliaceae 5 3 2 1 
Polygonaceae 6 3 2 1 
Ranunculaceae 9 3 2 1 
Brassicaceae 30 4 3 1 
Apocynaceae 65 6 5 1 
Anacardiaceae 17 3 2 1 
Malvaceae 52 5 4 1 
Moraceae 2 2 1 1 
Sapindaceae 2 2 1 1 
Araliaceae 3 1 2 -1 
Fumariaceae 3 1 2 -1 
Limeaceae 3 1 2 -1 
Onagraceae 3 1 2 -1 
Urticaceae 3 1 2 -1 
Rubiaceae 21 2 3 -1 
Caryophyllaceae 21 2 3 -1 
Dipsacaceae 4 1 2 -1 




Family  No of available 
species  
No of medicinal  
species  




Oleaceae 4 1 2 -1 
Salicaceae 4 1 2 -1 
Hyacinthaceae 93 6 7 -1 
Celastraceae 9 1 2 -1 
Thymelaeaceae 47 3 4 -1 
Acanthaceae 13 1 2 -1 
Gentianaceae 16 1 2 -1 
Pteridaceae 17 1 2 -1 
Ruscaceae 22 1 3 -2 
Polygalaceae 42 2 4 -2 
Euphorbiaceae 47 2 4 -2 
Oxalidaceae 34 1 3 -2 
Rhamnaceae 45 1 4 -3 
Scrophulariaceae 164 7 11 -4 
Proteaceae 86 2 6 -4 
Cyperaceae 88 1 6 -5 
Fabaceae 278 11 17 -6 
Poaceae 154 1 10 -9 
Aizoaceae 262 7 17 -10 
 
 
2. The choice of medicinal plant species in the Little Karoo is related to their 
phytochemical constituents, and more specifically plants with essential oils 
(aromatica, carminatives) and plants with bitter substances (amara, amara-
aromatica). Figure 10.1 illustrates that aromatic families (i.e. plant families 
containing essential oils) are preferentially selected as medicinal plants to treat 
different ailments. Examples of the most popular aromatic plant families chosen for 
medicinal purposes include the Lamiaceae, Asteraceae, Rutaceae, Geraniaceae and 
Apiaceae among others. Several of the Little Karoo tonic plants recorded in this 
study were also listed by Olivier and Van Wyk (2013) in their study of Southern 
African bitter tonics. This provides further support for the idea that the preferred 
medicinal species are related to their phytochemical constituents. The bitter tonic 
species reported here and in Olivier and Van Wyk (2013) are various Agathosma 
species (Rutaceae), Aloe ferox (Asphodelaceae), Artemisia afra (Asteraceae), 
Hypoxis hemerocallidea (Hypoxidaceae) and Withania somnifera (Solanaceae). This 
result shows that the choice of species has a rational basis, possibly the result of 
many years or many generations of trial and error, during which plants with proven 
efficacy were retained in the traditional materia medica.   




3. Women have a greater knowledge of Little Karoo medicinal plants than men. 
This hypothesis is closely related to the age, gender and dynamics of knowledge 
hypothesis of Voeks (2004, 2007). The use of the Matrix Method, first proposed by 
De Beer and Van Wyk (2011), provide sufficient quantitative data to explore and 
compare, through simple descriptive statistics, the effects of gender on the level of 
traditional knowledge.   
 
Figure 10.2: Comparative Ethnobotanical Knowledge Index (EKI) values between 
female and male participants based on medicinal plant knowledge. The highest, 
lowest and average EKI values are indicated on the graph. Single dots refer to single 
female and/or male participants for those villages (Calitzdorp, Dysselsdorp, De Rust, 
Uniondale and Prince Albert). The dotted lines illustrate the average EKI values for 
34 male and 52 female participants. 
 
The average EKI values for male and female participants are practically 
identical – 0.47 for 34 males; 0.46 for 52 females. Although some villages have 
higher male or female averages, the overall averages are remarkably similar and as 
a result, the hypothesis must be rejected. More data are needed to fully explore the 
age, gender and dynamics of knowledge hypothesis of Voeks (2004, 2007), as it is 
likely that some aspects of traditional knowledge will show age and gender 




differences. The enthusiasm with which some men in the Little Karoo elaborated on 
the behaviour of sheep and goats and the management of small stock suggests that 
animal husbandry will have much higher EKI values for men than women. Voeks 
(2007) observed in Northern Brazil that men have a higher level of knowledge in 
hunting, fishing, livestock herding and timber extraction, while women represent the 
primary healthcare providers for the family and the community (Voeks, 2007). 
 
4. Does the Matrix methodology, with its use of visual cues, consistent 
(rigorous) evaluation and use of local language provide better quality data 
than other methods? This question can be answered by considering the quantity 
and quality of the data generated during this study. The visual cues in the form of a 
flip-file, stimulates the memory of the participants, enabling them to contribute 
additional information. In this way, the Matrix Method resulted in a larger number of 
species records, vernacular names and uses than the conventional methods of free 
listing and rapid ethnobotanical appraisal. On the basis of the latter two methods, the 
flip-file was prepared for a mere 146 species, while the total number in the inventory 
came to 204 medicinal species (i.e., 25% more).  
The link between the data and the flip-file opens up the opportunity to 
accurately record changes in knowledge over time and distance. If the same 
instrument is used in future studies, the perceived or real loss of indigenous 
knowledge can be accurately quantified if similar numbers of participants are 
interviewed in the same villages. It was already possible to directly compare the 
western Little Karoo data with the Kamiesberg, a distance of more than 700 km away 
(Nortje and Van Wyk, 2015) because the same method was used (with similar 
numbers of participants). 
The use of visual aids, the rigour of the interviews and the fact that they are 
conducted in the mother tongue of the participants ensure good communication and 
allow for the verification of the accuracy of each use-record. The main value of the 
visual cues is that they greatly reduce or practically eliminate both false negative and 
false positive records.   
 
 




5. Traditional medicinal plant use in the Little Karoo has minimal impact on the 
conservation statuses of popular species. This hypothesis was tested by 
reviewing the IUCN conservation statuses for the most popular medicinal species. 
Does the utilitarian redundancy model (Albuquerque and de Oliveira, 2007; Ferreira 
et al., 2012) apply to medicinal plants in the Little Karoo? According to this model, 
several species that have the same therapeutic uses will tend to be under less 
conservation pressure because the use load is spread over all of them.  
There were 146 medicinal plant species images in the flip-file which was used 
as the research tool in the Matrix Method during the ethnobotanical surveys. All the 
indigenous species included in this file have an IUCN conservation status of ‘Least 
concern’ reflecting the minimal impact that the medicinal plant uses have in the Little 
Karoo. These species also had an average SPI value of 0.57, reflecting their general 
popularity among the villagers. According to the local literature (Rood, 1994; 
Anonymous, 1998, 2001; De Jager, 2010; Britz, 2011; Mostert and Van Elfen, 
unpublished and Vlok and Schutte-Vlok, 2016) only one species listed as 
‘Endangered’ (Gasteria disticha) which is used topically to treat sores, three 
‘Vulnerable’ species (Brunsvigia josephinae used topically to treat wounds including 
burn wounds and asthma, Diosma passerinoides consumed as a tea to treat colds, 
influenza, female conditions and stomach ailments and Haworthia pumila used 
topically for sores) are used for medicinal purposes. There are three ‘Rare’ species 
with medical use-records (Cyclopia aurescens which is drank as a medicinal tea, 
Otholobium fruticans consumed for fertility and back ache and Acmadenia 
matroosbergensis which is taken as a tea to treat colds, influenza, female ailments 
and stomach conditions). These therapeutic uses were recorded for many Little 
Karoo medicinal plants, so that the utilitarian redundancy model (Albuquerque and 
de Oliveira, 2007; Ferreira et al., 2012) cannot be rejected. This observation 
supports the idea that ‘traditional medicinal plant use in the Little Karoo has minimal 
impact on the conservation statuses of popular species’.  
This conclusion should not be confused with a situation where plants are 
harvested for commercial or even semi-commercial use. There is ample evidence 
that some of the less abundant species are increasingly harvested (and over-
harvested) for trading the material on a small or large scale (AL. Schutte-Vlok, pers. 
comm.). Even small-scale trade, if performed by a large enough number of herbalist 
traders, can have severe impacts on the sustainability of infrequent or rare species. 




Examples include Boophone disticha and Mesembryanthemum ladismithiense. 
Cyclopia intermedia is declining as a result of the over-harvesting of natural 
populations for commercial herbal tea (honeybush tea).     
 
6. Despite the available literature on local medicinal uses of plants, traditional 
knowledge in the Little Karoo differs substantially from what has been 
published and is more diverse and rich in content. In literate societies, the 
opposite of the above hypothesis is true (Voeks and Leony, 2004; Voeks, 2007 and 
Leonti, 2011). This hypothesis can be tested by comparing the numbers (Table 10.2) 
and types of uses between newly recorded and already published data. More diverse 
(i.e. more species) and richer information was revealed during this study. The 
several popular publications for the Little Karoo collectively recorded a total of 248 
medicinal plant species and 2199 medicinal anecdotes for local Little Karoo plants, 
of which only 190 species and 1032 anecdotes are strictly relevant to the Little 
Karoo. Despite the apparent rich documentation in popular literature, this study has 
documented a total of 204 medicinal species (including exotics) of which only 145 
were published before as medicinal in the local literature. The results also include 
3683 new medicinal anecdotes (58%), 59 newly recorded species records (29%) and 
256 newly recorded vernacular names (22%). These statistics leave no doubt that a 
substantial part of the indigenous knowledge has hitherto remained unrecorded.  
 
Table 10.2:  Comparison of the number of previously published medicinal uses of a 
selection of 117 Little Karoo species (including a lichen) with the number of uses 
recorded in this survey and the number of new uses that were added.    
Medicinal species 
included in the flip-file 
Number of 
published 
medicinal uses  
Number of uses 
recorded in this 
study  
Number of new uses 
added by this study 
Acorus calamus 0 10 10 
Adromischus triflorus 0 8 8 
Agathosma spp. A. barnesii - 9 
A. betulina - 8 
A. capensis - 10 
A. cerefolium - 10 
A. crenulata - 13 
A. elegans - 10  
A. ovata - 11 
A. recurvifolia - 6 
A. sp. nov - 10 
A. virgata - 10 
A. spp. - 24 N/A 





included in the flip-file 
Number of 
published 
medicinal uses  
Number of uses 
recorded in this 
study  
Number of new uses 
added by this study 
Agave americana 0 11 11 
Aloe ferox 24 21 0 
Amaranthus spp. 0 1 1 
Anacampseros papyracea 2 1 0 
Anacampseros 
telephiastrum 
2 0 0 
Aptosimum indivisum 2 15 13 
Aptosimum procumbens 3 9 6 
Artemisia absinthium 4 18 14 
Artemisia afra 20 30 10 
Asclepias crispa 0 14 14 
Asparagus spp. A. africanus - 0 
A. capensis - 4 
A. lignosus - 4 
A. mucronatus - 0 
A. rubricundus - 4 
A. spp. - 8 
A. africanus – 5 
A. capensis – 2 
A. densiflorus - 2 
 
A. africanus – 5 
 
Augea capensis 2 6 4 
Ballota africana 20 39 19 
Boophone disticha 7 8 1 
Buddleja saligna 4 5 1 
Bulbine frutescens 20 20 0 
Cadaba aphylla 3 23 20 
Canna indica 0 13 13 
Cannabis sativa 0 12 12 
Carpobrotus deliciosus 7 11 4 
Carpobrotus edulis 17 17 0 
Cassytha ciliolata 0 1 1 
Centaurea benedicta   15 17 2 
Chamarea capensis 3 6 3 
Chironia baccifera 14 38 24 
Chrysocoma ciliata 5 16 11 
Cissampelos capensis 18 24 6 
Cliffortia strobilifera 6 3 0 
Conyza scabrida (Nidorella 
ivifolia) 
12 24 12 
Cotyledon orbiculata 10 17 7 
Cyclopia intermedia 5 6 1 
Datura stramonium 11 18 7 
Dioscorea hemicrypta 1 3 2 
Diosma acmaeophylla 0 4 4 
Diosma hirsuta 4 3 0 
Dittrichia graveolens 3 6 3 
Dodonaea viscosa  16 28 12 
Dolichothrix ericoides 2 4 2 
Dysphania ambrosioides 0 7 7 
Elytropappus rhinocerotis 15 28 13 
Eriocephalus africanus 1 15 14 
Eriocephalus ericoides 6 11 5 
Euclea undulata 8 23 15 
Euphorbia mauritanica 2 10 8 
Euryops lateriflorus 0 3 3 





included in the flip-file 
Number of 
published 
medicinal uses  
Number of uses 
recorded in this 
study  
Number of new uses 
added by this study 
Euryops tenuissimus 4 3 0 
Exomis microphylla 0 5 5 
Foeniculum vulgare 3 20 17 
Galenia africana 7 20 13 
Galium tomentosum 5 16 11 
Garuleum bipinnatum 6 8 2 
Gasteria brachyphylla 0 7 7 
Gomphocarpus fruticosus 8 10 2 
Gonialoe variegata 0 19 19 
Gunnera perpensa 6 16 10 
Gymnosporia buxifolia 0 4 4 
Helichrysum odoratissimum 0 21 21 
Hermannia cuneifolia 5 3 0 
Hoodia grandis 3 8 5 
Hoodia pilifera 0 8 8 
Kedrostis nana 0 17 17 
Leonotis leonurus 12 20 8 
Leonotis ocymifolia 8 22 14 
Lepidium africanum 3 2 0 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
frutescens 
17 33 16 
Lessertia frutescens subsp. 
microphylla 
5 4 0 
Leysera gnaphalodes 7 4 0 
Limeum aethiopicum 0 8 8 
Lobostemon fruticosus 1 2 1 
Lycium horridum 0 1 1 
Lycium oxycarpum 0 1 1 
Malva parviflora 4 11 7 
Melianthus comosus 7 28 21 
Mentha longifolia 18 33 15 
Mentha spicata 0 7 7 
Mesembryanthemum 
junceum 
3 6 3 
Mesembryanthemum 
tortuosum 
5 17 12 
Microloma sagittatum 0 1 1 
Muraltia spinosa 0 4 4 
Nicotiana glauca 1 11 10 
Notobubon tenuifolium 0 6 6 
Nymania capensis 0 6 6 
Olea europaea subsp. 
cuspidata 
4 8 4 
Oncosiphon piluliferus 5 14 9 
Oncosiphon suffruticosus 5 11 6 
Opuntia ficus-indica 3 18 15 
Osteospermum 
calendulaceum 
3 12 9 
Otholobium stachyerum  0 1 1 
Oxalis pes-caprae 1 7 6 
Pappea capensis 0 3 3 





included in the flip-file 
Number of 
published 
medicinal uses  
Number of uses 
recorded in this 
study  
Number of new uses 
added by this study 
Pegolettia baccharidifolia 8 30 22 
Pelargonium peltatum 4 1 0 
Pelargonium zonale 4 6 2 
Pentzia incana 3 18 15 
Plantago lanceolata 7 9 2 
Polygonum aviculare 5 10 5 
Portulacaria afra 0 23 23 
Protea nitida 0 2 2 
Protea repens 0 1 1 
Psidium guajava 0 8 8 
Pteronia incana 8 9 1 
Punica granatum 0 19 19 
Quaqua spp. 4 3 0 
Ricinus communis 3 18 15 
Rosenia humilis 0 6 6 
Rubus pinnatus 0 2 2 
Rumex crispus 5 11 6 
Ruta graveolens 7 28 21 
Salix mucronata 8 19 11 
Salvia africana-caerulea  12 10 0 
Salvia microphylla 0 20 20 
Schinus molle 0 17 17 
Schotia afra 0 2 2 
Searsia lancea 4 12 8 
Searsia undulata 0 6 6 
Silene undulata 0 3 3 
Solanum retroflexum  0 15 15 
Solanum tomentosum 1 5 4 
Teucrium africanum 1 13 12 
Tropaeolum majus 0 8 8 
Tulbaghia violacea 8 15 7 
Tylecodon cacalioides 0 2 2 
Tylecodon paniculatus 0 3 3 
Urtica urens 8 24 16 
Vachellia karroo 13 29 16 
Viscum capense 11 15 4 
Viscum continuum 0 8 8 
Withania somnifera 33 5 0 
Xanthoparmelia spp. 
(lichen) 
X. hottentotta - 4 X. spp. - 20 N/A 
Zantedeschia aethiopica 20 9 0 
Zingiber officinale 0 8 8 
Zygophyllum foetidum 0 1 1 
Zygophyllum morgsana 5 6 1 
 
It can be seen from Table 10.2 that 117 (86 %) medicinal species have more 
use records added by the surey than what was published before. Only 17 species 




illustrated a lower number of use-records than was published, perhaps indicating that 
these species are not so popular anymore. 
It is also evident from data presented elsewhere (Tables 6.1 and 7.1) that most 
of the participants have gained their knowledge from previous generations through 
oral transfer. This means that the recorded data mostly came from the memories of 
the participants and not from books or other sources of published information. Not 
only do the rural villages have limited access to published literature but many of the 
older and most knowledgeable participants were illiterate. This study therefore 
seems to support what Voeks and Leony (2004) stated, namely that a higher level of 
literacy and greater access to formal education are often negatively correlated with 
medicinal plant knowledge.  
 
7. The diversification hypothesis of Albuquerque (2006) applies to the 
medicinal ethnobotany of the Little Karoo. This hypothesis stated that exotic 
plants are incorporated into traditional medicine to enrich culture and not as a 
response to cultural erosion or environmental degradation. It was tested by 
comparing the main local uses of exotic species with the main uses in their regions 
of origin. The hypothesis can also be rejected if introduced species have lower 
popularity values than indigenous ones.  
 
Table 10.3:  Comparison of the traditional main medicinal uses and main local 
uses of 39 exotic plant species in the Little Karoo. Similar uses are underlined. 
Column 1: exotic species that were introduced since early colonial times are 
indicated by an asterisk* (1Smith, 1966; 2Van Wyk et al. 2009)  
Column 2: main traditional uses from the regions of origin as recorded in Van Wyk 
and Wink (2004) or as indicated. 
Column 3: main medicinal uses in the Little Karoo as recorded during ethnobotanical 




in the Little Karoo 
(Family) [SPI 
value] 
Main traditional uses from the region of 
origin (origin) 
Main medicinal uses 
in the Little Karoo 
*2Acorus calamus L. 
(Acoraceae) 
[SPI = 0.26] 
Digestive, carminative, emetic, anti-spasmodic, 
stimulant and anthelmintic (Europe, Asia, North 
America) 
Stomach ailments 
Agave americana L. 
(Asparagaceae) 
[SPI = 0.88] 
Toothache, weak digestion, flatulence and 
constipation (Mexico, United States in New 
Mexico, Arizona and Texas) 
Cancer and ringworm 






in the Little Karoo 
(Family) [SPI 
value] 
Main traditional uses from the region of 
origin (origin) 
Main medicinal uses 





[SPI = 0.75] 
Stimulate appetite, treat dyspeptic complaints, 
including gastritis and gall bladder ailments 
(Europe, western Asia) 
Stomach ailments 
including stomach-ache 
Canna indica L. 
(Cannaceae) 
[SPI = 0.64] 
Menstrual pains, gonorrhoea, amenorrhoea 
(heritagegarden.uic.edu/ 
canna-canna-x-indica/) (South and Central 
America) 
Sores, pain and 
inflammation 
*1Cannabis sativa L. 
(Cannabaceae) 
[SPI = 0.25] 
Pain, rheumatism and asthma (Asia) Asthma, calming agent, 
psychoactive drug, high 
blood pressure, stroke, 
headache, 
inflammation, heart 




benedicta (L.) L. 
(Asteraceae) 
[SPI = 0.62] 
Bitter tonic, dyspepsia, loss of appetite, internal 
cancers, diabetes, gout, rheumatism, wounds 
and ulcers (Mediterranean region) 
Cancer 
Cichorium intybus L. 
(Asteraceae) 
[SPI = Not in Matrix] 
Choleretic, cholagogue, carminative, diuretic 
and blood purifier (Europe, Asia) 
Stomach ailments, as a 
blood purifier, 
rheumatism and 




[SPI = 0.67] 
Analgesic, asthma, respiratory disorders 
(Tropical North America) 
Asthma, sores, 





[SPI = 0.18] 
Ischemic heart disease, angina pectoris, 
hypoglycemia, liver disorders, gastroduodenal 
diseases and ulcers, bronchia, rheumatic 
complaints, migraine and skin infections 
(Mahboubi, 2011) (southern Europe, North 




Mosyakin & Clemants 
(Amaranthaceae) 
[SPI = 0.26] 
Intestinal parasites, snake-bite, stomach-ache, 





[SPI = Not in Matrix] 
Colds, nasal congestion, bronchial disease, 




[SPI = 0.61] 
Menstrual disorders, dyspepsia, flatulence, 
cough, reduce griping effect of laxatives 
(Mediterranean region) 
Flatulence, paediatric 
use (baby bathe) 
Glycyrrhiza glabra L. 
(Fabaceae) 
[SPI =Not in Matrix] 
Chronic gastric and duodenal ulcers, gastritis, 
epigastric bloating, flatulence, coughs, skin 
disorders (Mediterranean region to Central 
Asia) 
Inflammation, cough, 





(L.) Pelser & Meijden  
(Asteraceae) 
Cataracts and blurred vision, migraine 
headache and menstrual period enhancer  
Diabetes 






in the Little Karoo 
(Family) [SPI 
value] 
Main traditional uses from the region of 
origin (origin) 
Main medicinal uses 
in the Little Karoo 
[SPI = Not in Matrix] (Mediterranean region) 
(https://www.webmd.com/vitamins 
/ai/ingredientmono-322/dusty-miller) 
Lavandula dentata L. 
(Lamiaceae) 
[SPI = Not in Matrix] 
Headaches, rheumatic pains and colds  




Insomnia and acts as a 
calming agent 
*1Malva parviflora L. 
(Malvaceae) 
[SPI = 0.72] 
Inflammatory disorders, wounds, sores, boils 
and swellings (Northern Africa, Europe and 
Asia) (Bouriche et al. 2011) 




conjunctivitis, fever and 
sprains 
Marrubium vulgare L. 
(Lamiaceae) 
[SPI = Not in Matrix] 
Digestive complaints (lack of appetite, 
indigestion, dyspepsia, biliary complaints, 
flatulence) and dry coughs (acute or chronic 
bronchitis) (Southern Europe and Asia) 
Psychological 
conditions 
Mentha spicata L. 
(Lamiaceae) 
[SPI = 0.49] 




[SPI = 0.61] 
Topical analgesic (South America) 
(https://medivetus.com/botanic/ 
?s=Nicotiana+glauca) 
Pain and inflammation, 
headache 
Nicotiana tabacum L. 
(Solanaceae) 
[SPI = Not in Matrix] 
Psychoactive substance (South America, 




(L.) Mill. (Cactaceae) 
[SPI = 0.80] 
Diabetes, hypertension, hypercholesterolemic, 
rheumatic pain, gastric mucosa diseases and 
asthma (Mexico) (Osuna-Martinez et al. 2014) 
Sores, calluses, corns 
and warts, stomach 





[SPI = Not in Matrix] 
Gastrointestinal and urinary tract disorders 
(Europe, western Asia) 
High blood pressure 
*1Plantago lanceolata 
L. (Plantaginaceae) 
[SPI = 0.29] 
Catarrhs of the respiratory tract, inflammation of 
the mouth and throat, wounds and inflammation 
of the skin, cystitis, haematuria, bleeding 






[SPI = 0.59] 
Coughs, bronchial catarrh, inflammation of the 
mouth and upper respiratory tract (Europe, 
Asia) 
Skin ailments such as 




[SPI = Not in Matrix] 
Febrifuge, antiseptic, vermifuge (western Asia) 
(Zhou et al. 2015) 
Constipation, oral use 
for paediatric conditions 
Psidium guajava L. 
(Myrtaceae) 
[SPI = 0.79] 
Gastrointestinal disorders (diarrhoea), diabetes, 
fever (including malaria), cough, ulcers, boils, 
wounds (Central America) 
Diabetes 
*2Punica granatum L. 
(Lythraceae) 
[SPI = 0.74] 
Intestinal parasites, upset stomachs, diarrhoea 
(South-eastern Europe) 
Internal parasites 
(worms), oral thrush 






in the Little Karoo 
(Family) [SPI 
value] 
Main traditional uses from the region of 
origin (origin) 
Main medicinal uses 
in the Little Karoo 
*1Quercus robur L. 
(Fagaceae) 
[SPI = Not in Matrix] 
Acute diarrhoea, stomach cramps, 
inflammations of the skin or mucosa, 
particularly of the mouth and throat and the 
genital and anal region, treat wounds, eczema 
and foot perspiration (Europe) 
Tonsillitis 
Ricinus communis L. 
(Euphorbiaceae) 
[SPI = 0.60] 
Purgative, wounds, sores, boils (North-east 
Africa, India) 
Pain and inflammation, 





[SPI = Not in Matrix] 
Carminative, stomach cramps, flatulence, 
appetite stimulation, headache, nervous 
complaints, stimulates blood circulations, 
antibacterial, antifungal, antiparasitic, muscle 
aches and joint pains (Mediterranean region) 
Backache and heart 
ailments 
Rumex crispus L. 
(Polygonaceae) 
[SPI = 0.39] 
Constipation, liver problems, arthritis, cleansing, 
chronic skin ailments, internal parasites, 
vascular disorders, internal bleeding, topical for 
ulcers, boils, tumours (Europe, Asia) 
Sores and wounds 
(cuts) 
*1Ruta graveolens L. 
(Rutaceae) 
[SPI = 0.86] 
Menstrual disorders, spasms, loss of appetite, 
dyspeptic complaints, circulatory disorders, 
fever, high blood pressure, heart palpitations, 
inflamed mucosa, toothache, hysteria, arthritis, 
sprains, injuries, skin diseases, induce abortion 
(Southern Europe)  




[SPI = 0.57] 
Fever (Mexico) (https://keys2liberty. 
wordpress.com/tag/salvia-microphylla/) 
Diabetes, backache 
and as a tonic 
Schinus molle L. 
(Anacardiaceae) 
[SPI = 0.76] 
Antibacterial, topical antiseptic, digestive and 
purgative diuretic, for toothache, wound healing, 
rheumatism, and menstrual disorders, as well 
as stimulant and antidepressant, for respiratory 
and urinary infections, and as analgesic and 
central depressant (Ferrero et al. 2007) 





[SPI = 0.70] 
Antiphlogistic, diaphoretic, diuretic, emollient, 
antiperiodic, febrifuge, 
narcotic, purgative, sedative (Duke and Ayensu, 
1985), poultice in 
treatment of cancerous sores, leucoderma, 






[SPI = Not in Matrix] 
Fevers, migraine headaches, rheumatoid 
arthritis, stomach aches, toothaches, insect 
bites, infertility, and problems with menstruation 




Tropaeolum majus L. 
(Tropaeolaceae) 
[SPI = 0.53] 
Natural antibiotic to treat urinary tract and 
respiratory tract infections, fungal infections, 
muscle pain (Peru) 
Colds, cancer, sore 
throat and goitre and a 
psychoactive substance 
*1Urtica urens L. 
(Urticaceae) 
[SPI = 0.68] 
Anemia, rheumatism and arthritis, eczema, 
asthma, urinary gravel, stomach complaints, 
skin infections and as an anti-haemorrhagic 
(entire northern hemisphere) (Barkaoui et al. 
2017) 
Measles, tuberculosis 






in the Little Karoo 
(Family) [SPI 
value] 
Main traditional uses from the region of 
origin (origin) 
Main medicinal uses 




[SPI = 0.57] 
Dyspepsia, nausea, fever, coughs, stomach 
pain, diarrhoea (North-eastern India) 
Stomach ailments 
Zinnia peruviana (L.) 
L. (Asteraceae) 
[SPI = Not in Matrix] 
Malaria, stomach pain, as hepatoprotective, 
antiparasitic, antifungal and antibacterial agents 




Thirteen of the 39 exotic species in Table 10.3 have similar main medicinal 
uses in the Little Karoo when compared with the traditional uses in their countries of 
orgin. This represents 33% of the total number of exotics. Twenty-six species (66%) 
do not have similar main uses. The fact that two thirds of the exotics species have 
different main uses in the Little Karoo supports the hypothesis that exotics serve to 
enrich the local culture and that they are not used as substitutes in circumstances of 
declining natural resources.        
The 27 introduced species that were included in the flip-file had an average 
Species Popularity Index (SPI) value of 0.6, while the 121 indigenous species had an 
average SPI value of 0.43. Only seven introduced species scored an SPI value lower 
than 0.50. This result seems to reflect the enriching effect of exotic species, adding 
diversity to the traditional medicinal culture, and thus the diversification hypothesis 
cannot be rejected.  
The data also show that the versatility hypothesis of Bennett and Prance (2000) 
and Alencar et al. (2010) cannot be rejected. This hypothesis states that the exotic 
species are typically introduced for a diversity of reasons (such as food, crafts, 
firewood and as ornamental garden plants) and that they have a higher probability to 
also be chosen for medicinal use. More than half (53%) of all introduced species that 
occur in the Little Karoo (Table 5.1) have other uses as well. The availability 
hypothesis of Voeks (2004) and Albuquerque (2006), which states that medicinal 
plants are chosen due to their easy accessibility and local abundance, also has 
relevance here. 
Perhaps the best evidence supporting the idea of enrichment comes from the 
fact that several European medicinal plants were introduced during the colonial times 
and became an important part of the local materia medica. These plants typically 




have Afrikaans (Dutch) vernacular names and no Khoi names. The combination of 
exotic and indigenous medicinal plants that were used by the colonists is historically 
referred to as Cape Dutch medicine. Typical elements of Cape Dutch medicine 
include Artemisia absinthium, Centaurea benedicta, Eucalyptus globulus, 
Foeniculum vulgare, Glycyrrhiza glabra, Lavandula dentata and Ruta gaveolens, all 

































Chapter 11: Conclusions and suggestions for future studies 
 
The dynamic interactions between different cultures have not only left its mark on the 
genetic make-up of the people of the Cape, but also on the traditional Khoi-San 
healing culture. The materia medica became a mixture of well-known European 
plants and several unique endemic species from the diverse indigenous Cape flora. 
The data presented in this thesis support the concept of Cape Herbal Medicine as a 
distinctive new medicinal system with its own peculiar materia medica that is 
characterised by a mixture of introduced and indigenous species and healing 
concepts.    
The quantitative data on the medicinal ethnobotany of the Little Karoo are 
sufficiently rich in detail to allow for many theoretical and practical uses. Not only is it 
a contribution to the cultural heritage of South Africa and in particular to the cultural 
heritage of the Khoi-San legacy, but numerous applications can be invisaged. These 
include improved management of ecosystems, sustainable use of natural resources 
and development of ecotourism. Indigenous plant use knowledge may also serve to 
inspire and encourage historically disadvantaged communities. The interest and 
excitement that has been generated by field survey work in rural areas (also 
amongst the young generation) will hopefully lead to the long-term conservation of 
precious indigenous knowledge that may otherwise have become neglected or 
forgotten. 
 
The following are suggestions for future studies: 
 
• The digital age allows us to save time and money by not repeating tedious 
tasks that others have performed before us. Nowadays it is possible to 
download large and elaborate data sets for personal use without the need to 
retype long lists of species and author citations. Since all the data presented 
in this thesis are in digital format, future researchers can expand, verify, re-
investigate, refine, update, identify new records, recalculate indices, make 
new comparisons and reassess conservation statuses.  
 




• It may be useful to follow up this study with more focussed surveys 
concentrating on particular categories of plant use, for example tonic plants, 
magic plants, ethnoveterinary plants and edible plants by creating research 
instruments (flip-files) for these more specialised topics. Such an approach 
will make it easier to cover a larger number of villages or communities. 
 
• This study has shown that important and necessary refinements may be 
needed to the research instrument (flip-file) in cases where there are similar 
species that may be confused with one another. The indigenous fluitjiesriet 
(Phragmites australis) can easily be confused with the non-indigenous 
spaansriet (Arundo donax). In this case, fresh samples or herbarium 
specimens of both species should be used to supplement the photo plates 
and to avoid errors of identification. The same principles apply to Helichrysum 
species and various plants used as boegoe (buchu; Agathosma, Diosma and 
other ericoid members of the Rutaceae). These species are poorly known and 
difficult to identify, even for botanists. Local people usually rely on the precise 
locality and smell for identification. Establishing the correct identity of what are 
variously referred to as steenbokboegoe, anysboegoe, innocent boegoe, 
koffieboegoe and others, would be an interesting and important follow-up 
study.  
 
• Since this study was primarily focussed on medicinal plants and their uses, 
hardly any attention was given to the preparation of the remedies and the 
plants that are most popular for particular ailments. Follow-up studies with 
ailments as the main line of enquiry (using a “flip-file of ailments”) may yield 
valuable results. This will allow for recording more detailed information 
especially when only particular ailments are investigated. 
 
• This study has revealed several plant species with very limited published 
information on their traditional uses, chemical composition and biological 
activities. The three chosen examples (Pegolettia baccharidifolia, Pentzia 
incana and Elytropappus rhinocerotis) were selected to clearly demonstrate 
the exciting and interesting discoveries that can be made by focussing on 




well-known medicinal plants that are still practically unknown from a scientific 
perspective (see Appendix 5). 
 
• The study has revealed several interesting examples of vernacular names 
that may be of interest to linguists studying the derivation of Khoi-San and 
Afrikaans names (see the examples of ghwarrieson and sespapperella in 
section 9.3). 
 
• Perhaps the most rewarding prospect for future studies would be a repetition 
of the same methodology, using the same instrument (flip-file) to accurately 
record and quantify the degree of change in indigenous knowledge over time. 
The quantitative data in this thesis give a useful starting point that can be 
used to prove or disprove the perceived loss of indigenous plant knowledge in 
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